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MONETARY POLICY IMPROVEMENT ACT OF 
1979 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1979 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D.C. 
The committee met at 10:05 a.m. in room 5302, Dirksen Senate 

Office Building, Senator William Proxmire, chairman of the com
mittee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Proxmire, Morgan, Stewart, Tsongas, Garn, 
Tower, Kassebaum, and Lugar. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE 

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. 
Mr. Chairman, my statement will take a few minutes and I 

suggest you be seated because I think Senator Tower may have a 
statement too and perhaps Senator Kassebaum. 

The committee is beginning its consideration of legislation to 
deal with the problems associated with the erosion of membership 
in the Federal Reserve System. There are several bills that have 
been introduced: S. 85, which is my bill; S. 353, which is Senator 
Tower's bill. The Federal Reserve Board has also taken a slightly 
different approach and there's a House bill approach. 

The Federal Reserve is the Nation's central bank and its primary 
responsibility is the formulation and implementation of monetary 
policy. That role was not really envisioned when the Federal Re
serve System was set up in 1913 as basically a central clearing 
bank to establish a nationwide network for the efficient clearing of 
payments. Membership was made voluntary in 1913 because not all 
banks needed to be associated with the Federal Reserve for the 
development of an efficient payments mechanism. 

But the Federal Reserve's responsibilities have changed. Is the 
Federal Reserve's structure now appropriate for the Nation's cen
tral bank? Is voluntary compliance with reserve requirements ap
propriate and consistent with the needs of the Fed to conduct 
monetary policy? Should access to the Federal Reserve's discount 
window be extended to nonmembers to enhance the safety and 
soundness of the banking system and on what basis? Should Feder
al Reserve services be provided on the basis of price rather than 
membership status? Is the position of nonbank thrift institutions in 
the payments mechanism and financial markets sufficient to war
rant their participation in the central bank and in monetary policy 
considerations? Should interest payment on reserves at the Federal 
Reserve banks be authorized by Congress? 

(1) 
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The membership problem has been a concern of the Federal 
Reserve Board and the System for some time. Policy issues which 
now come before the Federal Reserve Board may too often pose the 
question: What impact will the solution to this issue have on 
membership? For example, if access to the discount window is 
important for the safety and soundness of the banking system, is it 
appropriate for the Federal Reserve to be forced to say we cannot 
make that access available to nonmember banks because the mem
bership problem would worsen and monetary policy implementa
tion would therefore be compromised. In the same way, the mem
bership problem compromises the pricing of services and regula
tory issues. 

Mandatory universal and uniform reserve requirements offer one 
solution. It would allow open access to the discount window and to 
Federal Reserve bank services and permit the pricing of those 
services on a market basis. 

This would also permit lowering the cost of reserve requirements 
by reducing them. However, reduced reserve requirements will 
result in lower earnings for the Fed and thus less revenue to the 
Treasury and less for the taxpayer. The committee has an obliga
tion to protect Treasury revenues and the taxpayers of this country 
and to guard against outright transfer of funds from the Treasury 
to the banks. Such transfers would result in an increased Federal 
deficit which in today's inflationary environment must be held as 
low as possible. 

The payment of interest on reserves must be examined very 
carefully. There is no precedent for this in the history of the 
Federal Reserve. There is no authorization for interest payments 
on reserves that, must come from the Congress. I have opposed 
interest payments on reserves and continue to be skeptical of the 
idea because even payment of a _modest amount of interest would 
set a precedent that would be an invitation to larger and larger 
transfers of funds from the Treasury to the banks. The American 
Bankers Association issued a statement last week saying: 

The Fed should establish and put into effect immediately earnings participation 
accounts at the Fed's portfolio rate on the first $10 million of each member bank's 
reserve balances. Participation in such earnings participation accounts covering 
balances in excess of $10 million should be considered when monetary, economic, 
and other factors make such action desirable. 

Well, the cost of doing that would amount to $1.5 billion before 
taxes. Commercial banks' Federal income tax liabilities have been 
consistently far lower than other American corporations. 

I hope that with your help, Chairman Miller, that we can find a 
permanent solution to the problem of securing reserve requirement 
coverage of a broad deposit base. I hope we can do that without 
large cost to the Treasury. 

A practical solution should not be difficult. It can improve mone
tary policy, provide greater equity among depository institutions, 
increase profits for the banks, and cost the taxpayers relatively 
little. 

Th~ last thing this country needs is another spending program, 
read it-another program that will cost the taxpayer money. 

Now it's one thing to propose a program that would provide more 
money to welfare mothers or handicapped citizens or the infirm 
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elderly. Frankly, I would oppose those programs too at this time. 
But how then could I support this new program to hand out hun
dreds of millions of dollars of money from the Treasury to the 
banks? 

We have, to this country's credit, never paid interest on required 
reserves, for the very good reason that to require reserves is a 
small price to pay for the immense benefit banks enjoy with their 
charter, their authority to lend, their protection from competition 
through limited access to banking. 

Until this issue of Federal Reserve membership arose, even the 
banks never seriously tried to persuade the Congress to authorize 
the payment of interest on reserves. There was no respectable 
economic thought saying that such an expenditure by the taxpayer 
was desirable or necessary. 

But once this program is opened up-watch out. Yes, indeed, 
initially the cost will be only a few hundred million but like every 
other Federal exenditure it will balloon. And what is worse, I can 
hear the arguments now: 

Senator, if you can pay hundreds of millions to the banks in interest on reserves, 
when we didn't pay them anything on their reserves for 200 years, why can't you 
pay more for the poor, the blind, the lame, the small farmers, the needy student, 
and so forth? 

There's no end to it. 
No matter how we disguise such a program, it's really welfare 

for the banks, subsidy for the banks, based on a pitifully weak case. 
Here is the industry that year after year pays the lowest taxes of 

any major industry in the country to the Federal Government, and 
embarrassingly low State taxes. Here is an industry that is right 
now enjoying a fat increase in profits, certainly among the highest 
increase in profits of any industry. Here is the one industry which 
has been in effect exempted from the President's price guidelines, 
although it enjoys the benefit of being able to hold down its costs 
by being subject to the President's wage guidelines. 

Here is an industry that enjoys the advantage of Federal law 
that prohibits paying any interest on demand deposits, which 
means that the Federal Government by law requires that much of 
the funds the banks have available to lend out at interest costs the 
banks virtually nothing. 

Here is an industry that enjoys another Federal law that, with 
regulation Q, limits to 5 percent the interest banks can pay on 
passbook savings deposits which again limits the banks' cost and 
means the banks can enjoy a margin now exceeding 100 percent on 
much of their savings deposits. 

Here is an industry that enjoys still another Federal law that 
limits the rate of interest that the banks can pay on some longer 
term deposits and, again, in effect, guarantees another happy profit 
margin on much of the rest of the bank's borrowed funds. 

But how about a law to limit the rate of interest banks can 
charge, and thus would limit the bank's profits. Of course, there is 
no such law and frankly there should not be one. If there were 
such a law, it would require the allocation of credit which I strong
ly oppose. But consider what this means. It means that while every 
other industry in the country is subject to the profit-margin test on 
profits or a 6-percent guideline on price, the banks alone are 
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exempt. They are home free. They alone are subject to no price or 
profit limit. Now what is the consequence of all this? 

It means the bankers are asking for a brand new precedent. For 
the first time in 200 years, their proposal would require the hard
hit Federal taxpayer to forgo hundreds of millions of dollars that 
would now for the first time be paid to the banks in interest on 
reserves. 

Talk about economic justice, talk about targeting scarce Federal 
funds to those who really need it. We are being asked to sock the 
taxpayer in this year-one after proposition 13 to pay to bankers
bankers-bankers these funds when the law now shelters bankers 
from competition, when the law prohibits you from making a 
nickel in interest from the banks on your demand deposits, when 
the law flatly limits the amount you can be paid on a savings 
account, when the law-in this period of sky-high interest rates 
thus guarantees beautiful bank profits which alone of all industries 
are exempt from profit guidelines when the law is so structured 
that the Federal and State taxes on banks are so small as to be 
almost invisible without a microscope, we are asked now for the 
first time to pay banks interest on reserves. 

I say: No way. It would be the Golden Fleece to end all Golden 
Fleeces, the rip-off of the year. 

Having said all this, I will support the payment of interest on 
reserves if we revise the law on entry into the banking business to 
make it conform with entry in other businesses, if we abolish the 
prohibition of interest on demand deposits, if we abolish regulation 
Q, and if we arrange some kind of a franchise tax to recognize the 
advantage banks have in investing in tax exempt Government 
obligations so they pay taxes comparable with other industries. 
When that day comes, I will be happy to support such a bill. Until 
that day comes, you will find me doing all in my power to forestall 
this all-time rip-off. 

But if the banks simply want a bill which will result in lower 
reserve requirements, and therefore higher profits, and will at the 
same time give the Federal Reserve the universal reserve require
ments they need, they will have my support and we can enact such 
a law promptly. 

Senator Garn. 
Senator GARN. I have no opening statement, Mr. Chairman. I 

would reply very briefly to your statement, however, without get
ting into detail, because you and I might go on for hours and we 
might not be able to hear Mr. Miller. 

I think it's a gross overstatement of the position of the banks and 
their profit margins and an attack that I think is unwarranted. 
That's all I have to say at this point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tsongas. 
Senator TsoNGAS. No statement. 
The CHAIRMAN. I want to introduce Senator Tower. He was, after 

all-it's not every committee that has Superman on it. I was going 
to say, "Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it's Supertower." We are 
delighted to have the distinguished Senator from Texas. [Laughter.] 
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR TOWER 

Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I will later ex
press my thanks to the Washington Post for having covered that 
event. 

I do have a rather mild opening statement. I'm sorry that it is so 
mild, considering the chairman's opening statement. I was under 
the impression that our late lamented colleague, Wright Patman, 
had gone to his reward, but apparently he's in the back room 
somewhere writing our chairman's speeches for him. 

The CHAIRMAN. I couldn't have a better ghost. 
Senator TOWER. It's perhaps good old dogmatic populist senti

ment, but I think that the chairman has engaged in a little high
flown rhetoric that doesn't get to the substance of the issue. 

During the course of these hearings the committee will be consid
ering two clear-cut alternatives to solving the Fed membership 
problem. One alternative contained in S. 85, which the chairman 
has introduced, is mandatory in that it would require all banks and 
thrift institutions over a certain size to hold reserves with the Fed. 
The other contained in S. 353, which I have introduced, would 
maintain the present system of voluntary membership in the Fed 
and allow the Fed to pay interest on reserves. Both bills would 
reduce reserve requirements and require they be applied uniformly 
on all banks within certain deposit categories. 

I am greatly concerned, however, over the mandatory approach. 
It represents a significant break with the present system of volun
tacy membership. Perhaps if we were_ starting from scratch, such 
ari approach would be desirable, but we're not. There are a large 
number of nonmember banks which have decided not to be mem
bers of the Fed and for good reason. Member banks are required to 
hold reserves in the form of nonearning assets. This is a discrimi
natory tax on their earnings. The mandatory approach would re
quire a number of nonmember banks in my State and elsewhere to 
hold reserves in the form of sterile assets of the Fed adversely 
affecting their income and their ability to continue serving their 
community. 

I believe it would be preferable to solve this problem within the 
present system of voluntary Fed membership and my bill would 
solve it by reducing the reserve burden of membership and encour
age rather than mandate that banks hold reserves at the Federal 
Reserve. 

I will be very interested in having the witnesses who appear 
before this committee respond to the question of whether or not 
the approach in my bill will solve the Fed membership problem. If 
banks are leaving the system because of the burden of reserves, 
then why not eliminate the burden through a reduction in reserves 
and the payment of interest on reserves? If equity is important, 
wouldn't the payment of interest on reserves remove the existing 
inequities by allowing member banks to earn a rate of return on 
their reserves just as nonmember banks are allowed to do? 

Obviously, Treasury revenues are a consideration, but the re
quirement that member banks hold reserves in the form of sterile 
assets is, again, a discriminatory tax on those banks. I believe it 
would be preferable to avoid such discrimination in gaining Treas-
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ury revenues and, if necessary, make up the difference elsewhere 
or reduce Federal outlays accordingly. 

I believe the approach in S. 353 solves the Fed membership 
problem in a straightforward manner that is equitable and it 
avoids the traumatic change in the banking system that mandatory 
membership involves. 

Let me again say that the payment of interest on reserves is not 
a subsidy. It is not a handout to the banks. It simply represents the 
removal of a discriminatory tax that is now levied against the 
banks. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kassebaum. 
Senator KASSEBAUM. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lugar. 
Senator LUGAR. No comment. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, go right ahead, sir. 

STATEMENT OF G. WILLIAM MILLER, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF 
GOVERNORS, FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I would ask your permission to include the prepared testimony 

submitted to the committee and the attachments to it in the 
record. 

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the entire statement will be 
printed in full in the record (see p. 102). 

Mr. MILLER. Instead, of going through the prepared testimony, 
Mr. Chairman, we have placed before each member of the commit
tee a set of talking points and charts. I would like to guide you 
through them as a means of addressing the issues this morning. 

First, I'd like to express my appreciation to this committee for 
the priority which has been assigned to this matter in this session. 
The matter of the decline of membership in the Federal Reserve 
System is an issue that's been under consideration for several 
years. There have been a number of reasons why over the last 5 or 
6 years there has been an increasing rate of attrition in member
ship, and a number of important issues have been raised and 
discussed in many forums, including before the Congress. 

Last year, when I became Chairman of the Federal Reserve, it 
seemed important that we join together in addressing this issue 
and try to find a solution that would be equitable and workable 
and improve the monetary system at a critical time in our Nation's 
history. 

I might remind the committee that the approach we took last 
year in this regard was to submit, at mid-year-the first opportuni
ty since assuming my chairmanship-a set of proposals to address 
the issue. The principles that we set forth were: first, a reduction of 
reserve requirements within the present statutory limits; second, 
authorization to pay a limited amount of interest on reserves; and 
third, a proposal to charge for services provided by the Federal 
Reserve. Under that proposal, the payment of interest coupled with 
charging for services would have limited the net reduction of Fed
eral Reserve earnings to 7 percent so as to provide a control 
mechanism on any reduction of Treasury revenues. 
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A fourth element of our proposal, at that time, was for the 
Federal Reserve to reimburse the Treasury over a transition 
period, so that there would be no immediate budgetary impact. 

I must say we were extremely pleased with the willingness of 
this committee to address the issue. The chairman of this commit
tee and the chairman of the House committee introduced proposals 
that look to universal reserves and uniform reserves as alterna
tives to the proposals we made last summer. Those proposals are 
consistent with the recommendations of every commission that has 
studied banking since the 1930's, and we were pleased to shift from 
our original approach, which primarily involved operating within 
the present statutory structure. We have been engaged, since that 
time, in working with committee staffs and with committee mem
bers to study these issues and develop a response. 

Since time ran out in the last Congress, it was not possible to 
resolve this matter, but it was agreed that this would be a high 
priority in the new Congress, for which we are most appreciative. 
In the interim, we have been endeavoring to assess the legitimate 
concerns of all affected constituencies, to come forward with re
sponses to those concerns, and to find the most equitable, the 
soundest system possible, one that addresses the issue of fairness 
while looking at the public interest. 

This year, we are proposing what we call a monetary improve
ment program. It involves not only the legislative issues pending 
here, but our determination to improve monetary policy implemen
tation in other ways. For example, we are ~w seeking comments 
and input from all those who are interested and knowledgeable as 
to the definition of the monetary aggregates. These have not been 
redefined in recent years and the current definitions, seem to be 
out of keeping with the actual functions of money in today's econo
my. So we are addressing this issue. 

But today, we are looking only at legislative matters. If you turn 
to page 2, we list our objectives for this initiative: (1) to promote 
equity in the competition among depository institutions and (2) to 
improve the effectiveness of monetary policy. 

Let me just first speak briefly about monetary policy on page 3. 
Our first objective in the proposals being considered here is to 

improve predictability with respect to the monetary aggregates. At 
the present time, deposits move in an unpredictable way among 
members and nonmembers, among whom reserve requirements 
differ. Because we cannot predict how deposits will flow, there is a 
certain degree of looseness in predicting the effects of monetary 
policy action. 

Now I might point out that there are other reasons for unpre
dictability of the monetary aggregates. When deposits move from 
one category of deposit to another, or from a small institution to a 
large institution, reserve requirements also change. As you know, 
we h e a g aduated system of reserves now. If a demand deposit 
moves from a small member bank, to a large member bank, the 
reserve requirement may change. Likewise, if a deposit moves from 
a savings to a time account, the reserve requirements may change. 

But for today's discussion we are looking only at the effect of 
deposits moving from a member bank, which has reserve require-
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ments, to a nonmember bank, which has differing requirements or 
none, and the degree of unpredictability that creates. 

Page 4 shows that to the extent deposits are held outside of the 
Federal Reserve System, the degree of unpredictability increases. 
The horizontal axis goes from zero balances outside the Federal 
Reserve, on the left, to 100 percent of deposits outside the Federal 
Reserve, on the right. Today we are at the dotted line: it shows 
that with roughly 30 percent of deposits outside the System, there 
is a 6 percent lack of predictability. We can be wrong 3 percent in 
either direction, for aggregate error of 6 percent, in our predictions 
of the 2 month growth rates of the monetary aggregates. 

The Federal Open Market Committee uses the 2-month projec
tion as a means of setting its objectives, which is why we have 
selected it. For this reason, any program that would increase the 
amount of deposits subject to Federal Reserve reserve requirements 
would greatly improve our ability to predict the monetary aggre
gates and, therefore, to implement monetary policy. 

Looking at page 5, I might say there are some other reasons why 
the approach being suggested would improve montary policy. One 
is that, with the problem of attrition, the Federal Reserve has felt 
itself somewhat constrained in changing reserve requirement 
ratios. If there is a desire to increase them, that would increase the 
burden of membership and accelerate the decline in membership. 
So it would greatly improve our flexibility in using reserve require
ment ratios as a monetary policy tool if there was a system of more 
uniform or universal reserves, with an impact more equitably 
spread over the entire financial system. 

Another reason that the proposal before this committee would 
improve monetary policy is in providing access for all financial 
institutions to the discount window. In times of adjustment in 
liquidity for whatever reasons-because of tight money policies, 
because of sudden shifts-we need to be able to adjust portfolios of 
depository institutions smoothly to keep the economy working 
smoothly. The availability of the discount window would add a 
degree of certainty to the process and would enhance our ability to 
impose monetary policy without causing disruption in the financial 
community or in the economic system. 

Another -reason the proposal improves the system is, of course, 
that the Federal Reserve is the insurer of the workings of the 
payments mechanism: the Nation's central bank provides the ulti
mate security that payments are safely and efficiently cleared and 
that the payment system works. To the degree that more and more 
banks move outside the System, and more and more clearing banks 
become nonmembers, there's always the problem that a difficulty 
in liquidity in a nonmember clearing bank could have a ripple 
effect and impair the liquidity of all those banks that clear through 
it. The Federal Reserve as a backup gives greater assurance of 
safety and efficiency in this area. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, these are some of the 
issues that I'm summarizing from the testimony that would im
prove in monetary policy implementation. There is definitely, in 
our view, a need for corrective action. The main reason for the 
need is the decline in membership. On page 7 you can see the trend 
in the decline in the percent of banks participating in the Federal 
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Reserve System, and the decline in the percent of deposits subject 
to Federal Reserve requirements. The dotted lines project what we 
can expect from continuing attrition, both in percent decline in 
banks and percent decline of deposits. The upper dotted line pro
jects a continuation of the experience we have seen in recent years; 
the lower dotted line projects experience parallel to that in New 
England. With the introduction of NOW accounts and other new 
devices in New England, there was more competition, more relative 
burden on membership, and a more rapid attrition. Ten years ago, 
New England had a higher percentage of member banks and a 
higher percentage of deposits subject to Federal Reserve require
ments than another other region. Now, it has one of the lowest, 
because of these competitive developments. These have been limit
ed to that part of the country until recently, but are now spreading 
elsewhere. So we could expect to see the trend somewhere between 
these two dotted lines in the future. 

There's also a need for corrective action because of the burden of 
membership. The loss of income on nonearning reserve balances, 
adjusted for the benefit that these members receive from Federal 
Reserve services provided without charge, amounts to $650 million 
in 1977 pre-tax dollars. That is, the difference between what re
serve balances could have earned in 1977 had these banks been 
nonmembers and the value of the services we provided, is $650 
million, which is equal to 9 percent of pre-tax earnings. 

This creates to a degree an inquitable tax, falling on some banks 
and not others, which illustrates our difficulty. 

Another point worth noting is that this burden of membership 
falls heaviest on smaller member banks. Our estimate of 9 percent 
of pre-tax earnings is an overall figure; for small banks-shown in 
the bars on the left of the charts on page 10-you will see that the 
figure is over 20 percent of pre-tax earnings; for medium-sized 
banks it's 15 or 16 percent; and for very large banks it declines to 7 
or 8 percent. So the burden falls heaviest on smaller members and, 
in our view, this is particularly troublesome. It is something we 
cannot correct easily under the present statutory structure which 
has a minimum reserve requirement of 7 percent; we are already 
at that minimum, so we can't do anything by way of reducing 
reserve requirements to aid small banks any more under the pres
ent structure. 

There's also the subject of competitive equality. I said we had 
two objectives in mind. One is to improve monetary policy. The 
other is to assure greater competitive equality. I might point out 
that in endeavoring to address this subject we, as others, recognize 
that we are not starting from scratch. We have a system that's in 
being. We are not back in 1913 when we were setting up the 
Federal Reserve System, so we may not be able to achieve the ideal 
of perfect equality and perfect equity. But, looking at the affected 
constituents, we certainly can try our best to create a sounder 
system and a better system while removing, to the degree we can, 
any inequality in the competitive environment. 

Member banks now face not only a competitive inequality as 
against nonmember banks, but also a growing competitive inequal
ity as against thrift institutions, which are more and more gaining 
powers as to transactions-type accounts. Other powers are being 
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sought as well, so that more and more thrift institutions are gain
ing some of the powers previously reserved to banks and becoming, 
so to speak, across-the-street competitors. To that degree, possibil
ity of even greater inequality, unless we address this issue now, is 
growing. 

Now some of the competitive elements-page 12 contains only a 
partial list-include the advent of NOW accounts. This is, in effect, 
the permission to pay interest on certain demand deposits. It first 
developed in New England out of a legal assertion by certain 
thrifts of the power to issue negotiable orders of withdrawal, and 
eventually led to NOW account authority for all of New England, 
which led to a competitive situation that made membership even 
more burdensome and resulted in higher attrition. We also have 
point of sale terminals; we have credit union share drafts which 
operate like checks; Federal savings and loans may soon have 
available to them a payment order account which will be, in effect, 
the same as a check; there is authority for telephone transfers and 
for a whole series of new services evolving from the financial 
system's efforts to serve people and businesses better. 

But such competitive innovation, while certainly desirable, cre
ates more inequality which threatens our system. 

Looking at this from a monetary policy and from a competitive 
equality point of view, what are some of the elements which would 
move us toward a more ideal system? Some of these elements are 
listed on page 13. 

First, it would help both monetary policy and equality if there 
were more uniform, more universal reserves at commercial banks; 
and second, it would help if we extended reserve requirements to 
transactions balances at thrifts, so that if they are involved in 
these activities they are on the same basis as banks. 

Both of those elements are contained in Senator Proxmire's bill, 
S. 85. Senator Tower has put forward an alternative, and we very 
much appreciate that because we want to look objectively at the 
various options. His particular approach would not apply manda
tory requirements but would continue a voluntary system. 

The third element, reduction in reserve ratios, is proposed in 
both bills. So I think we have agreement at least on some reduction 
in requirements to relieve the burden on member banks. 

A fourth element that the Federal Reserve has suggested is an 
earnings participation account. I will explain later why we feel 
that should be a supplement to these other elements. 

Fifth, I think we all agree that if we solve the membership 
problem there is an advantage-in terms of efficiency and econo
my-to introducing explicit charges for Federal Reserve services. 
We will no longer be tempted to try to solve the problem by 
providing free services, which may involve a poor use of our re
sources. 

And sixth, any proposal we make should minimize the effect on 
Treasury revenues, particularly in these times of austere budgets. 
So we want to try to do all six of those things. 

Let's talk for a moment about the proposed reserve require
ments. On page 14, just to get the issues before us, we have taken 
the S. 85 proposal and compared it with what the Federal Reserve 
believes would be an improvement: call it MOD-85. It represents 
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our suggestions for changes that we think would go further in 
solving the problem. I will explain the reasons for these changes in 
a moment. 

S. 85, includes the concept of exemptions, so that large numbers 
of smaller institutions would not bear any reserve requirements, 
even with uniform, universal reserve requirements. The exemption 
proposed in S. 85 is $40 million of transactions accounts and $40 
million of total time and savings deposits. We believe that if each 
of those two exemptions were increased to $50 million-particular
ly if our earnings participation account concept is accepted-we 
could still get the coverage we need and further reduce the burden 
to financial institutions so that there would be more equality in the 
system. We are suggesting some adjustment in the particular ratios 
that have been proposed. In some cases they are not very much 
different from S. 85. But we are concerned about too heavy a 
reserve requirement on transaction accounts, because this repre
sents a continuing high cost to financial institutions and not, in 
our opinion, enough of a reduction in burden. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I hate to interrupt your narra
tive. Could you add one factor here, a cost comparison? 

Mr. MILLER. Yes, I will come to that in just a moment. 
The CHAIRMAN. I thought right on that table it would be good to 

have them together. 
Mr. MILLER. I will get to that; I certainly want to face it square

ly. 
As to the idea of the earnings participation account, first, let me 

explain how it works and then why it makes sen:se. Chart 15 takes 
the deposit category of transaction accounts, the left bar indicates 
how an earnings participation account would work. 

In the first place, we would exempt completely the first $10 
million of deposits, so many very small institutions would have no 
reserve requirement on deposits at all. For deposits over $50 mil
lion, the top part of the bar, there would be required reserves. 
Between the $10 million and the $50 million is where we would say 
we need a supplement to the required reserve structure. Institu
tions would place deposits with the Federal Reserve that would 
participate in our portfolio and accrue interest at our portfolio 
rate. So this does not change the concept of required reserves; it 
supplements the concept. 

Our reason for doing this is shown on the next chart. Currently, 
about 73 percent of deposits are in the Federal Reserve System; 
under S. 85, with the $40 million exemption in each category about 
75 percent of deposits would be covered. 

Under our proposal1 using the EPA, we could cover 94 percent of 
deposits, but with no more impact on the earnings of banks than 
under S. 85 because we would be paying the portfolio rate on these 
additional deposits. The coverage of those deposits would give us 
the monetary predictability we need. 

So our proposal tries to combine the concept of broader coverage 
of deposits with the idea of minimizing the impact upon bank 
earnings-that is, not taxing those particular deposits, if you look 
upon non-earning reserves as a tax. It would give us greater cover
age without burdening the banks. 
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Let's look at the next table which shows how this would affect 
reserves. We have taken December of 1977 as a point of compari
son. At that time, required reserves maintained with the Federal 
Reserve were about $27 billion. We have then compared the effect 
of S. 85 with the effect of the proposed modifications that we would 
suggest. 

Under S. 85, the reduction in required reserves for member 
banks would be $10.5 billion. MOD-85 moves the exemption level 
up from $40 million to $50 million and contains slightly lower 
ratios; so our proposal would reduce required reserves for member 
banks by $13.9 billion. If we institute universal reserves, S. 85 
would require reserves for non-member banks of $2.2 billion; our 
proposal would require $1.7 billion. The net reduction in required 
reserves under S. 85 would be $8.3 billion. Under our proposal, the 
net reduction would be $12.1 billion. The new level of required 
reserves, then, would be about $19 billion under S. 85; and under 
MOD-85, $15.1 billion. 

Now, in addition to that $15.1 billion of non-earning reserves, we 
would also require institutions to maintain $5.9 billion with the 
Federal Reserve in an earning participation account which would 
pay the portfolio rate. They would thus get a rate nearly equiva
lent to what they could otherwise expect from their liquid assets 
year after year. 

So the differences are mainly: about a $4 billion additional reduc
tion in required reserves; plus the concept of an earnings participa
tion account. 

Looking at earnings improvement, on page 18, under S. 85, the 
pre-tax earnings of banks would improve by $133 million, if we 
assumed that this whole program was totally in effect in 1977. (I 
will speak in a moment about the effect of phasing the program in, 
but for now just assume the whole thing goes into effect at one 
time. If the program had been totally in effect in 1977, bank pre
tax earnings under S. 85 would have been increased $133 million. 
With the modifications we suggest, bank earnings would be in
creased $384 million. I'll speak later of the net cost to Treasury; 
this chart shows just bank earnings. 

By the way, MOD-85 is the same proposal we made to the House, 
so the figures are the same. 

Let's look at the number of institutions affected, on page 19. 
Currently, there are 5,664 member banks, all covered under the 
present system. Look down that first column for a moment: we are 
not covering 8,954 non-member banks and we are not covering over 
27,000 thrift institutions now. We have 5,600-plus member banks, 
and we don't cover anybody else. 

Under S. 85, 1,252 member banks would be covered; 707 non
member banks would be covered; and 2 thrift institutions would be 
covered. The rest would not be covered. 

Under our proposed modification, 3,893 member banks would be 
covered, compared to the present 5,664; 4,015 non-member banks 
would be covered; and 48 thrift institutions would be covered. The 
rest would not be covered. 

But if you turn to the next page you will see what coverage 
means. Under the present system, of our 5,664 members, all but 59 
maintain reserves with the Federal Reserve; those 59 are able to 
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cover their reserve requirements with vault cash. (Reserve require
ments of the Federal Reserve are met first, by vault cash and to 
the extent vault cash isn't sufficient, by balances held with the 
Federal Reserve. In the present situation, 59 institutions are cov
ered with vault cash; 5,605 maintain reserves. 

First, let me point out that in MOD-85, as we have said before, 
we would have a greater number of institutions covered. But most 
of those-4,324-would cover their requirements with vault cash; 
2,976 more would maintain earnings participation accounts only, 
no sterile reserves; only 656 banks would hold non-earning re
serves. Of those, 424 are now members; 232 are large non-members. 
Remember that 48 thrifts would be covered, but they would be able 
to meet their requirement either with vault cash or by holding an 
earnings participation account. So only 656 institutions would actu
ally hold non-earning reserves. 

I mentioned that in addition to universality, uniformity and the 
earnings participation accounts under our proposal, we have also 
proposed to introduce explicit charges for Federal Reserve serv
ices-assuming that we enact a solution to membership. Obviously, 
we can't put in explicit charges under the present system, because 
that would merely accelerate the loss of membership; we can do 
this only if we have solved the membership problem. Page 21 
shows, again based on 1977, that we expected to be able to generate 
$410 million of income to the Federal Reserve by charging for 
services at that time. 

Finally, on the last chart, Mr. Chairman, we do have the costs to 
Treasury broken down. I apologize that those two columns aren't 
headed. Please write S. 85 over the first column, and MOD-85 over 
the second, and then I can show you the costs. 

Pre-tax earnings we talked about earlier, and I explained the 
combined effect, on the one hand, of reducing reserve requirements 
and, on the other hand, of charging for services. Banks would have 
greater income because they would not have to maintain sterile 
reserves; they would have less income because of paying for our 
services. The net effect under S. 85 is an increase of ~133 million. 
But those earnings would be subject to taxes. The Treasury agrees 
with us that the recovery-from corporate taxes and taxes on 
dividend payments-to the Treasury would be $73 million. The net 
cost to the Treasury would therefore be $60 million. 

Under our proposal, the net cost to the Treasury-and again this 
is the same proposal we made in the House-would be $173 mil
lion. We are proposing, additionally, to reimburse the Treasury 
over 3 years for the actual loss of revenue. The Federal Reserve 
has a surplus built up over 65 years and we would use part of that 
surplus to reimburse the Treasury until this transition is complete. 

This particular cost estimate is based on a static condition. Actu
ally, what we propose is to phase in the new reserve requirements 
over 4 years, and to phase the reduction in reserve requirements 
over 2 years; we would put charges for services into effect as soon 
as we could, which might take a year, perhaps. We have worked 
out a schedule with the Treasury. 

Mr. Chairman, I'm not going to take the time to go through the 
dynamics in detail. But if you look at the effect of the changes we 
are proposing, and compare that with the effect from the loss of 
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membership that would take place if we don't make these changes, 
then you will find the real cost to the Treasury is ultimately very 
small, indeed. If we don't find the solution to this problem, there's 
going to be a continued attrition of membership; and if there's 
attrition of membership there's a loss of earnings to the Treasury. 
So we are lossing income anyway. One of the reasons we feel this 
$173 million cost is quite reasonable is that, while there would be a 
loss in revenue for 3 years, after that there would actually be a 
gain in revenues. So there would be, as we see it, a gain in that we 
would stop losing members. 

I might point out that while the earnings participation account is 
perhaps a novel concept, I was particularly pleased that Senator 
Tower, in his proposal, did recognize this as one of the components 
that should be considered. 

So we have a mixture in the alternative proposals here which we 
are hoping to synthesize into a program that would meet with your 
approval and your support. We do feel that the matter is extremely 
important; the soundness of our financial system in these difficult 
times of high inflation and international difficulties is extremely 
important to this Nation. 

I appreciate your attention. I hope that the degree of detail I 
have given has not obscured what is fundamental about this partic
ular matter. Thank you. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for a really 
remarkably fine presentation of an extraordinarily complicated sit
uation and one that isn't the most exciting in the world, but I 
think you presented it very, very well and made a very fair and 
objective as well as clear presentation. 

I understood you to indicate-of course, you prefer the modified 
S. 85, but you conceded, as I understand it, that S. 85 as I have 
introduced it does improve earnings by the banks. It provides ex
emptions for about 95 percent of all the banks. All the savings 
institutions would be exempt, and the conduct of monetary policy 
would be improved. Is that correct? 

Mr. MILLER. That's correct. Mr. Chairman, the problem that the 
Board has with S. 85 is that although the principles are certainly 
right in line with what we think would solve the problem, it may 
not be generous enough in reduction of reserves or exemptions. 
Therefore, we have suggested modifications to alleviate this. 

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that and that's why-I don't want 
to be unfair, but it does seem to me that this could be construed
and, of course, in my opening statement I indicated I would con
strue it as a rather brassy proposal to enrich the banks at the 
expense of the taxpayer, and when you consider the fact that J. P. 
Morgan, in all his majestic arrogance when he deigned to bail poor 
old Grover Cleveland and this country out in the 1890's, he never 
developed the unmitigated gall to demand interest on reserves. 

When the legendary indomitable Biddle clashed with Andrew 
Jackson and the Government was attacked for having Biddled 
diddled and undone, Biddle didn't have the effrontery to call for 
interest on reserves. 

Andy Mellon, Tom Lamont, George Whitney, the fabled Gianini, 
have never even suggested or whispered that they should be so 
richly rewarded. 
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Why didn't they? Because they knew they enjoyed a privileged 
position in this economy, and here was one rip-off which even they 
would have known was too outrageous to call for. 

How these great financiers would have admired this magnificent 
example of sheer unadulterated brass. I can just see their ghosts 
now crowding into this hearing room to sing hosannas of praise. 

Don't you feel some reluctance in proposing interest on reserves 
for the first time at this time under these circumstances in view of 
the fact that we have an austere budget in view of the fact that the 
banks are doing so well, in view of the fact that the banks are not 
subject and they alone are not subject to the price guidelines and 
the profit ratio? 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I have no reluctance at all. Not 
being one of those famous financiers, I probably have a more 
practical approach to solving the problems of the world. 

The CHAIRMAN. They were pretty practical fellows. 
Mr. MILLER. If you assume we accepted S. 85, then we would 

have reserve requirements only on deposits over $40 million. I 
can't see anybody rolling over in his grave if we say, by the way, if 
you put some more money with us on which we will allow you to 
participate in our portfolio. 

The CHAIRMAN. You see, the difference is the interest on reserves 
and what I'm afraid of-you're dead right that the costs now are 
relatively modest and very limited considering the size of our 
budget. But once we start the new program of paying interest on 
reserves for the first time in the long history of this country, it 
seems to me we're going to move rather quickly to paying interest 
at the market rate, moving under the present circumstances of 
paying 11 or 12 percent interest on these reserves at a colossal cost 
to the Treasury, and as I say if there's one thing we don't need now 
it's a new spending program, particularly one that isn't targeted at 
the neediest in our society. 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, you see, again, I have to be, practi
cal. I don't know what good it is to be doctrinaire about that issue. 
I have more faith that Congress is not going to be an easy target 
and give away unnecessary funds, but it seems to me that if we 
continue--

The CHAIRMAN. It's been an easy target in the past, as you well 
know. 

Mr. MILLER. This new Congress and this new attitude of auster
ity is one that I'm sure will be with us for a while, and I support 
that. But it seems to me the alternative is for banks to leave the 
System and maintain no reserves, with a loss of revenue to the 
Treasury. It seems to me that if we want to hold out for a principle 
and lose all that revenue, it doesn't prove much. 

The CHAIRMAN. On the contrary. You see, Mr. Chairman, my 
proposal, S. 85, would not ignore that problem. It would meet the 
problem of losing membership. It would meet the problem of per
mitting you to maintain an effective monetary policy, but it would 
do so at lower cost and without breaching that principle. 

Mr. MILLER. Yes, and we agree that if you take MOD-85 without 
the earnings participation account one could say that we have 
stabilized the present coverage of deposits. Undoubtedly, although 
there would be some lack of predictability, the Federl:ll Reserve 
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could operate. Our view is that if we accept your S. 85, modified as 
to exemptions and reserve levels, that we gain something addition
al for monetary policy by imposing this earnings participation 
account: we get coverage of 94 percent of deposits instead of around 
70 percent. So we're looking at it a little differently. I guess I have 
more faith. I don't believe the Congress, which has been certainly 
tough on this issue, would make the decision to solve the problem 
now and somehow later create a bias in favor of further erosion in 
the Treasury revenue structure. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now let me get into the universal reserve re
quirements which again is a new principle now, and Senator Tower 
is exactly right in proposing an option-the committee certainly 
ought to have an option and he may prevail. I think that's some
thing that the committee ought to consider very, very seriously 
because it would be something new to mandate reserve require
ments. 

On the other hand, isn't it true that every other central bank in 
major industrialized free countries has the authority to set manda
tory universal reserve requirements? Do you know of any country 
where the central bank does not have the authority to do so? 

Mr. MILLER. All major countries have a central bank that encom
passes all banks and--

The CHAIRMAN. Do you see the need for universal reserve re
quirements extending to both bank and nonbank depository institu
tions in all types of deposits? 

Mr. MILLER. If we were designing an ideal system, it seems to me 
that fair competition would require equal treatment of the same 
kinds of deposits. 

We have had the proper public policy of creating incentives for 
thrift institutions to grow up, to develop, and to expand as a means 
of funding specialized needs, particularly housing. The problem is 
that, at this particular time, to impose reserve requirements upon 
their savings and time deposits, I think would be an undue shift of 
policy and a burden. While ideally, the same treatment should 
apply, it seems to me that the main thing now is to establish the 
principle that if the thrifts are going to move into transactions 
types of accounts, similar to banks, they should be expected to be 
treated like banks. 

There are two ways to go if you level the field to create fair 
competition. One is to say that it's not desirable or fair to put a 
reserve requirement on time and savings deposits of thrift institu
tions; another way to go would be to remove reserve requirements 
from time and savings deposits at banks. The trouble with that is 
that the latter costs revenue and, as you were pointing out, we 
have to look carefully at the cost of our proposals. So, Mr. Chair
man, if we go toward the ideal, we find ourselves constrained by 
some factor I think we are constrained by the issue of fairness in 
putting reserve requirements on savings deposits of thrifts. We are 
constrained by the costs of removing reserve requirements on time 
and savings deposits at banks. 

The CHAIRMAN. Are reserve requirements needed on small de
nomination time deposits? 

Mr. MILLER. Probably we could do without it. There's a technical 
problem. If we didn't have reserve requirements on small denomi-
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nation time deposits, and if we ever remove regulation Q, then I'm 
sure banks would divide every large time deposit into small ones. 
We have to be careful to develop a structure that will last and not 
show problems later on. 

The CHAIRMAN. How about reserve requirements in nontransac
tional savings deposits? 

Mr. MILLER. If we could afford it, I think we could operate 
without them. I would think if we did operate without such re
serves there might at least be standby authority in case of mone
tary policy needs in some future emergency. But I would think 
that's a feasible approach. 

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that many bankers and economists 
argue that reserve requirements are not needed for the conduct of 
monetary policy. Has the Fed got a study on that or if it knows of 
studies, it would be very welcome to this committee because I think 
some would argue we don't need reserve requirements, and if I 
could be convinced of that, of course, I would be happy to forgo it. 
For a long time this was computed with safety and soundness. Now 
with deposit insurance and the kind of examinations that are done 
and so forth, and with the legislation we have passed, I think the 
reserve requirements for that purpose are no longer front and 
center. It's monetary policy which is the requirement and therefore 
I think we ought to have the best thinking we can get on the 
justification on that basis. 

Mr. MILLER. Certainly. We would be pleased to submit some 
additional data. I'm convinced we should have reserves. 

I might say that any major country that I know of that has tried 
to operate without reserves has put them back on again as soon as 
there were difficulties, indicating the value they attach to them. 

My first point, without going into the details-and I will submit 
material-is that I do think they are desirable and necessary and 
appropriate. But second, I would point out that if we _eliminated 
reserve requirements the impact on the Treasury would be enor
mous in terms of lost revenue. So we have to be concerned about 
that constraint right now, in trying to address the issue today. 

The CHAIRMAN. My time is up. I will be back. Senator Garn. 
Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman Miller, you have indicated that a key objective of the 

legislation should be the ability to control and enhance the predic
tability of monetary aggregates and so on, and that this is directly 
related to the proportion of deposits which are subject to reserve 
requirements. Senator Proxmire's bill, S. 85, exempts many small 
financial institutions from the reserve requirements, and also the 
first $40 million of deposits of larger institutions, and combined 
with the imposition of reserve requirements on large institutions 
that are not now members of the Federal Reserve System, the net 
effect, as you have indicated in your charts, is only a 2-percent 
increase in coverage. 

So my question is simply, how are we improving the influencing 
of monetary policy or the handling of monetary policy with S. 85? 

Mr. MILLER. Senator Garn, we would improve it in the sense that 
if we don't do something we are going to find, by 1985, only 60 
percent of deposits covered; it could be worse. So we start off with 
the proposition that arresting the decline is the first objective. 
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However, we feel, as we have indicated, that arresting the de
cline is not the ideal solution. If we could actually expand coverage 
by this earnings participation account, we would gain enormously 
in our ability to operate in this area. 

Senator GARN. But S. 85 as far as monetary policy is concerned 
is simply a holding action? 

Mr. MILLER. It's a stabilizing influence rather than--
Senator GARN. It's not really an improvement, so you feel modi

fied 85 going to 94 percent could give you more control? 
Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir. 
Senator GARN. How about the Tower bill, the possibilities of 

increasing the percentage coverage through voluntary methods? 
Mr. MILLER. If we had a system where voluntary membership 

was handled by reserves that bore interest, then the burden of 
membership would be eliminated. One could, at that point, say that 
the probabilities of increasing Federal Reserve membership would 
be good because there are advantages to joining the Federal Re
serve System. 

The difficulty I see with that is the cost. Despite the fact that 
this is a critical issue, I'm not convinced that we can afford to pay 
the price of going that far at this time in terms of cost to the 
Treasury. 

Senator GARN. During the hearings that we held last August on 
this very subject, the former FDIC Chairman stated that a number 
of studies of money control in this country have concluded that 
increased membership and legal reserve requirements are not im
portant to the effectiveness of monetary policy. He went on to state 
that what the Fed needs to conduct monetary policy more effec
tively is timely and accurate information about monetary agge
gates. He stated there simply wasn't enough accurate information, 
it didp.'t come quickly enough, it was usually behind the power 
curve, and that this had far more influence on your ability to 
conduct monetary policy than the number of member banks or the 
amount of reserves that were covered. 

Would you comment on his testimony from last August? 
Mr. MILLER. We certainly need better data, but to the extent that 

deposits are outside the System you have what I call a sloppy 
fulcrum. There's a leverage in the generation of the monetary 
aggregates through the process of deposits and redeposits. If you 
have a lever, but you don't know where the fulcrum is placed
because deposits move around among different categories and dif
ferent institutions-lou never know what monetary pressure to 
apply since you don t know how much lift you're going to get on 
the other end. On the other hand, if you have a sure fulcrum, then 
you greatly improve your capacity to accomplish a desired result in 
applying monetary action. 

I'm convinced that we do need reserves to carry out monetary 
policy in today's world and I'm also doubtful that we could afford 
the loss of revenues from dismantling them. Therefore I'm con
vinced that we need more certainty, more coverage. We need the 
data, but that is after the fact; we also need coverage of deposits so 
we know before we take our action the probability of it working 
through the system in a certain way. Data is always historic; it 
tells you what happened last week. It helps to have that, but it 
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doesn't help in terms predicting what will happen if you do some
thing over the next 2 months. 

Senator GARN. I think you would have to agree in the past the 
information hasn't shown what was going on last week or a month 
before. It's been very much behind and the information gathering 
is extremely important to you in accomplishing what you would 
like to with monetary policy. 

Mr. MILLER. No question of that, and I certainy hope that a 
provision here for gathering information will be part of any bill. 

Senator GARN. Well, I get back to the point then. Both the 
Proxmire bill and the Tower bill have provisions for information 
gathering and again we get back to the difference of mandatory 
versus voluntary. If information gathering is critical to monetary 
policy, wouldn't it be more equitable to maintain voluntary Fed 
membership as contemplated under the Tower approach in order to 
solve the membership problem rather than a new approach of 
mandating membership? 

Mr. MILLER. I hope we don't get hung up on the concept of 
mandatory versus voluntary. The fact that we have a precedent for 
a voluntary system in the United States-it was instituted when 
conditions were different-doesn't mean that we shouldn't now 
shift to a system like what everybody else in the world has; that is 
a system where the central bank serves the Nation and is not a 
club. We shouldn't become too convinced we should have a club 
approach. We are the only one with it, and it's beginning to show 
its age, so perhaps it's time we go from a private club to a univer
sal system where we do involve everybody. 

But apart from that, I will repeat, that if membership were 
attractive enough so that in effect it became universal through a 
voluntary signing up rather than through mandating, I would have 
no objection. The only difficulty I have with that is the cost. It 
would be expensive to make membership so attractive. If we could 
do so without the concurrent loss of revenue to the Treasury, I 
would be very satisfied with a system that made membership as 
attractive as nonmembership. 

Senator GARN. One of my major concerns if you mandate with
out the requirement for membership, aren't you just simply going 
to have some of the banks say they might as well be a member of 
the Federal Reserve, and aren't we increasing a threat to the dual 
banking system? 

Mr. MILLER. I don't think so, Senator Garn. We have now 1,100 
State member banks out of 5,600 members. These are very large 
banks, and medium banks and small banks. Those 1,100 banks 
have decided to maintain State charters, yet become members of 
the Federal Reserve. I don't see how, if State banks were required 
to maintain reserves, that would cause them to want to shift their 
charters or to change their supervision. And, of course, having 
mandated reserves does not require rutting up capital and buying 
stock in the Federal Reserve; there s a saving there. Experience 
would indicate there has to be a better reason to shift membership 
than just the fact of being required to maintain the same reserve 
base as others. My expectation is that we would not see shifts. 

Senator GARN. Well, the fear is certainly there. I've heard it 
from a lot of bankers in my own State and elsewhere. They do fear 
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whether it's real or not in your opinion, that it is a very definite 
threat to the dual banking system. Certainly, the State banking 
commissioners, may be just protecting some of their own turf, but 
nevertheless, that fear is there. If this bill is going to have an 
opportunity to pass that fear has got to be alleviated because it's 
real. Whether the Fed thinks it is or not, it certainly is there 
among those who are facing these mandatory reserves. 

Mr. MILLER. Certainly we want to alleviate that fear. We are 
open to any suggestions as to how we can better_assure this con
stituency. Our purpose is not to expand the Federal Reserve activi
ties in terms of membership. We are trying to solve the problem in 
terms of equity and monetary policy issues only. If there's any way 
we can reassure State supervisors that we are not trying to poach 
on their territory, we would be happy to do it. 

Senator GARN. Senator Proxmire seems to be arguing that 
income which member banks forgo by holding sterile reserves is 
the Treasury's money; somehow it is theirs to keep forever. I share 
a somewhat different view. If the banks had that money to invest it 
would be helpful to the whole economy and that this is not the 
Treasury's money when we talk about sterile reserves. I don't know 
who gave them the authority to collect it. How do you feel about 
sterile reserves? Is that something that belongs to the Treasury by 
some divine right? 

Mr. MILLER. It belongs to the Treasury from 1913, if we believe 
in the membership concept. If we are willing to look at changing 
our system, then we certainly can change the ground rules. There's 
nothing wrong, as I mentioned, with a system, that allows interest
bearing reserves for all institutions-which levels the field and 
doesn't cost banks earnings. That's a very ideal situation. It does 
mean that you change the rules that have been in effect for 65 
years under which we have "taxed" banks for their franchise as a 
part of the whole structure. 

Senator GARN. My time is up. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Morgan. 
Senator MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, I only have a couple questions 

because I have not had an opportunity to read the Chairman's 
presentation. I would say that Senator Garn has raised the main 
question in my mind and in the minds of the financial institutions 
in North Carolina, and that is the question of what effect manda
tory membership would have on the dual system. I would be inter
ested in any analysis that the Board could make with regard to 
this because I'm going to have to be convinced that it will not 
erode away the dual system of banking before I could find my way 
clear to vote for any kind of mandatory requirements. 

I have just a couple questions. The chairman asked you about a 
study that was being made with regard to need for reserve depos
its. Did I understand that the Board has made such a study? 

Mr. MILLER. I think we have already submitted to staff of the 
House Committee , and we certainly could submit to you, a memo
randum that summarizes the need for reserve requirements. There 
have been other publications on this, Senator Morgan, but we will 
file this memo with the committee and send you a copy if you 
would like. It runs through the reasons why reserve requirements 
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are considered by the Federal Reserve as an important part of 
their policy. 

Senator MORGAN. You say that's a summary of the need for it. 
Was there a more in-depth study that might have given some of 
the pros and cons of reserves? 

Mr. MILLER. There's a whole series of them. I don't think there's 
been a recent study in the sense that you indicate. There's merely 
a body of literature that's been built up over a period of time that's 
summarized in our memo. Perhaps we could get some of the 
backup. 

Senator MORGAN. It might be helpful if we could get the backup 
on which this summary is based. I'm sure arriving at it there must 
have been some pros and cons. 

The CHAIRMAN. Before the Senator goes ahead, would the Sena
tor yield on that? I think that's an excellent suggestion. I think it 
would be helpful because the Federal Reserve has a superlative 
staff. If you could also make available to us studies in the field-in 
other words, studies on both sides of this issue so that the Commit
tee would have available to us the pros and cons. 

Mr. MILLER. Why don't we give you a brief on the pros and cons? 
The CHAIRMAN. And with a bibliography, if possible, of the lead

ing articles on both sides. 
Mr. MILLER. I would be delighted. 
[The following information was received for the record:] 

THE NEED FOR RESERVES 

(1) Under our "fractional reserve system," the ratio of reserve requirements 
determines the expansion of deposits that can be supported by each additional 
dollar of reserves. For example, if reserves of 20 percent were uniformly and 
universally required, deposits could expand only until they were five times as large 
as reserves; that is, $10 million of reserves would support $50 million of deposits. 
Deposit expansion can continue to the point where the amount of reserves that all 
banks have is sufficient to satisfy legal reserve requirements. The reserve require
ment ratio is thus the link between Federal Reserve policy actions altering the cost 
and availability of bank reserves and banks asset and deposit. It can be thought of 
as the fulcrum on which the lever of monetary policy operates. The surer that 
fulcrum, the more predictable the policy effect. 

(2) "Slippages" in precision of monetary control can occur because deposits shift 
among smaller and larger member banks, and among classes of deposits, with 
varying reserve requirements. Precision is also diminished in direct relation to the 
percentage of deposits held at institutions which have no reserve requirements. 
Given the present 28 percent of deposits not covered by Federal reserve require
ments, our estimate is that, for any given growth in bank reserves over a two-month 
period, M-1 can vary in a range of plus or minus 3¼ percentage points from its 
expected annual rate of growth. This range of unpredictability results solely because 
of shifts in deposits between banks subject to Federal reserve requirements and 
banks not so covered. The precision of monetary control improves commensurately 
with a decrease in the percent of uncovered deposits. 

(3) It has been argued that reserve requirements are not needed for monetary 
control because banks will in any event hold some funds-either as, vault cash or 
with Reserve Banks for clearing and other purposes-and the ratios of these funds 
to deposits would provide the needed fulcrum for monetary control. However, ratios 
determined by individual banks, as opposed to fixed reserve requirements, result in 
a highly unstable and unpredictable average reserve requirement ratio. Shifts in 
deposits among banks with differing ratios would cause unpredictable "leakages" as 
at present. Moreover, the ratio at any given bank is likely to change in response to 
changing conditions, locally and nationally, or in response to changes in internal 
bank management. The resulting instability in the average reserve ratio for the 
banking system as a whole would seriously weaken the linkage between Federal 
Reserve policy actions and their effect on deposits. 
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It has also been argued that, since monetary policy presently emphasizes the 
interest rate on Federal funds, rather than reserves, as its day-to-day operating 
guide, the need for reserve requirements is diminished. This argument neglects two 
important points. 

First, elimination of reserve requirements would effectively lock monetary policy 
into the use of interest rates as its operating guide and thus reduce the flexibility of 
the Federal Reserve to respond to changing economic and financial conditions. 
Second, this argument ignores the fact that the Federal Reserve influences the 
Federal funds rate by varying the available supply of reserves relative to bank 
demands for reserves; without any binding reserve requirements, our projection of 
banks needs for clearing balances and vault cash-that is, of their demands for 
reserves-would be extremely uncertain. 

(4) As a final point, the Federal Reserve has relied successfully upon changes in 
reserve requirement ratios as a policy tool in the past, both to affect domestic bank 
credit and to influence the structure of bank liabilities. Reserve ratio changes were 
used most recently, in the program announced November 1, 1978, to protect the 
international value of the dollar. While open market operations are now the chief 
control on the growth of the monetary aggregates, conditions could develop in the 
future-for instance, a less active market for U.S. Government securities in a period 
of reduced Federal budgetary deficits-when the flexibility to alter reserve require
ment ratios could become an indispensable monetary policy option. That option is 
now restricted because of its impact on the burden borne by member banks. 
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THE EFFECT OF INTERBANK DEPOSIT FLOWS ON MONETARY CONTROL' 

This memo discusses the probable effects of (unexpected) deposit flows between 
member and nonmember banks on the Federal Reserve's ability to control the 
narrow money stock. The analysis is based on the deposit-multiplier model of the 

'We wish to thank Daniel Laufenberg, David Lindsey, and David Pierce for their comments 
and Monica Friar for her assistance in preparing nonmember bank reserve data. ' 
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banking system and assumes that the Federal Reserve has a total reserves operat
ing target. This model, which is the typical analytical structure used in studying the 
dual banking system, provides a theoretical analysis of the way in which non
member banks are a source of error for monetary control purposes. With respect to 
the estimated size of the nonmember-monetary control effect, accurate direct infor
mation on the magnitude of interbank deposit flows is not presently available. A 
general impression of the most likely size of such interbank flows can, however, be 
obtained from an analysis, based on probability theory, of the public's check-writing 
and check-depositing behavior in the presence of a dual banking system. 

Given a 'best guess' for the size of the interbank deposit flow, the deposit
multiplier model then determines the implied present-day deviation in the money 
stock from its targeted path. The analysis can also be used to predict the extent to 
which money stock misses would be affected by the attrition of member banks from 
the Federal Reserve System. Both the deposit-multiplier's solution for the money 
stock and the most likely size of the interbank deposit flow depend on the ratio of 
deposits at member banks to total deposits. This ratio declines as member banks 
leave the Federal Reserve System. Hence, the analysis indicates how continuing 
member bank attrition can be predicted to influence the Federal Reserve's ability to 
control the money stock. 

It should be noted that the analysis is not directed towards problems associated 
with the measurement of nonmember deposits. Such problems arise in connection 
with the determination of what the money stock actually is. Rather, this memo 
deals with problems relating to the prediction of the money stock for a given level 
of the total reserves operating target. Even if the nonmember measurement prob
lem were satisfactorily resolved, the money stock prediction problem arising from 
the dual banking system would remain. 

NONMEMBER BANKS AND MONETARY CONTROL 

The nonmember bank source of monetary control error arises because of the 
existence of significant differences in the reserve requirements of member and 
nonmember banks. These differences in reserve requirements are due not so much 
to different required reserve ratios but rather to the types of reserve assets which 
nonmember banks can use to satisfy their reserve obligations as compared to 
member banks. The principal nonmember reserve assets are correspondent balances 
held at member banks and interest-bearing government securities. A model of the 
money supply process which incorporates the salient features of member and non
member banks and provides analytical solutions for the narrow money stock (M,) is 
presented in Appendix I. 

Before showing precisely how the structure of nonmember reserve assets leads to 
pronounced differential reserve requirements, a brief example is necessary to illus
trate the role played by reserve requirements in the presence of (unexpected) 
interbank deposit flows. Consider two member banks with hypothetical required 
reserve ratios against demand deposits of 0.1 and 0.2. If the public unexpectedly 
transfers $1 of deposits from the high reserve ratio bank to the low reserve ratio 
bank, the first bank loses $1 of reserves and experiences 80 cents of reserve pres
sure, while the second bank gains $1 of reserves and has 90 cents of excess reserves. 
Thus, for the banking system as a whole, 10 cents of excess reserves are created. If 
both banks exhibit similar portfolio behavior and if the money stock had been 
following its targeted path, the 10 cents of excess reserves will lead to an (unexpect
ed) increase in the money stock above its targeted path as the banking system 
creates additional loans and deposits on the basis of positive excess reserves. Obvi
ously, the closer are the interbank reserve requirement ratios, the smaller is the 
induced increase in the money stock arising from the unexpected interbank deposit 
flow. In the event that the two reserve ratios are identical, one bank's reserve 
pressure (and induced deposit contraction) matches the second bank's excess re
serves (and induced deposit expansion) so that on net the money stock remains on 
its targeted path. Thus, identical reserve requirement ratios (theoretically) afford 
complete protection against unexpected interbank deposit flows. As a result, the 
Federal Reserve experiences no impairment whatsoever in its ability to control the 
money stock. 

Under a total reserves operating target, the relevant reserve ratio for monetary 
control purposes is that which ultimately connects a bank's deposit liabilities to the 
level of total bank reserves which the Federal Reserve predetermines in the short 
run. Member banks' required reserve ratios, of course, define the connection be
tween their deposit liabilities and total reserves. For nonmember banks, however, 
two steps are involved in linking their deposit liabilities to total reserves. The first 
step is the nonmember required reserve ratio. The second step depends on the 
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relative amounts of nonmember reserves held in the form of correspondent balances 
and government securities. With respect to correspondent balances, the connection 
between nonmembers' deposit liabilities and total reserves is determined essentially 
by multiplying the nonmember required reserve ratio (which given total non
member required reserves that are redeposited as correspondent balances at 
member banks) times the member required reserve ratio (which yields total member 
required reserves held against nonmember correspondent balances). For example, if 
member and nonmember required reserve ratios are identical and equal, say, .2, and 
if all nonmember reserves were held as correspondent balances, then $1 of demand 
deposits in a nonmember bank would be supported by only 4 cents (.2 x .2) of total 
reserves, an amount significantly smaller than the 20 cents of support given to $1 
deposited in a member bank. 

Nonmember holdings of government securities as reserve assets create an even 
more disparate set of interbank reserve requirements since such nonmember re
serve assets are- not tied at all to either member banks or the Federal Reserve. 
Hence, to the extent that nonmember banks hold government securities as reserve 
assets, nonmember deposit liabilities bear a zero connection to total reserves. Thus, 
what at first appears to be identical interbank reserve requirements (.2 required 
reserve ratios) turns out to be a widely divergent set of reserve requirements for 
monetary control purposes (.2 for members, .04 for nonmember correspondent bal
ances, and 0 for nonmember government securities). Given these differential inter
bank reserve requirements, an unexpected public reallocation of deposits between 
member and nonmember banks can lead to a significant surge or contraction of the 
money stock in relation to its targeted path. 

UNEXPECTED INTERBANK DEPOSIT FLOWS 

Deposit flows between member and nonmember banks can be considered over 
weekly, monthly, or quarterly time intervals. To provide a focal point for analyzing 
short-run monetary control, this memo examines only monthly deposit flows. Some 
monthly deposit flows occur regularly; some do not. For example, part of the 
interbank flow of deposits may be due to seasonal factors, such as households with 
nonmember accounts paying N.Y. department stores with member accounts at 
Christmas. These deposit flows alter the total volume of nonmember reserves and, 
as a result, could affect the total money stock. But as long as the Federal Reserve 
can predict the magnitude of the interbank deposit flow, it can always change total 
bank reserves to offset any undesired effect of interbank flows on the money stock. 
In short, that component of interbank deposit flows which is predictable does not (at 
least theoretically) lead to monetary control difficulties for the Federal Reserve. 

The second component of interbank deposit flows is by definition random or 
unpredictable. This component arises for a wide variety of factors, all of which 
escape notice because they are either quite irregular or too small in magnitude. If 
sufficient data on nonmember banks were available, the data could be processed by 
different methods (e.g., regression, time series analysis, etc.) in order to determine 
as closely as possible the regular (predictable) patterns inherent in interbank depos
it flows. The remaining part of the interbank deposit flows would be treated as 
random or unpredictable. This procedure would ultimately lead to an estimate of 
the standard deviation of the unexpected component of the interbank deposit flow. 
This estimate in turn could be used to establish a range for the unavoidable erratic 
behavior in the money stock induced by random interbank deposit flows. 

Unfortunately, complete data on nonmember banks 1 is available for only four 
statement weeks every year. These data are dispersed over time to permit an 
accurate determination of the standard deviation of the random component of 
interbank flows which would be relevant for monetary policy aimed at monthly 
control over the money stock. Given the lack of nonmember bank data, indirect 
estimates of the size of such flows can nonetheless be acquired from an elementary 
probability model which describes the essential characteristics of random interbank 
deposit flows. Since the final estimate of the standard deviation of the deposit flows 
depends on the probability distributions used, this approach captures only purely 
random behavior.• In short, the various economic factors which could explain the 
predictable component of the interbank deposit flows are by definition excluded 

1 Nonmember bank data, made available with only a short-time lag, also permits the Federal 
Reserve to acquire information more quickly about the size of its actual prediction error on 
interbank deposit flows. Gjven such inforn_iation, the Federal ~serve would be able to respond 
faster to observed random mterbank deposit flows, thereby keepmg the money stock closer to its 
targeted path. 

• ~vailable 11/!'!(I'eg~te _info_rmation is used to pr<_>vide estJmates of some paramenters of the 
vanous probab1hty d1Stnbutions. Where aggregate mformation is not available, the most conser
VC'tive parameter estimate is used. 
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from the probability analysis. Of course, the structure of the economy in which 
these deposit flows occur is unquestionably more complicated than that specified in 
a relatively elementary probability model. This caveat simply means that the prob
ability model provides only a skeletal outline of the sources of uncertainty in 
random interbank deposit flows. Hence, the reported estimates should be regarded 
as tentative. 

Appendix II presents a detailed description of the various assumptions employed 
in constructing the estimate of the standard deviation of random interbank deposit 
flows. Briefly, these assumptions deal with the probability of the following events 
taking place: 

(1) the deposit of a given check in a member or nonmember bank; and 
(2) the writing of a check by a particular individual; 
(3) the income level of the individual writing a given check. 
It is also assumed that the minimum check size is $10, and the maximum is $1 

million. On the basis of most recent data, the estimated average check size is $1,049. 
Finally, of the total number of checks written per month, the proportion k (the ratio 
of deposits at member banks to total deposits) is assumed to be written on member 
bank accounts and (l-k) on nonmember accounts. 

On the basis of the above assumption, the standard deviation of the random 
deposit flow over one month, say, o-. can be directly related to k, the ratio of 
deposits at member banks to total deposits. Table 1 presents the value of one 
standard deviation of the deposit flow for alternative values of k. Notice that the 
standard deviation is largest ($640 million) when k= ½ and is also symmetric 
around k= ½. At the December 31, 1976 call date, k=.75. Corresponding to this 
value of k, the one standard deviation value for the random interbank deposit flow 
is $555 million, and the two standard deviations value is $1,110. Under the present 
member-nonmember composition of the banking system, therefore, it can be in
ferred from these estimates that in eight months out of the year the size of the 
random deposit flow between member and nonmember banks would be no larger 
than $555 million; and in about 11 ½ months such flows would be no large_r than 
$1,110 millions. 

TABLE !.-Standard deviation of random deposit fl,ows between member and 
nonmember banks 

(k) Proportion of deposits at member banks: 
.10 .................................................................................................................... . 
.20 .................................................................................................................... . 
.30 .................................................................................................................... . 
.40 .................................................................................................................... . 
.50 .................................................................................................................... . 
.60 .................................................................................................................... . 
.70 .................................................................................................................... . 
.80 .................................................................................................................... . 
.90 .................................................................................................................... . 

Millions 

384.822 
513.096 
587.826 
628.412 
641.371 
628.412 
587.826 
513.096 
384.822 

THE ESTIMATED MONTHLY ERROR IN M, DUE TO RANDOM INTERBANK DEPOSIT FWWS 

TABLE 2-PERCENTAGE ERRORS IN MONTHLY M, GROWTH RATES ASSOCIATED WITH STANDARD ERRORS 
OF THE RANDOM INTERBANK DEPOSIT FLOWS 

k ( Proportion of deposits at member banks): 
.1 ..................................................................................................... . 
.2 ..................................................................................................... . 
.3 ..................................................................................................... . 
.4 ..................................................................................................... . 
.5 ..................................................................................................... . 
.6 ..................................................................................................... . 
.7 ..................................................................................................... . 
.8 ..................................................................................................... . 
.9 ..................................................................................................... . 

(Standard deviation of 
deposit flows) (in 

millions) 

384.822 
513.096 
587.826 
628.412 
641.371 
628.412 
587.826 
513.096 
384.822 

Percentage error 

6.30 
5.56 
4.75 
4.05 
3.44 
2.88 
2.34 
1.83 
1.23 
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The (annualized) monthly percentage deviations of the money stock (M,) from a 
targeted level of $330 billion are estimated from the model of the banking system 
used in conjunction with the estimated standard deviation of the random interbank 
deposit flow. The M, percentage deviations corresponding to one standard deviation 
of the random deposit flow are presented in Table 2 for alternative values of k. At 
the present-day value of K (.75), the corresponding monthy M, growth rate error is 
approximately 2.1 percent. Previous research suggests that under a total reserves 
operating target, the monthly M, growth rate error, attributed to all potential 
sources of random behavior, is approximately 3 7.1 percent. For comparable present
day values of k, therefore, the estimated M, growth rate error (2.1 percent) due 
solely to random interbank flows lies within the above total M, growth rate error 
range. This internal consistency of the two M, growth rate errors raises the credibil
ity of the simulation procedures used in this memo. 

The monetary control implications of continuing member bank attrition follow 
immediately from inspection of Table 2. If k were to fall from its present-day value 
of .75 to, say 0.4, the range of the monthly percentage money growth rate error for 
two-thirds of the months would almost double from 2.1 percent to 4.05 percent. In 
fact, for 95 percent of the months, the percentage error would lie between plus or 
minus 7.93 percent. Two factors explain this predicted increase in the money growth 
rate error. First, as k falls from 0.75 to 0.4, the standard deviation of the random 
deposit flow rises by about $75 million. Second, and more importantly, the average 
required reserve ratios for the aggregate banking system falls as k declines to 0.4. 
Essentially, this decrease in the average reserve ratio occurs because deposit dollars 
at nonmember banks bear a smaller connection to the Fed's total reserves than do 
deposit dollars at member banks. Since a decline in k makes nonmembers relatively 
more important in the aggregate than members, the average effective reserve ratio 
becomes increasingly dominated by the reserve ratios and reserve asset structure of 
nonmember banks. To illustrate this point more clearly, notice that for k=.9 and 
k=.l the standard error of the deposit flow is the same; but the percentage error is 
1.2 percent at k=.9 and 6.30 percent at k=.l. 

In conclusion, this memo has presented models of the aggregate banking system 
and the public's check-writing and check-depositing behavior to determine the mon
etary control effects of random deposit flows between member and nonmember 
banks. The reported money growth rate errors tentatively suggest that under a total 
reserves operating target such random interbank flows presently lead to a signifi
cant impairment in the Federal Reserve's ability to achieve its desired short-run 
monetary growth objectives. The results also strongly indicate that the deterioration 
in monetary control would become progressively more serious as k continues to fall 
via member bank attrition from the Federal Reserve System.• 

'This estimate is derived from the Staff Report, "Analysis of the Impact of Lagged Reserve 
Accounting," October 6, 1977. 

• It should be noted that this result does not hold for all values of k less than .1. If Table 2 
were extended to show values of k Jess than .1, the percentage error would continue to increase 
and would _reach a m~in_mm value of 6.38 percent at k = .079. Thereafter, the percentage error 
would declme. In the hm1t as k approaches zero, the percentage error also approaches zero. This 
result occurs because at small values of k the variance of the random interbank deposit flow 
falls at an increasing rate, while the denominator of the multiplier solution for M, declines 
linearly. 
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Tco: M1·. i\xi lrod 

i\PPENDIX I 

A Model of Lhe Banking System 

The model is an extension of the standard deposit multi

plier. model and describes the behavior of four transactors dealing 

in five financial instruments, The transactors are the public (P), 

the Federal Reserve (F), member banks (M), and nonmember banks (NM). 

The financial instruments i.nclude demand deposits (D), time deposits (T), 

currency (C), government securities (G), and reserves (R). To keep 

track of th~ asset-liability status of each financial instrument, a 

superscript denotes an asset and a s11bscript a liability. The model 

also assumes that the Federal Reserve ha• a total reserves operating 

target. Finally, Lhc variable c0 M is used to denote a r;,ndpm alloca

tion of the public's demand deposits between member am! nonc1cmbcr 

b:tnks. 

The equations of the model are as follows: 

(1) DP p 
DM + 

p 
DNM public's total demand deposits 

(2) Tp TOP public's demand for time deposits 

(3) cP 
F 

= µDP public I s demand for currency 

(4) 
p 

k DP+ £ public I s allocation of demand deposits DM OM 

(5) l 
M 

k Tp public's allocation of time deposits 
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(6) Tp 

(7) D!·1 

(8) R 

(9) DNf! 

(10) RNM 

(11) Rt-ct 

(12) GNM 

,\xilr1,d 

·? I' + T 
M Nr-1 

p 
D1·1 + Df-<11 

M 

DMD DM + PMT 

p 
DNM 

0 NM 
M 

+ GNM 

"o D~IM + "1 
<YRN:•1 

Tp 
M 

p 
T N:-1 
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public's totnl time deposits 

composition of members' demand deposits 

supply ,md demand for members' reserves 

composition of nonmembers I dem,md deposits 

composition of nonmembers' reserves 

nonmembers' demand for reserves 

nnnmcmhcrs' demand for government 
sccuri tics 

Equations (1)-(6) describe the behavior of the public. 

The time deposit and currency equations, (2) and (3), follow the 

standard prescription by making the public's demand for earh asset 

proporti0nal to the public's holdings of clcmand de.posits. With 

resp0ct to the alll,cation of the public's demand deposits between 

m~mbcr and nonmember banks, we assume proportionality on average 

to total demand deposits so that on average k of demand deposits 

is allocated to members and 1-k to nonmembers. The sal'le proportionality 

factor, k, is assumC'd to hold for the public's allocation of time 

deposits between member and nonmember banks. 

Equations (7)-(8) refer to member bnnks and the Federal 

Reserve. i represents the predeter~incd level of the Federal Reserve's 

total reserve operating target. The correspondent-type balances 
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T<>: Mr. Axi lrnd 

held hy nonmembers at members are capt11red in (7). The required 

reserve ratios against demand and time deposits are pMD and pMT' 

respectively. The key feature in the model is the link which connects 

nonmember banks to the federal Reserve. As (7) and (8) sh0w, the 

link is established essentially because member banks must hold reserves 

against a liability, D~M• that also serves as a nonmember reserve 

asset. 

The behavior of nonmember banks is described by equations 

(9)-(12). Nonmembers' required reserve ratios against demand and 

time deposits are XD and X1, respectively. Equation (10) shows that 

nonmembers have the option of holding demand deposits at member banks 

and °government F:ccuritics as reserve nssets. The relativC' amounts 

of each asset which can satisfy nonmember reserve requirements vary 

state by state according ,to the regulations issued by the different 

state hanking cor.imissions. For simplicity, it is assumed that Lhc 

aggregate proportions of nonmel'1her reserves in the form of government 

securities is '.l'. This assumption implies that the proportion of 

nonmember reserves held as co,rrespondcnt balances at member banks 

is 1-a. 

, The model's solution for M1 is 

(13) 

where DEN 

~ 
DEN 

( l + µ) t DM p ~ID ( l - ( l - '.l') AD] 

DEN 

purposes, the follo\o.'ing values for the model's parameters, bas~d on 
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,1vcr;:1ges nf thr mctsr: rcccnlly avniL1blc data, were used: 

i) l• .35 

I i) T 2. )I, 

iii) p~!D . 127 

iv) PMT .033 

v) ).D .113 

vi) "r .044 

vii) a = .35 
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T0: Mr. Axilrn<l 

APPENDIX II 

The Stnndnrd Deviation of Random Interbank Deposit Flows 

Assumptions 

The analysis is based on the following assumptions: 

(Al) Binomial (Independence) Assumption 

Let k denote the underlying average ratio of member bank 

private demand deposits to total private demand deposits. It is 

~ssumcd that the prob ob ii ity that a given check wi 11 be deposited 

in a member ·bank ts equal to k and that if it is not deposited at 

a member bank, it is deposited in a nonmember bank with the comple

mentary probability of 1 - k. It is also assumed that the check 

movements nrc indcpcndc11t fr0m one check to lhe next. Thus, the 

number of cliccks deposited at member or nonmember banks follows ,1 

binomial distribution with parameter k. If, for example, 10 checks 

are written on some account per month, the expected number of checks 

deposited at member banks that are drawn on tl1is account equals 

lOk 

with standard deviation 

.j lOk(l - k) , 
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Table 3 displays values of this standard deviation for 

alternative values ,,f k, the underlying proportion of member demand 

deposits to total demand deposits. 

TABLE 3 

STANDARD DE\'IATlllN OF CHECKS llEl'OSIWD AT rn:MBER BANKS 
PER MONTH GI VEN 10 CHECKS PER MONTH 

k Standard Deviation of the Number of Checks De ositecl at Member Banks 

I 0 
.9 .95 
.8 1.26 
. 7 1.45 
.6 1.55 
.5 1.58 
.4 1.55 
.3 1.45 
.2 1.26 
.1 .95 
.0 0 

As would be expected, the uncertainty concerning check flows is largest 

when nonmembers rival members exactly, thnt is, when k= .5; the vari-

ance falls off symmetrically above and below this value. 

(A2) Independence Across Depositors 

Suppose the ,;equenc<l of checks wrHten in a given month 

on member bank accounts is arrayed in some order: the first check, 

the second check, and so forth until the last check, Let Nm be 

the number of depositors '1L member banks, Th<' checks may be viewed 

as a sequence of independent trials for each of which the probahility 

that the check was written by any particular one of the Nm depositors 
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is 1/:,n. SimiLnly, it is assumed th;it fur nonmember banks it is 

equally likely th,1t each depositor wrote any check in the sequence 

of checks written on nonmember accounts in a given month. 

(A3) The size of encl, check written by an individual is a function 

of the individual's income.2/ 

(A4) ·The aggregntc distribution of income in the e~onomy is assumed 

to follow a truncated Pareto distribution~/ with minimum income level, 

y 0 , and mnximum income level, y1 , TI,e Pareto distribution hns often 

been used to represent the distribution of incomes in an economy and 

l1as several convenient features for our purposes. As a conscqt1ence 

of this assumption, it follows that the size distribution of checks 

in the economv also follows a Pareto distribution. This result follows 

from A3 and A4 using Lhe property of Pareto distributions that trans

formations of vari1bles of the form (1) (see footnote 5 below) also 

have a Pareto distribution. 

(AS) The total number of checks written per month equals 2.975 

billion. Of this number, the proportion k are assumed to be written 

on member bank accounts and (1 - k) on nonmember accounts . 

.. This total estimate was derived by taking demand deposits 

(excluding U.S. government and domestic interbank) at the last 

JI More spcclflcally, if y is income, any fonctlon of the form 

(1) T = by 0 ~ > 0, b > 0 , 

where T = check size, will work. 

!:_/ The truncated Pareto distribution is described on page 20. 
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available call dole (Oeccmbcr 31, 1976) and applying check volume 

estimates froM FDIC surveys of 10 milllcm checks per month per l 

billion of deposits.]/ For that call date 

or 

membPr bank deposits 
nonmember bank deposits 

total 

$223.307 billion 
74.212 billion 

$297.519 billion 

10 million 
1 billion x 297.519 billion 

yields the figure of 2.975 billion checks per month. 

(A6) The average check size equals total monthly debits against 

demand deposits divided by the number of checks per mc,nth, 

IL 
y 

il,__!19,780 million 
2 , 9 7 5 mi 11 ion 

i.e., the average check size is $1,049. 

§/ 
$1,049 

(A7) It is assumed that the minimum check size in the economy is 

$10 and the maximum check is $1 million. Based on this assumption, 

the standard deviation of the Pareto distribution of check size, 

9/ 
say, cry equals $16,613.-

JI 11,e FDIC estimates for 1973 were 10.8 million checks per month 
per 1 billion deposits, Inflation should tend to reduce the 
number of checks relative to deposits, so this slightly smaller 
rate was chosen, 

j/ Estimates for July, 1977 from the new national sample of debits. 

~/ This calculation is discussed on page 21. 
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The Standard Deviation of Deposit Flows 

Given Al-A7, the standard deviation of the random deposit 

flow between member nnJ 
10/ nonmember banks equals -

a 
7. =J 

where-

n the number of checks per month 

k proportion of total demand deposits at member banks 

µy average size of check written 

ay standard deviation of check size distribution. 

At the December 31, 1976 call date k= .75, and substituting this 

and the other values into the above cxpressi0n yields 

a 2 (givenk=.75) 2.975 X 109 X .75 X .25[1,Q.'..92 +2 X 16,61/] 

$555 million. 

Properties of the Truncated Pareto Distribution 

Let y be a random variable that is distributed as truncate4 

P,neto with lower limit y 0 and upper limit y 1 . The density function 

of y is 

10/ The derivation of this result is presented on pages 22-24, 
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1 -C~) 

The mean of y is 

~ ~ 

s 
y 

0 

- ~+l 
y 

(15) E[y] 
;l 

P-1 
0 1 1 ry y <l-1 -

The second moment of y is 

(16) 

. 2 
and the vc1r1ance, tJ y, cqll.Jls 

(17) 
2 2 

oy f.[y-E(y)] 
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Given values for y 0 and y 1 and E(Y/, equation (15) can be solved to 

obtain values for~- The implied values of~ and o are listed in 
y 

Table 4 for alternative values of y 1 given y 0 = $10 and E(y) = $1,049. 

y 1 (Upper Limit) 

$1 million 
$100 million 
$1 billion 

TABLE 4 

~ (Pareto P.1rameter) 

.M7 

.792 

. 8316 

O (Standard Devi;ition 
y of Check Size) 

$ 16,616 
$136,870 
$397,887 
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Derivolion of a 
z 

Let n be the totol number of checks written per month. 

Let n and n denote the number of checks written on member ond 
m n 

nonmember bank accounts. In view of assumption (AS), 

n kn 
m 

nn ( 1 - k) n 

Let z be the dollar amount of checks written on member accounts 
mn 

which are deposited at nonmember banks and znm be the dollar amount 

of checks writ ten on nonmember accounts which are d<'posite<l _at member 

banks. The random variable, z 

z = z - z 
mn rnn 

represents the "net" outflow of deposits from mcrahcr to nonmember 

bonks. The variablP, z, t.:ikcs on huth positive 0ncl negative v.:ilucs 

depending on the r,'lati.ve magnitudes of zmn and znm" Now 

(18) z 
mn 

n 
m 

2, x. 
i=l l Yi 

i th check goes to member bank 

i th check goes to nonmember bank 

size of i th check 

Since xi and yi arc assumed to be independent and identically dis-

tributed for all i--sec (Al) and (A2)--the variance of z mn 
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11 

2 m 
a l.: var(x. Yi) 1 i=l l 

nm 

11 E(xy µ IL i2 
m X y 

where x denotes an ~rbitrary x 1 

y denotes an orbitrary Yi 

and 

Furthennore, 

(19) E[xy - l'x 1.c,,,1 2 = E[xy - '\Y +µxy-f'x µYJ 2 

Thus, 

(20) a 

E(xy-lL y/ + E(µ y-µ ,,. )'l. + 2 E(xy-µY)(µxy-µxp.y) 
X X xy )( 

2 2 2 2 
E(y P x + µx cry 

c/ + ,,2)02 + ,,2 a2 
y y X X y 

2 
z 

mn 
n [/ a2 + / a2 + a2 a2J . myx xy xy 

Since x satisfies 

2 
ax= k(l-k) 

(20) is rcploced hy 

(21) a 
2 
z 

mn 
= n [/ k(l-k) + (1-k/ cr2 + k(l-k)cr2]. 

m y y y 
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By a symmetric argument 

(22) 

Hence, 

(23) 02 = 02 
z z mn 

+ o 2 = kn[µ 2 k(l - k) + (1 - k) 2 o 2 + k(l - k)o 2 ) 
znm y y y 

+ (1 - k)n[i k(l - k) + k2o 2 + k(l - k)a2) . y y y 

.. n / k(l - k) + 2n k(l - k)a2 y y 

= nk(l - k) ~! + 20!] 

which corresponds to the expression for oz on page 21. 

Senator MORGAN. One other question, Mr. Miller. You mentioned 
if thrifts are going to move into transactional types accounts then 
perhaps we should move toward putting them on the same basis as 
banks. Would you elaborate on that a little? 

Mr. MILLER. Certainly under a system where thrifts have been 
specialized institutions-have had certain advantages and certain 
limitations-it made sense not to regard them as banks and not to 
treat them as banks under banking laws. But as the volatility and 
cyclicality of housing, and the difficulty of earnings diversification, 
has continued to put pressure on thrifts from time to time, and as 
thrift institutions have sought to diversify their activities, they 
have increasingly begun activities-including offering the equiva
lent of demand or checking deposits-which were previously limit
ed to banks. As that happened, they became to some extent near
banks, more and more like banks. And as they become more and 
more like banks, to that extent, it would seem logical, if we are 
going to have an equitable system of competition, that they should 
be treated the same as banks with respect to those activities. 

Of course, my view is that it doesn't make sense in today's 
world-no matter what sense it may have made in 1913-to subject 
some banks to a tax, not subject others, and treat other kinds of 
institutions-that are beginning to behave like banks-entirely dif
ferent. It just isn't a good competitive environment. You should 
have everybody in the race handicapped the same way and let the 
best innovator, best provider of service, win. What we are doing 
now is creating niches of preferential advantage, and this erodes 
the capacity of the central bank to respond in these complex times 
to the needs of the Nation. 

Senator MORGAN. Would it be your thought that thrifts that 
move into transactional accounts maybe should be subject to the 
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same regulations as banks only in those areas-say only in the 
transactional accounts or in all of them? 

Mr. MILLER. It seems to me just in those areas. As to reserve 
requirements, certainly we're proposing them only as to transac
tional accounts. We are not suggesting reserves on the savings 
accounts of thrifts which were designed for another function. 

Senator MORGAN. Well, isn't that somewhat like giving them 
their cake and letting them eat it too? 

Mr. MILLER. It may be, but there is already a buildup of hun
dreds of billions of dollars of savings· in that category. To try to 
suddenly change the ground rules at this late date is, I think, 
harsher than necessary. As I say, the ideal system would have all 
the depository institutions totally on the same basis. 

But we did create policies in this country for specialized institu
tions that serve specialized functions. Now they're becoming more 
generalized and, as they become more generalized, I think we have 
to begin to at least set common ground rules where common inter
ests exist. I'm not prepared to say that we should try to disturb 
other functions that have served the country well for a long time. 
Certainly we have provided better housing for more people in this 
country than any other country. 

Senator MORGAN. Well, I agree with you and that's really what 
concerns me. It concerns me that the more they move into the 
banking area, the less likely Congress is to extend these special 
benefits that we have enjoyed-and I say we because I'm a great 
promoter of thrift institutions. 

Mr. MILLER. You perhaps take the view that they should be 
limited to continuing specialized institutions. But they, themselves, 
are being aggressive in pointing out that, with the cyclicality we 
have seen in housing and the need for nondepository sources of 
funds for housing in today's world, they want additional powers 
and additional authority; and they themselves are gaining it. NOW 
accounts, as you know, came about not because someone decided to 
grant more power to thrifts, but because thrifts invented a new 
form of payments mechanism. They established their right in court 
and they created checking accounts under State laws, not Federal 
laws. And the first thing you know they are behaving like banks. 

Senator MORGAN. Well, that's really what concerns me because, 
as you stated earlier, I think we have had the finest system of 
financing homes of any country in the world and it's probably 
meant more to home ownership in this country and I just have 
among my constituents a strong feeling that as they move more 
and more toward banks they should be treated more and more like 
banks, and as that becomes true they are going to be thrown into 
competition for money to the extent they are going to need to move 
from home financing to consumer financing and you're going to 
destroy the finest system of home financing. 

Mr. MILLER. I hope we don't do that. 
Senator MORGAN. I hope we don't either, and that's why I have 

opposed NOW accounts since the first time I sat on this committee. 
I think, Mr. Chairman, that that's probably all I have. I have 

nothing else. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tower. 
Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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You know a lot of the questions that have been raised and the 
problems that have been underlined in this discussion follow along 
with some of the questions raised by Senator Morgan, and I think 
they are indicative of the difficulty and frustration that confront us 
in trying to consider this problem out of context with overall, 
comprehensive financial institutions reform, and we are going to 
have to discipline ourselves I think at some point, Mr. Chairman, 
to consider comprehensive financial institutions reform which, of 
course, we did about 3 years ago. We passed a bill which died in 
the House. Times have changed since then. The basis on which we 
considered that legislation and acted on it has changed, but I think 
we should proceed at some point in this Congress I hope to consider 
comprehensive financial institutions reform because it's very diffi
cult to take this and lift it out of context and deal with it piece
meal as we have dealt with other matters piecemeal, and I would 
hope at some point we would do that. 

The question Senator Morgan raises, raises a lot of "ifs." If we 
move through subsequent legislation to transaction accounts for 
thrift institutions, if we enact, for example, NOW account legisla
tion that would authorize them all over the country, then we have 
to come back and change the rules again. And so I hope that we 
will address ourselves to this and I don't want to get on the 
soapbox about it, but I can remember that our old friend Tom 
McIntyre put in a lot of effort on this and was very-although I 
disagreed with him on a lot of the details, I think his approach was 
right and I hope that we discipline ourselves to do that at some 
point in this Congress. 

Of course, this committee actually did approve the payment of 
interest on reserve requirements in the NOW account legislation 
that we passed here-when was it-a year or so ago, and so it's not 
something new. If you're going to talk about the precedent; of 
paying interest on reserve requirements that's not precedented. It 
has been advocated in the past and in fact the voluntary system 
has been with us for some time and what we are doing is setting a 
new precedent; if we adopt this legislation it requires mandatory 
membership. So that's a departure from the precedent or estab
lished way of doing business. 

You know I have some sympathy with comprehensive financial 
institution reform legislation and I wouldn't even want to consider 
this problem were it not for the urgency of it, and I agree with 
Chairman Miller that it is a matter of some urgency that we must 
deal with, and he's been very persuasive and I think he's bent over 
backwards to try to accommodate all legitimate concerns and I 
want to commend him for that, but the Fed has actually supported 
the payment of interest on reserves as a means of solving this 
problem or alleviating the problem in the past. 

So I'd like to ask the question: Does the Fed not now believe that 
this approach would solve or alleviate the problem? 

Mr. MILLER. Senator Tower, you recall that when we made our 
proposal last year we felt, despite the recommendations that were 
made by the study commissions over the years, that it was not time 
nor was there consensus for moving toward mandatory reserve 
requirements. We proposed, at that time, that we merely reduce 
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the burden through a combination of lower reserve requirements 
and paying interest on reserves, within budgetary limitations. 

However, it is a consistent Federal Reserve position to favor 
universal reserve requirements. We support this effort to make a 
landmark decision on the more universal, uniform system, with all 
of its benefits and equity. And, in the process of supporting that, 
we definitely support the concept of an earnings participation ac
count that would bear interest, in order both to give greater cover
age and not to impact bank earnings. 

It's a question of how to propose paying interest so that it's 
acceptable and affordable. As l say, we are not doctrinaire, but we 
do feel that it's important that the problem be solved. This is a 
critical time and requires landmark legislation. I'm aware that this 
committee voted 13 to 2 to approve the concept of paying interest 
on reserves, so we didn't feel any embarrassment in proposing it 
last year and we don't this year. 

Senator TOWER. Mr. Chairman, a great deal has been said about 
the impact on the Treasury of paying interest on reserve require
ments. I think too often we, in legislation in this body, think only 
in terms of what the impact on the Treasury is or what the cost to 
the Government will be and not enough in terms of what the 
economic impact will be beyond that, and I wonder what considera
tion has been given in making this proposal not just to the impact 
on the Treasury, for example, of paying interest on reserve require
ments, but what the ultimate economic impact may be. We can't 
just consider the welfare of the Treasury here. We have to consider 
the welfare of the entire economy of the United States. We have to 
consider, for example, that this country is facing up to a capital 
formation crisis which I think everybody is in agreement on. 

Mr. MILLER. I certainly concur. As I indicated, the proposals we 
have made-even the modification we have proposed-has a short
term impact on the cost to the Treasury, because we perceived this 
to be a constraint that had been already recognized by Congress in 
past efforts. For both NOW account legislation and payment of 
interest on reserve parameters have been laid out. The proposal we 
have made, Senator Tower, would, by 1984, actually result in a 
slight gain to the Treasury. So we are not really making a proposal 
that would impact the Treasury. I suppose one could make the 
argument-if the issue is as urgent as I feel it is-that we could go 
further toward reducing this form of taxation. If we do a good job 
on monetary policy in the next 5 years, and reduce inflation in this 
country, that will be more valuable to this country than any 
amounts of money we are talking about here. 

Senator TOWER. I agree. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Stewart. 
Senator STEWART. I just have a few questions. Is the basic thrust 

of your proposal here and the proposals that have been made by 
other members of this committee to attract a greater number of 
members in the Reserve System and thereby affect monetary 
policy? Is that the basic thrust of it? 

Mr. MILLER. Not quite, Senator Stewart. We are looking to 
assure that the reserves maintained with the Federal Reserve
either in nonearning or earning form-are sufficient to give us the 
certainty we need in implementing monetary policy. We do not 
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seek to expand the membership. We merely seek to stabilize and 
expand deposit coverage, which could come from nonmember de
posits. We are not seeking more banks for Fed membership. We 
have no desire to do that, if the problem can be solved and we can 
get the monetary base with which to operate by their being non
members. 

Senator STEWART. Well, let me rephrase the question then. You 
say these reserves-I thought I understood the first few pages of 
your policy statement or your statement here this morning-that 
this increase in reserves which you would have available to you 
would enable you to better direct monetary policy. Are you not 
saying that or are you saying that? 

Mr. MILLER. Senator, would you please flip to page 17, which 
might be helpful. We are, in all the proposals, seeking a reduction 
of reserve requirements; so we are not seeking higher amounts of 
reserves. In fact, we are proposing a $12.2 billion reduction in 
reserves. While we would actually reduce the amount, they would 
apply universally, for a surer fulcrum. 

Senator STEWART. It would apply to more banks? 
Mr. MILLER. There are 232 banks who now do not hold nonearn

ing reserves with the Federal Reserve who would be required to do 
so; many thousands who now do wouldn't be required to. But what 
we would gain is more monetary control. 

Senator STEWART. Over those banks and thereby more control 
over what? 

Mr. MILLER. There would be no different regulatory base at all, 
merely greater monetary policy predictability. In the first place, 
there would be greater equity, because all banks would be subject 
to the same handicap. From the monetary policy point of view, 
there would be several advantages. One is greater predictability of 
how much pressure you put on through monetary restraint, be
cause you would know the outcome with greater certainty. 

Senator STEWART. Let me followup right there. In line with that, 
what do you actually use to influence monetary policy? Have re
serves played that important a part or, as your statement indicates 
on page 3, has the use of the open market operations of the U.S. 
Government securities been your basic weapon as far as that is 
concerned? 

Mr. MILLER. We generally have conducted monetary policy more 
through open market operations. The second point as to improving 
monetary policy under this proposal is that we would have more 
flexibility to use reserve requirement changes because we wouldn't 
have to worry about the effect on membership. If we decided to 
increase reserves by 1 percent or lower them by 1 percent, again, it 
would be for monetary policy purposes and it wouldn't exacerbate 
the membership problem. 

Senator STEWART. Are you saying by that last statement there 
that if you had more member banks, then you would fall back on 
the reserves policy rather than the use of the open market? Is that 
why you got into that to begin with? 

Mr. MILLER. If we have greater coverage of deposits, we have 
greater flexibility than we now have to use reserve requirement 
changes in monetary policy. 
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Senator STEWART. That wasn't the question I asked. The question 
I asked was are you saying by having more member banks involved 
that you would have that tool available to you and it would be a 
better tool to use than the open market policy? 

Mr. MILLER. Yes; but I'm trying to say, Senator Stewart, that 
we're not trying to change the number of member banks. 

Senator STEWART. I understand that. 
Mr. MILLER. There wouldn't be more member banks involved; 

there would just be more total deposits covered, some of those 
nonmembers. 

You see, there are four reasons from a monetary policy point of 
view that we think the proposal has merit. One is greater certainty 
in predicting the results of monetary action because of the higher 
percent of deposits covered. The second is because we wouldn't 
have to worry--

Senator STEWART. Let's get that down in lay language so I can 
understand it. You've got more money under your control at that 
particular point in time? 

Mr. MILLER. No; let me go through it simply. Today a deposit 
may be made at a member bank, and some of that money must be 
deposited as reserves with the Federal Reserve. The rest of it will 
be re-deposited through the banking system. If that deposit is made 
at a nonmember bank, there is no requirement for reserves to be 
held at the Federal Reserve. If the deposit moves from a member to 
a nonmember bank, there is a shift-from a reserve being required 
to no reserve. If it moves from a small bank to a large bank, 
reserve requirements also change. All of that makes for sloppiness 
in relating reserve requirements and the actual growth of the 
money supply. As the deposit moves around, it creates for the 
Federal Reserve a very unpredictable increase or decrease in re
serve requirements and in turn a very unpredictable effect on the 
money supply. We cannot measure what's going on when deposits 
shift unpredictably. But, under our proposal a deposit going to any 
bank would require the same reserves and we would know exactly 
the amount of reserves involved. 

Senator STEW ART. It would give you better capability in setting 
monetary policy? 

Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir. 
Senator STEWART. Now my question would be how would you set 

that? 
Mr. MILLER. First, we would still be able to operate monetary 

policy through the open market. 
Senator STEW ART. You would use the open market? 
Mr. MILLER. We would still do that. But the second point is that 

now the Federal Reserve is reluctant to use a change in reserve 
requirements as one of its monetary policy tools because this tends 
to affect the membership problem. Therefore, a uniform system 
will improve our flexibility to use reserve requirements; the water 
will go up and down the same for everyone; we won't just raise the 
burden for members. 

Senator STEWART. Are you telling me, then, why you went to the 
open market policy was because in fact if you used the reserves you 
would lose membership or that it was not an effective way to have 
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some kind of positive effect on monetary policy? What was the 
reason? Why did you go to that? 

Mr. MILLER. The development of the open market operations has 
a long history and they would continue to be a critical element in 
monetary policy for injecting reserves or withdrawing them from 
the banking system. We would not want to give that up. Now this 
may be confused with the question of whether the Federal Open 
Market Committee, in order to effect a certain money supply level, 
does so by trying to influence interest rates or by addressing the 
monetary aggregates. Now that is a different issue from the one I 
was talking about of changing reserve requirements. The first issue 
involves how you operate the open market desk, the technique you 
use, and the interaction of cost and supply. You can say, "We will 
control money by making it more expensive or cheaper," or you 
can say, "We will control money by working on the amount of it 
which will determine whether it's expensive or cheap." Quite often 
this is mixed up with my second point, which is that regardless of 
how the technique, the ability to conduct monetary policy and to 
influence the direction of deposit growth can be improved by re
serve requirement flexibility. For example, by reducing reserve 
requirements on time deposits you might influence more deposits 
to go into time deposits and thereby create a better maturity base, 
less short-term money. Reserve requirement flexibility could be 
improved if there was a more uniform system. 

There are other reasons for this approach which relate to 
making sure that all institutions have access to the Federal Re
serve window; that is, have the capacity to borrow from the Fed for 
adjustment purposes. If more institutions had that capacity they 
would be protected better in times of liquidity difficulties, members 
and nonmembers. They would have the right to borrow whether 
they were members or nonmembers under our proposal, and that 
would be a gain. 

Senator STEW ART. My time has expired, but I have one other 
question. There was a page missing here in my part of the explana
tion of the legislation, page 10. I thought maybe the junior Mem
bers of the Senate were not supposed to have an explanation of 
that, and then I found out Senator Morgan didn't have it either. 
Page 12 is also missing. 

Mr. MILLER. We are obviously not doing a good job of putting our 
testimony together. We'll get you another copy right away. 

Senator STEWART. If it's an explanation of Senator Proxmire's 
bills, I certainly want it. 

Mr. MILLER. That's very critical; I'm sure Senator Proxmire 
would want you to have it, too. 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, even if it comes from the Federal Reserve. 
Mr. MILLER. I apologize for that. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tsongas. 
Senator TsoNGAS. Mr. Chairman, I had some thoughts which 

may have already been covered and I don't want to delay this by 
repeating. 

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead. I've got some more questions. 
Senator TsoNGAS. I just hesitate to go through the same ques

tions that you may already have answered. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you say what they are. 
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Senator TsoNGAS. One of my concerns was with regard to the 
approach and I guess you go into it in your testimony, as to why 
don't we simply mandate the approach to membership, given the 
fact that nonmember banks in essence have all of the advantages 
and none of the disadvantages of member banks? Why not simply 
put on a particular floor and anybody can qualify under any cir
cumstances? 

Mr. MILLER. I'm not sure I understood that proposal--
Senator TsoNGAS. Any bank above a certain deposit level would 

have to be a member of the Federal Reserve. 
Mr. MILLER. What's been proposed by Senator Proxmire in S. 84 

is that any bank with deposits above a certain level would be 
subject to reserve requirements, but that bank would not have to 
become a member and put up capital-which is an additional re
quirement-and would not become subject to examination by the 
Federal Reserve. So a larger institution could remain a State bank, 
still work with the State supervisor, and yet be required to place 
reserves with the Fed. Under our modified proposal, 232 non
member banks, would be required to maintain reserves; under 
Senator Proxmire's proposal, 280 nonmember banks would be re
quired to. Ours reduces that number to 232. Page 20 compares the 
number of institutions covered. What we have been trying to do, to 
get an even handicap and equitable treatment is to require re
serves for those who have deposits over $50 million; they would not 
be required to become members of the Federal Reserve System. 

Senator TsoNGAS. Let me ask you this. I often have the commer
cial banks in Massachusetts argue with me that their position 
relative to the thrifts has deteriorated and they therefore would 
like to see a semioligopoly system. Since we are talking about a 
kind of restructuring of the system, has that been given some 
thought? New England has, of course, with the NOW accounts and 
so forth-diminishing distinctions between the various kinds of 
institutions. You evolve to the point where they all pretty much 
get involved with the same kind of opportunities, the same serv
ices, the same capacity to engage in transactions. Of course, Regu
lation Q would necessarily be part of the situation. 

Mr. MILLER. Yes. Senator Proxmire's bill would cover transaction 
accounts of thrift institutions. To the extent these institutions act 
like traditional thrifts, they won't be covered; to the extent they 
get into transaction accounts, they would be covered. We have 
included that concept in our suggested modification, so that 48 
thrift institutions would be covered by our proposal. None of them 
would be required to maintain sterile reserves at the moment; 
because they are not big enough, but if they continue to grow so 
that they become real competitors of banks, then they would 
have-on transaction accounts only-the same reserve requirement 
as banks. This would make a fair competitive environment. 

Certainly one of the reasons we have favored the coverage of 
thrifts is that, if they do grow and become more like banks in 
providing checking and NOW accounts, it would make sense that 
they have the same handicap. 

Senator TsoNGAS. Which banking organizations or groups have 
endorsed your proposal? I hesitate to ask. 
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Mr. MILLER. We don't know about all of them yet because they 
are still formulating their opinions. The American Bar Association 
leadership group met recently and endorsed many features of this 
bill. 

Senator TsoNGAS. The American Banking Association? 
Mr. MILLER. American Bankers Association. 
Senator TsoNGAS. Sometimes it's indistinguishable. 
The CHAIRMAN. You said American Bar Association. 
Mr. MILLER. American Banking Association, excuse me. ABA, 

the same initials as the Bar Association but I meant American 
Bankers Association. They did not endorse extending reserve re
quirements to nonmembers or to thrifts; they preferred a voluntary 
system. The Independent Bankers Association of America will be 
meeting next month. Last year, they endorsed a proposal of Sena
tor Proxmire's that was similar to S. 85, but we don't know wheth
er they will change position this year. 

Senator TsoNGAS. I would suspect that their concern over the 
increasing nonmembership and control of the Fed is less than 
yours would be. 

Mr. MILLER. My concern? My concern is a very intense one. I 
think if we continue to have attrition of membership, we will have 
the worst of all possible worlds, because we will have more and 
more uncertainty in monetary policy. We have greater and greater 
inequity as fewer and fewer banks share the burden of member
ship. 

Senator TsoNGAS. Is that perceived out in the banking communi
ty generally? 

Mr. MILLER. Yes. I have been reminded that the IBAA endorsed 
the Reuss proposal in the House; I don't know if they took a 
position on Senator Proxmire's proposal last year. I'm sorry. I was 
mixed up on that. 

Yes, it's perceived as a serious problem and it's one that's been 
building for 4 or 5 years. It's been talked about until recently as 
the membership problem, but I don't think the problem is member
ship. I don't think it makes as much difference to the good of this 
Nation whether banks are members of the Federal Reserve as 
much as whether the central bank is set up to serve and deal with 
and monitor reserves for the whole Nation. That's why this propos
al does not require membership; it requires all banks of a certain 
size to maintain comparable reserve requirements so that we can 
execute monetary policy with greater certainty. We are not seeking 
to change the dual banking system or to expand the membership. 
We are seeking to solve what we think is a national problem of 
great importance, that of assuring a sounder monetary policy, a 
more equitable banking system, fairer competition; we are seeking 
to do so at a time when thrift institutions are expanding some of 
their bank-like functions. Now is the time to lay down the ground 
rules so that everybody knows there will be an equal competitive 
arrangement and not preferred treatment. Otherwise, we re just 
going to face the problem later when it's more intense. 

Senator TsoNGAS. Do you see any regional differences in views 
on this issue? 

Mr. MILLER. Yes. Of course, New England has already been 
impacted by the NOW account-and New York is now being im-
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pacted-and the burdens of membership have become so intense in 
the face of this competition that we have had an enormous loss of 
membership. The major banks realize this attrition of membership 
does weaken the monetary system and does, in fact, erode the 
capacity of many banks to compete equally. 

In other parts of the country, with unit banking or other forms 
of banking or where S. & L.'s or thrifts haven't developed as much, 
there's less of that attitude. In the banking community at large, I 
think there's a pervasive recognition of the problem and of the 
need to address it either by reducing the burden of membership
to the point where membership no longer is unattractive-or by 
leveling the playing field so everybody has the same ground rules 
in carrying out the same functions. 

Senator TsoNGAS. It's going to be an interesting bill to watch 
wend its way through Congress. 

Mr. MILLER. It's going to be interesting for me to watch it. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, one way your mere existence of 

reserve requirements should be helpful in the conduct of monetary 
policy is that the banks know they must meet a given cash require
ment; they know they have to have a certain reserve. I assume 
that's the reason why the Board argues that a broad deposit base is 
needed, but how important is the level of reserve requirements? 
Isn't it true that the lower the reserve requirement ratio on trans
action accounts, the greater the reserve multiplier and therefore 
doesn't that also mean the effect of any reserve shock or mistake 
by the Open Market Desk would have relatively less adverse 
impact on monetary control if the level of reserve requirement is 
higher? 

Mr. MILLER. That's correct. 
The CHAIRMAN. Therefore, the S. 85 bill before the Federal Re

serve modified it has a higher reserve requirement and therefore 
would have a monetary policy that was firmer and more precise, 
would it not? 

Mr. MILLER. I think it would have a lower multiplier effect. We 
can manage with a higher multiplier as long as it's a certain one 
as well. But your point is well taken that under your proposal 
there would be a lower multiplier effect. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me suggest a compromise. According to some 
very preliminary data that's been developed by the Banking Com
mittee staff, it's possible to put together a package with the follow
ing: (1) Universal reserve requirements on transaction accounts 
and large denomination time deposits; (2) No reserve requirements 
at all on small time deposits or nontransactional savings; (3) the 
cost to the Treasury held down to a reasonable level. For example, 
reserves against transaction accounts of 10 to 11 percent against 
large time deposits of 67 percent, and a waiver of each of these at 
$10 to $15 million, the cost to the Treasury might be $100 million 
to $140 million or less. Only 1,500 to 1,700 banks would have 
reserves at the Federal Reserve Banks but 84 percent of all trans
action accounts would be covered and 76 percent of all bank depos
its would be covered. 

Now this approach would put banks and thrifts on par. Both 
would have no reserve requirements against time and savings de-
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posits. The Fed's concerns would be met and the cost to the Treas
ury could be held down. What do you think of that approach? 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I think there's considerable merit to 
that approach. Let me see if I understand it correctly, and then 
react to some of the advantages you mention. Of course, we feel 
that uniform, universal reserves on transactions accounts is, per
haps, the cornerstone of the policy we are looking for. If we could 
then find the capacity to eliminate reserve requirements on sav
ings, so that banks would be on the same basis as thrifts, that 
would have considerable advantage in terms of equality of competi
tion. 

Your suggestion on time deposits, I think, would probably work 
fine in today's world. I would worry if we ever had a change in 
regulation Q which you and I have talked about; if we ever elimi
nated interest rate ceilings we would have to be careful not to have 
a structure that could be gotten around by breaking all large time 
deposits into small ones. That could be done just by issuing them in 
series. So we want to watch the technicalities, but I think your 
proposal-assuming we could handle technicalities like that-is 
one of considerable interest. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now many banks have argued that reserve re
quirements are a tax. In fact, some of the members of this commit
tee did exactly that this morning. They are an inefficient way to 
collect taxes and inequitable and unfair, and you argue that it's 
been an unfair tax because the tax falls only on member banks. 
They don't apply to nonmember banks or thrift institutions. The 
Congress has a responsibility of levying and collecting taxes. I 
agree with you that we have inequitable situations; we always have 
inequitable situations with respect to income taxes bank pay. We 
don't hear much about that. 

I have a report from the Congressional Research Service that 
indicates the effective tax rate in the largest banks in 1977 were 
not only very low, but they were nonexistent with respect to many 
of the banks; yet all the bills we are considering would reduce the 
reserve requirements for these banks by an enormous amount. 

Can you tell me how many banks paid no U.S. taxes at all in 
1977? 

Mr. MILLER. I don't have that information. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the figures I have are for 2,407 and the 

effective tax rate according to a tax note here, which is issued by a 
responsible nonprofit group, the effective tax rate was less than 3 
per~ent _on banks compared to a 48-percent rate in 1977. You have 
a s1tuat10n here where Bankers Trust, Chase Manhattan, Chemi
cal, Citi~orp, Continental, Manufacturers Trust, and Marine Mid
land paid no taxes at all according to this. At least they had 
deferred cr~dit in excess of current tax liability. The other banks
BankAmenca, the biggest bank in the world, paid 12 percent in 
taxes compared to 48-percent nominal rate; First Chicago paid 6.9; 
J. P. Morgan paid 11 percent; First Bank System paid 7.2 percent, 
and so forth. 

In view of th_is situation, isn't it proper for us to consider that a 
payment of no interest on reserves does constitute a tax indeed and 
I would concede that, but in view of the fact that the banks are 
able to not to pay the taxes that they pay in other industries, 
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doesn't that somewhat ease the argument that this is a tax? 
Doesn't it make it more equitable and fairer to impose a tax under 
these circumstances? 

Mr. MILLER. Senator Proxmire, I would certainly have to know 
the basis for figuring those tax payments by banks. I know that 
many banks, in recent years, have financed capital for industry 
and that the tax credit has probably made it possible for more 
capital investment to be made than otherwise would have; that tax 
credit could be one of the factors reducing bank taxes. 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I want to make it very clear that I don't 
oppose increased profits for the banks. I think that's healthy and 
wholesome and we should have them and that we should be en
couraging the banks to be more profitable, not less. What I'm 
concerned about is when they do make money their tax liability is 
too small and, furthermore, we don't really have the firm data 
before us. I wonder if the Federal Reserve could make a study of 
this. 

Let me put it this way. I'd like to ask the Federal Reserve for a 
detailed study on how major tax credits and tax breaks on all of 
these things have changed over time. 

Would it be possible to make that kind of study and make it 
available to the committee within a month? 

Mr. MILLER. We'll see if we can get it; yes. I'm not sure what our 
resources are. I want to point out, Senator, in talking about our 
proposal for earnings participation accounts, you must recall that 
we are merely putting that in as a supplement to required re
serves. 

We're not suggesting that there be, if you will, additional tax 
relief. If you continue to look on noninterest bearing reserves as a 
tax, we'll be able to negotiate. We are suggesting that once you do 
get a uniform level of noninterest bearing reserves set, then in 
addition to that, we require some additional deposits which, when 
held by the Fed, would earn income as in the case of the other 
bank investments. 

[The following paper was received for the record:] 
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I. Summary 

The staff has assembled data on secular changes in major sources 

of tax savings and their effect on the final Federal tax liability of banking 

organizations. The latest available data from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 

indicate that the average effective Federal tax rate (taxe~ as a percentage of 

worldwide income before taxes) ·.for these organizations has declined from 21.5 

per cent in 1969 to 11.3 per cent in 1975. The largest source of Federal tax 

savings for these organizations.-has been tax-exempt income from municipal -securi

ties. This source- of taX savings has been .. increasing -in importance,. accounting 

for,.a reduction in the effective tax rate of 21.5 percentage points in. 1969 and 

.29.2 percentage points by 1975. A second major and increasingly important 

source of Federal tax savings has been the foreign tax credit-accounting for 

a reduction in the effective tax rate of 1.7 percentage points in 1969 and 

7.4 percentage points by 1975. 

A panel of 20 large banking organizations has experienced a similar 

--pattern of sources of Federal tax savings, although these large banking 

organizations have relied more heavily on foreign tax credits than have their 

smaller counterparts ):l The data assembled from these organizations' annual 

reports to stockholders and Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) lOK reports 

indicate that tax-exempt income from municipal securities and foreign tax 

l/ ~ndividually some large 9rganizations may appear to be paying no current 
Federal income tax; but, because of the difference between book income as reported 
to stockho~?ers and the SEC ~nd taxable ~ncome under IRS rules, a negative 
current Federal-tax according to book inCome does not mean that the corpora-
tion did -not have· a Fede_:r:_al tax liability. A _maj~r sou~c;.e of the reduc;tl:,on 
in ':_urr~nt Federal ~ncome-tax_, ~aS reporte,f·to s~aieho~_deis, 1=~ the fo~efgn 
t_ax credit. Howev~r, .~l.nce a, foreign __ ta~ cre.dit is limited to the current 
Federal ·t.ik -li3:~ility be;f;re credits t:i~eS ·the' ratio of "foreign -s0{1rce ~taXable 
income to WOrldwide taxable income, a foreign tax credit cannot eliminate the 
actual current Federal tax liability. 
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credits accounted for 16.5 percentage point and 15.8 percentage point reduc

tions from the nominal 48 per cent maximum tax rate in 1977 (the latest 

year for which complete lOK reports are available). 

Since. many banks opera.te worldwide, an alte.rnative means of 

viewing effective tax rates is to consider the rate of tax paid worldwide. 

For all banking organizations, the data indicate that the worldwide tax rate 

on worldwide income (Federal tax plus the foreign tax credit as a percentage 

of worldwide income) has shown a moderate downward trend from 23. 2 per cent 

in 1969 to 18. 7 per- cent in 1975 •. The worldwide tax rate on worldwide 

-income for 20 large banking organizations has increased somewhat from 18,8 

per cent in 1974 to 20.8 per cent in 1977. This trend for the larger 

institutions is similar to the trend in their United States.tax rate on world-

wide income which increased from 2.0 per cent in 1974 to 4,9 per cent in 1977, 

Because income from municipal securities is tax exempt, another 

_ way of viewing effective tax rates is to consider tax rates only on taxable 

income (all income less that which is exempt from Federal taxes}. Since. 

1969, the worldwide tax rate on w01;ldwide taxable income for all banking 

organizations has increased moderately from 41,9 per cent to 47,7 per cent. 

The large banking organizations have experienced relatively stable effective 

tax rates on worldwide taxable income--30.2 per cent in 1974 and 31.7 

per cent in 1977. 

An alternative method of adjusting effective tax rates for tax• 

exempt income is to estimate taxes and income on a tax-equivalent basis,.!/ 

Empl~iin& this method, the wi;1dJide tax r~t~ on woridwide tax-equivalent 

income for all banking organizations has increased moderately from 45 

per cent in 1969 to 47.9 per cent in 1975. For the 20 large banking 

1./ This method is described in the Appendix. 
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organizations this tax rate has remained nearly constant at 38.5 per 

cent from 1974 to 1977. Thus, although their U .s·. tax rates on worldwide-

income appear low (2 per cent to 4 per cent), the worldwide tax burden on a 

tax-equivalent basis for large banking organizations is substantial. 

Congress has provided banks and other financial institutions "1th 

liberal tax treatment for additions to loan-loss reserves. Even though this 

is being gradually phased out, so that by 1968 banks will be able to deduct 

only "experience" loan losses, the effect on tax savings from additions to 

loan-loss reserves in excess of actual losses has been significant. The 

available data indicate that between 1969. and 1975 this source of Federal 

tax savings has accounted for a reduction from the nominal rate of 48 per cent 

of between 2.6 and 5.0 IJercentage points. 

A final important source of tax savings for large bankirig organiza

tions is derived from leasing activities. Because bank leasing requires con

siderable start-up costs, only the larger banking organizations have engaged in 

this activity and ha,ve b-een ab.le _to take _advantage of the tax s~vings .. -aspects of 

leasing-principally from the investment tax credit and accelerated deprecia

tion. For the panel of 20 large•organizatioris~ccelerated depreciation 

and the investment -tax cred:i._t_·_have accounted for a reduction of 6 to 9 percentage 

point in Federal taxes fro~ the nominal 48 per cent rate. 

II. Major Sources of Tax Savings and Effective Federal Tax Rates·;of Banking 
Organizations 

Tables 1 through 4 present the basic findings of this report_ 

Table 1 shows_ the recent history of FEideral tax rates paid by banking organiza

tions• The. major. Sources. of banks-tax-sa\1i'ngs--3re---additi0.rtal-ly 
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expressed as percentage point reductions from a maximum statutory Federal tax 

rate of 48 per cent. Table 2 parallels Table L except· for a redefinition ,~ 

of base incom.o. In this table, municipal bond income is excluded from base 

income whereas in Table 1 this item is included. Thus, Table 2 givee sources 

of tax savings and Federal tax rates as a percentage of taxable income, Charts 

1 and 2 depict., the data presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, Table 3 

gives a breakdown of Tables 1 and 2 by size of bank for 1974 (the most recent 

available data by size class). Finally, Table 4 presents data for the·20 

large banking organizations. 

Considerable care should be taken in interpreting these tables,Y 

First, Tables 1 through 3 are derived from Internal Revenue Service Corporate 

Tax Return data, and are not directly comparable to Table 4. Table 4 is 

derived from financial statements and data supplied to the SEC in its J.OK 

reports. 

The measurement of income can differ between tax and financial state-

ments for a variety of reasons-such as differing bases :!;or subsidiary con

solidation or differing treatments of capital consumption allowances, Also 

"income tax" has a fundamentally d;ifferent meaning ;in the two type$ of 

statements. For tax statements, income tax is current tax liability. Current 

tax liability is not the same as taxes paid on current income; for example, 

current taxable income may reflect losses carried forward from previous years, 

while the tax on some current income (or tax credit for a current deficit} 

may be carried over to future years. Financial statement income tax refers 

to current provisions for Federal taxes, Current tax provisions, lj_kewise 

1/ See the Appendix for the methodology used in the construction of these 
tables as well as for the data used in Tables 1 and 2, 
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do not necessarily correspond to taxes paid on current income. Some taxes 

currently provided for may actually be deferred indefinitely into the future, 

Also, some tax credits, particularly for foreign taxes--whi.ch act to reduce 

current tax provisions-may never be realized and thus do not actually reduce 

taxes on current income • .!/ 

Second, few corporations realize--as is implicitly assumed tn the 

construction of the tabless-a 48 per cent tax savings on tax-exempt income, 

either because a 48 per cent rate does not apply or because of the minimum 

tax on tax preference items. This accounts largely for the anomaly·in- the 

tables and charts of some actual tax rates in excess of the maximum statutory 

rate net of major tax savings.items.±-/ 

Third, the tables are somewhat distorted because a corporation c·an 

not have a negative Federal income tax even though it may have a negative 

taxable income. This distortion is present in Tables 1 th~ough 3 in the form 

of a tax liability which is affected.by loss carry forwards, It is present 

in Table 3 as well in the more subtle form of an aggregation bias wh.icb makes 

it appear that small banks pay higher tax rates than large banks,l/ The 

distortion exists in Table 4 in the form·of an implicit assumption that all 

1/ See the text under the discussion of the foreign tax credit for an elabora
tion of this point. 
2/ See the Appendix for further discussion of this point. 
"ii A small bank such as a newly formed bank is more likely than a large bank 
to have a net deficit in any given year, This deflcjt will reduce total income 
for the size class of bank, but the resulting tax loss carryover will not reduce 
current taxes below zero for the deficit bank. Thus an aggregate of_ small 
banks will appear to pay higher tax rates than an aggregate of large banks, 
even if this is not the case. 
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foreign taxes paid will be credited against u.s, Federal incQ1J1e tax--even to 

the extent of a reduction of U.S. taxes below zero.!/ 

This report includes data for the most recent years available. For 

all banks the naost recent data are contained in the IRS Sf~tistics of Income: 

Corporation Income Tax, preliminary for 1975, For large banking organizations 

the most recent data are from the 1977 published annual reports to stock

holders, l0K reports submitted to the SEC and summaries in the Tax Analysts 

and .Advocates;·publication Tax Notes. Bank Report of Condition and lncome 

Statements submitted to bank regulatory agencies are not used in tnis report 

because they do not provide data on the various sources of tax savin~s. 

·sources of Bank Tax Savings 

1. Municipal Bond Income 

Federal law provides for the tax exemption of interest income from 

State and local government obligations as well as for certain other oblj_gations-.... 

such as pollution control bonds and small industrial development bonds. -These 

tax-exempt securities are collectively termed 11municipal bonds'·~" 

Table 1 indicates that municipal bond interest income has been the major 

tax saving item_ for banking organizations· in the recent past. :Municipal bond 

interest income acted to reduce the maximum statutory rate for all banks by 21.5 

percentage points in 1969 and by 29.2 percentage points in 1975. Furthermore, 

this item has been most important for middle-sized organizations with total 

assets between $50 million and $500 million. 

1/ See the-text under the discussion of the foreign tax credit for an elabora
tion of this point. This particular bias arises in Table 4--but not in 
Tables 1 through 3-because it is constructed from financial statement data 
which report the provision for foreign taxes although actual foreign tax 
credits claimed will be somewhat less than this provision. Tables 1 through 
3 rely on tax statement data which report only the actual foreign tax 
credits claimed. 
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The importance of municipal bond interest income as a source of tax 

savings has increased over time because municipal bond income has risen as 

a per cent of net bank income. Since muni.c.ipal bonds have declined as a per 

cent of bank financial. assets, and the interest yield on municipal bonds has 

declined relative to other yields (see Chart 3), the increasing importance 

of municipal bond income in bank net income can be seen to be primarily the 

result of an increase in bank expenses relative to receipts over this per.iod 1 

rather than to an increased use by banks of municipal bonds as a tax savings 

device .. 

2. Loan-Loss Reserves 

Banks are allowed a deferment of taxes on transfers from undivided 

profits to loan-loss reserves. Under the Tax Reform Act of 1969, these 

transfers are primarily limited by a ceiling on the level of such reserves 

as a per cent of "eligibleU~_loans. Th.e law sets this ceiling at 1.8 per cent 

of eligible loans through 1975, 1,2 per cent from 1976-81, ana u,o per cent 

.from 1982-87. After 1987, a bank's I:RS deduction for additions to loan-loss 

reserves will be limited to actual loan-losses based on moving average of 

the previous five years' loan-loss experience, 

The addition to loan-loss reserves in excess of current net loan 

losses is held to be a tax preference item by the IRS;_and thus it is included 

as a source of tax savings in the tables and charts presented in this report. 

Since the IRS samples this tax preference item only occasion~lly 1 the data 

are sketchy and no trend in the magnitude of this source of tax savings is 

apparent. It appears that loan-loss reserves are a relatively small but 
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significant source of tax savings in the three years for which data are 

available (Table 1). This item will become less significant over time and 

will disappear after 1987. 

J. Foreign Tax Credit 

Taxes paid to foreign governments on earnings of foreign operations 

of U.S. banking organizations can be credited against an organization's 

Federal income taxes. However, there are specific limitations. According 

to current tax law, a foreign tax credit is limited to the current Federal 

tax-liability before credits, times the ratio of foreign source taxable 

income-to worldwide taxable income. Essentially, this limitation prevents 

a foreign tax credit from eliminating a current Federal tax liability. 

Additionally, tax law permits excess foreign tax credits to be carried over 

for use in future tax periods. 

Since the late 1960's, foreign operations of the major U.S. banks 

have grown considerablv. For example, for all U.S, banking organizations 

the foreign tax credit has increased from $77 .8 million in 19-69 to $547 .9 

million in 1975-an average annual increase of 38 per cent (',!'able A-11, lly 

comparison, before tax income of U.S. banking organizations increased 3t an 

average annual rate of 7.9 per cent over the same period. 

The effect of this rapid growth in foreign operations on Federal 

taxes has been concentrated in the laxgest banking organizations. For 20 

large banking organizations, foreign taxes accounted for a 15.8 percentage 

point reduction from the nominal 48 per cent tax rate in 1977 (Table 4). Even 

though the growth of foreign operations of large banks has been considerable, 

the foreign tax credits arising from foreign sources of income have been a 
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relatively constant source of Federal tax savings for these banks since 1974 

(Table 4). 

Even though past growth in foreign operations of U.S. banking organi

zations has been very rapid, there are presently signs that this growth is 

beginning to level off. This will have the effect of lilldting the importance 

of foreign tax credits on effective Federal income taxes to the extent that 

taxable income grows more rapidly than foreign tax credits. For tax purposes 

the•:data in Table 4 suggest that some of these organizations have accumulated 

substantial foreign tax credit carryovers, Since these cannot be retained

indefinitely, taxable income must grow in order for these carryovers to be 

useful in future years. In fact, if foreign tax rates exceed the 1979 U.S. 

maximum rate of 46 per cent on corporate earnings, taxable income may need to 

grow more rapidly than foreign taxes in order for these foreign _tax credits to 

be fully utilized. Consequently, the effect of foreign taxes in reducing 

Federal taxes is anticipated to be of lesser importance in future tax periods. 

4. Investment Tax Credit 2 Accelerated Depreciation and Leasing 

The equipment leasing activity of banks has become increasingly 

important since the Comptroller ·of the Currency approved leasing for National 

banks in 1963. Since then, many States have permitted their banks to engage 

in leasing and (since the 1970 amendments in the Bank Holding ~ompany Act) the 

Board of Governors has approved personal property leasing as a pennissible bank

related activity for bank holding companies-(BHC 1 s). 'Typlcaily a busiriess 

firm enters into a leasing arrangem'ent- be:Catise-::-it .O-canno·t take adVantage of 

either the tax savings from the investment tax credit or accelerated depreciation 
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on newly purchased equipment, -or =because· it ;ls-.:..unable to- -finance· a ·purchase· 

of the· equipment at a lower overall cost;--A-banking organization purchases 

the. new equipment, or retains~-20 ·per ··cent equity as in ·a· leveraged lease; 

qualifies for the tax savings-, -andcmay pass on.part ·-of .these tax-savings~ 

to the business firms by leasing the equipmeni:.at ·a·lower··cost than--if the

firmi had .borrowed to purchase the equipment_-directly; 

The tax benefit gained from leasing by a ba_,;king organization (the 

less.or) can be substantial:· Accelerated depreciation and the investment tax 

credi; ~re the most important sources of th:_- tax savings )J In addit';);,,, the 
_, ·:.;.·~--·>~.'-,_- -· _··:· -•-.--.-. __ -__ ._-_~- --·---- . _·_. ,:,·.-:;;-·;:...":<,: ... >,;:·,, .... ":.:i.",:•-; ,. 

lessor need not retain a 100 per cent equity ·:1.n -the leased property -t,i""obtain · · 
q:!~.;.,;:._ • .;.,_. . . •. - ·:_.:. -! _,:.t _ .. __ •: •.. ~:•:•;~. ,;_·--~ ·:;·-., 

· all the·- tax saving benefits. In a leveraged lease the lessor must have at 
... . ·;,::-:o::_;;;· 

least 20 per cent of the equity in the property while sharl.ng the r;maining 

80 per cent with some other firm--usually an insurance company--~n order to 

retain all the tax benefits associated with accelerated depreciation and the 

investment tax credit. Consequently, leveraged leasing allows a banking 
. ,- ··-·- - _. ••---.-- , . ·---~-

organization to derive a-substantial tax benefit not only on its share of the 

revenue from the lease but on other income as well. 

· For all banking organizations, the tax.,saving effect oJ; accelerated 

depreciation and the investment tax credit has been to reduce the nominal 

tax rate by about 1 to 2 percentage points during the 1969-75 period, 

However, since a leasing operation usually requires substantial resources in 

1/ The investment tax credit is presently an effective 10 per cent on equipment 
;;ith a useful life of 7 years or more, 6.67 per cent on equipment with a useful 
life between 5 years and less than 7 years, 3,33 per cent on equipment with 
a usefuL life of between 3 years and less than 5 years, and no credit for 
property with a useful life of less than 3 years. Additionally, the maximum 
credit is $25,000 plus 50 per cent of the remaining tax liability, Thus, the 
investment tax credit encourages longer-term lease financing than would other
wise prevail. Accelerated depreciation is that amount of a depreciation 
deduction that is in excess of what would be deducted by using the straight
line method of depreciation. 
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start-up costs and volume maintenance, only the largest banking organizations 

have entered this activity. As a result, accelerated depreciation and invest

ment tax credits account for a substantially greater reduction in the nomi~al 

f~,ta:' rate for large banks than for all banking organizations. During the period 

'.)J'.. 1974-77, accelerated· dep:eciation and investment tax credits accounted for a 

fti, reduction in the nominal tax rate of the largest hanks of from 7 percentage 
}t' · ~ ,.·, - •a' · C, ' .• • 

.(;",points in: 1974 to 10 percentage .points in 1977 (Table 4).. 

IXI;. ~,~·~:~:F~f Tax Sa:~:~~~--Perspective ~:.;~•~., :· ·. · · , --· 

;i. ~-,, ' <>~cii;.~h of -the ~j-;;r''~~~~:;hich"r~~u~:· :ffective. c~=~-~~~i~'~Ei~t..'x- --

;tf~-i- ------ --·-·- ~.7-- ... ·----- -- · ....... ::. 
~~~_rates wer~ -;;;acted by Con&re;~· tO ellcourage sPecific "activities. The investment 

•'''<:'~,.,. credit ;;:~d accelerated depreciation ;.uowance are meant to stimulate real 

capital formation. The tax-exemption of municipal bond interest income is 

·aimed at enabling state and local governments to borrow more cheaply, The 

foreign tax credit seeks to encourage international investments by avoiding 

:a·,; the double taxation of foreign income. While tax inducements are the ~ 

·=-~~~~;'-'.operandi of these Federal. programs;· it is tmwarranted to assume that banks ar.e 

i:~-th8 SOie -~r even the major =beneficitiries of these tax saving itemS'.: --Insofar 

as these tax savings are actually shifted to their intended beneficiaries 

the effect is to leave banks' after-tax earnings unchanged. 

For example, it must be the case that some of the tax savings of 

the investment tax credit or accelerated depreciation allowance claimed by 

banks in connection with leasing operations ~re passed on to the lessee in 

the form of lower lease payments, or to equipment suppliers in the form of 

higher purchase prices. In the case of municipal bonds, it is clear that 
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the benefit of the tax-exemption of interest income is largely shifted or 

passed on to the state and local governments which issue such bonds via the 

low interest rates associated ·with these securities. 

Chart 4 shows the recent interest rate history of Aaa utility bonds, 

10-year U.S. Government obligations. and State and local securities. Over 
~ '.), 

the 1971-79 period interest·'rates ·on municipal bonds ·have been rougli1y.~30"'" 
\;- ;: . - -- . - . ·:~.,,~~-~;i:. 

per _cent lower ·~nan- the interest -rates ·on ta-xable ·u~s. Goveirime"rit"'Obliga·e-ions· • 

• c_o~r~~-banks:."s the -inajor"ho~der o-f mum:dpal bonds (see Cha'rt $y--'~~-=played 

a key~o~ecin -the ctfansferc'°of ::';his suosic!y • to::th"ese'gbv~trun1an'i:· bo~~;:!'?f:::•• . 
;_:~-':'· 

By holding municipal bonds commercial banks have foregone the highe_r"·• 
·-:·- ··:·,,•:.:, 

inter7st yields available on taxable bonds; and this lower municipal bond 

yield has ·passed on to state and local governments some of the benefits of 

the tax-exemption of municipal bond interest income for commercial banks. A 

bank would have the same after-tax income if, instead of holding municipal. 

bonds, _it held taxable bonds on which it_ paid a tax equa_l _to the_d_if_fe_re~tial~Y., 

lower interest earned on municipal vs. taxable bonds. This argumeni_:p~ovid.es_ ~:

a basis for computing the effective tax rate on commercial bank.· income net 

of the shifted incidence of the municipal bond tax savings. To obtain'. this 

effective tax rate,- the interest forgon~_ [rom hold_j.ng municipal bo_I?dSi.Ilst_:~d of 

taxable bonds is. added to taxes paid while a like amount is added to base income, 

reflecting the taxable bond equivalent income of municipal bond income. 

:Figuring the effective U.S. tax rate on worldwide income in this 

fashion dramatically alters both the-level and time trend of commercial.b8nk 

tax rates. (See Table 5 and Table 1). The tax rate is effectively increased 
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because the majority of the municipal bond subsidy is passed on to state and 

local governments. The resulting secular increase in the effective commercial 

bank tax rate during the 1970's, in sharp contrast to the trend evident in 

Table l, reflects the dual phenomena of an increasing rate differential 

between taxable and municipal bonds as well as the increased importance of 

municipal bond income in overall bank net income over this period. 

Foreign tax credits can only be claimed to the extent that foreign 

taxes are paid on foreign income. Therefore, a bank does not avoid taxati.on 

by claiming foreign tax credits, but only avoids the double taxation of ____ _,_,,__ . ·-
_foreign source income. Thus, worldwide Jax on worldwide income is a more 

accurate measure of the burden of taxes on banks than is the U.S. tax on 

worldwide inc.ome. Table l indicates that the worldwide tax rate on worldwide 

income is significantly higher than the U.S. rate on worldwide income and 

has declined moderately from 23,2 per cent in .1969 to 18, 7 per, cent in 1975 ,Y 

llefl';:~;ing their .substantial, foreign .source income, Table 4. indicates .. t,hat 

the worldwide tax rate on worldwide income for the 20 large .banking _organtzations 

,.-i-s --much--c,greater .·than-flieir- -u .S. rate 'on ..__WorldwiQ.e_ inCOme: 20 .-8 ·per. ~c~t .ver.sus 

4.9 per· cent iii"l977, ·Additionally,. the·worl.dwide.•r<1te for the··20::large bank-

ing organizations has increased __ moderately over time, 

The overall tax burden on banking organizations may be assessed 

either by considering the worldwide tax on worldwide taxable income (worldwide 

income less tax-exempt income) or by estimating the effective.tax rate on 

worldwide income assuming that there were no true-exempt sources of income so 

1/ Tables 1 through 3 understate worldwide taxes on worldwide income to the 
extent that foreign taxes paid exceed foreign tax credits claimed. 
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that banking organizations would_invest in assets that yielded taxable 

income.-!/ In Tables 1 through 4 the latter method is titled Worldwide Rate on 

Worldwide Tax-Equivalent Income. For all banking organizations this tax 

rate has increased moderately from 45 per cent in 1969 to 4 7, 9 per cent fo_ 

1975 (Table l).J:./ This same trend is indicated by the worldwide rate on world

wide taxable income which has increased from 41.9 per cent in 1969 to 47,7 

per cent in 1975 (Table 2). 

For _the 20 large banking organizations the worldwide rate .on 
.. ·.,.,~··• 

worldwide ta,..,equivalent income has remained nearly. constant at 38 ,5 per cent 

. from 1974 \~\;-77 ,_;hH~ ~~: worldwide rate\r;:iidwide t;,,;-a~·le -;~~:~/~~~ . 
-. 

increased moderately ·fr~m. 30;2 per cent 'f'o -31,7 per cent over this pe.riod 

(Table 4). By using either method, the tax burden on these large banking 

organizations is considerably greater than indicated by the U,S, rate on 

worldwide incoDIE! of between 2 per cent and 5 per cent over the 1974-77 period, 

;!/ See the Appendix for a discussion of the technique for estimating this 
income. 
2/ See the Appendix for a discussion of the reasons for these rates possibly 
-;xceeding 48 per cent. 
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Sources of Tax Savings and Federal Tax Rates· of Banking Organizations 
(Base Income Includes Municipal Bond Interes·t . Income)., 

;L· 
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

Base Income ($ millions) 4,703.8 6,039.2 6,093.7 '6,041.3 6,415.8 6,754.6 

Maximum Statutory Rate (%) 48.0 48.0 48,0 :4a,o 48.0 48.0 

Investment Credit (%) (1.1) (.6) (. 9) (1.5) (1.5) (1.4) 
I,' .. 

Tax-Exempt Bond Income (%) (21. 5) ·c20·;9) ((23;4) ' :: (25,3) . (26.5) (28,0) 

IRS Additions to Reserves for Bad Debts (%) '* * (2.6) , (5,0) * (2.8) 

Accelerated Depreciation (%) * * '. (,4) (,4) * (. 3) 

Miscellaneous'};/(%) (2, 2) (1.1) 1,6 4.4 2,3 6.4 

Worldwide Rate on Worldwide Income(%) 23.2 25.4 22.3 20,2 22.3 21.9 

Foreign Tax Credit(%) (1, 7) (2,2) (3,2) (3, 7) (5,4) (7, 7) 

U.S. Rate on Worldwide Income(%) 21.5 23.2 19,1 16,5 16.9 14.2 

Worldwide Rate on Worldwide Tax- .-

__!ill 

7,438.3 

48,0 

(1.7) 

(29.2) 

ti 

* 
1.6 

18.7 

(7 .4) 

11.3 

Equivalent __I~co~-- (%) 45.0 46,4 45.9 45.8 _48.7 _ 49.6 ___ 47~_9 __ _;, --
NOTE: See the Appendix for data and derivation of figures, 
* Indicates data not available. ·,. 
1/ Miscellaneous includes a balancing figure as well as IRS additions to reserves for bad debts and accelerated 

depreciation where· these figures are not sepanitely_;reported. __ __ 

Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income: Corporation Income Tax 
Returns, 1969-1975 (preliminary). 

i 
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Table 2 

Sources of Tax Savings and Federal Tax Rates of Banking Organizations 
(Base Income Exclu,des Municipal Bond Interest Income) 

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 ~ 

Base Figure ($ millions) 2,594.3. 3,410.7 3,127.8 2,853,9 2,876.0 2,811.4 2,912.3 

'Maximum Statutory Rate (%) 48.0 48,0 

Investment Credit(%) (2. 0) (l.l) 

IRS Additions to Reserves for Bad Debts(%) * * 
Accelerated Depreciation(%) * * 
Miscellaneous 1:_/ (%) (4.1) (2.0) 

Worldwide Rate on Worldwide Taxable Income (%) 41. 9 44.9 

Foreign Tax Credit(%) (3, 0) (3,8) 

U,S, Rate on Worldwide Taxable Xncome (%) 38,9 41.l 

NOTE: See the Appendix for data and derivation of figures, 
*- Indicates data not available. 

48.0 

(l.7) 

(5,1) 

(,8) 

3,0 

43.4 

(6,2) 

37,2 

48.0 48,0 48.0 

(3.1) (3.4) (3.4) 

(10, 5) * (6. 8) 

(.9) * (.8) 

9,2 5,1 15.6 

42o7 49,7 52.6 

(7 ,8) (12, O) (18, 5) 

34,9 37.7 34.l 

Jj Miscellaneous includes a balancing figure as well as IRS additions to reserves for bad debts and accelerated 
depreciation where these figures are not separately reported, 

48,0 

(4.2) 

* 
* 
3.9 

47.7 

(18, 8) 

28.9 

-source: U, S, Department of the Treasury,·-Internal· Reyenue Service 1-Statistics--of -Incol!le: --Corporation Income Tax 
Returns, 1969-1975 (preliminary}, ' ' 

a) 
~ 
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Table 3 

Sources of Tax Savings and Federal Tax Rates 
of Banking Organizations by Size Classes: 1974 

Base Income ($ millions) 

Maximum Statutory Rate ('l.) 

Investment Credit ('l.) 

Tax-:-Exempt Bond Income ('l.) 

IRS Additions to Reserves for Bad Debts ('l.) 
·;.~,-7··.7,.c:::.·7~,,.. :·. -. - -, .-.~ - - z·:·:::-T::~-:-~~::~-::._·._..,, 

Accelerated Depreciation' ('l.) 
- ·--- .. •---- -· -- ··--. . ---- . ---

' 2/ 
Mi9-<;~~laneous::-. l'l.) 

Worldwide Rate on Worldwide Income ('l.) 

1137.6 

48.0 

: (. 7) 

(20.5) 

'c2.1> 

_c.1) 

_i .. 5 

25.1 

Foreign Tax Credit ('l.) 0.0 

U.S. Rate on WorldwJ.de Income ('l.) 25.l 

Wo!ldwide Rate _on W~rld~ide Taxable Income (o/.,) 43.8 
. ' ' 

J.J,s_;"'Rate on Woridwide_ Tax~ble Income ('l.) 43.8 

wO:r1dwide Rate on Worldwide Tax .. Equivalent 

7 ~~com~~(~'l.~)-------~ 45.9 -----

A'sset Size Classes 
50-100 100-500 

883.3 1060.0 

48.0 48;0 

(.8) (1.1) 

(29. 0) (33.5) 

(3. 9) (5.8) 

(.2) (.3) 

6.5 9.6 

·20.6 16.9 

0.0 0.0 

20.6 16.9 

52.0 56.0 

52.0 56.0 

49.3 50.0 

($ millions) 
> 500 ~ 

3684. 9 6754. 71/ 

48.0 48.0 

(1.8) (1.4) 

(28.3) (28. 0) 

(4.9) (4.8) 

(.5) -.. (. 3) 

9.3 8.4 

21.8 21.9 

(14.1) (7. 7) 

7. 7 14.2 

53.2 52.6 

18.8 34.1 

49.8 49. 6 
' \ 

i/·~~~al 1n:~{~des e~timates for 318 banks for which asset; were llot separately reported. 
2/ Miscellaneous includes a balance figure as well as IRS additions to reserves for 
bad debts and accelerated depreciation where these figures are not separately reported. 

Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis. 

-'-'-'-· 
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Table 4 

Sources of Tax Savings and Federal Tax Rates 
of 20 Large Banking Organizations: 1974-77 Y 

1974 

Base Income?/ ($ millions) 2580. 9 

Statutory Rate(%) 48.0 

Investment Credit (%) (.68) 

Tax Exempt Income (%) (18. 72) 

Accelerated Depreciation(%) (6.41) 

Miscellaneou.l' (%) (3. 43) 

Worldwide Rate on Worldwide 
Income (%) 18. 76 

l'ore:tgn Ta:,ces (%) (16, 77) 

U.S. Rate on Worldwide Income(%) 1.99 

Worldwide Rate on Worldwide 
Taxable Income(%) 30.21 

U.S., Rate on Worldwide 
,. Taxable lnco.111es~2 __ · l~ -- 3.21 

Worldwide Rate on Worldwide 
TaxCEquivalent Income (%) 38.54 

1975 

2941.6 

48.0 

(. 81) 

(17.34) 

(8. 58) 

(. 35) 

20.92 

(20,521 

,40 

32.74 

1976 

3134.1 

48.0 

(.87) 

(16. 25) 

(8.17) 

(1.55) 

21.16 

(16,59) 

4.57 

32._01 -

~--~·-· _6,91 

39.04 

1977 

3428.2 

48.0 

(2.56) 

(16.49) 

(7.27) 

(. 90) 

20. 79 

(15.85) 

4,94 

.31.69 

.1,53. 

. 38.64 --··· 

1/ The panel of large banking organizations was slightly different for 1974. 
However, the difference would have an insignificant effect on the tabulations. 

'.?:./ The Base Income figure for the computations summarized in the table is net 
earnings before Federal income taxes. This base figure is derived by reducing 
the net earnings before income taxes, as shown on a firm"s income statement, 
by the provision for state income taxes where such taxes are included in the 
income tax provision. This is done because state income truces are merely 
another deduction for purposes of Federal income taxes. The base figure which 
results from this subtraction is a more accurate standard for comparison with 
the Federal statutory rate. · 

3/ Categories constituting less than 2.4 per cent of net earnings before Federal 
income taxes are not required by the SEC to be separately reported but are 
rather shown as 'miscellaneous'. This item also includes those categories that 
were broken out but inconsistently reported during the period 1974-77, e.g., 
excess loan loss provision, nondeductible losses and costs, unrepat~iated 
foreign earnings or capital ga~ns. 

Source: Tax Notes, T~x Analysts and Advocates; and Annual Reports to Share
holders and SEC lOK Reports. 
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Table 5 

Effective Federal Tax Rates on Bank Worldwide Income 
Net· of Shifted Municipal Bond Tax Savings 1/ 

1970 1971 1972 1973 

.. 

.33 .30 • 37 .39 
--- .. , 

.. . ~ 

.·• 

1/ ·computations are based on the assumption of an opportunity 
- ~ost ·of funds equal to the rate earned on U.S. Government 

obligations. Actual book rates of return for U.S. Government 
and municipal bonds are computed from IRS data; the rate 

-•differential between these series is used to gross up municipal 
bond income; and this figure is added to tax liability net of 
all credits as well as to income. The effective U.S. Federal 
tax rate on worldwide income is the quotient of these last two 
numbers. 

Source: See Table A-1 (Appendix). 
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Chart 1 

The Sources of Tax Savings and Federal Tax Rates of Banking Organizations 
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Chart 2j 

The Effect of the Alternative Treatment of Municipal Bond Income on the 
Sources of Tax Savings and Federal. Tax Rates of Banking Organizations 
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Chart 3. 

Relative Interest Rates and Commercial Bank Holdings of Municipal Bonds. 

1969: 

NOTE: 

Quarterly Averages I 
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. -, ·1913: . --·---·-·1975; ... ___ - .. 1977: 19791 

The municipal bond rate is for Moody's Aaa municipal bonds. The 
Government bond rate is for a 10-year constant maturity U.S. 
Government bond series. 
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Source: Federal Reserve Board. 
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Appendix 

TableA-1 gives the data from which Tables 1 and 2 were derived. 

Sources of tax savings are computed as follows: First, base income 

is specified. In Tables 1 and 3 base income is "total receipts less total 

deductions." In Table 2 taxable income, defined as Table 1 base income minus 

municipal bond interest income, is the base. In Table 4 financial statement 

income is used as the base. 

Next, the percentage point tax savings from a source which reduces 

taxable income (municipal bond income, IRS additions to loan-loss reserves and 
... , ., 

acceleratei depreciation) is computed as 48 times the tax saving- item divided 
~i 

. by base income. Finally, the percentage·point tax savings from a tax credit 

source (the investment tax credit and the foreign tax c·redit) is computed as 

100 times the ratio of the tax credit item -to base income. 

In Tables 1, 2 and 3 the U.S. rate on worldwide income is ·computed 

as .100 times_- the ratio of current tax liability _(including the minimum tax on 

tax preference items and net of all tax credits) to:basesincome". In Table'4 

this rate is the difference between 48 per·cent- and the sum of the _percentage 

point sources of tax savings. In all these tables the worldwide rate on world

wide income is the sum of the U.S. rate on worldwide income and the percentage 

point tax savings due to the foreign tax credit. The U.S. and worldwide rates 

on worldwide taxable income are computed in a like manner except for the 

exclusion of municipal bond interest income from.base income. 

For the computation of the worldwide rate on worldwide tax-equivalent 

income it is assumed that in the absence of tax-exempt bonds, banks would 

invest in securities yielding the !(}-year constant-maturity U.S. Government 
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bond rate, and that interest on these securities would be taxed at a 48 per cent 

rate. Thus, for this computation base income is grossed up by municipal bond 

interest times the per cent by which the 10-year constant maturity U.S. Govern

ment bond rate exceeds Moody's Aaa rate for State and local bonds. (See Chart 

3). This gives the tax-equivalent income to current bank income. Since it is 

assumed that taxable bond interest income is taxed at a 48 per cent rate, an 

estimated tax of .48 times tax equivalent bond income is added to current 

worldwide taxes_, This sum times 100 divided: by tax equivalent' .. incOlD.e--is- the ·h,-. 

worldwide rate on worldwide tax-equivalent income. 

In the tables and charts of the text some constructed tax--rates exceed 
. . 

48 per~~cent while --Some actual tax rBtes eXCeed the maximum statutory rate net of 

major tax saving items. There are two reasons for these tesulta. F_irst,. J 
though the taxes saved through the various t~ preference items are computed at a 

,• 
48 per cent lD:a"rgincll:;.tax rate, banks may not realize tax savings to this 

extent either bec3use a"48 per cent Federal tax rate does not apply or because Of 

the mini.mum tax on tax preference items • .!/ Second, in Tables· l_ through 3 the · •· 

statutory tax is implicitly figured as a percentage of base income plus 

accelerated depreciation and IRS additions to reserves for bad debts, wher~a~ 

the percentage point sources of tax savings are figured as a percentage of base 

income only. Jj 

!/ For the period covered by the tables up to 1974, the statutory Federal 
corporate income tax rate was 22 per cent on the first· $25,000 of income with a 
surtax of 26 per ceht on any income over this amount. ·The Tax Reduction Act of 
1975 reduced the statutory rate on the first $25,000 income to 20 per cent and 
increased income exempted from the surtax to $50,000 for the years 1975-77. A 
special 10 per cent tax is imposed on the amount by which the total of certain 
tax preference items exceeds the sum of current tax liability plus $30,000. 

2/ Ideally economic income should be used as the base. There appeared to be 
-nc, baSis for employing a different approximation to economic income than base 
income for the calculations in Tables 1 through 3. Table 4 is constructed using 
financial statement income as the base. 
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For both these reasons, the percentage point sources of tax savings 

are somewhat overstated. Thus, statutory tax rates net of sources of tax 

savings can be inferior to actual tax rates, or actual tax rates gross of 

sources of tax savings can exceed 48 per cent. 
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Table A-1 

Construction.of Effective Tax Rates and Sou~ces_of Tax Savings 

( $ mill ions) ~ ---121.Q_ _ill!_ :.:..:.!.W_ --117.L -1EL _illL 

Investments in Govt. Obligations: 
U.S. 64,560.8 74,463.6 81,043.4 88,979.2 86,429.7 85,710.0 N/A 
State & Local 56,684,9 66,554.3 78,167.1 83,326.4 89,153.1 95,249.3 N/A 

Interest on Govt. Obligations: 
U.S. 3,391.9 3,808.8 4,386.6 4,675.5 5,392.6 5,964.8 7,251.8 
State & Local 2,109.5 2,628.5 2,965.9 3,187.4 3,539.8 3,943.2 4,526.0 

_ Business Taxes_Paid 930.3 1,068.6 1,223.9 1,416.1 1,686.1 1,871.8 N/A 

Total Receipts Less Total Deductions 4,703.8 6,039.2 6,093.7 6,041.3 6,415.8 6,754.6 7,438.3 

Depreciation Deduction 803.0 989. 7 1,139.6 1,373.7 1,747.5 2,191.4 2,519.0 ~ 
00 

Bad Debt Deduction 1,422.8 1,072.1 1,423.6 1,699.6 2,603.9 3,048.8 3,938,9 

Investment Credit 51.2 36.2 52.4 87.7 98,2 94.4 123.5 
·---· 

Federal Corporate Income Tax: 
Normal Tax, Surtax, Alternative 
Tax, and Additional Tax on 
Preference Items 1,139.,4: 1,567.4 1,410.9 1,305.3 1,526.1 1,573.5 1,512.1 

Foreign Tax Credit 77 .8 130.8 194.3 221.6 345.0 521.0 547.9 

Tax Preference Items: 
Accelerated Depreciation N/A N/A 50.2 
IRS.Additions to Reserves 

54.8 N/A 49.0 N/A 

for Bad Debts N/A N/A 333.7 626.8 N/A 397.1 N/A 

Source: _U~_s. _Department of_ the Tr:~asurr, Intern~l Revenu~ Se~ice,~ Statistics of Income: Corporation Income 
Tax Returns. - - ~--- - ------
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The CHAIRMAN. The difficulty is once you move with that princi
ple, once you provide interest on reserves, it seems to me the 
argument is going to be very strong that the interest ought to be at 
the market rate and it ought to be comprehensive and it ought to 
cover all reserves and once you do that, of course, the cost would be 
very, very great indeed. 

Mr. MILLER. Congress has resisted that for 65 years. 
The CHAIRMAN. This is the point of resistance. It's easy to resist 

it when the principle is here. Once you have breached the principle 
it's much harder, particularly when you have a determined and 
effective lobby like the American Bankers Association. They do a 
marvelous job. They've got the most capable members, including 
members of this staff, who are working for them. So I'm concerned 
about that. 

Would a voluntary reserve requirements system with interest on 
reserves have a high probability of solving the membership prob
lem? Wouldn't it be just a giveaway to the banks, with only a low 
probability of helping the declining reserve-deposit base? 

Mr. MILLER. Compared to noninterest bearing reserves, interest 
on reserves would obviously make membership more attractive, 
and it would seem to me we would have a more permanent solu
tion. If you merely put some relief into effect now, but over time 
you found you only had legislated a stopgap solution--it seems to 
me the problem will come back. We'll have to face the same 
problem later, whether in terms of interest payments or lower 
reserves, or whatever. That's what I think. I think our proposal, 
which includes the Earnings Participation Account, has a better 
chance of avoiding the need for other proposals coming before this 
committee later on. 

The CHAIRMAN. Required reserves held at the Federal Reserve 
bank bear a remarkable resemblance to demand deposits at a 
commercial bank. Neither pays any interest. There is a prohibition 
against interest payment on demand deposits and no authorization 
for the Fed to pay interest on reserves. Also, both demand deposits 
and reserves can be drawn against by check. Section 19(f) of the 
Federal Reserve Act is clear on that. It says: 

The required balance carried by a member bank with a Federal Reserve bank 
may, under the regulations and subject to such penalties as may be presented by 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, be checked against and 
withdrawn by such member banks for the purpose of meeting existing liabilities. 

So you have a law now on the books prohibiting the paying of 
interest on demand deposits and a corresponding action that the 
central bank doesn't pay interest on reserves. 

Given this marked resemblance, why should we allow interest 
payment on reserves as long as interest payment on demand depos
its is prohibited? If we were to lift the prohibition on demand 
deposits, at least consumers would benefit. 

Just a little while ago, you pointed out that this committee voted 
to permit interest to be paid on demand deposits in connection 
with NOW accounts. I think that's consistent because NOW ac
counts would permit a kind of demand deposit to bear interest. 
Now we're being asked to lift the prohibition. I'd rather go ahead 
and pay interest on demand deposits without lifting the prohibition 
on demand deposits. 
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Mr. MILLER. Senator, I understand this committee passed a provi
sion in the NOW account bill that would allow interest payment on 
reserves with the Federal Reserve up to a certain limit. That was 
the point I was trying to make. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why couldn't we put that in this bill? 
Mr. MILLER. That's what the Earnings Participation Account is it 

seems to me. 
The CHAIRMAN. No; I'm talking about interest on demand depos

its. 
Mr. MILLER. That could be placed in this bill or any bill. The 

issue of interest on demand deposits is a separate one, and perhaps 
an issue which needs separate consideration. It does involve differ
ent constituencies. I'm just pointing out that the prohibition of 
interest on demand depositis has resulted in, in recent times
when we're having, for the first time in peacetime history, higher 
rates of inflation and correspondingly the higher rates of interest 
that go along with higher inflation-in individuals and businesses 
finding ways to place deposits in accounts that do bear interest. So 
we have seen a shrinking in the use of noninterest bearing demand 
deposit accounts. We have seen it because of NOW accounts; we 
have seen it because of share drafts; we have seen it because of the 
automatic transfer service; and we have seen the use of --

The CHAIRMAN. Here you have a situation where the saver who 
puts his money in the bank on demand deposit in the checking 
account gets no interest and the law prohibits him from getting 
interest. Now we're proposing that the bank be paid interest on 
their reserves, which is a kind of a checking account on which they 
can draw a check, but the depositor, the consumer, the average 
person who comes in and puts his money on deposit isn't allowed 
by law to get an interest payment. 

Mr. MILLER. I think that is a completely separate issue. 
The CHAIRMAN. I think they are very similar. 
Mr. MILLER. In fact, my argument is that the central bank now 

has authority to pay interest on reserves. 
The CHAIRMAN. To pay interest on demand deposits? 
Mr. MILLER. To pay interest on reserves. 
The CHAIRMAN. I beg your pardon. 
Mr. MILLER. The central bank is an agency of the Federal Gov

ernment, and I think that's a different thing entirely. I just believe 
it would be a mistake to try to join that issue in this legislation, 
which is directed to monetary policy and the stucture of banking. 
The issue of whether individuals or businesses should receive inter
est on demand deposits is so separate and apart, that I think it 
would be inappropriate to get it mixed up with this issue. 

The CHAIRMAN. When Robert Carswell, Deputy Secretary of the 
Treasury, appeared before the Housing Banking Committee on 
H.R. 7, he said: 

In the current budget environment, a solution to the membership problem involv
ing a revenue loss under $200 million, net of tax recoveries, is essential. We 
understand that the Committee staff estimates that the net cost of fully implement
ed H.R. 7 would be approximately $170 million. While this expense does not exceed 
the limit of acceptability, these next few years will be ones of budget stringency. 
Accordingly, we would encourage exploration of proposals that involve lower costs. 
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- · The revenue loss of my bill, S. 85, is only $60 million after tax 
recovery. Yet it would solve the membership problem completely. 

Let me ask you a hypothetical question: If you did not have a 
binding constraint placed upon revenue loss by the Treasury, how 
much would you be willing to spend to solve the membership 
problem, keeping in mind the very serious inflation problem that 
faces the economy? 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I agree with the Treasury param
eters. And because I know we don't live in an environment free of 
inflation and budgetary worries, I don't know I would be in favor of 
if we had no such worries. We do have those worries, and I think 
the Treasury limit is about right. I would not suggest, and we have 
not recommended, any program that would impact the Treasury 
any greater than that limit. 

The CHAIRMAN. Except that S. 85 as unmodified before the Fed 
did its handiwork, would have saved substantial amounts over 
what the Federal Reserve bill would. 

Mr. MILLER. Yes, but it would have done so at the cost of requir
ing more nonearning deposits from present nonmembers. If you 
look at page 17, S. 85 requires $500 million more in nonearning 
deposits from nonmembers than MOD-85. We were just trying to 
recognize the opposition to the mandatory concept, to minimize the 
burden, and to make the proposal more attractive to constituencies 
who have indicated concern. Yet we tried to do that within param
eters the Treasury, and we ourselves, feel are reasonable. 

If your bill is passed by the Congress and enacted into law, I 
certainly agree with you that it would resolve the issue. We are 
saying that we think, from listening to the legitimate concerns of 
constituencies within the last 6 months, that we need a more 
generous arrangement if we are to have any chance of success. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now let me just ask one more question. The 
Board's staff study of the burden of membership estimated the 
burden on the basis of the cost of reserves, the benefits derived by 
the banks through free services, the benefits of access to the dis
count window, and the benefits of Federal Reserve float. Both S. 85 
and H.R. 7 take the cost of the reserves and benefits and the 
discount window and free services into account, but they don't 
really handle the question of the benefit banks get from float. Float 
is now edging well over $5 billion a day compared to about $2 
billion in 197 5 and this cost the Treasury $200 to $300 million in 
lost revenue last year. The Board's pricing schedule doesn't take 
float into account. I have written you about my concerns about 
float and Governor Coldwell told the committee we would have a 
report this month about the float. Since float is a benefit of mem
bership, why shouldn't we include a mandate in the legislation that 
the cost of float be kept low? 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, you certainly are correct that for 
whatever reason float has been creeping up and has been unaccept
ably high recently. We intend to get it down and get it under 
control again, and we are going to report to you on this. But I 
would hate to see this legislation become a place for locking in 
details like that, which can be handled by our assurance to you to 
handle it and by our reports to you. I think we can handle it, but 
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we need the flexibility to determine whether we should reduce it to 
zero, whether we should price it. We could reduce it to zero. 

The CHAIRMAN. We have gotten assurances before from the Fed
eral Reserve on float and the results, as I point out, have been bad, 
from $2 billion to $5 billion, despite the constant assurances and 
I'm not asking for a specific figure here. I'm simply asking for 
language in the legislation that would indicate that it's desirable to 
hold float down and it should be reduced. 

Mr. MILLER. We certainly concur with that objective. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very, very much, Mr. Chairman, 

once again, for a superlative job of presentation and your being 
very responsive to our questions and we appreciate it. 

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
[Copies of the bills being considered and Chairman Miller's state

ment and attachments follow:] 
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85 
To amend the Federal Reserve Act to provide for maintenance of reserves in 

order to facilitate the implementation of monetary policy, to promote compet
itive equality among depository institutions, to require the imposition of 
service charges for services by Federal Reserve banks, and for other pur
poses. 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

JANUARY 18 (legislative day, JANUARY 15), 1979 

Mr. PROXMIRE introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred 
to the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 

.A BILL 
To amend the Federal Reserve Act to provide for maintenance 

of reserves in order to facilitate the implementation of mon

etary policy, to promote competitive equality among deposi

tory institutions, to require the imposition of service charges 

for services by Federal Reserve banks, and for other pur

poses. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Monetary Policy Im-

4 provement Act of 1979". 

II-E 
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1 DEFINITIONS 

2 SEC. 2. Section 19(a) of the Federal Reserve Act (12 

3 U.S.C. 461(a)) is amended by adding at the end thereof the 

4 following new paragraphs: 

5 "The term 'depository institution' means-

6 "(1) any insured bank as defined in section 3 of 

7 the Federal Deposit Insurance Act; 

8 "(2) any mutual savings bank as defined in section 

9 3 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act; 

10 "(3) any savings bank as defined in section 3 of 

11 the Federal Deposit Insurance Act; 

12 "(4) any insured credit union as defined in section 

13 101 of the Federal Credit Union Act; 

14 "(5) any member as defined in section 2 of the 

15 Federal Home Loan Bank Act; 

16 "(6) any insured institution as defined in section 

17 401 of the National Housing Act; and 

18 "(7) for the purpose of section 13 and the four-

19 teenth paragraph of section 16, any association or 

20 entity which is wholly owned by or which consists only 

21 of institutions referred to in clauses (1) through (6). 

22 "The term 'bank' means any insured or noninsured 

23 bank, as defined in section 3 of the Federal Deposit Insur-

24 ance Act, other than a mutual savings bank or a savings 
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1 bank as defined in section 3 of the Federal Deposit Insurance 

2 Act. 

3 "The term 'transaction account' means a deposit or ac-

4 count on which the depositor or account holder is allowed to 

5 make withdrawals by negotiable or transferable instrument or 

6 other similar item for the purpose of making payments to 

7 third persons or others. Such term includes demand deposits, 

8 negotiable order of withdrawal accounts, savings deposits 

9 subject to automatic transfers, and share draft accounts. 

10 "In order to prevent evasions of the reserve require-

11 ments imposed by this Act, after consultation with the Board 

12 of Directors of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 

13 the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and the National 

14 Credit Union Administration Board, the Board of Governors 

15 of the Federal Reserve System is further authorized to deter-

16 mine, by regulation or order, that an account or deposit is a 

17 transaction account if such account or deposit may be used to 

18 provide funds directly or indirectly for the purpose of making 

19 payments or tranfers to third persons or others.". 

20 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

21 SEC. 3. Section ll(a) of the Federal Reserve Act (12 

22 U.S.C. 248(a)) is amended by adding at the end thereof the 

23 following new paragraph: 

24 "The Board may require any depository institution 

25 specified in this paragraph to make, at such intervals as the 
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1 Board may prescribe, such reports of its liabilities and assets 

2 as the Board may determine to be necessary or desirable to 

3 enable the Board to discharge its responsibility to monitor 

4 and control monetary and credit aggregates. Such reports 

5 shall be made (1) directly to the Board in the case of member 

6 banks and in the case of other depository institutions for all 

7 liabilities subject to reserve requirements, and (2) for all other 

8 reports to the Board through the (A) Federal Deposit Insur-

9 ance Corporation in the case of insured State nonmember 

10 banks, savings banks, and mutual savings banks, (B) National 

11 Credit Union Administration Board in the case of insured 

12 credit unions, (C) Federal Home Loan Bank Board in the 

13 case of any institution insured by the Federal Savings and 

14 Loan Insurance Corporation or which is a member as defined 

15 in section 2 of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, and (D) 

16 such State officer or agency as the Board may designate in 

17 the case of any other type of bank, savings and loan associ-

18 ation, or credit union. The Board shall endeavor to the maxi-

19 mum extent feasible to avoid unnecessary burdens on report-

20 ing institutions and the duplication of other reporting require-

21 ments, and any data therefrom shall be made readily availa-

22 ble to the Board. The Board may classify depository institu-

23 tions for the purposes of this paragraph and may impose dif-

24 ferent requirements on each such class.". 
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1 RESERVE REQUIREMENTS 

2 SEC. 4. Section 19(b) of the Federal Reserve Act (12 

3 U.S.C. 461(b)) is amended to read as follows: 

4 "(b)(l) Every bank shall maintain reserves against that 

5 portion of the total of its demand deposits and transaction 

6 accounts in excess of $40,000,000 in the ratio of 13 per 

7 centum, or in such other ratio not greater than 14 per 

8 centum and not less than 12 per centum, as the Board may 

9 by regulation prescribe solely for the purpose of implement-

10 ing monetary policy. 

11 "(2) Every bank shall maintain reserves against that 

12 portion of its time and savings deposits in excess of 

13 $40,000,000 in a ratio of-

14 "(A) 6 per centum against time deposits with ini-

15 tial maturities of one hundred and seventy-nine days or 

16 less or in such other ratio not less than 4 per centum 

17 or more than 8 per centum, as the Board may by regu-

18 lation prescribe solely for the purpose of implementing 

19 monetary policy; and 

20 "(B) 1 per centum against time deposits with ini-

21 tial maturities of one hundred and eighty days or more 

22 or in such other ratio not less than one-half of 1 per 

23 centum or more than 2 per centum, as the Board may 

24 by regulation prescribe solely for the purpose of imple-

25 menting monetary policy; and 
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1 "(C) 3 per centum against savings deposits other 

2 than transaction accounts or in such other ratio not 

3 less than 1 per centum or more than 5 per centum, as 

4 the Board may by regulation prescribe solely for the 

5 purpose of implementing monetary policy. 

6 In determining its reserve requirement under this paragraph, 

7 a bank shall apply the $40,000,000 exemption provided 

8 herein in proportion to the distribution of its aggregate time 

9 and savings deposits among (i) time deposits with initial ma-

10 turities of one hundred and seventy-nine days or less, (ii) time 

11 deposits with initial maturities of one hundred and eighty 

12 days or more, and (iii) savings deposits other than transaction 

13 accounts, as reported in the bank's most recent report of con-

14 dition. 

15 "(3) Every depository institution other than a bank shall 

16 maintain reserves against that portion of its transactions ac-

17 counts in excess of $40,000,000 in the ratio of 13 per 

18 centum, or in such other ratio not greater than 14 per 

19 centum and not less than 12 per centum as the Board may by 

20 regulation prescribe solely for the purpose of implementing 

21 monetary policy. 

22 "(4) Upon a finding by the Board that extraordinary 

23 circumstances require such action, the Board may impose re-

24 serve requirements outside the limits otherwise prescribed by 

25 

LIBRARY 
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1 may be extended for further periods not exceeding thirty days 

2 by affirmative action by the Board in each instance. The 

3 Board shall ptomptly transmit to the Congress a report of 

4 any exercise of its authority under this subsection and the 

5 reasons for such exercise. 

6 "(5) If the Board determines that such action is neces-

7 sary to the implementation of monetary policy, then in addi-

8 tion to any reserves required to be maintained pursuant to 

9 p~ragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this subsection, any bank sub-

10 ject to reserve requirements shall maintain reserves in such 

11 ratios as the Board may prescribe against net balances owed 

12 by domestic offices of banks in the United States to their 

13 directly related foreign offices and to nonrelated foreign 

14 banks and against their borrowing based on loans to United 

15 States residents made by overseas offices of banks with of-

16 fices in the United States, and assets (including participa-

17 tions) held by foreign offices of banks in the United States 

18 acquired from their domestic offices. 

19 "(6) During any period that a depository institution is 

20 maintaining reserves pursuant to this section, such depository 

21 institution shall be entitled to all the privileges of member-

22 ship in the Federal Reserve System except that, if it is not 

23 otherwise a member, it may not hold stock in, or vote for any 

24 director of, a Federal Reserve bank. 
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1 "(7) A nonmember bank not maintaining reserves pur-

2 suant to this section shall be entitled to the same discount 

3 and borrowing privileges as member banks except that the 

4 Board as a condition of access to or maintenance of such 

5 privileges may require certification of solvency of such bank 

6 from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 

7 "(S)(A) With respect to any depository institution that is 

8 not a member of the Federal Reserve System on August 30, 

9 1978, the required reserve imposed pursuant to this section 

10 on the effective date shall be reduced by 75 per centum 

11 during the first year that begins after the effective date, 50 

12 per centum during the second year, and 25 per centum 

13 during the third year: Provided, however, That the reduction 

14 in required reserves may be increased in any year and ex-

15 tended for up to two additional years for any nonmember 

16 depository institution whenever the Board determines, pursu-

1 7 ant to regulation, that the application of the reserve require-

18 ments provided in this section would seriously impair the 

19 safety and soundness of such institution. 

20 "(B) With respect to any member bank, the amount of 

21 required reserves imposed pursuant to this section on the ef-

22 fective date that exceeds the amount of required reserves 

23 maintained during the reserve computation period immedi-

24 ately preceding the effective date shall be reduced by 7 5 per 

25 centum during the first year that begins after the effective 
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1 date, 50 per centum during the second year, and 25 per 

2 centum during the third year: Provided, however, That the 

3 reduction in required reserves may be increase_d in any year 

4 and extended for up to two additional years for any member 

5 bank whenever the Board determines, pursuant to regulation, 

6 that the application of the reserve requirements provided in 

7 this section would seriously impair the safety and soundness 

8 of the bank. 

9 "(9) In order to provide for an orderly transition period, 

10 the Board may implement, on a gradual basis over a period 

11 of forty-eight months, the decreases in reserve requirements 

12 imposed by this section on member banks from those reserve 

13 requirements applicable on the effective date of this section. 

14 "(10) In the case of affiliated banks and affiliated non-

15 bank depository institutions, the total deposit liabilities 

16 exempted from reserve requirements pursuant to subsections 

17 (1), (2), and (3) shall not exceed in the aggregate for such 

18 affiliated groups the product resulting from multiplying the 

19 number of institutions in such affiliated group on August 1, 

20 1978, by $40,000,000 for each such exemption, provided 

21 that no more than $40,000,000 shall be exempted under 

22 each such exemption at any individual bank or nonbank de-

23 pository institution.". 
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1 FORM OF RESERVES 

2 SEC. 5. Section 19(c) of the Federal Reserve Act, as 

3 amended (12 U.S.C. 461) is amended to read as follows: 

4 "Reserves held by a depository institution to meet the 

5 requirements imposed pursuant to subsection (b) of this sec-

6 tion shall be in the form of-

7 "(1) balances maintained for such purposes by 

8 such depository institution in the Federal Reserve bank 

9 of which it is a member or at which it maintains an 

10 account. However, the Board may, by regulation or 

11 order, permit depository institutions to maintain all or 

12 a portion of their required reserves in the form of vault 

13 cash: Provided, That such proportion shall be identical 

14 for all depository institutions; and 

15 "(2) balances maintained by a nonmember deposi-

16 tory institution in a bank that maintains required re-

1 7 serve balances at a Federal Reserve bank, in a Federal 

18 home loan bank, or in a central liquidity facility for 

19 credit unions: Provided, That such bank, Federal home 

20 loan bank, or central liquidity facility maintains such 

21 funds in the form of balances in a Federal Reserve 

22 bank of which it is a member or at which it maintains 

23 an account. Balances reeeived by a bank from another 

24 depository institution that are used to satisfy the re-

25 serve requirement unposed on such dcpo.sitt:,>' institu-
.. 
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1 tion by this section shall not be subject to the reserve 

2 requirements of this section imposed on such bank, and 

3 shall not be subject to assessment imposed on such 

4 bank, pursuant to section 7 of the Federal Deposit In-

5 surance Act.". 

6 PRICING OF SERVICES 

7 SEC. 6. The Federal Reserve Act is amended by insert-

s ing after section 11 (12 U.S.C. 248) the following new sec-

9 tion: 

10 "SEC. llA. Not later than July 1, 1979, the Board 

11 shall publish for public comment a set of pricing principles 

12 and a proposed schedule of fees for Federal Reserve System 

13 services; and not later than July 1, 1980, the Board shall put 

14 into effect a schedule of fees for such services based on those 

15 principles. The principles published by the Board shall insure 

16 that all depository institutions be able to purchase the serv-

1 7 ices provided by the Federal Reserve System on the same 

18 terms and conditions. Such pricing principles shall take into 

19 account the taxes that would be paid and the capital costs 

20 that would be incurred if privately owned organizations pro-

21 vided similar services, and shall give due regard to competi-

22 tive factors and the provision of an adequate level of such 

23 services nationwide.". 
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1 COMMITTEE ON MONEY SUBSTITUTES 

2 SEC. 7. (a) The Board of Governors of the Federal Re-

3 serve System (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") shall 

4 establish a committee on reserve requirements for money 

5 substitutes, including bank and nonbank liabilities that are 

6 substitutes for demand deposits. 

7 (b) The committee shall be composed of five members 

8 appointed by the Board. In making appointments to the com-

9 mittee, the Board shall select individuals with broad back-

10 grounds in monetary affairs, economic policy, or finance and 

11 who are not employed by the United States Government or 

12 employees, officers, or directors of a Federal Reserve bank. 

13 (c) The committee shall conduct a thorough study and 

14 investigation of the need for legal reserve requirements 

15 against short-term liabilities of bank and nonbank depository 

16 institutions, and other financial institutions offering short-

17 term money substitutes, and recommend appropriate adminis-

18 trative actions and legislation. Among other things the oom-

19 mittee shall be directed to examine-

20 (1) the need for reserve requirements against 

21 short-term money substitutes such as nonbank "Fed-

22 eral funds", security repurchase agreements, Eurodol-

23 lars, security dealer repurchase agreements, liquid 

24 asset mutual funds, cash management services, and 

25 travelers checks; 
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1 (2) the appropriate level of reserve requirements 

2 against each type of short-term money substitutes; and 

3 (3) the need for the Federal Reserve Board to 

4 have flexibility to change reserve requirements against 

5 such money substitutes in order to execute monetary 

6 policy. 

7 AUTHORITY OF STATE BANK SUPERVISORS 

8 SEC. 8. Nothing in this Act or in the amendments made 

9 by this Act shall be construed in derogation of the authority 

10 of any officer or agency of State over any institution orga-

11 nized or existing under the laws of such State. 

12 EFFECTIVE DATES 

13 SEC. 9. This Act shall take effect on the date of enact-

14 ment, except that the amendments made by sections 4 and 5 

15 of this Act shall take effect on the first day of the sixth calen-

16 dar month which begins after the date of enactment of this 

17 Act. 

0 
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96TH CONGRESS s 
1ST SESSION e 353 

To facilitate the development and implementation of monetary policy; to reduce 
and restructure reserve requirements; and to provide for the maintenance of 
reserves by member banks and other depository institutions in Earnings 
Participation Accounts at the Federal Reserve banks. 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

FEBRUABY 6 (legislative day, JANUABY 15), 1979 

Mr. TOWER introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to 
the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 

A BILL 
To facilitate the development and implementation of monetary 

policy; to reduce and restructure reserve requirements; and 

to provide for the maintenance of reserves by member banks 

and other depository institutions in Earnings Participation 

Accounts at the Federal Reserve banks. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Federal Re-

4 serve Modernization Act of 1979". 

5 SEC. 2. Section ll(a) of the Federal Reserve Act (12 

6 U.S.C. 248(a)) is amended (1) by inserting "(1)" immediately 

II-E 
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1 after "(a)", and (2) by adding at the end thereof the following 

2 new paragraph: 

3 "(2) To require any depository institution specified in 

4 this paragraph to make, at such intervals as the Board may 

5 prescribe, such reports of its liabilities and assets as the 

6 Board may determine to be necessary to enable the Board to 

7 discharge its responsibility to monitor and control monetary 

8 and credit aggregates. Such reports shall be made (A) direct

.9 ly to the Board in the case of member banks and in the case 

10 of other depository institutions which maintain reserves pur-

11 suant to section 19 of this Act and (B) to the Board through 

12 the (i) Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in the case of 

13 insured State nonmember banks, (ii) National Credit Union 

14 Administration in the case of insured credit unions, (iii) Fed-

15 era! Home Loan Bank Board in the case of any institution 

16 insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora

l 7 tion or which is a member as defined in section 2 of the 

18 Federal Home Loan Bank Act, and (iv) such State officer or 

19 agency as the Board may designate in the case of any other 

·20 type of bank, savings and loan association, or credit union. 

21 The Board shall endeavor to avoid unnecessary burdens on 

22 reporting institutions and, insofar as possible, use reports re-

23 quired by the Federal agencies mentioned above or the ap-

24 propriate State bank supervisory authority, and' any data 

25 therefrom shall be made readily available to the Board. The 
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1 Board may classify depository institutions for the purposes of 

2 this paragraph, and may impose different requirements on 

3 each such class.". 

4 SEC. 3. (a) The last sentence of subsection (b) of section 

5 19 of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. 461) is designated 

6 as paragraph (7) and that part of subsection (b) that precedes 

7 that sentence is amended to read as follows: 

8 "(b)(l) Every member bank shall maintain reserves 

9 against its demand deposits in such ratio, not less than 3 per 

10 centum nor more than 10 per centum, as shall be determined 

11 by the Board. 

12 "(2) Every member bank shall maintain reserves against 

13 its time deposits of less than one hundred and eighty days in 

14 maturity and savings deposits in such ratio, not less than 1 

15 per centum nor more than 7 per centum, as shall be deter-

16 mined by the Board. 

1 7 "(3) Member banks shall not be required to maintain 

18 reserves against time deposits with initial maturities of one 

19 hundred and eighty days or more. 

20 "(4) In setting the reserve ratios under paragraphs (1) 

21 through (2) of this subsection, the Board shall establish uni-

22 form ratios applicable to all member banks. 

23 "(5) Any nonmember depository institution may main-

24 tain reserves at a Federal Reserve bank: Provided, That such 
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1 institution complies with the same reserve standards applica-

2 ble to member banks under this section. 

3 "(6) Except as provided in paragraph 3 of section 13 of 

4 the Federal Reserve Act; any nonmember depository institu-

5 tion not maintaining reserves in accordance with this section 

6 shall not be eligible to receive Federal Reserve bank serv-

7 ices: Provided, however, That this prohibition does not re-

8 strict a nonmember depository institution from receiving indi-

9 rectly the benefits of such services through the maintenance 

10 of a correspondent or similar relationship with a member 

11 bank.". 

12 (b) Section 19(c) of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. 

13 461) is amended to read as follows: 

14 "(c) Reserves held by any member bank to meet the 

15 requirements imposed pursuant to subsection (b) of this sec-

16 tion or by any nonmember depository institution voluntarily 

1 7 complying with such reserve standards shall be in the form 

18 of-

19 "(1) balances maintained for such purpose by such 

20 institution at a Federal Reserve bank, and 

21 "(2) the currency and coin held by such 

22 institution. 

23 A member bank or a nonmember depository institution com-

24 plying with this section may" maintain an amount equal to its 

25 total reserves determined under paragraphs (1) and (2) of 
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1 subsection (b), less its vault cash, in an Earnings Participa-

2 tion Account at a Federal Reserve bank. The Earnings Par-

3 ticipation Account of a depository institution shall earn inter-

4 est at a rate one-half per centum below the average rate 

5 earned on the securities portfolio of the Federal Reserve 

6 System during the calendar quarter immediately preceding 

7 the interest payment date. The Board is authorized to adopt 

8 rules and regulations relating to the maintenance and admin-

9 istration of Earnings Participation Accounts.". 

10 SEC. 4. The Federal Reserve Board shall implement the 

11 reserve requirements imposed by section 2 and establish 

12 Earnings Participation Accounts provided for in that section 

13 in an orderly transition period, within four years after the 

14 effective date of this Act. 

15 SEC. 5. This Act shall become effective ninety days 

16 after enactment. 

0 
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, the nation's 

financial system has been undergoing rapid change in recent years, 

altering the competitive environment in banking and other financial 

markets and complicating the Federal Reserve's ability to implement 

monetary policy. These developments are well known to the Committee. 

Nonmember depository institutions have been growing much more rapidly 

than member banks. Transactions-type deposit accounts have become more 

widespread at thrift institutions. And, in general, competition among 

depository institutions and between those institutions and the open 

market has become much more intense. 

Increased competition enhances the efficiency of the financial 

system. But, as a result, banks have been re-assessing their costs 

and many have become less willing to bear the high cost of cash 

reserve requirements associated with being a member of the Federal 

Reserve System. Thus, there has been a steady--and in recent 

years accelerating--decline in the proportion of bank deposits, 

especially transaction deposits, subject to Federal reserve require

ments. Moreover, the continued development of new transactions-type 

deposits at nonbank depository institutions will further worsen this 

situation. 

IEVELOPMENTS WEAKEN MONETARY CONTROL 

It is essential that the Federal Reserve maintain adequate 

control over the monetary aggregates if the nation is'to succeed 

in its efforts to curb inflation, sustain economic growth, and 

maintain the value of the dollar in international exchange markets. 

The attrition in deposits subject to reserve requirements set by the 

Federal Reserve weakens the linkage between member bank reserves and 
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the monetary aggregates. As a larger and larger fraction of 

deposits at banks becomes subject to the diverse reserve requirements 

set by the 50 states rather than by the Federal Reserve, and as more 

transactions balances reside at thrift institutions, the relationship 

between the money supply and reserves controlled by the Federal Reserve 

will become less and less predictable, and the instruments of monetary 

policy will become less precise in their application. 

Our staff has attempted to assess the extent to which growth 

of deposits outside the Federal Reserve System would weaken the 

relationship between·reserves and money. Their tentative results 

are shown in Chart I, which depicts the greater range of short-run 

variability in M-1 and M-2, with a given level of bank reserves, 

that would develop as the per cent of deposits held outside the Federal 

Reserve rises. As more and more deposits are held outside the System, 

this chart suggests that control of money through the reserve base 

becomes increasingly uncertain. 

USE OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RESTRICTED 

With the proportion of banks subject to Federal reserve 

requirements declining, the ability of the central bank to use changes 

in reserve requirements as a tool of monetary policy has been increas

ingly undermined. Changes in reserve ratios not only affect a smaller 

proportion of deposits today than in the past, but the Board also 

must weigh the potential impact of its actions on the membership 

problem--end hence on its ability to maintain monetary control over 

the longer run-~ach time it deliberates on the uses of this tool. Such 
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concerns inhibit the Board's freedom of action to conduct monetary 

policy. If reserve requirements were applied universally, as is 

proposed in S.85, adjustments in reserve ratios to affect the 

availability of credit throughout the country, or to influence 

banks' efforts concerning particular types of deposits, may again 

become a more viable monetary instrument. Moreover, while open market 

operations in U.S. Government securities currently provide the Federal 

Reserve with a powerful policy instrument, it is possible that 

conditions could develop in the future--such as a less active market 

for U.S. Government securities in a period of reduced Federal 

budgetary deficits--where more flexible adjustment of reserve require

ments might become more necessary to control the 1l)Onetary 

aggregates • 

• • • AS HAS BEEN THE DISCOUNT WINDOW 

The effectiveness of the Federal Reserve's administration 

of the discount window also has been potentially compromised by 

recent developments. Membership attrition and the growth of trans

actions balances at nonbank depository institutions have resulted 

in a shrinking proportion of the financial system having immediate 

access to the discount window on a day-to-day basis. 

The discount window, as the "lender of last resort," provides 

the payments system with a basic liquidity backup by assuring member 

banks the funds to meet their obligations. But, if the proportion 

of institutions having access to this facility continues to decline, 

individual institutions could be forced to make abrupt adjustments 
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in their lending or portfolio policies, because they could not turn 

to the window to cushion temporarily the impacts of restrictive 

monetary policies. Risks that liquidity squeezes would result in bank 

failures could also increase. Thus, the Federal Reserve may find 

that its ability to limit growth in money and credit in order to 

curb inflation was being unduly impeded.because the safety valve 

provided by the discount window was gradually losing its effective 

coverage • 

• • • AND THE PAYMENTS SYSTEM FACES DETERIORATION 

The growth of transactions balances at institutions that 

do not have access to Federal Reserve clearing services also could 

lead to a deterioration of the quality of the nation's payments 

system. Reserve balances held at Federal Reserve Banks are the 

foundation of the payments mechanism, because these balances are 

used for making payments and settling accounts between banks. 

Nonmember deposits at correspondent banks can serve the same purpose, 

but as more and more of the deposits used for settlement purposes 

are held outside the Federal Reserve, the banking system becomes more 

exposed to the risk that such funds might be immobilized if a large 

correspondent bank outside the Federal Reserve experienced substantial 

operating difficulties or liquidity problems. A liquidity crisis 

affecting such a large clearing bank could have widespread damaging 

effects on the banking system as a whole because smaller banks might 

become unable to use their clearing balances in the ordinary course 
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of business. The Federal Reserve, of course, is not subject to 

liquidity risk and therefore serves, as Congress intended, as a 

safe foundation for the payments mechanism. 

In sum, the major functions of the Federal Reserve System-

to conduct monetary policy in the public interest, to provide backup 

liquidity and flexibility to the financial system, and to assure a 

safe and efficient payments mechanism--all have been undermined by 

recent developments. These developments include, as was noted 

earlier, attrition in Federal Reserve membership and the spreading of 

third-party payment powers to nonbank institutions. 

DECLINE IN SYSTEM MEMBERSHIP 

For more than 25 years there has been a continual decline 

in the proportion of commercial banks belonging to the Federal Reserve. 

The downward trend in the number of member banks has been accompanied 

by a decline in the proportion of bank deposits subject to Federal 

reserve requirements, as may be seen from Chart II. As of 

mid-1978, member banks held less than 72 per cent of total commercial 

bank deposits, down about 9 percentage points since 1970. Thus, 

more than one-fourth of commercial bank depo'sits--and over three

fifths of all banks--are outside the Federal Reserve System. 

DUE TO THE EXCESSIVE COST OF MEMBERSHIP 

The basic reason for the decline in membership is the financial 

burden that membership entails. Most nonmember banks and thrift 

institutions may hold their required reserves in the form of earning 
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assets or in the form of deposits (such as correspondent balances) 

that would be held in the normal course of business. Member banks, 

by contrast, must keep their required reserves entirely in non

earning form. 

The cost burden of Federal Reserve membership thus consists 

of the earnings that member banks forego because of the extra amount 

of non-earning assets that they are required to hold. Of course, 

member banks are provided with services by Reserve Banks, but the 

value of these services is insufficient to close the earnings gap 

between member and nonmember banks. 

The Board staff estimates that the aggregate cost burden 

to member banks of Federal Reserve membership exceeds $650 million 

annually, based on data for 1977, or about 9 per cent of member bank 

profits before income tax. The burden of membership is not distributed 

equally across all sizes of member banks. According to staff estimates, 

shown in the lower panel of Chart III, the relative burden is greatest 

for small banks--exceeding 20 per cent of profits for banks with less 

than $10 million in deposits. Further reductions of reserve require

ments within existing statutory limits would do little to eliminate 

the burden for most classes of banks, especially for the smaller banks. 

INEQUITY OF COST BURDEN BORNE BY MEMBER BANKS 

The current regulatory structure is arbitrary and unfair 

because it forces member banks to bear the full burden of reserve 

requirements. Only member banks must maintain sterile reserve 

balances, while nonmember banks, which compete with members in the 
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same markets for loans and deposits, and thrift institutions, which 

increasingly are competing in the same markets, do not face similar 

requirements. Thus, members are at a competitive disadvantage 

relative to other depository institutions. Among the major countries 

in the free world, only in the United States has this legislated 

inequity been imposed on the commercial banking system. It is no 

wonder that member banks continue to withdraw from the Federal 

Reserve. 

SPREAD OF THIRD-PARTY PAYMENT POWERS 

At the same time, the spread of third-party powers to thrift 

institutions is further increasing the proportion of transactions 

balances outside the control of the Federal Reserve. Commercial 

banks' virtual monopoly on transactions accounts, maintained in the 
/ 

past because of their ability to offer demand deposits, is being 

eroded. Moreover, recent financial innovations have led to widespread 

use of interest-bearing transactions accounts at both nonbank 

depository insitutions and commercial banks. These developments have 

increased both the costs and competitive pressures on banks, no doubt 

compelling members to reevaluate the costs and benefits of member

ship and thus playing a significant role in membership withdrawals. 

The payments innovations since 1970 have received widespread 

attention, and include limited pre-authorized "bill-payer" transfers 

as well as telephone transfers from savings accounts at banks and 

savings and loan associtions, NOW accounts at practically all 

depository institutions in New England, credit union share drafts, 

automatic transfers from savings deposits, and the use of electronic 

terminals to make immediate transfers to and from savings accounts. 
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Growth of these transactions-related interest-bearing 

deposits has been most dramatic in recent years. For example, NOW 

accounts in New England have grown from practically zero in 1974 to 8 

per cent of the region's household deposit balances in mid-1978, as shown in 

Chart IV, and one-third of these NOW deposits are at thrift institutions. 

The intense competition engendered by the introduction of NOW accounts 

has been accompanied by an acceleration of member bank attrition in 

New England to a rate well beyond that of the nation, as shown in 

Chart V. This increase in member bank withdrawals is clearly not 

just coincidental. 

There is no sign that the intense competition will abate. 

As shown in Chart VI, savings accounts authorized for automatic 

transfer have grown rapidly at commercial banks across the country 

since their introduction November 1; and in New York, NOW accounts, 

which were authorized November 10 for all depository institutions 

in the State, have been increasing vigorously. In addition, the 

Federal Home Loan Bank Board has announced its intention to authorize 

savings and loan associations to offer Payment Order Accounts, or 

POAs, which are interest-bearing deposits that can serve many of the 

same functions as NOWs. 

These developments have caused the distinctions among banks 

and thrifts with respect to the "moneyness" of their deposits to 

become increasingly blurred and have prompted the Federal Reserve 

to reevaluate its existing measures of the monetary aggregates and 

to propose redefinitions to reflect the changing institutional 

environment. The most basic measure of transactions balances, 
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M-1, clearly should include more than just currency and commercial 

bank demand deposits. And, the broader aggregates should be 

redefined to emphasize distinctions by type or function of deposit 

rather than by the institution in which the deposit is held. Changing 

the money measures to reflect economic reality, including the wider 

role played by depository institutions other than member banks in the 

monetary system, would be complemented by legislation for universal 

reserve requirements. 

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS POINT IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION 

The Board appreciates the priority attention given by the 

Committee to the important issues of improving monetary control and 

reducing the inequities in markets in which depository institutions 

are competing. The legislative proposals set furth by Chairman Proxmire 

and Senator Tower represent constructive approaches. As was indicated 

in the last session of Congress, the Board prefers the universal approach 

of s.85. 

This bill proposes universal Federal reserve requirements by 

establishing reserve ratios applicable to all deposits at commercial 

banks and to transactions balances at thrift institutions. The defini

tion of transactions accounts includes not only demand deposits, but 

also the growing number of new third-party payments accounts. Such an 

approach puts all depository institutions of similar size on an equal 

competitive basis in the market for transactions deposits. The exemption 

from any reserve requirement of the first $40 million of transaction 

balances at all institutions and the first $40 million of other deposits 
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at commercial banks would eliminate the competitive burden of reserve 

requirements on small institutions while increasing slightly from pre

sent levels the proportion of commercial bank deposits subject to 

Federal r~serverequirements. This approach helps assure the continua

tion of the reserve structure needed for the efficient conduct of 

monetary policy. 

Under this legislation thrift institutions with reservable 

transactions accounts and all commercial banks would have access 

to the Federal Reserve discount window. The Federal Reserve could 

then act as a "lender of last resort" to a broader class of 

depository institutions and thereby enhance the overall safety and 

soundness of the depository system, as well as providing more flexi

bility to financial institutions to respond to changing monetary 

policy. 

The bill also gives all depository institutions access 

to other Federal Reserve services. With the application of an appro

priate price schedule for such services, this action would improve 

the efficiency of the payments mechanism which underlies all of the 

nation's ecnomic transactions. 

But it should be emphssized that open access to System services, 

desirable as it may be, is only practicable if the membership problem 

is resolved, as S.85 does in principle. Without resolution of the 

membership problem, open access for all institutions at explicit prices 

would only exacerbate the problem and lead to even greater reduction 

in the Federal Reserve's deposit coverage, since services would be 

available to nonmembers that would not bear the burden of sterile reserves. 
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Thus, as Senator Tower has recognized in his bill, a voluntary approach 

to solving the membership problem must make it clear that the Federal 

Reserve has the authority to continue to restrict access to System services. 

BUT CERTAIN MODIFICATIONS OF S.85 ARE DESIRABLE 

The various features of S.85 redress much of the growing 

competitive inequity among financial institutions and provide a 

framework for enhancing the implementation of monetary policy. 

However, we believe that certain modifications are desirable in 

order to exploit mor~ fully the potential for improved monetary 

control offered by this approach and to strike a better balance 

among the legitimate concerns and interests of the various consiti

tuencies affected by this legislative compromise. 

First, while the $40 million exemptions in this legis

lation would mean that the proportion of deposits subject to direct 

Federal Reserve control would increase slightly from current levels, 

we feel that there are important benefits for monetary control 

in increasing that coverage even further. The Board has a proposal 

which will provide additional coverage, and hence further enhance 

monetary control, while at the same time preserving for all depository 

institutions the earnings protection contained in S.85. 

PARTICIPATION IN FEDERAL RESERVE EARNINGS FOR EXEMPTED DEPOSITS 

The Board's proposed modification involves establishment 

of an "Earnings Participation Account" which would result in more 

institutions maintaining balances at the Federal Reserve; however, 

their earnings capacity would be protected because the Earnings 
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Participation Account would accrue inferest at the rate earned by the 

Federal Reserve on its portfolio of securities. To reduce the 

record-keeping burden, small institutions could be excluded from 

having to hold this account. This exclusion could amount to the first 

$10 million of transactions deposits at_each institution and $10 mil

lion of other deposits at each connnercial bank. 

For banks, with respect to all deposits, and for other 

depository institutions, with respect to transactions deposits, their 

Earnings Participation Account would be held against deposits above 

the $10 million exclusion and up to the amount of the exemption level, 

which would be $40 million in the case of S.85. The size of this 

Earnings Participation Account for each deposit category would equal 

the reserve ratio applicable to deposits in this category times the 

amount of deposit liabilities between $10 million and the exemption 

level. To the extent that an institution holds vault cash in excess 

of its required reserves on nonexempt deposits, the size of the Earn

ings Participation Account would be reduced correspondingly. 

The return on this account would be equivalent to the 

average return on the Federal Reserve's portfolio, which includes 

both short- and long-term securities. Some years this return might 

be higher than banks would earn on other assets--which are likely 

to be a combination of loans and liquid instruments--and some years 

less. On average, over time, there should be little difference. 

It should be noted that Senator Tower's S.353 does provide 

for establishment of an Earnings Participation Account. However, the 
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estimated cost to the Treasury of tsis bill is considerably greater 

tban other proposals being considered. 

YIELDS EXPANDED COVERAGE, MORE EARNINGS PROTECTION 

Chart VII compares the impacts of the Board's proposal 

with S.85 and with the current reserve system. As can be seen 

in the upper left-hand panel, the Board''s modification has 

the advantage of increasing the proportion of commercial bank 

transactions deposits covered by an account at the Federal Reserve-

from the present 73 per cent, and about 75 per cent under S.85, to 

94 per cent. This would be accomplished even though the $10 

million exclusion would mean that 45 per cent of all commercial 

banks, as well as virtually all thrifts, would not be required 

to hold any account at the Federal Reserve. 

It is worth emphasizing that now is the appropriate 

time to bring transactions-type deposits at thrifts under reserve 

requirements. It will be several years, at least, before any 

significant number of thrift institutions would actually have to 

hold non-earning reserves at the Fed. Currently, less than a 

dozen thrift institutions have deposits in excess of the $40 million 

exemption of S.85, and all have vault cash considerably greater than 

the reserve requirement that would apply to such deposits. 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS 

While the Board does not strongly object to the particular 

reserve requirement ratios specified in S.85, it would, assuming the 

other elements of the proposal are adopted, prefer somewhat lower 

ratios, on average. Lower average reserve requirements on demand 
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and time and savings deposits at commercial banks would provide for 

more equitable treatment, as thrift institutions are not subject 

to any reserve requirements on non-transactions deposits under the 

proposed bill. 

The exact set of reserve ratios that would balance equity 

considerations against the loss of Treasury revenue and the need for 

flexible and effective instruments of monetary policy is, of course, 

a matter of judgment. There is much to be said for complete equality 

of treatment between banks and thrift institutions with respect to 

reserve requirements. This approach would argue, on the one hand, 

for reducing further the reserve requirements on all non-transactions 

time and savings deposits at connnercial banks, even to zero. But 

such reductions would be very costly to the Treasury and would also 

eliminate reserve requirements on time deposits as a policy instru

ment; the flexibility to vary those requirements has proven 

useful in the past as a means of influencing banks' liability manage

ment and international flows of funds. 

Complete equality of treatment could also be obtained, on 

the other hand, by imposing reserve requirements on thrifts' time 

and savings deposits that are the same as those borne by banks. But 

this has the disadvantage of being very costly to thrift institutions, 

who are, in any event, coming under earnings pressure in the current 

period of relatively high short-term interest rates. 
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Thus, the Board believes that the reserve requirement struc

ture suggested in the House bill proposed by Representative Reuss (H,R,7) 

may be a reasonable compromise, The Board also would not oppose an 

increase in the exemption level to the $50 million in H,R.7, as long as 

the modified bill included the establishment of an Earnings Participation 

Account. With lower reserve requirements and a higher exemption level, 

more connnercial banks would effectively be on the same footing as the 

thrift institutions with which they compete, in the sense that neither 

would be forced to hold non-interest earning reserves against their 

deposits, As shown in the right-hand upper panel of the chart, the number 

of banks holding sterile reserve balances at Federal Reserve Banks would be 

sharply reduced from the current level of 5,664 to an estimated 656 under 

the Board modification. This number is somewhat lower than the estimated 

796 banks which would be required to hold nonearning reserves at Federal 

Reserve Banks under S,85. 

The reserve requirement structures of S.85 and H.R.7 are: 

DeEosit CatesorI Reserve Ranses {Eer cent) 

s.85 H.R.7 
Transactions deposits 12 to 14 (13 initially) 8 to 10 (9.5 initially) 

Short-term time deposits 4 to 8 6 initially) 3 to 8 8 initially) 

Savings deposits 1 to 5 ( J initially) 1 to 3 ( 3 initially) 

Long-term time deposits ½ to 2 ( l initially) 1 to 3 1 initially) 

The Board believes that it is particularly important to have a somewhat 

lower reserve requirement on transactions deposits than under s.85 so 

as to minimize the incentive for institutions to develop 

roundabout methods for avoiding the requirement and thereby add to the 

complexity of administering the reserve structure. 
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EFFECT ON DEPOSIT COVERAGE AND BANK EARNINGS 

The bottom panel shows that the Board's modified version of 

S.85 would provide a greater earnings benefit to the banking system 

than S.85. Attachment A presents a listing of individual member and 

nonmember commercial banks and MSB's which would be subject to Federal 

reserve requirements or would be required to hold an Earnings Participation 

Account under S.85 as modified by our proposal. This listing is similar 

to that shown on pages 11 to 183 of the Counnittee print, Suunnary of the 

Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979, which showed the banks covered 

under S,85. An asterisk in the far right column indicates that it is 

a bank added to the list by the Board's proposal--that is, it has deposits 

above the excluded level but below the exemption level of S.85. These added 

banks would hold an Earnings Participation Account at the Federal Reserve 

and thus expand the Federal Reserve 1s coverage of deposits, but they 

would not hold any nonearning required reserve balance at Reserve Banks 

because their deposits are below the exempted level. Banks without an 

asterisk were on the Counnittee list before. Column 4--entitled EPA--shows 

the amount of the Earnings Participation Account each institution would 

hold. If this colunm is zero, the bank at the end of 1977 had sufficient 

vault cash in excess of its required reserves that it would have had no 

Earning Participation Account. 

The additional institutions holding accounts at the Federal 

Reserve would keep the earnings benefit of the exemption level proposed 

by s.85, since they would participate in the Federal Reserve's earnings 

on funds that they would be required to maintain in the Earnings 

Participation Account. Moreover, the combination of the higher 

exemptions and the different structure of reserve ratios in the modified 
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bill means that any institution required to hold sterile reserves 

would have its burden reduced relative to that of S.85. This structure 

enhances the earnings capacity of all institutions and minimizes the 

competitive burden on individual institutions. 

In sum, the Board proposal would have the clear advantage of 

expanding significantly the coverage subject to reserve requirements, 

thereby enhancing the implementation of monetary policy. At the same 

time, it would increase the earnings benefit for depository institutions 

over those provided in S.85 at a modest additional cost to the Treasury. 

Finally, exclusion of the first $10 million of transactions-type 

deposits and $10 million of other deposits. from any reserve requirement 

would reduce the record-keeping burden of the proposal, with relatively 

small policy impact. 

TREASURY REVENUES 

Based on the 1977 level of deposits, and assuming all the 

provisions of the bill had been in effect for some time, it is 

estimated that the provisionsof S.85 themselves would reduce Treasury 

revenues by about $60 million. This estimate allows for recapture by 

the Treasury through tax payments by banks and stockholders of a portion 

of the earnings benefits accruing to banks. 

The Board's modification would have a somewhat larger impact 

on Treasury revenues than S. 85 but still keeps the cost within reason

able bounds. It is estimated that the net cost to the Treasury would be 

about $173 million. 
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It must be stressed, however, that in the absence of legis

lation to stop membPrship attrition, the Federal Reserve will lose 

increasing amounts of revenue over time as member banks leave the 

System. Thus, after making allowance for the loss of Federal Reserve 

revenues fro~ continued attrition that would otherwise be occurring, 

these proposals would result in little, if any, net cost to the Treasury 

in the future. Moreover, in the first three years after the program is 

implemented the Treasury will not incur any loss in revenue because the 

Federal Reserve intends to transfer a sufficient portion of its earned 

surplus to maintain net Treasury revenues during this period. 

Attachment B provides language for a series of amendments 

to S.85 that would implement the various aspects of the Board's proposed 

modification. 

ADDITIONAL MODIFICATIONS 

Another modification proposed by the Board concerns the 

pricing of Federal Reserve System services. The System has already 

expended considerable effort in formulating pricing principles and 

in developing pricing alternatives for the services we provide. A 

preliminary schedule of prices for check and automated clearing 

house services was announced last November. Price schedules for 

other Federal Reserve services, such as coin and currency services, 

wire transfers and the safekeeping of securities, are under con

sideration. Although we intend to implement service charges as 

rapidly as we can after the membership problem is solved, we believe 
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that the July 1, 1980 implementation_date set in S.85 may not afford 

sufficient flexibility to develop a well designed system. An amend

ment which would eliminate the fixed date and thus provide the necessary 

flexibility is presented in Attachment C. Additional more technical 

amendments to clarify reporting requirements, access to the discount 

window, and the application of reserve requirements to foreign obliga

tions of banks, and to conform other provisions of the Federal Reserve 

Act, also are attached for the Committee's consideration. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to present the 

Federal Reserve 1s view on the Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979, 
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Chart I 

Effect of Member Bank Attrition On Short-Run Predlctablllty of Monetary Aggregates 
Absolute Range of Unpredictable Varlablllty In T-•monlh Growth Rates 
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Chart JI 

Percentage of U.S. Commercial Banks and 
Deposits In the Federal Reserve System 
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Chartm 

Estimated Burden of Federal Reserve Membership 
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Chart DZ 

NOW Accounts as Percentage of 
Household Deposit Balances In New England 
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Chart'.lt 

Percentage of New England Commerclal Banks and 
Deposits In the Federal Reserve System 
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Chwt:lll 

Rapid Growth of ATS Accounts Nationwide 
and NOW Accounts In New York Slate 
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Chart ml 

Effects of Proposals on Cornmerclal Banks 
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ATTACHMENT A 

BENEFIT TO BANKS CoVERED BY MODIFIED S. 85 

Key to column headings 
(1) TDEP-Total domestic deposits as of the end of 1977. 
(2) VLTCSH-Vault cash as of the end of 1977. 
(3) 1977 REQBAL-Estimated Amount of reserve balances as of the end of 1977 

required by current law to be held at Federal Reserve Banks (i.e., required reserves 
minus vault cash). 

(4) NEW EPA-Amount that would have held in Earnings Participation Account 
at the end of 1977 under modified S. 85. 

(5) NEW REQBAL-New required reserves minus vault cash that would have 
been held at the F.R. Banks under modified S. 85. 

(6) DIF-Reduction in non-earnings required reserve balances at Federal Reserve 
Banks that would have been held under modified S. 85. A negative amount repre
sents an increase. · 

(7) • A bank covered by modified S. 85 but not by S. 85. 

Examples for member banks 
(A) The table shows that the first bank listed, Albertsville National Bank, had 

deposits of $21,933,000 in December 1977. Vault cash amounted to $366,000, and 
required non-earning balances at the Federal Reserve were $641,000. 

Under modified S. 85, this bank, as of the end of 1977, would not have had to hold 
any non-interest earning balances at the Federal Reserve because neither its trans
actions-type deposits nor the sum of its other deposits was greater than $50 million. 
Albertsville National therefore would have saved the $641,000 it held in non
interest bearing reserve balances at the Federal Reserve at the end of 1977. 

Since its vault cash is in excess of required reserves (which would be zero), all 
vault cash would have been counted to reduce the Earnings Participation Account. 
The Earnings Participation Account thus would have been zero because its vault 
cash was greater than the reserve ratios times the non-excluded deposits (deposits in 
excess of $10 million per account category. 

(B) As of December 1977, Birmingham Trust National Bank had domestic deposits 
of $828,915,000, vault cash of $6,100,000 and sterile balances at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of $39,847,000. Because it had both transactions deposits and other deposits 
well in excess of the $50,000,000 exemptions, Birmingham Trust, under modified S. 
85, would have had to meet reserve requirements with all of its vault cash and 
reserve balances of $27,342,000. The difference between the actual 1977 sterile 
balances and those under modified S. 85 result in a savings of $12,505,000. 

In this case, no vault cash would have been applied to reduce the Earnings 
Participation Account because required reserves would have exceeded the bank's 
holdings of vault cash. Thus, the Earnings Participation Account of Birmingham 
Trust will equal the reserve ratio on transactions deposits (9.5 per cent) times $40 
million plus the weighted reserve ratio on other deposits times $40 million, or 
$5,162,000. 

Examples for nonmember banks 
(A) The first nonmember bank listed is The Bank of Abbeville, which had total 

deposits, as of the end of 1977, of $23,421,000 and vault cash of $240,000. Under 
existing law, no nonmember bank has any Federal reserve requirements. Under 
modified S. 85, this bank would have continued to have no Federal reserve require
ments because its transactions deposits and other deposits are well below the $50 
million exemption level per account category. 

Since vault cash of the Bank of Abbeville would have been in excess of required 
reserves (which are zero), all vault cash would have been counted to reduce the 
Earnings Participation Account. Thus, this bank would have had no Earnings 
Participation Account because vault cash was greater than ·the reserve ratio times 
the non-excluded deposits. 

(B) Central Bank of Birmingham had total deposits of $510,662,000 in December 
1977. Vault cash was $3,050,000, and it had no Federal reserve requirements. Under 
the modified S. 85, required reserves would have been covered by its vault cash 
holdings plus $17,509,000 in sterile reserve balances. This results in a net increase 
in nonearnings reserve balances of $17,509,000. 

In this case, no vault cash would have been applied to reduce the Earnings 
Participation Account because required reserves would have exceeded the bank's 
holdings of vault cash. Thus, the central Bank of Birmingham would have main
tained, under modified S. 85, an Earnings Participation Account of 9.5 percent times 
$40 million in transaction balances plus the weighted average reserve ratios on $40 
million of other deposits, or $5,459,000. 
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lll (21 13l l4l (51 l6l 
DSB NAME LOLAllON TDEP VLTCSH 1977 NEW NEW OIF 

________ R£'lbAL __ EPA_.P_f.-0'1AL .. 0)-(5~---

6010020 ALBERTVILLE NATL BANK ALBtRTVlLLE AL 21933 366 641 0 0 641 *--
6010040 FIRST NB OF ALEXAfl..OER CITY ALEXANDER C.ITY AL 42342 13119 681 0 0 b81 * 6010050 ALlC.El/llU: BK & TR lO All(.!::VlLLE AL lb97~ .t~l 5Ub O 0. 506 * 601G090 ANNlSlO~ NAJlON;AL bANK M~l~lllN Al 57239 700 1829 729 0 lb29 

-6010100 C.0:-:~f:RClAL NB _(if ANNlSI01'l-Al\~l~ TON. _____ A,L-_________ !,80Vb __ l0.::'>9 __ l 713..-2.b1.__0____l 713, ____ _ 
6010110 f--IR~T N5 UF ANt~lSTON AN."-USTON AL 8110.(. 1014 2074 723 0 2074 
60lC..:l.OO FIRST AL 6A/'l,K CJI- AlHl:.NS NA AlHl:.N5 Al 308"/6 ~8~ 1"11;1.l. 144 --· 0 1'182 
6010200 FIRST NO OF AlMURt AlMURt AL ~~lll 367 Hd"t O O 1034 
bUlOl.30 AUDUKN NATIONAL tlANK AlJBUKN AL lbb05 ;)20 07~ _____ 0 ___ 0 _ 87!) 

.. 
* 

6010240 CEt~TRAL BANK Of AUOURN NA AUOURIII AL 22007 5:H ~22 0 U ~22 * 
_601CL!.S 15.T A.l BK. OF 6AUM1N C.TY NA ~AY "1INE:.TTL.....__ Al 23484 --· 7~3 ____ 4Ul ___ O ____ O __ 40l,_~•"----
b0lv300 eIRMlNGHAM TKUST NAl tl.K 61RM1NGHAH AL 82b9'l~ blOO 39b47 5162 27342. l£SOS 
bvlv3\.<0 C.J.lY r-.B OF IHRtHNGHIH1 6iRMll\iGHAM AL lU9~2B 12H, 4U70 3314 _ 0 4b70 
biJl02:12u f.IRST NB OF- tHkMlNC.HAM tllK~Jt,.(,,HAM AL U20V'.":>7 14329 5843b 5363 41691 lb745 
601(132!> NATWNAL bAN:<. OF ClJMMER.C.I: 8ikMlNGHAM AL 235b3 531 6~8 0 _ 0 C)58 
6010.;)~9 SOUltiERN t◄ ATICJ/1.Al BA/\iiK BlKMlfiGHAM Al !:ilS-75 732 2o4S 7'4't O 204~ * 

_6G1Ct3t0 NA. l lGNAL BK. LF !:.L:Al _ -·----· 6LAl. _____ AL 174b7 _ -- 24Q ___ ~lb __ o ___ ~o __ 5l6 _~•---
bl•li.;41C FIRST NATIONAL cjANK BREWTUN AL 41640 373 1520 296 0 l!>.t:O * 6010455 FIRST Nb (JF-- 0UTLtR 6UTLEk Al .(4ti.V4 5C.b 378 0 0 378 
6Ull1460 c.FJ\lRAL SlAlt: DANK. CALl:KA Al l!>LbO L25 '4Lb O O 406 
601C4EO C.AMDf:N NAIIO,\iAL BANK C.AMl)i;:N AL ~00~3 2~9 633 0 0 6~3 
6010570 f-IRST NAT BK Of- C.LANT~ C.LM.tlllN Al lt-557 2.b3 !>b.l: 0 0 ~bl 

_6010500 PU.:PLES S.AVlNGS BAhK. C.LANTlJN ------ ··~--------- l'i""/40 __ 3~7 ___ .b4U ___ ~o ____ o __ 040 _ __,.c__ __ 
b01C6~0 f-U<!i.T NAT SK DF C.CJLUMBJANA C.LLUMbJANA AL 25103 .l:64 10&7 0 0 1087 
6010660 LEClH NAT bK Of. CULLMAN CULLMAN Al 2"/bbl bl'), 764 0 0 764 
601U&1U ~AF<.K.ER DAN.K. A.1\10 lKUSl CO Cl.LLMAN Al lts711 243 71::, 0 0 71) 
60lu6ob Ctr.tT?..AL bt.r~K. OF ALAbAMA. NA UtC.AlLR AL 511589 14!>2 20913 _4944 lO'tb!> 104'iti 
bC.lCti~O FlKST NAT BAf-1.K. (Jf OE:C.ATUR UtC.ATLIR Al 64544 996 28:,,3 l2Ms O "-BJ3 

_0010135 CITY NAlIL~AL BANK UF- o□ THANUUTnAN ______ Al _________ 3l!>Yl __ 0es~_10:,,!> ___ 0_~0 __ 1c~5--=*'---

* 

60H,i40 Flf/..~T ALAbAMA UK Of- U(JlHAN UCJlHAN Al b4'133 1023 3:C09 2024 0 32.U9 
001075u FlkSl Nt..T BK Of- DOTHAN Ul.JlhAN ~t llb.2)3L 32:0l ..:'.301 724 (J ~301 
6U:u~25 FIR.ST Nb OF Euf-AUL.A EUFAULA .,, 162'.":>!> lt39 lll O O 211 * 601C.6~C Flf/..!il NAT BK. Uf flALDWlN C.lY FAl"-hUPI:. Al 40304 bl9 1!>9:;. 252 0 1;93, 
6Cllt680 f-IR.~T Nb CF f-AYf:TTE t-t+.Hlli: AL 1824.2 b9b lbO C, 0 lbO 

-!~t~!~~ ~~~!~s ~~A~F a~L~~t~~~K~Ncfr-- ~~~:~~~~ -----:l---------1!~~~~ __ t!!!t--~b~!---30.9-~---~--4:6:--,.---
0010910 AM!::klCAN NB OF bAD!:.DE-N GAD!:.lJ!:N Al 61029 1'143 1707 287 0 1·tb7 -*---
60lll91::15 l!:.r AL BK OF GAO~Ul:.N NA bAU!iDl::N Al 3bl70 78~ 116!> 0 0 llb5 * 
60110~0 t-lRST NO LF (,.Kl:.E.N\/llll bkE.1:.NVlLLE Al 4c.!.>42 760 1441 O O 1441 .• 
6011(;90 Fli<ST N6 OF C,UNTERSVlllE:. (,ul-.ltkSVILLE AL 3'":t06U 599 1212 5 0 1212 • 

_6011115 MARlON COUNTY bAf"lK.lNb C.O HAMlllON AL 32392 5~4 13:,0 ___ 108 ___ 0_. 1398 --*---
60111!>0 HEADLAND NAl lONAL BANK Ht:AllLJ.NfJ Al L::'771 2.ftll 762 0 0 762 -* 
6011163 A:"lcR.lC.AN fltr· '')NAL bANK.. Hl>NlSVlLLE Al.. 3<;4!>2 l'ts5 132~ 31 0 1323 __ * __ j 
6011170 1ST AL bK OF HUNlSVlllE ~A hUNT!iVlllE At 155664 3bl.l. 4<J6L 3314 0 49cu~ 
60lllb0 HE.NDERSUN No OF- HUNTSVILLE: HUNl~VlLLC. A".. b1b£b 1679 2072 _ ~87 --~- 0. 2072 
0011190 PEQi,;LfS flt6 Of HUN.lSVlLLE HUNTSVILLE A-~ 3b474 11.l~ bbl O O 661 * 
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bE:NtflT TO BANKS COV!:kED tsY MODlFlEO S. 85 ----~22/39 ____ _ 

llJ (21 (3! 14! 15) lbl 
DSB NAME LOCATION lOEP VllC!l.H 1977 NEW NEW OlF 

_ _RE:QBAL ____ EPA _R.,E.Ql:SAL_,3)-L5~---

b011230 FIRST NB OF JAC.KSD...,VILLE JACKSONVILLE Al 17903 424 393 0 0 393 ··- • ---
6011240 FIRST _.T BANK OF JASPEk JAS f'tk. Al 7t.1291 1965 2~04 1006 0 290'1 
bOlU.6~ VALLEY NA1101\AL 1:SANI<. LAN El T AL 23227 t.>£O 4!,'1 0 0 ,s, --·---6Ul1370 AMERICAN NAT BANK & TR.UST COMGB1U: Al 1)5471 309£ 6187 4390 0 blb7 

_b0ll380 flR5,T NAl BANK OF- MObllt MLlb1U: AL 423~21 b9'l4 __ 15980 ___ 5b4b ---· 808.b ___ 7b94 

b0ll3YG ME:K(.HAr-.1~ NAT bANK. Of- MOBllE.MU!HU: AL 44'i£b7 0743 20.jl 7 530b 11275 9042 
bC.11410 MUt,.,:R.iJt. LOUNTY bAN.K. MLINKuE.VlLLC Al 22:291 3•4 709 0 0 70'/ . 
6011430 ALA&AM.A Nb OF P.01\ilGUMERY MGN ruDMERY Al 114393 ltH2 484..:) 32 ll u 4843 
6011437 C.E:NTRAL SANr<. Gf MUNTGL'M.l:.RY M.UNTG.UME.R.Y AL bbbb) 2151 2067 189 0 2.067 
0011439 EXCHANGE: N8 Cf MUNTLUME.R Y MUHC.GMtRY AL 4:".UllB :,90 ,,39 0 0 439 • 

__ 6011'140 1ST AL PK OF MGNTbUMl:kY NA MLr\ll>LJMl:KY __ Al _ 3'15270 _ bbl":, .. 152~4 _.5317 __ 1169 ___ 6L45 
6011448 !,OUThERN BANK. NA MONH,OMt.kY Al 14!>43 ib.3 295 0 0 2'1~ • 
6011450 ur-.IUN 8J..r..K "D lRUSl (.OHPANYMUN 1 G,L;ME:RY AL l9bl00 2.?.b5 1101 5119 b54 7U!:i3 
60! l:>00 Cl T 1 LEr"S bAr.K. GI\EUNlA AL l<::tb!;IY £69 5b1 0 0 5b1 • 
6Vll510 1-Ak.:•iEKS No (If UPf:LlKA OPl:.L lKA Al 307'14 9o3 !>uo (I 0 !)(/Q • 
CUl 1520 f lRSl NAT BAN!<. Lf- OPELIKA UPELIK.A AL .!..UOOO <::84 6.,0 0 0 b70 . 
60115<-tO FlRST fl.A 110/~AL bANi<. Llf OPP OPP AL 45e.51 ',21 -~-144'.:, __ -- 0 ----- 0 ~-1445 -*--- ~ 

0011542 CH.lk.AL BAM/,, Ur OXfORO OXFOkO AL ::,3,220 9Ui !:,l/2: 0 0 >02 . c,:) 

6011543 Fl RST C.llY NAT bK. Of OXFORD UXFukU AL 14647 151 ~11 0 (I ~u . ~ 
-

60ll5bb fl K$T ALA BK OF PHl:;:t\:l}., C.Y NAf'HENlX ClTY AL 17787 475 3bl 0 (I :iol . 
60116.C:O flk$T NAT dAl~K Cf- PH:CMUNT f'lE.01'-',GNl AL 1447~ 192 3'4 0 0 344 . 
6Cl 1648 C.l:t-.1RAL BAr,1'.. OF f-lllt:.lU: NA PRll.HAiW AL !>1)94 1220 b7.l 0 0 S71 . 
60111~0 Fl RS T NAT BK. OF KUSS E:.LLV illtRUS $1:.LLI/ lLL.f __________ AL ~- "'b242 ___ ~2u __ l6J'i --1.!:ib ___ o .---1639 . 
bVl 1770 Flk5T t.A TI ON.Al bANK. ~C.OT l~DORU AL 4.(.024 b71 14l7 4U 0 144!7 . 
6011790 (.llY NATIONAL i:;;,.r,.,,11,, Of Sf.LMA ~i:LMA Al 3b5u9 139 102.9 0 0 1V29 
6(;11795 Fl R!::.l AL OANI<. uF SH MA NA Sl:LkA AL 3<,179 770 10,W 0 0 lO~U 
bOl lb(.,C, PE-LPLt!l. bA/.,;r<.. AND lr.LJSl CU SE:LMA AL b4~~b 1199 192.l 5&9 0 1921 
601182:7 flRST C.OLBER l t--.r. l l(INAL tlANK SHE:f-FlELO AL i:. 7bf:13 4b2 &'1 0 (I b4l . 
bLllltl=iO F1R~T N.t. T BAM UC S 1 tl/E:l"-4 .::i.Ot-. SH_ VtNStJN AL 20099 .373 __ 4uz. ___ o ___ o __ ,02 __ • ___ 

b0llt:t.i0 Cl T't NA1 i:IA.'il\ OF .::i.-YLAL.AlJGA 5'tLALAUuA AL l2U.:>i 431 bll " 0 611 . 
6011890 FlRSl t,,AT 8At-.K. lN SYLAC.AUGA !)VLACAUGA AL 22ll(j 311 718 o __ 0 118 -- . 
6011900 ISSl:LL NAT 8K OF lAL LAOEl.,A lALLAD!:bA AL 30963 40:> 882 0 0 b8l . 
OC,11910 TALLt.DEC:,A 1\Alll:NAL BAtlK lALLALJEl>A AL 33b54 ~51 t,)] 0 (I b>3 
b0ll<Jb0 flkST FARMERS ANO MLRC.HANTS lKUY AL 31083 76• 6.(.0 0 0 020 • 

~.60il980 lSl. Al BK OF l tJSC.ALOOSA NA_ llJSC.ALO□ SA . AL lV'-t494 .l96b ___ 4:t:27 __ 2404 ___ Q __ 4.i!2 
00119',10 1-lRST NAT 81(.. Of lUSCALOU5A lU5CALOLl~A AL 102:..10 25{j9 6507 4733 0 b!J67 
001::.000 FIRST ~b IN TUSCUMb I A luSt\JM\HA Al. 3L1:>3 7b9 1!,l 0 0 - 732 • --
601,010 ALAbAMA EXCNANGE- BANK TU.)Kf:C..EE: AL lS077 3'4 609 0 0 b09 
601.U~O flK.ST NAT 81<. Of WE:TUMPKA WETUMPKA Al ~b4~l .Sb3 1079 0 0 1079 • 

_Of b5 BANK~ AfH.C.H:O iN ~1Alt ~l HAVI; NO 1:ARNlN(,,S PARTlC.lPAllON AtC.VUNT OR RUJUlRt.0 KE:SCRVE BALANCE 
27 HAVt NO RtCURt.D Rl:~tRVt: 8ALANt..t: 

---- - -t ---------------------
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.BE:NE:fll TO b•t.i.K.S tOWlRE:D BY 11D01F1£:0 S. 8!» 

DSB NlME 

12020013 FIRST NB OF ANCHORAGE 
l20lCl014 NATIONAL BANK Of- ALASKA 
l202UOl8 5.1:CIJUTY NU lONAL BANK. 
12020030 ALA~KA PIIA11011AL SANK 

--12020040 flK.~J NAT BANK FAlKbA~ _ 
11020080 f-lRST Nb Of ki::Tc.t1lKAN 

OF 

12040070 FIRST NAT BK Of ARIZONA 
12~0100 YALLE.Y friilAT Bl'I. OF AR1ll.Jf'4A. 

LOCATION 

ANCHORAGE 
A~HORAGE 
ANCHORAGE 
f Al R&ANKS 
FAl RBANflrt.S 
Ki:lC.HlKAN 

PKll:.NlX 
Pr<lc!IIX 

__ OF 2 BANKS AFHCIEO IN STATE 0 
0 

8050070 FIRST NAT 81<. OF SHARP. ClY ASH fLAl 
6(,~C,105 ClllZENS bANK blHSVILLE 
SU~Ulll> FIRSl NAl lONAL 8AhK BAltSVJLLE 
805010U FlkST NAT &K Of &U-1.KYYllLE &H,kY'VlLLE 
&050100 FMU1ERS bANIC. ,\NO lRUST CU ~LYTHl:.VlLLE 
&U~0l90 fIRS1 NAT BK lN bLYThEVlLLl: tslYlHtWlLLE 
80!>u2,ll flKST NAl Bl\. Uf CAP10EN C.AMUf;N 
60~0.HO fARHl::RS NB Of CLARKSVILLE C.LARN.SVlllt 
&O,U34U FJR.ST NAl 89'. OF CONWAY (.~WAY 
8050360 f-lRST NAT &I<. Of Ck0SHT.T C.kOSSl::TT 
c,0~0400 FIRST NAT di<. Of Dl UUd:N CJt I.IUHN 
6Ct,u.r.'-O HRSl NAT BK Of- OE:. WlH Ot; WlTT 
&05i.!Jl0 FIRST fllAT 8P. OF 1:.L OURADD f:L DUkADO 
&O:ioCi,.!0 NA 1 BK UF CMRC. OF EL LURA.DO E:.L OOIU,00 
aoso,cto flkS.T NAT HK Of fAYC.tli::VlLLEfAYt::lli::VlLLC 
8050tiUO HtlLRUY bA.Ni<. ANO TRUST fAYt: TlEVlLLE 
80,t;blO flRSl NAl 6~ Of FGAOYCE. fCJROYCE 
8050ti30 fIR~T NAT 81(. Of E ARKANSAS fllRR~ST ClTY 
&O~C,bbU tll'r NAl BK. (If f-ORl SHllH hAT ~•ITH 
SCi,UblU F-lR~l NAl ttK Of FOR.I ~JTH Fl.IA.I ~MllH 
&050t:>80 HE.ROtANTS. Nts OF FORl Sl11 TH FUR T SMITH 
b0507~0 FUt.S.1 NAl BK lN C.REEN FURE~lGK.El:N FURE~l 

111 121 131 ,~, l~I 
to•P YL TC.~H 1917 .... .... 

·-·----------·--- ------ ___ RUUiAL .. EPA __ A.HUtAL 

AK 311~67 bbl• lHOo ~970 5H3 ,.. 't8b033 l2bb2 20928 5183 9311 
AK 22bb5- .;~) ,.,., 0 0 
AK 189949 6l't0 7008 ~559 0 
AK ltti,'t~2 ___ lti87 1010 ___ 203 0 
AK "t:,,647 ... 1503 H 0 

HAVE NO i::ARNIN~S PARTlCIPATION AC.C.UUNT OR RE.QUlRE.U RE~i::IWE IA.LANCE 
HA.VI:: NO Ri::QUkEO Rl:SEkVI: IULANCE: 

----------------------
Al 20'tti791 3bb78 9'tll9 5093 ~990b 
Al lO~Oti9.t bO~'tl 13.C.S'ib 5107 1133V3 

HAVE NO l:.ARNINC.S PA1H lCIPAT IUN AU,OU"'l 011 kt.WUJRt.lJ Mt.~tRYE:: bALAr.tt 
HA.Vt NO RU.JUktCJ RtSt.RVl: bALANC.1: 

. ., 
~IF 

Ul-UI 

9~73 
llbll 

1'2 • 
7wud, 
lblo . 
1~03 

341~3 
~l-'0.J 

---------------------------------------
AR <0025 l<Z loo 0 0 , .. 
AR 30't0l .:,12 11.t~ 0 0 Uc, 
AR ~j!)(j,,l ooJ lbbl JJ• " lt'-CI 
Ak 2ts,L4 ••• .llb,_ " " llt't 
AR 4tb'-Ul 5>J tl.t~ oJb 0 "-1.t.) 

•• 't4t4b9 •JI 14-tll ,. 
" h1' 

AR 39080 lib 1110 (/ 0 l ! 7o 
AR ~.Jbl& , ... 6bU 0 0 bcO ·~ ~1£bl •11 '1~, 78> " d..,'.> 
AR 33iii::14t >5< ... II 0 "" AR .l4t;83 ,, . 17• 0 0 11b 
Ak l4b&1 .... lOto " 0 ll,,ct, 

AR di.lb})- 10~1 371.J ZOll 0 ,11., 
AR 45b .. t. ~lb l~'-t3 3~it 0 l ~'-t3 
AR 9ulll l'l.lo 3t2b 1\b't " -'t.2t.. 
AR 1JO:ib 1011 l'I.H 13Ll2 0 ~-,,.H 
AR lb&34.". 302. Jol I> 0 JOI 
AR '9071!) •O 115', 0 0 11~ ... 
AR 107b89 172b 3"/78 1631 0 ;111;; 
AR 135717 22c,l bO'll :Sl 30 0 eoc,1 
AR 6b3VO 1240 3711 ltslCI 0 Jlll 
AR 23.t:'t7 95 957 ~ 0 -~, 

~ 
~ 
~ 
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-· .JUK8ER BAf«.S _ -BEl<EflT TD BANKS GDVERED-BY-IIDDlflED_s._95 _____________ ~z.un ___ _ 

Ill 121 131 ,., 151 lol 
DSB NAHE LDLATION TOEP YLTtSH 1977 NEW NEW OIF 

_____ REQ8AL __ EPA __ JIEQBAL_lll-UJ.__________ 

80>0810 HRST •AT BK lN HARRISON HARRHON AR 39!>5~ 1031 12U 0 0 l2U • 
80~0858 FIRST NAT 8K OF PHllLIPS tlYHELE:NA AR 35173 •bO 1192 0 0 1192 . 
80~0&10 HELENA NAllONAL BOU( HELt:NA AR 2bb0l 378 82U 0 u 82U • 
BOSO<ilO tlTlllN~ NAT 8K. OF HOPE HOPE: AR -'t!.iit80 lb• 1809 293 0 lbV'i 

_i,0~0920 FIRSl ,-Al BK OF tt[JPf. _____ MOPE: _______ AR ______ _ 31&39 •59 9'ib __ o __ 0 -- 996 • ao;oq5,o A.fU.ANSAS 81(. C. Tk (.0 HCJT SPRJNGS AR 132b92 1725 -'tl!>5 2221 0 .. 255 
8Cl5L95!> flRU NAT 8K Of HOT Si'RlNGS HOl SPRINGS AR l13b83 l&'t8 371 .. 102, 0 371' 
80~09~b C.RA,-.0 NATIONAL SANK MOT ~PRINb$ AR 18"'30 ,H2 5b9 0 0 5o9 • 
tl0!'>U~70 flR~t NAT BIi.. Of HllHSVILLE HLNlS.VILlt:: AR 21059 201 bU 0 o 815 • 
0(,51150 COMRCL Nb OF LJTTLt: ROCK LITTLE KOC.K Ak 19:;&11t 2108 Cill::IO:i 5183 1986 7t119 

_ 8051170 FIRSl NAT 8K IN LlllLl kOCK LITTLE. ROCl(. _____ AR- 2'tlb15 ·--- 4!b8c, _J.21<;:, ___ !il~l -- ...029 &lbb 
bU~ll13 METkOPliL1Uf4 NAllONA\. bAhK LHTLE:: ROCK AR 29b.i::l 310 1031 0 0 1037 • 
6051lt51J U~IL1N NAT 81'1. OF LITTLE: RI.JC.K LllTLt: R'-'CK AR 2lb249 3:;bl l03't2 5058 22&3 8059 
6V~ll~O WORTHE:N l:iANt<. f. TRUST C.O NA LlTTLt: ROCK Ak 3&5b49 81Y7 l1t479 >217 523b 92lt3 
8051200 Flk.Sl NAl 8K. Of HAC.NOLIA "AGNOLIA AR b0041 601 25't3 U73 0 ,l51t3 • 
8051280 MALVERN NATlLNAl 6ANJC. f1ALYt:.kN AR Z8o38 631 n• 0 o 11• • _60513~0 FIRST NAT 8K 1111 Ht.NA HfNA . ______ AR _______ _ 
8051458 FIRST r..6 ,;, TR CO Of Ml H[)IIIE MOUNTAIN HOME AR 
&051510 FIRST NAT BK Of NASHVJLLE:. NASHVILLE:. AR 
B0'>15!>0 t-lkST NAT 81\. Of- 111.t::WPORT NEWPOkl AR 

___ itbbbO lb!> -- 7H_ o._. 0 755 ·----·--- ~ 
!,~!.i~b 312 llHO 592 o 1te10 ~ 
23171 3Jb 802 u 0 802 • ~ 
351::135 ldlt ll&8 HO 0 12uo . 

&D51556 FIRST AMt:RlC.AN NA110NAL BA~N lllTLE ROCK AR tS.J7\'& 2103 Z!>'tb 1088 0 2!>',b 
Sll:>1570 f-lR!,l NATlONAL SANK US.CElJLA Ak 313!:t7 .,. 929 0 0 929 • _B0~lb00 flkH hAllONAL SAM PARAuUJLD ____ AR _______ _ _ 51::1990 ·-- bbl ··- .2091 -- >2• ---- 0 -- 2091 -·---
&OS.le,.:tO FllUT NAl ~K Al PARIS PAR.lS AR 2 .. 4&0 321 82• 0 0 82111t • 
tlll!ilbt10 NAT BK. OF CMRC Of PlNE. BLUFFPlNE BLUFF AR l19.1b7 2U02 45~1 2985 0 -'tS21 
805lb90 SIH"llNS FIRST NAtlONAL tsANK. Pl'hi: &LUfF AR 111139 3 .. bU 5bttlt 39bb 0 !.i&b<lt 
b0!>1616 FJRST NA.110NAL l:IANK FtOGtRS. AR 4',~9b ,.2 lb90 323 0 lo..O .. 
60!'>1620 FlRST kAT 8K. Of M.USSELLVlLU.RUSSELLVlLLE AR 4S',lb 905 122> 0 0 ll25 • 
80!»1830 PEOPLES BANI(. f. TkUSl C.U RUSStLLVlLLE. ____ AR ________ _ "·112u ----· 1UU2 __ lU!.19 ·-- o - __ ._o _l0!.19 -""--
6051&5't Flk!,T NATIONAL DANK SE.\.RCY AR 41b!>b 533 19.JO .. 5 0 1930 • 
8051910 FIRST NAllOHAL BANI<. SILOAH SPRING$ AR 3l.~Ba .,. lUO 0 0 1138 • 
80~1Ci50 FikST NAT DK OF SPKINGDALE SPRIN(.OA.LE AR 12041 l3u0 24~b 6H 0 2't20 
&05,WlO flR~T NAT BK OF SJU1TGAR1 STU1H,AR1 AR 53.l30 5•3 2222 711, 0 222.Z . 
&05201~ CHkC. NA.T bK Of 1EX4.RKANA TEAAKK.ANA AR 33bSO 1009 ·9~ 0 0 ••8 . 

_ 8052020 ST FIRST NAT tSK UF Tt:XARKANAlt:.J[AkKA,-A AR. _______ _ l2U783 ---· 33-, ___ 3007 ____ 92• 0 ·- )007 -------
80521 .. 0 FIR~t llltt OF LA~IU:NCI: CTY WALNUT RIDGE AR 184:;,t ;92 67.3 o 0 673 • 
805,d!>O FIRST NATIOHAL BANK WARkt:N AR -- - --------·· --·- 2"3b& 3» ••• 0 0 b-3 . 
11052185' flOELllY NAT lONAL SANK WEST MEl1PH1S AR l1~6b bOl bO• 0 o •o• • 
8052190 FIRST NAllUNAL DANK. WEST HEHPHIS AR 23710 314 759 0 0 7>9 . 
60522!,0 FlR$T NAT BK OF WYNNE -'YNNE AR 2U225 itb~ 10.:t9 0 0 10:>9 • 

--· - ·-
OF b2 BANKS AFFE:CTEU IN STATE 31 HAVE NO EARNINGS PARTitlPATlON AttOUNT OR REOUlREO RESUVE bALANtE 

27 HAVE NO RtOURED RESERVE 8ALANtE 
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--.K.E.118fR_BANK.S ___ - ____ -~-----·--bE.NEFlLTD 8ANKS._COVERE0_8Y_l1001FlE.O S. 8~ ____________ _ 2n.zn, ___ _ 

111 121 131 l~I 01 lbl 
OSB NAME LOCATION lOE.P VL lC.SH 1977 Nl:W Nf:W UIF 

-----------------------~-l~bAL __ lPA ___ JlfQbAL ._ 131-1£5~1---

l20b0010 ALAMEDA FIRST NATIONAL BAfiK ALAHE.DA CA bB4b3 1345, 22H 10.i::O 0 2237 
12060072 AMl:RlCAN NATIO"-Al BANK BAKERSFIELD CA 11152b 2247 10217 ~003 233~ 7tt83 
12UbV073 C.OMMUHlY NA,llONAL BANK. BAKl::.R!,FlCLO CA l0ij2tl~ 2b4t0 ;;c;c':, 22'-I~ 0 l92S 
120b01l5 C.llY NAT10N4.L BANK bE:\'E:kLV HILLS C.A 7130~1 l7!>3U 2~':t~<lt 5l~l 1;033 1..:.9.'1 

_l2Li6Ul26 lNYO MUNU NATlONAL b,ANlt .81!-,Hl)f" ___ . ___ CA lts212_~_711 _ 1"7 __ o ____ o_ 197 ---·--
120b01'9U f-lk.!)T Nb LJF (.LU\ltROA.LI: C.LUVE:RDALE CA. 2&9b'I 2~2 93< 20 0 932 . 
12GtU-'C,~ r-IR!,l t-,ATlONAL BANK OALY CITY CA. 3~sa, 11, bl< 0 0 012 • 
l20td.1.;)30 f-lk!>T NAT 841'4K OF DIXON DU.UN CA 3Z599 !,,21 8::t5, 0 0 83> . 
l.lOoU3!,l CAPITAL NATll.JN.AL BANI\ Df.JWNIE.Y CA toO!,,l 46• 1,:..r,5 0 0 1245 • 
l.t:Oo031~ SlJkE:TY NAl lUNAL bANK ENtlNO (LA) tA 4'ib42 3b9 27<.;C., 1150 0 2799 

_l.looU::idO FlK!:aT Nd lJF SAN DH.GO ClY __ E.5f.UNU100 ____ tA e,e21 ___ l9iC.O ___ ,1as, __ 1,2e ____ 0 2.bb't 
lluo039~ HUMbULDT NAflUNAl 8A1'4K. fl.IRE-KA CA 43t.Ol l!i..2.9 ,,1 0 0 >el • 
1.2Uolo443 F-lk.ST NAllOt\iAL bANI( fRE~NO CA 410~b .,, 2040 ~·· 0 .i::040 • 
l20bC..4b} VALLEY NATIONAL bANK. l,ll:NLJALE CA 83 744 971 4318 2682 0 <lt31& 
120o0~33 MCC.HANl{.5, NAllUNAL &At«. huNllN\,a,lON PARK. C.A 56lC,,C. 922 2t91 H• 0 .i:l91 • 
120ov~:,q IRVINE NAllllNAL bA-'iK. 1KY1NI::. tA 230£.i 107 1290 ,. " l.i::',,O 

_lLl.itil..575 VALLCY BANr<.. hA.11Lr-.AL .USOC LJVC.RM.UH.f.. ____ CA l25ol ,,, -- 10; o _____ 0 703 . 
120ov~BO H.M 61<. UF CENl kAL (.A.llfURNIA.LL'{)J C.A l~!,,07S 213l 54Mt 2695 0 1!14t,5 
12UoO~B5 MID-C.AL ~ATll:NAL BANK LI.JOI CA. 49334 392 1975 ,., 0 l',,lS 
l20CUb00 f-f..M r. MKCH t)/1,,. Uf- LONG BEA.CH L(.t,ju HEAtH CA .,._.. 
120c0710 LOS ANGELES NAT HJNAL BANK LOS ANGELES C..A C...:, 
li:0¢V74'..4 f'AN AH t,,ijj Uf- t LUS ANGtLES LuS ANGELES CTY CA i,::.. 

2b033l lL/980 b8o8 31.;)LI 0 6808 
19236 130 7bl 0 0 7bl . 
247bb .,, 72:t. 0 0 7'2 . 

_ llUoC.730 SE:CURlT'I' PAClFlC. NAT bANt<.. LUS. AN(.E:Lf.S. ___ :_ CA 118%3 .. .. 1712>1 50btibb ___ lt990 30b212 _lOlb,_ _____ 
l.::VM.17!>U U~llJN BAt·d(. LlJS ANGHES CA 355':1120 Ol43) l lC.,412 <ltbl::ll 9b't<lto bl.l'tb4 
li:U6.J75!> UNl TCCJ C.ALlf-OA.NJA HANII.. LUS ANuf:LES CA bb&3Z39 1025b9 34-H~l 5091 2(>7926 l3!:tl9!:t 
lluo0dL5 bARHE.LO bANK MCJNltbt:.LLO CA 47'7H't b1; l4C.,b 4.i::b 0 1498 . 
l2:ub0b&2 ~Al',jJA CLARI 1 A NAT BANI(. Nl::WHALL (.A 57o!ic4 l0b4 .t l.ll b>3 0 2122 
l2:(.t.U't3& C.ENTRAL BA.Nr<. NAT A.S!.OC.IA.TlLNUMLA.NO C.A. 4 ... 14J!:t 55~2 10-1!:tv 48ti2 .. ,. luld 

__ l2CioV957 WEST t.UASl NAT lONAL bANK UC.EA.NSlOt; CA 
1.2.C.,o(,<,,c,O flRST NAT10NAL BAhlK r. JR CU UNTARlU C.A 

t,~4(1', .,. 613 __ . 0 0 673 --·--l9.c:4b\l 25~5, 8'ttib 511H -·-· i11 ... -131.l 
l-'.Oo097U F-1R~1 N.Al BJ( Of- ORANl.>t C. lY CJRANC.E CA 141~~7 l2jo bb4b 4bl2 C, Ob48 
l.i:Obl0l5 CUMMtktlAL & FARMERS NAT 8K O>.N4k.D C.A 77Lb4 114-1 2740 119!:t " 27<1t0 
12.001113 SlEkRA NATIONAL bANI(. PtlALUMA CA 30&90 >SI ••<> 0 0 %0 . 
12Ubll~O FIRST tuTH.1NAL 8A.Nr. Plf::4.S4NT~ CA L.3045, 211 763 0 0 10, . 

_ 12.Uol.lO~ Rll/t:.RSIOt NATIUNAL B4N!<. Rl'v't.RS.lOE: _______ CA -------- 3Ll41 910 ·-· - 11:>C:t -·· 0 0 -- ll!:tb 
l20ol.i.1.15 PLACtR NATlONA.L 8Af'.tK ROCKLIN CA 2405!:t b91 .,. 0 0 b3& • 
12.Uol.lbO /'11;;k(.HANT!:a NAllUNAL 6At«. SAC.k.AMf::NlO CA i9U11 U!,, 110.:, 31> 0 llUl • 
lZU012ii5 VALLEY NAlltJ~A.L BANI(. SALJNAS C.A 72282 193> 2211 b1> 0 l217 
l..:.Obl'tOO HAN!\ CJF AMEH.lC.A N 1 AND S A. SAN FRANC.lSCO CA. 36754345 423117 ll74t8.:,:, ~2•1 1290312 .,&4)23, 
12001-.10 bANl'I.. Of- C.ALlfllRNU N A SAN HtANC.lSC.0 C.A l94t7'i38 .2.ti:3.l9 9<1t037 5l.i5 bOlM 33b73 
12C.ol4~0 CKUCKE:R NATlU~Al BANK SAN FRMtClSC.O --~·-- C.A. --- 8857013 1203b0 't20'-189 't99b 26!>557 ltt093l 
14:.'.0bl'.:>OS WtLL!, fA.;.G□ bA.'IIK. N A SAN f-RANClSCO CA l05L lb9b 702b7 52~1\l':I 5-042 308.Jb'I l~b&3U 
12Ubl.530 flRSl NAT 01',,. OF SAN JO~E: SA"1 JU!:iof:: CA 't201B5 5830 ltrnlb ,oo• ~1&2 "1b3b 
12.(Jblbl~ SANTA 6AkUARA NAllONAt. t,ANK SANlA t,Ak6ARA CA 111)4~ 1055 5':161 41.i::U 0 5C.,bl 
l.lOblb'tO COUNTY BA.NI(. OF SANTA CRUL SANlA CKUZ CA 224034 28&2 8l!:t5 "-907 857 1298 
l20olbts0 CTL Sl 81(. OF SANTA PAULA S.ANTA PAULA CA lfi008 .,. -,3 0 0 H3 . 
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--.KEH8ER. 8ANK.s _____________ ~ENE.f1-T_ TQ_fSANKS.._.COVEREO .. BY .MOOlFJEl)_ s._85 ~-- ---------~22/.79 ___ _ 

OSB NAME 

120bl 7b._ TAHU€ NA tlONAL BANK 
120bl 840 TOkRANC.f NATIONAL BANI<. 
120b.l'12b SEC.IJklTY f1A1 l0NAL &AN!{ 
l.,cC,01975, NATIONAL BANI{ OF WHlTTlER 

LOCATlCJN 

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE 
lURkANCt: 
WALNUT CREEK 
WHl TT Hil. 

tl I (21 (31 14) Ul (bl 
TOEP YL lCSH 1977 Nt:W Nl:W Olf 

l 791~ 
22407 

lbl 2 78 
5-0ti7b 

_____ RfQBAL_ fPA _ ___AfQbAL-131-l}J __ _ 

401 
104 

lb-',l 
1042 

408 
1022 
ll'tl 
l'J7b 

0 
0 

._9b0 
~4~ 

0 
0 
0 
0 

468 * 
10.t'.2 • 
7141 
197b * 

UF 5-0 BANKS AFfE:C.lEO IN STAJE: 10 HAVE NO EARNINGS PARTICIPATION AC.COUNT OR REQUIRED, RESERVE ttiALANC.E 
21 HAVE fiilO Rt:QUREO RESERVE BALANC.E 

----------------------------
10080010 C.TZ NAT Bl'. OF- A!<.ROri AK.RON co lb ZOO 68 692 0 0 692 . 
10080020 ALAHOSA NA J lUNAL BANK ALAMOSA w 21144 270 ~·.,o 0 0 -.o . 
lvVB003b AR.APA.HOE CDLLRAltU NAT BANI< ARA..-AHOE COUNTY co 20177 244 689 0 0 Ob9 . 
lOOBL/037 FlK::,1 NAT Cld'1K OF SCJUTHl>lEM'ttARAPAHOE. C.OUf<rtTY co 29131 ~83 llbb 0 0 llbb 
10000055 Flk.S.T NAllONAL BANK. IN ASPE:P.IA~Pt.N co 2377.t ... ~ 507 0 0 507 . 

__ lOUBlJOoO FAK.Ml:.RS NAT b< UF AUL 1 AUL 1 - -- - ----- tu 171!>2 102 -- ~34 3• -- 0 
5'3't ----·--1J0800t;i!, AURLiRA NATIU~L BANK AuR.lJKA co 34182 512 122s 0 0 •122!> 

lUUoJ0&3 ARAPMiUt NA f lONAL BANK BLULOi::R co lb536 ,-4 411 0 0 411 • 
lOObuObti BULJLDt:R NATllJ-lAL bANK 8WLOER co 35bij8 .,. 109!> 0 0 lC/9!> • 
100::H.ilOO Flk!:.l NAl •• lN bUUL:01:.R bWLUl::.R co 124930 1314 !,020 3406 0 502b 
lOOol-UO NATJONAL S.TA TE bANi<. u, bUULUtR co b4&89 lOlb 2~92 U'lb 0 -'!,'12 . 

_ lOOoC,130 FHt.S.1 BANK ANO TK.U!:.l to t:iRif.111UN. w ~~~-·~--~ __ 24bb4 431 --- 713 --- 0 ---- 0 
713 --·--10~130150 FIR.::iol tut BK. Of bRUSli CkU:':.H co 1!>2b~ 1'2 5;t.7 0 0 sn . 

1Uubl,)19U flR5T NAT BIi.. OF C.ANUN CITY C.ANLJN CITY co 2b6l't 400 850 0 0 850 
lUUuC..(00 FRl:MONJ kAT l=.K· (;f- (At..ON Cl TYC.ANLiN C.l TY co L9.2.49 32U ... 0 0 •·9 
lU0tnJ.'.'.7u tGL URAUO ~Pk lNu5 NA. 1 l t.UllJkAUU SPklNGS LU 697?t1 l.}~1 3!:,.C.!> 2012 0 352~ 
100&027S tAS T br<. OF C.OlUkAUO SPGS NA C.LILUkAUU SPklNbS co c::531& 109 412 0 0 ,1, . 

_ lOUoO.i:.bO i:.XC. t.11.1 Uf- C.UL!Jt<AUU SPklNC.!i. C.UI...UKAOO SPRlNL.S co --·--~---~- lU't4<J!, l<Jll ·- 3b~0 _ -·- 2011 0 36..::.0 
liJObu.i:.9V f-lRST NB (JF tC.,L(JKAlJO SPKlNG5CllLl.JkAIJO SPKlNL.S cu lb20lb 4Tll !-l74t 29bl 0 !,l 74 
lUUbU.291t "" t-lB Uf COLORAU(J SPklNb~ C.ULLtUOO SPRlNt.S co 275.(.0 S79 bC::3 u 0 b23 . 
lOUtH.1,;'.95 PI k.LS PLAK NAT lUNAL bA"4K C.ULURAOO SPRlNC.S co lb!:,9.l .Sb 390 0 0 398 
1008\JJIJ!:,. f-lk!i.l NA ll tH-NK Of C.UkTE.:Z C.OR 1 t.Z co l4b.H 310 023 0 u H23 . 
1CO&U350 AHl:KlC.AN NB (Jf Ut:NIJl:k (ltNVL.K co lbtib"tb 1129 1'-17l 5-120 850 7122 

_ 1ocsc:i~4 bUULl;.YARO COLIJRA.LJ{J NAT BANK Dt.NVt.k co L72.U3 .. , 6>1 u 0 891 . 
1U06U3b0 (.t:NlkAL OANr<. ANO TRUSJ co ULN\iE.R co 430101 ~Ob!> l9u-4b 5l02 10't4b 9400 
l00~U3b2 CHtkRY C.Rt:EK. f.tATlUr-.AL bA.NK Li~\11:R cu 72.'12 .,. 3l91t lb47 0 319• 
l00bU3t>O C.OLUf,.AOU NA.l BK OF DENVER [)1:.l'tVl:.k. co '98979b loot: 2169» ~23b 120&0 9ll8 
lOO&u"i48 Flk5T kB OF bEAR VALL£.-.'( C.l:NVE:R co 3b't~b llU.r::: 1Ul9 0 0 1019 • 
lOO&C>4SO Fl kST NAT ~K OF 01:.l'rilVER Ot.NVEk. co 9'i9U .. 5 7Lbll "~0~1 ,.,..9 34t8!>2 l't.t:~9 

_lQObll4bl ME.: TRI.J ~Al HJNAL bANJ< --· ____ Dl:.k't'ER co 7bbti9 J30 ___ .32Ytt __ 2.Uoo 0 3it9& __ 
lUU8v.1t~O . ., CITY tir<. ue Dt:l'tVER l.lENVE.R co 5~7"9 450 l373 909 0 J..37) • 1ovao"~'- !:.1:.C.UUTY NAT10"4AL BA1'1K Ultl!Vt:R cu 10'7 .. 2U 2'&2 2d'U 1710 u l.tj9l 
l~U->\1493 NU~IHEA5.l COLO NAJ bANI'\. OE.N Vt:R cu 24191 207 12b9 14 0 l2b9 . 
l.Joeo,10 UNl TEO bANI\ CJf O~Pi.\'tR NA Ot.N\'E:P. co 8~7C!i2 ~91~ ~SU7~ ""09 __ }149\1 l)!>b9 

-----~--·-· 

.... 
c.o 
<:11 
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__ JtfHBEILBANK . ._ _____________ BENU'll_T0--8ANKS-COVERED_BY_MQDlf H.OJ. __ B5 ____________ ~n2n, ___ _ 

I 1l (21 131 <~I UI IOI 
0S8 NAME LOCATlON TDEP VL Tl.SH 1917 NE:.W Plll;lif OJF 

_____ nlQHAL _ _f.p,\_Rf.',10AL __ J31-IH __ _ 

10080~12 UNIVERSITY NAT lONAL BANK. OENVE:k CO 79669 756 341:Jb 2055 0 3488 
1Y060513 WlSTER.N NB OF 01::f..VER Cif.NVE:R CO 23U.l9 M4 4UY 0 0 409 • 
1008US~O &URNS NAT BK Of O~.UH,,O Olif(ANGO CO 1sei!> l21 592 " 0 592 • 
10080540 Flk5,T NAT B" Of C,lJRAM.0 OUk.ANuO CO ~lt003 422 l.:S64 •o 0 ljtl4 . 

_ lOOEIC,572 CON Tl NE.NT AL NA TlONAL SANK. __ ENC.LtHOOO _____ LO 7!:>0o-'t _ ti5S ___ Zl7o, __ i04b ____ O ____ ;:)1t12 -----
1008(,bQO flk!>T NAT t>K. OF E:.NGLlWOOO ENGLE:NOOC, CO 100750 12:2~ 4119 254t. 0 4179 
100.Suou~ R.EPUbLlC. NAT lONAL bANh E:NLLl::WOOO co 21743 45• 701 0 0 ·,01 . 
1U06Ub25 FlR~T NATlUNAL bAr-.K tVtRGREEf<!I CO l'i89l 2,1 7>2 0 0 l)l . 
lOUt1l.lb70 FIR~l '1AlIOPO,L BAM{ f-C.fl. 1 COLLINS CO 1HU81 1218 0651 ~380 0 b85,7 
lOOOOt>B-'t UNllE.0 bi',, OF Fl COLLINS NA f-Ukl <.OLLlNS CO "72'i-O &ll 4123 25lb Q 4123 

_ l00bU700 fAfU1C.RS ~TATE:. HANII.. _ FOkl HOR.GAN. ___ LO 40109 __ HS l)U9 _____ u~-~- o __ 13u9_!" __ 
1ooau110 Flk!>T NB OF FORT ~CuH .. AN H.fr.1 HlJk.(,,AN to ll"bb& 218 121 0 0 721 . 
100c1U73b SOUTH C,E:NVER NAl BA.NI\ t.LE:Nt:.iALt CO 27643 440 960 0 0 .. o 
1008U740 Flk~t Nb UF CAtNWulJlJ SPRINGSbLt.NWOUlJ SPRINGS CO 45-329 407 l&!»b "lb 0 lb!>b • 
100&{;7!>0 FIR.ST NAl bi<. IN I..OLOE:N GOLOl:N tc, bO't8l ••s 234!> 84S " 23"'5, 
l008U770 15.T Nb IN GkANU JUNLlluN GkAND JUNCllON CO b-'tbl'I lJ.3 31-'tl l-'tb7 () 3Ul • 

_J00f:IU718 Hf:~A lJlO b'<.. NAT A~SCU bk.ANO JVNCT10N ___ LO 3310l oll 1145 0 0 11'5 ----·--
1oc&o1ao U S B4NK (If GRAND JUNC.Tll.14 GKANO JUNC11CJN to 
lOU8v16!> CAC.H£:. NATIONAL bANK GREEl.EY Cc, 
10080t:OO FIR5.J t,,AJ bK Of- bRl:fLE:Y &RCE:LE:Y CO 
lUUbVblC, Gkl:.E:LE:Y NAT lc.NAL bANK Gkft:.LEY C.O 

bl)UO SlO 3119 1501 0 ,3119 . ..... 2297!, 310 010 0 0 010 . 
6.j-'tQ~ 1.(l!, 2)ij!, 119b 0 2)aS ~ 

CjLbbd 7S8 4CJ3l lbt,8 " 4031 
0) 

100b09l5" ALA.Mt.CA NATION,tt.L BANK JE.FH.k.SUN tCIUNTY C.O 3u71t!I -so ... 0 0 .44 . 
__ 100010(10 C.CJL(;RAOO bAN)(. ANO lklJSl ____ LA JUNTA ___ (.Q 

1ooc101 .. flR~t ,H:5,lLANO NAT llANK lAK.l:: .. CJOO to 
i071 .. 2'0't • •• 0 0 b84 . 
b,.-'tCJ6 b20 329!t 1777 0 32Y5 --.---

lOU81017 LA,._E:..,LJOUCO "'4Al JONAL bANK. L.-.KlW(..(JlJ CO 331bS 306 139.l 137 0 13~j . 
100010.lO flR:iT NAT BK Of. LAMAR LAMAR CO 2200J .t!>b &07 0 O' ••7 . 
l008ltJLl UNJ lt:0 bA.NK. Uf LAKEWOOD NA LAKl::WOOO tO 3d.22S ,1, l08't 0 0 l0o4 ·• 
10Utl)070 Ll T1Lf::1Ufli NAlllJNAL bANK Lll lLE:TUN C.O 4Ulb3 ·-- 1 .. ,2 1"93 0 l't52 . 

_ lOu&lObO flk~l NAT Hi<. OF- LIJNGMCtH LLtH.-M(..NI _______ CU 55,;5,7 ~- 453 __ 2't93 -··· 101, __ O_t't93 _ ___ , ___ 
lOOtslU'tO LONLMONT NATIONAL SANK LthbM(J',11 C.O 35137 377 1393 •1 0 13Cil3 . 
100810'1"1 Wl:SlLA.Nt, r-.AT lUNA.l t>ANK lONC.MONl lO lb507 4'.99 4'1 0 0 '41 . 
10081110 flRSl '1AT Sir. IN LOVELAND LOVE.LANO CO 5,119b S48 23;9 951 0 2339 • 
10C81180 f.lRSl N-'T 81(. OF HONlRlJSE: MLNlRVSI: CO 37362 344 lltbb 81 0 hob . 
10C8ll'h) lJNllEO 8AfiK lJF- MuNlRUSE. NA l"IIJNTk05,E: CO 20't2 .. lSI 70S 0 0 7oS . 

_lQUBll9.l Flk~l NA.1 bK. OF NORlt1GLE:NN NLkl11C.LE::NN ______ CO 
l00dl2b0 flR5,l NAT ~"' OF PuEbLU PuE.tiLU co 

·------ ------ - .34671t ___ Dll - 722 _ 0 _____ o 72l . 
}7jll lCJ"iO 2)bll 7H 0 25od8 ---.--

lOOtsl..104 R£:PUdllt N6 OF PUl:bLO PuE:t>lO C.U 21fj}O sso 7JO 0 0 7JO . 
l00613b0 RUU11 CCJUNTY NATL 01'. Slt.AMHOAT SPRINGS CO 3!,t,5,i:_ 391 l"ill 10• 0 l,.7l . 
10U01370 CUHMtRC.lAL S-'V1'~b5, bAf« Of ~TE:kllNG CO L83tU:1 34'3 941 0 0 941 . 
10Ubl315o F-lRST NATIONAL 8Af..lK SlEkLlNb CO J!,4bd 14< S39 0 0 S39 . 

_ 10001.::,tso SE.:C.URllY st BK. OF- STERLING STERLlh.b _____ co 
100013't0 flR~T Nb OF STKAS81Jk.G SlRA!,bUKG CO 

4034!, _l09 __ 18l0 ___ H~ ___ 0 183o . 
2i:.0"92 139 642 0 0 .... --.--

1008142V lRINIOAO NATIONAL BANK lklNll.JAO CO lb~bb ~13 s.co 0 0 S2U . 
1vo01 .. ,a FIRST NAl BK lN WALSE.NbURG WAL!,E.m.¼URG co 16235, 179 !,l:t 0 0 Sl2 . 
lOCbl,.45" flRST NAT 8~ UF Wt:STMlNSTf.R Wl:SH11NSTER C.O 4'031 12'7 l!IYY 109 0 1~99 • 
100&1-\48 LAKE:S10£ NA l l □ NAL BANK WHtA lRlOGE tlJ 70Y7S ••• 2892 l'tOll 0 2892 
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_JIEKbER-BAt<KS ______________ bfNEflLTQ_8ANKS_CQYEREO 8Y_MQ01flc0 S.._U ____________ -"lUl'J ___ _ 

111 121 131 141 151 161 -----ose NAMf LOCATION TOEP YL TCSH 1917 NEW NEIi Olf 
______ RH1aAL __ EPA __ flEQbAL_J3)-U_l_ 

10081449 WHEAT RIDGE NATIONAL bANK W11EA1 RIDGE. CO 20Cib2 337 b62 0 0 &62 • 
100aH70 HRST NAT 6K. OF lolkAY WRAY CO 294'tb 133 1111 l4b 0 1111 • 
l00bl't90 fARHER!. STA.ff; HK OF YUMA Yl.NA CO 19223 145 770 u 0 770 . 

-·--·- Uf _ 83 HANKS Affl:.CTED._.IN HATE ___ ~z ____ HAYE NO EARNINGS PARllClPATION ACCOUNT_ OR UQUIREO RESERVE bALANCL 
3b HAVE kO RE:QUREO Rt:::.,ERVE BALANCE 

_2090100 CONNECT ltUT NA l IONAL BANK. &klDGEPORT CT 519240 20001 11381- 53&5 2282 9099 
.209(.1135 ST A TE NA TlONAL bAfll/C. Uf- C.LNN HRlL>Gt::POkT CT 5..i98b3 &2!18 2!1lo9 5202 160b5 92,,.. 
10"#(1!122 AME:klC.AN ft..14.l llJf\ilAL &ANK. HAMul:.N CT 12509 1118 2517 143,2 0 l!>U 
109(1~2:5 C.Qft,jNEC. Tl CUT Bl\ ANO TRU.)1 CO MARTFQRD CT 14847(1& 335H 62219 5474 .. 310~ 190!,At 
1090~,;,o HAR TF-OkO NA 1 BANK. AN.LI TR C.0 HAk 1 FURD CT l!>34tHi4 374C,~ 50005" 5"3l2 35"3bb 21239 
lO~'ilO 720 f-lK~T Nl1 UF LI lC.HHELU Lllf..HHELO CT i.1i19 >9J 804 0 II .... - • 

_ll.190970 NC.W BRlTAlN NAllLNAL BANK. ~lo 11Rl l AlN. ______ CT &b32l -- 40'3 897 -------- 0 0 897 
109131~ URANU: NATIONAL BANI<. URANGE CT 2311b 724 ,a, u 0 1 !,b4 • .... 
l09ljb(# C.lTlltN~ N4110NAL bANK PUT NAM ,1 it023tl 501 391 0 0 J97 . co 
10'11455 C.1THH4S NS Uf ~UUTHINGTON SOJTHlNGTON CT 220!>7 Ill l.41 0 0 247 . -:i 
209l~J5, LlbE.RTY NATlUNAL 6ANK SlA11fORD ,1 19b8C, lOb .. , 2, 0 ••2 • 
l09lb9!, VERtl(.:N NAllONAL t:iANK. VtkNON CT 1965b >e• 4~6 u 0 43& . 

_2crnaos IIIIE:STPORT NA11UNAL i:.ANI'.. ~fS T PLRT '1 247!,b 4Ul 1>• 0 0 7>• --·---·---
l C,9 lfs45' NUR 1Ht.RN C.ONN NA.1 t\ANK WlNLtSGK LOC.KS 'T 36443 1491 234 0 0 2~4 . 

Of 14 8.UiK.S A.F-F-1:.C.lEO IN STATi: & HAYE NO EARNINGS PARTlClPAllON ACCOUNT OR RU,tJlRt.0 RESERVE: bALA.NC.E 
2 HAVE NO REQUREO RESf:RVE BA.LAN<.E 

-------------------
3100420 FIRST NAT BANK Of- W'YOMlNG WYUHlNG 20bll 228 &50 0 0 650 • 

Of l BANKS AFFE::C.lE:O IN nATf:: l HAVE NO E:ARNINGS PARllC.IP.ll,lUN ACCOUNT OR f\E:OUIREO Rl:~t:RYE: bALANtl:. 
0 -~ HAYE NO RtQURED RE.!i.ERVE BALANCE: 

----------------------·--------·---------------
5110010 AMERICAN SECl.RlTY BANK NA WASt-llNGTON Ot 973294 10&2$ 52&lo 5H0 378•5 14771 

-~11~020 BANK OF COLUSH!A NA_ WASMINGTCN _____ Ot ________ 3&H3 __ 1735 ___ .\bo __ 0 o __ loO---•--
5110045 Ol~TRIC.T OF C.ULIJMBIA NAT Bk WASHl .... GlOflt DC. bbb34 1!>8.lt 2918 l)b!, o 291& • 
~llOiUCI f1C.LAC.HU:N N.tillUNAL BANK WASHINGTON OC ll>09 1179 1<99 0 (I 1299 • 
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--~.KE.HfH:R SANKS ____ ---· -----~-------8.E:NEFlT .. TO bANK.S C.OYERE.0.8Y 11001FIE:O S. B!J _______ _ _____ 2/22/79 ___ _ 

Ill 121 (,I 141 (51 (61 
DSS NAME LOCATION TIJCP VL TC.!)H 1977 Nt;W NtW Dlf 

____ RlQbAL~_f:.P,L __ fl..l{Jt,A.L_ l.l)-t~L __ _ 

5110115 1'1A01SON NATlLNAL l:l.ANI<. WASHlNGlCN DC 10£154 221b 5359 330 .. 0 5359 
5110130 NATIONAL bA.tUI. Of- WA.!)HlNC.TON WA.SHlti&lUN DC 51b3b5 lb414 24501 S.S65 12. .... 3 l.::O!>b 
5110140 S>l CAP 1T AL •• UF MASHlNGllJNMASHli'iC.TUN Ot 3.3-JUl l"'bb 10>5 0 0 10!>5 • 
5110160 i'iA l lUNAL ::.AVlN!.,~ G. TRUS 1 CO WA$Hl~lt..fl: DC 33C:bl4 b945 15626 .. 93 .. 5Mu 9986 

_ 5110170 RIG!..!:. l\lb UF 'NA.SHIN& TUN 0(. 'NASHli'-IGTl.N DC Bi.737=:> _ ... .2.23b .. _1'tUO~ _ 5.:21 __ H291 __ 2757 .. 
5110190 .St.CUl<..l TY NAT 10:'IIAL t.lANK. WASH!NGT~ DC 7b700 167 l 3542 l78b 0 3542 • 
51101Y5 UNllJN f-IRST Nii Of WASH MASHlNGluN DC 446227 l.lo-02 lbi~'t 53C:3 79bl 101c,3 
511C.£05 UNITEO NAT BK Uf 'NASHl~&fON WAStHN<.,,TON Ot .:J9t:lb 94' 1496 bb 0 1"'96 • 

OF 12 &ANKS AFFt.C.HlJ lN STA.ft. 3 HAVE NO E:ARNlNGS PARTICIPATION ACC.UUf>4T OR Rl::.QUIRl::.D RE.SE:R.YE BALANCE: 
4 _•HA.VE. NO RtQURE.D Rb,E.RVE:. 8ALANC.E 

-----------------------~-----
012001 S SA.RNl::.lT BANK Of- ~EMlNLLE: Cl'fALTAMLiNTE ~PRlNGS FL 2bbb4 53• 763 0 0 763 

__ 012.00',0 oe 5lJ10 NAT 81( Of ARC.AOU. AKCADIA. ____ fl ,nn >•5 'tbl_ 0 0 ,a1 . 
Olt:uU10 FL Ok JOA Flf<~T Nti AT 6AR10"' BAR fUW FL 2430.ft bib ,so 0 0 , ~eo ···-·.--
blLU015 f IRS T NA TlONAL t:IANK • TR CO Bt.LLE:AlR BLUFFS fl 630b2 . .. 2:0bl 477 (J 2Clbl 
b 1200',IJ tWCA RAlO-.., NAT bANK bO(.A RATON FL 104846 l4'-i9 4411 2tU3 0 '4411 
b 12CC9S f-lRH b(.TC. Of bi,;CA. kA. l(;N NA buC.A RA 1 Ui fl 1.30 79~ 2359 4840 210.l (J 't&-.o 
bl2VlU3 flR!>T Nti UF eot-uTA SPklNC,S tH.JHlA. Sf-'IUNC.S fl 23190 ,ca bS6 0 0 .,. . 
bllUJ.l.,b f-LG:::.HP 151 Ne us BY~TN eu, bUYNTUN FL 42031 ,u 1315 9l 0 1315 --·--eli.0110 fl L 15 f-lk5,1 fl.IA I lUl't.6.l BA"'I\ ElkAUCNTUN fl 107523 .. , 5.lbl 341!, 0 54'.t>l 
012011!, l~l E:.k. Cl TY l'\IAl lUNAL bA.'"IK ~kAu.tf<.l()N FL 10~ 159 l'l.2't ~4'tl a,1 0 2:'t4l 
61201.t:O SUUlHEA.5- T N 6 lif.. bRAO.ti'ilLN &k.AOt.NTUN FL &015.i!: 1074 3~b9 1800 0 3!,89 
c,l2ul23 e.- R~t TT lSANK. Of- bkANVl.N NA bRANLJLN FL t:.5117 ... .,. 0 0 654 . 
blt:.0138 FlK~T t-lA T lUNAL c,ANK bRlJlJK.!:.Vllll::.. fl )49'97 S3> bOl 0 0 001 . 

_ bl..'.:'.)154 NA 1101'.(AL tlANK. OF CAPE. (UkAL CAYl t.UkAL FL. 2B02 --- 187 __ lfJl't __ 119 ___ 0 __ 101 .. --·--
blLUl56 f lkS J Nb UF CAPE: C.M-i.AYE:N,~L CAPt CANAVERAL FL 2.t:.307 3b9 7~0 0 0 7.>0 . 
bl.lUl95 8AK.f'.IET1 bANK OF CU.ANAT6.k. NACLEAkWATE.R FL tii4Ul l0b3 2091 057 0 t:.091 
bl.i::UiUC f-lRST NAT •• Gf CLC.Ak"4AH.k CLl::.AkMAHR FL 127bu~ 1104 5757 357.3 0 57!,7 
b 12 U2Ub SE:CLNO NB OF CLtARrlATl:.k C.LEAR.,AlER fl 25632 o•S ,22 0 0 522 . 
b 12 u21U E:XCHA~C.L t-lB lJf LAli.t. C.WNTY CltRMUNl fL 2.:s9ld 297 IS2 0 0 l':,i . 

_ olLU..::_jU ~ARN1:l T BANK Uf- tOC. □ A N A tUC.UA ·----f 0:,303 use __ .2.141..1 ____ C>bb ____ 0 _.21't0 --•---
6L:u,Dl SUN bANI(. OF tOC.lJA NA C.LJC.UA •L 43 l 7b 909 %3 0 0 So3 . 
bl2GL32 Ul'.l 1£D r-.tATlU/'tAL bA!'tK. COC.UA Bl:.ACH fl 24701 503 1,. 0 0 Bo 
.bl.c'.0~40 f-ll,SHP 1ST Ni;j UF CCJRAL C..BLESC.LRAL GABLES Fl l&b430 3b6 l b.lc:1 5-090 515 111l 
bl2U.24l (Akl6bEAN NATlUNAL bA"4it.. CuRAL C.Abll::.S FL .t.730"11 ,us 152b 188 0 1526 . 
0 J.2 G.2. 75 FI k::.T NAT "" Of CRE:S. TVIE.W C.Rt:!:iTVlt..W fl 20213 363 521 0 0 521 

_ b lLUL1b C ll ISi NO Of CRY5,.lAL Rl\!E.R Ck'f!.lAL RlVE.R. __ ~ __ f-L ______ 17~7~ b5l o ____ o ____ o o_• ___ 
b 120295 HllS FIRST "" Of OADt: C.llY DALC (.lTY fl 20019 ;37 ,10 0 0 >70 . 
b l2.U297 Dl1.1E: NAl BK OF- DAI)!;. CWNTY DAOt: C.Ul.11'-HY FL 3477) ••o 2051 030 0 2U51 . 
bl.20301 ATLANT1C. NAT BANI(. Of OAVli::: OAYI E Fl 1910b 2b6 S'9 0 0 S.9 . 
bl2CJJO) FIR~l NA l WNAL BANI( CJJ- UAYIH1AVIE. fl 31263 513 1,3u 0 0 12)0 . 

------ ----------- -----
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~ 
____ .l'\E.MbE:R. SANK!.··- -------- _______________ BENtfll .lO.&ANK.S COVE::Rr:.O 8'1' HOOlFIE.O S. 85 --

_________ ____ 2nu19 

~ 

' ~ 
~ 
0 

( 11 (2) (3) (4) (5) (OI 
0 OSB NAME LOC.AllC.1N lDE.P Yl TC5.H 1977 NtW NtW OIF 

~ -------·----- - ----------- REl.,1l1AL EPA _ k.8.lbAL _ L>l-(5) ___ 
~ 

6120310 ATLANTIC. F-IRST NB OF- DAYTONA BEACH FL 6851!> ~313 422 0 0 "t22 
5 612033,. PAM AM b< OF YOL.U!:il A C.TY N AO£BAKY FL lb2'tl 3"d 411 0 " 411 

b l2V,jt.0 BARNt.1 T BA.NK OF O~LAND N A DE LANO FL 72738 403 2922 1!>30 0 2'fl2 
611037:=t 6A ~NE Tl Bl<. Of- UELRAY bC.l"t NA OE.lliAY &EACH fl 532bl 390 2b9:> 1305 0 2b~~ • 

__ b J..2(.•3SC, SUN f-lR!:iT Nb o, U.E.LkAY bC.H UHRAY Bt:AC.H _ FL_ ~---- ________ 100469 2615 - 2.96!> 1;;02 --- -- 0 £'lb!> 
bll'J..l92 SOUltit.AS l "-It\ OF- OU!·H:.DlN UUNtOIN FL 52~10 149~ a4, " 0 049 . 
b l.i:u3~3 SUN flK!:il No OF UVNU.1lN Ul.ht.Dll"f H b69t:17 lb70 ,:'.:,t11 097 0 ,ljbl 
61Lu3'N FlrtS.l "T t;A1'.IK. t lkU!>l l::.US Tl S FL 307,jl ""o 118'1 0 0 lld'i • 
612.U42!, A."1:; ~lCAN NAT lONAL bANr'. t TR Fll~ T LAUDERUALE FL 13':lt;.:.O 2711 5111 3b4C. 0 ':,111 
012u ... 30 CHHUkY NAT b< ur BRONARD f-ORT LAUUE: RDA LE FL 2,20~1 ~779 bBb3 ~062 931 793l 
01.21...,32. C.E"l.lUkY ~!3 OF {.ORAL klDltE FOR I LAU[Ji:klJALt FL 92.4.10 1029 40bl 2'tlb 0 4U!:)l 
6J.i.044O LAf-tOMAKK IS I No 1N FORl LAUUi:kOALE FL 434°l 79 1200, 10443 ,2 :>'I ~91& 10,~, 
bl2C,4~4 C.AST flK!,T NATIUNA.l fHt.NK FORT MYl:RS FL lb.2~1 31• Sl9 0 u >19 . 
61204~!, bA.--.tJE: TT bK Of FT MYt.R5. NA f[J;,, T MYERS FL 9!.>99..i 1793 3166 2037 0 3180 
610::l.'t~'io 1-lK!,[ (Mt-I.CL "' UF FUK T MYERS FUR I MYt:RS FL 1e,;>,;u 3Cio >07 0 0 507 • 
Dl20,.6U F lK'.::.l ,., OK lN f-UR 1 MYl::~S Fu\ T M.Yt:RS FL 1su ... 2., 3831 4'/30 2109 0 .. 130 

_012LJ't71 Bt:AC.H flRST NAT 1CJNAL dANK FU< 1 MYt:RS BEACH __ FL -·~- --- ·--------- -- 33VU0 ... Hie, 0 0 lOd, ----·--
t>l..l0<t1j Fl f<.!,T NB UF hJKl PltKCr:: f-uKT 1-'lt:kCE: FL 30b40 bOS 1007 " 0 •H.101 
612(,487 Fl R!,T No [JF Q,'(,,ALLJUSA C.WNlY Fuk. T HAL TUN bEi\CH FL ~B919 1111 ... 0 0 '°" 

~ 

t,l,:: C.491 Al L~,TC 1S1 No Uf- C.A 1 Nt:SV lLLl:GAlNl:S'I l Lll:. FL lb2'+.t. 20't9 2"ib9 ll2:0 0 2.9ts9 C.¢ 

o l.:'V">llJ f-LU~IUA Nb Al GA1"4t!>Y lLLE: C.,~1Nf:5V!LLE: FL 3U01D 131 1197 0 " 1191 . ~ 
ol,0So2 HK:i.T NAT B< JF HALLANUALt HALLANOALC FL 30444 3(;6 1'12b l9U 0 l"i2b 
~ 1Lu~c4 (.11'1' NAT bK OF HALLANUAU: HALLM1D.\LE H --·--------------- b84b2 140 2B'i9 .133~ 0 2899 
ol2uS7i 151 A,S Nd OF ~frkflt/..NDU C.TY HckNAf..lUU tlY FL 1&134 "" 4'2 0 0 442 . 
bl"U':>74 t-lk~T NB uF l>KEAlEK MlAMl HIALEAH FL 11933B 212b 4621 26lb 0 "621 
bi.2C::>t!2 S.\N" OF HlJllUA Y HOL IUAY FL 33b78 4'1 b39 0 0 &39 . 
612: L.~Od ATLANTIC Nd UF W HOL l YWUOO HULLYWUOO FL b942b 1633 1708 3',P 0 l 7Cb . 
6.1.20589 AlLA~TlC NB OF NCJLLY wOOO HOL l YW(llJU FL 301 ,J. :no 1UU4 20 0 1004 . 
0121.J:>':10 FlK~l NAT o~ Of- h.ULLY'r,000 HULL Y'rluOU -------- FL_ lObbt.1 lOOl ')')~'ii 36bD 0 ':)5fj't -----
6120595, E)l.01ANC.E No lJF PA~C.U CTY 1-iOLJ.UAY FL 193':)'I 3'1 42:9 0 0 '12:9 
bl.20b00 f-1K5.T NAT S< OF HlJ,'-',l:.S 11:.AO HUH ES 11:AD FL 40986 107.j ll)l <9 0 12)1 . 
61.2Coll CIT lNS 1ST NAT tsK. Cl TkU!, CTY lNVcRN!:~S FL 2140)) ~-- 950 0 0 9~0 . 
61.i::volV AMtHlCAN NS UF JACt<.!:iU1'/V l LU: JALt<.!}lJl\4V lLLE. FL o904l llll 31,:, 17~~ 0 312, 
ollUb3Q AlLAr-ill(. NO [JF JA(,'(,,:;.Ufl.Vl LL E JAC,'(,,SuNV IL LE: FL 2'i8S51 4b12 10944 5080 2570 tLH4 

- 614';6,.o tsAkr-tl::TT Bt<. Uf JAU.SUNVLL.I: NA.JAC.t..S.lJ"iVlLLE --~~ FL ·-~-- -------- 26338.l - 32'11 1i,!.>1 !,L3) 400> b!>'tt:, 
61.201;.•t ... FLtr<..H>A r-.tA T "" Al AKLINl>lUN JACt<.SONVlLLE. FL 24309 0% ,u 0 0 '10::.2 
6 li.0t>46 FLLRlC/4 NAT dA.r,r'. AT LAAe !:d·{JJAC,'(,,SLf-iV lLLE FL 2rn~o 140& 0 0 0 0 
bl2UbSJ f-LA FIRST NB Of JAC t<.SO,~'I IL U: J Al I\ :)l!NV l L l 1:: FL 283b)O 4'041 l0S&t:, 5319 ~637 7749 
OlilH.l~3 JA.CKSlJr"WlLLE. NA l llJt,jAL t,ANK JALI\SLNVlLlt: fl l U09i2 J30 !ilOb J4C,Q 210 )O)b 
ol.2L69t SOUTt-11::AS T FlRS T NA l dLH bK JACt<.SUNVlLLE SCH FL 379b4 3bl lt.>02 278 0 lbU.t . 
bl2070S E:LUS Flt<.!:il kS Al JAY JAY _______ FL_ lbC>'i3 130 .. , 0 - - 0 - bS-i 
bl207 l0 FLlJKlUA Flr{.ST NATlUl'tAL csANK 1\1:.Y ~t:Sl FL ~4000 Sib 101~ 0 0 1015 . 
t, 1207.t.0 Fl HST N<T dK Of K1SS1MMC..I: K!SS!MME:E FL lbo94 701 9,7 0 0 ••1 . 
61.:Lllb) 1-JRST NB Of LAl'..ELANO LAl\~LI.NO FL Sl'>'BO 7'4 17.2Y 3>1 0 17,9 
o l.:::<J?OO FLUkIDA NAT bK AT LAt<.HANLI LMt.Lf..J'tU FL 't l 7t.JU SOb 1411 ·~ 0 i4ll . 
6l.'.U802 SUN F-lkSl Nd UF LAKE WALt:S. LA,'(,,t: WALE:S FL 3!ibJ~ 038 ••7 (I 0 S87 . 

·------------
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_ I\EMOER. OANKS--------------~ENEFlL TO-'IANKS...COVEREO-BY. MODlflED s._BS __________ ..1./ZZ/.19 ___ _ 

111 IZl 131 l~l l~l ll>l 
DSB "4AME LOtATlON TDEP VL TCSH 1917 NEW NE:W Olf 

_______________________ /!tQBAL__HA. _JllcgbAL __ 13 l-15.J___ __ 

bl20805 FIRST AH Bi<. OF LAKE WORlH NA.LAKE:. wo~nt Fl 71>528 •51 2~0~ IHO 0 Z9~ 
6ll:U810 1ST HR.NE t-4~ £. Tt Qt- LK WCRTHLAK.t: WORTH. FL 101001 17Jb )551 17~1t D 3~!>1 
b!L0818 ClTlli:NS NAT bl!r.. Of LtESbURG LtESBUk.G FL !>301>> 509 192lt HO 0 1921t ·-- -
bl20Hl9 EXCHANbE NS OF LE:E: COUNTY LE:E: C.WNTY FL t:,1822 915 1783 28> 0 1783 

__ bllVtl.:::O SUN fltl.ST Nli Of LEESbuRb Lt.E~b\Jk.G __ . ____ f ________ _ 1't7"5,____l591t ····- 223~ -- -~·------0 . __ .!232 ____ 

61208£1 C.ITY Ntt UF LN.JOi:.RHlLL LAUUC.k.t11LL FL 29708 llb8 .. , 0 0 ••5 • 
61£Vtl40 flkH NAT 81(, Ot- UV£ UAK LlVt OA~ FL 3!)232. ·-~ 50J 0 0 !>03 . 
6l2U849 SUN flR~T Nb Uf- MCLBOUKNE: MHbOURNE FL 4411b SOb llt44 1~5, 0 l't'-t't . 
Oll0tio5 SE f-lRST Nd Of MAllLA~O MAlll.ANU fl )!",278 ~- 2375 .. , 0 2375, . 
bl.2llt.i74' HESTSlUl: N~ OF MANATt:t: CTY MANAlH COUNTY FL 4bd lb 4>7 1991 b.!9 0 1991 . 

___ 61£0870 NATJONAL t,A"ir{ UF C.ULLlER l.T'rl1AkC.0 lSLAND ______ fl ________ _ 29137 -~-· t>bl __ 954 ___ o ___ 0 -- 95• ·~-·--bl2()8bl FL CST B~ OF C.LtRAL S1-'bS NA MARC.ATE fl 34228 S'-tl 1491 Z•> 0 1491 . 
bl20b92 HUbt: SUUNU NATIONAL BANK l'!AIUJN C.CJUNTY FL lb!:i56 200 510 0 0 >lb . 
blt'.OE.!97 LANCJMM<K BK OF H.HbUUkfd:. NA ME:LbUURNE: FL 29b24 . ., 940 0 0 9•0 . 
6ll09CO FLAC.S.HlP Ell( OF Mc.LBUUkNC. l'iA Ml:.L.oOuRNf. f-L 45957 1119 l40't 0 0 l4C,,, . 
6ll0'102 DUULt:'t'A.kD "441 bK. Uf MJUI[ M!AMl f-L b!>o!>i: >65 .;0-.3 lt>41t 0 3(193 . 

_Ol.l.0903 Flk51 NATlOro«AL bl\ Of bKt't'ARD/1[kkJTl _lSLANO ___ f~--------
bl2U908 C.llY NATJLNAL UA.Nr(, OF HlANl MJAMl Fl 

39705 .. 4& __ 120.1.~.-- 11> - 0 1207 --·--344499 e.;z!> l40bb 5318 s,,;bl ·--19205, 

0120'N9 Ct.NlRAL NAT ur(, Uf MJA.1'11 MJA.1'11 FL ~~b!>b .,o l'.;31 22 0 1331 • 
bl.2(;91~ BAR~E:TT BANK. Uf HlAMl NA MIAMI FL 
6l2V<.J.l-/ C.ONllNi;.NlA.L NA.T bK OF HlAMl M1M11 FL 
bl-"U9.l9 IJA.Ul:.LANO NAllUNAL BANK. MlAMl FL 

2b3lb0 lt038 121b, 5075, 39lb 82lt7 1--' 
25-70b "" 9b5 0 0 .. , • ,I>,. 
35,771 1.lHl 120.; 0 0 1203 . 0 

_ bl"-(;932 Flk1T $1A1t. bANK UF MlM11 MlAMl ______ f _______ _ l.r::83!:ib ;,01& _ 420(> _,2512 ·---- r, 4.COb --
bJ.20937 f-.LA&SHlP NtJ UF HlAMl MlMH FL l015-Uu 2217 5030 283.J 0 5-03b 
612U'15"0 Fll.JKlUA. NAT bANI<. CJF MJM1l MIAMI fl 21-'.',Q!", 30'o• 77t3Y 5,933 376 7ltl3 
b U09b8 Ml A.Ml NAT lONAL bAr-.K. M 1AM l FL 7b!:io2 >OI> 376't 23 7tl 0 31~ 
612"1976 PcOPLES 0UNNTUN"4 NAT BANK HlMU FL 35-S.Ol 824 l4'i13 19('. 0 llt93 • 
6li0917 KUYAL TRUST i::11',, Of- Ml4Hl NA MlAMl FL ll1t>1b l3b!> ~(15,o 3-'t.)9 0 5,0!>b 

__ bl2.0~79 REPUc,llC. NAT bANK. OF MlAMl HlM'U ______ fl _______ _ lS.0.,,2-'t 2"t7 j 64~5, 4<,12 "~6,"i:5 
Ol.i::O','ti8 ~UUTHEAST 1!)1 Nt:i UF MlAMl HlAMI Fl llt0~7U3 109',0 7.i:573 !>2.ft6 53202 19.Hl 
ollO'J!';l ~LIUh1E.A5T NAT b.-.NK Lf U1RAL MlAl"\l fl 70IH9 911 3219 1ao1 0 3~19 
bl2Ci999 JE.fH.R~ON ~b OF MU.Ml t,CAC.H MlAMl BEACH f-L d27l4 1l9 lt701 2854 0 't707 
61£1010 FLAGSHIP 1ST Nd Of 11.IAMl t,CHMlAMl BE.-.C.H Fl 215043 24~7 69bl 46fi!a 1225, 113b 
ol.?1015 Pt:OPLE:S f.liUT NATJUNAl BANl'i. HlAMl SHORCS fl 4 75,73 1>00 2lti9 1022 0 2loY • 

_ bl~l025 SOUlhcAST Flk.S.l N li Of- HlAMlMlAMl SPIUNUL ____ FL .. ·- tsbCi4't 9>5 !Jti,5,c; .;tS.'IU 0 -· !:it>5& 
blllU30 c.ENTuRY NAT BK (Jf SANTA RO~A"'lLlUN FL 230.l't 1103 J9 0 0 39 . 
61.210~0 f.lk~T NAT f,,<. Of ,lo!WNT DURA MWNl DORA FL -'.925,0 2S7 109!> •I 0 1095, . 
bl.:lObb C.llllE.f.t~ NAllOl',iAL bANK NAt'LtS f-L 5,3962 ••• 20.JS b1' 0 2C.U!J . 
Olllub7 SUUlHE-'~l NAl bl\ llf NAPLE:S NA.PLC.~ FL )bbbb .. , 1->Ub 44 (I l.JOB • 
t:,1210b8 Flk!:>T NAl DANK. t;. 1RU51 C.0 NA?LE5 FL 9435b lObb 4ll't 2311 0 'tll't 

_ bl.Z.1074 NURlH flttST b.ANI\ NURlH FORl HYERS ___ fl ______ _ l!:i03i 299 --·-· ~16 o ___ o ;78 ---·--
012!07~ E:Lll~ lS.l Nl:i Of NE~ Pl RCHt'l'NtW Pl.llH RlCHi:Y fl ',14974 1741 Zl70 827 0 ll 7U 
0121082 PlUI-LES AMERICAN NAT BM~I\ NuRTH MIAMI FL 3(17~ 531 1271 l>Z 0 li:11 . 
o.lll(J83 St:C.UI\U NAl 8t<. OF NOkTH MlAHJP\luRlH MlAIH FL 5,9.>!>8 129b 271!:i 1230 0 i:115, . 
bl.?.1084 Pl:.Of'LE:S FIR.ST NATIONAL BANK NCJKlH HlA~J SfACH fl i0733 317 910 0 " 910 
o.12.lUB!> 5EC.U'l0 NAT bl\ UF- N MIAMI 801N MlAHl bEA(.H FL 3~09b '71 1413 131> 0 l'tl3 

--------· 
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___ NE.11.BER 8ANJ<.S -- ~--~-····-· --·--- -- ·- _ -·· 8£:NE:flT TO BANKS COVE.RED BY HOOlFll:0 S .. 85 ___ . --------------·-- ... .Z/ZZ/79 _____ 

Ill (21 (3) C.I (51 lbl 
oss PfAME LOCATION TOEP YL lCSH 1977 NEW NEW OIF 

---· ---··-·-·· REQSAL EPA __ R~bAL .. 131-15) ___ 

6121087 COUNTY NB OF N HIA.Ml BE:A'-H NURTH HIAHI BEACH FL 49759 1060 2375 771 0 2375 . 
6121Ci91 BARNl:.TT BANK OF- OCALA NA UC.ALA FL 77312 B% 3170 1479 0 3170 
bl2169) PAN A/'1tRlC.AN li"i. Of- 8RCMAR0 CJAl<.LANO PARK FL Zllbl 4'1 727 u C, 727 --. 
bl.!1100 t--LOklL,,4 H~Sl NAllONAl bANK. QC.ALA •L 31770 807 007 0 0 ••7 . 

_.6121112 SI.IN HANK OF UCALA 0(.ALA FL 9.::'..7'tl 1580 -- 3845 __ 2035 0 ... 3b45 ____ 
bl2 ll<t0 !!,UN f-lRSl NO Of- UKLANOCJ (lkLANCJO FL 477270 l2l3b 10.1~0 !>195 6199 10!>)1 
6121142 PAN AM bAl'-tl'(. (Jf- OKLA,-..UU NA Lh.LANUU FL bOO!>'t 110-'t ~~-5't 1921 0 ;;:,s1t • 
bl.:'.1147 SOUTHl::;A5 l "--' l BK Uf- UklA~OU URLANU(J FL 3322't 504 983 0 0 9b3 
01.::1150 f-LOklOA NA! B< Of or,.LANOO OkLAM.10 fl o,',43) 13)7 2~U7 1190 0 25U7 
Oll 11~~ Flb5HP 1 ~ T Nb Of U;..MUN[J bC.H Uk.MUNO dEAtH FL IJ,,!'.47 l ,.. 2-.01 ••2 " 2't01 

_ 6121103 Al LANT!C NAI bK Of PALAlKA PALA lKA ·----- fl _______________ 't2.541l 861 L:18b 27 -- -- 0 ll8b -··-•--
bl..dl7t, R(jYAL TR BK lJF PALM 8(.H NA PALM t,€A.CH FL 3oO:i9 ,o; 743 0 " 743 . 
Ollll80 fl KSl NAT 8< IN PALM bEAtH PALH BEACH .L 19£. 7bb 2.10; 101"29 5101 21t21 7708 
012 llb2 f-lk~T N~ OF PAlH BCH bAklJEl'\ISPALH bC.H GA.RUE.NS FL 16~21 .:)U6 400 u 0 ~bO • 
ol.? 1167 FlkST MARINE NA 1 8< PALM SPRlNbS FL 2~7Ya 1.(j >29 (/ (/ 5~9 . 
cd2ll90 bAY N4ll0NAL 6ANK. AND lkUST PANAMA CllY H 5b4~!> l!>bl 17..;b 337 (> 173b . 

_ bl.l 1203 flk.!)T NAllUriM. bAttl<. .-ANAMA C.llY -~--F-L 22111 ---· ~(,',, 380 -- .. 0 0 Joo --. --
bl21.210 CITIH:k~ C. Pt.OPU:S NAT •• Pt:N~AC.OLA FL 5.t73l 1000 2-'ICifb 892 1) ,z.,t;,o . .... 
bl.2121!> CENTURY NA! "" u• Pl:::NSACLILA PE.NSACOLA fl 3!>79't 5b8 1283 u 0 1283 • ~ 
bJ.21230 f-LUklOA F-IR~T NATIONAL bANK. HN~ACOLA FL bb2l't 3207 8.2-'t 0 0 824 . .... 
6121L55 flk51 NAT 8K IN PLANT Cl JY PL.4Nl Cl TY FL 34ibU 571 S31 " 0 9)1 . 
6121270 FIDHJTY NAl IO~Al BANK POMPANO bEAC..H FL l.0110 3b3 67• " " 879 

_bl.21£75 flRST NB OF l:lRUWARO C.CJUNTY PltiP4NO t,EA.CH FL 2OlOt:i5 --- 't041 &O!>O _49't0 253 7797 
bl21219 HALlt-AX NA.Tll1-iAL bANtl. PUR 1 ORANGE: FL lbb~~ >5• 31b 0 0 HH . 
0121281 BA.Rl\lf:.IT 8AMt Of- PT C.HARLUTTE.PLk.T C.HARLUTTE FL 21203 3'0 591 0 C, >97 . 
c,l.21290 F-lkSl NA110NAL• ~A~I( PUNl A GORDA FL ~OU9l ti40 2153 574 u 2153 . 
Ol213lb F-IkST NAllONAL BANK r. TRUST k.lVlEKA bEAC.H FL bb't79 912 .llltitt 2108 0 31l8D 
6121321 bAkl'lltll bANi<. UF S 1 AUGUS 11 NtS l AUf->USl JNE; fl 3'1443 ••o 1141 0 0 1141 . 

_bl.2:1341 bAR~~E IT 61\ OF ST Pt.ltKSblJRG ST f'[TCKSBUI\.G ___ FL 53266, . __ b10 _• __ lbb1 254 0 lbb1 . 
lll21 ;42 bK. lJf- FL IN !:al PtTEKStslJRl> H f'E.lEkSbURb fl l907t> >3> 31b 0 0 31b 
c,121340 ELUS NAT SI\ Uf- ST PC-lR~BURGST PtltRSt,URG FL 4b293 ,9b 152'1 20, 0 1529 
61~13!,0 (.f.NlUR't 1ST N8 lN ST PTRSBKbST Pt:lEkSbUkG FL 1752., .. 4270 .:S.H8 10.n " 3.HS 
bl21)5b f-LAl>SHlP bK. OF ST PEHS NA s T f-'tltRSBURG •L b7l't4 lo.01 3U57 l,C.47 0 30!,l 
61213b0 FLOtdOA NB AT ST PE JERSdUKG 51 .. ETEkStWttG FL l0'.,348 3819 1175 72 0 1175 
b 12136b NAT bANK UF ST PE1.CR.S.flUH.b ,, PE lERSDuRG fl !>bl04 11>2 __ lb~b HO C, 16>6 • 
0121370 LI\IOMRI\ UlS Of- " PTRSbb NA " PETl:R5.UUk& fl 330216 74112 73:>o 4-90.C: 0 7.3~0 
bl2i37& AlLANJlt NAI 6K UF S.ANFORO SANHtkU FL 373414 820 H,1~l u 0 1091 • 
01213',o NATIONAL BANK C.ULF- GA JE: S.AKASOTA COUNTY FL b!>S)O 1173 1740 26~ 0 17"" 
bl2.l.391 ~AllONAL bANI\ Of- 5.ARA~Ul A 5,A.l-{AS.Ul A FL 7lb1't lb_jl l40l 73.i!. 0 .::.C.bl 
b 12140.i::: SE bANK OF 1/lLLAC.E. PLAlA NA 5AKASUlA COUNTY FL 22.405, 'tlb 560 " 0 500 . 

_bl2.140b S E. !SANK OF SIESTA KEY SARAS.OTA FL i.5911 "-- 21b -·--- 903 -- 0 0 _ 90.J __ -·---
6121.C.C,7 S. i: FIRST Nts 01- ~ARASUTA SARASUT A fl S-7407 lolU 3131 13.ft!> 0 3131 
b 12140'1 POPULAR bK OF S.ARASOTA NA S.4RAS.OT A FL l 7b~O 3l1 371 0 0 371 . 
012141) SE f-lkST Nb OF SA1ELL11E BCH5Al Elll 1 E &EACH FL 2295> !143 ,,, 0 0 729 • 
bl2l'tl!i flRSl NAT lONAL ...... SEbRlNG FL 3!tb26 297 14:17 55 0 --- 1217 . 
0121421 SUN bAI\IK Ut- SE.HlNUL.E NA 5Ef'11NLLE COUNTY FL 312bit 1UZ2 >17 u 0 ~l7 
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__ H.ENBE:R .BANKS_ __ --------------~BtN.EF 11- TO_BANKS. tOVE.RE:.O. BY_ HOO IF 1 ED S •- 85 ___________ _ _____ Z/22/79 ___ _ 

I 11 121 131 t•I I 51 161 
DSS NAME LOCATION lUEP VL TC.!>H 1977 NEW NEW O!F 

. -·-------------- _________ ,Rtwl!AL __ teA ___ J\EcQbAL __ l) l-15) ___ 

61.ll424 Fl(.IELITY N:3 OF 5.UUTH MU.Ml SOUTH MIA."11 FL 2!)964 2,9 982 0 0 982 . 
bl.i: 1425 Flk.Si NAT 81<. OF SOUTH Ml.A.'11 SOUTH MIAMI FL 09401 977 340,j 1938 0 34(.13 . 
612J.426 SE ~6 OF ST Pf 1 EkSbUk.C. SOUTH PASAOE:.NA FL 3'1~t.>7 ,02 l44l 92 0 l4't2 . 
6121440 f-1.kST NAT BAI'.~ • TRUST co 5 TU ART FL 118~~7 1::,,90 ,..:,51 25£9 0 4351 

_ ()J.):1442 STUMH NA. TIGNAL BA"iK. !>TUA.KT ______ F 7695b _ b32_ 27-44 -- lHb ______ O __ 21 .. 4 
6 l2 l4'-t8 JE; fHRSON NB 4T 5,UNNV ISLES S'-"l!'i'r' IS.LES FL .Cb9~0 4H ll l'."!' . 0 0 li 13 . 
61.c 14~0 CAP CY 1ST Nb Of fALlAHA.'.".Sl::l lALLAhASSf::E: FL 94lb~ 1462 3129 1037 0 3129 . 
01214~~ lNUUSTRlAL NATIONAL bANK. l ALLAh.A.5,SEi: FL 1'12-'.2 41b •3& 0 0 '38 . 
0121-.09 bARr-.t. TT bJ.NK. Uf lA."1f-A !'-i.A lAMf'A FL '-tbbU4 '"' b04 0 0 804 
bl21410 8,"l.lJAlJWAY NAl l:..ANK Of H.~1-'A TAM YA fl 43711 So2 l3t.O 211 0 Ut>b 

_bl2147b (ULUMblA bANl\.. u, TAMPA TAM.PA Fl 2'101:13 o&9 "" 0 0 ••• . ---
bl2 l',1Y i:: ll lS NA 1 lU<'iAl bK lJI- TAMPA TA.''1PA. FL 2l:1"9':19 >o4 '"' 0 0 907 
o 12 l'46U l:X(hANGt; t-.A T b ANK uf- TAMPA 1 A'1r'A FL 28lt't4 4b97 lOt-07 !IC>Oi:: 2.744 7&b3 
bl.<: 14YU HkST NA l lU~AL bl'.. OF FLURlOATMPA FL 3Y,.,7'1.l lOlC:13 'l'tbi: 50.H lo9 9~'13 
O l.? 1492 flALSHlP bANK Uf TAMPA T A.'1PA FL 11~37,. 2.14l 3033 1377 0 3U33 
612b02 ,'"lETRDPULllAN BANI( L TR tCl TAMPA FL 121,.09 ••• ~3b,j .CY39 19~b 3.itOl 

_ 6.dl!:>20 PAN AMf;RlC.AN .ul\ Of 1 AMPA NA TAMPA - FL __ bl(Jl'I 1.21:j!J l~'tl !:13,l 0 l:>91 
o 121 ~2~ St(UNO NAl bK Of TltMf-A 1 AMPA fl ~~4&1 84' t l4"J ,., 0 r2149 . 
b 121~.:.C. ELL I.> f- lKS T ''" IN TAKf'C.JN. ::i,pij,lARPCJN ~PRlNCJ~ FL ,-47u1 320 l1't8 069 0 174& 
6121~41 HRST NAT 8A~II. u> THE uPPcK 1 AVt.k"11E:R FL 2!i'-t4l .3b',, b90 0 0 090 • 
bl£1!:i42 

·~ 1 
Mk!'-tf:. r-.t:.t TC JUPllEk lt.i;.iuE!>lA FL ~3883 730 23~& 855 0 23..:'.b . 

6-1£ l ~!:i!> fL<..SHP IS T Nb (;f 11 T USVlLL f:. T 1TUSV1LLE FL 3't!:i06 "" l4UIJ 220 0 1480 . 
-·- bl.ll~~b fLUfdDA NAT bK AT T 11 USV ll LET lluS V lllE _______ FL t099~ _ ,o; e,o 0 0 b3o --·--612 J.~65 flk~ T fliATl(Jf.iAL bA~K Vl:NlU: fl 9107!:i %0 3317 l,_b9 0 3317 

e>l2l!:i~5 f-LUr\lU.\ F1RS. T No AT Vf:.RO bCHVt.RU !jEACH FL 3.2t.,(ltj 141'# 20b 0 0 LOb . 
6 U 1~2-0 ATLA,-.TIC. ~8 UF l'IE51 f'ALM 8CttHE5 I t>AlM BEACH fl 71'7b~ '.':,!>22 13,d 0 o· 13.2& . 
6 lC. .1626 FLAC,.U:R Nb c,e lH!::. PALM bCHS 'r,C,5, l PALM bfACH fl .ll341 ~Sa 7o3 0 0 7o3 .. 
c, lC.1030 fl,.,5 l No UF f'ALM bEAC.h C TY IHS.l PALM bf:.ACH FL 2.3i.9L blO WO 0 0 400 

_ bl2lt.b~ ~u~ bAfliK. GF 'rllllUN MAl'-l[JRS N.A'rdLTU~ MANt;RS FL 5~56b lU4l __ 1991$ __ b53 ____ 0~1998 . 
ol21D 70 'lR::.T No Of Wl N Ti:.R C.AH;t:N 'rll~Tl:R GAROlN FL 23844 i::'78 b79 0 0 879 . 
61£1086 bAkNl:. ll b< o, e f'OLIC. LlY NA WlNl Ek HAVtN fl b807b Ub3 £440 Hb 0 2440 
6121D9U E.XCHMtGf:. No OF WlNH:k hAVf:.N WlN.H:k HAVEN fl 9b03~ l~.c:b 3£b0 l lb:.> 0 3~1:10 
bl..: 1093 t--lKS,l "" UF 'fllNlf:.R hA.Vt.N "WlNIE.R HAVtN FL .C:le4C> 4l l ~10 0 0 ,10 
bl2 lt.9d bRNl:.lt bK UF OR.Lt~O(.J/',,/ PK hlA. klNHR PARK fl lb35t10 3lb0 ~41b 3'lo 0 5't7b 

_ 612.171.'4 riH1H.k PARr< hATlLNAL bANK Wli'tTE.R PAR!\ FL ------------- - l 742~ .;v!- 501 u ----~.0-+ >Ol __ , __ 
OF 203 BANKS AFf-1..CHO IN !>TAH b3 HAVE 

1U2 HAYE 

----------------------------
bl30105 f-]RS,T NATlOhlAL BK OF ALBANY ALBANY 
bl3V21U FlRST NAl BAl'--lK Uf ATHENS AlHlNS 
0130.::40 tll llE:.NS TRU~l BANr< ATLANTA 

NO EARNJNGS. 
NO REQUREO 

GA 
GA 
GA 

PARTICIPAllQN ACCO\JNl OR Rf:.iJUIRtO RESERVE: bALANCE: 
RESEk'VE BALA.NtE 

----------------------
3(:t,,12 
04023 
341~7 

ob0 
1002 

543 

1015 
3190 
lti48 

0 
1~03 

.;Jl~ 

0 
0 
0 

101~ 
3190 
lb48 

~ 
~ 
~ 
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__ J\cH.Bf.LBA.NK.S. ENE.f_l_l_tQ_B.AN.K.S,._CQV.E.Rf..D__Bl'_ MOOlFlEO _S._85 2.2D9 

111 121 131 ,., 151 161 
OS8 NA~E LOC.ATION TUEP Vl TC..~H 1977 NEW NEW ~If 

----·--- - -----.-- -- -------- ·---- ~ -· __ ._kl:.QBAL ___ EPA _REQbA.L__J3J-~) ___ 

bl30257 FIRST GEORGIA BANK. Al LANI A GA 9lbb7 194 !>680 3893 0 5060 
01302:bO flRST NH BANK. OF A.TLA.NTA A 1LAi'4TA GA 137:,095 15b90 79b7't 5261 506lt5 2904('.9 
bl.3CIL.7U FUL TUN NAT bK Of- All.ANH, ATLANTA GA !>o.£850 78~4 2f:Jbt:ll:1 !>222 10591 l.ZL91 
b l,j0.(.90 NAT IIJl'iAL 8A"41C.. OF G.e. A lLANTA C.A .H073J 3479 }!,.071 46!,.1 b.:n7 9.t9't 

_ bl3u330 lkUSl C.UMi'ANY BANK - AlLAr,.,lA ~------ C,A ____ 92blbti _ .t10l 11;L . 507,:,~ !>2.1'1 _ .33!>4b ___ 17239 
613033!> F-1K5T Nbt.lR (0 UF AUGUSTA. Al,GUS,l ,\ GA 63b42 .i: .. 30 l4:,0 909 0 2't30 
b 130340 GELRC.U KAIL ROAD hK.f. 1 k. CCJ AL.'GUS, lA GA 27b543 b4t:lti bb-'t't 5lb3 1007 1511 
bl~LJ9V flRS,1 ST ""~ lJf- BAlNBRlOC.t: bAHWRlOG.E GA 21706 372 bb9 0 0 b69 . 
0130'910 FIR!>l NB Of-· t!AR/',i!:.SVlLLt dARNt:!>YlLLE- GA 1"18.;9 :ne "" u 0 5'8 
ol~D!>SO AM hAl bl<. OF t:IKUNS,./ICK. okUNSMIC.K. GA bJ~C,4 l:,b) 2400- ••• 0 2400 . 
b i.3US60 FlR~T NAT Of.. OF t:HtUN.51111(.K cKu:-t~111.lC.K. C,A --··-·---•---- bt11&7 ltl.94 ll;l-'14 5ol u lti'14 ---. 
61306~(> CALHOUN FlK!> T NATll..11'1AL bAN!I. CALHOUN GA !,415!, ••5 4:!j8c; 809 0 23b9 
bl3V11~ W t..li.JKC..lA Nb UF- LAKRULLTUN (.4KRULL lDN uA 215.<'..b bi~ 5bb 0 0 5bb • 
ol3V7.tV f-IRST N6 OF CA~ HM.SI/ l LU.: C.A~ HRS\/ ILLE GA 41281 b',l lb9l H9 0 lti,91 
olJ0730 COM~f::RC lAL hAT lUf'cAL bANK. (..t.(JAR10WN. GA 2-"07b 17Z )"12 0 0 3S2 . 
bl.30740 HKSJ NAT ,t)f.. Uf- PULK. L.OUNlY t:.l:DAKlO'wN GA 21321 '!l 70> 0 0 705 . 

__ b 13 0'100 FIKST •AT o< (If (.(JLUMbU~ CIJLUMtlUS. C,A - -- --·--~·- --- 14096-'t 3030 !,361 3510 0 53t>l 
bl3li'>'J.V htl " '" C.0 (JF C.OLU,'11..wS t.A COL UMt,US, uA 75330 2-'tbb ltH7 193 0 •un1 I--' 
bl3U950 Fl RSI -.1 BANK. u, C.uMHtRLE: l.UMME:RCE. GA 21 753 268 b40 0 0 b40 . ,I>,. 
b 131040 Flrl..!>T NO Or HAbl::R~HAM CJ'( (.ufi.NtLU, C.A 3521,£ 463 10!>'- 0 0 1054,- . ~ 
61311£0 Fl 1-{~1 NAT BK. Of- PAULDlt-lb ClYUALlA5- GA l61b!> )0,£ 407 0 0 ,01 . 
Ol3ll<t0 FIRST NAT ti!(. OF LAL I ON LIAL TON SA 82754 1447 37-45 lbb6 0 314~ 

._bl)l'tUO f-JK.lT NAT '" IN EltiEKTON t.lu£:Kl0N GA --·-· ------- 20 7~8 49S -- 178 0 0 11& ·--· --
Ol314'1J NAT bK. OF Fl TlURA.LlJ flflt.l::IULO SA lb97b 329 bbl 0 0 bb2 . 
Ol315bU flkST NB OF C.Alf-.1::SVl llt; C,AJNt!,V l LLE:: C,A 100714 12~2: 'i03U 2147 0 4-03& 
6bl~10 C.AlN!:SVlllt: NAl lONAL t:,ANK GA.INE:5.VlLLE GA b<tb42. lbb2 l::tbY 243 0 l3b9 
Ol3H:,50 rikSl NAT dANK lJF- GKlt-FlN Gkl f- F lN GA ~~14!> 710 Ob> 0 0 db. 
b 13 ld<tS FJRST NAl dANK OF MAYNI: CTY JESUP GA lli.Hb 42't ;s. 0 " 359 . 

_bD1950 tjRANO jjA,NK.H,t. C.UMPANl' LA'l"IKEtKE.VlLLE GA ---···-- ~·- - ------- 2!)bb4 ---- 't29 __ 7jC. __ 0 0 73b 
6l.31Yt,0 t-lK!,l Nb UF C,i.l lNNt. Tl C.WNTY LAWRtf'tCt:VILLE GA 5~ l 1b >4l LO.lb bl9 0 202b . 
bDl040 F-lK!>T _.T DANK Ur LUUlSI/ IL ULlJUl SYl l LI: GA 1·,979 281 bU4 0 0 604 . 
613.:::110 F lk5T NAT dK ANO JR (0 MAC.UN &A 1~6720 4427 3'tQ) 2002 0 3'>'93 
613212!> Fl kST hAT i:I!<. Of MtDm~LluGH ML DlJNOUGH GA .:!t,l•,t, :,3!, 1034 0 0 1034 . 
bl3il.&O FI kST ~Al :)ANK. OF C.Ut.16 ClY M.:.RlETTA uA 1120~0 3~0 .. 3&1;!"t 1342 0 :,6b"t 

613.i-:~lU N.\ T lLNAl t:IANK f.Jt- WAL fl.JN CTY MlhKC.ll:· GA £'1307 . .,~ Sb9 0 0 .... . 
bl323b0 '1LULTkH NA l lUNAL t:IAN,.,__ MUUL TRlE GA 41014 416 au, 711 0 ~uo . 
bl3L4i0 F- lk~l NAT 8'- Of- Nt.•,mAf-. Nt.WNAN GA 3'tU85 409 13't2 13 0 13'92 . 
b 13 250~ f-lkSl "' t,I\. OF HOU!>TU/\1 CTY Pt:RRY GA lb!)-40 >11 ~£0 0 0 !)t:u . 
bUt.:?20 FlkST SAT 0~ OF kOMt: ...... &A 00b77 1451 .;.::10~ 511 0 ~lb) 
613.c.7)0 NAT lU!--.AL CllY bA~~ OF kOMt: kOMt GA 8091.:S 2410 iO'>'O 4Sl 0 o(.C-C,0 

_Cll3"-elU C.lllltNS C. !>LUTHt.P.N NAT SK !,AVANNAH C.A . 200'1'1',0 .. 2.1'il.9 101110 52/J't 02.~.C.l 3ti:ib9 
bl3.i:'e10 SA.V,J--lttAH tlANi<. ANU TR LO SAVANNAH GA 20bb50 513b 0637 .. & 72 0 bb.:.1 
6U.:::b62 lK C.U l>A bl\ SA 1/ANNAH NA !>AVANNAH uA lU!:,01.tl 1990 42~l 222tl 0 'w.:'32 
bl)L':,1)6 TRlJSI l.O SA/ill. o,-. C.Ui:rn tJY N,UMYt<NA GA 25232 5'3 >su 0 0 ,,o . 
0133110 flkS.T NA l bANK. OF THUMSUN ltiJM~l,N GA 2b79J .,,, b47 0 0 041 . 
6133280 flRS.l NAT dAN~ OF VALOUSTA VALUOSTA GA 37306 112 .. , 0 0 9o> 
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tll (21 t:;) (41 t ~I lbl 
osa NAME LDCA TIDN TOt:P VL H.SH 1<;77 Ntw litW Olf 

---------- ---- ------ - ____________ RlQbAL_HA_Rf.QbAL_ 131-l~L---

bl3331S FIRST NAT SK & TR CO 
6133360 FlRST NAl t\Af« IN WAVCROS.S 
Ol,j,,j,.)':f0 bA~"'- OF WAYNE:St30k0 
0133410 FIRST NAT t:,K OF WEST PUlNT 

V !DAL lA 
l10,Y(1W$!, 
WAYNt ~BORO 
Wt.Sl P01"1T 

GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 

183"t3 379 
24150 419 
l319U 3S> 
300:,68 559 

504 0 D 
'40 0 0 

"'" 0 0 
1123 0 0 

OF ~3 bAr«S AFFH.TE:D IN STAT!; 25, 11Ave NO E•RN·1N&s-· P-ii1·1ciPA110N ... ,,(JuNr oR R1;0u1-no kEse.RvE bALANce 

12150032 BANK OF HONOLULU NA 
12150007 HA.,iAll NATIONAL bANK 

22 HAVE /IIJ RtWUREO RE!,f.k.VE. 8AlANC.E ' 

HONOLULU 
HOOOLULU 

HI 
HI 

L4728 
106783 

308 
3332 

0 
812 

0 
0 

Of 2 BANl<S AffECTtO IN STATE HAVE NO EARNINGS PAkTlCIPATlON AC.COUNT OR RE:QUIRE:U RESERVE: bALANCE 
HAVE NO RE:'1UREO RESERVE: BALANC.E: 

----------------------------·------------
12lb0040 BANK. OF 10AHO N A SOI SE ID 382212 ~•2, 17305 soa1 1921 
12 lb0045 C.ITUENS NAftONAL. SANK Of. 10601~1: IO 3U043 015 7b4 0 0 

_ 12 lbOObCl flRSl StC bl\ OF !OAHU NA BD!St -~----- ID -·---~-~-----·--· 67b7V8 __ 8309 _ 3!>9!>7 _ 4973 -- 23>8> 
12 lbVO?O JD.A.HU fIRSl NA 1 lU"4Al 6ANK b(Jl ~E 10 115olb~l 9t:,7) ~31b_.. !l-003 3liOU7 
12 lbOlOO f A"-ME.RS NATL Bi<. (Jf bUHL Sl.t1L JU l'l47l 1., 7ul 0 0 
12 loc.i2 lti lDAHJ ST Ali:: bAltK t>LE;NN~ FERRY 10 2011:n ~!>5 9(:U 0 0 
12 l.604.!>0 lj,j)N t-ALL!> BA-"lr'. AND TR C.O lWlU ~ALLS 10 7b!>4b l0't9 3!>15, 1884 0 
l.?: lb04't0 flR!>T Nb OF ~KTH lOA~O WALL Alf: 10 4l!>b7 >DI H>l7 34b 0 

OF • 8 bANKS Af-H:C.lEO IN STATE 3 HA.VE NO EARNINGS PAkllClPATllJN AlC.UUNT OR Rl:QUlRE.D Rf.Sl:::kVE ~ALANC.E 
l hAVE NO RH1UkC(J Rl:SE:RVC BALANCE: 

---------------------------- ---------------
-- --- ---- - ---· 

8llU050 CITIZENS NAT HI\ (Jf ALBlUN ALB ION IL 33747 l!l-5 1237 0 0 
7 l 700b0 NA 1 lUNAL &ANK. Uf Alt OU ALEOCJ IL H931 1<>1 1712 H3 0 
717U120 FAkMl:R!> STA lt BANK OF ALPHA ALPHA IL l4fl8l 103 ,o4 0 0 
8170130 F-lk!:.T NAT •• IN Al lAM(.ll'H ALTAMCNT IL 2;)170 l~b 1::t,~ 4; 0 
8170150 FIR~l NAT BK ANO TR co ALTON IL 1~8b"1 732 30~-' l""" 0 

_ 7170110 FlR!,1 NAT fl~ lN AMblJY __ AMBCJY IL 1)~3~ _ 2>2 't0C1, ---·- 0 -·-- --- 0 
8170190 ANNA NATH.lNAL bANK AN/llA IL 2-.3tl3 3bb 73" 0 0 
7llU22:U FlRH NAT 6ANW. lJF- ANT lOtH ANT !OCH IL 35423 ~29 11<> 1,v 0 

~04 . 
'40 * c,% . 

11'::'.3 . 

-------
75,7 • 

24tb0 

9378 
7<>4 

-- 12:)72 
1!>7~7 

7vl 
'Jc:'0 

3!>1~ 
lb11 

1237 
1712 

4<>4 

13> 
3U52 

40c, 
73it: 
11b 

. 
• 
* . 
• 
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___ 11.EM&E.R BANKS ________________________ -~-- _____ &ENE Fl T __ TO BANKS- tOYERED BY HOD1Fl.E:.ti S. 85 _________________________ _uzu19 

111 IZI 131 141 ,~, IOI 
OSB NAHE LOCAlION TIJEP YL Tt~H 1977 N~W NlW DIF 

---··- ------- - -·--------- ___ RE:.'1&AL_ HA _RlOOAL .131-UJ ___ 

71702'-0 FIRST NAT BAM Of- ARC.OLA ARC ULA lL 22~1'1 117 771 0 0 771 • 
711C.2tl& f-IRST AkLlNGTON NAT •• AkLlNC.TON HEIGHTS lL 81726 828 27'19 U07 0 27"9 
7170310 STA lE BANK. CJf- ARTHUR AkTHUR lL 2792b 174 10'93 .. C, 10 .. ~ . 
717v .. ~O AUl".ORA NATlUNAL bANK. Al.RGRA IL 7S~b0 1223 2!:174 12 lt 0 .l!>7't 

__ 7l10'tb0 ME:.kCHANTS NAT bK OF AIJRURA A Uk URA IL _______ 9b281 ·- l3U9 3479 UH 0 3'-179 ----
7110470 OLCJ S.E:.l.llNO H~ Of- AUkOkA AURORA IL '#t:1741 l-'98 'tV'-10 2)00 C, ',040 
717047S VALU:Y NATlU~Al BANK AuRORA IL 1740.l ••• lOb 0 0 108 • 
7170~10 1!. T NB t TR OF 8ARR.1NbTON bARklNGTON IL 120478 1181 4t8't2 310U 0 .. &42 
711U~d0 f-lkS.l Nii lJF SA lAVl.\ bAH,YlA lL 2':)990 3o2 7>9 0 0 7>9 • 
717<.i~eo FIRS.T NB CJF l:)t:AR051UWN bl::AKIJSTUWN IL ZOt,02 349 4b0 0 0 ••o . 
al 1UtdS EH:LLl:.Vlllt: NA.l S.YC.S "" bl:.LLEYlLU: lL - 1189)6 1.:>~t, 't!JBU _ 3298 0 .. 550 
817Co50 f-lkST NAT bl<. Of- Bt:Llt:VlLLE BELLEVILLE:. IL l4b"7bO l~b2 bOil 42~1 2b7 ~7~4 
1110:.bb bE:LYIOH,t: NAT dK & TkU51 C.O bELVlDERE IL 't8!1!J't .,a 137b Z7S 0 LHS • 
7 llu7 30 bERi.YN NATIONA.L BANI<. BERWYN IL 37479 ll4b 3b> 0 0 36S • 
7170.7'?)3 tOMMl:RlC.Al Nb Uf- Bl:RW'rN bl:.R.W'f'N IL 10721 694 "291 1023 0 2297 
7l7U-,-10 AME:.klC.AN .::.h,lt: t,At,,K,. bLOUMlNGTON IL 't4b18 709 lb7l 20, 0 lbll . 

_ 717UbUO NA. l 10"1AL HA.NI<,, Of· BLUOMlNGTOiBLOOMlNblON ----· _ ll ···---·--·-·-----·--- b!l'tl5 !)jb ze .. , -- 1301 C, 2843 . --
7170Elh1 Pt Of-LES. BAN~ Of BLUJM lNG TON BLULJM lNb 10N IL bl2>99 DdU lff5) •1• 0 I }9~J • I-' 
111c~,o F 1-k.~1 Nli UF bLUl lSlANlJ l,LUE. IS.LAND IL lllbl7 l~bl 3.£1:)i. 1435 0 3~6.l ~ 
817UC50 bA.NK. Uf BLUf fS. l,LUF-fS. IL 1.Sbbb &O SS3 0 0 ~>3 . 01 
817L&90 S.1 ATE bAr>iK (Jf BREESE BH.E l::.5E IL lb'l11 1., ••o 0 0 490 . 
6 l 7v<.t00 f-lF<..:::,I NA I di<. Of bRlUGEPORt BkllJl.E:PORT IL lb33.l :,t,7 :,,4t, " 0 348 • 

.. 717:l9l6 f lf..51 '1AT 01<. Of URLJLIKHtLD bKOUl",.f-11:.ltJ IL l6!134t 1S9 494 0 C, ... . 
717090& tjUHALU Lfl.l..lYl NAT lVNAL bANl'i. lWF-f-ALO (,ROYE IL 1'11731 ~b3 23.i::'. 0 0 232 . 
7171100 ~AT lOr.tAL BAii:<.. (Jf- CAN1 LIN LANI ON lL Sb2.70 112 lbOZ. 207 0 1002 
b 17l.l20 f-l i<~l No & lK CO C.ARbONDA.LE IL 41!>44 •74 Db1 15 0 l3b7 
6111130 C.A.RLHtVlLlt NAT lll~AL E.A.N,<.. tARLlNVllLf: IL 3!>b~b 190 1441 13> 0 1441 
8l7U40 FAkMlR!> AND Mt.kU~At-1.TS NAT lSKl.ARLlNVILLE IL l99fJl 3l5o "' 3 0 9>7 

~ tll11170 FH.~t NAl bK. l l'-6 C.ARL YLE C.ARL YU: ·-·- lL . ---~-------- 2930!> ~-'.O 845 0 0 &•5 -~~--
6l7lle0 FlkST .. , bit. l.'f- CAkHl (.AK.Ml IL l'f£61 no 1115' 0 0 lllS • 
6171140 r~A.TJ(;NAL BJ.~l't. Gf C.MMl C.AkMl IL 23750 D5 HB 88 0 798 . 
8171220 (,w..1:.E.NI: C.W'ilY NAT lUhAL BANI<. lAKktJLLltJN IL l9l 7o l74 047 0 0 b41 
7171270 (.A!:,f:.'f' NA.TlUNA.l bANK. C.As.!:.Y IL 21152 61 Bl~ ,o 0 825 
e 17 u_.-,3 f-lkST NATIONAL bANK. t lR CU C.t:NlkALlA IL 5f.tSb9 1•• 1730 4&2 0 1730 
Ol71310 GLD NAl L!<.. Uf C.l:.Nlt\AllA Ll:"-ITRALlA _ IL 60736 b95 __ 2197 1051 0 Zln 
717 LBJ A.""lf:RlCAN Nd LF C.HAMf-AlGN lHAMPAJl,,/\1 IL 3!>5't4 1131 b23 0 0 •23 • 
7171340 C.HA"°PA ll,~ NA Tl C..NAL o,HtJ<. CHAMPAIGN IL 103200 245"~ ~'fbb 1590 0 2'fb6 
71713M, FlR!,T fllAT dK lo't C.HAMP'All,,N C.HA11PAlC,,N IL 64970 1497 271.tl 1331 0 2l'tl 
71713'1.JO C.HARLE:!,lON NAllUNAl bAN"- (.HARLtS 1 c::N IL 5,35b6 357 2Zb'I BH 0 ii1:2b9 . 
7 l7 l.;95 C.OLE!. C..UUNTY NA I bANlt. C.hAkLESlON IL l 7Ub0 192 521 0 0 5.i::l • 

-- 7171405 NATlU!\IAL 8A.'1K. or C.t-tt.1"10A Chi::l'iOA ·----· IL lt:1600 lo& --·- 599 0 0 --· 599 --· . 
8171430 bUtl'iA. YlSTA. N~ UF C.HE:!:.H:R C.hi:!,TE:.R IL 2.64~b 1&4 %0 Sl 0 900 • 
8171440 f-lRH NAT 6< lN C.t-1t$HR C.hl: 5, TER lL ;:J~O't :,ua •• 9 0 0 •o9 . 
7l7J.471 AL&ANY t,ANK C TRUST C.U NA C.HlC.AC,U IL 109713 870 3~o:,O 2452 409 3!>!>b 
717 149V AMERlC.AN NAT BAN.1<, A,N[J TR.USl CHIC.A60 IL 1127>20 l4t59b 7!176!1 ~bCl:C ~BO•~ 22H> 
7171491 ARC.HEN. NATIOML 1jANK. C.HlC.At.0 IL 29113 7b5 ~Ob 0 0 , .. • 
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__ KE.MB.ER BANKS ---~-- ... -·------~-- ---~ _______ ._BE.NEF1 LTO_BANK.S COVERED BY HODlFlEO S. es - ------------~ 2/Z2/79 

( 1) (21 ()) 141 I 51 IOI 
DSO NAME LOC.A llON TDE::P Vl TC.511 1977 l<tM New DlF 

- ------- - --- ---- ______ Rt~BAL._ ___ f PA ___ Rc\18AL.._ __ ())-l)_J ___ 

7171498 bANK OF- CCJMME:RC.I:: & lNDLISTRY CHIC.AGO lL 44296 47b 1500 271 0 1500 . 
717150!> b£LMOS1 NAT bK OF- CHlCAGU CHJC.AG-0 IL t,7327 5056 0 0 0 0 
717J.520 CC.NTKAL NAT "'- IN C.HlCAC.0 CHICAC,O IL 474bB5 ~;d93 24t4~3 S5L3 l459!t 9856 
7171>~~ C.IllZtN~ .. , BK u, CH.lC.At.,0 lHiLA(,.0 lL 31459 ~Sl llbO c.4 0 llbO . 

_7171~~3 lOLLJ,..t>lA ~A 1 oK UF C./11C.A(,Q CHICAC.0 ----------- _ lL _ ---------~--- _ ___ 65lb't ___ 549 ZOb9 _ lO.:l __ 0 £0o~ -· 
717155~ CUMMl::fi.C !AL Nb uF C.HlC.AGO lt-ll(AU□ IL 1Lbb92. "" 4~12 2L.~9 802 3110 
71-11560 C.NT;-.it.NTL IL NBC.TC. OF C.111(.A(.,Q(.Hl(.AC,Q lL 9o:::6b3£1 4'1217 't549-lb ~'t0£' .3-4&30l lob,~ 
7J.71~70 C.OS~OPOLlTA.N Nb OF CH1C4GO lHlLAGO IL 50545 021 2 7i5 1~50 0 212':> . 
7l715eo C.E\tuN BA.NK. C.HlC.AGO IL 109975 '7S 43ll 20<t'+ 3b2 ]'f,jQ 

71715-'"10 UlSlklC.T t,,iAJ BK Of Ct-tlC.4C.O l.HltA(,Q IL 34648 1Ud4 11, u 0 779 . 
_7171600 L!{E XEL NAlL bANK C.tt1C.AW ll ____ ---~~------· bb3Lb 11Jlj9 l4b5 ,-s 0 l4b~ 

11·1 lolO UKUVC.RS NAT bK (,f CHIC.Al,.(., (Hl(.A(.-0 IL 2Ub'il74 4t..,l."t ~!d':> 324j, " 5>535 
717lb2!"1 E.XCHANC.l ~AT BK "' C.HILAt,0 CHIC.ALU lL 3bY Db 47'Jl'b 1C>3~2 5-2 b~ 007< ti.HO 
711 lo.ZB FIR!>T CQ,-.-,Mt:k. Cl Al bAN!\ C.HlC.AGQ IL 5-790'11 SS2 l'Ub.l 740 0 206,2 
7171 b.30 FIRST NA ll 01.NK Of C.HlC.AGO LHIC.AGO IL 9022131 86/;tl.U 43r,437 5343 330076 109Jbl 
1171050 HA.KRIS lkUS.J ANU SAYlM,~ bK (.hl~AGO lL 3,2b45btl. lbbb3 l 1Hl17 5bb? 150bb7 4bL'f0 

_ 71116'/0 LAK..E. ~HOk.E NA.I lUNAL bANP'.. C.HlC.AGO IL ------·· -·- 205'467 1900 1:,800 ~LUIJ '32'9 7'-f77 
7111700 LAK.t: VH:.W lKUS T & ~Vl,~ bANK (HlC.At.G IL 3bt:>09b l 10b 1.£0.i:'.7 <t2 !lb S.lS '0.2. ll 
7171710 LA 5ALLl: 111.\l 10:'.!Al bA~K CHltAt.0 lL b495b7 941:!9 31100 ,nu 2,(!",'10 9110 .... 
7171740 Ll fi(.OLN NAl ION AL bANK. (.H]L.A.G.O ll 13.l'539 6074 0 0 u 0 ~ 
1 l 717bl MA IN bANII.. o, LH1C.A60 C.HlC.AC,Q IL 71102 7uv ~ltS2 1972 0 3452 . c:,) 
717!770 1-'Ak\,,U~JH: NA.TJGNAl BANJ<. Ct-11C.ALO IL lS715u 1723 b3-41 't2>u 0 b3<t7 
7171780 ME:RCA.•lllU:. Nti C.f- (.Hlt.t.Gll {.HlC.AC:.0 ·---·---- lL ------- 5101b 1138 2180 8b8 0 2160 ~--·--71717~0 Mt:RO-:ANlJlSE: Nb lJF- (Hl(A(,0 C.Hl{.A(,(J lL l4b3bo 40S'f .a.;s.2: 21,1 0 45:-,z 
111,02!:> MJCHlGAN AVt NB o, C.HlC.AC.U C.HlCAC.0 ll 125959 1006 5917 4161 0 ':>C,17 
7171~.!ts MH, A"\t;RlCA ,s Of CHIC.AGO (.H}(..A(,O IL 4t.174 09' l'fl!J , .. 0 1910 . 
717 H.du ,-!J(.I C.lTY ,a c, (.HICAGO C.HlLAC.0 lL lb7<t55 -,oo 9t,td, 530b 23b3 1SUO 
7 l7lb60 fl AT lGNAL bA~k.. OF AU~llN C.t1lCAGO lL t:i315b BO .t:oll.. lL03 0 C:612 • 

_71116'/0 NAl LLVO bK Of CNlC.AG(J C.hlC.At.0 ll_ ---- -~~- ---·- 31705'', '-l•U 17)01 S73l .. ~, 60>0 --
7171898 NAT k.tPUbllC:. "' (JI- C.HlCAC.0 LHlC.AC.0 ll b07B> 004 .tobO lb5 .. 0 C:bbU 
7Hl'10V NAl :>lC.URlT't' BK uF CHlC.A~ (.Hl(.AC,0 lL 14!>998 1129 5bec. ,j3'1'9 931 -41':>3 
1171',,10 NOk lhf.RN lKU5T (.OM?Af-.Y CliIC.i\.GO IL 2 .. s.c:1:102' 13,C:Clo 13lb46 S2 •7 9~02 36844 
7111920 !'iOKTH 5HUkE '" OF C.NlC.A<', □ C.HlL.e..~O ll 125477 %9 49lb 257-. u 4'110 
7171930 Nl.JRTt1.,,.ES.T Nd VF C.HlC.AG-0 C.Hl C AUO lL 3-41719 5114 1130., !>012 3674 77C9 
7l7J.93.t:. 0 HAkl:: lNlt:Kf.A. T lLNAL bK NA ChH,AW ----~----· - IL ___________ ll54l't Bl~ -.i.01 30~9 (J ·-- 44Ul --
7Ul'f33 PARK. NAl b< "' lHlCAC.U C.HIC.AW IL 539-.7 lo:::83 l.i::bl IS 0 l.:'.bl . 
1lll'lbV St.A~.!> BANI\ 4NU lRUST co (.HlCAC,O IL 28'-":,4 43b8 141'17 ~'99-4 HS• 84.39 
7171',,05 ~.EA.WAY NAT 81\ Of CHlCAl.O C.Hll.AC:,O IL 50791 l.l35 15~7 )Sb 0 l:.,.H . 
717 LUUO SUUlH SHUl-(E '" OF CHll.AC.,.U (..HlC.AUO IL 5b32b 127 3 l43C> 1, 0 1't3b . 
717200b ~(.,Ult1 SlUE: tUN!<. (Hl(.A(.;.0 IL 2745¼ 484 709 0 0 709 . 
7172030 SHEL C.ITY fiU Of- CHIC.AC.□ C.hltA60 IL -------- --·------ 45td't oS7 lSJS --- 'tb) (J l!:d~ 
717203~ Ul\lVN NAT 1:H', Uf- C.HlCAUO C.Hl(AW ll 34347 s,s •n 0 0 9<1 . 
717.:::0~0 U"1!VE:RSITY NATIONAL tANK LHlCAL>O lL l9914t 349 1137 0 0 1137 . 
711i0b0 UPTURN NAT ljK UF C.Hl(A(,U C.HlLAG,() lL 87b7 l 919 2971 1"39 0 £'Jl71 
717.lV90 CNlC.AGO HTS NA l 10NAL b4NK. C.HlLAW HE lGHTS IL 30758 osa 103~ 0 0 1U33 . 
71721CO FIRST N6 IN (.HU:AGO HTS LHlC.AbO t-lE lGl1TS IL 7U3<t.2 9£3 21bO 1290. 0 27ts0 

----·--· -··· 
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_____ _NEMBlR. BANKS_ --- - __________________ fSENE.FlT TO BANKS COVERED .BY 1100lflE:l.l S. 8~ ---------·-··--··--· ·-------- 2/22179 

( l) ( 2) (3) 14) (SI <•> 
058 NAME LDC.A TI ON lC>EP VI. le.SH 1977 NtW NEW "I• 

-----·- --- -- ---· REQUAL ~PA ___ RlcObAL _ (31-l)J ___ 

7112130 F-l~ST NAT BK OF- C.HRlSMAN C.~l~MAN IL lbl54 109 S85 0 0 5b5 . 
7112170 FlK~l NA I 01\ OF- ClCCN.O LlCtN.U ll 107U,2 13:)b 34~7 1818 0 3 .. 57 
1172180 ,H:~lH.N NAll~AL bANK. OF- C.JC.i::RO ll t,454~ 7u5 3li::4 1'199 0 3124 
7l 722SV H0..!:,1 NAT d< C TR cu CllNTUN IL l 905'J ,.1 "'" 0 ~ b59 . 

_ 7172,t. 7(; FlR!:.T NAT BK. UF C.OAL C.llY tL'Al CllY - IL 17052 1% 52b 0 0 52.6 __ • __ 

tH?.C:310 I-I R~T k>T Sr;. OF- C.ULLlNSVlLLEl.ULLlNS\lllLE IL 51!:17l 7b4 169-'t Do 0 1694 . 
bl7.:J30 Flk.::.T NAT oK lN COLtJKblA CULUMblA IL 26382 288 10, 12 0 704 
Ol7lj4U K~!•,i-..l)t NAT bK. UF C.ULUMt.lA C.Ul.UMtHA IL 3!:lt,40 118 Ul!:1 3.!b 0 LH5 . 
111.2 ... os f IRSl NAT lU~AL bA"'"- (.~Y~TAL I.AKI: IL C.4790 373 714 0 0 7 l4 
717.( ... 70 F J '(!:,T NAT BK UF- lJANVlllE DANI/ J LL.E IL llOH:i6 ~ .. :, 4011 2593 0 4011 
711.24~0 P;..ll'lt:K. A:-1tR.H.AN NATlLNAL HK. UAN"lLLE IL oti.i,:,1 1£01:i 2'191 123b 0 249l 
717.'.4.,_0 51:.Cu~u f-iti ur DANVILLE UA/ljl/ l Lll:: IL lUbULb l~ll 370b 2l.~9 0 370b 
7lU::.lO C.l T lll:N~ NA 1 cK u> Ut(.Alll\ UH.Al Uk IL l't8"t77 2.JL't 4191;1 2642 0 'tl9o 
71"7.(515 FlR~J fl AT 1111,, OF OEC.ATI.JK UC.CA lUk IL 12 3bb5 .C2!>3 4127 24 71 0 4!27 
717£?20 MllllKlN NAT oK UF O!::C.ATuP. CEC.A 1 Uk ll l6355tl 2b~3 ~Yt5 3~47 0 ~~95 
7 l l .t:>~5 FlR!,l NA11UN.t.l BAN~ l.11:.tkFlELD IL 33874 ,oo 1110 19 0 1110 . 
71 usoo uE !\ALB bANII,, "" KAlt, -~----- IL __ 

-- ~------------ ·- !l79.::8 lt.07 1250 '' 0 1,so . 
717 i.? 70 FlHST NAT BK IN "' 1'1.ALB "' KALB IL ~bbo-1 ll'd l3rJ 10, 0 •1)73 . 
7 ll 2';,!HJ l Al.f:.r!tll C.OJr-.TY NJ.TlONAL BK lJtLAI/AN IL l5bLl ., 019 0 0 bl9 .... 
717;:-::,0') [Jf:$ PLAlNl:.S r,A 1 IONAL BANK. 0'5 PLAINE~ IL 53674 732 lbO~ 40l 0 1b08 ~ 
7l7d>l0 t 11{~1 NU CF [.~ !:, PLAlNE.S ul5 PLAl NE$ IL 167754 1-.54 735b 48(>-'t 2•• 7072 -1 
7 J."12o~e, C.lTY NA,ll(.JNAL b\ & 1 k co OlXLN IL ?,t,C,92 3bb 11:-4 ,o 0 11~4 
7 l7 0::660 (;11,C.N ""'1A 1 lUNAL t)AI'.!(. 01xur-. IL _ 64651 ,o, 2bl9 1179 0 Zbl9 
111.:.1;>70 HK~l ""4Al lU"-AL t!M-H<. IN DlJL 1 ON IL 40¥61:S 4'9 1~~7 0 1257 • 
717.:0'10 Cl T ll.E:"'lS NB U> LIV,-j'ltk!:i 6P..VE UUW,'\11:F.S GROVE IL b~:,9.('.. 1V24 le72 t,4b 0 lb ll. 
717209!> LC11i'>4tRS C,i<.OVC. ~AllO~AL bA."tK. UC!l'IIN.1:RS GR.UVE: lL 'i1'tlti L:,03 30':10 17~1 0 :10'10 
S 17.? 7.::5' uU "1(.;UlN N.6..1 llNAL OA/s;!\ OU 1.1UUlN l L lft~c'.O 3J3 ''" 0 0 49" . 
817.2730 l>U C.uUIN !,TAlE bANt<. CJu 1./UUlt.. IL 34.2&7 ,1, 1303 0 0 1303 
71727~0 FlkSI "'' ~" ~f L•'ttlGt-'l l>Wlt.Hl ··- IL --------···---------- l.6U74 331 7>3 0 0 753 . 
7172 Jbf; NA 1 .. ue E:AkL\o"lLLE l::ARLl/lLLE: lL l 7bt.7 09 o.H l> 0 bJl . 
7170::blO f-11-1..Sl Nb 1, t:A5 T t"t0k1A· E:AS I PtUklA IL 3~'1.:::2 ~>4 lO~l 0 0 1092 
b 17£ti20 FlR~T "" A 1 fAS.1 ST LWlS t:AS T 51 LUUJS, IL 534tb3 9JO 2456 1036 0 .24t5& 
dl7£t:-o0 6AN!'.. Of E:0.,/AROSV lLLI:. tD,U,IU.1SY lLLE lL 5£~'1~ ,oo 2.(.0ei 7'& 0 .i:200 
817£570 L[,1",./AklJSVHU: NO " T, to E.l.ftAkLSVllLE IL '+4b 15 6)9 U<;o 0 0 L:s'10 
i:117.::bbO f:..F f- lNL,HAM ST ATC bA.'l11,, f.F-Fll'-lt.HAM IL ·--"-- ----- 6U43b ,o, lt;-lb bib 0 1921) 
&172691.J f- IRSl NAl bl(, UF 1::F~lNGHAM t.F-P-:.lNGHAM IL 5124b -~4 lb48 Sv5 0 ll:148 . 
7 l.7 29't0 E:LC,11, hATllJl',,AL CAN.!\ HC.lN IL .,,e,,ao 4b6 20b2 904 0 2UbZ 
111.::..,.;o F-lk.'.:.l NAT or.. tJF HGlN E:.LG1""'1 IL l.39160 2,68 4bbC> 3.C::26 0 4866 
11)0::.900 UNll1N NATI0,'1~l "' ANO lR. Ell.,JN IL 4b-l3b 5t"I 2011 599 0 t.Vll . 
7l7jU00 HMHURS T Ni\ T lU-'\IAL t,ANK tlHHURST IL l!:lb/:107 2-.,1 5522 3& 15 0 !:1)22 
717jl00 f-lk~I NAT lUr'fAl bK ANIJ lR t:VAl'.~lON IL---~------· .213~'f8 1677 9071 ~l Ob ZI03 b9bd 
717 .Hu5 NA I "' UF N t.VA.NSlU:'i 1::VA~SlDN IL 2t!2ljj '.::,/.9 10'>'6 b• 0 lU'f& • 
111:,110 5 TA lE. NAI BAh-<,, EVAr'II!:, 10,'w IL 2luo72 1'13~ 8".tlb 511:1" 1941 6977 
7l1.:H3'.> f-1 t1.~T No CF EVi;kGREt.N PK EVEkGki::tN PARK IL 2llU:.i7 15:,9 7800 3970 1.95-4 !>b4t, 
7.i.73lt>'> NA.T "' o• fAJktHJRY f-Alk~URY IL l43:)7 239 10-.5 0 0 1045 . 
8173170 f-AIRF-lE:LO NATIU~Al bANK. fAlkF-lELD IL 4b30b 203 ..::01.1. '30 0 2011 . 
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_ftfH.tlER.__8,ANK.S BENEfl.LTO _BAIIK.LCOVEREO_.BY_NOOIFIEO 5._05 2/22/19 

111 12) (31 ,. ) I SI (O) 

058 NAME LOCA llON TOEP VL TC.SH 1977 Nll< NlW DlF 
----------------. -· ·-------------·--·-- lQ6AL_EPA_REQ6AL ___ l3l-l2.l ____ 

8173197 SOUTHERN JL NA lJONAL M FAlRVJEW HGT$ IL nl&3 752 030 0 0 030 . 
81732!>0 Flk.Sl NAT 8K. OF fl ORA FLOkA IL 3Ul5-'t 404 9o9 0 0 '109 • 
7173~60 FCRt:~T P.1.kl(. NATIONAL 8ANK FU<Hl PAR~ IL 46878 470 18.t::2 '73 0 1822 . 
817.B20 F-11\.ST NAT 81(, OF FRtt:hl.N-(G FkEEt,Ul<G IL 133'.:17 100 37l 0 0 371 . 

_ 7J..733.3C., FIRST Nb Of FllEE.PURl _ ____ fRE:.E.Pl.lRT _ I _ 7'H,41"J __ l3c»5 ____ l90b __ BS ___ O __ l'ibb _ 
717.:)340 ST A 11:: bANK. OF Fki-..lPORT FRE t:"POR 1 IL &87~4 llBb 3_;34 lblb 0 :,334 
7113350 FULTON !>lATt. 8ANK. H,LlON IL l 7()10 11' ~lb 0 0 Si8 . 
7173360 FIRST Nb UF GAU::NA C.ALl:.NA IL l54bb 12) 83b 12b u &30 . 
7173380 fAR,~ERS AND HEC.HA.NlCS BANK C.ALE.!,bURG IL 39127 031 IZ.34 u 0 1234 . 
7173.:>90 Fl KST C,.AlE:SbURI.. NAl lONAL BK GALt:SbURG IL 93834 1190 :,bt:1 1900 Q )627 

_7173430 fAfo:.Ml:.kS NB Of- GH1t:Sl:O ______ G-t.Nf.Sl:O :>3t.lZ ___ l'10 __ 2011 ___ !>~3, ----· 0 lOll 
7 l73't40 f-lkST NB OF GENt:VA C,.t:Ntl/A. IL 44•3[1 S7& l!:llb H< 0 15-16 . 
117.h:>O ST ATE 8ANK UF Gt:.t--lE;VA IL 2)0lt7 2YU b-l'I 0 0 879 . 
7173~00 I NB t TR CO IN GliHON C.Y Glo.)ON CHY IL 191:1C,e» 343 90> 0 0 903 
7 l /3555 l,LE NCUE; NAl JUNA.L 1:1ANK. l.LCNCtlE IL 4359~ 34' 1459 331 0 14~9 
817 305(.1 F- IRSl C.RANIH. C.llY Nb C..t<Af'111E CITY IL 7!>5i;j7 740 2&-'tl 1337 0 2b._3 

_7.1.7j~b0 1-1RANI/ILLE: NATIUNAL BANK, _____ C,RA/ltl/lLL.f. lL UZ71 IOb 400 0 0 400 . ·- --·---717J700 C.RAY~LAKE: NAllUI\AL ...... C,.kAYSLAKE: IL 3342'.t 112 701 0 0 ' 7"1 . 
8173710 PEOPLES NAl SK (Jf GRAYVl llf: (;.KAYVlLU: IL 1~6)b 13ts 710 0 0 716 . 
8l7.;,740 Bt<AOt-lJKU Nt\ LF- t.:.RCtNV ILLE: GkE tNI/ IL LE IL 35.i::b.i:: 191 llbb 142 0 lt.bb . .... 
0173750 f-IKST N.,_ l 8K l N C.,<E:l::NVJLLE l,kt tfiVlLLE lL L"l&'J1 .d3 .11 0 0 b71 ... 
117J.771 GURf'.11:.E: NATIUNAL BANK GURt-,U: IL l 5lb4 170 ,o. 0 u 409 . 00 
tH.1~tilO F-11-::>T NAT eK. Of H.&.fi.R lS~lJk~ HAF\kl:>!:HJkG ____ lL _ j5,395 ~- 343 1214 l3S 0 1214 . ·-----011::,&:i-.:o HARfi.l!,uUkG NATIONAL tlANK HAkkHBURG lL ;;7~49 3Sb 1£1!> lb9 0 121!, . 
7473f<b0 F-lk5T "-1 BK 11'.1 HAHl/t.Y HA!\1/t:'f IL 7()b93 1320 2191 9,0 0 2191 
7i73c70 HAVANA NAllONAL B.-.NK HAI/ ANA IL 37:t.97 3.21 1 .. 41 12 o· l"t4l . 
bl7j'f~O F-lKST NAT ~K lH HH,HLANO Hl(,HLAND IL 4ts4.:'.9 7H7 l!,27 220 0 1!>27 
7 l73'f7U FJR5T NB ()F Ml GHLANO PK HH,t-u •. Ar-.u PARK. IL l 5L22!> 15S 7.:J>9~ 43t>O 1894 !:t!:tUl 
bl7.;)99!J Hll.l~bUR.0 NATIONAL u,1t,NK. HllL5uOk0 ~-~----IL_ 'tl 7<i-. Lj!, 1521 39b u 1)21 • 
8l74U00 MUNlOMt:J;,Y COV,.JY NAT bK HlLLSi,OkO IL ::,ur,.40 192 1120 20• 0 llLO . 
7.1..74C30 FIRST Nb VF Ml ~5(1.Al I:. HIN~l>ALE: IL 80t:>C,'I c,5!, 3281 200b 0 :;lbl 
711i..070 C.ITY NAT bK. Vf t-.uO~i:SlON t1LOP!:!>1UN IL l.2734 ,oo ooo u 0 008 . 
0174210 tLLJlJlT STA Ti: ~ANK JACr'-5l.NVlLLE IL o00b2 70S 4'.930 1331 0 2930 
0174.225 F'.!F-SJ ••T bK UF JACK!,u'.V IL UJACk.SUNV lLU:: lL 3474'.!> ••• 997 37 0 997 . 
7l7"ti:.OU FlR.51 ~b UF JOLll.:.1 JOLll:1 _________ IL li!O'-ll~ 20c,3 3'1'1) l9bl (I 3'i95, 
717<t2t.~ ~Al lUNAI.. ~Af';.p,. Uf JOLlt:.T JULI t" l IL 73!>'.:17 1236 2b90 10~& 0 2b90 
7l74l70 UNlLN ~~All tlK AND 1k co Jllt. lE. T IL 1~027!, 2291 !>31'1 3-'14& 0 !>319 
7114310 CITY Nts Uf- KANKAKt:E KANK.A.K.Et IL 91D74 1'197 JlOb ll62 0 JlOb 
1l.7432V FIRST TRUH ANO SAVJN.G,S 8ANl<.~.6NKA!<.H IL 9~ 103 lb74 .:'.640 1230 0 281t0 
7 l1<o3~0 Pi:OPLE.> Nu or Kt:WANt: E Kb.:ANl:.E IL 49049 bU1 1!>21 288 0 1~21 
7174400 IS I fARHf:.f..S NB Uf K.NOXVlLLE. KNOAVllLE ______ IL lt,~~4 11b 001 0 0 oU1 . 
7 J 7-.430 f'1 kSl Nd OF LA ~RAAC.E: LA GkANGE: IL 53128 ~OS 214b 80b 0 214() --.--
71744~5 flR.ST kB C.F LA~E. Bluff LAJ<t bLUFF IL 17338 130 "' 0 0 ,.,, . 
7 l 7't't6U F-lRS.T NB C,f LAKE FURE ST LA.KE fUREST IL 150192 220& 5105 310b 0 $10~ 
111~'-tb~ MID "t:!,T ~S UF LK F-UfU:ST LAI(..!: FOR ES 1 IL 36641 321 11~2 393 0 11)2 . 
7174)05 FIRST N8 OF LAN:ilN.; LAN!>ING IL 53539 528 192b bZO 0 1926 

---··- ·---· -----·----
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__ MEMHER_8ANK!;a,_ ___ _____________ t!,f:.NEF I l _ TQ_ BANKS_ C.OVER.fQ_JS'( "OOlflEO S •. 85 __ l/LZ/19. 

Ill 121 131 ,., 151 161 
OSB NAME LOCAl lUN TllEP VL Tl.SH 1977 NEW NEW Olf 

-------- " _ -----·-- --· REQBAL HA __ Rt<,OAL._(3)-ISJ ____ 

711't510 LA SALLE NATIONAL HANK. LA SALLE IL 'tl833 1031 730 0 0 736 . 
7174520 LA ~ALLE STATE BANK LA SALLE IL 35305 ••B 10~2 0 0 1052 . 
tH74!:i~O LA~kl:Nc.E::1/llLE NATlONJiL bANK LANRt::.NCEVlLU: IL 17e.3't 31< 529 0 0 !>l'i . 
611 .. ~bO Pt:UF'U:S NATll.iNAL BANK. LAW.'U.PIICf:VlllE IL 2b~79 t.3l. 11~3 0 0 1193 

_ 7174b80 flk.!lt NAl ~!(. □ F Ll!H.,FtlYV lLLi::.Llb t.R l'fV ILLE. , _____ IL .6</297 _OH _____ ~'tl3 _ lObl ____ 0 - 2 .. 13 _____ 
717"i690 llbl:kT'i'VlLLE NAllU/liAL 1:SANK. LlBr:klYVlLLE IL 44625 b7l ll4t> 0 0 12'41:J . 
717"1710 f-lRSl NB IN Llt-..(.ULN LH1COLN IL 3743..:: '15 1370 Zoo 0 1370 • 
71747.l:O STA.H: N& UF- LI NC.ULN LlNCCJLN IL 3lb0b 3l• 1079 0 0 1079 • 
717472b F-Ii-<.~T NAT BAkK. l!NC.lJLNWUOO IL 9!> 721 1011 31:!bl 2299 0 3062 
d 1.74 730 FIR~l NAT OK OF- LITCHF-11::LO LllC.Hf-ltLO IL 2J8Ub 277 710 0 0 110 • 

_ 817'-f75u LlH.HF-11:LO ~Ul IONA.L OANK Lll(.HF-lt;LO ___ lL _ 2'j6b8 .. ., 71J _ 0 -- 0 71.l . 
7174-170 HEtUTAUE 1ST Nb OF LU1..KPOR T LU<..JO•uR 1 IL 58719 >61 lb1H 8'1 0 lt,7H 
7 l 74t;l~ FlkST NATIONAL bANK HCHl:NRY IL 19708 319 •11 0 0 '11 . 
7174&20 MCHtN.kY STAI t bAfll.K. MC htNRY IL 96b4b t1,3l 310-. 1507 0 310. 
tH 71.i t;40 Pi:UPLES N8 UF P'IL UANSBOrUl MC. LtANSBORO IL 2640!> 17& lCll , 0 1011 . 
7174.:,bO Cl 1 lli:NS NA l JO fl.Al HAt\iiK. HACUMb IL 439.lJ 7•3 1'115- 261 0 1 .. 1s . 

_7i.74ts7v UNlUN ~b OF MACOMB MACUHB IL 49934 ___ tHO lb0.3 - ))O ___ II lb OJ --·-·---
dl74::;&0 Flk::ioT f.t.AT BK IN MADISON MA!JISUN IL l 76b2 4t~j "-33 0 0 ' 233 . .... 
1174'110 f-11'(:,f Nb (JF MANHA TT AN HANH A lT AN IL lc,934 1.,. ,. .. 0 0 ,.. • dll4990 FIRS.I NAl ~K Of' HAKlS.SA. l'IA.RIS::ioA IL 16Ub0 ,., sis 0 0 >2> . ~ 
717>000 UULANf.Y NAT bl\ UF ~AkS.HALL MAK.SHALL IL 18~94 loZ n1 0 0 7d . 
817~u .. o FJk.::.T NAT Bit. 1 N HAS LOUT AH MASC.OUT AH IL 17189 17< ,,a 0 II 5l8 • 

__ 717~0~\J ~ASLN C.lTY NAT lUNAL bANJ<. MA~UN CITY _____ :_ IL lt,900 - •3 6>b 0 ·--- 0 t>58 ----~--
717~060 CEN1RAL Nb OF MAlllJON HAT TUUN IL 36253 •bl l3't7 130 0 13-.7 . 
1 l75U70 Flk'.:iT NATlGNAL ~ANK MATTUUN IL 04bl3 752 2t>96 1210 0 .:698 . 
71750!:!0 f-lkST Nf:I lJF KAYWDO(J HAYWOOD IL 320tsS 3b9 990 b1 0 ••o 
717;:dlU HtLR\JSE P.,V(K NAT lUNAL bANK. HlLROSE PARK. IL 86877 113) 2830 1~14 0 l!tf30 
717:>J.50 NATL t.U,NK. UF Mtr-.OUTA. ,-,t:NUOlA 1L 4191:17 25' l!IV8 169 II 1508 

_717:>170 f lKST Nb C.F HE 1 AMO~A /'\E.TAHUKA' ____ lL ______ ----~- lb'i42 .(.5o -- 4)"it . 0 0 .,. . 
bl7~180 Cl TY l'(t:, OF Mtlk.OPOL.lS MtT kUPOLlS IL 24582 L.J.5 Bbl " 0 &•2 . 
au:,200 NAT STAlE ~K OF ME.T kOPOL IS Mi:TKOPOL lS IL 17't,27 H• 6<8 0 0 b.t'.8 
817:>i50 flRSl NAT bK OF- MlLLSTAuT HlLLSTAOT IL l4 7)S l&< h3 0 0 )'>'3 
717:>305 flRST f<tAT BK OF MOLHH:. MlJLlNE: IL 1052t>lt 2523 2116 759 0 2118 
71.7!1 . .HO MOLINE NAllONAL ~ANK Hl.JLlNE IL 1VG82l 1~40 3:>81 2265 0 3581 
717!>31.l SOUlHEA.SJ NATlUNAL bANI<. - MOLlNt:. -----·- IL -----~--~- 3U.50 H3 - 5,9 0 0 5.i:.9 . 
711:>31~ Uf-llJ\JIN NAT t.il\ UF MUL lNi: MOLINE: IL ,!906) 390 719 0 0 119 . 
717 5335- COHrlUNllY NA TlUNAL bANK tH.NHtJUTH IL 1732b 218 •H 0 0 •73 . 
717~350 NATlO'dl M. LF MONMUUTH HONMI.JUTH IL 3bb0.l >03 1116 0 0 lllb . 
717!1)7(> NAT 1:11'1. (Jf HUNT ltl::LLO P'il.11'.!l llt:LLO IL 3lllb ii::44 IOBI I•S 0 10!11 . 
717~390 Fifi.ST NAT BK OF- MORR l S HORkIS IL 528&ts ••• 191) ·141 0 1'11) . 

~ 717~400 C..f<u:-tOY C.Ol.lNTY NAllONiAL HANK MlJKf<.15 IL_ 't9'f't't :;,03 lb9U --- 519 0 16'18 _ . 
717~430 FlR::ioT NAl tsK OF ~URTON HOR JUJI, IL 386)3 570 133'1 )b 0 133'>' 
717:>43) FIRST NAT bM. Uf- f'IUKTLN GROVt::MGRTU~ GROVE IL 7b038 9l0 2322 9•0 0 2.322. 
717~470 MUUNl C.ARROLL NI.TIUNAL bANK MOUNT CARRULL IL 200b9 139 o>l 0 0 651 . 
7175505 FIR~T ~AT101'1AL bAfltK HOUr..T PRO~PE~ T IL 9622!.i 1520 26'tO 1331 0 z&-.,, 
717)530 Flk5.T ~a or MOUNT PU LASK l MOUNT PULA~K.l IL 15-&46 1n 521 0 " >27 . 
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__ /"l.fMBER_8ANl{S ________ ENEflI ... tO_SANK5_COVERED----bY. H□DlFlE:.D S •. _8!, __ ----·------------ 2/22/79 

( l) (21 (3) (4) ( ~) (OI 
DSB NM1E LOCA HON 1 lil:P VL TC.SH 1977 NtW NtW OIF 

-- ------ ------ _____ f,.l:..~bAL __ t.PA ___ Rl:QbAL _ (3)-(~) ____ 

7 17 5'600 FIRST No OF Mt..l"-IDELEIN HUNOE:.LEIN IL 35164 461 991 0 0 991 . 
b l7 5ol0 C.l TY NAT BK UF MURPHYSB(;RO MURf->HYSHORO IL 42!>&!> lbOb 223 0 0 223 • 
8l7:>c20 f- IR.ST NAT Bi<. OF- MUY..PHY!:,lH.>RO MURPM't5t:WKO IL 238b!> ('..b.,. ••• 0 0 609 • 
717!">c~O ~Af>t.k.VILLE NAT BK • lk (.0 NAPtRVlLU: IL b9.l"99 lL~B 2130 703 u 2130 

_ d 17So40 fAf..<"11;:R!) AN~ M.!:kU1A,'-IT~ NAl f:Kl'tASHVlLLE: __ IL lb0.3S 2)C,. 4bb __ o _____ o ... . 
617 5c:,~O fll\!:.T NB OF ,'\jA!:,HVILU: fliA5HV ILLE IL 19743 1'4 601 u 0 o>I . 
Bl1S770 fl R5 l NAT e, H~ NbilCN Nt:...il(J~ IL 3140-" :,20 9·13 0 0 913 . 
7 057',5 fl RSl f.t6 UF /'dlt:S. llllNOlS NlLl:.S IL l:lblcb bob 21bb lb11 0 l.1bb 
7175797 GOU Ml LL ST AT 1:. ~J\-°'fr<. NlLl:.5 IL 524t!">4 "/01 l4tU7 134 0 1401 
8J.7!">t00 FH.!:>T r-u.t tSAJ',,.1", OF NUKLMlS Nt,l'(.U:-11S IL 1&134 ll l ·" u 0 69> 
7175&10 f- lHS.T Ml f)Y., 0/- l'iUk"IAL 1'1Url.MAL _ IL ··-------- ---··---~ - . 4.c;:-,·1u ,9, 171,! ___ 'dt, ---- 0 1772 . 
717'::16;\j F! R~T Nb OF i'iUklHt>RLlUI\ fliOR. lHbROQI( IL 3!">2tl4 32:b ll 7u 2bU 0 1171.) . 
71.7:>b~O ~•t. T i)K Cf NlJK.T H CHll.Al>Q NlklH C.HlCAGO IL 2!>7c:,2: "" o-r1:> 0 0 b1b • 
711 !>84"/ F!> T N8 " lR Cu Of U.._K BROOK UAK bKUOK. IL .:::7761 110 1191 1> 0 ll ':17 
7175&6) F-IRST NB ur lJAK LA11~ OAKLA'rO'-. IL iH250 697 )413 l9bb 0 3'oL3 
717:,9-CO OAK f'ARK lR A~U !>VG bK OAK PARK IL 2U9U41 "-548 7Sti0 '9841 1108 b4'::12 

-~175930 f-1R51 NAT BANI\ Of OlJLU"4G Ot,LONCi IL ______________ .25::>o-, .. l)t: .. , -- ~ 0 SOI --~--
617!">940 FI KST NAT &< OF 0 FALLON U FALLON IL 29345 453 700 0 0 7uo . 
117~':l'jO t l RST r4AT B< Of C,WtN Ol-Ot.N IL 15301 120 ,o, u 0 >o• . ..... 
617t>t:C,O f-lKST NAT BANK IN OLNLY OLNEY IL :,cttOl 38~ 168b 3St 0 lbob c.r, 
7 J. 70070 U~ l TE:L> bK UF UC.LI:. CTY NA U~tL,lJN IL 192:50 '" 441 0 0 441 0 
717ollG f lk!:>T NAl "' OF OtUWA OTTAWA IL 04BU esi 291"I 1431 0 2917 . 
7170120 F'ALAT li'tt NAT 10:-.Al BANJ<.. PALA.1 lNE lL ------ ----- - . 3730.i:. ••• lOM, 0 0 IObb -~·--717olbC Fl R~T !'tAThJ,"H,L bANK UF PANA PANA IL 31111 .:'.!>b 10",L 29• 0 1042 . 
71761"10 C.lllH:NS NA.T "' C,f PMd~ PARIS IL 5,4:,~o &13 2322 105', 0 232.t'.: 
717bl'H; C.I l lUJ'.~ bANK "'-1'.D TRU!>T co PA/\i<;, RIDGE IL 3543;3 l;bJ 153b'i 499b 757t, 7bU 
7 l 7t.!.:,O FAk~tkS ,.._k(.H Nb OF PAX TUN PAXTON IL 22270 251 •>v 0 0 .,o 
717t..l'.'-!O FI kSl NA Tl BAM 1" PAA.TUM PAX l(;N IL 22b9S lb l .,a (; 0 b,U 
1 l1tib0 Fl k~T '" AND li\ l.0 llf- PE:Kll'oi P1:.K1N IL ~4427 l'>b l '>"lit - 0 0 >7l 
7llc2"i0 ~f."t,l:T ~A TL LANK CH- nr,lN Pl:.i<. 1N IL ti2S.24t l2bb ltJ'-19 1378 0 2899 
71702.<JO (LJ),ll/1t:RH.Al Nb uf PELklA. PELIRlA IL 30~ 95'0 773~ 7427 4907 0 74C:. 7 
7J.7t,jOQ Flk!:>1 NAT BK Uf Pt Ok IA Pt.OK.IA lL 11397";, 110b 411,C 23!>b 0 .. 112 
7l7t.31!":> t'f;,OSPE.:C. T Nb OF PED<IA FtOKIA. IL 37bo7 013 1(109 0 0 1009 
7 l 7o:)£5 1,.;~ l Vt:.R.>l TY NB Uf Pt:UH.IA Pt:.OklA IL 3";,bl7 7b> 11, 0 0 719 
7116.3:.C, f- lK.ST NAl !3Mtl'.. JN. PE.kU PE:KU IL ---- -~--- --- :;02e9 '"' 720 0 0 7,0 
7 .1 7c.,J':)(, Fl KS T NA iL bK u, PE: T t.R.$bUR(,. Pf:TE:RS.tH.1RG IL l639b lbb 9!:>l. 0 0 .. , . 
7 l 7c:,.lt.U NAT lUNAL bA~I'\ Uf- Pt:Tt.k$blJRG Pt.H.R!>tjUR(,. IL 31300 17' 111-1 •• 0 1173 . 
tj, l 7t>3&U F 1 k!:> T Nb ,, Pl.\1..KNt.YVllLE P 1N C.KNt:YVI llf IL 21554 2b1 678 0 0 b7B • 
a 176,;,,L.o f-lk5I NAT bANK u, P 111 S.F lE:LDP 11 T !:>FIi: LU lL 32b'f~ £bl 12¼1 0 0 li'.'tl . 
7116 ... 30 PLAlNFH:LO NATIONAL f:;AfliK PLAlr<.f-IE:.LD IL 3162-'t 335 llu9 " 0 1109 
717 6490 f'l.1L!J NAT WNiAL bANr<. PULU IL -- ------ ~--·· 17~32 lo4 oo, 0 0 bO• 
7 l 7b!:>00 bAN.<. UF- PUNT UC. PLN T IAC IL 4L~c,,3, >3• 1326 •• 0 132b 
7170510 PGr-iT lA( NAT l l..t'l,\l l-lANK PCrt.JT lAC. IL 3C..~b.3 ,12 1399 1>7 0 U'f'i 
71.7t,;:,c, t.l.1\1:::0 FS l NS OF Pkl~C t:lON PP.lNCUON lL 74'148 t;,"14 270:J 12 &b " 27US 
717t:i570 F-ARnK.S Nb Of PF<..01-'tH: T !:, TWN PRUPHl:T !I. TOWN IL 24li";,7 C:01.i b3~ 0 0 b35 . 
&l76S8, bk.UAUWAY NAJ "' Of ~UINCY '-IUlNC.Y IL 400Sb 426 1409 141 0 1469 . 

------------ ---~----
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__ Mf.HBER BANKS_--~--~------- BE.NEF-1-LTO. BANKS .. tDVE.Rf;U_.BY_H.QDlflED s. 8!> ---- ---··----------- ZZ/19 ____ 

Ill I 21 13) 141 I 51 161 
osa N..,,,E LOCATION TOEP Vl TC.~H 1977 N!cW N!cW LJl~ 

-~--·--- ----~-----·-- RE.QhAL. EPA Rr:QbAL_ {31-(51 ___ 

7 l 7b6!10 FIR.ST NAT Bl(.. OF RANTOUL RANTOUL IL 23~b2 094 511 0 0 511 . 
817b6b0 FIRST hAT Bl". OF RAYMOND RAYM(JN(I IL 2b012 114 88/ 68 0 b87 . 
817t.io":i0 FIRST -.1 8'<. OF RtO BUD RtO BUD IL 223<t9 133 818 u u 818 
717b770 RlVt.kSIUE NAllONAL BA"'- RlVl:.KSIOE lL 40404 >90 1193 u 0 llt;3 . 

__ bl76tHO S.EtuNO NAT B""- UF RLJbll'iS.ON. R.UtilN~UN. ---- _ IL 3376ft 31" li04 u _o 120'1_ --·---
7 l Jod20 f lRST Ne " TC OF RCJCt·IE:.LLE kuCHE:LLE: IL 4~'932 s:n 1743 272 0 1743 . 
717084~ RIJCK FALLS ,\IAT lONAL bANK. ROCK. f-ALLS IL 25oB2 >38 5bl u 0 5b7 
1 l1t.8~U AMEfd(..t.N NA 1 "' MilJ lk (.O ROC.l'.FUKD lL 17073b 2\J4J. b'tl9 'tl 87 5> bjb4 
7 l70d55 Cl 1 Y N!:i " lk. CO Uf RULKFORO KUC.I\FURO IL 66b11 lb37 22~5 1115 0 225~ 
717b8S7 F lkSJ Nu t lk C.O OF RU(.K.1-0ROkC.a,.ir-fOKO IL l 1SQl!) 22~8 b350 4'o0~ 0 b3SU 
7176600 lLllN(JlS No " Tk C.IJ kLCKI-l.JRD IL --- ----- -- -- 174901 1011 t!i5.l 5032 llb3 701'.9 
111b&bS t-iuk TH Tu.;l'it N> lJF RUC.Kf-URO RLJCKF-U><D IL 11613 459 258 0 0 2~b 
7i7t>d71 U:'>ilH.D !:iK. OF ILLINCH~ NA kuC.I\FUkO lL 625-58 1394 ,£,£~,j 887 0 2253 
71"/c,t,75 f-lR!:,T Nl' UF kUC.K ISLAND RlJC< ISLAND IL l4lflt:il 1'>'27 417t, 23b5 0 4171:J 
7 l 7t:io8D ROCr<. ISLAND bA.''11( kUC~ IS LANO IL 87172 lCi4b 20lB 3o4 0 £0lb 
7l 7t>'Y!>O RUSH~lLLt S TAl i: tlANK. P.U;:)HVlLLE:. IL £0}. 88 102 975 0 0 97S . 

__ 717c,'jbU ~T (HARLES NAT lLr..AL BANK ST CHAM.LES ______ IL -----~--- --- ---- £2.!107 s>7 >51 u 0 >51 --- . --
7} 7097V ST A TE b.A,-.K Of Sl C.HARLlS Sl CHARLES IL 4192b 472 1620 540 0 1 1620 . 
8 H7.:J.j0 SAU:.M NAl 10-'IAL ~.A.'-.~ SALE.:M lL 55711 04b 2lt.,1'1 •11 0 2l(J9 . ..... 
7 l.77UbU NA l ICJNAL EiANK Of- SAVA~A SAVANNA. lL 222ti5 £!>4 583 0 0 5b3 . <:n 
7177lGS FlK~l No Of SCHlllf.K PK S.CHlLLEk PARK IL 2U8.!14 19b 191 0 (J 791 

..... 
dl71140 FlRST NAT o< " Sl1AffNt.E TO..NSHAW,'IEE TOWN lL 15U5S lbO 3Bb (I 0 )bb . 

__ 1177H,0 !">Ht:LBY C.CIU'llY S. TAlt:. BANI',. 5Hf:Lb'Pl1LLE: IL 21112 138 %2 " 0 9b2 . 
7177170 SHt:LBY LOA,~ ANU lkUS T cu SHt.Ltn"V l LLE ll 2U37S ,283 ,,2 0 0 1,2 
7177220 FIR~T NAT BK OF- S.K.Or.IE !,KQ!{}f: IL 2.2.4bb9 11~4 b12!> ltZ~V 281~ 5"91U 
7117.255 Al'4El-<.1C.A.N NAllONAL BAt,,K SO (.HlC.AGO HE:lC,Hl lL 41V98 '"" Li-47 319 0 1347 
til77£70 FIRST NAT S< Of SPAK TA 1PAI\ TA IL 15532 3b9 lt!5 0 0 Lb5 .. 
7 l173LO F-lRST NU (JF SPKINGF-lE:LO SPRINC.FlELO IL 2076'1t> 1790 61.41 4960 934 7£07 
7.J..77)10 lL ll~OI S f',jtl UF SPkNC.fl(J S.Pklf'tl.f.iELlJ lL 19£33!) 3tb2 4691 30u7 0 4097 
1111:,.c:o S.Pk lfllvf'll::LO MARIN!: bM-..1',, SPKlr..GFH:.LU lL ,j}.jj~2 3!,51 lQbbO 4905 2988 1~'/1:l 
bl77.J!-u F-lk.S.T NAT BK 1N 5TAUN10N 5.1 AUNlO:-t IL 2t.~S2 '48 7bl 0 u 781 • 
8177.:SoO FlK!>T "T of{,, OF 5.ltE:lt:VILLE Sll:t:U.VllLE. IL 3364£ 21• ll9S 394 0 ll9S 
7177370 C!;NTRAL NB lJF SHk.L"!NC. Sli::KLU.G lL 75941 1013 ,0::,1 115b 0 2731 
7ll7~b\J F Ik~l t'lt) lJF !>1£kLHH.. SlEKLlNG IL 57153 54b l7bO ... 0 l1bb 
1111 .. uo 511LU"IAN VALUY i-.ATIONAL 8K Sl ILLMAN VA.llf.Y __ IL ---- ---- ·------ 27211 .l4i:t bb3 JS. 0 ob3 
7 J.77'9lU Fifi.!:,J fll!, OF !:>lOL!{JON ~ TULK TQN IL l4'-VO 131 4b~ u 0 403 . 
7177440 5 I kE:A TOK fl.AT 10-"IAL 8ANK. ~1Ki:ATUR IL b274C> 9ob lo.J7 lob 0 lo37 
1111 ... ~o uNlU:'<4 Nu UF !:,I kl:..AlUK S1Kt::A10k IL !>b.!4~ "'" lbO~ 4bl: 0 lb03 . 
7117470 fik!>T Nt) Of SULLIVAN SVLLll/AN IL 2U.j97 2:93 •75 0 0 075 
7171490 NAT "' " rn w Ur SYCAMORE S'tCAHuM.C IL 00:,19 .... 2311 lO!>it 0 2.jll 

-· 7177!,07 f IR ST NS 1, IAYLOIWlLLE lAYLUK'llllt ---~ _ IL ·- ·---~---------- _ 2V7¢.0 2'5 -··- •1• 0 Q 016 ·-7177010 F lR!i-1 Sb 1, l0Ld.1U JI.JltOO IL 2U'10~ 135 781 0 0 7bl 
7177100 F- JkSl NAT f:-1\f,r,:; " Tr<US T C.O TUSCULA IL lbb4l 176 550 0 0 55b 
7 l7771U TU!:.C.ULA NA Til..f'tAL bM•K. lU.'.'>(.ULA IL i.o&!>7 jjb 9~S u 0 ~45 . 
7177730 BUSt;y fl RS T r-tAT ll•t1AL t,ANK. Uf<t,ANA IL lU l.:'.37 100:, 386b 23b9 0 38bb 
6177700 f-RMt-l.!:, (. MKCH f UK. OF VA~AL lAVANOALlA IL 2 5!>l'J 121 10.;i:s 0 0 10)& 
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__ 11.E.M.BE:R _tlANKS_. ____ -----------· _____ ,&E:NE:Fl.T_.TQ _BANKS_CQVE.REO _ay M.OOlFll:.0_.5.. 85 ____ -------·· ---- 2/ic.2/79 ___ _ 

Ill 12) 13) l•l (5) lb) 
O~B NAME LOCATION lUEP VL TC!">H 1977 NE.W Ni:W OlF 

_______________ Rl~OAL __ EPA __ f<WbAL _ (3)-(5) ___ _ 

8177770 Fl RSl NAT BK OF VANDALIA VANDALIA lL 40502 '45 141:l:> 360 0 l'i&5 . 
717713!.IO VILLA GkUVE SlAlE 6ANX VILLA GROVE lL 155b9 l>b >03 0 u 50> • 
7177i:,60 YI LLA PARK. lR r. !">YG-!- ., VlLLA PARI<. IL 'io.n, 1>1 145-'I ,21 0 l",~4 . 
7177910 CIT HENS FIRST S TAlt: bANK. WAUiUT IL 2093b 230 57tS 0 0 ,,. . 

-- 7177>60 flRSI NA l lONAL t1A1'4K , H~~hlNC,llJN ___ - ___ IL 2 l-'>24 __ :ni ___ e,79 o ____ 0 b19 . 
8 l 7b000 FIRST NAT 6!<. OF WATERLOO MAll:.RLOO IL 230'14 162 ,., 122 0 73> ---.--
7l1b0)5 l'IAUUJNVA NAT lUNA.l BANK. WAUCUN04 IL 31091 :n~ ... 1,2 0 ... 
111eo31 AME:.~lC.AN NOC.. TC. OF- WAUt'-El.AN. WAUK.E.l,AN IL (>~29£ bl2 2212 1101,o 0 2212 
7Ub040 CITlltNS 1-iAlL BK. llf- WAUK.l::GANWAUl<.tl.Ati IL 7.;!:ill 2223 lbl4 i-• 0 lbl4 
717tSO!>O f-IkST NAT 6Ar-.K 01- WAUl\l:.l,AN W~U:<.l:LAN IL 49bbb lf:108 b~l 0 0 b2:l . 

_ 617807\J flk~l NAT Bt'.. OF- WAY:'il:. tl lY WAYN.E C.l TY _______ lL 25065- 15~ 936 __ -- 0 0 93b • 
7 l7~1L.0 F-l F.$1 NAT IUNAL b1'N1'. WE:!:, l LHlCAGO IL 2307~ ~bl:l 71<, 0 0 7 lb • 
711~1-'>U f-1R5.T Nb UF WCS TE:.R11 SPRINGS Nt.5 H.f.:.N SPklNliS IL 37!,7!, 402 1-<6!:t •• 0 1.£6!:t 
717blb0 F-lKSl Nb OF WE!:>lVlLLE: l-ll:.:511/lLLE: IL 14617 232 31> 0 0 :,1:, 
7 .i.lb2b0 F-lkH fib ltF "l l.MIM, TUN Wll.Mlt-,;GTUN IL 2001'4 340 7H 0 0 773 . 
71ll::3UO FlR!:,T NAT t::\K UF- WlNNE:lKA WlNNtlK.A IL 6'192d 311 2820 lb Ob 0 .i:'.b£0 

_ a11i:,.;~o FIR~T NAT bi<. OF WOOD klVl:R 1-100D klYER IL -'t9446 7b0 17"10 ,11 0 1740 ---• ---
7l7b3b0 F-lk.~1 N" UF MOODS TOCK lftWIJSTOC.N. IL 4',1176 :n1 lb94 ••• 0 tlb'1'4 . 
7118'130 YURK.VlLLt NAlIONAL ~ANK YURK.1/lLLE IL 31126 413 93(J 0 0 "30 . .... 

c.n 
OF 349 8AN'<.S AFFECTED IN STATE 13b HAVE NO E:ARNlNC-..S PARTIClPATION ACC.UUNT OR RtcQUI kEO RESERVE 8AlANCE l-:1 

162 HAVE NO RE:QURE:0 Ri::!:tE:RVE BALANCE 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
7180040 ALBION NAll. BANK. Al.BlON IN 1!>284 104 54b 0 0 54b . 
7l&Ol00 FIRST NB OF HAIJlSCN CTY ANOl::RSON IN 5 ll30b 10!:tl 1186 0 0 llb6 . 

~-710Cil.C.O flR5l NAT SK. CJt- ANGOLA ANGCJLA. IN 2'it>t>? 439 •u• 0 0 8UO . 
718Ul40 tl:.l\llRAL NAT 8K ANO TRU'.>l CO All IC.A IN L. 7239 1>1 .,. a 0 .,. 
7 l.9Dl50 AUuURN ~lAH: E:IANK AU'dUKN IN 3324~ 348 l4Jl 153 0 J.c..;2 
7l&Ulb0 tlTY l'IA.lL BANK. OF- AUbURN AUdlJRN IN 23451 l't1 Blb u 0 620 . 
7lb0lb0 Flk~l NAlL bAN!<. OF- AUKORA. AUkUkA. IN 2<J2'tb 51i bbO 0 0 ••o . 
7lb0£00 COMKUNllY S.IAH. UAN!( AVILLA IN 178 lb 198 'ti9 0 0 At0::9 . 
8180"-SO bt:.LIFORO N..\ T ILNAL BMH',. Bt.DH.lKO ____ . ___ IN ----------- ------- 5bllo 12bl lll4 0 0 lJ.:-4 
8lt>U260 C.11 llf::NS NAT tsK. Ut- bHif-ORO I.H:DI-UkO IN b-'.71;!4 9d lbbl b00 0 lb Bl 
7 lbL3CfV Bt.:NlOl'iVILLE ~1 Alt B"-NI<. UlNTUNVlLLl: IN l 7U4', 2!)1:j 37' 0 u 374 
7leu310 Flf...51 t::.A~K. Of- t.H;kN.i: 81:.k.N.t IN 515'.;3 3-'>3 l',,9-'t 301 0 14~4 
7 l6C370 t)LUGMlNC,llJN NAllG'-Ml bANK bLUOMINb TUN IN 22Q<j!) ~4.:'. ,,, 0 0 7>2 . 
1 l&V3t15 t- lk::tl Nb ltF bLLlJMlNbll.JN t)L(JOM ll'-IG. TON IN 100701 3UJ7 3109 605 0 3fo9 

_ 71SC..420 ULO flR51 NB 1~ BLUFF-TUN BLUf'flUN IN -------·--·-- ·--- !,(.t,,21 56' 1779 -·-- 3'1 ____ o 1779 ----• ---·-
8 lbCi445 -..ARIUCK NAT 1U4AL 6Al'1~ 8lJOt-.il/lLLI: IN J7 lUO 39~ l 7ll 308 0 1723 . 
718v'tb0 flR~T ST All: BANK dOURbON IN l421'4 ll6 •oo •• (j bUO . 
7160'480 klDOELL NAT bK. OF OR.AUL bKAlll IN b2t>2b ,-1 21'41 510 0 .21'91 
71&0530 fKAMLlN COUNTY NATlOr>IAL 61\. i:;ROUKVILLE IN '.:)2627 2.l"t 1117 107 0 1117 
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___ Nf:.MBE.R BAl'iKS -- ----- -·- --- ___ BENEt-1 l TO bANKS CO'll'E.RE.0 BY '10DIFU:O s. 85 - -- - ------~- _____ 2./22/79 ----

111 12) l,J l~J 15) lb) 
OSB NAME LUtAl ION lt>EP VL lC..S.H 1977 NEW NEW OIF 

-- ------------- --------------- RlQbAL ~PA RtQbAL IJ>l-UL_ 

718054(.) Pl:.UPLE.S. lRU.S. T COMPANY bRUOKVllLE lN Bill 288 016 (/ 0 blB 
7 l&U5"~5 Ht:r.lDRlC.KS,, COUN1Y e, • lR CO BkO~NSBURG 1• 28021 3~!J 8% 0 0 ... . 
7180610 K.!"HSHY NAT L~ Of BUlll:R euT LER IN l't090 l~1 203 0 0 £b3 . 
7HH.)b)C, WA'r~4C. bA~I'(. ANU lkU.S.T to (A!-1.oKlO(;E C.llY IN 14:181 ,2',4 32' 0 0 3,(4 . 
8180~t10 FHST CA~f'°1EL lUN l'IIAT BAN~ C.ANNEL TUN lN 14'1UO 2a:, Do 0 (/ 27b . 
610v710 f-11-.~T bA~K. U~ C.MAkU:: S TlJMN (.ttAkL[~ JOWN IN 2t1U94 457 123 0 0 723 . 
7 18U72U CHE:. S TE-.iU C:N ~ lA 11: BA.NI\ C.Ht:~lt.RTON IN 40952 125-'t q"t,t, 0 0 9bb • 
71607'70 F-lk!.1 f-1~ OF ClUVtkUAU: tLlJVl:~.DALE IN 18021 1-'l ,,, 0 0 >» . 
7 lf:IOOlu Cl l lZE:NS "" Uf WHlllE:Y CJY l.UlU"\blA. C.IlY 1, 5055'., ,., 164b 40.i 0 lb'K> . 
11awo2u FAl-.1-'.!:.~~ lOA.~ AND lk.US 1 lU COLu.'4.&IA. C.ITY IN .13~85 517 11~0 0 0 11'40 

__ 7 lBCd.30 fJ KST N9 lJF- (.(J LUM::>US ClA.UHcU::. IN 44930 030 13.39 - 99 0 1339 
7ld00:>0 (t:l'-1lRAL !.TAH tiAN"'- ClJNM:.KS'i'llU. IN 3',1453 907 913 0 0 973 . 
7 J.&.ibbV fA.YtTJt !::!A'.I'. AM) lRUS f CU C.c..t~/\it:RSVlLLt IN 41 700 1!>7't 2·39 0 0 ,t'.39 
7 l60t16.) F If<Sl F-ARl'!EP..!. NAtlO~A.L t!ANK C.ONVtRSt IN 3)3861 lSl 12~0 127 0 12~b 
11av..,.~o F lk!:-1 ,-.er. lr, c, l.kA,</F-kU!:.VLE (.kA.HFlJkU~Vllll: IN o:,u1~ bl< ,(C, 1.l 900 0 2b7l 
7l&0'1BO Fl RSI NO OF (K.UW~ PT u .. o ... r-w PulNl lN 493U3 600 1711 ,o. 0 1771 • 
711HOtoQ f-lRST NS (,f lJA.NVJLLE: VA"IVllLI:. IN l.1 l3b lbs 11.>33 u 0 103:, 
7181071.l f-lK.S.T 5 T AfE "' u, 01:C.UUR L~C.ATUK 1, 0'1'147 !JLO 2't£tl .,, 0 '2'9.C:H .... 
7.i..81091) ULMGl H. ~TA TE.. BAr-.1' DtMlJTH: IN 20t.,;e:,::, 190 1i: l 0 0 121 . t11 
71811'4-.) f l~Sl Nb UF E:A~ 1 C.HICAhO E:.AS 1 (.HlC.AC.0 lN l.H024 300!> 3Y~l 219b 0 :,9!>1 c,:J 

71-9 il 90 FH.~1 kA l lDNAL BA1'.K E:.LKhAhl IN 2"t'4t>77 3lbl 87.H !>l'J12 1703 090ti 
8 lb l2b0 Et~C.LISH STA TE bAI\I"'- t:r--iGLISH IN 11::,00 .. Olo 0 0 .,. • 

-- 7!314::70 UNA !:SAN.",,. t;.lN.A f.,KEl:N lN l40b0 llS 3b9 0 0 389 . 
9lbl21:!0 en lHNS NH UF E.VAN!>VlllE: f:'v'ANS~lllE IN tF3-i:b4t 4b63 l07L4 5341 31.ftti 7!>7b 
8 lul.3.:SO NAT C.llY S< Ue !:VA~!:i.VILU:. E:.VAN~VlLLE IN lbbf:142 3bbb 6271 4lb9 0 t:271 
8H-l3!",o OU.l NAT b< lN "i::VANSV J LU EVAf-lSVlllE IN 2ob9l.c: 3101 130.:'3 !:,053 !)Obl 7~c,2 
11SU70 Ff..J kl AND /\oAT lOt-1AL bANK. t-Alk.LA~D IN l'tlbi:. 3!>b S38 0 0 !>38 
71~ l« lU bklv-ll "'1 "' Al f-U..11<.111 flUkA lN 272!>'1 301 ••• 0 0 890 . 

~ 71€1'-ttoJ t-Uk. T WA'r"1E 1'1AT HiNAL tAN:K H,kl WAYNE. lN ___ ------···----·----- 3 7b8b2 't!;ib7 l.ll03 4952 4195 1'100 
7 lbi"tlD Ll NCOLN ,. & TC Oe " WA.'YNE. ft.A 1 ..,.AYM~ IN 4d2b~~ <.;t,'l'I 14412 !>O~O 5'11 89.;~ 
7 it; 1571) F--1~!:-l Nb UF F-R£."4LJ"il fRC.HU~T IN J2'472 S,9 8S9 0 0 es> . 
8ibl58~ .S~tdNG \/ALU: Y NA 1 JJNAL bANK H,ENl.H LlCK IN _;p,.5e:,·1 '" lilts 0 0 lHb . 
7l&J.b0C GAkKt IT ::.tATI:. bA,~I<. t,/l.R/,,.1:::ll lN 17~49 2bl '423 0 0 ,2, . 
1.i..S lbl5 BANI\ UF lNDlMU NA (;,Al{Y IN 222022 lb4b 9104 4987 1920 72o't 

- 7 lf:l lo20 t.,AR Y ,"v.A 110.'~A L bAl-cK. l,AFl,Y lN 409!>4-'. 13!)70 l-"971 bOlO "t9b& suu, 
1blo',,O f-1 R~l "" OF W::.r+E:N GOSHE:"4 lk !)9086 •<7 19~7 77> u 19!>7 
7ldl710 C.c:Nlf,,;A.L N~ Uf- t.Ktt~CA~llE bkE HH.AS lLE IN ~1790 '" 17_;7 H9 0 17~7 . 
7lb.1720 Flk!>T Cll Hf::f-6 b, ANO Tk. t.0 (,KE:. E "4tA~ lU: lN 3!;,bOS 3o3 lOb.! OS 0 1002 
7lcl hO Ml l,K UF l>/.i.EEl<~::J<.W f.,Rr.E:NwUOO IN &J';,lt:,.b 117~ 2719 990 0 L719 
71818-30 (.,t,U.:1'11: T NATIL'NAL bANK HA~~Qf'..li) IN 143'.lt.7 3 .. 7-'t 4!)"15 1907 0 "~7~ 

__ 1 J..t)ld~O M!:.;.:,C.,NT 11..l; NB OF l~UlA.N.6\ H~"'i\Jl'·H,) IN - -----------------·- l06-'t1l 221.i .. _ 7070 "t9UO 0 -- 707u __ ---
7 le, ld75 f-lK!.T NAllU~Al bA.N.'(, HAF.1 FORD CllY IN l3b77 :cs, 301 u 0 ,01 • 
719 l 950 Sl AT!: bAf'-.K. Of- llMA hUl'tE: IN lbU3.3 ,o. .. , 0 0 ,.,. . 
8l1n':t'OO F-I k~l NAl o< OF HUNT lNGbURG tiUNllNGtH.1RG IN ;:188.23 ::,o:, ll'tl. 9b 0 11'42 
1181970 FlR.)T Nb (;F- t-« .. ml lN-GlUN HUNT H.iGl(.t,j lN 6Y.3b5 l"tl5 21 .. 0 567 0 2140 
7 J.31'180 MH.klC.AN f--UlC.hC.k NB f.. TR C.DlNlllANAf>OLlS lN l"t03b'12 2::,t.8L ~o04l 533'9 41019 IS026 
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___ H.E:.M.BEH. .bANKS BENt:Fl T TO BANKS C.O'IERl:.D BY HOOlFlE:D S. 85 "2/22/79 ______ 

(II (21 131 (4) '5) (b) 

' DSB NAME LDC.All UN 1D1:Y VL lC.!>H 1977 NcW N<W Dlf 
"" _____ ----~ --- Rc"bAL_" ··- E:1-'A Rl"b•L (~)-( ))_ ___ 

7 H!.4040 HWlANA NAT lCNAL hANK IN:llANAPOLIS IN 123<;,004 34b02 3b044 !>l6tl 2077't 17270 
71820"."0 MRCH t1b • l~C.O UF INDAPl)Ll S ll'tL lANAPOL IS lN 977772 ~2114 ~73tJ() 50.)~ l'tb32 12~S4 
7 lt:.::O~S Ml~~=sr r.AT llt-..\L 81\Nlo;, INDIANAPOLIS IN 23383 107 1311 13 0 1311 . 
IJ.t.2220 fl R::.T Ne lJF ~-•~ l LI'·+ r~ 1 WN K"-4lGHT.SlU,o'N IN lt.t.L-'t 195 441 " 0 441 . 

_ 712.:...2..J~ f lR.::.T f.lAT![lr+AI.. tt.l\J'.. 1'>.0KU~1..· _ IS --- ·---- ·-------- 7931 ~ ,20't0 H:02 :>99 _ 0 1802 
7162.('.'10 LAt--AYElTt NATJUNAL BAN)(. LAfA.YCTll: IN 1~31:::s lbOl blLd 3<J9't 0 t>l.28 
7lC..:30S ~URDUc. fitj, UF l.AF-Al'Ellr: LA FAYE-lll: IN lb~515 :i!oo·, 7::,1,.2 49~l 40 lj42 
715..c310 Fi kSl No L 1 kC O OF LA PORTE: LA PCkTI: IN 12b9b t-..26 3304 l~O:> 0 33v4 
7 i.8.(.410 Pi:LPU-~ r,e Ur LAWkt~H..tbUR.G LAWktNCEBURG IN l.7172. 5d2 74.} 0 " 7•3 
718£460 U"4l!.A1 C TY No Or lltlb{lY LltH:RTV IN t'.1J9U ~~J. '43 " C '143 

_ &l&..:.'t'70 C.llll!:.N!:) N,U "' U!"" L HtTCJN LIN10N IN 3(.r371 324 b95 0 0 ass . 
7lb~~30 NA 1 llJ:'IAL BA~J<.. OF LUG.AN~PO~l Li.JGAN5PIJR.1 IN 10"1116 2tH:i2 £13:> 4>9 0 2135 
1 J..e.::.Jou LOPilLL NAT IUNAL bANK. L(J,t:: LL IN 't~373 5ol lbl't 2 ~2: 0 lbl,. . 
71~2638 CITIZEN~ NAT b< VF- GRANT CTYMAHJUN IN 23:-,'t} 020 319 0 0 319 . 
7 l62b40 Fl P.ST NAT BK lN HAi:.t.lV,'l H"R ll.JN IN 59517 2090 7bl 0 0 7bl . 
7 lb2b~>l.) MAQ: !UN NAl bK Ur MAR lUN MAR llJN IN 0'",1'191 llb6 2114 904 0 Lll4 
7 lb21;i70 FIRST NATIONAL 8ANK, P1AR1 INSVILLE ___ 11'-l .. 29472 obO a-,~ 0 0 013 . 
7H:i7~0 t- l k!)T Mt J-.(.1-1A~T S NAT 10,',Al BK MlC.HlC.A,'I C llY IN 12399b 2:~lti 3,07(1 1130 0 ,31,)7(.J 

7it"2tHtJ f J R.5 T NP OF Ml SHAWAKA Ml5t1A,Ml(.A. IN 910~0 lt-..8~ 1977 lbl 0 l°i'77 .... 
b.18£C-',O HR.ST NAT BK Uf- MlTC.HE.LL l"llll. .. HE-.LL IN 15103 100 390 0 0 3'0 

~ 71&,:'d.:!5 F-l~~T NAl lUNAL t;,v,,.;. l"IL..'H lCHLO IN 14461:1 125 520 0 0 5<9 . 
8 ib.:'.'Jd'.°> PU~tY (.Qi...,~TY NA.1 HJNAL DAr-.K MCJUNT VE:RNON IN 283~0 32 I lOb't 0 0 10C>4 . 

_ 7 J.b.:...-,.9J A,-.;EkJ(.~N No ' TC OF ,"1UNC le:. ,"'llJ'll{.lE; IN _______ b8861. 1830 l'itl) 593 0 1913 
716::,000 Md·.(.HANl.S ~o or MV'lC.l E ML:NClE: IN lbB.:,,~~ 711U 23S3 500 0 .23~3 
71~3 h-0 F-l~~T Nu 1, Nt:.W (.AS, T Li:. f,.[;_.,.j CAS 1 LE IN 3Bt':O 73l eo9 0 u Oo9 . 
7 l[jj25C AMtRltMi Nt:1 (;f ~.ul1U:.'.>VlllE NL.:>Lt:!::.VlLLE IN 7L 12.3 1057 2&:>l 149:> 0 2t1~l 
7HsJ3£U f-1,..:.s I f'-ia Cf ,'.OklH VLk.r-..lJN ,'ll:k IH VE KN()N IN 2~317 ~bl 10:, 0 0 703 .. 
"li.d~4l0 fi.F-'ltY C(.JLl:>,Hy tANK L:!JG.JOU IN 27729 lo• bS• 49 0 ••• . 
8lb3'.i60 ClTIH·N~ ~T bK OF P.t 1 ER~bUfi.GP cl lRS.8URG __________ IN --------•- 302 't7 280 lt'd2 0 0 1262 . 
8 tt.j':,70 fl K~ T NAT B< UF PE:1 t.RS.BUkG Pt:l t: KS.BUkG IN 16072 23& 544 0 0 '44 . 
118~:>!::IO Plt~C.E:lON ST ATE. IJAN~ f'H.KCUON IN 13 740 Ob .. 2~ 0 0 .. .:;3 
110:,'.:190 Fl KS.T NATIUr...lAl, "' • TR (O PLAlNt-IE.LD IN ::Sb Db 3'5 Dbl ,. 0 Dbl . 
7rnJ~.,Jv F lRS.T .STAT!: <'- CF Puk 1 E:R j.>L:R I f:R IN 21041 393 390 0 0 3,b 
7 lb)t>~O 1-lk~l NA1 OK OF POR 1 LAND PuR I L.t.NO 1' 143(,,~ 173 3i.2 0 0 ~22 

_d16.2ctlJ FAR.l,jl:.kS NAT es Of PKl,"-!C.l:lON .-K1"1(..t.1UN . ______ JN j9t.1'1 4!>5 14~0 0 0 14~0 . 
7 ib3110 f-Ai<.Mi.R.S r-..u Uf kl:.Ml',11.,lON Kt.MlNkTON H• J 9-L2-2 bl 1!>1 1 0 1>1 . 
7 l.b?,730 F • M NAT B< Of Rl:..N~!:iELAE:R ktNSSE:LAER IN 3£4b.2 23·, 1274 0 0 ll1't . 
718Y/5CJ t:!A/-,iK UF Rt YNLJLD.S fH.YNULDS IN 1'1-073 14> 73li 0 0 136 . 
718~750 Fl k~T NAT "' UF R 1Cl1MGNO k IC Hl'ILJl'.U IN 1bl.il.O lCAb l<Jl4 t,52 0 1914 
7ltD7.;,0 ~fCO:'iU NAl t!K Cf k!Lhi'\C;ND k!C.H~U~O IN lt>.i:052 3374 -4411 2290 0 ._4i.l 
718.3::.511 FlkST ~g OF kOCNf.~ 1 t::.K RUCHt:.!:iTE.R -·---~---I~ __ 'tOO<t't 4lb 1327 "" -- !>6 0 1::,.i::7 --~~--
716:C,btiO RUC.i<.VllU. NATl~NAL tH.NK ROCKVJLLE IN 2 l't09 34tl 574 0 0 >74 . 
7 i63S(,Q RUSH CTY NAT cl'. OF RUShV JLLE:FnJS 1-iV lLLI: IN )0~-40 532 •37 0 0 037 . 
7 H:i39}0 RUSHVILLE- NATILlt--1:Al BA<'-.~ RUSHVILLE IN 3U3b7 3•3 1{)37 -~ 0 1037 . 
1 l~~'-}35 C.C~lRAL NAT a, OF HOWARO ClYRU:i~lAVlLLE IN 15859 blB l9 0 0 29 
dHD'1SO SlATE &AhiK Ur SALE:M ~Alt:M IN 28123 2 1.19 97o 0 0 910 

---~- ----~---"- ·----- ---
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~ 
____ MtMBER BA/"¥..S _ BENE.Fl T_ TO_ SANi<.S COYE.RED _HY MODIFIED S. 85 2/22/79 _____ 

0 111 (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) 
DSB NAME LDC.Al ION TLIE:P VL TCSH 1977 NE:.W New ~lF 

~ Rl:QBAL cPA kt:-QllAL 13l-15L ___ 
~ 

818399!:, F lRST NAT 31<. DC SCOT l SSURG sea 1 TSf:SURG lN l.ft763 142 480 0 0 4'0 
;::: d la4VOO SCUTT C.UUN TY S TAlt t>ANK SC.UTTS6URG IN 27160 364 lVlb 0 0 1C..7b 

8 154.JlO S.!:LLf:RSf::UKG ST Alt bANK 51:.lll:!<.SUURG 1, 27412 353 b1S 0 0 b79 
&!.s-..no 5t. Y,"L'1Jk Wt,TID'iAL BANK ~t:'!'MOUR 1N 33110 3c5 118", 35 u llb5 

__ 1 lt~U'-tl.' FAF.:-'.E.r".!, l'td i]f- SHt Lb Y.V ILLE St-tELUYVlLLE IN 51£41 5ot, lt>!:>.::'. 54.> 0 1650 . 
7 ld40:>0 SHi:.LbY Nb OF SHLL6YV I LL£ ~t--t:LBYVlllt IN ~':13!:>2 U63 1380 0 0 13bU 
718.,110 M\ddC.Mi l'ttH. lC. (JI-- SUUll-1 ~UV!:>DUTH Jj!,;.NO IN 'llt,30 26~0 lb6't ''" 0 11:H::,.ft 

718'-tltO f-1P,S1 ~A~K ANU TRUST C.U~PA1'i.YSW1H BtNO IN 3041!:,ts :>t,Ob bC.':>£ !,0~£ 1032 70.i:0 
7 J.:.;,., l:jU NA l 10NAL bi<.f.. lC OF ~lJUTH bd.OSOUlH """° IN 179387 1'1.::1 645"1 't01'1 1100 !d~l 
8lE.4~3~ f-Ai'YckS SI b' c, ~Ullh'AN S.Ul.LlVA.N IN l~bU ,juu "" 0 0 041 . 

__ 7 lt!4L7U Pt_Gr'Lt:S bA',1,(,, AN[., lKUS I tu ~Vi~.AN. H• . ----~------- l4~3b :;2J £81 " 0 2cl ·~-8 lt.4.J.:.0 C.1 T Ht.NS ~~A J 01\ LF 1i::. LL Cl TYl tLL CllY 1N .. 44~0 424 1:.1~.:,. 207 0 1..,~.:, 
3184.BO H:LL CITY NA1IUNAL bAM H.LL C.lTY IN 3~971 390 13~4 1' 0 l)~', • 
71~4..,cO M::'"'ChANT!> ~t, OF lLKkt. HAUTE: lt.Rr-t HAUTE IN 13 2154 3182 ic,99 10b2 0 2c"9 
7 l84J7U lf. ~RE HAUlf:: FIRST NA l "' lC.KkE HAUTE IN 223~S9 4.;_,05, 67.H .. 9.3b 0 b1.H 
718.i.400 ClllH:,"i5 NO Uc T lPlU/\1 T !Pl ON IN 27171 1&7 1040 37 0 1040 . 

- 718'-1410 fA,.'11-!t:f-l..S. LOA"l ANU 11-(US T LU llPllJN - IN. -------·--- -------- 31414 39o b92 0 0 ""' .... 
?lb...,471.J f-1 )"I SI NS VALPAKAl~L 1/ALPAk.AlSO IN 9.;_,4c,l llb8 3t,38 lljliC, 0 13b35 C11 
!::I s.::!•.";i.;.O MH,,l.CAr'-1 ro,J "'· "' V 1,-..C.l:Nl'H.SV l,\iCt.:-..'H.5 IN 1ll47'td l.,.b5, 3-,,11 2120 0 3911 C11 
7 }t,4~!>0 F lk.~l NAT "' IN r.A~ASH -'At?.iA::.H IN 3tib.20 74S lllb C, 0 11 lb 
7 l84o3U t;A:(.r<A,'lGt: BA~i~ WMdd:N lN L39'18 154 bb. 0 C, •o• 
7 lb<tt.40 Fl kSl .,o CF WAkS.:.N WAK.::..Ar. IN B£/;!O<J l0L7 201& %b 0 2blb 
8lb467U PPL Nd • lK to Le l"IAS.11 MAShlN&TON IN 3b~74 37b 1202 4& 0 ll02 
8 lti469(! WASHlNGllJN NAT ll.J,\AL bANK. i-lA~HING-l(j',j IN 2u re~ 327 so~ u 0 ~(,0 
7 lt4b70 FlKST UNlO~ b< ANO lfi. C.O W lNAMAC IN 4;,1-n 299 lb'15 311 C, lc..9,-

uF Do bA"-KS AFHC.H.U IN STATE bb HAVE: NO EA/\NlNGS PARl IC I PAT ION ACCOU~l Ok RC'1UlkEO kESf;kVt SALAkC.t 
57 NAVC NO R.t:'-•uRED kE5E:.k.VE 6ALANC.f: 

------------------------------------------------------
71CJ009U PELPLE:.S N..\l t, OF A.Lb IA ALB l,e, IA 25025 192 •1• 0 0 919 
71901',,Sc FIR S.1 ~iA 1101•.AL UAf\.<,, Al"ll:5 AMi::5 IA >2lll 9b7 1514 1;:b 0 1514 
7 l'1V23'J MU\tl'l'f NA 1 lONAL OMI~ At-.. -<.t.N.Y lA 14049 £5j, 2·u.. C C, ~n 
7 l '10oCO Cl11lE-NS N:..T b< CF- bOc..NE 800:W:!:. IA 33480 405 1072 0 0 1072 
719C7JO F-IR~l NAT lO~~AL &M~I'".. BURL lNGTC>N IA 65705 d12 ,~o~ ll07 0 2S05 
719us·ro F-l R!i.T NAl Br<. ,l EUAI-I. FALLS,U, lEUAR FALLS IA 3~977 .)61 129b be 0 l~9b 
7190'1'00 ME::Rl'1ANT!i. NATlUi'l,AL t:,A~K. C.l:OA~ RA.PI DS IA 248341 3S42 l02t-4 5-00b 2315 -,.,49 

1lC,L•'>'lU Pt:01-'lt~ bANX. Ar-.U Tkl.JS T to C.t:OA,i. RAPI OS IA lOOt.~"t lUbO '1U,d 22 71.J u '-1021 
71', u9 .. u LC~,Tt.R'/JLLE r,A l lONAl ~ANK C!:.N IEk\llllE. lA - .. ---- ~---- -- )4.2'1~ icb1 lOoO- lOS 0 lvct:> 
719\J950 ~A.l b< ANL lH cu {,f ChAR lllJ-KHAKl lON IA 30<:,l'J 193 ll 14 0 C, 12H 
719V9'>'V C.lllZH1S N~ CF CHAR.LI:!:, C.!TY lhAKLES Cl TY IA 2 3903 IS3 621 33 0 b,7 
71':<llUO C.ITIZl:li!:, $TA.11:. bAN",. C.lARlNOA IA 24~07 231:S 1,0 0 0 7'0 
71911.::0 FlkST NA l dt<. Uf C.LAfUOl'-4 CLARION IA 3122b 140 1001 20Y 0 1001 
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----1'!.E.M.BCR. SANKS ________________ 8ENHlLT0 BANKS_CQVERE0 ay __ ll00lFlE0 s. 8~ -- __ ---------- --- 2/22/79 

(1) 12) 13) 14) ( ~, 16) 
oso NAME LOC.ATIUN 11.11:P Ylll.SH 1977 NE• NtW OIF 

- . ---- ------------------- --------- _______ _________ l\E~bAl__f.PA __ kEQ_.L __ 131-l~J ____ 

7191140 CLEAR. LAK~ 6ANK A.NO TRUST C.OCLEAR LAKE lA 2.969b 408 043 0 0 843 . 
7 l'H l',10 Cl 1"11UN NATll.hAL 8AM'i. CllNTuN IA 52731 )86 111b 44~ 0 l 77e,. . 
719119~ f.1k!:iol NA 1 lONAL BA~!'.. CllNTuN IA 50528 oeu 11::1:;o >2S (J 11:130 
719 ll ... HJ flRST kAT 81(. l N C.Olf AX C.(JLFAX IA 193~7 tb 637 30 0 637 . 

_71SL~!l0 tCU..,'l.i3US JU~C.T lON S.lAl.E:. bAr.KC.U~U~bUS JUNLl ION .--IA _ 211~0 ____ 113 7b7 ---- 29 _ --- 0 7b7 . 
7 l9 l2t.~ PELPLC.S. NAT llNAL BANI<. C(LL;MBUS JUNCTION IA 17953 63 619 >4 0 619 
71912'11) Ul\EY VERr-+l.J'l f-1 RST NAT bK C.LK.NlNG IA Z.79ti4 116 10~4!' 96 0 10~2 
7191)4{1 Fl"-Sl I'•~ uF CLUl'ic.IL BLUFFS CUUl'tC.lL bLUf-FS IA 704S-b 1051 2682 1109 0 ~bb2 
7 .i.9137.:> 1..Re.sco NAT 1O1\A.t.. bANI( C.k.E:St..O IA 15-453 90 49' 0 0 49S 
71913',IU f.lf..S.l NB IN CktSTON CKE~IUi'il IA ::,.Jl99 312 1071 ll (J 10"/7 

_ 1191'-70 CAVt.NPur<.T 6A/1K A\U lkU!:.l C.O DAVE.N.PUR.l ___ • _____ IA _ 313254 ·-·-·55'J3 _ l0i04 ___ ~,oe _ 3014 1l't0 --
7191'- 7S t-JP.S.T l'Hj OF DA VH,1-'OR T llAYENPOK T IA 436:H 104d 3S9 " 0 •'9 . 
7191 S.~O FIRST Nl-!S1!:K!I. M1 Uf OtN!:.lON Uf::N 1 !:.GN. IA 20154 183 M7 0 0 64-, 
7191~10 BAl'tit.E:.k!> rnu!:.T Cu ues ~UlNtS IA 232 880 5b~3 !:il9b 28b7 0 !:>he» 
1191500 CAC>lTAL ClTY S. T Alt; BANK o,s M □ If'.tES IA bb971 lU13 2ClbS 122 0 20bS 
71915-CfO C.tN IRAL NAT b~ t TK w UES MlJlNCS IA 216084 _;!,.s2 7b09 Sl!,,_ 2b7 7~4t2 

_7.1.9H,O!:i EAST Dt.S ~UIN::S NA 1 JONAL BK DtS MUl~tS_. _______ JA __________ ~_ (t,iib SSI b10 0 0 blO . 
719 lt:>20 lt..l-lA. Ut:S MCJlM:~ 1'.1.4.llONiAL bi<. ue.s Ml.Jltd::S 1A 46641b >052 18169 5131 9235 t\9.:,4, 

7191.t.)2 NA 1 lC.NA.L bA.~"- u, LE::.. ~t.HNE:.S UlS MUlNE:S IA ~1197 ,., 1998 b.c:'8 0 • i<,9b . ,... 
7 .i9 lc.J5 NGh THWE:.51 :sKU~tc..-.. rm Ut:.S MOlNtS IA .. Hb93 .i::18 lO'tl 141 0 1091 . CTI 
719104(1 YALU:Y f~I\ 11...;N~ l t.A"il<. Ui:5 MOlNtS IA 11~.,13 1547 '.,9b5 ZIJb7 0 lS-cl~ 0) 
7)911.;o Al'lt:.KIC.Af-1 '" C SVC,5 bA"-K OlJdU~UI::: IA 122 b~9 20b4 3.i:'.67 12 ~o 0 3.c::b7 

_ 71917;0 FIK.$1 NB Uf- DU~U"'U:=; UUoU\JUI:. _______ IA _____ lD7lU 1;b) 331 '> 13 £3 0 3Jl5 -~---
7l'>'l7'1U LY Lr...'.)\llllt. NAT WNAL bANK OYCkSVlllE IA z;t:6& ISS b06 141 0 006 . 
7l'fH~2 St:C.Lr,.jO NAT lU/liAL f::A"lK £:Ll.JUR.A IA 143(.)C, bb 491 0 0 41,l . 
7 17 i'1'10 C.dilkAL !>TA IC. lo!iANi<. f:LKAOl::R IA 21!>~4 116 798 0 0 798 • 
1 i'H'J,j:> 10\iA TkU~ t A~'.J ~AV1N(~5, BANK E:M~t:T S~URG IA l<t.bU 134 6BJ 0 0 bt3 . 
71~1970 I-IR5J NAl vK ur t55l:X E.S!>i::X IA 17c,:-,3 " bob 14 0 bbb . 

_ 7l9L~.i.o f'lr;~T Nb lN fAl~f-lELD f"-lkFH.LO IA_ ------------- 28!>23 2.72 943 0 0 9'3 . 
71~,?U~O llft1A S TAlt. &A~'<. M~U TkUST COF AI~flELO IA ~;1cv 40l. 704 0 0 7b4 . 
7 J.'12 l'tO t-uP.t~T C. l TY 8A:-.K. (. TkUH tu f-lJR.1::Sl C.lTY IA 22b71 182 77:-, 0 0 773 
71.~.:: l~J FlF<.Sl ~.t.. 1 "'. '' UODGE IA F(JS l C.OO1.,f. IA 721:lll bOJ 2!,EH 1351 0 2!>81 
719~ lt,O SH.Tt. fH,N~ fuk T DOD&E IA 5'1bl1 >42 l91;1J ~93 (J l',,oO 
714.dl'O f--Gf-1.1 MAU15W.; l!Afll.K & TF<.U51 C.Oflt-\l HADlSON IA 30t.>09 '1>.::l 349 0 0 .34'# 
7 l'i.::.:: 7u HAr-tlLCI\. C.UJNlY NAT1U~.\l BA~,.-..C,Ah.itt.R lA -----·-- ------·- 2271) 143 1bb 0 0 7oe . 
7lq,L_;"t0 C,t!;;r.."lJU!J STAH: bA1'.i<. C.LE/li"'JOD IA 20135" 17 l .,. 0 0 t,29 . 
7l'i'L35O flFo.SJ N<T o< lN GLH,Dt.N ~LllJULN IA 14970 87 48& 0 0 .. ats . 
719.l440 f li-;5 T ~ 1 ATE i:;ANK C.kEtNt IA 14.lc,7 ,. ,,2 (J " 552 
7192480 t"'Ul'l!::.'.:>HlE:K. CU\Jf'tTY NAT lCJiAL 81'.(.,kl/11.NELL lA 3b:>56 4JO 110~ 0 0 1105 
7142>10 bkV~~uv "" Uf- GRU~UY C.r..TR GKUNLIY tf:.NlER IA 19665 b9 b6S 36 C, obS 

. 'll."12~CQ H'l5T NAT BK Uf hAMPTC.N hAMPTlrN IA 25blY lbO OJI ,. 0 &31 . 
-- --

71'-ild:.UO HAl(Ll~ NATiUML tlAN.K HARLAN IA 2 /4'1tl 14' 097 14b 0 b'1 
71Q.db0 ~lil..H Nti rn t-(}~NLllQT hUMoOLOT IA 302~4 233 )(.)08 70 0 l00ti 
719,btHI Flk5T N1;1 ION-. tl lY lUwA J(l,.A tl TY IA 1074'11 13'11 :,,..o,. 20~1 " .:,4tlr't 

71'73150 C.MTY Nb t TRC.O OF t<..N()X.Vlllf 1\1'.0,\VlLLE IA 32i9b 289 1007 3 u 1001 
7193310 fIR~T N& IN lE MARS LE MARS IA 24b20 3u6 696 0 0 690 

---------· 
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__ .MEMtH:R. 8A.NK.S ·- ·- _ _____________________ BENEFll TO BANKS. COVE.RED BY MOOlflf.0 S. B5 __ -------- --- ____________ Z/22/79 

111 121 131 {4) { 51 {b) 
0$B NAME LOCATION TUEP VL 1{.:;.H 1977 New New DlF 

·---··------ fU.IJBAL HA RlQbAL __ (3)-t5). ___ 

7193330 FlRST NB IN Ll:NOX LHtOX IA 19407 01 712 lY 0 712 . 
71935b0 FARMCRS &. MtkCttANTS SVGS B~ HANLHES 1 ER IA 15796 2U3 4!,8 0 0 4!>8 . 
719.3?~0 f-1 R~l STATE BANK. f'IANLHES TER IA 19224 127 701 0 0 7bl 
719J610 FIRST NB GF MA~NlNG MANNING IA 14879 •• 5!,7 a 0 557 . 

__ 119.3700 Flk~T NA.T tli-. OF- MARION. ___ MAR1UN ____ u ---------·--·- 39240 L13 l:,52 --···· 15o -·-~-- 0 13~,2 __ • __ 
71'137_,V S1:C.URlTY SAVINGS BANK f"IAR::.HALL TOWN IA 74129 1l.6 2!>91 ll.34 0 2~<;,7 
714j750 f-lk::.t Nb OF MA ~ON 1..1 TY MASI.IN CI T'I' IA Ybb54 922 -'tl90 2l"t3 0 'tl':18 
719.3760 U'.'illE:.O HCWE eANt<. t TRUSt CO ~.AS.UN. CllY 1A 711~!;, 504 £725 1217 0 27.i::5 
719J.lJl0 f-lk!i.T NB OF HO VALLl:Y M15::i.0Ltkl VALLEY IA 17977 83 5% 35 0 590 • 
7l'Jj',190 MlJ, .... TlCELLO STAlE: 8ANJ(. HONl lCf:LLO IA 69!>18 215 2c;39 ll>O 0 2936 

__ 719407\J Ctr-.iTRAL 51ATC BANK. MU~CA t lNE IA 1£015 1b3 £5',S. 11~1 0 25',~ _ 
719'10b0 Flk~T tib UF MU~CAT lNE MUSCAllNE: IA 1':l9t>1 lltt.L 20!,6 374 0 2:J~b 
7 lS-411\i NE:VA{J.6, NAT lON.t.L BANK. Ne. VAOA IA £8686 24!, ij'j,( bO 0 892 . 
7lY'tl60 FJKST Nb lN h:c-W HAMPTON NE:W HAMPltJ~ IA l5b6b 193 b>l 0 0 •>l . 
719.,170 StC.U~llY ~TATE t1ANK. Ntw HAMPTON IA l 7bl3 101 !>39 0 0 >>9 . 
7194ll.J5 f-IR::i.T Nl.:.WTON NATlLNAL tUN< ?it.HUN IA .t:bll 7 3'1 713 0 0 713 

__ 719'tll0 JASf'EQ.. CQU\iJY SAVINGS 6A~I\ NE:WTON _ IA ----------- -- ----. b)l't9 773 22t12 ___ 708 0 22bZ 
7 i9't33C. f- lR~I NB (IF Ul:.LMUN Of.LNt.lN IA 32088 3YC> 9'2 u 0 vsz . 
719't34iJ CllY ~lATI:: ~.ANII. 1.JbOtN IA 1~342 11 ,., a 0 !,07 . ~ 

719'-~40 HUMC lKU!i,l "" SAVINGS BANK OS.\Ut IA £2:)37 % 701 79 0 1,1 . C11 
7l91t400 OSA.C,E FAf..ME"'-S NATIONAL BANK. US.AGE IA .?:Oo3,l 101 11:, 11 0 713 . -:i 
7 l9't'tl'.>0 F1R.ST Nb OF UTTUM,i'A OTTUMWA lA 45373 930 .,. 0 0 919 

_7 l'",t14't50 UNI LN BANI\. A1'4U H~US.T co OTTUMWA IA ---- -- ·- --·- 85C/OO __ 13>b .i:050 77< 0 2650 ----
7l9't~60 PC.LLA ~A 1 IUNAL ijANI\ HLLA IA 40731 l't2 1600 31l 0 lbVO . 
71'14~70 flR~l kAT Bl\ Uf- Pi:KRY Pl:R.R'f IA .:S0497 200 993 139 0 993 . 
71Y46<>0 MONIGOMCRY tTY ND OF RED OM.Rt."O OAK IA 2b31b 25't 81-' u o· 812 
719:,U')Q NAT OK UF RUCKMf:LL CITY kt<.Kwf:.LL CITY lA l 7t.8U 109 !,08 0 0 508 .. 
719~130 ~T A.NSGA.R ST AT I: 6.\Ni!\, SA.INT AHSVAR 1A l&l:l;:-3 141 62:6 0 0 02b . 

_ 1 l'J5~7U C.11 Y /'iS UF- SHi:.NANOUAtt 5HENANDOAH IA 2o07H 227 lOll 0 0 1011 . 
7 i9521:H) S.ECL)RllY TkLl!,.T (. !,.Al/ING~ 6K. 5,Ht:.NAND{JAH IA 11:l S4~ )88 hl 0 " 751 . 
11-,s.;~o F-IR~l NS l.JF SIOUX OHR SlOUX tf:.NTtR 1A 27~46 84 1017 lob 0 1071 • 
7195370 r-lR!)l •• IN SlUUX C.l TY ~IOUX Cl T'I' IA ll306S lOiib 4021 300!> 0 4021 
719~'tOS Jt,jWN NO (.:f- SlWX ClTY SlOU). CITY IA 11100; l4 7b )662 2"t7't 0 3oo2 
7195-410 Sf:.CLaUTY r-.ij Uf- s1wx cnv 5.IOUA CITY IA lb 7313 2:007 52"tb 3318 0 !:i£4e 

- 7 J.9::)'t.£0 TOY f-lAl 1Cil'..i\L BAf'lip1; SlUUX Cl TY IA l2b903 1235 399Z 2620 0 3'192 
719!>510 C.LAY CUU/\ilY Ne, Of SPENCtk 5,Pl:.1'4(.f:R IA 307b!> '"" 994 0 0 """ . 
7195:J2S SPt~E:k NATIONAL 6ANI\ SPENC.f:R 1A 2S32S Z:192 030 0 0 630 . 
7 l'IS630 C.lTllE:NS FllUl NAT lUkAL 6ANl<.S10kM LAKE IA 03967 302 227.Z lOZ't 0 2272 
7 l9~o40 CLMHtRClAl Tk (. SVVoS. bK .S l{JKM LAKE IA 20143 70 72b 90 a 726 . 
7 l 'l~b~O Sf:ClJRl TY TR ANO SVGS BK STOkH LAKE IA lb8b9 93 020 0 0 020 . 

_7l9!:i7l0 Flfi.::.l NC OF !::,UMN.t.k S.UJo\NCR IA - --- ----- --~----- 26179 03 ,n 93 0 927 . 
?19!":1825 F lkS.T Nb OF- llf'lON llPlUN lA 144!:,8 n 437 0 0 4~7 . 
7195c:i40 Tl Tl.NKA SAVINGS, BA-~K TlTON11..A IA 15c;,37 70 !>bl 0 0 5bl . 
7l~t.Ub0 NAT 81(. l;f ~A!::ih I Nu TUN WASHlNGTC~ u .l8£61 190 1029 •o 0 104'.9 
7 l '16V7V WA!:.MlNG TUl't STAT C BAN"'- WASH1NGTUN IA 25618 ~c,u 67.:> 0 0 •7• . 
7196000 r-.AT 8K OF WAH:kLOO WAT tRLUU IA 1341S3 3000 3407 13'0 0 3't-Ol 
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__ M.LJ1.BER.BANK.S __ -- -··--------- ----- !:tENEFl T _ 10_BANK.S __ covERE0_6Y _ H00lflED s .. _ 8!,, --- _ __ ---·-·----~Ui.2/79 _____ 

( 11 C2 l 131 ( 41 151 161 
DSB NAME LOCATION 1Lit.P Vl TCSH 1977 NCW N>w GIF 

-------------- ·- -- --~--- -- ---- -- Rl.l.;.8AL ... ·- E:. p,t. Rt.(.bAL 131-151.~--

7190100 WATERLOO SAVlNGS 8ANt-;. WAl t.RlOO IA 102625 15o9 3:,54 1778 0 3!>!>4 
7l't6l-'t0 F-Ik.ST '" OF WAVtkl Y WAVt.iUY IA 37453 3L8 1198 .. 0 11'18 . 
7 l9ol9C FAR!"£RS NO GF WE:6SHR CITY kt.BS H.R Cl TY IA 3707~ :,,12 L,06 63 0 BOO . 
7 l9o:;3o HRST NB UF- Wt:ST uNllJN WE.ST U."',ilCN IA 30'1"t't .t5ol 1093 • 0 10'13 . 

OF 109 BAN.~S AFFECTED IN STAT .E. 43 HAVt NO EARNlNG.S PAR TlClPATIUN AC.CUUNT Uk kf:.C..•UlkU, Rl:SfkYf;; BALANCE 
6< NAVE ,o kt.QURl:O RE~tRVE BALANCE 

------------------------------------- -------------------------
1020(.,040 FARMER!:. NAT bK OF AB lLE:NE: ABI LE.NE KS l'7b60 159 750 0 0 7SO . 
lJ.C.00.:lJO Cl1 HENS MT oK C " tu ANTHUNY KS J.B~-,9 b9 7J2 b 0 7 ~2 
lv.2U0.2 l0 FlkST NAl BK Of ANl HONY ANTHOr-..'I' KS 172 l!> bb bl9 " " 61Y . 
10200;::-.o HUl'<\1: NAT bK OF Af...l\AN.SAS f.l lYAf...r<.ANSAS CllY KS 43¥47 ,s, le02 394 0 lb02 . 
102LIC,3LO Cl1Y NA.1 b!( CF Al(.HlSCN A1CHl!i.ON KS 3';410 ~.40 }oj4 311 0 lo34 
lJLiJC.330 tXL Nb & lK tu Lr A IC.NlS(JN A lC.NHON KS ,2702 <50 1"4.':0 17 0 l.:'.20 
i..G.:-u04~0 AS NAT eK OF BAXTtR 51-klt,.GS t1AX.1E:t\ SPRINC.S KS 224~1 3C.b s,, 0 0 • ~94 . 
lC2Vv1Y0 Pl:.Ol->U:.S NbC. TC. UF tiURLl~GlON bL"RLlNGTON " i:.Ul .:'>O 101 83b 0 0 6::S6 I--' 
10.::00..,~0 f }i,:!'.,J NAT o< Of CHA:'iUlt (r!A~Ult Ks 3391'1 2b9 llc~ 33 0 llc!:> i:11 
l0.2VlO~G PE.Uf-LE:.S ",b UF C.LAY <.H,H.k (.LAY CENlER " .:!350b lo3 ou, 0 u OU9 00 
10"-0lut-Q LINlLN STATE bA:'.K. (.LAY UNT!=k KS .2 2!54b 194 &61 0 0 Sol 
l020ll"iU C.LM,UN. f'..tl Of C.llf·H.'t'YlLLE Clif-F-t.h'llU:. KS 2.3t:23 (.t,3 743 0 0 7'tl 
10£.Vl lSV FF{Sl r1A l BK Uf Cl.11-H 't'"V'I Llf.: C.CJf H:Y\f J. LLE KS 50873 403 l 7H3 3't" 0 l 7t,) 
10,Vll 10 1 t1UMAS UY ''" Of C.(JLt,Y LlJLbY KS 2 3',2j. 11 I 1071 0 0 1071 
10..--:i 1£.i:'.0 Fl f,,'.)J NAl a, Of LULU!"':bU.S (OLL:"1blJ~ KS 2:3J771 16• 101 17 0 7d7 
1U.20J.4~0 Fl(.;t.LITY sr A 1t. "' ANO lR co {JIJ;)l,t;. C.llY KS ~0878 S&7 lb'>'_j 457 0 lo'd 
lJ;:c.. 1440 F 1 k~ T NU & lK cu '" OLLJGE C.YU,OC.E: C.l lY KS 35,477" 300 171.l Hl " } 7il 
l:.i.::-..1 1 '.> 10 FH,H NA 1 lUNAL ~M;.i<. & lR CO t.LDLF•.AIJU. KS ,---------- -·-- 304(/IJ -.1 10~'1 0 0 lO~"f 
l.O(.Olt>'.>u (.1 T JZl:.11.t~ '" • lP. Uf t Mf-URlA l:."'il-'CJR lA " ~l 701 733 .1:>43 338 0 1, .. 3 
10..:0 lo lC A.kMY Nb O> ., Lt.AV!::NWLJ:<lH F-GR 1 LcAVENWORTH KS 30;;2"1 314 l~1'1t lbl 0 1)74 . 
10~01520 C.lllltf-1~ '" Uf f-lJk.T !.(.Ull fUKl sc.on <5 43'14(, 500 l~~'t 14~ 0 1~54 . 
10,0 .lt. 70 fl k~J ,., ilK IN fr1..t.UIJNlA f-kf.UONlA <S l ?£,c 130 549 0 0 s,9 
10£01'150 GAFc.tJ::N NB OF GARLlE:N (.}TY GAP.DEN C.llY ,s 3~t!Ot1 2ob lC30 33S 0 10.,0 
lU.:t.1::.:0lO f--1R5 T NAT t'li'",,. U'- LIRAF-IJ (,li-l.t.KD <5 157':13 97 6LO 0 0 620 
lOiOiC-60 FH.~l NAT !:>i,;, OF- GUOUlA~O G,WULA1;10 KS 28b£<4 313 1008 () 0 lOo~ 
l0.C02H.JU AME:k.lC.AN 5TA.lt:; 8< L Tk C.O l>kt:AT btNO ,s 'tlU9 <S5 lb79 319 " lb7'1 . 
1020.::110 lS T ~.o • TR co lN t,IH:AT bENDt.kE Al BCND KS 51007 404 170!'1 '11 0 1705 . 
10.(.0£310 t--IRST Ne UF ~AYS CJTY HAY!:, KS 32714 361 lL&1 a 0 12B7 . 
10tu2)1~ HAY.> NAT]UNAL bANI<. HAYS KS 1711V 24-, );} 0 0 )41 . 

-- 10.i.0.:.460 F lk~T NAl oK UF HILLSBORO hlLL!:ibORO ,s 19141 108 197 0 0 79., . 
10.2U.::~7U FIRST NAT ::IK. OF HUXJ E HO.XlE ,s l 9ll~ 61 737 11 G 1 ,, . 
1020<t>20 HU."ti0LU1 NA I IQt--,AL "t.ANK. h~.bOLOl Ks l60-f.3 b9 b!>3 0 C, t.S~ 
l0-'-0.c!t60 f-IRSI NA1 EiK. (Jf hUTCt-lJNSC".N HUTC.hl-'iSON KS 946?7 "" 40~5 2l 9_j 0 40~5 
10£u~Oc6!> Nl.J1CH1NSUN NAT bK C TR t1UlC.t-llNSGN ,s 105653 923 37"9b 1923 0 3198 
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-- MEMBER BAf«.$,._~~ ______ -·- -- -- --------- -·---- BENE.Fl T 10. BANKS COVE.RED-BY MOLJH-lE.D S. 85 ·-------2./22/79 -----

11) (2) (3) 14) ( 5) 16) 
DSB NAME LOCATION TOEP Vl lC.~H 1977 New NEW DIF 

----~----------. - ------- ----- ___ .Rt.~liAL HA RE.QbA.L -- 13)-15). ___ 

10202090 CIT !ZENS NB IN INOEPENOENCC. JNOLPCNOENC.f: KS 38187 299 lb4't 280 0 lb44 . 
1020,s~o t.ENTRA.L N6 OF JUNC.TION CllY J'-""C.llON C11Y KS 29739 480 b84 0 0 bb4 
10 .:02 ot.O FIR.!,,T Nb UF JUNL TION CllY JlJNC 1 ION Cl lY KS 2::,::,09 699 349 0 0 349 
10.:02...,co (.MK(. Ntj Of K.M~!,,A,!,, Cl TY KA.\15.AS C lTY KS 174503 1£11 7010 -4521 1011 bUU5 
}..;.::'.(;JiJ,d, S.l:.C.U~lTY ~Al 8Ar .. K. OF K(. l(Af't5A5 CHY KS --- ---~---- -- ---- 146224 10·19 49tl7 ~!>03 0 49b7 
10,0:::.010 F lk!:il NAT tiK. OF KlN1,,,MAN K.JN1.,M,V~ KS 17863 146 '"' 0 " 59; . 
10.i.031£0 f C.KSU.TE LK Uf- KUSH C. lY LA LRDS!>E KS 14975- 52 t:;O9 0 0 609 
10i03180 Fifi.Sol NAT •K " TR IN LAkNED LARr-.EO KS l.7377 ,., 8>3 " 0 b5~ . 
10.203190 15 T ST bK " TR C.[J CF LAkNf::0 LARNED <S 2b9b3 260 040 10 0 a .. o . 
10.2(,3.H,O t-, lRSl ~~ (Jf LA'NRE_NCi::: LA.WRE.t-.CE: KS ~4bb1 5o7 2.131 bOO 0 2UI . 
10.20.32 10 LAW'.~t.NLE NAT bK A/',,U TRU5c T C.ULAWkt/1.C.E ,s -.5.;:-,75 1270 907 0 0 987 . 
10.:1.U,:L.J f--lr'.S.T Nb UF LE AVENWUk TH L E:AV t:' r11·.iukt H KS )'>3tl6 o» '" 0 0 979 
102l'.;),l..)C., U.AVEN,;UiUrt f\Al tll\ t. TS cu LEAV~ N.iORTh KS 30li::l 479 890 0 0 .,6 
1C.2v3?&0 HRST NA. T b!<. Uf- llbEKAL LlOt.RAL KS ll:1611 2':rl;I, l0b3 0 0 1003 . 
1U2u . .:U 70 Pf::UPLES. NAT bK Cf Ll6U.AL LH:!l:kAl <S 3lb3b i14 1£13 76 0 l.t:73 
10.?U.:,b60 Fi k~l Nb UF J-'..A!\HATT Afl; MAl'IIHA TT AN KS 418~7 440 164b 434 0 101.o~ 

"luLOJc.,<;-1,,; UNlLN ~Bf:.TC ue MA~HA Tl AN MANHAT1AN KS 5t4b4 t13& 20bb ~., 0 2VOO 
lO.i::03~uo f-lt<.S.l NAl t>!C.. OF Mt:AOE: f"lt:AUt: KS 16127 74 71L. 0 0 712 I-' 
10.:'.UJbll) f-- lkS.T Ne. GF MEOl(J~I;. LCOGE MEDICINE. LODGE KS £.1215 10£ •o~ 0 0 ,o, . 01 
10.ill:.O'-'!,O f-lKST N,H OK Of- Nl:.OL.11::.S/-'IA NcUL.itSHA KS lb97l 1so 701 0 0 7(;1 . ~ 
l,J2U4u9U '-11 LL AND Nb UF- ~t.'rfTUN fllt.tilLN KS 20229 31b ""' 0 0 "" . 
l02U~2LO flk.:)1 NAT 81(,, OF OLA THE: ULA fHE KS 30447 .Hl 14.B 310 0 ll.oJ3 

_....lO.i.a<tL6.0 flR!:i.T Nti Uf- OSA,tAlO~.lt:. 0!:i.A'tlAl □ MlE.._ KS l90UO S9 71• 0 0 71• . 
10204370 PE: OPLE S. N~ f. l k 011,hlA Ull AWA KS l. lStlO 3:,~ blO 0 0 blu 
1021.1~4 70 MlAM.1 t TY N-\l llK.. Uf f'AOLA PAULA KS 39 l3S 202 l4S7 397 0 14S7 . 
1021,,,4~b0 FlR.51 N8 UF F-Wlllll-'SBUR(, PnILLlP.SWR& KS 3316£. 107 141-1 lDb 0 1419 . 
lOiC-.;, 7S CllY NAT " OF 1-'l l l St-L•f.:(:, Pll TSbURb KS 2:,191 391 03S 0 0 o::i, 
100:.045\f!J ~AT li.J/"t.Al BK OF Pl l1 !)b\Jk.t.. f'lTTSbURG KS so:,10 "" 1910 3bb 0 l.'"10 
102\J<.6"/~ J0r1NSU."II CTY ,'d r. rc PF.Al i-tlE VILLAGE KS - 104127 e,2b 4!>31 .i'..tl 71:l 62 "t4b9 
10.20-4676 KL,'1SA!> . ., ., C. TR co PRAJklE VI LLA(>E: KS 3491 ... .324 1100 167 0 1100 
10.;;,u.,o::.u F lf...51 NH OK. OF PR.All PF-.A.1 T " L4U95 ,uo 903 0 0 903 
lv201.,690 PELii'Ll:::5 BAi',1,<, FKA Tl KS 41 '/09 lh 1743 319 0 171.oJ . 
lu.::U4 970 F lkST NA I l.:NAL bA~K C. TRUST ST JONN KS 170.H 60 7Ul 0 0 701 . 
lD 2U ~OlU f lk.Sl fllt:H,IC Or ~All NA .SALINA KS bl:H':ib5 "79 .2ot!:i 107H 0 lot.5 . 
l0,c0'.;03u r-.AT bK UF A.ME:.k!CA AT SAL INA SAL 11'11.A KS -·-- --·------- !)8!., 15 7'3 L.3U't 77~ 0 2j,U4 . 
10..::U:>Gt>O FlKSl NAT "" Or !)(.UTT CITY Sl..U ll CllY KS 2.'318 9o l0o3 0 0 1003 . 
l0.2U~070 f-lRST NAT bl( Of Sb.JAN St.DAN KS 13~2b 70 019 0 0 '19 . 
lU<'.V!.il'>'\J FIRST Nb U~ SMl Tt-1 Ct:~tlER !)Ml ht CENTER <S l9bUb Sb 79d 1 " 79B • 
1V20!.i52.!.i F-.lRST SAT OK Of TOPE:1<..A lOPl:.KA KS 2!.i3!.,U'9 321!> llVb3 5756 3b04 7!.i79 
lU.::tJ':15!>0 M!:;.,,(HANTS Nb Of- TOPE:K.A 11.J?i:.~A KS 168079 lubl SB73 'tl04 .. , !)je,4 
lOLD:i.520 FIR.ST ;'>.IAT B< h'M-!.t:.LU WA."1t:G □ ________ .K5 ____________ , 16!:i!:13 71 036 0 0 b30 . 
10.::0!.it''-0 flRST NAT a, Ur WASrllNGluN WAShlNGTON KS 21420 "' 878 0 0 87& 
1ULU5'110 flK~T SAT "' Uf W!:LllNLTD"i WELL IN(, TON <~ t. eo::io 2.::0 JQj4 0 0 lV_,'1 
10.i:Ot.Ul'.O f lk.!)J l';B ,. WI C.Hl I A ftlC.Hl TA KS 2821 !)<j 2304 12.3.:"7 5043 4321 bUVb 
lOLut>,_,.3~ fQIJRl H r1Al ION.Al bK • lR co NlC.HllA K> 4()41;)'-tt) &;J3"t l 747t, 5191 7568 Y90S 
10;:,00042 NAT lONAl OMIIK Uf WI(.HllA W!C.Hl TA KS 3 l4BB b6S ~1' 0 0 574 . 

---·- -~-
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___ MEKBE.R. SANKS __________ -------~-------------- BENEFIT_ TO.SANKS_tOY~Rf.O_fl,y __ HODlFlE:.O S •. 8!J __ ,_ 

111 12 l 131 141 I 51 
OS& NAME LOC.A TION lOE:P VL lCSH lS-?7 NlW NlW 

-------------- - Rl'-'BAL ___ HA .. RLQ bAl 

10206050 SW NAT BANK OF- WICHITA WlCHl 1A KS bllt.8 711 ZQl l 717 0 
lU200t.ibV UNION NAl BK OF WlCH 11A WlChlTA KS lbl07CJ 172~ 6274 443C, 0 
1020b 110 F-IR~T -.T S,<. OF WlNFHlO MIN F- !ELD ,s 35131 417 l1b0 3~.,. 0 

OF B3 BANi<.S Af-FEtlEO -IN SlATE 39 HAVE:: NO EAkNlNG,S PAR TlClPAllON ACCOUNl OR RtQUlRED Rt;5EP.V£; tlALANCE 
38 11AVC NO RE:.CURE:0 RE~l:RVE BALANC.E 

_'-210050 SECDND NH OF- A!>HLANU ASHLAND KY 105325 2320 'tOb~ 1922 0 
4.<'.10000 1H1k0 NAT BM~ us A.SHLANU A5HLAN0 KY 69"162 2i.90 15,c.Z 0 0 
42:10110 U~lON '1B UF bt,.f<.bOL:kVllLE ~A,f,,t.;QUkl/llLE: KY 4Cb'ib 117 3 504 0 0 
42lv240 f:!E::H.EA NATlJ,''-IAL bMilK Elf::Rl.A .. 17)4~ 2.12' 484 0 0 
82H;3UO AM Nb&TK. CO Of bU-~LlNC. GRE:ENU[.:\,,/llNG GRl:::EN KY 94204 1309 42 l~ 2217 0 
e.:::10320 Cll "" OS OUWLlM..- ~RHN t.'l.lWUNG c.RU::N KY 873~(.i 1~99 ~atso 1~~9 0 
tl2l\.)l,90 c.I T lZ.E~S. 6AN!'(.. AND TRU~T lO C.AMPb~LL!:tVlLLE KY 25176 !,~4 810 0 0 
4210~50 f.lRST NU UF C.AkllSLE CARLISLE. KY l78bl 19> b£0 0 0 
421L. 7:,,0 fl K!">T Nb L TK CO UF CURb IN Cl)k.blN KY ~4'102 903 lbl4 0 0 
42lCd70 CIT 12er,,s N~ UF C.OVlNt, TD~ LUV lNC.lLN .. o<".4022 bOS .:049 0 0 
4ilU79u f- lR!>T _.T OK. & lRUS T ca C.UV l"'GTUl'-t KY 73203 2Vt.lJ lbl8 224 0 
42l0bl0 Pl:(JPlf:S UBE:Rl Y bK t l• ca C.OV lNbTO~ KY 94732 2H,4 2372 112~ 0 

__ 4210870 FAKMt-RS Sb Of C.'t'~THl.A.tiA CYNHtlANA - Ky 22149 362 7<2 0 0 
42:lCtoYO f'lb t,f C YNTHlA\!A C YNIHlANA KY 32029 36.i: l 1 ~iJ 0 0 
U21U'JlGO C.11 llu,s '18 OF OANY I LU: U M~V lllf:- Ky 2.:H05 ~96 797 0 0 

621091'.J f-Afi. "It.RS. r,s '" LJAJ'l\llLLI: OA.NVlLLI: KY 309~0 314 14UO 16 " 8.?:ll .J20 151 hlt.kLllN N::. OF Hlbl:THTWN LLll.At:lt:THTOWN KY 81b73 1729 3(1(1(; 10.H 0 
~d 114!'> !-Ok T l(.f'1UX NAllO~Al bAJ\tK t-Ok.l K-..ox KY 21.Hl bbb lb> 0 0 

-- 0211190 Sl ATE ~· l!f f~A.r-..1<.fOK T fkA,",11<,fJRl ____________ KY ·---- __ ., __ ---- --- 311()0 )44 150!) ,2,23 u 
Bdl..!:.:)0 C.l TY NB UF- FUL Tf..JN t-ULlliN KY 2.B~b 3~5 694 0 0 
4.dl2b0 f lkS T NAl "" Ai\10 lk co C.-tURL,1:TUl-iN KY 3~56U 441 13.£4 0 0 
t\211310 ~LW F-AR~tR.S. NB OF GLA!:tGUW C.LA~i...(JH KY 52bb9 b2b 2333 12:2 0 
4211::HO FlR.51 No OF GRAY~GN· (if...A Y !:»ON KY 27139 31b 1017 0 0 
8£11-,90 PE;UPLCS ~Ar"-iK. L lkuST tUMPAM'C.kl:.t.NSbURG KY 2V4D ~c~ 70> 0 0 
42ll43V t-,AKLA>i l¼h l ll.JNAL bA~K t1Ai...LAN Ky ----------- -~--- - - .::0931 1077 lO<td 0 0 
8dl54Q F lKSl tfo (Ji-= ht: NUtkSON Ht-,.DtKSUN KY 42b..'l l03u lt.~b lbl 0 
8211!>;.0 (:rdU VALLCY '" lJf- H!:;f·•Wi::RSON ht.NuERSC:N KY 3 "1446, 4.£5 l5b6 :t.bf.J 0 
62 l lbUO L l NCULN No OF H...i(Jt,f;~V ILLE:. HWvlNV llLE KY 21764 .c:~, 82b 0 0 
8ll lo2.J PLANTE~S tANK AND Tk.U!:»l lO HOPKlr-.S.V lLLE KY 9b409 3101 16tt3 ., 0 
4211730 FlR~l Nb UF JAl"-50,'~ JACKSON KY l&75b 2u::, 62:ti 0 0 

__ 4£ll9l0 SANK OF CUMl-'t.~CE f.. 1 RUST CO LH.lNC.TON -· Ky ----~- - ------ 93~84 1033 J'1t>8 20bi 0 
421194!'> C.lllLENS. UNll.J'i N,Hll.iNA.l bAt«U.X Ht1GTUN KY ll941't 2131 !:i3l9 30/!;, 0 
42.119~0 flk..ST StC.u•u lY ~B f. Tk CU U:X}/ljl.TUN KY 439~'1{) .i.74t:. 211!:it. !:iOe.9 llbCJ!:i 
4.?.l 1900 SH.LNO NAT BANK ANO Tk C.O Ll:Xll',jt,JON KY 100~90 213S 3334 12 77 0 
421£008 CUMUCRLANO VALLEY NS L 1 K COlUt~GUN. <Y 71'-IO(. 092 2C>b0 ll.:::7 0 

-·---·---- ·--------- --- - ---

2/l2/79 ___ _ 

161 
DH' 

1:;J-15L 

20.ll 
t>4 74 
l7t,U 

40b~ 
l!)b2 

504 
464 

421~ 
2tsf.;0 

81b 
, b<'.0 
ltil-4 

3.,9 
lblb 
2372 

722 
1158 
1,1 

14;.,0 
.!IVclu 

lo5 
l!.io, 

09 .. 
13✓.4 

2~33 
1017 

705 
109b 
lb~O 
l><>b 

tiib 
1563 

b.lti 
:no& 
~0:,19 
S9~1 
33i4 
.£t.b0 

. 

. . 

• 

.... 
~ 
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__ MEMBER BANKS BE:NE.fl T HJ BANKS CCJVERE:.0 BY MODlFlECI ~. ts5 

NAl",E LOCAllON 

4212010 F-lRS.T Nd IN LCNUUN Ll.lWON 
42120<tC, flRSJ Nb lJF LOUlSA. LWISA 
821.lOSO C.Tl FIDELITY OK & TR CO LUUlS.VlLLE 
E<.ll05S f-lRS,l J\t.NlUlKY lRU!>l CUMPAf\lYLUIJlS.VlLLE 

__ 8.d~VtiO FIR!:.T Nb Of WUlSVlLLC LOUlSVlLLE 
6di0':f0 llbtR.lY N.8 (. TK CO LLUlSVllLE 
82.l.2120 LCJUlS.VlLU: lf..U.H bANK lN.t LOUl!>VlL.LE 
8212310 f-lkSl NO lJF MAYFlUO ~AYI-HLO 
42l.t340 51ATE:. /'t8 OF H~YS.VlLLE MAY~VlLLE 
4.d,d90 NAl lONAL BANK H1DULl:St>Ok0 

__ 821LSVO ~Uk.LA~IFH.LD N.ti.:UO~AL £.<ANK. Ml.Jl.i.,ANFlELO 
42-1£.St,O MNTC .. '1'\Y N:3- OF MT SllRllNG M1=1..l~T SH.RLING 
4.!.12.~70 HT 5TEKLINC. NAll(.:f;_AL t:J.f\lK. MUUNl SltKLlN& 
4212S8Q TRAUf,}~S Nb OF MT SH:Rllt-.lG MUU,'tT STERLlf'tC. 
-42l2o9v AMt.KltAN NU UF Nt.WPUKT NLwf>URT 
4.?:U.700 ttbo"Ukl NAllClt"illl bAo'H', l'-4£\o/PUKT 
42l.?:7J0 FlR'.::,l NATIW,AL UAl'-.1\ £. TR C.0 l'UCHCJLA'.::,VlLLE. 
tlll.:~10 uwtr~SbUi<.U 11.\llUUL UAt-.K. (J~!::N!:,bWW 
8.dLE20 PJ.>L 1ST ~bt.Tk (.U LtF PADUCAH F-AOULAH 
4d.-!:o95 t.Il lllNS f,;c, GF- PAlNl'.::,v'lLLt: J.>AINT5Vllll:: 
4211'100 flR~l Nb lff PAl~T.'..VlLLc PAl,'tT!)V!lLE. 
411.::940 r't:C'PlcS ~;;QSI T bAl'-.K. i. TR COr'Af{l!) 

~-~ .... 1~:.,c,~ fli-<:ST NB LF V!Kt'llLLE. Plt.tVlLLE 
i.,21?0..'V PHU:·VlLLE: NJ..l !jK. i. TR CO PIK.tVILLE 
42l.3Lr!,U 1-1:.,,:::,1 t-.~ Uf f-k.tSlu,"i'.::,blJM:G PRL'.::,Tl.JNSBURG 
42.:..:HVO MAUlS.u•~ Nb Uf-- kllH"IUND kJ(.HMU/\10 
6t'.Ul~O CllHEN!.. Nt l.lF Y.lJSSHLv'lllt Rt.:5'.::,tLLVlLLt 
b.:l;,ttO t--Ak,"tk5 1-.~ LlF ~C.UTTSVlllt: SLUTTSVlLLE 
1t.21Y-,2.CJ tllllt:tt.5 N:i CF SUM£:.R.S.U !:,t;11f:.R'.)E:.l' 
"2D,'t 1tV f-lRST AND FAK/11:.~S NAlL BANK. S.V'\tk!>ET 
4213500 LH1CULN. C.UUNTY NAlllJNAL bAN'<.:::.TM,FUKO 
4d30.>5 fAkMt.K~ Nd Ot- 'rHllIAH!>bUf<G WlLLlAM!>&.lkG 
4213870 CLAKK. CTY ~11 Of WHl:CHESltR WJNt.HtS.lER 

KY 
KY 
KY 
<Y 
KY 
KY 
KY 
KY 
KY 
KY 
KY 
<Y 
KY 
<Y 
KY 
KY 
KY 
Ky 
KY 
Ky .. 
KY .. 
KY 
KY 
KY 
KY 
KY 

- Ky 
KY 
KY 
KY 
KY 

I ii 12) 
lOtP VL ll.~M 

30b77 
2103.l 

9039b9 
31087 

9t,0452 
520314 
i:..C39lt, 

25362 
38397 
30213 
32250 
18 1♦ 49 

~04bb 
lb~bl 
2U<t5'6 
40039 
3,~0b'J 

llb35b 
'Jb533 
46137 
.;lt:.304 
i. ll.:lbL 
99.j9.2. 

lt..2~20 
6b03b 
4():=.Q~ 

L.9tbb 
2:>b 15 
42~93 
'i3't28 
lbt.:46 
40403 
35250 

394 
341 

12497 
0 

11635 
0452 
lHdL 
464 
!>U& 
1.2 
3t,? 
317 
33b 
OS2 
076 

1333 
;,01 

lb73 
£7t,ij 

••• 

13) 

1977 
kH1t.AL 

12!>8 
092 

45417 
lbbO 

44b~l 
2-4549 
l lb7l 

b30 
14.l9 

'172 

••o ,.. 
11~1 
s;o 
'48 
lb9 

U'JIO 
!>.2t13 
2t::i.?:b 
176b 

970 
77• 

~O'-t5 
b1jf,l 
~~72 
lb2~ 
%4 

10?0 
1-'t~b 
~3b'i 

100 
ll9U 
130!) 

0 
0 

52ts8 
579 

li9tob 
!)300 
5004 

0 
48 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

120 
3101 ,., 

290 
0 

" 10b 
!:il 15 
103'1 
390 

0 
0 

00 
2 3> 

0 
0 
0 

U22/79 ____ _ 

ISi lb) 
Nl:M DJF 

RE-QbAL_ (.jJ-{5_} __ _ 

0 
0 

3012b 
0 

l&7bS 
14.c!22 

lts47 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

12!>8 • 
b92 • 

15.£'1l 
lo80 

Jt,0)7 
1030 

tl0.2:4t 
b3b • 

14.£9 • 
~72 • 
'lbb • 
54b * 

11~1 • 
!db • 
448 * 
7b9 • 

13,;.o ·~•-
•~t&3 

.C:::Ci.i:'.b 
l7db 

91iJ 
77b 

JO"'t5 
b8>.•3 
,t':>72 
1825 • ,o. 
1050 
14!>8 
23b9 

7<.,0 • 
llSO 
l:!,C,~ 

OF be BANKS AffECTEU 1N STATE. :,,5 hAVE NO EARN1NG5 PARTltlPAllON A(C.C,UNT Ok. kE.ClUlkEO kl:Sl:kVE liALANC.t 
2B f-lAVE NO Rt:QURl:O Rl:SERVl: BALANl.E 

-------------------------------------------------
_ b2200LO FlRSl NAT Bi<. Of AbbEVlLLf. AbSE:VlLLE 

622CC40 ~APlDt:.S l1Ar-t~ A~U TRUST CO ALEXAt-lORlA 
022('0!>0 St(lJ}(,llY FlK~T NATlU~AL fM~ALE>-AtoDRIA 
6.£21.'(;55 f-lRS.T Nb OF- ST f:.E:.kl',,jA.k.(J PRSH ARAbl 
6220000 ST 8E:RNARO 8ANI<. A~(J HUST C.O~RABl 

LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 
LA 

lb277 
100317 

46724 
2-'952 
45279 

097 
!:1741 
1037 

7L9 
1635 

0 
3213 

lbO 
0 
0 

0 
0 

" 0 
0 

tll!:i ___ •- __ _ 
~3!13 
l't.t:1 • 
20b • 
>I~ 
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__ .KE.M.oE.R bANK.S bENEfll TQ_BANK.S C.OVERE.D BY MODIFIED s. 85 2/2.2/79. -~---

11 l 121 131 I 4 l ( 5) lb) 
DSO NAME LOC.AllON TUE:f' YL TCSH 1977 NEW N!:.M u!F 

- --- .. ---- -···--··- ··-- RE.:WtlAt _ l:.PA REW CAL 13)-(5) _____ ~_ 

11220070 flk5T NAT BK IN AR(ACJIA ARCADIA. LA 20783 .i::.5b bib 0 0 •lb . 
11£.2(.083 OASTROP NATICNAL bA~K DASTRUP LA 31 i0.2 "40 7'0 a a hO 

b;: 2 0090 CITY ~B Of oAl(.JN kLaJGi; BATON RUUGE LA 2065lb 5000 bl'-d 34L2 0 bl4t8 
62.?vtac f-lLHllY ,. LF t\A lU~ ROUGE: f.Altt~ 'tOUGE LA 2b lOlb 41:115 10702 !>O 10 .i::'.bb4 1:-018 
b..'.20110 LA ~.A T bAN...-., Gf- bATWt hOUt,£. BATON ROL'Gt. _ ____ LA ·-----·--·--- -- -- -- 46 5£:-49 ·--- b4~2. 19V7b _ !>Ci~~---- <,>3c,7 97o9 
b£.i0155 PAk l $H ~jAT 10,'tA l tl/,t-i!(.. bCGALUSA LA 440"-9 1284 4(;7 a 0 4C•7 . 

11,;-:ult>'> NAT l:$A~"I. uF bO!.Slf:'-t C.lT'l' l:WS~H:.K CITY LA &6208 1183 lb~4 302 0 lb54 
6<'.2U.:?:IH f-1"-Si NATIC~A.l bAl'i.'(. (LV lll~TO~~ LA bbO 14 25~'4 £'.052 ,., 0 .£052 
t>Z2C3:C..O f-lP.!,T NAT BAt,K Of Lf<.L:1-iUY C.kt.WLl.:Y LA 4lt>80 515 1535 408 0 1535 . 

ll:C2U310 F lk!,1 NAT BA~K UF lJi::LHl LH.LHl LA l9U51 1% ;o3 0 0 5e3 • 
_ t.L:~0315 ~ lk!:-1 Ne UF L:t:.f'iHA.M SPRlNG-5, 01:NHI.M 5PR1N.US ___ LA __ l'9b91 t,03' 14J (/ 0 193 . 

022c:,,o F H,ST NA 1 8~ IN Ul:.kl[,Uk LJU<lUCE:k LA 317!>9 4Y7 ll.i:b 0 0 ll.,,:-b 
O.i2U.1~0 HR.~T •o " l•m;.ALL~lJNVl l LE DU~ALOSONVlllf: LA ~OOC3 408 62t 0 0 b~& . 
b22G435 F-IRSl NA 1 lONAL bA.,',K !,_,(.~HALES LA 2t;O!:-l >Sl OH 0 0 OH . 
6L.i:::U4b0 F- lRST Nb Ur JC f-HRSON PRSH C,kt:lNA LA 207604 5-'t22 59bl "t3b2 a 59t.l 
t>2:.'U<to0 LIT HEN~ NAT ll)f',.AL bANK. HAH,lo\QN;D LA 53516 1918 ;os 0 0 ;oa • 

_ll..:205.:?:.0 hG,'-tE:.R NAl IU'tAL BANK. hL'Mtk ____ LA --------· -- - ------- 381 '-9 c::23 l2ctZ\ I 9; 0 . 1,2<,3 --·--6~.2:li54C, F-lf<.!:.l NAl ll,1'0-L f::ANK LF HW1"AHl·IJf-1A LA 133530 1301 5576 3Bbb 340 •~i;;o 
6.i.2(,:, 70 fl R!.> T ~Al bA.N'( OF J t A.NER E.l TE J 1.-.ANE: RE TTE LA LG0'15 041 :,:,i, 0 0 3,3b 
6:22(•'.">75 '·" UF (~"lkC IN JHR'.::.N PR'.::.H Jtf-F-l:kSON PARISH LA 141271 3bb2 4710 .i::'.447 a 4710 ..... 
6<'.:Ll,:,95 Jtff:. l>A.VlS. l:IA."t:S. A.NU Tf..U!:>T C.UJ t.NN lNG~ LA 28',34 '127 5qc; 0 0 ~•10 . c:,) 

1;,2LC.03n Fl ~51 Nd uF LloFAYcTTE LAF-AHTTi: LA l5':<44b 5,.:37 5574 353<' 0 5574 N) 

OLL(.:e;,~O (AL(A~U:.U MARlM. 'AT bANK. LAKE:. l.HAkL tS _ LA 30943.t.i 537.,. 15~<,u 551V b:b1l b719 
6..-.:2C6t0 Flf.tS T ~4A T B< Gf LME: CttAf-..Li:SLMI:. (.HARLES LA b94i.1 2770 1307 0 0 13()1 
622(..,-'.., 70 (,UL f N~ AT l.A~t C.Ht.kLE.S LA"'-E C.HARLl:S LA C793L lb90 £525 1:CBl 0 L525 
0.:.2.(,t, 75 LA"'-E. 5 lLJE: r-iATH,r-..A.L BA/\oK l A.Kl (.HAR.LES LA 662132 259!:i 1532 139 0 153.:: 
b..-.:2Ut.:7'.) FdVtP.LA"-tC..S "" IN LA PLACi: LA PLAC.t: LA 29892 9bl 181 u 0 lo7 

ll.:.:-.:L'1t,O F-1 h~ T "T t>A~~ IN. 1"".t,NS.f lE:U.l MM,~F-lt:.LD LA 3(>1'.)5 s4S 1C•2'1 0 a 10.(<,t . 
_112.2.(,1::i,o ~.1~U:~ l,,11.'(' A~!U Tk.1.J!il co Ml~ut:N -- LJ. --~------ 3t24l 449 D1l 3S 0 DH . 

lL:2:C.d:oCJ C.E;.r,TRAL e 4;~.<.. MG."-.k.Gt:: LA 194~54 3970 bVSO 38<,7 V b050 
11L.20d70 OUALh!TA NA l 8M1.K IN MONK□ E Mm-,kL'E LA 248bt8 !:i4j,l blOO 494:,. 179 1.-,,21 

b2.:'.0c:<,,O fH<,T Nb IS ST ~AKY PAkl5H MORr..M~ ClTY' LA 11511 l4b7 LU62 94b 0 <::"Ob2 
t,.220950 NE.w l bEklA "CAT lCJ"lAl bt.~K "" lHklA LA 4380b 11;1 960 0 0 ••• 
622(.)'i160 PEOPLES t--.b OF NtW lBEklA New leERIA LA 490E'b 14"+7 949 0 0 , .. 
bL20<?70 5 TA 1E -.T BK o, ,c,, lbtRlA Nf:..,_ lbE.RlA LA 42.177 1114 ,11 0 0 Y71 
622U'177 CUtTUkY Nb 1, NlW U~LE.A!◄ S NE:W URU:t.N5 LA 16612 400 30!, 0 0 30> . 
b,d.V97t, BANI\ OF Nt• ORLE:AhlS C TR CO l';EW Ol<U:ANS LA 410604 8478 1&2'19 5395 7401 8898 
b.2;;:CJ'tbO Hlet-Rf«lA NB 1., N UkU:ANS NtW ORLEA"-15 LA 597939 bV94 32218 5564 20679 11539 
6..:'.20981 F-lRS.l NAT d.4.NK OF COr-1MlRCE NE:'n (JRLE:ANS LA 6573&6 954 l 3!>2t:5 6134 2512-'t lOlol 
b22 1 COO -.T A.S BK IN NEW LJRLEA~lS New LRLEANS LA 20b631 303!> 6762 390:\ 0 6702 

- b.:'21029 MHl T:-.IE:Y fltb UF NE>. Lk.LE.4.NS NEf'i (.:kLf:.AN5. LA ll907i:5 95£1 7S'657 5&b2 59842 l9bl5 
b221C"f7 FIRST '" OF OP E:l(;USA5 Ot'cllJUSAS LA 2B647 40. 9:-,~ 0 0 '" . 

1122 lLOt> Fli<S.T NAT BAN!<.. u, RA ¥VILLE RAYVlLLI: LA lb9l0 277 3t,2 0 0 362 . 
112.21<'..40 f-H.ST NAT aAM UF kU S TON KUS lUN LA 4.2020 922 940 0 0 S40 . 
11221300 CU~M:.k.C. l AL "" IN SHkEVE:PCll T 511kt:.Vt::PORT LA 40d08 3729 lb94b 53~0 l~Y. 8414 
ll 2-'.1320 FlFlST NATIONAL 8A.NK ShRi:VEPCIRT LA 399359 9144 122..,9 ~03l 3407 b642 

--·- -----· 
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BENE.Fl T TO BANKS COVERED f:lY MODlFlEO S. 85 2/22/79 ___ _ 

Ill 12) (3l (41 l5l (ol 
OSb NAME LOCAllON TUEP Vl TCSH 1977 NEW "" Dlf 

-------- --- RU,mAL EPA RUJbAL Ul-lSJ ___ 

1122137~ SOlJH1EkN NA.T 8K. Al TALLULAH TALLULAH LA 18735 24S 554 0 0 554 
f:>221400 LAFL;URCHE NB OF THlbODAUX lHlbUDAUX LA 52023 955 1712 412 0 1172 

11221455 t-lkST NAT BK OF MEST MONROE WEST MONROE LA b6bl3 1470 bl3 0 0 bl3 

OF ~4 BANKS AFFECTED 1N ~TATE: 2b HAVE NO EARNINGS PARTICIPATION ACCOU'H Ok. RE.QUIRE.Li RESEkVE BALANC.E 
17 HAVE- NO Rt:'1URED Rl:.St:RVE BALANCE 

-----------------------------
1230055 BANK Of MAINE NA AL.Jbl.lSlA Mt 5b07l 1350 l'-157 1&1 0 1457 
1230110 -~f:: k CHA,'H S NB Or 8ANGUk bA~t.,(JR ME ~2°'147 9bb l~<j'I 4££ 0 l~S,9 
1230120 "'-t:l'.Rlll TkUS T CUMPANY ~A."lt,Uk. ME 2072'11 3~07 6077 4071 0 b077 
12)0150 f-H-.ST Nb Cc b,l,,k. ~,\!.\.bCk. bAR HARbDR HE .:'.Z962 009 ;l40 0 0 340 
12.3C3UO (AHL£.'! ."-IAllm,AL f!Ai~!",, CAHUlN ME )i,,247 5.:'.0 10~0 0 0 10~0 
12JU..").::0 FIRST Nb UF OAMAkIS:::.UTTA DA."'\A~lSC.OTTA ME 27672 449 631 0 0 tdl 

-- 123( )50 Llb:CRtY Nb IN f:LLS,-1~.H·, Tl1 HL SY<L•RTH ME 1"7010 35b b4l 0 0 641 -U3C .. H.,CJ v,1cr-. ,. Cu ~F [LL SWLJkTH ElLSl.(JklH Me 3919'1 1.,:'£4 632 0 0 632 C) 
l:'3C3 70 f- lf..'.:>TeAN<. N A F-J\i-i."11/•Vll,N Ht 17£7'1 3s, 37S 0 0 37S . c,:i 
l.::.J<..,)90 Ne t., NA UF fARMlNGlU/\i f-AR~1Nt,10N Ht 1499'+ 372 2!.i5 0 0 L'.:>~ . 
1 ,l_~ 0400 FH.::,1 NAT :}A~,:<', l}F -\RC:OSTOQI(. rl f-Al;{f-11::LO ML 50400 Bbb 11~4 " C ll.";.4 . 
1.23::i:- ;.u DC'::. .l.~ NS nc i,:..t,/-tN!;.C:.J",jK. K.t.,-..:;,.;i;_HU'.'-:K. Me L400b 200 b',8 0 0 648 . 
12:vc5V NURnAY NATlm.lAL bA~<K. l'iCKMAY ME l2609 374 604 0 0 t,<,4 
123Lt;<,Q (At,AL NATlO",;Al bA'I/<. 1-"llfl.HAND Mt 1794:{8 5't90 4012 3~\IS, 0 4012 
l 2307LO MAI r,.;~ NA TlUNAL bA.NX. PLklLHW ME 2.b.3732 6419 b'>'93 4903 21~0 bti43 
12 .. HJ7t..'IJ NlJR TH(R.N ~AT lONAL bANI\, Pkf: S.VUE ISLE Me 1400~9 2222 )t,~b 27.i.4 0 3b5b 
li.30t!4S ,\:U~ 1Ht:A~ T ~Mi~ u, :,A.,".fuRD SMf-UKD Mt 40£03 10::JY S.C:,.j C 0 523 .. 
L:.'3U'>'U0 SPfl..lNGVALE ~Al 10.'IAL t!A,\h{ !i-f'KINGVALE ME lS'tLb ,.1:10 64 0 0 64 

OF 16 BAl-iKS. AFH.C.TE:O IN STATE 12 HAVE NO EAkNINC.S PAKTJC1PA1IUN ACCuu.-..r us k!:QUlRtU KE SERVE; bAL ANCE 

' HAVE NO Rt'1UkEO kt SER V!: ~A.LANCE 

------------------------ ----------------
S.2400.'.0 A"i',APOLIS BANJ<.l.'i:.. C H,US.1 COAJ\!NAPUll5 MO 60934 <98 .:'.030 548 0 2030 
SL"t(•040 F-AR,"1El'\S NAT BA~li,;, o, ,..,,_LiYLANOAr-.i.NAPOllS MD t,9Sb4 145 l ~tiltl ltH',o9 0 3o.28 
52.:,'; l' .. ,O FI~S.1 NAT o< OF ,"lt.,1, YLAN.U bAL TI MORE MD 1120029 30b90 34704 5214 l t;3<j2 15312 
52'•0105 ,.,,.,,.,,Yl/.'~U NA l .lU\IAL b,\~K. bALllHOKE. MD 2024B30 Je,094 e:,so1 490) !,0970 32!,97 
S.::4Vi8U U,'-1.l:'..,,'-i TR,UST (.(:~PA'-.Y Cr MO bAL T lMGK!: e.o 8202b7 23125 24.£04 -4999 10537 13bt..7 
52t.c~30 F!:.,'1 ~i A 1 BK u, C.ll~bl{lOC.t. CAMt'RlDl>E:. MO 1 7297 443 2>• 0 0 25'b . 
5,:<,•_;l,.:.,l) 1-.~ I 1G.'4AL bll."lK. UF CM-1:t.'klOGE: LAM~l{lDUE: MO 3Vti1Jl 318 934 39 0 <,4 
S2•~u~7') C.H,ft.:E.VlllE NA l !:IM</<.. Ur /~() lU~TK!:VllLE MO t.02.b1 l3t> lU.i::4 b7 0 10t4 
:..::~ve 10 F-1KS1 N::if.lC UP. nf.:-. :tKN MD (l,'t~c::f<.LAND MU 1310'-t~ lbb.:) 2..773 98b 0 ~773 
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_MEHBER SANKS __________________________ BfNEflT. TO_BANKS __ C,OVE.RED_liY f100IflE.O.S •. -B!lo __________________ 2/.£2/79, ____ _ 

(ll 12) 131 141 (51 
DSS LOCATJON 10f:.P VL TC.SH 1977 IHW flll:.-.1 

.RlQbAL ___ tPA_. _ _f!.l<.lbAL 

5240f:.20 LIBERTY TRUS1 COMPANY o• MO CUMBERLAND MO 18O5b 2988 B>O 0 0 
5240b70 m:.NTON NATIONAL bANK (JtN JON MU 28113 298 93, 2 0 
5240790 F-OR ES 1 HILL Sl A lE bANK. FURE::!:i.l HILL MO 20692 35• 901> 0 0 
524082() F.4.kMER!) (. 1'11:C.HANICS. NAT BANK.F-kEOtkIC.K. MD 173491 4lbl ,104 2.£ 74 0 

-='.240b30 f+.U::Lt.RlCK CTY _"l;tj LF ,F-RURlCK HJ;.Of.rUCK. __ _ . _____ MO_ 32442 ___ 3b, 10.lZ >c 0 
5.L408BO F-R05.TbURG NATlC~AL l!A,-..K F-RLJS TbUkC,. MO 1.620.l 309 >Ju 0 0 
52'+10:.>5 Cf:N:TRAt. NAT lONAL !::AN:<. OF HO HlLLMWALE MD 394i0 5H lbi'l 491 D 
5241110 C.l 1 llt:::~S NAT 101--1-'L BA.NJ',, LAUi<l:L MD r,3{.,S,lj 2U49 3~Sb 1494 0 
5.24 l120 FlkST Nb OF ST MARYS U:Ul~AKOTmllN MD 44543 11't2 915 0 0 
5241240 fl RST NAT dA1'iK (IF NORTH EAST NU< IH EA~T MD 19ib1 1bS !Sb 0 0 

_ s21+1.2 ~u f-lRST NAT OANK ue OAl"..LANO LA.:<.LA.NO ·----~ HO 743'.":)2 lObd 2107 -- . • II 0 
52'+1260 GARRE: TT NAT 13AN'( " OAl'\LA.ND UMLAND MD 52429 •oz 157'+ 25" 0 
5L'o 1330 E:ASlt:RN ~HQRl ~Al l □NAL t;A.NK. PUC.UI-ILJK.£:; CITY MO 35(11~ b3S b41 0 0 
5.{.41410 NAlJ.ONAL 81\ oe klSlNG !>VN k lS lNG !>lJN MD 152.i:>7 ,14 2S9 0 0 
5241427 5-l ATE NA TlONAL bA'"tK Uf- HD ROCl(.\IILLE: HO 8t,054 1333 3321/ 2043 0 
5241-.29 UNl\'E.k.!,,l TY NAl IONAL 8Al"il( RC(.l(Vll.Ll: MO 107330 lb94 "dlO ~b4b 0 

__ 5L41.-.eo SANL>Y SPRirH, Nb • SVC, INST SAN UY SPRlN.G ____ MO 50560 506 2:03.> . 651 . 0 
52.41020 lNlJRMO~T bA~K lHJRMlJNl MO 21527 524 bbS 0 0 
5£41040 CHCSA.Pl:AK.E.: /IIA.T JONAL 8ANK ll.J',l::,QN MD Jt,4-:'.3 597 li!88 (, 0 
'5241710 Flk::OT No OF SOUTHEf..N MD UPPER MARLBORO MD 61:,502 1701 lb.H l~O 0 
5241760 Ul'-41(.N !'HJ. VF ';,jE HMlN.STCR HESH11NSTE.R MD )585£ ll3tl 351 0 0 
52.4U20 WASHlNL-TON C.TY NAT SVC, lJK. WlLLlAHS.POkT MD 105-'>8 344 340 0 0 

~.5241830 WOUD81NE:; NAT lONAL BANK WOOLJ81NE MD 1~135 l>e 447 0 0' 

OF 32 BANl(S AFF-E:.ClEU IN ~TATt:: 13 HAVE: NO E:.ARNlNGS PARlltlPATlliN AC.C.CJUNT Uk REQUIRCO RESERVE bALANU; 
lb HAVE: NO RE:.0UkEO KESERVE BALANCE:. 

-----------------------
12500C,0 FIRST No OF A.MtilRST AMHCRST MA 43729 150& 54~ 0 0 
125020b BARNSTABLt C TY NB OF HYA.NN1SbARNSTA8lE MA 2806b 500 933 0 0 
1250.230 BEVERLY "'iA Tl O',,Al t5ANK fst:VERLY MA 21.:,32 72' 448 0 0 
12!-,0370 F-lRS,l Nt!o UF bOS. l(JN btJS TON MA 3190b32 "t9b6~ 12tHi30 5lti.t .,.,,.., 
1~".i0:F6 HJ..Rt:.OR NO OF bOSTU.'l !:!OS TON MA '>28c,4 179 3774 l.3C:,'-J 0 
125~487 ,'-'t."' E:.NGLAN.J ,o;l{(.H N,\T B< b05ll;N MA 107b 140 1073'> 555'::>b 5i:.-,.3 "tOBL,, 
125(;'::,3';, SHA f'lhUT BANr<.. Of bOS l l.::~ NA blJS llJN MA 1209277 337'.>~ 434'13 5-6!>\J 302t>'> 
12St:'::>bU ST A TE ~ TRl: E 1 E:lANI\ AND TR C.U bU!;, TON MA 1o;n ()42 109t.9 00Qo8 5875 "t!>-01·, 
125Ut.ct5 PL y,-,,ouT H HO~ E:; Ni\ l BMIK bkOC.KlON MA 131639 "t'll 1 3790 20t,C, 0 
l.'.50698 SHAW~Ul F-lKST LUU~TY BA~I\ NAhkOLK hJN M. b5800 .2049 2151 ~,. 0 

.. l.2S07Zb BA YUA:\11(. M!UOLE:.SCX N A U\.Jk.LlM.,.JON MA ------------ --- 385431:i 10914 12021 52¥0 blb9 
12:0079~ SHA'..!,"1Ul CL•JN"!Y t:IAN-<. NA CA."1BR1DGE HA lt,1974 3094 7110 5191 1)1 
1250340 8W,.OADWAY ,g ~F CHllSCA LHl:LSf:A HA 2393b 411 1071 0 0 
l.?51100 NA l IO~AL BA,.,_K OF FAlRHA.VE:N FAlkHAVtN MA 2 lb01 492 5Sl 0 0 
12Sll40 FALL. FI.IVE.R N.i\T ImtAL E:lANl<. F-ALL RIVER MA )156!> 1370 1746 ··~ 0 

•.s------~---··---·· 

1•1 
UIF 

131-IH. __ _ 

850 
93, • •o• . 

4104 
lClll . 

>70 . 
1821 . 
32!>0 

915 . 
lob 

ii::.107 
1574 . 

841 
2!>9 

3329 
4)10 
2033 -~---
, 065 . 
t.t:ea 
)bjl 
3'1 
3"o6 
441 ·--~---

545 
933 
446 

40db2 
3114 

147'9'> 
D221;1 
15'1-'>l 

37~0 
21!>1 • 
b"i52. 
04j9 
1071 . 
»I . 

174b 

.... 
0) 
,1:1,,. 
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--~Ji\E.MSER 8Af«.S -----~--~-- BENEFIT TO BANKS COVE.RED bY H.OOlflED S. _95, 

058 LOCATION 

1251160 FALL Rl\lf:R TRU~T C.OHPANY FALL RIVER 
1251180 f-AL~OUTH NATIONAL BANI( FALMOUTH 
12~1188 1ST 5,FTY fND Nb Of FTCHBRG fllt.H5URG 
l,'5l.2b5 SHA.,.MUJ tU:-1MLNITY BANK NA FRAM!NGHAM 

-~12~1Jl5 CAPt A,'i/'l bMl.K. AND lRUSl CO GLO!JC.E:..S.TE:.R 
12513-,Q ~LOt;CE:.S.li:.R N'o I.Jf, GLOUUSTER C.LUUC.f:S.TER 
1251400 FRA.t,,K.LIN COUNTY TK.U!l.1 C.O LREENfltLO 

:~~i:!~ :!~~:~~ ~!k~~~~t{-V:~t~~L~~ ~:e:~~;t~P 
12!>!470 HAVt::RHlLL NA.JlUNAL 8ANJr.. tiAVtR.HlLL 

_ 1251~60 OLD C.LN.V 61'!.. OF h~Pl.lN llY NA HCLYOl'..E 
12~10"t0 HUU!J.JN NA.llUNAL bANK HWS.UN 
12.!>H,70 CAPE:. CUD 'oAN!I. C. TkU.S.T C.U HYANl'HS 
12~17J.0 1::iAY S.lAlE NATH.1NAL bANK. LA.,KU~C.E 
1~5191V UNteN NAllUN.AL 8AM ttJwtll 
l25l~b8 SECL.'klTY NA110NAL t;Ar>.K LYNN 

_ l.25t:00'.) f-lk.S.1 NAT DI\. Uf- MALDEN MALUEN 
12~.<0t..O NAT GRAND BK Of MARt;ll:HEAD HAkt,LEHEAO 
l25.l.l30 HG.''1E: NAT BAN"- OF- MILFORD ~llf-UKO 
1~523b0 SHA,.MUT Nti.:OHA~ BAWi, N.\ Nt-.tl..H-:AM 
125.i::372 eAYbANK MtRCl--'.Ar--Ts N A NEW bl:.OFORO 
lC.52375 f-IR~t NAl Bo<. OF NtW E:li:CJf-ORO NCW lii:UFQRO 

__ 12:5.l'.:»70 kOK lHAl'\PlUN NA 1 lUNAL BAN~ NOR lHAl".PTON. 
12~i574'. PlO~E.ER N~-HA~f'SHlkE hORTHA."1PlUN 
125lbb5 FIRST NAT 6". Uf CAPE CUD UKLEANS 
12".:J2940 NAUM!<.EAG TRLI.S.l• COMPANY SAU:.M 
l.!:~-<9o3 SHAw"IUl MfRCMANlS bAt,p<. NA SALE"! 
l2~d0d'.:J HAM~S.HlRE NB lJF S HAGU::Y S{JUlH HAOli:Y 
l-".5~130 SE:C.Lfl.llY NB Uf- SPklNC.f-lE:LO SPkJNI..FlELIJ 
l2':>313S 5,t;1A.1-tKUT Fl~Sl bANI( f.. Tk CO !:i.PRJNC.Fll::.LO 
l.<'..53 ltlO TH lk0 rib C.f HAMPUtN. C lY. SPR lNGF l E:LO 
125.j,2lb BA.Yl.lAN.'\ UNllH> N A TAUNH.1",i; 
12S...">.(31 Flfl!:i.l bklSTOl l.OUNTY NAT BK TAUf'--lH/~ 
l.t':>3302 MA.R THA!) Ylr'llt:Y,H.0 NAT BANK. VlNtYARO HAVEN 
1252:1370 NAT lONAL 8Af1!<. OF WAREHAM IIAkEHA.!1 
l2!>.35b!> BLAC.KSTLNC. VALLEY NA1 DANK WHl TINSVlllE 
12!>3120 WObURN NAl!UNAL bANK WObURN 
125.,·rno wURCESTt.R CUlJ',j]Y NAl bl<. WO'l(.i:STER 
1253830 OLD CLY BK OF bRNSbLE: ClY NA.YARMOUTH 

HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 

HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
MA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
MA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
HA 
MA 
HA 
HA 
MA 
HA 
HA 
HA 

l ll 121 
lOE:P VL lCSH 

87!>44 
3996!> 
52204 

123478 
5 L4ll 
21925 
393!>8 
3b424 
86084 
40022 
4734b 
346b9 

101975 
10323b 
177180 

87032 
27083 
22770 
2498!> 
51620 
65332 
81192 
26292 
1!>153 
43071 
42153 
b 11-.':> 
22636 
32472 

l4bo51 
306304 

1/:111b 
ll 2V98 

19123 
24498 
Lb88'9 
242.94 

4953t:12 
3b.C08 

2539 
1039 
2.847 
2073 
133.l 

421 
10S9 

77• 
203!> 
lt..04 
1784-.,, 
2292 
27~b 
7794 
2208 .,~ 

475 
131 
9b7 

34li'9 
2785 
10!>0 

Sb7 
>OB 

~t:,33 
2221 

381 
Jb> 

7095 
l:l,46l 
l!>b~ 
3328 

3bo 
102& 
1113 
1052. 

19!>37 
ltllb 

13) 
1977 

Rl:.QBAL 

17't3 
1007 
421 

5073 
1561 ,., 

o'w) 
1146 
;:015 

b20 
9"2 

1250 
3P,O 
259S 
2!>33 
2b59 

081 
7b4 
373 

1697 
22> 

2353 
241 
30b 

1231 
3b 

1953 
713 
bSO 

1867 
87!:>b 
30!>0 
2119 

4,S 

27l 
21L 
214 

9o93 
>99 

------·- ---- UZ.2/79 ___ _ 

14) 
NlW 
EPA 

23b 
38 

0 
4lt.O 

372 
0 
0 

089 
2021 

0 
0 

1&3 
21ii79 
lb90 
ll3S 
1421 

0 
0 
0 .. , 
0 

917 
(I 

0 
5bb 

0 ,,, 
0 
0 

b'1l 
53'1 
1777 
1333 

0 
0 
0 
0 

!J!>l~ 
55 

(S) 

NlW 
RE:QBAL 

0 
0 
0 
0 
u 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1722 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1568 
0 

16) 
Dlf 

131-ISJ ___ _ 

1743 
1007 
"21 • 

~073 
lSbl ___ ~--

!,<.,3 • 

b'JO • 
1140 * 
.i::675 

8i:O • 
992 * 

l.<50 • 
31 ... 0 
2sc,, 
2533 
2659 
bbl * 
704 * 
373 • 

lb',11 • 
.(2S • 

23~3 
.£41 -· * 
}()S • 

12:31 
3b 

19'13 
713 
b90 

l&o1 
103b 
30~0 
2119 

455 • 
~n 
272 • 
.i:l"t • 

81.(!> 
599 * 

__ Of 5-'t &AMS AFH:C.lCO IN SlATE: 23 HAVE NO EA.RNlNGS PARTIC.lPATlON ACCOUNT OR kt:.QUlRt.:.0 'lESE.RVE:. ijALA~C.I:. 
23 HAVE NJ REQURE-0 RESERV'E BALANCE 
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~·· MEMBER BA.NK.S BENEFIT. TO bANX.S LOVER.ED BY MOOlFlEO 5,. 8!> 

DS!:) NAME LOCATION 

7.(bC·025 BA~!'.. OF LE:."4AWE:E C.CJUNl'I' ADRIAN 
726(0.;.:, C0'1~t:.RC.1AL SAVlr-.C,S, bAr-.K. ALRlA~ 
1:..b{.(J',,J. A,"'l:RICA:>. Nd l'lil hESH:kN. Ml ALLEGA.N 
7.cb0lL6 Cl'.<1'-<AL ,.._b OF M~A ALl'IA 
7260lt.O l>N~• M·,~',Lr.>. b.!.NI'.. t.. lr\U!:.T C.L AN~• A,k:j[JR. 
72t:.ul75 ~l,f,.,L~ VAll[Y ;'tA'l'l'_ltH~l bM\K 
7L60H.D f,,b C. 1-<.C.G ur A:j~◄ AFl.bOk 
?.200245 Flk5T NAT ti/{ or bA;; AXE 
7L.ti'J3l0 SECRTY Nb GF 8AlTLE CkEEK 
7LOV3?0 bAY Cl TY bAN'<, f. T~UST C.O 
7 2b034~ D!:lJPU:S. N~ [. 1 R CU Of BAY 
7.<'.60410 F I.. M NB J,•~ bf:NTO'lil HA,RBOR. 
Qi;t,:;4.30 bE55!:MH: NA,l 10:0-.Al UAN!'I'. 
72t.(4t,5 HR!:.T NAT BAt-1-<. C. 1KU5T 
72~U5>UO Bll5SF,lELU SlATt: ~A:'-.K. 
72t.U~.30 fAR'°'t.?.5 Sb lJf- f'.RlC.KL'-RlllC,E 
7260550 UkCJ'r!N C.llY ~AVl~G5 t,Ar-..1<. 
7 1b060S /",I C.Hl GAN NA 1 l □ l'IIALBA~!<--,.l U 
720i..'bl0 eY!.tC..'11 CE.NHH STAH. oA~.'<, 
7Lb~'t.30 S.TAH 1)1( OF- U,LEDUHA. 
92b0&35 1ST Ml (.ALU"IET-LK llNDi.~ 
9.::cOt.'-0 l"ll~C11,t,NT'.:. A'-j(J ,"ll~E;.,S bA~K. 
72t.Ob6Q C.M-'A(. STAlC SAI/HH,5 ~A.NI<. 
7261.J7~0 FlkST r.;~ [!f' (.ASSI.H'ULlS 
726,~'7';;5 .'-'IC~1IC./.'1 .'1t;)-~lC.HlAN.t.. 
7.ct.~bc'.O C.lil:tl;YC,,'..N 8M<LK 
7£.t,:._>~30 Cil lH."-1~ r.s (Jf u-~EbGYGAt1 

A,\~~ Ai<.~UR. 
AN."1 Af<bUK 
hAD AXE 
BA!lLE. CREEK. 
BAY C.IlY 

tY!:!.AY (.lTY 
~1:NlON HARl:HlR 
btS5f:t1t:R 
BlC, F-.APlDS 
bLIS~f-lt:.L□ 
tlKt.l.~E.N>{ lOGf. 

8RUW'-J Cl TY 
MlbUR TUN 

hYRUt-i C.E:NlER 
C.Al!::UVNIA 
C.AlUHI: T 
CALU/11:T 
(.APA(. 

LASSUPOLlS 
CAS'.:.(JPOL15 
(hi:.tH .. YGAN 
CH!:: bL-YC.A~ 

7,;-:00:1 1,~ U--<c..L~::A '.:.lAlf:. CAN'<. C~1tl.'.>t.A 
72.!.il,;;lt;,.,;, Cll lll:r-t'.:. b,'l.'.,.r,. f.. Hi.L:~1 C.O C.LA!d: • 
7.ZtiOQ)(.l ~'..luThEK,°'1 /"II ,'II,::, (Jf LUlliWAlER LUL(JWAHR 

7.'..blOlO SlAH: S~ CJF C~lSl'it:.LL C.RUSW[LL 
9.?0H-'30 FlkST ~b bK L.iF Cl<Y~TAL f-ALL~l.kY~lAL FALLS 
7.2::,H,4S ~LH,~L;kN bA~'iK AM; l'-{UST C.O L!:Al{BURN 
72.t.>1047 Ml(.i-,H,AN NATlm•Al hAt-.lJ<. DtAKtH.-kN 

7£::.1103 ht,i"'t!',. Of- TH::. LCJ~,,...1J:1,1~AllH Ut:TKUll 
72o!l05 Cll'f NAT b.;,. C:f StlRUll UE.TkUI1 
7.i:.olllO GtTRUlT bA-'<:\ M,D 1!<'.l.i51 C.U OETK.:HT 
72.oll25 Flf<ST I"ivEPEN.Jl'◄ Cf: t-.Al 6ANK Dt:H.UIT 
7.::bllbO i".A:'.LJFACH;QC~5 1'.AT!UNAL BANK. o::nwn 
7..::bll70 "°-!C.HlGAN N.\T ~ANK OF lJElkOITO!:lROll 
1£61150 f-iATJO:'-.AL tSANK. (Jf- l,tH:.UIT D.tlfWll 
7L61240 ~CNkUE COU,'iTY t.1ANK OllNO/-;E 

126Uf!.!J FlRST f'-8 OF E.\51 LANSING !:.AST LA,~SlNG 
72bl2.'IO PE.Lr'LES ~b OF EAST lAl'IAS f:.AST TA.WA$ 
9LOI390 FlR.'>T ,.,ATlJr'fAL bA"IK t. TR CO ESCANABA 
7261437 METROPULlTAN NATIO'\I..\L UANK FARMlN{,lQN HILLS 

Ml 
Hl 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
HI 
et 
HI 
Ml 
HI 
HI 
Ml 
HI 
Ml 
Ml 
HI 
Ml 
•1 
Ml 
HI 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
.O',l 
HI 
Ml 
SI 
Ml 
Ml 
HI 
Ml 
HI 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 

Ml --------~-------
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 
Ml 

,u 
1D!:fJ 

46197 
722'1<.. 
20065 
17029 

i.4(1':,~3 

45>7':>l 
191':,1~ 

2570b 
9602£ 
bb115 

238 U03 
lOtJ~~b 

14308 
317:l',,3 
15755 
25!.-87 
12915 
3ts870 
27459 
1 S.404 
libt:Q 
.H4?5 
.)('c,','3 

19067 
74122 
33i:'3£ 
499tb 
33105 
St.4~4 
b5957 
('.9',b4 

15455 
11'7341 

63343 
85.:.t-47 
7~3t>C5 

2987t>57 
34'1i:3-

26<J87/,j7 
lltd429 

--a .5l!i0.:l44 
19141 
207 lo 
3lb36 
5ti671J 
25442 

(21 DJ 
VL lCSH 1977 

073 
1218 
;40 
500 

4U<;o 
11..10 
2b07 
U'I 

4170 
l':i4b 
7265 
22b0 

~3·-J 
S03 
127 
19b 
10, 
5ld 
355 
IOI 
42b 
334 
203 
31)5 
bl7 
5Gb 
004 
L4j 
oo, 

1073 
37' 

4237 
1671 

l~t:':-'1 
12507 
J448f' 

522 
45206 
34403 
82507 

217 
471 
46£ 
861 
15b 

.. _RE:JJOAL 

1211 
.i::007 

5b3 
229 

9~'.J ( 
3(.t,{i 

72•t.i 
173 
O;l 

1529 
4727 
3318 

337 
700 
432 

"" 276 .,. 
734 
536 

48 
9 ll 
B44 
451 

£48.:. 
t,U9 

l:194 
l U77 
lb 71 
lt:.71 
b45 
33b 

l;'-Cb 
lO~b 

24171 
30311 

13Q~c, l 
1441 

116341 
FH6ts 

2l63'i.2 
430 
450 
b4b 

1142 
1041 

I 4 I 
NE• 
EPA 

0 
043 

0 
0 

51 tii:: 
20,t.. 
5035 

.£07 
0 

371 
30~7 
1300 

0 
0 
0 

140 
0 

20:::~ 
0 
b 
0 

70 
214 

13'1'1 
0 

117 
ll> 
~.H 
Obb 

ll 
0 
0 
0 

~3~ 
57.VJ 
;3t,.,2 

233 
;1c,3 
5228 
~070 

0 
0 
0 

304 
u 

( 51 
N!-..,,. 

RHlbAL 

0 
0 
0 
0 

~ _lt)37 
0 

% 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
u 
u 

H,103 
l 997t< 

10!>3~2 
0 

71'209 
9070 

.l..34;b7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2/22/79 --~-----~--

lol 
OIF 

131-l~l _____ _ 

14'. ll 
2007 

5e3 
~.29 

74.(_(I 
3Ct>ti 
7 , ... s 

773 
b4l 

l'.':>29 
41~1 
:,~ 16 

~)7 

7c0 
402 
1lb 
270 
ol9 
1>4 
s,o 

'" Sll 
b44 
4'1 

2462 
809 

1Yi4 
10·17 
l.871 
lt.71 

"'' 336 
l3tb 
1 U~b 
0\.1{,1' 

lo .. n3 
2~LU9 

14.:.l 
3b 132 
lOG',V 
blbV!> 

'-30 
4'0 
043 

11.:.2 
lOr..l 

. . 

.. . 
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__ MEMBER BANKS - - ·---·----·--------·--- --~----.BENEFlT TO BANKS C.OVERE.O BY HOOIFIE:D S. BS ________ 2./ZU19 ______ 

l ll (2) (3) (4) l SI lb) 
OSB NAME lOC.ATION TOFP VL TC.SH 1977 New Nf:W "" ------·-- Fd::ObAL EPA RHlbAL 131-l5L ____ 

12b 14~2 Fl kST NB OF HNlDN HNTON Ml 32902 1001 11b 0 0 17b 
72ol'-80 Cl 1 IZE:NS C.MMkC.L f. SVGS 81'.. f-LlNT Ml 7d774H 254lt5 10052 5-03~ 8!>0 9202 
7~bl'19G GE:~l:.Sl.'E Mf:RCHANTS BK C lR C.OFLINT Ml 630705 lS7lH llte4 4974 ObO 8b.i::4 
72bloiJO Hd:.I-IU:-tT t:lA~l'I. C lRUST co f-KE:MONT Ml 2 15i..l 3-<'.~ >~3 0 0 59:, . 

_ 72.bloIO ULD so OF FRl:..'-!U.'fl fRE MUNT Ml 23114 .<'..45 042 2.U 0 b4L . --- --
7261630 C.A YLORO S1"A TE:. dANII. GAYLOf.(D Ml 47087 o7o 1353 173 0 13!>3 . 
92.01640 Flk5T NB IN LLAN.0~ JUNE. C:.LAU STONE Ml 1305b 2SO 2ll 0 0 211 
726lt>80 Pt:OPLES tsANII'. ANO TP..USl co bRANU HAVEN Ml 72373 914 1939 842. 0 1939 
7261715 f.lRST NB uF GRAN.(.) RAPlUS ~kANO RAPIDS Ml lSlCJ~ '28 387 0 0 3&1 . 
7l.bl730 Ml UllC.AN r-tA T J.UNAL BK-<..tt-.ilKALl.,kA~O RAPIDS Ml b3bb4 1£03 2bb0 l-42'9- 0 .i::b60 
7l:Ol74(1 OL(J KE~l bANK A."W lkU!>T w GKAND RA Pl OS Ml 91b'12b 15374 32tltib 5lbl .2.2.011 1Co57 
72bl1b0 UNlU~ BK t Ht CL! NA (,~AND RAPlUS Ml ',ll~o3 b920 1!>5D 545d 82b9 7LL4 
72bl105 C.RM,U VAl..LtY NAlll.Jr,..,AL BANK. t.RAND\IILLE Ml 35~13 34l 1086 10.::: a 1066 . 
720ld00 GkAYLINC, !>TATE bA.'~.<. 6RAYL1NG Ml 232!>1 344 663 a a bb3 . 
720lbl0 CUH~E:H.ClAL ~ TAl!: !>Al/ lNGS BK tF.tH~VlLLE. Ml 26005 371 714 0 0 714 . 
726-1870 llb!:RlY STATE: bANK t lRU!>T HA.''1:lkAMCK Ml 132151 lb94 ',456 2735 a 4456 

. 9.?:61.S90 SUPt:RlOR NAT bK C lR lO ~ANC lJCK Ml 3b.::::b2 >23 121~ 0 0 12!'> • 
12b l <,QC HURU,~ COUNTY 8Af,,,K HARl:!UR BEAC.H Ml 159~1 1s, 400 0 0 4CO . 1--' 
72bl920 H.A.F:.lUR !:,J--'1:UNC.!> !> T All:. BANK HA.!t!:H.,R !>PRlNGS Ml 14!>72 220 36b 0 0 :-,(,8 . ~ 
7201970 t-.A l lCNAL bK GI- HAS. T lNC.!:, HASTlfl;G!,, Ml 16£.i::2 £ld 343 0 0 3"t.) . -::i 
7l.62Ul0 HIU.!>llALI:. CUUN;lY NAT bANK Hlll!>DALl: Ml !>0142 047 1392 30 0 l.'.,'12 . 
72ti"-Cl0 ~ILLS.UAL£ S.lAT t '!>AVINGS BK ~lLL~DALl:. Ml 4b4UO !>''13 13U1 272 0 l.)~7 . 

_ 7 2bt"CJO FIR!>T NbC.TC OF HlJLLANtJ HULLANO Ml 61 lC.,8 !,L.3 2077 1030 0 2.077 
720.:0'-tU Pf::U,->U.'.> 8.A-~K OF HOLLAN[) Ht.;l LANO Ml 83!>49 994 2b"t(J l~bl 0 2840 
9 :.:.ot" lOC HlJIJG-Hl!JN NAT lUNAL bANK HUUL,hTON Ml 32.z4a 43L l0b4 0 0 1064 
1262120 FIRST NAl BK IN HOWE.LL H(,~tll Ml :;1104 S33 ll..ds 2S 0 l.C.i.8 
726.l.190 J[;NIA (.TY ftAT bK uF llJNlA ll.NlA Ml 3b60,j 10~9 JLE3 0 0 )"-8 
9:.:.6t.2.10 CI.J~MfRC l AL NAT bf, C. lk. CO lP.0,"i MOUNTAIN Ml 3b9.'.t0 441 l2UY 3b 0 ILV9 
92oL22.U flR!> T N.!:, LJF- l~l.Jl'-i "luUr-.i.1AlN l~wN MOutslTAlN Ml 't.<:"273 n.2 1047 0 0 lV47 
':tLo..:2.30 lkUN kl'lt.R NAl llJi'-iA.l bANK lkU~ kl Vt.R Ml .a!,2'>'8 JoS £.H 0 0 2,1 
°1L02248 f- lf...~I f-..b UF lRL.:!'tnLQD lRUN,.UUU Ml 29t>l9 422 63-7 0 0 037 
92.622.!:iO GOf,ttllC NATl(;~AL bA.N~ IRCH-cnuou Ml 270&6 423 oil 0 0 b,2 
9l.e.t270 ~ltH.RS 1-lKS.T .. 1 "'· C. TR CU l !>Hf' tMlNG Ml 39'>'41 ""' 7UO 0 0 700 
92b22b0 PtNl~SULA /JAN.,;, 15HPE:MlNG Ml 21348 3;1 47o 0 0 470 
72.o...-.:.c:~U ':.:...1-1~::.kClAL :-.AT 101'.Al bANK. llHAC.A Ml j(J 751 £'JS 1253 170 0 lL!,3 
7.?.o.2J00 C.l TY BANK MW TkU5T LU NA JACKSOf'i Ml 22b~l1 713~ 44.20 2':.>9Y 0 44.:0 
72bdl0 NAT JU.'IAL t< Of JAL",.SON JAL!<.!lUN Ml lu~322 02.17 :,tc6 983 0 ;,tbb 
7 2:6L J)U A~tkIC.AN Nd • TK cu (JF M.I KALAMAZOO Ml 2012 7o 3062 72'-t4 5236 8b 715b 
7.c:"bl.3<,.0 t-1 kST NAT tlK t T~ C.ll [/f Ml KALA~AZlJO Ml 399226 b'"il.b ll?4t. ~lbJ 3'12'- 7:)98 

1.4b2Jb5 Ml(Hll.AN N:AT 10/'i/Al B.A.Nl'<".-Wt:ST KAL-"MAZUO Ml 3 7334 !>lo 1076 139 0 1076 • 
7.26..i:390 ,.;,Ef'tl C..llY SlA1l:. ("\A'4K K.t"'ll C.llY Ml ·- ---- -------------- 13839 lbO 3,J2 0 0 332 . 
7,Zc,,£410 Kli'IC.510,~ ~TAH t"IA~◄ t<,. KlNC.S TUN Ml 17407 211 4lb 0 0 4lo 
726t'.430 FlR~l NAT b< OF LA'<.E CJTY LA~ t CllY Ml 3P-'?3 47(. lOi':> 122 0 lC.c:5 
9.£02480 C.UM.'lC.RC.lAL NATlUNAL t1At1K L 'AN!>t Ml lb90a l3U 630 0 0 b30 

726i:.l.o90 AMt.RlCAN bb.t-.iK AND TRUST co LANSlf'lb Ml 2&Hl?'i bB20 74';)6 ~079 37 1'-19 
1262?00 BANI<.. OF LAN::.lN& LAN!>lfl.lG, Ml 179491 305t, 5836 444~ 0 58.jb 
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___ Mf.HBE.R BANKS &ENE.Fl T TO BANKS COVERED BY MODIF-1 ~D ~. B!> 'l/22/79 -----

(ll (2) (3) I• l I >l I bl 
DSB l'-4A~E LUCA.TION TlJ[P Vl lCSH 19"/7 ~i;I,( NlW OH 

------ ------ ----------- ----· ---- Rl:.'-lb~L _ u, __ RHibAl. 131-( !,)_ ______ 

726.c'.520 ~lCHIGAN NA 1 lO~AL BANK LAN.SI NG Ml 147~53£. 1450El Sl1 lb ~07b 3'>'5.22 lll9b 
72ti.c530 FIRS.T NAT o< GF LAi-'H:R LAPE:E:.k. Ml 69.:'t:.l 1048 19L"3 3'1 0 1o;;..::.; 
7 26.i:::540 LAi-'EER l..DU~TY bANK. L TRUS.T LAPCE:R Ml ~ll7b7 1003 l3t..o •• C 13t:b 
72e>.i.57C• ~lUf-'LU, S< as U-)LIE U:SLH Ml 14','7 l 362 217 0 0 <1? 

__ 1Lbit>02. ~c:lr-011 ~A:'i,-l l VO~J A Ll'o'U11alA e.1 l~((l 4l f 7e 0 C 78 
1 ~&.200~ ~ANLJ~A(. TUr-.Ch5 BK OF llVONlA LlVUNlA Ml lbb~.3 b'1 "' 0 0 ., 
7<'..to2t..O~ ~.lC.t1!G~N "1-\i b-A~1K.-1'd:.ST Hc.JkOLlVUNlA Ml lbS-VS~ ~011 s..-·35 3lb'":f 0 5.i:::38 
7<:6d>l0 ST A lE SAVI,'lt,~ bANK LLWHL Ml 24447 '13 !>>4 0 0 !i,~4 . 
7!".b.i:'.t.15 FI R~T NH B.U~K. u, UJOlNl,TUl'-4 LUvlNC.ll.lN Ml 30b 1•b 333 9.26 193 0 92.b 
7 26~ 64S MA[J}.S,[.,,I'. ,-..AJlCtiAl bAf-4!'. KAl>l!>UN HE:.l~hTS Ml 24b6l '"' '"" 0 0 4tb 
7£0~070 UtllUN ~AVl~L-5, ti A~""- MANLHt.STl::.R Ml l'iOVl 1'4 4b1 0 u 467 
7 2:6~bEO """-11 lS. Tf E: t<A.~, ,. l~USl to "1Ar-.l !> H::!:: Ml ?tJ4V3 bc'.b 1016 0 0 lUl~ 
72.62~3S sc.cu;.,uy rw LS 11,\,'H~Ttt. ~A"tl~H:E: Ml 441::l':•'t- bb!> 997 0 0 9'7 . 
92b.ct,9C F-IA. ST Ni> AT MANI::. l I ;.iut MA~lSll"Ut: Ml 22492 33b '"' 0 0 ;04 . 
926-2700 ST A 1E. SVC,S t.''\ u, KANlSTH,Ut. MA~lS.ll!..iUE Ml J.83~,:) ~1'1 3>7 0 0 397 . 
92o4'. 7SO FIRST NAT Sr. • TR LU MAR~UtTTE Ml 10?0?4 2U89 20b3 ... , 0 20b~ 

_ 9.:.b.:'.7D0 l..:r1H.1o--C NB&.lC. OF MAil.CUE Tl E ~AR~UUlE. __ Ml 41);/j 939 bY4 0 0 b44 
14b'-. 110 DA kl Nb CF 11ASl.JN MAS.Ur-. Ml 34.c:".13 ~9t, 9SS 0 0 '" 1~b.i::820 u•;Rc bAN.'\ Cf .•H.NLMINH. MH~UMlNtE Ml 190f'.9 .;1s 369 0 0 31>9 .... 
9.C.t,4·Cj0 1ST r1~ C TR lU LF Mt~4U~INU: 1-',t:NUHl!:.t Ml 3,430.t'. Ob7 1.:'3 0 0 7l..3 

~ 7i.c,2.57(J C.hl:./o!lCAl 1:'.A/1◄ 1',, AM, H~U~T co Ml[!LAND Ml lbU3tl4 4144 '-,412 2333 0 4'-i ll 
1202430 f-1 R5T NA1 b, O> ~cr,.RoE. MLN!-.0!:. Ml H,ll2b 1113 t!'i1S3 184{< 0 .i:.'1!>3 

_ 7..::0_jQUO F-lkS.l N~ IN ~l C.Lt:MU,i!:, MUUN1 tLEMENL ______ MI ~-"-~---- l6070~ 2t<32 4(,bl _212',o 0 4001 
7 £0.J020 MH:.klCAN St:ClJ.1-'.llY tjAf~I'. Ml PU:A!)ANT Ml 31;l3b8 bl9 931 0 0 >31 . 
7l6_j030 lSA~t-lLA t;;..ti)(._ A"W li-tUST MLUr>cT PLEASAN:T Ml S 1180 877 13b!> 0 0 Bb5 
7.?b_-.C)70 t--,AC.X.U::.Y t."'1 Nbl..TC. c, "IUSKE:GON~US.K.t:LON Ml 18<.048 1'.i:70 1'219 32.i:l;t 0 4219 
7 2o~ .LOO "41 lU~BE:RMA~S "' r. Tk C.0 MUS~t:W'.1 Ml l3b(.'l4 1819 4.t.21 30.?2 172 .. 2 .. 9 
92b3110 F-1?.Sl NAT BK Of- Nt.G.AUf~!::E !\U,A.J,\oi::t Ml 341Db b12 c,, 0 0 "" . 
726:-130 C.lllZE:",!::i STA. lE ~,\VJN\.,S. bANK fl!f:.W bAL T lMOR~ __ ___ fU -·~- ------·- ·-·· l Y£t:~ 490 d~ 0 0 -'.lb . 
72b.H9C F-~CI..ST ~,u LF '" Ml(.Hl(,A.~ klU.S Ml 14!>7 rn 2654 4277 20~& 0 1'l11 
92:t,jl;-:"0 F-lk~ T NA1 Sr<. UI- NU~loliAY N'...,KO'l.\Y Ml lOO(J3 .i::£0 3.f<O 0 0 3sO 
1 i..b322l MICHIGAN J\::.1-""'EST OAKLA,\t[..I 1'-11.Nl Ml 338.i::) 1200 193 0 0 193 . 
9L63250 C.l T llt.~~ SI "" OF C~1Dt~A.GON U~TOr-tAGON Ml 14328 lbb 3o'l 0 0 3t9 . 
726..1j8Q FIRST N~ T lONAL BK A~◄ D 1k to Pf;.TUSKEY Ml 6629L 5.9;,: 21'-ib 893 0 £1'11:1 
7£b_j3'"/0 Sl A IE 81<. (. 1 R ca o~ PE.10~K.EYPE:1C:SK.EY Ml ~::,ssu '•'·"'"' lo~o 464 0 lt.50 
72b34l0 HH..!!"~~ N.A.. T bA.f,,;r', C H.u~l Gu P lLLU~ Ml 26277 110 '14j lt.c> 0 943 
72634SO F- lKST NAT BANK Uf Pl Y~UUlH Pl Y~OUlH Ml 27789 360 1280 '-3 0 l.:"CO . 
12e:,-,10 CO."'.P,,UNl lY Nti Of- PWHIAC. P~TlAC Ml 401242 1373 l !,•.Jl 3277 0 !14.:'7 
12b.H85 A.,.~klCAN NAi S< " POkTAGE f'OklM,E: Ml 210'16 S05 •73 0 0 473 
72635,~0 F-lKST NA 1 bK Of S. C.E.Nlk.Al MlCUl~CY Ml 4b2b0 t&':I 10~3 61 0 10..::3 
7 2b36l0 MA.UJMU (.CJUNTY BANK RIC.HMONO Ml 11.,397 220 JlO 0 0 :,_;_,o . 
72b3b20 NAT b< u, R 1 (Ht-\l.J~-40 Rl(.HMONO Ml 473-,3 C.90 1047 207 0 1047 . 
7 26.3040 Rl Vt.~ ROUGE S.AV INGS BANK R!llt;.R R:..iUGE Ml l b95l 1178 0 0 0 0 
726304!;, NI\ J IONAL eAN:K OF- i;.oc.Ht:Sl E:R RtJC.l·H:~JER Ml 3!,~04 ,,. 1405 6b 0 l,t,0~ 
72b3100 R0:)(.(J,"{'10N SlAlE bANK ROSCC!-IMO,._, Ml 74583 b.i:::B 2219 812 0 22 ?9 
726.371& NATIONAL BAN.K UF kOYAl OM Rl.JYAL OAk. Ml 365"'t9 ,,. 1083 0 0 1oe3 
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-- ME)1BER BA"-KS BENEflT TO SANKS COVERED 8Y HOOlFIEO !,. 85 ____ 2/£2/79 ---

Ill 12) (3) (4) (>J IOI 
DSB NA."1E LOl.ATIUN lOEP VL TCSH 1977 N•w N•w DlF 

Rt.WbAL lPA Rf.-QbAL 13)-151 ___ 

7263749 MlCHlGAN. NATHJNAL Bl<.-VALL£.Y '.:.A(,.l NAW Hl 764lb 1!>!>3 1483 415 0 Hb3 
7L'637!:>0 Sf.C.CtiO N~ (IF SA<,l~AM SAGINAW' HI 336824 11300 4780 l~ll 0 47~0 
72b3775 " C.LAlk St-1:..JRE:S N"-1 B"""1K ST C.LAlf<. SHORES Hl 39651 l4ts0 397 0 0 397 . 
926~ uo r lk'.:.T t./AT :,K. Of- " I (.NACE 51 IC.NACE Ml 25687 "" 71JC> 0 0 70<> . 

_7263lt5 C:.~, TR.AL N.:l GF ST J0t1N!i. S 1 JU!"INS Ml 37t:.91 404 9" 110 0 944 . 
7,1,.6J 7'it0 CLP,T0N Nb ANO TR,~ T JCHN ST JUhNS Ml 75b35 lOf-5 19'15 820 0 1995 
92t>JC70 C.C~ll{AL SAV!NC.5 Bftr-t-:. SAUL 1 STE MARIE: Ml 2493-'t JOO 715 0 0 715 • 
9.2t,Jl380 1S T ,e OF SAULT '.:,1E 1-!ARll::: SAl.ll T SH HARlE Ml 25916 524 513 0 0 513 . 
7.2:63'72:V • C M STAH:. bK Cf S.E:BEnAlNG SEB!:..IAlNG Ml 245b0 29 l 099 0 0 099 . 
72&3956 NAT "' a, SIJUTHFlELD SUUP-IFI£l0 Hl '"iOObS %b 35-t\b 234S 0 35b6 

-- 7 21:.!'t':J? DE.H,OlT BA,'t.,<;.-~LUlJ-;flf:.LO StuTHfH.lD Ml 2oe 1£ 403 S02 0 0 S02 . 
1 ('~_j9~e MIC.tiH,AN NATHiNI\L b!<'..-LAKLAf.DSW1 Hf- J t:;: LO Ml 23<t7~0 4!~•11 9b2b Sl9~ 21£:J 7103 
7 20_j9'j9 StC\.J,l,llY !:IM•"- ANLJ lR.J::.l Cu SUUTHLA1 E: Ml 505400 153'>'7 8 719 5"t 71 2561 bl~8 
7 .:'.ti . .h·60 C I1 llE:NS TR ll.,'◄ O ::.vu::. bK ::.Wlt-f HAVEN Ml 7b!:>3l 1~07 1909 529 0 l'1lJ9 
72.tijSol A."!U'..IC.AN NS-Wt 5 l ~UUTH HAVEN Ml lt2Q'f lb~ 4,S 0 0 4SS • 
7 264(100 SF"Al-:.l A. STATE ~Mil\ S..-AKl A Hl 31004 522 73.:'. 0 0 7~2 

_ 72b4L9U C.1 TILf:.r'.S STA.Tc- bMIK. SlUKt.,lS _ Ml -~-·-··----- ·-- 53113 651 1!>52 265 0 l!..!>2 
7264(.h•S f- lH.::.T NAl "'· A~iu '" (U STU RC.IS Ml 3C>U3":t '33 904 0 0 %4 . .... 
7 ,e,i., 115 ,-.A. 1 Jt,\AL "' ,,n• ,v,Du T 1 c-r A Ylffi T AVLUk Ml 70251 e;, 2VC5 883 0 2U05 $ 
7d>"-l'.::i'J F-H,::.T N3 l:~ THf.<.!..l R 11/f:k!,. lhk.EE:. Rl VERS Ml ;)?,4o2 t;i.25 :"Jb3 0 0 Sb3 . 
12(>", 1~7 EM~Ik:; NO OF TKAVE4.SE: LI TY TkAvtkSE LlTY Ml l;lt,()','Q llJB 2322 1128 0 2.:122 
7.:'.t,415-i, MlU.JGM4 NB - &RAND TRAVE.R.S.tlKAVE:kSf: C.1 lY Ml 20192 .a!> 017 50 0 ,n 

- 12t.4lb0 ,u IND IR CO Uf· lRA.Yt.RSI: CY TRAVt.RSt Cl TY Ml Jt..0'13 755 2S94 13'-I~ 0 2594 
7 2t.4l.,,V Pt.:LPU.S BAN!<. "" mus 1 NA lKt.NTUN Ml l-'tl2 l l 2749 3t:,OO ~!>77 0 3b00 
7 2~4.202 Dt.H·.:Jll bAV,-1 F<.OV !ROY Ml 20421 4US "" 0 0 ,o, 
7 Lc,i..:03 ~1011(.Af'-i :,.At br,-1-...0!<.lH Ml:TRO 11<..UY Ml l 7 l'-10.l J<;09 6'1b~ 4961 o· t.903 
1,<;642!:: l (Jt. TRC-11 !:A'lji(-wt.:--_;;_l'i ,',t, WARIU:N Ml 73376 '10~ 245(> l't74 0 .l45-6 
7.:t:42b2 Ml(Hll.A.N NAT e.-.. ur f1AC.G·'1b ;./Al{i(£:.~ SI 548'-!2 7>1 16!,,l 289 0 lb!i2 
72b42tl~ MAk'-1,,U~ ~Af\...,_ WAH.R.1:N: Ml llQt,'",it:, 3,-',',,2 l.ll5 0 0 1215 
1.::6-<tL'10 flkSl '" (.,F WA Tl:.RVL IU WAlfRVLlE:l Ml 23473 St> 3~6 0 0 39b . 
7 2t,t.3U~ WA.'t'NE: bA/'-...1(.. WAYNE: Ml 41.Jt,54 7Sl 907 0 u 907 
7 264j~Q ST A TE !:.V{,!:, ,,, u• W ~RANLH h'E.ST bRA~H Ml 34i::C>3 473 10:n 0 0 1033 
7 2643'10 Pt L•l-'lt.5 STAT l bANK WlLLJA,'1STON Ml 22967 l25- 732 0 0 13.l. 
720'1420 "'YAUCOTH: SAVU1GS ijMIK WYAIIIUL:T TE:. Ml 205 l bO 4650 3¢.64 1196 0 3664 
7204 ... 2~ MlC.~1H,A.,"i N~T bA.'-iK.-WYlMING 'riYU,1HM;. Ml 3~774 o1B 779 0 0 119 • 
72b4440 ~U.T s, UF YPSlLANT l Y~'.:.lli\Nll Ml 43-41~ 'tb2 159~ 2&7 0 1!)9~ . 
7 Zo-44 5-0 YPSllA'il 1 SJ.VlN&S BAN!',. YP~lLANl I Ml ()b.292 1303 lb~~ 10, 0 1829 

OF 175 BANKS AF F EC TEO 1N ~TAH: 82 HAVE NO EAl<NlNGS PARlltlPATlUN AC.C.OUNl OR RE:QUIRE:0 RE$E-RVE HALANtE-
7' HAVE NO RE:QUkEO Rf.SERVE BALANCE 

----------- -------- ---------------
9270010 ADA NATIONAL BANK AQA MN 165-49 91 585 0 0 ~b5 . 
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__ MEMBER bAN!(.S, ---- ----·---- bENEFlT 10.&ANKS COVERED SY MOOJFlEO s. 85 2/22/79 _______ 

( ll (2) 13) ( 4 l ( 5) (6) 
DSB NAME LOCATION TC.!E:.P VL TCSH 1971 New NEW LJ!F 

----- ------- -- Rl-.WbAL __ _ f:.PA R.t\ol bAL t3l-15L ____ 

927004!> Flk5T NAT BK OF AITKIN All KIN MN lb839 171, >3U 0 0 5~8 
9270Gb0 STEARNS CTY riA 110."IAL BANK ALBANY MN 2b~Ol 1::,? 802 128 0 802 
9~ 70C90 f-lkST NWST~'i NAT bANK ALBi: KT LEA MN 3C,02b 5o4 953 0 0 9~3 
927Vl00 FP.f::tBURN N9 UF Al..bt.Rl LEA AUH:Rl !..E:A MN 3212b 363 97" 17 0 '78 

__ 92.10130 1-lR!>l NS '" ALLXANUP.,IA All:XAf'ifJRIA __ ....,_ ____ MN -------·-· 38441 __ 31b 11n lOb _ 0 1172 .. --
927Cl<;t0 f- lRST NA lL bANK 1, ANi;l'"' M•O"'-A MN 54231 763 lti~O 481 0 lb~O • 
9270200 Sl AlE. ~A\K OF Af'IIU>1.A A~..O~A MN 2~248 Lct5, S08 0 0 908 . 
9'-7(,310 F-J R~T NAT BK o, AUST IN AUST IN MN 08217 803 23"i2 972 0 23"i2 
9.270314 NOk.TK~l:~TtK.N ST bK OF AUSiiNAUSi lN MN 33b40 609 7;5 0 0 74> . 
9270370 flkST t,,,,c1, OF- bARM:CSVlLLE BAk.NESl/l LLE MN 13C>l0 ,. 41:t. 0 0 "n . 

__ 927U4li.J ~ l",ST '" OF bA:J'.J!:.Tl E:. jjAlJOt.fH:" MN ------------ 1"143!, 108 S06 0 0 5(.•e, . 
'1270490 f-11-.ST Nb OF c'i..MH.,Jl /a.'-HCJl MN 44b5.C. ~9~ loS':t 329 0 16!,9 . 
92.70~00 N'-"R HiE.R~ Nd OF UMIDJl Bt'ilDJl MN l~.20.l <11 711 0 0 711 . 
927C.!,98 f-lRST NL.~lHlL ... N NAT bK eLAlN!: MN }()916 '93.l .c'.b~ 0 0 2"> . 
9.2.70ti::O FI Fo.~T Nb C.f i:.LLOMlN& PR-' lRIEbLOOMING PRA.IRIE HN 14117 80 3<J1 0 0 3S7 . 
927Vt.2S "40P.TH..if:STE.Rf-l NAT 6A:--tl<. SW 8LOlJHlNG1UN MN 127787 124., 5768 39::.9 0 ~na 

-- 9£70027 su~~l r SJ "' OF ijLOMMINGTON blOtJMlNU-TON ----~- M.N l9!>4b - 128 7>8 0 0 7;8 . 
9::::70b'-0 Fl k~l NAlJOftAL bANK. bLUt: l::ARTH MN 19.C.3-'t 109 b.:'b 5e 0 • 6.Z:6 . 
9,70700 f-lR!i-T No OF b1{Al~t.RO bRA 1 NE.RO MN 3tl93'1 ;,39 1214 236 u l.i!.14 
9.?707)0 f-·lRST N!:i UF bRtC.KEt,,,KlO&E bKECKt:NRlOGE MN l!,L03 102 SIS 0 0 Sl> 1--' 
927UE20 t',UF-fALO NAT IUr-..AL !:AM( ~UFfAUJ HN ~5090 223 7;4 93 0 7>4 . -.::i 
9.l?Oo.30 OA"-LEY f-.All bAh.K. "' BUt-fALO bUFf-AlU MN 2375" 112 77"9 ISl 0 774 . 0 

_ 92.7U900 SPRAGUE: NAT lCJ,Al bANr, C.ALE:l.iCiNlA MN lt>b94 l47 Sb5 0 0 465 --. --
92.70950 F J R!>l Nb IN CAl'iN0N F-ALLS (.ANt\UN FALLS MN 14.2.39 151 404 0 D 404 . 
9271070 F lRSl NAT 8< LF C.HASKA C.HASKA MN 22221 .t:78 ~29 0 0 5i:9 
9271030 P,UOT RI 1/!:R !>Tt-11: f!A;\jK CHA.lt-IELO MN 151'19 104 48.C 0 0 4b2 
927 UCO i- I J,,.Sl r,.3 OF CHlSr-<(JL.14 CHlSHIJLM SN l'Hl5 413 34' 0 0 34' 
9,l7 l.~05 CITY NA.ll(;NA.L t,At~K. C.LOQUU MN 195Jb 360 35b 0 0 35b . 

. 927 ldO FlF.ST NAT SK Of- C.!..UQUET CLUQUE:T MN ~----~··-- - - ----- 346<.lb 796 _ t.02 0 0 602 . 
9271.:'40 f lkST Nb OF COLD SPI-. I l'i&S (.(;LO SPRlNb MN 14659 90 4% 0 0 ... . 
9271360 FIRST IMT OK Lf- C.k~CiKSTUN C.KDG,<.,STON MN 32593 222 l2Lti 7S 0 1228 . 
9.C71380 HRSl NAJ BK UF CRUSBY CkOSBY MN 111b 1 1'7 608 0 0 60& . 
92.7 l'SCO FlkST No bK OF IJlE.kH(JQ[) l,1:..E RHOQO MN 1972b 1'8 bll lb 0 bll 
C:,£71550 F lRST NU (.if- U.lkUll LAAE.S Utl kOlT LAKES MN 33400 ;;9 &>e 0 0 8'9 
927 lt."90 LU LUTH tlAllUNAL bA.~r-. UUUJlH MN 3t:i!:12:!:J 899 607 0 0 607 ·-9.t:7lb~O flkST NAlJONAL bK OF DULUTH DULUlH MN 1810)9 l49C) 12~& '-t7b3 <,10 0b'-o8 
9.t:71070 NORTHE:RN C.lTY NATI0f'4AL ~ANK DULUTH MN 132692 113b 553b 3b40 0 ~~30 
9271075 ~ORlHWESHRN 8< OF COMMEfi.C.E C>ULUTH HN 41089 711 1019 0 0 1019 . 
9271710 wc::.HRN Nb OF DULUTH L•ULUTH HN 19228 087 81 0 0 81 
9271735 HID AMERICA No us !::AGAN 1:AGAN MN 24647 27" 676 0 0 e10 
92717~0 FIRST NB OF • 1..>kt-tO fUkKS t:AS I GRANO fORK.S. MN 24715 3UO 7~.i:'. 0 0 7~«'.. . .. 
9271795 FlRST E.DlNA NATIONAL &ANK EOl NA MN 93,13-8 960 3714 2221 0 371" 
9271798 Fl~Sl SOUTH;JAL. E NAT BK EDlNA MN b75.3b 702 3299 2052 0 3299 
9271~50 flRST NAT Bi<. OF SLK RIVER ELK tUVER MN 21401 L50 uo 0 0 680 
9271920 FlkST Nn~lRN NAT BK OF tLY ELY MN 2b472 329 701 38 0 701 
9~11~eo FIRST NWSTRN N!> OF EVELElH EVELETH MN 17590 l~O 32' 0 0 324 • 

----·------
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' w .. 

0 

''' lo) 
0 111 (2) (3) (4) 

oss NAME LOCATION lDEP Vl TC.SH 1977 Nl:'W N>W OIF 

~ ··---~---·-------- RHl6A.L HA ___ fl.E:QBAL (3)-(>L.____ 
ro 

9272040 FAIRMONT NATIONAL fjANi<. fAlRMO.'H MN 2494l 161 842 53 0 6'2 
G 9272050 FIRST NAT BK. UF fAlRMCUNT fAlk.MUNT MN 35053 211 1131 106 0 1131 

921..:LM.' .~AR l lN C TY Nb lJF fAlRMl..li\lT fAl R~ONT MN 26113 116 912 56 0 972 
9c.1;_01v ~lkST NW NAT ~K OF FARlbAULTfARlbAUl T MN ~5&96 417 1844 4'2 0 1844 

.. 9..:::7,dlO FlRS.1 NB OF FERGUS FALLS H.HC.U.S FALLS ______ MN -· _ 3-'29~ 317 _ --- 101.( lS3 0 1012 ----·--
9272112 NW NAT bl'. OF F f:kGUS f-AllS HRGUS. F'-LLS MN 54341:i 522 150£ 373 0 1~02: 
927.(2110 flP..ST NAT :3!<. OF LLENCl1E C..lfNCCE ~N 19829 ,08 !)12 0 0 512 . 
9272420 F-1?,S.l Nl'iN N~ Df- lRA:"-tU RAPlDSGRANU RAPIDS MN 47333 793 1173 0 0 1173 . 
s-27;:;.43u LRAf.U RAPIDS STATI:: bANK. GRANO RAPlOS MN 36b52 304 l.341 21, 0 1341 . 
9272650 FIR~T NAT d~. OF HAST I ~GS HASl 11\GS MN 2430~ 204 1'3 I 07 0 753 
921LOt:0 N< !-iAl E'.~ OF- ~AS1lhC.S HAS 1 INGS. MN ------- ----------··--- ::,l:,612 779 b4b 0 0 ,-b . 
9.l1L1CO Fl KSl NAT "' o, H!Bblr-.(,. HltHHM,. MN 48106 E:133 1144 129 0 1144 . 
9l.1.o!blJO Fifi.ST NAT bK tJF t--'LPl{lN.S Hf~Pl(lNS MN blb3~ >o3 3E,3 2012 0 31!>3 
'Jl.7,e.i-J90 ~-,N NAT ti\ UI- t-,0PK.1NS HUPKikS MN 74.t.03 660 .(bl9 1421 0 2bl9 
9272~t.O F-IRH Nb OF HUTC.111.!>0N t1Ul C.HlNSON MN 2oe94 2'-tl 5'3 0 0 543 . 
9.!.7~970 F-lRST Nb {JF I~TE:RNATL FALLS JNTE::RNATL FALLS MN 226.<'.9 ~4~ '29 0 0 529 • 
927~020 Flk~T NATL ~A.'-IK 1/'t JACKSON. JACK.!:;.ON S,N -·"·--- -~~- 241~2. -- 153 ',b) 5 0 9b5 ·---9L732b0 LAK.E CRYSTAL NATIONAL bAN.'< LAKE CRYSTAL MN lbo33 144 605 0 0 605 
9273310 f-H.H N>T "' 1N LA-<.t._f-lELD LAKt:f-lELD MN 15141 46 533 0 0 533 . .... 
9 21.:)4'10 VAL LE:Y -.1 •• u, ll SliEUR LE SUEUR MN 1~341 14> 40S 0 0 46S . ..::i 
S.2D490 ,. MT 8A.~I( OS LllCHFH.LO Lll CHFI E:LO MN l.1'J3b 12b 913 191 0 913 . .... 
9273:, 10 Al"E:!UCAN /\iB 1N l llll t: fALL!, llTTLE FALLS MN 2b7 lu ti.22 '" 0 0 ~s~ . 

_9273520 FlkS T NAT tj~ Of- LlTTLI::. fALLS,LlTTLt fALLS MN 16648 .0::0d 542 0 0 542 
9L.73'.:l~O FlKSl N.B UF LUNG PkAlklE. LU◄ G PRAlRJE MN 30844 L.41 041 67 0 941 
92.7~620 f-lF<.:::.T NAT bK. (!f- lUvl.:.l.:..t-1.E LU'f'E.RNE. MN l.3746 100 l:l3~ 143 0 •33 
9/-1Jt>50 f- IRST ~AT OK. L,f- MM~t L MAbl:.L MN 14993 77 483 0 0 4b3 . 
S273:i't0 FAki'",!:RS ST BK o, MADt LIA MADt.LlA MN 135~d 84 Ytl 0 0 3'l . 
927.J700 K.LE:lN NAl BA~K. o, MAt,UON MADI 50-"l MN 18599 60 b,( l 47 0 621 
92.7 3 7b0 FIRST -.T •• OF MA'1."',AlO MA.'il(.AJO MN 60603 b08 l90Y sos 0 1'109 
917i770 N4T tl< Of- CMRC IN MAN.K.Al(l MANKATO MN 3'.:1031 193 1173 161 0 1113 . 
92.757d0 /\in NAT BK Uf- MANr<.ATLJ MA~I\ATO MN 72277 7b6 2121 9'1 0 27£1 
9.::7.;:l:'40 FlR!:,l '" No Uf HM<SHALL MAl(SHALL MN ti.414& loo 25L.~ 1101 0 25-~5-
9L7.J<r~Q FIRST NAT B'<. Of- MlLAI..A MllAf..A MN l94lt Ub n.£ 0 (/ 122 
927395'5 "" UF Hl/''4'H::.\K!ll5 r. Tk C.O Mll.Nf::APULJS MN 2~:::,3b ,,, 512 0 0 912 
9.::73980 C lkL M, r.b llf MlNl-ti:.APClll 5 MlNNt.APOL15 MN 963£.:-, 771 ~'116 .ac<;o 4 347i. 
9274005 f-lU:.Ll lY "' r. TR cu HHtNEAPI.JllS. MN 1<J701 521 .:-,370 1945 0 .;1370 
9274020 F-lf-ltt NW t~o OF M l'tN E APCJL 1 S MJNN!;APULIS MN l)-,b2H 624 27!:,0 12.£1 0 ,n!.u 
92.74025 :s 1 BL"IN(, TN l~ r.b Ml NNC.A.f'OLSMH.!'.f::APOll S, MN t,3UO , ... 20<t8 636 0 20C,,8 
"1 .. 7't0Jt.> 1~ 1 .ll"IINEHAH N8 l'1 I ,'c.'i !;: Af'UL l S. Ml~NEAPULlS MN d't~4.'..9 59! 3043 1591:i 0 3043 
9l7<t037 IS I N~ OF Ml~tAPOL15 MlNNCAPOLIS. MN 1338040 1070J Ol1£d !:1334 45131::l 17~<_,,I,) 
9.2.1<tC41) fOV'I.TH N8H.Tl-'.rtES.1!:.K~~ NAlL BK MlNN!:.Af'lilIS MN 43l 13 SIL 1911 >8< 0 1911 ·-92"/'-tVbO MAri~U!:TH ,'1/EJ. Uf- MlN,'il:.APULl S MlNt,1tAPULIS MN 20!:i5L.7 4411 ~110 3aOt:I 0 !l71b 
9274062 ~;.;-..;.uETH: NI\T :H\ AT U/'ilV MlN1'-4lAPlJll~ MN l 7958 

2 '" 
098 0 0 t,,9& . 

9l7-.U70 MQuH;D NB Of- M!M'H::At>OLl5 Ml~N t.APULl S MN 150<tbB 194~ 6784 't8b3 0 t;,764 
9'27;073 t-1.A 1 lON:AL C.llY bAr.K Mll'llNl::APULIS MN lb09t.9 '73b t!Oll ',9()0 1'4• 04ot,S 
9274o0...,~ NURThiilE~Tt.~N NAllONAL HANK. MlNN.t:: A POLIS MN 137<t.:B2- 13261 6b3~4 !>O.o!l 45315, .?3039 

·-- - ---~- -------· 
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-11.f.MAELBAhK.S E.NE.E.l.LIILIIANK£_!.OVEUD-8YJ\lllllf1EOJ-.8!> :UH/19. 

Ill 121 131 141 151 161 
0S8 NAME LOC.AllON TOEP VL TC.SH 1977 NEW NEW UlF 

kEObAL_HA_J\~BAL _13)-l!i.l_ 

9274105 SlCOND NW NB OF HINNE.APOLS MINNEAPOLIS IIN 36-48( 231 159~ 338 0 1598 .. 
9274110 lHH:0 NW NB (;F Hl~EAPOL.S Ml/liM:.APOL!S "" 4t,0C,.9 419 lb19 49) 0 1079 . 
9214155 1ST NB IN ~ONTEVIDEC Mlt'flEVIDtO HN 't09t.l 414 1127 )2<, 0 1127 . 
927"-18~ Flk.ST NATIONAL bAf'ilK. MONlGU.-1.!::RY "" 14911 Uu 380 0 0 3b0 . 

__ 9214210 FlR.ST N& lN HOORHEAO ____ HOORHtAO -------~- MN 760.3.C: ___ :;20 _ _:;iz,o, __ l3'8b ___ o __ 313b ____ 

9-'"74235 PElJPLf:~ NATlChAL 8ANI{ MC,RA. HN 236bb 140 714 5o 0 714 . 
9274420 FIUf:LITY .ST "' OF NEl"I PRAG LE NEW PkA~UE IIN 1373~ 64 46b 0 0 4bb .. .. 
9274510 FIRST '1A TL bK OF- hORlHF-llLU hURlHHtLO HN 1&719 89 062 24 0 bb2 .. 
9274S20 NORlHF-lELO NAl lUNAL BANK '10RlHF-1E:LD HN lb79tJ 150 478 0 0 478 . 
927.,">30 NURlhWESH:K~ .SlAH: bA:,,.tc. NOklHflE.LO HN 211:n 167 .... 4 0. 646 . 

__ 9l7"i!>3~ VALLEY NATlU!'-4Al bA'4K. t'll.RlH HAf'1i<.A10_. __ HN 21438 --- _lt:1~ __ bb1_ - ·-- 0 0 667 
9274bb5 TRI CTY Sl bK (Jf- URltJ/lcVJLLC tRTLN\llllE MN l2'7b6 .,, 3,S 0 0 '" . 
9274070 flRS.1 NAl 81( (JI-- OSAl<. l.S OSAl\l.S MN l.C::750 74 400 0 0 400 . 
9274110 FIRST NAT 61<. Of- LJi,,jAJO:--.NA QwA J0~NA MN 3055b 201 1083 251 0 l0b3 . 
9 . .::74713 NO~ THWE:.S. H;.kN Nb OF OWAlONNA OW,\ lONNA IIN !>!>~40 433 2lb6 737 0 2lb8 .. 
927~740 en lHNS N:l Uf PAKI<. RAPJ [JS f'Akl\ k.AP IDS MN lbb74 3$7 472 0 0 472 . 

-:~~z:!g ~~~~~ ~:r0:K.~~~l!~~~t.ClTY 
PHH. CllY_ MN-~-~---,· lOS-09 1Z7 7S.: • 0 7S2 . 
i-'IPtS.lCJNE "" 29079 .£0.£ 1c.:u 0 0 •1032: . 

9274870 PIP!:STONE 1'iATI0t1AL ~ANK. P lPE:5 lUhE: MN 14(.,27 lb Sl3 0 0 SJ3 .. 
9274&60 FlRSl NB CJF f-LAlNVlEW PLAlN\JHW IIN 2U765 •Y 698 32 0 .... .. .... 
92748Si0 PEOPLES SlAH: bAN~ PLAHt'vlEW MN l't~5V 100 'i.£0 0 0 428 .. -;i 
9275000 flR~l N" Nd (Jf- ktO ~lNC. kE:D WINC.. MN 30Y04 2bl 1002 60 0 100, . ~ 

_927~Cl0 GtrO[:HUC: CTt Nb Of- Rt:0 .,lNG RtD ;,ilNb ______ MN __________ 4i29~b 39• 1301 2b3 0 1301 . 
9l7':>0ZU flRSl NOkTH~E:SlH.N NAl •• RtOMUOO fALLS MN 30b72 214 111!> lb$ 0 lllf> . 
927~068 SU/'1Mll sT ~Ill. 0~ R1CHFH.LO RlCHFJELlJ MN 24Y .. !, 4~.:) 7•• 0 0 ,.. 
9~750':,0 FIRST ~B OF KOC.Ht:!i-TER kUC.Ht:~Tl:.R MN 10.2134 l'i~b 3.lb8 1001 0 32ti8 
9175095 NW Nb OF ROLHE:":.lEk kl.>C.HE:.5TER HN ll 7!>3't l1H3 ~Ob7 t.c,b~ 0 :,Ob1 
927::dC..O Fl RST NB IN ST CHARLE:~ ST C.HAkL.E:.S MN 18187 113 SIS 3 0 Sl9 

_ 927~3l0 FIR.ST AME::R ~£1 Uf $1 CLUUO ~ T C.LLUD MN 80405 1079 25~4 _ 1285 0 2554 
927~340 Sl C.LOUO NAT •• t. TR C.O ST CLWO MN 4.:'.4b1 ,11 12("3 110 0 1223 . 
927~350 7.iPP PU..llONAL bAN1'!. S 1 C.LWO HN 55e&7 813 1440 174 0 1440 
9l75370 FlkSl Na ,1,T " JAME.S Sl JAMi::S HN lt,055 2lb 315 0 0 3 IS . 
9275394 SHELA.RO NAT l0,'4Al bANK $1 LOulS PARK HN lbl40 2t,4 442 0 0 4'2 
9l753 .. b J-'A.Ri<. NAT IU"4AL PARK $1 LOUIS PAKK MN 24053 30'• 829 0 0 &29 
9£75410 .AMUUCAN N,T bAK t TR. tO $1 PAUL MN 219SIO 4012 lH2ij 4)tl-\ 0 Ob2ti 
9215460 F-IRST f't.B UF Sl PAUL .ST f'AUL HN 12!>9!>22 7389 5,73~() 52ll 43301 13995, 
927~5.!0 llbt:R.lY .STA l E 8A/li~ s l PAUL HN 3~534 211 116V 13 0 llt:O .. 
92755.j,0 MlUi,,jAY kB OF- .ST PAUL SI PAUL MN 107984 1443 'tlll 2't lS 0 4111 
9.27!1~45 "'w NAl B"<. OF S l PAUL Sl PAUL HN 219b8?, 1So2 &O:t:4 493b 1332 7~r;2 
90:::7SS75 SU<'~MlT NATIONAL BANK ST f'AUL MN 18715 372 413 0 0 413 . 
9275590 f-lRSJ Nb (;f ~, Pf:TEK ST HIER MN. -~ ------, --- £97l9 lbl 91b h7 0 91d . __ _! __ 

9£15t,5S FIRSl NATJONAL bAl'-t~ .SAUK C.ENlR(; MN 19256 llO Sb9 22 0 ;09 . 
927~100 FIRST Ne OF SHAK.OPE::E ShAKO>->EE: MN 276bb 314 lOUo 0 0 IUOb .. 
9,05753 N_. hij 01- S S l PAUL SOUTH ST PAUL HN b42..:)9 3b9 211.tl 1090 0 21'92 
92:7~940 F 1 k~ T NA TICfiAL bANK S.llLLWAlE:R HN 4bl2t, 300 lS'il 6lo 0 1S41 . 
9270090 1S1 flllllSlRN NB Uf Two HARBORS lWO HAR8C,RS MN lb4bb 1>2 $31 0 0 531 
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OSB NAME 

927b£00 FIRST NB OF VlRGlfdA 
9,0ti210 NW STA.lC SK. OF VIRGINIA 
921bl40 FIRST N& bK OF WACONIA 
927b.l50 FIRST Nii UF WAOE;NA. 

_9.i:.1b2b0 WADl:NA ~TATE. BANK 
92762b2 PLAZA PARK. STATE BANK. 
927b270 FIR~T Nb OF 'lo!ALK.l:.R 
92.7b.3SO FIRST NAT BK Uf- WASEC.A 
92.1b5b~ C.l 1 HENS NB OF WlLL'1AK 
927b570 FIKS.1 Nb CJF "1LLMAK 

_ 921b'j9Q flRS1 ~e UF Wlt'iCG/1 

LOC.ATlON 

VlRG.lNIA 
VJRulNU. 
WAC.GNU 
MADENA 
WADt.NA 
WAITE PARK 
WALll.t:.R 
WASE:C.A 
WILLMAR 
WlLLMAR 
WlNUOM 

927bl:,30 F-]R~T r-.iOkTl-tWtSHRN NAT bANK WlNONA 
927e>o40 MERC.HA!'tl~ Nt) OF WINONA 
9.2:76-050 Wlr-.iONA NAT t SAVIN(,$ bK 
927bb65 FIRST Nt, IN wORlHlNGTlJN 

WIN LINA 
WlNtJNA 
WOk.lHlNGTON 

HN 
MN 
HN 
HN 

.MN 
HN 
HN 
HN 
HN 
HN 
HN 
MN 
HN 
MN 
11N 

(l) (2) 

TCJEP VL lCSH 

5,7475 b52 
t,2601 1097 
2312t) 187 
10~2.l 161 
16022 ___ lb3 
l<J.:'.04 !>39 
20189 110 
30432 261:i 
20379 311 
3bl77 "22 
i20<i8 104 
68217 9.J5, 
6!>-'b1 !)t,5, 
!)0887 !)14 
472.65, 5'11 

(3) (4) 
1917 Nl:W 

Rl:UHAL __ -·EPA 

1!)79 
1284 

793 
51.?: 
030_ 
2S<> 
801 
9>0 
397 

1081 
803 

173b 
2':t'l4 
l-460 
12&6 

'7> 
343 

o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 

18<> 
62 

434 
1714 

S9o 
0 

ISi l<>I 
NE:W OlF 

__ REQbAL __ 13)-l~l_ __ _ 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1!)79 
l4!S't 

7':t') • 
!)12 • 

_ 030 ·--·--
25-b • 
801 • 
95,0 * 
397 * 

1081 • 
i:03. ---~--

1730 
2914 
1460 
1286 * 

Of lS't BM-1<.S AFfl:tTEO IN STA.TE oe ··-· HAVE. NO EARNINGS PARlltlPAllON AC.C.OUNl OR RtQUlRl:.O RC.~ERYE bALANCC 
79 HAYE Ml RE:QORED RESERVE BALANC.E 

_6280165 Mt.1 ROPOLil AN NA t lONAL bAI'«. SILOXl HS lbbl't 332 
82&0325 f.lR.Sl tO. T SI<. OF CLARK~OALE C.LARK.SDALE HS 340b2 763 
8.l60390 FIRST C.ULU~.ous NATIONI\L bAN(.C.ULUMbUS MS 72200 1137 
8280400 HE.RCHAf-41 S ANO FAR~ERS BANK. C.ULVHeus MS 41947 1333 
8280425 "lAT BK OF C.~.,_C. OF C.01\lNTH C.::RlNlH HS 3534-3 !)4!> 
04'.S0590 BAN,_ Of FtJKt:Sl fORE;Sl HS .t.2£27 l00 
&2bOb!>O HRST NAT 81<. OF &R.ECNYlLLE Gk.H:N\llLLE MS !>3142 ll'tB 
b2.b07.20 C.UU- NATllJNAL BANK GULf,PLRT HS 4u979 1777 
b.280740 C.IlllENS b~ Lf- HATTIESBURG HATTit:SbURG HS 4b9B3 lb7!> 
bL80750 FlRSl HlSSlSS.lPPl r-.A.T bK HATTH:SbURG MS 2!>9227 b1U6 
6~6(.900 DEP(ISl T GUA"tAN TY NAT bANK JAC.K!>DN HS 82!,41j3, 10641 
b~8C;Vl0 FH\S.l NAT d,A.fl.ll<. OF JACKSON JACl'I.SUi MS 7243!>2 14701 
62!!0'ib0 COl-!~ERClAL ~4b AND lRUSl CO LAUkf:.L MS 80059 199.2: 
0260970 HR!>T NATIONAL bK {;F- LAUREL LAUk.tL MS b6b47 1323 
6261010 tIR.Sl t-lAT b~ Uf- hOLHl:~ C.lY U:XlNC.TON HS ~4b44 3tib 
6-'8H"i0 tllllE.NS NAT bK. OF MHllJJAN MC.RllilAN MS 7&Ubl 204& 
0281.2:50 PAS.C.AGOULA MUS.S PlJl~T bANK MOSS POINT M~ !>!>!><:-9 2!>0 .. 
0261270 DRlllON AND KOU~Tl FJRST N~ NATCH.l:Z P'IS .34617 9l't 

_82bl30~ FIRST NATIONAL BAN.I<.. NEW AU~ANY. _______ MS _______ _ 44tJbb ~--· 9'b 1 
b281325 FIRS.T NAT !ONAL ti!<. OF- Nf:WTON NEWTON HS 16109 it.1b 
02813!>5 FIRST NB UF JAC.KSON CTY C.,Cl:AN SPRINGS HS 403~.? 1472 
82.81400 J,IRST NAT BANK OF OXFDRO OXFORD HS 27255, 392 
0281405. CIT lZENS NAT lONAL SANK PASLAC.OULA HS lb02& 251 

340 
040 

2ti06 
899 

1299 
7>2 

l3b3 

••• 
7&4 

9967 
39382 
30!>3., 

21.,t, 
1114 
7') 

1708 
1233 

929 
1")0 
3~l 
obl 

1011 
410 

0 
0 

872 
0 

217 
0 

z,1 
0 
0 

598& 
~C,7(1 

0029 
1190 
271 

0 
Sb3 

0 
0 

Z79 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2813 
2&9l0 
22b30 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

340 ··- -·--
o-"10 • 

2c06 
b99 • 

12'19 * 
7~2 * 

13C>3 
C:t83 • 
7b4 • 

71"" 
10'tb2 

7<tU7 
2ll8 
1714 

745 • 
1708 
12.33 • 

';29 • 
l't:>8 • 

352 • 
bbl • 

1011 • 
410 
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__ .M.6'1BE:.R_BANKS __________ _ ____ -----·-----BEN.HIT.TO .bANKS C.DYEREO BY l'!OOlflEO s .. S!l' ,. ___ 't./'-2/79 ___ _ 

Ill 12) (3) 141 I SI (bl 
DSB NAME LOCAl ION l(JE:P VL lC..5.H 1977 NtW MM DIF 

--·-··--------· --------- -·--------- -----·--------- ------ RE"8AL EP~ ~EOb>L . Ol-l~J _____ 

62611'-55 flRST N.AT SANK. LF PICAYUNE PlCAY~E HS 1983b ... l9S 0 0 195 
8.i::b l'+E:0 FIRST NAT SAl'IIK. OF PCN1010C PuNlOlOC. MS 241./2b 312 9S2 0 0 952 
6251718 NAT "' OF co~tRC.E OF- M!) ~lAKIWllLE MS 122bl4 '-~lO ~l&v 3b80 0 5160 
8-<:.b 1('00 Fl°'S.T CllllEr-..iS ~ .. :. 1 bA~ llPELO MS b!>02't 1417 3~b~ 2:502 0 3~b5 

_ 62.dl540 Pl:.UPLE.S. b< OF 1"15SIS.S.1PP1 kAU'-111.iN HS 9!>7'-'I 30!>7 t:lYL. 12 lS 0 21'11 
b('$10?0 F-IkST NAT "" Cf VICi'i.SbUIH, 'vlCKSbUkG MS 72b&3 2031 l7b2 7 li 0 171)2 
b.<'5 lfH!O "4E'((HA.'fl S. NI\TlLJr-.AL BA/'.IJ<.. VICt<.!:.bURG MS 6b30l 11 l't 2.?.b9 1498 0 23b9 
6.C::O 19?0 F-l RST NAT BK GS -,,~~ T POINT WLS l POINT MS ll3£U 3Sl 54< 0 0 S•9 . 
o.:.B.:::020 GE:LlA NAT BK u, YALU□ C.l TY YAZUO C.1 lY MS 1.t73!>7 •o• lO~l 30S 0 lb.c'.l . 

OF 32 8ANK.S AFFEC.TE.O 11< !:.TAH:. lb _,HA'irE NO E.ARNINGS PARllC.lPA.llUN AC.COUNT OK. kl:QUlki:O KE!>ER.VE bA.LANC-E 
13 H.6.VE NO fH:.QUREO RE.SE:Rl/E: BALANCE 

8ZS002!> GRAVOIS B.&.Nfl.. AFFlON HO -- 100275 ~35 35,.7 191.t) 0 3~47 
g~90028 hAT JONAL BAi-.K OF AFFlUM AFF llJl\i MO l!:1847 24> Sil 0 0 • ~ll . 

10.{.900)0 C.E"-flRY (.C.,UNJY bANK ALBANY MO :)1090 12S 1230 bl 0 • 12~0 .... 
1025'{.'.U:,0 flR!:oT MT ~K OF BETHANY bEl11ANY MO 1&369 l4b ... 0 0 b-t, -.::i 
1029(.0,ll; F!~ST NAT BK OF BUTU:.R tlUTLl:.R MU 11050 171 b28 0 0 028 . II>,. 

8.:::90710 ~lRST NAT BK OF LINN CREE:K C.AMOtNTQN MO 3604!;1 218 1405 142 0 140~ . 
8 i.90770 Flk!:.T NB OF C.A Pf:. GlR A.ROl:.AU CAPt:. ~lkARDEAU ____ MO !i2C,9& '>'~b leb.5 bOb 0 lbti~ - ---*~--

1O('.9Ut'2O bANI( OF CAR l HAGE CAR lhAGE MO 44c.b7 3bl l 74~ 4b2 0 1745" . 
10 L 7C· C30 u:~ 1 JED MO "' OF C.ARl HAGE NA C.AK THAGE: HO .;;'4 lbl 453 1372 142 0 1372 . 

829C~70 Flf..H NAT S< (.:f C.h5~'irlLU: C.AS~VllLE: MO 2 lb39 l9o 7lb 0 0 710 . 
10291.-9~(. UTlZEN~ 114ATlUNAL b.4.,".~ C.HilllCl.1THE- MU 5'::r077 33; 2137 7bS 0 £B7 

8.::9lG0O f.IRST N• T a, us C.LAYllJN C.LA'l lU>i MO 103291 7bJ 5!:18~ 3td4 0 5~8~ 
a,9H,<;O 8.U/J!\E C.T'I' Nb OF (LJLUKblA LOLUMLIA MU --- ~--- ~-~--- 90455 -- llt,b Jb6'+ 2."i05 _ o __ 31:1b4 
829)09~ Clil"'"'E:RC.E bANK uF CULUMr.HA NAC.UlUMIHA MO 2t,G4:, ••• 055 0 0 b>S . 
82'11110 f-lRS l NAT ~A.N.K. • llW~ T CU C.liLUMblh MO '+b1b9 bou lbl7 47> 0 1817 . 
81-',113/J!> flR~T ~,AT s, Of LLNll-'HA~ LUNlPHAN MO 22bl~ 194 872 0 0 872 
82~13'J5 ~E:RC.Mtl ILE b.A~I<. Of LLUON. l:Li.);.;N, MO 2 23()3 £bB 7'1 0 0 7~1 . 
6L9lS30 Ml:kCANilLE a, Of f-AkMlNGlON f-ARMl~~TON MO ~olt>B 743 . ., 0 0 '"" . 
82915:",0 C.u.'1f'":.RCE: bAk,\. OF Ftllt1UN NA ftN 1 UN MO 27':-98 ,u 913 0 0 'H3 . 
$,,;>lt.bO C.ALlAWAY BAN!\ FUL l ON MO 31.tbet:. 402 1'+90 17B 0 1490 . 
8,291t.b~ FlRST N!j OF CALLAWA'r COUNTY F-UL TUN HO 1~71~ £13 443 0 0 443 . 

1V£9l710 FIRST NAT .. Ur C.ALLAlIN GALLAllN MU 21964 94 OBS 0 0 boS • 
1029 l ?bO F-lR!:.l NAT B< Or GLADS lONE:. GLAOSlON.E: MO 30~ll '52 Yl4 0 0 >14 . 
8291900 FAk~E:k5, ANO ,'1E k(HMd:; eANK HANNlbAL MO 11.:C: lb 2bl ~7t• 0 0 S?b 
E49!.~70 HANt-.lbAL NAT 1m1AL 6Ar-.tK HA.\INIBAL MO 294b0 4o3 lOlc, 0 0 HHO 

10£.'1.::010 CUMl-<E:kt.t o< Ct HAHR 1 SLNVL NAhARRl!:,U~VlLLE MO lb503 1'3 b33 0 0 b:;3 . 
829lll!> Hl(,H R.lULE ,,,,tRC.ANTILE: b< HlGt-1 RIDGE MO lb3!i~ 477 36b 0 0 3f.>8 . 

102'12210 Flk~T Nb OF lN!JtPE:NUl:NU 11\iDEPl:NUENCE MU b':1329 51b 2602 1030 0 2602 
82<:,2.310 JA{.KSON EJtCHA."'-1.{..l: bK t. lR CO JAC.K.!:,ON MO 2ltJ47 236 614 0 0 614 . 
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--KE.KBE:R.. 1\A.NKS ·----- ENEF1t_JQ_.6ANK.S---CCIYER~O BY 11001FlE.O S. _8!, ·-- ------ .2/2.2./79 -----

(1) (2) (3) (4) (>) lb) 
0S8 NAHE LOCATION TUE:P VL TC.!.H 1977 NEW ••• Olf 

·----·- --··- AEQdAL EPA __ . Rl:QBA.l U)-t5J ___ 

8292.370 EXChNGE NS Of JEFFERSN CITY Jt:.Fft.RSON CITY HO 86tJ38 74S 3,233 1392 0 3.i::33 
10292410 FlkST NB t. TR C.O UF JOPLIN JOPLIN HO 106573 lb~1 38~2: 23b0 0 365-2 
10292430 ur-.1 TED ~o BK. OF JOPLIN NA JUP LIN HO 235b3 S49 646 0 0 b4b * l029l454 ~QA TME~S BK t. TR CO OF KC KANSAS C.ITY HO 12: l(.1,2 2b:ie:» 378!> 235L 0 37&!> 

_ 10292458 SROAm~AY NAT liANK KAN~AS C.lTY HO 23010 300 1,2 0 0 752. ----~---
1029-£470 COLU'1tUA UNlt,N NAT bK C. TR KAN~AS ClTY HO lblL.d 1908 74'98 5304 13' 1)b0 
102.'72480 CUMi".E:RtE Bi<. Lf KS CITY NA KAN~AS CITY HO b~b032 5,340 32009 5b25 20794 11215 
lCJ.2'12~00 F-lF-.ST NB OF KANSAS CJTY KANSAS CITY HO 570Ul4 3448 30301 ~719 19707 10674 
102.'i.t".5lS U:AWOOO NATlD"-.AL bANX. i<.ANS.A!:t CllY HO 414b~ 5UO 1527 22b 0 1527 . 
102qt'>.:>5 llVCSlOC.K NO Of KANS.AS C.ltY KANSAS C.ltY HU 3.C:~78 171 1101 412 0 1701 

__ 1029i550 MEk.lANl ILi: SA..'\'.K. ANO TR C.0 KA."'IISA.S. C.lTY MO - llCJLit,b 12bl 5'Hl 4010 0 5911 
1029£560 Mt:RC.HANTS BAN,<,, KANS.AS C.lTY MG 69°13!1 709 3032 lb9b 0 3032 * 10292568 "110-CONl lNl::Nl NAT BANK !\.AN.SAS C. lTY MO 2l3b8 340 '°' 0 0 905 . 
l0l9.2b50 TkAGER.S Nb Of- KAf-lSAS CllY KAN~AS CITY HO 10!1012 8ll Slb-'t 3237 0 51<>4 
10£92068 UlD MU BK OF KANSAS C.ITY NA KANS.A~ Cll'I' HO 510!175, 442.0 2!>!d5 5518 l!>l.C,5 1Cd90 
10272080 WESTPORT bANK KANSAS cnv· HO 50~51 3bU 222\1 9'1 0 22i9 * C.2.9.t:725 i<.EN.~{Ul NATlCNAL BANK. KENNt.lT ____________ MO 

•••-•--~-•--•••T- 11051 235 55b 0 0 55b 
82927b0 CUM.MtH.CE: HK LF- KIRKS.VIL.LE NAKlRKSVll.LE MO 21175 223 7'> 0 0 I 755 * 8292770 f-IRS.T NATIONAL t:Af'oiK. KlRK~VILLE MO .£:,bbl )35 ,o, 0 .o ,o, * 1--' 
8292713 CO .... Ml::RC.E; 8ANl't. OF X.lRKWOOD 11..lR.K.l'fOOO HO SV51J, bOO lS'bl 64~ 0 l9bl . -::i 
8.£9l83B LADUE-lNNl::RbEL T bK & lk CO LADUC MO 14?59 258 2.81 0 0 261 01 
bl'iol&39 MAN.!<. l'tiAIN NATIONAL BANK LADUC HO 244bb 93 9'3 zu, 0 9>3 • 

___ l0"-'YL850 SAR TUN ccu~TY ~ TA.TE B.A."iK LAM.AR ________ HQ -~-------- 19£09 10, 719 0 0 719 . 
S29l939 CCMME:k.Ct BAN,<, Of U:.bA,-.llN Ll:.BA.NLN HO 3!:ilJ.£3 4b3 1293 4 0 1.:::93 . 
8.(.9£'l40 F lR~T NAT BK OF- lHIAl',i(JN, LEbAl'\llJN MO 22549 )00 bb9 0 0 &89 * 8292995 LE~A"1 t,A.NK AND lRUST co lfl-lAY HO 11~531 1~43 378~ 24!:iO 0 37b9 

102<,,~QjS CU.'-IMl:.RC.lAl. bK Uf- lldH,lY NA LIBERTY HO 3~b42 902: 1b2 0 0 762 
102.93040 Flk!,T Nb UF LI bEk.l't' llbE::k.l'f MO .£!:i7b9 328 b~l 0 0 f!..:'1 . 

- 92.93270 C.llllt:NS N3 Gf GR ST LliUlS MAPU:WOUO --~--~ HO 4l:.lbti7 b4.2 . L::1-40 __ l9J 0 l~-40 . 
li.1293330 F-AN.MlRS SA.>/ lf'.(;~ &A.~11,, l'\ARSHALL MO 2~2b0 27.t: lL<,18 19 0 l.£9& 

829.Yt.20 ~EkC.ANT ILE:. bAN,C,, (lf- M.E:MPHlS ME:MPHl.S HO 21::4!>1 l.;9 ll27 177 0 1127 
ti 29 3448 C.OM/-'l:R(.E;. 1:SA"4K. Uf- Mi::X lt.0 Hl::Xl(.0 MO 4.2363 b2b l'tY<,1 1'7 0 14S9 . 
BL.'13510 CllY bl<. ANO TR. CU OF MUbER.LYl'!U~t.kLY HO '1b~l'I 5;0 lbb4 251 0 lb¼ . 
82:'JJ~20 CU~MERC.I:: bANK UF- MOb.tk.LY !-IOrltRL'I' e,o 30790 ::Sl9 lllt, 0 0 l ll!:1 . 
8£93530 FlKS.T NAT Bl\ Of- M!Jtltll MU'H:Tl MO lt:20£ 1,1 >oO 0 0 >oO . 
&2935b0 ISi N MRCNTL t,K (Jf- l"ITC..'1RY C.'l'ML1Nl&Ul1ER'I' ClTY MU 1733-'t )34 b70 0 0 070 . 

10L93070 8ANl'i. OF 1\11:0~HQ l'ttO~MU HO 32440 !>'to Y>7 0 0 ,,1 . 
l029.:,6CO F-lkST NAT Bt<. Of- NEOSHO /lltO~HU HO 32303 ;50 ··~ 0 0 ob9 . 
10293!)90 FlF(~l NAT C),C,, {Jf /\IEYAOA NEVADA HO }88:C:b 173 .. , 0 0 bb5 . 
lO.('.'t3elo N.\1 ~A.NK JN NJ KANSA!> CITY NLR t H K.ANSAS CJTY MO 43708 b1b 1816 03 0 1&18 . 

t:!29}970 C.l T HE/IIS 8~ Cl- PACH IC PAClFlC. "10 __ --------· lb 747 J15 4b7 0 0 407 
10294160 FIRST f~b OF PLAlT~bUR(; PLA 1 TS BURG MO 14300 l02 ,o, 0 (J so; 

£!2'1'-1205 FlR!:tl NAl 81<. Of- PLJPLAk bLUHPOPLAk BLUFF HO lY0~2 )41 266 0 0 2bb 
lOL9-.,:>55 FlkST Nb Of kl CHl-':01,0 RlCHMONO HO 1477b 81 ,,1 0 0 >37 
82944~ 7 C.OMMl:.RCE t,M41(. CJF- ST CHARLES ST C.HARLE.S HO 20491 47> 1000 0 0 1000 . 
82~4460 FIRST Nb CJF ST (.HA.RL!::~ ST C.HARLE:.S MO 57.£59 b91 2b0lt 111.£ 0 2b-Olt 

-- -~ -- -·-----
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__ .M.(M8.E.ILBA~--·--- ------~-- _______ BE:NCFll l0-8ANKS .. COVE:REO BY. HODlflE.D S. 85 2/22/7~----

Ill 12) (3) ( 41 ( ~, ,., 
056 NAME LOCATION lOE.P VLTC.SH 1971 NEW NEW Olf· 

__ f<.E.C.'UAL __ -· E.f>A Rlgb•L .131-t~J_ __ _ 

b294lotl0 FIRS.f ST Bl'f. OF ST CHARLES ST CHARLES MO 2-;473 
82':14510 e.e.Ni".. Of- Sl GENEVIEVE ST bH•l:VlEVE HO 2017!> 

10294551 AMEIUC.AN h.B OF ST JOSEPH Sl JOSEPH MO l'-!>41, 
10294555 BELT Nb OF ST .JOS.i::PH ST JOSEPH MU £b'i04 

_}0294558 C.GMl".l:;R(.I: BANK OF ST JUSEPH Sl JCSEPH HO --------·--···-··----- 't~4::."t 
10294~c;.o F-lRSl NAT BK OF ST Ji::S.E.PH ST JlJS.EPH MU 1090b7 
10294600 F-lkS.T TkUST bA~!\ ST J(JS.E:PH MO 18719 

d2C,4650 AMl::iHCAN NB IN ST LOUIS ~T LOUIS MO t,<,962 
829't&70 BOATMENS Nb Of- ST LOUIS ST LOUIS MO 505'b52 
8294707 CUM~'.tkCE: bANK OF ST LC,UlS NA.51 LCJUIS MO 20053 
8.L'l4T.i?O fl~ST NB lN ST LUUlS ST lCJUlS M.O -~---~-----~-- _ l3QJ~t,9 
8294770 tlr..CELL TkU.ST COMPANY ST LLJUIS MO 75~~7 
b29't780 fol.ANC.HE:SlE.R bK CJF ~1 LWlS SJ LOl,lS MU 1279t-l 
B29't790 Mri!F BK r. lk C.O OF ST LOUIS ~1 LOUIS HU 1214~3 
829-4815 ME~CANllLE lRUSl C.011PANY NA ST LUUI~ HO 1212160 
a294q20 SGUTH SlDE: NB lN ST LOUlS ~T LOUI:> MO 92085 

__ 8£94?30 ~OUl•trlEST BANK OF ST LC.UIS_ SJ LUUIS _____ MO_ 1170!:'l 
82'14940 lUWl::.R GRUI/E bK. t. TR C.U S,T LOUIS MO 15591.£ 
a..::ry4c;,57 Mf:.F-\C.ANTLE NU OF- ST LOUIS t TY::,T LOIJis. tlY HO 3977t, 
8294980 FIRST NB OF SJ PE: TEKS St PE: lEKS HO ltil.it, l 
8295020 FIR.ST Nb tJF SALEK SALEM MO 2ao2:, 

1029~070 SEDALIA MtRCA.NllLE: Btl CO SEDALIA HCJ 251./67 
_ .102950SC, THlRO N8 UF SE:IJALlA Sl:OALlA _______ ·_MO____________ 56840 

82~~1&5 F-IR~l Nb OF- S1KE.!>1UN SIKE:STON HO 451Bl 
8£9~187 S.E:.tLl-',llY NS Of SIKESTON SJIU:.~101'4 HO l',19UO 
t29~265 Mlf:.IUCAN N~ IN SPRIPiCF-HLO 5f'K1Nf.FH::LO MU 38371 
8;:9~287 BOA.l~t:NS 5F'KlN!.7HHU N8 SPRlNC,FlE.LO MU 270t:>7 
Ul95.r:'69 EsOATME.NS U'°iH.t-.1-NATIUNAL BAN<.Sf'RINLf-lELD HCJ 1~'1Sit~ 

_ 5;,_9531c, M.f::.Rt.tif-tl ILE;. 81'i. f.if- ~PRlM.f-lE.LlJHR.lNG~ltLO MO _______ jjJl30 
10.£9~j'-J,J SAC. Rl'wER VALLE.Y tSA.NK SlOLK.lLJN MO 2Hs67 

--10-2----95-425 SUGAR C.REEK NA 1 lCJNAL bANK SIJGAR LREEK MO lbC,bO 
10295500 TR.E.filV'"I NAT MER.C.ANTl LE 01<. TRENTON 110 34157 
8295620 VMH.1A.LlA STATE bA,'IK 1/,MiOALlA MO 17286 

10295030 6-'~K Uf- VE?.SAllll:5 1/E:R~AlLLE:S HO 1&114 
·--102':f567Ct LJJO HO fl'( OF WkkN!)BG NA WARRlNSbl.JRG MO 23.i:::40 

6295720 f-k.ANKLIN C.T'I' Mt:R(.ANT lLE: BK WAShlNGT0!-4 HO 3&02b 
829!,,8,jQ FIRST N~ UF WE~T PLAH1S WtST PLAINS MO b'lllb 

3t>6 
207 

2Z94 
t,:;~ 
456 

lb'.,O 
3ZY 
ol> 

7594 
355 

-- 1!>0'13 
11~3 
11'1~ 
l.tbl 

13949 
1400 
1551 
11.i~O 
't20 
301 
.i.91:1 
300 

lv25 
515 
143 
S,19 
~Jb 

33,0::, 
lt;:48 

72 
;>5-2: 
455 
139 
llY 
006 
475 

1"4:l 

1Z28 
SS5 

!;.c:b!:t 
l.&7 

17Jl 
:;313 

22{Jc, 
200b0 

1b6 
t,,~£9.C. 

2~94 
c.:;1.c, 
4t.bl 

't764H 
21no 
4(101 
6373 
1337 

l.i03 
1006 . ,. 
1136 
18~2 

••• 
88b .,. 

530'f 
3C93 ... 
••• 

1069 
•so 
•1< 
Ml 

lLH 
.l.·'tlb 

0 
0 

28 73 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

)4b- --
1109 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
910 

~49.i. 
0 

!>'1102 
~3b 

4~-'tl 
3330 
5040 
1212 
2601:t 
4.c:'.2h 

31:!4 
0 
0 
0 

2v3 
551 

0 
0 
0 

32 77 
)655 

2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

58• 

91:1~7 
0 

't't910 
0 
0 

20 
309•1 

0 
0 

35 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

OF 112. BANKS AFFECTED lN $TATE: 5'b HAYE NO E.ARIIUNGS PARlltlPATION ACC.OUNT Ok RE.QUIRE:ti kE:SE:RVE: &ALANCE 
4 7 t-lAVE NO RE;QUREO Rl:SER VE BA.LANCE 

-------------------------
9300010 FlR5T NATIONAL SA~K ANAC.ONOA HT 548 2lb3 835 

1228 
595 

52t.5 ,.1 
1732 
3313 ,., 
22(,& 

1022:; 
7bo 

20~22 
2294 
6314 
4001 

lbb5-7 
2b70 
4007 
'0338 
1.B7 
403 

1008 ., . 
1738 
1852 

bob 
bbb 
b26 

530'i 
30'-J3 

944 .,,,, 
1069 

068 
072 .. , 

1131 
24 lb 

2163 

-- -·--•·--

. . 
··--·-·-. 
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___ ME.MBER BAN{S 
,. 

----·-------------------- BENEFIT _TQ BANI(.$ COVE.REC BY. HOO I Fl 1:.0 S. 85 .-- ---- -------- --- -··----2/22/19 ----

ll I 121 131 1,1 ISi lbl 
oss NAME LOCATION lDEP VLTC~H 1977 NEW NEW Olf 

--· --·---··-·- ----------- RE~BAL EPA __ R.fQbAL 131-151 ___ 

9300080 C.1 T 12E:NS BANK. ANO TRUST tO BIG TIMBER HT l55b7 1'1 521 0 0 >21 
9300085 FIR~T NW~1RN NB OF HllllNGS blLLlNGS HT ll4b38 1056 4933 306 ... 0 4'133 
9 30(;090 MIDLAND Nb OF bllUNf.,!> blLLlt-.G::.o HT lb7398 1581 bblt!> 4~b8 0 bb45' 
9.300110 SEC.URI lY bANK. NA. tHLL INGS HT lb7ti.i'.4 l',07 b!>-1l 4190 1 6)b5 

__ 9J.JC,120 Flk.Sl Nb IN bOllMAN .- BOLE MAN ,n .. ------ -- --- b4!,47 151 2383 &o, - 0 .t:;.;,Sl 
9300125 flR~l SE:C.URI TY 61( (H· 60Zl:MANbUZlMAN HT 559b7 ,19 2198 849 0 2198 . 
9JV01.3U MC!NTA"'4A 6A,\jK Of- &UllMAf'II NA flUlU1A1'1. HT 21!>05 313 070 0 0 b10 . 
93V0)6U PUW(Ji;:I( RIVER. C.UU.'lilY bAN< bR.OADU~ HT lo.342 bl blb 13 0 bib • 
9!-001',0 f-IR~l !-IE l~LS e•. L l k. w BUl TE HT 71514 llS-1 2lb7 blU 0 2lb7 
93C;JZOO MlN.~R~ •m< CF M(J~T ANA N A. l:HJTTt HT 2 ~()18 271 900 0 0 900 . 

_ 9.30\.l..i:O~ M□ r1lAtiA BAN.~ UI- bUTl t. NA. ~Ul T !:. ML -- -- ---·-----·-·--- l 7b5't 2Ub bl0 0 0 blO ---·--9300.) .3) F-JRS.T NW NS UF- DlllllN OlLLUN MT 19703 ,,., 1% 1 0 790 . 
9300450 f-IR~T Nb OF l,LA~Gl'..llill l>LA~l,OW HT 35493 ... l24't 109 0 1244 . 
9.3001.,!,5, f-IRST Stt BK OF '10.'tl ANA NA f..lJt.~(,(!W HT 33!>71 ,a 11>12 213 0 1372 • 
930(.)l.70 FJR.!.l Nb OF GU:NLilVE; C.LE:f'iDll/C HT 35775 280 1173 83 0 1173 . 
9300472 flR!)l S.!:.CURI lY b.MJI(. C.U.:NDlVE HT 30!>b8 211 lO'il 88 0 1092 . 

__ 93CC•'tS-O FIRST NB lJF GRl:.Al FALLS (,Rt.Al FALLS_ ________ HT 13-'t l9't 1971 4b3'l .. _ 2!>3b 0 4(>39 
9300495 Fl kST WlSlSll,t NAT 8< C.RE:.AT FALL:, MT 't5012 ·,02 1017 0 0 •1077 . ..... 
9300510 MU1'dANA ~A~-<. C.REAl FALLS HT bbl 2& 321 2b28 128b u 2t.>2.8 -::i 
9300~1L Nn' Ml 8K Of- GREAT fALLS G.RE.A T FALLS HT liJ22bb %2 3929 22!>0 0 3929 -::i 
93:J0!:,30 RAVALLI CUU~lY 8Af'il<. HAMlL TON HT 232.77 221 8<& 0 0 t,28 . 
93C0570 Cl THE.NS BANr<. Of- HUNT ANA HAVRE MT 372!:,7 300 168~ 320 0 1665 . 

_ 93iJG'.,90 f-!R~l NAT Bt<. Uf- HAVRE: HA'/1-ll:. HT - -----·- ------- 34!:>bO 221 14!>8 1"3 0 1458 . 
'1-300000 l,Sl NB & TR C,Q CJF hl:.LENA Ht.L tNA MT b47!:>C> b61 25b4 1127 u 2!:>b't: • 
930061).(. FlkSl Sf:.C.Url..l lY bl'~ Of- HEU:NA H!::L c.NA HT lb]22 30> S52 0 0 ,,2 • 
Q-300610 kUkTHll!E5Tf:.~N t::.A,-.K OF hELE:NA Hl:.Ll:NA KT 821',5, 3o9 4004 2""-6 0 4004 
9300050 CLNRAD N3 (JF KAL]SPELL KALISPELL HT 6fj384 5bl 2447 687 0 z.,,,47 
930Go~O FlRSl NW r-.b CJF- 1'1.All SPt:LL KALlSPE:Ll HT !>3311t 546 1914 .. 7 0 1914- • 
93U0670 'H_LLOWSl[J,.jE CA.NJ<... LAUFd:.l HT 2270b 242 7!,9 _ 0 0 7>9 . 
93uoceu FIRST Nc, (JC: Ll:.',dSTO"N U:.MlSlOWN MT 4~345, 309 162b 264 0 )b2b . 
9300700 flf<.51 NAT BAhK 1:-._ llbOY LlBt>Y HT 2 J.31;:: 244 61"1 0 0 bl7 
9300705 Flf.!.Sl SC tiAN'<.. OF- LIVH,Lo!>lON LIVJ.N~SlON MT 27lt>7 203 9b> 0 0 Sb5 • 
9300'/10 15 T NAT Pi<. tjK IN LIVlNGSlON LlVINGSl~ HT 31214 241 11i1 l 23 0 JU:7 . 
93007LO fl RH STATE bK OF- MALTA P,,.AL TA HT .t3bl't 9b 1021 32 0 1027 . 
9300750 FIRST NO IN. Ml LtS tl TY MILES C.l TY HT !>32b0 244 209'9 836 0 2099 . 
930017U 1'1 ~Al Ml Bl\ Of MlSSUULA MISSOULA HT 67275 731 37Vl 2087 0 371.11 
930'0775 SOUlHSl DE: NA llUNAL OANJ< MJ.SS.UULA HT 300&0 307 921 0 0 9,H • 
9300100 i,,tE;~TEkN MC"flANA. NAl BK MlSSlJULA Ml 96.'.;!>7 •14 3t,58 2104 0 3b5b 
9..10CE.05 1'1C.1NTM1.\ NA Tl LNAL bAW<. PLt::Nl YW'UOD HT 19101 80 1,, 0 0 790 . 
9.3'JC·e20 Sl:.(,LJRllY ~lAH BANK POL SUN HT 24b48 2,- 790 0 0 19b • 
'93001:!:75 RO~AN STA.JE 61\Nl'I. R(l~J\N HT 20637 Iba 81S C .o SIS • 
9JOl.19C>3 RlC.HlAl'tO NB OF- ~lONt:Y SlONE:Y MT 33237 3bl 11!>4 0 0 11~4 . 
9 3~09b5 SILJ.'iE.Y NA.t IONA.L bANK. SlDr-tEY Hl 3lb0l 231 1202 0 0 1202 . 
9301000 ~lAlE bA.r~ OF TEkRY TERRY HT 1!>439 bb b2b 0 0 b2b • 
9301V'-C- F"R.ME:RS STA.lE BANK. VIC. lOR HT l49bl bO 593 0 0 S93 . 
9301050 f-H<Sl Nb OF 'r1HlllFISH WHl TEFISH HT 175.i'..b 232 503 0 0 S03 . 
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OSB NAME 

9301085 CITIZENS FIR!)l NAT BK. 
9301090 WESTERN NATIONAL EIANK. 

LOCATION 

WULF POINT 
JIIOLF POlt.lT 

BENEFll TO BANKS COVERED BY MODIFlE:D S. 8~ 

Hl 
HT 

Ill 121 131 C-1 
lDEP VL TC~H 1971 NEW 

16343 
.£3<.f-46 

.. ___ Rt~bAL __ .. t PA 

>20 
1b0 

0 
0 

151 
NCW 

RtQBAL 

0 
0 

OF 49 BANKS AFf-E:CTEO IN SlATE ll HAVE NO EARNINGS PARllClPAllON AC.COUNT OR klQUIRE:0 RE:SE:k'w'E: bALANU 
L7 - HAYt NO .RtWRtu Rt~cRYt BALANU 

-----------------------------------------------------------
10.H0020 COM'4E:RC.U.L NH OF AlNSWOklH AlN~WORlH NE 

_10310040 ALblC.:N NAT lUNAL BAN~ ALBION NE. 
10310050 F)RST NAT 811'; Of- ALtULN ALB)LN Nt 
10310080 ALL)ANCE NATIONAL BANK. AlLJANC.E: NE 
103lO.i40 f-lkST NB &. JR CO )hi AURORA AURURA NE: 
10310.HO ttl:ATRIC.t NAl bY-. C. TR (.0 SUlRlC.E: NE 
10.HO.,t:O f-IR~l Nb {. lk C.O OF bE:AlRlc.E:Bt.AlRlf.E NE 

_ l0.31Ci3'/8 f-lR.Sl NAT BK. (.If- i:H:LLtVUE. b!:.LLEVUE:. NI: ________ _ 
10310760 f-IR~l NAT Bi<. Of- (.HADRON C.HAURUII NI: 
10)10t-o~ f-IRS.T NB C. TR CU OF CCLUMBUSC.uLUMbUS Nt 
10311030 FJRST NU Of- DAVID CllY DAVID CllV NI: 
l0.111320 FikST NAT B!C. OF fAIRt:SURY ~Alkbvk.Y Nf: 
10~11350 Fl~ST NAT ttAN,C. C. Ht CO f-ALLS CJTY NE 

.10311395 FIRST NATWNAl bANK. C. TRUST t-l-t.C.MlJN.1 _________ Nt _____________ _ 
10;>11400 f-RtMGfiT NAT bA.Ni<. C. lR CU fkU1Ut,.T Nt:. 
10311-470 t.E:RlNG NAl hA\jK C. lRV.)l C.O t.,tJ<.JNG NE: 
1031!-490 FlRSl NAT BK or GURUON {,.lJkuON NE: 
10311540 CLMME:RCIAL NAl bl<. C. lk Gk.AND 15,LAND Nt. 
10311~50 FIFI.ST NB Uf- LKANO lSLANU LkANU 15LAND Nf: 
1031 l~SV 0\/t:.RLANO N~ OF GRANO ISLAND t:.R.AND ISLA.ND__ NE ·-··-·-- __ _ 
10.Hl!:1'10 F.tiRMERS NAT UK Of- GRANT e,i:..ANT Nf: 
10.1110~0 Cll'f Nb l. TR CU HAS.llNG~ NE. HASllNGS NE 
10311690 FIRST NATIONAl tl,Ai'il<. HASTINGS NE 
l0311Ell0 flRS.T NAT 6!'.. Of tiOU;Fd:Gf: Hl.LOKEGE NE 
10..)11'160 flRSl Nb C. lR C.O UF i,..l.&.RNE'Y l'i.EAkNlY NE: 

_10312120 FJRST Nb C. TR CO Of llNCLJLN U1'JC.ULN _NE: 
10312150 NB Of- CMRC. TR & 5,1/GS AS.SOC. L!Nl.OLN NE: 
1031L240 FIRST NAT b"- Of MC COOK #'IC. LOUK NE 
10.31225(' MC. C.OG!<. NAT lc:t-4AL BANl'i. MC C.001(. NE 
10312,4.,jQ F-lk~T NAT BAN'<. Of MINUf:N MlNL>EN NE.: 
l031.i!4!:l0 f-lRS,l NAT 8K. IN M.IlC.Hl:.lL MlTC.HHL NI: 

_ 103li'!>.lt0 0101: ClY NS OF Nl:.BK.AS.K.A C.ITYNlDfi.A~KA C.llY ______ Nt _._, 
l0.H2.550 hAlll.tiAL bANK OF NE.llGH NELH,H ~t: 
10312600 DELAY FIRS.T NAT B,c;. C. TR C.O NOfi.fULK.. NE 
10312620 NORTHWESTE:RN Nb Uf- N(J!<FOU(. NLRHAK. NI: 
l0312b40 f-lR~T NbtlR CO Uf- NO PLATTE NWRlH PLATH: NC 

22342 
lb96S 
1-4191 
2.V329 
25100 
35051 
2.9220 
l 7b't~ 
19139 
80535 
27&30 
370.i:'.9 
271b3 
59;,5,4 
4b930 
34.C.!>l 
.2.3153 
bbt>B8 
61119 
4l;,476 
19323 
b~1b.l 
<t10o7 
,4.~630 
5~b46 

303302 
2561£6 

'17427 
3~~&0 
lb302 
1773b 
l'17~!io 
2 lGb!> 
67500 
2titi4b 
5055.?: 

,. 
•• 
bb ., 
•• 

4'2 
343 
,10 
31> 
09b 
110 
20, 
315 
044 
361 
290 
119 
10> 

13b, 
•1• 

03 
100 

I06-'t 
t,'i,9 

9'4 
4079 
1Cy)";-

4bl 
139 

7> 
10 

2:b2 
H> 
700 
•>5 
811 

b9b 
60(> _ 
493 
b-22 
•9d 

1Ci55 
94& 
4b0 ,,, 

3105 
1113 
l)Ol 
'ill 

2064 
lb84 
151-t 
7'7 

2"094 
.(095 
1739 

632 
2£J.ij 

317£ 
1173 
1~7'1 

12.684 
4091.t 
l~3CJ 
l4UO , .. 

131 
760 
704 

271.3 
910 

1692 

bU 
0 
0 
0 

1>6 
0 

;o 
0 
0 

1412 
2U9 
12U 

0 

"I> ,,. 
171 

0 
bl4 
507 
3>2 ,. 
1b, 

1~07 
3<1 
116 

511> 
5173 
20• 
237 

0 
0 
0 
0 

963 
0 

430 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

47~3 
"3&2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2/22/19 -·-·----

(bl 
OIF 

13)-151_ ___ _ 

~20 
1b0 

bOb _!,___ 
,93 
tt22 
B.98 • 

lll!)5 * ... 
•60 

1 5,55 
~ 310S 

1113 * 
1361 • 

911 
.C:004 
lbb4 • 
1~14 • 
141 

2091.t 
,£0'15 
1739 

&~2 .-
2218 
317l 
1773 • 
15-79 • 
7't31 
7_j12 
15.)6 
1 .. uo • 

~b9 * 
737 • 
78• 
164 

2713 
910 

lb<t" 
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_J1.EM8ER 8ANK.S ____________ _ ________ ____BENEfl.Ll0_6ANX.S. C.O'w'ERED .6'1'_/10DIFU:.D _s.._ 85 ______ --· ·--- --·---· -------·· 2/22/79 ------~-

0~8 NAME LOC.Al lON 

10312650 MC DONALD STAll:. BANK NURTH PLATTE 
10.:1,12710 FJKST NAT BAr~!< JN OGALLALA U(,ALLALA 
10312716 AMER.IC.AN NATlC:HAL bANK LMAr',A 
103lt7.;1,0 F-lkS.T N!,. UF (\•H,HA (;N.At,A 
10312752 i\!UR. TH"f:!.llR.i'\ ~~Al H.11\iAL BANK. 0:,0.AHA 
l031;:7o0 0"'AhA NATIQ:'1Al l:lA'11( UMAHA 
103ll770 Pl.,L'\f:.kS NAT bK IN CY"'IAHA OMAHA 
1031277~ SECUf...ITY l'.d UF U,~Al-!A OMAt1A 
10~1,:t•:;o v~4l HO STATE'.> NB (Jf- LMJ.HA Ul"IAHA 
10312830 Fl/",ST NAT [',I",. IN CJKO UR.O 
1Ci.H322U 5.TK~.'tS NB U~ k.USHVlLli:. RUShl/lLLf. 
l03l_j.2~0 CTl NAT B."<. IN Sl PAUL Sl PAUL 
103 D2=5 f- 1 P. !:.1 NA Tl □•◄ Al bANK. SLHU'l'LER 
l03LB.c:.O SC.UllSBLUFF }.iAl ts'(. t. TR CO SC(JlTSi:jLUfF 
10.313J60 CA fTLE N!j OF S!:WA"\~ !:.lWARO 
10.313.HO JUt![ S NB Uf '.:.t WARD !:,tl'IARD 
1031;410 M"I ,'-.Al b.'C,. QF- S.lLJNL'f !'ilDl\tY 
lOJl~!.-UO ~H .. L,RlTY -'Uil BK. OJ- !:aUP!::.RlOk !:>U?t:RlOR 
l03l3e-:<O flf','.:.l N.AT C:,(. OF !:,Y>I..J.C\JSE:. !:,YRAC.LISE 
10313710 flk!:,T NAT d'<. (Jf- H"-,1,HAH li:.i<.AMAH 
10?13780 F-l~ST N,T bl"... (Jf VALtNTlNI: Y.\.U.NTINE 
10.:HJ~,:,o f-!k.ST ~AT ~,(,_ ur- WAHUU WJ..HL'U 
l03U'f<,0 fl~ST NH :31\ QF WAY.'H WAYNI:: 
l03US:,,'.:>O STATE NA!l(;.'lAL bANX.. f.. Tk ca IIIAYNE. 
l031.J9~0 f-AR"k.!:, f. t-!RCH ,•o~ UF W POINT WtST POINT 
1C•3l4000 flRSi /1AT Sr.. (JF ~ESl PlJir-.T ~fSl FGlNT 
10?.14\40 FlR!:,T NAT Bl'(,. OF '!'(l!<-1(. Yl..RK 

NE 
NE 
NE 
NE 

.. NE. ______ ~ 
NE 
Ne 
NE 
NE 
Nt 
Ne 
Ne 
NE 
Ne 
NE 
NE 

_ NE 

" NE 
NS 
NE 
NE 
Nt 
NE 
NE 
NE 
Ne 

I 11 12) 
lOEP Vl TCSH 

19269 409 
22763 110 
412!.5 053 

301blL 279b 
C-,7902 11-'t!, 

497~58 4)!,4 

4bL03 5o9 
,o3b4 372 

236~26 22.08 
}c,949 94 
17740 202 
14°£'6~ >b 
21186 llU 
!>2ob4 450 
L 1691 LlP 
31Sod 113 
2"t078 lbl 
15,118 ,, 
ltU3~ "' }'1000 88 
£0049 171 
1'7470 113 
l 50'1Z e& 
2""J794 173 
.ilt>l2. 91 
2346!> 130 
400~() ,., 

13) 14) (5) 
1977 New NEW 

-·· Rtl..ibAL HA R!:fJBAL 

510 0 0 
bb4 lb 0 

lt.48 312 0 
13144 5'2b4 !>O&O 

~7t,l 2b09 0 
2.c.138 5'2bY 13911 

le.4.3 145 0 
9% 0 0 

1~661 5077 4814 
540 0 0 
581 0 0 
507 0 0 
77" <3 0 

228-4 703 0 
717 0 0 

ll<td 23b 0 
lCC•b 0 0 

!>!JY 0 0 
730 0 0 
738 0 0 
o3q 0 0 
b4S 0 0 
500 0 0 
9>o l~ 0 
7 lb 39 0 
917 3 o· 

1505' 2b8 0 

Of b3 tsANK.5 Af-FE:.C.H ... O H.i 5TATl:. lb HAVE NO E:AF..NlNGS PARTIClPA.TlU~ AC.CGUNT OR Rf..'-UlR£(; Ri::!i.EfWE bALA.NCE. 
32 HAVE NO RC.CIURl:O RE5E:RVE: BALANCE 

-------------------------- --------------------------------
12320048 VALLEY !:>A'.'-AK. CJF Nl:VADA 
12320070 FIRST ~AT BANl<.. Uf- NEVADA 
12.320075 NE:VADA 1'tA1 lU"tAL tlANK. 
12320080 5!:C.URllY NB Of NE\IALJ4 

LAS VE.GA.!i. 
Rt."'U 
R!.:.N □ 
Rf:NU 

OF 4 b,H;KS AFFt.ClED IN S.lATI:: HAVE NO 
HAVE NO 

-----------------------

NV 4 77031 
NV 96 7~LJH 
NV 288:;)99 
NV 221958 

EARNINGS PARTICIPATION A(.COUNT 
RECURE.D RESE. R Vf_ BALANCE 

27530 l.c.55 0 0 
34217 .:>2001 52.i::l l4&9l 

86<Jb 19'-f8 4til9 0 
3555, i:1641/ 4'i!l,() 1002 

DR Kt<..UlkE:D kESEKVI: HALANCE 

(6) 

DlF 
l.'.:>l-{5-L __ _ 

!>10 • 
Bt,4 * 

1048 
bOO', 
3761 

10227 
H,43 

"" 7347 ,., 
!101 • 
507 
778 • 

22&4 * 
717 

119!:I 
100d * 

!>t9 * 
7;,.5 
7.:18 • 
b39 * 
b49 

5,20 -· 
9>8 
718 
917 • 

1!")05', '• 

}-1.!)5 

17704 
7948 
7047 
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-------------<>ENEf_l_t_JO.....BANKS_.,ovE.RE.0......6Y-J,\,QOlflE.O S .. --85-~ _ ·----··----------·------2./22/79 ___ _ 

Ill 121 131 141 ISi lol 
OSB NAME LOCATION TOE:P VL lC.S.H 1977 Nf:W Nt:W Dlf 

-------------------------------------------------RowbAL ___ HA __ RoQbAL .... l•l-(~L __ _ 

1330033 hRlSTOL BANI<. SRI STOL NH 15325 100 3SO 0 0 3S-0 . 
133U070 CLAi-\E-.HONT 10.T BK C.LAkE:.MONiT NH 2S718 S44 SI• 0 0 >14 . 
13300'10 !NOUN HEAL> Nb Of CL.\RE:.HONT C.Li\RE:MO:'il NH 15!>37 '41 140 0 0 140 . 
133Vll8 FRM&TRO Nt:.S BK. Of tOU:BROOtr. tOLE-.~ROOII. NH 13481 1>5 300 0 0 300 . 

_ 13301-'tO CONLORO NATllf'iAL bANK. _(.C,t,lC.ORU __ NH .S752b _1733 __ 1~98 ___ 6)3 ____ 0 _____ IS96 _____ ! __ 
133015-5- lNUlAft NE:AO No Uf, CONCORD ([1,l(.lJRO NH 1&3Es7 so• 27b 0 0 27• . 
1J30210 CARROLL ~TY TR w CuNitAY NH 30033 431 .,. 0 0 b74 . 
1330220 JNUU.N HEAD N6 UF DERRY DERRY NH 3139Y 404 79• 30 0 7% . 
133U~~O STRAffORO NA TL bK LIUVtR NH 20292 .,,. b89 0 0 ••• . 
1330300 INDIAN Hf:AD NB OF f;Xf: H:R t:.XE:H.k SH 48881 oOO lSOb obb 0 l~Ob 

_ 1330310 .fARMlNGHN NAT r. SAV1"4GS BK f-ARMINGTON.. ____ NH IOS13 ____ 200 _____ 4b~----- 0 ---·-· 0 4b3 . 
1330.H~ HAMPTON. NATJCJ\liAL bANK HAMPTON NH 28215 oa• 7'1 0 0 1-'l . 
l:S3C.3eO OAI\TMOUlH NB Ut- HANOVf:.R HANltVE:R NH 35319 374 ll</9 806 0 ll',IY . 
1330420 A5HUE.LOT NATL 8K Of KHN!: 11.l:.ENI;:. NH 2:!,.15Y .,, •o• 0 0 b04 • 
1330440 C.HE.SHIRt:. NAl IONAL BANK. KH-.Nf:. NH 31041 899 73> 0 0 73> •. 
1~30450 INDJMII HEAD N6 Of- KE:f::NE: KHNE: NH 27243 >52 847 0 0 b',7 . 

_l.330475 lNClA.N Ht.AD Nd Of l"-U1NlA LAC.ONlA __________ ._ NH ______ l 7403 >3> 160 0 0 1•0 . 
1330~8 l LAC.CNIA PEOPLES N8 £ TR C.O lACUl\llA NH . Bb11 l3"2b ... 0 0 , 't48 
1330~S0 "4ATL BK t.f U:BANUN lf:~AN(;N NH 3l1b3 7&3 b1b 0 0 <,7<, . .... 
1330'>70 LAFAYETTE NA1l01','Al OANK LllTUTON NH 2:9711:t .43 >OJ 0 0 >0l • (X) 
1330S90 AMO!:.KEAG NA 1 BANK C. IR CO MANC.HES lER NH 5~t184 't9lb 0 0 0 0 0 
l330ti22 BANI<. Of NE• hA,..PHHU: .. HANLktSTE.R NH l 1lb~3 t.30b 3!.i-bb 2953 0 3!>6b 
13.rnt>70 HE.RtHAN15, Nt:s Of MANCHE:5.lEk HANCHESHR NH 74012 lb',lb ;;:304 12lb 0 2~C,.,. --·----
13}07(10 SOUhEli-AN NS CF MlLH;RD Mllf·ORO NH .t'.5961 >98 480 0 0 4-:lO . 
133Vlll HWlAN HEAD NB Or NAShUA NASl1UA NH 12~~~0 lbOl 4101 3b(IU 0 4101 
1330"/'"13 NHl MOUt'ilAlN f,,ib OF-- N C.lJNWAY Nt.;RlH CUNHAY NH -1. 12~0 471 3.?4 0 0 324 
l330t.60 FlRS.1 NB OF PORlSMOUlh PU( 1 SMUlJlH NH 52711 1!>36 95b I SU 0 9>b . 
1330070 INDIAN Hf:.AD Nt!- u, PRl~MlH P(Jk l ~MOUTH NH 31':74 lOt..4 292 0 0 <'.92 . 
1.330':110 FIRST Nb OF RUCHESHk k.UC.HESH.k NH lt,Otob 1~(>4 0 0 0 0 . 
l.331050 MUL FEbUkO NAT ll,NAL bANK WOLFt:.bOH..0 NH 21Bbb ,>7 4&4 0 0 464 . 

Uf 30 SANKS Aff-ECTEO IN STATE 22 HAYE NO EARNINGS PAl{llCIPATlCIN AC.CC,UNT Ok kl:'1UlkE;O k.ESf:.RVI: bALANtE: 
B H.\VE NO Rt;QURE:O RESERVE BALANCE 

----,,-----------------------------------------------
3340010 FIRST NAT BANK OF AbS.t:CON ABSECON NJ 29274 Sbb 1,. 0 0 716 • 
2340045 HUNTEROON COUNTY TRUST CO ANNANO"-LE NJ 29~tlb 6£~ o3b 0 0 030 . 
33-<t0080 AlCU NATlV~AL bANK ATCU NJ 2~0.t.~ '4b bO'J 0 0 009 . 

__ 33400',12 ATLANTIC NAl lOkAL eAt-lK ATLANllC cny _____ NJ _ 09217 10~!:5 _ 44b1 -- .. 908 __ ___ o 2407 
ZY.0150 BROADWAY Nt3 OF bA'fONt-lE tlAYONNE NJ 2b2bb 4>8 --· 0 0 948 . 
23-40180 PEOPLE.~ SANK. NA 6ELLEVlllf NJ C,01~2 990 lti!.i-3 47~ 0 lb!,3 
23"t0.200 flR~l Nt> CJF dELVJOERf 6t:.LVlDEk.E NJ 2b4b0 308 741 o2 0 741 
23402!>0 FIRST N41L SK 0~ BLAlRSTUIIIIN BLAIRSTOWN NJ 17~04 274 .,., 0 0 4lb . 

------------ --···----·-------
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--------11.EP'!.BER BANKS bENE.FlT _TQ bANK.S_ COYE.RE.OBY MUDlflEO S. 8!, ______ -···------- -- 2/22/79 ----

Ill 12) 13) i.1 I 5l lol 
058 NAME LOCATION TDEP Yl TC..5H 1977 NEW NOW OIF 

-~--- ----- -------- ·-------------- -- RHIBAL E.PA __ REQbAL Ul-l~J ____ 

2340300 Cl T lltNS 8ANK N A 8LOQM5,BURY NJ 39685 942 b7> z, 0 bH . 
3340305 eANK OF HID-JERSEY BORDt.NTOWN TWP NJ 80767 1417 c.'.b97 19~3 0 2E9l 
2340400 NAT ION.Al BAN:<. OF SUSSE:X CTY ~kA.NC.Hl/1 LLE NJ 4472!, 791 1110 198 0 lUO . 
3340430 ' £. M NAT B~ OF bRIUC.HON bRIOC.HON NJ b074l 1843 1479 203 0 1479 . 

-- 3340''31 ur-H TELj JRSY bi'\/C.U"!~RLANO NATBRIC..C,l::TI.Jk NJ --~------·-·----- ---- no>4 1065 !>113 290b 0 5113 
234(,.1♦ 34 f-11-1.ST f-lAT 8~ llf- tTRL J/;R SE 'I' Ckl 0(,1:.WATER TWP NJ 2b43b0 2879 l02£b !>0.::3 .C8!>c.'. 131b 
33'-104t.0 f-IKST NAT sr BK. OF w JERSEY BURLINC.TLN TWP NJ lb9340 !,641 3t"97 20~9 0 3097 
3340510 BA-,.l\ OF N!:W Jf:RS!;Y C.AMUE:N NJ 5l0C.bb l54btJ 14647 !>l~a >01& \lb29 
3340'::>30 U"il(J JE~St:Y bi<. /SOUTHWES l NA C.A."4.01:N NJ bb.C::Ot> 1'430 3?,C'.'.O 2011 0 3320 
3340~93 H£:RlTAC,£;: BAN~ NA C.t-!ERRY Hlll lWP NJ 519528 1~29~ 1~484 5290 !>979 9!>C,!, 

~ 3)40'::>95 HUE~DLY NAT B-'NK Uf NJ C.lNNA.MlN5,0N.- lMP NJ 26167 bB• 401 0 0 ,01 . 
2 340639 f\iE~ JCR5,tY bANJ(.. N It C.Lll--lUN. NJ 7¼'i433 15317 27721 !>397 17547 101 eo 
.234070~ f-lM.ST bA,-...~ OF C.ULONIA LtlU;NlA NJ !,()Qj5 7-'18 11'.;)~ ,. 0 11;:.9 
z_j-.0110 MlOLANllC NO/CkA~t!UKY (.kA.N91.ik'I" NJ 52..:Hsb ,10 2.l}'t 801 0 2b't . 
3340723 eA"H, OF wt ST JE.RSl:Y Ut::LkAN TOWNSHIP NJ ¼19b9 >o~ 131'9 130 0 1314 . 
23407.:::7 f'ECPU;S Nd Uf NLRTH Jl:RSl:Y [H:NI/ l l.LI: 1 WP NJ ..ib479 717 917 0 0 ,11 

_ 234 0730 UNI lEO JERH.Y ll.t.Nl(/NCk.THWE STL•L•V 1:K NJ 109913 2.bt:.8 .t:57~ 1261 0 2578 
334Ud2~ FlkST '" • TR C.0 Uf bl:Vt:Rl Y tLut:wAT.ER ... K TWP NJ 2'f050 1149 1'4 0 0 144 • 
2.34 Ot:13 7 MlOLANTIC. Nii 1-.ARlTA.N VlY tOl~IJN lWP NJ 57677 so• 2231 87' 0 £231 ..... 
3 340842 FIRST NAT 134.M LJF ' Jl:kSl:.Y E: (.G HARBOR TWP NJ 5024b7 l97b9 ~032 4'ib9 0 90_,2 (X) 

2)409CO NAT 5TA TI:: ~,<. E:l.lZAbE. Ht NJ ElllAbElH NJ b.31500 51177 0 0 0 0 
..... 

2)40921 VNl TE:O COUN1 IE:S lKUSl cc I: Ll lAbETH NJ 3':190£b 564b 17061 52 l~ b!-99 b'1b2 
_.2::.4-u942 lJ!\ilH.LJ Jf:fi.St.Y 8il./C.E:.Nl>lAL 1:.LllAtt.TH NJ d4931 1749 ~'-,0~ 190£ 0 3,,u5 

3340940 f-lRST NA t BK. OF ELME:R t:LMt.f.:. NJ 2003b L 19 0'4 0 0 ¢94 . 
2.:,409!>4 EDC.bHR Nt> E:UioilJ c.LFS NJ l:NGLE:WOOLI C.LlFFS NJ 392.70 014 ll 7't 3< 0 ll 74 . 
334(;.,75c l\lDt.PE.NC.•f:NT BA"iK. l. T,I".!. co E.f'llNC.. TOWNSHIP NJ 3387b 4o5 85.~ 0 0 a,; . 
2341000 f-U:14JN(,TLN NAT e, • H.. co f-lt::M!NC.lLN NJ 71114 730 2214 125& 0 2214 
2j<tl04U F lRST ~b IN fURT ltS FORT LEE NJ !,4llb 70> 1534 l» 0 1534 

_ 23"t10bl Uk.t,A~ fl A 1 IU~AL BAN.!'.. fRAN~LHL LAK.E:S ___ - NJ 45381 73Y l!;ill& _ 20, 0 1506 
2341!)0 PEAPACK C.l.AUSTONE BANK. GLA(.;S TONE: NJ 30490 2>7 H24 19' 0 llc.'.4 
.C.341220 U~l TE.D JtRSE. 'f bA,\IK. HAC~t.N~AtK NJ 107601", 20729 4l4bl 5375 .:b95C, 12!>05 
3j4l250 ""10LANT1C ~ATIOruL Ul(./SUUTH HADDU~FlE:LD NJ 22"i9£0 2778 b~,O 5193 l~bl b939 
334128!> HAMJLTON bANK NAT ASSN HA."'\lLTON TloilP NJ 24048 ol> 319 0 0 319 . 
23413~5 UNTO Jf::RSf:Y bl<./MlUSlAH:: NA HAZLET TWP NJ 83641 ~154 l 703 !>09 0 1703 

_ 2341355 HllLSbOROIJGh NAl lOUAL bAM HllL~bOKO'JGH TWP __ NJ - 227j,2 427 3b> 0 0 385 _ . 
2 .34 l3b8 Ll6ER1Y NATJ(..1NAL bAo"if(. HlLLSDALE NJ 13603 14' 390 0 0 390 
234 l'tZO FIRST NATlO~AL bANI<. Of HOPE HuPE. NJ 22720 103 70S 80 0 10, 
2341500 C.OM~,E:RlCAL TR C.O OF N J JE:R~l:Y CITY NJ 2o74Sb (>4!,4 b594 5102 t,03 7791 
2341530 F-lRS T Jt:.R.SEY NAlL BANK JCRSEV C.lTY NJ 518644 11)82 2't797 !>Ob(J l~bb9 1210b 
234l5b0 lkUST LO OF NEW Jl:P.SE:Y JE.RSt.Y CITY NJ 39 l 970 l04VJ llU23 5307 3141 7b82 

__ 234loCJO f-lkSl N~ t Tk. C.O OF KEAR.NEY Kl:.A.kNl:Y NJ ·-----~~-~---·- 8b)5i, -· ~ltJ-2. 12tt0 0 0 . l2'b0 
33-. lo~O PEOPU:.S NAT b< IN LAKl:WOOO LAKE: WOOD NJ 33b3b 507 110.c.'.. 0 0 1102 . 
3.34l~b5 UTO JERSEY Bl<./OC.~AN t TY NA LMEwUOU THP NJ 19439 330 5S7 0 0 5>1 . 
23417£0 llVl,-,.GSTON NATIUNAL t!.ANK. L lVlN(,S TUN NJ 41798 &71 l3tJ~ H 0 131:15, 

23"tl810 MANVllll:. ~A.TL eANK. MANVHLE. NJ 39579 SoO 903 220 0 063 
2341020 MAPLEWOOD BAr..K ANO TRUSl CO MAPLf;WOOD NJ &5301 15&7 2737 l;1bl 0 2737 
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~11.EH.8E.R HANKS ______________ BE.NE.fl T _.TO bANKS C.OYE.REO BY KOUlFIEO s. B> 2./'2<../79 

1 ll Cd 131 141 l>I (bl 
0,6 NAME lOC.A 1 lUN TO~P VL TtSH 1977 NlW NlW UIF 

---------- RHISAL EPA Rl\l:bAL_ 131-1>1 

234ljjt,5 C.M~NTY b< OF bEkc.EN C. lY NJ MAYWOOD NJ 41417 1076 7•3 0 0 743 . 
3341670 bURllNGlON ClY NAT SANK MtDHlRD NJ 4.2:533 670 1364 97 0 1364 . 
2~4195b hEKllAGE. BANX.-~LRlH t-4AT ASSNMLnKUE:: 1 WP NJ 374104 1(.,.:-:~l 11801 51}.5 i:995 bbl2 
2 34 l 90~ AM~RlCAN NAT BK & TR Ur NJ MUN TC.LAIR NJ 433044 7bl;.2 lC,rfJ04 5109 9841 'l'ib3 

_3341986 8AN.K CJF ~E." J.ER51:.Y NA M.J0Kt5.TOWN ··----·---·-- NJ -------·- - 84!>!ib __ H104 .i:"3lJ 9'7 0 2.H3 
2342076 FIR5.T Mt !<.(.HANT S NAT bANK kEPTU,-.E TWP NJ 205795 0.£~6 7325 5,iQ', •• 1231 
234.C:G'JS bKOAO NATIOi\lAL bA'-.1{ ~!: .. Aki<. MMAkK. NJ 59076 102, ('."o;)., 1£0.£ 0 0:::-,)3 . 
2342140 FlDtLl TY U'HLN TRUST C.llMPANYI\E:WARK. NJ 71 b 970 1'4711 4C.2.qo 5379 .l:40L7 102.63 
2J4214!> F-lRST NAT STATE. BANt. Uf- N J i'-H:WAP.K NJ 111 )C-C>l 282!;,7 39740 54)tl 2497b 14770 
2H22.00 MlOLANTIC. NA110N.AL bA1'iK /',jE:_,,jAkK •J 9!;,&327 lbl(.;4 4bj,O¼ !>_,2(J .?,18~0 lo41-'t 
23-'1£2i:.5 SE:C.lidlY NA110NAL BANK. OF NJfit.'..-AkK. NJ 2 7~10 bS2 7oS 0 0 7oS . 
3342310 Fl RST N• T oK IN l'tl:WFH.LO r-.itwl-HLD NJ lb':23!:> 331 8'1 0 0 bYl . 
2344'.318 MIOLANl IC N:l/SU5.SE:X E.. HRC.H Nl:WION NJ 0'1~10 SlB 229'9 1242 0 2£~4 
2 342 3~ 0 Ml:AWWLAt•US NATlUN.\L bA.N;r. NU<.TH 6ERGH4 NJ .305-6!;, "4b ••s 0 0 49S 
2 342425- l."1 bLY-HAUI sur-i NAT l\AN1' ULO bRID&E TWP NJ 83b01 2078 16jb 1033 0 lb?ti 
.::.::.-.24b3 ~ARlA:.N STAlt NATlUNAL ~ANK PARA MU!> NJ b439~.l lOb!:>3 244~7 5049 14008 10449 
2)4.c528 JEf-fE.H.SU.'◄ NA I llJNAL bAt11<. PASSAIC __ NJ------- 22b96 .;)db ••o 0 0 440 *. 
2.34.{!;,(:'~ VALLEY J\AT 10-~Al bA,"i<. PASSAIC NJ 333 lllO 47!;,'I- 1296-9 53b6- !>7b2 17107 
3342010 PENNS GJ.1..0VE NAT bK & TR CO f'E:NNS GkOVE NJ 3lbl0 006 874 0 0 674 * .... 
334Lbb~ PE:NNSVI LLE NAT lO~AL hANK f>::.tiN:WilU:: TWP NJ 14160 291 .i'.bb 0 0 Lbb . 00 
2342:700 Pt:R TH AM BUY NAT lO~AL bANK PtRlH AMBOY NJ 44lbl b33 17~4 .,, ~ 17~4 ~ 
2342 7.:..0 f'H)LllPSijURG NAl "' £. lK CO PHI ll lP!:,.l:!URG NJ b3108 103& 161~ >11 0 1615 
2:>'t.t.144 PEOPLE:S fllb Of C.U,lKA L JER~EYP lStA lAl'iAY NJ &bll!> 205<. t'.912 1414 0 ('.', 12 
2342747 t-.ATL bANK OF l'H.M JER~EY PlSLATAifAY NJ 2111 70 4147 ec,ao 5041 1100 7bl0 
2342812 UNITE:D NAllOML b.4.N!\ PLAlNFHLO NJ lb':dt>3 3333 t.078 3927 0 t,078 
33421130 UC.E.Af,,/, C.lY N~ Of- PT t'U:ASANT Pll1N1 PLEASANT NJ 12~eo!> 2442 3919 2063 0 3919 
3.>1,.?.000 fIR!>l '" OF Pklf-iC.tlO/'-i PR! ~C i.:TUt'i NJ 15d71~ 920 0.93!:J 4395 .. , ~C,,~O 
2342-930 S.TAlf; SANK. OF RARITAN VALLE:YkARllAN NJ 35017 bLb 88, 0 0 885 . 
2342935 hNTkUN Cl'I' ND Of- FLf.MlN.GTOti RAklTAN l'rlP ------ NJ -----------· l371J34 1504 '-b2.~ ,. 1, lObO _ .;:1748 
23-<,.2',145 C.OLC.NlAL F-lR!.T Nb ReD bA~K NJ 42b<io72 ',l(H~~ 14251 5L41 blO<; o 142 
.234l960 CI1llf:N5 FIRST NS OF NJ RlULof.-,OLJD NJ 40~t,7't 725-9 1279b ~l L.1 5.H>7 7'1<.il 
2 )4j,Q70 ~AT CuHMuNITY BA~K. OF NJ P.IJTH~RFURO NJ 7b~O.:'.S 14..::'.H i:.bb':>'-1 522b 17077 9!:>b2 
334.jQ'JO Cll't NAlL tU,._K ASD lf<L.);l CO SAL 1:11 NJ 37272 llt>Z b~9 0 0 b29 . 
3343131 ~Al JONAL bANK Of MANiTI.JA Si:.Wt:ll NJ 424b8 ll40 b7b 0 0 o1o . 
2343189 f-IRST NA1 S 1 Al E:. bK.-f:.0150N S PLAlNf-lELO NJ ·---~---- l9712S -· 47'12 t,401 3801 Q t,401 
2343~os f-IH.~T NAT ST Al E Bit. UF NW Jl-ASUCC.ASUNNA NJ 11so-12 1909 :>~5b 22t,.£. 0 3SSO 
3343300 ~~E:.[;ESbORO n,us T (.(JMPANY Swl:UE:SOORQ NJ 19106 2 j6 60> 0 0 60> . 
23.4.3309 F- IRSl NAT ST ATE:. ElK-C.L.IU~TY ll:.NAfLY NJ 2H:bbl 4410 O<Je>l S374t 216 t,7'43 
23'43315 "'llOLA~TIC. NAT tjK/Cl Tl H.NS TtNAFLV NJ 3112',b 4~30 12781 S4!;,7 5609 7U82 
33,43:,30 FIRST Nb UF TUMS ki\H:k lUMS RIVER NJ 340',',,7 9bt.<5 7Ub8 4:;38 0 7Ceb 
2.l-43.334 Flk.ST NA) OAl'.f. Lf- NEW JE:.RStYTUTUWA. NJ t:>(J9lb9 137"2 17241 5107 e1u0 '1135 
3343340 Bk.GAO SlRt:El NB Lf Tki:.NluN TkE~lON NJ 63ll9 1~71 2'i'1't 147b 0 2914 
334334S 15. T NAT ST bK Of C.TIU JkSY lkE:.NlON NJ 81173 l0b8 £~bl 078 0 2,dl 
334.:BSO t,t:w JE:R51;Y NAl 1C.,,"4A.l CIANK l1<Ht1llt-il NJ 8b4334 12091 3174~ ~111 20,99 lll4b 
2343't20 UNION CENlEP. NAll bANK. IJNION NJ b~_j28 4'907 blb 0 0 b lb . 
3343-'197 C.11 IH:0--S UNI TEO lSAN!( NA V !N.t.LAND NJ 105943 l~bl 419b 23'tl 0 'tl'ib 
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__ ~ ftf.HBER. BANKS -~-·-------·------ ____________ 8kNEF1 T...TO .. BANKS COV.Ek.E.D BY 11001Flf:0 S •. 85 ·----· . 2/2.Z/79 

111 121 131 141 151 lb) 
oss N.6-HE LOCATION TDEP VL lC~H 1917 NtW NEW Olf 

~---·----·· ------ ------ REQ&AL SPA RfQ64L 13)-151, ___ 

3343502 HlNtiTOLA NA.Tl□ NAL BANK VINELAND NJ 27&El0 b27 81' 0 0 814 . 
3343512 GLENUALE NAT BANI<.. OF NJ VOOR!1t::ES TOWNSHIP NJ l.1683 2L4 ,., lo 0 5<>2 . 
2343534 PRO~Pl:.C l PARfl;. NATIONAL BANK WAYNI;; NJ 22 680f:J 16~0 9053 4834 1416 7637 
3 343 569 flRS.T P~UPU.S NAl "' OF NJ Wt:~ lMONl NJ bd,.015 13!:>,; l6tlb9 5074 b9~4 791~ 

_ 3.H.:H .. 20 MARINE Nb OF WlLO~OO.D WlLOMOOO NJ 80037 l4b7 2367 1271 0 23b1 
3343630 UNIC.N Tk.US.T co OF WllD\iOl.O WlLOWOOO NJ 419£1 900 1190 0 0 11.,-0 . 
2343b68 Hl(J-Jl:RSt:Y NAT lUNAl . .,., WLC,I.JbRlDG.E TWP NJ 29990 513 o.lo 0 0 t:138 . 
334369(.i M:1 < lR cu (Jf- GLUUCES TER CJYWOODbURY NJ 152986 3327 44~0 ~269 0 4,.50 
2343710 11tOOD R.JDGI: NAlL BANJ<. kUOD RJDGE NJ 40013 S12 1270 0 0 1270 . 
3 343 7~0 1o100USTOWN NA I bK < lR (..0 WOOD~ lOWN NJ .!11£3 22b 719 0 0 719 • 

___ 334.37~0 YA.~U!JlLLE: "'IATL "' YARLIVJLLE NJ 723b3 2007 78f:I 0 0 768 

OF 111 BANKS AfH:C TEO lN STATE: 35 HAVE NO EAkNJNGS PARllClPATIOO AC.COUNT OR 1-U:WlRtU RtSE:.kVE &ALANCE 
4b HAVE NO RE:QUREO RESE:RVE: BALANC.~ 

-------------------- --------------
...... 

11350005 FlRST NAl 61'.. JN ALAMOWR.00 ALA'10bOROO NM 34895 -402 1373 200 0 1373 . 00 
1035002.0 ALBUQUERQUE NA llDNAL BANK. ALUUOUEkOUE NM ~73378 l05b8 222oz -4990 11097 lll05 

I:,:) 

1035C'023 A.ME.RJCAN eANI\ Of C.U,'1MtKC.f: ALBUWUtKClUf:. NM lO.t::2,.4 10,,z 3£.H l73.c'. 0 3237 
l0.:,5UU29 f-lC..itLllY NAT lLJ;',iAL BA,'1K. AL8VQUERI..UE NM 3t,5&7 61') <,~3 0 0 .,,. 

~103500.:l;O F-lR.'.:>l NAT !:H<. Uf AUW..lliEk.QUE. AUIU,._l.Jf.RCUI: NM. 34~510 4984 1~71 "i8'-t0 5177 92't't 
10J50030 5UlJTHrl£~T t-lATIUl~AL SAM<, AlbUQLE:kWE NM l5t1S3 <,71 648 0 0 64& . 
113~0050 FlkST NAT !:1Ai,K OF Ak Tc.SIA Aklt!:.lA NM 41."l!>'B 309 20.t.i'-t 11~ 0 L044 • 
l0.?-5G070 FlR~T NAT S..;. Of- ut:Ll:N bl:Lt.N NM 454 7~ B42 1420 0 0 122.b . 
1135UOd0 AME:KlCAN bAN!<. Uf- C.AkL5BA0 C.AKL !:.DAD NH 3bl 1b .j31 l4b5 l .i:6 0 l'-tb!> . 
11.:.SLV(JO C.AR L S.~AU k" l lLJNAl 6.6.N~ C.ARLSbA.0 NH 49~44 597 1603 42.,. 0 lt>d3 . 
liJ35Cil05 F-It-<51 ~AT "' 1 N CLAY l ON C.LAY TU'-! NH l!>.i:2t5 9b 440 0 0 -',46, --
113"-'0120 C.LO\'JS NA1llHiAl BA~K C.LOVlS NM e.0434 lOVb l9tU 2>7 0 1~£0 
ll3SulL3 FlR.S.T NAT b.A.f•K (Jf C.LOVI~ CLUV LS. NH 19921 26b OS< 0 0 092 
ll3!>01lb (.;f:MI,'H, No\TllJNAL BANK. OlMIN!.> NM 2.0t,77 34b 46• 0 0 •o9 . 
ll3'JC130 Ml~eRE:.S VALL E:.Y BA.r..K OE.Kl NG NH .i::bb45 3.i:'.Z 91~ 0 0 915 . 
lQ_j~Ol"tO FIRST NAT OANK Rl.J ARRIBA E:S.PANULA. NM 275lb 840 S26 0 0 52b 

__ lOJ5Cil43 VALLE:Y NJ. TlW~AL .bANK. ESPANOLA NH lt:1033 300 3B2 0 0 .3S2 . 
10.;so11+1 FAk'11N(..l0r. NAT !UNAL OANJ< FARl'llr-.GTCJN NM 3lJ51:1~ llY'i .i:'1~ 0 0 '" . 
10.35(,150 FIRST NAT 81(,, OF F AfU·I 1 /"1\,1 I ON FARM!NG- TUN N/1 03860 lll't 3.i:.i:'I 1124 0 32.:'.9 
113501':.5, F-lP.ST Nli t.;f Le A ClY HUBBS NH 12£:305 bOO 4544 22.:.0 0 4!:>44 
ll3SW220 Fl~ST NB OF DU~A ANA ClY LAS C.R.UC.ES NH 1Ub464 £4!>8 3199 1431 0 3l'f9 
10}':>0235 f-JR~T NAT •• 1N LAS V[GAS LA5 VE:GA..> NM l 7040 '4b 4lb 0 0 4lb . 
l03~U.lo.l LOS. ALAML,5. NAT lONAL &ANK. L05 ALAMOS. NM. -~---~------- l':t97o. 405 6S2 0 0 092 . 
l 13!>02o.~ LltlERTY NATJUNAL bANi<. LOY JN(.TON NM 4003::, "72 •1• 0 0 ••• 113~(.'2',10 FJR~T NAT BANI< OF POKTALE:~ POK.TALE~ NM 22675 ,., SOI 0 0 'fCl 
1135('.300 PUK. TALE:~ NAT J<JNAL f:<ANK PUR.TALE:S NM "-2169 2'4 b70 0 0 070 . 
10j5031C, F-JR51 NAl bK IN RAlUN RAlUN NM 32003 439 941 0 0 '-1 . 
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___ Mf.KBE:.R BANK.S ------~------------ ------6ENEfl T _JO BANKS .C.OVERE:.O _,bY_ 1100lflEU S •. 85 . ___ . 

111 121 
OS8 NAME LOCATlON lDE;P VLlC.~H 

103S0320 ltilERNATlONAL SlATE BAN"' RATON NH 28397 33> 
113~0330 FIRST N•T BANK Of ROSWf.lL ROSWE:l.L NH 7b44.i: 062 
1135033b Sf:CURlTY Nd Uf kl.5-t:.NE:LL RC.SIii ELL NH b9~3b 074 
10350)40 FIRST NAT Si<. Of ~ANTA Ft SANTA Ft: NH 10li7, 2)13 

__ 103~0345 SANTA Fl f-.1:AllON~L 8ANK ~ANTA fl: NH ----------··-- b40ll ~01 
ll 3503b0 A,"1 E:RlC.AN NB ~- SILV!:R CllY !:,JLVE:k C.lTY NM 2713b 466 
ll3~03b2 C,t<A~l (.lll.NT't bANK SILVE.k tlTY NH 2!>t,02 n:, 
103503&0 f IR ST STATE "' Of TAOS TAOS NH 2098.l b02 
113503!::13 NUT SPRl~C.S NA 1 lC.NAL bANI\ TRUlH OR CONSEQUE NM 2005b 247 
11350390 FIR.St NAT 8ANi<. lN TUC.UMC.ARl TUC.loML.t.Rl NM .t9~53 it'..c'.4 

(3) (4) 

1r,,77 Nf:M 
Rt..C..eA.L __ .. _lPA. 

bOb 0 
3O.i3 139.Z 
.C:S76 1121 
~4.12 lobl 

----- '233 --- 9b£ 
9'-0 " io~l 0 
466 0 
631 0 

l<f73 • 

15) 
Ne• 

RWbA.L 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
!, 
0 
0 
0 
0 

OF 37 BANKS Af H:C. TED lN ST ATE 21 HAVE NO EARNlNG.S PAR11C1PATION AC.COUNT UR RtOUJRl:.ti fl.EM:RVE bALI.NC.E: 
1-'t HA.VI: ~ Rt:QUkE.D Rl:.SC.RVE: ijALANCE 

--------------------- -----------------------------
----------"·- ----- -

2360020 CCJHMUNITY NAllUNAL BANK AOOJSC,N NY 24929 369 637 0 0 
23b00bS. BANKERS TR CCI Of ALBANY NA ALBANY NY 23b937 7500 ~O!>S 38.i::'.4 0 
2300130 NAl C.OMME:.R IC.AL •• & TR C.O ALbANY NY 18(..176!> lf:l(.,Cil 3CJ730 514<, l74bb 
2360150 STI\TE &A"-'K Uf. ALBM~'f Alb ANY NY 737479 941b 3tH;,~2 54.:'.0 251'11 
23oC,lS5 UNH,N NATlONAL 8A~K. ALBANY NY 9~004 3100 lb Ob 7 34 0 

__ 2360-170 ALDEN STATE BANK ALDt:.N NY_ 2.27"t7 .jj(J ~l9 0 0 
23b0310 Ev.t.r-.S N8 CF ANG.OLA A/\iGOLA NY 20618 513 340 0 0 
23oV330 Cl THENS CU-ORAL !,ANK ARCADt NY 82b24 089 2~33 lb~~ 0 
236C4~0 NA 1 lONAL BK. OF. AUBURN AUBURN NY b"lbC:9 143~ 1'1?1:! bl4 CJ 
23o05'i0 BALL!alUN ~PA NA 1 IONA.L BANK. BALL510N SPA NY 3Hi?U 04> 73U 0 0 
2360~b0 bATH NATlONAL BANK. bATN NY 3-4140 •81 107b 0 0 

__ 23DOb"tL' flSH,.;.lLL NAT 10NAL BANK. 8t:AC.ON NY_---·-~-•-~-- !>.£?,23 _ 11'.l lb53 54< 0 
236(.1741 1~1-CllY fl.8 tlf- IUM,HAMTON NYBlNI..HAMTCN NY 2~66l3 b0!:>3 b0.;10 4790 0 
23QOti"t0 BR lDGEHAMPTUN NAT HJNAL bAl'iK liRI llut.HAMPTOk NY ~7~10 ~13 fl7'i Q 0 
23ol.lt>6 CHC:MlCAL 8A"'K-8UFfALO bUf-fALO NY 21141. 410 ':,03 (J 0 
23t>l2b7 C.I 1 IBANK. H~Y .5TATUNAT AS~N bl.if FALU NY 47~ l(;O 3770 24'.b'i? 4~15' lV6!>9 
23bl2b0 llbl:RlY h8 L 1 R C.0 BLJF F ALO NY ~o 1934 1?379 1£'J04 s:n~ '-367 

___ 23bl300 M.At.lFC.lURE.kS & JF,.U~S TR CO (jUfFAl□ NY liObb92 37S!:>2 34ll0 !:i::rni, lU!i<tb 
230)31~ MARIN~ MlOLAr<.C. bA~I(. bUH-AllJ NY 6611142 137070 3101:l't0 !:>!>~l .c08-4)b 
2.'.:lbl3b0 UNllE:.D NAlION..A.L bANK. C.AlllCOON NY 29b&l J72 tit,'; 0 0 
23bl3'il!> CE.NlkAL NB C.U,,AJOHARH: (.A..',!AJUHARIE: NY 91S28 20J,tl 1912 >40 0 
2301410 CA~ANOAlC..UA Nb A/'-40 TR CO tANANOAlGUA NY 724~4 ,10 ~33¥ 12St~ (J 

23bl4b0 F lRST STATE BANK CANl!:ill:.O NY 14-,272: ~04 3,t:1~ 0 ,o 
23bl480 ~T LAM1Ul'IICE NAT llll'll4L 6ANK. _ (.ANTIJN NY 11307b .::3!Jb 3~lti 2.3'r!> 0 
2.3bl'SoCJO PUlkA.Pi COJNTY Nb OF CARME.L CARMH NY 271::147 404 9'0 0 0 
23blb00 PC.NlNSULA NA l IONAL BANK C.EDARl-'URST NY 102775 20)4 3276 187'1 0 
2;61670 CHESTER NATlLNAL t,A.W~. C.Ht:~ lt;R NY 51810 l-4}7 10:,-4 0 0 
2301180 HAYE~ NAHO~AL bANt<. CLIN1UN NY l5bOO 706 3Jo 0 0 
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__ ME.MbER 6ANl"..S. &E.N.t:.f.lT __ JQ BANKS C.OVE.RtD BY H.OOlfllO S. 85, - -·----- ... 2./22./19 

Ill (21 (31 "' ,~, (bl 
0~8 NAME LOCAllON TOE:P ',(L ltSH 1'177 NEW NEW OIF 

-----··-----·---- ---------------- ------------ REQBAL EPA ___ REC,BAL . (31-(5) ___ 

2361970 FIRST NB CF CORTLAND tc1RlLANO NY 5'fb!>) 1111 lbll 3'9~ D lbll 
23bl950 NAT lONAL •• OF CO:X.SACI\.H. C.OXSACKlE NY lbb70 ~88 128 0 0 128 • 
£302090 DELAWARE. NB UF Ot:LH! DE:LHl " 20.3!>7 138 1bO 73 0 7•• . 
236.2180 FlRS.l N~ CJF [.,J.. YDEN DRYDEN NY 24149 .t':bO 043 133 0 043 

_2362..22!> FlRSl ,, OF E.AS.l H".'"IPlGN E.A!i l HAHPlON_ NY 312~7 870 704 0 0 704 . 
236,u'.!>0 FlRSl NAT BK. CF- E:AS l ISLIP E.AS 1 lSLlP NY 5-33t,.<;1 obO 1~7"1 313 0 1579 . 
23b234!- ELU:Nl/llll :--tAT !UNAL f;A~K. E.LLE:.r...VlLLE NY .3'111(1 731 974 Cl D SH • 
2 36.:: ... oo CHt.i-1v"oc. CA"1AL lkUST CLMPANY E:UHRA. NY 1104 79 38b4 2103 ~42 0 2103 
23b2lib\} U,1DlC.OTT TRU!>l C.C,'<\PANY f:NOICOTT NY llb~S-5, 2'-t27 3401 2't~l 0 34bl 
23bi:.70 DEA,<. NAT JU~AL BAflill<. FLE:.1 StHMANNS NY lti3b4 315 47' 0 Q 47' . 

__ 23b2t,O~ LON.G l ::»LAN.J TRU!> T COMPANY GARDEN tlTY NY t,31993 l'-38b £tib31 ~714 _ 1690.,, 993't 
23b.i::610 C.tNESE;E Vl Y No UF Gl:Nf::Sf:0 C.ENEM.O NY 23"311 340 70b Q 0 1or, . 
2 3&2830 r-.A T luNAL b< UF C,C.NEVA (..E.Nl:VA NY 4lb98 u•n 008 D 0 6'8 . 
2Jb2810 flkSl NAT 8K Of blE;f~ hEAD C.LEN hEAO NY 03690 1101 2!>2't 1010 D .t':524 • 
2362.880 f lRSt Nb UF C.lENS. fA.LLS &LE:-fS FALLS NY lbc;-432 'tblO 2!>22 l't31 0 ~522 
2Jb2SC,O GLENS FALLS '" t lR cu GLENS FALLS NY 1'95400 2519 't3!>5o 320b 0 4355 

_ 23b2.S-OC CITY NbC.TR CO OF GLYR.SVLE bLOVERSY ILLE. --~- NY . ----·-- ---- .- 46628 .,1 132b 218 0 1328 . 
236£910 fUL TuN u,urnv t-lAl BK &. TR COGLOVtkSV llU: NY 42279 1003 1,~ 0 0 1,, ..... 
23b3040 f-lf..Sl NS IN GRH.NE GkEEr--.t NY 22 lb5 537 339 0 0 339 . 00 
23b:,1eo FlRSl Nb OF MANCOC.I<. Ht.NC.UC.K NY 14234 191 399 D 0 ;,99 . c:n 
23b32.JC Hf.,"IPS TEAO SANK h£1-',f' S lEAO NY 191240 4578 lOlC,b 5473 lbbb ti 532. 
l:363235 VA.'-.C,UAKD NAT l(;NAL SANK. hEMP~lEAO NY 2:00~b 224 71~ 0 0 715 • 

-" 2363.i:90 LU,'IG ISLAND .bANI\ HlC!'.5VlLLE ____ NY --- -----·~--~- 132.0bO .2103 .59bl At590 0 ~9bl 
2 Jb,jJ(IO Fl R~l NB OF Hl ~HLANO HJGHLol.NO NV 9bb03 620 34b7 2229 0 3'907 
.236 33t:i0 t-<.UMt::R NATIO'UL BAN'<. hl.Nl:.K NY l9bb7 ~~b >3b 0 0 ~)b • 
2363540 F lRST No C IR CO UF l THAC.A l lHAC.A NY 72227 &4~ 4:'.749 l4t!3 o· 2749 
23o3:>b0 TCl-tPK..LNS CO\J~T Y T!{U~T ca l lHACA NY 112931 1'110 3b75_ 250b 0 3t:05" 
2:~t.,3~,;o BAN~t:.f..S lkUS T CL ur \ol!>lRN NY JA~I.: 5 lOW~ NY lb 7!>-~3 4.i::lb 407() .i::8b't 0 407b 
23t..jt,Ql F IRSJ NA! tlK UF J.\~ l STUN~ JAM.l!> lOWN NY 137!>4~ 30·12. 32.S-O 23.3b 0 .3290 
23b)b)0 f-lkST Nb C.,f JE: F-H.RSONVlLLE Jt.f- f lkSUNVILL~ SY 2.b771 2't3, 700 . , 0 1,0 • 
23ti.:!oSO KU:SE.VILLI: NAT lO~iAL tiAt-.oe.. I\HSE.VlllE NY 3lb37 b31 .,. 0 0 939 
236J740 KlNC.STll~ TRUST CUMPA:\Y KINGS TON NY e,e 1a 20~9 -'113 13S2 0 2.713 
2)b31t.i0 1-.v:c.uuT NATlCNAL l:IAN.~ KINI.,~ TLN NY 40794 %0 ll>7 0 0 1U7 . 
2 36)1,20 Jt:Ht)2.~UN NAllL~lAL tsANI<. LJl.f-AR(EV ILLE NY ltl 13b 4~b .C::11 0 0 .i::11 . 
23b~'710 SULU I/AN Cl'f Nb o, Ll:)f:RIY Llbl;.R lY NY 145bU 127!.1 2700 1636 0 2700 
2 3<>39b0 L 1 llLE f-ALLS NA.lJO'lfAL t,ANK. LlllLC FALLS NY 14..,·,a 31& lol " 0 187 . 
2 jb't 130 LYOl'.5- /11.AllO.'IIAL bAt.i'( LYUNS NY 17703 ll7 ,n 0 0 511 
23b4lb0 l'IAH(.PAC. r~u H.NAL BANK MAHCPAC NY 23434 447 578 0 0 ~7S 
23~4170 tl T liEN~ Nd '-' MALLIN~ MALLNE: NY 21723 300 bb1 0 0 bb1 . 
23b4180 fAR.~ERS ~B llf- MALUN.E MAllJNf: NY 72223 19"11 12!:17 280 0 1~51 

_23t>'t31~ E.MP Jf-,C. NATIONAL bA~K MllJOLl::TOWN _ NY -·---·----·· 436798 - 7970 1S2l'J 5127 b792 8421 --
l3b .. 400 OKA.l'IIGE. C.UL,'HY lfi.UST C.OHPMIY MlDDLUO~N NY 3b710 1~95 7% 0 0 1,0 . 
2.?o-.s:.::o "l UNlllN b'<. Of .,..u.•,n l C.E: L LO l":UNl llELlO NY 21093 057 481 0 0 •&l 
2 364S50 FlP.ST Nb OF HG RAVIA MGKAl/lA NY 26b30 2:19 780 87 0 700 . 
23b4b40 NA,'HJET NHlO~iA.L BANlfl. NANUl::l NY 94699 2l2-4 2701 10~• 0 2701 
23blt690 COLUi'18US TRUST ClJMPANY Nt:Wt.URGH NY 34295 1027 ~32 0 0 B2 • 
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-------11.E.MSER_B,AM.S. .. btN.E.flL TO 8AN.KS._C.QVEkEQ_fiY HOOlFlt.0 5,. 8!> -- - 2./£2/79 --~---·---

( 1) 12) (31 I, I (5, (0) 
05B NAHE LDC.A 11£JN lUtP VL lC~H 1977 NEW NE• OIF 

---·--------- --------- Rtt.B>L ... __ EPA RfJH:AL 131-l>l ___ 

2~ti.4700 HIGHLAND NS OF NEWBUF..GH NEWt'll.1RGH NY 143Ci0l 2211 543~ 36 7b 0 543!:o 
236'4et.O BANKERS 1RU51 C.uM.PANY "" YOR!<. NY 854~bb,. b530L 264 7'14 5.l7b 167415 97379 
2 3648 eo BAN". UF- NEA YORK. "'" YLRK NY 3360t:J?.5 457cl 1~'1520 ~.?'19 l047b0 !>'-71:>0 
2364;:)'d bA KCLA Y S (<A,~I(. CF Ntw YCiRK Nbof YU><.1'. NY 4(.11 704 ')'1'11 J.1225 S4 7'1 lL.!»Ul t:J724 

_ 2304915 bRAUFOP..U TRU~T COMPAf'tY Nt'N Yl.JRI',. --- __,__ ____ -" ----- ---------~- 2000::.2 l t,422. °'lob -- - 14> t.ii27 
236<t9b2: CE~lU/\Y NAT t<,.A~!',, L T0F.UST co :'-.t;.11 YOQ..K " 31.26~ 312 11L5 3"2 0 1725 . 
2304905 Ch ASE MA.'\/HAl TAN bAN.'( N A Ne< Y(JRK NY 16713950 162&80 101063:> 5£':,4 60bl4'.~ 34.(.513 
23b49e5 C.Htl-llCAL BANK N!:t, YtlR.K NY 1236~420 14 5064 7 2~.c.81 ~394 "06276 2~1,,UOS 
2304990 t l T leA'IK N • New YL:~K NY l 710)9Db ll lc.07 10&t.9b7 5)7'1 7t:J~927 30-'040 
2 .. 3t>S.l>35 COM~U~d J Y 1',io & TS CO Uf- NY NE.W YlJRI'. NY "13172 bt,71 0 0 0 0 
23b51Q4 tURO?t:.A:"l-A~tklCAN bA/\iK. & TRU/\itl'I' YOfl.1'. -------~·- NY il3!>4i::, 2M;l~ 1~32 lti !><t.H 8(;~.;H,,, '-6888 
236~158 FL l.J~Hl NC. i'+A T JUNAL bANK l'llf.M YOqK NY 357b4 3.37 10t:J4 ;59 0 lc.L4 . 
2365lbS f-Rf. lDL~ NB lJF- NE:W YURK. Nhl YU<K NY tu. 900 453 ~b07 2919 0 4607 
23b521tO lKVlNC. 1 kU~ l COMPANY N~W YCR.I(. NY 4t,4',11;..('.9 49.j5() 222035, 5)07 129.l 31 92bC4 
23~~~90 '1A/\iLFAC.TUREP.5 HANlJVE.R lR CO NE.W YtJRI{ NY l69U!lll 132742 78 ;9~ 7 5131 "i907 73 .2951 b4 
.2.3b53l0 ME:RChANTS BA~K UF- NtW YORK. NE• YCRK NY 123U77 .C4J.0 7cl::!b '-970 lC,b 7480 
2:::it,5)28 MOf<.GAN C.UMlANlY TR C.0 CJF NY NEW YORK. NY ------------- - 1077.JO 16 19-'t.2.9 b4b4~lt 41:,o4 '-04b08 241 !l<t6 
230~)4 l NAT b< [Jf 'iUKTH AMUUC.A NlW YORK. NY 2,U3lb3 4t.0'-/6 13010£ 5409 b38<tl 4t>l.l cl 
23b5415 REPUBLIC NAT ILNAL BK ur NY NE.:.4 YLRK NY 112 ,j240 !dt.17 10141 47<tB 0 101.:,1 .... 
236~435 ~c.t-H<DOER TrW!i.T LO NlW YORK NY 144619 bO 'J4.l3 57'14 .:'.211 7.i:::12 00 
23o51t60 ~TE.RUNG N~ & TR co (JF NY NEW Y(;~K SY 342119 2Hd 225b9 5'H.d 13103 9<t0b CD 
2365505 UNlUi C.HELSE" NAT SANK Nb< Y()I\K NY 3490& >59 1U99 0 0 10'-19 . 
23b5530 UNlllO S.TATcS Tk. CO Of NY NEW YOFU<. NY ------ 777bl0 501 4Ct'ib0 5)4(> 31':lb 't7t.4 
2305670 NAT bK & TR. LO t.F NGK',,,il(H NORWlC.H NY 165-'•01 1 1,67 b'Jl9 4310 1145 577'-i 
236~7€0 l'l:Nf- HA.N(.;VE:.R TR (O/W~ TN f,(iA CLEAN NY Ylolb Ltiub lb,3 3% 0 18~d 
2Jb,Et20 G"1t ICA. VALU:Y Nb Of- VM:lDA CJMlUA NY 4&233 722 17t>tl 43U 0 1768 . 
230~640 .,,.I :..bER NATIONAL t,ANK O'-IUJNlA NY 7&045 75.) .30~9 L074 0 3Ub9 
2365850 MNF- HANOVt:k lC./C..ENTRAL NY W◄ T Akl □ SY 143b02 2734 ,<t4b 4546 40 54(.,8 
23ti6020 l SL AND !i, TATE BAhK f-'AlLHUGUf. NY 71'119 llb9 4!;,ltJ 15i:.4 0 2;lb 
2366.:no BANKE KS T C OF hOSN VLY NA PCV~hKCEPSlE NY 170135 St..48 49bl .t6.('.3 0 4.-,.bl 
2306375 GUTCHESS BANK ANU TRUST co PUUGhK.EtPSH: NY 932bl 2ijl 5 2>lb ll 13 0 2516 
2 3bt:i41C, F-JRST Nb OF RECJ HI.UK RtD 11UOK NY 25t-37 ;.:b1 7,9 ;7 0 749 
236b590 5UFFOLI<. CTY •• OF RlVERHEAO RlVlR11EAO NY 76792 14-'lb 3~7., 174',t 0 3279 
2306olC CHITRAL TR LO ROC.HESH:R NY ROC.hE:~H:R NY 3; 1597 bt.'10 l£!,t<1 5!,47 !,33b 7 t.~l 
23bbb2S FIR51 NB OF ROC.HE:~lf:R kUC.HE.S.1Ek NY 10493 <bb ',?_',I u u ,,9 
236bO'-t-0 l li',,jC.LN FlkS T 61<. l.lf kC,C.hl: SH:RKOC.11l:~T E:.R NY 94bQ7 .. 3i2l 7 30020 5::S61 1~7b 14~42 
23b0b8C 5EC TR CO OF ROCHES.HR kuC~il:.S.TER NY 5 l4 79b l05J4 lb4iti !,09't 7j09 9119 
23bti680 SAlA~Al'ICA TRI.J5 l ClJMPAt-iY SALAM ... NtA NY lC,.091 3bb 3>B 0 0 3>B . 
236b9l0 ADlkONDA(.K H,UST C.OMP ANY !i.ARATUGA SPRINGS NY t,9392 1284 ?.(;bj 110¢ 0 20!13 
23b0960 OYS.1EkMEN5 HM,K. AND TkU.S.1 C.OSAYVlLLI: NY 5L!,b3 1510 1111 0 0 1117 
23bo970 SCAkS.OALE Nti f.. Tk co 5(.AkSUALE " 1~5625 1£00 57'fl 3990 3!:8 5-,33 
23bb99CI MLihA .. K ~d OF SCHtNE:C T AD'I" S(HE:NE.C. T ADY NY l0bl99 30~d l'l~d .!20 " lC,:,3, 
2 3b 7Cl20 S{,hE.NEC lAIJY TRU~T CUMf'ANY SC.HC:NE.C I AO'r NY l645C8 43)0 4b6b 2631;1 0 '+bbB 
2 36 7070 FJR~T NB OF !i.Cl!l 1A SCOl lA NY !>77SO l~b5 940 0 0 940 
23b7120 STAH. HK. OF 5£:NtCA FALLS N't' StNtC..At. fALLS NY 20blb 220 770 2 59 Q 77& . 
23671~0 F1R5T Nb IN !i.lliNE.Y SIDNEY NY 208~7 499 "-~l 0 0 421 

------~ ----~-- - _,. __ 
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.. ~.MEMBER. BAM<..S _ - -~--------~BEkEFlT._T(LSANKS.- COVERED BY-MODlflEO S. 8!> _ 2/2.2/79 ·-------.. 
' ~ 
:,; 
0 Ill 121 131 141 I SI !bl . OS& NJ.ME lOf.Al ION lDEP VL ltSH 1~77 New Nt:w DlF .., 

- -- -·- ---~·- RE'1f:AL EP• REQbAL _ 13J-15L 
~ 

~ 
2367~10 S-'N.K. OF SMl THTUWN. SMllHlOWN NY 76691 15b8 26(.:Cf 1't22 0 .?b09 
23b7220 SOLVAY ~Ar-.:<. SUL VA'r NY 2.l.684 3bb bl8 o 0 blB 
2.:167290 llOW. S. TAH: BANK SPcM.E:R NY ,23463 S2b 413 0 0 413 . 
23t,7350 NATJO,-.,AL O"!'tK Of S. TA"':FCRD ~ lAMfl.lRO NY l.11.t?"J D1 Sbb 0 0 Sbb * ___ 23b. 7 3 70 BA.NII.. (Jf SlJFf(JLK t.l:U'HY S.lONY bkOOK. NY 67!>&2 !::L~4 .d:~!1- 1341 0 2c5!> 
2.367410 FlRSl lkUS. l AN!) DEPOSlT co !:,YRACLJS.E: NY 'tl 7,,92 1096!, Di::lb 53b0 4<>10 662:6 
230742.l LlNi..OLN f-lKS T 8K-C.tt .. TRAL NA S.YRACUSt NY 33Ci 1 70 515ti 12Ci"7b 52 3b 456'-I 7507 
2.3t-74,3.l) _..E:RCHANTS J\o8 C TR Cu SYRACUSE NY 271;)!'>3 7300 b3t4 547C, 91Y 7405 
236 76b0 C.NE: lOA NB • lC UF Ct.NlRL N.Y Ul lC.A NY !>50532 'iJb-12 lt.191 514~ 9000 77~7 
23t>17L5 \IALLE:V i'.b rlALLK.llL "' WALDEN NY 34224 t,:;6 88b 0 0 """ . 
2.;)bl7S:J rm. LS DCLAtiAl(l:. ~lY ioiAllON WAL lLN NY 2.3013 474 bll 0 0 oil 
23t.7S40 f-!F...ST Nb UF NA. lt:.RLO(J WATl::RU.10 NY 31151 705 54• 0 0 ~4b 

2Jb187U "6AT BANI\ IJF r--OK lr·H:RN: t'i y WAlE:klUAN NY lt.i0b5l 330!> !:tb"6"f 412b 0 ~t.b't 
2.3b1o75 .SEAWAY NAllUNAL bA.NK. WAT ~k ltJWN NY 141913 i::'90 250 0 0 250 * 2367'110 GLE.N NU c. TR ca WA.Tic.INS GLEN NY 19705 lb9 soe 0 0 508 . 
2 3b 19b0 C. 1 T llENS. No L JR co HHL5VlLLE NY 9£472 15Cl9 L.(115 4 l1 0 .ZC.15 

.. 23b~09!> l\A l l(.NAL bANK Df rii::STCHESTffiillt-!l H. PL Al NS -- NY ------- -· 5ti7445 10177 21~.n 570t, 183~41 918} I-' 
230bl35 ESX CTY-Ct,MPLN NB WlLUbOR(l WllL5t:LlKlJ NY 2241~ 43" _,, 0 0 579 00 
236~2.35 Hl,GS.ON: VALLl::Y NAllONAL bANK Yl.J',Kl:.RS NY 3j639 5b3 1526 202 0 • 152.b -:i 

Of 139 BANKS AFFtC.HD lN STATE 49 HAVE NO EARNINGS PAR TlClPATION ACCOUNT OR KCQUlRE:D kE.S.EKYE: bALAF'iCE 
54 HAVE NO KE'-IUKEO RESEk.Vf BA.LAN(.£: 

5370020 f-IR5l NB OF AUH:MAKLE A.LDEM.ARLE NC 4el23 lbbb S83 0 () ~'3 . 
53700b0 F-l>t.5T NtS OF RA-NUOLPH CTY A!>M!:..U,RO NC 48&5., 1e;,-3 1870 4Sb 0 ltl70 
5370310 C.llY N.A.llG~AL !:SANK LHAKL(JTTE NC 3tl3b~ 297 16~~ 4ob 0 lo95 
537V3Sl flR5T UNHJN NtS Of- f.iC C.HAk.LCITTE: NC 1S22140 3 llJ3 80t.OL 5A4tl 53091 '"-1,.10 
53-703~5 ~Ck.lH C.A.RLUNA NAT l ONAL, BAff<..C.hARL(JllE NC 2441 ?35' ~"tbO.; llt.932 _,.:H9 80103 3bC.C.:9 
537U'--1G ClTlHN5 N4l bK. LJF CUr,.(ORO C.wt•C.ORD NC .('.3020 bl2 '19 0 0 >19 . 
5.Hv"t2U (0'-j(LJRO ~"'" T ! lJ'.l~L SANK C.tJ~,iLURO NL 2bl 71 bUd 799 C 0 1'-19 
S.HC1~0 lNUH-'t.NOi:~,C.t: NA,l lGNAL bAN:<. GAS 1 U~lA NC l9b6VI:! !,!,j2 6l,t,',t 34b4 0 U,69 
5.HO<t70 f-H • .:,1 Nil OF C.A lA.;eA UY ttH.KUKY NC 19 ~69'1 4',41 5t.,'I 3£1:lb 0 ~t,~9 
S.Hl025 bA:<11'(. UF M.;!\lH C.Ak.OL lf'.tA N A JAC.,c;.~t.;.'IV lllE NC 200i.:02 C,005 t,L:9b 27 :t.4 0 t,\)<;8 

5371170 CARLLlNA fl~:i,T NAT o, LIN.COLN. NC 72: lil lb~l 2.). lb 1'9 0 .Olb 
5.37120~ SUUTHlRN NAT b< tF NC LUMbl:kTUN NC 36!>104 l0!>b4 12t.1-'t 4b03. ~290 l(d7b 
5371~00 U~lLh NAT bK OF CIXF-ORD UXFl.JRIJ NC 31518 S>O 970 0 0 '70 . 
5J7 lb.30 FIRST i'ib OF kE IUSVlLLl:- RE:.llJ!>VlLLE NC 4V?20 102b s,o 0 0 t1~0 

_5371730 PLANTE:.K5 NAT 
"' t 

T< co RUC.KY MOLt1lT NC 205S67 !:i9t.2 lObL..'I 533~ .:9~1 7C 7:J 
537ltl30 FlR~T ~b OF SHt.lb Y !>Hf.:.LdY NC S<:,iSo3 ll 1C, 27!:IO 1£70 0 l.750 
537£030 f-JRS.T Nb VF A.';IS,UN CTY WADE:.SbOJ-1.0 NC 22331 ""' 414 0 0 ,14 . 
~37.2100 Flk:ioT NB OF W JlrHhSC.N .WEST JEFFERSON NC 2~392 203 915 150 0 915 * 537.222H UNITED CITlltNS 8.A.-'liK WlNS TL>N-SALE.:M NC 22040 3()0 010 0 0 018 

- -- ·---------
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__ Kf;K&.£L_f1ANKS. ----- -------EtiiiEFll __ T0---.8AltKS-toVERED-8Y.-.MOOlf.l.E.O_S.,,_8.5 ________ _ 2./22/79 ___ _ 

Ill 121 131 ('t) C5l lb) 
OS& tl!AHE LOCAllON lOE:P YLlC.SH 1977 Nt:W NtW Olf 

Rf:.C,,t.AL-- .f:.PA ___ Rl:QbAL t.3)-i!>} __ _ 

5372230 WACHOVIA &i<. &. TR C.O NA WINS 10N SALEH NC 2748154 560b~ 121332 

(Jf 20 8ANJ<.S AFFEClED lN STATE 7 HAYE: NO EARNINGS PARllC.lPATION ACC.UuNT Ok RE:.QVlRE.0 Rt:SE.RVt:. bALANC.E 
8 HAYE NO RH1URE:O RESE:.RVt: BALAf'tC.E. 

-------- --- ---------------------
9380100 DAKOTA NOkTHWE S lE.R.N BK frrtA blSMAk.C.K NO 93596 010 3'947 2090 0 3947 
9360110 FJRST Nbt.TC CF bl S.MAR.C.K Bl!:,HAkCK NO 96lb9 9LO 3480 1819 Q 34bb 
9380120 1ST N6 C. TR to Of e□ lllNEAU bOTTlNEAU _____ ND_._ 2b2 li; "'~ ... lVOl 0 0 _1001 ___ . ----
9~80140 HRST N4T BK. Uf- b0A114N bUWMAN ND 2~90 172 %9 0 0 %9 . 
93l:S0250 FlRS.1 NB OF DE:V!Ua LAKE: 01::VILS LAKE NO 27125, lb3 979 b 0 "79 
93b0Lb0 RAM~EY NAT bK l. TR tO OtV lLS. LAKE: NO 32633 396 977 0 0 ~11 • 
93Ei0260 1ST Nl:itlR CU Of OlCKlNSON OlC.K.lN.SUN NO 42192 311 1613 147 0 1613 . 
93802'10 LBR. lY Nt,&TR CO (If OlCK.lNSON OlCKlN~ON NO 2'122tli 174 1104 9b 0 1104 .. 

__ 9J8()3b0 15T NB r. TR CU (Jf, ELLU~OALf:. Elll:.NOALf:. NO l 1~b3 bl 030 0 0 030 . 
9380400 OAK.UlA NAT ~K. OF f-ARGU f-ARGO NO 73071 170 262~ 1164 " ·21:l.i'.S 
9.:HiO·HO FAR.(.(; NAT BANK L lk CD FAKGO NO 651;)3 399 .;)1bi:: l9b7 0 37t.2 
93b0'-l5' P-1EkCHN1S bK L Tk CO OF f.AR.OOFAR&U NO 90£5-. 10.;)b .!l6<irti UJ40 0 3bYd ..... 
93ti0420 FlRST NA.T 6K L Tk Cu FAR(,CJ NO 9791& .,,,9 3614 1791 0 3bllt 00 
~38V'f40 FIRST NAT t!iK. Uf HS.S.ENDEN FES.SE:NOUi NO 1341~ 51 390 0 0 l90 . 00 

__ 93bU~30 F-lR~l Nb IN GkAflON: GRAf-TQN NO .34ll6 267 l.C49 0 0 1249 . 
93t!.054!, C.O:-t"1UN1 l't' Ne, OF- Gf<.AND fO_!;!:KS GkA~O FOkKS Nu 199£0 031 33• 0 0 33b . 
93t!iU~48 1~1 bK. CJF NO tO,-C.k.AN0 FOR.KS C.RA1'40 FURKS NO 5-7~tl4 &1' 2206 701 0 2£0& 
93b05~0 F-lRSl N~ lJF VRA~D FOKKS &RAND FCJRK.S NO IJ4777 2013 2087 i.i3 o· 2087 
93~(1!>72 VALLl:;.Y BAN< & H:uST co GRl\~U FORK.~ NO 3221:l3 40S ll~.3 (I 0 1153 .. 
93~0bt!C., FIRST Nb OF- Ht Tl INC.ER HE:Tl INC-.f:k NO ld'i27 91 76& 0 0 7b8 . 

_93t,0715 151 bANK C..,f 1'lJ NA JM1 ES l OWN J A.'•H:.~ TONN _NO -- --------- 42994 )8) lfJl~ 0 0 1018 . 
9.J!:H'7.£0 f-lRS-1 NATlUt.Al bAI';~ JAM~SlOWN Nu 4~17-'t 190 1191 "" 0 l 7'17 . 
938073!> SllJTS.11AN COUNTY ~TATE bAN~ JA"!t !) l01Ht NO 1641!1 i.l7 41& " 0 4lb 
9 3B06 SO flkSl NS OF Ll1"41U~ LHHCJN NO 170)-4 154 "' 0 0 ~,;5 
938V'H0 FlR~T NWi:.S.Ttr<N Nb Of MANDAN MA~JAr,., NO 5178 7 b34 lt>l1 249 0 1627 . 
93b09ti5 FlR~J BANK UF- l';LJ l';A MINOT M!Nul Nu ~lb89 59.l l't3b 0 0 l't3t> . 

_9Jb09$0 FIRST NAl BK lN M~NUT 11.lNOl NO -------·~----- ~- 90~11 _ 1193 27'11J 10,0 --" --- ('.790 
9381110 FlkSl NAl di(. Of- OAl<.E S UAK.i:.5 NO 1~097 '' , .. 0 0 ,., 
93813b0 Flk~T Nb OF VAllEY tlTY VALLt;Y CITY NO 2b2b5 1.!0 lO"tb 3& 0 1040 . 
93813&2 NW N.8 OF VALLEY CllY VALLEY CITY NO "30'160 198 1103 40 0 llb~ . 
938139~ flR~T bK OF NO NA-WAHPE.10. WAl-tPE:10."!I NO l!>5'8.._ 4>3 b)B u 0 ol8 . 
93bl400 F]R!i.l NB (JF WAhPl TON WAl-!Pl-JQ."'( ND 3l l7b 208 1102 ,~ 0 1102 

_ 93614&\l Hl NS r. lR (.Q OF Wllll.S.TON WILLISTON NU ____ 32781 222' 1220 0 0 1226 --·~----

OF 33 &AN~S AFFECH.O IN STAH lb HAVE NO EARNINGS PARlltlPATlON AC.COUNT OR kEQUlRtL, RESERVE BALANCE 
17 HAVE. NO Rl::QUREO RE!,ERVl: BALANCE 
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__ MEKSf.R 8AN!<..S -·---··---·----· ------·----- BENEfl T - TO &AN.KS COVE.REiLBY_MQOIFlE.O s. as ---· -- 2/22/79 

(1.) 121 131 i.1 151 161 
OSB NAME LOC.AllON TDCP Vl TC~H 1911 NEW MW OIF 

--- -- ---·---- - ------··- ----------·---- - RH1BAL EPA_ R~8AL 131-15I ___ 

4390025 LlbERTY NB OF ADA ADA OH lbb09 14> col 0 0 601 
4390033 Al<.RON N4110NAL l:lANI<. AKRON OH 361654 12Sb2 6S7S .C.070 0 0575 
43'10060 FIRST NATIONAL bANi<. OF- AKRCNAAAUN OH 6UE-10S 18.C:"tO 207",3 !.2b4 101.t!'O lOb.:-,.3 
4390125 lS.T NAT CITY BK OF ALLIANCE ALLIANCE OH 1.3591 1713 ~2b7 o.£4 0 Z2b7 

_4390180 ANOCJVER BAN!<. ANDtJV[R -· ·---------· OH 1744", .:)b9 33> 0 0 33> ---·--4390230 ARCANUM NATlCNAL BANK ARCANUM OH 19lb0 279 6C9 0 0 009 . 
-..390250 TI Hl."4 VALLEY NAllONAL BANK AkCHEllJLO OH 23690 403 490 0 0 -so . 
439V270 A5HLt.NO BANil(,, ANO SAVING!) C.0 ,'5HLAN0 OH 25-<.0J <35 "" 0 0 '138 . 
4390.290 FIRST NB UF ASHLAN.U A.!)HLANO Ott "'ib373 . ., 1225 0 0 122, . 
439V320 fARl".t.R.S ftAT b< f. TR co ,1,SI--ITAbULA OH 9'1331 Ul~ 301"- lbb9 0 3014 

__ 439v.3't0 N(J,;, TME;.AS THI.~ OHlU NAT SA.NI<. A~lA. 1.lULA -- Ott t,',~1.t3 1!>99' 3b.c'.0 235.2 0 )t.20 
4390370 ATH!:.NS ~.\l lUNAL BANK A THt:NS OH 4409~ "41 1487 >3 0 1407 • 
4~9C440 FlkSl NB Uf tjAkrtE SV l LLE bARNE.~V l LLE OH 45lJ24 oa• 121~ 0 0 1<.15 . 
4390.)31 HU~nlNGT(JN NAl lUNAL ••NK bEl.LEFONTAJNE OH 3b013 91' 1013 0 0 1073 . 
439(.!'>40 flRH Nb OF 6E llE:. VUE EH::LLEVUf- OH 303!>9 514 OlY 0 0 019 . 
439(,550 UNlUN, BANI<. A"'40 SAVINGS C.O btLLEVUf:: OH 46400 .,. 114~ 171 0 ll"t5 . 

_ 't39Ubl0 FIR!:>l Nt, OF C.LE:.kMl"'tl CJY 8tTHf:l ·-- OH 2Q2b9 10• 389 0 0 3b9 . 
4390010 tlllli::NS N& OF SLUFFTUN: BLUFFTON OH 22440 .:,.;o, , .. 0 0 >oo -4390700 HU~TlNGT01\I 61't. OF WUUO tlY 80,ILJNG GkEE:N OH ~1401 1077 ~7Jt, 12b9 0 27.,13 
4390770 B•H.,Gl't.VlLLE NA.T JC.:NAL BANK bkOOl't.VlLLE OH l63b0 >82 268 0 0 2c:.d • 00 
4390760 C 1 T llENS Nd OF bRYAN 6kYAN OH 7139.c'. b87 2292 721 0 .Cl92 ~ 

439079U Flk!>l Nb IN bRYAN BRYAN OH 28116 ,,. 679 0 0 079 • 
__ 1t3C"t0005 CRAWfORO COUNTY NB BUCYRUS_ bl.JC't'RUS OH -~--·- ---- ·-------· ·------ H:!'i179 40> 4·11 0 0 471 • .. 

4390~10 f-AkMl:kS tllll.E:NS BANl't. BUC. "tRUS OH 27423 405 t:AO 0 0 S-0 
43'JJOb30 ~EC.C.:NO Nii OF bUCYK:.JS tH.ICYKUS OH 305't'il >47 bd 0 0 •<> 
439<.;Si.0 F-lRST Nb UF BURTON BWlLN OH 5.:J027 992 lb4) 188 0 16 .. 3 
4390&00 FIR.ST Nf:I UF C.A!Jll C.AUll UH 35744 313 l.l4l 326 0 1241 
439(191.0 Cl:NTRAL NB AT C.M1~RlOG,E C.AHbRlLIGt UH 49661 1)01 ... 0 0 b49 . 

_439u'73.0 FIR.St M8 OF (.AMbklDGE.: ... (.AMHRIDGE ______ OH ---------- -- -·--· 51124 12!>'t 1'..t.'t ,o 0 142"t . 
4390'11:>0 FAf..MEkS NB or C.ANflELO C.ANI-HLO OH b13£b 1140 4'.l.Jb 6&• 0 ~136 
43'H.,945 C.lR.L lC. C,f !'trl.1HES1RK OH N.A C.A.''tlOfll OH 2H34<,9 5U'tb 11301 ~it:93 353" 11b5 
43<il02C, HARTER toi; t TR cu CANTON OH 351;1491 570!, 1401b 543'1 o67b 7-'iOO 

439103-0 P!:.uPLES-Mt.t<C.H4.r..T !:> TR.UST C.O C.ANTON OH 14421.1 4304 313.(. 151'-t 0 3132 
43'f1040 UNIH:D NAlIONAL ~ANI<. & lR toLA.~ ION OH 114169 't2~0 lb~d b 0 16~3 
4391080 FIR!:>T Nb AT tARROLLlClN C.AKkOLLTCN OH 24042 4)b 555 0 0 »5 * 
43910':fO CAST.ALIA tMNN.lN(.. (.0 C.ASlALJA OH 1~51Jb 231 311 u 0 ,11 . 
4391 lOS tl 1 HENS tMl{C.L •• t lR CO tl:LINA vH b4674 996 1597 2'b 0 1597 
4391120 FIRST r.AT 81<. Uf- NERC.E:R CTY C.HJNA OH 74457 697 219~ 803 0 ~195 
4391130 CHAklJO~ SAVlNC,S BANi<. co ChAROCN OH 5726.:J 1031 17-il 542 0 17'11 
43'11132 C.EAl4A C.CJU/lflY f~Al BANK C.t-tAkD(;N OH 15b02 •3• l•O 0 0 lbb * 

_43911!:IO C.lZS N8 OF- CttlLLltOTHE: _ C.Hl LL I CO THE OH ------~---·---- -· 2'172'-J 7>5 >57 0 0 >H . 
4391160 FIRST NB OF tHlLLlC.OTHE: Ct11 L LICOT11E OH b1192 1386, 180~ 33b 0 180~ 
4391200 Cf.NTRAL TRUST COMPANY NA C.lNC.lNNATl OH 789f> 77 17270 2862t !,l9b 15671 127>1 
4391:aJO FlF-111 HURO bA"'-l't. C.INC.lNNAll UH b9b92b lb&41 290b7 5040 1490b l-4lt)l 
~3912•0 FIRS! NB OF tJNC.INNATI ClNCl,NATl OH 9.,7433 14471 ltl788 5085 ~~19 15Yb9 
4.391290 PROVlDUfl BAtiK ClNC.l~ATl OH 4199?7 10170 l3'i71 484t), 3"71 lOJC,0 
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___ ff,tM.SE.R. BAM<.S - ____ bl:Nl:.Fl T .. TO SAN.K..S C.OVE.RED .SY MOOlfl ED !). 8,5, 2/22/79 ___ --

Ill 121 13) "' 15) H;,t 
OSB NAHE LOCAllON. lOEP VL TC.SH 1917 IHW Nt• OIF 

--------------- - -- kC.'-bAL HA _ J<laQBAL Ul-15L. 

4391310 SOUTHERN OHIO tu.NI{ tlNClNNATl OH l90b60 3272: 7ll'f 46Sb 0 7119 
4391340 FJRST Nb OF CJRC.U:VlLLE C.lRCLEVlllE. OH 29~3b 367 bl2 0 0 t:112. • 
"t-3913~0 SE.CC.NO N6 l.)F C.lkC.U.Vllll: C.lRC.LEVllLE OH 22877 .}81 3H 0 0 347 . 
43'H3bl lHlRO NAl 8K OF C.lRC.LEVILLE C.lRl.LE:VlLLE: OH 25bt,4 40> OlO 0 0 blO 

_4391410 C.APllAL NATI~AL BANK C.LEVE:LANO OH ______________ 151377 l7H 72.>0 53~t\ _. 41 120'y 
-4391420 CENTRAL r~B Of- tUVELM.iD C.LEYE:LANO OH l2b28lb 34701 15591 S288 607> ')'~lb 

4391~30 CLE:vt:LANO TRUST (0 CLEYl:.L.6.NO OH 294b704 3b54C. 1310~0 5191 93~~· ),7~39 
43'1l"t45 FIR5T BAM< NA (LEVE-LANO OH 2~2 ll »I lC.9b 0 0 104~ . 
42191-470 NAl lONAL C.ltY BA.~1< C.LEVE:LAND OH 16~63.69 l f4,:l,S 67627 ;,1,,, 47008 2G019 
439149!> SlJC.lE:lY NS Of C.LEVt:LAND (.Lt;:Vl:LAND OH 1032:404 lt:li:4S 3',',:,o,. !>31.d 251l-3 (j(. 73 

~-4391!>00 U~H.ti COPIMEk.C.E l;lA;'ljl{ CLE VO:LAND ___ OH 1'i.::414 6012 .$.C2:5J. 5o0', 2b437 "18lt, 
43-ilSbO N>.TlLNAL UNlUN BAN"<. [(;LUMl:HANA OH 37957 ,n 97L :,3 0 972 . 
4391580 CITY NtlfaTR CU OF COLUMBUS COLUMbUS OH 67()767 11440 3037t, 5,170 119~1 l.24Sl 
4391010 HUNTINC.fCN Nb ut· COLUMSUS C.Ot..UMHUS OH 8~B{J42 2"1<>41 19132 4970 ~8'tJ 13&89 
43S-lb4U OHIO NB OF- COLUMBUS C.OLUM~US OH 11426.;)8 Z4933 299CJ2 49:,~ 14729 l 5113 
4391730 C.OKllAND SAVINGS £. B<NG c;o C.ORlL.&.ND OH 11~U .. L!134 1<,06; 102 0 ll/C,~ 

_43917.:.C. COSI-.OCTLN "tA.lllJNAL ~AI\IK C.USHUC.TON - Ot-t -~-- 734';,b 1~!>0 .::008 71' G 200& 
43'il75,0 f-ikU Nb Of C.OSHLClCN COSH(JC. lON OH 6,~£49 >1& LOt>h ,., 0 •.i:.Ob8 

4391700 WES. lERN CIHlO Nb £.. TR CO (.UV lNGTON OH 26~17 !;,('4 >I 1 0 0 >17 . 
4.39 lbBS CEl'IITRAL TC uF MN1G11RY ClY NAIJAYTON UH 25833 "' bl3 0 0 bl3 . I-' 
4391890 FlRSl NATIONA.L HAN~ DAY 1 DN OH 322340 b~.;)4 13C4S 512t 43!>1 8t>'t4 cc 
4.391910 lHlkO No&lC CJF DA YTUN DAY TO!II OH 31 C,471 &6~4 l.(.~9!> 529b 339b b',97 0 

_4)91920 WlNTE.RS N6 O l R CO DAYTON OH 641345 l't~&Y 2¢.7/.0 5144 l4L22 1..£504 
439192!> NAllUliAL BA.NK. Gf DEF lANCE VtFlA-"l:CI:: 0H 3lt,l<J 3!:>S 9.;:)_j 341 0 ,,3 . 
43'11930 STAH.: bANK. ANO lRUSl tu !JtflANCE: UH !:t~C.21 l:i-60 210.l b'9 0 -C:lGl . 
4391950 FlF.H Nt1 CJF UE:.lAMARE UE.LAMAKE OH 5~7B4 .,5 '-1 0 0 941 
4391900 C.01'\MEI\ClAL tHNK. DELPHOS OH 3!i2b~ ~!>'t Sl9 0 0 '19 
4391~10 PEOPLES Nts OF UELPrlO~ C,ELPHUS OH 3!.>1::1~9 3bb ~Sh lb u .,. 

__ .t,.392000 PEUPLES. S.AVlNG~ BANK. CO DEL lA. OH __ 21015 ~t>O Olb 0 0 ... 
4392040 P~UPLES NATluN,H BK t. lR C.0 U(NtR UH (:,tl4 70 b13 .i.'.4'.:>3 l1b7 C <4~3 
439208U FIRST Nb UF t llVf:R.POOL. E:A.'.:-o l LIVERPOOL OH 40697 2161 l9' 0 0 1,; 
43'io<:Ci9U POJlE:kS bAi't~ ANO JRUS.1 CO E:ASJ Ll VE:RPOOL OH 22b03 9'5 ~7't 0 0 l. 79 
-.392100 f-lk~l NB AT E:A~l PAlc.~llNE !:.AS I PALE:.S1 )Nt: OH lee 71 400 110 0 C, 11• 
4392120 EAl[J,I NAflQt,iAL BK ANO TR CO E:AlUN OH .£4019 24b 77> 0 0 775 
4392130 PRf:t)LE CTY Nd Lf t.ATLN EAlllN C,H 37973 4'7 IOol 0 0 lOttl 
4392190 ELYRIA ~VGS t TRUST NAT •• ELYKJA OH 186079 3Jl2 6.31:17 -4750 0 C:_jt:l] 

439£195 f-lR~T Nb OF 1:LYRlA l:.LYRlA OH 38:>43 Bl 929 0 0 92< 
439~200 LORAIN (. TY !,AYlNV~ £ lR co E:LYklA OH l392bl 320b 3~12 2oi;.e 0 3~12 
439.::.22.Z E.UC.LlO NA 110/11..A. l 8A"-IK tuc LID OH 22:7'+!>.l ~190 9121 :,303 1961 7 A.C,O 

439Z223 FARMERS A.N:D ~.f kC..HANl S bANK fAJk[)(J,Ui OH ,204:,4 706 7""3 0 0 743 . 
.43'il225 FIRST Nb UF- fAll<~(iRN fAlRBLk.N OH 2',J!llb 1262 331 0 0 ~_,l . 
4392.i:'oO FIRST NAT Bl<. OF- f-lN:OLAY FlNULAY OH 10~973 lbl3 3&92 203!> 0 3,e,92 
4392270 OHIO bA.NK ANO SAVJ/'j~~ CO F-lNDLAY OH 4;l,94l ••• 1403 12' 0 l't03 . 
43'7.l27S Cl l lll:N~ NB Or FLUSH ING FLU!>HINl.i Ott l't.300 Loo 281 0 0 2B1 . 
439.l~BO COMMUNITY NAJIONAL. DAM f-LUSHlNG OH 141!:><t 15b 377 0 ~ 311 . 
43<j2.t90 HRS.T NAT 81{ UF FOKESl f-CRt5,l OH 14116 151 39b 0 0 39b . 
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__ N,El'l&ER bANKS .. -------·-·----~-- ·--- -----"- ~f.NEFI T. IO. BANKS .. COVERED BY MOOlf H.U ~. 85 2/U./79 

111 (2:) 131 1,1 l>I (6) 

osa NAHE LOCATION lDE:P Vl TtSH 1CJ77 NEW NtW Dlf 
REQbAL EPA RHilbAL 131-15) ___ 

439.l.HO LORA.'11£: EIANKING CO HJI\ T LORAMIE OH 107&; 111 >•9 0 0 , .. . 
43C-,L3~0 COHNf;R lCAL BK • SVGS lO FOS lORJA OH 39824 0>5 ,n 0 0 933 
4392)51 TRl-COU"'ilY NAT bANI<. FO~ TORU, OH 83'190 1718 2026 58b 0 .('.02b 
4392370 HUNTINGTON t.lE) OF FRANl'\LlN FkAN!(.LlN OH 28211 BOU lbb 0 0 188 

~439.i:AtlS Cfi.OCHAN CULUNJ Al BANK. _______ FK.t;MUNl ··----- OH ------- -----·--- 713.C:.!I 141~ 1742 83 0 .. 17'2 
439.t"44~ Ll8E:f<TY ~B UF FREMONT FRi:HONT UH 36132 <,11 ••• 0 0 ••• . 
4392470 FIRST Nb OF GA l lON GALlUN UH 2417~ 583 520 0 0 520 . 
4392.4'10 ~JR.ST Nb OF- GALLIPOLIS t.ALLlPOLlS OH 1999b 692 ., 0 0 e3 . 
4.:)92~40 C.ENUA f;A~l'\lNG C.O Ci,E::NOA OH l.0029 421. 3b.(. 0 0 3b2. 
4392600 HOME: HANKING CO C.lBSON!iURG OH ?,;9.lb IH llL2. 1% 0 1112 . 

_ 4)':1Lo10 PE.OPUS NB Of GR.E:.E:NFHLQ __ GREE.Nf-lEL.D __ ·-------·--· OH ---· -·-~-----·--·- 22bl.7 721 3>5 o_ 0 355 ·-·----*--
439;;::100 C.RH.NVl LLE NAT lGNAL BANK C.REENVllLE OH 5,C.:'077 1>9 15-54 3•0 0 15,~4 ~ 

439.('.720 SE:.C.~U Nb OF G'lHNl/lLLE. GRE.tNVlLLE OH 43318 603 1H8 0 0 1148 . 
439£170 FlR!:.T Nb r. Tk C.O UF HA.Ml LTO'-IHA,"\ IL TON OH 135-739 4!,lO 3Ci34 11~3 0 31.134 
439~780 SEC.ONO Nb OF MAMll TON HA."'11 L TON OH 73701. 1721 2000 b11 0 2000 
4-)q,e20 flli..:;.1 hl'o UF HAkk.l:S.ON HJ..kkl~lJN OH 188'+6 "~~ ',£4 0 0 424 

_43926ti0 fKMR~ " TkuR::, Nb UF HLSBRO HlLU:,llORQ GH _ -----··--·---,-· 2540b 220 903 0 0 903 . 
4392870 HlLLSfWRlt BAf..K • SVbS CO HlLL51'0RO UH 34qo1 43; 11~5- 0 0 1 11!,5 . .... 
439.2.t,t,U ME:.K.(.HANJ S NtS QI- Hlll!:.~OkO 111LL!:,t!ORO OH 2bl 77 ~e~ "'" 0 0 ••• . 

~ 
'e39i940 Cl TllE::NS Nb OF lkONTON. IkO,'flON. OH .;1960 1088 n 0 0 73 . .... 
439t.9Sl FIRST N._T Bl'.. OF lkONlC.N lkONlLN OH 7llb& 19ti.7 lbl6 0 0 lblb 
4392960 f-lkST "tt:S OF JACK.SON JACK.S(•N OH S6ll; llb5 l4b7 0 0 l4b7 

_ 4393C.b0 HU'1TlNC:.Tt-J. PURT A.C:.E: NB lJF- · K.EMKU~l OH 9451,..:: 1745 30ti9 lfl 73 0 3U,9 
~3•73CJOb HAkLJN NA. 1 lU.'iA L t:lANlf.. Ki:NTON OH 19227 375 4>1 0 0 .,, . 
439.J07,) hUN.TlNC.TN f-lkS l I\B OF- KENl(hJ',.l;NlLJN UH 347.i:'.O ••• ... " " •9b . 
4?-93100 KlllbUCK SA~ li\G~ bANK CO ~l"LlbVCK OH 28475 571 5b2 0 o· .. , . 
439.H;O FARMtl<S ~ANKlNG CCJ LA!<..EVIEW OH .t"2bl.9 .lb1 617 0 0 017 .. 
4)',1.,lbO F-AlkF-ltl(J ,'l,j!j Of- LANC.A~H:R LANLASTER OH 4~43,. 5>0 111Y "' 0 1719 . 
43~3ltW HOtl'-.lNl,,, VL'I' f...B o< lANC.A!:iH:.R LA.'ilA~H:R DH '9-823q 1257 120.3 0 0 1203 .. . 
439-31'10 LAr-.CA.~ HR ~A 11 l.JNAL bANJ<. LAN(.A~HR OH 1<;;735 1114 0 0 0 0 • 
<tJ?:-:,220 LE.~A.'\10~ C.lTlZE::N!:. Nb lthANUN OH 3S379 b2; 13&.::: 29 0 l3b2 
't3932b~ HUNllNGlON fIRSl NB OF L ]MA Ll'1A (JH 100366 21s ,- .t:U6b 1112 0 2&bb 
'+39.32BS lU1tE.R ,'iB OF llMA LIM.A OH 3Y003 SS9 937 0 0 931 . 
4.3',1,;U40 Fi"-F.~ C. MRCrH5, 81<. OF LOGAN LOGAN UH 30817 1"9 069 0 0 b&9 . 
4393360 f-lRS.1 Nb OF LONDON. llhUON OH 2b.2b~ 459 bOO 0 0 600 
At-3933bS HUNl INC. JON NA.T IONAL £:.ANK LONDON OH 23927 ••• b07 0 0 bOl 
439.:5310 CtNlRAL SEC NS OF LORAIN ClYLORAlN Ott 9tl'-164 .(.C-,91 1509 211 0 1509 
43..,.3380 Cl TY 1:S"N"'- CU!'IPANY LuR.AlN ~H t,4104 144 l 40~ 0 0 .. , . 
43':11)385 FI'{S1 LORAIN TRUST co LlJRAlN OH 40132 ••• l(J7t, •Ol 0 1078 . 
4)9)400 LO!'.<AI~ NATI1.H-l.A.l l:lANK LuRAlN OH 1345-06 ,u;i.. 297b 1187 0 2'i76 
439341b NAlllJ"'IAl b,V1K. Of- LUVf:LAND LUVE.LAl'tO OH ·~---------- 20372 '""' bS 0 0 •• 
43,9jAtb0 E.XChANGE:. S.U4K U.1C.KE Y OH 220£".7 , .. ••• 0 0 "" . 
4393490 V l~HCN C. TY "" OF- MC.AR THUR. HC.AK THUR UH 21142 311 151 0 0 1,1 . 
4~93;20 C.TlS Nb OF MC C.UN:it.LSVILLE HC C.UNr--tLSVlLU: UH 1.c,4z4 191 3•0 0 0 3eO . 
43'U5)0 lS T ~" UF "1(. CU'-INt\..SVlLLE MC C.f.JNNELSVILLE OH l 7380 £~4 •81 0 0 ••1 . 
"t39Jbl0 FAP.Mt.R!> $,AVlN:.:.S AN(J Tk\JST CUMAN5f-IELD UH Y8~9'7 l~'fl .390; 2072 0 '.,~O!t 
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__ MENSER. BANKS - --------- ----- _ . ·---· BENEFl T TO BANKS COVERE:D BY f1001FlEO S .. 85 2/22/79 

1 ll (21 I~) 14) I>> lb) 
DSB NAME LOCATlON lOE:f.• Vl lCSH 1977 NtW Nf;W LJ)F 

-·--------· ---·· --- -- ·-·------------ - ------·------ Rt:.t;..8AL E.PA RKib-.L DJ-(5L 

4393b60 Cl 1 lZENS. NB OF MARIETTA MARIE llA C,H 4b3b8 5>2 1513 177 0 l!>l'.? 
439::,7.CO N4T10NAL CITY SK tlF MARllJN MARlLN CH 101~32 22b7 3,0c,5 lObO 0 300) 
43937!>0 F-lRSl Nb OF HAR"fSVILlE:. MARl~VlLLE OH 313C2 90b ~76 0 0 )7b . 
43937b0 FIRST MASON BANJC. MASO~ OH 19V56 291 04> 0 0 b40 

__ 't393770 FlkSl NB IN MASS lLLON MASSILLON. _ __,_ ____ OH ----~--------- ---· 71540 __ 203' lt'f'.l 118 ... 0 l t&l 
4~93830 OLD Pt-i0£N!X NS Uf MEbJNA M~O l"'A OH 144316 29-'19 '-,0'-,b ,2J'-,7 0 "-C.,40 
4393f'70 flkST NATIO~AL BM◄I(. MIAMlSblJKG OH ~o~ 10 1041 745 0 0 74' 
4393940 CLE!s.HLNT NAT l(JNA.L bAN~ MlLF-LKO UH 19049 2038 27:t.t;, lObO 0 .t.1;:.o 
't39J9t0 A(>AMS bAf'iK MlLU.RSbURG OH 17911;1 ,11 >Ll 0 0 5<1 . 
439~'770 COMM!;RCJAL ANU !:a.AVJNC.~ BANK HHL£RS.6lAG C,H 31&78 2.;lb llCiO 134 0 11Gb . 

_43939135 CO.'i~UHERS NA110NAL oANK MlNC:kVA OH ___________ l37b3 ~,9 140 0 0 1'0 . 
it39.,990 MINERVA BANi<.JNG COMPANY HINE RVA OH 22794 240 ~8£ bl 0 5"2 
43940.20 MlN~TEK STA.TE. bA.Ni<. HlN~H.R C,H 2 10.(,L 177 b9:C 0 0 b"fl 
4394040 FlR5T NU UF HlUOlETOWN MUWtOC: OH 104 703 4052 ~04~ bOO 0 20-.~ 
"t3'14V70 NB OF MUr.tlPE:lll~ MCJNTPE.Llf.R UH 24112 .(;94 •1t 0 0 olb . 
"t394C90 FIRST Nt, OF kAkREN CTY HIJkF:OW OH 11'1~5 >75 171 0 0 111 . 

_439-'1130 PEDPLES BANK MOUNT GlLEA.0. __ ~--- OH ------ -··· :, 701b 31:; B.t,5- , .. 0 J)-<,!, • 
"t394 l40 Bk.On:-.. t TY ~o Of Ml ORAB KOUNT OkAB OH 14420 ce~ 342 C, 0 I :,'92 
4394lb0 SH."'-LlNG ~TATE bANK ~WNT SllRLlNG OH 16053 HO !,b;:t 0 0 >e3 
4394 l 70 15 T-i<.t10). NU IN MT Vt.RNUN MWNl VERNON C,H b'-,644 1233 2~'11 12tsl D £h9l I-" 
"t3'14leo K~C,,;- COUNTY SAVlr-.GS bAN~ MWNl VER.NUN OH 2b37 l )08 417 0 0 417 c.o 
"3942CO COMMUN? TY SANl'I. ",APOLtO~ OH 2b479 831 458 0 0 45b t...:> 

__ 439'tl50 flf<.ST N6 OF NE.I-IIARK NE.WARK. OH ii03le l~lb i"(:04 5Sl 0 2GC>4 
43'il't210 PAkK NAl lONAL b.\NI( NtWAkK OH lb 115b 3bb'l 31!>0 1871 0 :n'.:>o 
43'14290 FlRST NB IN NE. W 8R£;:f1C:N Nf." bkt.HEN OH lb9b0 IS9 4'9 0 0 429 . 
.C.394370 PPL NB OF NO, lf.XlNG.TLN Nee U.HNG TON OH l~&b4 3b7 331 0 0 3Jl . 
439-..380 Pi.:RR.'f C.UUNTY bAt-.,<. MW LEXlr-tGllJ"' OH 2.i216 331 >Sd 0 0 >YB . 
4t3f;44'10 0Hl0 BAN"'- t lKU~T COMPANY MW PHlLADE:.LP~lA OH 3C.2 lY ',lt,0 099 0 u bit~ . 
't394500 NE. W riA 1 tk~URO BANI'. Nl:iol WATE.f<FUkO OH l!.>';t,!, 406 t.D 0 0 213 
439..,'.:>:2.0 (.l(.,l lAR s1.v .u-~vs bAr-tt< co NlU:S OH .lOOt!li Jll b<S 0 0 b.:._ 
lt3___2~5.J..Q__ Nl LCS UAf-lK. tu NJLE:S OH 1+b91:8 1!>21.1 4\.;~ 0 0 4C,3 
43~45&8 Ml(J-AH£.RlCA N8 t lR co M;i{lHwUUO OH ll 41?9 2288 27~4 138~ 0 L1~'-
't39 .. ~<JO C.Tl!iS NH Of NUkWALK ~OKNALK.. OH 2t,493 3S7 &lo 0 0 e lb 
"i3'14b00 11UkON t 1 Y bA:-.1UNG C.0 NA NUkWALI',, OH 73b72 71• '4b0 903 0 L4~0 
4394b40 N8 LF OAK HARB!JR DA< ttAR~OR OH l:>~£4 '31 055 lo 0 "" 43946~0 04!'.. HAR Bl,k ~ TA H t,ANK CO OAK HARbl,R OH 2~078 192 o>S , 0 6~? 
4394<:iBO Ubt~LlN SAVING~ bA.NI\ CO lJbE:RllN OH 4LB2 62 l 1~5':i lbY 0 l L~9 
4-3~"-7Z.O F-IR~l NAlllJ.'l..t..l bA~K CJF.RV ILLE. OH 5,),0!;3 1V73 14 1,U 15 a l4t.O 
4394730 OkkVlLL E: !:,A.VlNG!) ill.NI\. OKK \I J LLI: OH L3:;5b 1,1 bl> 0 0 <>10 
Ct394830 LAK.E C.TY NB OF PAlM:SVlLLE f'AJl'tES\llLLE OH 2!'> 9211 443b b017 50~U b48 73!>'1 

_439-'t&)l lAKESHCJR.E. TRUST C.LMPANY PAlNES\llLLE. OH 105378 1240 ',)04 3031 0 4.;)()4 

43948._0 F-IR.ST Nb Of PA.Nl/URA PArlDURA OH lb710 Yo 679 0 0 b1' 
439-'t845 ,\.ME;RiCA.11.1 NAT lUNAL BANK PARMA OH 24b5-'t ~12 Ob 0 0 bo 
43S1-'i&70 Nb OF PAULDING PAULO ING OH 19!>7~ 24l 6>7 0 0 .,, 
't394900 C.11 JH.NS SAVINGS BANK C.0 PE:~BEkVlLLE OH 13019 ll3 3'1 0 0 341 
-'t39 .. 910 ClTJZENS bMUHNG CO Pf:.RKYS~URG OH 21~40 ••• >lo 0 0 018 
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__ M.E:.HU:.R BANKS ----------------- - - bE:.Nf:.flT TO SANKS. COVER.ED . .BY H001F1EO S. 8!» . ___ ----·~-U<Z/79 

111 12> 13) 14) I Sl 161 
05S NAME LOCATION TDEP Vl lC.SH 1977 NcW New C,IF 

---·- - -·-- ----- -- ------·--·---- RE.t;.i6Al EPA }H.Q!:AL 13)-151 ___ 

4394970 ~lA!-11 C.llllENS NB & TR {.Q PIQUA OH 65637 1347 241tb 915 0 2-446 
43949 bO PlC'..IA. N•llUNAI l'-ANK & lR CO PH~U• OH 43214 l!i89 63b 0 0 638 . 
4.;>9~005 Fir< ~1 N8 OF MAN~FHLD PLYMOUTH OH 203el2 bl&2 3b.37 915 0 :;a.n 
4.:i9!--030 FMK!. b~ & SVG$ t.0 OF- f011EROYPU/o1t ROY OH 187&6 "" ~09 a 0 :t.e9 . 
ld9::.040 PU~~i{QY NA Tl l:iAL bAN!\ PL'l'1t.R.OY . OH 2..3821 603 450 0 0 -,o ---~--
4~9'.':,('~Q A Ml RICAN bM~K PcRl CL lNT(JN OH 3!i?.77 210 llO!i l<b 0 llb~ . 
43•1'.lvio P(;Rl Cll'.·HO"t NAllLiNAL bA.N!t. f'Oi{l CLINTON OH 349lH~ ,,, •:'Dl 0 0 sol . 
43'j"!)(;7{J NB GF POklSM01JTH F'OP. I .S.MUUlH OH 4'1702 21'-'~ 0 0 0 0 . 
439'.':>US,0 SH.URI TY Ct.N:lR.AL NAt bA~K. F'UR l ~MOUTH OH 93294 357b bOl (, 0 803 • 439!il30 CH.IAl'..i:.K C.ll't hA 1 lUNAL bA1'1K. (.jUAl<.ER. C.lTY OH 2039d 381 '41 0 0 '-l 

.. 43'1~lb~ Flk5T NO • JC. OF RAVEhNA RAVtNNA OH 770':,7 122b 24':tl 1317 0 24S-7 -
4395180 SEC.UW Nb Uf- kA\'.t.NNA kAV£:l'tNA OH 559()7 1216 13!:>4 327 0 Bb-4 . 
4.::9~203 CLNTRAL lRU~ l (.(J'1P..t.:'\iY R~Y,-..ULDSE!lJRG UH 79~93 l'Jbb 23110 8 110 0 23(,0 
4395£ 10 RJC.Hl'IOO[.) 8A~KlNL> CU FdU-1nO::H..1 CH 19oq7 •1• ,11 0 0 '17 . 
4]9.:>£50 CH1FPb1A VALLEY l!A~K. RITHIM-4 OH lb~O't ~37 230 u 0 .?:30 
439~.l-20 !=.AN!'.. OF RUSHLLV!LLE to RuS SELL V ILL£: OH 14689 Ill .,. 0 0 <78 • 
43953b5 bEU-lU,"H CtY "" St C.LAlRS.VlLLE ---·· _ OH 58Qll 153l l't7't l~S 0 l-47't . 
43<;';,)<}0 St hE:NkY bM'IIK S1 Ht.t-i.KY OH 2149ft 163 6 LY 0 0 619 . ..... 
439'J4U0 HLJ.-..1: BANK.IN{. CO st H-'RYS OH 3220l !i.28 euo 0 0 900 . (0 
43<t',420 f:AR,",i:."'.S. r-t:,, OF- ~ALlM .SALEK OH 67.t'.19 1434 187( 3&2 0 llH2 c.:i 
439'.>430 flk~T Nb UF SA Lb_,. SALEM OH !i4433 1~1 15':,tl SIS 0 15'9& 
439~ ... ~o C.1 l lZE:.1'1~ bA:\1'sl N(:. CU"1:PANY SA .... (JUS.KY UH 7beb0 b>9 24Y9 b73 0 24',9 

_ 43,,:,.,oQ Tt-t!l\:J ND Lf SAN.UUSl<..Y s1,1-.uus.1<...Y OH 7()0.23 14',l 1552 205 0 1,,2 
4 . .1',~47() WE. S HkN SlCUi-<l TY bANK. SANL.,U~l<..Y OH ble~b 1116 141b 10 0 l4lb 
439'::i=-60 Cl T IltN.> bANK OF 5HCUlY Slit lbY UH 1950b 474 3bl 0 0 3•1 
43~=,.:,"7..) f-IR.S.1 Nb UF- Srl'tL!:OY SHE Ll:IY OH 21:1540 1S8 549 0 0 S•9 • 
4~S'J010 Cl THENS bA'.JC.1-lMAN NA l •• S lLlf-1.t Y OH 6Ull6 119~ LU!:>O '79 0 20~0 . 
43~.:>6.i:0 F-lf<!.T NAt EX:tH "' OF !)!ONEY SlONtY O<i 3-35-lB t,12 1010 0 0 1016 
43',1':l':!30 C.J 1 IlE/.cS STA Tt: LM~K SlLVtRTGN OH 23610 930 310 0 0 ,10 
4Y~'J730 1-IRST f-.b OF SYH.lr.l,flHO S ._,RI r--.t.F l E-.LO UH l01t066 33b0 H::17 395 0 lbl7 
439>l<t0 Ht;•'illNG-lN LGOA ~B OF '.>PGFLO SPRlM,F-11:LO UH 55113 1271 158c, 202 0 lStib . 
4390:,742 SE:C.lJklIY .~Afl0:'-4Al &A~K. ~P~lNl.i=-JELO OH lO!:>bOl 30bl l!Hl 543 0 11:Ul 
4395 77~ Fl RST Nut. TC 1, !-.Tf.:Ut.H.Vlllt. SH:UtlE-NVlLLE OH 109817 33~8 2J',t, 10',C, 0 2340 
439",bl0 UNlt,N SWH,S ti-~ • tk co SHUof:.Nl/lLLE OH !:>Ot.67 }.C.17 l.:'.3~ 09 0 l..?:3> . 
4~':r!:>e4o f-AR ... ,t.RS SAVll\'.,S ~M1tK S. TU,'IIY RIDGE. OH "+0763 b71 933 0 0 93l . 
439-,910 SYLVA.''H~ ~A..VlNt..~ t.Ho.N.i<. tO S,YLVAf'dA OH lb1~4b 2~'"lH 4837 2434 0 4a.:n 
4~9.:>940 COl-1,"':C:J...(.lAL Nb us llf-f-lN l lFf-lN OH 54720 ~91 l3bl ,1 0 l3e2 . 
439~950 FIRST Nb OF Tl ff-!N l lFF-lN OH 31199 ~33 031 0 0 037 . 
4.39f_,0U!> f-lR~l Ne, UF lUU.DU lOLE.00 OH 395-710 126-46 e.i.e1 !10~9 s 847b 
4)9t.020 UH!O (Jlll.E'iS lKUS.T co lULl:UO OH 3b876L 10.t'.24 10!,c,,l ~J't9 ZZ&O b2b2 

.. 4_,q,:.O!>u lOLE:LJO TRUS 1 cu TOLH>U UH 517 244 9~93 23!>63 ~211 13!:ibi! 9%1 
43~60t.O lROlWOOD BANr<. 1st TkOTWUOD OH 3b8lb 191 976 0 0 916 . 
4::,90071 F-.i ~ST NAl 

"' & 
lk C.U JJJ,OY OH 1ti'.'>81 l5b5 2470 &~I 0 2410 

4396130 lS l CTZ~~ No Of UPk. SANDUS.K.YlJt'Pt.R SANDU~KY OH 48111 ,u 146~ 2'0 0 l-'tb2 • 
43'Jbl40 l.h..t."!PAll.N NAT BK C.·f- UkbANA UKBANA OH 22453 411 008 0 0 008 
439bl50 CITllENS NAf EIAN.~ OF- URBANA URBANA OH 307::i9 b4b &~• 0 0 oS9 . 
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---MEMBER 6AM<.S -· _ --·- .. ---- ----------- bENE.Fl J _ Jo_eANKS-tOVE.RED_ .BY 1100lflE.[J_..S. 8~ 2122/79 .. ----

{l) (2) 13) 141 151 161 
oso NAME LOCAllON TO£P VL TLSH 1977 Ntiw Nf:rl Olf 

RE:(;.bAL... _ E:.PA _ RE:QbAL .. l2l-l5L. ____ _ 

439bl90 PEOPLES BANK • lRUST C.OMPAl',/,YVAN WERT OH 33540 !.32 Y.CV C 0 ',,20 
4390200 VAN WERT NAT lONAL DANK. VAN wERT OH t>Obl',. 12!:il l 1bl 237 0 l 7el 
439022.0 PEUPLE S NA Tl l,N AL BANI\ VfRSAllLES OH 20460 2:('.7 058 0 0 b~8 
439b2b0 ~UNTHlGT1'1 lS T NB Of HCINA C JYpjAO~l"ll.lrfl H OH 3',IOLb 43& 103'1 lb2 0 103Y 

_ 439b27C: WAKL~A.N BANK. CO "HAKl::.MA"i UH l4b06 -··· 203 350 0 0 3'8 
4396.c'.SO F P.!i 1 NAT bl( UF- MAPAKU, ..... flA W,~pJ..,...GNf::TA OH ~~Eli,'8 bb2 17~~ 204 0 17~5 
43'-102',.0 PE.Gt'Ll::.S NB or 'l'/APA"s.U~t:lA r4Af"A:-;.U'il:;1A UH 302bb ~37 SS5 197 0 9~5 
439b~00 SECUlO ;',jAT tlA.~K Of MAkkl:N WARKtN OH 1822&.7 47d8 3'190 l!>C-,3 0 39'70 
439o31CJ W-il(;N 5AV1N(,S ANO TKUS T (.O WARRl:N OH 203999 3067 10·11 "t680 0 7071 
439b330 F-1 RST Nb LF NA~H CUUkl HWStl'IASH ClJURT HOUSE: OH o!YbU 455 IO lb 0 0. 1010 . 

_ 43':,t.,)7{1 Pi..OPLES STAI t h.At-.r-. WA\J~l::U,"i uH 2b3&4 351 747 0 ... 0 747 . 
43So380 FlkST NAl BANK (JF- WA.VE.RLY WAVf:.l,,LY OH 31407 1()15, 3H 0 0 313 . 
4396410 WAYi\E:~VllLE NA 1 lONAL SANK WAY'ttf.!,'11LLE. OH lbObb 190 5•l 0 0 S,"12 
439b430 FJ k~T "-1.:.T dK Ot- pjE.LLSll.t"i ~E:.LLSlON OH 1~£0o ,.. ~Bi. 0 0 .lb-'t . 
435'c.4!:o0 TWIN VALLt:'i BANK. WF.:ST ALE)I.ANORlA CH 13!97 3~~ 0::17 0 0 211 . 
4396t,10 CLlN CTY NBl.lC OF WlLMlNG.l(J'Ol!LMlNGTCW OH 54192 113 ~133 bb9 0 21:,3 . 

-· 439t.bLO flRSl NAT BK OF- wlU1lNl,lON WlLMH,tr.,llli UH-·· 25lb'I >19 !>b9 0 0 ~·9 . 
439bU,O ~1U:'illNGlOl'i e.K UF WO(J(.>VlllE Wl()OVlLLE OH 2!)31!> 102 tio;,,, 102 0 • bOZ 
439ob70 CllllENS NA.1 BK CF WOO!:, l E.R WWSH.~ OH .3t..C:7tl 780 1120 0 0 1120 
4)9t.>b90 WAY"tl:: CO\Jfl.jl'I' NS OF wu□s T t:R WlJO~T tR OH 193b7 1~14 £',Sb 1!>67 0 29~b 
439b710 tTZ~S FlkS.T Nb (Jf GREE:.NC C TYH.NlA OH 37C,3l 'i9• ••o 0 0 bbO 
43'ib720 XENU Nt..TlCNAL bANI<.. Xi:.NlA OH 29110 %> 06' 0 0 oo• 

.... 
(,0 .,.. 

__ 4390750 (;uLLAK 5AY1Nl,S L. TRUST CO YWNG~ TUkN _ OH 3~b77l 10'10 l - B31 37bb 0 72)37 
439b7b0 ~Ah(.tH,.,,.G t,.fj OF YLUNC.S lUwN Yl.lUNCsS TOWN OH 2._..352b 1b11 43bb lb!>9 0 43t.b 
439b780 UNION NA.1 SK OF YOUNGSTOWN YWNbSTUWN OH 2!)2(.,!>t, 't-4b 1 89lb !;12~4 172:l 719b 
4Yn790 C.ll!ZENS N9 lN ZANESVILLE ZMtSVlLU OH b3t.~2 2312 , .. 0 0 704 
439bd00 F 1 R~ f NAT Bl(. OF ZAfit~VlllE Z.ANE.~VlLLE OH 8~010 1761 26'°1 1469 0 26!:11 

OF 257 6.A.NKS AFHCTf:D lN. ST Alf. 134 HAVE NO EARNl~bS PARTICIPATION ACClJUfiT OR RC.OUlKE.0 RE.SUWE bALA.NCE 
98 HAVE NO fi.H,1URED RESERVE:. BALAN(.E 

---------- --------------------
. 10400010 flRST NAT BK. &. lR CO Of- ADA ADA OK . >9421 353 236b 900 0 2.3bb 
10400000 FIR~T NA.T BK OF AllUS AL TU~ OK 335~!> 39b )-44!> •o 0 144!> . 
10400070 NA l HJNAL bK. OF C.~RC OF ALTUSALTU~ OK 21555 )48 100 0 0 706 . 
lOl.iOC.,090 CCNTRAL NAT SK OF AL VA ALVA OK 31253 32b 10&3 0 0 1053 . 
10400160 EXChA.N&E NA f BK G. TR co .ARO MORE OK b2:32t> 1012 2325 103) 0 2:~2~ * 10400170 FlRST NAT BK • lR OF ARDMORE:.AKOl'IOKE OK 70378 3b9 3299 1832 0 ~2"19 
l0-4002:lC, FIRST N& IN BAklLE:iovlLLt 8.A.RlLESVlLLf. OK. ______ 143773 1207 103<t7 "it.JbO 2747 7000 
1040021~ PLAZA NB OF BARTLE:SVILLE bAR TLESV ILLE OK ~132ij 48b 7> 7 0 0 1,1 * 
10400-'60 Flf<.Sl NAT Br<. OF- 6!::THANY bt:l HA.NY OK "t!>b32 SUb 1801 3bl 0 1607 
10.c,00300 flRST NAT BK r.. lk C.U bl.A CK.WELL OK 2lbl 7 lb3 09o 0 0 oSo . 
1C400400 AME:.RICAN Nb OF bRlSTOW akl 5 lOW OK 2oa44 .£17 b03 0 0 003 . 

·~----------- -- ··--··--- ··----··-
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___ J1fP1f:IER BANKS BENE:flT .TO bANK!J_ COVE:.RE.D BY NODlFIE.D S .. B!> ';;._/22./79 

( l) (21 (3) 141 ISi (bl 

osa NA:i1E LOC.ATION 10f;P VL lC~H Ffl7 NE.'W NEW D~f 
RH;bAL EPA kf.QBAL O.l-t5J __ ._ 

10400440 HRST NA.T 8'<. OF- tsROK.E:.N ARRGlf::HtO!(H.i ARROW OK 35970 594 1£47 110 0 1247 
10400~70 FlRST NAT aK OF CHAr-iDLER U1A!'-41JU:R OK 17~40 137 002 0 0 002 . 
l04005CJ U~l~ NAT BK. OF- (.HANDLE:.k CHANDLEk OK lb991 149 ,oo 0 0 !J.uO 
l0400t>OO F-lf>.Sl NAllONAL b, C lK {.Q t.hl(..K.ASl1A UK 39770 400 l!dL 277 0 l:J_j2 

-- 10,00010 0!'.. :-.u l. T . .i, C..0 CF CHl.Cx.A.SHA CHIC.'<...t..'.:.HA OK 4469.l. 391 1r,,99 707 u 1999 
10'-0Cbf:"U FlkST NAl SK IN tlAkt.MUkt: C LAkl:~LRE OK 2:7117 3Lt, b73 0 0 ~73 . 
10 .. vu140 1-!R.'.:.T NAT BK IN CU:"iTLN CUNTCN OK 23174 £11 878 0 0 !::. 78 . 
l0400t.HO CUR CELL NAT lU1'.AL BA~X. LLRU£:LL OK 307!:14 13b 101~ 221 0 1015" . 
1040".Jt.20 f-A.R./"\l:RS NAT BK OF- C.U~Gf::LL (.UKDl:.LL OK 2.2.t29 110 7S3 90 0 7'3 . 
10400900 fAR>-1.:R.S NAT "' OF CUSHING (..USHlNu OK 21359 31' ·,oo 0 0 7·~0 
10400910 FlR~T NAT B~ OF- CUS.H].\G CUS.Hlr--G OK 2971~ i.37 1150 " 0 11~0 
l04C09e,) F lR~T N,\l c.K UI- l;Cw(. Y ttWf::Y GK 22693 4ll9 S77 0 0 ~77 
104010-,0 LJ:(LA~JU"'A Na OF C:U~CA~ (J\.f'-j(..Af',j OK 33:J l'i' db 12b't so 0 !Lt~ 
104010~0 ~EC.L»o;IlY Nj & TR OF OU-\CA~ UL!-... C.A.N OK 97319 69' 42-31 2340 0 4.3.37 
114')1070 Fl/<.~T ~AT :3M•K. JN OVH.A.'ll l.JUK.t.NT OK 371::.5 090 1092: a 0 1092 
10401 lCV f-lK.'.:.T NH SK. Qf- 1::0-1HJN~ 1:.:JML,:">.(J OK 20C35 267 691 0 0 b4l 

__ 10401130 f-A~,'4.EP,\ NAT bK u> E:.LJ<.. C.llY f:LK t.lTY GK 2.4?tib 31!> b94 0 0 t94 . 
10'-IOlH,0 CITHU1S. ~T OK C TR (0 lL Kt-NO lJK 23709 19£' 'i5-_j a 0 · 9~3 . 

I-' 
10 1,01170 FH,~T '" " TR C.O Df- i:.L RENO EL Kt.NO OK 31934 342 11'19 0 0 ll4GI co 
JO-.O1Hl0 CE:NlRAl NAT bK C Tk EN.It, CK 95493 1042 3;;:_74 1513 0 3274 01 
1c..:..011 qo f-!RS.T Nb " TR (.(J LJF f:NID f::NlU OK St.66':I 710 L3'-J2 808 0 i::392 . 
lO4i:l2OO SI-.C.L;IUTY r--:A.T OK Ur ENID E.\ll D UK ~~600 433 £3.;::o lOlb 0 2.!1£0 . 
lCt,C .L.2.bO f-Al~VlE:W STAlt: tlANK fAl~.VlEW OK 16469 bl 5~4 a 0 !>S4 
10-'.)l.ll:15 FAkM~l{S f. MERC.HANl~ NAl UK F-AlkVlEW OK 15<;.o3 •• !>91 0 0 >el . 
104(.' I J.i.o FIR~T SAl SK IN FKE.01(.K FkEDt:Ril..K OK }C,.028 l6 1t 839 0 .. b39 . 
lC"-Ol410 F-ll(SJ NAT 81<.. OF G1J1HklE GUTHklE OK lb69 l 439 098 0 0 >98 
JJ',C· l~~O f lW...'.:.T Nb OF WYMt:N GU'!'l"!{.;N. OK L11~3 141 1430 149 0 14.50 
lO.:'.tCJH,10 f-11-:.~T NA1 ~"' (JI- HENl'tf:SSEY l-1f:NNt!>SEY OK l~6j3 bl ~2';; 0 0 ~~o 

1040:040 fJR~T N.A 1 d< IN HOO ART !-H.JSAJ.t T OK ~ 
158.:,7 l~;'.j ,1a 0 0 !178 . 

l040lbt10 1ST Nb C 1, (..0 Of- HOLOt.N\/LU:HlJLLJt.NV llLE OK 3139~ 17::,, }2_lo9 79 0 1249 . 
1040 lOc.0 f-lf-1.ST NA.1 "' IN HL"'lNY HUMlNY OK 1 C'1C3 4:'.39 >O> 0 0 ,o5 
11401 710 Cl TlHNS ST A lE fJA~ HLJGU GK lbl.36 34) 398 0 0 ,j'-,8 . 
11401720 S.El.LJRITY f-lfl:.ST NATIONAL BAr-.x.HUC,U OK 262~0 4>0 ,S7 0 0 !»7 . 
1140178'.) IDAbt.L NATIO~,Al ~MH(. 11.JAtH:L OK 2b117 402 782 0 0 7b2 
lOt,Q}.::,70 PtlJPl.!:S NAT t:.:'- OJ- ,"',.HH.,flStH:.Kr,l.'ii.,FlSHER OK _.11{-,71 bl 13£4 70 0 13.::4 . 
10'-tO 1930 A.'•IE:klLAN ~AT b"'- OF LAlil'lON LA,dUN OK 3 7e?-& -4'-t& lbll) 41U 0 lblb . 
10-.0l"db C.l T llH4.S NAT 8At4.K. VF LA-.,TON LA..;lL,N OK 1"1223 203 377 a 0 'j11 . 
10401940 CITY ~ATlUNAL 6K C TR CU LAWTl,N OK ~1120 -,43 24'::14 12 77 0 £494 . 
10402!...:20 F-lRST NAl BK C lR CO Uf 1-',C AL!:.~TE:R OK 74953 093 231b 712 0 ~3lb 
10.:.02030 N.t,1 lG~AL bANK OF MC ALESlE~ OK 5-2791 ,02 2107 HS 0 2107 

_ ll 40.tOSO HRST NAT BANK IN MADILL MADILL OK lb~9!i, 37' .i:'..b9 0 0 (..b'-i 

10404'.l'tO !,TA.TE ,'-'AT b,"',. Of M.lkl UW MAK LUW CK 21::iS3 3.tO 070 a 0 070 
10404'.24(: FlP.!>T NAT :l!<.. L'f- Mlt...1.11 1-'lA!"',l OK 420$2 CJ0:.7 Sl4 0 0 Sh . 
1040".: 53 A."ltkICAN N~ OF M}{.;,tt.~T CITY MlD'rll::.!:.T CITY UK 27'tYS bl 7 t,89 0 u bt9 

lO't0,::255 FH.~T NB Of MlDiiE:Sl ClTY HlCn11:~l CllY OK 4.219'-I l'-173 371 0 0 J7l . 
tO.:.Ol3'tO CllIZE.ri!> :';Al UK Of HUSKQl,,EE MUSrt.OL.EE: OK 40611 633 1972: 600 0 1~12 . 
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--Kt.HhER..bAf\lKS, - -------~-·--· BE:NE.F-1 T _TQ. bANKS.....COVEREO BY _MOOlfll:O s._a~. --- . ----·----·- ··-···2/;,;J79 

t ll 121 DI 141 (51 <•J 
ose NAME LOCAllON lOEP Vl lCS.H 1977 •Nf:::W ..... OlF 

-------------·- --·---~------------·----- --------- lQhAL__·H"- .f\r.whAL .. t:l 1-(5I ___ 

10 .. 023b0 FIR~T NB &. TR CO OF HUSKU:.H"'-USK.OGEE OK !>4691 752 19i2 492 0 1922 . 
10402420 CITY NA.TIONAL BANK t TR NORMAN OK 4483.\ •09 lt;,93 621 0 lt:>93 • 
l0402"t30 FlRSt NAT lO!'iAL UK C TR NORMAN OK 36139 •73 1234 10 0 1234 . 
10402-V,O SE C.UR..l l Y NA t 10~.A.L BK ANO 1 R NOki"IAN OK 75221 4•1 3134 ~971 0 3134 

_104024!>0 FIRST NAT BK. Of NLiU,. TA NCt.iATA ···- ------- OK. --·---------- - 20798 1D4 _ 71~ 0 - - 0 718 . 
10"90245~ 'Jlt lCJRY NAT OK UF Nln,ATA ut,,',,,iAlA ~K 1~381 163 Sil 0 0 >17 . 
10402520 CENTRAL ~ATlV.Al 6ANK UK.LAHt,;MA CITY '" 790't6 ,o, )"tY-t) 22<.,) 0 3 .... 3 
10402525 C.11 llE::NS ~1AT UK C TS co Ui\.LAtiGMA C.l TY OK ll.ft-182 691 4<;1"'t 3060 0 .r,',,74 
1040.i::~30 C.ITY NAl &< tlK CO OKLAHGl'IA tllY OK 4<,-992 6'9 1c;,30 & 13 0 l9j0 . 
l040.t~40 Flvf.LllY b,l,NK N A (,Kl AHLMA C 1 TY UK 324b43 ltl.ft-3 lb24b S.ft't-'t 900b 8040 
l04027llt>O flRSl NATlONA.l Cl\ &. TR DKLAhUKA ClTY UK __ , _________ -------· tlb7t;,9~ .:'.304 >0813 ~7<;~ '10~;;1 lC..d:il 
lO-.Ot5b3 FIR!.T NAT BAr-.,._ OF BRITTON OKLAHOMA. CI TY UK 39439 348 1214 3 58 0 1Ll4 
1040.::5b4 FR li:NULY N4J bANK lt,1 ~'fll UK.LAHOMA Cl TY OK 4b,.14l '" l6!)U · 3~0 0 lt.BIJ 
10402570 LlbERlY NA lJ ONA.L SK (. lk CO UK.LAHOMA C.1 TY OK 740191 347-Ct 36736' 5b92" 2b91-'t 7t!22 
10.c.O.l~BO OKLAHOMA NAT BANK r.. TR (0 CJKLAHl.lf-lA CITY OK Sb470 •• 4 2341 BOO 0 23411 . 
104025-&!"> P'E:N/'i SQUAKE tiANK t,U., UKLA,HCJ,'1A CITY OK b3299 "" 30b3 lb64 0 30t.3 . 

_ 10402620 ClTUENS NAT 6K. f. TR CU l.Jt<.MUU,EE OK 2!:13.i::4 ... 8>9 0 0 oS-9 . 
10.C,0£622 F-lRSJ NAl 10,--.!AL bANI( £. lRUSl OJ'..MULGEE:: OK 3<:1323 488 156~ 271 0 l~bS . 
l0402b40 flft..ST NU OF PAULS VALLEY PAULS VALLEY o, 19791 242 747 0 0 747 
10"-t0.c6!,,0 PAULS V,HLEY NAT 10N4L l::IANK. PAULS VALLEY OK lb':ilO 208 810 0 0 SIO . 
10402720 F-JRST NAT Bl\ & Tf.t. CC, nkKY UK 3!,,Cb7 104 134b 4,H 0 13-.b . I-' 
104027!,,0 FlkST NATlC~AL ••• TR PONC.A CllY O< 59427 6S8 2346 8()5 0 2:34~ . t0 

-10402755 PlO.--.E.E.R NAT llttlAL bANK PL'NC.A Cl lY QK_. 19552 272 5,2 0. 0 S42 ·--~---
0) 

----"------·~ 
l0402lq0 l.ENTRAL NH bK OF POJ ~AU ._,OlEAU OK 27b05 2"e2 855 0 0 8S5 . 
l04U2~00 F lR~l NAT BAN'<. OF- f'ltiAC.UE PkAG.UE. OK 1901.('. 95 030 0 0 "'· . 
1040~·1! 10 PR AC,UE NA TlONA l &AN)( f'K&.l,Ut" OK ll 1b4 ., ... 4 0 8,4 
10"-t0283CJ f.lRST NAT b!<.. OF PRYOR f'RYLJR OK £)9~2 230 V3b 0 0 9~6 
l0402t,50 MC tlAlN ClY NATIONAL BK PU!<Ct"LL OK 30739 l4J 1160 109 0 llt..O 

·- l04U.l970 NA 1 JmiAL 8A-.,.1', Of- .5.ALLl!i,AW SALLISAW: _____ OK ----------- 231.i::7 -- 208 __ 1b5 0 0 7•5 . 
104029110 AMERICAN NA J lONAl t'ltr. C Ts SAPULPA O< -40867 3>4 1774 434 0 177'9 . 
1040.(.995 sEc.uRI TY NA r 6K OF SAf-'Ul,PA ~Ai'Ulf-'A OK 2140'1 3~5 0•2 0 0 08, . 
10ioV3010 FIRST NAT Bl<. OF S,A.YkE: 5AYIH:: OK 1747b 78 009 0 0 bb9 . 
10~0.3070 Al'"E:kl(A~ hPf.lC OF SHA'rlNE:E: ShA,.j/lj;Ef UK 70&37 1360 2117 Obb 0 2117 
l04030b0 F-EUER,t,L NAT bK • TR S.1--tAMNEE OK ',lt,~6b 1243 3!:>5b 2244 0 3!:>!:>b 
l.:>4031.30 Flfr.!,l NAl bi<. Of- S.llC.LE.k. S llGLER. __ OK ~----~- -~ _ 23l'.5& ..:..(, as, 0 u •>2 
l040~1"C, Fl~~l NAT 8< • Tk S.llLLwATE:R. O< 521&9 .i::329 0 0 0 0 
10403150 STILLWATER NAT R!<. r.. TR !,TlLL°"AH.R UK 56.Jbb "t!.ot, 2160 061 0 2lb0 . 
10-403l20 FIRS.l NAT OK Of U.Hll:C:.UAH lA,HLU,iUAH OK 3731:13 -Ct26 llb7 Sl 0 lJ.c,7 . 
l04C'3.J50 f IRS.T NAl B< l~ lOf-4KAriA TONKAWA OK lt>3?4 100 519 " 0 519 . 
l0'-t033b7 &Ah.I<. Of 0KLAHJP1A NA TULSA OK bbS l&l 7B3 ~0602 !,t,97. 20980 9t:.~2 
10403.380 FIRST NAT BK. f. lk OF TULSA_ lULSA OK b5"tti68 74117 3lti-'tl ~908 2202.ft 'tel0 
10403390 FOuRl H NAT bK. (,f TULSA lULSA OK 22 ... ~~4 .. , 12913 5-b92 ~~b 7.,57 
1040.:Hc;.3 GU.AKANlY NAT lUNAL bAi'ir<. 1L'l.SA OK 5t74b eoo 13~0 219 0 1350 . 
1041)342!» Ul IC.A f.tA TlOt'.AL "'"" C TR CO ll.JLSA OK 181817 l~b9 b2t.,::l s,.,, .. a 133,0 6933 
l0403~2b UNlON NAllONAL t:\A.NI:(. llJL!)A OK 218l'.9 410 301 0 0 361 . 
10"903510 FlRS,1 NATION Al be C Tll VlNl TA o, -42'10-4 4~1 1~04 · 121 0 150-'t . 
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-- KENBER 8Af'.l<.S 

D~B NAM!: 

l0403b20 St:CURITY S.TA TE BANK 
104037!>0 BA~ic. OF WU(JOftARO 
101.tO::SolO FlkST NA 1 Bl'i. OF YUKON 
10403620 YUJ<.Ui NATlG~J..l B4~K 

6£.Nl:FIT TO SANKS COVERED BY- HODJFlED S. &5 

LOCA 1 ION 

WtA THE:RFORO 
WOJDWARO 
YUKON 
YU<.ON 

OK 
UK 
OK 
OK 

(l) 

TDEP 

20170 
39136, 
32b&9 
34334 

(2) 

VL TC.~H 

159 
7¼ 
307 
,oo 

(3) 14) l>l 
1977 New New 

RE.Ob AL EPA REQbAL 

Nl 0 0 
131'2 0 0 
l(;E,',) 55 0 
1171 11, 0 

OF 107 8ANK.S Afff;ClEO IN STATE 50 HAVE NO EARNINGS PARllC.lPATION AC.COUNT OR fU-QUIRtD RESERVE bALA.'itf. 
49 HAYE NO REQURED k.E:SERVE 8ALA"'1CE 

12410230 FOR.CST GROVE: NAl lON:Al BAf« fuRtST bROVE OR 23"427 3>2 777 0 0 
12410360 Flk~l NO UF /'\C. /'\lNNVlllE MC. JrHt.'IY lLLI: OR 2~':,4tJ 240 107~ 0 0 
12410383 C.RAlER NAl lONAL bA"4K Mf:OFURO OR 4371b 939 1322 'b 0 
l2410'r-b5 NAT lUNAL SEtl..iR 1 TY BA.NII.. NE.,H'ORT OR 20700 29b b&b 0 0 
12410!:120 FlkST NAT BA~:C. Uf, URE:r.ON PCJR l LANO OR 2810713 39670 132075 50&6 8b3!>1 

_ l2"tl05b0 UNITED STAH.S NAllUNAL SANK PURlLANO ----- OR ------------------ - 26~3299 35L.lb 132b71 5111 89196 
12410592 UOUGLAS NATIONAL f1ANK ROSl:bURb OR 5,5758 536 2-'tbl 1256 0 

OF 7 BANKS Af,HC.TEO IN STATE 3 HAVE NO f:AkNlNGS PARTICIPATION AC.COUNT OR Rl:.QUlkED RESERVE: 1:U.L-'NCE 
2 HAVE NO RE.QUk.EO RESERVE BALANCE 

Z/22./79 

(bl 

UlF 
(31-ISL ___ 

791 . 
1372 . 
1009 . 
l l1l . 

777 . 
1075 . 
1322 . 

BBb 
451£4 
4.367b 
12o1t8l . 

--------------,---,----------------------------------,----------~ 
.C.'-20030 FlR.H to.T BANK Al ALBION Ala lOk PA 14910 2,1 37> 0 o· 375 
3420015 flR!ll NAT ~K OF ALLl:NlOWN Alll:.NlOlrlfN PA 640!:>2b J.018..,. l8li.) 5ol3b 1013a 731:l5 
3420099 MtRC.HANlS NO Of- ALLENTOIIIN ALLl:NlOIIIN PA 41001b 8979 bb30 5044 lb lb 72.l"t 
34Zll20't PHllALJE.lf'Hl.A NA TlONAL HANK. AROHC..RE PA 2.4!>2315 '94090 131!>bl !)529 86804 4tl7!>7 
342.0234 Cllll.t:NS Nb LF ASt-lLANIJ ASH LANO PA 23205 bOo 2b4 0 0 204 . 
3-'ti:0270 F.\.Rr-tlRS NAT t.K Of- ATHtNS A THE-NS PA l!lct06 351 .£0.l " 0 .202 . 
.;:l420297 FlR~T NAT &A~ OF AVUC.A AVOtA PA 21!16!) 379 35,7 0 0 357 . 
34~0.327 CE.Nlf<.Al-PE~N NAllONAL bANK. ~ALA-CYNWYO PA bl3bl3 l54t72 22017 5-153 10~!>7 11460 
3'tiOJ.c'.:B Flk~T PE:~llt.SYLVANlA jjANK NA b.t.LA-C.Y~WYO PA 3433'2131 't2170 l475i:l 5-330 1UY9t,5 3 75,St,, 
3"9L03.29 C.lkA1W bANK cALA-C'YNHYD PA £11048!> bO).tO bl924 !>030 26133 _,5791 
3't20)42 ME:.fi.CHANTS NAT bK Of 8ANGCR BANC.OR PA 4(JC,'.,,t ~4'1 l.t'.O~ 37b 0 l.i:'.O~ . 
3-'t203t.C FlR!.T t-.Al BA"'K Of BA 1 Ii bATH PA 2.974olt 3u9 nu •7 0 170 . 
.C,'tl0369 SE:Alti:R TRU!)l COMPANT tH:AVER PA 741!>90 3lb7 820 0 0 biO 
3420'r2..J f-IR!l,T NAT BANI<. lN EH.Df-ORU f!EDf-URO PA 27312 ~73 119 " 0 779 
3420432 HAkllEY NAT bK OF bEOFORO BEDFORD PA 21724 ,3a 571 0 0 571 
.C.420532 NAT lUNAL B~ tF WESTERN PA t,ERLIN PA !>2'110 59b 172.2 298 0 1722 
4oltl05-'t0 PHILSON NAT SA /Iii(, Gf fH:RLlN Bt:RLlN PA 13002 107 356 0 0 3~0 
3't2Cl51b FIRST NAT HANI<. Of eE.RMlCK BE-RPllC.K PA 41473 3b7 121b 181 0 1~7~ 
34207-'"-0 ~LUC: BALL NAJlONAL HAt-.1(. &LUE BALL PA b2144 11 lts l!:14& 0 0 1!>48 

-----·--------· 
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___ M.£.M.bER BA!'-U<.S __ BffiE.fll TO SANKS CUVEREO l:iY_ MOOIFIED S. BS L./22/79_···-----

( l) (21 131 141 ( ~I (ol 
OSB NAME LOCATION TCJEP VllC.SH 1977 NU, NlW UH 

--·--··--- ld:.Ql!AL. HA k.UH:AL 13)-(~J 

34207S6 NAl BA.SK OF bOYtfllOWN EWYE.klOWN PA 10912'1 lSlO :Bo2. 1131 0 330.2 
4421)837 BRlDGE:VllLE He.UST COMPANY BRIDGE\llLLE PA sos cs '1Gb 1921 <>51 0 1'7.d . 
3420891 bRGwNSTOWN "-IAT lU~1AL SANK BROn'NSTl.:h'N PA i3t>37 35::, 000 0 0 008 
34.!U9.(Q c:iR:JVlOl::NT NATIW•AL bANK 6RYf'i kAWR PA 13:i2t.SE 2S'-+.<'.ts 64S44 S491 444.Z.9 20H.1S 

_342102b FlRSl !'4AT BK Of- LA.'HPN - C.AN ION PA lt.0£7 2:29 '-152 C •. 0 4:>2 
342103,5 Flk.ST NB OF LARbUNOAlE C.AR ~L'r'IDALE PA f:l(.its<,~ lb3b BIO 0 0 l.170 
44210&9 FIR.'.)1 NAT "' ue C.A!-1.MlC.HAELS C.AkMlC.tiAE:LS PA 2H.'lb ,02 5S8 0 0 5-58 
3421161 SLJLITH SIUE NAT bANK. CATAtHSSA PA lts 7'11 3bb o4b 0 0 340 
342131.>S suul~EA5T NAlJUNAL Br< OF PA C.HC:~ TtK. PA 41:i:;.961 9229 19633 541.i: 10975 bti~3 
34213 77 CtNlRAL PA NAT J(J"lA!.. BANI(. C.LAY!:,bUkC. PA ~5b5l lbbl h4 0 0 7'4 

.3-421404 CGVHY NAllONAL bANK. C.Lf:ARflf:.LO PA 77c.9, 1.:::,9 .30i;:,3 D77 0 ?l-o3 
3421035, A(JAH5 COUNTY t-,A 1 tlANK. (.U.''1bikLANO lWP PA 105/:l9,l l4S2 293')! 906 0 29:,'I 
3421 710 DA.LE NAl lC.~•Al bA!'l,K. DALI:: PA ~38~4 l.:':O't 1057 0 0 J0S1 
342 l 7S!, FIRST Nb lJF DAfWllU:: ltMHtlLLE .. 3t14M) ~3b 950 0 0 sso 
3421609 c-u .. vt:R N.t.lllJNAL bANK DE.NVCR PA 4 l't7!, 5Y7 115'1 0 0 1159 . 
344'.ltH2 oo .. riINGTlJ"fN f,.,A T H.,~AL t,ANK. l>UWN 11'.G TOWN PA 42300 773 llbl 0 0 llbl . 

-- 34.i.:1926 OEPlJ51T NAllLJNAL bANK. cu bOIS -·-··· PA -- --------- ----- ·- 12 l 744 .i: 14(, 395'1 160b 0 39>9 
3421971 FI fi.ST Nb OF UU.",,MQk.E OlJNMUkE PA 34026 43L 83b 5U 0 Sao 
342.2043 1:.A5 TUN NAT e, L lR rn CAS l C•N PA l48H9 2~48 4087 22'-lb 0 4Ut l ~ 
3422142 LAU'"-1.tl t-cATJCN.4L ij,\NK 1:.BENSbUkG PA lllt>37 1910 31~':I lb 13 0 31 ~9 ~ 
342.2le.O PHJPU:S fll.b Uf- f.UWAROS.VlllE f:.l>WJI kOS\/ ILLE PA 30237 446 bl4 DO 0 bl4 . 00 
3-,.2£268 E:LVt.RS.ON N.6.1 lUNA.l DANK 1:.LVt:R:::.ON PA 18j,~0 ?.V7 4SI 0 0 4i:ll . 

____ 44.22L8b fARME:.RS NAT bK .... E:MU::.NlO:-t H'J.l:.N.HJN PA l?.'f4l !OS ;51 0 0 4>1 ... ~ 
342£322 EPHkAlA NAT l(J~Al BANI<. f; PHkA lA PA 7132:b %7 l06o b:t.1 0 -'06.!) 
442:L.3~4 ClllltNS. N~ ce l\/AN!) C.l lY [VAN!) CITY PA 700~'1 4!>2.2 0 0 0 0 
3 .. 2£41-2 F-lkS.T .. , eAM(. o, f:VEkEll E:VCkElT P• Lti?t.!> ~"Id 749 0 0 749 . 
3422-t .. l;) H ~-ST ~AT :3A~"'- OF FAlfo.Flt:L(I ff,lRflELD PA l j97£. 010 0 0 0 0 . 
3i,2.::4b4 f-Jk!:,T rlAT BA!'-i!<. 1, FLl:tlnuOO FLEt:h.OUO PA l 7l:106 ;::-,1 ob3 0 0 383 
3422 ~20 C.W•'!,..,Li.'"1TY ,',JAT!L'NAL bA:-.K Fukt:S.1 tlTY _ PA i::!>bOb ,01 410 0 0 418 
31-22'.l74 f-lR!:,T "" o, F-Rt:l.>Eklt!>(.S,blJKG F-kEDl:./\H.KSbUft.G •• 1311~ 31• ~£.l 0 0 2:.:.1 
4<o-2Lo28 1/ALLE:Y NAllUNA!.. 8AJ1K fRE:l:.PUkl PA 34.jt,£ 32b lt13 0 0 J,(73 
442 lt>4b Fl RSI "' t!IAM. oe F-R Yt.URG fRYbURG PA l 73b9 bo 10• 0 0 7(.'8 
<,420::bbi. FlF..~ l NA 1 :IA"'l", ue GAF-RUT (..ARkt.ll PA l'1lL8 112 6D 3b 0 613 
3422709 C,C-. T 1Y5uul<I.G ~A 1 lO~AL bAM Gtl 1 Y5bURG PA 74,!71 "'° .i:.3~t;. 10'1~ 0 ;;.,:,e,, 

___ .3'--227'JO C.:illLE~S No GF LkHNCA51LE Gl"<.i: E~tA~ Tlf. PA 4503':t 371 13'10 llb 0 !3'i-!> 
3422799 f-lf<.ST NAl S< Of G-R.HNCA5TLI:: GKEE:.N(.A5TLE PA 27'-JLO ,,. !Ii"/$ 0 0 ~.£8 
442.2830 5CUThWi::Sf NATIU.\~L bK ue PA C,REE.N~BUR& PA 1B't1tb 344t, 00!>7 •199 0 C;(l~7 

4422844 Fl f..:::,T NAT BK OF Ht.RCt:K C. lY C,Rl::EN\/llLE: PA 145004 :;211 £931 1442 0 2'737 
34<::t:ecic;, PtOPLES. NB Of- !i.US"UE:HA,'~NA HALLS H:AD .. 230?,b b5l ;:.m 0 0 2:,0 
31.i.22961 r-lAkLEY5\/lLLE ,. • Tk w HAR LEYS\/ lLLE PA 45~97 ',43 lOl~ 0 0 101~ 
3423010 (O!-lt-'D,'-i,d::ALTH !-JAtJCNAL B< hJ..RRlS.bURG PA 68 ~OUo lblOb 20~84 5325 ll~U 9071 
3'923U'fo F- lR ST NA.T bANI(.. OF HA.,.lt.Y hAWU: Y PA lb4?b 111 ''" 32 0 5,8 . 
3 '-t2 3132 HALLE:.TUN NAT lONAL bANK. HAlU. lON PA 113919 lb47 2.73~ a 10 0 2.13t:, 
3-'t2Jl41J PtU?LES F-lR~T ,a < lR co HALL t TON PA 1£24b3 3.,,CJ2 980 0 0 sou 
44231BCi FlkS.l NAl t:1A.1',iK. UF hERMlNlE Ht.RMlNJE. PA 3191.3 575 701 0 0 701 
342.320't t1E.k.5HEY NATIU·UL &ANK HERS.Hi:.Y PA b0b~2 69b 2-480 1182 0 2-480 

- -~---- ---~···- ----
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__ ME:.HBHt. BAM<.S ------·- ---·--""--- - -·- 8£NEfl 1 TO BANKS C.OVER.ED _9y HOOIFH.L, S. 8!, 2/22/19 

Ill IL) (3) i-1 (>) fol 
0~8 NAME LOC.ATION lDEP VL lC.SH l't77 New NtW u!F 

RE:.QbAL EPA RlOtlAL 131-l!d ____ 

3423285 HONESDALE NATlON.AL SA..,_ HCJNE SCALE PA 295b9 .s> 073 0 0 073 . 
3"23)03 FIRST NAT SK OF HON CY BROOK HO"lcY EIKOOK PA 2li3Sl 173 032 " 0 632 . 
34233t,O GRANGE NS OF LYC.OMlNC, ClY HL(.HE.SVlLLE PA ltl0',1 24' 43, 0 0 4~-'t 
3423393 f'!:Ni",j (ENlk.6,L NATllNAL bt.~P<. H~l!Nl>UON PA t;,48(13 l.{23 1711 37> 0 1111 

___ 3423411 UN.luN. ru~f.lR to Cf HWHHtC.OU.HLN f lNC.LILN ____ PA --- --- ---· --- -- ~SO lb 870 l~OO >11 0 l~~O ~--·---
44i 3456 /\Al bANK UF- lHt: (.U11'4Gr1~EAL THI NI.HANA PA 1731 1+6 36b4 SC.9 I )',199 0 !.◊97 
441.2.3465 SAV lNC.S f. TK!JST C.U OF PA lNOlANA PA 121'177 l!>l3 ~0·30 3Cibb 0 S030 
4423Sl0 Pl1 TSbURGH NH !UNAL bA.11.tK J!;A'-'NtTTE: PA i:'.403317 3171b 13l7b'-I Sola 85oS4 46130 
342.:,S46 FIRST NAT OA~K IJF JEkMYN Jt.RMtN PA 703ct.:: 10')11 1573 213 0 1573 
3lo2.J573 FlRST NAT BAN'<. GF JESSUP JES S,UP PA 14700 310 l SI 0 0 ISl 

--- 34,23~7~ Jli"i. THt:RPi:. NA.1 H:NAL t;ANK JIM lhOl-l.PE: PA. .. _ ----··----·--- ---·- l:H,44 £11 2't't 0 0 «::.4 1t • 
342 ~6U'I ~:J)l.,hA."'I NAT bl • ..'~!'- u, Jllhl'I~ TOMNJUH/\oS lOllfN PA 6Q;ct,3 16/0 1?88 213 0 l.::t::& 
3<oL.;',6l6 W.lli:.O STA lE;S NAT JUN AL BAN~ JOHNS TUWN PA 30~2t,b 7<tt,U 1'1".j,l ~4b2 l4b4 0408 
34£ )041-5 ~AT lUNAL bK C JK CO K U•,i,Nt It SQUARE PA 5 l34t:l, oeo l':t5l 838 0 19~1 . 
44i3oet FAR.~CRS NAT o< OF Kl l TANNIMi,1<;.ll l A~l NG PA 20~2b .l44 Ml 0 0 642 . 
4'4236'10 Mt..::..C.t-iANTS Ntj (Jf 10TTANNlNG Kl Tl ANNING PA 2£1733 018 092 0 0 092 

__ 3"2.Hb2 LQ.Ar,t,E: NAT dK (Jf MYlJM.!NC, LACl:.'r\llLLE --·· PA - ·------------ lb0&9 170 42~ 0 0 '4£b 
3423771 FlR ST "'T bK "' LAKE: ARH:L LAKE ARI EL PA 12652 77 3:,s 0 0 338 ...... 
342.3!::!0d NA 1 lONAL C.ENHI.AL BANK. LANCAS T E:R PA lOb 7 7'49 l4b08 38'::<03 5070 2b744 ·121 ~9 ~ 
3..,2.;s10 Cllll::NS f,;AT bK o, lAr-t~FDRO LAHSF-uKu PA 13:)39 lib 3£4 0 " .;;;_4 . ~ 
442 3906 C.MR{. NB CF WES 1 MOkf:LAND c.TY LATH.UBE PA 52000 1209 1133 0 0 1133 • 
3423942 FA.RMt.KS TRU~T CU Uf U:8ANUN U.dANDN PA 31~97 3>o no 0 0 970 . 

__ 3'123909 LE!:IA'40N VALLE.Y N.AllUNAL bK U.BANCN --·------- _PA -----··-- -- llb253 2!>0!> 2b74 40S 0 2b74 
342 .l'Jb 7 PE:UPU:S N4T BANK. Uf l E.BAII.ON U:BANl,."4 PA 44!> 1,9 'i>1 9>2 0 0 SS2 . 
4424 ;.105 f-lR~l NAT BANI(. uF LEEl.HUukG U:.El.HbUKG PA .;98b0 b02 7e4 0 0 1e, 
342401-. FIRST NAl dA~~- UF LEE~PUkl U:E SPlJRl PA 347£5 470 773 0 0 773 
342•t'.J6ts l£-4lSBUk.G NA1H.i"1AL bANK U:.iHSbURG PA 287'14 4UO 092 0 0 092 
3424030 U,'HLN NAT i;.ANK UF U: 1,dSbURC:. LtWlStJ'JKC. PA 1St51 l33 303 0 0 .3t13 

__ 342:41C"I LH, 1'.) Tuw:~ HWS T CLo,'-'.PMtY U:.1US1UWN PA 2.3124 414 S19 0 0 !>79 
3-42 .. l.t'.2 KU!)!)t.lL NA f OK u, Li:.rollSTOWN LEWl~TOWN PA 8051S, 1860 1701 04' 0 1701 
3<t24194 C.C1",~'UN1 lY r~4. l 6K Of- s PA LlTTLESlOWN PA 28912 Obb 4 l7 0 0 417 . 
3424257 LUlt:r.."4E: NATIU.''Ul bA~!( LUlt.kNE PA £2077 41& 3So 0 0 J>O 
3,;,,24302 f-lRST Nb Of MC (GN.'H:.LLSBURG MC CUNtH:LLSBURG PA lO.lb~ Z97 >97 0 0 ~91 
3'4.2 .. 311 f-ULTUl'i (.(JLJNTY NAllO:,.,iAL ljANl'I.. H(, l.UN.'.:1: LLSBUR& PA 15.{81 241 '-Ul 0 0 "-01 
4.;,;_,d'4.7 ~C.l'.-.C.SPl.'F.l N.Af lO"'lAL bANK MC Kt.ESPORT PA 6C503 2408 OS4 0 0 oS4 
342',473 MA.r-tht 111 N.All(JNAL bA~"- ~Al'l:Ht::1"1 PA ~0179 ::k,':il biO 4 0 tHO 
3 <t2"491 FIRST C Il llt r,15 NAT "' HAN5f1E:L0 PA 44b99 67' 12lt: 0 0 l"la 
3424!>00 flkST NAT SANK UI- MAPLE:lON MAPU:.lGN PA 24029 Sb3 303 0 0 303 
4 .. ~41S63 MAJ.i..l{J,"11 CE.NTtk. NATIONAL bANK MARlUN C.E:.NTE:R PA 14560 161 372: 0 0 372 
44z,..::,.12 MAR!) NA 11U1'1A.L ~MtK. MARS PA 35427 4o4 1277 7 0 ll71 . 
4424::nJb SE:l.Cf,IU NAT Bi,;, Of ~A51JN10WN MA!,UNTO.tN PA 2 1'123 041 •71 0 V •71 . 
44?-.o72 FIR~ T NU luNAL ~"'-~K o, PA 111:ADVlLLE PA 39tu~, t-U39 13)44 507H !»74 l. 7e03 
3424752 fl:'\!>T :'IIAT ;jK, UF ME.KCC.1-',St'.LRG 1-\~RCl:kSBURG PA 150 1♦ 5 159 443 0 0 .. 4.\ 
44241770 CITllE~~S NB '" MtY!::"{SUA.Lf:.: Ht:.YtR!>DALE PA 1S44l 12S Sl2 0 0 !),{2 

3424789 .Sfflr"\E:fORD NS Of MlODLtuuRG MIDDLE.BURG PA 33449 S84 7!-CI 0 0 7>0 
34247C:,O TR I-COUNTY NAl 1CN4.l bANK MllJOLl:bURG PA 6blb4 ""' l6'r'9 H7 0 lb99 
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_J,\EM.£:IE.R_BAM<.S --·------ ··-··-----·-· ___________ 8£.NEFl T .. TO .BANKS .C.OVEREO. BY .IWOlFIE.0 s •. as ··--- _ 2/i:2/79 -·--·---

l ll (2} (3} t.i ( S} u,, 
0S8 NAME LOCATION TL,E:P VL TC.SH 1977 Nlli Nt:\ooi Ulf 

··--------·----- --------------------~------~---- RE"-bAL ___ HA kE:QbAL (31-l!>L ·-----

4424615 flRST NAl SANK Of MlDLANO P110LAN0 PA 13192 Z36 L7i:. 0 0 ,12 . 
3'-2'- 8b0 JUNIATA VALLE.Y NAl BK P1lFFL1NlOWN PA 5,0~9!> 703 u,1 2~S 0 13~1 
342.io869 FIRST N,\T BK OF Pla<.£: CTY .Mllf-lJkO PA ~(.13!-2 400 79) 49 0 7s> 
3424890 UPP!:.R OAUP'HlN NAl &A.NK MlLU:RSbURG PA 3.C.931 O'~O 7(.4 0 0 7;4 

__ .3't24<Jl4 f-AkHE.:fi.S NS t.. Tk C.O MlLU·it:lM. ----··- PA _____ ----- ----·- lf:,~9¼ -- 4C.t 37) 0 --- 0 ,,, . 
3424932 fH.Sl NAT BK Of MILLVILLE MILL VilL~ PA 1425-b ,t.;:-O ,., 0 0 3s3 . 
342-4~!,,0 flKSl NAl 1:>A/IIK. OF MIL lON MIL 10N PA 159'-~ 347 3b9 0 0 3o9 
34249b8 FIRST NH BK "' MlNER$VlLLE P11Ni:.RSV1LLE PA lcO?O 29> )!>'t 0 0 J,S4 
442!>013 NAT l[JNAL 6< UF bEAVlR. C.. TY MONACA PA 2.4177 ld"t 0 0 0 0 
342~07b C. □ L1,-.1y N'1 . ._, os MONTROSE: MUfllTRUSE: PA 579b3 1b> lb3l 319 0 1&31 

_ 3'-i.25121 Llef:R1Y ST l:JK Uf Ml CAf<ME:.L MWNT C.ARMf;L ______ PA ___ 
. --- ------··---· ·-·· l!>SCb 207 3o3 0 G 3t.3 

3425130 UNl(JN hlB OF K)UNT CAkM.E::L P-IULINl CARME:L PA 2l'H.& .,, l.c:.7 0 0 121 . 
3425lbb L1NlUi NATlOSAL Ml JOY •• Muu.-.T JOY PA 31.200 391 tl:9 0 0 eev . 
342!>283 NANTIC.OKE: NA TlC.N-.L s .. ,, N~~TlC.Or<E PA 2';" 149 3b7 >10 0 0 > lb . 
3425328 NAZAllETH NAl B< & Tk LU NA.ZARl:TH PA 6t,943 1CJ7!> l-400 llo 0 l'1UO 
342!>337 SE:C.l/."-W NAT bA.NK. OF- NAZARclH NAZARETH PA 40377 s,o Hl04 0 0 1004 

_342!>34b NE:F-FS NAllONAL BANI'. Nt:FfS __ PA ___ ---- --··· -- 1!>'179 114 4l6 0 0 4,S 
4'-.t:~427 ClllZENS NO Uf NEW CA~lLE: NlW C.ASlLE PA .3:,soe:i 110!> 4oe 0 0 40e 
442!>43b FIR.ST Nb OF LAWRE:./-.(.E: LTY N!:W C.ASTLE PA lL'2DbO lb!>',, 3t64 24t.4 0 3bc..4 
3425472 C.U~tERLAND C. lY NA 1 BK NtW C.UMtH:RLAIIIO PA 236.tll 3~07 B.311 !il 3-4 96> 1~4b ~ 
3'-i2!>508 M:W HULL/I.NO HR~H-.S NAl BK Ntli HULLAN.0 PA 62i90 eo7 1'1:>0 790 0 1'1~0 8 3425Sl7 SOLE.bUR.Y N~ UF NE:1111 HOPE "'" HUP!:. PA 31412 43> b54 0 0 d~4 

_3425598 t-lR.!> T NAllmaAJ.. bK • IR CO Nf;.'rflOWN PA 40070 991 '759 0 0 Y>9 . 
34t25t:, lb f'tEW lRlPULI N-. l ILf'.JAL 6"NK NtM TRIPOLI PA lb6l4 2(1< 4o4 0 0 4oS . 
342.~t:,.!,2 F 1ft Sl ,e OF NJ CNULSUN NIC!-tOLSL)N. PA 229!:>9 3YO 4;:6 0 (/ -'t.d, 
3l.oiS691 C.t:Ml:.NT N B t;.Ok. T H/1.Mi' TUN PA NuR THAHPTON. .. H..1!>79 H:J.5 19'.>i 548 0 h·::,2 

4425"724 NA. l lCJr-.Al bAN:'.. OF- NOR TH E.AS T rww.tH t:A~T PA 2.7?'-J'.> bit ;,1 0 (/ ,., .. 
342'>733 r-.QR 11-!W'lbC.RLA.l'-.O '" SK NUR lHL1'1bE:RLAN0 PA 1704V 372 374 0 0 314 

~- 34~~.e32 k.AT BANK llf LJLYPHANT LJLYP~iANl PA .. ---"·-·--~---- zet>4t, 4" >5J 0 0 ss:; . 
3425~)5 COLV1~1A C.TY F-AH.Mt:RS NS t.;RA'4G!;VlLLE PA 3034!> ,oo bOl " 0 eCl • 
34l~85..0 URR5.TO',m ~l\:'1K OKR.S 11.JWN PA 13250 59 434 0 0 43't . 
3'42.!t9U4 FIRST NB OF PALMER.TON PALM Ek TUN PA "t42h8 b95 lUlU 0 0 lCilO 
34.t!t97b FlkSl Nb OF 1-'fl.KVJLL!: P!:CKVILL!::. PA 29002 002 ,,. 0 0 .:)j4 

342 SYb!, F-IRST ~o OF PEN ARC,Yl SlN AkGYL PA 191~1 i.'11 4'0 0 0 4-'C 
3',2!:,'i94 Pt:.N ARGYL NAT lL•NA.l BAr-tK PlN Afi..l.Yl PA L<J2~~ .. o 583 0 0 :;r,._? 
442bbLO E(,,Ul~ANK. NA. PlTTSbUt:((,.H PA 181tb£b 3'4<",{,9 !),!,!,51 51 ll 3<.J7b"t l!i-7'i3-
',-426c,9t:,. lRDf-. ANU GLASS &ANI< P ll T SbU~C.H PA .:l-1630 7.,a b~!> 0 0 bJ.!i 
4'4.d>723 MtLLON 6.l.NK. N• PITT~bURGH PA 5531314 't41'>2 28!:)C,10 1tq2r;, l&M.:,l ~bt..>9 
442.btL~2 UNlLN NAT B.< OF P111 Sl1URGH Pl 1 TSbUKGH PA 892t.OO l:)'47j 4360£ SOS!> 2b0(;9 155'13 
342b'",57 PCR TA.C.E NATl(,,.-<\IAL BANK PUKlAC.E PA 3036'4 622 bl 1 0 0 bl7 
342b.9Ut F-lRST NB {.;F- PURl ALLEC..ANY PLJRl ALU:GANY PA 1'4715 143 401 0 0 '1hl 
3'4lb'115 POklLAND NAl lONAL l1ANK. PU!, 1 LAND PA l 7911 21!> SJO 0 0 4>0 
342705b HlNt:R.S. NAT bK Of POTTSVILLE: PUTlSVlLLE PA 69-415 13..!2 lbh2 0 0 lb~'-
31t2 70b5 PE.NNSYLVA~lA N b • lkUST tU PUTlSVllLE PA 287145, 5-lt,b 9!>!)f, Sb9b 3513 oo,,> 
't-427119 KE:rST~NE. N4TlONAL ttANK Pll-lXSUTAWNEY PA l0b224 1297 36bd 2140 0 31.:>f::8 
3427137 '-'UAKERlOWN tiAl lUNAL 8ANK (.UAKEkTUWN PA '44bb'4 bl> ll!>!i- 12.t: 0 11~5 . 
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__ MEMS.ER 8At-ur..5. SHI.E:Fll 10 BANKS COVERE:.O _.sy HODIFltO S. 8~ 

oss NAME LOC.,t,1 IUN 

342.7155 FARMERS. NB OF QUAR.RYVlLU: QUAR.RYVlLLE:. 
342732.b RIVC.WAY NATIONAL bANK RlOtWAY 
442.7410 CENTURY NAT BK. C. lR C.0 ROC~•E5Tf:.k 
3427430 FIC.!c.lllY t3.\N't RUSE:,'4l:rH 

_ 4427605 flR~J NAT SAM<. Uf- SC.J.JlTDALt S(UlTDALE 
3421C)"'1 SC.kt.i',,lCN !'IIA l l!JN.A.l Bl.Nie;,, 5C.!H,,'flGN 
34.27695 lHH.D r-t.AT BK C. lR CU 5c.RANlO"i 
34277e;;7 P-A,'<l(El SlkEl:T NATIONAL t:sAN.K !>t-:AMl!KlN 
4427C'21 ~C. UL,H.LL NAT 01',. Lf ShARl•N !>hAkGN 
442: lt,3O MtRC.H6..~lS Al'IU MFC.RS NA.T bK 5HAfWr.i 
.3"i27B75 Mt:KC.HANTS N:l (Jf- ::.HENM-tCUAli !)hU..._A~DUAH 
3427920 ~lRSl NAl ti,'( OF- SHlPPl:r..SUURGSH}PPl:.N::OBUkG 
342.7'1.c'.'I PEOHES. NU Of- SMlPPE-N!>i,I.JKG SHHl-'E:N5t.URG 
342791'4 Cllllf:NS. NO CF !>lAl}N(.-,HJN SLA1l!%,10N 
44-ZbOOl FIRST NS OF SLIPPERY RUCK SLIPnRY RLCK 
442bC>b2 5C'1tH.Sf:1 lrWSI CO SLJMCR~ET 

. J,.,..O::.t<lVO UN lLN NAT b!\ C. TR ((.! 50UL!ERTON 
342t-l63 SPiUNG C.RUV!:: NA.lJO.-..,Al 13ANK ~PRlNG G,Q.OVE: 
342~190 Pf.O~LE.S NAT b~ UF- C~ll-'.l PA SlATt C.ClllE.GE 
341;.!2~3 FIR~T NAl UANK OF Sl!<.ASbLflG STRASbU'<G 
~428310 FI~ST r1,H1Gtu.:... Tk\.JST l:ANl'I. SU~bURY 
342£:--.~b F-lk::.l NAl t.W, L•f- bi<.A!)fl.JkO C JYlUWANDA 
342ti517 FH.~l lilA]K. (TY NAT 9r<. TYRONC 
44c:3t>L2 GALLATIN N-\1 lONAL BANK UNIL!N.lOHN 
442e 112: WAkREN NAl IONAL bA~il'I. WARkCk 
4'-2 81.i:S t-!P.!>l NAT OA'V( t. TRUH C(J WASMlNG,lCl'f: 
34207~7 fAKMC:KS fsib Uf- WA.lSGN.TGWN WAl!:ilii'.lGWN 
342dlt:-~ lrlAJ$L,;,jJQ..jN NATlul'iAL UA.~~ WA1SUIIITU#I'-" 
31t2U704 Cll lltr..:S NAT 81'1. l. TR. f.CJ WAYNE:!:itWRO 
3'-28193 F-lkSl NAT bK. C Tk CO WAYNE:SdUkO 
3428874 Fl~!:.T f4b LF Kf:H (HE:5lE:R Wl:.ST C.HU,Tf.k. 
3'i28982 F]R~T fA5lEKN bld11K N A WllKE:.5-bARRE 
3"i29C..{;7 i<l'l'O~lN'.; N3 Of !'1ll.-,E5-hAF:.RE i,jlLl(.f::5-8ARRt 
3429V9C, fHiELllY NATL !:H,ftK. Of PA lllLUA."'ISPORl 
3-'tZ()l l7 1'4!LllAl15PDRl t-1.AllU;sjAL tiANK WlLll/,MS,f'ORl 
442'1144 C.lllltNS NAT UK lN MINt.lUf;.I{ Wl/\iCbE:.R. 
3429225 F-lRST NATIO,'J..\l tll. Of W'YLMlNGWYO,"'llNG 
3429l52 l::Rt.JVf.RS r. "11:C.HA,\llCS N!::1 YLR.K. 
442"°333 FlJ..Sl kAT CAf\il<. OF Y'OUNbWOOD YOUNGWOOD 

PA 
PA 
PA .. 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA .. 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA .. 
PA 

'1) (2) 

lDE;P VLlC5H 

2b('.29 
117&1 
SOS-30 

l6bl 296 
3243<) 
91.Jl:LH 

151071::! 
151-'t..c: 

H,2791 
40915, 
2lb20 
39!:il5 
32551 
ll:;}7'; 

31467 
!>2173 

1'11015 
24t.42 
5'i'i07 
1'-1:128 
924b4 
40t1£1:i 
l<Jb5b 

30t..!:i90 
l!>'i-637 
1846',-'t 

16-'-t~L 
137!> 7 
30~78 
61J7bU 
5.£.b 10 

44 7<:,30 
l lt1!ibb 
121110 

93783 
'tU!:i't't 

23250 
79312 
213',4 

324 
250 

1830 
54!:,7~ 

971 
11~0 
3430 

:?,t:18 

3S43 
>>1 
4'4 
045 ,., 
~5,3 
43& 

£4~0 
2280 

4t>-/ 
1770 
lOt>l 
155b 
lCib"t 
1'3 

771.4 
3U49" 
3249 

143 
lb8 
1"> 

ll.>75 
731 

10'142 
3~>'tl 
2U7r:,, 

.£172 
Bl4 
467 

2~51 
30-5 

DI 
1977 

RH1BAL 

8b.l. ,.,, 
6SS 

~340-4 ,,o 
2,t.20 
3155 

~7d 
3030 
1004 
289 
842 
bl> 
375 
912 
293 

48;2: 
40> 

l-'111 
£2:05 
2<,ti7 

037 
31B 

bl!l~ 
-'1110 
bt.82 

453 
~30 
'i32: 

B.t::'t 
2111 

100.C.i: 
liUll 
3'-35 
..C.)0£ 

349 ... 
bb4 
514 

141 
NE.W 
EPA 

0 
0 
0 

54 ll 
0 

11b 
lo~,:, 

0 
2'tl0 

b3 
0 

127 
0 
0 
0 
0 

30bt, 
0 
0 

939 
1200 

0 
0 

48~0 
lb4b 
.3e9"o 

0 
0 
0 
0 

9!,4 
C.b~..:. 
24~1 
181::10 
9o0 

0 
0 
D 
0 

( 51 
NE.W 

P.f.'1bAL 

0 
0 
0 

2&o47 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

" 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
0 
C 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
0 

OF 19b bA~l'(._S AFFtCJED IN. STATE 118 HAVE. NO EAkNJN.GS PARTICIPATION A.CC.OUNl OR H.tQUllUO Rt.St:kYI::. ~ALA!iC.E. 
!,9 HAVE NO Rf.(,iUREO kE:SERVf: BALANCE 

IOI 
0.1F 

(3)-i5} __ _ 

8b2 • 
S32 • 
055 

!).i:.O • 
.0::.?2b 
::n,s 

£?8 • 
3tJ30 
10b4 

~t:;9 • 
8'-2 • 
615 • 
375 • 
912 • 
:..!93 • 

4652 
403 * 

l'iU 
2205 
l4El7 

02-7 • 
318 • 

bl~':# 
'illO 
b'tt'l 

4~3 • 
330 • 
43.2 

15..!',1 
.0::.111 • 

10022 
'i(d.l 
34~~ 
~3~2 

349 
-.1e • 
bb4 
>14 
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~N.EHEU:fl BAl'IIC.S 

OSB NAME: LGC.ATIUN 

1440050 NEWPORT NAT H1NAL BANK Nt:WPORT 
l.r.40130 C.Olu•rnu5 N3 OF RHODE lSLAND PkOVJDENCE 
l44Ulb5 lN~USTk.U.l ~Al BK OF kl PROvlOENtE: 
1440270 R I HOSPITAL TRUST N.\T BANK Pk(>VlutNC.E: 

BtNf:F-11-1O 8ANK..S C.O1/f.KED BY HOOlflE:.U ~-

111 
TDE:P 

-·~·-- -- --- - ---~--- - . --· 

Rl 40016 
Rl 1Hsb43 
Rl 1497099 
Rl 8645 lb 

8~ 

12) (3, 14) I~ l 
VL TCSH 1977 "" NU~ 

Rt.~BAL EP• klQ ~AL 

0 ib3J 13 76 0 
1~16 378!> .::5',e, ~07 

12382 6~b7l 5100 ~1913 
143~.l 30674 5l<,,7 2'.:19,4 

(JF 4 BM..XS .lFF-H.TEll IN ~TATE: 0 HAVE NO EARNINGS PARlltIPo\TlGN AC.CtJUNT OR Rf:QUlKE:!.J kf:.~E:RVE: bALA..-..C.E 
t--lAVE: NO REQURlll R.ESE:RVE: BALANCE 

-------------------------------------------------
~i.,SOJ90 CJTlZE:NS £. StUTHEI<._. N~ OF ~CHARU-STON SC 607502 181178 29098 5209 13680 
5-450210 SUUlH (A.ROLIN..\ NAT ION AL bANKC.t--.ARU;SlON SC 911!>4't 29318 4C.t>'l!i ~1..:.0 l~~~L 
!)4~U~0!) FlR!>T NAlJOrML l:3A~'IK C;F S C l.ULUMblA SC S't2310 14202 267&1 5lbb 12823 
5'950325 kU·UBllC. NAllONAL BAr.i.l'-. C.ULUMbU. SC 20769 ,,. 7•0 0 0 
5't503ti0 CG-1'1.wAY NAl 10~.a.L BA'ltK C.ONtotAY SC 43951 .. , 17l4 '7> 0 
545C420 CARLLlhA NAT b~ Lf [A~LE.Y t.:ASU:Y SC 373~9 1£13 9<1 u 0 
s-.sv,10 L.IJARA",ITY bA~K. ANO ltt.US.1 co 1-UJKtt-.CC SC 514£7 lOt>b 1609 ~" 0 
5't5C.·t.~C CAN!'l. OF NAK T S.V lllE HARTSVILLE SC 21.303 6~ l 6Y> 0 0 
545.J,':it.O f. lh~l C.AROLl,'~A NAllQf.,!Al 8A~t1AR iS.VlLLE SC 3t>!.>C't 7% 1398 > 0 
5'-t5Ll110 F!kS.l NAl r3A"'-il".. (JF, HULLY HlllHLILLY Hill SC 246~9 633 Ol> 0 0 
5-4~ lOC·O Fl R~l -~AT b!<. I N GR A~C.£:8UkG OrtA-'1t.l6URG SC 6'.>'44.C: l't43 2'333 "40 0 

_ 5451160 RUCK HILL NA.1 BANK RCCK HJLL SC 43b21 84b 1602 230 u 
5451260 NAllUJ';Al B4NK OF SC SUMTER SC 117105 i::<;,37 '46.£1 2b.C.b 0 

OF 13 SA~KS. AFFE.C.H:O lN SlATt 't HAVE NO EARNINGS PARTlC.IPATliJN .-.C.C.WNT OR RE.QUIRCD RE5E:RVE !:U1LANCE 
b HAVE NO RE.CURED RE:.SERVE: BAL"NC.E 

l./C2/7Y 

IO) 
(;.lf 

13 )-( 5) -

2E!33 
3t:1S 

ll 7Sd 
t,7~0 

lS-419 
1'H,t>3 
13958 

7o0 . 
17.:'.4 . 

'ion . 
·lt(.t<,, 

c,3~ 
1~98 

01> 
2333 
1602 
4621 

---------------------------------------
9'460010 ABE ROEE: N ~~AT 10,'iAl BANK A6ERG~EN SD 8'406,0 4bl 3053 123b 0 .30~3 
946Ci~l':> fARME:.RS r. MI..C.H bK t TR. to AbC-RDE:EN so .33't33 25CI 979 37 0 979 . 
94tiOO~O FlRSl NA Tl BK OF "8 EROtEN ABE:RDHN so 20b<,97 li!Cb 1!,.?l 3915 642 ce1.-, 
9 .. oC.030 S 1 AH bK Of ALC.t::SJE!\. .ALC.E:Sl.ER so 2.0115 >b 703 5< 0 10-:. ·-·--94~0Obu (.llllf:.NS ~TA H tlA:',,i"I. AKt. lN&lO!'i SD 13li31 71 443 0 0 443 
9460110 bANK Of- BELU:. fllUR.t!"IE. b~LU: FUURC.111: so 37'137 277 1315 SU 0 1315' . 
94~01.>0 HRST Nb UF bC.RESf.ORO BE.RE.Sf-ORO so 17~0£ 84 040 0 0 640 . 
9400190 FIRST Nb " ~RG1.11UNUS 5k.OOK.1M;.S so !>3935 ~91 l9Ub 402 0 lf:ldb . 
9400310 C..lllH.NS STAlE.: bANK C.lAkK so l~b73 219 •OY 0 0 4()9 • 
9<tbQ,j.jQ DEUt:l CO N~ OF C.Li:.AR LAI<.~ C.LEAR. LAKE_ _____ ,o ---·-·-·-·---·-·-~---- 1'1~2.7 So 71' 59 0 71' . 
9'-t.0540 FAK,'1f:RS S.T"- H: tiAN'( FLANDREAU so 22703 70 871 71 0 t71 
91.i60':>70 flRS.T t.lb OF fR~EMAN fkU:MAN so l4b5t> 141 3b> 0 0 3o5 
9'tbt.7-40 FARMERS A~D l".t: RC.HANT S BAf.tl",, HURLJN so !>1263 40<> l 7b2 lb8 0 J7C..i:: 

N) 
0 
N) 
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~---· MEM&E:R bAr-.!~S SENEflT TO-BANKS. COVERE.O BY 110D1FlEO S. a!t 2/22/19 -· ·---· 

... 
i Ill 12) 13) (4) t>l ts) 

0 DSB NA.ME LOC.AlIUN lOEP VL TC.Sh 1c; 11 Nlw NEW OIF 

' 
RU.11:U.L EPA RE.CbAL l3J-{!d 

__, 
co 9',60!::40 bA1'1it.. Of ltM'iON LE.MHON SD 2Ut.,3 7> 601 •• 0 cCl 

946(.•850 f-IR~T Nb IN LE:M,"'lON lf:."IMUN so .:::7119 5b 1037 141 0 1G37 
:;: 94t,C.980 f-1 RS.l NS UF Ml LU.'< MlllHt so £4072 111 soo 91 0 coo 

~46~.;~<;,() t<A~t., C.UU:"t.T'f SlAH:. bANK MILU:R so lV:t>9 32 461 u 0 401. 
9~o ll:CCI C.C.:""i'1'-'!:_R.(lA.L lRUS.T • ~'JbS. bAt.<.M 11 C. Hl:.Ll ··- -- Su ~3417 ,Bl l!-9) 1,0 0 1~'13 
9..;t; 101(.1 FIRST Ml TC.HELL NAT ~Af-.lK MlTC.ht.LL SD ~L.640 46> l';,Ul 381 0 1"101 
9 .. 610.:::) C.lTJlEN.S. b< o, MUbR 1 OGE M.':J::ORJ LG-I:: so H:8bl 97 604 10 0 604 
9"-C- 1120 f-Ik.Sl Nb '" f-Hll IP F'Hll lP SD £1373 103 790 12 0 1<;o . 
c;-._ull"-0 r1a..s.1 Nt'> IN l'H.KRE Pll:KRE. so 32:~0? 2>1 lObl " 0 lUf:ll . 
94t-ll5CJ PlERRE NATIONAL ~A~K PlEkRE SU 39!-0l 40& 14or; 61 0 !469 .. 
9-.!l 1110 fH.S.1 NB OF lHC BLACK. HlLLS RAP JU Cl TY 50 224i:lll 2187 E!'i-11 4780 1129 7b4C 
94ol.:'.4:> ,w.ccc-o,r., (()U"'llY NA1H..1l\1Al BA.HK. S.Alt:H 50 14~..:..!A ·10 4% 0 0 4'ctb 
9._c, 12::-0 f-lkST Nb '" SJ OUX FALL!. s.rnux FALLS. so 111715 Hl3b 4,C..~3 22'iu u ',2~3 
94bl290 NAlllJNAL bA:-.il', lif ' D SlLJuX FALLS SD 40~518 3!>7~ l!>b71 4-810 bb53 9,d8 
9.,,,ti:i.:rno '" fUT Ill\ Uf S.IUUX F-ALLS SlUU>.. FALLS SD 21:1092? 225b 11(147 "1.S9 2721 B3.c:'.b 
9 ... t:>1321 UNlH.lJ NAliuNAL bA-'il<. SIOUX FALLS SD 122(..29 ll 7't 4437 234) 0 4431 
9461323 VALLEY N:AlIUML t:IA"lK. SIOUX FALLS SU 3'tOUO "' 1246 D 0 12:40 
9461325 Wf: 5 E.KN S.H.lE ~ANK. SiOu;w. FALLS. SD ~'-JbSO 10, 1557 111 0 •1;,~7 N) 
94!.> lJ30 RC:lt RI S C TY "" OF S.I SSOUN 515.SUON SD 20::)!>2 1.£"1 7:t.4 u 0 7,:,4 0 
94t.l'.:II•O HRST NAT 81( LF WAHkH.J~N WAH.klO"IN SD 51 7GB ~..:6 l:,.!O 21S 0 10.20 . 

~ 
941..:il!>oC SE.CUt.:Il't bti',if. A;',1D TRUST CD W!:bS.H.R SC l:OG47 117 6~0 0 0 bL.C . 
94t>lb25 q.t,~◄ C.n·RS NAT 10!'.AL BANK WlN~,lR so l 706b >l bl! 20 0 bll . 

_ 9'1t.l650 FlkSl DAKOTA. NA.ll BK YA"l~TLN Su ~1214 2:0b 1168 14.£ 0 lH:B . 
9"-01655 VAL UY S.lATc: BANK YAN.Klc.N SD 10!>94 114 4SO C, 0 4>0 

OF 37 bANKS J.FFE:CTED IN S.T ATE 10 HAVE NO EARNINGS PAK.TIC.lPAllON AC.COUNT Uk kE;QUll'.EV f-.E.SE:kVE: BALANCE 
23 HAVE NO Rt~I.JkE:O RE:SE.RVE i,ALArKE 

-------- -------------------------
b470070 CllllE~S NAT tUNK OF ATHl:.NS A THE:.NS TN 2014')1 2oS 643 0 0 643 . 
047C-090 flR!,T N& l.. H. ATH:;N'S, TN A TH !:NS. 1" 3b037 <,Q'-l bO'i 0 0 b09 
647(.,340 f-11:l.S.T rut BK. Of- Cl:~HLK:,illlE. CE:~HRVlLLE TN .£427 .. -11'1 1'4 0 0 14' 
t.4.1G.2ZU A~EH.lCAN NA.T bA,'.t!.. A1'.0 1k. C.O U~Al !ANOOGA rn 4<t4'.077 &04':l l!i"1b.~ 5£41 <A<A ':'C.21 
6r.1u3h!) (.QM;..:_kC.f:: U~ "" C.1141 l M,GO(,A (.HA 1 T ANLOGA 1' 4~_jt,O ::,...::.2 l 77~ o3~ a 177!> 
b470J88 F-lRSl TN 6.!,,';.J<.. NA C.W,TIMWOl,A(HATlAN:UOGA TN 2703'>6 <,.i::Ol 726~ 30db 0 72t,5, 
0470420 fl KST 'Al bi,t,, OF ClARK.SVlllE: C.LAk!'.S.VlLLE TN 76!>99 lS.4~ £4,4.(. 124'4 0 24'12 
647{"t?O CU:.VELAND .'IA.TIC.-~AL bAN)(. CLE:.VC.LANO TN 5311''1 l.l'..7b 1~•::,s 43':tl 0 1~45 
b47t41)~ HAl-':lL llJN t-lkS T NAl i;)A.N.K. tUNlLN TN 30427 b?3 au 0 0 &12 
047i.6.3S. flP.ST FARM:".~ (. 11~KtliAll,l S ~bCULLIM~lA TN t, .. {Jl8 131.:::: l9t-l a;o 0 1961 
647()~=,0 F-H.ST T~ BA'l~ ~A COl!l<.t:VlLLE (.L;O!<.l:VILLE TN 67723 1031 137U .,,, 0 .lt:!70 
6470!>70 f!P,SJ NB OF POL!\ C. l Y LOPP[;f./.Hlll TN 27G9b .:,.~o 6&6 0 0 ~61, 
b47Uti40 FIRST N.A I OK. Of CkUSS.VlllE C.f-.U~SVlLLE lN -.t~2l 4bU 17o7 031, 0 l"lt-1 
6470700 FIR.ST NB Of Fll..ANKLlN CTY DLCMEkD lN 19915 122 239 0 0 .::.39 

-·· ------- -- -- .. 
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-l'l..EH.8ER._ SANKS.-------------·---- Bt.Ntf-lT_ TO BANKS. C.O\IE.REO b'Y MODlf-1£.0 S. 8~ --------- - ---- 2/i,.2/79 -----

{l) (21 Ill ( 4 l I 51 (bl 
OS8 NAME LOC.ATlON lU~P VL lLSH l'H7 NtW NtW ~lf 

-------------- -·----·- -·-- ________ .- fU:.OBAL ___ HA ___ RlwbAL Ul-151 ____ 

0470110 FUST NAT BANK Of DltKSON OlCK.SuN TN 34221 494 100& 0 0 1008 
8470&10 FJR~T ClT!ZcNS NA.Tl ONAL BANKDYEkSbURG TN 7!>9~0 l3t:12 2!>b2 1247 0 2~b2 
6470910 UNILN N8 CJF fA. Yc.TTEV I LU: FAYi:llE:VlllE TN 51774 7:,7 14'14 317 0 1494 
6 .. 70950 HAkPETh Nb Of FRANAL JN FkANK.LlN lN 6lv97 71' 2£.24 11 7~ 0 ":::24 

__ 647L987 CHMRC UNlLN. bK. (Jf SUf.l;N~R t lYGALLA 1 IN -------- _TN 31H~9 %0 l09't l 5; 0 10'14 . 
b4 7CJCj~Q F-IRST C PPLS NU Of- GALLATlN LALLATlN lN .C:7162 %4 193 0 0 193 . 
b471VL5 FlRSl NAl BK OF GAT L lt-icURG C.ATL!NbURG TN 229£b 11!>2 0 0 0 0 
6471080 F-lRST '" OF GRH.Nt:Vlllt. GRE C.Nf.:VI LLE lN 4bb39 1099 1379 10~ 0 1379 . 
l:l't11£05 FIRST NAT Bi<. Of-- GIBSON C. lY H\J'IBULOT lN l5b37 409 2!>7 0 0 2':,,1 . 
0471260 FIRST NAT B, Or JACK.SON JACK.SU:"11 lN C/43t,S 2400 2C20 1031 0 2220 

_ 8471270 NB Lf CUMMEA.C.E "' JACK.SON JAt'(SG:'>1 lN bOl!>O 153(:, 2143 1044 0 ~143 
847126<:.t SE:CL;'-(lJ NB Of J A(K.~C.,r-.t JA(.K.~ON lN ti lt:117 l.!49 2560 1!;,13 0 2!",oO 
6471.310 Flk$ T '" OF JE.F-H.kSON CllY JHf-1::.!<.SON CITY 1N 22709 942 30 0 0 ::',0 
647135(.i MOUl-flAIN PlPlq,f: BANK JOHN!i.lJN Cl lY lN l 1J7b9 3b0 4'0 0 0 4~b 
6471400 FIRST NAT BK o, SULllVAN CTYKlNl>SPORT TN 178781 UUl 2040 0 0 20'o0 
647 i-.os lSl lN OK -· K.NGSVR l /ElRl ST Cl.. KlNt..SPOR T lN 451:116 2210 73b 0 0 13b 
6411-4'10 PA~K NAT HANK (JF Kf4UXV1Ll!: K.NU.<\rlLLE. TN 35~65b ~~10 1~~73 ~39' :,1i1 7!>4b 
64715,10 flRSl NAl 8K o, LA fGLU:.llE: LA flJLLElTE 1N 19£6b 313 444 0 0 • 444 
b47 l520 P-E.CPLES Sb OF LA FOLLE:.Jl f: LA FULLE.HE: lN 22ol 7 37H t:,,(2 0 0 t,~2 . 

1:-:> 647 l 530 CY t. C TY bK UF- AN!JER~Q.\I tlY LAKE:. CllY lN 45- t.4b oo l 1Ci4C. lbO 0 lU4b . 
647153-5 C.M"\,(( UN "' UF LA.i,d:.NCE: tlY LA,IKtNC.EbUR.G 1N 31Bb7 287 "" 19~ 0 Cs~8 . 0 
64 71540 F-1 kS T NS CF LA,1~,E:-.CEE.U,H,i, LAftK.f:NCEblJRG lN 36~)5 4% 116~ lSO 0 llo5 

~ 

b47l543 LA,,,f<fNC~ LOUNT Y bANt.. LAWP.!.:NCE:bURG . ______ :_ T"'------~----- 10385 254 3'14 0 0 344 . 
6471560 flRST ~8 uF LGUCO:'i C. lY LPtuIR LlTY lN 3b696 Sb2 Bbl 42 0 Bbl . 
b471~70 FIRST NAl BK OF LbH ~8UkC,, Ll:.Wl!i.bUKC. lN 3.3184 n.8 b1B 0 0 078 . 
847lc,00 FlkSl NB OF LEXl~GTUN LEXll>tC.lCJN lN 30130 :;~c 1079 0 0 1(.179 

647 ic,3~ F-1~51 NA.TlmtAL bAl\l..._ LIVlNuSTCJ'I lN l33;)l ~09 b34 0 0 t,:?4 

6"t1 !.t,7C, 1ST HH.TG e-.. cs LUt.:OUN {.lY NAlC.U(l(J!'-1 1N 2:>IB l ~t,9 b3l. 7; 0 b.:'.12 

_ 0471 /30 ~lF-\Sl NAI .t!t.. Of- MC.MlNNVllL!.: MC.~lNN'w'll.:LE;: TN ~£4!,', 747 101; 67S 0 )t:,75 -~ . ----
647llM> flfiST NAl BK o, 1-'A.°"(.Hf.:~Tl:.R MAN[Hf;S.H.R lN 2llltl 409 529 0 0 ;,~ . 
l;:-47lt< 10 BLOI.JNT NATIONAL bAN~. MARYVILLE lN 8Ie64 lM,l 2:2''1 10GB 0 2:241 
8411e-.9 CITY t-.ATlC~AL &ANK. Mt:HPHlS lN l.7bO't "" b19 0 0 01' . 
c .. 116S2 C.01-'.l"!E:R.Ct: lJ~lL'f'II l::IK OF Ml::.'1PHl~HtMP11l~ TN bl!ij9 2: lb 27!i7 11~~ 0 27~7 
e .. 11eoo F-lRSl TN be<. NA Ml:.Mf--'Hl5 Mf:MPHlS TN l0"-t7L 10 39,;.79 ~fu79 ~226 5800 ]4"-t73 

8471570 NA l IUUL bANX (Jf-- COMMH.C.E HE~PHlS lN 4t,46f::(t U3'-!:") 16-!,t,l 5C.'70 bo.'1 77~0 
647lti87 U._11 h.U AM Bl'. IN l"EMPHIS Mt.MFHlS TN 8?3"/2 'H~ 31Ub 1693 0 31(.,8 

847 lb9U U~H..N PLANHRS !\AT l ONAL 8Afll<.roit!'1PH1S lN 137~62 11/1~8 2t.420 !>33.C, l4.i'90 12(.1:j,0 

647C:V20 Fl R.St BK l/F ST PLE.ASAl'lll MUUN,T PLEA.S,ANT TN 19971 493 367 0 0 3b7 • 
6472031 C.M1~F-..C u, ., OF r..UTMEkfO CTY MUKFRH.SBURO lN t>Ol ~~ lO"t.c'. B.l4 171 0 13L:4 
647£039 f lK~l TN 6!<.. NA MVRF!Ul;.5b0Rll 1-\uRFk.E:.ESbOR.O TN L.3970 490 >2• 0 0 !>L4 

b47.2080 CLM"lf:klE:. UNl!JN hANK. NASHVILLE TN 8B£3b3 9179 34tib0 5£49 24373 103V7 
b-'t7~CIJ~ FU,Sl A"1ERltA-'I NATlONAL bANKf'IA5HVllLE lN 'fl 03t,3 ll:l?<JO 379£7 !>3lH., 2!,t,O!> lL3.:'.2 
647~0c7 f-lR.ST T!::Ni"iE~SEf.:: 81(,, NA. NSH'./LE:.r1A::i.t-1VlLLE. TN 3U!>4 !>4(.; 3)9 29 0 l:!39 

b47.::100 TNJRD NAT BK l N t-.lASHVILLE tiAS.H'JlllE: lN 8.b967t:. 916!> 3';d0l !>3'.t7 .c::b32 l ll4t:O 
b47.ll02 UNIH.D AMf.::R OK OF NASHVILLE f'-,ASH\llLLE: lN 101831 b9B 3714 2231 o7 )t,47 

b47,d25 NA11UN4L SANK. OF- NEWPL,Rl NEWi-:>CRT TN 2bSt,1 b03 630 0 0 6~0 . 
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____ ff£11BER BAMS BENlFll TO bANKS COVERf::O bY ~ODlflE:;D S. 85' 2/22/79 

Ill {Zl (3) (4) 15) ,., 
OS& NA~E LOCAllON 1 DtP VL TLSH 1911 NE:W NEW ulf 

-- --- ---- kEQclAL EPA RE-QbAL 13)-(5)_ ___ 

b472180 FIRST NATIONAL SK OF ONE::lOA ONE IDA TN 27040 323 &5> 0 0 b!,:> . 
b4122b0 FlkSl N,H BAN!<. OF PJKC:VILLE PlKl:.VlLLE 1N 13660 343 193 0 0 1'3 
b47£290 f-IRST NAT 6A.r-.K OF PULASKI PULASKI TN !>£011 003 lb0.2 "5 0 1u .. 2 
0472370 FIRST ro,T OJI.. AND lk cc.. M,[.(.1'1.w0OD lN £6~C>~ 626 SbO 0 0 >oO 

_ 64-12~20 FI~ST NB OF $Ht: LB't'V' l LLE ShELBYVlll.E TN 4H.30 59) l3~b 3•5 0 UU> . 
647.C:~3C, PEOPLES Nb UF SHt.Lb't'VlllE SHf:LbY'JlllE:. 1N 3b~~O "'" ll-13 1>9 0 l}93 . 
t:.41 l~90 FI F,,,~T NATI'J>.i:AL 81', Cf SPARTA SPAkTA TN 3ld90 81' (:,'4:!, 0 0 o,s • 
647 t'.020 Fl~ST NAT OK OF- SPRHtGFltlD Sr'RlN(..F-lELO lN 24t:OO bH "'" 0 0 so, 
r!»-<t72780 F!RST NB OF 1UllAH0."'-A TUllA..-,O"tA TN 24(.,91 430 BSo 0 0 b1,B 
6472 7'10 lRADEf<S NB OF lUlLAHCJMA llJLLAHOMA 1N 21.;oo 53' 13; 0 0 7~S 

__ !:147.ltHO OLD AN,) TH11{0 t-.JA.TlON.a.L .tSAN.!l UNlUN: C.llY 1N !>b 101 ,21 l',l~ 557 0 1912 . 
b412~30 f-ARMt.kS. NAT lUNAL bAflilK WlNCHC.SlER TN 3314b 473 106b 0 0 10!>8 . 

Of 72 BANl(S Af-FCC.H::D IN STAT l:. 33 HAVE:. NO EARNING~ PA.RTlC.lPATlON A.C.C.lluNT OR Rf.OUlfUO klSE:RVE:; ijALANU.: 
30 HAVE NO kEQURED RESERVE 6ALANtE 

-------------------. . 

~ 
0 

11480013 A81U::NE NATluNAL HAN!(. ABILENE TX 430e9 430 1604 230 0 1604 CTI 
11480020 Clll2E:NS NAl BK lN AblLENE A8l LtNE TX 1~2825 lb~4 6505 4617 0 b~bS 
114&0030 flRST NAT liA~~ OF Ai,lLE.NE ASIU:Nf: lX l~J5U'I 2179 bl.31 4149 0 6131 

---1148CJ035 FlRS.1 STATI:. eANK ABILENE TX 11021!, 1438 b503 4307 0 6503 
114800!;,S ALA/'10 HElG,'"tTS ~ATIOfiAl bK ALAMO HG.HTS TX 3b739 "'" 142b &8 0 l-'t~6 . 
ll4BV0b2 DANK OF HA.~1US C.DUNTY N A ALOI NE TX l9b5~ .;20 on 0 0 077 
11 c.B 0070 AL ICE N:A 110/lifAl• BAr>.i<; AL!C.E TX bl0-'t6 711 304'.9 lC.13 0 )029 . 
1140(;(,95 F IK.5.1 NAT ~ANK. lN ALPlNl: ALPlNf. TX 2.V796 2:bB B73 0 0 87) . 
11460125 F-lRH ~A.ilO~Al BAM< AlVlN TX 25bSl:l- >34 773 u 0 773 
114801~0 MURlllU N.AllON.Al BANK AMAkllLU . TX 2b?319 £2.'tU 12242 534b 4355 1l:i.o1 
ll4!:l1J150 A,':'lf.k.lC.AN. N.Al B!C.. OF AM-.Rl U.CJ AJ<I.ARHLO TX 13836b 1135 5605 3350 0 560!> 
114aulbO Flk!:.T Nb OF AMAkllLO M1A.klLLCJ TX 367 lC,9 't0&1 lb~5:> s2os 7>03 bt>92 
1148016S TASCU~A NATlU..:AL l,ANK. AMAkllLCJ TX 39369 54~ 1392 217 0 1392 . 
ll4b~210 FlR!:,l NAT SAJ\t.~ IJF ANC.U:.TON ANGLE:lON. lX 29951 440 1113 0 0 1113 . 
11400.::'.55 AKLJ'iGTUN NA.llONAL bAM\ AkLINC.TON TX 34b34 ~23 1411 "' 0 l'>ll 
1148;,J.tt,5 Fl 1-.!. T NAT dANK IN. AkLINGT□ N. AkllNC.lON TX b5246 12t:B 3131 ltH9 0 2.Dl 
ll4b0.,00 f-lRST NAT BANK UF AT~E:NS. ATHHI~ TX 39032 '4b 1683 377 0 168-" . 
ll-'t6 0310 ATL.A~lA NATILNAL HANK ATLANTA TX 2204b 320 1,1 0 0 791 . 
11480330 A!1f:.RlC-.N NAT SAt-tK UF- AU~ 11N ALIS 1 ll'i TX 227585 2026 12502 5996 ,044 1"",s 
11480340 AUSllN NAlI □~L BANK AUST IN lX 4618SO 4b09 231!,t:, 5537 lc.o02 9154 
ll4d03SO CAPITAL NAT bAfliK. IN AlJ~llt-4 AUSTIN TX 3tH54J. 3004 lct103 ~3'11:t lOOU b04l 

_ll48CJ60 Cllll.ENS i',.\llONAL BANK AUS 11"11 -- ·-·------ TX --- ... ----·----- 3lbl't 8"7 907 0 0 ';()7 
11460370 ClTY NAT SANK Gf- AUS.TIN AUST IN TX 339491 249b .214~1 5743 12340 911 l 
1148C.~30 FIRST NAT 8Aflo:l< LF bALLlNGER bA.lllNGE.R TX 21318 lB3 &>4 0 0 0"4 . 
ll-'1-80490 FlR!:.T NAT i3ANK (IF BA$ TROP BASTROP TX l 7VO.l .270 440 0 0 44<> . 
1141:)USlO FIRST NAT BK Of- BA.'t CllY SAY CITY TX ~9220 300 3297 17~0 0 3-'.'17 . 
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(l) {~) 131 ( ,, ( SI (C,) 

OSB NAM!= LOC.ATlUN lOtP VL lLSH 1~77 NtW "" U1f-
-~-------·- --- kH.if!AL lPA kH.-.::AL Ul-()L_ 

11480515 Cl TI LENS NA llONAL B< AND lR BAYlO>w~ TX 74('.Q", 15'1& 3',~b 1797 0 3'-36 
ll4805JO AMtRlCAN r~A T B~ CF- E',E:A\JHONT BtAUHCJNT TX 179360 3ClS> 7'il1 5314 olt!,,l 7"t!-9 
ll-480~37 Cl T IlE:NS NAT lUl'tAL BA~K btAUMLNT TX lE;;:47 34S ~\.}('. 0 0 SC2 
11460~4!,) FIRST S.ECUKI TY NATION.AL ~Ar,.,(!:lf;AU,"!ONT TX 20b~30 'tb"JV t:.4£'1 5570 bbb 77e,l 

_ll4l:Q~42 C..A.lE),j,\Y NATl(l~AL bA~,:,;. bEAU~U"-41 TX __ 2~072 '.:)',11 t03 0 ~ bV3 . 
11 .. 1Jo:i.10 CW1"t:.RC1AL No uF bEEVllU. l\U:VILU: TX 21.:..~<, 40:C:. 1Uv7 0 0 l0t:i7 . 
ll':-C0~60 F lkS.l NAT 641'« uF 5tf.V1Llf. tH.E.VlLU:: TX 21605 309 641 0 0 B4l 
11480'>93 F-lRST NAT lUNAL 8.l~K blLLAhi.E TX 2:9990 .t?~ ll ll 41 0 llll 
11480'.:>95 F-lkSl .S. J A.TS tK o, 8llLAlRl bl:.ll..AlRt;. TX 10~£51 l.HO ~992 3b~3 0 59Q2 
ll4EOt>20 f lRS 1 NAl BA:",!~ a, BELLVILLE bE:LLVlLLE TX 2533b 25b 710 0 0 770 
ll<t80t>40 PEOPLES. NAT \jANK OF !,EL TON bEL JOr-. TX 2':-471!.. ,do 9% 0 0 S>b 
ll-48Ut,<jQ Fl K!.l NAT B< ]N blG !>PRJ~C. blG ~HUNG TX 5o".;4V 1•n ~C'!>O 15'1:, 0 ;u~o 
ll'-tdU/00 S.TAlt: NAT Bi<.. LF SIL SPRlNt. 61G SF'RlNG TX )'ii,4':.' 410 2011 013 0 .(011 . 
ll4!!U3v5 F-IRST NAT ~Mi'\ LF th..1RUR bURC,l;R TX 33t1~4 303 1303 ~L 0 1303 . 
llc,bu~20 FlF!>T NAT BANK OF IWWlE. bOnH: TX 3774S 2bt.t l6b8 247 0 lt.btl . 
ll48UIJ50 eRAOY NA TlO~AL BANK bRAOY TX 1'1~74 112 12b 0 0 1Lb . 
ll'1.508t.O COM"1ERC.1AL NAT bA~!(, CJF- 8RA.(JY!:lfv\OY TX lb410 .i::07 t.0':I 0 0 bDO . 
ll4t0tl7~ Cllll.E:"iS NATlCJt-4Al bANK bRl:.Cit.ENRIDGE TX 24)99 107 91' 127 0 ,1, 
l)c,9(.,c-EO F lRS.1 NU ]N blUC.KE:NRlOLE bRE.C.K.l:NKlDGt:. TX 3-t:. ✓-tbb )('.~ 1144 0 0 1144 

N) 1148 e,.,.uo THt bktNHAM NA l lUl'vAL bANK bRtNHA"1 TX 2.ob73 30d 9,S 0 C .. 25 . 
ll4bu'il0 Flh.ST NAl 3AN.r<. OF BRl:NH~M hf<.E:NHAM T, 51047 •1> 2U38 511 0 £038 . 0 
11480970 Flk.S.T NAT bl(,,, OF- [H-OA/'.iHCLO BROl'INf-lf.LO TX .t.5048 .Cbl 9n. C, 0 972. . 0) 

. ll4t,O'i190 FIR.ST NAl O'\ A 1 bKOrl:'tS.VlLLE bR.0"1'-1!.V 1 LLE TX l<t723~ 'iH,2 32.('7' l't-43 0 ~L.l'.9 ·- --
ll4bU9Y5 tM l lC.NAL BA rill.. Or (.(:M"1f:.KC.E. bkUAN~V l LLE TX 3'ic,Ol &lb 1200 ••o 0 l.C:t,O . 
ll 481 C.00 PAN A'"'EklCAH ~ANJ\ bROW1'w~I/ ILLE TX 117'1'11 lbbL "t30l 2b'i'!:! 0 4301 
ll.:..01010 ClTill:NS ,u e, Al BROwr~ .. QU.,b RU WNftOlJO TX 2 l5lti L90 1;;:c 0 0 72d 
1146 lC'.iO F-lRS.T NA 1 e, ]N tH<.Ul'fNt1\JOU 1:.-...uw·•n-iOUD TX ",t,715 c>b 19~•} >79 0 19E9 .. 
114!:l-lC:.O CITY NAl bA."iK. Of bk YAN b>(YAN TX 01111 b9> "t,.t.L 10.:.3 0 ,64,:: . 
11401040 F-IRST N,\T dANK. Cr t:.k.YJ.:'i bRYA·"t TX 46b5') !10" .t.l (;b 10• 0 £It~ 
114810'--10 Fl R~T N-'.T "" lN tH.1R1',,0UKfH:ll bl.JR.l<.bll!UH:Tl TX 2C.6b3 2.72 000 0 0 060 . 
ll<tblLC/0 CITHf:.N.S. NA J b",. LI- C.AMl:KLN CA.'~C.RU·'i TX .t'. 5b .. b 25'1 SOI 0 0 901 . 
11--.81.210 f lk::.1 NAT t,ANl'<. ll'-, (.AMt:f<.(JN C.A."lt:kLN TX 1 C"tl5b a,-, b96 0 0 b% 
ll4bl.:'.:'t0 Fl>l.51 NAT BA.'11'i. rn CA.'HU,"'4 t.l"'4YlJN TX 3Y'f8L-t :;3, 1475 229 0 1 .. 1?, 
ll<o81210 F- Ik ST NAT 1A"'><. OF C.AKTHAt.E (AR THA(,E TX 239cl '34 t::9!, 0 C, "" 11 1,S..1320 Fl RSI :'.AT :.;A~.:'<. 1~ CE-.NH:k Ct_~,;, I E:Fl 1X iot.:::.tt.. 182 ,n 0 0 ~~7 
ll<o814?0 flF<.ST NAT ~M.f(. H, C 1 SC.U C lSCU lX l <i~c 7 2.'IIJ 6?2 0 0 t,!.,,t'. . 
1148141(, F .!..>{.~tkS SlA TE :jA"-411. " 1R c.o C.LAKENDON TX l':>7; l IOI Sd 0 0 5;:,3 . 
11 .. c 1soo RC:.O R IVE:R ~'3 l~ CLAF<.1<,$Vlllt:: C.LAkKS.1/ l LLE; TX l~l?O 411 41> 0 0 41; 
11481'.)30 C.U:l:!URNc ~A.T lD,.,,l>L BANK C lf: bUk~t:. lX 341::'.3 452 lc'.77 0 0 127"1 
ll4f:1?35 Fl k::.T NAT OA~,~ IN C.LE.blJkNf:. CLE !;Uk.NE TX 42S-43 >41 l'-IL-4 4ob 0 1,;,,<('4 
ll4E l':>!>C FlR.!,T cuu,-..,v..i "-Allu.'UL BA.'-IK CCd.MA,"11 TX 23173 lP.~ 9U!> 0 0 905 
11-.s1~~s UNl\/t:RSlTY ~o Cf COLLt.U: STACLLU:GE S 1 A llON TX 36~41 50& l4l10 77 0 l,.i...O 
ll.<t("'o loiO Cl TY NU o, C.OUJl(.AOU Cl TY CULU~ADU CITY TX 2326t:I ,'.'08 1071 C 0 1C71 
ll.<ob lQ<tO C0'1ANC.HE:: NA J lON.ll BAf'.cK C.GMM<C.Hf. TX 2202e 143 bBB 0 0 C!cld 
1148 lc,70 fl k.Sl NAT BA"" CJF COMM.CkC.E C.OMMt:kCt TX 21871 2"0 72• 0 0 7.tb • 
11 ... a1or,,o F-IR~T NAl 8A:\IJ(, lN C.UNK(Jf: LON ROE= TX 71330 504 31.,08 2.C..t:5 0 3801' 
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(lJ (2) (3) (4) (5) IOI 
osa fitAME LOC.ATlON TOEP V'LllSH 1917 New N~W ulf 

--- -- _ R.f:.QBAL EPA __ REQbAJ.. 13)-151 ___ 

ll48l723 A~t: klC.A.N kA. T !UN.AL BANK C.CAPUS C.HR.lSll lX 33lb4 500 1392 10~ 0 1392 . 
11481731 CORPUS C ►iRISTl BANK ANO lR C~PUS C.HRlSTl TX 157770 2348 6410 4319 0 b-.lO 
ll4bl740 C.ORr'US. CHRIS Tl NATIONAL B.\M-1.lCRPUS tHR15Tl TX 2~b93C )12(,J 1201~ ~440 'tl'18 1~Ll 
ll4b l 744 f-lR.Sl NB UF FLOUR BLUH CORPUS C.HR.lSl l TX 2,{1?'18 171 117(! 1'0 0 !178 
ll4817'tb GUARANTY bAl lONA.L !3K, f. lR. C.UkPU5 LNRlST:1 TX ··-·- -- ------ Slbl.2 445 L7'"Jl 12t;b 0 :0'12 . 
11481747 C.ULFWAY Nil OF CLRPUS CHR.lSTIC.U',f'US C.t!RlSll l< 19~:,9 202 003 0 0 003 . 
ll4E'l746 Mi::RCANllU. NAT bAN,._ C.UU-'US C.hRlS T 1 TX 3 70~'4 bib l4b8 141 0 l'-iBb . 
ll48 l 1SB COR SIC.ANA ~~ Tl ONAL bANK. C.U<l~lCANA TX 16564 2Ub >1> 0 0 51> . 
ll4t1l 760 flkS.T NAT BK. UF- (..lJRSl(AN:A LO?.!:>lC.AtiA TX 74123 174 3333 1713 0 ;,3.:,3 
11481770 STATE NAT ;Si'. OF CU'{~}C.ANA CU>(SH.ANA TX 22'141 2'1 &t'O 0 0 b.20 
ll<tSlb3b Alllt.Lt FlR!:,T NS UF CkU(.lU.TT CROCKE11 TX 31011 ••• %S 0 0 %> 
1148197~ tKGCKHULLOW NA l lO~Al bA~~ DALLA 5. TX 20336 231 901 0 0 907 
11481977 Cl THENS NAT t:IN. UF LIALLAS. DALLAS TX t;[l~22 1736 3!>45 1CJ12 0 3!>••5 
1141::l 1'7&5 CGMMtkC.lAL NAT IUNA.L liAN!<.. UAL LAS. TX 2tJ~"1i:, "' 403 0 0 493 . 
11481'.187 C.OMMUNHEAL TH NAl lul'iAL BAM DALLAS TX 36492 >11 lt:i65 3>2 0 J.bb5 . 
ll4til'>19Y DALLA~ NAT tSA--.,,K IN DALLAS. DALLAS. TX 41314 459 17.Cd 3&8 0 172& 

__ ll4BL020 FIR.ST NAT 8A.NK. IN o.-.LLAS, DAL LA~ lX -~-- 24.2!>54!> 9l91 15£62.;J 51£0 104114 4i,~09 
1148~023 FI KST 5!::CURl TY ~b CF l>ALLAS DALLAS TX 2039~ 442 700 0 0 700 • s 11482.04 7 l'\lwuDO NATlU"iAL bA:--IK. ()At.LAS TX 3C882 317 ll'll 0 0 1191 
1148.:'.052 M.\lN ~lREl::T NAl &K OF- OALLASOALLA~ 1X 22c;3t, 200 b.20 0 0 bLb 
1148.<:00S NOkTNPARK. NAT 8Af'jJ<. OALLA~ TX 7b077 1,.::2.l 3ll6 1571 0 .:)12&. 
ll48LC70 Mf:RC.ANT lLt. N1\T bl!. AT OALLAS OALLAS TX l19lb52 750/J 611.i:::O !1633 47't01 13719 

__ 11482080 1-lAT !sK Of COl":Mt.RC.E OF DAUASDALLA~ TX 22800.l. 23'1b 10641 !>591 302.t. 7619 
11482100 Rt:-PUbLlC. NA f BAN!<. OF CIALLAS DALLAS. TX 25314(./d, 10.("37 1!>0042 5130 10.C:309 47733 
ll4b2l0d. TX C.f'lkC. BJ.Ni<.~OkTl·OH:Sl NA. IJALLAS. TX 22 lb4 490 O>< 0 0 t..~2 . 
ll4S.lll8 \N lTED t-.lATlONA.L bAN!( DALLA~ TX 66C.~CJ- -'•35 3?.t:.9 2.2:(;b 0 j729 
ll4821LO TEXAS t\ANK f. li<UST COMPANY DALLAS TX 3~ 5!:197 20b3 lt,743 5\btS b237 b~(;b 
ll46L123 TRlNlTY NATJ.C.,NAL BANK. DALLAS TX .2.C!:13!> ... 497 0 0 497 . 

_ll>t82l70 f-lP..ST NAT OK lN LIE-C.ATUR Of:.tATUR TX 22 7!>1 ~99 9>9 0 Q 959 . 
ll45l210 0£:.L RIO NAT lU'--IAL CA.Nit<.. Dll RIO TX 37060 1201 091 0 0 OSI 
11482220 Cl T llEN!i. NAT BK OF Ot:NlSOi OENl.SOfll TX 53511 >3> C:£17 703 0 2217 
1148('.230 Sl AlE I\IAT tSAl'IK OF DENISON DENJ!)ON. TX 50706 5bl 177tl >51 0 lC,,Jb 
ll4bi240 FlKSl DENlU~-l C.lY N8 UF l>NlCNDtNlCJN TX 541?!> 70& 2101 ,1, 0 2101 
1l4t,L370 CUt5l!N NA.1 lUNAL &UM. Dub LIN ,. 14'-190 103 1,0 0 0 no 

~· 11482375 t--lRS! NAT f1M,K lif IJU~AS DU"IAS TX ltH:iU4 421 197 C, 0 15-7 
114bl3d0 FHUl ST ATE bANK UUMAS TX 21458 3~l Bl l 0 0 •II 
ll4e23tl~ f-lMST 110,flONAl bANr~ Ob..-..CANVILLf; TX 34 747 :H!> l-'i'J'-> 372 0 14':0 
l11.te2390 F-lRST NA.l BK OF E:AC.lE l"KE E:AC,LE.: LAK~ TX L5262' 374 %4 0 0 9M . 
lll.ib.(:400 FIRST NAT bK OF- EAGLE. PASS t.AC.lE: PASS TX 44259 1208 1021 0 0 lOd 
114!::IL'-)O E:AS TU.N[> NATIONAL ~ANK. E:A!i, TLANO lX 24 767 4~.£ b1d 0 0 o7o 

__ ll4t'2.4t>C FlllST r-,i,q BA~:<. IN EUll\~URG i:01"'-loUR.G TX 3'10~5 ;)33 l.t:....,3 13> 0 li93 
ll4!:!.t500 FIRST NAT bAt.iK oi:: El (.AM.-0 E:L LAMPO TX 261:174 23~ 1487 104 C, l,,b7 
ll462551 t!AS!.t:TT NAT bANi,:;. Cl l'l\!)0 TX )103,2 !>:i1 11 l'- 0 0 l 114 
ll46.l~~2 ~A~p(,_ OF CL PASO el PA5,0 TX 6~2.:'.0 bLl 2!>01 101-4 0 .t'.~dl 
1148.l~Sb CONT lNl:NTAL N.\ T IUN.AL i:>ANK [L PA.!iO TX i1!>b£ 250 10~4 0 0 1,,_.1;s,.. 
11482!>60 el PASlJ NATIONAL BANK. EL PAS.0 TX 413410 Sl00 l 7L01 S3t>2: ..... b.2.l~ 
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Ill (2) (3) (4) C ~ l lo> 
OSB NAHE LOCATION TDEP VL lCSH 1,;.77 Nbi NfW tHF 

--- ---·---· ------ ----- ----- ---·-·-··----- - -------•- - ~U.H.\~L -a- H, JU:IJt,Al (3 )-( 5) 

ll"b25b4 NOR THGA T f:. NA 110:--.iAL B A~K lL PASO TX 224';'8 521 490 0 0 49b 
llc.e25b5 FlR~l C.l TY r•B OF EL PASO H PAS.0 lX 113~99 l',b4 2bj,l 140b 0 2ts!l 
ll4e257CI ~TATE ••T b< OF EL PA~O EL PASO TX 3948C..b 4382 11e;.4 5bbb 10340 74',8 

ll'-8"-t>.20 C.llllENS rtAl bANK IN lN~lS E:NNlS TX 34':tll 4-34- 13.H 1; 0 1.3:,7 
_ll4bi:b35 FIRST t-1,A. TlUNAL bArd',, LUU.S!i. TX -----------------··--· -"" it'.!;b~l l63 ',o~t,, 0 0 f;t~b . 

ll41i-.O: 7t..O 1ST ClTY NS (,f FltJRE:S\/lLU: fLOf..t.SVlLl.t: TX 1<;7t,9 d4 7 lV " 0 110 . 
114B.l770 flfl.!:,T NA.1 ~I',, OF- F-LO'l'liA.O-. f.LQYl.,,AOA. TX 24-3~4 214 10"1</ 0 C H,4Y . 
l 14&2812 FOkl HOOD NA1]0N.AL bAN,<, fOk J HIJOlt H <.240.t 1348 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4t:t.615 F lk5 T NATlGNAL ~ANI<. HAT .S.TOC.K.11.N TX t:291b 2,, 770 12 0 770 . 
ll482'828 CITY NATHi.'IA.l t,Al',K f-Lk J hUkTl-1 TX ~9C5b 075 ,t4::,9 899 0 24:.'t . 

~- ll<t82e30 tLlNllr-.Er.tlAL "" u, FT 1-ruRlH HiRT MLJRTH TX 331 4 2.~ 254~ l"-99ti ~ 1,03 Tl~9 77 :,7 
ll46,'.b40 F-IRSl NAT ::!ff. (ff ""'' WURTH FUR T i,,{JRTH TX 1:>B 1'1.l !)',!,,i: 3894':t ~553 21b~9 l l.t:'10 
ll'-Bt:845 fOkl \olUklH BANK ,. lRlJSl H;1RI \olOKlH TX "t?t,t'.,t, '40 H,r,j .tbC> 0 lt>'-3 
ll._62b!:i0 f-CJK T WOR1H NAT 1(;"1AL bANK fuR l lofUk TH TX 696227 ~530 50b42. 5-4til 3~939 14<,03 
ll4&~8b3 C.ATEWAY NAT JLNAL B,1,NK H1IU ti,URJH TX ,(':,t,l'_~ 330 lllb 0 0 lllo 
lllaatbttO Sl./"l~ll NATI(,NAL bA!ltl<. f-LRT WORTH TX 22.:)c9 2,~ 717 0 0 717 . 

_ll4bt:9.JO fRL L:t .. Rl C.l(.S!lUkG NA110"1AL BANK F KE: L>lR l C.r..SbURG ·~ lX 3b3t.ts ;2v l2b4 0 0 li'b'-, 
ll4b29!.U f-JR.S,1 fRCU•UkT 11.4A 111.JNAL BA.Nl<.FREtPURl TX 4'.,t:4S 61< 1944 1'1 0 •l'f'i't . 
114829',0 C.AH~ESVLE •• IN (,.AINt.SVLC (;AlN!:.SVlLLE 1X 3 l!Ul .,, it.:.:,(; V 0 10.:,0 
114830{..>8 U ... NK OF (.ALVlSTON NA C.AL VE.SlUN TX 21330 37',, bb1 0 0 ob1 N) 
llt,,83020 flRST hUT{.Hl, .... GS SEALY NAT t;l{{.A.L Vl::STQN TX 11 ~110 lCdb S12.?o 33~1 0 51.:3 0 
ll4A303S MIJOUY NAT ti~ ur {..ALV~~TUN l,ALVf::.S,TlJN TX 5-,•c,,9,i: 91 7 £3~8 es1 0 £.;).d:I 00 
11483040 UNl Tf::0 STATE~ NATIONAL BANK G.ALV.E.HON TX 103135 .,~ 479£ 3164 ~29 .t,.:)o3 

ll4830bl lULUN.lAl NAT lUNAL BANK. (,.AP.LAND lX 2t-.4!)f:I 827 477 0 0 477 
l!.48,jQOJ F IRS.T NAT O< lN GARLAND GARLAND TX b7~10 1~04 4~Nj 2.113 0 4(.¥3 
114~3·100 NATICNAL bAl'IIK OF C.A.TE.S.VlLLE GATES.VILLE lX 2lJt,~3 22.!I 1~C 0 0 ,~o 
114831)0 flR~T NH ., l N (,£(;1%1. it'E.S T c..E.ur-,c.t west TX l 7?4b l04 "" 0 t,9!, 

ll4B.:>l~O FIRST NAT BAr>ir,. LF- L1 LlllM~.S. (,l(J[)lf'K,~ TX £8127 ~'tl ~'-lf.J 0 0 91,~ 
__ ll'i:B3lb0 FA.kHl:.R.S. ANO MERC.1-iANT!:> ~Al t,ir;C,lLKE.R TX l&<:,:,1 .t:04 661 0 0 M:1 . 

11.-.&3170 fl,R.H NA. T 8A~K Of GlLME:k C.llMt:k 1, i:Vi:.C.o ,01 5bS 0 (/ Sb9 . 
11.:.83220 FlR5T NAT BK OF C.CJNlAlE~ LUNZALE.S. lX 2~4.t:6 2~'9 lul~ 0 0 lvlS 
11483-290 f-lKST NAT bA.NI\. lk Gl<AHAM (,kAl-1A.M TX .t:9"t29 234 1230 24 0 1,00 
ll48,j300 C.1-lAhAM hAT lLML bAr-.K C.k.4HAf'1 " 36450 L.L.l l6e:>4 ::,~~ 0 lt-t-4 
11483.HO Fl R~T NAT t\A~,i<. (JF GRANBURY (,kA}i&URY lX .c'Hl!:il l4b 9.!4 0 0 ..,,..,9 
ll.C.833<-5 flR~l •• IN C,l<.ANU.PkAlRli:. t:.RMHJ PkAlRlE: TX 26343 :no bO> 0 V >LS 
11-,e333,5, MlUwAY NATIONAL bANI(. (,.RA.NO PRAIRIE TX <1!2651t 373 7.S V 0 1>' 
1148.3400 tll llE:N~ NB ts C.REENVlllE: C,k.ElNVILlE TX 4'-,CiOl !.~8 l"tt,9 '44 0 l4o9 
ll.463.410 FIRST C,Kl:Hh'lllt "" BANI<. <:.RE: CNVlLLE- TX 34(;47 ~!>6 U:31 ,. 0 1231 . 
ll4P3'i,S-1 FlRS.1 ~A.1 B< "' hAMI L lON HA~JLTCN lX 15(52 90 '24 0 0 ~L4 . 
1148.:J!>CO HAMlLION NATlONAL bA~K HAMILTON TX 2.t:46.J 149 772 0 0 I 7,2 

_ 1148.!~.£0 FAkMC.RS ANO ME.RC.HANH. NAl MHAMLlN TX.- l'1.!o11 112 bL~ 0 0 "'' 11463~50 FlRSl NAT t!A~K u, hAkllNC.EN hARll~Gt:N TX b1CJ11 l"i.<:'.9 ~740 1CJ40 0 ~, ... ~ 
11 .. 83500 HARLINGEN NA TlONAL bANt<. HARLINGEN TX bO!,t,,e t30 d4~ 139 0 .c:'. l,.~ 
ll48~!>7b f-IR~T NAT bK OF ~TAHUU> hARklS COUNTY TX 4S733 4e9 1171 ,,. 0 1711 . 
ll4E.J590 HASl\f::LL ~AT10.AL b'-1'-tl(. hAS"-1:.LL TX 2372:tl £41 103(; 0 0 1030 . 
ll4l1:;b50 C.11 llENS NB Or HE.NOE:RS.CJ't HtNDf::kSON TX t>l 73b ••• 289:> 1429 0 2b'1:> 
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___ f1.EJ1.6E:.R. BANKS __ BENEf-lT TO BANK.$, COVER£D BY H.ODlFIE;O ~. 85 _ 2./22/79 __ ------

Cll (2) (3) (4) (5) 16) 
DS6 N4Mt; LOCATION llli:.P VL TCS.H 1977 MW NEcW 01~ 

- -~-- -·----- - -- - --- ----- ---- RU.itlAL HA R.tobAL {)J-{~} ___ 

11483060 FIRST NAT BANK OF- H£NLI::.RSON HlNCitRSO~ TX 3~414 Job 1~4b 190 0 154b . 
11'983(,80 flkST NAT ••""- OF- !11:RHUkO HE:Rf:.FORO TX 45964 516 lVLL !>3b 0 192.2 . 
1146.:, 1bt1 eANK OF t1(JU5lON HGU~ll.JN TX 4b251 3B9 i052 045 0 .::0!:-2 
ll4t<37B9 9MtK. OF- H-it: 5.0iJlHWt:Sl NA H:.JIJ.) JUN TX lOlC,t,27 7715 515-':IC !,4(.it/ 371&0 14412 

____ 11'18.:,7':,4 tE:N1K.\l NATlO.'iAl BANI( HCU~ TG.'11 lX L!:i7't4 372 1016 0 C lUH . 
ll4b.379b (Al-'ITAL NAlll.fllAL HM~1<; HOU::, TUN TX 34079.:, 2010 16!>81 5,2r.t1 E,l'tb b3o5' 
ll483bl5 f lRSl Cl T'f N!.l L• h(JU~ TlJN HLU~ TUf lX 26079-0U 1'9377 lt>2 l~l !>5E:U 12074'9 41437 
ll48JdJ0 LUAKANTY NAJ lON~l bANi< HW!:,TUN TX 3bb3b 9ol l07Y 0 0 1079 . 
11483bJ~ F-lR!:.1 Cl TY !.\A,--.K-MJRTMtAST NAHWSTUN l.( ld7'1!) :n~ 43" u 0 'i:B . 
ll48_jU37 1ST lNT;,,,NJL bK. IN HUS lN .. HOU~HJ"4 tx 3c,5442 ..:ts42 lb073 ~b.i:'.b <,713 b3e0 

__ 1}4e:,e10 HOUS.TJ:"-1 NATlt.i't.Al bAN.K. HUtiS.TlJN TX 51 lb 18 £lt:.1:1 31~~5 55(:.3 2092., lC.'bCO 
ll 4d 38b 1 LDC!<. .. UOD ",,AT JONAL OANII.. ~iCV~llN TX 83..,14 &13 :,.HS l't37 0 .. L~75 
ll<t63ti6l u_.~,iG PUlNT Nb CF HUUS. TUN H(:U~TUN lX !>33lb 1, .. .i:'.3'il 950 0 2392 
1140.3885 fw<Af.C..R.!:GO'{ P-'f-.K. NAlim;AL bAMHOUS. ll:N TX Sb660 127-=. 4:'.140 646 0 ~ l4b . 
ll4!UB't3 r-.AJjul'>IAL 5TA~(J . .e-kD !"lA~K HW5TLN TX 2b:,72 2'4 104<;. 63 0 104() . 
11453$95 PLAZA COMM::Rlt ISMOX..NA HW!)lc.w.1 TX 2c.t;4f'; 313 B02 111 0 13(•2 . 
11"153909 RE:PUbLJC. N.A J 10NAL BANK. HW!:.TUN TX 7224b 5% 3£23 1903 0 3223 
11483~15 SAN f-ELlPE: NAl lLNAL BA.'tK HW.:>lGN TX .H12A, 4<2 1.2:t,O IS 0 'll90 . 
114i.!39Hi 5-0UlHE.RN N..\T t;AN.v;. MW!:.lUN TX 231430 l-'.20 ll'J53 5275, )9"10 b013 

~ ll4&3<t!b iEXAS C.OMMtRC.t:. bt.N.K. ... HU\J!:.TLN TX 206247~ 92''-l 144()45 5804 107603 :::ie-.4l 
ll.:,83902 Vl LLAC.E: NATIU-.AL !;IA.NI\ HDU!>H1N TX 2Vb30 3ll 004 0 0 004 . 
ll4E3<jt.,4 WE'.:) T LOOP NAllU/1.JAL tHN.K Ht'..JU!i. TO:-... TX 21031 321 .,, 0 0 "' _ ll4e39o9 WE.S TbUl<Y NA11lJ/'0,L SA!'-11<. HOU!:,lUN. TX l!.i819 lib2 88'1 0 0 084 
ll.t,.b4C05 A.MC.kllAN NA.I llJNAL ~A~K HLMt:Ll lX l8'7ill ,03 679 0 0 019 
1141:!4020 FIRST NAT 8K. (Jf hUNJSVlllE mr~l.S.VllLE TX 54bl 7 113 2lb3 692 0 211:3 
ll4H4030 HU~lSVJLLI::. f';Al lUNAL f:IA:-tt<. HV~•l SV!LLE TX ~3b~l 1016 ooo 0 0 600 
ll4t-403t F1i.:51 N.AllU'\AL bAN'<. 1-<~Sl TX b70~!! "' 1093 u 0 l C.93 .. 
11484-UO flk~l Nb OF JAl.11.SUr,v ILLE JA(.~.sc.:r,vlLLE TX 2tsb~4 520 hJ74 0 0 107"t 

-- ll't&-'11~5 FlR!:.T NA ll U~Al bAV, JA'.::ir't.'1.. TX 2?,0.1-l ,j90 951 0 0 9~1 
ll<t84le5 F-IKST NAT BK OF- J!::Fft:RSlJN JHh:RS.LN TX l 9'io3b lo5 1l.1 0 0 1.2:1 
1148..,2~5 l(...AlY NAll[J"lt.l !:!Ar~,;. ~ATY TX £7357 418 %5 0 0 '45 
ll4,'J42oO ~AkMERS ,-o ME:kCHAN:15 NAT 8KK.AUf-MAN TX l27e9 3.5c, 702 0 0 h,2 
ll4b43.C.O F-1R5T NAT tHi.~K OF l\!:.RkVlLLE: t<.brnVlLLE TX b2:fJ!>9 8d 2.)0<to b1l 0 23(14 
11484350 K ll l>UR~ flP.S T NA 1 JIJIIIAL DANK "'-lLGUkE H 44!:>09 404 £22e so, 0 222b 
ll.:a.t.!4360 f-lk!:.J N,AllO'IIAL bAt.'(. KlLLH.N TX 734211',> 218b l4l4 0 0 1-'l.i'.:4 
11Jo.~'t3b7 t-11(.,1--llAND LAMS NAT bA~K KIN1..,5LAND TX 37b~7 l'::>l 1317 274 0 bl1 
ll-'184370 I\LE:~Erl.U fl KS T NA11Ll~Al bAN.K r.P,1.G'.:)VllLE TX 47093 070 .C.170 •lo 0 .C. l7b . 
ll4ti4380 MERC.A~T ILE: Nb CF Klt.il,!:>VlLU: Kll'IIGSVIlLf: TX 2 ~<J-r,,,!) 490 obl 0 0 662 
ll',1:1'147~ F-IRST NAllU'-'AL t:Ar-..l<. LA bkANC>E: H 2t(d3 11/,C oao 0 0 606 . 
ll484<t65 Flk5T NAT lO~Al BAN'<. LAK.t JACKSON 11. 202l'i '"" 083 0 0 bb3 . 

~- ll4b<t510 flR.!:.l NAT 9MJ.-, LF LA Mt.SA LA,'1E5A TX ---·. ~- ----- - '18(.,84 ll4 221J'-, 6bL 0 '-2b't 
ll'td'i5,2,J LAME:S.li NAl lC"<AL bA"il\ LAMt- SA H 530,jO 3>0 .£7~L llb4 0 27b2 . 
11-,84~30 f- IR.ST r-.AT CA~"'. u• LAMF-A5AS LA~f>AS.AS TX 22720 l9S .,, C 0 ... . 
11 .. 84'::>40 PE.Dr'LE:S NAT t!!O;. OF LAMPASAS, LA."IPA!>A5 TX lb';o69 391 432 0 0 432 . 
114845-SO f·.lk5T NAT B!". Of- LA!',jC.A51tR LANC..AS.TtR TA 3.C."104 351 l05b 0 0 JOSb . 
1146455'5 bAYSKORE: NAT BK Of lA PORTE lA i:-ukTE: TX 23370 610 1'1 0 0 1,1 

-------~--
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Cl l {2 l (3) (4) ( 5) (6) 
oso NAME LOCATION l UE~ Vl l(..!,H 1977 NE:M NtW DIF 

-------·--- - -~~------------~-------- - Kl-COAL lPA RtQi:AL (3)-(5) ______ 

ll4B't~73 CITY NAT bA.NK UF LARHJO LAkf:OU TX lb~,3:., 3% 46U 0 0 1168 . 
114845-80 LARf:LO ~AllU'iAL BAfltK LARt.DO TX 2~,!j~C7 .:!4°r.J lOOt.ff 4887 2154 -,c,15-
ll"t84590 UNlc.t-. t-.AT HANK OF LAREDO LA'< llJO TX 61b35 1050 3C.'38 1,,1 0 :,o~e 
1l"184b"t0 FIRST NAT aA.r-.u.. uF U:VE,LLAND LEVt.LLANO TX ~l42b 474 lOti{) 0 0 !Gf:.O . 

__ ll4b·'tt,~5 LE:'nlSVllll :-tATIG~AL bA.'lK LtWl!:.VILLE lX 2,4701 ~18 .,, 0 0 049 -·----· 
ll4t4bb0 FIRST LlBi:RTY r-.tAllONi..L BANK llt.H.KTY TX 301.'\30 402 1~~9 l> 0 12:59 
ll4t:147'40 FIRST NAT t,-<. OF llVINGSllN llVlNC.SlUN TX 4:'.b:24b ~2~ loll 0 0 l(Jll . 
ll484780 FlR~T LOCKHART NATIOr-.At.. bA~LOC.N..1-tARl TX 21973 117 e.o 0 0 e,o * ll-'tb-1::!l0 FIRST NAT BANK OF LO NC.VI t:.H Ll.liGVH:W TX 1,Hbdc 1403 2bb4 12':':I 0 2tC4 . 
ll-4&48.c:'.O LUN&VlEW NA.l J0NAL 8ANk. U..tH,.VlEW lX &9519 UH "tLb4 27b0 0 4~c,.4 

_ ll4B48'"70 FIRST NAT HA.NJ<. Al LUdb0C.K. LUB b0Li<. lX 31~7ti0 2.81113 llo-, 47i.7 3112 t:7 33 
11484'100 lUbf!UCI(. NATH,;NAL. bANK LUBbl.J(.~ TX 27b669 .2!:>52 12(192 5'+72 l+Olt1 744::, 
ll4E-491J5 PLAINS NAT 6A."-lK Of LUBbUCK LUtH;lJC.K TX 73339 071 34&6 19H 0 ;14&b * 1146-4907 SH.lJRITY NAT BAN.K UF LlJBb0CKLWB0C.K. TX 2~960 ,4:,4 112 a 0 172 . 
11484908 TEXAS C.UMHCRC.t: bANK NA LUbl:I0C.K lX 1451:166 1109 7507 5080 1491 bOlb 
11484930 LUFKIN NAlIUNAL bANK LUFt1;.IN TX 79879 .. , li007 25b1 0 4'-1(;7 
ll4B49t:0 FIRST NAT BANK OF MC ALLEN MC ALLEN _ lX ll <;_;,:,e: 21~0 3e-":- 21 ':lb 0 j,d:,3 

1148,.91:lB VALLE:Y NATIONAL SANK MC.ALU:N TX 17937 161 090 0 0 • b90 
ll'-85010 CE:NTRAL NAT bK UF MC. KINN£:.Y KC r,.H,1NE.Y TX 2!">bbl1 280 9'1 0 0 S9l . 
ll'-bS020 COLLIN C.Ut..i.-..:TY NATIONAL SANK MC. i<.1,-.,'H:Y TX 4(.'"710 704 13-78 27.j, 0 1378 . ~ 
ll'-r850S0 F lRSl NAT t:l-f',, Of- MADI SONY IL LEMl..0 l ~0-..,VlLLE 1> 25~4~ 1}4 l.Ot1-4 1• 0 1(164 ..... 
114$515-0 MAkLl~ NA.lIUNAL b'-NK MARL IN lX .C::300.C:: 290 737 0 0 737 0 
ll'tb5lbC FIRST NA.T SA.NI<.. Of- MAKSl"IALL HAl{5MALL TX 5£1oe1 8Sb .t:'.199 7 36 0 21'19 
1148>170 HARSH.ALL NAT l0NAL BANK. 1'!Ak.~HALL TX 56140 '"' 2134 Ml 0 2.13-4 . 

1 ll-.B~210 HASl..lN :--.ATl0t'-iAL BANK. MASlJr'i TX 18077 2&1 ~4b 0 0 '46 
; ll4bS260 F-lkSl NAT 8.\N!(. OF MEMPHIS MtMPNIS lX 2lOS3 lb7 11, 0 0 179 
ll4tiS300 FlkST NAT t.1At-.K {)F ME:f\CEDES 1-\t:hC.t:Dt:S. lX 14311 24' 3',::> 0 0 ,., 
ll4t:~350 flR:-»l NAT ~Af\K. Uf- 11[~~Ul TE ME:.!.:;.une. TX 2Sb39 1ol 47~ " 0 473 
ll-.8':>390 FIRST NAT BANK. Lf- t11ULJ.NU M10LAN1> _ TX 't.2-'t-700 Z~l:!9 .tb't~._ ~260 1Y.t'9 llCi~> 
1148~400 TH!:: 111ULAl\0 NAT l0N,U bANK MIDLAND TX 188855 ll,OS 1010:, 5,3,C,t,, 29b5 113b 
ll-485450 ClTY~Al . , OF HIN.ER.Ail Wt.lLSMlNEkAL WELLS TX 3173b 34b 1189 0 0 llb9 . 
ll-4b~'tb0 FIRST '6 lN HI NtRA.l WE:.LLS Mlfltt.kAL WELLS TX 3tit:2b 3>b 1~89 203 0 l Sb't . 
ll4b~-'t-70 flRSl NAT BANK Of Ml SSllJN MISSION lX 34H:i7 !>~U 1101 0 0 11(11 
}Ji.S~-495' FJRST N.Al bAl'.1'. OF ,_.,01O,HANS l"ILNAHANS lX 22659 2.18 10, 0 0 1Q2 

_ll46S51ll fIRST NB IN MOUNT PLEASANT MLIJNl PU:ASANT ___ 1X. >7135 533 C:lC::9 5b> 0 212'1 
11485030 CGMME:RC.lAL ,._i, JN NA((JC,L0LH.!::SNI..CCl>Dt!C.HES TX 3'J764 4oU 14~1:1 2,s 0 14','b 
ll46~b40 Sl(lf'li: FORT r..b Of NAC.tJL,,lJUC.Hi:SNACUGL0CHtS TX b690.J %> 21:.~ 9u9 0 £ 13~ 
ll4&SbSb NAS!loAU BAY NAT l0NAL bANi<. NAS!>AU t,AY TX lt4t:82 ,,,, 2411 9'Y 0 .l"tl 7 • 
ll"t8'::,t>',,O FlRST Nb OF NC.W bF-.\LJNf-ELS N<H bkAlJNFELS TX 37>51 3b0 Jbl4 510 0 lb74 . 
ll4b'::,703 NEM ~RAUNF-EL S NA 1 lllNAL bANK ~EW bRAUNFELS TX lje,04 lll 40U 0 0 4C8 
1148~760 f-ARMC:RS ArlD MEl-1.ChANTS NAT MNOCONA TX 2lbb0 ,a un 0 0 677 
ll4SS79S NOklHEAS.1 NB lJf ful<l wu~TH N R IC.HLAN0 HILLS TX b47~b <>13 2bid 103-b 0 2b£7 
ll46SrHO fik:::.l NAT ~K OF u:..,e::.SA ODE SSA TX 10~173 160~ 5b'/S 4104:'. 0 :>cc,=, 
ll48Sb25 NAT lONAL tANI( Of U0ESSA ODE !loSA lX 53t>CJ9 l1b4 1197 0 a 1191 
11485828 ~TATE NA TlONAL bAf'l.K. DUES.SA lX blb't1 706 3548 177'1 0 ;;~-4& . 
ll"t8!>bb0 OL T~ SlAlE !SANK OLTON lX Zll 1.it 90 829 0 0 b29 . 

--· --·- ----·-··---- ---· 
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__ KEXBE:R BA~KS SENE.flT. TU HANKS C.OVE:.RED_tsY HUDHl E.0 !I,. 8~ 2/~2/79 

111 12 > 13) {4) I>> (O) 

DSb NAf",E L□ C.AllON lLE.P VL lt.SH 1977 NtM New (Jff 
RlObAL EPA REWbAL 13l-t5L ____ 

ll48S875o cuur.TY NAll(1NAL BANK OkANC.E: TX 25750 >>O 71• 0 0 718 . 
ll46S8E.O FIR!>l C.J TY NAT BK OF Cf<ANGE ORANGE: TX 41.301 blO 20lt, 510 0 201 b 
11465930 OlUNA NATlO~AL ~ANK OLQ.'-tA TA JlO.33 124 1442 3lti 0 J.4k.2 
ll:.b~9'o0 EA.~1 lLOS flits OF PALf:STlNE: PALl.:.!:.TlNE lX 25<j91 4.35 lObO 0 0 lut•O . 

-· 114!::.t:iQOU ROYALL NAT bK Of. PALESl lNE. PALl:.!>T lNE lX 24~10 •<9 J(.>'t9 0 u l c-.-:,, 
1140 1..,030 f !RST NAT tsM, . .C. IN PAMPA PAMPA TX ~4b4U b.!.j 3\JIJ".i 133d 0 3,)09 
1148:-.050 rlRSJ NAT BANK u> PAklS PMJS lX 3b5:>5 4'5 i,.,.'::,3 ,. 0 14!13 • 
ll-.be.0tiO l lt:l-i::P.TY NA.T 1:3ANK 1• PA.fl.IS PA.k lS lX 395;;:7 515 H,0.2 2>5 0 lb~2 . 
11 ~86iJ73 PAS.t..llfNA hA l IONAL tsAN!<. PASADtNA lX !>551.la 512 2104 .. , 0 .21c,-. 
114!:'t..0'--JO HkST fU,T CA~<<- LF PE:.(.Cl~ PECO!> lX 2.4!151 2.02 b'3 0 0 b'3 
ll't-e~lOO ~I: C.URl TY STA Tl; bi',. Wf ncc,s Pt:C.f.JS TX 2973S 3~9 91~ 0 0 915 
ll.4t'bl 10 F, lR Sl NAl BAI'.!<. UF PCkRYl(;h f'E:KRYTON TX 3":t<53 i:t>l lt,91 348 0 l(.,<;'7 

llitColl'tO Pl T TStU,.._(. N.A 11 O~AL bA"-K P!l TS~URG lX 17375 ,~2 ~-~ 7 0 0 ,s I 
11461::>200 C.ITY NAT bA.NK. UF PU•l~VHW ?LAlNVll::W lX 47401 311 22.12 190 0 2272 
11-.60205 FIRST NATlO~AL 5AN1\ F'LAl,.,.VJE.W TX 25493 109 9b8 0 0 <.tb8 . 
ll4bt,.22O F-lRST NAT BANI( OF PLAr--0 PLANO TX 318?7 402 li:lf:I 81 0 U.78 . 
ll<t~t124C f IR.ST ,. IN PU:ASAt1l GN PU·A~ANTCJN lX .lOl_:,b 239 770 0 0 770 . 
11,ac.:::t:io f-IRST NAT BK OF PuRl ARlt1UR PL.RT AR'THUR TX 1196'.>2 1029 5233 3519' 444 '47~9 
ll4ocl78 F-IR!)T NAl BK IN PGF...T LAVA~A PuRT LAVACA TX 21L99 3oe 922 0 0 922 ~ 
llt,Jo.£90 rlkS.T SAT BK OF PUk 1 NE:C hE: S VOP. T t.EC..liES, TX 3721'.> 122 l~U't 137 0 l.:1<:,'7 . .... 
l!4e!)3CJO F-lk~l /ltA l !D~t-L bA~K OF POST POST TX 2-4,'.'.74 l36 ,,, 0 0 9>7 .... 
114&~400 FlRST NAT 8.1.t,~ CF CUl lMAN IJUl T MAN lX 23940 178 1010· 0 0 1070 . 
11.:.80460 FlR5T NAl bANA UF i..t flJLlU Rtf-ULIU TX £47::.o 2()1 l.:'.59 7 0 12!,9 . 
ll't8b527 flRST Nb OF RIC.HAROS.ON R lC HAkD50N TX 20743 339 ,S4 0 0 ;o, . 
l!.4!:lt>:>29 PP.0~.1:NAOE "'iAIIm,AL bANI(. RlCHAKOS.tfll TX 22~4~ 42• 77> 0 0 775 . 
ll46i.'::>50 F-lkST Nb Uf- RlC.H'"lltND f'.IC.t1MUND TX 19<:fl,j ;05 b4b 0 0 b40 . 
ll4f~b30 S l ATE NAT b.A:0-.-!<. OF KOb5lOW~ RLJ!;i 5 TUfl~ TX 321 l'-J <05 l4b4 231 0 14~4 . 
ll4CC670 Hi<S.T NAT BAN!(.. LF- k.tJC.Kf'ORT ~(.(.1'1-'(!Kl TX 23709 2b4 947 0 0 <'7 . 
ll4So740 f-!R5T NAT ~A~.t. C:f- ?.llSU-t!:..E:.RC. kUSLNht~C. TX £3045 Lf:.L 119d 0 C, ll'tt> . 
l14dt.diU Ll..'tlRAL t-.b Of- S.Ar-t Ai'.GllO 5AN ANGllO TX 125700 22~1 4t.-'t7 3123 0 4b .. 1 
ll4Cbt,90 f-lkSl NAT BA},i.io;, o, SAN ANULO~A'-4 A-'~'7tLO lX ~98&3 1022 .£2¼4 731 0 224", . 
11 ~frn900 SAN A'iGE:LO Nt, UF- SAN MC.E.LO SAN A!lilGtLO 1X 12&£97 l::>t2 541,1 32b"t 0 !;, 1,41 
l148t;'JCS kE:ST SlC,t N,4. TIONAL t,ANI\ SA:--, ANt.tLO TX 21367 '90 540 0 0 51-U 
114/:lt,910 ALA!"l(J NAT lCNAL BA.NJ( SAN ANTLNlO TX 2b"lb9i 3C.ol 124,:'.(.:, ~4V~ 41bb 7660 
ll4Bt..93O BEXJ\k C. l'Y NB Cf SAN ANTONJO SAN A,.._TllftlU TX l401t9b lC'.:lil b~t'':i> 43t:l ~b9 !:>Yi:.O 
ll46o'lr.H 8fl0AfJWAY fliA.1 l(JNJ..L BAkK S.A.'~ A~TlJNlO TX 1324~7 21'>6 5£.)b 3110 0 ~23b 
1148~935- bkOCKS flD l'Cb OF- SAN ANlUl'llO!>AN ANT UN IO TX s.;oc,s <>'9 20.::C> 468 0 20.2"6 . 
11480937 Cl T lZE:NS. !'iB OF SAN Al'll01'1l0 SAN ANTllNlO TX 3373b 1167 "" 0 0 b~1 
ll48e,QOO flR~l NAT 81<. UF SAN ANlLNllJ SAN ANTONIO TX 77t,bb »• 3001 1794 0 30t.l 
ll 4E 6''70 f-RUS.l NAl Bl'\ Of SAN ANTUNl(; ~AN ANTUNlO lX 7 3'o293 lOOb~ 3Lb61 53s,,.,, .t.1577 llO'tO 

~ lli..,o:;i',180 C.RUJS /\:AJ ~It OF !.A·'l ANTONIO S,ti..N A"'TUNlU TX -----·-----··· -- 255'81 444 901 0 0 ,01 . 
ll4b69'c<e, Kf:LLY FLO NB UI- "" Ai"ilUNlU SAN A/\ilONIU lX 43293 ,,,. 2052 1103 0 2C>52 . 
11'1&:..998 ""AlN. bM,._ A·"tD TkUST SAN AN.lONlO lX ~':,1841 '70 3~10 210~ 0 .)!>IQ 
ll487Gl0 Nt!o LF CC::'-1'1.;.::.E: OF s.- A."HONIO~Ai\l A/\ilUNlO TX 515184 "eo, 2~.2£'-'t 5~7t:s lbl 7& 40-.e, 
ll-'t8702C ,. (·f f-LRT SAM HOUSH.1N ~A~ ANH;NIO TX 1£6412: bSO 7;7r, 4900 2b7 7'j09 
11481026 Sf::CURllY N4T lUNAL BAl'-.K. SAN ANTUNlO 1X 2 ll42 290 •o• 0 0 bu8 . 
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I 11 121 131 1.i t 51 161 
OS8 NAME LOCAlION TGE:P Vl 1CSl1 1'111 New NSW OlF 

-·-·---·---·----- .Rl~BAL ___ EcPA RH.l~AL (31-(51_ ____ 

11487040 WINDSOR PARK BANK. NA SAN ANTONIO lX 41!>-'tl 1314 b•& 0 0 b40 . 
114870c,O flR!:il rr.o OF SAN AUGUS TlNE SAN AUGUST ]NE lX 17219 206 444 0 0 444 . 
ll-487130 flR~T NB OF SAN MAP.CO:ii SAN MARC.OS lX 28491 354 lOLt, 0 0 102& 
11467140 STATE bANK ANO TRU!i.T COMPANYS.AN HA~CCIS lX 340'1'3 4>0 1137 0 0 ll.$7 

....Jl',87250 FIRST NAT bAl'i~ l:'t SE.GUlN _ SC.GUIN _____ TX 26919 56> ·- 867 0 •- 0 607 • i 

ll"-t7350 HE:RCHA'ilS ANO PLANTERS. Nb !i.HEf<.MAN lX 1'i8b2 1001 3179 -lbt.i9 0 317'# --1 
ll46735S TE.XUMA NAllUNAL BANK S.t1ERMAN lX 1'11j,89 '42 >I> 0 0 51> 

I 11487375 FlR5T NAT o,<, OF SlLSbf:.E 5IL~bH lX lb320 541 .i:".75 0 0 275 
ll4S7360 SILSBEE !:,,TATE BANK 51LStH.E lX 2ti3bl 421 95> 0 0 95> 
11 .C.8 7"t30 S.NYUC.R NA TI UNA L bANK. !)NYl.iER TX 43-'tl5 319 2'.:172 1077 0. 2572 
11487"4!>0 FIRST t-.lAT bAr-.K Uf SUN(IRA SU~ UR.A TX .. 23159 ___ 177 1123 0 0 11.!3 . 
11"467530 FARME:kS, FJRS 1 NAllONAL SANK 51EPHf:.NVlLLE: lX 43"l7b 003 lb28 411 0 1628 . 
1148 7td0 C.llY NB OF SULPHUR 5,PklNG5 SlJL.t>HUR SPklttGS lX 2b013 £42 lOt!!i 0 0 lC.1t5 . 
ll"-B7b3S PEOPLES NB CJF SULPHUR SYG,S S.ULJ'HUR SPRJNGS TX lb874 236 '51 0 0 551 • 
ll487b40 SULP11UR SPRlN(,!) STAlE tU,NK SULPHUR SPRINGS lX 4024!, • 466 2(110 ~66 0 2010. 
1148 76 ... 5 FIRST NAT a, SWHHiAH.R TX 3331b 379 1Ci85 0 0 lOo!> 
ll.C.b7c.90 FIR.5T hAl "'"" Of TAHC,KA lAHOKA _____ TX 

------------~-- ·- 29770 180 13lt7 39 0 1347 
11487710 C.ITY NAlIONAL bANK Of lAYLl.RTAYLOR lX 253b0 161 10b3 0 0 11083 
11487720 FIRST TAYLOR NA110NAL bANK. 1 AYLOR lX 42431 419 lb24 13,3 0 lt.i24 . I:..:> 
ll'-8173t, Cl1IZH4S N~ u• H~PLE 11::MPLE: lX 1845£ 581 261 0 0 Lb1 . ,_. 
11487740 F-lRST NAT BANJ<. Lf- HHPLE Tl:.MPU. lX 59b'-& 01b 2~~ .. 913 0 £5.H . I:..:> 
11487750 H:MPLE l'IIAl lU~AL f!ANi<:. TEMPLE: lX 74075 uoa L:87!, 1335 0 2tj7!, 
ll487170 A"IH,lCAN NAT BA~r~ OF TERfU:LL TE!UULL _ 1 X _________ )8189 •~e 2199 ~22 0 2199 __ __!_. __ 

11487780 lE).Ah..KANA NAllONAL BANK 11:.XARKAtO. lX 98b00 1462 3413 197':ar 0 3413 
11487790 TEXAS Cl TY t.lAT IO~AL 6AM lEXAS Cll'f lX 37513 U:45 796 " 0 7% 
ll-'1Q78SO GUAkANlY t,OND ST A lE BAN< lt!MbALL lX 39622 •o• 1536 1,1 0 153tl 
ll'-87920 FlR!:.T NAT bAtJ~~ OF- TULIA lUL lA lX -4 1•644 207 1b31 43~ 0 lc37 
ll487950 Clllll:.NS. FIRS.T NAT BK TYU:R lX 130287 122!, 7337 !>'tOO 0 7337 
1148 7'1!.5 H(R ll AG-f:. NA I l□ r,i'il UAN.K lYU:R TX. --------- -~~·- 31933 703 1029 0 " )C,29 

11 1161900 PEOPLE.S. NAT bA1'tt',, (JI- TYLER lYU:R TX 15152.2 l39Z 7761 Yt 13 47" 1.?b2 
ll't87'17U lYlf.R bM,IK £. TRU~T CO lYLt:k lX 103467 2195 ,jt,}b 209~ 0 3blo 
ll<ti;j7973 Q.At,iL,CJU-'H f-lELO NAT BK Ur--.lYEkSAL tlT'f lX 20bl2 301 OS> 0 0 b>3 . 
llltBt-010 HERRl,-.G NAT BA!'-1.l'i. OF-· YER.Nl.JN Vl:RNON lX 33t,l"t 419 1174 0 0 ll 74 . 
ll 4&EOBO WA(.C,QNC.R N4 T BK Of- VERl\ilJN Vl::RNUN lX 53!16-b 340 2258 oe• 0 22~S 
ll4b':Otl.8 f-lR~T VlCTOKlA NAlIU:,,iAL ~AN{VlClORlA ·-·--- ___ lX - - ------- --· 15.:: bOl llilO 9~1b 51 bb 2UV1 1~15 
ll-'ICOOS-n VIL TURI A Bl( • lk CO Vl(.. lORlA lX 251Y~o Ll~7 l~tOl !,2.(l'f (,'~ .. b Ob!)!, 

ll.,Si,110 Cll!lENS NAl bANK OF 1-iACO MACO lX 19"-157 2300 S-219 567-'t 10<3 7Yt6 
1148812.0 f-lR~T NATIONAL BAN!<. Of- WACO WACO lX 146109 2741 53'-'9 36'47 0 53.i,4 
ll'ter:u.~ LAK.£:. AIR ~1 llJNAL bANK WACO lX 3bl54 •7b l6lb 307 0 loltl . 
1146bll0 H.XA~ NAT BAf'tK Of NACO WA.CO lX 42~7~ 492 1793 ,ao 0 17'7'.':. . 

·- 1148813~ Wt:.SlVIEW NA.T JUNAL SANK kAC.O lX -~ ___________ 30092 394 1209 0 0 12(;9' 
ll.C.8l'l70 ClllZE:N5 N~ 1, WAXAHACHIE WAXAHACHIE ,. 2b58o 432 944'. 0 0 ,,. .. ,2 

11480190 Cl THENS Nd c• WE:ATHE.R.FCJRO Wl:.ATHt.R.FCRD lX 272t,S 250 "" 0 a 978 
ll'P88200 F-lRS.T ""t! OF rrtt:ATHERFOIW WEA lHC.RFURD TX 3t.il 76 3o9 i:;~1 0 0 D!>l 
ll'i61:!210 ~kCH (. FRH ST t,K OF WT!-1RFRC, WE.A THl:RF-ORD lX 47079 433 1735 Db a 17.3~ . 
ll4882b0 WfLLIN&lON S.TAlt:. BANK. WE:LllhiuTCN lX 2 llb9 1:,,9 a•• 0 a •89 . 

------------ -·----- ·--
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-~ _ H..EJ1.8ER BANKS BEN£:.Fl T TO BANKS COVEkED &Y MOOlFI.E.0 S .. 85 

oso 

ll4d6.t:B0 
11488370 
ll4i!t!400 
ll"tCb4 lO 

_ ll40S'tl9 
ll46b490 
ll-'188590 

NM'!E LOCATION 

------ ------

flRST NAT BANK. tF WESLACO WES LAC.□ TX 
SECURlTY Ni::\ OF Wl-lllf:S.bURO WHl Tt::SbURD TX 
C.I TY Mi lf-. WlCl-lllA FALLS WlC.HllA FALLS TX 
FIRST-,'1C.HlTA NAllU!'IAL BANK WlCHllA FALLS TX 
SOUTtblfS.T NB Of HlCH,l TA H5. HlC.Hl lA FALLS lX 
FIRST NAT dK. OF WlNNS,bURO WlNNS.bORO TX 
YOAKUM N4110NAL BAN!':. YUAKIJI-\ TX 

11) 12) 
H.1E:P VL TCSH 

37i79 605 
l 7bb3 1'0 

173!)4(> 2424 
222201 402b 
2lb2l 3U9 
21448 34b 
l.1010 324 

(3} '" 15) 
1'177 NlW Nl:R 

RI:.~bAL CPS RC'WbAL 

998 0 0 
675 0 0 

b02"t 5401 636 
E::8b!) ~2~!) 10~2 

743 0 0 
b<U 0 0 
9!.>l 0 0 

OF 355 hANK.S AFH.CTE.O IN STATE. lbfS HA.Vi:. t-o EA.k.NlN.GS PARTIC.lPATION AC.C.L!UNT OR RlQUIRl:D RESER.YE b-'LANC.E 
142 HAWE NO RE:QUl<.EO RESERVE BALANCE 

---------------
12490130 BARNES BANK.ING CO KAYS.VILLE UT 20038 266 929 0 0 
12,.90140 f-lP.ST NAT ~K. OF- LAYltiN LAY TUN UT 20b7't 144 677 b 0 

_l249Ul90 f-IG.ST NAT 8~ Ut- LCJC.AN ___ _ LUC,AN ------~-- UT -~-·- ------- 4tib28 0;1 u1; lU 0 
12490270 8A"I.K (.IF UlAH OC..OE:N UT 92396 1~33 :Bql 1804 0 
12490275 CllllE:NS NATIONAL bANK Ol.OtN UT 19707 .;!Ob on 0 C, 

1.24902'-,0 F-IRST 5,H,l,;K.l TY bK OF UTAH NAOLlH:N UT 1141027 1292.4 44005 !>lOb 3170& 
l24C,,V400 cur-..TINE.Nl "-L BANK. '-.NO TR CO S.AL l LAKE Cl TY UT l69.3E:.9 20'18 7bttb 5327 t,03 
l249G-'1-30 TR.ACY COLL INS hK ANO TR (O SALT LAKE (llY UT 14~.?.4b 1331 71~~ !,,2(:,'J ,. 

_12490470 WA lKE.R bANK A.'-lU TR CO 5All LAKE C.llY UT 50 7995 !>999 2CGo!> !:l-408 lb't07 
l2.4'-,U475, l.107'15. F-1R5.T NA lL BAJl(K SAL 1 LAK.f; tllY UT 7~14~8 4b02 3b~4b >04> 2-'t~2o 
12490't9~ VALLEY t.AN~ NiD TRUS.T C.ll SOUIH SALT LA~E UT ;o"!:>13 4!>93 713-'t 4!,09 0 

OF 11 8AN1,,S AfH.ClEO lN SlATE Z. HAVE 11.0 EAkNlNGS PAk.llClPAllUN AC.C.ULJNl Ok Ri:.'-tUlRf:D Rl:SER.\!E bALANCE 
4 t1AVE NO RE:WUREO Rf:StKVE: BALA.NC.I: 

2/22./79 

16) 
~It-

c;;J-15) ___ 

>ee . 
675 . 

73t8 
7Cl3 

74~. . 
t,20 . 
952 

929 . 
b71 

l.H5 
'3391 

017 . 
l?.-0'17 
72b3 
70ol 
9b5b 

12020 
71.:,)4 

------------------------------
1500110 8RAOFOk0 NAT lONAL BANI\. BkAOf-URO VT 1725,t, 232 474 0 0 474 
1500150 VEk,-..ONT NATl(.hAL 8ANK. BRA 11 LE ttORO VT 18l030 ~5,83 5-'tl9 4123 198 S~21 
l!>OCi"-60 CALE.DC,'>llA NB Of DANVILLE UANVlLLE VT 1430.::: 58 4b4 0 0 "'"'" l!,00270 C.U~MUNITY NA.TIC.NAL 8Ahr.K OERt:i-Y LINE VT 2.7b2~ 341 b07 1 0 007 
15,00390 FAt TRY PT Mi Of- MAN.(.hSTR C lRMAJ,C.Hl:S T 1:R (.ENTER VT 31471 ',:241 030 7 0 t3b 
1500410 NB OF MlDULf:dURY MlOOLE;bURY VT 20103 3~3 50b 0 0 560 
1500490 C.ATAMQiJNl NA.l)ONAL bANK NOklH BtNNINGlON VT 34129 054 b43 0 0 643 
l~00!:>70 RANODLPH NAT lO~AL BANK RA.'>IOOLPH VT 2401B 504 550 0 0 ;;6 

__ l~UOHO F-lRST Nd l.JF ~PRll'IGF-lf:LD SP!=l.lNt,flI:LD VT >4297 015 13!>9 ;6, 0 J.)!>9 
l!:>OC,800 WllOl.lSluCK NAlllJNAL OA,-..K WUOUSlOC.K VT 2110!, 1~0 7lb 70 0 716 

OF 10 BANKS AFF-E:.CHIJ lN ~TAT£: 5, HA.Vt: NO EARNINGS PAKTICIPAllON ACC.OUNT OR REQUIRED !-IE~f:RVE-. BALANCE: 
4 HAVE NO Rf::QURED RE:SE:.kVE .8ALANC.E 

~ ..... 
~ 
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__ ME:.M.&ER .8A~KS ·------------ ----- ------ 8f::NE.FIT TO.bANKS .COVERED BY HODlflU1 5,. as 2/22/79 

111 12) 131 141 I >J ISi 
OS& NA~E LOC.AllON l L/1::P VL ll.!)H 1977 NlW tH.W L,. 

-----··---··----- -~ -···------·-- - -- RE:C.1;-AL. lPA fl.t.~~AL 131-l>L_. 

551(,020 ~A5,NlNC. TllN tUUNlY NH OK AblNGDON VA 4CB?5 606 l3u5 17 0 L:lb5 
5SI0025 t-lRST VIRC,.lNlA bAt-.K-C.tNTRAL ALBEMA.RLE C.OUNTY VA ll:il314 ;oo 441 0 0 441 
5Sl0080 ► IRST Nd OF All AVISTA ALTAVISJA VA 2b229 439 5b2. 0 0 Sd2 
5510130 fA ... MEKS r-.b Uf- Al'POMA TlO:w; APPU~.ATTO:w; VA .i::libll 310 ••o 0 0 °t';".) 

_ 5510lb3 t-1,\l-'.lLlD~ UANK. " If-,U!:,T lU BAI Ll::YS XR.UAOS .. VA ---~--·-·-- -- --- ---- 35'-iol 362 14~3 l<,S " 14!::3 
SS1Cl90 FIRST NAT e. .... C,f £US.Sf Tl BASS.EH VA 443~7 lDo oO> 0 0 t05 
~51U220 DAN, L'F C.LA>{J\E C.UlJ~TY bl:RRYVlLlE VA 2(;964 '-26 t,:.t> 0 0 ••• . 
551(,2:t,!:, IS T " oc s, OF M:J~i.l C.l"'.R V C lYtiLA(.k; ~~URG VA 3::,112 '90 li.126 0 0 102() . 
5510£70 NAT !UNAl BAH!'-. OF bLA("-!:.BUkG bLA(."'!:,BURG VA 29209 3,":8 10.:"0 0 0 10.20 . 
5S102eo CIT ll!:N!:, BA:'ill. A~D TKLIST co blAl.l(..SlON.E. VA 21:11,1 513 bU4 0 " (.,~•4 . 

.. !)jI0.H2 '" VlRt.ilNJA lul T bAN~ 8LUt.f-lfL0 YA ~7b.42 bb9 ,,e:iu 0 0 460 
5">10330 UNluN BAl',j,<,. MlO lRU~ l (0 ~u-., LI ~1L C.RE:EN VA 3bG<i6 S03 l0t>9 0 0 lOt.<.o 
5">1Cdb0 HAf'.ili:.kS "' "' /jRHH,-1::WAl!:.R bKll..,C.lWATl::k VA .l5431 23-b b'Jb " 0 8'-o't> 
S51U39V FJR!:,T N• 1 8"' OF bKOAU,iAY bROAO'rlAY VA l 724~ 206 >14 0 0 51" 
551(;490 f~A T !ONAL OAt!I', .-o TIW!l.l co C.HA.kU..111 fSVlLLE VA 233392 4('.49 1,e2 49C,.i:: 13b 74'<0 
5510~30 F!DE.LllY A.'IE:.fll (.AN BA!\;!(, (HA JHAM VA 17700 lb3 ;90 0 0 ,~o 
55lt:53't FIR~T " MKCH Nb Of T H,t.MATtRC.l·H:!iAF'f:AKE VA 127b'-t 7 395,,,. 3bd4 lbl3 0 3D~'1 

5510!:>70 bAf'.iK OF- CHl-tlST lAN!:,bUkC, U!R.l !:, l lAt-.::iBURG VA 3U.20 l33 1..::33 2b3 0 ,1,:n 
5510~1;10 FJkST No o• C.HRISJIAN!:,tlURG C.~ IS T lAN!:,hURG VA 37~6b ~43 lU-45 ' 0 • 1045 . 

N) SHG5Bl f--I R~l VA bA.:,,,!I. Ur lt1!: ,. (liR 1:, l lANSt1Uk.G VA .2:U9Bt, 7b9 474 0 0 ,,.-,4 . 
5~10t>20 FJR~T ~6- OF C.LIFTG,"4 FLk.C,.E C.Ll FTUN FORC.E VA 21.,'i25 537 471 0 0 471 .... 
5~1UQ30 ~.(JUt'-tTAIN; NB ce C.UFTUt,. F-LRC,EC.Llf-H;N FUKGE VA 14238 2b4 ~Bl 0 0 2el 

,,.. 
~ S,51C04U f-.6,KMlK5 DC UK Of COE:buk.N C.01: bURN VA __ ~-- -- ---- -- " 

l 1951 45b 149 0 0 7,9 . 
5510645 Plf:l;:'-ICJNT TRUST bA~II. LULLl1'.ISVllLE VA 97797 207b 2433 1397 0 2433 
~510080 C.U\.'1/\C.TO:-. N.AllUNAL BANK. C..O'I ING TON VA 3~370 b33 t.DO 0 0 oOO . 
5510740 flDHllY AM bK. NA (.UL~tPPER CULPEPER VA 43b53 "" 124:! 0 0 1241:) 
5510750 SEC.LNlJ Nd OF (ULPE.Pt.:R LULPEPEK VA Lt.3715 774 111;;3 0 0 llb.3 
S':>l(. 770 AM NAl bK.f. Tk. tU Of DANVILLE OANV ILLE VA 01347 1010 1~03 0 0 1203 
5:i1..:.isoo Fl".!:,T NAT 3ANK. UF- DANVILLE. [)Af~V 1 LLE. VA -··------- ----- 78410 2044 l73't 37~ 0 1734 
5510870 F~M DK UF f:.(Jlf'.!BlJRG IM. tOl NbUR.G VA 1 ... 7e,9 

--no 362 0 0 362 . 
55-10900 (IT lltNS. '8 OF i.:.MPOk l A f:.M?Uk.IA VA 28~44 492 71<, 0 0 710 
5510910 F-lk!:,l Ntj OF E~f'ORIA f:.Mh.JhlA VA 20274 353 515 0 0 >15 
55lli940 NA l lLNAL bM41(. CF f-AlKfAX. FAIRFAX CTY VA 130599 2541 4b98 254l 0 4c9!, 
5510S44 1- lR~l 'V lK.t.lNlA bANK fAl'1.FAX CTY VA 4395,C:3 7b59 1&7bS ~444 102H f:1!)71 
5 5109ei0 FIR~T Nb UF f-Ar..,t,tVlLLf. f,t.R~VlllE . VA 44 76,t. 37(> 14.)C, t:o-7 0 lt,3(1 . 
551 l(;<:,Q F-Akl'll::RS C Mt:f..(.NAl'-dS .>TATE bKF-1-t.lOE:Rl CKSBURG VA ~b5Cb 1:232. lb7~ 22~ V lb15 . 
5~>11120 NA 1 bK OF fRf.DtRlC.KSOURG Fk!:UE:.iULK.SDURG VA bl074 l7!>t> 1"45 0 0 144!:, . 
5~ 11 lbO F-IR!:.T NH bK. Of- &Al AX C.ALAX VA 37851 307 l.C:b1 2b7 0 lt£b1 • 
5Sllt'..t>5 c..:;Ftur~ov NATIONAL ~/\NK G-KUNOY VA 45347 131b 607 0 0 <01 
!:151 l2b8 MI~~rns C. Mt:~CHANTS bf. TC GRUNUY VA 35144 61b 1044 137 0 1044 

_55112bS. FltJE:LJTY A'1 b< NA HALlf-AX HALIF-AX. CUUNlY VA 25765 40!> 1bO 0 0 700 
5~11:,2.C, OLD PT NB OF PHUl:tiUS hAMPTCfi VA 47£42 12(;7 1047 0 0 1047 
5SlU25 HANlJYER NAlll)NAL bANK. HANUVtR. CTY VA 3l44b 411 1000 0 C, lC.C.O 
551135-0 kUCKIN(.HAM NAT lONAL OANK HAKRlSONBUR.G VA lll 18C ll':11 41£4 2081 0 -',ilt'..1.i 
55,11.355 v'ALU::Y NATIONAL BAt,IK. HARk l SU"t!:tURG VA 4 l&1b 485 l.C:29 llb 0 l.c29 
S.Sll)bO BANK OF- NORTt--UMOERLANO INC HE:AlH~\flLLE VA lS4L9 121 46V 0 0 <b9 
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---KEN.BER-&ANK.S .. _____ BENE.Fl t_TO.-BANKS...COYEREO.-.BY_NQOlF l E.O S •. 85" __ --- ------ _2/22/79 _____ 

Ill (2) (3) t•I (~) (61 
osa NA.ME LOCAllON TDEP VL TCSH 1977 NEW NEW C,lf 

-----·---- ·-·-··------ _ _ .Rt08A.L __ EPA _ REQbAL _(31-(.5) ____ 

55113b2 FlOELlTY AM.ER Bl\ NA RlC.HNOf-OHENRICO COUNlY VA l!i,871 297 40> C, 0 40> 
55l 13b3 NB 6ANJ(. OF RICHMOND HENRIC.O CTY VA 15474 '31 179 0 0 119 
5~11365 VJR(,lNlA NAT DANK/HENRY CTY Hl:NRY ClY VA lb744 010 11> 0 0 11> 
5!;.11370 FIOHITY A!-1 SK NA NRlHRN VA HtRNDUN VA 2354b 400 6>0 0 0 o>O . 

----- ~511425 FIR.5-T VlkC.1:,u tl.ANl'I.-SUUIH hUH __ VA __ 3bl4!a OO> 780 Bo 0 760 . 
55ll430 &k.AYSON NATJ~Al BANK l'Wl::Pl::.NUENCE VA 20551 418 319 0 0 379 . 
5511450 POWELL VALLEY NAllUNAL DANK JCl-i!E:SVILLE VA 27d7l lbb 1051 .. 0 1051 . 
'5511470 bA1'4K OF LANC.A5" 'lt:k KILHAk/\Oc..K VA 29741 2H 102b , 0 102b . 
551 l't75 CHESAPEAKE NAT lUNAL BANK. tUt.HAkNUCK VA 19032 30B 497 0 0 '97 
5 511520 PECPU.S Nb UF LlE!>bURG LC.E S~IJk& VA ~'!)4(>5, 2•4 1470 230 0 l'-170 

_ 551154~ Uf'il llU VA. &K. / kOLK.6RH.1GE U..XlN6lUN. _ VA -- . ·- --- -- ---------. 2 b 10', 391 ':ti8 0 0 9l& 
5511~90 FlRST Nb OF lUkAY LURAY .. 22°6.::& 52' 4'0 0 0 420 
551 lo.OO PAGt V.ALLE'I' t-.B Of LU/;.AY LURAY VA 1797'!> 290 4t:lb 0 0 .,. . 
55llt>25 flOl:llTY AMl:klCAN DANK NA LYNC.HbUkG VA 3&4 ll"I bt,4& 11007 484.l 230', b1!.J.l 
551 lb30 UNl Tf:0 VA 81\ / f-lKS l NAT L Y~CH8Uk.G VA 110:,491 2.~01 3550 1830 0 3~50 
S5l lb32 'ilR(.lNU. NAJ 81<./LYNCHWk.G L YNC.HBIJKG VA lbb63. 399 3.S 0 0 -'"' __ 551H,85 FlRSl MANA.S.iAS. bANI".. f. lR CU MANAS..S.\S __ YA -- ----- 21014 >29 583 0 0 >e3 . 
5511730 MARSHALL NAl Bl\ C TR MAKS.HALL VA l':1120 200 707 () 0 101 N) 
5511740 Flk!:i.l Nb or MAkllNVllLE: HARllNVlllE VA l317b5 3L91 i!~':ll 11 0 22"12 .... 
55117e,O FAkME.RS bANi<. OF- MATME.WS MATHl::WS VA 22122 •H Sb> 0 0 ~b5 C1l 
5511710 HlUCLEfUK.G NATlUN.AL BANI< MlD~lE:t:lURG VA L09!i5 103 bb0 0 0 bb0 
551 lc4l f-lld,T NAT IGNAL bM,K NARf{OWS VA 35-304 121 1o9 0 0 1o, . 

__ .55il.b90 C. l T lZE:.NS NAT lONAL BANK ~cw HARKE:T VA L.2.32.b .,, >61 0 0 5bl . 
5!>11950 OUMPHON Nb Of- l IDE WA lER NORfOLI( VA 114:H& 2:87-'t 3!i00 1731.t 0 3500 
5511963 UNI HD VA di<./Sl;.AtH.1ArtO NAl Nl.lt{fOLK. VA 36i.t212 11519 11&88 527~ 274b 91.t,l 
55119b!i VlRl-INU. NAT lCJNAL BANK N™I-UU<. VA l73Y573 "050-Ct 5~:,26 5077 3!,4Z_j 23903 
55120,j(J F-lR ~T ~c IN l,~14.,'-tC.UCK mtA!'-4C.uCK VA l'J!~l4 £<,is sn 0 0 >11 
551-<..040 f-AR.'1E:RSt.MkC.H Nb !N UNLE:Y ONLt. Y VA 33034 ~31 1'4 0 0 7•4 

_ 551.£160 FIRST N.b OF POC.U050~ PWUO~ON. VA lc,479 203 301 0 0 :,137 
5!:>1211:15 flll!::lllY A,.., b< NA 11 DC.WATER PUtU !)1-!UUTH VA 104892 4£12: 1314 0 0 1314 
551~203 flkST VA ~ANK-MAf~AS~A!. NAT Pl<NC WlLLlAH CTY VA J3507 1520 >07 0 0 501 
551.(240 flrl.!:IT VlRC.lN.U bANl\-flf<.S.T NAPURC.CLLVlLLE: VA ~3~£ l "73 bll 0 0 oil • 
5512.ZbO FlR51 &. MkC.H NAT ... RADH.JRlJ VA 44112 910 99d 0 0 9SO 
551.2300 :':.U,lt !:SANK. OF- fH:Ml:'iC,lOi Ir.At KtMlNVTON VA 1~118 .i::5b -'•O 0 0 .34LJ 
5!>1~3-'0 kl C.HLA"11US. NA. Tl DNAL bAM. klCHLANUS. VA l!>Ob9 40S ••1 0 C, 4b1 
551.2345 bANK W· Vli-l.;.JNlA klCHMuND VA 5,.2,1s 8-'140 lti.2&o 4'991 72.53 '9033 
551.C:350 C.ENTRAL N.\T bx. Of klC.ti"10NO" RlCHMW~O VA 307546 4474 llll.2 5116 3',93 7o29 
551L365 OUMlNJON NB Of RlCHMONO fl.lCHMlhO VA 103bl0 1110 4!:>il .CblO 0 45,'2 
5512370 FH,SH.Ml:kC.HANT~ ~b RJC.HMGNO VA 1017912 1688'1 -'t39L5 "8 79 20022 l 7'1U3 
551£37, f-lkST VlRt..li>lilA CK.-COLc.NlA.L R !(HMLJN(., VA 51422 1407 102ts 0 0 1(128 . 
551.2.410 SOU1hE:Rfi bANK Al'tD lRUST (.0 RlLtiMUNO ·------··-· VA _____ ._ 173Z.b0 __ 2t:>33 59.:iO "41> 172 >7'.>o 
5511430 UNI HO VlkC.lNIA b!.NK RICliHIJ/110 VA 7£5002 tl"o58 28620 5042 l 707& us.-..z 
551.(',40 VlR.lI~l/t\ NAI oANK/kl (.)-'.MUl'iCI k lC nMVND VA 6225-'. 724 ,lij'i,9 l3b4 0 ,2_b,C:,9 

55ll4b0 F-IK$T N.\T txC1-1A~GE- BK RUANO KE VA 7731:!74 7jt,) 3300b ~lb"o 23119 9089 
55l.?.t,i8l Nf:.W eAN!f. OF kO/\Nllr<.C ROANOKE VA J l(..~3 309 0 0 0 0 . 
5512462 C.OU:.IHAl-AMt:.RlC.AN NA l 61<. kOANUK.E COUNTY VA lttHlY2 33::H 5,()44 38Cl 0 , ..... 
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__ M.EJ,\61:..R_SANK.5, ______________ _81:.NEF1 t __ lO BANK.~ __ COY.E.k.E:U .BY_ HOOlFlED ~- e; - 2/~2./79 ____________ 

( l) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) C ti 
oss NAME LOC.AllON ll.Jl:P Vl TC.S'1 1977 N[W Nl:.W Olf 

·--~----------·-----·- ---~- - ----~ RH;bA.L ____ t.f'A. kf;<..8~L Ul-151 

55l.i!483 FOL TY AM Bi<. NA ROANOKE VLL Y ROANOKE COUNlY VA lb13b :;:n 324 0 0 3Lt, 
5,51248.r. Flk.S.l VA 81<. OF ROA.NUKE VLY RlJANl.JK.E COUNTY VA 5Bl4 1130 10'13 0 0 lG'i-3 
5512485 UNTU V4 bK OF r..OANO!U: ~A RUA NUKE tlY VA 490C:,l l2!j2 S>I 0 0 S>I 
5512490 8Attlll:.R!> lkLIS l co F'.(,(:.l'..V MOU'H VA 3.4nl7 3b1 '"" 0 a t;:';.0 

_ _551.c~OO PEUPlf:5. NATlUNAL bANI\. ROC.K.Y MUlfH VA ----------·---- - f.(}~71 b20- S,(,~_ 0 0 905 
5,l.t5"10 kOU~O HILL NAlJUNAL bANK. kWNU tilll. VA 15141 lib 45, 0 0 4~~ 

5512630 5,LJUlH bOSlC.iN BtlC. SIJVTH BOSTON VA 37?01 &H 757 0 0 1~1 
55>12b32 UNTD VA BK.IC. TlNS Ot- S BOSTl;NSLAJTH BOS.TUN VA 30911 390 957 17 0 9>7 
5512e40 C.llllEN5, BA"41'!. lNC 5.WTH HlLL VA 2675\J 551 6.l8 0 0 bi:d . 
55la15) AU::XANOIUA NAl 8K Of N VA 5,J.>RJNC,.FU:.LO VA 1351~3 30t.9 4;09 2b44 0 ~,~09 

_ 551~055 NOR THEk.k Vlh.C,lNlA BAPtK SPfU.NG.flELO VA 127ll£0 .3,4'tt; 40b4 22 2d: 0 40t"i 
5512:725 UNJTEO VA BK/ NAT VALU-Y STAUI\ITUl't VA 4171 .. 7;4 1:12.3 24 0 1323 
5512740 f-IR..H Nb tlf SlRASBURG S TRASbURG VA 24427 279 677 0 0 677 
5512748 F-lt;.ST VlR&INlA bANK N A SlRA5blJRC. VA -477btl bl1 13bb 293 0 }j,t;,b . 
55127b0 fU,,!,T NAT BK OF STUART S TUAR l VA l5b1b 13b 254 0 0 254 
5512840 SUUTH5,JCJE: BANJr.. TAPPAHANNOCK VA 31407 4>2 ,,, 0 0 '"' 5512650 bAhK OF- TAlE:.ME.LL COUNTY' lAlEWlLL VA 502t:2 1059 1315 0 0 l ~15 
55121:!bO TAltWEll NAT JUNAl bANK l AlEMtll VA 30940 425 llt:18 0 0 lH:6 
551~8CO flRST ~Hl ur TROUT VI llt: TkOUTVllLE VA 134t,7 221 .(':,ti 0 0 .,i::_',o~ 

~ ss12qo't OUMlNJON N~ l,;f, NORTHE.kN VA V JENNA VA 1383!,3 4474 49t,9 ,C!,t,~ 0 4'-;tf:,9 
~ 

551.:911 UNJ TED VIFti..;JNlA bANP\-NAl V H.l';NA VA 4!:>00~~ 107:>73 lb2 lb !,2t,.2 &<,10 9~38 0) 
55li940 f-ALJ.,.Ult:k Nb UF WAfl.kt:/\ilGN WA.k.Rt:~TON VA 39949 35b 1~73 2.C7 0 1>73 . 

__ 5512950 PEOf-'U.S m, Of WAkRE:.NTUN WAF<.Rt:NTON VA 212.bO ~33 <,,('.O 0 u t.,O . 
5~129b0 NURlt-tl::.kN NEC,<, ~t •• WARSAW VA l~847 3>9 815 0 0 815 
~51297~ lJll~l"1ION NAT !CJN.\l f.ANK WAS.t1H<1GTCN CTY VA <,9t.l'-J l:U9 i',~l lltib 0 24~1. . 
~512:9Plt bANK OF- WA._,l Rl Y ~AVER LY VA 1~475 234 4L1 0 0 4~7 . 
5~U050 UNlH.O VA b!'. OF kl LL lA'1!)bUF..GWll Ll AM:;:it,URG VA 6S-6!,.:' lb7l ltf'i'J 740 0 lbt:<,l 
5513-070 f-ARMEk5, t. Ml:.klHA.r-4lS NAT ~K 'rdNC.HtS T E.R VA l4,C,Q'-1C, i'1t.4 4.2b4 2:b ;.C; 0 4('°C:,4 

_ 5~13090 SH~~ANDOAH VALLEY Ntt Wli\lC.HE.STER _ VA bl~e'i S4) 1&6</ 767 0 l l•~9 --
551310.l NJ.SE COUNTY NAllLNAL BANK WlSE VA 63€09 S5S Lt:..{.9 l~4l< 0 28,'7 . 
5!>1311.t~ Ff.,11 "1AT bl'i. OF- THt PUHN~ULA Yl.Jl-(K l.UUNlY VA lo!!,l 19 4!>50 321 f Y25 0 .2S.i:'! 1 
55131SO flR~T NA l bAf',,1( OF- YOkKll.lWN YURK l(JWN VA lt>~OO '47 27> 0 0 ~ 75 

Of 124 BANKS AFFECH:O IN STATE 74 HAVE: NO f:ARNJNGS, PARTlC.lPATlON AC.COUNl OR Rtl.lUlRl:U Rt:SE;RVt.:. BA.LAAC.f: 
38 11AVE N□ Kl:..QURED RC.SE:RVt. BALA.NCC 

--------------------
125.30050 bEllINf,HJ.M NATlC.NAL bANK SHLlNGHA.M WA 11375, 1301 £b99 1514 0 ,(J:,9',1 

.. 12~3Ulb0 Nf.JR TH,t[ST NAllUkAL BANK CLARK. COUNTY _ WA-·-- 27182. 3<2 1003 0 C lCJO? 
12530290 FlR~l NAT 8~ OF- ENUMC LA• lNU,'1CLAIII WA 38~&2 4:H llb4 35 0 1lt4 
12530'tb8 ~UUTH SUUNO ttA T JONAL bANK. LACtY WA 23723 4'0 b9b 0 0 "'" . 
1253Cbb5 FARl"ER~ t.. HE:kCHANlS HANIC.. OJ-POK lUNI TY WA 356b7 b21 1150 0 0 ll5t, 
12~30851 !'AC lF-lC Nf> Of WASHJNGTUN SEArTLE WA lOO~bb8 163b9 3b440 5097 225(;0 13b74 
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__ ...MU'\BER BANKS_. .." BENE.Fl T TO BANKS COYE:R.E:O BY 110Dlf1Ell S. 85 

0S8 NAME LOC.ATION 

1253C1'b0 Pl:OPl.ES N.A,l bAM~. OF WA~H StAJTLE: 
1253(807 RAlNlER NATlCNAL UAl'II.K ~E:AlllE: 
12530e7o SlAllLE.-FIK.!>T r-tAllO~/t,L E!AN"' Sf:AllLE 
12':..31J850 SEATTLE Tkl.l!:.T A."'l.D SAVINGS bK!:.t:AlllE 

--.-l2~3U9ea F-IRST Ne IN SPuKMlt: ~f-OK.A'tE. 
12">3C:9GoC., OLD NB Of ,iASHlNC.TON SPL!t..ANE 
12S310.i:O FlkSl NB OF SlA'lWOOD STA.NwDOU 
12.5.HOEIO PUGET SOW:> NAllU~AL 8ANK TACOMA 
12~31170 bAKE.R tsLYt:K Nb riALLA hALLA WAI.LA iiALLA 

WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WL 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 

(l) 12) 
TOEP Vllf.~H 

937<,c;,3 
23lb452 
Z.0't-49bl 
.34ti7?4 

59&30 
7838 lb 

236"/7 
456016 

67700 

17021 
3!.:131~ 
69347 

b3!3 
l3)4 

.15250 ,,. 
11764 

9b3 

(3) 

1977 
REt;JSAL 

.ft0233 
)(Jtl5t.b 

17-Ci!>53 
1£277 
L033 

2SiC..?7 
bH 

12717 
2711 

(4) 

1<•w 
lcPA 

5146 
522.c'. 
SObl 
',(110 
bbl 

!,0<,3 
0 

5,024 
ll.09 

.. _ 2/22/79 ------

15) 
NlcW 

Rt'JbAL 

2 Sl 13 
7471'!. 

10':f':lb!t 
392:, 

0 
lb7b'i 

0 
~~bb 

0 

fb) 
ulf 

(3)-(5) __ _ 

l!,020 
337':b 
b_.,~tf: 

8.::v4 

2033 -- -- *·----
l22'tB 

Ol't * 
'1115'1 
2711 

OF 1~ BANKS Aff-EC.H.D lN. STAlt ·HAVE. NO E:AkNlNGS, PARllC.lPATlON. AC.town UR REQUlktD k.E.S.E.kVE bALANC.f: 
4 HAVE NJ RE:.QURE:O RE:.S.t:K.VI: 6ALANiC.E 

-----------------------------------------
_ 55"10010 flRST NAT 8K OF ALOER~lJN ALDE:kSON 

554t,Ob0 BEC.lf.LEY NATlc.«AL bA.JltK BtC.,C.Lf:Y 
554C070 RAU.IC.H CGUNlY NAl bK. tlt::CKLEY 
5!,400e!, F-IRST NAT BAM<, or !:IE:llE l:H:.LLE: 
S!,400c;.O C.TZ Nb OF Bt:RK.lllY !>PGS tH:RIU:.LE:Y SPRINGS 
5540120 flkST NAT bANK. Of· bllJ~F-lELO bLUEF-lHO 
5540130 FLAT TuP-NAr bK Of blUHlELIJBLUE:FlELD 
5~4C.l!>O !:!RUC.ETCJN BA~l'I. bkUC.llON HILLS 
S!,40170 Cl~li,,,Al ~B I.If- euCY.HANN'JN 8UCX.HANIHJN 
554023{.I CHARU .. S.li.Jf-4 /\;Al lLNAL bM'<K C.HAKUSlON 
5~4~.2.35 CllY NAT 13K Uf lhAKLU,l □ N C.HAkLl:STCN 
55402 1~0 Y..AkA,tl-1A ex. C. lk (.UNA C.HAKU::.SHIN 

-~ 55.0:.0250 KANAkHA VALL.E .. Y bA~K. NA thAkL.E;.SlCN.. 
5540200 NA.l bK C.f- CMRC OF- C.1-tAkLESTCJ'.IC.HAkU:.SJGN 
554C.280 PC.UI-LE:S BK CJF C.MARlE S lOh.~ C.HAl{LtS TOWN 
554C~90 E:MPlkE: !\t8 Uf C.LAH.KS8UkC:. C.LARKSOURG, 
55't0320 L>!\tlU.°'1 Nb Gf- C.LAkKSBUk.l,. C.LAK!(S!WH.G, 
5'540390 C.llllE.7'15 N:\ Uf l::ll'.lr-.S El!UN~ 
5~..:,0.o:.15 k.LtH .. C.Vf:KlE: :-Al lL .... A.L DANI\ fAlRLEI.. 
554G¼20 C.ITY Nb UF FAik,..C.,r-.T fAlK.MLNl 
5,540¼,tS C.UW.MUNIIY BA~K .ANO TKU~T NA FAikMV.T 
55'10"i30 flRSl NB lN FA lRMO.'ll FAIRMONT 
55404SO bAf-il(,, OF C:.ASSA~AY C,ASSAWAY 
5~40't95 GAULEY NAll:.JNAL t!ANK GAUU:Y HR!DGE: 

--· 554L51!> bLU!:-.,lllE: bAi..K. Of GRAF-TON tRAfl(IN 
554G550 LlNC.Ol!\t l'lb Uf- HAY,llN hA.'1LlN 
554Ct5b0 Flk~T Nb O.~ MlNH.11 t1l"IITON 
554V~90 NB LJF SLl"l,"1E.N.S Uf- t·11NTON HlNlON 
5540b20 FIRST HUNll!IIC:.TON Nb Hl.l,Tll'IIGlON 

_W\/ 
WV 
WV 
WV 
WV 

lb3't2 
11 7526 
114~19 

2lt>!>O 
11044 

liilV b4t:>6a 
WV 103b13 
WV ~4175 
WV '1bbl.'i 
WV 201072 
WV 53t. 72 
WV l:,b93L 
WV 25'jQ?,t:, 
WY l lbib42 
WV 173!,4 
WV 5814b 
WV 143724 
WV 't09£5 
WV 27~4~ 
kV 56974 
WV 52'106 
WY l9b9!, 
WV 24949 
WV 21397 

WY --------------·--· 35360 
WV 2?0!18 
WV l 9~35 
WV 2Sb2J 
WV 135007 

101 
1~59 
2383 

>14 
295 
152 

170b 
.:'93 
733 

5050 
1>1 

1001 
~bCll. 
3..!~9 

IB9 
539 

lt.'JO 
bl8 
:;9~ 
404 
598 

181c, 
276 
253 
'47 
403 
332 
303 

2!'.4 

01' 
3761 
3530 

3'13 
552 

332 7 
38bb 

755 
12(fb 
bb.53 
lb~6 
!>'1~7 
~543 
250b 

551 
2<.:02 
5564 
1210 

709 
.H't5 
15H 
1801 

811 
1774 
lClb 
leb 
442 
71,0 

49'tlt 

0 
2570:, 
2Z.~2 

0 
0 

173~ 
2411 

0 
0 

42 7b 
"t9l. 

4012 
52&-.... 

504 
0 

58~ 
3tH>!> 

0 
0 

101 
301 ... 

0 
439 
157 

0 
0 
0 

2H3 

0 
3•9 

0 
0 
0 
0 
o. 
0 
0 
0 
0 

503 
2't7C:, 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

074 
• '3432: 

353c, 
343 
552 

3327 
31bt:b 

7>5 
1.2:'lib 
bb.53 
lt>'i6 
5.:tb4 
'1004 
250b 

>51 
2002 
!:,,~t.4 
lllb 

709 
21"45 
1>13 
1801 

• 11 
1774 
lOlb 
1bb 
,,,,2 
Joo 

4~44 

. . 

. . . 
• • 
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__ .f1.E11SE.R SANKS ·-- - BENE:fl T. TO .bANKS. C.UVE.RE.O EIY _ M.UOlfl f:.[.) S. es_ 2./22./79 . 

( ll 12 l (3 I 141 ISi (bl 
ose t<Al<E LOCA TlUN lOEP YL TC 5H 1977 ~E.w "" 01F 

.. ----·--·--- ·- ----~------ .RfCjjAL EPA k.E:CbAL 13l-15L _____ 

5S40b30 C.UARANTY NB OF HIJNT I NC.TLJN MUNT lNGTCN. WV 8b93& 1497 319~ lSbO 0 319b 
554Cb35 Hl.Jt-i. Tl ~G, 1 t.h TR t SVC.~ b< HUNT !NG TUN WV ~7b09 1G>1 lbOl 7 lS 0 lb Cl 
5540t,45 VALLt'f Nb OF HUNT ING TON 11'..,'.'dl1'.GlC1't WV H,311 515 ~70 0 0 210 
SS40c50 ?Ult.AH C.OV:'-lTY bA1':K. MURk.l(.A;'I/.E WV 4l4i,() 200 l.1'14 33~ 0 bS--'t 

_ 5540ti90 NAT lLN.AL "' CF K.EYS.ER ti..ti.Y~l:.k. WV 2t.l:3b ;34 6Sl 0 0 sn 
5540700 F- IR.~1 N~ UF KEYSTCNE: f\t.Y.S.lU-H: WV 1"214 211 S-5 0 0 545 
5540710 ,U9RIG,HT NB GF KlM,iiGOO 1'1.11'-H,,.LOU WV 3.(1:30 So8 1C92 0 0 10',12 . 
5Sit0720 GRl::H•CN.HR. VALLEY ~Al'-11\ Lt:~ 1 SBURG WV 2221b 308 73• u 0 73• 
55'-0730 NA 1 l□ NAL "' uF LDC.AN LO(,.A,'i WV 0Stf:.3't 1273 2!>o6 919 (I 2:>bb 
5540700 SOOl'llt Nb OF MA.DJ SUN 1-IAOl S.ON •v 3394!> .:'.!jl llt:. 1 11> 0 1107 
5540600 Cl TIIE.N~ Nu L>f l'\A';i,.llN.~BURG ~.Ak l lNSBURC. WV 3C:S•~o 2'.J.<! 11 s; sb 0 ll>> 
5540b20 OLD Nb Of MARl INS.bUk.(.. MAR. T lNSbURG WV 4? 19H 1-4.3:, oSb 0 0 b96 
5'S40b30 PPL ~H Of ~ART INS.t:.lJKC. W VA MAR TINS~URC. HV 2!>322 532 >15 0 0 >7> . 
5540t;',40 M4TEWAN NA Tl (.N Al ~A~K MAl l"AN WV 34'165 7!>3 661 0 0 6ol . 
5':i4C,Q9U '11::fi.C.H Nb OF KlNl GU,'11::RY t-:uN1C.0.'1l;.kY WV 271.2.9 f:.96 >oo 0 0 >vO 
5540900 MONT(..0'4ERY NATIONAL bANK ,"ION IGLtNEkY WV 4'..9';23 571 •• 6 0 0 b46 
5540910 S 8ft. VLY t.O uF ~OOfUF-JELO MLOk!:;:flE.LO WV lollC> 2!d SOL 0 0 SOL 
5540~30 f1R5,.T NB OF K.JRC.ANTUWN Mc.,;i.,1.,,ANlC.,WN WV 10112!> 1121 45b7 2472 0 ,.507 
5540''33 SU'4CR ES l NA l llJNAL BAN'4,. ,..,(.:~(,ANTCJwN WV ~ 40Ct; '"117 L09 0 0 -'.V9 . 
454(.,<J-'10 FIR~T NAl BK AT MOU,.._US.Vlll~ 1'1UUN05'v'lllf; WV 25402 3L3 810 0 0 010 I.'¢ 
5540'7!30 PEOPLES bK. Of- MULLE,-,S P'!ULLl::~S WV :l3b83 Su3 '102. u 0 902 I-' 
't-541000 FIRST NB OF New M~R.1 INSVlLLE~EW M.ARTlNSVILLE WV i52 l9 536 b4L 0 0 042 . 00 
5541020 flFl~t CLARK. '"' Of NOk.lhfDRK NffiTttfORK . ., -· -· --------- - LOf::e5 291 551 0 0 551 ---. 
5541030 Mf:RC.HA.NTS t Ml tit::RS NAl •• OM 1-llLL WV 30b9l 450 9b2 0 0 962 
554l0b0 PA'.{tl.f.RS8URG ,-,.AllUNAL eANK PARKtkSBURG WV 109277 220.l 2780 1260 0 27b0 
5~41080 WHO~ TRUST NAT lUNAL bANII.. PAP.Kl::/;.~t,~G .. 44&4tl t99 1155 9 0 11~5 
5 541140 POH .. ,-,AC. VALLEY bANJ< Pl:.H:f..SbUkG WV 2Uc4l '"' 7<9 0 0 7<9 .. 
5541158 bAR~UR (OU/ilY BA'.'-11(. PHlLlPPl WV 16178 iUl 3'9 0 0 ,,. . 

_5541160 FIRST Nb OF f'HlLlPPl Pr-11 LlPPl --·-·---~- WV ---~---- -----~ - 23'145 307 o9& 0 -- 0 ---- (.}98 . 
55411':i'O CIT 12.ENS NO GS Pl PU:ASANT POINT PLEASANT WV 3&895 506 120b 10 0 l20b . 
55412()0 PRlr-.Cl::lON 8.\NX. AND lRUSl CO PRl"-t.Cl:TuN WV 75327 821 2:~20 827 0 2~i'O 
5541223 WESllRl-4 C,REE:NBRltR NAT ~ANK R.AlNl:LLE WV 1816b ).t,Q 491 0 0 491 . 
55'91240 C.H.C.kKt KIVER N.B OF R:lC.Hn'OOU R1Ctt1'100U WV l!>c44 Z.!>7 3Sl 0 0 3!>1 
SS-41L50 BANI\ OF RlPl..1:.Y RIPLEY WV 17097 ~b5 448 0 0 "" • 

_ 5541;:_e:.o FlRS.1 NB UF !UPLi::Y RJPU.Y _WV---~ ------- --·---- ·- 2.7!>94 615 ~01 0 0 !>Cl . 
5541270 SAN)(. OF ROMNE:.Y RI..I-INtY WV iC7b'9 2,. 7l2 0 0 112 . 
5541260 FIRST t.8 OF ROMNEY RLFlNi::Y WV 15552 235 '42 0 0 '42 . 
5541290 FIRST NB IN RONCE:'tERlE R{)\IC.C:VER TE WV 2b654 208 029 0 0 829 
55.c, 1320 64'-i"- UF Sl ALBANS St AlbA.NS WV ~b'76l 705 lS.62 .... 0 1902 
5541325 ClTilE~S NATIONAL 8ANK SI Al&ANS WV 22366 069 i.68 0 0 .i:Ob 
5541340 PLE:A5A.N1 S c.ou~ T't BANK. Sl ~AkYS. WV le9ul 238 4bO D 0 , .. . 
S~"il"f00 FIRST fllb Of S C~ARlE5.TON SL\Jlt1 CHARLESTON WV L943l 337 10.t: 7 '" 0 10.a . 
5541410 FIRST Nb UF SPl:.NCt:R; SPENCE~ WV 29&23 270 960 0 0 %0 . 
5541430 lH~ lRAOi:RS &ANK SPt:N.Ct.R WV 30"Jtl2 318 1Ul2. s~ u 1012 . 
SS.ftl~40 fARHc.RS t. ~EkCMANTS •• SUMMC.KSVlLLE WV 30761 446 931 0 0 ~31 . 
5~ 14b0 HOHC. NS C,F SUTTIJN SUTTON WV 23129 281 691 0 0 091 . 
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__ KE.Hf!.ER BANKS __ .bENEflT_TQ BANKS-C.DVEREU BY.HODIFIE:.D s. a, 2/22/79 ---~ ----.. .. 
' ~ 
t ( l) l2l l3l l4l t,) it.d 

0 DS.b NAME LOCATION TDEP VL TC.5.H 1977 New r-.J(:W C!F 
-----~--- kf::QbAL EPA RE"bAL C3l-l5l_ ___ 

~ 
w 5541470 flRSl Nb OF H:R.RA. A.L lA TERRA. AL TA WV 19321 ,ao ,11 0 0 ,11 

55"9 l':>05 OHIO VALll::Y ,a CF Vlf::NNA VlE.NNA WV 24211 622 ,s. 0 0 Sb4 
;;; 4541.504 F-1,<::,t NA11Q,'iAL bA"'.'\ Wt:::lkTCN WV l._9ltli Tl~ 55 " 0 s, 

4:>41561 i-'tlRTO.~ P,..ATlOf.lAL bAN,C,, WtlkTO"i WV 12239 250 133 0 0 l:H 
~ 5541570 MC.OLWE.LL CTY NAT BK l'l'E:...C.H .v 5115-7 lLt,o 1413 0 0 hl3 . 

4':,41':>90 Wi: l L5bURG NA ll UNAL .bA"-K. WELLS:;;URG WV 21175 200 605 0 0 t.05 . 
554lbl0 1'ESTLJN fiAliutiAL DANI(, w~s TUN .v 2"/':,66 73' 4'1 0 0 4!.l . 
454lbSO f lk!:>T Nb & lk CO OF WHf::f::Lll:,GwhE f;L ING WV 57409 1314 1236 0 0 12..ib 
4541054 FIRST MY OP( NA-MAR..iOULl WH!::i:llNt;. WV E,933 '•~3 113 0 0 113 . 
4'>41610 HALF OULLAM. lR ' SVG~ BK n~~ El l~G WV 4~640 941 12!,:,9 24 0 l.l'.;,9 
454 l.:>EO SEC\.i>li l'f N>l r,1-,. t.. Trl.US.T to ri:h:.tLlNG WV e.4711 H,04 11:i 74 140 0 H,14 
4541720 ,..,.Hl:ELlNG l,OLLAR S-VGS (. lll (Ol,1-'i;Cll/'-fG WV 100353 2373 3177 1163 0 3117 
5541730 tU,NK Of- ,.HllC !>ULFHUR SP<, Whl 1 t 5,ULPHUR SPG WV 21.2.91 407 429 0 G 429 
5S"tl750 F-lRST N6 OF Wl LLA.'45UN WlLLlAX~ON wV 40310 914 bO~ 0 0 b05 . 
5541760 NAl 6< OF CM.RC UF I'll LL1AM5.0'0'i lLLlAM!:>CN WV 44!;60 b7l l4t.0 435 0 l4b6 . 

OF so BANK.!) AfH.C.lE:O lN !>TAT .t. ,, hAVE: NO EAk.NlNC:.S PARllC.lPAllUN AC.COUNT OR RC.QUlRE:.0 RtSE:.R\IL: bALMCE 
32 HAVE ,o kU,·UREO REStkVt BAL ... NCi:. N) .... 

----------------------- (0 

~755Cl20 FIDHllY SA.V !NUS bAN.i<. At'1TlC.O Wl 29657 !;03 817 0 0 817 . 
75501~0 FIRST NB OF APPLE.lON APPLl::lON Wl L19CJ72 1995 4lb0 238b 0 4lv0 
9~!.>0,l.20 UNIUl'll NAT BK. Of- A!.Hl ANO ASHLAND Wl L!:.741 ,c:'1;.lj 044 3~ 0 044 
9~502.DO f-lkSl NAl e,,;, Of BALD",dN BALUWlN WI 19bS7 ., 673 34 0 f:>1::!. 
7!.>50.;)0'J 6ARA:ll:0 NATl(.t;.lL bAN.P<. b,M(Ad(..O WI 4l'~b7 33:.., 14~'• "" 0 l4d4 
7!;,50310, FIKST I~ b • 1~.CU U- t'.AFI.ABOO bARABLO Wl lb733 20.! !>11 " 0 "!>l l 
9~~ U.340 FlRST ,.1 !:l!<. -OF- b.A.Rk.LJN bAP.RW/\i. Wl 13470 7Y 43' 0 0 ,:,, . 
155(.,~60 A-"H:RlC.AN N~ OF l:,tA'w'tk OAH Bt:4 Vtk OAH WI 39!,8/ 353 l}','l) .20~ 0 ll9o 
7~50360 l No C TRCO OF bi:AVt:t<. DAH bt.AVtk lJA.11 WI 'fGltOb >o3 94J 0 0 '43 
7550430 Fl~Sl NtJ L lk CU OF BtLOll bl:.LO.Jl Wl bb049 9<9 ~Gb~ b 10 0 ,oos 
7:>:.o .. so fA~M~KS AliJ H!:: k(.H1\''"1 S UhN!<.. tH.RLlr.i Wl l!'Jl3'i 172 3ol 0 0 3t12 
75">0.:.oo F- tkST Nb lJF bfRllN ht~L lN WI 15'fH., 213 350 C 0 3~0 
95~{..•~40 P!:Of->LE.~ " BK OF BLOOMER blJ!JMf:.R Wl lb43O 178 ,02 0 0 !>02 
7550t>40 oMiJ<.. Of 6ROOHE: AO bkQLJHtAO Wl lb803 132 >u7 11 0 507 
755Dt>5b FIRST WlSlONSlN NA110NAL Br<. BKGtJr:..f-lELD Wl 27230 ~112 !>2~ 0 0 !:-.i:5 
7!.>5tJb'10 b.._!\11<.. OF bliRllNG lON liUrl.l l NG T lN Wl 4 l2b7 )t~ 137b •03 0 U7b 
9~5C900 FlRH N~ OF C.HJPPl:.IU, FALLS CHlPPC.MA FALLS WI 39551 44li 1131 ., C 11:,1 
955l-910 :"\iU'<.TH..,ESH~N BA,°'i!( C.Hl PPCWA FALLS Wl '10bCt, 5•,1 lv.H C 0 1037 
7Y~UC;72 FIR.:.l NI:) l.;f- Clll'.TLNVlLLt C.lll'ifDl'i'lllU: Wl 18017 2lb 441, 0 0 , .. . 
7551070 FlKSl Nb OF C.ULU,"lbU::. C.LLU.~1.1US WI 20:Vo:> 15, 027 0 0 ~,, . 
755, 1125 F-lRST ~e Llf (UllAH'f CVJAHY Wl lt,i59 230 ;1 S 0 0 !>l5 . 
7~51170 CllllE.N::. N~ CF UA.RL.1 NGT(;N DA:-<Lll'.kTCN WI 21014 117 7:H ,. 0 731 . 
15!>1230 'rllSC.LN~lrt ~TAT£:. BAN!<. OE.LAVAN WI 2Cbbl 159 602 20 0 ~,,z 
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---KEIi.BER.-. BAMlS _ --·--· __ - ---- -----•------· bENE:.Fl 1- TO bANKS-C.OVE.R.t.U SY NO!JlflELI 5.. 8~. - 2/£2./79 

Ill (21 (31 i-1 l 51 ("C1) 

DSB NAHE lOCATlON lOEP Vl TC5H 1971 N[• NtW O!F 

----•------- ··---- -- ·--- - ---------- ___ Rf:.QBAL _ _ Er'A _kt.QbAL (31-151__ ___ 

9!>!> 1340 SE.CUR I TY NS OF DUR.ANO DUR ANO WI 2b767 18b 887 13 0 be7 
9!>51350 HkST N•T BIi'. OF EAGlE fdVCR EAGLE RIVER WI 1lj;;·22 2,0 47 l 0 0 471 . 
9551.:no AMERltAN NAT lONAL "' t TR cAU C.LAIKE WI 10lb7:.? li:i.'.:lb 3080 l~ll 0 30b0 
9551380 F IRSl 1"11!,t NAl bA~ EAU C.LAlkE l<l l 1969~ i::1(>0 3453 1533 0 3453 

_7~51450 flRST ti~ (Jf tlK.1'18kN t LKHl;k:'ii: ________ Wl ~til 7'1 ··-· ;JOO - 1304 -·- 41 -·---- 0 1304 . 
7!>51521J Ul't!Lio'i ljAf..K ANO lRUS. T tu EVANSVILLE WI l45b2: 107 4b, 0 0 402 
7!>51!>60 FlkST Ml!) MS OF fU~O uU LAC '''"' w LAC WI 85.:'.81;, 113'-t 28b5 1441 0 2bb5 
7S515':f0 NAT EXC B"'-C. TR "' fLI"'1C., OU LAC.F-t..tW [.ll.J LAt WI 71!,t,c, 1077 :C~2Y 106.:: 0 t.~~9 
755lceo RACINE C.OU'll Y l'.iA I EJ:-t AL t,ANK FRANt<.SVlLLE WI 3-9014 473 lllb 41 0 1.216 
7~5lblS fll{ST NB C..F t,LU1L-ALE GLE NCJAU WI 3.::2M.i 488 869 0 0 bOS 

_7!>51U6!> tlll.ltNS. A.MtklCAN bAN!'",. NA. LREtH BA.Y ------·· H·l ________________ .:::9682 02, 519 0 0 579 
7!)'HVOU KtLLOC.G tllllE:.NS. NA.1 bANK C.RctN BAY WI :C01309 4:lt>!> ~110 30'12 0 !>110 
7551'1.i:.~ SOUlHRlUGE:. 6ANK OF GRt.tNDALi:LR!:: b'l/lJAU:. WI 21 SlS llb9 ·o 0 0 0 . 
7551933 FlKSl "l!>C NAT BK Of- ~ C.-.AlEGkEE:Nf-HLO WI 2b1.!b t.OC: 57b 0 0 518 
7 S5l010 Fl RST No OF hAklH•RD HAR TFIJRO WI ,:::7t;,29 3t9 7L8 0 0 1.i'.6 
9!>5-'.C,40 PE.CPLES NAT bl< (!f- HA'rl!IAR(J HAYWARD WI 31123 lbO 971 >2 0 971 .. 

___ 75S211U STATE-. 8< UF H.JWAk.lJS c,c MlJWl\k.LIS CROVE WI --------- ----- - 13509 eo 369 0 0 3<9 . 
9~54'. lLO FIR~T NAT d~ OF- HIJlJSON HUD~UN WI lb7t2 21> 59b 0 0 ;;o . 
7!>5.£-200 f-lRST NATlO"tAL bANK J~t~VlLLE WI !;,lC,Ot, &9U 1291 2 lb " Lt<,-1 . 
75-52220 ROC.K LTY t,i, UF JANE:S,VlLLE JN-41::S.VlllE Wl 3U7!>1 630 860 0 0 bbO . 

~ 7552)30 t)k□ MN NB (/f lf,,f:NO!..HA K.f:NUS.HA WI 1oeae 1031 2:159 1101 0 2159 
7!,52340 Fl RST Nb lJF KE:.f\iL5HA. KENll~HA WI 122070 2653 3240 1659 0 32:'tO 

-- 755i34~ M.NOSHA NA.TlONAL B,._NK. KE.NU~HA WI ~2 7CQ 441 171:J'>I 793 0 171::.9 • 
955.C:441 FJR!i.T 8.ANK NA LA C.f..U~SE: WI 357284 7 .. HL 12-it':i7 528'9 4149 t!?.V8 
95S2442 ·t-lkSl NAT •• OF LA C.kO~S.C LA CkOS!i.E WI 94<.32 l',,36 2~29- 1..3<+ 0 2:!129 
955,(480 PIO~EE;R Ni, OF laADY.!>!'11 TH LADYSMITH WI lt,b4b 15L ~44 0 0 ,.. 
7~52~05 C!l lll::NS NAT lC.IUL bAN!\ L11..-..1;. <.,,EN EVA Wl 21812 292 Seb 0 0 Sbb . 
7552510 F IR!i.T ~4b UF LA<' LE.N!:VA LM,E l,~,\IE:.YA WI 317.;;t, 317 lOOb 123 0 1006 * _755.i120 FIRST .. , "" UF l"'AlJI5UN MAOlStJN Wl 2bl~2:7 388b l2Ct>4 !i282 3968 b01b 
7':15lbl0 flRST NB IN MA~l 10 .. oc. MANlll.J~OC. WI 48704 ,e1 13£1 101 0 1321 
7 552.630 MA·~11u1,wc S4VlN<..,5 BA,'1K f'( A MAN l TUWOC. WI 6 7570 lUbb 27t.4 llbt> 0 27c,'t 
7552.tiBO f-lk..ST ,. u, MARI'.ETTE MARl~E:TTE. WI le779 270 319 0 0 .'19 . 
7~~"-890 Slt;:.HE~S.U-i ~b "' MAt,i,.lM:TTE MAl<.,PH:.TlE Wl 27'o!>'4 457 08; 0 0 Oc4 
7552'120 MARKESMi SUH. b.A.Ni<. M.4.Rr,tSAN Wl l.:'.370 lUl 330 0 0 330 

... 75:>i'740 C.llllE:NS NAT 6M1K. [. lRUS. 1 MARSHf-ltLO WI 50547 591 1:-.-~::i 0 0 1~6:-.- . 
7:>53040 F lRST NB UF KlN.A.SHA i-41:.NA~HA WI 2:,111 2"7 o9J ,, 0 oeJ 
9::053070 F IR.Sl NAT bi<. Of- ME:NOMONIE- MEM.JMUNIE- WI 2024'1 2lb b2.:'. ;o 0 b2.2 . 
7553lb0 ~lRSl WlStON!>lN NAT B.A.."IK. HJLr1AlJKl:E WI lo4b02:0 2l 1't5 795:;.o 5,4t,C,. 57995 i l ~3, 
7S~3lb0 Mt.Rlr•E: t4Al 11.JrilA l l:XC.hA"1GE: OK MlL-'.A.UKtE WI '4576~7 l09b7 lb4~3 53~3 t,617 4bl6 
75~d270 Mf.l MARS.NALL & ll!>U:.Y bANK MlLWAUi<.EE WI 64~-'t!iO lt.137 L55bb 5147 1£l<,,7 l3t.C9 

_ 7553271 Mt.I NORlhE:RN CAN!\ MlLWAUl',l;;E Wl. 112447 1040 4CJ52 2309 0 4V~l 
7553.?:'i2 NOkH1RJOC,,E bANK MlLJAlJl<.EE WI :C2ei57 11..,c; 0 0 0 0 . 
755~400 f-IRST NB (;f M(:NROI: Ml/'--lk.OE:. WI 59824 500 1854 2b0 0 lb54 
7553490 F-lkST N~ (Jf l'tE:E:NA.H NHNAH Wl b5-'t32 1151 1707 , .. 0 1707 
75-5)5,VO MARINE-. kAT BANK NHl'-IAH WI !i'-107'1 Jib 21)',1 1136 D ~159 
7;5;,510 F-IR51 NB Al NtlLLSVlLU: NULLSVlLLE WI 17H,2 121 >17 0 0 ,11 
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~- .KEM.OCR. SANKS . _BENEFIT _TQ &ANKS COVEREO &Y 11001F-IED s. as 2./ll/1'! 

( l) ,,, 13) (4) 151 (ol 
OSB NA.MIE LOCATION TDE;P VL TCSH l'-H7 Nf:1'1 NcW "" -- -----~----·-----·· P.b.lbAl H• Rli.lCAL BJ-,!:.l 

9!>53b30 FlkST NS OF NEW RlCHHONO NEW RlCt-t,.OND Wl 17061 173 4Lc, 0 0 ""o 
7~Sjcb9b lkl-<.Y t~b OF (JAJ<,,. CKE.Cl'\ OAK t.REEK. Wl 17791 5"4 £~0 0 0 2:>ti 
75~3720 flk~T Nt> OF OCONUl'IOPCOC. OC.Ul'IOHUMU:. Wl 2:>471 501 50> 0 0 >o5 
755373(J HR~T ~t:, oi;c UCON"!O oc.u.-...Tu WI 202 lb 3~5 ,2a 0 0 .,. 

_]!,:>)SCJO f!RST fH ht5 UF USH."I.OSH. OSHKOSH WI 113'17 l £0.39 2790 12!-3 D 2790 
1!>538..::0 OSh,'<OS.H NATH.ill.Al bA~l!'-. (J~Hr..USH Wl 46462 0~9 l.t'.31 34 0 1231 . 
9~5)fj50 F-1 kSl NAT BK Of PA'(lf,, f-ALLS PA"',I'\ FALLS Wl 23006 ;.:'10 C>31.i .3b 0 63& 
J=,!>.:)870 P.E:SHTIC,O NAl lUNAL bANK PESHTlGO Wl l44eo 104 402 a 0 4!J2 
7!>!>3940 f-lf.'.ST N!3 OF PLATH:VlLLE-. PLAlH.VlLU: WI i43).6 113 bO~• 15, 0 OG5 
7!>!',::,<r00 51 A IE t-ib UF FlATTt.VlLLE PLATH.I/ILLE WI 23~33 loO 7ti:J d 0 lf.:,U 

_ 7!•53Y'zlJ F1RST N~ UF PO~TAGt POK T Al,E WI 3d',,02 >80 1(;01 0 " lVV7 
7'.>5 .. 000 Flk~l r-;b OF PO Kl WA!:,111NGlON PliRT MA5H1NGTON Wl lb'll8 ..:oe:. '"" 0 0 ,.,.8 
75':> .. 120 FARM!:RS. Mt:RC.HANl 5 NA l bK PRlkCUUN WI 20:,1.,~ U;O 528 40 0 >28 
7'.>~4lt.:-O f--lRH NAll(;NAL o< •NO TR kAClNE WI 133142 2!i-99 3b28 l8bb 0 3,t,28 

7=,54lb4 HE:kllAC.f:. NB Of RACINE RAC lNE WI lb750 b2B 34b 0 0 340 
7!>'.>'tlt..3 SCI AMEF< lCA.N bA~I<. " lRUS.1 tORAC lNE:. WI !",7~00 l)t-9 136"1" a 0 13t,9 

·--?~54£50 FlkST NB OF RH l.'-iELA~DtR RHlNt.LANUE.R WI - ---- - -----~- 3'ib!;b 700 Bl7 0 0 ol7 
95~'-t270 f lkS.T WlS.C.ONSlN NAl BAAK RICE LAK.E WI 3500!:I bll ouo 0 0 &GO I:,:) 
7!>5' .. 330 f-lRS.T Ntl OF kl PU~ RIPON. WI 1817b 323 "" 0 a ?,7fj I:,:) 
9~54)!>0 fIFtS.T NAT 81(, Of- RlVE:R F.\LLS K1VE.R FALLS Wl 27111 3¢0 10, 0 0 705 .... 
955~'-"lO f-lRST Nb llF ST CklJI X FALLS ST C.kOlX FALLS WI 1514~ 1~9 44£ 0 0 442 
7!>S'--.40 F lkS T Nb OF StYM.OUR :,t:YM.OUR WI 27718 387 650 0 0 050 

_7!>544fl0 5HA.,jANU NAT lL"N.AL tlA~K 5HA WANO Wl 5777':J 35" 17-42. .. , 0 1742 
7!>5"'7~00 Cil llEN5 bANK OF S.HE hDYGAN S.HEt.UY(;AN WI 1?2.~44 253-'t 5417 353!> a 5,.17 
7!>!>4::.30 StCl;.-UlY Fl'tSl NA Tl UN Al bAN(!>HEllLYGAN Wl 111799 905 49-33 340!> 0 '119.!-3 
7554'>7S l.JNlL..N:'oiA T M C lK"JS.l co S.PJ.Kl A WI l<J4Lb 340 >3b 0 0 ~30 . 
7!>5'-f1!>0 Cl T llE.:f-lS. /'I,~ OF SH:YlNS. PNT SH'o'f:NS PUINT WI 5L!>9!> ·l<J4 15Sl 2L!> u l!>!>l .. 
75!>47t>U FlkST Nb OF 51 tv=Ns PNl SH:Vl:.1'.i!> POlNl WI b-,.9C>4 731 2302 eo, 0 23u2 
75517<;0 f-JRST N~ fJF S.lOl,GHltJN. SlOUt.HlON wl 22.U.b ,oo ,22 0 0 422 
755-.82:0 bAN!<. OF SlUt{l.>tU,'-4 SAY 5 TUkU:ON BAY Wl 757t,.3 l2b<J l01l. . .,. 0 L01l 
75!>0:.8.?5 f lkS.l Nb UF 51 UkGEON OAY ~ 1UKl..t(.jN BAY WI l.1V3b l.72 !i54 0 0 ~54 
9~5'+!:ltO F-IR~T N& UF- ~UPl:.RlU~ S.UPf.klUR. WI 4U3b3 .,. 735 0 0 73' 
9!i54o70 NAT "' UF CMKC 1, SUPE.RlOR. SU?t.RWR WI 51~).5' 578 l!><.tO 205 0 l!,<,O 
7!>5500.J F--l!.:.51 No IN Vl kUl;,UA V lR0"1UA Wl 14430 l>l '"" a 0 ,04 . 

-·· 7555180 MrlC.11 hb OF WAl Ek TOWN WATE:klOWN Wl 24.Hl i10 019 0 0 &l9 
1555200 FlRS.l NB OF MAUK.ES.HA WAUl'\t:SHA WI 152£5.l lb02 5c,27 3917 0 !ic,L7 
7':>!.>!.>205 HAklN: Nb OF WAUKE.SHA WAUIU:5H.\ WI 2t5bt;. 5>9 045 0 0 o,5 
7555250 f-AR.~t:RS ST b1<,,. Lit- WAUPACA WAUPAtA Wl l0271 308 400 0 0 ,60 . 
7555it>O FIR~T N8 OF- WAUPACA WAVPAtA WI 1991.4 40S 3~'1 0 0 ,,. . 
7')~.s.no ~A 1 •• OF WALF-U"I WAUl->lJN Wl 23?b6 252 740 0 0 740 . 

_ 7555250 ~ l ATE:. BK OF WAUPUN WAUPUN Wl 2bt.04 --- 218 830 to 0 &30 ·- --1s,s3uo f-ll-.~T MtbdCAN NAT BANK. !Iii AU SAU WI 150270 236-7 5082 3072 0 5082 
755'>305 f-1 R!,T WI Ntl Lf W1'USAU W.A.U5AU Wl 26147 302 770 0 0 116 
1':>55 .. HO Flk':>T ,.i,, IN WAUWATOSA WAUt.AlOSA WI 47'172 354 lb!>2 428 0 1ei;.2 
75S5.HO "'llLWAU~C.E COUNTY eANI\ Wt:~T ALL JS WI 98158 931 335,4 1818 0 33~4 
155.,3':IO flkSl Nb UF- w bE:.hO ·,.U::5 l St!iO WI 62!>-Sl 390 J2b9 lbb7 0 ).tb9 
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---11.E:J"\BtR_8Ar.KS _ --------~- t>E.NEflT _JQ_bANKS _C.OVE:.RE.O BY_ J10DlFI.E.O s. 05 

OSB NAME LOCATION 

7555510 FIRST NS CF WI RAPIDS WISCONSIN RAPIDS 
7555S20 WUGD CTY NB OF 'rilS RAPIDS WISCONSIN RAPIDS 

WI 
WI 

1: 1 121 
TLJEP VL lC~H 

55'165 
b7:d3 

055 
l?.73 

13) ,., I SJ 
1977 N~W "'" Fl.t:C!:'.AL <PA Rt:QbAL 

lf'4(;! 503 0 
17£0 209 0 

OF 117 BANKS AFFLC.TEU lN ~TAlE: 5b HAVE: NO EARNlNG,S PARTIC.lPATlCJN AC.CUUNT UR Rl::QUlkEO Rl;Sl:kVE bALANC.E 
!>b HAVE.: NO R!;;.~Uf<.t:O RCSt::.RVi:: bALANC.E 

--------------- ---------------------
105b0040 f,J RST NH d-K. Of bUHALU bUFFALO WY lbt:3b 155 oll u 0 

__ 10560(;70 flR.ST NAT BK. Ot- (ASf'i.:R CA~PE:R WY l~e1337 1'17 74'-Jh !>Obi: 21::i 
lOSbC.073 HILLTOP kAT lCJNAL UAN'<. CASPE:k WY )4(/,jl; t,01 943 C, 0 
105t.VOl:0 ,ojYQMlNG NAT tK CJF C.A!>Pi:R (A.St'tR WY l8t,.:'..1l bj9 6L9b 43b9 18)3 
1056C090 AM::.RIC.AN No OF CHl Yt1'4NI: CHf:VEN~E WY 15t.Ol 13.20 2l.il.u 10-'12 0 
l05C:>ll095 flR5 T WV BANK NA I..HE YENNC. C11l:YENNE WY 5.?.57<;1 311 ~5-03 u:n 0 
10~6C09B f-1 R!:,T WY bK NA ' CHl:HNNI: (MEYtNNt WY ..::208.,1: 5b 1 •<o 0 0 

~1056UlUC F-IP.Sl -.1 OK " TF. tu Ct1EYt.f'c~E WY 1013~ oss 26llf 11 &!. 0 
lOSb1.H30 5!-!LlSi-10,'l!E:. f-lKS.1 NA 1 •• (UOY WY 3J:b.i::O 298 lloO <, 0 
10560170 FlJ.;Sl NAT b< l N E:.VANSTCJN C. VANS lON WV 24155 12• 9il.i ., 0 
10Sb0180 FIRST MYC.MING l:IA1'4K E:. VAN!:> TON t.VAN!>TllN WY 2 lb°'i7 2;0 ~\)1 0 0 
105b0lf:I~ f-lR~T hA T lLrU.L bA"-K. GILLETTE WY 3197£ ,., 1176 73 0 
10'::>bUl '>'0 ~ lCJC.I\MENS BANI( " TRU5 T to GlllETH: WY bll.ibl 034 ":>7S7 224!, 0 
10560240 JAC.i<SON !:,J AH:. OANI\ JA(K~[J,I WV 4353!) 3;1 l6Y~ 504 0 
10:lbULOO f-lR 51 MYOMlkl. bl',, NA KtMMl:RtRKtMMER£:R WY 4o~1Ci 312 2041. till 0 
10:>6~.;__ao F l~ST ""YU"'IINC. oAI'../'.. NA lANU€.RLA."-4LCk WY 333t,9 1123 ld7 10 0 
10560~10 bAr-.iK. OF LARAMIE LAtUMlE wr 2175:t. .:::01 1160 0 C 
l0':J6C0:?.2U f-H.ST r-.b (JF LARAMIE LARAMIE: WY 516~ l <03 d.dl 823 0 
10560330 f--lRST NE uF LUVHL lLiVEll WY l':,355 1Y3 ;1, 0 0 

_lO!aOOj10 flk:::,t !)lATf: b< Of NtWC.ASlLl l'IIE:W(.A~TLE· WY 22:.HiO 109 6b3 n 0 
10 5b0Jhb A~UHtA:\I :',iA 1 bK (JF PUWE:ll P{Ml:.LL WY ltb77 ,., ,., 0 0 
10560390 FIRST NAT DI\. OF POWELL POWE LL WY 363!>:, 13< l~.YJ .?.U4 0 
1U'.::b041C F-1 R'.)l WYOMINC. Bl". NA RAWL lNS RAWL IN~ WY 41472 2t,9 l ~Cb ;zc,,._, a 
10~6U'o2U RA,,LINS NAT lL~•~l t.MIK kAWL INS WV ..,.,..::73- •B 14:."17 lS 0 
105b0425 MU.RIC.AN NA l lGNAL 13A.~lK RlVl:RTUN WY 28469 1" 7 lOd:1 •1 0 

_ 10~bl.J430 FlR~T NA 1 :3AN.J!,,. UF RI VJ;.KTGN k.lvc.i;TON WY 4822) •19 £(.)l.ib 024 0 
10560-'tt,O R01,.K SPklNG!> NAT HJNAL bM4(. •ua ~Pk lNC.S WY 51:1551 9"0 lt,<.,o lb7 0 
lllSt.045'0 FlkST Nti OF ~Hl;.klDAS Shi::KH.1AN SY 43401 26<> 21d; 75) 0 
1056(.,500 SUNUANCf: STATE bANK SLJNlJANCE WY l 9796 5l ,_.,. 0 0 
10?00510 Flrl-5.T NS IN Tt1E:k,"'l(lf'Ull5 TNE:kMQPUllS WY 21798 193 7tL (., 0 
10~60!>20 C.llHt~S N.\T BK l TR. to TuRRl/'ilGlD'l WY 334!,!J l7U l4tib 170 0 
10~6<J530 FIP.!:il NAllONAI.. bAf"I.I( lOK!<.IM.lll,I WY lb ell lll 77' C, 0 
105605-l.iO F-1~5,T NU 1, i.HEATLANO Wt-1E Al lAN(J WY 20'163 107 792. • 0 
10~60560 f-lR~T NS IN 'IIORlA:\D ~LRLAN.0 WY 23b~5 179 b79 0 0 

OF 34 bAr«S AFFH. H.:D IN STATr:. 12 HAYE NO EARNINGS PARTICIPAllLN ACCCiUNT OR RU.IUIRCO kES,EkVE bALA."l(E: 

20 HAVE NO REQURED RESl:.RVE BALANCE 

2/22/79 

IOI 
IJIF 

,~)-(5) _____ 

1848 
11~0 

Oll 
7.:'."3 

':,4) 

b~~ b5 
l4.?& 
2~0.> 

'•!.10 
,lt,.19 

li!:'IJ 
'>'14 
~07 

l l7b . 
37'::>7 
H.il~ . 
£i.> .. I. 
lci7 
11 tiO 
2(J.:i2 

"" t'\,j3 

~45 
1~:::0 . 
b-0o 
J.4.~7 
l.J.2[, . 
2'J40 . 
le.Go 
il.ZO 

sae 
?c2 

1466 
779 
7"7L 
e79 

-------------------------------

~ 
t,O 
~ 
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__ "E~BER BANK.~ -·-·------BE.N£F11. 10-.6>.NX.S. C.OVE.H.E.0 bY .HDOlflEO S .. BS_ 

<U t2) t3> (41 (5,J (.b) 

ose NAHE LOCAllUN TUEP VL TC.SH 1<;77 NtW NEW OH· 

----··-------- --------- RlQBAL _ .EPA RH.lbAL l3l-l5J 

27200!>5 BANCO DE SANTANDER-PR NA SAN JUAN PR 661!,5 311 1922 75 25&9 

Of SANKS AFFECTED IN S.TATE. 0 HAVE NO EARNINGS PAklIClPATlON ACCGIJ~T t;;R kEQUIRE.D Fd:SE.RVE bAL/.."ICE. 
0 HAVE: NO RE:QURE-0 RE~f;RVE BALANCE: 

-----------------------
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---. .Natu1E.M6ER. 8ANK.S &tNt::flT TO SANKS C.OVEREO &Y MOOlflE:U Sa 85 £/'L2l1'1 

111 (,t'.) 131 141 '~I lbl 
OS8 '-AME: LOCATJ(JN TOEP VLTC~H 1977 N,• N,W ulf 

kl:QbAL EPA R.U.ltlAL (.;SJ-( 5J 

6010010 SANK Of ABBE YI LLE Ab&EVlllE: AL 23-'t21 240 0 0 0 C 
b010015 FIRST &ANK Of ALA.BASTER ALAtsASTER AL 15370 374 0 0 0 0 
b0l!J030 ALEXANfJER CITY BANI( ALEXANUf;.R tlTY AL 19940 340 0 0 0 0 
60100bS C.Jllb4NC. OF AL ANLJALUSU. "AL ANDALUSIA AL 2'1491 302 0 0 0 0 

- e.010070 tOMMERC.lAL BANK. AkOALUSlA AL 40044 ~oz 0 0 0 0 
bUlO]LO bANl'I.. OF AkAb AkA6 AL 17!>6!> 2"2 0 0 0 0 
bC.lUll3 SH.URI lY bA!'IIK ANO TRUST to ARAb AL 16533 4>4 0 0 0 0 
6010190 bAl'-IK (if- ATMORE AlM(IRl: AL 327bl 2•• 0 20 0 0 
bLl 0Lll5 f:XC.H,t,N(.E: b,t,NK ATTALLA AL lbt-94 207 0 0 p 0 
bOl(f2.c'.ll AUblJkN bA~I'. t. 1RUS1 co AlJblJk"1 AL 14606 212 0 0 0 0 
60l!J~50 8AU.1•lN C.CIUNIY BANK BAY MlNE:.lTt. AL 24743 430 0 0 0 0 
6010.(59 fJR!i-1 ALA bK OF- MOBILE:. C.lY bAYOU LA OAlRE AL lb52H- 3b3 0 0 0 0 
60l02'tS bANK OF lHE SOU1HEAS1 blRMlNGHAH AL lBl.::9 602 0 0 0 0 
b01030~ C.t:NIRAL SA.NII'. Of 8UlMINC.HAH blRJWI 1Nt..HA.P4 Al 5-lObb.l 30!>0 0 ~-9 17!>09 -l 7~V7 
bOltJ310 f-IR~l AL bA,_.fl. Uf- bl RKlNC.HAl'I bl RM HH»HA'1 AL 31'>'3!>.L 6072 0 !>l 70 :,;,01 -3.d,l 
b01U323 ME: 1 kU~ANK blkMJ f..LHAM AL J"tOi:fio 001 0 0 0 u 
t:101Cd!>O 8ANI\. Of 8LOWH5.'llllf 8LOUNH.VlLL.E: AL 2l2"t.i'. 30., 0 0 0 C 
bOl0.>70 !>ANO ~tJUNT.\JN bANJC. bUAL Al 2&!>40 >o2 0 0 0 
b01Cu90 f,ANI(. l.Jf bRE"TON i:,ktioHuN Al l27.H ,,1 0 0 0 u 
bOl V4!>0 C.HLC. r..,w bAN,C. Uf dUlLl::R bUTll::R AL .::4032 333 0 0 0 0 

~ bOlO!>lO C.HUH..111..lE: C.OUNT Y bANK C.t:.NJRt AL 2bbBl 402 0 0 0 0 
blJl(.,~30 F-.U,Ml'<S ANO ME:RC.HANlS tlANK U.NTkC Al 324!:ib 320 0 28 0 0 
bOlDbllO hAf'lll't. Of DADEVILLE: DAOtVlLLE. Al lb!>b4 2bl. 0 0 0 0 
bUlC.,!>'13 f- IRST ~ TATE ~- Uf OH.A.TUR Ott A Tl.lR AL. 3t>l7S ;e1 0 0 0 u 
bOlOl.i'.O RLbUtl!>UN BANK.INC. CO Dt.Ml.JPOLl S AL l!>302 >•I 0 0 0 u 
blJlt11C\) t.Ll\A l::XC.HANLI: SANK. t:LBA AL 20b33 ~12 0 0 0 0 
61.1lU6U~ CJ l JltNS bANK f:.NH.Rj,IRJSE AL 3113U 308 0 140 0 0 
owl Ob IO ENT t:.R~Rl!>t 8Al'IIK]NG, (.UMPANY tNT 1..kPRJ!,E AL !>&41U ,. 1 0 818 0 0 
bOlOolO l::Uf.AULA BANI(. AN!J 1KUS1 to E.t,f-AULA AL 31.::37 ~1b 0 -~ u 
bOU,b70 tllllt.NS BANK. f-AYt: TTE AL lb42b 3ll 0 0 0 u 
b01Citl'f0 t.SCAMUlA LCJUNTY bANK FLOMATON AL lb09.l 229 0 0 0 u 
0010-.20 fAkME..k~ AND MERC.HANTS BANK FULLY AL 2740L 3b1 0 0 0 u 
0010",!Ll ~OLJJH bALOWlN bANK fULl:.Y Al 22471 326 u 0 0 0 
bOl O~i !I f-Ukl PAYNI:: uA~K. Hlkl PAYP-.iE AL 23~07 4-9.?: 0 0 <, u 
b01Ll93Cr fOR 1 DE i'USl 1 bAP-.IK >UR I DEPOSl 1 AL l",146!> 300 0 0 0 (; 

bOlO'ibO A.LA~Af1A C.llY HANK (,AU!JOf:.N AL 3;235, 71> 0 0 0 0 
b01(.:<,!j0 EA..S T GADSDEN HANK C.AQ!)Ot:N Al 2;100 240 0 0 0 0 
b0ll..l9'i!> AMf:RlC.,V4 bANII.. C.lNl:.VA AL 1 !:)i;j 12 2b2 0 0 0 0 
bOlll,00 CllllE:.N~ HAN!{ l:,l:Nt.VA AL 2(.ie72 123 0 0 0 0 
bllllU~5 C:.RE:.LNVJLU: BANK. C.kttNVlllE AL L.B59 >97 0 0 0 0 
bOl 1080 15 T AL bl.kl<. OF C.'-"'TEkSVlLLE C.LINTt:kS'ilLLC AL 2301~ 34> 0 0 0 
bOl 1110 lRALJt.1<S AND FARMt:.ltS bANK HALl::YYJLLE AL 43308 07~ 0 0 0 0 

b!Jl 11.,U CI 1 lll::N!) DANI{ UF- HARTSE LU: HAR 1 ::.t:LLE AL ~5051 Jo> 0 0 0 0 
bCJl 1143 FIR!)l AL bUdl, Uf- HARTSt:LLE HAR THLLE AL 20928 ~02 0 0 0 0 
b\.111160 OA~fl. Of- Hl:FLlN t1LFLJN AL 29855 574 0 0 0 0 
bOl l lo!> bAt.K Uf HUNT SY ILLE HUH !)VILLE AL 4ij!lb3 ij38 0 0 0 0 
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-·- NOt.Hf;J1BER BIJtK.$. _ -----------------~ atl<EFlT to BAN~ toveuo ~y MOOlFH0 s. 85 

0S8 NAME LOtAllON 

b0ll220 JAC.KSON BANK ANO TR.UST tQ JACKSON 
60l 12L~ ME:kC.HANTS BANK JACKSON 
b011231 C.l:l'wTRAL Bk OF WALK.ER tTV JASPl::R 
0011270 bANK OF LE:Xl'fGTUN LE>l;lNbTON 
bClll3C,Q MC. MllLAN ANO COHPANY 8ANKERLIV1NGS10ft 
601 DlO LlJ\ll:Rl'if: BANK A~O TRUST C.O LUVl:.RNE 
H,lUSO PU.RJ(.iN bAN,<., ANO TRUST CO HARION 
blJll31b t(JMl-\l:KC.lAL f,UARANTV 8AfiK. HOOILE 
ou11 .. 20 Mt.k(.HAhlT!:t ANO PLANTtRS BANK. Hl.NTlVALLO 
6(.;11400 ~AN.I<. Of- HOULTON HOULll..f'C 
bOll~lO llTlUNS bANK. l'IWLltJN 
bull505 8A"1K. OF t:ASJ ALABAMA OPELIKA 
6ul l!:iSO l:.ANI( UF OlARK. UlARK 
bOl 1~05 Pl(JPU:S BANK Pl:Ll C.lTY 
6tJ115o5 H.1'4 bANK UF kUSSt:LL C.lY f'Hi:NIX CITY 
bUll590 PHlNlX C:.lRARU bANK. PNE:NlX CllV 
bUllblO fAh.,-,lRS AND MERCHANTS BAN<. PlEDHONl 
b0l lb40 bAl-tl\ U .. PRAll'VllU: PkAll\llLLE 
bUl lb't9 C.l.JUSA VALLEY bANk RAINbLW C.I lY 
bOl l 730 EAST LAUOUl.lJALI: 8A.Nl(.1Nb CO ROG-1:kSVllLE 
bOl l 1 .. 0 Cl T llENS bANK. ANO SAV lttGS COk.lJ~~tLLV llll: 
bOll760 J C JACLbS oANIUNC. tO l,.C SCUTTS6URO 
60117€~ ClllHN!i. bAN!(.. AND TRUST ta !i.tLHA 
6ull8b0 bA.~K Of- ::.ULllG.l:NT SULLILE:NT 
b0l.t.9LO 8A~K OF TALL.AS.St.I: lALLA::.SEE: 
6011'>'35 t\M,K Of THOMASVILLE lttOMASVlllt. 
6011970 TkUY t:UNK. AND JH.UST tUl1PANY TKOY 
o01,n)b0 BAN~ Uf Vl:.KfiUN VERNON 
b0lll2~ Cl T llE:NS hK. (Jf- W.flUt1PKA AL WHUHPK.A 

AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL· 
AL 
AL 
AL" 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 

Ill 121 13l 
TDEP Vl TCSH 1977 

Z344b 
.t.013& 
11&21 
22204 
17850 
17821 
20390 
70466 
1 !>55l 
22b75 
19l7.i! 
3433~ 
3(j381 
lt:1146 
l lt.40 
218!,b 
13c;,07 
3612!> 
1779!> 
11941 
1700"-
28~69 
2479!> 
l4tb13 
191 B't 
27026 
3~.t.'t9 
1721b 
11.;eo 

,22 
•11 
b82 
23b 
.. & 
2,1 
323 

llbO 
lol 
b1' 
3&.t. .,, 
673 
,11 
52• 
b1' 
2:12. 
b&b 
2,3 
2b3 

'" 3•5 
330 
30& 

"' 50 l ,,. 
U3 
3b8 

_ REQflAL 

0 
0 
D 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
u 
u 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2,22/79 

I •l I ~I 161 
NEW Nt:W 1.Jlf 
EPA RE:QBAL 13)-(!,J 

0 
0 
0 
C, 

0 
0 
0 

11~!> 
0 
0 
0 
u 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
C 
0 
0 
0 

Of 15 BA,.._~ AfHLHO lN SlAH b7 HAVE NO E:ARNlNCi.S PARllCIPATJON ACCOUNT UR RH,tUlRE:LI Rl:SlRVI: bALANC.1:. 
b HAVE: NO Rt:UUkEO RE:StR'VE: BALANCE: 

----------------------- ---------------------------------------------
l20i:0002 ALA$KA HANK Of (.(JHHE.RCE: 
l202L007 ALA.Sic.A PAC.HlC bANK 
1202(.,00b ALA!,M..A ~TATE:BANM.. 
llO.::'UUlb t'E:OPLtS BANK ANO lRUSl CO 
120.c'.00.i:2 Ufltl HD bAflll\ ALA~KA 
l202G0b0 b M BfHH.CNDS bANK 

ANCHORAGE 
ANC.HORAC.E 
A.NC.HORA.Gt:. 
ANCh0kAG1: 
ANC.HUk.AGt: 
JLIH:AU 

•• •• A• A. 
A• 
AK 

12~202. 
't39~9 

11518'9 
3bl3<J 
37190 
3b732 

23b7 
~70 

17~3 
,oo 
l~'t 
352 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2103 
071 

2700 
309 
'11 
,3o 

Of b aA~S AfflClE:O IN $1All 0 HAVE NO EARNlNhS PARllClPA11C>N ACC.(iUNT Ok kEQUlkE.1.J kESlkVt:. ~AL~Ct:. 
b HAVf NO Rt:'°iUH.EO RESERVE: bALANCt:. 

--------------------

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
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NON1"1£MbE R 8ANK.S bENEF 1T 10 bANJ<S C.lJYEREO bY NOOlflEO So 8~ ~l,l/1'i 

111 121 131 1,1 151 (ol 
058 "AME LUCAllUN TOEP VL TC.~H 1977 NE• .. ,. "" ·- -~- - .. RUH\AL HA RWbAL UJ-l!d 

l20't005,b STATE BAPiK LME HAVAS.U C.lTY AZ H,15 31b u 0 0 0 
12 0400b0 AR J ZONA BANI( Pl<llNJX AZ 1137804 11.,.32 0 !».i28 )b2't9 -3t.i','I 
l204C.,Ob2 CUNTINE:~lAL BANK. Ptt.JtNU AZ 195072 l'-77 0 :i.200 19.i:b -l'-, .. b 

12V-'o0095, GIH:AT ME:~tERfi BANK , TkUST PhOE:NU AZ 2b'tb7b 31.,C,2 0 ~l ~"# 41:,2 -'-1 "iL 
l204CIU97 THU~OEK81RO bANK. Pt-1JtNlX AZ H105 oH 0 1100 0 l> 
120400',9 '-"1 TE:O bANI( OF AfULUNA PhUUdX AZ 3fiol9'-2 3322 0 :>l ~3 9&~0 _.,.f'.,0 
12040129 C.lTY BANI( s.uN C.lTY Al 1714b IH 0 0 0 
120401-',5, UNICl'II 6A~K TL(:~ON AZ IOI 2b7 bll 0 33t,2 0 0 

Of 8 8.AN!f.S AfHC.HO IN SlATE: 2 HAYE: NO E:AkNlNb~ PAR.llC.lPAtlOfi AltOU'11 Uk kU1Ulkl;t) kt~H.Vl tSAL.A..O...U 
2 HAVE I,() REWRED RESERVE bALANU 

-----------------------------a-------
805-0020 &Ahl\ OF AMITY AMI TY AR lb.322 lib 0 0 0 0 
8U50030 Cl 1 llfNS flRST SIATE bANK. AKKADl:.LPHlA •• ltU>H• ,{,Ct~ 0 0 0 C 
80500',Q Ei.K HORN bANK ANO lRUSl co ARKAliHPHIA AR Jl'lb1 1,. 0 " 0 ., 
80!J.Cr05"0 P1E.kC.HANTS ANO PLANIERS bAHK Ak.KADELPHlA AR lb.C.7t, 2,., 0 0 0 0 t..:i 
BO!i.Ol'-0 bE~fUN nATf; SANK, bf:NlUN •• "i.C.22b tt32 0 0 0 C t..:i 
8U!:i01~5 UN)l.lN BANK M.NlUN AR 35,<i.3,0 ... 0 0 0 Q) 
80501;0 ~ANI<. OF- bl::Nl 0-.V lLLE: btNlONVlLLI:. •• ,.,,11 .. , " I <0 0 
8'1!>01~5 C.11 HENS BANI". Bt:NJUNVJLL~ AR l 70i::C. ""~ 0 " " 80~0200 C.l lllfNS tSANK. &OUNt'llLLE AR Lb11~ ,o, 0 0 0 
80:-J0.:.20 bANI<.. OF BklNK.Ll:'Y flkl NKLEY Ak L0::':17b 29' 0 " 0 
80':>0l30 BANI<. Of CABOT C.AbUT AR l 12bL ,., 0 0 " 0 
805"0tb0 Ml:kCHAtHS ANO PLA.Nll::RS b..i.K tN1Uth •• )U':lb't 101 0 0 0 C 
dCJ504'.lU C.1 T lH.N.S &A.'tlll.. f. lRU~l CAA.Ll!.LE •• l~t.'iJ in.b 0 0 u C 

80!>C.,:ll~ ARKANSAS STATE bANK l.LARKSVlLLl Ak 15>H ~~) 0 0 0 V 

80!J.0:S35 CL lNTCJN STAlE bANi<. C.LlNTCift •• ~7 lb7 ,., 0 0 0 0 

81J!>034~ FIRST STATE bl< ANO TR CD CC.:ftPl'AY AR ~t1t:Ctl >Ob 0 b.)3 0 0 
80~0350 C.OkNJNG, b.ANK CURNI"'- AR 2-'o~ 13 3,0 0 0 0 V 

8050:S70 lJANVlLLi:. S.TAlE BANI\ DANVILLE: •• 2'-~tli:: 3U7 0 " 0 0 
&0503ti0 bA"tll;. Uf UAROANt:LLI:: CAk[;A"tHLE: AR lb!>Ct,i 5•> " " 0 0 

805"0'-20 1-AkMtkS JNO Kt.kCHANTS BANI(. Ok~ AkC AR lb23't 10, 0 0 II V 

8050'-30 DE WllT BA~it ANO TAUST CO DE. 11111 TJ •• 27370 1•• 0 0 II 0 
'80~0470 HE:RtHANT5, AND fARHEKS BANK. Ol.l'IAS AR t.Cb',4 >oo 0 0 0 0 
eo,osoo E.XChANGl bA~k ANO TRU~T CO El tA..RAOO •• 3~552 b)l 0 0 0 0 

80!:i\Je20 F-ORC.IYC.E bA:\I'- ANO TRU5, T tO fUklJYC.E. •• 172',~ 311 " 0 0 0 
&O~Ob4t0 Pl.ANTER$ HANK AIIIO TR.!JSl tO fUK~i:ST ti IY •• 33b0l !>11 0 0 0 0 
8050710 bANK. OF C-.k.AVl:.llE C.kAYi:ltt AR l lti45' l.t3 0 0 0 0 
80!:10730 FAR'1EA.S bANI<. C.kEtN-,OOLI AR lb~79 377 0 0 0 u 
80~0EOO bANI\ OF- HAq_Rl5.6UR~ HARkl~bURG AK lt,04<. 21• 0 0 0 0 
8C.~C.c.20 Sl::CUdlY bA"4k hARk1SUN Ak 4t,7~9 , .. 0 .,., 0 0 

80!>0b50 ClicbUklCic COUNlY bANK. HtBER SPRl,.GS AR 24140 ••O 0 0 0 0 
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___ NONHEHBER BANKS UUrlf:fl T ta BANK.S COVER.ED BY 11001FU:o s. 8~ ;ua.n..., 

11 l 121 131 I., I 51 (OJ 

o~• NAME:. LOC.AT ION TOEP VL TC.SH 1971 ,nw "'" OH 
RE:.QbAL EPA Rt:QbAL UJ-(~d 

8050975 FIRST JAtKSONVlLLE BANI(. JACI\SONVlLLE. AR 34781 1098 ·o 0 0 0 
805096!> BANfl. OF MJRTt1EAST ARKANSAS JLNESbORO •• 2bb53 372 0 0 0 0 
8050990 en UE:NS BANK Of JONESBURO JltHSbORO Ak 93310 503 0 2:bbl 0 " 80!>0',,9tt FIRST BK ANO TR Of JONESttOROJUNE:!:.bOkO AR 2EltH'I ,so 0 0 0 0 
80!> 1000 Ml:RLANl l LE. tiAkK. JlNE!:.bUkO •• b0.:)89 lc.tb<i 0 1213 0 " 805l0t0 BANK OF LAKE VILLA.Gt: LA1U V ll LAG~ •• l'iblo "' 0 0 0 " 8051140 bANK (Jf LJNCOLN LlNC.OLN •• 15i,b3 ls> 0 0 0 0 
80!>1175 PULASKI BA~!( ANO TRUST CO LITTLE ROCK AR 41(;-35 .3c4 0 312 0 t, 
8051210 FlR~T SU,U: BANI\. LlNUK.l:. AR 2201b ~1'1 0 0 0 u 
80!>1220 BANK OF MC C.RORY ML C.RURY AR 2ti020 •01 0 0 0 u 
80512.30 MC. c.t:HEE BANK. MC. GE:HEE. •• 3'-..:'.~9 ,,. 0 0 0 u 
605'1250 fARMlKS BANI( ANO lRUST tD MAGNOLIA •• 2L11b >17 0 0 0 0 
&051270 bANK OF MAL'IERN HAL '11::RN AK 24'11!) .tb3 0 0 0 0 
8051400 U~lLN 8A.N~ Of MENA HtNA •• 20044 311 0 0 0 0 
805l'tJO MUNlTTE ~lA.TI:: bANK MC,,,i::TTE AR lb32b l>O 0 0 0 G 

b0Sl'9)0 (.UMMEkC.UL SANK AND lkUS.T toMONT IC.E:LLO AR 2.4j,2b ,o. 0 0 " 8051440 U/'w.lON BANK A.NO lkUSl_ CO HUNT lC.ELLO •• 30280 ,u, 0 0 0 0 
8051450 F-lkSl ~TATE BANK HU<.klLTUN AR 3106b "' 0 0 0 0 

~ BOS.l'tbO PtGPU:S. ~AJ\IK C. TRUST CO HUUNT AlN HOME •• 'tb'tl4 ••• 0 337 0 " 8051480 bANIC.. Of HuhllG,01URY COUNTY MOUNT 10A AR l 5034 229 0 0 0 0 
80515(10 PIKE COUNTY 8A.NK H~ fkc.ESbORO •• 15629 211 0 0 0 u 
6051555 Mk.CHE. PUNTERS. BANK NtWPCJRT •• 2b55l ••2 0 0 0 0 
80!l l5b0 HUN Cl T'r DAM. NOR Ht LITTLE. ROtK AR 91470 ,,. 0 239.l 0 0 
&051580 PLA~lEkS BANK OSCH.1LA AR 192.29 34b 0 0 0 0 
80') 1590 bANK OF OZARK UlARK •• 2251S '61 0 0 0 0 
8051620 Sl::.C..lJRllY l:.\ANK PARAUWLO AR 42555 »3 0 0 0 C 
&051110 l:.\ANK Of PUCAHONU~ POCAHONTAS •• 22322 )j_j 0 0 0 0 
8051750 f-AkMEk~ ANO HERC.HANIS BANK PRA.1RlE r.ROVE •• lbb50 323 0 0 0 0 
eo,1760 ~Al'liK OF PRESCOTT PKE:SCOTT AR l994ti '75 0 0 " 0 
80Sl81!> FRMS r. Mk.CH BANK kl.iGck,S, AR 2b!>l9 317 0 0 0 0 
BC,~1858 FIRST StC.URl TY bANK 51:ARC.Y •• 4076b '" 0 10, 0 0 
BO'J 11:100 bk ANT COUNTY SANK SNt.RllJAN Ak l 7'1'tl 2bO 0 0 0 0 
&051~05 ARKANSAS- STAH. bA.t-.K SlLUAM SPRINGS •• 18219 ~b2 0 0 0 0 
80519~0 SMACKOVER STATE 6A.-.K S'1A(..K0VER •• 1776'.I 26.i 0 0 0 0 
8051900 flRST STATE BANK SPRlhlGOALE AR 63381 828 0 B13 0 0 
8054!000 fA.kHE:RS ANJ HERC.HANIS BANK STUTTGART •• S280._ o•O 0 !>)0 0 0 
8 Ci~2 oi.o bA.1'1K OF TRUMANN 1RUl1A.NN •• 1'1286 322 0 0 0 0 
b052l>90 C.ITllEl'w.5- tU,Nf(.. AND TRUST lO V.\N BURtN AR 23h31 ... ~ 0 0 
805,dOU PEOPU:.S i,,,,, & TR C.O YAN tWREN •• 18.lob2 ,.,, 0 0 0 
8C52130 BANK Of W4LURLN WA.LOkON •• 19254 20, 0 0 0 0 
80~.2160 MARRtN bAN~ L. TRUST C.O ;.A.RR.EN •• 3lb01 101 0 0 0 0 
&G52 l 70 bANI",, Uf PIE:!Ni.R WHNER •• 19433 ll2 0 0 0 0 
8C,52l1S Ml:kC.HANlS A.NO FARMERS BAN',. IIIES T HElt.NA AR 2,113 ••• 0 0 " C, 

8052180 t,ANK. OF- WES l MEMPNJS WEST HEHPHIS AR 40328 ••• 0 ~3 0 0 
60"i2"2lo0 C.KI. ~S ClUf\lTY b A~k. WYNNE •• 2214'1 28b 0 0 0 0 

l· 1:,. 
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OF 7c, &Al<KS AFHCHD IN STAU .. ~ HAYE NO EAR•IINf.S PARTICIPAllllN ACCOUNT OR RlWUIRlO RHlk~l ••LANU 
12 HAYE ND REWREO RESERVE ••LANCE 

----NO~K8ER RANKS-· -------- ------- BENEFlT JO BANKS COVERED •Y MODlFHD S. 0 ~n.t.11'1 

111 (21 (31 "' l>I I ol 
DSB NAME LOCATION TOEP Yl lC.~H 1971 NlW Mw OH 

.REQBAL _ . EPA _ Rf;QbAL ,., )-t ~) 

12060013 CONTINENTAL BANK AlHAP1bRA CA 5790& 375 0 120l 0 0 
l20b0018 HE:RlTAG[; BANK ANAHEIM CA 3.c:410 3"2 0 :» 0 0 
120o00-'t7 "110&~1A1E: 8Ar--r.K ARR.l.lYLI &RANOE CA H091 ltuo 0 11"-li 0 0 
l.20bVU75, C.Al lHlkN IA Rt.PUBLIC. &ANK. bAKt.R~Fl tlO tA bl808 l!>'ob 0 Ho 0 0 

__ 12oeio1;~ SHA.S.TA C.OUN.IY BANK 81.1\NEY CA 2••73 .,. 0 0 0 0 
12060lb7 C.HlNO VALLEY BANK CHINO CA 28560 H• 0 0 0 0 
l2000.l40 CITUENS bl(. OF C.OSTA f'IESA CVS.TA HE.SA CA 31201 311 0 •• 0 0 
12:DbC,3!10 8A~K Of OUWNE:Y (;OWNEY CA 41761 .,. 0 l3b 0 0 
12Vt.C,3~3 C.OL0£::N SlATE BANK DOWNEY CA 1364&4 2l.t4't 0 42!12 0 0 
l20603b5 flRSl 5.H.UKl lY BANK t.LK GkOYE: CA 20674 •11 0 " 0 0 
12De.O't'-0 SC.OTT VALLEY f:IANK. fORl JONl:S tA 20ob0 ~•7 0 0 0 0 
120b044l ~ANK OF LOLEU FORlUNA CA 20788 4::bO 0 0 0 0 
12060442 fREHC.Nl &ANK FREHC.:NT CA 47090 170 0 3't3 0 u 
12UbU4!>7 REPlJbllC BANK GARDENA CA 34236 390 0 .i:lb 0 0 
120t: C'tbO GAY ILAN .bANic. GlLkOY CA 46300 lObb 0 0 0 0 
12060'-tbB GOLD COVNIRY SANK ~RA~S VALLEY CA l 79ti2 316 0 0 0 " 120ti0480 COM'10NWE:AL TH BANK HAWlHORN.f. tA 21149 9> 0 0 0 0 

~ 
llCti049!> bANK (Jf Hl:'1E T H,U1f:T CA 31940 640 0 0 0 0 
12060,Zb PAC!flC CIT> ••~K HUNllNGTO~ BE~CH ,. 31!>2b ••• 0 0 0 0 
12(ic,l,5,}!) ClJMHlJNl TY bAfllK Ht.JNllNGTU\I PARK. CA 2296!>2 l3b3 0 ~l 70 43't7• -4347 
l20ti1..15-38 bA,.,,K Of- lkYJNE lkYINt; CA 21<,t,) .{41 0 0 0 0 
Jl0e.C55Y LA JOLLA BANK 1..lRUST to LA JOLLA t• 4.t.2b2 309 0 51/2 0 0 
12 OOO~c,O tUNI\. Of LA~E COUNTY LAKEPO~l tA 27~99 S07 0 0 u u 
120tH)~02 GROSSMUNl BANK LA HESA CA 5t,8(>b .i'Bb 0 1593 0 0 
l20bU!>95 CUAST BANK LUNG bl:ACH CA 4095,b 43b 0 0 0 0 
12C..b0blAt HARBOR 8ANK LI.NG f:.EAC.H tA 213b'I 330 0 0 0 0 
l20<,Ub30 Al'H.:.kJC.AN ClTY SANK. LOS ANGELES CA 13l.337 063 0 !>170 ~·· -~t'I 
l.ZOoOo32 bANK OF f-lNAlfCE: LUS ANGE:LES tA 2tsl't7 SJO 0 0 0 0 
120b0b-'t4 CALIFUkNlA KOREA bAt4K LOS A~GE LES _ tA -'t7018 27b 0 40.t: 0 0 
1200Cb4~ CALlfOkPdA. OYER5.f::AS bANK LOS ANUl:.LE S CA 50471 3b2 0 80~ 0 0 
l.?OOOOOJ CAlHA'f bANi<. LU$ ANGELES CA 79837 113 0 1309 0 0 
12C,o(,oOS Ll:.,..lURY BANK LUS U.ibE.LES CA !>225'7 ,B 0 124b 0 0 
l.ZCrt.JotSO f-lRSt LOS ANC.ELES bAN.K LOS ANGtLf:S CA lt:914b , .. o 0 !>127 •11 --.11 
12000<>80 f-lRSl PACIFIC bANK LOS ANGC LES tA 41130 2:3U 0 71< 0 0 
120oOo9d, (..J U10RE CUHH.E.RtlAL £. !l.VGS bKLOS ,_NbHE S CA 33077 270 0 90 0 0 
120b(J702 lMPl::RlAL HANK LOS ANUtlE S CA 32'1&99 l'ltrib 0 Sl>l 10!>!>9 -10~~9 
l.Zlx>070J 1,_0tPENIJl;.P-tC.E. BA~K LUS ANC.ELES CA 93801 •o• 0 24~'1 0 0 
1ZUo010(> JA ... AN C.ALlFQkNlA t;A.NK LOS ANGt-Lt S CA b.CblO 22• 0 l>Ol u 0 
l.ZOo070d LLOYOS BANK (.Allf-ORNJA L~ ANGELES CA 14502.Sb 12lb.Z 0 51So "%"1 -49t.4l 
l20b\l713 MANUf-A(. Jl.f(.EKS bANK LOS ANGHES tA 41!>400 1122 0 Slb~ 1!>4-'0 -l~-4,a, 
12.0t-0718 "1l l~U6lSHl bANK UF CALIF Lu$ ANGt.LE S CA 20114> .::109 0 5139 l!>t!S -1 ~t ':> 
l2Ut..u119 MITSUI bANK UF- CA LOS ANGtlC S CA 1010bb !Ob 0 2~7!lo ~-~ -~ .... ~ 
l2llblJ7-'t._ llJKAl bl<. IJF CALlFURNIA LOS ANUHES CA 102 528 .. , 0 30"3 14.t -1 .. 2 
120b07-'tS lR.ANS-wmtLO BANK LOS ANG.HE~ CA lt7!>48 623 0 2'4 0 0 
ll0t.:07So WE~ lt:k"t bA'il(,. OF- (.C,MMtR(.E: LOS ANGE:LE::!. CA 313B 223 0 4'7 0 0 
l ) f · l ~ , •• 'A ,., ? ? f:r;,9 I -/ "~ 0 <, 
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- NONHEHBE.R BANKS BENHIT TD BANKS COVERED BY HODlfHD s. U '2/2:t./79 

Ill 121 131 ,., I 51 lol 
DSB NAIIE LD~ATIDN TOE:P VL 1(.!.H 1911 NlW Nlw L•lF 

Rl;QbA.L HA kl:QbAL (:,1-151 

l20b0800 tlNHR STAT• BANK HODES TO CA 357bd 955 0 0 0 0 
lZOb08eO NAPA VALLEY BANK NAPA CA 318b9 129 0 0 0 0 
l20t08b't Al1t:klCAN STA.Tr:. HANK NtWPORl BEACH CA 3~07l 1•• 0 221 0 0 
l20b088S BAl'iK OF NE:MPORl Nl::WPOkl Bt:AtH CA 9.4tb70 ••• 0 22tJ7 0 0 

-~ 120b09'r2 FlRSl f!ljlt.RPRlSt BANK._ OAK.LANO CA 22314 140 I) 0 0 C 
l.20bl010 bANK OF A Lt;VY OXNARD CA 187290 2~13 0 5101 15• -1~4 
120bl0",8 CAHlNU-CALifURNIA BANK PALU ALTO CA 2251b i33 0 0 0 0 . 
12.0blObO C.l tH lR(.~V'C. BK Uf, PASAOE:kA PASAOi:.NA LA 22541 21<> 0 0 0 0 
120bll18 VAU:.NtlA BANK PLAC.E:l'iTlA CA 502:2b 53• 0 HO 0 0 . 
12.0bllbl t,,iUR111 VALLEY BANK REOLIJNG CA 3ll5b •~1 0 u 0 0 . 
12Ubll6b bAf'tK Of R.E.OLANOS. RtDLANOS CA 2237't 2•b 0 lb 0 0 
120bll80 HE:C.HANICS BANI<. RJChMLJNU CA 223740 21UO 0 !>119 lOb~ -IOU 
l20bll90 BANK Of RlO VISTA RlD VISTA CA lClf.177 122 0 24 0 0 
12001220 FU.ST CllY tlANK ROStMEALI CA 9ll't0 1337 0 2070 0 0 
12001230 tl 1 UENS bK OF ROSEVILLE RUSE:VlLLf; CA 2b032 2,9 0 • 0 0 
12001250 CAPllOL 8Ar<i!K Of COMMEkC.E SAtk.AMENTO 'A 3bQ28 11, 0 l'tl 0 0 

___ l20bl2b5 RlYf.R C.llY BANI\. SACK.Al"IENTO CA 62048 1558 0 H3 0 0 
120bl32b PENINSULA BK Of SAN OlE:GO ~AN OIEGC, CA 21090 112 0 0 0 0 

~ l20bl33Q SAN t,ll:GO TRUST L SAVINGS eKSAN OlE~O CA 't22435 12881 0 5053 35,.t: -3~"e 
120bl395 AME-RIC.AN ASIAN bANK SAN FRANCISCO CA 2302't ~9 0 ll 0 0 
1206.1420 BANK Of LANTON Of CALlfORNlASAN fkANt!SCO CA 1511!58 ><> 0 25'93 217~ -~ 17~ 
l20bl't30 BANK OF MONTREAL CALIFORNIA SAN fRANtl~CO CA 554'12 1<>8 0 19'19 0 0 

_l20bl432. BANK (Jf lHE ORH.NT SAN fRANC.l~CO CA 14b12 -~b 0 lbb't 0 0 
120bl't34 BK Uf TRADE Of SAN FRANCJSC.OSAN FRANC.IS.CO CA 10305 13< 0 0 0 0 . 
12(1b}'t37 HARCLAYS BANK Of CALIF SAN FRANCISCO CA 515121 5704t 0 5252 151~0 -1 !>12,J 
120bl't40 CALlfURNlA CANADIAN BANK. SAN fRANCl~CO CA ;4tl2 lO 2281 0 5l 7'J 7lbl -7Li;J 
12Uol44l CALlFORNJA flRS,T bANK. SAN FkANClSC.O. CA 1927b53 20'J37 0 5l'lb 703.{7 -71.,.,,d 
120bl,.43 Ct-1.U,TEREO BANK OF LONUON SAN FkANClSCO CA 2~2' lbl 3.t:~1 0 !>141 :,b51t· -;l!:-'.:>'t 

... 12:Cbl't'tb COMMlR.C.lAL BANI(. Of SAN FRAN SAN FRANCISCO CA 31!,.50 123 0 H• 0 0 
1200145"1. fRUtC.H BANI(. Uf- C.AllfUkNlA. ~AN f-RANClSC.O CA 78bb'I ,01 0 1611 ., --• 
l20bl4b0 HlblRNlA BAN¥r. ~AN FRANC! ~co CA 40448J. 4<Jl3 0 !>O't'I 7l't0 -7h0 

120bl'tb!> H0f1(al'..lJNG bl<. Of· C.ALlFOkNlA SAN fkANC.lSC.O CA LH1't4t b49 0 3003 3lb -.:110 

12061473 PHlllPPlNE BANK OF CALIF SAN FRANCISCO CA 13&09 0 0 4 0 0 
ll0bl't7!> f'<HhUJOD BANK SAN FRANC.IS.CO CA lO'slObO 5•• 0 33i't3 C, 0 

.. 120bl'•83 SANWA bK OF C.ALlfORNlA SAN FRANCls,o CA 272371 c:,:,:i, 0 ~l3b Ubl -e;tbl 
l20ol4S5 SUH11UHU bANK OF C.AL lf-ORNIA SAN FkANCJ Stu CA 100~886. 11bl 0 522~ 340~1 -.HO~l 
l20bl't91 lOR~TO OUMlNlUN BK. Of- CALIFSAN fkANCJSC.O CA 5b01l lib 0 l36'il 0 0 . 
12001489 WESHkN bH.AOfOkO lkUST (.0 SAN f,-kANC.lSCO 'A 144':19 l 0 172 0 0 
120b 1525 CUMHUNl lY ~AI\K. OF SAN JO~I: SAN JDS.I:. " bl578 1002 0 ~00 0 0 
12061532 PA.CIHC YALLf:Y HANK SAN JOSE CA 29579 130 0 ~3-' 0 0 . 

~ 12001548 t-IRST Ct.NT~AL CUAST bAM SAN LUIS OblSPD CA 32'9b3 10.tb 0 0 0 0 . 
12Uol~55 BANK OF MAklN SAN RAFAEL CA 181187 1400 0 ~11~ 1170 -11 t.J 

12Vol597 WE:.!.TLANOS, BANK ~ANlA ANA CA 115207 "' 0 42!>7 1l0 -uu 
120olOl0 bANI<. Of SANTA CLARA SANlA CLAkA CA 201&2 31' 0 0 u 0 
120blb10 S.Al'ilA MDNltA BANK. SANTA. MONlC.A. CA lb3l90 lblb 0 51 l~ ;c~e -ot!.e 
120blb87 BANK Of SONOMA COUNTY $ANTA kOSA CA 6'tl 1b llOu 0 545 0 0 
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--. NDHK~MR BANKS BSNSFlT TO BANKS tOVtHO BY HOOIFHO S. 85 2/ll/19 

II J (2) (3) ,., ( >J (bl 

OS~ NAME LOtATlON TOSP VL TC.SH 1977 .... NtW en 
-· -~~~~ -- ·- Rt"bAL ••• kt;QbA-L 0 J-( !>, 

l2.0blb90 EXtHANGE: 15ANK SANTA ROS.A CA 1•• 112 16H 0 ~100 ;a -d 
12001730 HOME 8-ANK. SlC.NAL HILL CA 91333 17ts9 0 l'l'-.:J (I 0 
120b 1709 BANK OF AGRltUL TURE ANO c.a .... s TOC.K. TON CA 21791 ... 0 u (I 

l20bl770 BANI(,, OF STOCl<.TON SlLl(.Kl(jN CA l09tilb lbb"' 0 'tlMt HI -'-t .. l 
___ l20bl1b0 UNJON $AH. lH:.POS.lT SANK. SIOC.K.TON tA l.(b~b~ 1000 0 371'9 l•O -1 .. 0 

1200185-2 E-LUUkAOO BANK TUSTIN CA Jt,'Jb1 .,. 0 . ,, u 0 . 
12C.bl8!tb SAf,,,llAGO t:lAl',IK TUSl IN CA 5-3323 »• 0 Y3u " 0 
120cl8b0 SAYJNC.S BK Ut- MENOUC:IMl tTY UKIAH CA 7225-b 12.C:S 0 ••• 0 0 
1200188!> YA.CA VALLEY ijANK. VACAVILLE CA 37233 bOI 0 0 0 0 
lZOt.1922 SOUTHWEST BANK Yl5. l A CA 1333!>4 2214 0 35-~7 0 0 
120bl~2At AM.t:IUC.AN BANK. r.. TRUST to WALN.UT C.REE.K CA l~lb:> llb 0 C 0 . 
120bl9lb bANK UF CONTRA C.OSTA WALNUT C.REE:K CA 27b38 34b 0 0 0 v 
120bl~30 8ANK OF ALEll BRUWN WALNUT C.ROYE. CA 5191b ••• 0 ••1 0 0 
120bl980 6A~K. OF WILLJTS WlLLlU CA lbbltb 33• 0 0 0 0 

OF lOb BANK.S AFFE:C. TE.0 IN STATt 31 HAVE NO EARNINGS PARTlCIPA.llON AC.COUNT OR kUMJlRE.O Ri:SE:RVE: bALANC.E: 
- H HAVE. NO R~UUREO RES~RVE BALANCE 

----------------- ---------------- ----------- ~ 
~ 
0 

100b0034 AkAf'AHOE BANII. ANO TRUST ARAPAHOE COUNTY co l302b 293 0 0 0 0 . 
... lOC80038 ARVAOA STA.TE BANK ARVADA. LO 35926 ,.1 0 0 0 " . 

l008C,050 &ANI\. OF ASPtN A~PEN to 3lt2lt.t:: &1b 0 0 0 0 
10080077 PE.OPLES BANI<. f.. TRUSl C.O A.Uk.ORA co 5't!).l3 7<1 0 blO 0 G . 
lVUb0079 UNI ltD BANK UF AURORA AU~URA co 2b8l 7 43> 0 0 0 0 . 
lOOBult.6 U~IH.O bANK. OF tSUULOE:k blJULOl:R co >1526 1010 0 2>D " 0 
10060133 UNllED BK OF bRUOMFlE:LO BkOOMfl ELD to 2!>4:io bUO (I 0 0 0 
10Ub01"10 FAK.1'11:RS STA.Tl: BANK. BkU!,H co 1 eo5~ 130 0 0 0 v 
1008V2 l0 OANK. GF OUU(.LAS C.UUNT'f' C.AS TLE ROCK co lOVbl llS 0 0 0 0 
lU080244 AMcfotlCA~ 1-tEl-tlTA&E 8K. f.. TR C.OC.OLORAOU ,SPRINGS to 230;::4 3-, 0 0 0 " lOOSOl4!> Cl:NlkAL COLOkAOU bANK C.ULURAUO Sf'RlNGS cu bb!,S1 101, 0 lOltO 0 " lOObU~9b Ui"tl HD BK Of, COLOk.At>O SPGS C.OLOkAOU SPRINGS LO 3l 7bb 7b7 0 0 0 
10080.:t,OO C.lllZE:N~ S.TAlE bANK. C.CA lE.t to lb751 <70 u 0 0 u 
lOC.bOllO MOH·AT C.OuNIY STATE bA.NK. C.kAlC. to 3!,3!>4 Db 0 136 " 0 
10080340 C.UlUkAl.10 B'<. C. TR C.O UE.L 1A co 2f:12't2 21, 0 u 0 0 
JC.,O:Hl3!>2 6At-lK UF LltNVtR lilNVlR to 3!>lbb bll 0 0 0 0 
l00bo,J3bl C.E:NTUkY bANi<. AkO lRUSl lJl:.NVt::.R to 2't3b8 310 0 0 0 
100tli0390 C.OLOkAOO SlAH. bAM Ot:NVE:R u, 7:,321 l-'b!> 0 l30b 0 0 
100ts04'!>5 GUARANTY bANK. ANO TRUST COHPVENVt::.R to 80bbb !)bb 0 l9ti3 0 0 
l00bl.l48!1 MOUr-.TAlN STATES 6ANK. [JE.NVC.R co bbb&'t . ., 0 13 lb 0 0 
10080489 Ml[> ~lAH~ bANK litNVE:R co 2:!,b33 :,,-9 0 0 0 0 
lOOC04':tS NOR 1H [JtNVt;R bAhk l,lNVE:R tu :3,bl!,3 , .. 0 0 0 u 
100&0497 SUUTH-.ESl STATE: BANK. C.IENVE:R to 3blf:lb 743 0 " 0 C, 

10080.500 UNll.JN 8AM L. Tk.U,U UE:NYEk to 50117 407 0 bv<> 0 0 
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e-• NONMEMBER BANKS BENE.flt TO BANK!.. C.OVE.REO BY f1001FlE.O So. 85 2.lll.119 

1 ll 121 131 ,., I 51 '"' o~a NA.KE LOCATION lOoP VL lC.SH 1971 NlW NlW Cl> 
RE.QBAL HA llE:QbAL U)-(5) 

10080528 BANK Of OURANuO DURANGO co 231.,3 355 0 0 0 0 
100~0737 SANK Of GLENWOOD GLENWOOD SPRINC.S co lbb81 2:t.L 0 0 0 0 . 
l008Gd20 UNITED 8ANK UF GRt-.ELE.V C.REELE:Y tu !>!iS41 '"' 0 973 0 0 
l00b0926 (HATHELO BAl'-.K JEFft:RSON COUNTY co 2211, 311 0 0 0 0 
10081015 JE:ffCR~ON BANI'.. C. lkUST. - LAKEWOOD co 1136b0 79£ 0 3636 0 0 
lOOblO,o C.OP1HE.RC.1AL t:U~- Of LE:AO-.,llLE LE:AOVlLLE co 17437 288 0 0 0 0 
100blU1'- UNITEO SANK OF LlTTLE: 1{.,H LITTLE fON to 4'1&33 •63 0 67• 0 0 
10081095 U~l TE-0 bANK Uf LUNGMUNT LL.INC.MONT co 1935b ,,. 0 0 0 0 
lOU8lll~ HOMt. S.lATi:. t.\ANK. LUVl:.LANO to 21772 166 ·o 0 0 0 
10081290 MlNNt:QUA. 6ANJII. PUE:bLQ to 4~?3't bbl 0 1'3 0 0 . 
1008 UOO PUtblU 1:SANK C. TRU.H C.O PUE:aLO co !i'tbbts 739 0 616 0 0 . 
lOOtslJOS UNIH:U BANJII. Lf PUEBLO PUEl:ILU co 32121 3S9 0 0 0 0 
100dl't23 SAN!( Of VAIL VAIL co l2&9Y 1121 0 0 0 0 

Of 31 ISANK.S AFFE:.tU:O IN !)TATE: 2' HAVEc NO EARNINGS PARTICIPATION AC.CLJUNT OR IH:WIRE.O RE5,EkVE bAL~tE 
13 HAVE NO RtQUREU Rl:SfRYt:: 8ALANtE: ________ ,.. _________ 

~ 
204'0093 tllYTRUSl BIUOGEPCJRT Cl 'tb72b't 7429 0 !,)32 lCHbl -"IC:'i~1 .... 
2090115 LAf-AYETTE SANK ANO TRUST CU l:IRlOGE:PURl Cl b8723 J!,1,11 0 993 0 0 

_ 1091..1.2.0!, CHt.)H.R ISANtC. LHl:.!)H::R ti 24t't3b 156 0 I Ob " 2090270 l.lA"-SUkY eANIC. (. lkU!)l tOMPANYDAN~UkY Cl 2bb8b ... 0 0 0 " 1090,.bb CllNS bK (. TC OF C.LASlONSURYbLASlUNBUR\' Cl 30l"b bS• 0 0 0 0 
10411.l'-70 GLASlUNblJkY BANK ANO TR CO &LASTLNfSURY Cl 4tl399 Hb 0 37 0 0 
20'fo,oo PUTNAM lRUST CLJ &REHtWlCl-t Cl 15!>l7~ l!>b-Ct 0 5,1.:;7 177 -177 
1090!':123 t..HARH:R OAK bK• C. TR CO t-tARlfOR-0 Cl 334Eib ,9s 0 0 0 0 
l09J~30 CONSllTUllON ISANK. C. lR to HARTFORD Cl 39~t;,l ·•9 0 0 0 0 
1090585 GUARANTY bA/IIK C. lRUST tO HAR lf-ORO Cl 33"b"' 51b 0 0 0 0 

l09UbbS UNI 1£0 SANK ANO TkUSl tO HARlf-URO Cl lbbb93 2b!,2: 0 "B~b " " 10',0llO S.lllSHURY BANK L lRUSl lO LAKl:\/lLLE Cl lbbbb Lb"t 0 0 0 0 
l0907UCI HOME 8.\NK ANCJ H<,UST COMPANY 1"11:RllJE:N Cl b4907 l'tOl 0 822 " 0 
109V960 fiE\il bk.lTAJN bANK ANO lR C.0 '"" BRIT AlPt Cl t,t,:,)c, 1131 0 Hb1 0 C 
1091070 F-IR!JI bANK. N.EW hAVEN Cl 35':tb9-'I Bb"'- 0 ~11" 5'15 -~ .. l~ 
lC-11110 SEtm40 Nl:l'i HAVEN bANIC. NE:W HAVl:N Cl 2ol<J37 bb~b 0 5105 9u -'-f,t_.t:_ 

1091131 U~lc.N TRUST COMPANY Nt:W HAYl:N CT 807163 177-'.l 0 ~240 215csl -2l~a 
1041198 NE:W MllfuRO BK ANC, TR to . Nf:W Mllf-OR.0 Cl lb'-3" L8d 0 0 u 0 
l09ll25 COMMUN.UY dA.NKINu CO NO\ 1H BRANFORD ti 45bbB 124.J " 0 0 0 
209\2',0 JrllE-kC.HANlS BANK A.NO lRU~T CU NUkWAlK Cl b4l3b J:,79 0 1134 0 0 

_ 1091330 PLAlN\/lLLE lkU!i.l tOKYANY PLAINVILLE Cl .3907.C 8>3 0 0 " 0 
l09l4l0 SEYHlJUR TKUST CLMPANY S E:YMCJUR t l 35101 120 0 0 0 " 2U9l'w'w0 VALLfY BANK. • TR C.O SHI:: L lON Cl 17733 3'11 0 0 0 0 
1091 .. 50 SlMS!:;URY BANK APIID TRU!i.T C.O SlM~bURY Cl 55"11 bbl 0 8b< 0 0 
l0':ll4b0 SOUTHlNGlON tsANK C. TRUST C.0 SWTHlNGTON CT H218 ~» 0 " " 0 
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1091505 SOUTH WINDSOR BK £. tR CO SOUTH WINDSOR CT 20517 b30 0 0 0 
2091~28 FIDELITY TRUST CO SlAHF-lAO CT l095b7 l3b7 0 2:800 0 
2091!>30 FlRST SlAMFURO BAfrrtK t. TR CO StA.MF-UkD CT 3437~ ,ao 0 0 0 
l09lbl0 TE:fi.kYYlLLE: TkUST COMPANY H.RR'VVlLLE: CT l ~4~9 571 0 0 0 

.......1091740 C.OLONlAL bANfC. ANO lRU!l.T tO WATLRBURY ______ Cl. -'•~3184 ___ 7976 ______ o ___ 511t._8e0b 
1091755 MATTA.lUC.K SANK t. lk.U~l t.0 WAlt.kbUkY t1 573~b 1031 0 , .. 0 
209lb00 WESTPUkl BANK t. lRU~T CO NES lPCJf,1.1 Cl &29~'- 1010 0 2105 0 
l09lbl0 WllllMANllC TRUST COMPANY WlLLIMANllt CT 553bl &,9 0 10b 0 
1091882 ~ORTH AMERICAN bANK. & lk. tO WULC.OTT CT 21022 2&1 0 0 0 

OF 3,'t SANKS AfFf:.C.TE.O lN STATE. 16 _ HAVE. NO E:.ARNlNGS PARllClPAllONi AC.COUNT OR Rf.QUlkE.D RE.SERVE. bALANC~ 
12 H.\VE. NO RE.QURE:O RESERVE. BALANCE 

_.31000~0 fAR'1E.RS SK OF THE: ST Of DEL DOVER -------·- ----- DE _____________ ___ 31H91 - b306 D )lbO b193 
3100145 SUS.Sl::X TRUST COHPANY LAUkt:l OE 79261 1033 0 1090 0 
3100180 P1IlfURO lRUS.1 COMPANY P1 ILFORO OE H!&2'°' 200 0 0 0 
3100260 BAL Tlflll01U: TkUS. 1 COHPAtiY SH6YYILLE OE 4820b 8'7 0 •o 0 
310032.S BAf.iK OF OE.LAWAkl:: WlLMHHi,H.,.. OE 524!184 80Hl 0 )315 13511 
31003b0 OE LAWARE: TRUST COMPANY WlUUNC.H.1N OE 43b402 b0.8 0 !,1!>7 10183 

_3100385 PEOPLES BANK. t lkUST CD-· HllMlNGTUi ________ DE 2567b __ n5 o ___ 0 0 
3100410 WILMINGTON lkUSl COHPANY WlLHlNGTON OE 882559 811!, 0 !,341 35569 

OF 8 BANKS AFF-1::C. lED IN STATE HAYE NO E.ARNINGS PARTICIPATION AC.C.CJUNT DR Rl::QUlREO RE:SE:RVi: bALAN.CE-
HA.YE NO RE.WUREO R.ESERYE:. BALANCE 

--------- --------
5110070 1NOUSTR1AL 8K OF WASHINGTON WASHINGTON DC 49730 124b 0 0 0 

OF l BANKS AfFEClE:O IN SlATI::. l HA.YI: NO EARNINGS PARTltlPAllON AC.COUNl OR Ri:.QUlREO RlSE:RYE &ALAN.CE: 
Q __ HAYE NO Rf:QUREO RE:SERVI: 8ALANCE 

-------------------·--------
bl20030 ST A lE BANK OF APOPKA APOPKA FL 

_ 6120042 FIRST SlATE BANK OF ARCADlA ARC.AUlA FL _ 
bl20050 SUN SANK OF AUt!oURNOAll AU6lJRM>ALE FL 
6120000 AVON C.l TRU~ BANK AVON PARK fl 

---·------ -------

38&4~ 
15103 
24140 
25939 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
(I 

0 

0 • 
0 
0 . 
0 . 

__-eevo ____ 
0 . 
0 
0 . 
0 . 

.-t,,793 
0 
0 • 
0 

-13511 
• 

-10183 
0 ---·----~35569 

0 

0 • 
0 ---~---
0 • 
0 •. 

~ 
~ 
~ 
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bl200bS CITRUS t. CHEHltAL HANK 8AA10W FL 36785 53'> 0 lb2 0 0 • 
612007-'t bA.RNf;Tl BANK Of BAY SHUR(; HAYSHLJRE GARDENS FL 't97B9 533 0 281 0 0 • 
b 120076 BA.Nie. OF- BEI.LEYlEW SELLEVll;W FL 2312U 264 0 0 0 0 . 
b 12C.079 BANK Uf BELLE: ~LADE BELU: GLADE FL l6bb0 450 0 0 0 0 . 

_bl20090 ELLIS bANK OF bLOUNTSTOWN BLOUNTSTOWN_----· FL 189&7 . --- 337 0 .. -- 0 0 0 ·--'--
bLC:0100 BANK (IF BONlFA.Y b(llilf-AY FL 18081 22~ 0 0 0 0 . 
bl2Ul0!» F-lR!,T si-;.&.Tll Of PALM ,bCH CTY BUYNTUN BEA.CH· FL 137~01 1'922 0 2852 H7 -557 
6120125 (\RANUU1'1 STATE:: HANK &RAN LON FL 3'953b 46, 0 ~2 0 0 . 
6llul40 HERMNOO STATE. BANK 8ROUKSVILLE FL -'t334b 600 0 32 0 0 . 
61..'./Jl'tl BAkNUT BANI(. OF- JACA.kANOA. bROWA.kO C.UUNTY fl 21947 364 0 0 0 0 . 

_6120155 FLORlOA. BAN!<. AT bUShN.HL bUSH~E.LL FL_ _ 18187 5;0 0 0 0 0 
0120157 CAPE CORAL BANK CAPE COkAL FL 12034b 640 0 2192 1003 -1003 
bl20lb't CUHbA.N1<./CASSHbERRY CASStLBE:RRY fl 37blCJ 236 0 1&9 0 0 . 
61.C:Ul 7!> Lt:VY COUNTY STAH f:IANl'f. CHI E:flANU FL 18911 404 0 0 0 0 . 
blll.111/0 bANic. UF C.LEAkWATER CLEARWATER FL 120670 1311 0 29BIJ 0 0 
6120197 COMMUNll'f 81(. OF- C.lE:AkMAlE:R CLEA.RWA. lER fl l92b0 250 0 0 0 0 • 
61ZU196 CLE:AkrlAH.K bE.ACh BANK. CLEAKWATl;R ·----·--- fl 25~1'1 340 0 0 0 0 . 
61201'19 EXCHANGE:. b!.,TC Of CLEARW ... TER CLEARWAlER FL 57092 772 0 493 0 0 

~ bl2Vl02 FLOR!OA bANK. OF- COMPH:kCE CLEARWATER •L 173~2 343 0 0 0 0 . 
b 12U.i.04 NORTHtA.ST BANK Of CLl:ARMAl tRC.LE Ak'rlAT l;R FL 233b0 382 0 0 0 0 • 
bl20.l3b bAl-i.NE:lT i;ti,, Of CULLl ER C 1 'f C.OLLlt:R COUNTY FL 26590 .,. 0 0 0 0 . 
b 12 02~4 SUN bA~K UF MlAMl C.URAL (;.AbLES FL 2.425-00 617!> 0 5065 10&0 -10&0 

_ bl2U257 8ANK. (.if, CU~AL s.-RlNL,,S COM.AL SPRINGS ___ FL -------------· 25082 819 --- 0 0 0 0 . 
bll02b0 f-LC.SHP PPLS bl<. UI- CRSCNl CY C.kESCl:NT CHY FL 187.i::l 445 0 0 0 0 • 
b 120:t:b!> C.RYSTAL Rl'/lR bAf-.lK CRY HAL RI Vf::R fl 20323 56' 0 0 0 0 . 
b 1.::0290 BANI<.. OF PA.SLO C.UUNl 'f DADE CllY FL 501107 ,19 0 511 0 0 • 
bl.t:0.:''12 SOU THE AST 8ANK. Of- DA DELA.NO UA.OE {..OUNTY fL 41451 4.10 0 ""' 0 0 . 
b l202'J3 SK YLAKE S,TATE bAfllK DADE COUNTY FL 22't20 2~3 0 0 0 0 • 
blLL.::':l'-t HlAMl LAKE:S flR!ll .ST A lE bANWALJE:. COUNTY FL 2362~ 644 0 0 0 0 . 
bl20300 llANlA BAIIIK UANlA fl l lb80At bbb 0 3320 309 -309 
blL0.304 BAkNl::.tl &AIIIK OF DAYTONA. Btt1 OAYTOIIIA. MACH FL 'tb308 603 0 117 0 0 . 
6-l2U33l) f-LORlDA ~ANt!,. f. lRUS.l co DA'fTUt>IA bEACH fl 833!>1 122b 0 5H 0 0 
bll0331 SUN bANX. OF VULUSlA CTY DAYTONA bEAc.H FL 6641b 23.10 0 801 0 0 
6120335, SOU THE AST ••N>< Uf- OE:ERFlf:.LO UEEKFlELO bEACH fl 88164 1&83 0 1'957 0 0 

_ blLU3~b UE:.Ek.flE:LO BE.AC.H STATE BAM IJl:EKF-lELO ht.A.CH FL 24256 42b 0 0 0 0 • 
bl2V3bS OE LA.NO Sl1'll: bAhlK "" LAhr.0 FL 3701b 493 0 0 0 0 • 
01.to.:no FLORIDA DANt<. A 1 OHANO OC LA"40 FL 2 9987 1002 0 0 0 0 
b 120382 SUUlHEAs.1 BANK "' OELTIJNA DEL lCJIIIA fl 19712 b-'5" .. 0 0 0 
6120395, OU ..... IIIELLON STATE BA,...-l't UV"'NELLUN FL 16010 473 0 0 0 0 
bl.::0397 EN~LtllllUOO tUNK ANO TRUST ENGLEMOUO FL 53022 721 0 H7 0 0 . 

_ 6120400 All.Ar.it lC. BANI\. lJF EUS Tl!, E:.USTl~ FL --- ·-·~---------- 3!>5!>0 --- bl.1 0 0 0 -- a 
b l~Ult3 l B4kNE11 EIK Of FT LAUOlROALE: J-ORl LAUDERDALE: fl 34-116 393 0 18b 0 0 • 
b 120441 fLDRlUA bA~lf.. A 1 fl LAUOEkOALF-URT LAUDE ROA.LI: FL 36724 4W 0 31 0 0 • 
612044'2 SOUTHf:.A~ 1 ..... Uf. BR0MAk0 fUk T LAUIJEkDALE FL 2630.£ 3SO 0 9 0 0 . 
b 12U't43 SE bANK (Jf (,ALT OCEAN Ml LE FUI< T lA.UOER.OALE FL 't-2400 .... 0 ~18 0 a • 
b 120449 SE i::VE:til.GLUS bK. C,F FT LDkOLI::: FT LAUDt:RDALE FL 501tl5 5b2 0 11~9 0 0 . 
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6l204ab2 FLAt.S.HlP eANK OF FORT HYERS FORT Mn.Rs FL 3At230 ,92 0 0 0 0 • 
bl2!Jlt70 lE:E C.OUNTY BANK FUR l MYtRS FL 16-5732 1639 0 42t>9 119 -119 
bl.20480 !»UN BANI'. OF Sl LUC.IE. C.OUNlY fUR r 1-'lf:.KC.E FL bl003 2753 0 738 0 0 . 
b l204b3 BARNt:. 11 BANK OF FUR T lolALlON FOR.I 1,jo\L TON BEACH fl 22685 11, 0 0 0 0 

_6120485 flR.!:»T CITY 8K Of FT WAL TUN f-CIR T WAL TON 8.E:ACH __ FL 23bY2 ___ 331_ ___ o __ _o ____ o 0 --·---
bl2Ll~l4 sut-ii llAJ\iK OF LAlt-lU,VllU: C.AlNi:5VllLE fl 4413~ b90 0 ••3 0 0 . 
bl2U530 bA~t<.. OF ~E:E:N LOVI:: 5PR1Nt.S ~RECN COVE SPUS fl 27ti42 57' 0 0 0 0 • 
blLU5~b ROYAL Tk bK UF !:»l Ptlf:k5bUKGGULF POk T FL 24t,32 5,2 0 0 0 0 . 
bl2U5b0 F-LAC..SHlP bANK UF HAir-.cs C.l l'fHAihlES l.lTY fl 28813 ,s2 ·O 0 0 0 . 
0120563 bA~I(. lJF HALL ANO.ALE • lR C.O HALLANDALE FL 83804 1208 0 1912 0 0 

_ bl20~b7 PO PUU,R BANf.. 0 f- HlAU:At! HIALEAH fl 2.'tl3l b9l 0 - 0 ---·-- 0 --·-- 0 - "'--bl~l.15,75, HlAUAH-HlA~l ~PRC.S f-lRS l STHlALCAH fl l020b0 lbb2 0 226b 0 0 
6120578 NLJklH HIALEAH FIRST STATE: MHIAU:AH ~L .3llV4 62"t 0 0 0 0 • 
01205&1 &AkNE.1 T bANK. Uf- HOLL YwOOO HULLYl'IOOO fl 88443 2412 0 10, 0 0 
bl20592 THE 1 SLANU BANK HOtMf:S bEACH FL 293b't b59 0 0 0 0 . 
b 12 0593 SOUH,EA..ST ··"' Of- HOLLYWOOD HULLY9'000 fl 72170 0'2 0 1990 0 0 • 

_ bl2C.i~98 eARr-..Ut t:,AN~ Ot- 11U1t.S TE.Al> HLlMESTEAO ______ fl 5,ii::009 ••9 o __ 57l 0 0 ~~--
6120610 BANK OF lNVt:kNt;S!:» lhVtRNESS fl 5>004b 723 0 202 0 0 
bl20bl5 AME:RlC.AN bEAC.H t:,LVO BANK JAC.K.SONVlLLE FL 10478 391 0 0 0 0 . 
bl~Ob2b Al LANT IC. bANK. UF- SPRlt-AGF- lE LOJAC.ie.SONVlLLE fl 910'98 91' 0 1855' 0 0 

~ bl.::(Jt,27 All "' LAl<E FOkf:.S T JACK!-oONVllLE fl 3940't 439 0 74 0 0 . 
0 l2Ut.irn UL b< SO JACKSLoNVlLLE JACK.SLJWllLE fl 30073 ... 0 0 0 0 . 

_612U:i29 All bi<. \,j JACl'\SUNVILLE: JACKS01'4VlLLE ___ fl_ ___ ~-----·~--- 4C:Qb<,l 503 _____ o ---· 53 0 ··-- 0 . 
b 120b.j8 BAR.NETT BANI<. OF HUKRAY Hill JACKSD",!Vllll: fl 57295" 957 0 ~53 0 0 

-~ .. --
b 1£0639 BARN~ 1 T eANK. Of- RE:Gf:.N<..Y JACK~OOV lLLI: FL 278tl ,3. 0 0 0 0 • 
b 120b4l bAkNf:, 1 T bANM. Uf- SAN JUS£: JACl(~ONVILLE FL 32091 b22 0 0 0 0 . 
0l,W04~ Fl~~T GUAi\ANlY 

"' & 
Tk CO JAC.N.SUWllLE:. FL 30395, 37• 0 0 0 0 . 

612 0bb2 SE FlkST bK UF. JACKSUNVlllf: JACKSONl/llll: fl "t3313 .-a 0 600 0 0 • 
. bl2Ub7~ FLC.~HP Sl SK. OF JACII..SlJNVlllEJAC.l(~LoNVlllE: ____ fl ------------ lt92.93 19l ________ 0 lO•l 

o ___ 0 . 
bl20079 SUN tsANK OF JAC.KSU';V l LLE JACK SONY IL Lt: ~L 40079 287 0 32.'t 0 0 

---.--. 
bl20706 Jf:.NSE:N &EACH BAh:K Jt:NSUN Bt;AC.H fl 33740 791 0 0 0 0 . 
bl2C,707 CQMMEkC.lAL bA.~!'. lJF M.E:.NtJALl N.ENOAU fl 491:H b'l 0 b83 0 0 . 
6"120709 KE:Y bl!:»CAYNE BANI(. r. lkU~ T (.(JKl::V t,lSCAYNE fl 31539 237 0 198 0 0 . 
012071~ tl.l:'f' WE:ST STATE; bAf-.1(, KEY HE:Sl fl 27bl0 710 0 0 0 0 . 
6.li:0718 E:.XCHANGE: 8AJl,jK Of QSCt:ULA N.1SSH1.Mt.E fl ______ lb5U ~•5 0 --· --- 0 

o _____ 0 • 
bl20730 HAG.SHIP 6A.N,.;, OF- LAII.E: ALFR.WLA"-t: ALF-RED FL 1!)1~9 25, 0 0 0 0 • 
b 12U700 S l Alt:. EXQ-IA~GE bAt(K LAKE C.l TY FL 't5<Jb3 ··- 0 0 0 0 . 
bl2U7b4 bAitNlTT bll. OF LAKHAND LAl(,E:LANO fl 40018 558 0 371 0 0 
612018~ lMPE:klAL BANK Uf LAKE:.LANO LAl<.f.LAND fl 38307 ,11 0 41 0 0 
61207'70 Pt.UPLE: S bANK OF LAi<.tLANO LAl(,£:LAND fl 4! l 1713 2591 0 ~1"16 978 ➔78 

_ bll:G19!1 FIRST bANK OF LA.kl: PLACl U LAKE: PLACID ____ F 24157 331 _o 0 ---- 0 0 -·--6120b00 ATLANTH. bf.T OS LAKt: MALE:S LA.Ki::. WALES FL 274~9 829 0 0 0 0 • 
bl208 l2 FI K~l Sl ATE DANK. LANT ANA Fl 3441-' 023 0 0 0 0 • 
6120&13 flAN~ OF- lNOJAN RlJC.KS LARl.0 fl 5,5880 973 0 312 0 0 . 
0120814 AlLANllC. bANK OF- LARC.0 LAR.L-0 FL 3399" 928 0 0 0 0 
bl2Ubl5 SOUTHl::AS.T Fl RS. 1 Bt<. Uf LARGO LARGO fl 80422 2133 0 202 0 0 

·----·--------
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~ 6120616 SUN BANK UF LAUDERDALE BEAtHLOROLE BY THE SEA FL •Jal• as, 0 307 0 0 . 
"' 6120iH7 COMMUNITY BANK. OF LARGO LARC.O FL 27022 ,31 0 0 0 0 • 
s bl2Cib2:3 C.ENlURY BAN¥.. Of- LE.E C.l..UNll LE.HIGH AC.RES FL 31tH7 187 0 212 0 0 

6120830 HR!,.T C.MRC.L 81(. Of LlVt OM LIVC OAK. FL 23991 37< 0 0 0 0 . 
__ 612(.,jj43 E:.LLlS LUNG-BOAT IU:Y bANK LlJ,il:.BOAT K.l:Y FL -----------·. 28bbl 2S. 0 1>7 --- 0 

_o __ • __ 
61,{.vt~~ MAU!:IRA BtALH bl.NI(. HADt lkA bEACH FL 43392 oll> 0 30 0 0 . 
612u867 ELL15 MM~ASOTA oANK HMIAH:E C.01.JNTY FL 214~) .i:'.38 0 0 0 0 
Ol2Do7~ MAkATHU~ c,A,t,,!( MARATHON FL 367::,'I 512 0 &7 0 0 . 
6ll0680 CllllE.:f,,iS sun BANI{ l'IARlANNA FL 321;92 3& l 0 27 0 0 . 
Ol~Ca~o flRS.T bANI(. Of MARlANNA HAR I ANN;A FL 31108 662: 0 0 0 0 . 

_ bl2C.90!> C.i:1'11RAL SANK Lo tRU~l ca /'llAMl __ FL -- ---- - ------- 8!>3!>0 981 -- Q ___ 2039 0 0 --·--bl.£0'706 bA'\IK. Uf MU.Ml HlAMl FL 15904b 1319 0 .ftl 7S 819 -819 
b 120'107 CEfilkAL BANI( OF NOR.Ht OAOE HlAP11 FL 2'7232 722 0 0 0 0 . 
612 C,920 CGU,NUl GkOVE tU,NK HlMU FL 6b~07 100 0 19-'~ 0 0 . 
bl2G92~ CGMME.RC.lAL UANK C. TRUST ca HJAHl FL 8b53Y lLOJ 0 1847 0 0 
o 120986 TOlALbANK HlAMl FL 63020 .,, 0 1156 0 0 

_ bll 1005 IN I t.RCONT !Ne.kl AL liANK HlA/11 8£-.ACH . FL ___ 163217 2311 0 .. auo 0 0 
6lll03S SAr.tlA KOSA STAIE BANK MIL ION FL 2272) ,1, 0 0 0 0 • 
blil03b SOUTr!E.AS l SAN< Uf MIRA11AR HJRAMAR. FL 2'-/538 8•> 0 0 0 0 • ~ 6121040 FA~ME:R5 A/'iO ME kC.HANl S SANK Hl'..N J IC.El LO FL l 723S 3o3 0 0 0 0 • 
bl21045 !UNI'.. Uf MOUNT LURA MWNT DORA FL 25.£11 321 0 0 0 0 . CTI 
6l.dUb5 BARfllt:TT BANK lJf- NAPU:S "4APU:S FL 99t00 930 0 2941 0 0 

_bl21C.b~ OC.E:AN !:1-lAli: bANK NEPTUNE bEAtH FL _______ , ______ 24302 Sol 0 0 0 0 ---. 
012107.3 t:Lll5 SEC.UK! 1Y DANK NEW ... ORl RH.HEY FL 4b642 .. o 0 '47 0 0 
6121070 PPLS 51 tll( UF Nl:.1'11 Pl ktt-11:.Y NEW PORl RJCHE:Y FL !>9103 009 0 731 0 0 
6121077 CAI' I JAL ~AN"-. Nl.R TH BAY VlLLAG~ FL 83b7ts 1640 0 12 20 0 0 
61210B\J SUUTHCAST SANK Of NEW SM'YR~NEW SMYRNA BE AC.ti FL 39011 1•• 0 1.: 0 0 • 
b 1210&6 FlkST AMEklC.AN 8ANK f..l(JR TH PALM BEACH fl 69171 9lo 0 11!>9 0 0 
bl.d092 NURTH PORT i:,ANK ~uk.Ht PORT FL -------·-- _ l 1lb4 3bb --- 0 (J 0 0 -- .. 
0121120 l.lKEt.Chl.JbH C.UlJNlY BANK 01\i:: t.C.r!Ob EE FL 28662 ••3 0 0 0 0 . 
614112S SULJlHt.AST bl!,, UF CJRANGt PARk CJkMH,E PARK FL 2-'~0l 557 0 0 0 0 • 
b 121138 t--LALSHlP bANI(. [Jf LRLAf'.00 lJRLA:NOO FL 5A970 ••• 0 839 0 0 
6121141 AlLANllC. bANK UF- UKLANUO lJKl ANlJU FL b4bb1 l.i::b9 0 b73 0 0 • 
61Lll52 LANUMAKII. t,ANI\ OF (IRLANDO llklANC.,0 FL 38E:lb4t 609 0 0 0 0 . 
bl.l.1160 SA.r-11.II. OJ- PAHUKE E PAJiCJKE:.E fl -- ---------- ---- 2034b 3'4 0 bO 0 0 . 
b 12 l 11 ~ b.A ~"- OF PAU1 &E:.A(.H ANO Tk (..UPALP1 BEAtH FL (;,2736 003 0 2322 0 0 
6121177 HARNE.It 8K. OF M DE:.LRAY 8EAlHHAM bEAC.H COUNTY fl 2:2233 ;32 0 0 0 0 . 
6121 lbl IS T Ml'I.NE; bK LF- PALM HCH WNSPALH OCH GAROENS FL 19'.tl4 312 0 0 0 0 . 
6121185 PALME.Tl □ bANI'.. ANO lRU!iol lO l-'ALMl:.110 fl 52.968 b2b 0 331> 0 0 . 
6121.i:OO CQM.""t.RC.lAL 8K lN PANAMA Cl JYl-'ANAMA Cl JY fl 135-Bb 1092 0 15,.c.7 0 0 • 

__ bl2U0b COi-i.MN TY t,1',. UF- ff PASlll PASCO CUUNTY FL 6071" __ lt6~ 0 0 0 0 -
6121207 ROYAL TR bAr.."- Of- br<t.01ARO C t'ff'l;J18ROl(E PINE5. fl 19795 ;oo 0 " 0 0 . 
61Lli09 b.\k.Nt TT bA,'.11( 0 LF f'EN~ACUt.A PE.NSACOLA FL 75234- lOt.0 0 1110 0 0 . 
6121219 lS T AMtRlC.AN 81( OF PEN~AC.OLAl-'LNSAC.OLA FL 7bl!>3 1017 0 1079 0 0 
6 lt: 12-.2 Wt:S l pt_r,.,,s"C.ULA f)ANK Pl:NSACULA fl 32611 ;,s 0 0 0 0 . 
ol.:'.11!4.) BAl'1K (JF- Pt:RRlNE: PE:RRINE FL 2~460 754 0 0 0 0 . 

-------·-- --
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-----HONMEHbER_ BANKS ·--------BENEFU. lD_BANKLtOYERED _8Y-1!0Dlfl ED_s_e5, ____________ _,,z21_7'c_ ___ _ 

Ill l<I 131 141 C~I 161 
DSB NAME LOCATION TOEP VL TC.SH 1977 NEW NEW OIF 

... ·--- --··---R~QeAL__EPA __ JU.!bAl _.131-C H __ 

6121244 EXCHANGE SANK OF OUN:EOIN PlNELlA!i. COUfiTY FL 14668 310 
bl21.i52 ELLIS FIRST PA.fi.K EsAP\IK PINELLAS PARK FL 2b349 4lb 
bl212S3 fsAkr<tElT 6A"'II<.. OF PLANTATION PLANTATICJH FL 't0&16 8b~ 
Ol212b0 HlLLSBOF..0 6Ar-,(. PLANT C.llY FL 7b'11'1 lO!Jb 

__ ol.t.1261 PALM .S.TAlf: tsANK PINELLAS COUNlY'~ __ fL._ 2lb40 ____ )(J'; 

bl21277 FL C.OA.:S.T SANK OF PUl'tPANO SlHPIJ>olPANO BEACH FL 14S400 1900 
bl.ll27S PO".T (HAR.LOTTE &K t. lkUSl toPLIRl CHAFI.LOllf FL 81C>97 1511 
0121300 ClTllEN~ b:t.. r. TR C.U QlllNC.Y FL 1~340 572 
6121310 WlNCY S,l,HE: SA"'K '-illlfl!C'r fl 3~232 't54 
bl21314 6ANK Of bF-E'IARU ROCKLEUbE FL 1~7'f2 270 

__ 6121315 flR:S.T MARlN'i:. Bt.lt OF- PALK 'te.RlVH:R.A BE.A.tH ____ fL _______ _______,._~ 660'1~ l!>-lb 
0121317 Flk~T RU:S.11.IN 6Af-.K RU:S.K.lt\l FL 20734 5&3 
6121.3.:0 ATLANTIC Bi<. Uf :S.T AUGUSTlNE: ST AlJGU~TINE FL 37':110 598 
6121340 SUN bANK UF ST CLWD ST CLOUD FL 31.:&7 79S 
bl21343 Ct:-"-TRAL PLAZA bfl.. & TR CO ST Pf:lER!lotWRCi, FL 88843 lll't 
bl21344 C.OMMNT't' BK OF sr PEICR!i.BURG ST PEkk56URG FL 102.:,3 27b 

_ bl21347 CE/11.TUK.Y bAN!(. Uf PINELL.AS CTYST Pf:TEkSBURG fl~------- 175b9 ()58 
6121367 ST Pl:TERStiUKC. BANK AND TRUSlST PE1EkS8URC. fl 124913 llll 
bl21371 C.OMMUNlT'r t,K. UF NORTHSlOE: ST PETERSBURC. FL 15793 226t 
6121372 RUTHLAND CENTRAL BANK ST PE1ERS8URG fl 20060 238 
6121373 SUN BK & lC Of- SJ PE:TE.F.SbURGST Pl:H:RSBURb FL 73C.,13 858 
6Ld375 f-lR~T C.Ulf- SCH bk ANO lk CO Sl Pt:lEkSt\URG BCH FL 55643 567 

_6121379 FLAGSHIP U!> bK. Sf:KlNOU. SANfOkD -~--F·.._ ________ 19363 ---· 531 
01213cl0 fLAC.SHlP t\ANI(. (rf SANF-UlO SA~H1KO fl .i!:8019 1142 
0121391 ELLIS CUMMC.'tc.IAL BANK SARASUTA FL 16791 199 
0121393 E:LLlS AMtRlC.AN bANK. :S.ARASUU FL 39700 586 
bl212l'ld SE: BANI(. Of ~T AF.MANOS SARAS.OTA FL .. 5821 380 
C>l21401 PA~ AMC.kltA.N bK JN SARAS01A SARASOTA FL 62&67 5"'b 

_61211.ilO E.LLIS S.l.RASOTA bK. • Tk.UST CO!-ARASUTA _______ f~ ________ l'I0839 979 
bl2l'tl4 SOUltiE:ASl tiANK. Uf Sl:£:IASllAN SEBASllAN fl lbb3~ 3ts5 
61214.c'.:O 6AR.Nf:.TT 8A"4K. Of- !.E.BRING SE:Billh!G FL nbOb 620 
ol2i423 CQ:-iMUNlT't' O.l."4<. OF Plhll:LLAS !lolHlNClLE fl 107109 l7't't 
6121430 fLOH.lUA f!ANK AT STAkK.f: ~lAkKf: fL 1C>7i'i 309 
O l.::'. 144!, SUN CJ TY CENH k bANK :S.UN (. llY C.ENTER FL 2 5445 300 

_ bl2:l449 BAR/II.Ell bA:i.K. (If- lALLAHASE:.E TALLAhASSEE. fl 77364 _ 1570 
6121453 f-LOJdllA ST bK. Of ULLAHA.SSl::ElALLAl-iASSEE FL lb517 l91 
Olll457 flG,:S.hP PPL BK Of lALLAHASSHlAllAhA~SEE:. fl 2321:13 58b 
61214.bO LE:.WlS SlATE bANK lALLAhAS:S.Ef: FL 00218 1~39 
01.21i.os SUMMll BAi"iK. lA.~AKAC. FL 3,44'ii8 03,4 
Ol214Cib AlLANfIC tiANK Of lM\PA TAMPA Fl 60343 1253 
6121475 CENTRAL CAN!{ Of TAMPA TAMPA FL---------________ ~3!126 !i9b 
0121'.93 HC.SHP bl'. OF TO"N ~ C.C..UNJR'r TAMPA fl 1&509 501 
b 1214':i'O LA1'.UHAR.K bAr-tll. tif- lAHPA TAMPA fl b3823 807 
6121522 f'E::OPLES 81'( Of HLS80k0Ul.J1 ClYlAMPA FL 4129b 3lS 
t,1215.i:4 SE:HlNULE: 6MtK OF- lAHPA lAMPA FL ~4040 '125 
0121526 sounu:AST 8AII.K Of TAMPA lA.IIIPA FL 29111 lLO 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1304 0 0 

. . 
• 

0 --- 0 ---- 0 --p- 0 ----·--
0 4432 0 0 
0 537 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 D 
0 0 0 0 
0 --- 1712 0 O 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
O O O 0 
0 1279 0 0 

• • • 

0 0 0 0 • ____ o___ o o ___ o __ ! __ _ 
O 2l't9 29S -295 
0 u O O 
0 0 0 0 
0 ll'tl O O 
0 bb9 0 0 
0 0 ~---·- 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 O 
0 0 0 0 
0 409 0 0 
0 1010 0 0 

_ O 't71H 1320 _-1326 
0 0 0 0 
0 1271 0 0 
O 2.'tO) 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 939 O 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

. . 
• 

---·---. 

• . . . 
0 0 0 0 • 
0 170 0 0 • 
o_ o o o • o o o o-·-.--
o 1027 O D 
0 230 O 0 
0 419 0 0 
0 5 0 0 

• • . 
--· ----- -------------
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_ NQNHEHBf.R BANKS_··-----------------------· BENEFIT TO BANKS __ CQVEREO BY NOOlFlED S. 8~ ______________________ 2/ZZ/79 ___ _ 

111 121 131 
0~8 NAME LOLAllON tOEP VL TCSH 1977 

6121528 SUN BANK Of TAMPA 8A"f' TAMPA FL 28598 
6121~29 UNlVE:RSITY STATE: BANK TAMPA FL 19650 
bl215l5 l:.LllS SPRlNGS tsANK. TARPON SPRINGS FL 34817 
0121540 F-LAC.~HlP bAN.K Of- lAI/AkE:S TAVARES f-L 217ts't 

_6121!,43 l:XCHA:'iGE bK. OF H.MPLE TERR lE-.Mf'LE TERRACE____ FL ____ ~ ___________ _ 'tl527 
0121!:i!iol SUUltiEAST tsK OF llTUSVlLLE TJTU.S.Vlllf Fl 31136 
6121~58 FIRST BANK OF TREASURE ISL TRE:ASURE ISLAND FL 20ll't 
0121510 UMATllLA STATE. bA~K IJMAllLLA FL 20574 
Ol2l!iob0 VA.U-'ARAJSO bi\NK f. TRUST CO ','ALPAftAISO FL 35113 
6lll568 SOUlhEASl BAM Of- VtNllE 1/lNlC..E Fl 22396 

_t,121590 VE.NICE NOKOMIS. bANK t TR C.O VENlC..E FL --·------------··--·· 73711 
6121!.93 81:ACH b,Vi11',. l.JF 1/t:RO lil:ACH VE:RO btACl-1 fl 35407 
bl2lb00 1st CllRUS bK. lND RIV en· VE:.RU bEACH FL b444~ 
bl2lbl0 WAI.JCHULA !)Ult SANK WAUCHULA fl 3393!:t 
012lbl~ MEkC.HANTS BANK OF HlAMl Wt:ST .MlAHl FL 7!:t314 
6121022 BARNl:11 bK UF WE.ST PALM BCH WEST PALM BEACH fl 30t:'.b4 

_6121023 CE.N.lRAL bK OF PALH bC.H C.l't' WE.SJ PALM UEACH_ fL.____ _______ 5100~ 
blllbl!> ClllZtNS bANK (lf- PUH bcACH _,,E:.ST PALN BEACH FL 37!>07 
bll:1b28 FLAGSHlP br<. OF W PALM bE:ACt1 WEST f'ALH UEACH fl 559t.8 
blllb3l H.6.LL b.\NK ME.ST PALM 8E:.ACH FL 28207 
0121700 CUMbA~K/WlNll:R PAkK. WlNltR PARK FL 13l5b 
0121705 SOUTHEA!:tl dEACH !,TATE SANK WOODLAWN fl 19773 

_blll730 Cl THENS BANl"I. CIF PA!:tCU l.f:.PHYRHlLLS ___ FL. 16'908 
bl21732 t-LALSHlP bl'i. (IF lE:Pl-tYRHlllS ZE:PHYRHlLLS Fl 482~7 

~69 
blO 
3o7 
bl2 

1150 
>bb 
31b 
552 .. , 
503 
757 
4bb 

1310 
so~ 

1335 
.. I 
8:JO 

llb9 
9>7 

12':14 
415 
360 

_ 371 
1117 

__ REQBAL 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-o 
0 __ o __ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

C~I l~I IOI 
fUW NEW Olf 
EPA __ REQBAL __ 131-l~L_ 

0 
0 

209 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

ioe3 
11 

540 
0 

114't 
0 

_ bOb 
0 

101 
0 

1635 
0 o __ 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 

_o~•--
o • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 
0 • 
0 • 
0 
0 
0 • 

0 ---~--
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 ~- • 
0 • 

OF 212 BANK.S AFfi:.tlEO IN STATE:. 113 HAVE: NO f:.ARNlNGS PARTICIPAllON ACCOUNT OR REQUIRED RESERVE BALANCE 
90 HAYE: NO Rt.QURE:O Rt:SERVE. BALA~C.E 

0130100 Cll ANO SWTMRN BK OF- AlbANYALBANY 
6130110 FlR~T SlATE: bA.NI(. Af'.IU TR .CO ALBANY 
bl30llts Sl:.C 8~ t. TR CO OF AlbANY ALBANY 
bl30l39 FUL TOH COUNTY bANK. ALPHARCTTA 
01301~0 SANK. C.,f- COM!1ERCE A.MERlC.US 
bl30160 CITlll::ftS BA.NI\ OF AP1E:.RlCUS AMEKICUS 
bl30160 ASHCoURl't bANK A~HbURN 
6130190 l.1 T llE.NS bA1'tl( A.SH~URN 
b130200 FIKST APIIIERJC.AN bK f.. Ht (.0 A.THENS 

_ bl30370 C C. S tllli. Uf C.Lbb CTY AUSTCLL 
6130375 CT2. {. SlJUTHlRN OE:KAL8 bK A.VUNOAlf: ESTATES 
bl30l60 C.Tl BK f. TR CO Of 6AlNBR1DGEbAINbR10bE: 
61304t30 SAXLE:Y STATE BANK &MlfY 
613(.ilii:>5 UNlt.JN COUNTY SANK BLA.lRSVILl.E:. 

GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
(,A 

GA 
GA 
GA 

9073't 
76211 
239bb 
1'1&12 
34&4.C. 
.:l:j713 
21012 
21698 
2b119 
59237 
150bb 
249bl 
2"i002 
10891 

1660 
1782 

407 
3•~ 
781 
•• 9 
200 
256 
400 

l'tb7 
330 
~3b 
551 
313 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

19 .. 't 
be~ 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

6•2 
2bb4 

0 
0 
0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • o __ o __ • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 
0 0 
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--1tONHEKSE.R_BANK.S __ BENEFIT. To BANKS tOVEREO Bf HOOlfIEO s. s; - 2/ZZ/79 

ll l (21 (31 "l 1;1 (61 
0~6 NAME LOC.ATION TOEP VL Tt.SH 1977 NEW N•w OIF 

----·~---·- -~----·-----•--- -- ------·----- ----- __ IU:QfSAL ____ EPA A.EO.bAL (l)-(5). ____ 

bl30480 FANNIN COUNTY BANK. BLUE R.lOGE GA 20137 3H 0 0 0 0 . 
b l30b30 CAIRO BANKINC,. C.O~PANY CAIRO GA l9bb1 359 0 0 0 0 . 
bl30b10 PLAN HRS A.'-.ID Cl lllENS BAM C.AMlLLA GA l69b9 262 0 0 0 0 . 
6 l30bb0 bA'tK OF CM'H(.N CA.Nl(JN GA 281:Jll .,. 0 0 0 0 . 

_bl30t:i90 E.TOWAH bAN<. C.A"i fON GA 317~:> --- 454- ---··· 0 --- 0 0 0 . 
bl3·)110 PE.Uf'LE5 BANK CARRlJLL TON GA 32990 1207 0 0 0 0 • 
6130745 ?t:.AC.HlklE DA~ A~O lRUST CCI (.t;AMbll:E::: GA H40bb 1290 0 2053 0 0 
b 130750 COHUTTA BANK. lNG C.OitPANY (.t;A T ::,wok TH GA 2!>22!> 71• 0 0 0 0 . 
6U0790 MAIH.kS.HAM ~AN~ C.LAKKt:SYlLU GA 38999 507 0 0 0 0 . 
bl3Cb20 SAN,._ UF CLAYlON C.LA Y'lO'i GA 21839 400 0 0 0 0 . 

_ bl3V823 PEUPlt:.S bA!'-(1{ C.LEVCLANO _______ GA Z01'Jb 2;4 o_ .. 0 0 0 . - --
bl31Jb9U COLUMBUS bANI( ANO TR C.U C.lJLUl"lt.US GA 16!>3 lY 359.l 0 4-b42 0 0 
bl309.30 TRU~T COMPANY UF COLUHSUS C.OLUHbUS GA 34390 1053 0 0 0 0 . 
6131010 C.OkUELE: bAN~lNG, CU'!PANY C.URDE.LE GA 31.31;1!,, ,,., 0 0 0 0 • 
bl31020 FHt~l S.lATE. BANI'\. lN C.OkDlLE:. C.CJRUt"LE GA 203b2 ;oo 0 0 0 0 
6131030 C(JkNi:.l l A BANK CORNELIA GA 30341 503 0 0 0 0 . 
bl31G50 bANX. UF CLJV lNC. TON CLV JNGT(I GA. 3l:40~ 400 0 - 0 0 0 . 
bl31090 bANK UF- C.UMM Jt-.G CU"1MlNG GA 3~802 296 0 .3 0 0 . 

~ 613JOY5, FUK::.YTH CCJU:'14JY' fl.ANK CVMMlNG, GA 20059 29; 0 0 0 0 
6131110 BANI'.. OF- OAHLONEC,A. DAHLUNEGA GA 211:;b 310 0 0 0 0 . 
6131130 HANK OF DAL 1 ON DAL TUN GA 22681 616 0 0 0 0 
613115-0 HA.R(J-'lC.K BANK t lKU~T t~ DAL 10N GA 427:t.7 1392 0 0 0 0 . 
bl3ll90 bAl'IK lJF- OA~SON DAW 5.UN GA 20&24 22• o ___ 0 0 --~- 0 ----·---
6131200 bA"'4K. (;F lE~RHL UAw::.oN GA 3443Y 445 0 0 0 0 . 
bUU:07 Cl THENS. t. ~THRN EHORY BANK OE KAL8 tOUNTY GA 2028j4 2537 0 >224 227> -2275 
6131215 FAF..ME::RS bA~K OOU~LAS GA 393i:'.5 1211 0 0 0 0 
bl3l.<.'.77 Cll J.H.N~ t,A:--iK OC.11 .. 1<:.-LASVILLE GA 25,J 99 >41 0 0 0 0 . 
bl3llCO COMMERCIAL t:UNK ULUl.LASY llll: GA 38li:'.3 , .. 0 0 0 0 . 

__ bl3l2'11JC.ll C 5.UUTHEkN bK OF DUBLIN O\J8LlN GA ------· ----- --- . 48"1l3 %3 0 40 0 0 .• 
bl3UOO FARMEkS. A~D ME RC.HANT S BANK. DUjjL]N GA 30111 29> 0 ~ 0 0 . 
b 13 U05 MOkkl S STATE 1:UNK. DUSL lN GA 2.0990 450 0 0 0 0 . 
bl31320 tiA1'-fK lJF- OULU TH UULUTH GA lab4l 314 0 0 0 0 . 
b 131330 bA.Nl'i. Lf tAS TMA.N EASlMAN GA 20U't 3;1 0 0 0 0 • 
6131340 CllllENS 8Ari;,. E. lRUSl cu f::A.) TMAN GA 18647 .tlb 0 0 0 0 

~ bl3 l3!t5 CJ Ht!:. C SO BK. OF FU1.lDN ClY 1:.A.Sl PiJlNT GA· - -·------~-- ------ llldl.3 12>7 0 - 3~22 0 0 
bl31410 GRANIH: C.JTY' BANK. i::UH.RTON GA 257.H 474 0 0 0 0 . 
bl.31430 BANK OF .E:.LllJAY HllJAY GA 21208 366 0 0 0 0 
6131460 C.l T llE.NS t3U(1' fot.K.)lUN GA 19093 6H 0 0 0 0 
bl314&4 BANl'i. UF- FL.Rt ST PAR!(. FUREH PARK GA 34335 522 0 0 0 0 . 
bl3148b C C ~ BK. lJF (l AYTl.lN tTY HRE:ST PARK GA 355bb 14:44 0 0 0 0 • 
0131550 C.IlllCN!:. ElANK C.Alr-.t~VlLLE. GA ----------~- 32>27 ..... 0 0 0 0 . - ----
bUlblJO GLENNVllLt l:U~K ANO lkUSl COC..LENNI/ l LLE: GA l!:1334 .,. 0 (I 0 0 . 
bUlb20 BANK OF ~E:ENSblJkU C.RE E N.)bOkO GA lb49U 135 0 0 0 0 . 
bl3lb25 C.llJHNS UNll.1-1 BANI( GkE t:.NS.~(JKQ GA l4b08 185 0 0 0 0 . 
6131640 COM,l.fl:.RC.IAL bAN"'- Ar;!O TRUST CCIC.klfFJN GA &1•22 1;11 0 9~4 0 0 
6l.Hb5~ GWlM:.11 BANK. C TRUST to C.WlNE TT COUNTY GA 24440 10l 0 0 0 0 . 

-----------·-- -· 
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__ MO,.,.E!IBEIL 8Altl< EMEfU_J0--11AMKS...tOVERED _BY _IIODlFlED S •. 85 ___________ U.:Z/19 ____ 

111 121 131 1-.1 151 161 
DSB NAME LOCATION TOEP VL TtSH 1917 NEW NEW DIF 

----------·-·---- RH1BAL EPA __ R""BAL __ 131-1.51-

0131685 CAPITAL tlTY BANK HAPEVILLE GA 2,350 3 .. 0 0 0 0 . 
6131710 tllllENS & SO BK OF HART C lYHAR TWELL GA 25959 "5 0 0 0 0 . 
bl31800 C + S tsANK JACi<..S.(l-.il GA 15201 330 0 0 0 0 . 
bl31820 JA!>n.R BANKING COMPANY JASPER GA 17435 309 0 0 0 0 . 

___ bl31850 TRU::i.l CO tsK OF CLAYTON C.lY JLl<tt:.S.bORO ____ UA. 22325 672 0 0 ---- 0 0--~-···---
ol3U:90 BANK. Of LA fAYtllE LA FAYETTE GA 25596 679 0 0 0 0 . 
0131900 C £.. S. BANI(. Of WES.l G,toRGIA LA bRANG,E GA 53795 1015 0 430 0 0 . 
6131915 PE:CJPU:S BANK Of LA GR ANGE LA GH.ANbE GA lli965 431 0 0 0 0 . 
6131965 C.Wll'.NE:TT C.OMME:KC.lA.L BANK LAWRt:NC.1:VlLLE GA 2l0b9 198 0 0 0 0 • 
613,20<,0 G-tUkGU. S.lAH bAhlK M.ABL l lUN GA 34938 698 0 0 0 0 • 

__ 0132105 C.ENTRAL BA'-11\ Of- GEOKGlA MACON GA. .19940 311 -·----. o_ 0 0 o ___ • __ 
01~2.115 GEOR&lA BAN.I(. AND ll<US.1 CO MAC.ON GA 8b011 l.t.&b 0 1802 0 0 
6132lb0 BANK UF 11ANChE.STE.R HANiCHtSTE.R G• l5b19 2-. 0 0 0 0 . 
b 132175 (OMM.ERC lAL DANK UF C.OflB CTY MARIElTA G• 35312 982 0 0 0 0 • 
6132:178 flRST bAM<. C. TRUST C.O /'1AR1c.TTA GA 86304 lt!B6 0 1511 0 0 . 
613.:'.220 MUHR BANKING CLMPANY 11ETH.R G• lb825 2~1 0 0 0 0 

__ 6132243 C.1 l.t..S bK OF Ml LLEDGEVlLLE. Mll LEIJGEVILLE ___ GA_ 27621 ... 0 0 0 0 . 
6132250 EXCHANI..E BAl'iK MILLEDGEVILLE- GA 2185,9 6S3 0 0 0 0 . 
613.t260 ME.kChANTS AND FARMEllS BANK. MILLEDGCVILLE GA 16695' 3l5 0 0 0 0 . ~ 6132300 fARME:H.S BAr,K MLNRUE: GA 2 I4b7 301 0 0 0 0 • 
bl3i343 FIRST 6ANK OF CLAYTON C.UUNTYHLJRkOW GA 22985 40> 0 0 0 0 . ~ 
bl3t350 CITIZE:NS t.. S BK OF C.OLQUITT HOULTRll:. G• 29b96 •o• 0 2 0 0 . 

_bB24IO C.ll £. SUUTHERN t-lE:.WNAN bl( NE.,ll:NAN. _ GA 341~9 '92 0 0 0 0 . 
6132-'t'iO C £. S BAt-.K OF GWINNETT NLRC.kl.iSS G• 24651 ..... 0 0 0 0 • 
613-'597 CLUB COUNTY BANK PlJWLJE:R SPRINGS GA 22037 5~• 0 0 0 0 . 
6132630 TATTNALL HANK kE:ll)SVlLLE •• lb058 215 0 0 0 0 . 
bl3lb80 ,._,DklHW!:ST GtORC.lA BANK RlNi.,UlJLD GA 23873 60< 0 0 0 0 . 
b 13.2bf:13 iSANI( OF THc ~UTH k]Vi:.RCIALE GA 22619 ... 0 0 0 0 . 
613L6BS tLAYlUN U..1UNlY bANK. RlVlRDALE GA 20763 9.i::'.3 0 0 0 0 . 
613270~ Cl TIZ. C. SUUTHi::kN HK RCX:.KOALE:k.OCKCIALE: COUNTY GA 33106 c65 0 0 0 0 . 
61327H, RCJO.MART BANK. Ru(.K.MARl · GA 1797!> 01) 0 0 0 0 
o l.;)£73!:, RO~.!:: BAt-.K A"1U TRUST co ROMe GA 40228 60& 0 u 0 0 
bl~L.731 ls.OSS.VlLLE bAl'tJ(. ROSSVlLLE: GA 2b'92B 7&3 0 0 0 0 . 
6132740 ROSWHL BANK RuS,r,1t::LL GA 45927 9H 0 0 0 'O . 

-~ 613£7~0 TRI CLJUNTY ~ANK RL,YS TLJ,4 GA l 7!>-94 JlY 0 0 0 0 . 
bl32765 COAS.TAL bA/lti<. Of- C.EORG ll ST SlMONS 1 SL .. <0 G• 20~47 6'3 0 0 0 0 • 
613<::770 C.1:.0 l> WAkTH!::f>.t bANK SAl'illi::RSV ILL~ GA 22024 264 0 0 0 0 . 
6l32&2S flRSl BANK [JF SAVANNAH 5,AVANNAH GA 34'112 726 u 0 0 0 . 
bl32932 CObB BANK + lRUST to SMYi..NA GA 22bl6 215 0 0 0 0 . 
6132937 <.."'Ir1ETT CLUNTY t,A."11(. Sl\lt.LLVILLE GA lb37& 0<5 0 0 0 0 . 

__ bl3i990 C. £. S bANK Of- E:ff-lNGHAK CTY SJtK.lNC..flE:LO _ G• 23149 400 0 0 0 0 . 
6133010 F-lk.:.T BULLOCH 8K ANO TR CO S 1A H:SBURO GA 31132 .. , 0 0 u 0 . 
6l330~U SEA lHANO bAliK S lAT ESBORO G• 47b44 .. 5 0 3"6 0 0 . 
613.,030 FAKHt:KS ANO MERCHANTS BANK SUMMi::kVILLE GA 2~135 600 0 0 0 0 . 
6133060 Cl TlZENS bANK. SWAINSBORO GA 2)!>07 •10 0 0 0 0 . 
b 133070 bANK OF SC.RC.VEN COUNTY SYLVANIA GA l 7b9b Lb~ 0 0 0 0 . 
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6133075- SANK OF WORTH tOUNlY SYLVtSTER GA 18839 3~2 0 0 0 
bl33080 SYLVESTER 8A.~1NG COMPAttY SYL\ll:~Tt.R GA 20419 23b 0 0 0 
6133125 bANK. Of UPSON lHUHAS.lUN GA 1~995, 598 0 0 .o 
bl33130 CTL C. SUTt,KN BIC. OF lHOMASTl.NThOHASTON GA 3095~ SH 0 0 0 

_bl33140 t r. S 8K [If TH UHAS C TY lt-LMASVILLE ______ GA ______________ . 'tO~bt, b1• --- _o ___ 0 0 
bl.33150 (UMMtP.C.lAL UANK Tt<.tMA~VllLE GA '-,3167 7b8 0 97 0 
bl33lb0 BA.NK. OF THOMSON lHOMSIJ'i GA ~12"4 3•8 0 0 0 
bl33lb0 C t. S. bAN.Jf.. Of- lHlON 1 !FTON GA 30'14~ 3b3 0 0 0 
bl33lb5" Cl T lltNS bANi<. Of TH TON 1 IFlUN GA 22977 53' -0 0 0 
bl33190 f-ARMtkS BAfllK. Uf- l IFTUN Tlf-TCJN GA 262M, HJ 0 0 0 

_ 613.!210 bA.Nl'\ Uf- TCCCUA TLCtO'- ··------- GA 2.b932 ··~ o ___ 0 0 
6133215 Cl T llH~S. bAl'liJO. OF TOCCCIA TOCCOA GA 25,7b!> 795 0 0 0 
bl33271J f-AkMl:kS tSA,N"'- UNION POINT GA 1&007 229 0 0 0 
bl3328~ Flk5T ~TAlE: bANK VALLiOSTA. GA 309b~ ~LB 0 0 0 
b 133342 C. t s bANK OF MOUSTON CTY WA..kNER ROBINS GA 2'-t291 blS .o 0 0 
bl33345 CITIZENS STA TE bANK WARNEH RU81NS GA 32523 SH " 27 0 

_ bl3335~ I-ARMERS MD l"'J::.RC.HAl'HS BANK. WASHlN&TUN --- t•~- 16301 205' ---- o_ 0 - 0 
bl333b0 WASH LOAN t. bANKlNG CO MASHINGTLN GA l9-'t76 39• 0 0 0 
61333&5 SOUTHtRN BA1ifK WAYCROSS GA 3034b 11' 0 0 0 
b 133428 bANK UF- bARROW MlNUER GA 2b948 31b 0 0 0 

OF 12b BAl'f<.S Af-F-ECTEO IN SlATE 108 HAVE NO EARNINGS PARTltlPAllON ACCOUNT OR RtQUJRtO RESERVE BALANc.E 
l 7 __ HAVE NC, R,wuRED RtSt~VE BALANCE 

,., 
OlF 

UJ-151__ __ _ 

0 • 
0 . 
0 . 
0 
0 . 
0 • 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 • 
0 . 
0 . 

--·-·---0-~• -
0 
0 . 
0 . 

--------------------- --------------------------
12150020 AMERICAN SEC.URJTY BANK HONOLULU Hl 229078 3ti-47 0 5072 0 0 

_12150030 BA.NI\ OF HA.WA.11 HONOLULU Hl 1175053 _ 17539 0 ~1'5 33"7• __ -332.74 
12150055 U:NTRAL PACIFIC BANK HCNlJLULU Hl 27i::b53 -'t~55 0 !>lbb lObl -lObl 
12150058 CITY BANK HONOLULU Hl 151C.>4b .i::790 0 27"5 0 0 
121500bS FIRST HAWAIIAN BANK HuNlJlULU Hl 1024771 l~b~O 0 5l~b -'72"2 -2.1Z4ti 
12150090 LlBl:RlY tsANK. HUNULULU Hl 12!>013 2l9U Ii 23C.-2 0 0 

OF b BANK.S AFFECTED Ht STAT.E 0 HAVE NO EARNlN.GS PARTlClPATlON AC.C.OuNT Ok. k.E.QUlRE.0 k.E:SE:RVE bALANU 
3 HAVE: NO kE:.WRE:O RE:SER'¥E: BALANCE: 

----------------------
__ l2lb0130 lNlE:.R H.OUN.TAlN STATE: ~ANK. CASCADE: 

12lb0l43 BANK OF- (.QMMERC.E:. IUAHO FALLS 
12100300 FIR.ST l:IAN;K t. TRUST LO OF JO MALAD C.JlY 
12lb0350 JOA.HO BANK ANO 1RUS1 tO POCAlELLO 

10 
10 
10 
10 

2200, 
50001 
31968 

2bb-'t32 

263 ~,. 
393 

2.it.!:2 

__ o 
0 
0 
0 

0 
60• 

0 
Sl9-'t 

__ o 
0 
0 

4't23 

"' 0 ----~--' o • 
0 • 

-41t23 

------~ ----- ------- - ··-----
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1Zlb03b5 VALLEY BA"'-K Rl:XtWRG 10 l',30!>0 1803 0 208' 0 0 
12lb0Aiil0 FIRST BANr.. OF TROY TROY ID 2-45~9 18> 0 0 0 0 . 

Of b BANKS AFFECTED IN S.TATE 3 HAVE "° EARNINGS PARTltlPATlON AC.C.U~l Ok kt:QUIREO RE SERVE. BALANC.E:. 
---···---·---- 2 __ HAVE NO ki:.QUREO RESERVE BALANCE 

7170020 ADDISON S.TAll BANK. A001SON IL 't4ll0 452 0 2 ..... 0 0 • 
__ 7170080 ALGONQUIN SlAtE:. SANK. ALGUNWIN IL 21072 28b 0 0 u 0 --·--7170)2~ ALSIP bANK ALSIP IL 3"e'tb8 ,01 0 0 0 0 . 

8170140 Al TLJN BANK.IN~ ANO TRUS.T co ALllJN IL 51t477 1094 0 194 0 0 . 
8170141!> BANII.. OF AL TUN ALTON IL 19121 43> 0 0 0 0 . 
7170210 S.TAH. BANK OF ANNAWAN AMAl'IIAN IL 17204 110 0 0 0 0 . 
7170230 STAT!:: ~ANK. UF ANTJUC.H ANT lOCH IL b142.lt 501 0 98<> 0 0 

_ 7170lb0 ~ERE.ER SlATE bANK Afl..GtNlA IL . --- . - --- -·----· 1413Ct lo 0 0 0 0 ---·--71702&5 Bl\ C. 1 k C.O lJF- AkLINL,. H.N HlS AkL JNGTUN HEIGHTS IL b£300 >1• 0 1~90 0 0 
7170290 NLR TH PU INT STAT!: 6A.('.jK. ARllNGlUN HEll;HJ!i. IL 2b55b >37 0 0 0 0 . 

~ 7170t91 ,._,ORTH,.,E.Sl TR & SAVlNC.S BAkK. ARL lNbTUN Hl::lbHT S IL 25969 •20 0 0 0 0 • 
717(1350 ASHTON bANK • HU.ST co ASHTON IL 13149 12, 0 0 0 0 . .... 
1170430 STAH: HANK OF AUBURN: AUBURN IL lbl27 230 0 0 0 0 • 

_7170455 flk!i.l Al"!EklC.AN bK. Of AUkORA AUf-.Uk.A IL 2bb5l 314 0 0 0 0 --· -• 
7170540 SARTLt.11 STAlE BANK BAklLE:ll IL 2:0343 2>8 0 0 0 0 . 
111c,se,o bATAVlA bA.NK. bATAVU. IL 23490 .... 0 0 0 0 . 
7llV590 F-IR~T 5,U.lE bAl'd;. bE:ARCiSTUWN IL 1713'9 32:4 0 0 0 0 .. 
8 l.10b25 BAN"- UF bE:.Lll::Vlllt. bHLE\/lLLE: IL b~t:>11 11> 0 823 0 0 
til71lb27 BANKERS TRUST (.Q'1PANY BCLLl:\/lLLE:: IL 3ltl80 379 0 38 o· 0 . 

--· 7170bb5 bAN!\ OF l:H:LLWUOO bELLwuOO IL 32535 ,31 0 0 0 0 .. 
7 l 7L6bb BL0"1E STATE bANI<. SH V l {JE:kE IL U5bB 330 0 0 0 0 . 
7170t.b0 UNlH:U BK (Jf St:LVlOf:RE bCLY1Ut.RE IL 3b.;lbb '" 0 20 u 0 . 
7lll>C>90 SlATE BANI\ Of flUH.Nl bCMt.NT IL lti.t'-l 11> 0 0 0 0 . 
117(.,105 BE:N~E:NYlLLE STAIE: BANK BtN::,l:.""'llLLE IL b12"ib >3< 0 990 0 0 
8170720 SAf-cK Of 8E'i1LN l:ltNlOPII IL !>1b5'9 "" 0 , .. , 0 0 
811072~ bENTON C.UH--tUNll't BAf>.t\ &E.NlON IL 30002 32<> 0 0 0 0 • 
7170728 BA"IIC. {Jf- CMMkC. IN BERKl:LE.Y 8ERl<.E.LEY IL 2807t, 430 0 0 0 0 . 
717\Jlc.5 8L{J0MlNLIJ.\lt !>TATE: bANK BLLIOM!NGDALE IL 3~12b 719 0 0 0 0 • 
71707&0 CURN bl:L 1 t,Ar-.K bLUUMINblON IL 78996 4Uo 0 .::0~1 0 0 
7 170790 Mtli::AN C.LUNI Y BANK 6LOOM1NG TON IL S,573 612 0 '89 0 0 . 
7110825 HERlUC.E/C.OUNlY BK. f. TR co BLUE: l!>LANtJ 1L 100377 13l 0 2o>O I> -I> 

_ 711090~ Bkll.,{,f:YlCW bANI\ (. lRUST co BKJ(;<..t:.Vlt:W I 23408 _ 542 0 0 0 --- 0 --- • --
7l7ij9~!, bRUALl/lEM-Wt:STC.t-11:~HR ST bk 8KOADV1E.M IL 3b513 ,,. 0 0 0 0 . 
7170'10.5 BA~K Ut- BUffALIJ C.R.01/l: bUf FA LO GROVE: IL 307b'I 324 0 32 0 0 . 
717l>985 6Ui...6Mti<. SlAlE: bANK bURbANK IL 1>1>2 ,ao 0 0 0 0 . 
7171000 f-ARME:RS ANO ME kC.HANl S ~T 8Jti. bUStiNE:LL IL 2927b Io7 0 ICh 0 0 . 

--·- -~----·~--·----
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8171020 FIRST BANK ANO TRUST co CAIH.0 ll 28847 314 0 0 0 0 . 
7171035 F-IRSl STATE 84N~ CA.i..UMtT CITY IL ~07bo 632 0 0 0 0 . 
71710;]7 'U VlR OAKS HK t TR to t.ALUME:.1 CllY lL 3~9bl 31' 0 109 0 0 . 
71710'",-5 CANTON STATE 8ANK CAN.TON IL 283!>2 ,12 0 ~ 0 0 . 

_ 7171(198 C.UMM.Uf'tl TY BAM. AND lkUST C.0 LMl{JN ll __ - --·--•-,.---- ----- ll 730 33' ---- - 0 ------ _o ___ 0 0 . 
bl 71.109 BANI'!. 0~ CARbLNDAl.E CARblJNOALE IL 16585 '" 0 0 0 0 
6171125 UN.lVtHSllY b"- Lf CARBLNOAU:. Co\fi.BUNOALE IL 216'19 609 0 0 0 0 . 
8171160 fAF<.1'11:.kS ANO ME F<.CHANl'S BAN,;. tAKl YLE IL 20255 .t:80 0 0 0 0 . 
8171.i::(10 j,jHI lt C.CJUNTY HA,.,_K CARMI IL 29801 23> o 23 0 o . 
817 lllO C.AkkDLL ll. .. ti BANK LAkKOLLlON IL 22434 141 o o o 0 . 

__ Jl7li.50 MAklN.E. 1 KUSl C.lJM.f'ANY Of C.AR 1 HAGE IL --------- 23965 20S o_ 0 0 o_ . 
71712b0 CARY !'>lATE OANK CARY IL 23!>2 l 299 0 0 0 0 
717l2b2 ISl SCRlY ei<. OF- CARY-GROVE CA.RY IL 14795 213 o 0 o 0 . 
717 l2b!> bANK L>F CASEY C.AStY IL 21079 22> 0 o 0 o . 
81112t,!» F-lR~l S lATI:: bANK. C.CNlRAllA lL 13982 244 0 0 o o 
117 1330 f-AkMERS STA 1 E: BK Uf C.HADWIU..C.HAIJWlCK IL 14739 BS 0 o 0 0 ., 

__ 717133~ bA~ti.. (jf lLLIN.01S CHAt1PA!C.N ---·---- IL bl949 __ S9b 0 --· 8~3 0 0 . 
71113!>0 ((J"1ME:kC.lAL bANI<. (Jf C.HAMPAl GNCHAMPAH,.N IL 47200 ,,, 0 3:.:2 0 0 . 
7111'-t20 ST A TE: BANK UF- C.HE:.RR Y CHE KRY IL l!>37b 147 0 0 0 0 . ~ 7171425 bANK. UF- (MERRY VALLE:Y CHERRY VALLEY IL 14391 32' 0 o 0 o . 
7171470 AETNA l\ANK C.HIC.At.O IL 9b39U 919 o 214b 0 o ~ 
7171475 ALL A11EkIC.AN bANK Of- C.HlCAGOCHI LAGO IL lb22 l .,, 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 7171480 AMALGAMAlE.D TRU~l t 5.VG~ BK CHIC.Al.O ________ IL ·-------- 192941 9bS 0 -- 5lb6 15'2 -l54l 
7111492 AShlANO SU,1.E: bA!\IK. CHIC.Al.,O IL 20000 422 0 o 0 0 . 
717149-'t bA1'r.{.O 01 RUMA (C.HlCAtO) tHICAtO IL 12t'4CB 179 0 279& 1773 -1773 
7 ll l49~ BANK. Of- CHICAGO CHI CAC..O IL 46870 567 0 ~,, o 0 . 
7171!>02 bANK (Jf- RAl/.t,..swuoo ChIC.AC.O IL 140002 1562 0 3422 0 0 
7171511 6E VERL Y 6AN!<. LHJCM.O IL 14513b 135£ 0 ).b13 338 -338 

__ 717151~ C.A~ lllJl BANI\ OF C.HJC.AGO C.HICAGO IL 't8£0C> 723 0 276 0 0 . 
1111525 C.HILALO bM4K. Of C.OMHt:kCE (.HJC.AC.0 IL t10JY3 bOO 0 1109 0 0 
7171530 CHIC.At.LI CITY ~AF'.il<. ANO lRUST CHICAC..O IL 1343,t.!, lb~U o 3070 0 0 
7171542 CHl(At,0-TOl<.YO ~ANK. (.MIC.AGO IL ltHlb32 •1• 0 3095 3373 -3373 
7171548 CLE:.AKlfiG eA~II:. C.HlC.Ato IL 5(d50 110 0 3'b 0 0 • 
7171~52 C.OLUNlAL BANI<. AND TRU5T to lHil.AC.0 IL 12854-'t 10',7 o 254b 500 -508 
7171557 COMM bit. t TR CCJ OF E.OGlWAH.RC.ttlC.AC.U ___ -~- lL 19198 -'t8J o o 0 0 . - --
717lt:i23 E.A~T SIDE 8Ar.K l. TRUS.l CC; C.H!C.AC.0 IL 45b.:"4 !>l-'t 0 ,,. 0 o . 
717lb29 Fik~l PAC.lFlC SK. OF CHICAGO C.HIC.AGO IL l 52d48 638 o 33s, 15'18 -1598 
717J.b3l FlR~l 51 A 1~ tlANK. OF (.HlC.AGO C.MlLAU>O IL "t2b32 ... 0 H6 0 o . 
7 I 7 lc.32 fOkU C.l 1 Y BAN<. r. 1K.U5l C.0 C.H!LAC.0 IL 148071 2123 0 34ll 0 0 
717lb35 GARFIELD RJOt,1:: lk t 5VG (.H!CAC.0 IL 408b3 ••• 0 ,o 0 0 . 

__ 717lb43 GLAOSTGNl-NRWLtJD TRC..!:i.VC.S BK C.Hl(AC.0 IL -"- ·-----~ - 15t>b5- 269 0 --- 0 ___ o 0 -·-·---
717lb48 HlGHLAt'-t[J COHMUt'tll't' B Af-.~ tHlC.AC..U IL 26293 373 0 o 0 0 • 
7171649 HYIJE: PARK BANK r. TRU~ T C.O CHIC.ALO IL JOlbfl~ 052 0 2503 o o 
717lb5-l HtDi:PE~•OE:NCC: BANK Of- C.HIC.AWLHlC.A(,O IL 5-8926 1506 0 0 0 0 
717lb52 HARlFURO PLA.lA tSANK CHICAGO IL 29099 331 0 44 0 0 . 
717 lb53 llllNCJ15 STA.TE bANK CHIC.Ac.□ IL 31443 S7b 0 0 0 0 • 
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7l1lb54 lRVlNG bANK CHICA.GU IL 30b08 507 0 D 0 0 • 
7l1lb55 JE::FH.kSON STAlE tU.Nlc. C.HlC.AGO IL 13~54 1270 0 ~~2 0 0 
717lb57 HEklTAGf;/PULLM.AN bK C. 1R CO C.td C.AGO IL 184.£73 .lbb5 0 'tb33 100 -100 
7 l7 lb85 LAIi.ES lDt. BANK C.HlC.A~ ll 38213 IO.lb 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 7111120 LA,HJ..Alf: TM.UST C. SAYINGS BK CHIC.AGO IL ------~-~-- 33b93 114 0 0 0 o __ • ___ 
1171755 MAl>l::.U,'1 bANK .4.N[) TRUH C.O C.HIC.AGO ll '-0394t 1~1 0 23b2 0 0 
71117c,5 MANUFAC.llJ<ERS bANK C.Hl(.AG,0 ll ll 4£b4 779 0 3777 0 0 
7171"168 MAkHU bANr<. C.Hl(AGO IL bl 774 ,.. 0 1011 0 0 . 
7 111 ti l O Mt l ~C,t'ULI l AN BANK £. 1 RU!> T WC.HICAG.0 IL 54780 1019 ·o 0 0 0 . 
7171!:134 ~ID TO.,jN HANK Of C.HlCAGO (.H}C.AGO IL lbb2& 222 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 7171635 MUUl'ol GRH.NIIIIOOO BAN~ LHlC.At.0 --·----- -- IL 1D0b1 -· 1131 0 318 _. D 0 
717 l'»C.5 NuK TH bANI<.. C.HlC.AGO IL 30899 283 0 0 0 0 . 
7171931 □ Al(. lRUS. T AND SAVINGS BANK C.HIC.AI..O IL 31173 741 0 0 0 0 . 
7171930 PE l E.kSON bA~K. C.HlC.AGO IL 2 99b4 279 0 82 0 0 • 
7l7l9't0 PlUr-..E.E.?. [)"Ni<.. t. lRU~l ~o C.ttIC.AbU lL 267416 1S6't 0 .... 13 ltl~7 -'tlS1 
71719~S RE:PUcLIC. BANI( (Jf· C.HlC.AGCJ CHIC AW IL 37b24 719 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 71719111 5 CtNTRAL tSI( &. lC Of C.HlCAWC.HICAW lL ------~---·· ltJCjlJ lSb 0 0 0 0 -·-··--
717l~d0 SOUlH C.H!C.AGO S.AVlNbS, bK. PO f.hlCAGO lL 133070 9S. 0 2190 892 -892 
717.t::O'tO UNlJE:.D Of M1ER1CA dANK. C.HlCAGO lL 29950 ,11 0 0 0 0 . ~ 7172070 UPPER •vENut:: bANK. C..HICA.C.0 lL l3813S 1>• 0 4072 ~-- ,-!>'t-4 
7l7"084 WAH.R ll.l~i:R lR (.SAVINGS. BK CHICAGO IL 19221 303 0 0 0 0 . c.o 
711.2105 Hl:.RlTAGt/OlYMPlA bANK CHIC.AW HEIGHTS IL 37227 3-, 0 102 0 0 . 

_ 717..i:lbO C..lCtRO STATE BANK. C lCE:.RD lL 39958 90b ---·- 0 0 0 0 ---. --
717l.i:::1S bAr-..i<.. Of' C.LARf:NUuN HILLS C.LARENDON HILLS IL 3~SOO 3'0 0 b7 0 0 . 
&ll.l220 CLAY C.JlY dAN.'<.JN.C... COMPANY CLAY C.ITY IL 1741:13 133 D 0 0 0 . 
717 <loO JLHN WARNt:R. bANK. C.LlNTLoN IL 29 )&7 337 0 80 0 0 . 
Bl7.t320 S l AH t!ANK OF C.OLLlNSV!LLE C.l.llllNSl/lLLE lL 3.C.b50 S29 0 0 0 0 . 
7172375 Hl::RlTAC.E t:11<.. Gf• COUNTRY CLU8 C.NTRY Clb HILLS IL l9b1~ 240 0 0 0 0 . 
1112.311 EDGf:'r/00D t:IANK. C.OJNTRYSIOE IL 4.04~2 630 0 0 0 0 ----~ 

717,1'378 SlAH. BK. OF CUUNTRYS.lOE C.OUNlRYS.lDE IL l909't 4b7 0 0 0 0 . 
717t3CS HI: R 11 AGE: bANK. C.RE!i.T HILL IL 244'14 :,a3 0 0 0 0 
7l7L3btl C(i;E TE lRUST I.. SAVINGS OANK CRETE: IL ld10d ~57 0 0 0 0 . 
711L410 HUM!:. ST A Tl:: bANK. CRYSlAL LAKE IL 50722 '90 0 H9 0 0 . 
711,'-120 ST Alt bANK OF C.U~A t..UDA ll 12940 132 0 0 0 0 
711.2.405 t3Af•o,. Uf OA~V lLLt DANVILLE lL ----··-- 2064~ 011 0 0 0 0 . 
717L495 DAR lEN bANK. OAR I EN IL 30341 712 0 0 0 0 • 
717L542 NLklHTU9'N Bi<. Of DECATUR DECATUR IL 41528 82• 0 0 0 0 . 
11·1,2545, SOY CAPITAL BK. f. lR co DtCA 1Uk IL 3b99b 001 0 0 0 0 . 
7172~5V OHRFll:.LO SlAll:. bANK CH::EH.fH.LO lL 20707 31b 0 0 0 0 • 
71720Ut, OE!> PLAINLS BANK. DcS PLAINES lL 3~139 ~•8 0 0 0 0 . 
7172.lOO FlRSl BANI\ Of' DUNDEE. lJllillEE IL __ 21353 __ Z3b ___ o 0 0 __o . 
8.172770 llllNOJS STAT!: bANK EAST ALTON IL 'tlb99 520 0 310 0 0 
7114'..780 E4Sl UubUIJUE SAVINGS BANK l:.A.S T DUBUQUE lL 14210 14<> 0 0 0 0 . 
71127"10 lRl-SlAlE di<.. Of- E.-. DUHLK./UE: EAS l DUbUQUE: lL 17201 1•9 0 0 0 0 . 
717.t::bCiO STATI:. BK Of EA.ST MULlNE f:AS T MOLINE lL ---·- S8271 1085 0 47 0 0 
7172:bOS (.OMJ-\u!'411Y 81<. Of- E Pt.UKlA EAST PEOklA IL 20!>67 4J> 0 0 0 0 . 

------ ---- ----- --------
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8172815 EOGEMDNl tsANK • TRU~l CO EAST ST LOUIS IL 1>7920 97~ 0 1>22 0 0 
817('.8~0 UNION HANK. E:.ASl ST LOUIS ll 333~2 941> 0 0 0 0 • 
717l90U KA~E CTY BANI\ r. TRUST C.O E lbURN ll 18993 132 0 0 0 0 • 
817~910 C P BURN El T AND sew::. bANKER.stLOUkAOO ll 30028 392 0 0 0 0 • 

_ 8172920 flR!i.T STAIE CANK. t:.LOUKADO _______ ll 1~011 __ ,n --- Q ____ o ______ 0 0 ---·--
717.::9~4 LARl'i.JN bANK ELGIN IL 19~97 •12 0 0 0 0 . 
7171970 E:Lll.4bETH STATE: aANK E:.LllABETH ll 20742 102 0 n 0 0 . 
717L.,8~ so,,._ CJF HK c.ROVE: V lLLAGE HK G.RUVE: VILLAGE: ll 89b42 ~81 0 2280 0 0 
717.i:.~96 ijANI'\. OF- E:L'1HUR~ 1 E:ll1HURS1 IL 40~49 372 0 211> 0 0 • 
117.JOlO YORI\ !>lAH: bANI'\. C. TRUST to tlMHURSl ll bl0.:J2 ~2~ 0 071> 0 0 

__ 7173023 F-IRH SEC.UtU TY lk. A~O SVG E:LMWOOD PARK. ___ l 97104 ~-- 901 ___ o --- z••~ 0 0 ----
717.3026 MlDWtST BANK. AND TRUST CO EU1WCJOO PARK ll bl09b ~35 0 1844 0 0 
717.J040 HCJOUf-UkD C.OLINT Y bANK. E:l i'ASU IL 2070't 1~7 0 0 0 0 . 
7173(.,C-,O EVANSt(Jr-, ~MiK £.VANSllJN IL 't3J28 >•3 0 "~ 0 0 • 
717jl33 EVt:RGREEN PLAlA BANK EVH.GkEEN PAR.K IL ltlt2b0 ~-9 0 0 0 0 . 
717.H.37 HtRllAC.E/SlA~Ak.0 UK • 1R C.OEVERC.fi.EEN PARK IL 9083H llbb 0 lb3't 0 0 

_8l73115 WAH1.E C.UlJNTY liK L TR to FAlk.F lELO - ___ l ,,ooo ___ Z~b o __ 103 --- 0 --- 0 --·--8173]',,5, LlNCOLN lRAl L bAt-11\ • lR co t-AlRVltW HElGHlS IL 25749 3ob 0 0 0 0 . 
~ 717 3210 fARMt:R C.111 S.T .Alt bA"1K F.AR.Mt:K ClTY IL 2"020 217 0 0 0 0 . 

717..;220 '3ANK UF FAIV11NG lllN f-Akl11NC.1GN IL 14ts73 178 0 0 0 0 . t 7l7.;21t0 FLM-1AC.AN .HAlE ~ANK f-LANAGAN IL 1508b ol 0 0 0 0 
7173280 fLRHSlON STATt bANK H1Rk.E::STIJN ll 1468& 01 0 0 0 0 . 

_7173l85 FOX LA.,<,,E STA Tl bANK fUX LAKE ______ l 2qo91 ___ 598 --- Q ___ Q ____ o ___ o • 
71732"10 FRM-d'l..fURT SlATI: HANK. FRANK FOR 1 IL 21045, ,o, 0 0 0 0 • 
7173313 flRST S 1A1E tlA~K & TRUST CO FKAl'-41\LlN PARK ll 41023 ,1, 0 Hl 0 0 • 
717331~ fkAMLJN PA.RI(. SANK f-RANKLlN PARK. IL !17328' bbl 0 521 0 0 
717 33t>5 GAL t:NA STA.ft BAN~ & lRUS 1 C.OGAltNA IL 17!>08 lol 0 0 0 0 
717.;370 BANk. OF GALl:!IUI.Jk.G IL 311t,& .. , 0 0 o. 0 • 

_ 717..,420 C.E:NlRAL TKUS l A.NO SAYINGS bKGl:.NE:SEO ____ IL 3'e7':19 ··~ o ____ z5, o ____ 0 __ __.__!_ __ 

111 ~400 C..tNUA 5UlE t.1ANK C-.1::~0A IL l1tb9l 271 0 0 0 0 • 
81735.C:O PEUPLI:~ SJ Bf.. Of C-.llLESPU. GJ.LLESf'lf IL lb355 20b 0 0 0 0 . 
7173560 OU PAl.,E, b,\NI(. t lkUSl C.OMP,1,NYt.LEN ELLYN IL 03647 11> 0 729 0 0 
117350t'. 1 SE.C.RTY bK 1.Jf <.Ll:N E:LLYN C.LEN ELLYN IL 2bblb 3<>3 0 0 0 0 
717J'lb~ FlR!.l lRUST ANI.J SAVlNC..S t,ANKLU:NVlf:W IL 21426 313 0 " 0 0 . 

_ 71J_j:i10 LLUjvlt:1o1 !.TA.H.: bANK. GltNV lt.W ll -------~- --- - -- la.HI!> l.JUJ 0 _____ 4~2Z -· .. 1530 ___ -U30 ________ 
7}1,jS73 Hf:RllAt..t/l,Ll;N~uuo BANK t;LENWUOD IL 'tUObl "" 0 10 0 0 . 
817-2)0.foiS ""' tiRl,1,LE tSK. Of GKAN l lE Cl lYC.kANl H:: t.l lY ll 20011 bd2 0 0 0 0 . 
6173670 GKANJH C.ll'f' Ht. C SVG bk GkANl TE c.lTY IL 503~5 9b0 0 41~ 0 0 . 
7113l'i8 FIRST SJ bKC. lC. Lf HANUVE:R P1H1ANlJVl:R PARK. IL 271l6l "'' 0 0 0 0 . 
8173ec..o bA.kK Uf (.ALHWr-, C.OUNT Y HARDIN IL U:1592 1'0 0 0 0 0 • 

-- 8113605 BAN-t Of MAkk l!>!WRb MAR.Kl.>BURG - ll ________ " ______ 3120~ -- l~Z 0 ---··"02 ·---- 0 --- 0 ---·---
717_j81t0 flRSJ S141C bANf.. H,1,RVARO IL 22111 110 0 lb 0 0 . 
71736SO 11ARVAk0 SlATE bANK HAk.VARO IL 12327 2l5 0 0 0 0 • 
7173865 FIRST SlAlE &ANK HAIWl:Y IL 17840 205 0 0 0 0 
717.J8C.8 PARrc;WAY BANI( C. lKUST co HARwOOO HEIGHTS IL 18151 55• 0 1391 0 Q 

7173875 STA.Tl: 8AkK UF HAVANA HAVANA ll 2't075 287 0 0 0 0 
-~-.. - ·--- -----
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-- BcNcfl T TO BANKS - COVERED BY IIODlf lcD s. es 

Ill 121 131 141 ISi lbl 
0S8 NAME LOCATlON TDEP VL TCSH 1971 Ni:;W fUW Olf 

~-Jl.f.QBAL _____ EPA_ UQBAL__l31-~J___ 

1173900 HE:.NRY STATE BANK HE.NRY lL 17281 91 0 0 0 0 • 
8173910 BANK OF HERRIN HE::RRlN IL 3!,548 705 0 0 0 0 
7173935 l:JA:'IIK OF HlC!<.ORY HILLS Hltl<.ORY HILLS IL o2:5bl 042 0 10b7 0 0 
817 j940 FMRS C. MRC.H IS t,K OF HlGHLAMlHlGHLAND ll ~7£07 .. a~ 0 055 0 0 

_7113965 bANII',, GF HIGHLAND PARK. ______ 11lGHLAND PARK _____ ll__ t,1115 _____ 420 O -·- 1!1S ____ 0 ____ .o ___ _ 
7113975- BANK. UF HIGHWOOD HIGHWOOD ll 2b300 393 0 0 0 0 • 
717 4 015 BANK. OF HlLLSlOE: HILLSIDE IL l7't72 630 0 0 0 0 • 
7174025 BANK Of- hlNSUALE HlN.~DALE IL 21375 223 0 0 0 0 • 
717'i0o5 bA~K OF HU"1E.WOU{J HOMEwOOO lL 503b7 780 0 140 Cl O • 
7174-067 CUHMlJNJTY SI(. C...f- HMWO-FlOSSMRhlMf.WOOO lL 24t't68 222 

_7174100 !:iTATE:: HK OF ti.JNTlEY . t-tl.fHU:::Y ·--~--ll _____ ----~- lb.t:l5 ___ }'lb 
0 0 0 0 • o ___ o __ o ___ o ____ • __ _ 

8174175 CQMMVN.llY TRUST BANK, lkVJM .. TUN IL 16972 59 0 1~ 0 0 • 
7174lb0 llA.SC.A STATC: BANK ITASCA IL 58740 303 0 84!.t O 0 
8174220 FAkMEkS !,TATE bANK. r. TR C.0 JAC.K.SUNVllLE IL 52982 bOl 0 3$b O O • 
817-.2.30 JER!..EY STATE: liA,'.K. Jl:R!,1:YVlLLI:. IL 21368 309 0 0 0 0 • 
817.:.,240 STATt: BANK OF JERSEYVILLE JE:.R~t:.YVILLE IL 3b0bl 591 0 0 0 0 • 

__ 717425~ C:AST JULH:T BANK. JOLltT lL lblE:..,£ 3't3 
----~- 0 --- 0 0 0 --- ··---

717't2b3 LOUIS JOLIET !:SK ANO lR CO JULit:1 IL bll3b 1:109 0 S~3 0 0 
7174315 FlRST BAN.I\ OF Mt:AQO,IVIEW K.ANK.Al'(.EE: IL 42173 4lb 0 211 0 0 • 
7171t,j25 PEUPLES tsANK OF MAkY C.kEST KANK.Al'(.EE IL lb7bf"; 't02 0 0 0 0 • 
7174440 LA GRANGE STAH: bANK. LA C.RA.~G~ IL 10208b 1~&3 0 19&1 0 0 
7174445 BANI'.. OF LA GRANGt PARK. LA bkANGE PARK IL 3b997 lib 0 14-1 O O • 

_7114460 ~1Alt:. bK OF LK lURIC.H LMt ZURIC.H ___ IL _____________ 33737 ---~ 5't'I 0 0 O O • 
7I7lo4',0 tXC.HANl>t: STAll;. f:IANK LANARK ll 15bll 72 0 0 0 0 • 
7174503 BANK. Of- LANSlNG LANSING IL 392bb 557 0 0 0 0 • 
8174570 LEbANO:'i TH.UST C. SAVlNC.S BAP«LE!jANON IL 1402~ lSb 0 0 0 0 • 
7114b00 ClTHENS. STATE BANK LE:NA IL 20734 12 0 bb O O • 
7174bl0 LENA STATE &ANK U:NA lL l4b2l 6b 0 0 0 0 • 

_ 7174030 LE:. RUY .S.lATE BANK. LE: R.QY IL 17678 2LIS __ a o o o • 
7174640 f-ARl"ltRS STATE. bANK. ll:.Wl~TOWN IL ltlb95 277 0 0 0 0 • 
7174bOO PEOPLES. BANK. OF LEXINGTON LtXlNliTON ll 16204 bl 0 0 0 0 • 
717'-11~ LLGAN CUUNTY BANK. LlNCOLN 1L l4b~3 2b4 0 0 0 0 
7174725 lUNK OF LINCULNWOOO LINC.OLNWOOO IL 10123b l3b9 0 l8b7 0 0 
111'-121 !:SAM<.. CJF LlSLt LISLE IL 37~71 5-73 0 0 0 0 • 

_817-'t7._0 LlltHF-lE:.LO tUNK ANO TR.UST LOLlTtHFllLD _ IL ---·-··------ _ 19103 .£50 0 0 0 0 • 
717477l BANI(. Of- VC.U\11.lUWN LOMBARD IL 31900 492 0 0 0 0 • 
7114774 HAIN bANK. OF LUMf:IAR.0 LQMtjARO IL lbb37 37b 0 O O O • 
111'-115 STATE UAf-4N. Uf- llJM6AR.0 LlW'1bAk0 IL 38293 538 0 0 0 0 • 
111'-118 WE.Sol SUR&J~tliAN BANK L(;MbARO ll 1t0b9 U93 0 926 0 0 
7174bOS UN I lt:O bK. OF L OVt:S PARK LlJVt.S. PARK 1 L 41 b20 83b 0 0 0 0 • 

-- 1174815 BAi".il(. OF- LYONS. LYON~ ll -· 21391 2&8 0 0 0 __ g • 
717"t9o0 MAR~hG,0 SIA.TE BANN. MARH.tGO IL 2c.71J 4U!: 0 0 0 0 • 
bl74975 BA"(I( OF tGYPl MARION ll 3007b 5b5 0 0 0 0 
8174980 8Af~,.;_ C,F MARJLN MARlUN IL 40bb8 t,30 0 213 O O • 
1174992 TRl-.S.lAH. BANK. MARKHAM lL 24042. 459 0 0 0 0 -- • 
711!>0l0 HARJlNSVlllt. ~TATE BANK HARlINSVllLE IL 15880 65 0 0 0 0 • 
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__ kONHJ:.HSE.R BANKS __________________ SE.NEflT. TO BANKS-COVERED BY f1001FlEO S. 8~ .... 2/22/79 

111 121 131 I-, 151 lol 
DS8 NAME LOCATION TCiEP VLTCSH 1977 New NEW Dlf 

--------·----- ------~----- ------- _ RtQBAL ·---- EPA RfQbAL 131-1~) _____ 

717505,S 11A.TTESUN-RlC.HTON BANK KATTESON. lL .. 27bb b97 0 0 0 0 • 
717!,,0H!,, HAYWOOD PROVISO !:>TAlE. 6ANK MAYWOOO IL 33-' 13 349 0 8 0 0 
717!illl HE RCH"-Nl S C. HNfAC. TIU:kS SB HtLkOSE. PARK IL 207()-'t 351 0 0 0 0 . 
111;140 rlR!.-1 ST ATE BANK ME;NOUTA IL :3't2!i8 291 0 170 0 0 . 

_717~215 MIDLOTHIAN STATE. bANK HlOLOlt1lAN. ___ _______ IL 3bti€8 ___ b31 ~-0-._ o ___ o __ 0 • ---
717~·ll7 ~LAC.l'I.HA,i1K. S. J Alt bANK MILAN IL 27'-t54 ••o 0 0 0 0 . 
717!ii20 Cllll~NS !>Ii OF- MllfURO MllfllRO IL lSbbl ,.. 0 0 0 0 • 
717~U,0 1ST fARMfkS ST bK OF- l'll~IE:R MlNH.R IL l4H:IS b5 0 0 0 0 . 
717~275 1Kl-C.OUNTY t'K Uf- HlNOOK.A H!N(JQKA IL 13663 IS& ·o 0 0 0 . 
717~340 MO~HVJUIH TR hAU SVGS •• M~MOUTH IL 28:)0S L.2'1 0 3> 0 0 . 

_ .711:>Jb5 HK~l !,lAlE. BAN,.;, MUNT ll.ELLQ _ lL 23¼b7 138 0 39 0 _O . 
717!:1410 SMllH lk.UST AND !,AYlNC.5 BA.f-1<.Ji,lukklSON IL 3tiol0 3•9 0 •• 0 0 . 
711 ~412 MHl TESlOi: CC.UN TY bANK Ml.JkkJ.SUN IL 13709 135 0 0 0 0 . 
117 5,43.3 MO~ lUN C.UMMUNl lY bAN.11.. HURlUN lL lSbl~ 278 0 0 0 0 . 
817 54~5 eA"tl'. OF MUUNT C.AkME.l MLJUNl CARMEL lL 2bl48 3>9 ·O 0 0 0 
8 17 !>400 SE:C.LJRllY bANK AI\IU TRUST co MOUNT C.AkMl:L IL b0730 •33 0 11!,4 0 0 

_ 71755(13 COUNTRYSIDE bANI<. MUUNT PROSPE:.t.T __ IL ____ ~·-----~_ 2941', 3b5 0 0 0 0 ·--·--7175,510 "'LUNT PRG!,PECT ~TATE . .,,. MU.INT PRCiSPECT IL lb!>B98 12b 0 3512 1Sl3 -1513 
811:>550 FARME.H.S ~t bK UF "' STERllr-.GHlJUNT S l E~llNG IL l 740S l;jO 0 0 0 0 . 

~ 8l755SS BANI\ OF lLLlNU IS HOJNl Vf.RNON IL 19934 2'4 0 0 0 0 . 
8115:'.>bO FIRST t,ANK ANO TkUST co "' VERN(JN IL 394b0 494 0 H• 0 0 . Q) 
81755b5 SC bll.& TR CO OF Ml VlRt-tON MOUNl \IE:RNUN IL t,7074 •o> 0 lbb~ 0 0 

_717~570 "' llON 5,lATE. i:,ANK f<'.OUNT HON ____ lL 17353 ·--- IIB o __ . 0 0 0 ---·---
717~025 !JA",jK Of- NAPl=kY ILLE NAPERVILLE IL 71701 ,n 0 1329 0 0 
s11::i100 ST ATE bM-lK OF Ni:.W A.THl:.NS NeW AlHE.NS IL 14884 191 0 0 0 0 
7l75750 .... Lt:t10X STATE BANK. New Ll:.NOX IL 37997 ••o 0 9 0 0 
817!> 780 1-'t:.UPU: S S TATi:. bANK. NE.I'll ON IL "tl5bb ,01 0 173 0 0 
717~79b DE/''IPSTE:R PLAZA. STATE: tSA.NK NILt.S lL 2511& ,.. 0 0 0 0 

_ 7 l75b08 BANK UF lLLl:'!UIS IN NURHAL NORMAL lL lb3lb 230 0 0 0 0 . 
717~6.25 PLAZA (.)Rll/t:f.IN bA.\IK NURRlDGt: IL 27549 >58 0 0 0 0 
8175830 NURRIS C.ll't' STATE tSA.NK. NOkKIS CITY IL 144b~ 122 0 0 0 0 . 
717583~ NL;R lHbkOOK. TKUS T ANO SAV JNC,SN(JR THbRUOK IL 16454 602 0 1305 0 0 
7115843 BANI'. OF NU~TMF-11:.LD NOR THfli:LO IL 241::133 4'b0 0 0 0 0 . 
711554b FIR~T 5-ECR TY 81'1.. OF OAK BROCKOAi< bk.OUK lL 21038 .299 0 0 0 0 . 

- 717 !>d-<t& OAK. bROU!<. BAM OAK eROOII.. ____ IL 715b0 307 0 l'tbl ·----·- 0 0 
7175851 bA''4K Of- OAKdoRUOK lERRAC.E OAK bROOII. TERRACE: IL lb242 •3• 0 0 0 0 • 
7 17S855, l"HERSTAH. bK OF OAK F-ORl:.5,T OM f-(1REST lL 2951> 5bb 0 0 0 0 . 
717':ibbl t1ERlTAc.t:: bANI(. OF OAK. LAWN OAK LA',,N IL 19b02 2•• 0 0 0 0 . 
7175b10 OAK LAPIN TK. ANO SVU bK OAK LA.MN IL !>&l9b 71L 0 500 0 0 
7l7S8&0 A.VE:""-.Ji:. 8A1'1K ANO lRUSl CO UA< PARK lL 95,727 10)0 0 181!) 0 0 

_ 71150'1'0 Fifi.~ T tsA~K OF OM, PAkK OAK PARK IL 65b9b 715 0 1010 ·- u 0 
7175910 Slti URttAN Ht ANCJ SVG HK OAK P.Al-ttc. IL 06040 t,92 0 .~, 0 0 
& l 7~938 BA~l'f. (Jf,- 0 FALLUN 0 FALLON IL 2&019 .20', o· 88 0 0 . 
817C>010 OLNE:Y TRUST ANO BANi<.lNG co OLNEY IL 28138 315 0 0 0 0 
717e>030 MWE:R.SUN !:.TA.TE BANK CJNE IOA. IL l54b7 107 0 0 0 0 . 
7 l 7C>Ob0 ST A TE: bANK UF- lJRlO!\I ORION IL 2 !>2b0 127 0 134 0 0 . 

"-------------
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---NON.M.E.KBER._bANK.S BEHEfLL TCL.BA>U<S--COVEREILBY- M00lflE0 S. 85 __ -·----- ·----------··--2.l22J'l9 

( 11 121 131 141 (51 Col 
0~8 NAHE LOCATION T0EP VL TtSH 1977 NEW NEW DIF 

_ ___ JlE:Q8AL._ EPA ~REQBAL_.(31-O) ___ 

717b090 ORLAND STATE BANK ORLAND PARK IL 51310 88' 0 24<> 0 0 . 
7 l 7bl05 OS WE.GO COMMUN I TY BANK OSWl;;GO IL 11727 223 0 0 0 0 . 
717bll2 lLL!NUIS TR &. SA.V BANK OllAWA lL 13473 232 0 0 0 0 • 
711t.ll7 FIRST bANK. &. TRUST co PALATINE: IL 29321 408 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 8176130 FAk/'1E.k5. STATE l:IAN,<. PA.Lf:S TINE lL ___ 17325 19U D 0 -- 0 ·---·- u____ ~--
7170155, PALOS ~AM ANO TkUSl co PALOS HEIGHTS IL -'t95b7 7b2 0 174 0 0 . 
717blb~ PEOPLES BAN~ OF f'A.NA PANA IL 2b227 347 0 0 0 0 . 
7 l7bl80 EOGA.~ CUUNTY l:1ANK A.NO TR CO PAR!~ IL 22521 286, 0 0 0 0 . 
7 Ht,185 1.U.N~ OF PARi<.. H.11<.f:ST PARI( FOREST lL "~fl43 37b D 't3..: D 0 . 
7l7bl'>'b FlR~T S lATE bANir.. (. T RU.S.T C.0 PARit.. RIO(;E lL 44112 3% 0 30<> 0 0 . 

__ 7170310 JEFFE:.R~ON lR.USl AND SAVINGS Pl:ORlA IL -------- 125b71.t 3307 ··- D -- l't09 C 0 
7170313 MADISON PA,.\111, SANK PEOklA IL 2745& 433 0 0 Q 0 • 
717t:.3lb St1EKIDAN BANI(, PE.OR.IA lL 4055b 994 0 0 0 0 . 
717c.320 so SlUE. TRI.JS T ANO SAVINGS BAf'l:OH.IA. lL 44"69.3 795 0 0 0 0 . 
7 l7b330 Pt:OTLNt:: bJII. A~O lRUST co J't.UlUN.E lL 22313 2b3 0 0 0 0 • 
7 l7b33b C.OLUNIAL TRUST C. SAYINGS BK. PCRU IL 18989 lY8 0 0 0 0 • 

'- 8171:13'70 MURPHY PIIALL S.TAlE. SK. C. TR C.OPINtKNE:YVlLLE. -·-IL -------·--~ 20031 281 0 0 0 0 . 
6 l7t;,410 FA~Mt.RS S.TAIE bANK. Pit TS.FIELD IL 3"tb2l 354 0 17 0 0 . 
71 l b450 C.0"111UN1 TY 6"'- 0 F PLANO PLANO IL 15bit 223 0 0 0 0 . 

~ 111b~b0 FIRST S UTE. bANI<. PRl NC ETON IL 3778.,, 298 0 239 0 0 . 
7176565 PRl~Ct.VILLE STAlE BANK PRlNCt.VlLLE IL l6b0b 14b 0 0 0 0 . 
8176590 ILLINOIS. ST BK OF ou1r,jcy QUH.iCY IL 70684 >77 0 lb84 0 0 

_8l7bbCO 11E.RC.HA.N.11LE lR £. SVGS 811. QUlNC. Y IL 182.47 bl0 0 lb39 0 0 --
8176630 STAlE S TRtET BANK ANO TRUST QUINCY IL 2Eibb5 >37 0 0 0 0 
8 l 1bb32 TUWN (. CNT BK OF QUlNCY QUINCY lL lb39'4 338 0 0 0 0 . 
7 l 7bb47 bA~K OF RANTWL RANTOUL lL 23147 392 0 0 0 0 . 
7l7ob70 RAfdU.N STATE: BANK RA.RI TAN lL 19168 .. 0 3< 0 0 . 
81761-40 GALLATIN C.OuNTY STAlE bANK. RIObWAY IL lb':i129 127 0 0 o· 0 

_ 7170750 RIVE.RDALt:. BAr-.K RIVt:KDALE IL b91b1 ,., 0 1147 0 0 
717b7o0 RIVE.R FORl:S l ;T BKtlR CO RIVER FOREST IL 80223 l>b 0 1893 H -54 
111b1b~ RIVE.R LRGVC. 51 BANK. RlVtk GROVE. IL 140!)4 209 0 0 0 0 . 
817b600 CRAMt,1.JRD COUNTY STAT.E bANK. RUblNSON IL 32~94 392 0 0 0 0 
7 l7bb48 ALPINE:. SlAH: BAl'.K. kUC.1<.fURD lL 17373 273 0 0 0 0 . 
7 l7e8!:io C.Oll.;l'dAL b,;, OF ROCKFORD RUC.K.FDRO IL 24159 492 0 0 0 0 . 

--· 7170800 NUR l11Wf: ST tiANK LIF RUCJII.FORD RUCJII.FORO lL --- ---·--------- 17297 33Y 0 D 0 0 . 
7l7b6t,,9 UNIHU 8A.Nr< ~f SUUTHGATE ROC.KF-URO IL lbl3b <>92 0 0 0 0 . 
7I7beD AMC.RICAN bANK LF ROCK IS.LAfr()Rl.CK ISLAND lL 23359 387 0 0 0 0 . 
117e,8t,!:i HAC"TU'lillf-1 STATE: bAl'-IK RUC.~ TON IL 15~0!) 207 0 0 0 0 . 
7110887 SUbl'.BN 61( OF ROLLING, ME:AOOWSROLLlNG HEAOOWS lL 20436 220 0 0 0 0 . 
717ot190 FIRST BANK. Of. RCJl1EOVILLE: RCI-\EUVILLE lL lbL71 2C>4 0 0 0 0 
7170910 RUS~LLE. 5 T "' . TRUST co RUS£LLE lL ·- ·-·-------·- &0713 705 0 n4b 0 0 
7llt>4"", f-IRSl S.TAlt: bANK RC.UNO LAKE lL 22503 757 0 0 0 0 • 
71770~0 SA"'iL,WJCH STATE. tlANK. SANL,W ICH lL 21;9!)3 3<>7 0 0 0 0 • 
7117102 SC.HAUNdURC> SlATi:: BANK SCHAUMBURG IL 41.t.,,9!:i 738 0 0 0 0 . 
7177103 HOOC,F-lE:LU SA.NI( S,CHAU,"IBURG IL 41900 500 0 398 0 0 • 
717710~ t1ERI1AGE BANK Of SCHAUMBURG SC.HAUMtsUkG IL l9b75 297 0 0 0 0 . 

----~---· -----
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___ f,IQNJlfl'l8cR .8AkKS ----· ckEflLTO BANKS tOVEREO .. bLl'lOOlflEO S~BL--.. .. -- . - -------. ·- Z/22/79 

111 121 131 1,1 ,~, lb) 
ass NAME LOtlllON TCfcP VLTC.SH 1977 New New Olf 

--·----"·--~--------------- ·------- ·---·--· .... REQBAL_ ..... cPA _ ... Rt<.18AL .. 131-l~L 

7117130 HRST STATE BANK. OF SHANNON ShA.NNc.N lL 22 ll~ 78 0 11, 0 0 . 
8177200 CITIZE'.'4S STA TE 8ANK SHIPMAN lL 19570 99 0 .. 0 0 . 
7171215 BANK OF SlLV IS SILVIS lL 34"t9b ~22 0 0 0 0 . 
7177223 OLD OktHAkU "" ANO TR CO Sl<.01\JE lL 95.c'..:)l 1051 0 11bb 0 0 

__ 7177225 51',.0J".lE. H,USl ANO SAVlNC.S BK. 51(.01(.11; .. _________ IL. ---------·--- 800b~ bb9 0 .... 1371 ·--.. 0 0 
71772t..0 FAR"1EkS Sl AT!: t:I.A,NK S0."!UNAUK lL 23C,-47 l()l 0 0 0 0 . 
71772b0 ~UUlH HULLANlJ TR r. SVU BK. SWTH HOLLANO lL 119529 bb:, 0 ,27-',) HO -5,5,0 

11 rnc,2 JH(JkNRl DC.l STAll BA~·M. SOUTH HOLLAND lL 17270 316 0 0 0 0 . 
7177.293 BANX. Of- SP~l~F-JHD S.t-'Rl~uFHLO lL l3tib5 201 0 " 0 0 
7177.i:.'ilS CAP bK. C. TR C.O Uf- SPRNl.fLO Si,>IUNGFJ f::LO lL 57507 ~•a 0 "t72 0 0 

~ 71773C2 flRH S 1 AlE bANK SPIUNl>fIELO lL ----------- l3'tl9 ue 0 0 0 0 . 
717731S LAND UF LlNCLLN BANI<. SPRJNC.FlHO lL 45,b-".b 688 0 0 0 0 . 
717732:S lO'rlN .tNO lOVNlRY BANK SPRJNLFH.LO lL )107 l 346 0 29 0 0 . 
7177330 SPRlNC. YALLl:.Y CllY ijAf'.4K SPRJ"4:t, YAllt:Y lL 29~0& ~-.. 0 0 0 0 . 
717745,5 &ANK OF- SlRONGHURS.T STRUNi,;HUF<.Sl lL 1~4('.b ., 0 0 " 0 
7177411 STAH bAN..:. Of- !>ULLl VAN SULLIVAN lL 14972 1,. 0 0 0 0 

_ 7171472 ARGO STATE SANK SIJl1MlT ·----.. lL )5,'198 716 0 0 0 0 . 
7177510 F-lR.S.T lR AND SVC. BK T AYLl.JRVl LL E lL 5,91bb 1060 0 1'1 0 0 . 
7177580 BRt."\EN BAN'( t lRUST CO l INLEY PARK lL !>922b lObO 0 lb> 0 0 

~ 71775,b~ TlNU:Y PAkK BANK 1 H'<lLtY PARK lL 26~36 601 0 0 0 0 
717765,0 STATE BANK Uf- lOULOli TDJLO!'i lL 22203 83 0 9, 0 0 00 
7177735 C.HAMPAlC.N COUNTY bK t TR C.0 Uk6,ANA lL "t3470 '102 0 0 0 0 

_ 6177820 UkOVtR~ STAH &ANl'f. VlE'<S~ --------- .ll .. ---~-----~- 145,97 . 133 0 0 0 0 . 
8177670 f-RMR t MKC.HT ST bK Lif VI R.OENV lROtN lL lt,739 lBO 0 0 0 0 . 
117769V PlTHlSH S!{lLCS ANO COMPANY V'lRC,lNlA lL l&Olb S9 0 0 0 0 . 
6171990 CO~ME:KCIAL SlAH: BANK WAl t-RLOO lL 15,315, 174 0 0 0 0 . 
1118020 f-lRST lRUST A'IO SVGS ·~ WAT~E.KA lL 2<,74t;,, 327 0 0 0 0 . 
7176038 ~Af'..K OF "'"-UII..EGAN WAUl'-.EC.AN IL b31J40 6% 0 '41 0 0 

_ 717tl090 Wf:.LLlNl. TLN STATE.. bANK.. WELLlNGTCN ll --~------------ 152.C:B 67 0 0 0 0 
7178130 W~ST CHICA.GU STATE:. BAM< Wf:-ST CHIC.AGO lL 2:t;,431 ~29 0 0 0 0 
8l7bl50 8.Af'..K OF l'lf.S l FRANKFORT WlS 1 FRA'<FORT lL 34H62 ,1 .. 0 0 0 0 . 
817bl53 FIRST tO"IMU~ITY bANK Wl::S 1 f-RANKf-ORT lL 24439 390 0 0 0 0 . 
7171::1155 bl.NI'.. OF Wl:.STMONT MtS 1 MUNT lL 477t;,,3 ~n 0 l~I 0 0 
717bl&4 t>A~K OF r1HCA TUN WHl:A llN lL bb07ts 378 0 llbO 0 0 
7 l7bl"Jll GAkY WHl:.AH.if~ bANK W~EATLN lL - ------------ "lb093 1207 0 HbS 0 0 
717619) HAMTHORNI:. ••N< Mt1l::,'llJN lL 3b499 .,, 0 0 0 0 . 
717b2l0 Wt-IE.HING TRU.ST f.. SAY lNGS BK WHEl:.LlNG lL 103100 •96 0 2275 H3 -553 
717b250 WlLHl::lH: b~Ni<.. WILM!:.llC lL 1157.i::5 610 0 3137 37' -37At 
7178310 WlN~l.TK.A bANJ<. WlNNtU.A lL At!>9b5, 3BO 0 3>• 0 0 • 
7 l7ts3't5 HE:R IT AC,.l:: bl\N~ OF WOODRlDc.E WGQU"( lOt..E: lL 14176 201 0 0 0 0 

_7l7b370 51 A Tf: BANK. OF '"LIGOSlOCJ<. MUOU51lJC.K lL 42':,~5 ~09 . 0. ~ . 0 0 . - ·--
717637) WOKlH bANI\ Af'tO TkuS 1 WURIH lL 5'1'10.l 749 0 670 0 0 • 
817b445 8ANK OF- ZEl~LER ZE:lGLER ll 3684b 138 0 378 0 0 . 
71164~0 ZION STA.Tl: 6ANK C. TRUST to ZION IL bb419 ··~ 0 827 0 0 

OF 35b BANKS AFFE:CTEO lN STATE: 213 HAVE: NO £:ARNINC.S PARTltlPATIO"l ACCOUNT OR Rf:QUIREO RESERVl:: BALANCE: 
.... 12:b __ HAVE NO R<CUREO RcScRVc BALANtc 

----------------
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__ NONHEH.BER. &ANKS BE:NEFll TO BANK.S COYEk.ED &Y _HOOlflEIJ S. 85 ________________ 2/ZZ/77 

Cl> 121 131 I•> ISi lb) 
OSB NAME LOCATION TOEP YLTCSH 1971 NEW NEW OIF 

---- ---- -·--------- --~- -------- -- REQBAL _____ EPA _REQBAL_IJJ-ISJ ___ 

1180020 AKRON E:XCHANC.1:. STATE BANK AKRON IN lb815 191 0 0 0 0 • 
718V080 ANClE:~StJN b.\NKING C.O~P~Y ANDERSO'i IN 129848 30b0 0 2313 0 0 
7180090 C.l T lltNS. bA~"-lNY COMPANY ANOE.RS.ON IN 64260 2091 0 0 0 0 • 
7180110 ANGOLA SUH· BAr-..JI. ANGOLA IN lt!bO't 312 0 0 0 0 • 

_7180210 BAKURSVILLE STATE bAfiK. bAkGE:.RSVlLLE. IN --------- ----~ 2145b 2u_ 0 0 0 0 -·---7180.2£0 8ATE5.Vlllf: STAlE. BAN~ BATESVILLE JN lti942 IH 0 0 0 0 . 
71BU2.30 FIK~T BANI\ (. TRUST CU BATES.VILLE IN 29291,. Sb3 0 0 0 0 . 
sieo2aC1 s1or-..1: CITY BA..°""- Of- bEOFORO BEOfURO IN 18~~5 20d 0 0 0 0 . 
61b03CIO BL(JUMf-IC.LD STAH. bANK EILUOMFIE:.LO IN 42'tlb Sll ·O 87 0 0 • 
71 bO"tOO MUNkOt: l.OUN.TY STATE bANK BLOUMlNGlON lN 5~El~4 b•b 0 S•b 0 0 • 

-~ 7100'910 f-ARI-\ERS ANU HE:kChANTS BAfl.lK. bLUf F TON IN 39715 ..:'.b9 0 Z.b 0 0 • ---
8 ltJ0440 PE:Lf-'Ll:::S. TRUST ANO SAV lNGS bKbl.ONVlLLE IN 24471 lOl 0 0 0 0 
719(1450 f-AkME:k5, ANO ME"C.t-lANT5, bANK. 8U!:iWtLL IN 17408 lJ~ 0 0 0 0 . 
711:10470 flf<.5,1 

BK " TR CO Of CLAY C 1Y8RAZ IL IN 51713 b61 0 ZH 0 0 
7180490 BRt;MtN Sr.TATE BANI\. ElkE:ME:N IN 35b40 ,01 0 133 0 0 . 
8180570 tllJH.NS ~U.lE bANK. bkO"NS.lOWN IN 18778 HO 0 0 0 0 • 

_ 81&05f.15 PHJPLE:S BAN,<,. bk.DwNSTUWN IN . - ----·- --·--------·- 244£7 Sib 0 0 0 0 . 
71€0620 ncnES. STATE BANK C.AMl::!RlDGE:: CITY IN lbbll 3'3 0 0 0 0 • 
7 lb0b40 CA~tJl~ STATE BANK CAMDlN IN 16550 129 0 0 0 0 . 

~ 7 lbOboS FltJELITY 8ANK. Of- lNDlANA C.ARMEL IN 23570 359 0 0 0 0 • 
7180070 UNION HAJE bANK C.AkMEL IN b1l80 907 0 99b 0 0 cc 
7lt101't0 tHI.JRU~USCU SlAlE bANK. C.HJkUbUSCO IN 2748b lbl 0 lb3 0 0 

~ 7 lbu115 C.LlNTLN STA fl: BANK CLJNlW lN 2S315 -'&4 0 0 0 0 . 
71808 l5 C.Ol\.Jf•WUS bK £. l~UST C.O C.ULUMbU5, IN l~El59 240 0 0 0 0 . 
7 lb08"t0 JRwlN UNJUN •• Ar<.D TR CO CLLUMbUS IN lb 7500 25'15 0 't861 0 0 
8 l80C<:.O (.(JR 'flJUN 5,1Alt bANK C. lJR YGUN IN 29.234 210 0 •o 0 0 • 
Blf:10900 UL(,J CAPITAL bK AND TR C.O (.QR YO(JN lN 62~61 ••• 0 50 0 0 
7100910 FOUNTAIN TRUSla COMPANY CGVl1'.GTON IN 30t.O& 39b 0 0 0 0 • 

_ 7180'i40 ELS TLN HK ANO lR CO C.kA,fftlRDSVlLLE. IN 76977 7~5 ···~ 0 1520 0 0 
1180970 CLMMLRC lAL BANK CtWMN POINT IN 4S1Sb , .. 0 I 9b 0 0 . 
7180990 STA.TE:. E. X.C.HANLE bANK CULVLR lN 9t:457 1001 0 16H 0 0 
dJ81010 ~Lt: SlATI::: &At~K I.IA.Lt; IN l1b79 S9S (I 0 0 0 . 
7lt!l03U Oo\~tVILLE. STAlE ~ANK 0.6.NVllU:. IN 2 740l: 377 0 0 0 0 . 
7 1810l>8 Ul:CATUR. BAN"- AND TKUST C.O DEC.A ll.J{ IN 170~3 355 0 0 0 0 • 

_ 1lbl0b0 UNl(N t1ANK. ANO Jr{USI CD OE.LPHl IN 34548 i6l 0 98 0 0 . 
7181170 E:lJlNbURU STAH: bANr<. t:OlNOURb IN lbl51 •13 0 0 0 0 . 
1181210 ST JOSEPH VALLEY .BANI\ E:LKHAkl lN 22 }4Cj,8 30b9 0 SlbS ••• -'IB• 
7181130 5.E.C.LldlY bA-~K lLWUL)O IN .21~81 71' 0 0 0 0 • 
718 1250 '10k.CtA!i C.OuNl Y ttANI\. & TR co f.MlNtfl.lCE IN l !:i::ib:> 3S3 0 0 0 0 • 
&161400 Pt:01-'LES STATE: ti ANN. fAkl'IEKSBURG lN 2 lb7b ll8 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 818l't20 F t. /'\ bAN~ Of H1Rl SKANCtt flJR. T b~ANCH _ IN ------·---~--~-- 23409 220> 0 0 0 0 
1181440 Ar-nt-1UhlY wAYNl bA~r<. fOKl WAYNE IN 10&!:i2't 2890 0 71S 0 0 
7 lb 14b!> lNUI,V"A BANI(,. Ar'tD TRUS 1 CO SUH WAYNE IN 227031 3 .. 5 0 Sl91 603 -603 
7181"-bO PHiPLES TRUST bANK H,kl WAYNE IN 2'S305 29.t:.2 0 '-bl3 lbSO -lt:iSO 
7181't'i0 FOMLf.k STATE tsANK. fUWLE.R IN Zbl1' 2ll 0 0 0 0 • 
71Hl500 PE:UPLE.5, SB Of i-RANC.ESVlllE: fRAtttESVlLLE IN 17230 llb 0 0 0 0 • 

-----------
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__ NQNNEMBER. _ SANKS BENEFlLTQ_BANK.S._LQVE.RED-BLMODIFILD S, .8~ _ _ ·----··- _ UZ'l./1' 

11> 121 131 i.1 151 IOI 
DSB NAME LOtAT ION TOEP VL TC.SH 1977 NEW NSM Dlf 

·------~-- ·-------- -- ---------- - -- R.E:.QbAL ___ E.PA __ RlOSAL 131-l~l ___ 

7181520 C.L INT ON ClJUNTY 6K ANO TR tO f-RANKFOR T IN b1b50 661 0 957 0 0 
7lttl!>30 FAR~ERS 6ANK FRANKFORT IN bl0b9 101!> 0 l'tC,9 0 0 
71815.r.0 F-RAr-.,t,L. lN 8J.N.-;. &. TR C.O FKANK.llN IN t,b!>89 ~o• 0 bOb 0 0 
7lbJ.560 UNH.N ~AN'<. AND TRU!JT CU1'1PANYFRANJ1,,LIN IN 64811 . ., 0 889 0 0 

__ Jll:Hb4U f-lkST VALLEY BANK GAS CITY IN - --- ·------- - - lb4t>O --· 551 0 o _____ 
--- 0 0 ·-

. --
7J8lhb0 BAN"- OF C,H4EVA U.NE:VA lN 2b240 2b9 0 •1 0 0 • 
7 lbl700 SALtM 6ANJ!,, ANO TRUST COHPANYCu~HtN IN 138'148 lb2't 0 21:394 3a -3& 
7lol7V5 bRAtHLL fjANrl C.kAblll IN 23CJb0 223 0 0 0 0 . 
71817-.0 Gk.EE.NflELO tU,Nll..lNb LOMPA.NY C.k.El:NF-lt.LD IN 70921 1110 0 1183 0 0 
7181748 HANU,lK bAN,<,, • TRUH C.kEE:l"IF-H:LO IN ""e .. ~ 11~1 0 0 0 0 • 

_7lbl1!"10 LH.A1Uk COUN.lY BAN.II. URl:U~5BURG lN 3bl25, )C,9 0 bl 0 0 -·--7lbl1b0 UNluN BANI',. AND TkU~l C.OMPANYGkE t.N!.BURG IN b7~bb "" 0 lblib 0 0 
71817&0 STATE BANI(,, UF C,,kf:ENT0"1't <.kEE.NTOitN IN 17733 lb5 0 0 0 0 . 
7181820 HAMLET ST ATE BANK HAMlt. T 1• 1~792 105 0 0 0 0 . 
718lfl'-0 hCJ05H:R STAii: UK Lf- !NOIA.NA tiAMM(Jr-D IN 11 l°07b 3207 0 1332 0 0 
7181870 C.11 lll:.NS STA.H bANK. HAK.lf-ukO C.lTY lN 307bl 320 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 710 lb95 BANK. OF Hli.,HLANO Hli..HLAND IN 'tbl3l ••• 0 0. 0 0 ·--7181900 HlllSbOkO STATE bANK. Hlll!)b0/.(Q lN 17270 203 0 0 0 0 . 
71819b~ CU."~lJ~llY 5TATI: bANK HU.'-41 lNGlON IN :;9197 ~01 0 13 0 0 

N) 7l&t.100 PEuPu:s BANK A.NO TRUSl co lNOlANAPCJLlS IN 7363!> 10~2 0 13~-'t 0 0 
818,d'tO DUUUI5 CW'-'TY BANK JAS...-1:.R IN 102&9b Ylb 0 230b 10. 1-108 gJ 
618, l~O C.E.f.tMAN AMl:.RltAN bANK JASptR IN 829~5, b44 0 1265, 0 0 

__ BlbdbO Clllll:.N5. ~A~K r. lKUSl co JE.f f EKSONl/lLLf ___ lN 84212 ·-· 911 _ __ o_ 1•~0 ___ 0 ~--· 0 -----
8lf12170 (LAkl( COLINTY ST ATE BANI. J t.F f E RSONI/ lLU: IN AtbOOb 1012 0 151 0 0 . 
71E-Ll80 C.AMPt$ELL ANO FUH:.R bANKERS KENDALLVILLE IN 3609-Ct 33b 0 91 0 0 . 
718.:'lbS, KENI.JALLl/lLLE bANK. (. TRU~ T C.01<.t:NlJAl LVlLLE: IN 2bb7l 243 0 23 0 0 • 
71&2.200 Kf.NTLAND b~"'X. Kl:.NlLANO IN 3'"190& 50b 0 0 0 0 • 
7lb.::230 f-ARMERS BANI( AfllO lRUS 1 CO K.NOA IN 2t,3!,', !>33 0 0 0 0 

___ 7 lt22'-0 UNlUN. bAN!<.. AN.□ lkUSl ca K.LK.01".0 _____ IN_ _14~070 __ 3210 ___ 11 __ 2940 ____ o_· __ 0 
7lt>.!:2&0 l.AfAvtllE "'"' A~ll TRU~T CO LAfAYElTE: IN '1579.C:: b40 0 21&3 0 0 
Jl!j23.£0 fARl".EH.~ ST A fl:. bANK. LA6KANi..E: IN ',.}173 404 0 230 0 0 . 
7ll:,.i::3!,0 F-ARME:RS STA 1 E BANK. LAP AZ IN 2.94'-7 1~• 0 2(:6 0 0 • 
718,080 LA PuR 11:: tiANK. ANIJ 1RUS1 co LA PORTE IN t,275,5 191 0 8(9 0 0 
7lb-'.lt20 BOONE; (OU"tff STAH: "'"" U:BANON IN 54410 bl2 0 b9l 0 0 . 

__ 7182.i.;)O C.l T lH:NS EiANK. ANU TkUSl co LEBANON _________ IN 204:-Ct2 435 0 ---· 
o ___ o 0 

7lb2-'t-'t0 FE.OF-LES ST A. H: ~ANK. LH.~tlUH.G IN 21137 1' 0 115 0 0 . 
718.::-'170 A~E:klC.A.fll STA TE. bANi<. LlC,LN I Ek IN 3c5,,9 2b4 0 bl 0 0 . 
811:lt.!>CO Pt!JPLl:.S TRU~ J (UMPA.N'( LlflllUN IN ~6071 9~5 0 203 0 0 
71t~510 STATt. &AN!'f. Of- L H T0,1 LHlON IN 28801 4b2 0 0 0 0 • 
7 lt12520 fAR1"':ERS L Mf;kCHANTS SlA.lE bKLCIC.ANSPORT IN 't0!:157 bb9 0 0 0 0 . 

_ a l8t.5-40 LJf1lC.1N 8AM Lt.OU.,OlEf. . IN ---· ----~--------- ISl32 ... - lUO ____ o ___ o ___ o _____ 0 • 
811:i.::~'lO flR~T bANI<. Uf- MAlJlSlJN MAD l ~lJN IN 23b31 320 0 0 0 0 --.---
81&2b00 MAIJlS.ON BA~I\ ANO lRU~l ca l'IAOlStt-, IN 72<Jbl 8'1 0 1225 0 0 
71Uib75, INDlANA BANI',. ANU lkUST tO MAkl INS VILLE IN 21102 392 0 0 0 0 . 
1182710 FAk.Mf;k~ SlAH BAl'-lK Mt:NTUNE IN 20554 121 0 32 0 0 . 
7182730 Cl T llEti~ BK Of MlC.HlGAN CY HlCHlC.AH CllY IN l04Sl5, l71t-~ 0 1801 0 0 

--·---- ·--·-- -·---- ·---- ----·· ------
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-~NON,NfM.81:R BANKS . _____________ .bfNEflT TO BANKS .COYEkEO BY HODlflf:0 s . 8~ Z/22/79 ·-----· 

.. .. 
111 121 131 141 151 lbJ ' "' DSB NAME LOCATlUN TOE:P VL lt~H 1977 NEW NEW OIF .. 

0 ---·--- . ----- .. --- - REQBAL . f.PA __ REQBAL __ 131-15L ___ 
0 

7162742 LAKESHOClE BANK t TRUST CO MltHlC,AN CITY IN l't92!> 205 0 0 0 0 . 
~ 718.!7b0 FIR~T ST AlE BA"'4K MlOULEbURY IN 27278 242 0 0 0 0 . w 

7182.770 FARMERS ~, BK Of- HENRY C. TY Ml(JOU:lOWN IN lb3b0 334 0 0 0 0 . 
'.:i 7182b20 VALLEY bAN,._ t lRU!.T co MISHAWAKA IN 86231 ll9S 0 lOOb 0 0 

_818~S30 BAN/I.. LF MllCHE:Ll MlTCHE:.lL 1, --··------ - 14~14 177 0 0 0 0 ---~--
7182~00 SlAH AND SAYINLS BANK MO"lT IC.ELLO IN ~L937 ,,, 0 t,:,9 0 0 . 
7182910 BANK or MU:,,jJ PE.L.lE:R 1-lCl'llPHlE:R 1" l't322 182 0 0 0 0 . 
715..'~(,0 C.l l llEl'.£S b.\NK MUOKE~VILLE IN 342bb ~09 0 0 0 0 
718~9~:; CE:~lRAL bAN"-. t. TRuS.T Mllkr-tlNGSlOE IN 26315 b~O 0 0 0 0 . 
8 18.:-91:lO Pl:GPUS BANK. AND TRUST CO. MLUNT VE.RNDN IN 4 l'Jibl 407 0 311 0 0 . 

_ 71b.::">''i~ HlLL,SlRlAl lR.U~l &. svc.s BANl'..MU~LlE ·- IN 132.980 137b 0 ll 7~ 0 0 
7 lb.;h,SO :-.A:,..1-1•11Llt. SlAlt bANK NASHVILLE IN 20606 211 0 0 0 0 . 
8 le3000 AMtRlCAN blo.Nf(. NtM ALliANY lN l 7'1B3 ~H 0 0 0 0 . 
818..1070 FLOYD (.Ql,NJ'f BANK Nb< ALbANY IN 39276 523 0 0 0 0 . 
8loJ.0~0 MUTUAL TK.UST CUMPAI\IY NtW ALbANY IN ',bJ.'1b Bil 0 .. 0 0 
6ld3090 Ut'ill,N bK. f. TR l!f- NEW ALBANY Nf::111 ALdANY IN b-'tll2 lOOS 0 729 0 0 
718313(1 CITIZENS STATi:. t!AN.'<.. N~PI CASTLE __ IN -----·--- b-'tll:l3 1269 0 -· H3 0 0 . 
7 lb.>lbO N~'~ P'-Ll:Sl lNt bANK. :.it\.! PALl:!:,TlNE IN 23182 21' 0 0 0 0 . 
715_j2QO ClJ JHNS SlATE: HAN,._ Nl:WPUkT IN 2'1703 >o3 0 0 0 0 N) 
8 HU.l40 t~E..i NA!:.Hl~G 1 CN S 1 Alf bANK NLW NASH INC.TON IN 17704 ~L3 0 0 0 0 C11 
7lS3lb0 WAl,',,4RJloHT BA!'.I,._ ANO TRUST CONU/3Ll.:.!:>VlLLE IN 220!>b 292 0 0 0 0 . .... 
718J270 AMUdCAN SlATE BANK NURTH JUDSON IN 2b078 491 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 718.:UDO l.l\lUlANA LA11Kt.NCE bK &. TR CO NuRlH MANCHE.STER __ IN .. ---·--·-·· --------·--- 445~1 - -- ~2~ 0 128 0 0 . 
7 loJ.J30 UNlLN l:\Al'.K. AND lkU!:,l (.QMPANYNURlH Vl:kNUN IN 32/HO 307 0 39 0 0 . 
71Eu3'10 C.llUNJlNG H!JUSf:: t:P.NI( NLJR TH 'ntbS IER IN l6b!>7 22b 0 0 0 0 . 
1Htl335Q 1ST 1.1!<,.tl~ CU OF- L,Y,LANU LY OAK LANO CITY IN 18343 290 0 0 0 0 . 
bl8340{J BAN.K. ur URU:ANS Ck.Lt ANS IN 2 l3b7 230 0 0 0 0 . 
7 ltD420 USS lA>14 STAH ti AN.I\ US.S l AN IN L22b7 ls> 0 2 0 0 
71!::!~~4~0 STAlt: BA,-.!\ OF- U.llfORO OXfl..lRLI IN lfll~3 231 0 0 0 0 
dl8J4t,O HARRISON l.lJUNTY BANK PAL~'t'kA IN 13732 1'4 0 0 0 0 
818 j'-170 ORAM.,E C.OlJNl Y bA~I'.. PAOLI IN 2b8l1 '40 a 0 0 0 
718.>S,o PENl•LE: TON t3ANr',, INC. C.UMPANY l'EJHJLtlON IN 231b3 "' 0 0 0 0 
7 l:!35i.O PEW..U 1KU5T (.QMPA,'1Y f'l::R.U IN 4705.t. lOSb a 0 0 0 
71&.:i5SIJ '1"1At:A$H VALLLY "' £ TR CO F'l:RU IN 5b~!"i.l 04b 0 .. , 0 0 
7lti3bl0 M.AkSHALL LO\JNl't t~ C lK C.O PLYM. □UlH Ir, !>471.il ~fl.l 0 ~'3 a a 
7Jd.3t,40 ClJlZl;..'11~ ~:<. UF- f-'fJk I LAND f'OI\ T LANO IN 31000 403 0 0 0 0 
7lt:130t.G Pi:Or'LES CAN.I( PL,'l l LAND IN ~b9.i:!9 099 0 3&> 0 0 
818 Jt.90 C.lb!)U"',i CW!\ITY BANK PRlNC.l:lCJN IN ~1:,,::u 10, 0 0 0 0 . 
7 lt>.H20 STAH BAN.X. LJF RU1lNC.TtN RlMlNC.TUN IN 15103 91 0 0 0 0 
7ltd1'-'t0 S1 AH: B"' OF- RENSS~LAl:R IUNSSt.LAE:.R IN 3b042 '31 0 b9 0 0 
1rn~e10 klS!N.G SLl't STAH. bAN.1',. fUSirtl., SUN IN ---- ---- --·---- -- l4d4l 204 a 0 0 0 . 
11:qc,20 TRJ-COU~lY BANK t. TRUSt co ROALHOAL E IN 2401'; 179 0 lb 0 0 . 
718 38)0 STA 11:: E XCHA~C,E: bAM<. KlJA~m IN l3td0 IJI 0 a 0 0 
718)640 fAR""l::J(S Al>tO M.E:RC.HANl~ BANI'. Kl.iCH!:.SlER. IN 2b8!,l 4U 0 0 0 0 . 
7ltlJtHO P.Afl.K.I:: S 1 AIE tlANK. RGCKVllLE IN 31379 32~ a 17 0 0 . 
718389U C.OMMUNllY S1AlE bANI<. R.uYAL Cl:NlER IN 21049 144 0 27 0 0 
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-l'ffJfflEIIBER_BANKS _______ _ ________ 8£1<EFll lO BANKLtOVEREO_ay_HQDlFlE~ s._B~------- -------- __ 2/22/79, ____ _ 

11 l 12) 13) 14) 15) lb) 
DSB NAME LOC.AllON TDEP VL ltSH 1977 NEW tuw Olf 

_____ JEQBAL_EPA_R~bAL. _13)-151 ___ _ 

8183940 FARMERS CIT lZENS BA.NK SALE.H lN 'tB0't4 bbb 0 148 0 0 . 
7 1S3970 SAN PlE:RltE: STAH. BANK SAN PIERRE lN 16357 214 0 0 0 0 . 
8183975 SPE:NC!:.J.l CUUNTY f,A~K SANTA CLAUS lN lb2bl 244 0 0 0 0 . 
8 lb4020 JAC.i<.~ON COU/141Y SAf,,iK SHMOUR '" 4245''4 946 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 7 l8<t0b0 A/'1.E:kltAN SU,lE. bANK 5,11E:klUAN lN ZObt,9 _l&O ___ o ____ 0 ----0 0 . -----
7184070 SHlPSHtWA~,\ Sl ATE: bANK SHI PSH~WANA lN 4L307 3b> 0 21S 0 0 . 
BU:.4090 MAJ.lll,,_. C.LUNIY bANI';. SHOALS IN J!,870 l5'2 0 0 0 0 . 
7184140 ST .JO!:.E P~ BA,.,.K Af.l(J TRUST CO StulH BENO lN 2b825,l 2090 0 5202 Atl 13 -'tll3 
718 .. 19(.! F-lRSl bANK & TRUST to SPEEDWAY IN 1267'-l'I 1763 0 3H4 
71&4~00 Uwt;N COUNTY SlAH HANK SPtNC.t:R lN '4Ci0~U 4&9 0 24 

_818'-240 SULLIVAN SlAlE: bAkrr. SUL Ll VAN ~--~-IN !10416 £2b __ -- o __ _ __ bltb.~-· 
7lts43l0 SlATE t>A"4K Of SYRACUSE SYRACUSE IN 253(10 l81 0 0 
7164350 JND1AN4. SU.lt 8ANtc. H::RH.t HAUTE IN b2242 932 0 H5 
7 lbzt43D U~ Il.JN 1 RUST C.UMPANY UNION CI lY IN l.01!>9 416 0 0 
71&4450 lJf'd l E:O tiANi<.. UPLANO lN lti47't '" 0 0 

• 7184415 NOk THt::kN lNO 6tc. L 1• to VALPARAl~ IN 125729 113't 0 2121 
_8184520 VE:\IAY OE:PUSl l bANtc. VEVAY IN 152&4 - 18b _____ o ___ 0 

8lts,,,540 StC.URlTY a, & Tk C.O VlNC.E.NNE:S 1N 8109b 1209 0 i259 
11.84.SS~ fRA~CE:S SLIJCUM 8K & TR to WAbASH IN 2Sb32 l95 0 0 
t,Hl'tSbO fARMtRS 8ANK AND lRUST CU WAOE:SVlllE IN 't20B8 2b2 0 298 
7lf:o4!>90 STATE bK OF WA LORON WALDRW 1N 2 2tsb2 3b3 0 0 
7l84b00 C.AS~ (.OUN.TV ST All: 84'\IK WAL 10N lN 1~57b 150 0 0 

__ 7184bSO LAt<..E: CITY C)Mt~ wAA::,A',f N_ 8114) &70 __0 ____ 13,49 ___ 
8 ll14bbl.l Cl THENS ~~Nt<.. Af'iO TkUS.1 co WASHlNGl(H lN 32642 3b3 0 0 
8H1<tbl:IO SlAlE. btc. Uf WASHH1GTON WASHING TON lN 21310 £02 0 0 
718482.0 M1t:RlCAN TR AND ~VC,.S bANK WHl Tl~G IN 2:HSl 468 0 0 
718"ib30 flkST bANtl. Of- 'ffHlllNG WHl 1 lNG, IN 864bb Ht>O 0 1246 
718"9850 Cl l llt::NS. Sl ATE. bANt<.. WlLllAMSf'ORT IN 2 .. b55 27> 0 0 

_ 7164tl80 ftf:.LPLt!i. LUA:t £." lkUS t co WlNC.Hf:..S. HR -~-IN 2t.44b >57 0 0 
718't8'Jllt RAr.WLPH cou~T Y tlAflr.tc. WH,LHt:ST CR IN 2292~ 37Y 0 0 
118't<i00 UNlUN .S.1A11: ~A~K wlNLfALL IN lb408 3>7 0 0 
7164',30 t>AN.K Of. lorULCOT l wuU.OlT 1N 1"'4)1 93 0 0 
71&4900 FAM.nRS STAT t::: bANtc. illYA 1 T lN 2~73!, 317 0 40 
7 U, .. 990 fAkMEKS. STATE ~ANK llONSVIlLE lN 2099t> 3>b 0 0 

CJF l 72 bANKS AF F 1:C. TEO lN ST #.1 C 93 HAVE NO t:ARNlNC,,$ PAH.TlC.lPATlCIN AC.C.lJUNT OR REQUIRED kE$E:.RVE bALANC.E 

7190010 ACKLEY STATE bA~K 
7190030 llALLAS COUNTY 5.TATI:: BANK 
7l'-f0034 kACtuON VALLl:Y STAIE BANK 
7190060 FlR!:i,T IOWA ~TATE: bAhK 

73 HAYE NO Rf:.QUk.EO Rl:S\:RVE BALAfltCE 

-------------------------------
AC.KL CY 
ADEL 
ADl::L 
ALBIA 

IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 

2239!> 
.3!>!>9b 
15922 
17926 

102 
281 
101 
229 

0 
0 
0 
0 

59 
188 

0 
0 

0 0 
0 0 . 
O __ ~ __ O --~---
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 o ___ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

. 
• • 

--~--

. . 
• 

-------. 
• 
. 

- --~---. . . . 
• 

. 
• • . 
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- ..HONKEH.BER BANKS &ENEfIT 10 BAN.KS COVERED 8Y MODIFIED 5,.; 85 2/22/79 -------

Ill 121 131 141 I 51 lol 
DSB NAME LOCATION TOEP YLTC~H 1977 NEW New Dlf 

Rl:.QbAL ___ _ E.PA __ .Rf.QbAL_.(3l-l5J ____ 

7190110 IOWA STAlE BANK ALGONA 1A 25701 200 0 0 0 0 • 
7190125 THE SECURITY STATE SANK ALGONA 1A 2535Y 225 D 0 D 0 . 
7190200 UNllJN SH.RY TR C. S'w'GS HANK AHES 1A 3b690 749 0 0 0 0 . 
71902Ct2 UNlYCRS.lTY BA<',IK t. TM.UST CO AMES IA 29S9't 269 0 <9 0 0 . 

_7190210 CllUENS SAYINGS bANtr.. _______ ANAl'IOSA lA 20772 Hl D ------- 0 
o _____ o ____ • 

7 l'i0240 A~KlNY SlATi: BANK ANKt::NY IA 22535 506 0 0 0 0 . 
7190340 ATLANTlC. STAIE BANK ATLANTH. IA 4b319 255 0 408 0 0 • 
7190:\50 f-lRST WHIT~t::Y !:SANK. AND lRUSTATLANTlC IA 3b3h't 103 0 249 0 0 . 
7 l9U370 AUDUbU,~ STA. Tl:: bAN!',. ALIOUbON IA 24117 131 0 71 0 0 . 
7l(f0to00 AVOC.A STATE. BANK AVOC.A lA 138c.t9 85 0 u 0 0 . 

_ 7190410 C.11 ll..EN.S SAY lr-t.C.~ aANK. AVUC.A lA -------·-- 12tl03 ol --- 0 - 0 -- 0 
o ___ • ___ 

7190490 STAT£:: SAYIN&S bANK 81:.0F-ORO IA 169313 138 0 0 0 0 
7190500 ClTJHNS SU,H:. BANK HHLE PLAINE IA 22227 207 0 0 0 0 . 
7190520 flR!>T STATE BANK bl:LHONO IA 2~'9!,2 79 0 129 0 0 . 
7190S24 N~R TH lOrlA 5.TA Tl: BANK Bl:.LMUNO IA 13546 1•2 0 0 0 0 
719V5~5 bC:lTU-lDOH BANK ANO TkUS T totiHT tNDORF lA 4645b Sol 0 0 0 0 • __ 1 l90SJti Sf.-.CUtUTY STAlE: TR t SVGS BK t,t:Tl t::NOORF lA ------ --- 2.7-'t)l ~27 0 0 0 0 - . --
7190560 DAVIS C.OuNTY' SAVlNCiS bANK dLOUMHE.LO lA 26690 401 0 0 0 0 • ~ 
719L5BO BLUE:: Gk.ASS SAV lNGS BANI'. BLUt. GRASS IA 14363 78 0 0 0 0 . 

~ 719iJS90 bOONE STUE "' r. TR CU 8lJ0"4i; IA 3505-b 357 0 ~- 0 0 . 
7190010 f.ARME:RS SAi/it.GS BANK BOYD.EN IA 1269!> 29 0 0 0 0 . 
11c;uosu F-lRSt S lATI: BANK 6Rl JT IA 2285't 1•• 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 7190700 FAk/'1.ERS Tk.UST r. SAVINGS. BK BUFF-ALO C.E.MlER. _ IA 20155 12' --- 0 - 1, 0 0 . 
7190720 FARMEkS f. MdtCHANTS !:INK t lRbUkLlkGTON IA -', 7807 848 0 0 0 0 . 
7l~G735 HA,..KE:YE tt,ANI\ ANU TRUST 8URLI~TUN 1A b2bb0 980 0 11b 0 0 
71•:H.1600 HARTHJRO CAkll~LE sv~s BK CARLISLE 1A 15540 l>O 0 0 0 0 • 
7190820 C.ARkOLL COUNTY STAH: BANK C.>Ji.kCILL IA 24376 ·~· 0 0 0 0 . 
7190830 COMMtkC U.L SAY JNGS dANK C.A:RkOLL IA 2b948 412 0 0 o· 0 . 
7190850 CASCADE SlAlf.-. bAt-,K. C.ASCALJE 1A 1-'tll'a lll 0 -- 0 0 0 
7l90Bb0 CE:DAR FALLS TR t SVGS BK CEOAk FALLS IA .31Sb1 398 0 113 0 0 
719C873 HlCJWAY bANl<. r. TRU~ T Ct:UAR. FALLS JA lbObl 3oS 0 0 0 0 . 
719088U FIRST TRUST AhU !:,AVlNGS 8Aflu<.UOAR RAPIDS. I• 40c.tlS 933 u 0 0 0 • 
71'70d~O GUARMflY BANK. ANCJ JKU!:IT CO C.WAk RA Pl OS IA 3~3(.,S .. , 0 0 0 0 • 
71-10920 UNI TEO STATE 6AkK (.t;QAR RAPJ05i, IA 2~1~1 419 0 0 0 0 . 
71909b0 10-'A 1RUS1 Af10 !i.AltlkG~ bANK C.lNl EkYl LL~ lA 3f:I 198 ~41 0 0 0 0 . 
719V970 FJKST STATE BAt-,1( C.HARl TUN lA 23362 291 0 0 0 0 . 
7191000 ClJ"'IMERtlAL TkUSl ANO SAVJNC.SC.HARLES CITY IA 2lbbl 314 0 0 0 0 . 
7191010 FJR!i.T SECU~l TY BK AN(J TR CHAR.Ll:S CllY lA 39'3t.b 390 0 Hl 0 0 
719l0b0 C.Mlk01'1,.f£:: !:iTAH: bA,~ C.t1l:ROK.EE IA 32937 2>0 0 104 0 0 . 
71'9'1070 SH.HE STAlE BANK CHEROKEE IA 1~231 230 0 0 0 0 • 

. 7191090 CLARENCE SA\ll"H,S HANK CLAklNC.E IA ··-----" ----·-·- - -· - 1;;62.3 . ., 0 0 0 0 
1191110 PAGE COUNTY' STATE; BANK. C.LAklt-,OA IA 27762 225 0 ol 0 0 . 
1191118 8RE.N10tt BA.NJ(,,(. 1RU5T co C.LAR.lc:ti lA lb8&2 IO~ 0 40 0 0 . 
7191130 IOWA S1Alf; BANK CLARK SY 1 LLE IA l't185 18Y 0 0 0 0 
7lllll45 tOM1'4U~l 1Y STAT!: 6ANK CLEAR LA.Ke IA 1786:S, 179 0 0 0 0 
7191200 lO~A STATE: SAVl,..C.S BANf. c.LlkllJN IA 27213 371 0 0 0 0 

---·----·-----~---
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--1tON.ME.H.8ER. f.ANKS -·---·----·-- _ BENEFlLTO_BANK~_CQVEREO BY_ MOOlFlED S. 85 ___ UlZ/19 

111 Ill 131 '" ( 51 (61 
DSB NAME LOCAllON TOE:P VL lC~H 1977 N•W N•W Off 

. ---------~---- ---------- RkOeAL ___ EPA _ REQBAL 13)-(51_ ________ 

7191280 IOWA SAVINGS BAM COON RAPlOS lA 22~b4t 333 0 0 0 0 . 
719128~ UNI 8ANJC. & T~UST CURALVI LLE lA 212~1 227 0 0 0 0 . 
119130b Cl 1 IZENS STA. Tt BA~K CORYDON lA lC/bll "H, Q 0 0 0 . 
119!310 C.Ok't00"4 5, 1A l i: bAN!'I. {..QR'l'UL:N IA lb~Ol 91 0 0 0 0 . 
7191330 f.l.H.J~Cll SU.lfFS !i.AVlNC:,S, bAN.l't CWNC.ll bLUfFS. lA -- -- ---- ------ -·-- ~279.C. __ t.::~6 0 - 1611 ____ 0 0 
7191350 !i.T A. le BANK & 1 r,.usT co CWNCIL bLUffS IA 5:?J.:'.30 9bL 0 lb5 0 0 . 
7191.38(1 CRk:!:.CU UNJLJ;-1 !i.AVl\G!i. BANK C.kE!i.C.U lA 2't148 LB8 0 0 0 0 . 
11~14(,0 lUWA !:.TAH:. SAi/ H.iL>!:i b·A./ii\ C.kE!:i l uN 1' 28C.10 38b 0 0 0 0 . 
7191-440 8t'.E"1TON STATt bA\1!1. DALLAS Ct:NTE:R IA 29b7l 191 0 1~7 0 0 . 
7191400 DA,'lVILU: STA lE- !:,A\l'JNC..!:, bA."iK UANV) LLE IA 13lbl •• 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 119l't50 Fl>t!i.1 lQ..U!) T AND !i.AVlNC.~ bANIC.OAVE.NPOR.1 lA - ---·------ 'tbC,31 967 0 0 0 0 ~·---7l'H490 NUkTr-t,H.ST BANK & lr',,UST co OA.'Jl::l\iPO>t T IA 8::S9;::b 121 0 13b3 0 0 
7 l',11510 [JE_((,RAH STATt: BAl\iK Ot:CuRAH IA 39240 501 0 0 0 0 . 
7191520 S.ECLIRI TY BA°'lK AfliO TkUS.1 co Ut.CORAH IA 2o&iS4 118 0 159 0 0 • 
7191540 C.kAWfOKD CTY Tk ,,o S.\IC,S E,K. [Jt'H!i.UN 1A 237(><; 2.">2 0 0 0 0 
719lbl0 f-lk!i.T F-E.Ut.1-\.Al S Ult bANK DlS MUlNES IA :;9714 579 0 105 0 0 . 
71'11630 JO;.A SlAlt rlANK DtS MOl~tS IA --~~----------- 2.bt.£1 641 0 0 0 0 . 
7l<ilb33 F-'lAlA SlAlE b.A- f'-.K L,,S MOINES IA 4b£19 S66 0 310 0 0 . 
719 lti5D ut 'rll 11 bAl\il'I. ANO TRU5T co LoE:.,UTl IA 26~28 131 0 139 0 0 . N) 
7 l<t l('.)';,J FHST C.ENTRAL STA 1 E EJANl't [.ltWl TT IA l~l2b bl 0 0 0 0 . 

~ 71917CO C.ITllE-.1\i!:,, STA TE bANI'\ DONC-.1:LLSON 1A l4~ob 70 0 0 0 0 
7191740 OUbl.K.IUI:: bA"i"'- M~D TKUS 1 CO DUiSUQUE. IA llb~3b 1519 0 2039 0 0 

_719175~ !';.E'f C.ITY bANK " TJ-:US T C.CJ UUblJ4:UE 1A --·-~·---- 207b7 .£,9 D 0 0 0 ·-71Y17i:,O LlBl::RlY TRUST "" SAVlNC:,!:,, bKLiURANT IA 25b4b lb3 0 103 0 0 
7l~lb'JO FlDtlllY b-'NI\ ANO 1 RU!:,,T ca DYERSVILLE lA 16367 151 0 0 0 0 . 
7191 ~10 Sl::C.IJRl fY SA'llNb!i. bANK EAGLE GROVE. lA 28lb4 2:09 0 103 0 0 . 
719lb20 l:APLHAM S,AV lfl.1.i-5, bANi<. £:ARLHAH IA 14524 12• 0 0 0 0 
7l~l8tj0 HA.RDlN c.uu:·,1T'1' S.A\llNC.!:. BANK lLDl.JRA. 1A 2b067 121 0 190 0 0 

_ 1l.'H8<:,0 C.E:.~lR.A.L TK I\Nt.> ::,vt,S. bK t:.lDklUGf. 1, 34.!09 31b 0 "' 0 0 - . ----· 
71~1S40 PAL(J ALTO C(H.t11TY STATE- BANK t,-..Mt: T S.BllRG IA 28<87 179 0 119 0 0 . 
7l~l~eu f,"'!~.e.T C.O\JNTY .ST A.1 E ~At,,,K, t::,H1tRVll,.Lt: IA 3Cjb3 ~-- 0 0 0 0 . 
71919'10 )OMA lkUSl Al'iD SAI/INU.S bl>.NK. 1::5.Htl:kVlllE: IA 27991 ~u~ 0 0 0 0 
719~010 t::X(hA~Gt .STA TE oA~K. EXJ k.A IA 131>1 S9 0 0 0 0 . 
7 l~L030 f-Alkf-4X .STA 11: 5-Al/l,'H,S bANK f-A.lkFAJt IA 1~ 1'10 JOO 0 0 0 0 • 
714.<:'.14!> l'IA!'.UF-AL TUil.E>(!i. BA""!{ {. TR lO fUKE:.5. l C.ITY 1A -··-··------- 2.2.90~ 2:!>~ 0 0 0 0 
7192105 lJNlLN l J-1.U~ T MiD .SAVINC.5, llAhKFLR 1 D01.Jl>f:: 1A 7154'3 772 0 96<, 0 0 
719L 180 ll.J.,.A S.lAH bA.'111'.. SOR 1 MAlJJ.Sl.}."'t IA 1!>050, 210 0 0 0 0 . 
719Ll90 Let c.our-.TY SA.VJM,!i. bAN!< FUl<.1 MAU ISLJN IA 27037 1.13 0 0 0 0 
71~.:<G!> f-A.~ME:.k.S 5.Alll~u.S t:A.N~ FKt:MUr .. r lA J4!,7~ >l 0 0 0 0 . 
719,t::2'10 {,ClJKC.l: .ST,Ht: t:,Af,I\. C,tOkG-t IA l !,7b2 bl 0 0 0 0 . 
71~2't50 AUAJ~ C.Ul.J/'◄ T'i .SlATE DA~ C.RH.NF-lE:.LO IA 15501 1'9 0 0 0 0 • 
7 l'i.:.470 GK H.NlLL !>TATE: bANI{ l,k}~NlLL IA lbb!,1 172 0 0 0 0 . 
71":il..:.!>OO f-.A.f...'"!Ek!:,, SAY !~t.S bA"4K. (.kUr-.lLlY l.tNTE-R IA lbb9!, 94 0 0 0 0 
7192520 l>UTt1RlE C.LJUNlY ~ l All: bANK GUT HR lE C.Ef,clE:R lA 17414 111 0 0 0 0 
7192530 SEC.U!{llY STAH. bAt\jff\. C.UTl ENljERG IA 1413~ 90 0 0 0 0 
119.2570 HAMl-'TU~• .STA 11:. BANK. HAMP TUN lA .£1767 ,Sb 0 0 0 0 

------- ---- --- ----- -·-·· 
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-------.NOWIEM8ER 8AN1'..S. ·---------·~------------~-.8.f:N.EflT_to.6ANKS tOVl:REO_ay HOOlFlE:O s._8!, -- ---- ·------- __ -----<✓22/79 ____ _ 

(11 (21 
OSB NAME LOCATION TOEP VI.. TC.SH. 

719.£.blO SHELBY C.OUNlY SlATE:. SANK HARLAN 
7192040 FARMERS SlAlE: BANI'.. HAWARDEN 
719£b70 HA't'l:S\llll.E; SAV!Nt,S 6ANK HAYCS\lllLE 
7192690 t--ILLS SANt< AND TRUSl CO HILLS 

1A 
IA 
IA 
IA 

_7192110 HOLSTEIN SlAlt:. BAN.II:. HOLSTUN _________ lA 
71'~.dSV MIJ,"'.bOUH TH.UST r. SA.1/lf',,GS BK Hl>"\bULDT IA 
71'1~810 lOA cuu~TY S.lATE bANK IUA t,H.U\/1:; IA 
719L820 fAkMERS STATE: SAVINGS BANK lhDH'ENCiE.Nt.E: IA 
719263.J SECURllY STATE: tlANK lMlt.n~ut:.NCE IA 
7192840 PEUPLES lk.JST AN[) SA\IJNC.S bi<.lNOlAMJLA IA 
119~BS(t WA1":REN C. TY BRi:~lL!-i 6K l. lR INDIANOLA IA 
1192885 HA'wKt:.'t't SU.TE: bANK IOWA Cl TY IA 
71'12S'":PO 10,iA STAlt:. BK C. TR CUM.PA.NY IOWA CllY !A 
7l~i900 CllIZHlS STA.Tl; bANK lU"A FALLS IA 
719.2910 IOWA FALLS STATE: bANK IU•-IA FALLS 
7l'n9i.O HUME: STAH BANK JtFFERSON 
71929~0 Jl:FFE:RSON SlAll: bANK. JHfl:RSCJN 
719.:'9t>O t-AR~tRS STATE bANK JESUP 
719~990 FA"-Mt.RS !>,WINGS bA~K. KALUNA 
7193000 !'.ALONA. !>AVINGS BANK KALUNA 
7193020 1'.l:.LLOGC. SAVIN(,!> BANK K.ELLOUG 
719..)040 KEGKUr... ~AVH1GS bl'. A~D T!-1, CU KE.OK.UK 
71930:iD St.CU'{lT'f' STA.TE. bANK. K.l:Or...UK 
71930C>0 STA.JI: Cl:NlRAL 5A\/1NG.S BAM<. KlUl{UK 
119 .3010 FARMcRS !. l A 11: bANI\ K.E:O;;oAUQUA 
7193120 KINl,SlE't SlATE t:1Af1K. KINGSLEY 
7193100 JI.Jj,,j.A 51A1!:: SAVHH,!> ~ANK KNOX\/lLLE 
719,jlOO FA.RME:RS AND ME•KC~ANTS STATE LAKE MlLLS 
719.3220 KER,'\Ll eROfHt.R5 SAVINGS HA"KLANSlNG 
7l9,j270 LAU~ENS STATE BANK LAURtNS 
719.J.2:liO STATE BANK OF LAWLER LAWLER 
7 I9.J320 L~ MARS S,WlNGS ijANK Lf: MARS 
719,jJ~l CIECATUR (GUNT't' STATE bANK U:.(JN 
1193450 FARMER~ f. MEKCr'ANTS SVC.~ BK LUNt: TREE 

_ 719JbSO MAf'LElOfll TR AND SI/GS BK MAPLETUN 
71S.3t>60 JACKStjN STATt bK & lR C.O HAQUUl'.ETA 
7193obS HAl,HAJK.f:TA STA.TC bAN!C.. MAQUOKETA 
7l93t>9V IO~A COUNl'f SAVlf't~~ BANK MA'R!.NGO 
7193b9S FARM!:.P.S STAlE. b.llNt<. MARION 
7193710 COM!-1.ERC.lAL SU.TE: BANI'. MARSHALLTOWN 
719 .. H20 Fll.JHl TY B~t:.f-lTU/loi bK. f. lC. MARSHALL TOWN 
119)71t5 AMcRICAN STA.le bANK MA!>ON CITY 
11s,_,1;no 1'1EU1"POLIS 5.lWl"'(.,S BAt'-tK Mf;DlAPOLlS 
7194030 SECLiklTY !>TAH BM.;K. HWNT AYR 
7194040 HE:.t..R.'t' C.LUNTY SAVlM;S BANK M.UUNT PLE:ASANT 
7 l94V4~ MUuNT J'LEASAt-il bK ANO lR 111.JUNT PLEASANT 

IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
1A 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA -----------·-
IA 
IA 
lA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
IA 
lA 
IA 

21650 
1Slb8 
25231 
42813 
lb780 
34607 
347b2 
2931:il 
23247 
59579 
17484 
20239 
77033 
31809 
18't40 
31398 
3l't1:12 
1~3~3 
l6b00 
lb3't2 
1"1302 
l-'t299 
22179 
.. 3379 
lb20l 
l4f:102 
25243 
10704 
19701 
1"1990 
12500 
39763 
21145 
lbb55 
1~~04 
442b5 
44~b2 
20000 
5'4035 
39923 
55297 
156~9 
16032 
21397 
3115d 
2~185 

232 
103 
150 
121 
101 
320 
212 
092 
23' 
5'7 
110 
2'0 
936 
102 
17b 
155 
137 
104 
75 
05 
bO 

4b4 
3.20 
62'4 
lBB 

54 
3b3 
187 
153 
127 
oo 

544 
214 

81 
52 

41& 
17b 
174 
451 
552 
133 
3>0 
101 

91 
403 
lOb 

131 141 l~I IOI 
1977 NEW NlW [,If 

RU~BAL ___ E:PA _ RE:QBAL __ (31-1.5,J ___ _ 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

·o 
0 

- 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

32 
0 

109 
~34 

0 
130 
182. 

0 
0 

ooo 
0 
0 

1032. 
104 

0 
224 
2Y7 

0 
0 
0 

40 
0 
0 

126 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

10 
0 

35 
0 

42 
0 

391 
4b0 

" 090 
0 

__ Z73 
0 
0 

35 
0 

40 

0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 
0 0 • 
o _______ .o_~•---
o 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 ·-
0 0 • 
0 0 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 

0 0 -·---0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 • 
0 0 -- • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

. . 
• 

• . . . . . . 
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--HON11EM8ER. BANKS BE.NEfl-1.-10 8ANKS-COVEREO BY _ _M.QOlflED S.,_8!, _ ------ --- Z/22/19 

(11 121 (31 t.i t 51 (61 
osa NAME LOCATION TDE:P Vl. lCS.H 1'177 NlW NtW Olf 

--- ------·-------- . ------ ·--·- --- ------ ·- - ---~ ------- ·-- ... _ RLQhAL __ lPA __ Rl:Q8Al 131-t~) 

719't090 flRSl NASHUA STATE 8At-.K NASHUA IA lb048 ll5 0 0 0 0 . 
7194120 STATE SK ~ND TR CO UF NEVACIA~EVAOA IA 220b) ., 0 be'. 0 0 . 
71'142b0 NORThWUUO STATE. bANK NU\1HW000 IA l!:i34t3 13> 0 0 0 0 
7194290 Clllll::NS !:iTAlE bt.NK. CJAK.LANO IA 1S9ti0 1•• 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 7194335 OELl'lllN S.lATI: bAf'.K. OLLWl::IN IA ----- -- ------ - 2!,180 250 0 0 ------ 0 0 
71';43~0 WU.,iA :,. T Alt ~ANK. U!-tA"A lA £31~!> 1·13 0 0 0 0 
719-4380 NJIIIN Sb OF- UkANGI:: (.l JY UkANt,E: CHY IA ~3,,70 161 0 2:,9 0 0 . 
7194410 C.LAK'<.f: CW'-HY 5.IAH """~ lJ!..CE.ULA 1A ib103 337 0 0 0 0 . 
719442.0 lOwA TRUST "o ~AYlNC.!> BANK. USl<.ALCJOSA IA 237~2 209 0 0 0 0 . 
7194430 MAt1ASl'..A STAH: BANI<. OSKALOOSA IA 4'J15b '5& 0 4lb 0 0 • 

_ 7194470 SO\JlH UllUl"l"A ~AVlfllbS bAhK UllUl"lffA ,--~---- IA _3379!) 502 o_ 0 --- 0 0 . 
7 l94!t30 PAA.l'..EF'I.S.l:H.1RG S.t AH BANK PARI\.ERSSUA.G IA 17721 us 0 ~ ~ 0 
71945.50 MARJUN COUNlY SlAH bAM PE.LLA 1A 2b9b9 1&9 0 7b 0 0 . 
719-'t:ie)O Pi:.Rk.Y 5, l AlE bAkr<. Pl::k.RY IA 3£f-t::,5 ... 0 0 0 0 . 
7 l94bb0 ([,l"\MERC lAL SlAlE bANK. PDCMiONT AS IA 213ltl 13 0 71 0 0 • 
7194710 CIT HE.NS 5.TAH ElANr< PU~TVlLLE IA 13919 93 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 719'tb50 t1 □ UuHllJN 5TATE bANK. RlO OAK IA ~--- - ·- -- ·--- 3911-'t 257 0 ___ Z29 0 0 . --· 
719'"'b70 LHKOLN SAVI~(.~ bANK. kUNbECK IA 23U2-'t 136 0 56 0 0 • 
7 l'-J4tl90 FAk.Ml:kS S.A'll~GS bANK RlMSi:.N IA 15735 •• 0 0 0 0 
7194900 F-IR~T lRU~T ANO SA'IJNGS BAr-1<.IH:MSEN IA 1S514 9• 0 0 0 0 ~ 
7l9!i0.i:'.!, LYUN COUNlY !i.TAH: SANK ROC.i<. RAPlOS IA l8t'67 111 0 s 0 0 . g: 
719~030 R0(.11. RAl-'lDS ~1 Al E: 8AP'IU<. R(.)CK RAP IDS IA l 903S ISi 0 0 0 0 . 

~ 719~040 VALLEY SlAH BM~I<. ROCK VALLEY ____ IA -----·-·~ 24(>(>5, 170 0 29 0 0 . .. 
719'.:>0bO U'"111CJN STATE bANI<. ROCi<.WE:Ll CIT'r lA 1294ti 101 0 0 0 0 
71'7!>110 ClTlZE.NS SAVINGS BANK. SAC CllY IA l ~4S9 137 0 0 0 0 . 
719~120 SAC CITY STATE:- bANK. SAC C.lTY IA 21141 109 0 ~7 0 0 
7 l',,~leO fARME:RS STATE BANK. StHLC"SWlG IA 18189 103 0 n 0 0 . 
719~240 SECUklTY STAll:. bANK SHEll>LN IA 3U015 185 0 103 0 0 

-. 7195300 Sl8U.Y STATt f:IANK SlbLE.Y IA l4t.60 160 0 0 0 0 . --
719';320 Fl R51 TkUS T ANU UNION SAVlNGSlG.UUR.NlY IA 18~7b H 0 6l 0 0 . 
7195330 K.EUK.UI<. C.UuNTY S TAlE 8ANi<. S lGUURNE: Y lA lb050 lb5 0 0 0 0 . 
719S,.'.347 AMERICAN STAT£: h-'NK SIOUX Cl:NTt:R 1A 2b332 lt.6 0 1S2 0 0 
719';40LI MQRl'dNGSll.JE STAH. BANI<. 51UUX CllY IA l't707 21, 0 0 0 0 
719~520 FAFI.MERS lkUSl ANO S.AYINGS 8K~PE NC.ER IA 3 lblb 200 0 152 0 0 
71955"o0 fl RSI tl.A.NK. Atill TkUSl SPIR.11 LAK.~ ~--~ lA -~--- ----··----- lb.l.06 ,., <, 0 0 0 - . 
7l9~b5C> RA~UAl.L-SIUKY !:.TA H bANK. SlOK.Y C.llY IA 1,::933 ,. 0 0 0 0 . 
7195(>b0 S TUk.Y COUNTY ST AH OAM STUKY CllY IA l 7-'t-'t9 l•b 0 0 0 0 . 
7195bSO UNILN bANi<. ANO TRUS.T COl'CPANYSTRAwbERRY PUlNT IA l39L7 so 0 0 0 0 . 
7 }Cj,'.)700 FlKS.1 SHH t.,AN!<. S TUAR 1 IA 13lt19 es 0 0 0 0 . 
719!:>750 U,l"IA S.TAH b.6.NK TAMA IA 2 lb40 2'9 0 0 0 0 . 
7195800 f-lkST Sb UF lHUkNlUN lHJkNlUN IA _____ ----- --·- 14:;.Cl IB 0 ~ 0 0 _____ ,. ___ 
7 l9';,oJO TI Plu..., !:iolATE bANK. l IPTON IA 2477b 1.22 0 122 0 0 . 
719~8~0 S fA TE BK. UF TULEOU lLU.00 IA 23421 132 0 91 0 0 . 
719~i,b0 fAFd"E:RS SAV"lr-..t,S UANK lkAt:R IA 24010 b1 0 l •• 0 0 . 
7195870 Flf..ST CUMMUN 11 Y 6-'r-;,<, r. lRUSllRAf:P. IA 15442 H 0 0 0 0 . 
7195990 bRtNTON B~ ~ lk C.O OF- VJN1CNVIN10N IA 1H23.3 1,1 0 0 0 0 . 

----- ----------
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__ NONNEM.HER BANKS -- ---- ------ -- ----- fSENEFI T_tO BANKS._ tOVE.R.EO ,BY .MODIFIED S. a, .. - . -------- .2/22./79 

(l) (2) (3) 141 ( >) ,., 
OSB NAME LOCATION 1l1EP VL TC.SH 1977 NtW NlW OIF 

---------- ---------- -----~-- ------~- --~-------- REW BAL - f.PA.. ____ RlQ.BAL_ .. 131-l>I ___ . 

719b000 ST ATE BK OF VINTON VINlON IA 25404 355 0 0 0 0 . 
7190010 MA LG.OTT TRUST ,_D SAVING!> BK.WALCOTT lA 14867 134 0 0 0 0 . 
719e.030 WALL LAKE SAVl~GS SANK WALL LAKE:. IA 22272 ., 0 149 0 0 • 
71'9t,1)50 S.TAlC t.,ANI<- Of \.IAPf:.LLO WAf'>E:LLO IA 15432 111 0 0 0 0 

__ 7196090 P!::OPLES BAN'<. AND TQ.U.Sl co WATl;:RLOD --- -------- -- IA 1b83b 1105, - 0 lQt,() .. 0 o ______ . 
719t.12~ fAA i"'ERS A-"tD MC RC HAN 1 S .SAVlNbWAUKUN IA l 5739 1'4 0 0 0 0 • 
719t>l3u WAUKliN STA Tl: BM~K WAUKUN u 2712!> 354 0 0 0 0 
719t>l50 STAH bA',11'1. UI- WAl/tRLY WA.1/tRLY lA 31524 444 0 0 0 0 • 
7 l<;t,200 FIR.ST .S TAl t ijANK WtB.SHH. CITY IA 23742 23.l 0 0 0 0 . 
719t;,25rJ WES 1 bR/.',i(l-1 ST AlE SANK WES 1 bRANCH IA lo432 02 0 11 0 0 . 
7 l 9b290 w liCS MOlNE:S STAlE bANK WES 1 [JES MOINES IA ~1l.H 4b> 0 1179 0 0 . 
71963)0 wE ST Ll::,E.KT'I' S 1 ATE "'"' WtS T Lltil:Rl'I' IA 21069 178 0 0 0 0 . 
119~35~ F !rt ST TkUS.T ANO SAV 1 NGS BANPl.'rlhf.A TL ANO IA 15663 120 0 0 0 0 . 
719c390 fAR~E.RS TkUS T • SAv lr>.it,S eK WllllAMSbUkG, 1A £ 193!» 1•• 0 3b 0 0 . 
7196400 S.E:.C.LRlTY S.\1/lNV!> 8ANK Wll LI AMS.BUR& IA 14796 ., 0 0 0 0 . 
7190'409 WlL ION SAVl~G~ BANI( WIL TUN ,. 21'1(1!, ~-43 0 0 0 0 . 

-- 719ti"t40 fAkMf:R!) ANO "IE.KtHANl S ST Al E WlNl EKH.1 IA 21090 105 0 1• 0 0 
--·- t,:) 7190450 UNlL,N SlAlE BANK WlNH:kSET IA 28500 22:S 0 83 0 0 

7196490 ClllH:NS !)TA TE 8.A.r4K. WYUHlNG 1A 15"t51 ... 0 0 0 0 ~ 
OF 207 BANKS AFH.C.TED IN ST Alf: 131 HA.VE NO EARNlNGS PARTlC.lPAllON A.CC.CUNT OR Ri:.QUIR.EO RESERVE: &ALA.NCE ,. HAVE NO Rl:.QUREO RESERVE 8ALANC.1:: 

------------------- -------
1020C020 ClllltNS BAN.K OF ABILENE ABILENE KS l093b 182 0 0 0 0 . 
102J0370 ST A 1E BANK OF A.l\./000 AHWOO K~ 14231 11 0 0 0 0 . 
10200390 PRA.lR.lt: STATE MANK AUGU!) TA KS 2481\i -412 0 0 0 0 • 
10200550 (.UARAtilY' STAH:. BANK. 6t.L01 T KS l'l~bO 11• 0 • 0 0 . 
10200570 bEN"il1>4G TON SlA 11:. tMN:K btNNINC..lCN KS 15355 H 0 0 0 0 . 
l020091tO BAN!\ UF C.LMM~l<.C.f: C.HAhUlE KS 3850b 317 0 291 0 0 
lClUl000 PE:.GPU:S STA.H bANK C.HEkKYVALE: KS 14004 .. 0 0 0 0 
l0.201H.,Q FARMtR~ ANO Mf.R(.HA~T $, 8A.M. C.ULbY KS 28b~9 132 0 •• 0 0 • 
10.lOL:.10 L 1JLLJ"'!bU~ ~TAlt t!AN:,o;. L0LUM8US KS Hl28U ,oo 0 0 0 0 
10t:Cl.:'3U ST AH. BAMC. Uf C.LLWl(.H C.ULWlCH K~ 2021.l 1> 0 oo 0 0 . 
10l01£<t0 CL UUD (OUN TV l\A~K L 1RU$.1 C.UN(UkDI A KS 20742 107 0 0 0 0 • 
10201200 FIK~T li4~ • TRUST (.U~C.UkOlA K~ 16452 .. 0 0 0 0 • 
10201330 F-ARHE:k~ .,,o DRUVl:RS BANI<. C.UUNC.ll GROVE: KS lb742 130 0 0 0 0 . 
lOC:013'70 FAkMt.kS C. Ml-kt.HA~lS Sl •• t,tRb'I' KS 77~78 ~bl 0 1191 0 0 
1020 l5b0 C.l l llENS 51 bK Of ELl..10~.A.00 H C:,UKAOO KS ------------ .. 253b2 1•• 0 0 0 0 • 
10201~80 rlAt.r--il.JT VAllt Y STATE bANK HOOkAOO KS 28160 31> 0 0 0 0 
10.2.C lb lO Pt:GPLES '.::iaTAlf:. tlA~i<. tLL 1 NWC.100 KS 23~2~ 172 0 0 0 0 . 
10.20lb3•J Cl TILE.NS bANK • TkUST C.O Of tlLSwORTH KS ~346,-4 177 0 0 0 0 . 
1020lt>60 E.MPU<.IA STATE BK • T RUSI C.CJ E:.MPuR IA KS 32743 '12 0 0 0 0 

-·-··--- --·-
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--· _ NU:-tMEM.BER. bANKS bENEflT TO bANKS C.OVERED BY H00lflE0 s. 85 2/22/79 ----~ 

Cl I 121 131 I 41 I 5) Col 
OSB ~AME LOC.ATlUN TU!:P VL TCSH 1977 NEW NE• 0lF 

RH,bA.L HA RlObAL '3J-l5L. 

1020lb70 LYON COI.JN:1 'f ST ATE BANI'(.. EMPORIA KS 19272 194 0 0 0 0 • 
1C2011SO hUME; BANK t 1R CO OF i::Uk£KA. 1::UiUl<A KS l 10b9 131 0 0 0 0 
1021)183!) 51::C.U~l TY STA l.E BAN!<. FLR T ,con KS 10127 32b 0 0 0 0 . 
102018&0 STAH t:,A,N,'( Of- f.RCUONI.t. HElJI.JNlA KS 23"t4'. l lbb 0 lb 0 0 . 

~ 10201 'l'',O flUE:Ll TY S TATC. BA.r1!{ LAkUE.N CITY KS 46b74 :,es 0 't8b ·----- 0 0 . ---
10.t) 1'>'51 otE S H'-'.N STA. 1 E tj.\f-;.K. GA",Qt.N CJTY KS ld0::-'1::1 176 0 0 0 0 
10..'.01960 f.AR!-'~;/.S t;,A •~-<. C..t.'<U,".tR KS lS0£4 151 0 0 0 0 
1J20191'0 C.AJ:tMTT SU TE ~AVlNGS B.t.NK C.A'l.t~( ll KS 2 lb.i::2 lSb 0 12 0 0 
1V20.211S SEC.Uf·:lTY STAH bA,'11< C.REAT BE:ND KS 340::.b t:71 -0 1'4 0 0 • 
102(,..:: ?.UO F A~Mt-0\5 SUJE: ~Mi~ t 1R Cu HAY!i, KS 40603 302 0 2•~ 0 0 
102:DL34'.'.0 HAYSVILLE:. S l AT I: bANX MAYSVILLE KS 2bll4 243 0 0 0 0 
1020..:'410 CI Tlli.NS STA TE ~AN!<. C TH. CO HlA,.AlHA KS 263.i::'f lbl 0 63 0 0 
10LOL'-i0 ML~RlLL t JANES "' l TR co t11ANAlHA KS 20221 bb 0 13 0 0 . 
liJ2U/490 Ll:NlSuN S 141 I: 9At"iK lilil TUN KS 20363 116 0 0 0 0 . 
lU2.U.2'.:l80 hO~H: !i.TATt. BAt-.1<. hCJXIE KS l95!ib bb 0 33 0 0 . 
10.i:lltblO ClllZENS STA TE tjANK HUGOluN KS 2M,!:,,9 21.::, 0 0 0 0 . 
1020(.b~IJ CE:~lRAl 51A l t bANK. t1UTC.HlN5UN KS ---------~- ___ 45bl 7 621 0 147 0 0 -···- .. ·--
lOlUdUO lNUt.nNUENCt. S, TATE OANK l/',OE-.PE.NOENCE: KS 3310.l 465 0 0 0 0 . 
10L1J2730 ,t,LU:.N CUUNTY BANK t. TkUST lULA KS 32',lb 5,9 0 0 0 0 
10lJ2740 IOLA STATE: BANK lULA K~ 20lb~ 304 0 0 0 0 . N> 
10.20.il: BS AkRf.:WHt.AD S b Of- KANSAS Cl TYKANSAS C lTY KS 16031 1&7 0 0 0 0 . 01 
10-'.0.ib'f!l bRUH-ttf...HUOU !iTAH: BMiK ti.ANS.AS tlTY KS ~94£7 12.71 0 91 0 0 00 

__ l(,.Z.Ct905 DOUGLASS 5TATE bANK K.A..'lSAS CITY ---~ KS 20305 -- 120 o _______ 0 0 0 ___ ,.. ___ 
102025'20 f-lLJELl TY STAH bANJ( KANSAS C lTY KS 20545 £u"t 0 0 0 0 . 
l020t'uO f- 1R5 T S1 bK CF tc.ANSAS. CITY KANSA!, C.lTY KS ..-'.~437 205 0 0 0 0 . 
10,0.:.c;,.o C.UAk,lt\r,JY STA TE SANK C. TRUS 1 KANSAS CJTY KS 22949 500 0 0 0 0 . 
1020.:'.950 HUME: ST A TE DANK KANSAS CITY KS 50732 303 0 597 0 0 . 
1020~960 INDUSTRIAL 5 TAJ I: &ANK KM.SAS C.llY KS 32479 332 0 1' 0 0 . 

_ 1C..:'Cl.:.9t0 KAW VALLi:.Y STA TE. BK. f.. lRUS l KA"t!:,AS C.llY KS -- --------------. -- 24014 352 0 0 _o 0 ---. 
1C2VJO 10 RU~E.:.iA.Lt ~T bK • TR co KANS.AS. C ITV KS 27 lbl 314 0 0 0 0 . 
1020.H.25 lQ\ll'tR ST ATE BAJI.K K.AN)AS C. ITY KS lbb44 260 0 0 0 0 • 
lOL0..1030 lNIN CllY ST Al E: bANI<. KANSAS CllY "' 3l't5~ ~00 0 0 0 0 . 
102030&0 Sf ATE &ANK OF IU~LMAN Kli'H;.1"',Af't KS 160~1 67 0 0 0 0 . 
10203110 FlRS.l !:,TAlt. BANI(. KIOWA KS l4bbb Bb 0 0 0 0 

__ 102CJ..il95 DOLJGLA~ LCJU,'4lY STATE: BANK lA .. kU~Cf. KS 3bbb3 690 0 0 0 0 
10.£0j2L~ u-.il 1/EKSl lY !>TATE. bAl'iK LANktNCE KS £".,jQC.,4 ~96 0 0 0 0 
10203,0(1 U:-.i:XA S 1 dK • lR CO LE.NEXA KS 25979 380 0 0 0 0 
1020.,320 F-lkSl ST ATE E.\NI(. LtOT 1 KS 20.H9 118 0 0 0 0 • 
102u.,::,~o Cl l lLC.NS S lA TE bAM llbEl{AL K~ 24b'io9 ~01 0 0 0 0 . 
10203630 hGHE ST AH: BA,'cK • TRUST co Hl f'HERS~ KS 16299 171 0 0 0 0 • 

_ l02036"t0 l"ICPt--sE:RSLN ST SK l '" LO KCPH!:: RSUN KS ------ ------·-- 52770 n, 0 ____ Hl ___ 0 0 --. --
10203-bSO F>!:OPLES BA"-,;, • lR Cu MC.PHE:.RSON KS 22204 21~ 0 0 0 0 . 
l0£03b75 C.l 1 llt:-45 STA TE bA;\IK f. TRUSl MA~t1ATTAN KS 2'120b H2 0 0 0 0 . 
lOt:03780 E<C "' OF SChMJ.I.JT • 1t,,QSl tR 1'1AkY5YlLLE KS 27298 2b0 0 0 0 0 . 
l0203&C..0 UNl TEO BANK OF l'ilNNl:APOLlS HlNNl:APGLlS KS 17232 105 0 0 0 0 . 
1020,87!1 Cl:NH:.NNlAL BANK C. TRUST MlSSJGN KS 2&'tb0 317 0 0 0 0 • 

---------- ---- - --------
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-·-- NONKEM.BER BANKS ---------~-tU:N.EFll .. TO_BAN.KS .. COVE:RED BY l10D1Flf::0 Sa 85 --- -- _ 2./22/19 ------

Ill 12) 13) (4) 15) lb) 
DSB NAME LOCATION TDEP VL TCSH 1977 New NEW DlF 

----~---- RtQliAL E:PA ___ REQBAL (3)-(5J ___ 

1020)bEO Ml~SlON Sl bK t lk cu MlSSlON KS 84151 401 0 1756 0 0 
1020-<t080 KAN~A~ STATE BANK NEWlON KS 3524b 480 0 0 0 0 . 
10204170 fA.Ci..M!:RS !:,TATE B"- UF OAKLEY OAKU:Y KS 22067 100 0 0 0 0 . 
102U-'t230 PATk~NS STAH: OK & TR to OLA 1 HE KS 56bb8 713 0 742 0 0 

__ }J2C,..,"t0~ MCT(ALF STATE:. bAM'... OVLRLA."10 PARK KS 33012 469 0 0 C 0 
10.C:J'-4 lO UV tkLA"-40 ~AF:,.;, sr BK t 1R CO OVEf.,LANO PARt(. KS ~~09~ H.1V6 0 145 0 0 
l0.:.0..,415 kAN.L.h!'-tAk.l bAf-11',.. L lR co OV::: kLA"IIJ PAf<K KS 4~Q'J:) 455 0 li::4 0 0 
1020 .. .i.11 VALlt. Y VH.\.I ST A.l E bM~K UVi:kLA,'·-lO PARK. KS ~O.?ti5 obi 0 173 0 0 . 
10 .:.O't4t>O Cll lZtNS SU.Tt t!A.t-d",. f'AOLA KS 14~33 13' 0 0 0 0 . 
lULL:,.~00 PAk~C,N!:,, ClV-1111:;RI..U.L bAf-11(. PARSL,NS KS 2~177 470 0 0 0 0 • 

·- 102.04~00 FH-.!i.l !J TAT I; bANK. t lf-.USl C.0 PlJT!:.bUR& KS 37~0.j 79> 0 0 0 0 . 
102u407& SUUTH,.,A H- tL-t.NK. L 1K co PkAlklE 1/lLLAGE: KS 107.).25 10)', 0 l9c,~ 2 

_, 
lu.<:.O<tt:8:> Ml UAMt:r<l(A"ll "' C TR (0 R0i:LAN0 PA kl",. KS 79bl7 10, 0 l3b2 0 0 
10.(Q'-tt\90 ROSE tilLL 5H,Ti:: SAN,<,, RLSt: ~HLL KS H,'?7tt bl 0 0 0 0 . 
!02049.:::0 HlH•H: Sl Al E ~A,'il',, f<.uSSt:LL KS 43lbtt I Lb 0 '"' 0 0 . 
10..:U49~0 f..U~5.l::LL SlArt:: RAf'..!( RUSSt:LL KS 37llb 192 0 277 0 0 . 
ELi:0'1940 FAK,"!1:h.S. ~TAH: BA~K. SADJ:lHA KS - --- __________ , l",b9b •9 0 0 0 0 . 
l0.2t.;-.9t.O CIT HENS ST A Tt. l:!Aflo.K. Sl f--RANCIS KS 14457 o> 0 0 0 0 . 
1020~02~ f-lk.ST ::,TATE bK t '" co SALINA KS 2lbo7 421 0 0 0 0 . 1:-.:> 
102U'.lO4U PLM-,HRS ~TA TE- e, L TR CO SAUNA KS 64513 101 0 10>1 0 0 . 01 
10.<:u5'Jti3 SE:C.lJ!{l 1 Y S.TA 11: bA"-t"- SCOTT C.llV KS 21251 124 0 0 0 0 cc 
lOi:0!)110 Cl TlH.NS STA TE bAr-.K. SC.NCC.A KS 21921 124 0 46 0 0 • 

_lOLW~lS~ C.llllENS SU.H: bA~ll'.. ShA\oC~l:E KS 202 lb 472 0 0 0 0 
1020:>l.c.D SM;..·.,~t;E. STA TE bAN!",. S.HA14N!::E KS bb342 bOO 0 836 0 0 
l0.2U5'200 SM l lH C. lY SI BK C lk $MI TH CENTtk KS t..16..:'.2 l>l 0 18 0 0 . 
102Cn225 bAllK (JF- K.A"ISAS ~UUTH HUlCHlN:SC>N KS 15367 242 0 0 0 0 
1 J2D::>42V 0A,',><. uf- lLSCl.JT l TES C.Ull KS 1317 l 37 0 0 0 0 . 
1020::,~(15 CAPITAL CUY SI bK t lR co lUPi::K.A KS lb4U7 153 0 0 o· 0 . 
!OcO:,'.llO (t.J,'·'l"ii:.K(E:. bA'O, " rn.us 1 lLIPt.1\4 KS 5b53-'t 008 0 75b 0 0 .. 
1Vl:V'>52.0 flt.ltlllY S.T ATE BAN"- C 1" CO lUPt.l(,A KS "961'•2 342 0 530 0 0 . 
1Jo<.C':>53'j. H!C.~LAl'-10 P~R,r;. tiAN", C '" lUPE.KA. KS 4213<:I 530 0 bt, 0 0 
t::,),<_l,554(, <A. VALL CY SI bK L l R CU TOPE.KA KS 3b'.l42 070 0 0 0 0 . 
l0£U'j.S5~ .''iQt{ lH PLAZA ~l ATE bANK. lUPl:::I\A KS 14412: 319 0 ~ 0 0 
l02U?5t.5 ~'JUh-1NES.T Sf All BMlK lUJ.>1:::1(,A KS 24924 500 0 0 0 0 . 
1CL0'.>5e0 11..h.r,A bA~fs L TRU~ l 101-'E.K.A KS 237~4 ,us 0 0 0 0 
1W2u?b 70 G~A.',l CI.J:.Y'-HY STAH. bANK ULYSS.i::S KS 3tse l'> lb> 0 .-1 0 0 
l0l\.i'.>1C..S, AI-I..K.A..'1S.A!i, VALU:. Y S. lA.T I:::. BAf'-1.K. 1/ALU:Y CENH.:R KS 1'17.20 3u> 0 0 0 0 
l0.2i.J',.77~ lN.E:vU -.CAl-1,1:.ENt.Y SlATt. bAN~ WAKl:::E:NEY KS 1839t:l lU8 0 0 0 0 
l0.Z0t,015 BO Ult. VAkD SlAl t CAN,_ 1,dC.HllA KS 04!:ltH l00b 0 195 0 0 
10.?0cUl6 CE"-; TRAL bANII.. L lRU!:-T lllll.t-d lA KS 3.t'l'11 403 0 0 0 0 
lOt::.icOl 7 (11 Y bA~K. & TRi..l~T CO '41Ct-1llA KS 21406 31b 0 0 0 0 . 
l02l,t>Ul8 EAST Sllll:. t"IAr,K .A.NL> l RUSl WIC.Hl TA KS 32120 500 0 0 0 0 . 
104000 .. 0 )(,_f..f,:)>,5, ST ATE:. l.lANK. • '" (0 W lL!-11 lA KS 1233'-,Y 8Jt, 0 ..... 43 0 0 
llJ.C.0.:;045 SE:/'it.C.A ,r d:'. Of Wl(Hl lA ,-1}(.Hj lA "' 2bVl9 571 0 0 0 0 . 
lJLVt>O'.l8 hJ,',j LA"'-ES 51A11::: bAi-tK Ml(.HlTA KS 29701 272 0 39 0 0 
10.i:OblJbS UNl ltD AME:.k.lC.AN BK C TR CO Ml(hl lA KS 32623 073 0 0 0 0 

----·~~- ----- ~--
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__ ,WN/IEH8ER. BANKS __ BENEfl LTD BANKS_COVER.EO .BY HOOlflED s. 8~ .... ----------- .2/22/19, ____ _ 

OSB NAME lOCATION 
---·· ------- ---------------------------

1020007!> WICHITA ST.HE:. bANK. 
1020blb5 WE~lGATE ~TAT£: BANK 
l020t.lb7 WYANUOTTE SANK 
1020bl10 STATE E.XCHA'tGE BANK. 

klCHlTA 
WUN DUTT E COUNTY 
WYANOOTl E COUNlY 
YAlES C1:NTE~ 

KS 
KS 
KS 
KS 

( I) (21 (31 (4) (5) (bl 
TOEP VL TC.SH 1977 NEW NEW Dlf 

_______ J\EQBAL __ EPA_RWbAL _ (31-t~) ___ 

31382 335 0 0 0 0 . 
2229b 331 0 0 0 0 • 
20098 209 0 0 0 0 • 
17721 87 0 0 0 0 • 

Of 11~ tiA1'4<.S Af-FH.TEO IN STAH: 77 HAVE NO EAk.NlNG.S PARllClPAllON AC.CCJUNT OR IH.OUlk.E.O RESERVE:- bAlANc.E __________ _ 
37 HAYE NO RH,1UREV RESE-RYE: BALANC.E 

--------------------------------
------- ------------ --- ------~-- -----

8210030 CITIZENS BANK AL6ANY KY 20134 .C:20 0 0 0 0 . 
4210048 8ANK [JF AS.HLANO INC A51-1LAND KY 3474b SH 0 0 0 0 . 
4210105 .AMl:RlCAN F-lDE.LlTY B< t TR UJbARbOlJRVlLLE KY 22M13 501 0 0 0 0 . 
6210120 FARMERS B.l.N,<. ANU TR\JSl C.O BAR.OS lOWN KY 21344 3SO 0 0 0 0 . 
8.2:10130 NlLS(JN (. MUIR 

"' t 
1 R. cu bA.RO~ lUIIN KY 2213l 344 0 0 0 0 .. 

_ 8210170 bE.AVE.R DAM Uf:PO!iolT tlANK bfAVER. OAM ______ KY 21t279 344 ______ o ___ a 0 0 -·---·--
4210190 i,fLLEVUE C.~.'1RC.L r. SVGS bANK bHLtVUE KY 2b308 550 0 0 0 0 . 
8 21 0210 BANK (.:f 8l:~TUN btNl(J~ KY 3914b b1< 0 0 0 0 . 
8210220 BA~K OF MA'I.SHALL COUNlY bl::/'\tlUN KY ',c,5,59 454 0 2bl 0 0 . 
8210310 BOWLING l,,k.El:N 13K r. .TR CO l:lU1'LlNG GRHN KY 31/120 b97 0 30 0 0 . 
8210::i-..o f-AkMtkS, 01::POSl 1 bA~~ BkANlJi:NtH.RG KY 23&72 20• 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 42104.';0 Pl:Llf'LE:S 01:.PUSI T 6ANK bURllNGlOr-4 ______ KY 14ei.;;o ____ 301 ___ o_~- 0 - 0 0 . 
8210450 lRlGG (.(,UNTY F ARME:.KS SANK C.AD.ll KY 333b7 331 0 4b 0 0 . 
82lv500 TA'r'LOK CCJUNTY b.ANK C.A.~PIH:LLSV ILLE KY 249b2 713 0 0 0 0 . 
42105b0 KY FRHS SK us C.Alll:ll~bURG CATLl:::llSbUKG KY 35022 SU 0 0 0 0 
8210t0.0 bANK OF C.LAR~S lUN CLARK.SON KY 19601 33b 0 0 0 0 . 
~2107.<tO COl<blN DEPOS l1 bANK t lR CO C.UKblN KY 2b.!77 494 0 0 0 0 . 

-~2107b0 C.OVl~"::lON TK. l.. f::.N!C.N.G, C.O t.UV11',~10N •Y ----····- --------- -- 1t;,519 l4lb 0 -- __ 958 0 0 
8210840 CR~STWUOO STATI: bAN!< CRE ~ T wOOO KY 19t,lj9 2&1 0 0 0 0 . 
6210895 bANf\ Uf OMWJLU. C,ANl/1LLE:, KY 22172 29b 0 0 0 0 • 
8211015 Cl 1 lltNS UK OF 1::llZAbl:::lHTWN 1;LJ.lA9E-.THTOWN KY 3t..41At bb5 0 0 0 0 . 
82110',0 fAG.MERS Ot:PO!>l l 8ANpr. f:MINE.~CC <Y 19303 209 0 0 0 0 . 
4211110 FAk~ER~ ()[;PO~lt bANi<,, FLE111NG5BURG KY 22297 ~71 0 0 0 0 . 

-·- 4211120 PE:.UPLE.S BANr<.. Of- FLE:.MlNG ClY FLEMl!\CJSbURG KY 2bb{'t;, 212 0 0 0 0 . 
·-

4211125 BOONE: STJ\fl:: bAr.t,;, FLUkt:ltCt KY 2ll21 ll9't 0 0 0 0 . 
4211120 FLl.JRlNCl Lit:PUSI 1 bA."4.K fLUH.t.~E:. KY 2755,l) 514 0 0 0 0 . 
4211150 fOkT THUMA:i btLLtVUE. UANK hJd IH(JMAS KY 't2Y7l 833 0 0 0 0 • 
8llll 70 fkMS b!'. (. CAPllAL lk tu fkANi<..H)k 1 KY lblb9l 152 .. 0 "~~u ll4b -ll4o 
8211195 FRA.~KllN bA~K. ANO Tl<UST to fKANK.llN KY 22462 35& 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 8.211..!GO SlMP5(1N (.(nJ.',/,lY bAN'<. FkANKllN KY 4l7&7 7'0 0 0 0 0 ---·--
4t2l l 250 fAI\MCH.S BA"lK .. ~,o H.ust cu c.tlJ~C:.HOWN KY l373t, 359 0 0 0 0 . 
Si.11300 CllllENS BA~K. ANU TkUSl co GLAS&lJl'I KY 5t>304 ~34 0 3t12 0 0 . 
421 l.3t)0 COMMEl<tlAL SK. Uf- c.RA'r'~ON C.RA 't 5uN KY 2325& 374 0 0 0 0 . 
8211380 C.RE.E:NS6UkG Df:PC.lSlT tUNK (:,R.Et:N!.blJKG KY 2lb51 2b~ 0 0 0 0 • 

-- ·- -----------· ·----·-·- ··----

~ 
~ 
0 
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_ .NONHEHbER BAN.KS ·- ____ SE::NE::flT_JQ BANKS COVERED.BY 110Dlf1ED S. 85 ------- -- -- ------- Z/2.2./79 _____ 

Ill 121 131 1,1 I 51 lb) 
0S8 NAME LOCATION TOEP VL TC.SH 1977 NEW NEW OlF 

--------- ----- -------- RfQBAL f PA __ RfQBAL __ 131-151-

821140S FIRST STATE hANK C.REE:NVILLE KY 't04~2 814 0 11<> 0 0 . 
4211420 b.ANI<. OF HARLAN hARLAN KY 3& 194 12•1 0 l~ 0 0 • 
b.l:11470 HAkTFuRD bAN.K. ANO lRUST CO HARl !-ORO KY 18068 3,2 0 0 0 0 . 
8211480 HANC.OC.K 8.A~ (. lkUS.T co HAWESVILLE KY 2J7b7 32~ Q 0 0 0 . 

_4211490 ClllZ.EN.S. STAlE. bANK. 11AlAR0 _KY ·-------- --- ---- 22479 616 0 0 0 o ___ • __ 
4211 ~00 Pt(JPLI::!) ~A~K. 11Al ARO KY 51447 l3b't 0 lbb 0 0 
b.::11530 FARMCR.S 8A'tK ANO TRUST CO Ht:~OE:RSUN KY 3210~ ,,,. 0 0 0 0 • 
b2llbl0 F- lkST CllY BK. .ANO lR lO hOPi<. lNSV lLLE KY 73109 1629 0 ao, 0 0 
8211030 HOk~E C.AVI: S TAlE: BANI<. HURSE C.AVE KY 2lb63 .(.t,3 -~ 0 0 0 
4211660 l!'H::Z OE PUS.I 1 BAN,<. INEl KY 24623 993 0 0 0 0 

_ b2llll0 flKS.T S.TATE l:Afii( l RY tt-.iG.TON KY --- ---- ~-- -- 2't502 55b ---- o_ 0 - ·- 0 
o __ • __ 

42117.25 ClllH.NS UAl'it<. JA(.l(S,UN KY 23003 ... 0 0 0 0 . 
8211810 BANI',, UF OLDHA!'I COKPANY LA t.kANt,E KY 303&3 5,lb 0 0 0 0 • 
8211895 CT l bill.TR C.O OF C.RAYSCW CTY LEI lC.HFlELD KY 21757 340 0 0 0 0 • 
82ll9CIO LE:l lCHf-lE.LD [>PST •• ~ TR CO LH lC.hFlELO KY 1886b 2b0 0 0 0 0 . 
42119.C::5 bA~.tK VF U:XlNl. TON lNt lEXJNt,TQN KY 59967 11, 0 918 0 0 . 

_ 4211~30 CENTR.Al BANK Al'tO H~US. T CO lf.XlNC.TUr-t KY --·-"------ ---·· l4b"'.C::~ 253, 0 397S 0 0 
6ll.i:'045 HAN,<. Of LOUlSY.lllE-k(JYAL BK. LOUISVILLE KY 34 74 7b 411& 0 511:tdi n,o -7340 ~ 
&2lil10 STOCK YARUS bl\ • JR LO LWl~VILLI:: KY 44200 >47 0 '4> 0 0 • a) 
4212210 JACK.SO~ (.(JUhlTY SANK MC ti.EE KY 19590 43> 0 0 0 0 .... 
82li:'.i::3G f-RMk.S Bl<. t TR C.CJ VF MADSNVLEMADl SONVlLLE KY :,4105 ... , 0 872. 0 0 . 
82ll240 1<.ENlU(.l(.Y HANK AND TkUST CO MAO 1 SONY IL LE KY 58339 b31 0 9b2 0 0 . 

_ 821.£.2'15 Pl:CJPLES 6ANK. AM.I lRUS 1 CO MAOlSONV'lLLE KY -·------- 50S60 12<>8 0 131 0 0 • 
421.i::270 Flk51 STATE: tlAl'-.t<. HANl.HES T E:R KY 2~bb3 613 0 0 0 0 . 
4.212295 flk!>l GUAkA.NlY SANK. MAk I lN KY 351&~ '" 0 0 0 0 . 
&21.£315 lltH:.RlY SAVINGS. 6ANK. "AYFlELO KY 4£97"1 SY3 0 362 0 0 . 
421'-330 BAN.'<. LF- MAYS.VILLE MAYS.VILLE KY 33935 .,. 0 0 0 0 . 
42123&0 CUfllK!::.kC.JAL t:IAN1.. HlLULE:SbGRO KY 4lbl3 1151 0 0 0 0 • 

__ BLlL1.t:H1 FA!{HtRS BAf'il'I.. MIL lllf'.I KY l.C.82tl 300 0 0 0 0 . 
b..:!lL't!>O MONTIC.ELLO t,ANl(..ING COMPANY MCWIIT lCi:LLO KY 20~bb ,10 0 0 0 0 • 
821(.!,10 UNION BANK A~O IRU51 C.OMPANYMuRC.A.NF 1 HD KY 24b03 ~73 0 0 0 0 • 
8..! 12 5-20 MYF<C.ANl (J"N DEPO.SI T bANK MURC,ANTUwN KY 2)005 ,11 0 0 0 0 • 
421~5,5,Q t:XC.HANl,E bANK. Uf- K.ENTUC.!H NWNT .SlCk.LlNG KY 26307 333 0 0 0 0 . 
421 .(~QO HANi'. Ut- Ml Vl:RNUN MWNl VE:kNON KY 201.H 3bb 0 0 0 0 . 

~.ti2l.lbJO bAf'.IK. OF Mll"l.k.AY Hl/Ro(AY KY &374't •o• 0 lHl 0 0 
8212b40 .. t:OPLE!> 0,A!'-41<. OF- MUK~AY 111.JkkAY KY 55072 9>5 0 132 0 0 
821205-0 UNlTEt> C.Illll:NS bf(. f. lR lO NlM CAS JLE: KY 2'~71 33• 0 0 0 0 • 
421.t:'770 PEC..PU:!> BANK OLIVE: t-tlll KY .C::463~ <>OS 0 0 0 0 . 
8212700 CENTRAL &AM( ANO TR.UST CCJ CJWEN!)6URO KY 70132 1201 0 1301 0 0 • 
8214'.790 Cllllf.NS STATE b.4.Nt<. llWHl!:.HOkCJ KY bb!t)2 1197 0 207.C, 0 0 

_ 8212840 Pr:OPLE:!:. BA~!( A~[J TR.UST CO OWl:.NTON KY 21'29 lH 0 7 0 0 • 
8212870 C.lllZENS OANI<. r.. lkU!i,l lO PADUCAH KY l2't479 ~301 0 2699 0 0 
8212b75 PALUC.AH 8A-"riK ANO HI.UST CO PAOIJC.M1 KY '9921b llbl 0 0 0 0 . 
"21~9~0 bUUKbON AGRlC.L TFU. 61( f. TR C.OPARlS KY 32~00 ,20 0 0 0 0 • 
421298!, ClllHNS bA~X. Of- PlKE::VlLLE PlK.1:VlLLE: KY 09755 1493 0 <>83 0 0 
4213015' FIR!:.1 5.lA.lE bANI<. PlNE::VlLLE: KY 19148 ••• 0 0 0 0 . 

------- --------
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-NONMEMBER _BANKS ---~- ---·--- - 8.E.NE.Fl.T- lQ_BANK.S. COVERED . .8.Y_NOOIFIED s, 85 --· ___ 21-an~ 

( 11 U) (31 1,1 l 51 (61 
oso NAME LOtAT ION TDEP VLTC.SH 1917 "'" NSW OIF 

-------- -·----··---· -- - -- Rf.:.QBAL , .. UQOAL (3)-( 5)_ 

8213030 DE. PO.SIT bAl'-I.K PLEASURE.VILLE KY 15813 103 0 0 0 0 . 
42130'.:>0 bUu<,. JLSEPHINE PkES TONS bURG KY 500t:t3 bbl 0 2Sl 0 0 
821~070 fA R.~.tRS bK C TR co INC PR.lflll.E.H.JN KY 31480 !d2 0 0 0 0 
t.12lJVtQ FlR~T "' " lR co P.i..li'.C!:.TU,'-' KY .3bS~3 S,3 u 0 0 0 . 

_ 8212090 PRLlVlUf.:.NCl ~.Al.E. 8A.l'tK. PKO~ IIJEN:Ct Ky lt.,<,00 33• u 0 0 0 . 
421~10~ F<H.i----.~ICJ'iD ~Mo<. Rl(.hMV,1(1 KY 15'977 3.t!.: 0 C, 0 0 . 
421.Hl.O ~ l A. lt:. "' C lk co klC~MU,"l.D KY 57 lSO 9:,0 0 bll 0 0 . 
421.H30 F-lk!-T ANO PEOPLES SA.Ni<. kUS :::d:.LL KY 460b8 l'96'io 0 0 0 0 . 
8.213lti0 SOUlHCR~.i ()fPOSlT bA.NK fo.USSclLYlLLE: KY .£561~ :,ov 0 0 0 0 . 
8213270 KlN1UCl'..Y STA TE BAN.K ~co TT !:>YI LL E KY l 7367 271 0 0 0 0 . 
6LLB10 C.l 1 lH:r'iS UNlc..:N bANK Sht.LBYYILL..E:. KY 227&4 3'2 0 C, 0 0 • .. 
b.213.:140 SHELBY ClllJ~,11 y lRUSl BAN.K ~t1f:Lb'VI/ lllt: KY 20061;1, 15, 0 0 0 0 . 
82.1J3t,Q PE llf'LE S bANi<. S;-1c:PHEKLSVlLLE. KY ltl~58 375 0 0 0 0 . 
821;14b5 FIR Sl ANU PE.GP LES !:SANK St'RlNGFlELO KY 22732 i44 0 0 0 0 . 
8.:!13490 SPKl'-IGF-H.LD STATE: BANI<. SPRH,;<.,FIELO KY .£1°152 27' 0 0 0 0 . 
42135.::0 POr1!::LL C.UUo'-iTY bANK S 1Af\i.1LN KY 19579 .,. 0 0 0 0 

_ 8.::.i.:i5JO FA~Mt.R5 STA.TE:: UM1K !> TUN.GlS KY --~~ ---- -- ----- --- - 2l'iob8 302 0 0 ~ 0 . 
821 ;1'>'>0 PE.O1->LE S bA,\r(, tA.YlQkSVlLLE KY 17155 2,2 0 0 0 0 . 
521:.570 OEPUSll UA¾I~ Of ML~kOE CTY TQMl-'t(,.lfll~\lllLE KY l 9460 :,11 0 0 0 0 . ~ 
-'t,d3640 C.ll 1ZEN5 Dt:POSll bANK VA."H.lBURG KY 28071 507 0 0 0 0 . O') 
4213U,C., U,~l HU BA~", A,'•HJ TRU'.:il co VJ:.R~Allll:S KY 28b82 528 0 0 0 0 • ~ 
4?l.lb70 WO(:~FOkl; bAN)(,. ANU IKlJ~T co Vlk~AJLLl;S Ky 3(;894 ,11 0 0 0 0 . 

... -4213760 CC:,'1,'-IEKClAL ~ A~1K wt.'.:i T lllH.R TY _ KY ~--- ·--- --- 24302 33b -· 0 0 0 0 . -·-------
42137&0 bM•"- Uf ..it1l I t:~bUkl. WHI 1 E ~tlUkG KY 45092 ... 0 0 0 0 • 
42137b'> F-Ht'.>T 5E.C.UR1 l'V BANK WHI l E '.>BUkG KY 19!>93 b2b 0 0 0 0 . 
4213S00 bA"'-K UF- SC C.kt:ARY ClJUNTY WHllU.'I' Cl lY KY 21170 b76 0 0 0 0 . 
4.213!:'20 ~Al'.~ OF :.. ILL IA"'.!:,!::.URG WllllM'1SbURG KY 24'>3~ b20 0 0 0 0 . 
42l3bSO bAt--.i,,. OF WllL!A~~lO.,.N WlLUA"l!>lOMN KY 21179 213 0 0 0 0 . 

__ .421.:HHlO PEUf'L.E!:i C.UH'itkClAL oAN/\ WlNCHtSlER Ky 34270 ,a,. 0 0 0 0 . 
4213900 WlNC.HE5olfK HAN~ WlNCHcSHK Ky 5137"1 ,01 0 8.C::5 0 0 

UF 110 BANKS AFfl:CTEO IN 5,T ATE •2 HAVE: NO EARNlNGS PARlJC.lPAlION AC.COUNT CJR kt.OUIRE:O RE.SERVE. bALANtE: 
20 HAVE: NO kEQURED RE.5-l:M.VE: BALANCE 

----------------------------------------

6220010 BANK. Of Ab SE YV l LLE C lk CO ABBEYllLE L• 31543 10'9 0 0 0 0 . 
b,U0025 GULF CllA.S l bANI(,. A~bt.VlLLI:: LA 17676 2b 1 0 0 0 0 . 
6220030 <.UAk.MHY tlK Al<u TKU5"7 CO ALE)I.ANO/oi.lA LA 150202 2M5 0 lt033 0 0 
t.22G0',2 Ct.NTK.AL Pk.U(.,k~5.SlVE &AN.~ MUTE LA 2.34{:0 ~-~ 0 0 0 0 ···-

. ---
622(..011 bA11.t:k bl.NI\. Ai';O 1 kU!>T ca l BA 10N ROUGE: LA 34041 90, 0 0 0 0 . 

1122C075 ~,, ~,K. UF 1-',QRl::HlJU!>E: bA!> Tl-~UP LA l'i-'04 75• 0 0 0 0 . 
c.220085 A.."1£:Klt.4.N tlANI(,. .t.NO TkUSl io bAlON ROUGE LA 451i966 7117 0 524b blbO ➔160 
62~v0bb SATI...N k[JUGE ~AN/\ C TkUST CU t;ATUN ROUGE: LA c.12bl 751 0 ... , 0 0 

--------- - ---··--·- ·-·-·---··-
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__ NON.HEH.BER BANKS __________ BENEflT __ TQ 8ANKS_C.OVERED BY H.OOIFIEO S. 8~ U22/19 ----

Ill (21 (31 141 (51 lbl 
058 NA"IE LOCATlON TDEP VL Tt.SH 1977 NEW NEW OlF 

--------- -~-·------ ------·- _ RE.CB AL __ EPA .. _REQbAL._ 131-13.I___ 

6220087 CAP lTAL BANK ANO lRUS l CO BATUN ROUGE LA 2141:1~9 1728 0 '9898 3b> -3&5 
ll220120 CAD~U H,UST ANG SAVINGS BK BELC.Hf.:R LA 1993!> 321 0 0 0 0 • 
11220145 PfUJ.>LES bANK & lR C.CJ l:ILA~C.HARO LA lb74D 393 0 0 0 0 . 
lll2Dl60 tiOSSIER bAN!(. AND lrWST CO BOSSlEk Cl TY LA 13371b 1040 0 3573 131 -131 

_ 1122016b REC, RIVER 'IIALU:Y BANK CUSSil:.R CHY_ LA l4b1'f lbb 0 0 0 0 ---··--b22C.170 FAR~E:RS-MERCHA NT S b!(L.TR CO bkEAUX BRlOC,E LA 307&7 .,, 0 0 0 0 . 
6220180 AVCtvt:.LLt-S TK ANO SVGS l:IK Bl.i'.K.lE:. LA 23580 >4• 0 0 0 0 . 
b.20:::0185 BUNKIE: BA',K C TRU~T 0C.OMPANY blfljK IE:. LA l !>33~ lb> 0 0 0 0 
622.0187 Pl:Ul-'LES 1:H,TC OF " bEl{f\:ARD C.HALMl:TlE LA 4.(.06b 16bb 0 0 0 0 . 
62;:0210 f-AR~t:RS STATE: BK C Ht C.O CHUkCH POINT LA 24539 307 0 0 0 0 . 
b2l.U.22V [L lt-..TLN bA,'I~ ANU TR. tu LLINTUN LA 1~8b9 ,.~ ·~- 0 0 0 0 . 

11220270 BA!'.K OF CUVS.HA 11 A LL'\J~NATT A LA 23,Hd 454 0 0 0 0 . 
b2L0Z75 CITllEN5 bK <NO Tfi.U~T co C.U\/lNGTUN LA 20661 525 0 0 0 0 . 
b220290 bANK OF C.U'1,'1ER(.E C 1 kUST CO CRU,nE:Y LA 6307"t 1116 0 11&4 0 0 . 
b22U305 LOU!s.lA.NA tlAN<. MW l RUST CU lkCJNLE'f' LA .:!2531 29l 0 0 0 0 

11220312 GUA kANTY f'A,'1'<. " lRUSl to L.o!:LHl LA 2033& 338 0 0 0 0 
_ bZ.2:G:::>2G LlliH-i~~TU, ST SK & IR CO [)£NHAM SPRINGS LA 4409'-t 1307 0 0 0 0 . 

b220330 (.lTY !,A\l lNuS aANK ANl> TH. CO OE: R IODER LA 39798 3b1 0 1~3 0 0 . 
b220315 ACALJlANA bA~!<. El.tilCI:. LA 23654 b'll 0 0 0 0 . NI 
62~0)b0 TRI PMUSH t,A.\IK AND TKUSl COEV'-4 lCE: LA 30568 229 0 31 0 0 . a:, 

11220390 F-ARMl:RV l LLE l::.At~K F-ARMERYl LLE LA lb9L8 367 0 0 0 0 c.:, 
622G<t00 C.U,'1Mt:kC.lAL DANK ANO Tt<US T tof--KANKLIN LA 3!1b66 316 0 391 0 0 . 

_ b2.::C410 " MARY bANK ANO TRU5 l to FRANKLIN LA l 742~ '"9 0 0 0 0 . 
bi:.:'.0415 F-IR5.T ST ATE eA'IK A!'-IU TK lO F-RA.11KllNlON LA 67ti50 1094 0 4'9 0 0 
b2.20<t.?:O WA5.hlN(, TO~ OA."'iK AND lkU'.> 1 WI-KAN!'..llNlON LA 37138 1193 0 0 0 0 
b220427 ST AT!:: bANi<. •ND lRU:;. T C.UMf'ANYGCLD!::N MEADOW LA 37971 649 0 0 " 0 
b220430 t\ANK lJF- Gll'-.IZAL!::S (,0/'ljlAlt:5. LA 74344 7"2 0 1024 0 0 
622U455 B,H,K O• THE $.QlJTH &Rt TNA LA 18012 319 0 0 0 0 . 
b4204b5 GUARANlY bM'tli'-.. Af'.IJ T• to GRE:HU LA 607CJ2 21941 " 672 0 0 . 
b22.0'tb1 C,Ulf- SOlJlH di\ C TR C.O C,.RE: lNA LA 27574 ,1, 0 0 0 0 
6220490 Fl RSl C.UAkAN TY liANi<. 11A,-.,Mo,-.o LA 114620 2-'tlb 0 179~ 0 0 
b;;,dl.:~01 CCNTIN.E:~Al BA~~ t~ARVE'f LA 22~4b 60S 0 0 0 0 . 

11.221..i~lO PLA~HH.S bK C TR C.O HAYr-.1:.5.VlLLE LA 3t':Olb 360 0 l 0 0 . 
t>2.: 0525 AMtkl(Ati bANK AN[> TRU~l co HLllJl":A LA 391H~ b03 0 0 0 0 . 

__ b.i:2CJ~43 PRU\..RE:!,Sl'w'E BANK C 1 A.UST ((J HWl"IA LA 30470 bSl 0 " 0 0 . 
b220~45, TEk.kE:oU:oNE:. t,A,'iK C TRUST co l'-1UUl1A LA lS.4113 L4b9 0 3736 0 0 
bt':ZU~50 cc~~u~1 n S fAlf bA."'IK. lNDE:Pt:.NOfNCE LA 2b 13b ,.o 0 0 0 0 . 
b22C,'::>12 JEH-[l(~UN tUNr<. C lK to JE.t-HR~ON PARISH LA 734£,t, ·•9 0 176't 0 0 . 
6220~73 f- lR'.:)1 "'tTRO?Ul l TAN BAN~ Jt;:.FF!:.RSUN PARISH LA 4~~25- 1175, 0 0 0 0 . 

112;;:v:ic:o eA,~K. lH- JU~A JENA LA 224bl &,1 0 0 0 0 . 
__ ll22US90 LA SALLE !:. TA Tt. bANK. Jb'iA LA __ 2.0733 3'19 0 0 0 0 

ll22ClbGO JA(II.SLlN PA~l SH UANK. JU"'ltSbORO LA 17941 34> 0 0 0 0 
ll 22CJbl!> CA 1 i'-t-lUULI\ bA.'-jK JUfil::SVH.LE: LA 21291 20• 0 0 0 0 • 

t>22C.b20 I\.ArLMt STA.Tt BANK KAP LAN LA 2'133b 312 0 0 0 0 
022Ub23 \l!:.RMILLllJ/'i OA.NK. AN~ TRU~ T toKAPLAN LA 2)705- 370 0 0 0 0 
b"'.20025 HU•LHANTS Tk ANO SVGS bl<. tr..t:NN.!::R LA 26493 >?b 0 0 0 0 

-~ .. -----~----
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__ .N.QNKE:MBf:.R BANKS ___ ,. ··- _____________ 8ENE"11.T0.8ANKS.WVEREO bY. IIOOlflED S •. 85 ____________________ 2./ZU79 

---------

Ill 121 131 141 151 tbl 
OSB NAME LOCAllON HH:P YL TC.SH 1977 NEW NEW OIF 

-----·-· ·- -------·-- REQtsAL __ ._ HA_ _ RlcObAL 131-IH. 

6220b28 MU:RlCAN 8K ANO lR CQ,-.PANY LAFAYE:llE LA 91133 IOt>', 0 2705 0 0 
6220b40 C,.Ut.R,UHY bANK AN[J TR.UST CU lAf-AYl:TH: LA 236104 3907 0 !:il9H 2662 -2662 
b220b4!> HU~ CITY t:!ANK ANU 1 R.UST to LAFAYETlt LA 35,t,40 394 0 0 0 0 . 
6220648 Al'1t:R1C.AN BA~K OF C.01'\Mt.kC.E LAK.i:;. tHARU:~ LA 41494 4b2 0 313 0 0 . 

__ 11220678 SAM\. Of CIXIE LAIC.t PROYlUENC.E._ ___ LA --------------- 3.i!~43 ·- ltZb 0 .... 0 0 0 --~---
622(,710 Mt.f- t)A.~K L lR to LHSVllU:. LA 2'f2,23 .,, 0 0 0 0 . 
6220720 Yt:Rf'LN t)A.NK. ltE!i.Vlllt LA 213-'.l :;,, 0 0 0 0 
6220740 bANI", Uf- ,1 CHARU:S f. TR C.O LUL 11'.(,. LA 44~10 939 0 0 0 0 
b.(207~0 S 1 JAMt:~ 8A"11<. A!'dJ T'lU!i.T C.O llJT C.hlR. LA 31027 bOb ·o 0 0 0 
62207~5 GUARM,TY eAN.K. OF l'\A'10U l•U."\UU LA 211~4 ,3, 0 0 0 0 • 

-11-220763 M.AN~FJELD B!{ t 1k. cu NANSf- l.ELD LA 11867 233 D. ___ - ··- 0 0 0 . 
112.20700 SA!jJNC ST Al.E •• t JR C.O MJ..'\IY LA 22546 4'0 0 0 0 0 . 

0220005' C.E:1'.Hl,H LA •• C. lK CU lNC /•U,Rl'\~VILLE: LA 1~171 530 0 0 0 0 . 
622Vt:HO UN ll.JN bAf-.K P•U.Rl(,,ScVlllE LA 2bl3!> >09 0 0 0 0 . 
b.l2C·833 tO~MER.C..LAl 6ANI'\ ANC, TRU5. T C.OMl..lAll(JI: LA 'e9C.J6 1302 0 0 0 0 
t,22O034 flk!>l Pk(J(.k£5.SlV't t;l.All.l( Mt:1A1R11: LA l8bl0 4H2 0 0 0 0 
b4::20o35' M.£1AIRIC tiA.NK AND lkUSl (0 Mtl Alk.lE LA 051o.3 l>Ob 0 HI_ 0 0 
6l20b3b ~Ui1C.11AR1k.ALN 5. lA TE bt.NK. Ml:.lAlkI.E LA 17200 309 0 0 0 0 . 

ll 220b!,0 t'U.ir-U S B.AN'\ A NO TRUS l CCJ MJNLEN LA 47392 532 0 547 0 0 . 
ll.i:20b55 AME:klCAN bANK t TRU5. l CO M~Rt.Jl: LA 05760 b><> 0 1013 0 0 . 

t,:) 
b22o~~2 GU AKAN 1 Y BANK t lRV~ 1 co MuRC.AN C.ITY LA '92217 820 0 0 0 0 . 

~ b.C:20895, MOkC,AN CITY H,Oo1K. ANO lk C.O MOkl.,AN C.lTY LA 37399 5,2 0 0 0 0 
___ b.l20900 ASSL,,'1PT ILN BANK ANO lRUS l C.ONAPlJLEONVILLE. ___ LA -~-·------ 3&662 1UB3 0 0 0 0 

11220910 Cl TY bA~1~ A!'iO TRL:ST C.L!"!PANY NATC.t-11 TLCHt:S LA 2!Jt!40 >o• 0 0 0 0 
11.:'.2092() EXCl'-AN(.l bAl'.K. M-H_. TkU~T (U NATLHllUltH:~ LA 30t'26 >1• 0 0 0 0 
112209)0 f-1:0PLES BAN,<, ANL> lkU'.:i. 1 C.O f'-IATLHITUCHES LA 2876b 990 0 0 0 0 . 
622094S CllY bANK AN.Li lkU~l C.l.l~PANY Ni:'ll lbEklA LA 26981 3,9-'. 0 0 0 0 . 
6220',-1!> bA:O,.,K OF- LA lN t,.i:W (Jklf.-AN~ "'" OkltA.-"4S LA 370&7 SO<> 0 0 0 0 . 

__ b42C919 CLLLNlAL bANI\ NtW l.!kU·.ANS _ LA-------------~-- .Hbl7 ,,2 0 0 0 0 
b22V987 LlbE:kT"r bA~:\ ANO TRUST C.O .,. ORU.AN!:> LA ~039.c: Sl4 0 0 0 0 
bi.210'-iO bMoll. Of- r-.t...i kOAL•~ , .. RCiAOS LA 4~3'i) 911 0 0 0 0 . 
b22 l045' GUAKANTY b"-:•o:,, ANO lRUSl co r-.tt.1" kUAOS LA 30~()4 , .. 0 0 0 0 . 
6221048 A.'1tr(JCAN BMt'( t,i.UkLCJ LA '97033 100'9 0 0 0 0 . 
62.l 10~5 BA.NII. UF 5-(JUlhwE:Sl LOUISi ANA OAKOAL.E LA 160(.;l .( .... 4 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 11221000 UANJC. Uf CAr:. i...RlVf:. lJAK LkOYt. LA . . -- -- - ·- ltt7~Y .,. 0 0 0 0 . 
1122 lll<,O OLLA STAH: SAN" OLLA LA 14467 1,0 0 0 0 0 

6221095 A."tt:.kICAN B.\~11. AND TRU!i-1 (O OPE:.LOUSAS LA 388.(3 1bb 0 0 0 0 
6~£1100 PLANTE:R lk AND SAVINI.,!,. bK UPcLUU!i-AS LA 3'1323 b~l 0 0 0 0 . 
b221110 ,1 LA:"iORY bA,',K Ar-tD lk.U~l CU OPE:.LOU~AS LA 5411'1 1094 0 247 0 0 . 
b:i:21120 PAlHkSlJN STA.Tl: tHr,NI(. PATHll.~lJN LA 2bbl4 ,.i 0 0 0 0 . 
b22 ll5 0 C.lllH.N!> li.\NK. ANO TRU5.T CO PLA.QUEJ1lN~ LA ·---- - -·- ------- - 3443-'t b2, 0 - 0 0 0 . 
622 llbO ltH.R\/1 LLE. TR ANO >YC.S Bl<. f'LA...-UE:MJN~ LA 2b4lij 087 0 0 0 0 . 
C>22 l lb5 PLAOUUUNC:. t!,ANK £. lRUST CO PlAQUEMlNE LA 20917 208 0 0 0 0 . 
622111:10 bANt.. Of Wt.ST bAlON RlJL(i,E: PuRl ALLE:N LA i0026 SlB 0 0 0 0 . 
b22 l l85 (Jf:L TA bAM<. AND TRU5.T (UMPANYPUKT SULPHUR LA 45.3b7 1&01 0 0 0 0 
b22 l l88 (CJMMUNJ TY BAt-ll(, UF LAF-liUKCHI;. kACE:LAND LA 2b5£7 312 0 0 0 0 . 

--------~ ------- ·------· ----··-
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~-NDNME;M.8ER BAN.K.S BENE:fl T TO BANKS COVERED BY HODlflEO s.· 8!, 2/22/79 

(l) 121 131 ,., ISi lol 
OSB NAM.E LOCATION lDEP VL ltSH 1977 N•w N•w OIF 

-·---·-----~ REQbAL HA Kf.QbAL 131-ISL ___ 

b221190 RAC.HAr-.O bAhlK. ANO TRUST to RACE:LANO LA 80bfl1 1639 0 903 0 0 
b2.21200 RAYNi: ~1A1E bAr..K. ANO lR to RAYflif.:: LA 28b(Jb 372 0 0 0 0 • 11221Ll0 Rlt11LAND 5.TATE bAl<J< kAYVlLLE LA 23b6U 308 0 0 0 0 . 
6221220 bANK OF ST JD1N RE.Sek VE LA 36794 1101 0 0 0 0 

_.lli:'.2.1245 LIM.LLN SAN"'. • lRUS.T co kliS llJN ._ LA 373.£7 243 0 131 0 0 . 
11221250 r..usn .. N SlA H: "' • TR tu RU.51(.;N LA 497'17 Sb• 0 2 ss 0 0 . 

0.£2 120.0 bA/1.K. (JF C.iJ.'-V-'ltRC.1: ANO TR to Sl fRANC.lSVlLU: LA lb!>b2 309 0 0 0 0 . 
62.( UbO ST ,..AKT IN BA~'<,. • 1" LU '1 M.AkllNVllli:; LA 2~7t.!> !>10 u 0 0 u . 

1122129S A.HlkIC.A°'I ~"·"!\. • H<US.1 to ~HFU. \11: POk 1 LA 't24ti3 s,o 0 u 0 0 
11£21297 THE bA~K UF (.C,H~!:.RC.t: ~HH.!: l.'tPlJRl LA 3b~-'tb ••S 0 0 0 0 

. 112:21.:,.c:~ LUUl~lA"iA bA.,'aK. L TK.U5. 1 to !:.t4.k. l Vf:PLJRT LA lbb.l'13 lb'I~ 0 !1>218 30& -lbll 
ll2i:'.1330 Pl U~.tt.r.. t,.A,l,11'., • nu~r cu !>~l:.Vl.:PURT LA 11 !>bE:'11' .C2~J 0 .C07Y o . 0 
ll221.i35 SHktVt.1-'UG.l BAJ1!\ • lRU!>T to ~~kl Vi::PORT LA 3J20~ , .. u 0 0 0 
11221337 U,'ll lt.O ,-lRC.A"-1 JU. UA!'lil(, !,t-.>\t: 'vE.POkl LA .3.t ! lb ,.. u 0 0 0 

b4.'.l l.J'.:>'• f 1 ... ~1 bA.~ti<. SL! I.Jill LA 't.J!i!il l~!d 0 0 0 0 
llUUbO SP~ ll'lll,H 1 LL b, l lk C.t: !:iP"'Ir,C.,.ilLL LA 4.'.'-!,"f!) >•b " 0 0 0 
b22137U bA~!\. Ut- s~."',15.1:.l MD " ((; 5Lt1 ~l T LA lt.!,Jt1 ,,, 0 0 0 0 

112~ l31:SO lALLULA.H ~UH b< L Tk llJ l ,1,L LULAH LA l'iC..!:CJ . ., 0 0 0 0 NI 
b14.'. l.3!::15 AL.4LIAN bA~J{ lttl au:..AUA LA l"t..bO ,oo 0 0 0 0 ~ 
b.2£'1390 CITJ,c:E:"(S, tlA'("- A.ND tK. ta J nl bvLAUX LA 12to!>30 l"tlO 0 )).tY 0 0 CTI 
bll.1410 t!M•"- Lf- VA(t-tl::Rlt: VA(hlkli: LA 3lb1l ld 0 0 0 0 

11221-.20 tfJM.ORO!A 8A.~,-;. A~O TRUSl CO Y'lUA.LlA LA !,Y311 1011 I> ~L\o 0 0 
__ 6221'-tL!> AMEF.lC.Af'il SECL,Rl 1'r BANK VlLLA PLATH:. . _ LA 4.'.'JISH, 107 0 0 0 0 

62214.30 E:VAr-.Gt:L.lNi: b.ANK AND lRUS T COVlllt PLATTE LA 2b"l29 ,o, I> " 0 0 
b.2.21450 ~AS.HlNGlllN SlAlE bANK WASH1hiG1CJN LA 1 l9b2.5 310 0 0 0 0 . 
e:.221453 A"IEK!CAN BANi<. \olE:l ~h LA 20909 .ii!l9 0 0 o, 0 
6221460 ei\i,11.. ur Cl.1~Mt.RC.t:. "'Hl Tt CAS.TLE: LA 1941.Ht 2•• 0 0 0 ,· 0 

11.2Zlt,.8C fRA.~K.llN. STA H: ••• lR to Wlt-i"-ISbOkO LA 2~370 blO 0 0 o· 0 . 
ll22 l"t90 ffl~~1~!lukO SlATt:. b< • lk co w},-..r,,.SbURO LA 2t>b00 512 0 0 0 0 ·• 

bl.L 1~00 BA,\iK. uf- l,1,;:tH1oR.Y lACNA.KY LA 2~4'.Ctb W• 0 0 0 0 

OF UO bA'1KS, A/-I-H.TEl1 IN ST Ali:. 100 HAYE NO 1:A.k.NlhG,S PAR1JllPAT10k ALCOtJNT Ok kf'1Ulk£LI kESEkY£ bAl.ANU. 
2~ t1AVI: NO kt'1UklU klHkYt. bAl.A.~C.E. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
l2300b0 OCPUS1 HikS lR\J~l C.U'.1-1.1-'~N.Y A\JvU5.1A Ht 2 l 2~'t9 .. 3 .. 1 0 )l l!> >•l -)'-' 
1230097 DE:.POSl TUR!> Tk ca Of- b.t.Nt.L.R bA.1'.GLIR H. l:>7'11 ool 0 0 0 0 
1230 l.:'. ~ flil □klhlA~T bA"!~ l TRUST co 6A-"H>(JR He b20'1ti, lOt._ 0 70) 0 0 

~ 12301'10 bAR HARt,llP.. f.lf'(.NG • TR CG bAR hAR80R Mt 4t1ti9L 912 0 Ho 0 0 
123U250 PCP?tiHLL ll'(lJSJ CLJ.~PA1'1Y b!ODE:f-URO HE 14',,~3 24'.6 0 0 0 0 . 
1230310 AKO OS 10011.. TA.U!> T C.1.11PANY tARl~OU HE Z'tb91J 10• 0 0 0 0 . 
123U4b0 NOklt1tASl b.\~K Ltf- l.LtllfORO GUllfOkO HE l 7~dU 302 0 0 0 0 

l.23049C HVUL lU:i Tk\J~ f co HOUL TUN. ME 1&03b ••• 0 0 0 0 
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__ NuNMEM.BER HA.NK.S BENE:.FlT TO BANKS (OVEREO l:lY MOOlFJEO S. 8!> _ 

DSO NAM!; LOCAT!ON 

123Ci54~ r'-i!; f.K. UF u:::,USTON & ALIC.URN LEWIS10N 
12305'10 :'-tO.'-. TH!::A ~ T BA,'•K. OF L 1 NC.OlN llNC..Ol~ 
1231.JbO"J UV!:~LI.U,{E: FALL~ 1RU!>I CO LlVE:.kMOkE FALLS 
l.ooc20 :-,,,Ql-.lt-<.EAST bK Of- MllLlMJC.:<..ET Mllllf-..lCC.K.ET 

_ 123CL':l:>5 QXF-:.r.i.r.i t>A:--.ii<. Ao'W lfl.L!!:i-1 (:§ OkU 
lLJD700 CASCU ~I( l. Tk CL ~LKTLA~D 
l23l..705 Lf..PUS11URS !R CU UF PtJRILAr-..JF'l.RllM,D 
12.30't£1.) PlASn~u1-n-. TRU::01 (O"'iPh.',1Y WAS'1~l,f{N. 
l,dC,'tjU fc:~t:RAL TRUST L(iMfAN'I' ,..AltRVlLLE 
1230950 NCJKThtA.ST uA•\'(,, UF Wr.:SHHi.OOK l'icSlbkOCJK. 

ME 
Hl 
HE 

"" HL 
ME 
ME 
HE 
Ht 
HE 

Ill 121 
lDEP YL TCSH 

8!.1843 
24594 
2!>530 
193b7 
25951 

29.£+.t.02 

23'15b 
19581 
5'1457 
3.:,04b 

3074 
570 
'35 
Sbl 
lt::9 

3971 
449 
3(13 

l&-:3 
711 

-- --- --- 2/22,/79 -----

13) (4) 
1977 ~EW 

RE'-'bAL__ EPA 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

160 --
!>129 

0 
0 
0 
0 

15) lbl 
NEW OIF 

REQbAL __ 13)-l5J ___ _ 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

4ltl0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

--4180 
0 
0 
0 
0 

. . 
- ·-

OF 11:i bA.NKS AFF-EC.T!::D IN STAT£ 13 HAVE NO EARNINGS. PARTICIPUION AC.COUNT OK KCOUIRE:.D RES.E:RVE bA.l.ANCE 
3 HAVE MJ Rt:~UkED RE.SERVE:. 8Al.,-.NCE:. 

52'-0090 CARROLL TON OANK. UF BALTlMOREBAl TIMORE 
524Ul30 ECUlTABLE Tl{UST C.O~?ANY bALTIMOKt. 
52-4•)2'-0 Mtf'.:i.C.A.'HlLE SAFE: C.E:P (. TR CU bAL T lMORE 
~240310 C.U"•l.'•H:RC.lAL C. Sb.\'lNl~S ~ANK b!:l AIR 
524,J3)0 C.ALl/1~ b TAYLOR bb.NKING (.□ bE:KLlN 

_ !,2',0.;i~O BA~.\ OF Bt:.THl50A bE.THc.SDA _ 
52403~4 KEt,01E!JY bANo<.. r.. lkUST C.lJMPANYbETHE.50A 
SL4C..356 PQ-:"(..M.A(. VALLt.Y bA~!\ BUHE.WA 
524(.,39\.J BA~K IJ~ BKA'-WY,tlNE: bRA/',,ilJYWlNE 
5.:'.Lou .. bO CHE:!i.TERl(J\,!N t-b.NK. OF MD C.HE!>lt.RTQWN 
52t.e05lu Pt:LPL!:~ bA'iK OF Ki:.~1 (.TY MO (.H=.51ER10WN 
sz:,::~4U C.LP·TU\/ TkUST t:A<'•-1K. C.UCt..f.YSVlLLE: __ 
SL-4L·~c,~ COLU:;~lA dA,"H<, t. lkUST CU C.LLUMblA 
Sl'-C~OO ClJ,~bE:RLANO SAVINGS BANK C.LG"!t:-tf<.LA,;'40 
52Lo(J650 t,A."oK. lJF UA"1A.~C.lJS OAl'U,SC.US 
524Uc~O PtUl-'LE~ tjA~'\. OF MARYLANLI 01:.r,, TUN 
52407.;',0 TALt!UT l\Mt~ E:ASlON 
5.240140 ClhJ"tl'f bA~~!\!;'<C. A:-.iD lkUSl CU E.LK.TUN 
524C7SO Pf:(lf-'LES BA~" [U<.. TUN 
!>i'40d40 f,tE-lJE:KILKTUrl"t B!\ t:. TK. CO FtH:LJt:RIC.K 
524Ut'70 HLH.Ll TY b.\~l\ FR05lbURG 
52Lo0915 BA~K. OF C.Lt.'i BUf<.NH: C.U:N t:ilJRNli: 
524U950 f-AF<.,w,tkS t "IEk(.HA"',tlS tjANK t,A(.tRSTOWN 
5l4U'10-0 HAGE.l<..STUW."4 lhU.51 C.0:-\f-A."i'f HAGt.R.!:.lUW~ 
52409-,.Q ~,\~PSlt.AD do'( UF C.ARKULL (.TY t,A,"IP!:.H:AD 
:>241058 CA~'\ Of- MARYLAN.(i HllLCkEST HTS 
5241U75, SlJt:VF-.~A.'l TR.U!:.T C.OMPA.r-.V HYATTSVILLE: 
524111.ll BAl''tl!\ OF SOIJTHE.kN "'1b.k.YLANO LA PLATA 

MD 
HD 
MD 
HO 
MD 

MD------------··-
MD 
HD 
HO 
Hu 
HD 
MD 
HD 
MD 
MO 
HO 
HD 
HD 
MD 
HD 
HO 
HO 
HO 
HD 
MO 
HO 
HD 
HD 

57515 
120402?. 

391874 
40~09 
3~757 
b3572 
25721 
4CJb57 
19930 
35623 
2?014 
l<tS!>C> 
47023 
.i::'.~3 lb 
3781!> 
20007 
2207!> 
!>3b07 
22450 
Ol:i?',9 
17oS7 
ZtiUOl 
Sts.i::'.4S 
755-77 
21 b6b 
6341'1 

9!>0130 
34ts2t> 

1920 
26913 

2f:140 
e.s 

10!>2 
l82ts 

144 
&'7 
594 
332 
4'1 
341 
78> 

l..?><!>S 
:i.11 
'14 
410 

l.:.Ob 
5'7 

lts~Z 
261 
666 

1'17!> 
2322 

<99 
171:Sb 

242'tO 
617 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
5165 
5149 

0 
0 

1006 
100 
467 

0 
115 

0 
0 

524 
0 

l 74 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 .. 

522b 
0 

0 
31222 
107bb 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2204b 
0 

-·-------·--
0 • 

-31222 
-10708 

0 • 
0 • 
0 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 • 
0 
0 • 
0 
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NONM£M6ER BANKS BENEfl T 10 BANKS COVERED BY H□OIFIEO s. a, 2/4t..2/79 

; Ill 121 131 ,., ( 5) (01 
D>B NAME LOCA l ION lDE:P YL TC.SH 1977 MW -~- DIF 

IU:OHAL. EPA RE:.QbAL (3)-(5] ___ 
0 

5241125 MARYLAND BANK • lKUST co LEXINGTON PARK HD 30bb5- 723 0 0 0 0 
~ Sl4ll70 Mlf..iOlETLtl'I~ VAllE;Y bA.NK. H lDULE:10\.IN MO lb49H 259 0 0 0 0 . 
~ 

5.24127; '.JNlllO "" " !R tll UF- MU LIXUN HILL HO 2b lt'.4 780 a 0 a 0 . 
00 52413o~ C.t.l YE:k T c'A't!<.. AND 1R.U!:.1 co PR.IM:.E f-REOCRIC.K. HO lbb26 3~7 a a a 0 . 

5241.}",0 PE. N 11'.SUL h. C.\t-.1\ Pk.INCESS ANNE MU 41jL83 1119 a a 0 a ---. ---
524 U:.;.O !JUt.tN.'.>f(J,.N t,iANK OF MD Ul.:El:.N!)TOnN HO 17051 436 0 0 a a . 
5L'tl420 Cl TI lf:~5 "" " TF~ co UF HO RlVE..RDALE MO 4)bb72 12665- 0 502e ~324 -532-'t 
S241~1S AMUdC.AN ~,.~,I(, u, "'.AR YLAND SHYER SPRING HO 1914bl 45,3 0 438) 0 a 
5,.:4 1..<:>;o ::,pt._,., .... ~ ~U.H: tl,\,'\:,,. !::.PARK!:, MU l4149 6S7 ·a a a 0 
5.2. .. 15-10 SUC.:LEkS.Y Jllt BA.'tK. OF MD ~uou:.RSVllLE MD 15117 149 0 0 a a • 
5L'd ~75, PC.UP!..t:S !>l:.C.UR.1 T't bA'i.;, Of ~o ~Ul I LA:-.D MO 1,£2.-,.16 309b 0 1~40 0 0 
5.:!'-t lt>!.5 1 A''tf_ '(TLN~t ~Ar1;1;. C T~u~ 1 lANt'l'l0~!'-1 MD 2540"' ~3,4 a D 0 0 . 
524 ! 1 .. 0 CAi--.Rl:Ll C!Y bAIII\ C l kUSl CD l'lt.STMI~STER. MO "&574 1e1n 0 903 0 0 s,, 1 77/J 1'1E:. S 1 M H• S ltl( 11-tUST CuHPA,\IY WE:.$1 MINS H.R MO 3 7239 733 0 0 0 0 

Of '2 bA~-lKS AFFE:.CltO IN 51 ATE:. ,. HAYE Ml EARNINGS PARllClPATlON ACCuurn OR kl:.QUlRl:O RE SERVE fsALANCE 
10 HAYE Ml RH,UREO Rl:SE:.RVE:: 6ALANC.E: 1:-,:) 

0) --------------------------------------- -:J 

1250170 AiTU.bORU HlUST COMP A.NY A llLEBORO MA 44473 7.S 0 318 0 a . 
lL5t:2.25 BAYt;ANr<. J....'1~ TRUS. T CUMPANY bEVE::RLY MA .54653 1354 o_ 486 0 a -
lL'::-C2SO bOS lll"'4 SA.f-~ U::PSl • lR cu BUS l UN MA lbl.20& 2b0::5 0 3906 3741 -3741 
12.5U2t'3 5RAUFOkU l~ cu OF BUSTON bOS 1 ON MA L47ll 700 0 0 0 0 
12sr.<:95 C.Af.·ITGL ~A~t.. " TRliST co t.OS lON MA 82602 843 0 17't! 0 0 
l 2<;C)l0 Cl TY :;n ...... Af'ol!.J 1RuST [,C,."',PA:,0,Y bLS TUN MA 743£6 l1b4 0 1000 0 0 
1.'..50.HJ (01'\.'-',.;'~..il:AL TH b•M-1K A~'.J lk C.Q bl.JS. H.,N HA 10073 140'1 0 107b 0 a 
L::Su'-.25 H,VC.!:>lOk.S iJMI"'. " lRU!, T LO bU.'.:. TUN MA 1 1•b92 ,11 " 0 a 0 ·-- . ~-
12SOS91 L:rdtt.D !:.TAH:~ 1 R\JSl CUMPA11Y 0US 1 ON MA 11465.t'. 1')130 a 37b9 a a 
12.:.,.HlO 5k.l;l,i<.L lN.~ TKUS 1 C.L,'1P ANY &KOOK.LINE MA !>lb 18 769 0 1394 0 0 . 
l2Su72iJ OLU CLNY bCT cu c, HULSX C, bURLlNC.TON MA 3075L Lb3 0 5~0 0 0 . 
1 ~sv B2 t:IA y~a.~"- hA~'IA!H.1 TRU!:.1 cu (A;-ltJIUOGE: MA 303253 -'t'440 0 !,O'i't t:,109 -b109 
.l 2':>07~0 C.A~::.!<IDGE. H,\...::,1 C:.l'.PM1Y (.A.\\~R.lDL>E; MA :>5134 1015 0 1065 0 0 
1250755 C.HM,LE:SbAtol\ 1:-,USl co (.A."lt,',..lQl;E MA t:..H.eU 390 0 0 a 0 . 
1250b35 Flk ST ;jAltl<. A/''10 Tk.US 1 co Cht:LH.';:.FLJRD MA 4.:,465 6b2 0 10!17 0 a . 
U.SD'7'J5 !:,A YdA.\1<. '"-,~.'(f-C.JLr, (ly l K co Of:DHAM MA 439~52 7~00 0 5077 }00b9 -10069 
12':dllO s " C UUUl:E lkU51 COMPANY f-A.ll KIV'E:R MA b4.£2b 1609 0 lL!>b a a 
lt:'>llb5 F.t.U~UUTH t1Ar;,t, C TKUS l co f-.ALHlJUTH HA 223b7 ,a, 0 0 0 a . 
12~1260 FR~"'IV-i:...hAM 1kU5 l co FRA,"llNGHAM MA 8b l',ol 2741 0 126~ 0 a 
1L51525 Ll :'.(.'...!LN lk.US T (.Q,•WMt'f HPH,HAM MA -----~---~-- - - 32:bl7 3% a 7• 0 0 
1251 iC._i AiHI~C.lU, P.W.$T CU,'•'lf'.ANY lA,.·r.tNL.!: MA 36452:b .ltt:147 0 51 e,J 19b& -79b8 
12~181::! LL,i:.L l bA~"'- " HVST Cu Ll:,H:LL MA 23325 ,10 0 0 a a . 
125194(! E::.s1::x cuur--TY l:H.l'tl'. • TR co LYN,~ MA 166769 2424 0 50 .... l 33S -335 
125£021) i'iA.LCt.~ TRUST C.0:-IP.Al'iY 1'1.ALOEJ-l MA 47000 11'12 0 570 0 0 

-------- --------~-
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____N.DNKE.MBER_ 8ANt'.~ ____________ 9l:.NEF1-t __ ta _8ANKLCOVE.RE.O_bY_ KOOlf I E.D s._a~ __________ 2/22/79 ___ _ 

< ll 121 131 l~I 151 lbl 
OSB NAMI: LOCAllON TC,E:J> VL TCSH 1977 Nf;W NE:W Olf 

___________ JlcQBAL_HA _JUc08AL._13l-15J __ _ 

1252220 f11DDLE&OROUGh lkUST C~PANY HlODLE:SOkO HA 2397'1 SH 0 0 0 0 
1252260 HE:1RObAf-4K ANO TR tc.dNLRF-OlK MlL lCJN HA 21359 349 0 0 0 0 
125235C N.\1 ICK lRUST tU~PA.NY NAT lCI\ MA 240-42 9'7 0 0 0 0 
l2':,.i::40S .S.l1U1Hf;A.S it RN " • " co MW &EOFUlO HA 4!:&12 998 0 273 0 0 

_l.2.S2-4o5 U'il"l'ERSl TY 61','tK f. IF.UST co Nb'10~ MA ---------- 37.! 13. ____ lC>bl _____ . O ______ II __ 0 ----- (I 

125i725 bt:Rr.:.5HlRE: dAr·•t<. ANO TRUST C.O PITlSFHLO HA '133.C.l lb~b 0 7b9 0 0 
125.i::755 f-lRST AC.R.JCUL TVRAL t,A.~K PlllSF-ll:LO HA 126437 .(630 0 3090 0 0 
l 2Sl82S HM11ClJC1C; .. • Tk cu '1UH,C.Y MA 1007&:t 1342 0 36 78 0 0 
l.t52t,4S sou1~ .S.NLRI: bA~K '-Ul~C.Y HA 2C.45l> 643b 0 ~O~b 3111 -3111 
12~.;_'iVO R0(1'!..LAND lRUSr CU-"'PANY !H . .C.i<.LA.ND MA 111 724 3417 0 179~ 0 0 
1.25..(':170 SAUt..,.US bAti!\ • lk.USl co SA.UC,US MA ___ ---·~-- .3U01b 1.!2 _______ 0 o ____ 0 0 
l252-j9S SLAuE:.S. f-tkR Y TKU!)l c.o SUM!:.KS.El MA 21200 ll&b 0 0 0 0 
12!:t.£997 CE:.r4'U>lY BANI( & TkU!i,T co SlJMi:.R\/lLLE MA 51167 1'0 0 019 0 0 
125.3.l'">'O VALU:Y BAl\oK ANO 1RU51 cu SPRlNl,Fl ELr.t HA 26~).bl 4bl0 0 !»103 39!»1 -39!>1 
12~;3c, ... SHAft~Ul f"!LR!>t-NI\FLO tlK&.lR CQwAKl:FlELD HA 51693 747 0 1220 0 0 
l-'53315 bA'fbA~ Ni:.WluN-WAL THAM TC WAL lHA/1 HA lli0540 b09tf 0 5112 "2•9 -bC99 

_ l2!:t3.3'22 (,,UAKA~TY f-IH.~l TR CO WAL l 11A'1 ______ ML 72739 1612. ---- 0 11•1 -- 0 0 
1.;::53395 CCJLUUGE BAN~ A~O Tkl,15,T co WATtRlOWN HA 133567 1345 0 4-348 0 0 
1 t'534~!, OLD CLNV b&T CO OF NkFLK. Cl'VnHLl:~U:.Y MA 17403 290 0 0 0 0 
125JS45 PA.RK l'IIESl 64NK • TR cu wrS T SPR lNGFlELD HA 47045 903 0 l~o 0 0 
1-".~.3 7 35 CUM~lRC, t. BK L lR C.O WOrl.Ci::STE:R MA 40730 499 0 707 0 0 
1253740 UUAkANl Y t\A/liK ANIJ TRUSl co WUk.CE51E.R HA 261506 3808 0 5097 't532 -',~32 

_12537~0 MEChANlCS 8At◄K. W~RU~lER MA ____ ll7&i5 __ 2745 0 3338 0 0 

OF 47 t3AN!(.S AFfEC.TEO IN 5.TAlE 12 HAYE NO EARNINGS PAR.TICIPATIC,N ACCOUNT OR. RHXJIREO RESl:RVf bALANCE 
26 HAVE NO Rf:.QUREO RESERVE BALANCE 

-----------
7 2600.ZO AOR IAN STATE BANK. ADRIAN Ml 32601 708 0 0 0 0 
7 2b0000 Al Lt.NA.(. SAYINt>S bANK ALGONAC HI 34b37 517 0 0 0 0 
72!.0lt5 HA,"t.l( OF- Al""A ALMA HI 6324-0 83> 0 593 0 0 
72bl'l30 AL?!:.r>.A SAVl-'-.IC..S E:;A,-..ic; ALP i:.NA Ml 82207 1074 0 ••• 0 0 
72t.014Q PE.OPU: S s, & TR uF Alf't.NJ. /\LPl:N.A Ml 111•; •03 0 1ao --- 0 0 
72bOl7Ct "" AJ-.2-l!"- Tf:I.VS I (.U.•O-'ANY .,.,. Al<.OOR Hl 69bbl 15Y 0 15~4 0 0 
7.i::6l!C:40 CC,"'1~U1'tl TY BA~I\ BAO A~E. Ml 6406-'t 907 0 334 0 0 
7 26C..3 7U C.lAU\odN CLur-dY bANI(. tH:AVtRTlJN Hl l 7912 Z,,56 0 0 0 0 
7 2t.C,3BU bllLAlkt:: ST A Tt:. bANK btLLAlRE Ml 14725 217 0 0 0 0 
72bu4l') l~l i:K-C.l lY' UA,\il'-. btNTON HARBOH. Ml 12~528 2511 0 2343 0 0 
7 ;;t,{,"-t40 r.t.r-..lKAL STAH. :-,Af-11\ btULAH Ml 151 lb 2.:i::b 0 0 ---- 0 - 0 
72bu-.60 C.C:"JlkA!. ,"'IJCHH,Ar>i UA, ... K • TR blG kAf>lO!i, HI 48'-149 757 0 l 0 0 
7 2tiu4f0 Fl~t;L!lY bA.ilK. Of MlC..t-11(,AN ttl~Hlt1,f,HAM HI 46453 55b 0 ,1. 0 0 
726V510 JlP!>U,\a C.AK T i:;k 5-TAlE b.4."4.'( ~llSSf-li::LO Hl 18618 ~34 0 0 0 0 
7l~C..S~O BK l(,t,lQN 5, 1 Alt bANK &RH,1110N Ml H562 1879 0 90 0 0 

-- ---~-· --------- ---- ---

. . . . . 

-~--. 
• . 

~~---. . . 

. . 
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___ NO.'tMEHBE.R.BANK.S. __________ ._._ ·---- _________ BENEFIT .tQ_ bANKS C.OVERED .BY _J10DlflEO s. 85 -----·-- .2./22'79. ·----

111 121 131 .. , 15) lb) 
DSB NAME LOCATION TOEP Yl TC.Stt 1917 NEW MW Dlf 

- ---·------ RE:QBAL HJ. ___ RWbAL _ 13J-15J ___ 

72c,0620 CADILLAC STATE bANK CADILLAC. MI 132789' lbbb 0 23lt9 339 -339 
7 oC'.b002~ Hfd,T bANI(.. Of- CADILLAC CADILLAC Ml 27b50 3b3 0 0 0 0 
7260~80 PELPLE:S STA TE: tUNK CAP.O MI 2506& 370 0 0 0 0 
7 ~60b90 STATE: SVC..S bK Uf CARD (.Aq_U MI 23339 338 0 0 0 0 

_72.6U7l0 EX.C.~NC.~ Sl.\ H. tiAN~ C.AK~ONVILLE. Ml ---- ----- -- ---- 20!>74 2b3 0 u 0 __ O __ • __ 
7.£6V780 CHAF-.Li:VltlX C.OUNlY SlAlE 8Ar«C.11AkU::VOlX MI 215'67 .£~b 0 0 0 0 . 
7 2t,0900 SlATt SAV.lNGS bANI'<. CLINTON MI 21849 40b 0 0 0 0 . 
72t>G9.t:V dRA~,Cti CLu'-.lTY bANK. C,(JL(HU,TER MI 4b0b2 504 0 l9b 0 0 
72D0'75') STATE: bAr-..!(. Of MICH C.WPERSVILLE Ml i::bb94 5b4 0 0 0 0 
7261060 SANILAC CO'J.\tlY OANK lll.CJU:.RVlLLE MI 1479& 2b5 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 7.2bl:HO DH.KFlELO 5TATE. BANK DEE~~IE:LD Hl 1732& 2b8 0 0 0 0 . 
72oll25 CW'1MUNllY ST OK OF- DOWAGIAC. DLIWA~lAC. HI l 7l::198 401 0 0 0 0 . 
7£6l2bO F-JKST SlAH: bANK t:AS T C.ET ROl 1 MI 822.63 2.9b2 0 0 0 0 
7l::bl270 f,,iGRlhnE5lcRN STATE bANK EAST JOR.OAN MI 47b69 741 0 0 0 0 . 
72bl28<J EAST LANSl,'K, S lATt bANK E.AS T LANSING MI 934b2 107!> 0 2033 0 0 
9£b U9S NOR lt-1f:RN MIC.lilt.AN ~ANK l:SCAtl!ABA MI 3701ft 500 0 27 0 0 • 

-~ 9261401) SlAlE: BANK OF tSC.A'iAbA E5C.ANABA Ml 35527 251 0 301 0 0 . 
7261440 fAklli:.Ll 51A It SAVINGS bAN~ fAkWt:LL HI 13267 290 0 0 0 0 . 
7Zbl4~3 STATE: SVGS tH<. OF- FENT(JN FtN JON Ml 50045 757 0 113 0 0 . 

~ 
72blS60 F-RM•,i;<.E:N."\UTH bi\NK ~ TkU!>T F-kANKtNMUTH HI l 174b5 255b 0 3049 4b0 ,-460 0) 
7 261560 STAH: BANK. I.JF f-kA5C.R Ml 10',0b6 1266 0 2229 0 0 (0 
7UdS9U f'kE:.tLAND 51AH: bANK H,EC.LA~O Hl 1!>690 33~ 0 u 0 0 . 

_72.c,lO.lO E:.Klt S.lAlE bANK FRENC.1110WN TWP Ml .:!2309 508 0 0 0 0 .. . 
'i26 lb50 GLAOSTO:\iE !>lAl E BA.NK. bLAO!.lONE MI 124,;'.3 22~ 0 0 0 0 . 
12blbb0 MlO-,•,UC.hlGA!'i BA.f'i'1,. GLADWIN Hl 43!>47 1103 0 0 0 0 . 
72blb70 flkST SlkTY ~K OF GRNO blAN:~kANO BLANC Ml i.3294 210 0 0 0 0 . 
7Lb1013S SEC.llRl 1Y flR!.T bK Al'.D lR CO C.RAl'.0 HAVEN MI 94637 l4b't 0 10',0 0 0 
72blb20 FlkST SB OF GRH:NVlllt GRU.NVILLE Ml 300'>'5" 315 0 •• 0 0 . 

~ 7.tbltlSS FAFO'!ERS "-Ni.J Ml:RC.HA!'ilS STAU. HALE Ml 32305 717 0 0 0 0 
7261~60 BM~"- UF COMMERCE: t-lAMTRAMCK Ml 200879 ~3b9 0 3063 383 -3&3 
72blbbl' PEUPLtS SlAH. bANK hAMTRA."ICK Hl 729)!> 7.>2 0 83<> 0 0 
72619~0 UC.LANA (LUr-.lTY 5AVl!''4l,!i, BAN.I{ HART Ml .it>bO.:' 3bB 0 0 0 0 . 
72b!950 YAN tiURl.:N SJATt: 8A~K ~AR TFORD Ml 1Y~70 300 0 0 0 0 . 
72:bl9b0 HASllNG-!:, C.ITY IUNK HAS l ING~ Ml 3t.42:2 b91 0 0 0 0 • 

___ 7 2bc ObO hOl'iUR ST Ali: t'>Ar,..l'I. HONUK HI 1.::4~0 1•• 0 0 0 0 . 
72bt'.ll0 .iESH~N ST ATC BA~K HU,tARO ClTY Ml l!>O"l9 ,tqb 0 0 . 0 0 . 
1262140 MCPti~KSLN SJATE: bA.1iK ~lnift LL Ml 51790 954 0 90 0 0 . 
7£621!>0 HU(!~UN !:.lATt: SAl/lNC.5 8ANl'I. hUDSUN- Ml 24C.30 :i'.9b 0 0 0 0 . 
1£62lb0 lhU~P'.)0~ !:,AVlN~!:, bANK. MUU::O(JN Ml ~41247 :,,7 0 0 0 0 
7202180 lMLAY C.lTY SIAH BA~K lMLAY CITY Ml 19bl,j ~42 " 0 0 0 . 

_ 726.::18~ flk.!.1 SECuru lY bM11(,. lUNl A Hl .. ----~----- 72'135 10'16 0 )bO 0 0 
72b~305 MlU.tt:51 ~ANK. JACK S.U'-4 HI 41017 809 0 0 0 0 
7 2o236C lNOUSTRl.\L 5 TA TE 8.f{ C T~ KALAMAZOO MI 124143 1971 0 2533 0 0 
72o~450 U~luN bANII. LAKI: UJl:S.SA MI 1~009 217 0 0 0 0 . 
7Zb2522 N9D CQ,"1"1Ef.lCE &ANK LAN!>lNG MI 20b~~ 4)9 0 0 0 0 
7262583 LEMI~toN S.TATE l:l.Ar-.K LE.W lS. TO~ HI 20~1~ £b2 0 0 0 0 

--~~---
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__ NCN'.":C-HBER bAN.KS -----~-·-------bENEFl T _ TQ_BA.NKS cav.Rrn BY HOOlFIC.O s. 65 Z/22/79 ·-·--·---

Ill 12) (3) 14) '5) !bl 
D~B NAHE LOC.A 1 lON H.>E::P VL lCSH 1977 NcW NcW DlF 

-- -- ---- -------~-- RE:QbAL <PA RlQb•l l:'>l-15L ___ 

72t-260C, LlH.HFHLO S 1A Tt SAV lNl,$ BK L ITC.HF-H. LD "l 31031 no 0 0 0 0 
7.2t.2o.20 lUG!NGlUN tlt.f,J'. "" lRUSl co LUOlNGTUN Ml )13~Y ObO 0 0 0 0 . 
726L050 A.~TklM C.OIJ~;l Y ST ATE; ~AN" ~-1."ltt:.LO~A. Ml l 55:.,~ 33~ 0 0 0 0 . 
7 26.c.7,.,V ,"'IAi- l."oli::: bA.";~ C aws1 MAP.l~f.. CITY Ml 21:)17':, 3e7 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 72;;;;.c.. 7?5 ~A~S"'i ~TAli:: OA['j!'. ~ASLIN SI ----- -------- - 302/:13 099 0 0 0 0 . 
; o<.t-..:.0\JQ ,'1AY'dLLf.. ~TA TE t:.A<',!(. MA.nllLE. Ml l.,tit-0 ,03 o· 0 0 0 
12Di 1:17~ F- l R~f ~lCLA'iU e< • lR. CO HlULAND Ml 71907 1343 0 585 0 0 
120;;.<:-.o ,"::.:'.'<Ul':c oA,'•'\ • TR.,S, T -"U'-lk.UI: Ml 1 .. 5J>4 l<,,07 0 3172 104 -104 
1.:.1;,._';,t,(I .'-',J~, HD~ E:. !> i A 11: bAN:<; ,":.:;·~tKOSE: Ml 144i.2 439 0 0 0 0 
7 d:dO 10 ~ui..,:\I Llt-'1i:.,'c~ £,Al\.", l"()ur~t (.l E:MCN!> Ml 11r,,.,c; 17U9 0 ,2",-'fb 0 0 
1 Zt.3ULO rvSI\E:C..~i•, b.\'t"', Ar-.~ 11<.U~T co t-',L,~~ tt.Ui Ml ll5't0(f l!>~l 0 l't04 0 0 
7~6)120 FlF..S T SU.TE: t,\:'1K. CF NtrlAYG(J l'it.lAYLG Ml 12509 LJO 0 0 0 0 . 
92b.3 l40 ,'-H..,,U·.~k.Y ~TATE: bANr\ NtMbE.kRY Ml l5t1l 103 0 0 0 0 
7 £'.t.>32::0 U~LGUA. '.:>TATt !>AV1!',j(.5, bANI\. USCIJLJA Hl 1~502 ,ao 0 0 0 0 
7.'.cd}i.6 Kl Y S 1 AT f:: ~AM', U"'U~SCl Ml -'t5t.9b 7'9 0 0 0 0 
7;;:0~320 0,i(l'.::.::.U ~AVl-.,L,.S. bti:~K u·,,o::.!)O Ml 130£'. lb 20£8 0 2414 0 0 
7 ,0.1.-,-.0 OXf-vfU; S/1'-lll\lt.,S bANf... (.';,;H;kO Hl 31498 770 0 0 0 0 . 

·--
7.::t.3'1C0 1-'Q~. Tl .\C. STA It t1A'tK HJ.'n I AC Ml 3 30620 5275 0 512b 2918 -2'118 
7 26 .... !i20 Pl:l>>'LtS 8< (JF f-UkT HURUN H.1Kf HURON Ml l.£'15'1'1 ltWO 0 23b7 0 0 
7£'.t...)5,j') ,...AY~·,AqO All£_1',j STATE b/>.NK 1--'Lll{lLAND Ml 2b 7oll 523 0 0 0 0 1:-.:> 7£63570 kt:.1:U C.lTY SI AT I;. 6A·~K. RlCLI ClTY Ml l 1:H.1.)5 377 0 0 0 0 -::i 7 26)t. 7\J PR t ~~u1:. l::.Ll:. IUNK KU,i;kS C.ITY Ml 2531b 317 0 0 0 0 0 __ 7i..6:12.0 W,\ Y:'it. UAKll\N) bAr-,K. HUY AL OAK ___ ----~Ml ______ --· 309742 b'-92 0 ~133 'tl~9 -4159 
7Z6.H .. 5 fl RS T !> l ATE ~A';K LF SASlNAW ~AGlNAW HI 082&1 2093 0 0 0 0 
7Lb':. lb0 CM'-1(,TY ST "' u, ST C HA~L E.:S ST C.HARL!:.S Ml t.2372 400 0 0 0 0 
12.b.:.770 (.~MM~KC.lAL AND SAV l·'iC.S, bA.N!\ S l {.LAIR. Ml '17~t,8 1339 0 1207 0 0 
72~.:,8 lG PE-.Ul->LE.~ ~IA l t;; i;Hl,i',I( SI JUSE:PH Ml 42277 1027 0 0 0 0 
7.C:c~o:rn Cl 1 lHN~ b.\NK. Of !i.Al l~t S.ALlN.E: Ml 41244 677 0 0 0 0 
7Zb2'tl40 ~AL !NE:. jj/.,~,c;,_ SAL P~E. Ml ---·-· -------- --- - 21.274 306 0 Q 0 0 . 
1 ~t,:,8 ::,o ,-iLLVi:J.,,,lW:. Sl AT£. ~A~,C,. S,ANlJUSt<.Y Ml 61898 031 0 102 0 0 
920:-t1-;o Sr,l:L r SA\/lNC,S. llA,'-111,. SA.ULT STt MARIE Ml 45077 27> 0 399 0 0 . 
7 2630:,.0C· I\Alt1 -~AZLU CCrl~ TY STA TE bANI'.. !:itHL-'ULCk.AFT HJ 19413 403 0 0 0 0 . 
7 26~9 liJ !>1 A le. ~Aw'!"1 ..... ::, bANK !:>C.011 VILLE Ml 27492 >27 0 0 0 0 . 
7 2Ci.:1930 s~it Lo Y ~ Tri.TE bM,~ !:.Hf LUY Ml .ll 195 119 0 15 0 0 
72~_;q,.Q ShU>~•t~O Sf ATE. oANK S"ti:.PHt:.~D Ml 12155 199 0 0 0 0 
7Zt:c3970 ST A lE SVl.S o< Lf SOUTH L 'Y'llN !:.lJUlH LYON Hl 23260 691 0 0 0 0 
7 c.'f.,",U'-0 S lA lE. "' OF STAND1St1 HANU1S'1 Hl -'ti.'-194 75,! 0 0 0 0 
7 Lo'-tU?O 1-4.u)~ 1C.AL~ C.i:.t-.. lKI\L oA,._r.. S, lANH..11-.. Ml 36t..:i54 4Bl 0 39 0 0 . 
'l~'-•'1V7U cA:;K OF ~ l ::1-'1'-E ~,S.lJ'i ~T!.:t-'t,E."'iSO~ Ml 20'it,b 215 0 0 0 0 . 
7.2.::,4 l20 V:',jlTUJ SVGS. "' LF t i:.tUMSEH l !:.CvM SCH Ml 7b74:1 aoo 0 """ 0 0 
7 ::.6'1-140 .t:.A •~((.. ce Hl-<..t:t. UAK~ 1t1-(,tE: OAK.S Ml ~--------·- 26'140 433 0 0 0 0 --·---
7Lt.<,l 70 lkHtk.S!:. ClTY ~ U.Tt;: bA.N,C,. Tk.AI/EkSE CITY Ml 1"'2904 2207" 0 2883 0 0 
7L.t"i2GU TRf:JtTUN STATt. eA~:\ Tr<,Er.tT(,N Ml 6b373 129~ 0 320 0 0 
7 20"'2(;1 F l!<.S T Lllll~~S bM1,c,, lk(JY Ml 29098 5>1 0 0 0 0 . 
7 .::04300 WAYL.AND S.T A ft: BAI\IK WAYLAND HJ 334.l? ,,,.. 0 0 0 0 
7 .C:64452 COMMIJr-.11 Y cAf-.K OF "ASHTENAW Yl-'S l LANl l lWP Ml 22630 438 0 0 0 0 

-·-------~- -----
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-----.k.ONME.!16ER BANKS --· -~---~---·- __ --··--···---b.EN.E.Fll .TO BAN.KS COVE.RED BY HODlFlfD S.; 85 2./22/19 ----

( l) 12) (3) (4) 15) (bl 
ass NAME LOCAllON lQEP VL TCSH 1977 NEW New Olf 

RE:.06A.L EPA Rl.:QbAL C3l-C5J ___ 

7264460 FIRST MICHIGAN 61't A.NO TR C.O ZE::ELAt.0 Ml 165178 1593 0 3602 610 -816 

Of 108 BAN!<.S AFFl:ClEO lN ~lAlE:. 07 HA.VE: NO ~ARNINGS PARTlClPA.TlON ACCOUNT OR REQUlRE:U RESERVe bALANlE:. 
34 HAVE NO RE:QURED RESERVE BALANCE: 

-------------
9 2. 70050 SH.URll't' STAT!: ~A'iK A.1 TK.lN MN lb42'-I 129 0 0 0 0 . 
9270120 Alf; UM.1RIA bK • lR LU Al.EXANO!<lA MN 305L8 )47 0 IOS 0 0 . 

__ 927Cil25 C0.'1.~lJNllY STAlt. BAN!<. ALE:.XAr-.JDRlA MN l'-1500 201 0 0 0 0 
9~71)180 A.'.N,I\.N[JALE !:,J Alt: {lA~K. Ar.t-l;ANUA.LE MN 176~7 157 0 0 0 0 . 
9400210 FARMf.kS ANO ~Ekt..HAr-tlS Sl ATE APPLl:.lON MN 15631::1 75 0 0 0 0 . 
9.::::70240 AP.LINC.Hi~~ SlATE. bANK ARl.lNC.lON MN 14-'.";42 99 0 0 0 0 
9.(.10420 flR~T Sl AH: t;ANK (Jf- bAYPLRT bAYf-OkT MN 19164 ,,. 0 0 0 0 
92 !04t>C Sl A lE: BA~!< ~F bt..LLE PLAINE bE.LU:. !)LAINE: MN 188~4 142 0 0 0 0 
9£7VS20 FI!-..!:. T !:, lATt ~AN~ (J~ bC.NSl.14 f:IEN.)0~ MN 1830b 127 0 0 0 0 . 
9.270S30 s.w I F-1 (.(JUN.TY BANI\ BEN!:,ON MN 2!>186 204 0 0 0 0 . N) 
S-270~80 S. TATE 8ANI'. UF UlK[J l ~LAND blr.L> lSLANO KN 14057 73 0 0 0 0 . -:i 
9£.7C-t>l0 F-Af.r..~[RS L ME.KC.HANTS ST BK blOL!MlNG PkAIRlE MN l.i:909 >5 0 0 0 0 I-' 
9i:.7u622 CG."l~UNl T'I' SLUE bANK BLCJOMlNl. TON MN 6.t'.075 llbb 0 424 0 0 
927(,030 BLUf:. tARTH SlATl bANI'. blUt E.AR TH MN 27374 B2 0 100 0 0 . 

~ 927Q~tl0 f-lk!:.T !:al ATE ~AN/\ f:lkAl"'.AM MN 19320 1)3 0 ,. 0 0 . 
9270690 l.ll lll.~'.:> SlA TE: bANI\ bRAlN~RO MN 426S-4 423 0 31> 0 0 . 
92707.lO fAkl-'l:.R!:a {. MERCHANTS ST bK. bkE.Cl<,E.NklDGE:.. HN 19308 171 0 0 0 0 . 
9d01SS HKs.T bkC.:LKOAL E:. SlAl C BANK bkUln<,LYN CtNlE:R MN 19b2:6 494 0 0 0 0 . 
927Ce90 CAU:.UUl\llA STATE. bANK CAltUl.i'HA MN l.3010 04 0 0 0 0 
927G't20 C.AMbklUGE. ST AT t. bAr-.1<. C.A~t1G.lDGf:: MN 18741 106 0 >4 O· 0 . 
9, 70930 Pt: UPL£5. STA 1 t. bANK. C.A~bRIOGE MN 2~,011 Ho 0 217 0 0 ·• 
9271!,2(; CJTilE.\iS !:iTAH tlANt<. C.LAKA C.l lY MN 1703b 00 0 7 0 0 . 
9211£00 MAR. ... UE:lT!:. ST 8' us CC,LUM.tHA CLLuMblA HE.lGhTS MN 27!>19 lt,4 0 0 0 0 . 
9271)70 PULK.tl'r' STATE ~AM C.kLLK.!:.TUN MN Lb3t.4 174 0 ll> 0 0 . 
9.2713b!> Cf<.Y'.:,lAL 51 AT t t)Mol(, C.f.'YSTAL MN 3269'1 390 0 0 0 0 . 
9.?71470 N,; 51 Al I: " OF UA...-!:,ON OA1C:,ON. MN l9bl0 bl 0 29 0 0 

-- 9271545 UElH.;ll 51AH:. bA~1!(.. DE.lROll LAKES. MN j!)53!) 391 0 7b 0 0 
s-:n1~10 NOi"\ THl'IE:.'.:i T!:.K~ ST A TE i:,t.,Nte,, [;l.J(H .. t: CENTi:R MN 14471 ,. 0 0 0 0 
9;:_717~9 50UTl-.◄ f:. 5 T flCi!::ll1'1' S 1 ATE BK tDl f-tA ·'" 2C.3b4 174 0 " 0 0 
9272LUO ~l¾~•t.TU~1!(..A. '.:ilA-rt tjANI( fXCl:.LSIUR MN 3<t~/.3 Ll l 0 1•1 0 0 . 
92 l.:GOO $ l A TC SK CF fAf-",lBA.Vl 1 F.t.f.l..l~A.Ul 1 MN 361 ~9 )04 0 170 0 0 . 
9.::-7.:::: l~U ~lAH tlA'-IK. UF H.iU:Y FULt Y MN 15650 lbb 0 0 0 0 . 
927.::.lOO FUR.t.Sl LA/\E. SIAH:. bAN.r:.. ~UKt:S 1 LAK.f:.. MN -----· ____ , __ Z.2L,;,7 )77 o_ 0 0 0 --·-. ·-
9.::-7.!240 CIT llE~!i. STAH: bAN, FULDA MN l 1045 115 0 0 0 0 . 
927l250 C.l T llt"-4S !i.U.1E bA."11\ GAYU..1hO MN 16181 109 0 0 0 0 . 
9.?7t32'J 5tCURl TY STA 1t. BA~~ C.LE:!'tCLJE MN 2300> 143 0 •• 0 0 . 
9,2_7~:,40 GU .. :"'IWUOU 5 TA 11:: bAN~ (,Lb\iwC.JOD MN 13219 101 0 0 0 0 

a•--••----~---~- -- ---·--- ·-
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__ NC/NM.EM.B£:.R BANKS --···- ---- ---- --------·---·-- _ BENEFIT TO BANKLLOVERED BY IIODlFlED s. 85 _______ ____ 2/22179 

111 121 131 1,1 I 51 (bl 
DS8 NAMC: LOCATION TOEP Yl TtSH 1977 Ntw NEW Dlf 

--"·--- -- ---- ------------ --- -- ----------- --- -- ------- -----~- --- _ REQ~AL _ _ EPA f\tQbAL 131-151 

92:7235-0 POPE CQU"41Y STATE BANI(. GLENWOOD MN l't971 109 0 0 0 0 
927.::.355 GCLOEN VALLi.Y STATE BANK GCJLUEN 'JALLEY MN 37leb .. , 0 ., 0 0 . 
9272450 C,R.ANilE HLU, e.4Nti.. Lk4Nl TE f-ALLS MN l~SO't 1:.::1 0 0 0 0 . 
9272460 YEU.Ow HHJ!CINl c.our...tv BAIO .. C.kA"-llE FALLS MN 13908 121 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 9:t.7.C::4b0 Cl 1 lZE:.NS ~TA.1E bAN.><. Lf<CEN ISLE IIN 148(;,7 bl 0 0 0 0 
9272520 , .. 51 Al E. b< OF HAL LOCI'. HAL LOC.K. MN 24!>&5 b2 0 71 0 0 
9212190 ."'!EkC.HANTS • MlNE:H.~ ST OK t-tJbblNG MN 20bE3 bl3 0 0 0 0 
92h300 SE.C.UFU TY STA TL UA"tl(,, ' t1lbl.HM.; MN 315'14 301 0 117 0 0 
927.t9SC, C 11 llE:."4~ OK " TRUST cu HUl(HlNSON MN 41 72'1 27> 0 307 0 0 . 
927.::9b0 1"'41E.RNAT llJ'-lAL SlAl E: tlANK lNltKNATL FALLS MN 22472 300 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 927.H70 SE:C.UfU TY ST LK UF !'..ENYLlN M./..YON MN ---· --·---- --- 10210 99 o __ 0 0 0 . 
9.(73£70 LAKE Cl TY ST Al E lit..'il(. LMt C.ltY MN 23538 "" 0 0 0 0 
9273315 FIFI.ST STATE b< CF lAK.HlE:LU lAKtflELO MN l 5b2C 7' 0 0 0 0 
927)485 FlR!>T S 1 A 1 E bANK l ITC.HF- lE LO MN 234.2.4 140 0 79 0 0 . 
9 .C13b30 NOkl~Wl;SlE.R.N ~lAH: bAl'.K LUVE-.QNI;; MN 222~5 93 0 n 0 0 • 
9273750 A1'!E-.R S l •• UF MANKA T 0 (INC J MANKATO MN 2b722 401 0 0 0 0 

_ 921 .:H82 !.EC.URI H' STATE 8M,K HANK A 10 MN ---- -----·---- - )7473 196 0 0 0 0 
92l~c:,l5 HILLC.KE:Sl MW AM SI o, HAPLl:.WOOO MN 2tH29 400 0 0 0 0 
92.738~0 wS.lfl.N b"-. • lR lif- HRS.HALL MAkS.1-tALL MN 370bl 317 0 200 0 0 
9t"73Et90 111:LRUS.t. STAT!:. bA/\iK. MHRUSE MN 15844 149 0 0 0 0 ~ 92.7 j9C>O CAMU!.:M NOhlHW~Sl!::RN S1 BANK MlNNCAPOLIS MN 5'1718 010 0 ~~- 0 0 
94'.'7403!, FlK.$1 PkOOLiCI:. S 1 All: BANK "'tlNN !.:APULl S MN 2770l. 2b7 0 0 0 0 ~ 

_921-.o~e MA~~llE:. Tl E LAl<.E S l All: BAr-.K MlNNt.APULIS MN ------·--- 17077 <20 0 0 0 0 
9"-740b~ Mt:T~OPt,LlTAN. STA TE. ~At-ii<. MlNNEI\POLlS MN 1~360 24'1 0 0 0 0 . 
9274075 J'i □ r-..lHE.:AST ST ATE.: bAt-.lK MlNf~t:o\P0llS. HN :i:::7724 296 0 0 0 0 • 
927 .. 130 1ST Sl "" OF Ml~~!.:01 A MlNf'tt;OTA HN 11:U 98 b3 0 >O 0 0 . 
9.C.7"- l5tl NORlHWi:.SHR"" ST ATE bA'1<. ,.,.l.1'iHVlLJEO HN 26b 110 lb> 0 200 0 0 
92.7-.lC'O CIT llt'NS S.TA.lE BANI< f'I.ONlt.,!.J:-lt;RV MS 15749 113 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 92..7'>1YO "'K.ll,Hl CCAJ'IT Y ST AH bAr-..~ "'0NllC.i:LLO _ ___ MN 19123 246 0 0 0 0 . 
9£7-'1200 •• bA.N'<.. t TR cu I.JI- ~t,URHEAO MUORHt.AD MN 40b~J 399 0 1,- 0 0 . 
927't2 l5 MOQl<.HLAD STA.H: BANt,,, ~.l>O:....HE:.A(.), MN l?C-'1C> 103 0 0 0 0 . 
9,27.;,2;00 KM~AfH.C STA Tt HA~iK M()<A MN 22174 111 0 103 0 0 
9214.:50 C.l T IH\fS f:IA~ll.. MOJI.RlS MN lb_,U i-..: 0 0 0 0 . 
927-.260 MOl<kl S ~ TATE. BA.NI'. MORk l S. MS 19018 11.C 0 0 0 0 . 
92742'10 STAH. BM,I'. OF MtJUN.0 H(A,HW HN 14331 2~3 0 0 0 0 
92 7-.300 flR!.l SlAH: b\Ni,;, NlW 1:HUC.HTON MN 3~721 ~3b 0 0 0 0 
927<t<tl0 TQ,j~ t. C.;'ctl s; b< OF N.E.:'r!PlA T t-i.l:.wf.>ukT MN 2jt,88 168 0 ,, 0 0 . 
927<t43Cl STA.H eA~J'.. "" r>~A~Ui:. MN 20070 112 0 ,, 0 0 . 
9,.044!>0 Cl l lll~!:, !:.TAH: hAN~ ~EW ~LM MN 3090!:l 438 0 0 0 0 . 
9274460 fARl"'t.RS t MERCHANTS Sl BK SlW CLM MN 270ti9 170 0 13b 0 0 . 
92.74't70 Sl A Tl; "" • 1R C.U Uf NEW ULM t'il;rl ULM MN 36915 ~01 0 -- 311 ---- o_ _o . 
927.:.480 fAk~E:RS f. ME::k(.H ST 8A,r,.t,,, MW YURt,,, MILLS MN 14304 141 0 0 0 0 ------9.c:74!>60 htklUGf:. ST tlK N ST PAUL NC1<lH ST PAUL MN 21141 3~• 0 0 0 0 • 
9i7"-b30 C..11 HENS ST bK Of- OLl YIA OLIVIA MN 14440 11~ 0 0 0 0 . 
92746b0 Nri ST s• (.q:. ORTON.Villi::. CRllHWILLE MN 17333 61 0 4b 0 0 . 
9214bb0 r-.ORTHW!::!>Tl:KN STATE bANK OSSEO HN 31994 370 0 0 0 0 

----·----~----
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__ NON.11£11.BER bANI\.S fH::NE:Fll TO BANKS COVERED BY MOOIFllO s. 85 ---- ----- _____ 2./22/7~ 

111 121 131 "' 151 Col 
DSB NAME LOCAllON TOEP VL lC.SH 1971 NEW N~W O!f 

RE08AL EPA RE.Ob.AL 131-[5) ___ 

9214115 O~AlONN.._ !i.TAH:. BA~K OWATONNA. MN 15499 1'8 0 0 0 0 • 
92747!>5 FARMERS &. "1E.RCHAN1S ST 8K PAYf~ES.l/lLLE MN I:H&3 81 0 0 0 0 • 
927'17~0 f-IK~l ST AlC. bA.NK PAYNESVILLE: MN l5bl2 112 0 0 0 0 . 
927'1710 P2LlCAN YALLf.Y S 1A1 E BANK Ptl IC.AN RAPlOS MN 20090 1'4 0 0 0 0 
9274 7'10 L.Ai<.E:.LA"iO ST A TE: b,t,"'tr<. PlQUOl LAK.f.S MN 18327 2-'t3 0 0 0 0 •---92 ;.;.910 fA~'1l:RS • l"',E P.CHA.1'. TS ST •• PIE Kl MN 1!>340 151 0 0 0 0 . 
921490(.) fARMt;RS t.. ME RC .'1A.fd S S 1 bK PRESTO~ MN l 7~U3 10 0 0 0 0 * 
927,910 PiUr..CE:.TOr-. SJ.Alt bA.'il<. P~I NCUON MN 27372 2'1 0 5b 0 0 • 
9.::7~O.!O SlJ. 1E. bl<. Of- KE,ONtiU;,.; FLS RtU,..LJLO FALLS MN lbb21 121 ·o 0 0 0 . 
927';.:Jb";, RIO,Fll:.-LD BA.NK AND lRUS.T CO klCHflf::LC MN 6020b 730 0 lb&5 0 0 
921:)L,SO F- lKST klJ6bINSUALf:: ST bK RU.WlNSUALE MN 58480 704 0 -- ,i; 0 0 
927~00~ GU~l-;A~l 'r' ~1 A.le t.iA/,1( k051;ilNSOALE MN 237!>7 249 0 0 0 0 . 
9.._7--:09-. ."'IAK~Ut. l J(; Of. TC. ee ROC.HESlER ROCHES.TEI< MN 7683,2 920 0 917 0 0 
9,27::, 10!> RU(.h£~li;k tli<. t. T,._ C.O f'.OCHE.SlER MN 22 lbl 321:f 0 0 0 0 
Yt. l~ 160 ClTIHNS. STA TC. bANK RLSE:AU HN 2.tilJb2 20~ 0 94 0 0 . 
9~1!>)<:;l(J f-lkSl S.lA.H: l\A.f"I~ RO~l:1"\LUNl HN 16337 119 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 92.7!> 19-'t N ~ lAR 5 T t'~ OF ~OSEVILLE RUS!:VllLE _MN_ __ " __________ ------- :,0;19 580 o _____ 
0 0 0 ---~--

9L.7!>l'il':> KOSEVlLLE 51 Alt BANK. RUSCV lLU:. MN 2b9&9 53" 0 0 0 0 . 
927":)2<;,!> Sl b< Or ST ANTNUNY VLG ST ANTHUhl'( VLGE: MN 318'93 :>9o 0 0 0 0 . I:'-:> 
9.::7:,)30 ,....., bi<. < TR C.D L:F- Sl CLOUD ST t.LWO MN 42031 "'" 0 179 0 0 -::J 
927~360 CIT Jll:.NS ST b< u, S 1 JAM~S ST JA.'-1!:S MN lb204 120 0 0 0 0 ~ 
9.i::7~39~ C.l T lH!\15 STAH. bANK ST U)UlS PARK MN 3!>38!> 3bb 0 8 0 0 

_ 9.i.15391 151 WE SB OF- S l LWl~ PARK S 1 LOUIS PARK. KN ---------~--- 27!>21 261 0 0 0 0 -----·---
9.::7::>4.C::S C.A?l1AL c.lT'r' 51AH rlANK ST PAUL MN 1147tJ 3<2 0 0 0 0 • 
927'.>430 C.HtkGi<.E:.t ST ATE CA"tl<. S l PAUL MN 23910 297 0 0 0 0 • 
Yn!>,-.o C.UMl"l:.kC I AL S.TAH t.1ANI(.. ST PAUL MN b5V97 1bb 0 1025 0 0 
927'.'.14-'tS. !.:.ASH.KN. HlG~ SH,H llA~I'-. ST ~AUL MN !it.3.::0 51B 0 100~ 0 0 . 
9275,M, Flf<.~T G"I.Af1o-J A\'-l ~lA TE •• ST PAUL "" 507t:i0 301 0 ,., 0 0 
9.!..7'.;47•J fl~~l '{::.f,.lf-<J,),.f~ S.T A 1.1:. bANK. Sl !'AUL MN 'tll 12. 4H 0 e, 0 0 . 
9~7'.>4S-C FI k~T StC. S~ OF- " PALL ST i-ALIL MN 47150 t:39 0 722 0 0 . 
927!>SCO fl RST S 1 ATE t..A,'-.!I.. ST PAUL MN 5'11133 48b 0 079 0 0 
92/~S2t1 Ml(> AHt:~ll.A ST bK ()f H~LO PK.ST PAl!L MN .30b0b 570 0 0 0 0 . 
9L7~540 "'' !>TAT t. ~A~il<. Of ST I-I.UL ST PAUL MN lb-4Vb 37b 0 0 0 0 . 
9~7!>~!>0 l\L)f.-. Th'/,jtS Tl:.-i..~ S, l AH. bA1'-.~ S1 PAUL "' 52473 5B8 0 375 0 0 
9£7j570 " A,~1H0.'"H PARK !:al AT f:. tiA/'4K. Sl PAUL M' 2~071 ~l!lo 0 0 0 0 
92"l'J.:>80 Wi:~Tl:.~11 So Uf ST PAUL '1 PAUL MN 21117 3% 0 0 0 0 . 
927~t>O•J ~HC.llU:1 (.(;U:'.fY bA','.",. !, 1 .... t 11::K. MN 23142 141 0 70 0 0 . 
917':>&60 f-- lk~T STAT\:. bt;~;r.. SAU"- C.~NlRE MN 1~44!, 14b 0 • 0 0 . 
927!>!>80 "41<4 ss UF SAUi<. RAt' 10~ !>AUK kAP lOS. MN 27Ci~O ••• 0 0 0 0 . 
9.2'7!,750 f.40k JH,-,i:::Sli;RN ~U.lE-. ~AM !>LAYluN MN 18111 9B 0 12 0 0 • 
92757cD FH,Sl ~E.C.UK.l lY !>14.TE bA.NI'. S.ULPY Ht MN l 70bl 92 0 0 0 0 
9.27S7b0 DkCJVt.{S !>UH: bl+..,_/1,,. SOUTH ST PAUL MN 51417 :»7 0 !,02: 0 0 
9.::7576~ SUMt-11 T ST S~ Or ' ST PAUL ~WJH ST PAUL MN 17028 2"-C> 0 0 0 0 
927:>dlO F-A ... f<lt;i(S C. Mt k( HAN TS ST HI<,. ~PklNGFlELO MN 21'1~2 17< 0 '7 0 0 . 
92.?Sd-'.0 ST A lE. E!Af"I"- OF- S-PUN<>Flt:.LO ~PRlNl,flE:l.O MN lb990 13• 0 0 0 0 . 
9275860 !>TAPLES ST Alf:- bAr..K SlA..-LES MN 20245 281 0 0 0 0 

-- - ------ ---------"-
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___ N.(;N.M.EM.BE:R BANl(S BENE.Flt TO BA.NK..5. COVERED .BY MODIFIED S-. 85 2/22/79_ 

111 (21 (31 ( 41 ( 51 (61 
DSS NAME: LOCAllON H,CP VllCSH 1977 "" New DIS 

RCQ8AL EPA R tC bAL 131-(51 ____ 

9275-880 FAR1'1tRS ST Al E BA~ll<. STE PHCN MN 17073 ,1 0 0 0 0 . 
9l7 S920 COS~UPULlTAN S TAH bANK ~Tlllk,Ul:R HN 2107" .{09 0 0 0 0 . 
927!)9b7 FIF.ST NOR T M1H.S l lKN ST "' lHllf- R.l Vt!( FALLS HN 3'1728 <03 0 12, 0 0 . 
9.21S7S-:J NO ST b< uC H1Itf- RVK FALLS H1ltF RIVER FALLS MN 327bl ,,, 0 122 0 0 . 
~27 t,.Q2.0 riJt..H,,H::~TEJ<.N. S lA 1t. bAfV... h,A(.Y HN 277'.9 109 0 102 0 0 
'-127tJJ40 t>tG!--lt...S ST Alt bA'., Tkt,MAN MN 14071 7o 0 " 0 0 
92.7ot.07 :\iLP..ll-lE:./oi..,"1 ST" lE t:~''"' V lR(,lNlA MN 14940 14' 0 0 0 0 . 
921b2i::.J F lP..S1 5 T "" u ',ii6.~ASHA WAC ASHA MN l 1!:,,bb 151 0 0 0 0 . 
927e,2':H) S~CL!tl: l lY STAH. bM,i<. WA'IAMl~l,Q MN 1:,Le.O bl 0 0 0 0 . 
9270:,1,.,Q ..ii ~..i(.;.t.. STAH::. ~Ar,..,_ WA"..iL.iA HN 1!>46"1 7• " " 0 0 . 
927 ~!'LO Slt.1E bA:S.~ Of- :,,iAkREN WAxkEN MN lb.i'..Ob 00 0 21 0 0 
9~'76355 FH.~T ~l'ili: 5< UF- WASECA MASl::.CA MN 2!,,7S!:> "' 0 91 0 0 
q,,_7t,42(J ,.,,,. y lA. U. t,A:-.K ti.NU TkUS T C.U WAYlAlA MN 4b~OO 350 0 6'9 0 0 
9271'>4'1~ wt S bRUUK ST AT i:. bAt\K Hl::S 1 bROUI(. HN 13217 " 0 0 0 0 
9L7b4C-.,5 SI C..N4.L 11l LLS S 1 ATE BA/\K WtS I >T PAUL HN 26073 200 0 39 0 0 
9L.7bo~.l0 Sl A TE: b,_~.,,_ u; WlitA TON Wt1i:Al(Jfi HN 2317~ 88 0 125 0 0 
921c.~~o fl k..'.)T Sl Al E bANK WHl TE BE:AR LAKE._ "" ~-----~- ·--·-~ -- 3~_,,3 460 0 36 0 0 
9.?7t.~60 SK LF "l LLM.I.R " TR C.lJ M lLLMAf.\ MN 4t:.464 511 0 237 0 0 . 
927loCO WH,C.10M 5-TAH. 8Af',K M 11\UUM HN 22927 1>3 0 ,a 0 0 . 
9~7l69') ~ 1 A 11: bANK Uf MUkTHlNC.TUN W(.IRTHJNC.TON MN .BC;~8 lo> 0 231 0 0 . t-:, 
92-,e,7JO STAH bK OF YOUNG AME:h.lC.A YOUNG AMtR lCA MN lbf.28 73 0 39 0 0 . -.::i 

~ 
OF 150 BANKS AFFECTED IN STATE 87 HAVE NO EARNINGS PARTICIPAllON ACCOUrH OR kfQUlkfD kf~fkVE bALANC.E ---·-

b3 HAVE NO RECURED RE.SE.RYE: BALANCE 

---------

__ 8260020 ~□ .'~RUE.. bA.N. ..... lN& ANO lKUSaT CO A.t\EF-.OC.EN MS 20:C:bl 529 0 - 0 0 ·- 0 • --- ---
B26(.:030 bAt-,"- UF- A,..'JRY AMUKY MS 27121 59' 0 0 0 0 • 
b28CJC.40 SEC.Uf\llY bA~)(. ,-_!-10kY MS 20777 332 0 0 0 0 . 
t:,.<:&l050 bANK OF ANGUJLLA ANG\J l LLA M~ 27149 ~'3 0 0 0 0 
BLbU07U F-A'lME:RS ANO M~RCHANT~ bAhl!( ~AllJh'YN HS 1n21 ,10 0 0 0 0 
eLt:C.,Ot1~ t:\ATt.SVlllt:. StCWdlY bANK bATt!:.VlLLE HS 2bV47 5Bb 0 0 0 0 . 
0.28CIJ9u /".~f<.C.Hb..t,lS BAM'.. ANO TR CO 0'1 5l LOJlS H; 3~t.34 H• 0 0 0 0 . 
6280100 BAY S?,Ot-i<,S t::A~I( BAY SPRlf'l,GS MS 3-4361 Ob• 0 0 0 0 
8..C:b\..•l20 Cl T llENS BANK l T?.UST co btll0'.'141 MS 20031 5.(0 0 0 0 0 . 
8280130 GUARAhfY t\A.l"-ll't. AND TKUST co t.tllLNl MS 19434 )':,1-b 0 0 0 0 . 
o£bGl'fO PlUt'U:.S cA~f,, OF 81L(JX1 blLUXl HS 396b-'t 910 0 0 0 0 . 
02eu200 kAN!(,,IN tOU'.IT Y 8A~K bfi.ANDON MS ~3t,7~ 100!, 0 ,03 0 0 . 
628~L.10 fjkULJKHA.Vi:N tlANK ANO lkUST UJf,k(JlJKJiAVf;.N M; !,C,7('.C, &7.2 -- 0 - H9 - - 0 -- 0 
6£50220 ST Alt. oA\iK A'.';D TRU.St (.CM.PA.NH k.OLJK.hAVE:N HS 22904 501 0 0 0 0 . 
0.lbCioV CA~t1lJN t:X(.~ANC.t:. tlAN~ C.A.'H(JN MS 37690 947 0 0 0 0 . 
028C•~80 tARlHAC.E: bANK (.AK THAC,t:. HS 334!">6 631 0 0 0 0 . 
8.28U310 bANK UF- CLAkl\SDAU:. C LARKSDALt: H; l3704Clo 2725 0 2651 0 0 

--- -------·-
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__ N.QNM.EMBER BANKS ----- - - --· ---- -- -------- ___ BENEflL TO BAN.ltS. C.OVE:RED SY MOOlFlE:D S.; 85 ------ ------ -- --·- -· 2/22/79 ---·--· 

Ill <Zl 13) 14) 15) IOI 
OSB NAME: LOtATlON TOE:P VL TC~H 1977 NEW New OIF 

------ ·---------------- RH1bAL HA _ REQbAL (31-151. ____ 

8230330 C.LE:.VELAND STAlE bANK C.LEVELAN.0 HS 394'10 715 0 0 0 0 . 
0260370 C.l TI ZENS BAN, C.OLUMblA MS 32&70 349 0 0 0 0 • 
jj280 .. 30 Sf:.CUP.llY bAl-.i'\ Cl8lNTH HS 4bL20 1017 0 0 0 0 
b;::80540 ME:RC.HANTS & MANUFACTURERS bl\f:Lll~VILLE HS 18849 '23 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 02f;UbVO FAR.ME.RS AND Kt.RC.HANT S.. BAt-1.K f(Jr.t:.51 -------- HS __ _. ______ ______ 2 ~Ot.b . - 3btL 0 0 . 0 o __ •-~ 
82b0670 BA,\K Of (.U,""IME:.RC.E: C.hl-t:NWLIOO HS 212b5 490 0 0 0 0 
B2SU7GO G~£NA.[•A ol.~K GkENA(lA. HS 298524 5C52 0 5250 3505 -3505 
o.2GC·BO HM1C.U(II,, l:}ANf~ (.L,Lf f'LRT HS 237500 3bLjj 0 5243 2037 -2037 
028V7t.O e,v1~. Uf t"<>\ZL EhURS. T t1AZLEl1UR.ST MS 27 l4S <33 0 0 0 0 
bl~077U .~t.RC.HANl ~ A1'1[J PlANlERS. BANK 11AZU:.11UR~1 HS 11.t'.bl 329 0 u 0 0 . 
bl807b0 H!: R~ANUO bA~K Ht.RNM,:UO H5 ·-- -------- 2fl715 500 -· -- 0. 0 0 0 - . --
8..:'.ti,V790 HA,•,r; Uf HLLLA.NDAU. HLLLANDALE MS 21123 327 0 0 Q 0 . 
d:2"8Jbl0 nRST !) TATE:. bAl-1r:.. HULL Y SPRINGS MS 15435 £53 0 0 0 0 . 
BLd.(1!::50 PlOPLtS •• QF 11'.DJANOLA l/l.llllANOLA MS 27'912 4u4 0 0 0 0 . 
8 .. 6C•[, 70 ll:'\A (,UAf<.J..'H Y .bANK !Ut<A HS 21442 53> 0 0 0 0 . 
OL'./)0':flS 1":l~SlSSH'Pl BANK. JA(l(.$(JN MS 199074 2070 0 52410 409 -409 
b25.;935 A TT /,LA CA<'-!!(. OF ~CS.ClUSKU KClSCJlJS.K.O MS lb2b5 ~to 0 0 0 0 . --·--
8280940 Ml::R(l1A~TS ;...-..o fAkM[RS BANK KL!:,C.llJS!\lJ HS b 1431.J 1585- 0 12~ 0 0 

~ bi':80958 BANK Uf- LAU"<tL LAURCL HS 10245, 400 0 0 0 0 . 
c:,2f.JU900 !:l AN'<, UF l!:Af(.tSVlLLE l,.LAl(.ESVl LLE MS lt>GS"l 389 0 0 0 0 . 

01 8d1U95-0 SA0..1<,. Of LE.LA:\ID L E:.L A.NO MS 1'945!.i 207 0 0 0 0 . 
828 J 020 hOL"'ES CTY •• • TR co LEXlNG.TCJN HS 2242l:I ,., 0 0 0 0 . 

__ b.221G35 Cl T ll£NS fH,N!'!.. A~D 1RUS.l co LOUl~VlLLE .-- H5 244~9 39.7 0 0 0 0 . 
b23 l040 jANK llF LL-Cb;All LL.C.U,Alf.:. M5 202 ll 4>3 0 0 0 0 . 
6281005 bAN1'. Of- Ml CU,"'~ MC.CLMb H5 334.<'..b .,. 0 0 0 0 . 
8l'8 l l~O ,"1E..~CHAr-.t !) A'iD F-AR"iER~ EIANK f'\ACON M5 27bl 1 320 0 0 0 0 . 
C.281130 SlJlJlH',jtSl MlSSlSSlPPl BK ~Aur-.: □LlA MS .i:9oS9 403 u 0 0 0 
9<'.61150 Cl l lltNS eANI\ At,,U TRUST co HAf-11..S M5 2<'.t.,,0~ 31' 0 0 0 0 
b.:b ll 7U bANK Lf fkA,'111..Llti MEADV lLLl MS lbt.31,p <21 0 0 0 0 
b<'.Sl ldO P~L:?LU, EA.Noe.. !1tNU!::l..t1lt,,LL MS 2311H 39b 0 0 0 0 . 
o.2eu.:.o F 1 ~. !lo 1 U'll TtO BAf>t"°, OF Ml~S /'ltR. l lllAN MS bl.t.>?t.,, 2223 0 0 0 0 . 
6~812: l.U !",:;;..lHA"'-1 S t.NlJ f. Af...:-1.Ek 5 bANI\ IHK.ll)lAN MS 7 l4t>'7 l~-,1,p C He 0 0 . 
6.2.81240 bAf,K Uf ,"'iJKH.:N t1l1r',lON HS l9b'19 ,j4~ 0 0 0 0 . 
6£.:,1200 ~.Gu-..r ,Oll\JE: bAN.1<. MLU~T OLIVE as 1 7301 2?9 0 0 0 0 . 
8.2b. 1300 b.t.ri,c,, L,f '"' AlbA:-.Y ~!:.- ALBA~Y H5 275b!I 33~ 0 0 0 0 . 
b.28 Lj)Q N~ ·,no~ cuu-'11 v fjA,'1,t, Nl~lON H5 33~ 12 »1 0 0 0 0 
6.:31410 '.".t.RC.HA'~TS A:W MAKHH:. bANK. PA.)C.AC.UULA HS 5~3b7 3Ui 0 0 0 0 . 
6£'31430 BA~"°• Of PHlLJ.DtLPHIA !>HllAllELPH}A M5 lb03t> 109 0 0 0 0 . 
o.'.81 .. 40 ClTUt.:O.S &A:-t.oe.. PN.l LAUE:.LPHIA HS 349()1 Sol 0 0 0 0 . 
6251530 8At◄ K Uf- PRti'illSS PRtrn ]S!) H5 17794 ::,01 0 0 0 0 . 
b:i:':1sso BA°'I;"',. Ctf- C.UlTHAN I.IUllMAN MS 30bbb 110 0 0 0 0 . 
bLS 1555 SOU THE.AST MlSSl~SlPPl bAl'liK '-,Ul TMAN M~ 1C,o!'.<i4 297 0 0 0 0 . 
s;::~ 1S9C, PE.Uf'Li::~ OA'~!<. klPU:.Y MS 31301 111 0 0 0 0 . 
8281t.20 PlANHRS BA'tK AND TRU~T co klJLE'VllLE "' 410.:'.0 'ilb~ 0 0 0 0 
82d lt:60 Pf.:.~Pl[S bA"4'<. S!:NA TfJSIA HS 20'f56 219 0 0 0 0 
S~5lt>70 SE:NAlUblA bANK 5,E,.NA 1061A HS l 75b6 543 0 0 0 0 

-· ·- ·----- -·------
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___ 1tONl\818U_BANKS--------------"EltEF1-L TQ_SANKS-COVEl<ED-BLJIOOIFIEO_S. 1!5 ____________ ~/22/79 ___ _ 

oss NAME 

6.t'.81710 SOUTH CEkTRAL BAkK 
8281730 SE:C.URllY STATE BANK 
0.2817b0 S'11 TH tOUNTY bAt'iK 
8.2817t,') PLANlERS bA~K 

_ 8:L.81 790 bA.NK Of HlS~lSSlPPl 
828181C PHH-'LES BAN,<, ANO TRUS.T CO 
6~131650 FlDE:.Ll iY bA.:'it(,, 
6£6lt:b5 BANK OF VICKSBURG, 
o2Bl9~0 FJK~T STAT:: i;;AN"'-
&L~lY40 t.A.Nl\ OF ',d:-tO~A. 

_6282010 bA!'tK [if YAlCJ □ C.lTY -·· 

SlLVl::R CREEK 
SlAk)(.YllU: 
11.YLURSVlllf 
Tt..'ilCA 
lUPt.LC 
TUP E:. LU 
lJTlCA 
V ItK.SHURG 
MAYf,,,=SC)ORO 
WlNlJNA 
Y AlUO C.l TY ___ _ 

(l) 

lOEP 

MS 15392 
MS 56llb 
MS 1C>ff91 
MS 22't26 

__ MS ---·- --- --- ----"-- 22Y4 72 
MS l.C.997t> 
MS 312M> 
MS 267b9 
MS 2t,.t::7l 
MS 1996~ 

__ MS __ ------- ---·- ----- 29477 

OF 74 BANKS AFFE:.ClE:O IN S.lAH-. b3 HAVE NO E:ARNlNC.S PARllCIPAllON ACCUUNT 

• HAVE NO Rl::QUREO f\E:.SE:.RVE: BALANCE 

------------
8290020 BANK CJF AOV"NCE:. ADVANCE HO 17047 
8290140 U"',110 MlS,50URl B Of JE:HER5~ARNl1LO MO 27bb9 
8£90160 AURORA. BANK Al.IA.URA. MO 27603 
8l90180 Cl 1 HENS BANK AVA MO 22~95' 
8.l'.9018!:> uOATHE:NS b< OF WEST CTY BALLWIN. MO 47401 

10290240 ClTIZE.NS BA.NI(. IUl l(IN MO 19867 
10~90270 OE:THANY nuJST COMPAN'r bETHANY MO 2.i::bbl 

8-'.'tl.1360 E.AM\. Of bll!t.1MS.OALE MO 15 190 
iJ0i-90.370 fJLUt !:iPRIN..;5 BANK t:,LUE 5PRl~GS HO 37877 

&.:'.90395 CUM'1ERC.E bANl'C. Ot- BOL l VAR HUL l VAR MO 2'i585 
82:90400 PCLK. CtlUNT'f t:IANK bOL I VAR MO 2b0<i!) 
S1.:~0<t06 (.(IMME:RC.E: bANI\ LF bLNNE:. lE:RREBU-.Ni: H.-.RRE MO 17006 

10L9C'437 UNJHU ►iU BA'11(, Uf- BOONYllll:: fHJCNVILL& MO 2.3b97 
82~U<t?O f!A.111!<. {II· bOURtsUN BUURE.U."11 MU 24b45 
8.i:::!iU455 COM st b!<.. OF BOWLINC. c.REEN bCJWLIN.i.:; u,R.H.~ MO £3022 
/j.:90'1b0 f-Akl•lt-.R!) HE:i<CANIIU:. 8Af'-UI.. blJ,,.L IM', GRHN kO 22b.i:::',I 
6L9C.:,75, PE.UPLES bKf'.Tk CO OF BkAN.~ON b~Ar-..SU!'1 MO 3520b 
S~9C4BO SE:CUkl TY bANK • TKU!> T C.O t:li<AN~C;N MU 3't7b2 
S29L507 ::JRl:::fl..lnUOlJ ~ANK bktfltlMOUO MU '\1927 
B.C.5:0509 MAk!'I. lMAl!'-1 ~Ti\Tt:: t:IANK bRllJGUON MU b.3b01 

lOL:90511 UT ~I SSOURl 0, UF tlKOLAF lELOtH<JJUKF- It: LO MO 22'i> 19 
6290560 0 bA,"11.'tDN tlANKJ f-lG COMPANY ~UffALO MO l't336 

10290bl0 BUTLER STA TE BANK bUTU:k MO 216"10 
10290720 FARMt.RS STAIE b.A.M( C.A'1t:RON MO 11::1693 

f:.29lJ755 CAPE: HtRCA"iTlU::. b, • TR CU C.A?E. GlRAROEAU MU 24848 
SL9U7b0 f-ARl'ltR!> AND HE.RC.HANT S HANK C.APE: GlkAROEAU MO 72447 
8290840 F IP.ST STATE t:1Af'o4!<.. C.ARUlHE:kSYlLLE MU 30482 

~·--·-·------

121 (31 "' (51 (<>) 

YL TC.SH 1977 NEW N~W Olf 
_____ J<lOBAL __ EPA __ l\lQbAL _131-l 5J__ 

307 0 0 0 0 . 
1177 0 164 0 0 . 
3'1 0 0 0 0 . 
249 0 0 0 0 

_ 6212 Q ---- 3972 ------ 0 0 
2502 0 3819 0 0 

6d> 0 0 0 0 . 
4b1 0 0 0 0 . ,., 0 Q 0 0 . 
514 0 0 0 0 . 

__ bbl _o _______ 0 0 0----~--

OR RcQUlRED RESERVE BALANCE 

--------

337 0 0 0 0 . 
498 0 0 0 0 . 
382 0 0 0 0 
3'4 0 0 0 0 . 
643 0 3~2 0 0 -~--
489 0 0 0 0 . 
222 0 0 0 0 . 
131 0 0 0 0 . 
b~O 0 0 0 0 . 
~1-J 0 0 0 0 . 
26b 0 0 0 0 ·--. --
!»l2 0 0 0 0 . 
3:;5 0 0 0 0 . 
121 0 144 0 0 . 
130 0 0 0 0 . 
216 0 0 0 0 • 
b53 0 0 0 0 . 
~U2 0 hb 0 0 • 
4>7 0 21b 0 0 . 
b70 0 1344 0 0 . 
j4t! 0 0 0 0 . 
18(> 0 0 0 0 
290 0 -- - 0 ---- 0 0 --~·--
2&7 0 0 0 0 . 
316 0 0 0 0 . 

12.32 0 67' 0 0 
3b1 0 0 0 0 . 

··-~-- -·---

~ 
Q) 
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___ NONH.EM.BER BANKS---·-------·-- BENEFIT TO BANKS. COVERED BY HODlflE.O S. 65 2/ZZ/79 

Ill 121 131 l~I l~I 161 
OS& PIIAHE LOU HON lOtP Vl TCS.H 1977 NEW NtW OIF 

-------------~------- _ Rf.ClbAL ___ f::.PA ____ RE:Q8AL. __ (3J-t.5J __ _ 

829C8b0 COMMERCE BANK OF BARRY C.TY CASSVILLE HO 23491 171 0 21 
829V920 FIRS.T S.E:C.UIUlY SlA.lE: BANK. C.HARll:SlON MO 31131 304 0 0 
8~9L9~0 C.H~!>lEkFlE:.LO bANK C.HE:.!)H:kFlE:LD MO 32bbl blO O 0 

10£90~40 CHJLUC.GTHE .HAlE: 6ANK C.HllllC.OTHI: MO 30849 251 0 13b 
_ 8290988 CENlkAL uANK. OF C.LAYTON._ LLAYTCJN. _____ HO 2b7~5 ____ b5~ ___ o 0 

829C,'i't0 C.LAYH,N bA.'il(, CLAYTUN MO l8.i!3't9 bl,£ 0 5148 
8£91010 ~T LOVU• CUUNTY ~A.NI<. CLAYTUN MO 2blb1b lb2l O Sl~ 

10291050 FARHE:.R!> f:IAN'- OF CLINH.,N LllNTl.lN MO 19107 21b O 0 
lOZ.'71060 UNltJN STATE bK. Ltf C.Ll~TON C.LlNTUN 1-\0 17100 268 'O 0 
829lllL FlR!>T BANK Uf- C.OM~E:RC.E: C.ULUMblA MO b986'- 'tb9 0 l5b5 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

l3&S 
5603 

0 
0 
0 

_ 829llb0 SA1"i!'\ OF CRA'it (.RANE HO ·-·--- _ __ _ lb67l 27.3 0 ·---- 0 ____ _ 0 
0 84'.9 l l 75 SANK Of- C.Rt~ l,IOOO C.k.E 5, T°"UUO HU b3 l 9i. 880 0 887 

829llbb flR~T MlSSOUKI BANK C.KEVI:: Cl.Jl::UR. MO 1(115'- b4b O 1550 
&.c91200 C.RYSlAL CITY SlATt: BANK C.RYSlA.L C.ITY MO 2252b 36"1 0 0 
8291210 Pl::OPLE::S OANr< OF LUBA (.UbA MO 16088 271 ·o 0 
829 lL.50 A/1€.klC.AN &AN,-;, 01:: ~(JlQ MO 2:b.200 -'t.29 0 0 

_629125!1 CLJL(hlAl bANK. UE:S PE:RE:S ·-·---- 1'10 -----~--------- '-tll93 _ ',00 0 267 
8291370 C.ITllE:NS bM4K EDINA MO 25073 93 0 Sb 
8291390 ClllHNS BANK f.LDLJN MO 184!>3 2:17 0 0 

10291400 TRI C.OUNlY ~l,'11:: BANK 1::LDUFI..AOO SPRINGS MO 19716 353 0 0 
8291450 EUREKA bA,-.1( Ellk.t.KA MO 17466 2!>6 0 0 
8291~2!> FIRH 5-lAlE BANK FARHlNGTCN MO 252'.;5 -'t.C4 0 0 

_ 8£.915bU UNTO Ml!:.SOURl t,K. CJF H:.RGUSW.FERC.U5.0N HO ·--·-~---~- "i.2270 7'tl O 0 
8291~70 COMME.RtE SANII., Of FES.lUS H:S.1U5, HO 3Ul.£ bb2 0 0 
8291590 A~HlCAN STAH:. l:IANK FLAT RlVE:R HO 17746 214 0 0 
84'.91598 C.MRL BANI<. OF FLORISSANT FLORISSANT MO .34bCll 1054 0 0 
8291000 FLOklS.SANT tJAt\lK f-lOklSSANl HU 51bbl 1585 0 0 
8.:'9lb45 ~OAlf'\ENS BANK CF TA"-EY CTY FORS.YlH HO 2:1021 307 0 0 

__ 8.('.9lb60 NE:fll E.RA BANI'(. FRE:.OE:RlCK.TOW" MO 2b33b 303 0 0 
82:91690 BANX. Of GA1N£:SVllLE C.AlNCSl/lLLE: MO 2:1406 l!>B O 0 
8291140 FlkS,T MU Bi<. Of FRANl<.LlN tlY ~E.RALO t-\0 l't191 1141 0 0 

10291710 C..LA!>U)W ~AVlNt.!> BANK. LLAS.l,UW MO lb-404 b3 0 0 
10i:9ld~U C.fiAt,01/H.W BK Ar.-0 TR C.O . LRANUVIEW MO 21406 'tb!:i O 0 

8~91950 COMMERCE:. BANK. OF hANNlbAL HANNlbAL HO 18648 ~84- 0 0 
_l04'9LOOO ALL~N BAf'liK AN(J 1P.U51 C.O hARRlSONVlLLf. HO 2lt.,~4 251 0 0 

82920b0 LlNObER&H BAM. HAZELWOOD HO 23f:ll7 701 0 0 
8292070 flR~T KU BK OF bA.!i,CONAOI: CTYHC.RMAr-.N MO 17'1-'t2 190 0 0 

10292110 t3ANK Of- HIGGlNSVlLU:. HlCiLlNSVILLE HO .ii:5000 )b.t O 0 
82'.,2l10 t:IANK. LJF 1-<(JU::.i: :»PklNu,S HuUSC SPk.lNC;,S HO 141.i:9 37b O 0 
829.ll80 ~A:-.11., Of hUUSlON HWSH.N MO l7b9t, .301 U 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

---1029.22~0 BANK. OF ll'(Od•ENCit:l"IC.E. lNOt.PE:NOE:NC.E MO ___ Z732.7 ____ 1042 ________ 0 ----· 0 ____ _ 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

10£9.llbO C.HRlSHA.N SA°"YEk SA.Ni<. l,-..01::Pl:.NDtNC.E HO 2!>0&6 283 0 0 
10292273 NCJLANti RU l'IER(.ANl!LI:: BANK HiHPtNUE:NC.E MO !»lt17t, 743 0 3l!t 
l029.l27!» SlAf'..LtARO STA.la: f=.ANK lNDEPE.NOENC.E HO 27506 407 0 0 

8292.HO CAP!:. tOU11,jTY BANK JAC.KSUN MO 20853 ',89 0 0 
82923b0 C.E.NTRAL TRUS.T t:IANK Jtf-H.RSON C.llY MO 180980 1150 0 !»llt-4 2292 

0 * 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • o __ • __ 

-13&~ 
-~oo3 

0 • 
0 • 
0 • 

0 --~~-
0 
0 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 

0 --·--0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 

0 --·--0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 • 

_ __ o ___ • 
0 
0 
0 • 
0 • 

-2292 

. ---- --- ·----· ~----
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__ J<ONMEIIBER BANKS ___ ENEFIT _TQ_BANK5-.tOVERE0-8Y KOOlflEO S •. 8> ·-- ·---·- _2/22/77 ____ 
. . 

11 l (21 (3) (4) ( >> (bl 
OSB NAME LOC.ATION TliEP VL lCSH 1977 New NtW Olf 

---- --------- ---- -----·-·- ---------- __ REQBAL _____ HA _ ~tllbAL_ __ (3)-(~). _____ 

829llb9 JE FFE.RStiN 6ANK. tJF MO JE:.H Ek.SON Cl TY HO 23C,,6-'t 808 0 0 0 0 . 
8292371 LA.NC,MAH.K N (. TY BK. AND TR C.0 JE.NNINGS HO 101088 •17 0 1&01 98 -9& 
829.!:312 !"\ARK TWAIN NURTHLANU BANK JLN~lM.S HO 7980'1 497 0 25&7 0 0 
8292375 Ct-:ARH:K bA'°i!\ o, JE:.NNlNC.S Jt.NNl,-,.C.S Hu 5CI0!>8 1120 0 0 0 0 • 

__ _lQ.?.92370 C'JM~ERC.E:. bA~K. OF- JOPLIN JCJPllN HO ----·-------·- ----- 33,b.:07 448 0 0 0 0 . 
1C292420 FIR~ T S 1 ATE bANK JOPLIN HO 1749b 583 0 0 0 0 . 

8492.440 C.CM."'l!::RC.E B< UF l(.AHLKA KkHLK.A MU 210!>2 116 0 0 0 0 
1029L448 .t.M£:k.l(AN l:lANK. t lKUSl to I KA~!,A!) Cl TY MU 43:C-eo 47> 0 389 0 0 • 
10Z92't53 eAN~1l:iTER BM1i<.. I\AN5AS C.lTY MO lt1bl8 392 0 0 0 0 . 
1029245b BOA lMt::NS NOK TH HILLS BANK KAN~AS C.ITY MO 32431 11!>5 0 0 0 0 • 

_10292451 ::>LUE k.lDC.E °' L TK (.Q K.ANSA!. C.lTY MO 5bb32 ebb 0 _H2 0 0 . 
102924b5 Ct:N1kAL bK UF K.A~,SAS C.ITY KA.liSAS CITY HO 2;,:;.B 738 0 0 0 0 . 
10292.475 CUMMlKC.I:. BK CF BLUE HllLS KAN!.AS. C.lTY MU 18237 b24 0 0 0 0 • 
102'1l493 COUf'..Tl-tY C.lUo bANK KANS.AS t ITV MO 27331 4'7 0 0 0 0 . 
10~':,1.2495 l~P 11',;,E: bA~~ C TFIUST co K.AN~.6,$ CITY HO 37!>.,_0 1e2 0 3'8 0 0 . 
l0.C9L!>03 l>OPF'E:RT bA\ti<. C TRUST to KANSAS. CITY MO 4!,C,25 390 0 498 0 0 • 
1029.0::505 (,~ANO AVE.''WE bK L l< to KAN.!:.AS CITY MO 61000 b'1 0 880 0 0 . 
102'7'..:51!> JA.C.KSON C.LJUNTY !.TAH. bANK. KANSAS C llY MU 2714b bll 0 0 0 0 • 
102'12!>20 KA".SAS Cl TY B< t lR tu KAN!:.AS tlTY HU 6104b 360 0 117• 0 0 . 
10.CY.2 !>c.5 ME: Ht.CIPUll TA/It SANK KANSAS C.llY MO 1 '1153 25' 0 0 0 0 • N) 
10.?9258~ PEUf'LE:::, bANiK u, KANSAS C.llY KANSAS CITY MO 32672 40S 0 0 0 0 • -:a 
H>292589 PLAlA BA~,,;, C TkUSl C.0/"IPANY KA.'\i!.AS C.l TY MO 7b572 709 0 1700 0 0 00 
1029L005 RE.U bRlDC,t:. M.e;KCANTlL.E BMit.. KA,'~SAS CITY MG . ----- ·---·-- - 3097t> 4b9 0 0 0 0 --·--•.~-
1029.<'.c,24 STALlUM bAN'<.. K.ANS.A.S C.lTY MO 22458 439 0 0 0 0 . 
10L92bt,6 UNI H.D MU ~,.;. Of 8LUI: VALLEY l(.AN!.A.S CITY MO 3£ 192 794 0 0 0 0 • 
l0.'..9t.Ot>7 U~I 10 MO OK Of HIC.Kl"IA~ MlLLSKAN!l.A.S. CllY HO 367b3 811 0 0 0 0 . 
102.9Lt-o9 UNl TED MISSUVRl b'-NK SOUTH KAN!.AS lllY MO 40215 557 0 0 0 0 . 
1029.ct,70 UNIIJEkSllY BANK KA,"-1.SAS CITY MO 36111 299 0 138 0 ·o . 

82.92710 t.A.tl'~ Of t(;.UtNE:.l T K.t~~itTT _ HO 4b570 . 24b 0 544 0 0 .• 
829..::72.0 Clil TON EXC.HAl'.C.E: BANK l'(.t_.-..il'.tTT MO 23331 213 0 0 0 0 . 
829.:7~0 CAN,!(, OF r,!R.l(,.SV ILLE. "-lR.f..!)VllLI:: MO jbe4l. 401 0 ,. 0 0 . 
8292775 U'i.TU Ml SSOUtU i:sr-. OF KlRK.k'OOLIKlR.~PIQOD MO 4.:'.~4b 4J4 0 101 0 0 . 
829..'b3S bAN1<, Uf LAOUt. LADUE MO 2 lbbl 270 0 0 0 0 . 

l0292bb0 LAMAR TRUST co LA."'IJ.K MO 1 C,-052 £59 0 0 0 0 . 
8.?:<j2':US C.t.'iTRA.L BA"ll'\ U:.~AN(JN MU 19604 l9S 0 0 0 0 . 

lD.!:9.::.'970 bANK UF Lt ES SUM'1Il Li.:.tS SUMMIT MO lt,79ti 2>0 0 0 0 0 . 
l0..:92S-80 FAKMtt'-!) lRUS T COMPANY U.E~ SUM Ml T MO 24543 435 0 0 0 0 . 
l0.Z.9l9b5 MIDLAND bANK Lt ES S.Uf'IMI T MO 2ti02V 552 0 0 0 0 . 

BL:93010 U.WlSlUlli~ ST ATE BA~lf.. LHllS lCWN MO 17944 98 0 0 0 0 . 
l02'9jQ20 Clr."l~ERC.lAL 6< UF LE.XlNGTCN UX INC.TON MO l&~:;,o '.":l.Ob 0 0 0 0 . 

8.29,jlJQ bA:<.!\ LJf- LOUlSlA~A LOUlSlA~A MO . - -------- lb919 21b 0 - 0 --·-· 0 0 --. ---
8293140 Mi:R(.A.~T ]Lt: bA.'IK LW!SlANA MO 2146H 20.?: 0 0 0 0 . 
8,2.9,j200 MAC.U"i ATLANTA 51A1E B'-NK MAC UN HO 29173 400 0 0 0 0 
82.93230 MAL~E.N; STATE SAN~ MAL UtN HO 25617 281 0 0 0 0 
8.:' ➔ 3.('80 P lCJ.•.t:f:k l\AN" Al'-ID lKUST to MAPLf:WOUO MO 5 2757 ,.. 0 830 0 0 . 

10293340 WUlJ{J Aki; HUS TUN BANK. MAR!>11All MO 45052 '34 0 349 0 0 . 
--·-·-------~ ---- ---- ---· 
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__ NCJrtHEHBER BANKS--~----- BE:NEflT .TO.SANKS COYERED.-BY H.OOIFIE:0 S •. 85 ·- -----·---·------··-·- ·--- 2/22/79~---

Ill (2) (3) "' "I (bl 
OSB NAHE LOCATION TDE.P YLlCSH 1977 ••• ••• OIF 

. ----- --------- -------------- ----'---------·· - Rf:.01:iAL .. E:PA. ... REQBAL._(31-(5). ___ 

8293350 ClllZ.ENS S1AlE BANK. MP-.RSHFll::lO MO 22438 185 0 0 0 0 . 
1029.3370 Cl T IZENS STA.TE bAl\il( MARYVILLE: MO 44395 304 0 43> 0 0 . 
104.93380 NODAWAY VALLE:'( BANK KAR'l'\llLLE: MO bD01l 400 0 904 0 0 

8293-'192 BK (JF- THE: LAKE o, THE: OZARKSHllli::R tOUNTV MO 32320 ,,1 0 103 0 0 . 
__ 8293~40 l'Nl lf.U Ml!:aoS.UUk.l EIK OF MONE TTHt:t-.E TT . MO --------· 25714 349 0 0 0 0 ·--·--

l0293b85 Cll HENS !:aoTAlE bANI< NEVADA MO 27357 237 u 0 0 0 . 
8293770 bAi'I.,<. OF NE-' MADRID NtW MAOR IO MO 2031':t 2:45 0 0 0 0 
829.:lolf:I NCJ'<.MAND'I' aMH<, '1URTH WOODS MO 22627 '10 0 0 0 0 

1029383\J bANK t,f, ODESSA OUE: SSA MU 3177b 1>4 0 l7b 0 0 . 
8293840 bUAl~Efl(~ bAr.!K OF- U FALLON U FALLON MO 2 l9bb 622 0 0 0 0 . 

___ tl~93b55 C.OMMt.fH.lAL BANK o• ST LOUl!, OLlVl:.lTE: MO 26C..42 >37 0 0 0 0 . 
dl93'>'45 (.HAklE:R BAN,<, Of- UVERLANO OVtKLAND MO .34~C,5 707 0 0 0 0 . 
-BL939c»O □ ZAKi<. bA,'.jK CJLARK HU 2CJ37!, 30• 0 0 0 0 . 
8294040 Pl:RR'I' 5, TAT!:: 6A.NK hRkY HO 1335C, 91 0 0 0 0 . 
829-.050 bA~,c. lJF Pt.RRYV ILLC PtRR'l'VlLLE MO 270'tb 331 0 0 0 0 . 
00::'i4070 H.):"iC lklJ~l KC.!<CANTILI: bANK HRKYVllLE MO 21301 224 0 0 0 0 • 

__ 10£94110 f'LcA~Ar-.11 Hill HA~K. PLEASANT HlLL __ MO ·--~··----- 2015'1 170 0 0 0 0 . 
829<t2CJO tiAN.._ t.Jf- f-'C?LAR tiLUFF- J-'UPlti.K bLUF-F HO 3bl4b 474 0 0 0 0 N) 
82.94203 C0"H1EKCE i,,<, OF POPLAR BLUFF f'lJPLAR bLUFF MO 3&bl7 '29 0 121 0 0 . -:i 
8294£30 WASHlNC.,TlJN (. T'r' ME:RCANT!LE: bl<.f'C..TU51 HO 20244 ••3 0 0 0 0 . ~ 

10.C94l'92 bUA H1tN5 RAYlO'rilN bANK RAYltJWN MO 5,)229 642 0 762 0 0 . 
1029429'> LAUREL BANK OF k.A YlOWN RAYTOWN MO 31104 874 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 8L.94:HO 130A TM.E.N.S. ~ANK. Qf, PULASKI C. TYklC.HLA.riD MO lbll5 1'7 0 0 0 0 . 
102.943~0 E:.'-C.t--+AN(.E: BANK Or RlCtiMONO kl(.HHQ:'14O MO ) 1076 300 0 0 0 0 
8~94358 CUN1HtE:N1A.L BANK C lRU51 CU klCt1MUNO HGTS MO 54b49 4b2 0 115-6 0 0 . 

10294.380 BANK 1.Jf- AlCHlSlJf-1 CUUf'ilY RUCI<. PUR l HO l 7bCi& 138 0 0 0 0 • 
10294390 C.1 l Hl:.NS 8A.:--ti<. o• AlC.Hl!>ON COROC.t<. POR l MO 15627 101 0 0 0 0 . 

82941405, f.Ht!>l STAIE: BANK RULL A MO 22ts0b 479 0 0 0 0 . 
__ BL<J4-.l0 ROLLA STAH. dA/\iK kULLA MO ·--------- 26lbb 254 0 0 0 0 

8.l:</'o"f55 BM•,( lJf- ST ANN ST ANN MO 2~148 b-'tl 0 0 0 0 . 
82944~6 LA/\il,MARI'~ NOKTHWt.ST PLAZA bl\ ST ANN. MO 4b4~b o9l C ., 0 0 • 
8£9~472 MRCfllTL bro:.. OF S 1 l.HARLE:S tlY 5.T LHARU:S MO 2288ts 078 0 0 0 0 . 
6294!,40 ST JUhN.5 f:IAN!<. ANO TRU5.l LO SI JOHNS MO 7b45b lb't4 0 1H2 0 0 . 

l0294Sb0 DRO\fcRS MEH.CAN Tl LE SAM S 1. Ju SE PH MO lt>O.:'.!io 1"9 0 0 0 0 
l.0.£94~b0 f-AR~.ER.:::, :::.TATE t>Al\iK SI JQ5,E;PH MO ___ , __ -----· ----···-·---- 15539 207 0 0 0 0 . 
102.,4!:>95, fH<.ST 5 TUC.K YAHt5 BANK S 1 JOSEPH MO 25-515- 270 0 0 0 0 • 
102~4e30 UNI ltO MO BANr<. OF ST JU5t.PH ST JU!>EPH MO 5-' 13b ··~ 0 0 0 0 . 

B.l.94bb0 hAUHt CAf'ljw;. UF- ST LOU IS Sl llJUlS MO 5-5420 1290 0 0 0 0 
&2<J4t,(::,!, bANK OF SI LUUl5, S l LOUl!:ao MO 19 3B40 234Es 0 >I&~ 197 -197 
829-,t,~O fH<.E:MEr.! bANi<.. AND lRUSl C.U S 1 LOUH, MO 30424 3o4 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 629"1bC,0 CASS t1.A.flll<. A"1U 11-.l.JST C[)MPANY ~1 LOUl ~ MO 712t,O >10 o_ .. Z991 0 . __ o_. ___ 
82947(;0 CHIPPE:WA TRUST (.UMP ANY S 1 LOUIS MO 4!>945 1•• 0 0 0 0 . 
829470!> CITY bANII.. SI LUUlS MO 4491!> 1129 0 0 0 0 . 
8294700 C.O~ME:Fi.Cf; BK OF MOU\10 LlTY Sl LOUIS MO 44348 &'1 0 0 0 0 
62.94735 HAMPlU"( tiA~t<. OF ST LOUIS SI LOUIS MO 105546 1769 0 183> 0 0 
8.!94750 JE: F F-tR5,0N bl<. & lR C.O SI LOUIS MO 95b5l ~04 0 2113 24 -;c:4 

··-------·---· ---- ----· --~·--
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__ J<ONIIEIIBER .BANKS _______________ BENEf1l_.TO .B4'1KS.COVEREO .. BY.1!001FlEO. S •. 85. ______ _ 

OS8 NAl"IE LOCATlON 
------- ·-· -- -~-------------

8294760 JEFF C.RAVOIS DK OF ST LOUIS ST LlJUlS 
8294810 HE.RCAN11U: CHRt TRUST to Sl LOUIS 
829482~ HISSOURI STAlE. bANK £. TR to ~T LOUIS 
8.::948 SO N(JR TH S.1 LOUIS 1 R CO S 1 LOU! S 

MO 
MO 
MO 
l!O 

1 ll 121 131 C.I 
TOl:P VL TC.SH 1977 NEW 

...... Rt~8AL ____ EPA 

0 205 
0 1702 
0 0 
0 0 

UI 
NtW 

.RWbAL 

2/22/79 ___ _ 

16) 
OlF 

131-151_ __ _ 

0 0 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 

__ 8294870 N.ORTH"'f.SH.R!'II BAl'ti-:. A"lO lRUSl St LOUIS --· 110 

55035 
7412b 
lO.J,!:11 
210lt., 
3't937 
50!>!>4 
"tl3ll 
31231 
't5J7~ 
8!>724 
2ltl03 
23075 
23051 
20244 
20lb7 
50729 
30't58 

lb2047 

b07 
••o 
277 
35b 
750 
718 

1155 

o ___ o __ _ 0 0 • 
829-4910 SLUTHE:RN CC,,1'1lktlAL 8ANII. ST LOUIS 
8294953 BUAlMC.NS bl(. OF C.lJ"iC.URO VLG ST LOUIS CfJUNTY 
829495,S LE:1o1lS (. C.LA~I<. HlR(.Ar-i.TlU: BK ST LOUIS CUUNlY 
829495b PlAlA BAMI. OF ~E:Sl POkl ST LOUH tTY 
8294958 HAR,c,, hlAlN SWlH (.OUNTY bAN<.ST LOUIS tOUrilY 

_ 8.i.'.9'9959 MAKI'. liitAlN PAkKhAY bA~ ST LOUIS CC!UNlY 
102',1~0)0 SAllStiUF<Y SAVlNC.S tsAN,C. S.\llSbUKY 
102950~0 HOME: BAN](,, SAVANNAH 
1029~0b8 MISSOURI STAlE BANK .HD.ALIA 

8L9Sl40 SHELBJNA MEKCANllLE: DA.Nit 5.t:l!::.Lbl!'1A 
&29,tbO 8Al'iK UF Sli<.ESlON SiKtSJUN 

_ 8.t9~2S8 bAll.,tK Dt- 5.PRlt-.GF-H.LO SPfUNC.FlELlt 
829':,290 COMMERLE: BANK OF SPRH~f-11::L(.l!)PRlllH,FlELD 
8295.i::~5 1:MPlRt: bANK !>PRlNGF-ULD 
6L953b0 C.0~1'1UN11Y BANK SlH:LVlLLC 
8295430 bANr. Of-- SULLIVAN SlJLLIVAN 
629!>4b0 BANK OF HtAYtR THAYE.-.K 

MO 
MO 
MO 
MO 
HO 
MO 
MU 
MO 
MO 
MO 
HO 
MO ____________ ·----- . 
MO 
MO 
HO 
HO 
MO 

_l029!J510 TRE:NlC.:N TRUST CCJM!l'ANY lKE:NlC,N ____ MO ____ _ 

6295520 BUAlMf:NS bAl'iK lJf TROY lROY 
8295,40 UNl H.O BANK OF Ul'-tlO!'II lJf-.lON 
82955b5 C.l T lZENS E!-Ahl\ Ur'-41 VE:RSITY CITY 
Bt:9!)570 co~.•H::KCE bA~K OF UNIV C.lTY UNlVE:RSllY C.ITY 
8295580 t:IANK UF URbANA. URbANA 

_ l029~b60 CIT lZE:NS B>\NK. WARkE:NS&URG. ___ _ 
l02'il56'1(.o C.UMMU~llY bK OF WARSAW WARSAW 
8£9>710 BANK Of- \oiASHlNC.lCIN WASHlNGTO"I 
8295755 blC,. bt:1'-1D t,ANP.. Wl:b!)ltR &ROVES 
8£957t.O "(C)S.H:.R l.kOVE:~S lR CO Wl:.~SH.i;t C,kOVE:S 
8295790 LAr-.L,f'1ARK CENTRAL BK & TR CO WELLS.TON 

_829~810 WE.NllVILLE: S.TATE: B4NK HE:NllVlLLE: 
8£95tl4li WE:S.l PLAINS ~ANK Wl:Sl PLAINS 

HO 
MU 
MO 
HO 
MO 

___ HO _______ _ 

MO 
MO 
HO 
MO 
HO 
HO 
MU 

9!>891 
lbl5S 
217';4 
2241'1 
2bl7b _ 
2120c, 
3)5t,6 
35't97 
5746b 
1!>779 
302bl 
l'iG94 
',6473 
42652 
56470 
9b5(i0 
207&2 
24t,9l 

79; 

5•• 
755 
325 
140 
152 
251 
lb7 
&b4 
bll 

25tl9 
1076 

177 
•o• 
2:81 
2S4 
273 
3b0 
b57 

1021 
88 

t.>.C.2 
I.S 
599 
75& 
118 
851 
219 
210 

0 141 
0 0 
0 0 

· 0 185 
0 2329 
0 -··· 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

·O 0 
0 161 
0 .. 0 
0 4146 
0 1977 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 lt50 
0 0 
0 _ 0 
0 0 
0 l't't 
0 0 
0 1522 
0 25'7b 
0 0 
0 0 

OF 21.Jl SANKS. AFF-E:C.lEO lN STATE: 1-'t,3 HAYE: NO E:ARNINC.S PARTlC.IPATION ACCOl>Nl OR Rt:QUIRt:D RESERVE:: bALMCE 

9300015 flRST SECURITY bANK 
93000-'t,O BANI<. OF 8AKE:R 

5i HAYE l'iO RtQURE:O RESERVE: BALAN(..E: 

ANACONDA 
DAl<.l:P. 

MT 
MT 

llt507 
17'59 

300 
93 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 0 • 
0 O • 
0 0 • 
O 0 
0 0 

0 0 -·---0 0 • 
0 0 • 
O O • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 -~ _O __ • _ 
0 0 
0 0 
O O • 
0 0 • 
0 0 
o o ____ • __ _ 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 
0 0 
0 0 • 
0 0 • 

0 
0 

0 
0 

. . 
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__ NQNHEHBER_ &ANK.S ___ B"E;NEFl T TO. 8ANX.S C.OYEREU_ BY HOOlflED s.- 85 --··-- -~--·· --·--- _ __ Z/ZZ/79 ______ 

Ill IZI 131 1,1 l~I IOI 
oss NAME LOCATION luEP YLTCSH 1977 NtW NEW OIF 

--------- -- - -··------- ····--- ------ ------- _ .. RlWbAL _ EPA RlQBAL _ 131-151 ___ 

9300083 flk.S.1 C.1 llZENS BANK BILLINGS Ml 24579 Zll 0 0 0 0 . 
9300115" VA.Llt't' STA.Tl: BANK ~lLLlNGS. MT 2t.52b 2~Z 0 0 0 0 . 
9300260 BAN~ OF tuLUf'!B lA FALLS (.OLUMBIA FALLS MT 19:;6& z .. 0 0 0 0 • 
930Cl2b0 fARM.t:.RS 5-141 E: BANK CCJNRAD HT 30499 .i:06 0 ·~ 0 0 . 

__ 9300300 8A~K Of GL.\C l.E:k C.UUNTY. CUT l:IANK ___ ___ HT 
-·-··-· -·----------· 22.02b 135 0 0 0 o __ • __ 

93003-.o Sl AlE 8ANi<.. & TklJST Lu CdLLLN HT 2 llti8 17b 0 0 0 0 . 
930031:10 HR~l STATE bANK. H.fU'HH HT 22.970 l~O 0 Ol 0 0 
9300400 FIRST S TAlt; i::I<.. UF Fl tU::NTON F- uR T bENTON HT 241&0 123 0 1 0 0 
9300~20 C.ll Hl:.~S ~TA ft 6AN?<. HAMIL TON HT £2514 293 0 0 0 0 . 
930C.!>40 blG MC.RN bA/"iic; HA~lJlN HT 29320 190 0 85 0 0 . 

__ 93005'43 LITTLE HURN STAlE:. BANK. HARDIN HT ---~··--------- - 1533b 140 ______ Q 0 0 0. ·-. --
9300~b5 VAL UY bAN/<.. OF KALlSPHL ir..ALIS~ELL HT 25b37 223 0 0 o. 0 • 
9300690 N·tf bANr.. OF LEW I!> TOHN: ltWI SlOwN MT 35852 2oz 0 lbb 0 0 
93G07b0 1ST SC bS & T< Of HlUS CllYMILE.S CITY HT "t5b50 23b 0 ,30 0 0 . 
93c,ce10 Sl:CUG.llY STA Tt BAr-.K PLtNTYWUOD HT 230bl lb2 0 0 0 0 • 
930091~ flR'.)l ::. TATE bANt<. ~HE:L&Y HT 2 58?9 208 0 0 0 0 

-· 9300925- TOOLE CUUNT'f SlAlt:. BA~ ::.Ht::.L8Y Ill --------·---···---. lb724 8Z 0 0 __ Q 0 ---· 
OF 19 bANl'.S AFFCCTEO JN STAH:: 13 HAVE NO EARNINGS PARlltlPATlON AtC.U~T Ok. kEQUlkEO KESERVf; BALANCE 

~ b HAVE NO Rl:WREO RESERVE BALANCE:. .... --------------------
10310090 C.UAkOlAN STA1E.: •• & TR LO ALL 1A"1CE:- NE 45801 3,z 0 509 0 0 . 
10310210 AUbURN !>TATI:;. BANK. AUbURt-i NE 15200 113 0 0 0 0 . 
103104'.30 FAR~~R!> SlAH. BK. (. 1 R CO Al.JR.UP.A NE l5895 19b 0 <0 0 0 . 
1031(1)',5 BANI(,, LF- BE:LU:1/UE: bE:llt-VUC. N• 2b935 '92 0 0 0 0 • 

_l03lt.:440 WAS..,INGTON CUUf.lTY BAt-,1( bLAlR Nl 33900 "" 0 10, 0 0 .. 
103105~0 Nl;tskASK.A STATI; BANK t. lR CO tH ... Ul'l.i:.N bOM Nt 2bb11 199 0 0 0 0 . 
l0310ti40 STATE BAr..K. UF CAIRO CAlkU NE l4bb3 23 0 ~ 0 0 
10310·,so bAtli<. UF- CHAUkON ChAOkW Ne 2036"t !Uo 0 20 0 0 . 
1031087~ Cl T 1H!'iS. bA'ti<.. AND TRUSl tu C.LJlUMtiUS. Nt l3220 ~b9 0 0 0 0 . 
10310tib0 COLL•~bU5. bANi<. I. TRUST ca lL•lUMcUS, NE l'ill.:S7 2~8 0 0 0 0 . 
10310910 COLArJ 5, T Ali; bANK. f.. TK\JS.1 C.U tUlAD Ne 1~2b~ l3Z 0 0 0 0 . 
10310'1.:::0 flR::.T bAN~ I. fRUS.T COMPA~Y COZAD NE 17':t&!Jo lS2 0 0 0 0 . 
lOJl0'-.150 C.lllt:s.t.~K. t. lR tu OF- CRl:TE:: CkE:H: NE lbb03 111 0 0 0 0 . 
10)10.,.bO (.Ri;lt S,lAH: bA.Nl'i. C.kE:: TE NE l 75ll 301 0 0 0 0 . 
l03ILHO f-AH:9UkY SlAli::. t5A~K fAlRbURY Nt l.!>4b4 113 0 0 0 0 . 
103ll.3b0 ki(.H.l.KOSON (. TY o, & TK C.U FALLS CllY NE 27'123 25a 0 •b 0 0 . 

__ l0311.l98 fl ~:::.T ~ T Al E b.A~I(. FREMCJNT NE ____ ----·--·--·~ -- 15922 2B5 0 0 0 _____ o --- . 
10311450 GOH.YA s.TATI: BAhllt.. C.£NtVA NE 30~32 150 0 180 0 0 . 
1031 lSOO C.UkUCN STATE 8ANI(. GIJRDON NE l3b40 82 0 0 0 0 • 
1031.1510 FIRST S.TAH. bANI'. Gul HE:NbURG NE 18898 124 0 0 0 0 
10JllS20 GQlHENbURb SU.lt: bK & TR CO GUT H~NbURG NI: 21 lbb 82 0 .9 0 0 
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__ NONM.E.MBER _BANKS ----------------- l:NEf1-T_HL8ANKS COVEREO __ fiy_ NODIFIE:.0 5,. 8!) - ··---- ----·· ··-- 2/22/79 

111 (2) 13) (4) ,,, 16) 
DSB NAME L0C.All0N TL'EP VL lCSH 1977 NEW NtW Olf 

--------·· ·-·- ---------- - ------------ _ Rt.ClbAL ___ f.PA R,l;QbAL (3)-(~J ___ 

1031 lb95 HASTINGS. STAlE 6Af.lK HA5 T 1 NG.S. Ne 18709 16' 0 0 0 0 . 
la31161S FlR!,T StC t,K OF HOLDkCGE 1-1ULUR!:GE Ne lb 120 213 0 0 0 0 . 
10311980 PLATTE VALltY Sl B< (. TR. CO KEAKN!:;Y ~, 4~73'1 312 0 436 0 0 . 
l0 .. HL060 F-A.Rf'lf:.k:i, S.l A.Tt: bA~K t. lR CO U;XlNf,,TUN Nt l82S0 192 0 0 0 0 . 

_10312090 Ll:X lNG TON. 51 UK t. lR w Ll:.XlNlrTUN NE ·----------·-----·--- 2244.) i:.':11 0 Q ______ Q 0 ~---
10312D~ C.AllMAY bA'\lt<. t. lKUST lU L lNC..OLN Ne 42760 so; 0 loo 0 0 . 
10312140 hAVE:U1CK B.4.N.K LlNC.LU4 Ne .l.4077 :>69 0 0 0 0 . 
1031214'> LI NtOLN tANI<. 5,UUTH INC UNC.OLN Ne 160!,e, 172 0 0 0 0 . 
10312.160 UNILN bA.NII. ANO TRUST co l lNtULN Ne 36329 313 0 4JO 0 0 
1031/440 Ml'\jlJtN f::XC.H bK C l, co Mlf'.tUtN Nt 2410~ 12' 0 1, " 0 

_ 1031.205!> N(.JKlH PLATTE- 5, TA.TE:. bANK r-.uRTH PLATH. NE 20'i8.i!: 1'1 0 0 0 0 
1031.012 KE l lh cou~TY SAW<. t. TR CO ULALLALA NE 2072!> 103 0 0 0 0 
10312713 AMU, a,ANK l'MAHA Nt ~440t> 131 0 . o 0 0 • 
10.H.2'714 BANK. OF MILLARD UMAHA NE 3(.J309 lb2 0 0 0 0 . 
1031.C.7lb CENlt:R BAN!( OMA NA NE bl9lb .,,. 0 1,, 0 0 
10312720 UJUGU,S C.TY OK L lR co 0,'1AHA NE 4877b 297 0 703 0 0 . 
1031£73~ FlkSl MESl !:i.llH;. BA.~K. Q,1,!At1A NE 55237 BO __ 0 740 __ 0 0 . 
1031£7 .. ~ MIO ClTY AANK. INC LJMAhA Ne 1719b ISi 0 0 0 0 . 
10312750 NLRTH SIDE bANK OMAHA NE 41M:e 850 0 25 0 0 . 
1031L7b5 OMAHA S lAT t: BAI\K OMA.HA Nt lt1009 323 0 0 0 0 . 

~ 10Jl27i:;5 SOUTHWE:S T BAM<. OMAHA NE 5720b 649 0 as, 0 0 
1031..-840 NE:bKAS~A STA lE SANK. OkD Nt 14733 91 0 0 0 0 NI 
10312<;40 bANK. C,F- PA Pl LL ION PAPILLION ______ ~ N~ 18443 319 o ___ 0 0 0 . 
10313020 CUNE:S STATE BANI(. P lEKC.t: NS l4b9.l. ,o 0 0 0 0 
1031314~ l{ALSTLJ."li bANK RALSTLN NS 2b3 l3 46l 0 0 0 0 . 
1031.H60 RAVlN/'ill BANI(. RA'v't:NNA Ne 17103 2lb 0 0 0 0 . 
103132~0 SC.HliYLEk STA 11: BANK SCHlJYlt:R Nt 2C,73i 1oe 0 b 0 0 • 
10313310 f-lRST S 1 AlE BANK SCOTTSBLUFF NE l.9301 lbl 0 0 0 0 . 
1031..1345 SC.IHbNE.F.. BAN~ SC.Rli,NER NS IS3J3 .. 0 0 0 0 . 
l0313'i30 NES!-.AS!<.A STATE BANI< SWTH S.10UX. CltY Nt 201~1 2>9 0 0 0 0 . 
10314le;.0 YOk.K 5,TAT!: UANK t. TRUSl co YU~!"'.. Ne 2b2~b 216 0 ,, 0 0 . 

OF ~2 tlAl'tKS AFFl::ClED 1~ SlAH: 33 HAVE- NO EARNINGS PARtltlPAllON ACCOUNT OR REQUIRED RESE:RVt: bAL~C.t 
19 HAVE NO RH1URECJ RESERVE:. 8ALANCf: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
12320040 BA~K 0~ NEVAOA LAS VEGAS NV 231211 '412 0 >172 404 -404 
1232'J04'> NEVADA STAJE 8ANI<. LAS Vt.GAS NV 111911 l41j4 0 2949 0 0 
1232V078 PIONU:R ClTllf:NS BANK RLN(J NV b9998 100> 0 loJ6. 0 0 

Of 3 BA"-"S ArFEC. TED IN !,T A.Tf: 0 HAVC NO E:AkNlNG~ PARTICIPATION ACCOUNT OR RSQUlREO HSERVE bALANCE 
2 HAYE: NO ktQUREU R.t:SERVE BALANCE 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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___ NQ!'lll"tEMBER BANK.S ______ BENEFIT TO BANKS COVERED BY .MODlFlE.0 S • 85 2./22/79 --~---

... ... 
' ( 11 l21 (31 i-1 151 (bl ~ ... OSB NAME LOCATION TUE:P VL lC.SH 1977 NEW NEW Dlf 0 

0 
RE.QBAL HA RH.lbAL l.3J-l!d ____ 

~ 
1330010 BERLIN C.1 TY bANK 61:kllN NH 39bb5 , .. 0 119 0 0 

~ 1330020 NCRTH COUNTQ:'t' bANl<. blRL IN NH 19ib0 243 0 0 0 0 . 
l.Hl'OC>O CON,.._EC. TIC.UT RI 1/1:;.R BANK C.H.A.KLE:STOHN NH 14096 l!:iL 0 0 0 0 . 

© l.330120 Flk~T COLE:HU .. 01( jjA'.'-jl', COLtbROOK SH 21885 206 0 0 0 0 . 
__ l.3JJ21!> Ut.k.kY ~6,r-._,._ A."W lk.U51 co - Dl:.RRY NH 199.30 49> 0 V 0 0 . ------

1JJC290 EXETE.R bAN"-lN(,. COMf>At<f.Y E:XfTEk. NH 490.::l 1131 0 0 0 0 . 
13304 l~ ""L;;"OALNU(.I( dA~~ JAff~EY NH 2';11£ 23~ 0 109 0 0 . 
1330~.3\J S l NLOGANLC.K GU4~.A.NT1' SVG SK L.&.'-i(.ASTt.R. NH 11862 72 0 eo 0 0 
133(,1'.)~Q ~A"lt.t1E:.S HK bMl1" MANC.Ht.STE-R NH 1J903ct 1-403 0 2.835 5b', -!:,64 
l3301lO ~U~~UA h.UST C..0.'•\PA."tY NASHUA NH 9713L. 1"919 0 l.b2l 0 0 

_ l33V7,j!> -..::JC LO~'..,:J:'-11 TkU!:.T COMPANY NcS llfiDOl't SH 16533 203 0 0 0 0 ·--·----
l 3307't0 NIJk.TH cu-.1'AY BAf>IK. NL:kTH CONWAY NH 21193 274 0 0 0 0 . 
1330796 PtlhA.'1 bAfli-<.. C lt<.U.S.T co t'E:LHAM NH 18027 273 0 0 0 0 . 
133Qtj5Q PL':'M(;UTN L-UARANTY !ioYGS bl<. PL'r'MCJUTH NH 't29CJ9 57 0 73' 0 0 
1.3JU900 f-Ul< T~~UUTH TRU:ioT CU"1PANY f-'Uk. J !:.MUUlH NH -'tCJOi.b 67 ·o 02• 0 0 
l.3.H..'920 ROCHlS 1 ~Cl. S,\Vlt~t,!, DK ,; TR CORLC.Hl:!:.TtR SH B~t,72 200 0 1249 559 -~59 
LUL'.,,.i:'.4 ku~ld~~C.HAM LW,"11 IY TR\J.S.T cu 5.all;M NH l'i573 L53 0 0 0 0 --. ----
l33c',eo ~u~.c.UUK BAN"i. !:,1.J'.CllUI(. SH 37331 710 0 0 0 0 . 
13.31045 !'..JNL>!:>.,UOD !;A~ ANU lRU~l W(.;Lf-E:OOH.0 NH l"t 137 192 0 0 0 0 . N) 
1331060 Wt:OL~V J L LE: l>UARANTY SVN<.,S l:IK.NLOUSVlLLE NH 192.91 75 0 117 0 0 . 00 

~ 
OF 20 6ANl'I.S Af-FtCHO lN STATE:. 11 HAVE NU EARNlNGS PART ICIPATlON ACCOUNT OR REQUIRED REStRVE: bALANC.E 

7 HAVf:. NO RE:QURED RESE.R Vt_ BALANCE 

------- ------------ --------------

234L030 lt-.DE:Pt;NUE:NCt BAN!(.. OF NJ ALL E:NDALt NJ 1369',1 169 0 0 0 0 • 
. 3.3401CO GUAPAr-tlf:E: ~At-iK. A lLANll(. CITY NJ 2.3.2093 bi.!>7 0 ;}4b9 0 0 

2340205 bU,GE:N 51ATt: BAN;K Bt:.Rliot:NFlt:LO SJ ac;es'+ 1083 0 l'tt.6 0 0 
23404JS SUME:Cl.!:.t 1 lRUSl co !:H1.l [J4t.,,.A TE R 1 .. NJ l'tl5!1J 2ll9 0 33b4 0 0 
2340:::.!i'S U~;l lE.O JE:KStY b!<,,/S bEk.<.,E:N LARL!:.TAIH NJ 2b49& 5~7 0 0 0 0 . 
234C~60 C.AR TEkE: 1 !:'>AN!\ ANLl TRUSl .CO C.ARH.k.El NJ 37074 1017 0 0 0 0 . 
2 34U~ 70 Pl Ll,klX SH.Tt. bMiK. C.E 01..k GR(JV~ NJ lo60b ~31 0 0 0 0 . 
2340590 CHAltiA,'i lkUS T CL':"IPANY C.hATHA"l. lOWNStilP NJ 77!>(.5, bl1 0 12.bb 0 0 
3340()1~ PtOPLt~ BANI<. OF- , JE:R5t:Y CLAY rv-... NJ 2&b2S 698 0 0 0 0 . 
)3'-t0':-17U C.IJ'i'1EkC.f. bAN!'. Lf- W:.1-1 JE.kSE:Y E::VE:ShAM lWP NJ 33&t.4 071 0 0 0 0 
234091;<5 fAlk LA><I"-; S UT!:: bANK. FAl k LAWN NJ 26963 <'.b3 0 0 0 0 
2 J', !.OSS ST ATE tiA.~ OF N£~ JE.R.SE:Y FLk 1 LH. NJ 53407 es• 0 270 0 0 
23",.l.(,6to f-KA.',l"',.LJN ~ TA lE: BAii!",. F-KANKllN TWP NJ 351'947 5,397 0 51&4 51~7 -5151 
234lU08 C.!:..NlRAL Jt.RSt:.Y 81<,. A:--tD TR. C.O f-RE.thlJLL TWP NJ ·-- 480t>!IU _ 10971 0 50~2 ~l9't -~194 
2341120 GAkF-ltLL must LU:-IPAr,,,y GAkf-lt:LlJ NJ 41371 607 0 0 0 0 
33'tl44S C.Ak()HC ST bl\ o, tJC.t.AN C. TY JAC.K~UN lWP NJ 279b~ ~13 0 0 0 0 . 
234 lblS Kef',iJlW~KTH 5 lA TE: HANK KENILWORTH NJ 30102 300 0 0 0 0 
3341625 CllllEN~ ~TA TE. bANK Of- NJ LACl'I" TUhN$HlP NJ 63.257 758 0 ~08 0 0 

- --·---··----- ·----· --
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-1illNJl£M8EIL8ANl<S ____________ ~1,.tjEfl.LT0 .. 8ANl<LCOVERED.8Y .. MODJFUO s._8~ _____________ 2/ZZ/77 ____ _ 

111 121 131 l~l l~l lol 
ose N.,,E LOCATION TtJf.P VL lCSH 1977 Nt:.W NEW OlF 

RU18AL...... .lPA_llJ;QBAL .. 131-l~J___ 

2341095 COHMIJNltY STI.TE BK & TR C.O LIN[lfN NJ 120012 1e~z o 3267 o o 
3341096 MAINLAND B,OU\ llN\lrilQQO NJ 334 74 b3l O O O 0 
234l122 LlVlNC.STLJN SlA.TE. BANK llVlNC.SlON NJ llt139 .C~'t O Q 0 0 
2341735 JER~EY SHVRE aMtK Lltib BRANCH NJ 33:;7" 822 0 0 0 0 

--2341805 bRU~rilC.K BAtaK AN!J TR CO P1ANALAPAN TkP ___ .NJ _______ _ 
2341890 CUMMUN,H,AL TH BK. lJF tH:lUC.Hf:N HcTUCHl:::N NJ 

_340...,.0 __ 6.:)J ----· o _____ o. ____ o ____ o -•--
31473 125 0 0 0 0- • 

23..,lS-8~ lJ,"llEO JE:.R5t.Y bM,j_l(./"1UkTH MON1VALE NJ blb'i9 l!1b3 0 0 0 0 
3342000 bUkllNGlO~ C.lY TkU51 CO l'llJUkf:5TONN NJ lbbC,.43 2bl0 0 37.C,2 0 0 
23't204S flkST HOf-1.RlS dANI<. MI.JkiUS 1(1,iNSHIP NJ 2...,.'iOl '91b O O O O * 
33-'l.(:ObS f-llLLWSHlP 8-'NK MWNT LAURtl TWP t-iJ 16450 194 0 0 0 0 • 

__ 2342320 ~i::ll"ITUN TRU!>T C.OMPANY ~t:WTUN NJ !i4b3b __ 121t ---~o __ . ____ 2.7" _______ o ___ o ___ _ 
23.l.t.i.3b~ HlDULf:SE:it CO~lY bANK hlJRTH bRUNSMlC.K NJ 2552b b39 0 0 0 0 • 
z34.,;;370 fl&ORTH PLAINFIELD STATE BANK N PLAINFH:LO NJ 330bl 59b O O Cl O • 
3342412 C.OA~TAL STATE bAhK OC.Eot.N CJTY NJ 53M:ib 909 0 245" 0 0 • 
234.C:4b2 0Ek.GE:.N bANi<.. Of COM~E.RCE P.Ak.AMUS NJ 35941 ',t:12 0 0 0 0 •• 
23 .. ~"-85 MID LANO BANK £. TRUST CO PARAMUS NJ 91780 975 0 1780 0 0 

_2342497 UN.lltO JE:RSt:Y bANK/PAR-TROY PAR TRUY HLS TWP_ NJ _________ .21;1z. b39_~_0 __ . 0 0 0 
234.t:530 BkOAD"'AY b"- l. Tk (.U PATERSON NJ 109742 1421 0 2233 0 0 
234.c:570 ffi.MC!',,LJN BANK. l>AH:R!i.ON NJ 7bb35 910 0 1330 0 0 
3342b08 flOEll TY 61<. (.. TR CO. Of- N J Pt:NN!,.AUKEN TWP NJ 910b!io 1239 0 2053 0 0 
334.c:b70 PRH.Cl:TUN bANI(. & lRU~T CO Pk.lNCETON NJ 120&05 lbl 7 0 2909 0 0 
234l93b lOwN & COUNTRY BANK RARl TAN TWP NJ 38bll 330 0 121 0 0 

_2~:.uc5 ROXbUk.Y STATE t,Al'-4K. RU.1!.bURY TWP ---·"·-·NJ 24b!:l'I ~70 0 0 0 __ 0 ---·•----
2.)4.3C,83 lNTi:R(.HANC,E STATE i:U,NK. SAOCJLE bROOK NJ 5lbC,.b 15<!!7 0 0 0 0 • 
2~43130 5-Hkl',jSbUkY 5TATE bANW.. 5HREW~BURY NJ 2534b 422 0 0 0 0 
2343180 SUUTh A.MbUY' TN.UST COMJ'ANY S.UUTH AMbOY NJ 1 .-,..5 lb 401 0 0 0 0 
234)18~ VlllAc.E: bAN,<,, llf- Nbf JE:.RS.E:.Y !i.UUTH ORAN&E. NJ 3t.!:ill 472 0 29 0 0 
2:,43230 ]Nl t::K-<.0"',HUN.l TY bANI<. !,.P,R lNGFJHD NJ 1512!:i 193 0 0 0 0 

_234J£1;,0 S\J1"1Mlt l. tll.tAt!::TH lk. CO M~l"\ll NJ l'1b't44 4bt>6 0 !>111 3899 _-3899 
2)1t3304 hOl-lt:. !,. 1A 11; SANK lE:A,-.EC.K TWP NJ 20'94~ 173 0 0 0 0 
334334~ CAPlTLL STATE BANK lRENlON NJ 27419 'iBl O O O 0 
23434!,0 HlJD~O'l UNIH-lJ bANK. UNION CITY NJ lbc,:,Qi, '94"19 0 Zbbl O 0 
2~4:.5lb ALLAlRl ::.TATt BAN,C. WALL 10,iNSHJP NJ 23~i;,,. 373 0 0 0 0 
2.:i.4~533 RA~APO bANr<. MAY~E lMP NJ 001-'.-,.. '189 0 723 0 0 

... 334.J5'-t5 LENAPE. 5.TAH: BA/141\ N OE:PlF-URO TWP NJ )7 D2 bb2 C, 0 0 0 
2343~b7 LA~tLANO STATE bAN,<, Wt:.Sl MllfUkO TWP hJ 24b69 b5O 0 0 0 0 
3343!lo9~ WE:Sl WlN05CJR STATE. BMIK W tiitlNCi~OR TWP NJ 1~73& 14!:0 0 0 0 0 

OF 5~ bA1'1KS Af-fE:C.HO IN S.TATE: 33 hAVE NO EARNINGS PARTIC.lPATlON ACCUUNT UR REOUlRf:0 RESl:RVE BALANCE 
19 HAVE: NO IU:CIURE-0 RESE:RVE bALA.NCE 

11350010 SECURITY 6ANK & TRUST ALAHOGOROO NM 39305 SIO 0 10 0 0 • 
-------------·--·· ----
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__ ftQN.ME:.11.BE.R SANKS _ --- --·------ -- . &ENEFIT TO 8ANK.S COVERED 8Y MOOIFlE:.0 S. 8!> _. ..... 2/22/79 -----

I lJ 121 131 1,1 151 IOI 
DSB NAME LOC.ATIUN lO<P VL TC.SH 1977 1<ew New Olf 

--·----- .. -·- ------------ R.E.0BAL EPA _ kE.QbA.L_ _131-151 ___ 

1035(.,025 t;ANK Of fllEW MEXICO ALBUQUERQUE: "" 191224 1914 0 5180 1146 -11•8 
1035(.04:'.b C.IT HENS tU~l'I. AL8UC,.lJER<.iUE NM '40572 55• 0 7 0 0 . 
lOJ5003l RIO C,J,,..A:'-4[)E: VALLE.Y &A.NK ALBUf.J\JE.k"-Ut NM 41966 3b9 0 100 0 " . 
103SC033 Ri::Publlt bANK A.U:>UQUERQUE: NH 31217 558 0 0 0 0 . 

_ l03SL03.5 WE:.SH:kN. E::ANK ALBUUliER(.IUE. __ NM ---- ----- -- -- -- 2,509 359 -- 0 0 0 0 . 
113~0055 Pf;-l,PUS STAH. ~ANK AkTt::::.lA NH l9.:'.7b .C:lb 0 0 0 0 . 
1135009.5 COMl'!tRC.E: BANK A~O TRµSl tARLSBAO NH 2bb05 2b2 0 0 0 0 . 
1D3SV100 FAk~~KS £. S lOC.1<.~1:;r-.s tLAYT~ NH 24346 18• 0 12 0 0 . 
11350110 C 11 llE.!'tS bANK (If- tLOVlS C.LOVIS NH bbb53 Sb3 0 1153 0 0 
103~014~ ClTlLENS bANK. fAR1'11NGTLN NH 5b3)9 141b 0 459 0 0 

_103:'>CJlbO FI?.~T STATE; BANK. C.ALLUP NM - ·-- -·--------- --- - 4'Jb47 1333 u -----· 0 -- 0 0 . 
103':10170 ME!H.HANTS BAN:-<. &Al.LUP NM 3t,81.i7 150 0 0 0 0 . 
10)50175 Ck.Ar,.,,f~ SlATE bANK. C...RANlS NM 27Md 549 0 0 0 0 
l 13!JU200 NEW MfXlCO bJ<. t 1R CO HO&BS "" 97i::39 1117 0 2526 0 0 
11350.205- CITlZENS. BANI<. Of LAS C.RUCE.S LAS C~UCES NM 2.b636, 3b3 0 0 0 0 . 
ll3!J02 lS FARME:-RS AND MCktHANTS 8ANK. L•S tR.UCE.S NH S20bl 990 0 50b 0 0 . 

_l035C,233 BM11\ Of LAS VE.&AS. LAS Yl:GAS NH -·-- ----··-·--- --- - 3!,246 b35 --- 0 0 0 0 . 
103503L5 f,H.S.T 5,TATE bANI( FdO KANC.HO NM L3315 Olb 0 0 0 0 . N) 

113'>0332 KUIWSO STA.TC bANK. RUlDUS.O NM 2602.8 394 0 0 0 0 . 00 
ll3SC.335 RlJSWtll .SlAlE BANJC. R.CJShtLL NM 58020 101 0 102 0 0 . <:1t 
1035'0.337 BANI<. Uf SANTA f-t: S.A.'lllA FE: NM 44000 433 0 1'2 0 0 . 
103!,0339 C.AP l lAL bA~!'!,. SANl A FE NM 27677 300 0 0 0 0 • 

_l035U370 Cllllt.NS. !i.TAlE. bANK. S.t'RINUE.R NM 172.Sl 394 0 0 0 0 • 
11350.ltOO tlTlHNS. STAlt bANK VAU(.HN NH 18347 190 0 0 0 0 

Of 4'.'.5 6A~S AFH.CTEO IN STA.Tl: 14 HAYE NO EARNINGS PAJtllC.IPATlON AC.CULJNT OR kEQUlR~O kESE:RYE bAL/1.NC.E 
10 HAVE NU RU,1URtlJ RE:SERVt: BALANCE:: 

-------------------- ------------------------------
23600-40 bANt<.. OF AARON AK.RON NY 19390 312 0 0 0 0 
2300075 C.UMMWHlY STATE 6ANI<. ALBANY NY 67721 lOoO 0 .,,. 0 0 
236V4l0 CITIZt:NS 6.\Nft. A.11 lCA. NY lb-403 49'- 0 0 0 0 . 

-· 2360~00 b.ANI(.. UF- bAB't'LON BABYLON NY __ 17~11 1!172. 0 729 0 D 
236-07 lb 8A~Ktl..S. Tfl.U;>I OF 61NC..HAMTON blN(..HAMTON NY 323-49 1268 0 0 0 0 • 
.2360975 C.ENlKAL SlATE: bANI\ SkOOI\LY~ NY ~t.,235' 1!>5 0 l029 0 0 • 
23bl~2.0 ~A~!'!,. Of CA~l llt: C.ASl ILE NY l.7-407 379 0 0 0 0 . 
230-19-'tO f-1!-(.H bl(. t Tk. (.0 OF C.OKNING (.~NlNG NY 49!i0!> 1538 0 0 0 0 
23bl795 CONTlNtNlAL B.I.NK C.ARI.H:N ClTY NY 23.t.13 1,. 0 0 0 0 

-· 2362850 N.AS.~AU TRUST CO &LEN COVE - NY ___ 1,'9976 ·--- 3't7't 0 3297 0 0 
2363320 C.HE."llC.Al BANK CJF ROC.HE:Sl t;R t1ll TUN NY 266.H 32• 0 0 0 0 
2303390 SH.lJeEN TRU~ T C.OHPA,.Y HuRNtlL NY 38489 082 0 0 0 0 . 
2303850 !:U,NK. (Jf LAl(C: PLACID LM<c PLACI 0 NY 275&3 b9S 0 0 0 0 • 
23bll:i70 MFC, hANOYE.il TR C.CJ/CPlL RE.G LATHAK NY 86934 129b 0 1sn 0 0 

--~--- -- -~--~ ----- --~ ·---
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__ N.QrtM.f.K6ER BANK.S. BENE:F 11 _ TO BANKS. COVERED .BY. NOOlFIEO S ._85 --- 2/2.2/17 

Ill 121 131 ,,, I 51 lbl 
o~• NAME LOtA.TlON lOE::P Yl ltSH 1977 NEW NEW Olf 

------------ ---------. -----------~----- --·----- .. REOUAL. ____ EPA Rl<l6AL (31-(5) ____ 

23b.jb'10 &Ar-o;. OF LI:: ROY LE:. RUY NY 33042 HZ 0 0 0 0 * 2363950 l·n;k~IME:R tO\JNTY lkUS.T co LllTLE- FALLS NY 40000 ••• 0 0 0 0 
2.;iot,:;10 N:JRTH F-01-JI'.. b< • ff.. to MATT llUCK NY 73340 DOt, 0 ll7b 0 0 
2304t:>43 U"ilONi STATE tl,.4.NK NA."UEl NY 213314- 191 0 0 0 0 
2 304 75 ~ STA TE: e~f~ OF L 1 "'" hYO(; PARK ___ NY 34)43 303 0 135 _ -- 0 0 !_ __ 

2364820 A~AL(,A~AHD b< OF NE. W 'r'ORK. Nlol YOK.K. NY 3~4lbi DbO 0 ~l<J<i 10387 -I03tn 
230-4&38 ~TLA",jJ lC t:U~K. Ur NE• YORI\ Sl• YLik.K NY 30b9t.>tl .. , 0 SI ss nu -3217 
2)64~43 ~AN1.,.0 lJE bO'....OT A TRU~T w "'" YURK NY 297td IS 0 .,. 0 0 * 2 3!>4858 BA~-C. Lf:UMl lkUS. l co OF N Y Nt.N YUK!C. NY 6553.::'.3 2201 ,0 !,j03 lb944 -16944 
2364e!>3 ~.\!"ii(. UF tLl"l~E:.Rt.t:. NtW YOJ<< NY 23 8860 3103 0 !iol 2d S<>O~ -5606 

-- 23~4t,93 bAM', Uf TC~YlJ lkU5T Cu Nt• "IUKK. NY 14&143.i! 561 0 534'1 Sib II -5lb 11 -
2_,b4~45 CA:-...AOIAN !:SAN!<.. OF OIRC lR NtW YI.RK NY lbl6i. ' 0 9l 0 0 * 2.~b"i':,61 CH I 1\iE.::.£: M1c:klC.AN BANK NlW YORK. NY 453t0 29} Q ,s2 0 Q 
2305053 DAI lir!A. t,ANI<. TKUSl (.QMPAN't Nf:W YORK NY b-'132'1 48 0 14~7 0 0 
236::.>DO FJOUC.lARY TRUST l.DMPA~Y Ne• YlJRK NY 5'9450 39 ,0 3167 0 0 
2.j65l68 FUJI SANK " HUJST COMPANY '"" YORK NY 198937 38 0 24'11 3019 -3019 

__ 23b5235 lf'.IU bANI". CF JAPAN 1 R C.U NlW YU\K NY ---·---- ----- - 1"5lt'I 10 0 l4b2 2355 -l355 
2.;>b!,2.,4 lSkAH l.llSCul.tl/T TRUS l to NtW YUK,<. NY 15541 10 0 1'4 0 0 * 23C>,4 lb ROYAL BAf'iiC. " TRU:::»l co NE:.W YVRK. NY 181565 lb7 0 5205 2573 -2573 ~ 
23o~515 l>Nlltll AHt:RIC.AS BANK NtW YUH.K NY 50744 1244 0 0 () 0 * 00 
2366050 PAV ILION STATE. bANK. PAVJLlON NY 145£:17 331 0 0 0 0 0) 
.<:3&7635 BANX. OF UT !CA UllC.A NY 49757 337 0 HS 0 0 * 230 7790 WYlJr-llNG, CUU~ITY 6ANK WAI\SAW NY 422'74 731 0 0 0 0 . 
2367970 FIRST lRUST UNION BAhlti.. W~LLS.1/lllE: NY 140906 2413 0 2354 0 0 

OF 30 BANKS AFFECTED IN SlAH: 15 HAVE NO EARNJN~~ PARTlCIPATlON ACCOUNT OR RtQUlRE:.0 RESl::RVE:. 8ALAAC.E 
15 HAVE NO RE::QUREO RE::SE::RVE BALA~C.E 

---------------------------
5370005 BANK UF AS.HE Vl LU. ASHE VlLL E NC 7734b 1127 0 712 0 0 
5370070 WI:'.!) HKN CAROL HU "' . ,. CO ASH CV lllE:. NC 21078 ,,7 0 0 0 0 * 537tJl.;i0 BAN~ OF- btLMU'-41 BtLMO~T NC 33b7b b03 0 0 0 0 * 5 310270 P!:UPLE S. BA.~1:<. C.AT AHBA NC 290Gb ,7e 0 0 0 0 . 
S 3703Sb kf:f'U!:iLlC. bAN!<.. C. lkUS.l co CHARLOTl I:: NC 26t:96 360 0 0 0 0 
53 704&0 Plf:(;MUNl BM-t"" C. lRUS 1 co o ... v1o~tN NC 544bl l4S't 0 0 0 0 * 5.37C465 Cl::fltHtAL (.A~UllkA E.K • lR C.O D~HAM NC 36!ib!>S 11510 0 5'lb3 423 -\£3 
53705?0 McC.i-',J..NltS. .-o f,J..R.ll!Eq,S bANI(. (i!.A{t-.0'1 NC 3t:ll 71 ... IJ 0 0 0 * 5::,1(,e,,25 '1AOtdN YAllt: Y bK t;, lk CO ELK lN NC l3bb8 319 0 0 0 0 
5~ 7 .... e.40 E.AS. T LA~,(JllNA bANK. l:.MiELhAk.D NC 4403.C. 1165 0 0 0 - 0 * 5J7(,b7d CAf'i: ftAR ~ANK " TRU~ 1 to f-AYE:.TH:VllLE NC 33039 1£b7 0 0 0 0 * 5370720 Hta.Ll l'r' 1;..,~I". FUQUAY-VAR INA NC 72217 l HZ 0 3SO 0 0 
5.Hi.,,728 CARULlNA !.TATE.- bANK 1.,AS TONIA NC 1&161 138 0 0 0 0 * 
!»3107SO T AkHE::E::L BANI(. & lk.USl co GATESYlLLE. NC 28859 558 0 0 0 0 • 

---·----~---- ---··--------------
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------ -- ----------- Rf:QBAL- f: PA. . REQ8A.L ___ l)J-15) ___ 

5370810 BANK Of GRANITE: GRANl TE FALLS NC -'t49b0 1110 0 0 0 0 . 
S310tl20 f-AFHtE:RS A~D ,-.,E kC.HANTS BANK GRANITE QUARRY NC 27100 598 0 0 0 0 . 
537013!>5 C.0~"'.UNl TY !U,NK OF CARCJLINA GKEENS~UR.O NC 2321!> 35> 0 0 0 0 . 
5370&S7 (.Alt::WA'f BAl'il<.. G~E~NSBOKO NC 19!>94 374 0 0 0 0 • 

_ ~3-70':19il HlGH POlNT bK t.. lR CO HIGH POINT NC 9£9!,4 488 - -- 0 -- 215,lr, 0 o ____ 
5371155 LE.XlNGTfJI\I STATE 8.t.NK Ll:XIN:C:.TON NC 74475 1211 0 b4S 0 0 
5371180 t-!!::RJTA.LI.:: bA~l'I.. LUCAMA NC 19202 463 0 0 0 0 . 
S371.?2!> PEUl-'LES BAN'\ Of N C MAD lSlJN NC 2.!>0~t, 64> 0 0 0 0 . 
5371330 AHt.F.lC.M~ 8A.f'-I!<. AN.Cl Tk.UST co ,-.,L;NROE NC 200.£20 311!> 0 4997 0 0 
5:}71410 !>OUTM!:RN ::,A.",11\ t. lRU!>T CO MOU•~l ULlVi: NC b.2.701 1&14 0 0 0 0 

__ 531142.C- 6A~tc.. OF (UR!UlUC.K. M::i'fOLK. NC 15785 359 0 0 0 0 ---·--5371,.,00 NURTHWf:!,,H:'1.N BA..'M. NCi-<.IH WlLKESbORO NC 117199b 3218 l 0 5220 1775-o. -17750 
5371'>20 bANK. Lf PILOT MWNTAIN. PlLOl MUUNTAlN NC 19100 .£.b-4 0 0 0 0 • 
537 l5.3U f-A.f•t.'iEKS BANK PlLUT MUIJNTAlN NC l!,1.03 22> 0 0 0 0 . 
537 l5ti-'> F-IR::..T-C.11 IZt.,'-1!> BK & TR CO RALllt,,-t NC 1012:178 25107 0 Slbl 20310 -20310 
537 lSbS Sl AT:; BAM<. Uf- kALHGH kALt.JGH NC 2915tl 3·12 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 531 lb90 RIC.~1".l.JND lll bANtc.. kOC.l\.lNUHAH NC 264jj5 93< 0 0 0 0 -··--~-53717LO PUJnt.:') bANK. ANU TRUST Ctr RLCK Y MOUNT NC .(t,4409 9lbS 0 2:58S 0 0 

~ 5371710 CC.:M""!E.P-.ClAL 1,,NU t-A~MU\S BANK. kUl<..t.L HALL NC lS,100 591 0 0 0 0 
5371600 St:CUUTY ~K < TR CO SAL I S.hUR Y NC 127681 """" 0 .. , 0 0 
53716<.tS C.ARCJLlNA ~t\NK. SAN FOkD NC U:3174 2:SO~ 0 245b 0 0 
5.Hl~40 FAK1"EK 5 bANI<. SUNbURY NC 2034'1 570 0 0 0 0 

~5371'170 C.DC:.E.C.U~SE. dA~'{ t. TRU~T ca lAKbCJkO NC.-· -- - -~----·----- --- 511:139 1381 0 0 0 0 -· . 
5371c;"10 f.A.Ntf.. Of ,-,,V~Tl,.CJMER'f lkOY NC l9t,7£ .. , 0 0 0 0 
5~7.2.111 WAC.(.A"'IAW BAl-,K. Ar-tU TRU!>T C.O Whl lf:VILLE NC 2b34~l -4410 0 51~:, £)t,-', -2364 
537.t.lSO tHl:Al\oC.H bAl-.'-ING AND TRU!>T CO W ll!>Ur-il " 45!>~99 12115 0 Sl~b !>bb8 -5(,C,8 
537 .C.225 HlKSY111 BANI<. f. lRUST co W l~4S 1 U.'41-SA LEH NC 45454 33• 0 602 0 0 • 
537.:2"t0 FIRS.T STATE: bA:--,K WlNJC:kVlLLE NC 2590b 059 0 0 0 0 . 

CJF 4i BAf'-11',,.S AFH.C.TEO lN 5.lATE 2~ HAVE NO EAk.NlNG!, PARllClPAllON AC.C.lJUNT CJR REQUIRED RESERVE bA.LANCE: 
9 HA.VE. NO RH1URE:O RE.Sf:.RVE:. BALANCE 

---------------------------------------------------------
938U030 HC.INTOSH COUNlY bANK. ASHLl;-Y ND l 7ti.b3 80 0 11 0 0 • 
9 3ts0ti40 f-ARMERS ANO ME.kCHA.'HS BANI(. bl:.AC.H ND 11350 1' 0 0 0 0 . 
93(;)l•C70 bANK Uf- bE:ULAH bt..ULAH NO lbOCb 118 0 0 0 0 . 
93e011S ST b~ Uf-- bJRLE H,H C. TY TR (.0 BISMARCK ND 343r,,lj 305 0 94 0 0 
9380170 F-IR~l STATi:flA,'ik.. C,F C.A:O.DO CA~(.,0 NO 20b1b ,., 0 0 0 0 . 
93ou1t,O f.05. TtR ClJll.'-tl\' dA~tK. • h ca CAKR.lNrulON. ND ·-·--··-··-- 2.70L4 ___ lbO . 0 eo 0 0 . 
9350200 CASSEL 10N !:IT ATE: bANK. CASSEL TON ND I 5083 ,s 0 0 0 0 • 
936U2:10 F lR.::.T 5 lAlE. b.A.~tf.. <.ASSI:.LlON NO 13979 n 0 0 0 0 
93802:"tO F-A~Ml::k.S ST bl\. OF CROSBY CkU!>bY ND 19472 6b 0 0 0 0 • 
93504 70 SA-lC,t.1"41 C.OUl'ilY bANK f-vRMAN NO lbSS9 58 0 0 0 0 

- - -·-------
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-~- ---~· k.£Q8AL HA RU.it,AL UJ-1!;) 

9380'990 GARRISON STAlE; bAP« GAftklSOH NO 17!,0) ., 0 0 0 0 
9380!>"0 WALSH COUNTY BANK t TR CO <i.RAflON NO '91375 ,344 0 2,o 0 0 
9380bl0 flRST 51411: BANK HARV£ Y NO 1770', 9• 0 0 0 0 
9380b!>O UNI~ STATE BANK 11AZE:N NO lbll7 1'< 0 0 0 0 
9JaOo90 NORTHiilf:.SU:.RN SlAU. 8Af« HJLL~8URO NO 2oi.9e 12~ 0 • 0 0 
938u7"0 SlATE 8A.Ntl. OF Kt:NMARE M:.NJr1Akt: NO l!>b3b ,, 0 0 0 0 
9..180780 STAIE: bANK OF LMOlA LAtl.UlA NO 14':f~C, 5• 0 0 0 0 
93i30b00 FIRSl 6ANK Of LAN~OON LAN(,UlW NO 24399 1,9 0 0 0 0 
93dC,b60 f-AR.Mf.RS STAlt bANK. LlS&lJN NO 2't320 171 0 27 0 0 
93b0915 MAM.1AN Sl:.C.UR.llY BANK MANDAN NO l 7t>"'O , .. 0 0 0 0 
9381'..1930 GOO~l:. R lVlR BANK HAY VILLE. NO l69b0 170 Q 0 0 " 9380't70 AMEHC.AN t,ANK ANC, lRUSl CO Hl~Ol NO 5-'1'9'91 ~3't 0 JOO~ 0 0 
9380995, flR~T WE~1ER'1 ~b C,f KlNOT HlNUT NO 3007& ,.~ 0 0 0 0 
9381090 SE.CUA.llV ST 8K OF NEW SALEH NEW SALE:H NO l,~'"158 lb3 0 0 0 0 
9381100 NUKTH,1000 STATt: bANK. NUklH'IIIOOO ND lb't7~ •• 0 0 0 0 
938122U FJRSJ BANK Of- RULLA klJLLA ND 22601 44'.'.9 " 0 0 0 
9381230 Cll lZtNS S!Alc bANK kUC.bY •o 1~418 10B 0 0 0 0 
93812-'90 "'EN(HANTS SAM( RUC.bY •o 2bOl0 dO 0 ,. 0 0 
9381300 S(AN01A AME.klCAN BANK. S.lANLf.Y •D l!>bbtl •• 0 0 0 0 

~ ilit3Sl310 bANII.. Of- SHt:.LE S TEt:LE: ND 15,77b •• 0 0 0 0 . 
93614t!»7 '1111:.~l FAkGlJ S.lAH: BANK. WE:!. T fARC..0 ND 11919 12 l 0 0 0 0 . 00 
93dl .. 70 AMERlC.AN STAlE: bANK 'llllLLlSTO,.. •o !>1330 785 0 ',3'-e 0 0 00 

Of 32 bAhKS AFfl:.C. no IN STAH: 23 HA.Vt. NO lARNINCa!. PAitllC.lPATIUN A.CC.LUNT OH. kl~JRl:D RES.E:RVE bALA'1C.l 
9 HAVE NO RE:.OURflJ RE:.URVl BALANCE 

----------------------------------------------------------------
43900.36 C.E"4TkAN BA>tl( Of AKMON AKkUN OH 180390 3308 0 3234 0 0 
43900~0 flRt.SU.JNi: so,14. AK.fUJN OH 310>00 .. n2 0 !,1.H 2901 -,<tCl 
43900&0 CaCiOL.l'YE AR BANK AKRUN OH 2063 71 11..:b 0 !>105 .. , -'ib~ 
't390it'",C, f-ARMt.ltS t, '1t.R.C.hAflt1S ST BK ARCt-ibULO OH ~t,740 lltt 0 113 0 
"39iJ£'ill HUNllNGTON ttK Of ASHLANO AS.HLAND Qt, 2D't47 , .. 0 0 0 0 
.\3'10310 C.OMMfkC.lAL &ANK. ASHlAbULA OH 207,.b ,01 0 0 0 0 
't390:;b~ HOCKING VALllY bK. OF AIHEN~ A 1Ht.NS. OH 22501 11> 0 0 0 0 
.\390.390 Sl:.C.\JA.ltY bANK. ATHt.NS. OH 1600"11 ,, 1 0 0 0 " lt3904t00 SUTlOr-t STATE BANK A TT JCA OH 1'113 12• 0 u 0 0 
't390~35, LOC.A~ C.UlJNTY SAP'tll. bt.LLl:FONlAUtt OH 118>> ,.1 0 0 0 0 
4390030 C.I THEN~ b4,.K tlJ bE:VCkl Y OH 1913b "~ 0 0 0 0 
'-t390b00 sue YRUS Cl JY 8AftK bUCYRuS OH 2130~ 3~~ 0 0 0 0 
4390b70 F-AkMERS ANO HERC.HANT S BA~K. tALOWi:LL OH l 75-b3 2•~ 0 0 0 0 
't.39105-0 Pt.OPLES BANK. tARE:Y OH 20•92 3•1 0 0 0 0 
't391070 CUf-!HINGS b.t.NK COMPANY CARk(JLLlCN OH 22683 290 0 0 0 0 
•391170 HUNTlNGTOI< &K Of tHlLLltOT~tHlLLltOTH~ OH •&11& 1218 0 0 0 " 
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4391270 NORTH UDE BANI< AND TRUST tot INC INNA Tl UH ,1,20 ,~, 0 135 0 0 . 
.. 391345 SAYINGS BANK t lRCLEVlLLE OH 23•~0 20 0 0 0 0 . 
't39l'tt,5 PUOwEST bANK. '- lkUST CO C.Lf:VELA.NO OH t.tb"ri33 lb9 0 20b'i 0 0 
't391S30 CLYDE SAYINGS BANK C.O CLYDE: OH 21'478 ,oo 0 0 0 0 

_4391~4t0 PEOPLES HANK tl.1 _____ LDLI.IWATl:R OH 352~2 '1l 0 3~ 0 0 
't39lbCIS F-RANKLIN BANl'l CULUMbUS OH 344tb 3.l9 0 •• 0 0 
4391050 OHIO STAli: BANK t.OLUHbU!a. OH 121843 2010 0 29~0 0 0 
.. 39lc.SS SOC.IETY BANK Ull.UMbUS OH lt.(133 1217 0 0 0 " 439lob0 UN.1th &A.NI\ to C.OLUM~U!. GROVE OH lbb&l '-111 0 0 0 0 
43'il6SO NURTH~EST OHJO bK OF WO Cl.Y C.YC.Nt:1 OH 2tll80 217 0 37 0 0 

___ 43919'tS Ot:.LAWARI: COUNJY SANK lJt:LAMA.RE:. IJH 5113:» 7&3 0 209 0 0 
't3'120b0 A.l:fYl:S bANKJJ\IC. ANO lRUST CU liUYE.R OH l't81J80 2439 0 29&0 0 0 
't3'i2 l l0 UNION C.OMMtkCIAL C. SV<,S ~ l:AS 1 PAL~SllNE OH 16!,2,j 3S8 0 0 0 0 
't39ll'90 C.OGl:RlUN SUlt: &4PIIK C.O Ec.&E:klON OH 23'-19 ,C:"!, 0 ·~ 0 0 
't39Zl!i0 E:OUN SlAU bANK C.O tOON OH lbob1 1b 0 ,o 0 0 
4-39.t.,.30 fRE:MliNl S.\VlNt.S BANK. CO FRE:MCJNT OH 't6!,&l e,o 0 0 0 0 

___ 't392'tbS BUCK.EYE: SlATE: BANK GALION OH 224t3b 731 0 0 0 0 
N) 

'9392480 COMHtJI.CIAl ANO SAVINGS BANK GALLIPOLIS OH 31713 >9• 0 0 0 0 
't39~SOO OHIO VALLE:'t bANK CO &ALLI POLIS OH 5,2868 1123 0 0 0 0 00 
439l1b0 C.1 l JHNS BANI\ HA11ll TON OH llil2bl 1629 0 ltll 0 0 

(0 

439.C:fllO AHl::RJCAN bK OF tl:NlRAL OHIO HARklSSURG OH 11'lbb 3~3 0 0 0 0 
't3'12&30 1'1ll.KSVILLE: bAN"- HICKSVILLE. OH 17983 2S' 0 0 0 0 

__ 't39293S F lkE:U.NOS CUIYIUNITY bAMt HUlol.UN OH 't003b 547 0 ., 0 0 
4393050 CllY 8AfltK .... , OH 't!,9!,b 103~ 0 0 0 0 
't3930"1U KEN ION SAVING!, BANK. KtN10N OH 2071!, •72 0 0 0 0 
't;)93l 70 fAkMt"RS ANO tl llzt:NS SANK LAr-4C.ASTkk UH Sc4t33 l.JC..i 0 l>o 0 0 
43•:Ul<tO bANI\ Uf Ltl P~l C. CO LUP5lt OH 1~101 30> 0 0 u 0 
439 .il 70 Ml: 1 RUPUL 11 AN bANK LJlilA OH 11301:13 .llb9 0 1372 0 0 
439.3300 flri.E:S.TOhlf: 8Ahl{ LlSBUN OH lb)~!> lll 0 0 0 0 
439l2t35 Cl T llE:NS BK lJf LOC.AN U:lbAN OH l~17ti •o• 0 0 0 0 
4393410 fl\.M.R~ I,. SYNGS. tiK Of LDNVLL LWOONVl~U OH 2002b 2•• u 0 0 u 
4393430 LOWl:.lLYILLE S.Vla!i. L bKM. LO LUWt.LLVJLLl:. OH 21172 ••• 0 0 0 u 
4393!110 Pl::OPLES bANKlNl, CO Nt lOM6 OH l't2'1l 110 0 0 0 0 
439.3b30 A. lC.ttLANlJ TRUS.1 CO HANS.J,U:LO OH 9t.C:,b0 lbll 0 1241 0 0 
439.H:ib9 L-H\C bANK KARH:lTA OH 16229 191 0 0 0 0 
4393b80 flRST bANK Of MARlElTA HARJi::llA OH 21480 3li 0 0 0 u . 
439Jb90 PE.Oi-'Lt:S BANK.IN~ ANO 1RU$1 CDMARlt:lTA OH 93Ul9 130b 0 lb25o 0 0 
~393100 FAHEY 8ANl<.lptC.. CO HAR JON OH 3b~48 720 0 0 0 u 
'393710 MARION tWNlY 6ANI< HAklON OH 4773b 1201 0 0 0 0 
4393730 ClllUNS SAYINGS b.U.IK HART INS FERRY OH 30bb1 3•> 0 3' 0 0 
439)1-\0 f'E:Of'Lf!t SAi/iNG~ bANK CO NAI< llNS ftRRY OH 2b07• ~o• 0 0 0 0 
4393B2:9 HEOHU, C.0\JNl'I' BANK Kl01NA OH 30383 oU> 0 0 0 0 
't39381t0 SAVl"-GS Df:POS.1 T t:IAptl(. tU HE:OJNA OH ~463't 306 0 0 0 0 
4393b't1 STATE: 6l.T CU Of LAKE CTY MENllJA. C,H lbt»b3 277 0 0 0 u 
'ao393890 MIOUl.f:fli::lD bANKlNC. (.O MlOCILEFHLO OH 10371 lib 0 0 0 0 
lt.393._15, BAJUdll BANI(. MliJlJLl::JOW,., OH 8bl2l lb~lt 0 11'0 0 0 
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4394t20S HENRY COUNTY bANK. NAPOLEOt,i OH 2b113 ,1. 0 0 0 " 439'-210 NAVARM.E DEPOSIT bANlf. C.O NAVAR.kE OH 14~82 2~• 0 0 0 0 . 
't39'9230 PE:.OPU:.S tsANK. NCL~LNVILLE:. OH 2bJ"l2 .-o 0 0 0 0 . 
't3r.,4bb0 OAK HILL S4V lNCiS tsANK CO OAK Hlll OH 18394 ~3·4 u 0 0 0 
439'tll0 OLD fORT tsAN.-;.lNl, (.Q OLD FORT OH 1~028 1:u 0 0 0 C, 

4391.t63S SOC.H TY HANK. Of PAlNESVlLLt P "1 Ni: SV 1 LL t: OH 440tH l~Oc; 0 0 0 0 
439"t880 UNllN 5.lAlE bANK PAYNE OH l't017 137 0 " 0 0 
439~0HO J-0klS.'10UTh ts.\NK[Nb CO PLR 15,MOOTH OH .ft8l89 •1• 0 -~ 0 0 
43-,~'940 C.lllHNS bANl'\lNC. CU SALJNE:VlLLE:. OH 2)(;o7l ••3 ·O 0 0 0 
439'>-'t'IU SC 10 HANK. CO SllU OH 13't31 lbb 0 0 0 0 . 
439~100 fAkME:kS SA'J'lM.S tiANK. SPE:NC.E.R OH l't7b2 12> 0 0 0 0 . 
43'1'>l'tS SPM.lhGflt:.LO DANK. SPRl~G.FlHO OH l0bL4b llOt' 0 lb'10 0 0 
439~7h0 HlNE:.RS C. HECh SVCiS ' lR CO 5,lE:l,u;)lNVlLL~ OH 10~015 229.J 0 10~1 0 0 
4t39 ~'lbO Tlff-11'4 !a..\VlNLS •4NK llFF JN OH 20731 21b 0 0 0 0 
4390010 HUNlJ~GlO~ IJK Uf- TULE.00 lLLl:t,O OH 10~490 l4b0 0 ~3lb 0 0 
4ot)'1t..0&0 lWlf.t~t.\UkG b.\NKlNb CO hlNSbUMG OH 5bb39 ••• 0 ~2' 0 0 
43960',Q UNI IHI BAf-tK UhR lC.HSV lLLt OH 272b~ 11b 0 0 0 
'-t3fibl00 FAkMfRS SUit ti,ANK. UNlO"' C.l lY OH 25404t '-Lb 0 9 0 0 
't39bl20 C0"1ME.KC1AL S,t,\IJNC.S &Afrlit UPPt.R SANOUSM..Y OH 39~~8 4"tl 0 11> 0 0 ~ 
4t3'ib,H0 Ekll: CUUNTY bANK Vl:RMlllCJN OH 4b27'1 . ., 0 " 0 u cc 
4.3'1b.i~C, ClllllNS b.\NK. ANO TRU5,T Qo WADSWLRlH OH l94b0 ~~4 0 0 0 0 . 0 
43110340 HUNTHtG.H.N bK. OF WASH C.1 HSEWASH COURl HOUSE OH 3t.5lb >b7 0 0 0 0 . 
't39b390 WA.YERLY STA.TE bAt<I<. W.\.VEkLY OH l40b9 19l 0 0 0 0 
439bS35 FARMERS E:IANK WES 1 lNllN OH 26728 .,. 0 0 0 0 
439b5&0 WILLARD UNlHO BANI<. WILLARD OH 'tb.no bt'I 0 27 0 0 
't)qbb40 f-JRST SlATE bK Uf AUAHS CTY WlNLHl:STER OH 1&917 . .,., 0 0 0 0 
439t>bbb CENTRAL TR CU Of WAYNI: C TY WW!a.H.R OH 34118 .. 1 0 0 0 0 
At39c.731 Ml A.Ml DEPOSl l JUNK YHLUW !l.PRINGS OH 2&.£90 b13 0 0 0 0 
't39b710 PEOPU:S BANK. OF YUUNGSTOWN YUlJM.sU,wN OH b1~bb •1• 0 b12 0 0 
439078& CENTRAL Tk CO OF lA"-ESVlLLi; lANU,Vlllf: OH -'17051 1.c.&7 0 0 0 0 

OF ., BANKS AF Fl::C. TELi IN ST All: bO hAVE NO E:4RNJNC.S PAR1JCIP4lll!N ACCCJUNT Ok k.lWlkl:0 kE!i,E:RVE bALANU: 
30 HAVE: NO kH,UkEO Rl:.5ol:RVt. bALAN<.f:. 

---------- ---------------------------------------------------------
10.c.OOOO~ Cl T JlE'tS •• r. TR (.O Of ADA 404 OK 2.C.OOl ~·· 0 0 0 0 
10'-1000.20 ClKLAtRJMA STAH: BANK 404 uK 3uC..31 501 0 ••• 0 0 
10400()80 AlVA.STAlE HAhiK L Tk CU ALVA o, 203t.4!: 11, 0 0 0 0 
10400100 ANACIARK[J bl( • lk LO ANAUARKO o, 2b1bt» ·~~ 0 10 0 0 
10'-100175 Llr..COLN BANK ANO TRUST tu Ak0110RE OK 191:181 13• 0 0 " 0 
ll40Dl90 A.TU"-" !> lATE bANK ATOKA o, 23391 •31 0 0 u " . 
10'-1002'20 UNlLN bANJC.. ANO TkUSI bAklLESVJLLE OK !>5)5& t,21 0 lOLtl 0 0 
10400.l.30 8At11(,, OF Bt4V.lR ClTY Bl.\Yt:.k o, lbb39 15b 0 0 0 0 
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-- NONHEM8ER BANKS BENE:.fll TO BANk.S. C.OVtRE:.O bY MOOlflE.D s,;. 85 21~~11'1 

111 121 131 141 l>I lcl 
0S8 NAME LOCATION TCJEP VL TC.SH 1977 NlW NtW CH 

RH.lbAL EPA RE.Wt:.IAL l.3)-l !>J 

10400240 flRSl SECURl lY BANK. bl:AVE.R OK lb~18 81 D 0 0 0 
10'400290 Cll lH.NS St:C.k.1 Y 8K I. lk (D BlXbY OK 2b4b4 3.:t9 0 0 0 0 
10400310 SlCIJRlTY BA'1K. r. TRUS 1 C.O bl.A.C.KWELL OK 21937 318 0 0 0 0 
104(.10430 ARK.ANSAS VALU. Y STATE. BANK. BR.UKlN ARROW uK 27071 391 0 " 0 0 

__ ll't0U4-'l~ Ul BANK. C. TR.UST bRU1U::N bOW OK "3t34 >O> 0 0 0 0 
l0400b!>0 SEC.UklTY STATE BAkK C.Ht'H-Md: UK 240bl l"t.3 0 3~ 0 " l0-'t00b56 C.HlC.K.ASHA BA.Nil £. lkUST t0 C.HltKASHA OK 200b~ 22t> 0 0 0 0 . 
10-<.00b't0 ROt,ERS C.OUtil Y bA.'1111. C.LAkEMORE OK 3103('. l>Y 0 0 0 0 
l01.tOV150 LKLM1LMA bANI\ t lkUS T CO CLJNTUN OK .2.:'.B.2.3 131 0 0 0 0 
l0ct009ti5 Ot:L STA H: BANI<. £. TR CO uEL C.lTY OK 4 l4bb ooo 0 b2 0 0 
10.,.010~0 F lRST bA!'iK £. TRUST cu UI.J'.lC.AN OK 3"tltlb '"' 0 0 0 0 
ll"iOll.lbO DURMtl bANK. ANO lkUSl co OUUNl o, 41917 ,,_ 0 200 0 C 
lO'tO l'tBO flkSl Sl SK. (. lfi. C.O GLJlHRIE: UK }b(j,08 l.!> l 0 0 0 0 
l040lb20 AHE:r<ltAN t:XC.HANC.t bANK Hi:NkYHlA OK l.ll9l 

'" 1 
0 0 0 0 

11401770 FIRST Sl bK LF JUAbf:L IOA6i:L OK 33b4l >11 0 0 0 0 
lO'tOlBOO Dl:LA_,ARE: COU"41Y bAf..li<. JAY QK lbl43 ••• 0 0 0 0 
lO't0l8b5 KINL.fl!:.Hl:k l:iAAI\ r. TKU!i.l ca 1'..lNGflSHE:.R OK 2123& nY a 0 0 0 
1V40l'i15U SC.C.UU JY bANI\ ANO lkU~l C.011PLAllflON OK 5501£ .. , 0 7,- " 0 
1040195!, SHEkJUAN bA/\IK. A~O TN.UST co LAWl UN OK 1'1510 :-,~3 0 0 0 0 NI 
1040.c'0l!> .#J11:RltAN bANI\ OF (.OMMtH.C.E:. HLALt!i.TER OK 2't94l. 3'5 0 0 0 0 . co 
11._0lObO MADILL bANK L TRUST co HA.DILL uK 3lb4l l.f;)l 0 •• 0 0 . ,_. 
10402250 .HC.Ul<ITY &K t TR CU MUHJ OK !>97',3 '"" 0 ~07 0 0 

___ l04Jt.C.58 !i.i:ll.llUTY l:SANI'.. L lkUST CO HlDWE:.ST C.llY OK 2't\oC,9 43l 0 0 0 0 
1040233!:i AMERICAN BANI\ Of J'IU!i.KUbEC MUSKOGEE OK 19778 2"19 0 0 0 0 
10'-'0.t..:145, CIT'f tsANK HLJSI\OGEE OK 17328 22'l 0 0 0 0 
10,.023~0 COHMtR.C.lAL bANK r. lkUST C.O MU!:.KUGEE OK bb490 .,. 0 &02 0 0 
10402415, AHl:RlC.AN i:-XCt1.U1GE: bK t lR NIJRMAN OK 390lts 403 0 00 0 0 
l040i~l8 C.APlllJL hill ST O< t lR CO 0KLAH0'4A tll't OK 3149b ,. .. 0 0 0 0 . 
l04025bS flR~J ~ECUKl lY 8ANK. r. lk CO 0K.LAHOl1A C.llY OK l~l~l 22l 0 0 0 0 . 
l040c.'.5tib fOut..UERS BANK I.. HC.US 1 ca LKLAHuMA (. l TY uK 46142 ,H 0 443 0 0 
lO'iiL2!>bl C.RANI .SQUA~~ •• L lR (U UKLAHUMA C 1 TY UK ',1lbl Joi 0 ... 0 0 
l0402~t.t, GlUkANlY bANl'I. 1.. tkU~T co UK.LAHOMA C. 11 Y OK 70!>\ob ••• 0 1.ll!> 0 0 
104-0257~ NOklHWESl dA~K 01(..LAHOHA C.l lY OK ilb46b <Sl 0 0 0 0 
1040.t. ~8b !.htPhtKD J'IALL STATE BANK OKLAHOMA t llY OK 31259 3,9~ 0 0 0 0 
lO't02!>&l SlJUJHllllf.S H:.KN bANK f;. TK C.U UKLAHIJHA C.lTY OK 0:,&"193 :310 0 ., 0 0 . 
10402~8t:I RtPUtj,LJC bANK. IJKLAHU1A CITY O< 32189 ~',10 0 0 0 0 . 
104-0,590 UNJ HO OK.LAHU1A BANK OKLAMU1"1A C.l l't OK 12!>b2 ,i. 0 ll4b 0 0 
l040c?59'to UNlUN 8ANK. f. TRUST COMPANY 01(,,l AHUMA (.1 lY UK bBUl'I "'' 0 l'l!>t:1 " 0 
1040.l625 FIR ~T bA~K Of OWA~SO ONA SSU OK lb06l "~" 0 0 0 0 
104-02710 i:-XC.HANGE BANK L TRUST CO Pt.RltY UK 22374 21!> 0 0 0 0 
10402760 SlC.1../RllY •< t lR CU PUNCA C.l TY OK :.,c,300 , .. 0 ••7 0 0 
10',027~~ POTl:AU s.TAh BANl'I. POTtAU U• 2'tb50 b,t'l 0 0 0 0 . 
l04Ult,20 A'1tklCAN BANK OF UI\LAHJHA PRY UR OK 2~1~9 ,oo 0 (J 0 0 . 
1040284-0 flkSJ AMl:RltAN bK • lk Pl.J<C.t:LL O• l.3931 300 0 0 0 0 . 
l040l<,t75 flkST bANl'I. ANO lRUS T (0 SANO SPRINGS OK l'iob5b 3,40 0 0 0 0 . 
10402qb0 SA"6U ~PH. lN~~ ST Alt ••NK SANO ~PRINbS o, 2.30~9 3~0 0 0 0 0 
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__ Nllf<NEMBU BANKS .. - -·· -------· ----- UNlFll TO 8ANKS tOVUla.D BY MOOIFUD.s •. as __ 2/22179 

Ill 121 131 .. , 1)1 Col 
OSB NAME LOUTlDN TDEP VLTtStt 19ll N~N '"" Ul> 

-·-- --~---- ·- --·--·-- ---- RUUiAL lPA A.li.lbAL 131-1)) 

10403083 FJR>T STATE BANK & TRUST CD SttAWNlf OK 103.\7 Z•b 0 0 0 0 . 
10403160 BA,-,.K OF tOMMt:RtE ~llUU:LL OK lb71l o•> 0 " 0 " . 
l01t0l2lO FlR~l-OKLAHOMA BANK g, lA. C.C, SULPHUR OK 1910b i~3 0 0 0 0 . 
10403230 Ll&l:RlY SlAH: bA~ lAHLE:QUAH OK 3eO)b .. , 0 0 0 0 . 

_10'-03.l:95 THE: VJLLAC.f t;A..NK ThE VILLAGla. .. OK 3h•• J02 0 0 0 0 . 
104'13300 AME:RICAt-t STATE bAll!K lHJl'tAS OK 1443b ., 0 0 0 0 
l0't033b2 bAtiK. OF COMl1tRC.l: &. TRUSl tO lUL~A OK 110002 7~l 0 189> 0 0 
10403303 AOMlkAL SlAlE bAt-tK. ll.._SA OK ~'IU~& •» 0 0 0 0 • 
10.,.0330.\ BUULU~R tlANICi AND lRUSl CO TULSA OK bS't30 ••> 0 !OH 0 0 
10"033bS bRUOK.SlOE SlATE tsANK TULSA OK 3"1io9b 2•9 0 lii!tt 0 0 

_ 1040.33bb AfUk.lCAN bAf~ OF TULSA. TUU1A O"- .t5bl5 3~9 0 0 0 0 . 
l04033b8 BANK OF TULSA lULSA OK 3.l417 •o• 0 0 0 0 . 
10't03372 C.l TY BANK. & TRU!) T COMPANY lUL!)A o• !>,.023 HY 0 9~1 0 0 • 
l0't(H373 C.DMMOtil lY BANK (. TkUS T C.0 Tul.SA o• 35ol7b >•9 0 0 0 0 . 
1040.3375, F L l'I BANK Alll!O lkUSJ lO llJLSA OK 218813 131, 0 >l7b 2'a27 -.t.t,t1 
10403395" P1ERCAN11LE: ~K. ANO lR C.O lULSA OK 'tb'191 507 0 497 0 0 

_ l0•03'15 NORTtt SlOE STAH BANK TULSA llK lb7b7 3bl 0 0 0 0 • 
l040J't20 Pt:UPLE:S STAU: bANK TULSA OK 2bllb ... 0 0 0 (I . 
l04t03't~l SE:C.UH.lTY BAN"'- TUL~A OK lb455 bOl 0 0 0 0 • N) 
10't0~422 kEPUSLlC. tU.f1K. L TRUST C.O lUlSA OK b1U09 7•o 0 l31ttl 0 0 cc 
l04t0.3't2't UNI TEO BANK lUL~A OK lb43b 1Y3 0 0 0 0 N) 
104035,lS OKL4kOHA ST &IC. ' TR CO VINITA OK 22233 2•• 0 0 0 0 . 
lO•o,5JO HRST WAGONER BANK & TR CO WAGlltiU. OK 19023 288 0 0 0 0 
lO'tUJ5,5,S C.OHMU.-d lY BA~K WARR AC.kES OK 31i308 464 0 bb 0 0 . 
lO'tO,SbO WAT~GA SlATf. BAhK. WAT UNGA OK 197b5 350 0 0 0 0 . 
1040'.,110 Wllt1iURTON STATE bANK WILbUklON OK 1)30• 25• 0 0 0 0 . 
l04031b0 STOlK EXCHANlk BANK WWOWARO OK 23739 lYb 0 0 0 0 • 
10403800 FIRST 8APIIK L TRU~l CO 'Ult: OK lb3b9 159 0 0 0 0 . 

IJf b2 BAt«S AFFE:C.TEO IN STATt: 5b HAVE NO EARNINGS PART JtlPAI JON ACtOUNl OR ktQUJRi:O Rl:Slk'i'l:: bAL~Cl 
2~ HAVE: NO REQUkED RESERVE &ALANtE 

------
12,.10020 tlTUENS VALLEY BANK ALBAN'f' OR &b710 l3b4- 0 un 0 0 
12,.10030 BAtfll.. Of fASll::"-N ORU;,QN ARLlh~TON OR lb>59 134 0 0 0 0 . 
124-10100 tANbY UNION bAkK C.AH8Y OR J013' il.Jl 0 11) 0 0 . 
lZ,.lC,133 WESTERN bAN~ taos bAY OR 2231'5 ;i::4-3 .. 0 !>l"b lbbb -lt>t.b 
1"~10143 CIT Ut:NS 6K lif ClJRVALLIS C.C1H.VALLI S ~R ~1303 ••1 0 4;9 0 0 . 

_ 12'tl020!> CIT Ut.f'iS BANK Uf lJRCGON tUl,,tNE:. OR 12~41' 23'tt.> 0 .i!~b" 0 0 
12ltl0ll8 S)USLAW VALLl:'t tsA~K f-LOP.1:.Nti: OR 2.2 lC:,b ))b 0 0 0 u . 
l21tl0:t73 SOUlHE:RN OREGON STAtf; BANK GRANTS PASS OR !>9!>ltt 1,9 0 1bb 0 0 . 
12'tl032!> INLAND EMPlkf: lSANk HtKHISTUN OR 2b5"-'tl blb 0 0 0 0 . 
12:4103t.>9 C.OHHUNI lY BA~ LAKE os .. ~GO Ok 101'3 bY 0 0 0 u . 
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-· NCWMEKBER. BANU BU1f.FlT 10 8AftKS C.OVLRt.0 BY tUlOlFllO S. 8!> UlZ/1'# 

(11 (21 (31 C-1 01 (61 
DSb IOAME LOCATION TOEP VL TtS'1 1917 NEW .. ,. UIF 

RUilbAL EPA klilbAL 1))-(:>J 

12410372 LlNtOLN SANK LlNtOLN CITY DR ,1122 ~11 0 0 0 0 . 
124l01tO!> t,A~I\ (JF tOH"'l:.~U: MJL TUN 1-kElWAU:R OR 11300 230 0 0 ~ 0 . 
12410'920 FIR~l STAlE bANK. OF OkEGIJN MIL-1AUK.J E OR 2801'19 33't7 () ~139 ~~8 -:,4.::b 
12'-104'!>0 SEC.UklTV &~ Uf CuOS tOUNlV MYR lLE POINT OR 2929& "15 0 0 0 0 
l24tlC.4ttiO bAt-1.K Uf Nf:.WPI.JRJ Nt.111f'Lkl OR 3!>9"1. .,.,!> 0 0 0 0 . 
124lV!>l!> C.OLUNblA PACIFIC BK TR (.(J PUR.1 LANO OR 2319n ., 0 ,. () 0 
l.iU,10!>~7 OIU::LON BANI(. Pffi TL ANO OR itlOD!>ti 70'1!, 0 5lbb blO. -6l<J', 
l21tlU!>fl4 PA.ClflC. SH.UkllY &A.NK kU:C,l~POkl OR 1'4149.t 11~ 0 0 0 0 
lZ'tlO!>t:17 VALLEY OF TrtE RlJ<aUE RuGUt: RlVik. Ok 19~ob !>2L ·o 0 0 0 
ll410!>93 SCJUTH UMPQJA S TAlE bANK KlJSEbUKG OR 34u&b 501 0 0 0 0 • 
l.?'tlClbVO CUWMHtC.lAL BANK. SALEM OR 08472 lLtd 0 11.C.2 0 0 
l241Vbl0 PlU~HR lkU!>l C.OMPANY SA.Li:.H OR l l99b •• 0 0 0 0 . 
l2410bl3 WES H:kN Si:.CURJ TY bAfriK SALE:H Ok 1t~Ol~ 113,£ 0 0 0 u . 
l24tlOb20 C.LAC.1U,MAS COI.NTY bANK SANIJY OR 17373 211 0 0 0 0 
12:ltlOobO CE.NTf.NNlAL cUNff. SPRlNC.FlE.LD OR l~l3b uo 0 0 0 0 
1241013'1 oANK UF ORl:LON W001.1BURN C,R 10110 9>0 0 9•1 0 0 

OF ,. &A"«.S AFH.CTE.O IN STAH IS HAVE "" EARNINbS PARTICIPATION AtCO~T OR ktQUlRl:O llt.S.i:.kVE bALANCE. ~ 
~ HA._-E. NO Rl::QURE.0 RE.S.l:RVE:. &ALAf\lC.i:. c.0 

~ ------- -------------------
3420138 1110-STA,TE BANI(. £. lRUS.1 tu AL Tl.JONA PA 281611 ~111 0 !t229 1757 -11~1 
4420189 APULLU TRUST COMPANY APOLLO PA 2b748 8!0 0 0 0 0 
34202b8 5,lAH. BANK UF- AVIS AVIS. PA 3360b 3bU 0 ·~ 0 0 
34ZV331 L1 NC.OLN bANJ\ PALA C.YNWYO PA llblJbl l3~b 0 .;t1CH 0 0 
442b40~ KE:E:VtS aANJ( DE:AYl:.k fALL!. PA 1'1008 ifat:13 0 0 " 0 . 

.. 342.Ub30 UNlUN SAN~ £. TkU~T C.O aE.THLlHE:H PA 104319 3"11:S 0 lB't!I 0 0 
342C.b84 bLUl.J'l~tlURC. tH, C.OLUM~lA lR tObLUUHS.bURG PA ~~U1l 8S2 0 3oS 0 0 
342V7)d lklC.C.OUNlY ~UH. SANK bOWMA~S, 1 OWN PA 34}4b 1,J', " 0 0 0 
342 OtsOl Pt<lJCJUC.CltS. BK. t, lR to bkAOf-URl.l PA )U41'- &17 0 0 0 0 
44lOeo4 brl.0(.KWAY C.l J llt~S. t!A~K bfo.Otl'\ .. AY PA 2.,75,7 4'1 0 u 0 0 

44iOtU3 SRGUKVlllE: d!C. {. lM. CO ditOU!C.VlllE PA 41493 ~-5 0 197 0 0 
.l4lll'll8 &R'fk HA1111R TRUST COMPANY bkYN 1'1AWk PA 5,~d8l 11,., 0 13'1b 0 u 
4~lV'tl5, F-lR)l S.i:NtCA BANK. t, TA C.O dUT Li::A PA 3J3~99 't&l._ 0 ~01:13 3'>1 -34~1 
3421G44 lh,E.RIT OlS.C.LAJNl ,t. SVC.. BK C.AAbO,...OALE PA 2!>bbb oso 0 0 0 0 . 
34.i~ 1080 F-AkMt:R S, lkUS.1 LlJMPANY C.ARLJ S.LE PA 809&1 '" 0 llb~ 0 0 
3'i21215 ChA/'Obf.RS.BUH.t.. TRUS.T C.C.MPANY C.HAMbt:RS.BURG PA 'ib~'i!> 921 0 0 0 0 
3'tll22't f- C. M lk {.Q l,f tHAMbi:RS.tHJfH, C.HAMbt.KS.bURG PA 81 l'll:S bOb 0 l'tb(t 0 0 
3421233 VALU.Y 8Ak!C. t. lRU!al C(J C.hA~~l:RS.bURG PA 1175H lb71 0 21>0 0 0 
34,i!ll7ts C.Ht:Llt:NHAM SANK. C.HE:L lt.NHAH PA bbb4'1 21'., 0 ·-- u u 
34.il 139S C..LEAH IHO bK. t, JR C.O C.LEAkflfLO PA 51798 ••• 0 •H 0 0 
342lb"l CllllENS lRUS.1 C.UMPANY C.UUOl:kS.PORl PA 205ltS 2'1U 0 0 0 " . 
3't2.1101 tUR'lilNSVllLI: SU, H: bANK C.uRWt.N~VllLt: PA 210,1 5uo 0 0 0 0 . 
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--· NWtM£.K8ER 8ANK.S Bi:t.lE:Fll TO BANKS tOVERl:U 8Y MUOlfllO S. 8!t 2/t.2/79 

111 12) IH ,., I SI I• I 
0S8 N..,E LOC.AllUN lDEP VL JCS,H 1977 Nl• Nl• LH 

R.l:ObAL EPA M.t.QcAL 131-1>) 

342191t-'t UfUON BANK.lNG & TRUST CO l>U bOlS PA >8370 871 0 H2 0 0 
34219b2' f-lOE:.LllY DE:P r. OlSCOUt.t BK (Jl..fitHOkt:: PA 47078 >H 0 Hl 0 0 
3't220ol LAF-AYE.TlE: TRUST bANK. EAS lON PA 501At& •H 0 H• 0 0 
3-424'.t.O~ ELl.lABE:ThlOllfN TRUST C.U'IPANY ElllAbE:lHTOWN PA 32007 ,~, 0 0 0 0 

_ 34.£23U't l:.f'IP(.RlU11 TRUST C.LiKPANY l11PLIK1UPII PA 240b~ .,, 0 0 0 0 • 
44-22-370 SE:CUkITY PEUPLl:.S u.ust C.(I Hdf. PA l'i3l'i9 ~~04 0 2709 0 0 
41t.223&!> UN.luh BANK ANO lkUST <.a tklt: PA 1"tH,C..l 3':lo74 0 l3ti& 0 0 
31t2L,.03 EVtkE Tl t,,A~11.. t~Ektll PA lb22.9 )bO 0 0 0 0 
41t2.2511 PE:(J..-LES &AN"- OF fURO ~llY FLJRO tllY PA 17791 "" 0 0 u 0 . 
3422163 t.U::N ROCK STATE:: bA.N1'.. C.LE:N kOC.K PA 23& 15 •H 0 0 0 0 . 
.3422772 PE(JPU:.S flAl".IK. Of l.tLE:N RUCK C.LtN RULK. PA 3~280 8Ul 0 0 0 0 . 
31t2L898 HAMt'UkG SVG~ t. Tk C.U NA.11tstJkC. PA ::Sltl39 ,., 0 0 0 0 
3 .. .£291,t &K Of· HANOVER t Tk ca HANUVt.R PA 757ti0 11~4 0 ••2 0 0 
3'-Ll<;ilb fAkMt:RS bAPII.C. AND TRUSl CO NA.~lJVE:R PA Y7.b0& 12.i:'.!> 0 1112 0 0 
34t.3Cl!> OAUPHlN DEPOSIT HANK. (. JR COHA.'t,RlS8URG PA 4bts!>l3 b9~1 0 5170 109.:,0 -10'1;.0 
3'-.2j070 Jl:f-HRSUN BANK HAVt:RfOkO PA 2lbl 1 ••1 0 0 0 0 
3'1.L310!, 11AP1U:Y bANI(. HANLl:Y PA 19347 331 0 0 0 0 . 
342.324J HOLLlOAYSSURb lkUSl COHPANY HOLLIDAYSBURG PA 4b!>21 9,5 0 0 u 0 . 
4'-23i<ft9 HOMtk C.1 lY STA lE &ANK HUkER C.ITY PA 50~tsb 1074 0 0 (I 0 . 
3'-.23lb7 FAkMERS ANO HERC.HANIS bANK Hl.Y,IE:SDALE PA 2e 1;,.:, lbO 0 211 0 0 ~ 
3.,.2 )l1b HONt:SOAU: OlME 84"~ NfJNE:SOALE PA l3b!>l 210 0 0 0 0 . (0 
3't23t.~"t WAYNE: C.OUNTY BANK ANO TR C.O HLtH:SllALE PA 40557 »7 0 l.tl 0 0 . ~ 
3't2j,,}1!) fAkMH.S 6AN,r. ANO TRU!:a.T ca HUMMf:LS10Wtt _PA •5519 91~ 0 0 0 0 . 
4423lio92 lRW Jh, SANK. E. T kUS T COMPANY !RIHN PA n509 10&7 0 2> 0 0 
4423520 lHREE RlYC.RS 8Ai"'IK r. TRUST COJEFFEkSON &okO PA 5•115 15'JU 0 •3 0 0 
3't2.3!io28 lNOU!:tlRJAL YALU.Y BK. r. lR toJ~KlNTOWN PA llU1092 712b 0 !>2b3 3%',U -3'1b'-,O 
442j5,37 PEUPlt:S 8ANK t TRUST C.U JE~Nt:RSTOWN PA 3 lts42 >9<> 0 0 0 0 . 
3423!,5,5 JER!i.E'I SHURE. SlATE BA~ JE.k!loE:.Y SHORE: PA 32173 . ., 0 0 o. u 

_ 3lii2::,~eo HAUC.H C.HI.INK, TRUSl C.OP1.,ANY J 11'1 lHORPE PA l2b"i2 .:,2ti Q 0 0 0 
3't2 3~~ l JOHr,s IUwN 8A1'1K (. TRU~T CO JU1NS TOWN PA 15c, .. 37 40::>o 0 ... !,.,. 0 0 
3423027 JONtSJ[JwN BK. (. Tk CCJ JLN: S TlJtfN PA 224.:3 .. , 0 0 0 0 
442Jb7l ARM5.TR01",iG (Ol.f,l;JY' lRU.H C.LI KlJTAtvNlf'fG. PA 19737 3•0 0 0 0 0 
3.,.l.37't"9 FAP.Mt~S liANI\ Of KUllTCJwN K.UTllUMN PA 2b(;.,.2' •2• 0 0 0 0 
342 37C:.,8 fUL TON BANK lANtA~H:k PA )0"9't8H ~'-.;)b 0 !>lbt.. i:'.b 7b -tt-78 
3<tl.rn9o flRSI VALLEY bANK LAN5.fUk0 PA !>t.278~ !,97~ 0 ,01 1VJv7 -lv..:-:07 
34l3~b0 LE8ANC.N CtiUNlY Tkus't "' Ll:.BANLN PA ~L73"9 >lb 0 .,, u 0 
3"t2"9U77 Ll:Hl!)bURCi, TRU5, T BANI\ lbitl~bUKl. PA 23b&7 tb'", 0 0 0 0 
3't2-.l7b fAFcMl:.RS FIRST bA"-K Llllll PA l lb4-31 ,oo. u 40 .. 9 ••• -bvti 
"t4.l'tl.'-~ KE.:.YSluNE 8A.NK LOWtk bURRE:LL PA 12-.1~2 2 .. , 0 23t.'- 0 V 
4't2.,.bl~ MAklNE bANt<. MEAUVILLE PA 28).;)40 ~7.H 0 51'-3 lbbb -l(.t..t. 
3'-2'tbb9 flR~l bANK ANO TRUST C.lltPANYMl:CHANIC.StiUkCi PA 3t>.!b~ l>b I 0 0 0 0 
342"tb4-2 Hlf-fLlNbUIH, bl< L lR CCJ Hlf-HH~bl.AG .A ~'>'342 .,, 0 0 0 0 
342'-d87 1111.J Vlr-.N bANK MlLLi:R~bURG PA 4127~ 1b3 0 0 0 0 . 
3 .. 2 .. '177 Mlktl-..~Vlllt: SAF-C OEP liK HJNtR5,'JJLLI:. PA l',!,l', 3~/ 0 0 0 0 . 
3425007 fl(. Uf- tH1llU.L PENN~Y'LYANU MLNTOUk.SVlllf PA b:,'1.)U beO 0 H• 0 0 
3'-2~08!> MORkl5,VlLLE bANK HORklSVJLLE PA 4t:.612 12.llt 0 0 0 0 . 
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--· .. NOWIE:P1BE.R BANKS bE:Nf:FIT 10 bANKS C.CIVERE:O BY MOOIFU:D S,. 8!1 2/ll/19 

Ill 121 131 ,., I SI IOI 
DSB NAME LOCATION lDEP VLlCSH 1911 Nl• N<W Clf 

kl~BAL HA Rb;lbAL (.l)-(5) 

31t2~230 C.OHHONWEALTH BANK t. lR tO MUNCY PA l.,_4lbb 2'e1Y 0 2bl4ii 0 0 
3,42~238 HUNC.Y bANK t TRUS.1 tO MLN(.Y PA 239bl 22b 0 ,, 0 0 . 
't425391 NEW bETHLtHt.H bANK. McW tlE:THLEHfJ1 PA 24 .. ~'8, Zlb 0 10 0 0 . 
lt .. 25't5'e PEOPU:S SIC. OF- l!IESTERN PA NEW C.ASlLE PA 03't41 l9b7 0 0 0 <, 

- 3"'25bb0 CONll~EPHAL bANIC. "40RRJ5.10WN PA 1133198 l0b5b 0 5277 43't~(.; -4~'130 
't42 ~ 190 NOR ltil'lll:5, T PA blC. ANO TR CO Ull CITY PA 255025 33ol 0 5111 2~7J -.:t 13 
3'92°5814 ULO f-CJRC.E BANK UlO F-ORC.E PA 5b!:17b b1.£ 0 .£ 7b 0 u 
3'9.:5845 C.UMMUNltY STAll: SANK ORblS.uNlA PA 13959 2>S 0 0 0 0 
34L ~dijb PEUi-'Ll:5. BAll&K. UAFORO PA 2Ul43 2~.£ 0 0 0 u . 
34£569~ C.l THENS bl<. t TH. ca PALMEkTON PA 20310 2.HI 0 100 0 0 . 
.34£~922 YALLt:Y TR CO Of PALMYRA PALHYH.A PA b't2'tb 1110 0 173 0 0 
3'tL602~ bU(.K.S C. TY SK. 4 TR C.C Pl:kl(.ASU. PA l.C,bo3.c, i/.7C l 0 2771 0 0 
342t>l7't FRA~ll.t-URCI TRUST CU11PANY PHlLAUELPHlA PA 1332 77 l.C,!>b 0 3872 0 0 
4't2b!>bl ALl.7HN1 VLV t)K. Of· PllT~liUkGH Plll::tbUR(,H PA .. 2262 ,., 0 0 0 0 . 
't4lt>741 NUklH SIDE Ul:POS.11 bAhf.. PlT l~bURl..H PA 53~.29 1.>Z 0 b1b 0 0 
34Lb88~ l>T bll. OF bkE:.All:.k PITTSTON PITT~lON PA ._b953 bSO 0 17< 0 u 
3.C..:!ti't03 P11Nt.kS 5AV1Nl.5. bANK .. lTTSJOH PA 425~9 107b 0 0 0 0 . 
442b925 Ptl.lPU:~ BANI'. OF UNI TY PLUM bUkO PA 't3..:l4 1500 0 0 0 0 . 
3't2b984 C.UHMUNl lY tl,At-.lK .. URl HAl Ill.IA PA l4t8b!> llb 0 0 0 0 Nl 
)4t2-/0b3 U~lUN HANII. f. TRU;)l LO PUTT ;)VILLE PA 2bt:l&b ,.. 0 0 0 0 cc 
3'tL1171 ClllHN~ f. kUR1t1EkN bANK. kALSllllt PA 93b'tb l74t3 0 9•~ 0 0 ~ 
34l119l AMEklC.AN tl,I( ANO lR C.0 Of PA kl:.AUlNG PA 120t 8b0 lObb7 0 !>217 317~., -317 ~,j 

3421£0-, bANK. l.lf f.>t.NNSYLYANIA kt:AUlNG PA 3490b.l. 61,;;1 0 !>lbl J.lb2 -L1t2 
4't2 7't00 ~HCKAOE:N &ANK. RLlblN~N TOWNSHlP PA 3 .. 791 700 0 0 0 0 
34L750b SAllA SlATi:: bANK SAL IX PA 1 !>!>3.l 3bb 0 0 0 0 
.C.'t2:7!:o2.C, MtR(.EM. C..OUNTY ~TAlt SANK. ~ANOY LAKI: PA lblo,. 1~'9 0 0 u 
342:l~&J StHI.J'tLKlLL HAVt:r-t 1H. LU ~(..ttU't'L"-lLL HAVEN PA 2!>l!>!> bll 0 0 0 u 
442'7ol4 SC.UTTOALE SA\llNGS ANO JR C.0 SC.OJTOAU: PA l4't7~ 558 0 0 0 0 
34l 7b!>O NOR TH SC.kANILJN bK t TR C.D ~CR ANTON PA 503l0 11,0 0 0 0 0 
3't27bb(J NOH.lHt:A~H:RN bANK Of ~A ~(.RANT UN PA '!,17'124 l:t1£0 0 !>230 %3• -'1e34 
34L 1bb5 PtNN ~E.C.UKI 1 Y BANK. t.,. lk C.O ~C.RANlON' PA l~l!>'t!> 114-!> 0 18'!,l <, 0 
34£11~ WE 51 SlDC BA.NII. !.Ck ANION PA bL34't lb!>O 0 0 0 0 
3427122 SNYCiER C.UUNJY TkUST COMPANY SELINS.C-kOVI:. PA 50163 b)O 0 2bl " 0 
34.?bOlO HAMLIN bK (,, Tk CU S.ME lHf-'OH. T PA 3192.l 111 0 0 0 0 
442tiU~~ COUflllY TRUST CUHPANY S.Lf'1E.RS.El PA 3'°Jo3'tl 5'0 0 0 0 " 3't2b 179 Ct:NTRAL C.OUN Tl E!. HANK !.1Alt LULLEGI: PA lb1)i'l2 t)A,~~ 0 !al""- , -z 
34:.C:1:1£&0 HCUkl lY t,4NII. C !RUH ,o !. TROUUSblJRG PA 911t1b lt:,05, 0 u,,2 " 0 
3't2b5"3l Flk!l-J SANK. UF lkOY lkUY PA 31t983 oJS " " 0 " 442tbl8 FAYt:.llE bANi<. ANO TRUST C.O lJNlUNTUWN PA 101430 lit! 1 0 21 &l 0 0 
)428blb WAU,IJlPUkT ~ JA lt bA.NK NA.LN.UlPURT PA lb,t.bl 2•1 0 0 0 0 
442b7U0 Pi:.Nf-tS.YLYANU, bAP'111. C. TR.U~T UIWAfUU:.N PA ltl4277 623l 0 SHO b5,30 -b~JIJ 
3't2b9.H wt:.~l Ml LT UN !.lAlE BANK Wt:.ST Hll TON PA l',97't l'wl 0 0 " 0 . 
34.l8955, WES.1 SlDt BANI<. WES I Pl11S10N PA lb680 ... 0 0 0 0 
.342b',91 MANOYEK tsA.~11(. Of Pt:N:'4.SVLVANIANlLll.l:S.-bARRE PA b208l lOl'w 0 29b 0 0 
342"010 UNl TEO PtNN bANK WlLKt: S-BARRE PA '-'l0bl6 77!>0 0 5136 >t,97 -~t,C,l 

3'-2'7V<i5, t,,,UR 1Hf:H.N tEf\lTR.ll BANK. WllllAMS.POH.T PA 225'!:lbb 41~ l 0 50't9 0 0 
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-···-- NONf1E:M8ER BANK.S. BtNHll TO OAN._S COVERtO 6Y MOO!f!SO S. 85 2/&i/1'1 

111 121 131 "' '" lbl 
OSB NAME LOC4l10N TOEP VL lCSh 1977 N>W NlW VJ F 

Rl:QtAL HA k.Ui1bAL u~-, ~• 
3429lc:tl 8K t. JR C.O OF- OLD YORI'.. kU WILL011 I.ROVE. PA 52112 IIJ5 0 J50 0 0 . 
342'1268 SUUTHEkN PC"4~!)YLY.UUA bANI'.. '""' PA l!>77Yt,, it.7~9 0 3019 y 0 
3\i.'li15, YURI"". BANK. AND lkU!i.T CU1f'ANY YOI« PA 3l 3& 17 7809 0 51 H2 • 1, -YB 
3429306 't'Ukl'I". HAVEN SlAlt:: 84.NK. '"" hAYE:N PA l!lait.9-'t 21' 0 0 0 0 . 

Of 118 bAMS Af-H;Cll:.0 lN STA.Tl:. ~b hAVl NO EARNlNb?:. PA.kl J(.JPAllON AtCWNl lJR Rt.QUI RH> RlU.kYl:. bALANCl: 
~5, HAYE NO kU,1UktO Rl:Si:RYE BALA.NCI: 

---~---------------
l.C,.C.0090 PAWTUCKtT TRU5,T CUMPANY 
14-'tOl.t~ tll JltNS TRUST C.OKPAN't 
l'i-'t0210 OLU SlOM; BA~K 
l44U2J:Z Pt;Of'Ll:S lRUSJ COMPAl'rtY 

PA1HUC.KET 
PROVlUENCE 
PRUV lUE:NCE • 
P_kOY IDE.NC.E. 

RI 
Rl 
Rl 
kl 

22740 
UH55 
9&'#490 

23!>50 

0 
0 
0 
0 

519 
3303 
53U2 

0 

0 
0 

2b317 
0 

Of • bANKS AfHCTtD IN STATE l HAVE NO tAkNlN&S PARTlClPATllJN ACCOU,,l OR RtQUlRED RESEkVt bA~""Ct 
2 HAYE NO RlQUREO RE;SE:RVI: 8ALANC.E 

!>45"0020 FARME:RS AND MlkC.HMH S bAP«. AlKtN SC 6•818 2lb0 0 hb 0 
54500!>\l AN(H<b,,15, BANI( .um TkUS 1 (.0 ANOkf-WS SC 24021 107 0 0 0 
5,it)cl)085 BANK OF 8E.AUF-Okt bf:AUfORl ~c 4·4,75!, 6<0 0 ••• 0 
S4>0092 CA..-JlAL BANI( ANO TR.UST bl:LlON SC 23301 022 0 0 0 
S4!,,Ql60 H S l:U.llE:Y ANU SON bANK.l:RS C.LJNTON SC 2b44~ S!d 0 0 0 
S-'t!>030l t,ANHR~ lRU!)l Uf SC tulUP1tUA SL Sb&29~ 13024 0 ~3 lb l.3ob3 
5450.JO-'t F--lR!)l-Clllll;I',~ bl(. AND TR CO (.0LUP181A SC 2H1'• ~J)S 0 5l 7't l)C,,f:i 
S1t'i03!l8 flk!i.1 PALP1El 1U ST bK I. lk tolULUH81A SC 2U775 ~Sb 0 0 0 
54$V!>J5 PE:.Ot'LE~ tsA,"'4~ UF S C INC f LORl:.NCE SC 3305,9 b1l 0 0 0 
54!:it.,~H~ CUMMUNl TY dANK GRH:NVILLE SC 4.ltl41 lH 0 110 0 
5't5Ub0~ StJUlt1t.RN BANK ANO lRUU CO U-kHNYlllt ~c 33-4170 11528 0 ~155 U.10 
54!JOb20 C.UUJ11Y BANK. <.RCl:NJIIICJUO ~c 251U8 ~2J 0 0 0 
545Gb3G 8At.K Of <,Rf;ER £.kEl:k ~c 510~1 l-4-42 0 lo 0 
545Ub80 ANOE.kSON ~lAh: bANK I~ 1-H.KlNbWAV ~, 2012-'t .,o 0 0 0 
5450700 FRM t. HRCH HK OF SC HOLLY HILL SC 22853 ,,., 0 0 0 
!i,4:>0720 COMMC.RClAL OA.'(K t10Nt:A PATH SC lb75't ... 0 0 0 
545lJ 790 LAl'l".l Cl TY S lATE tsANK LA.Kt:. Cl TY ~c 18158 ••2 0 0 0 
5~!>0b30 tlANK Uf- LA.NCA5,lt:R LANC.,\Sll:R SC 353.t9 lC..!ll 0 0 0 
54~0!:,t,O PAUii: I TO SANK. LAUKl:NS SC 35b01 bb5 0 0 0 
5~S,.Jt:t,7'j, LE.XIP\il,j,JUN SJATI: bANK Lt:.xlN&lON :,c b0004 ll23 0 5H 0 
S-'tSO~tsO ANOE.RS.ON BR.OTHERS BANK MULLINS SC l.07lb ••l 0 u 0 
54)ll20 SPAkTANbUfU,;. bK ANO lk. tO SPAk f ANbUR<, SC 51277 103& 0 209 0 

0 
0 

-2b317 
0 

0 
II 
0 
0 
0 

-L~t t~ 
-1.J'tl: 

0 
0 
0 

-11.:,13 
0 
0 
0 
0 
u 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

. 

. . 

. . . . 
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--- NttM1EK8ER BANKS BENEfl T TO BANKS C.OVERfO b'f KUDlfU:.O Sa 8~ 

OS8 

545"1300 ARlt1Uk STATE &ANK 
5451360 FARMERS ANO MERCHANTS BANll 
545l't't0 flRH CAROLINA bANK. 

LOLATION 

UNION 
WAL 1Ek8UR0 
'tEJ1AS5.tE 

OF 25 8AN<..S AFfEC.H:O IN STA.Ti: 16 
6 

94b0230 FIRST FIOELllY BANK bUK.K.E 
9400285- TRl-<.UUNTY STAH BANK. C.HAHbt.RLAIPt 
9460b40 FlRSl P011E::R C.DU"'4,1Y BANK C.UlYSBURG 
94000.50 tOMMUNl lY BANK HARTFOkD 
9'-tb0b90 FIR!i,l ST bK OF HIG.HHORE: HlGHMOkt. 
9'ib097U OU,lJlA SlATE. BAPIIK HlLIUNI( 
9"tbll05 fARl'llf.~.S, SlAH. bANK. - PA~KSlON 
94614-30 5,1::CUkllV 5,Ull: tU.NI(. lVNU,HL 
9"901!>00 C.CJM"1E.kClAL !:oJAlt BANk WAGNt:R 
9't0153J fARMEW.5, l. MkLH bK l. lk lO WATf:.RlOWN 
9401~70 AMt:RlC.A~ STAU. bANI'. lft.~~tt.&101'-t 
9'4blb20 fARMl ~~ STAlt: 8AN< WlNNEk 

_ 9"tblb't0 AM ERIC.AN STA H. .bANK YAN~ TllN 

Of 13 SAMS AfFllTEO IN >TATE 10 
3 

b41 OO'tO OEl'\U6 C. lY .bANI'\ t lRU~t LO ALEJI.ANDA.14 
b'tllJO!iO BAPl!t1,. Uf- ARD"10R t AkOMUkE 

HAYE. 
HAVE 

S,P~S 

HAVE: 
HAVE 

b.C.70Cb0 ASHLAND C.l T\' tll'\ ANO Tk tO ASHLAND C.l lY 
b47V0'15 Ll blk lY bAN"- Of H.Nl'tE5.StE A lHtl't~ 
tl._701.i:'.O .bAkRUYlLLE "" Al'-tU ·lkUST CU BAKkE.lVlLLE 
b'tlU180 lk H.C.l lY BAN"- A1'40 lKU~l co bLIJUNTVlLLE 
8<&t7(..l'10 b.\."11K UF bliLI VAR bl.IL lVAR 
&'410.::UO NAkl,E.MAN C. TY 5, AVlNC,::i bANK btJL !VAR 
8'47\Jt'-10 bkUMl"tSVlLLE bAl'-tl'\ bkO~~!,V'lLLE 
6'tl02!;10 FlN.5.T SJAlE. bANK bRUlll'-,5,VllLE: 
d47u.:90 bAt\lllo. CJF C.AMUlN (.Af1Ut:N 
0'4 70300 ti l IHNS b,\NK CARlHA~I: 
b"tl0310 SMl lH C.uU1'iT'f ~A.NI'\ (.ARlHAGE: 
OoCt7U400 PJONHR HANK. C.HA TT ANUOGA 

Ill 121 131 .. , l~I lbl 
lOEP VL TC.SH 1911 NtW Nt• 01, 

RHlbAL ~PA kWbAL (.3 )-( 5) 

2~b30 ~10 0 0 0 0 
35-090 749 0 0 0 0 
l._90't 291 0 0 0 0 

NO EARNINGS PARllCIPATlLN AC.COUNT Ok kE:.WUIRE:D KE:.SE.k.VE. bALANC.E 
NO RE.QUREIJ RE.SE.RYE 8ALANLE:: 

------------- ---------------
so 11:tOOB !32 0 0 0 0 . 
so ,::0?,19 109 0 0 0 0 . 
so l'.1091 ),0 0 0 0 0 
~o lti9BO ., 0 0 " 0 
so 14501 ·~ 0 0 0 0 
so l"'bb1 1&2 0 0 0 u 
so 23330 h7 0 0 " 0 
so l't93'.:, 70 0 0 " 0 . 
SD 20b3!lo &8 0 2• 0 0 
SD 4bb!i0 30• 0 373 0 0 
SD l-4'474 JOO 0 0 0 0 
so 3-..026 t.03 o· 0 0 0 
>O 50't-'7 '40 0 lbb 0 " 

NU E::ARNlNGS PARTlC.lPATIUN AC.C.UUNT LiR kl~UlRE.0 RE.5.t.kVE bALj.NU: 

Ml kt:"UJtEO kt::StRVE BALAPIIC.E 

-----------------------------------------------
TN lb710 22b 0 0 0 0 
TN l!i"Ob ,t'.9b 0 0 0 0 
TN 23b7b .,~ 0 0 0 0 
1N )Ull3 bbl 0 0 0 0 . 
'" 7!i~"o 2bl~ 0 0 0 u 
1N l0.373 1% u lObL 0 0 
1N l!i'tl't 3b7 0 0 0 0 . 
1N 2 .. c;,02 ~o, 0 0 0 0 . 
TN JOblO :,Lj 0 11 0 0 . 
1N .t~5>l"i >41 0 0 " 0 . 
TN l.~6'9Ct 319 0 0 0 0 
1N 4iCi!i93 >>l 0 170 0 0 ., 
TN 2._~b't 31> " " 0 . 
TN 1.i.731C> 2!il 1 0 3bl'9 u 0 

NI 
C0 
...::i 
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---- NONMfMDE.R b.lNM.S 8ENH11 TD BANKS C.DVEREO BY KOOlFHO S. 85 ,. ✓ ~'t./1"1 

( 11 (ll (ll "' I >I f< I 
OSb NAHE: LUCAl lON lOtP Vl lC.SH 1977 NL• ,.,. L;H 

kHlbAL HA kU,1bAL UJ-l!>) 

b470-'t-10 UNI TEO bANil( OF C.HATTANOOGA C.HA TT A.NUOGA ,,. 7506.lt l&C/7 0 -~· 0 " b-'t70430 f-lRS.T Tk.UST ANO SAVINGS ~ANKCLAklC.SVILLE lN 43217 .,. 0 103 " 0 
6-'t 7L't40 NOR lt-tf;H.., bANt<. Lf TEl'IINi:!:iSH tLARKSVllLf; lN 0'107-'t 10:,,1:i 0 et• 0 0 
b47v.:.oo tLE:VlLAM1 BAr..t<. ANO 1RUS1 CO tLE-VtLANO ,,. "td!>8 lC..11 0 0 0 0 . 

_ b471H75 F-JkSl CJllZ.d-lS BANK. CL.t:VE:LANO JN 2L!<ib'J lol " " V " 6.C.704E!O ,..f;k(l"A~lS fl.A~ C.LEVE:LANO TN !>llltt 10Lb 0 3~• 0 0 
6470~00 UNJLN PHiPLES BANK CLINHN JN b3l',1t., 1500 0 •• 0 " 6.C. 70~40 "llDLLE:. H:NN£::SStE:. bAN.l< CCJLUM8IA TN 52 l}.b , .. 0 2Y9 0 0 . 
6470549 bAhlK. (Jf PUTNA..'1 CJY {..W,r,,E.VlLLE JN 30524 ~> .. 0 0 0 0 . 
b'-7V~50 CI 1 IZE:.NS BAN11. C.001\1:VlLLI: JN 5'9910 bJ1 0 ~~3 " 0 

__ 8'-lllbQO Flk5.I SJ HK Of C..UVlN.G lCJN LOVINC.TUN JN 2'H95 .l't2 0 • 0 " &1o70bl0 TIPTUN (TY bANI< CUV INC.TON JN 5bb04 "" 0 ,.. u 0 . 
81o7Cb.20 UNIC..N SAVlNl.!) tSANK (lJVlNl.TlJN lN l 7b.C::b '" 0 0 0 0 
blo /0b30 f-RAl'-41<.LlN COUNTY t.1.\NK LUWAN lN 15559 304 0 0 0 0 . 
b47Gb35 CUMbl:RLANLI (lJUf'ITY bAllilK. C.RUS~YILLE: lN 18810 232 0 0 0 0. . 
647Ubb0 Ji:F-FtR5.0N CUVNIY bANK OANI.JtUDuE: JN It,501 2B 0 " 0 0 
b .. 1Db10 OAYlutt BANI(. "'" lkUH CO OAYTUN 1N "t0b!l2. 1.;;o 0 0 " 0 
6 .. 10705 BA.N;;. OF OICl'l5.0N UIC11,,5.0N lN 1"941 250 0 0 0 " b .. 1u730 OlJVl:k Pl:OPLE:5. 61\ AND lR to LllJVl:k 1N 14119 170 0 0 0 u ~ 
81o7071o0 WEAI\LEY C.OUNTY bANI(. UM.E:5.l.ll:N 1N 179&1 30S 0 0 0 " ~ 
blo7U750 l>U(KTuwN bANl(]NC, COMPANY IJUCti. TlJWN JN lYb87 2•• 0 0 0 u 00 
ti,.7u61~ F-lk.5.1 TN t,K [JY t.R58Ukb TN D'l't. .... !)t,URG JN 3~925 ~•o 0 0 0 0 
b470825 C.llY eANK. f.AS l RIOGE TN .C:L!Ol l 2, • 0 " 0 0 
61o7Vb40 CAR lEk C TY " o, H ILAbETHTCNLLl lAtlET HTUN TN 37'illb 1226 0 0 0 " b470ts50 C.l T llE:.N.!1 bANI(. E:.:LllAbETHTlM JN 3 .. 211 1141 0 0 0 0 
b4 7t.9UO llk(.ULN CUlJNTY BANI(. F-AYUH.V ILLE: TN 26867 ~-· 0 0 0 0 
61o7C7U5 PHJl-'LE:.5, ttA~11,. Of- tlo\ VALLEY f-AYUTEYlLLE: lN l4tb58 i'Ub 0 " " 0 
b.c.10~60 WILL1AP1SUN LWhlTY 6AhlK f-kANI\Ll~ TN b.C.014 bSO 0 30S 0 0 
b41U'J,W JA(.l(.!i,L'N (.UU~lY bANK C.AlNE.5cORO JN l 7bl4 ,£.:,,o 0 0 u 0 
647(.191::15 bANi<. CJF GALL Al IN C.ALLAllN T~ 2~0b4 .,. 0 0 0 0 . 
8471031 bANIC.. lJF- C,E1ViANTUWN bl:RMANTU1<11N 1N lC/118 Bb 0 0 0 0 . 
6,.7 1050 bAt"'I\ UF C.UOull: TTSVJLLi: C.OOI.IU:TTSYILLE:. ,,. 41obl6 :::,60 0 301 " 0 
61o710~0 l>kl:E:.f'ld: C..lllJ'H Y uA.NK l>k.U:Nl:.VlLLI: JN b!>lOb 1""" 0 >II 0 " blo1l UO DANI( OF kUANt LUUN1Y HARklf'1AN JN b30?b l.291 0 I,_ 0 0 
&1o7 l lb0 Hk!i-1 S 1A11: uAi'.IJ(. ht.NI.Jl:k!i.UN lN 2.1}.b!> 3bl 0 0 0 0 
b411110 tjA.NI\ (.f Hl:NUtR!i.liNVlLU: nNvt:KSlJNV JLLE TN }',1~}4 3<t) 0 0 0 0 
b471172 Cll Ll.ANI( UF- hl:.NLf;.R5UNVlLLE HtNGl:.k5UNVlLLE JN .:'.ll~ii:2 ,,, 0 0 0 0 
6471190 t-101-lt°"W.t.LO 8Af,I( .... ~o l RUSI co Hv·n~•-UD JN l"t24l llb C 0 0 0 
t!lo7l.d0 Mtktl-1AN1~ STAlE. bANK. HlJ'1bUL01 lN 33971 !it>.( 0 0 0 " b'-71220 HAN"'- Uf.- HUNJl~l.DUN HU'lll lNt.OOf JN 4'-tl7j bOI 0 0 0 u 
B'-t 7 l~bS HRST TN bl( JA.(.K.5LN 1N JAC.rr.SCJN 1N 2b'-tb0 b2S 0 0 (I 0 
64712<,0 UNlLN bANI(. JA/•11:: !i, 101111N 1N 20248 3b< 0 0 0 0 
b-.11 JGO ,..AR lUr-t 1kUST A.NO bANl\lM, co JA~Pl:R lN I(,163</ .,. 0 0 0 0 
041 lJ.20 (.y £. C. IY bl<. uF- (.AMPUELL tlY Jl:LLILO JN 2ob.20 >13 " " " 0 
c."tJl.HO HAMlLlUN bA.1'1'1. Uf- JOHN!.ON C.Y JU1N.)ON CllY JN 91230 ]6lb 0 13',IJ 0 u 
blo1l3!:,3 U~l ltD AME:.RlLAN bi<. IN WA CTYJU1N!i.UN C.11Y TN 9768!> 1558 0 l.t b2 0 0 
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NO~ME:.MBER BANK.S 8ENEF11 TU BANKS COVERED BY MODlflEO S. 85 2/&..t/79 

.. .. 111 t2, 131 i.1 l>I IOI ' "' OSb NAME LOCATlUt-4 lUEP \IL lt!.H 1977 "'" Nt• L'IJ. .. 
0 RU,1bAL HA Rl'-bAL Ut-(5) 

0 
b4ll3b0 FlR!,1 TN BAt'fK. JOf'iESBORU lN Jl..NE:5bORO TN 52b54 143b 0 0 0 0 

~ 0471410 t!TY C. CTY BK Of ROANE:. CTY K.ING~lON TN 21878 57> 0 0 0 0 
"' b471430 HANK Of l'.NOJI.VlLLE KNOJlVlLU: TN 9971~ ll't4 0 207b 0 0 
' "' b't7l't35 CITY C. C.OUNTY bl<. UF KNOX UYK.NOXVILLE TN l't453 10'>7 0 13bts 0 0 

0 b'tl l'tbl flRS.T AME:RIGAN bANK KNOXVILLE TN 'tel39 ••o 0 >s1 0 0 
b't71465 flk~T 1N t:IA~K Kr-.(JJI.VlLLE TN KNOXVILLE TN Bb&O .. 1~70 0 1207 0 0 
b47 l49b UNI TED AMlRlC.AN bK. lN K.N.\VUKNUXV lLLE JN 't31497 1410d 0 4902 0 0 
b47 l't9b VALU:::Y Fl(>H llY BK C. TR C.O KNOXVILLE JN 13.:'.09.:'. lb29 0 3!>•H 0 0 
0471~00 CITIZEN~ bANK LAFAYETTE JN 2198.ft 556 0 0 0 0 
b471S't.!, U.b.l.NLN BA:-.i,r. U:.bANUN TN 't!,"952 lldl 0 0 0 0 
6 .. 71!>52. F-'EUPLES. BA,\t,<. LE:.fiANUN JN 19263 321 0 0 0 " 64 7l s;s bAr.iK OF L(JULJLN C.OUNTY LE:NulR CITY TN 24b63 bll 0 0 0 0 
b4 7l Stsv PC:OF-LES. ANi) lNlUN bANK. U:Wl!:>bURb JN 3Ct!:>27 't2 l 0 0 0 0 
B.i.,71 '>'ilO Cl::NTRA.L S.UH t1ANK LtXHH.,lDN TN 2"",t'.0 >so 0 0 0 0 
64 7 lb'tO UNlCN t,AM A~O TkUST CUHPAl'IY UV l N~S T CJN JN 31957 .,. 0 1;3 0 0 
b47lt,60 !:,A.NI\ (JF l(,iU: no LLRE no TN 1-4119 L60 0 0 0 0 . 
b"tl 1080 fAkME:KS. BAN~ LYNf..HbURG lN lb l 14 lb.l 0 0 0 0 . 
t,4/1690 UNIG~ BA~K MC. 1:."1E:N JN l89b7 }3't 0 0 a 0 NI 
d471700 HC. K.UllllE BAMlNG C.OHPANY HC Kl:.NllE JN 21272 ··~ 0 0 0 0 . ~ 
8't71710 bA/\iK UF MC ltMURE:~VlLLE HC LE:110KES.YllLE lN 19630 •OY 0 0 0 u . ~ 
64717:t.0 CITY bANI( ANO TkUSl CLHPANY MC.MlNNVlLLI: TN ~3551 l!:>13 0 0 u 0 
b't71 l50 BANK Uf HA[HS.ONVlLLE:. MAOl~UNV' llll; lN 3040!:> >10 0 0 0 0 
64 7 l 710 PE.GPU: S BANK ANO lRUS 1 co HANC.Hf:.SltR JN 11309 , .. 0 0 0 0 
13"7171:11.> CllY STAlt BANK MAR I IN JN l.b513 11& u 0 0 0 . 
847llC,,O HARTIN bANK MART Ht JN .:Slb'iO 3.n 0 :,5 0 0 
647luCO BANK OF HAH.YVlLLE HAkYVlLLE JN ll44t8l lt:1,,,l 0 2lb& 0 0 
6,,,11615 CITUE:.NS. bJ.NK. Uf BLOUNT CTY HAH.YVlllE lN .t'.0351 3.l~ 0 0 0 0 
6471835 C.ITY £. CTY bAf'tl( (Jf· UNION CTYHAYNAkDSVllU: JN 20~31 2b3 0 0 0 
8,JlbSO C.QMMt:rH,lAL C. 11'.(;U~lK.lAL bAf.ol<..ML"!PHl!,, JN 1Sb2't3 .Cb44 " 3l..J1 0 
8471805 MEM.F-'HlS. bANK ANU TRUST C.ON~A/11::.MPHlS JN 1982 lts 177'1 0 4~b0 llttb -1 .. 00 
847lb&5 TRI STATE: :Uri<. C.Jf 111:MPHlS. 1'11:Hl-"HlS JN 22330 .,. 0 0 0 0 
8471910 fJ.RME:KS N_(JPLE..~ t\J.Nllrt. MILA.N lN .tbOlb 315 0 0 0 0 
64719.ltJ MILAN 8ANKINC. (.tJMPANY MILA.N JN 22312 310 0 0 0 0 . 
b47 l950 BANK OF C.0.'"!Mt.k(.t M(JRklS.TOWN JN Sb332 121~ II 11> 0 0 
6471952 flf-..!>1 1N bK 1"10f-..k.1S.10MN TN MORKlSlUWl't lN 2(1)4't !,)') 0 0 u 0 
b47 l9b0 HAMIL JUN bA/ltK OF- .. .OkklSlO'IIIN MORkl~TUWN JN 3b!>bO ll95 0 II 0 0 
64 7 l 'ib5 UNTO S, Tt1E:.RN &it. UF. MUFI.RlS, TOWNMLRR lS lOWN TN 16~22 4tle3 0 0 0 0 . 
6"71990 fAkMEitS !.lAll:: bANI'. MLUNTA.lN CITY lN .C:482tl ,oo 0 0 0 0 . 
0472000 BANI<. (IF MUUl'-iT JULHl MUJNT JULlE.T JN 149b't ,o, 0 0 0 0 
64720~5 Cll JlE:NS C.t"11RAL bANK MURfkl:ESbOkO JN 22510 '21 0 0 0 0 . 
b47i040 1'1Ukf,kE:.l:SbUKU bit. AND lk C.0 MUkfktESbukO JN 81517 ltlb't 0 1030 0 0 
641,0'il"' NASt1VlLLE (.11¥ ~K £. lk CO NASHVILLE 1" 130.('.08 ,02 0 3465 3!>~ -:,,~., 
847.::110 SEC.Ul.l.lTY STAii: t,AM<. Nl:W~E:RN lN 16783 275 0 0 0 0 . 
b41ll20 Ml::RC.HANTS ANO PLANTl:.RS BANK NlWYURT JN 35118 791 " 0 0 0 . 
b47iuo Cllllf:."(S BA~K N~W lAZEWE:.lL JN 33438 '"' 0 0 II 0 
b't 7,165 bMtK. Of OAK R.l [IGC. UA.K. RIDGE JN 57991 .,. 0 ~10 0 0 . 
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N.llN"!U18tR BANKS MNEFlT TO SAN.KS tOVER£D BY MODIFIED S. 8~ l./l.2/79 

11 l 121 131 .. , .~, .. , 
OSB NAME lOLAllON TDEP VL TCSH 1911 NlW Nlw l;J.F 

REOBAL EPA Rl"i:,AL Ill-I~ I 

••72190 FIRST TRUST ANO SAVINGS BANKONEIOA TN 23bH 308 0 0 0 0 . 
8472220 COMMERC.IAL BANK ANO TRUST ClJPARJS TN 5'.i::t.07 10• 0 ••• 0 0 • 
6-\10:.230 FIR.ST TRUST &. SVGS bANK PAR!~ TN 283b0 •Ol 0 0 0 0 . 
847.£240 FAkMERS BANK PAk~ONS TN 19905, 264 0 0 0 " . 
b4 7 £2b0 fARf'IERS bAN."' PlJRlLANiQ TN 2!>~07 7S9 0 0 0 0 . 
b472.;)00 UNluN BANK i'ULASKl TN 42b'i18 ••• 0 0 0 0 . 
047.2320 MAC.Lit IUNK ANO TRUST to RtD 8UIL1NG SPR TN 301.,,'t 301 0 0 0 0 
8't7.l.3't0 SANK OF RIPLEY KIP LEY TN 29!>90 l.bl 0 29 0 0 
8't723~0 FARMErlS UNION bANM, RIPLEY rn l.'tlOO 310 0 0 0 0 
6't7,'38C, C.ITIU,..S UNlCiN bANK F.[.(.t:.RSVl Ll. E TN bO'tlO 11~7 0 •lo 0 0 
647.£.38!> CITY t. CTY bK Uf HAWKINS ClYklJG.tH.SVlLLE TN .l'tl'i9 . .,., 0 0 0 0 
0,.72'tl0 C.ll BK t. 1~ (..0 Of C,,RNGlt C.TY RIJTU:[JC,,f TN 207t,4 ~•1 0 0 0 0 
8472't40 Cl 1 JlENS SA~K SAVANNAH TN 17330 270 0 0 0 0 
8'-7247U SELMER bANI<. ANO TRU~T co SE:Lf'IEk TN 2'toOS ••9 0 0 0 0 
b472A,ti0 BA,..K Of SE:VltRVlLLE St.VH.kVlLU. TN 3o-;.bO ~09 0 0 0 0 
04124~0 St:.VHH. COUNTY bAhK Sl:VHRVlLLt: TN 2'ilB30 310 0 0 0 0 
&4725,10 SA.NI\ OF SH4RCN 5.HAkON TN 13~4" 1~• 0 0 0 0 
O't7"515 BELIFORD COUNTY bANI( SHtltsYVJLLE TN 147.::~ .,. 0 0 0 0 
b4li540 Fl RSl C-ENTI\AL bANI( ~Ml 1 HYIL LE TN 15lb2 118 0 0 0 0 c.o 
841 L 5 70 SOMl:R'w' lllt: BANK ANO TkU~ T CO~LHt:kVlLLt: TN 2bb&o 310 0 0 0 0 . g 
C>47258U f-IR~l bAf'~I( OF MAklON LlY SWIH Pl lUtHIRG TN ~2b1't ~o• 0 0 0 0 . 
O'tl.c:boO SWl::HWAHR VALLt:Y 8At.K ~wtE::TwAlt:R TN 3't~9~ 19b 0 0 0 0 
blt1.l.b1U l.LA180H.NE CUUNTY bAfrf.K tAlt:.WELL TN 23'tt,'t 29• 0 0 0 0 . 
847.t730 bA'li<. OF tRENlON t TkUST CO lkENlUN TN l~b.28 200 0 0 0 0 
847,d.,OO FAR.ME:ltS t:XCt-tANC,f: bANK UNlLN CITY n, 3~0b7 bO'f 0 0 0 0 . 
b47L850 Cll UH•S BANK. Uf- WA'HRLY WAVt.kLY TN 233~1 '-2!> 0 ~ 0 0 . 
b'i7,d!b0 ~AN!(. OF WAYktSBORO kAY~t.SBORO TN lb332 .,, 0 0 0 0 . 
047291;)0 C.llY ANO C.TY BK ,fJF JEFF CTY' WHITE: PINE: TN l40&b ~-· 0 0 0 0 . 
b't729it0 t,ANI\ OF CU"ll'lt:.kCE: tllJOUblJR.Y TN 30()~5 010 0 0 0 0 . 

uF 13~ SAM<.S AFFl:.CTEO IN SlATl: 90 HAVE NO E:.ARNINGS PARllClPATION ACCOuNl OR REwUI klO RESERVE 8AL,t.NCt 
3> HAVE N'J kl:WUREO RE:.SE:H.Vf: BALANC.E 

11480015 BANK OF C0/1'11:RC.~ ABILENE TX 34-391 391 0 0 0 0 
1148U037 ADDlS(IN STATE bANK A~Ol~ON TX 21705 1.£0 0 0 0 0 
ll"-60040 ALAM() ~ANK Of- H:.XAS ALA110 TX 24791 237 0 0 0 0 
ll4'300b8 BANK UF SUUTH H:XAS ALICE TX 80139 oo• 0 1"91 0 0 
ll46C.l20 ALVIl'-6 ST~TE bANK ALY .lN TX 5,3045 703 0 ~•1 0 0 
114001~~ BAIi.i"- OF lHE SOUlHWESl AMARILLO TX 3tiob0 ~·9 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4t80lb7 "60klh S.lAlt BANK Ar-.AklLLO TX 31102 3bl 0 0 0 0 . 
ll"-80180 SECURllY STATf BANK ANAHUAC TX Ub90 2l'f 0 0 0 0 
ll't80200 Atte,.u:TON BANK OF- C.0"11E.RCE A.NGLi:TON 1X 2'44b~ 2b9 0 13 0 0 
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-·---- NOOMENBf.R. BANKS BUU:.flT to bANKS to"E:REO bY" MOOlfll:IJ s. 8?, 2./22/79 

Ill 121 131 , .. 151 lbl 
0~8 NAME LOC.ATlUN TOEP \IL lC.SH 1911 NEW NEW "" kEl.16AL HA Rl:.QbA.L l..~l-l~ I 

ll"ib02"tl FIRS.T STATE BANK ARANSAS PASS TX 25102 521 0 0 0 0 . 
1148025'3 ARl.lN~llJN BANK. Of- C.OMHt:RC..E A.kl lNblON TX 35-371 511 0 0 0 0 . 
ll.C.50~51t- Akllf-tbTON BANK. t. TRUSl AkllNC.lON TX l.30b79 1133 0 't2b9 0 0 
ll 4tlU345 8ANX. OF- AUS 1 JN AUST lN TX 5,.lt993 1"5 0 ••• 0 0 . 

___ ll-'tb0.373 NOR.TH AUSllN STATE. DANK. AUS 1 lN TX bl1bl 1810 0 3b 0 0 
1146037!, ltXAS !>TATE: bANI<. AUS TIN TX bb4b3 ,,, 0 209b 0 0 
ll°'Jb037b TRAVIS bAN~ ANO TRUST AUST lN TX 19b'tl ,ao 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4B037ts LfU\/ERSl TY SU, lt: bANK AUSTIN TX i~b5l .. ., .. 0 C. 0 . 
ll.1t6039S Al.LE. STATE bAN~ Allt" TX lb'170 335 0 " 0 0 . 
1141:!C·!:iOO bA'Y C.llY 6AN~ AN(J TllUSl to BAY C. lTY TX ltlbbts 31• 0 .... 0 0 . 
ll4EL52\J Pf;Uf'U.S SlAH 8At-,iK. bAYlUWN TX 343b6 ... 0 0 0 0 . 
ll"-bV!:135 Bt"Ali~ONl SUH t;U,~K t:ltAliHl..hl Tx ~7!:io3b •5• 0 11'1'9 0 0 . 
ll480S3b Ct:NlkAL BANlli. BtAUMUH h 1~5b0 279 0 0 0 0 • 
11480545' LAMAR STAIE: BANK tsl:AUHl.lNT TX 20bllt , .. 0 0 0 0 . 
ll"-bO:tSO TE.XAS CAN!'\ Of tif.AUl"UNT tst.AUMlJNl TX 20~ .... 211 0 0 0 0 . 
ll.1tBV5Sti FlRSl S,lAH:: bANK. bE.LJt--OkO TX 21b9b .. 12 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4607blJ 61.JE:l<.Nt. ST.All:. BAhK. bUE:KNl: tx lti20ta 2bb 0 0 0 u • 
ll"-bV7b0 BONhA'4 SlAk BANI\ til.JNHAH JX .,078.l 1•• 0 ~· 0 0 . 
ll480b00 FIRST BANK. 4. TKUST to BUOKtR tx 28.:t82 •• 0 " " 0 • <» 
11480810 PAfliHA.NDLE: t:SANI( 4 TRUS.T to bOl<Gl:R tx 5223!, bH 0 "3l 0 u 0 
ll ... ~0830 CUNTlNENTAL SlATE BANK bf.tYU TX l'J267 212 0 0 0 0 . .... 
ll"'if:1(19,o WASttlNbTON CUJNlY SlATE-. 8ANC.bRE:NHA'1: TX 33,.~2 ;31 0 70 0 0 . 

__ ll,.00'160 8F..Gr<iNFlE.LLt S.1 bK. fa JR ca bkUwNflE.LO Tll 353.30 •3• 0 lo 0 0 . 
1141:d0«'.5 ~UUlH"E.Sl SIATt; BANK 6ROWNW000 TX 2bl&O 213 0 ~ 0 0 . 
ll4l310.:,5 fl~H BK C.. lR ~YkAN TX BkYAN TX b~3<.t6 13~.C:: 0 100 0 0 . 
ll,.&1100 FARMERS ANO HE:RCkANTS STAIE SURLES.ON TX 2062b 19b 0 0 C. 0 . 
11481110 flRS.1 STAIE BANK. Bl.lR~ET TX ~1011 lti4 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4&l.C:6!J liALLAS COUNTY STATE: bANK C.ARk(Jll TON TX 'tS.C::43 1015, 0 0 0 0 • 
ll~dl-'bB FJRST BANI<. &. TH.Us.1 (. AR ROLL 1 ON TX 19b60 341 0 0 " 0 . 
11"981280 flkST STATE bANK 4 TRU::t.T C.O C.ARTHAGt: TX 29169 3'5 0 (I 0 0 . 
ll'-~l3Hl fARME:RS STATl: bANK U.NTE.k TX -~115 90~ 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4bl.335 CHM.NE:LVH::W i,ANK l.HANNE.LVIE.W TX 3b3~4 lObl 0 0 0 0 . 
ll'>bl!>38 CLt:VtLA"dJ BAl'iK. r. lRUSl C.LE:VtlANl> TX z3c,4~ 397 (I 0 0 0 . 
11481540 fARMtkS STATE: bA~tl. C.U:Vt.LAHO lX 27!:iOtl 31& 0 0 0 0 
llJ.a~J5bO Cllf-lLJN BANK. tLl f- TON IX o!:5010 l.~ts 0 u 0 0 
ll.C.bl5ti!> flkST STATE bANK CLUTE TX lo52!> ... 0 0 0 0 
11461570 C.OLl::MAN BANK. C.Llt.HAN TX 21.C.73 111 0 (I 0 0 . 
ll48 l!>83 SAt-.iti.. ()I- A & M tOLLH,E STAllON Tx 3bt:139 _,. 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4blt..3U FlkST 51-TAlE fl:ANK LLLUHbUS TX 2'tb0l -~3 0 0 0 0 . 
ll48le»80 HC.UklTY STAIE bANK C.UHMEkCE n 19630 lJb 0 0 (I 0 . 
11-,Ulbtt.2 Alllf.0 C.ON~OE bANK. C.CINkOt: TX b3£t,~ 5~~ 0 13:>t> 0 0 . 
11«.bl 722 C.llVE: STATE: bANK C.UPPE:RAS ClJVE TX ?3517 21b 0 (I 0 0 . 
1l4fll72~ C.Tl ST bK UF CuRPUS C.HR.l~Tl C-l.lRPUS (.HIU!.ll TX 99199 l""" 0 23.C.(: 0 0 
ll4bl l.1t5 1S1 Sl bl(. OF CllkPU~ CHRl~ll tlJRPU!» C.HRl!»ll TX !>203!> S3b 0 51Y 0 0 . 
ll4bl749 PAF\K.OALE: STAlt: &A.HK U•RPU~ tHRl~Tl TX ~l'.142 ,o, 0 10~ 0 0 
llit&lb60 Cic.0::t.bY !I.TATE bAM<. (.kO:iobY TX lb329 20, 0 0 0 0 
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N.UNME11EsE. R SANKS &l:NEFl T TO bANl<.S COVERED BY MUDlFlE.0 ~. 85, 'it.lt..t../7" 

Ill 12) (3) i'l C ,1 lo I 
OSB NAME LOCAllON lO~P VL lt~H 1,11 New Ne• CH 

kL"bAL HA Kl1i1bAL Dl-t!d 

11481920 FARMl.:RS ST BK. E. lR CO CUtRO TX 16933 2t..9 0 0 0 0 . 
114& l'JSO CITIZENS STATE BK OF OALHARllJALHARl ,. ,122~ 4., 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4bl<Jt,8 BANK OF H:XA!,, OALLA~ TX 2 !,t,C>t> .,. 0 0 0 0 
ll49l9t,9 EsANK OF DALLAS DALLAS. Tx ~ti42 l »o 0 '14 0 0 
11461970 A~EklC AN bl{ C TR to liALLAS- TX ci!,782 &II 0 II Ol 0 0 
ll4tl918 CAPITAL bA.NI'. liALLAS TX 2.jb8~ ~- 0 0 0 0 
1148199!> DALLAS bANK • TRUST to UAL LAS TX 3!,bfi:l 193 0 0 0 0 
114b l<:,98 l,AllAS. JNlt.kNA T Jl.1NAL bANK I.JAL LAS. Tx 'jl(J_j1~ !,~-- 0 2~2:C> 0 0 
ll4~.c.G03 EAS.1 DALLAS bA~K. VALLA~ Tx 33'it.47 271 0 ,1 0 0 
11 .. e-.:'.011 fl kS.T tl TllENS bANK. DALLAS. TX 50397 "" 0 "'" 0 C 
114:.iUlb F lk.~1 C.UNl lNEN TAL BANK UAL LAS TX 22U94 2.~l 0 0 0 0 
1141:'2030 C.,kANt> AVt:.NUE bANK UAL LAS 1X !>9736 SH 0 ,oo 0 0 
ll4&t..03~ C:.kE.t:.NVlLLE AVE. EIANK &. lRUS. 1 DAL LAS TX 5,9b!,7 792 0 •'3 0 0 
ll-1td£03& LoROVE: !.TATE 8.t.NK DALLAS Tx .::ulb2 3"0 0 0 0 0 
ll4820<tl LlJARANTY t;A.NK OALLA~ TX 7it03.3 ,11 0 700 0 0 
ll4bl0~0 L.o:.t:.wuoo BANK G TRU5,1 CO OALLAS. TX 13~.:'.C,9 990 0 31:SSO 3>b -::u~ 
ll4ditC...7~ M.!:.K(.HANTS St All hANK IJALLAS TX 7Ul 7t:J !lib 0 930 0 0 
l146.?CJ7b Ml:-lRO bANK UF- OALLAS OALLA!i. Tx 2303b .. 21 0 0 0 0 
ll4bdJ8l NlJKTH DALLAS Bl\ (. TR to DALLAS. TX 8 7'flY 1181:S 0 2 .. b!> 0 u 

~ ll-4b-L0b3 OAI'!.. Cllf-f- BANK ANO 1 kUST CU OAL LAS Tx 13113b 2707 0 30(12 C, 0 0 
ll<t82084 PARK C.lllES •• A.NU lR CO Cl AL LAS lX 7003~ w, 0 Jbt.l 0 0 N) 
ll4b-£oc;.Q PRE. S.lUN 5, 1Al E UANK CALLAS TX 20!,0bl 2013 0 !,l lb l!>!,O -! ~~') 
ll4ti2111 Tt.XA~ AH UAr,..,.K UALLAS NC.IKTH UAL LAS TX l4lb9.£ 1.::.s1 0 .. !,lb 0 0 
ll<tb2ll9 VAllt.Y VllM b.t.f-lK UAL LAS lx 3~4(Jb 390 0 I» 0 0 
ll4t.:'.124 W~l TE: ROCIC. BANI(. OF UALLA~ CIALLA5. lx 3b383 >19 0 1'4 a 0 
11.t,t!..'l..'7 WYf.l~,t,muu ~ANK & TRl.15, 1 UALLA!i. TX 30!,1.l ,., C, C, a 0 
ll.t,B2l';J0 DA. Y HJN !:. lATt. bANK OA.YJON TX L.410" 509 0 0 0 
l14bd 7S ALL HU OHR PAl-l.K bANr.. DH.K P.t.RK h 3b!,1l tilt> 0 0 0 0 
ll4c-db0 ~ 1 A TE:. (JANI\ Ot:. X.ALb TX l IVJ4 lb7 0 0 0 t 
ll-'1bt..20U Cll RlU t;ANI'. ANO TRUS.1 co DtL RIO 1X 410.:'.C> 6b4 0 C, a 
ll-1tt.::,~U F-lkSl S.TAlE bAN!'.. lit.NlON Tx b'1(J't!, 51• 0 2~b 1 C 0 
ll4b~'.:'.!,3 UNlVtRS.lTY !,TATE t:iANK Ut."11Llli TX J 7~bl 5,,£ 0 a 0 0 
J14~;;:,'.':>':> YU AK.UM C.WNT Y S. lAlE dANK. OUiVtk C.lTY Tx ll~4,,_. loO 0 0 0 
ll4bd·7~ (;f: ~UTU Sl4H: t,1'~,C,, "' '.)LTU TX 1<;97~ ,o, 0 0 0 0 

ll-!ot'-.£300 C.I11.lLNS ~TA Tl:: t.At,u<. UlCfl..l~S.UN l' ~34t>b '" 0 I a 0 
1141::!L.j . .)O f-lR::»t ~TAlt bAM<. lJH1Ml 11 TX .j)Q7~ ,., 0 l.tl 0 0 
ll4b.(42() ll:'-ill.J't !>TATc. bANlf. l:AS 1 tstkNAklJ TX 2 l!,5,7 1>2 0 0 0 C 
ll4h(..,71J flf...~1 SlAlc BAP<il\ (. lkUST CO t:lJlNl:)l.JK.U IX b..:.:'.Cit bbl 0 l.H,_, a 0 

ll4oL47~ F-JkST bAN"- (J~ t;ONA Elf<• Tx l lV~4 it:.i::~ 0 a 0 0 

ll4b.:-lt~O JA(fl..S.LN 1..C.UNTY SlAfl:: bANI\ E[,NA TX '"'-'101 1% " 0 0 " ll<tt..:4~0 Cu~~tr1.C.lAL ~lAH. bAN"- EL lAl'IPU TX "'bt>~!, 342 0 .. , 0 0 
li4~L5!d AME:FdCAN bAf'tl!.. Of Cl)1'11'1E:RC.E: H PASO TX "tb.:'.30 33't 0 bu~ 0 0 
ll4c..:55d COF--Gh.AOU STA.Tl::. ...... cl t-'ASO Tx L<,2.lb 30, 0 0 0 0 
ll4tl.:'5b.3 FlkST S 1 ATE bAN!(,, H PASO TX 4 l lbl 447 0 l1t> 0 0 

ll48.:'.b30 E.rtNIS ~lATE BANK. lNNIS 1X lb 123 2~1 0 0 0 0 
ll4&.(b70 FAltU·lEL(; STATt:. bANI( FAlRF- lELO TX lb.:'.55 13'1 0 0 0 0 
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NDNkl:M6t:Ft. BANKS BENi::Flt TO BANKS C.OVl:.RED BY HODIFIC.ll S • . , i/t.211'1 

111 Ill 13) ,., (>) lol 
o~• NA.ME LOCA.TlUN Tl>Ef' Vl TCSH 1971 "'" N>W 010 

RLW8AL HA fU.Wt.1A.L ,_, J-l ~) 

ll4b2b-'1'5 C.ENTR.U BAl'•OC A.ND TRU!»T to fA.RHEk.S BRANCH TX !>946b >11 0 9•J 0 0 
ll4e"SLO ncos COUNTY' !,TATE: bA.N,r. fl.JRl SlU(KlUN TX 2tii:'.Ll ,., 0 0 0 0 
ll4bib25 DANI". Uf. Cl:MMtkC.t FIJl<T wOklH TX 53318 •t• 0 1054'. 0 0 
ll4t:i"e.:e, bM1K Uf. FURT MURTH fLRl WUH.lH TX "llts79 007 0 .t:~B_, 0 0 
1146,'.827 C.Li'clk.A.l ~A.!'ii'.. A.NV lRUSl H.o<T WURlH TX l 14'10 1v1 0 13 )I 0 0 
ll<tb.tb70 P..OfdH Fukl W~ Tl-t bANK H,RT lrol.JkTH Tx b50bCt 11• 0 b76 0 0 
ll4/;lLo73 klLGLl:.A. ~ANK H1RT WOF<lH Tx '13~40 l0J0 0 2CIOV 0 0 
ll'-oL874 SE;CL/Rl h STA.Tl:. &A.NI( f"L"R 1 WUKTH TX 30bl't ... 0 0 0 0 . 
lli.o:.:Ltl7~ RlVl:.k:>lCiE SIAll:. BANK. f<J< T WUklH TX 6094~ •21 0 J5c,7 0 0 
ll<tt<its7b SOUTHWl::!,T BANK FU< T WOkTH Tx 3b 799 , .. 0 I< 0 0 • 
ll-.e2&77 SE:'1JhAkY STATE UAN.K. H!RI !oiUh.lH TX .:H54U bll 0 0 0 0 . 
ll<tt,til<.JO lX (LM~ERCE BANK OF Fl WCR1Hfl.R1 MLIRlH TX Sbl94 llYft 0 , .. 0 0 
ll4bt'.b'1) UNlVbi!.lTY bANK H1H.l WURTH TX 11"13b ••• 0 171,; 0 0 
ll48t"iC.U !>EC.t.Jkll't !>UH f:IK A~D TH. f"kEl.JCKltl(StiURb Tx l2"i11 13V 0 0 0 0 
ll'tt-.:'7C.5 bkALU::.PuRT DANK. (Jf HXAS f-RU.PURI TX 3li4l ••o 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4o.£',,bU FR H,NA !,l ATE:: BANK f.RJ UNA Tx ib101 207 () 0 0 0 . 
ll'-'U5'b0 flR.S 1 !:. TATE bAl'-tl\ C...U~l:!:.'v'lLLI: TA 33btH1 740 u 0 0 0 
ll4otd0b0 (lllHtt!, !,TA TE bANl< bANAfJ(J Tx L34',14 171 0 0 0 0 ~ 
11 .. o;co~ C.ARLMW bA"-1.<. C. TRL;S T CLJ LARLANO TX 3.i::06b 39> 0 •• 0 0 . 0 
ll4tdCe8 H~AS CUMMERCI: bANK-l:,ARLANU l.Al-l.LANO TX 2203ft ,., 0 0 0 0 . ~ 
ll'tc<)G'"1D l,.UA.RANl't OM.II". ANU TkU::.T ca GAi E:!,VJLLE TX 183-48 ,., 0 0 0 0 • 
11453110 C.lLNS Sl b< lJf. C.EORbE:lUWN LEOH.C.E:lUMN TX 22769 21C 0 0 0 0 
ll4tL3L00 Ml LL!:. C.LJUNTY ST ATE: bANK {.(JLQH-,WAllE: TX t.5234 10• 0 ;o 0 0 
ll'tb .. .D30 (,?.A~D P;.{ArnH !:.TATE: BANI< GKANO PH.AlRlE TX 51'/b~ ,.1 0 906 0 0 
ll "td.DEH, A"'ll: IUC.AN bAf'.t1' OF LUMMtkC.E:. GRAPl:.VlNf: l X 17490 131 0 0 0 0 . 
1140:,-.us C.UL(JN]AL BANK t..RU:NVlLLE: l X 1'1520 213 0 0 0 0 • 
lli.ob~l.o.i:u fA.Kt•H:.KS ~l o< Uf- GkUE:..!:.c,t:.C.K Lfi.Ut.!>~f:C.K Tx lbti.24 101 0 0 0 0 
ll4b,j<t;i~ n1--.::.1 BANK ANO 1-....ust bkOVE S TX 4ti54:'.b 1111 0 0 0 0 
ll4c3't'1'':> MAL TUM C.llY SlAH: l:iAN.K. HALlUM C.llY TX .. s-53'1 . ., 0 3~• 0 0 
ll-.b.>~b2 ~.H,llNt.tN SlATt bANi< HAl{L lNl:ol:N TX lb~3) ,,. 0 0 0 0 
ll<tc:s3'.:17-' C.HA~PIUNS 6A,NK HARRIS C.OUNTY TX 'tS~21 bb~ 0 HO 0 0 
ll4t!3~7<t C. YPH~5, (j.A.i'(II. HARK!!:, C.lY TX 19413 '28 0 0 0 0 
l l'ib3~thJ f-A.k"1ERS ST A. IE ~ANK. HAR 1 TX }tj94b l~b 0 0 0 0 
ll4tub8~ HEkl:.fUKD STA.TE ••«< HtkE FOklJ TX 2:60~0 2>7 () " 0 0 . 
ll'tti.J7'..o':> fJRS.1 S IATE t,AN.K Hl IC.NC.OCK TX l '1493 281 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4b3778 ALLIED bANI( LF lf:1,.A.S. HLU!:, TUN TX bbt,401 614~ 0 ~4'10 207bb -l01tc. 
ll<ttJ3779 ALLIED Mt"10RJAL B.ANI( HW!,l(JN TX 7b3C4 b"1 0 lJVl 0 0 
11 'io 3 fol AlllEO F-AIRd•N~S. BANI(. HLU!:.. tc,,i. TX l1jb1 ,.. 0 0 0 0 
ll4o.Hc4 Alt\LlNt C.O~ME:RC.t 8A~X. HW!,10'-i TX l09b99 101 l 0 .t:717 •• -1.o: 
1148.HBt> BANI\ Of' ALME(,,A. HUUS.TON TX .2ti~40 >30 0 0 0 0 
ll4c! 37d7 All H.O A11ErUCA.N bMiK HWS,1(1-1 TA 74094 ,SI 0 lb00 0 0 
ll483h!> (.Ht;Hl(AL bANI( • TKUST C.O hiJUS. TUN TX 64903 •o• 0 1340 0 0 
ll4!::J7'18 btl TWAY bAfl.l(. HWS.TuN TX 2o2bd 2)3 0 0 0 0 
ll4t:~d0.! CULUN C.lNH.R 6ANI<. €. TRU!)l HW~ HIN Tx 2!>l!>bl 900 0 ~l!d 3H7 -3Hl 
ll4d38C.'J C.OMMl;:k(.lAL S,lATI:. BANK. HUUS TUN TX ;:l472b ••• 0 0 0 0 
1141:UbV~ EAS 1 END HAit bAM<, HW.::.TON TX 87187 ••o 0 l8ti~ 0 0 
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PU.JN.Mf:'18£:;R 8ANKS Bf.Nl:flT TO bANK.S C.OVl::.Rl:O tlY HOOlfll:0 S. 85 "l./C2/79 

(11 U) (31 1,1 ( ,, l el 
DS8 NAIIE LOCATION 111,P YL lC.~H 1971 Nl• Nl• ulf 

kl:.QbAL HA Mt.\loAL (.) J-{ ~ J 

ll4tB808 FANNIN SANK ttWS.TUN lX .C4lblt0 971 0 5109 ~Ob -;,'1u, 
ll4fl.j8lU FIDELITY BA.NK AND TRU!l.1 CO HLUSTI..N 1X 22717 ,-3 0 0 0 0 • 
ll4tLHl ll FlkSl (.llY Bl<.-A.LMEDA <.,l:,11.iQA. HOU!lolON lX Z 1!>7't !J.:',. 0 t, 0 0 . 
ll"t8.,tH3 FlRH bo\NK HUU~TUN 1X 291lt, ;,~c 0 0 0 0 

_ ll4d3c,17 flRSl Cl TY l:Sl(-(,ULFGATl:. M,u;1u~ ,. 002(17 1010 0 ••o 0 0 . 
ll"'o-"tllb 1ST CITY f),C. OF HlGHLA.k[J 'i'LC,E.HWSTVN lX 'tb7"b ,,. 0 ,,, 0 0 . 
11483819 FIRST ClTY BK OF NOkTHLlNE: hOUSlON TX ~ 11:127 '" 0 0 0 0 . 
ll"td3:S21 FQ111.L,RtN SLIUH•W~Sl t,ANN. HWSlUN TX lti~71 2>• 0 0 0 0 
ll4bJb23 F-lRSl 5.TATE BC.TC. OF HOU!)JON hWSTo,t lX !>Blb7 ••• 0 t,)9 0 0 . 
11'1i83826 GkEtN.,fA.Y liANK M,iU TRUST hllUSTON lX 6!>011 lOJ~ 0 14.j.: 0 0 . 
ll't83d~7 C.ALU.,UA. BA'iK HUJ~ TLH lX ~01.(0 10, 0 .. , 0 0 . 
ll"'d-'826 <.RE:A.T Sl.,UhU:kN BANI<. hUJ:ioTUN 1A 4!1ob47 Oo> 0 0 0 0 . 
11483829 GUARDIAN bAkK OF HOUSlUN 1-iWSTl.lf TX 2':i.447 018 0 0 0 0 . 
lli.d • .,d32 Gkll:.N:>POlNT liA.NK HW!,JLJN; TX 2'tt.79 ..... 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4SJt!3S flk.S.T C.llY 8K Of- CLEAR LAK~ t-tW~lUP\I IX 2U4S9 ,1, 0 0 0 0 . 
l14tl .J840 HARRI SbURG t,A.'H<. hOlJSTUN TX 07&61 ... 0 110.:t, 0 0 

_ ll4t1:>B42 Ck.EATER ,-.uusTON bA.NK hOJSTCJN TX l8Slb '"' 0 20b9 0 0 
ll'o8jU~(I HEH,hTS STAT~ bANK HWSluN TX 9i906 lti:;o 0 l3t,ti 0 0 
ll"tb3b79 LlEJtRTY bA.NK HLAJ!,l(,1N lX 22204 2~2 0 u • 0 ~ 
ll4t:Ub80 lf,tOIJ~TRIAl SJ BK OF HOlJ~lON HCAJ~TON TA ll'IS9 2149 0 2SO 0 0 ~ 1148 .,l:IB't ME: RC.ANT I LI: BANI<. OF HOUSTON HlJUSTUti TX 64070 .. ,. 0 137~ 0 0 

' ll4b3bl:lb MAIN bANK OF HOUSlU~ hWSTON lX 65946 ti Sb 0 819 0 0 
ll'ot)Cb7 Mt:.UlC.-.L C.tt.lTER SAN,<. hUU!,TON HUU!l.TUN lX b'72S 30S 0 U9S 0 0 . 
114&.:>:,'11 HE:kC.HANTS PARK. 8Af"t,C. hWS.TON lX 34262 .. , .. 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4t1)8'i2 ME:YE:RLA.NO 6A.NI<. HW::aluN lX 3l3l l ll!J 0 13' 0 0 . 
ll'ol:l)d9ft PE.OPLES bo\NK hOO!,TON 1X 27501 lb4 0 u 0 0 . 
ll4tL,-,OO hOk TH.,ff:ST BA.l'tK. A.NO lRUST h\JUS.lON lX 54240 ,,, 0 109" o. 0 • 
ll.i.t,)901 ""OklH!)HURE bANK HUUS.TON lX L)l9l !>28 0 0 0 0 .. 
ll'tb390.J NOk ltt SIOE. bANI<. HlJU5TlJN lX U"tl81 ll07 0 1744 0 0 
ll48.J904 OAI<. FORE:s.1 SANK HWSTUl'i TX 47~80 1.:-:,4 0 0 0 0 • 
ll'-f'-'QOS PORT C.IJY SJAlt ElANK HLU~TUN ,. 't3CSl '40 0 lb• 0 0 . 
1141:!)~0C> RE:AC..AN (OH'1t.kC.E: 1:14Nt\. HOUSTUI 1X 197336 111 0 460i 

""' 1.: 
-2't7t. 

ll4b3C,,07 PINc.M[Jk] ~A.NK HUU~ H.JN lX 3t!lo!lo,;J i:'#0 0 .. ~ 0 . 
ll'--'?340f RJVlK OAII..~ dAP'U. AND. lRUST WHCnJSTON lX ll-'b3b ~b2 0 3b£b 0 0 
ll't8.3il0 kl:.P~llC. 5.h.H. bAM HClJS TCN lX .t.OlbU ,01 0 0 0 0 . 
ll'-d3'fl2 PIJST UA.K b4NK HWS.llJN lX b0428 70S 0 llb1 0 0 . 
11463'116 SUUTktAST CU-"Ml:.RC.E SANK HUUS llJN TX ltt27t. 1>9 u 0 0 0 
ll4b39£0 SOUTH MAIN tU.NIC. HUJS TlJN TX 9bBl~ , .. 0 2997 0 0 
ll4ti..1'#22 SPRlNG ~RANC.H BA.kK HU.JS TU'f lX 117<77 11::,~ 0 i:19b 0 0 
ll-.oj~24 TE:.XAS ttK. L I k C.O OF HUUS TON HUUS JON TX 27£4.l ~,. 0 " 0 0 
11 .. 03921 TEXAS C.LHMt:RU: P'I.E:OlC.A.L l:IA.NK. t1L.UST{fi TX ~b31Z •1• 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4f:lj~.i2 10~:'1 C. COU~TkY bAM. HW~TUN lX lt!ioObb >•3 0 3d 0 0 . 
ll"ttt.3-.!io!lo UNIUN tMNK Of- hOUSTUN HWSTON lX 5,67~4 -'ll 0 llY!io 0 0 • 
ll'ob39b0 UN!\11:R~llY STAH: ttANK hOU~TON lx b9l25o .. ,. 0 li:'#IS 0 0 . 
l l4t8 3C,,t,~ •t ~ TC.RN 6ANIC. t1W~TON lX l2!lob47 bl& 0 301;0 ~1 -S7 
ll4f'~f.11V f-lkST Cl TY ~K Of hUMhLE: HI.Mblt lX 32485, ,11 0 0 0 0 . 
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NONMEMBER BANKS bE:NE:Fll TO bANKS. 1..0't't:kE:.D bY flllOOlFlE:O ~. 85> l/22./79 

111 121 131 ,., 151 lel 
DSB NAME LOCATION lOEP YLT(.SH 1971 NtW Ntw uJF 

RtQHAL. >PA Rbi,bAL 131-151 

114B4072 AMtRlC.AN EIANI(. lRYlNG TX 210~3 266 0 0 0 " . 
11 .. 1:1 .. oeo lRYlNC. 6AM. ANO 1RU5,1 C.O lRYINC. lX 114363 >oO 0 3Sb2 ;oo -,c,o 
ll4~H0b~ S.UUTh',fE~l ilAt.K I.ND lRUS.1 CO IRVING TX 73512 131 0 1104 0 0 
ll'-d'tlVS J4C INTO C.l TY BANK JAC.JN10 CITY lX 25125> 90~ 0 0 0 0 . 
ll;El'tl'-U H.XAS eA~I( AM) TRU5,T CUf1PANYJAC.KS.U"4V ILL£: lX 359!>2 30) 0 100 0 0 . 
ll'tti't3.t:O KEk"'l I 5,TAll: ttANK l(.tRHll TX 21043 335 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4t04330 C.tiA5, ~C.HRElNtR. t,,ANK' Kl:RRVILL£:. lX 7'121; >Ob 0 19tll 0 " l11tt11t.34S ALLltU C.JTHE:NS !:!ANK K.lLGOkE TX 322£3 )57 0 0 0 0 . 
ll'-8't3bb AMERICAN STA TE bANK KILLEEN TX 230b9 :>33 0 0 0 0 . 
ll'td .. 4&0 LA C,~A"4C.E ST ATE: BANK LA C.kANG,E TX ~OB lob 170 0 0 0 0 • 
11-.£:. .. 4'1~ LAIU:. JAtK~QN &A.NK LAKE: JACK.SON lX 32587 5b7 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4b'tSOS i::c-tk.ST HANI'\ OF LA MARQUE LA MARQUE TA 2b0&0 bl1 0 0 0 0 . 
ll'tt:4575 INTL &Jt.. CJF C.MRC. OF LAkEOO LARE:00 lX blj,112: b08 0 1271 0 0 
ll41:i4b0!> LEAC.Ut C.JTY STATE BA"1K U:AGUE CllY 1X 33263 572 0 0 0 0 
ll<tB .. 645 LEVELLAND STAlE HANK LEVEL LANO lX 05464 7.i:::O 0 lObl 0 0 
ll-'t8,.bb0 LE:.MlS,VlLU:. STAlE: ti-'Nr.. U.WI5.Vlll~ n 3039'9 3•> 0 0 (I 0 . 
ll'ta .. blj,Q f-lkS.T SlAlf &Atl!K Ll8t:.RTY 1X 2bB97 30£ u 0 0 0 . 
1148'9735 SEC.vR.ItY ~TAlE bANK LII 1LH·JELO lX 3090'9 •o• 0 0 0 0 . 
11 ... s .. 150 FIR5.l STATE bANK LlVJNC.SlON TX 35791 3•9 0 l>• 0 0 ~ 
ll'tti4770 MOOR!:. STA.TE BANK LLANO TX 21939 £b0 0 0 0 0 0 
ll484t>04 AHE'tlC.AN b.4.NK LIJNbVlf:W TX 20790 ;no 0 0 0 0 . C71 
ll4b4b0S EAST TEXAS 1:UNK ANO TRUST tuLLINC.VIEW TX "t655b bSO 0 190 0 0 . 
11 .. 04&15 LONYV!t.W dANJt.. ANIJ lRU~I LO LQl'tt.,V lEW lX 511':ll. OS7 0 11< 0 0 • 
1141:14&75 A1'1E:kl(.AN 5, TA IE SANK lU6bOC.K lX UH.!Sl llb7 0 4a-b1b 13'1</ -13..,.., 
11484877 bMiK OF lhE WEST U.it)bOC.X. TX 20241 .,. 0 0 0 0 • 
11404~£0 FIR~T tilt.hi<. A"l> lkUSl LUf-KlN lX 8&4l't °'' 0 27b4 0 0 
ll4849tl~ MC ALLEN STA TE bANJ<. MC. ALLEN TX 1!»87Sb le>t.,j 0 .. 310 1,0 -140 
l l-.8:>l.i4U F-RMHS ST t.,K llf- MADJS0"4V1LLE:- MAOlSONVlLLE TX 22531 "" 0 0 u 0 . 
llloC~L7~ M,a,f..SFlELD SlAlE bANi<.. MAN.~F ltLO lX l09bl ... 0 " 0 0 . 
114:iSU<,,U '°"' S l A Tc 6ANJt.. HARbLE fALLS. ,. .33731 2tH 0 73 0 0 . 
11 .. 0-'.> 140 HkSl !.TATE bANK. Of HARLINi IMi4,RLlf\l lX 1'1547 179 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4HS.148 ~AfllP'. CJF Mt: SiJUl TE: HE:S!.Ul Tl lX 22002 481 0 u 0 0 
ll4B'>3!>S flk!.T 5, 1 ATE bANK P'lt:.5."UllE lX c:l7S') ,t94 0 0 0 0 • 
u .. o>3ti5' C0"'"1f..RlCAL BK. • TR C.O H !OLANO lX e>l 857 712 0 5bJ 0 0 
ll-itEl5't80 Flk.~T SlAH bA.NK r. TRUST C.O HbSlLJN lX "tl7tab , .. 0 2~'t 0 " 1148'>'.lUD Hk~T ST ATE bANk f'l0,'-4AHAN5, lX 21.! IL /,i-1 0 0 0 0 
ll'tt.~SbLI (.UAkANTY 60,'W SlAlE bANK 11LUNT PLEASANT lX 3'>li42 30• 0 ., 0 0 . 
l14tiSta10 1":ULE:.~HUt: STAH bA~I( MULE:.SHUE:. lX ~ l 1bb lb7 0 0 0 0 • 
ll49'>e>3') fRtWNl" ~TATE:-. l:)A'1K hA(l.JL,l.JOC.Hf;S, lX 2ij3l') 211 0 1 0 0 . 
ll'toSt>bb NEL-tRLAND STAlt: BANK NtlHRLAND 1X 4.t:'>l., .-v 0 270 0 " . 
lliot:5700 C.k.~41 " ~I'\ Of- NC.W l:ikAI.NH.LS kt:~ BkAUNFELS lX 22495 Zb> 0 0 0 0 . 
l 14o~ 10, COHMUNl TY DANK SEW C.ANtY lX 18107 l&1 0 0 0 0 . 
11 ~tl :i&Ob AME:RJC.AN BANK CJUESSA lX 124 7~2 .,, 0 'tlb3 0 0 
ll'-8">&27 PERMUfll bANI\ t lkUS.T lJ(JfSSA TX 24771 330 0 0 0 u . 
ll4bS&'IO ORA",f..E:. BAflli< ORANUE:. lX )C:>990 ••• 0 71 0 0 . 
ll4ts:>Y20 flR~l STATE bANK OVt:klON ,. l&<J9l .i:2'- 0 0 0 0 . 
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NLNMCHBE R 8A.Nlf.S bl;Nl:F-11 TO BANKS CUVCIH:.O bY HOOIFH.O S .. 8~ ,,~~/7Y 

(11 (21 (31 «I (" Ill 
o;e NAME LOCATION 11.JEP VL TC.~H 1977 "'" 

,.,. elf 
kEQB4L tPA k.t:wbAL Dl-1~1 

1148'.:>970 Cl TY STATE BANK PALACIOS. IX 1~885 ZS. 0 0 0 0 . 
ll43b020 tl T llENS bK. & TR C.O ~AMPA IX 313~1 '" 0 110 0 0 
11 ... ~t.062 PAR lS 84NK Of- lt:XA.S PAR 1.S IX lb'l~3 ,., 0 0 0 0 • 
ll41;t,-l70 FlkS.1 PAS.ADENA ::.lATE: SANK PAS.ADENA. IX 1~~738 3b!>.3 0 .HllJ 0 0 
11 i.C t.D1!1 SAN JACINJU SJAH HAM\ PAS A ULNA IX 6C:l!:>!1!1 .,, 0 1417 0 0 
ll'"tdb077 PtAkL ANO S.TA.1t: bANK PEAl<LANO IX .2b0!1~ '" 0 0 0 0 
ll4BoOSO SE:CURl TY S.TA TE 6ANK. Pf.Al<S.ALL IX 3i::Olb 3SO 0 0 0 0 
11-.~0160 !)£:.(.I.JI-(! TY STA. Ti: bAr-.K. PMAkk n .(;!191.l b11 ,0 0 0 0 
l l'tdb.210 HALE: COUNTY !)lAlt ~A~K F-LAlN'tH:W IX !10~47 009 0 ,oo 0 0 
114to"-30 PLAr-.O 0A~~ r. l RU::.l co PLANU IX 3~0!,4 .,, 0 101 0 u 
11"1t'o.(;~8 ALLIE.D MERC.HAN,TS. DANK. PLJR 1 ARlHUk lX U3'.:>Ei4 ""' 0 3!10C, 0 0 
ll4t1t>27'5ro SA.blNt bAl'IIK. 

""" 1 
ARlhUR lX 4211't .,, 0 ,oo 0 0 . 

ll'tor..27b PUF-. TL A/lilJ 5, TA Tt bANK PUk 1 LAND tx 203~Y ,oo 0 0 0 0 . 
1l'td:Z8U F-LRH 5, 1A Tl: bAN,._ • lRUSl CU ,-.uR 1 LAVA.C.A lX 't3722 '" 0 1-, 0 0 . 
1140 t,440 RAY,'1lJ.••tuVlLLE HANK OF- H:..XAS k.AYH01'10VILLE lX 20217 2>5 0 0 0 0 . 
ll~So4!:t0 RAYMO,~UVILLE ST AH BANK RAYMUNDVILLE lX i79bl Lob 0 u 0 C, . 
ll4ct.S20 C. l T llE.N5 BANK klC.11AkO~~ lX 1ov:,01 5'1 0 2914'. 5> -ss 
ll"t:H>~2S FIRST BANK ANO TRUST RlC.HARD::.ON lX 50427 711 0 S.t7 0 0 
ll<tt't '5r-28 RlC.t-tAROSON Hl-.IUHT$ BK r. lR klC.hAk.05,LJ'-4 lX 4~800 317 0 5b, 0 0 . 
ll4ot.5'10 FIR:) T Sl Alt: ~ANK. R lU VHTA TX 3~728 ~BS 0 l2 0 0 . ~ 
ll4dt>6b0 kUC.K.OALE STA TE BANK RLJCKDALE IX 2'4219 4H 0 0 0 0 . 0 
ll-4f:!t>b90 FlR!:,T STATE. UA.NK. RO(.K.WALL lX lbLb't ~77 0 0 0 0 0:, 
ll4tt.77o f-AkME:K5 5lATE BANK. kWND ROCK lX 29~43 394 0 0 0 0 
ll4dt..903 H:XA5, STATE: ~ANK. SAN ANGi:: LO tx 2"2b51 ;bl 0 0 0 0 
ll4eb~20 AMt:RlC.AN BANK ;.- ANTlJN.10 TX 23t.bb 231 0 u 0 0 . 
ll41:H,'>12':.i BANI\ OF- SAN ANTONIO SAN ANTONI 0 lX 298ol lb> 0 2, 0 0 . 
ll 4dt>~7:ib CENTRAL PARK BANK. SAN ANTOJlflO tx b!1'10b 74!0 0 l.?:4b 0 0 . 
ll4db990 HAKLAl'(OA.U t)A~°K 5AN ANTON JU TX 3bl4-'t 11> 0 0 0 0 
ll<tbt.S-CJ3 hlGt:LAND PARK. S TAlE: ..... S.A.~ ANlUNl lJ tx 9lllb 609 0 244~ 0 0 
114809'15 JU·HKS(JN STATE bA.NI{ SAN ANTONIO TX 34L29 3o< 0 , " 0 0 . 
ll4tl'..999 Mt.kC.ANllLE. dANK. ANO lRUS 1 SAN A.NTI.JNICJ lX 3S15L bB 1 0 0 0 0 . 
l 14{17022 r-tU''.lhSIDE SlATE. 8ANK. SAN A'-llONIU TX 2b°;l9l 34' 0 0 " 0 • 
ll'oolO.t~ SAN ANTONIO BANI\. r. TRUST CO S.AN A"110Nl0 lX 97130,j 3>1 0 24t9ti lbb -lt>B 
ll4~7V24 UNI...,,. ST AlE bAN,c;. SAS ANlCJNJU I. J7';l50 4'U 0 oO 0 0 
11-46702!:i .cf::S TSIUt bAN~ SAN ANTONIO lX 3379b .. , 0 0 0 0 . 
ll<ti17U27 H:XAS. 51 A TE BANK SAN ANTONIO IX 3b4!10 '"' 0 l3b 0 0 . 
ll't:,7070 SAN fH:NllO dANK A"NU lkUSl C.OSAN bU-H TO tx )l.1383 bbJ 0 0 0 0 . 
11407£2£ ALLH:O 5£:ABROOK t,ANK. St.Adi-WO~ l< lti20!:i 3LU 0 0 " " . 
ll'tE!l.2:l.3 SEAWVlLLt ~lATE:. t::ANl'i. ::.E:.AC.OVlLLE tx 24~60 3Sb 0 0 0 0 
11407240 CJllZH-tS . HAlE bA.f'(I( SEALY TX 29i.bH .(;t;! .. 0 0 0 0 
ll'to7270 S.f:.C,UHol .S.lATt •• & IR co 5H.UlN lX 36070 .. , 0 164 0 0 
11.-.enso SU-1 1"-iOU: STA TE: bANK SlMlNlJLE: tx 3b2'.:>l ~4,0 0 ,1, 0 0 
ll4b7340 {.kA'r~U"l C.UU"'1TY STAT t: BANK SHEkMAN lX 38433 '"' 0 0 0 0 . 
11-.o 13'70 COM~t.KC.lAL STAH:: bANK S.lNlON lx 3Oe:.72 ~47 0 0 0 0 . 
ll'tb7400 C.lTl.l.E.NS. bANI\ UF- LUBBOCK CTY5LATCJN tx 20241 <38 0 0 0 0 . 
ll-'tb7't3!> WEST TEXAS SlATE. BANK. SNYOEk lX 33b2b 266 0 2Sb 0 0 
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NUN11EMl:H:R BANKS. BE:NlFll TO BANKS C.OVE:.RE:.O BY MlJOlFll:.IJ !l. 8~ 2/22/79 

Ill 121 c:;1 { ., {>I 16) 
05B NAME LOC.,HlON TDtP VL TC.SH 1977 Nt• NtW CH 

REQbAL tPA RtQbAL (31-( ~) 

ll4o747~ SOUTHt.RN !i,TAlt BANK. SOOTH HUUS TON TX 33921 620 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4ts74b0 FIRST 51A1E bANK SPEARMAN TX 24b63 22~ 0 0 0 0 . 
11-.s 7-.85 ALLHO SPRING, ~ANK SPRlkG TX 37433 600 0 u 0 0 
ll4ts7540 STEPHENVILLE: ST t\l<. & TR CO STEtJHtNVILLE TX 27049 2b6 0 0 0 0 
114d 7570 FIRST STATE bK. lJf- SHtATfLRO STRATf-lJRO TX 27073 19" 0 0 0 0 
ll4d7b~5 SUC.AR LAND SlATE BANI( Sl>GAR LAND TX 21tl5C. 271 0 0 0 0 . 
ll'tc'7b50 TEXAS !,AN!<. A/I;(; TRUST tOHPANYSMEtlWATER TX 38155 563 0 0 0 0 . 
1140 7775 lt:RRtLL SlAlE BAN.I( lE:RREll TX 1~740 2o9 0 0 0 0 . 
1148778.l TEXARKANA UAKLAw:N BANK. TtXAR1U,NA TX 36697 .,, u 0 0 0 
ll4&77b5 MA INLAND BANK TEXAS Cl TY TX 41960 ••• 0 H& 0 0 
1148 79b5 SUUTHSIUE ,5,JATE:. bANK. TYU:R TX 6302.4 .,. 0 1162 0 0 . 
1148 797~ HllLC.RtST STATE: bANI( UNI VE.RSI TY PA.RI'(. TX ~2466 .,., 0 4~.t 0 0 . 
ll4c7'd:s0 FIRST .:,lAlE dANK OF UVALDE UVALDE: TX 7244H 5•• 0 1501:! 0 0 
11-.t:l 7~85 UVALDE: o.v,K UVALOt. TX lb11b 3>1 0 0 0 0 
ll4bb08~ AMl:.IUC.AN 3A~K (.lf C.011MlRCi:. YlC. lORlA TX 97070 7-,, 0 253</ 0 0 
ll-'tbf:IQ; THC AHCRIC.AN BK GF WAC.CJ WAC.0 TX 27871 1 .. 0 0 0 0 
ll4ts611~ COMMUr'llllY SlATE bANK WAC.LI TX ,25,t,5,7 .)b9 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4dbl60 WAXAHA(.HlE: tsANK ANO JRUST (.UWAXAHACHlE TX 3l-'t87 223 0 37 0 0 . c:,.:i 
ll4oe-".'.15 BAY AK.tA 8Af,,jl'\ A.NU lRU,>1 Wt.B!i.TtR TX 2 3.=,60 7.=,6 0 0 0 0 0 
11 .. aet85 Ml(J VALLEY SlATE BAI\IK WESLAC.0 TX 1s1c;o 29l 0 0 0 0 . ~ 
lhbtUOO Wf::ST UA~i<; A'fU Tk\JSl ~t:Sl TX 165bts ,o, 0 0 0 0 
ll,.bb.310 FIRST C.APHUL BANK wts T C.OU.tttHA TX 23&;3 .,. 0 0 0 0 
ll4bC317 Jt 1 f.kU BANI( Wt:.SlflELO TX Lb',129 ::,9~ 0 0 0 0 
11-.00330 SEC.~llY bANK Af'il.J JRUSl to WHAl<TIJ/11 TX 23473 , .. 0 0 0 0 
ll4bo.340 WHARTON 1:UNJf.. ANO TRUST tO NHAH. HH TX 277!)2 3b0 0 0 0 0 
ll4bt-.:,b7 WHlH OAK STAH bANI(. lilHili:; OAK TX lol57 lUb 0 u 0 0 
u-.i:so415- PAkf(.l:K S.C/UAk.!:. STA.Tl: tsAl'>tK. Wl!.Hl lA FALLS TX 53983 ••o 0 , .. 0 0 
11"":,d"tlB TX bK G. lk CO 1/11 WICHlTA FLSWIC.Hl 14 fALL~ TX 2bt.22 33,£ 0 0 0 0 
ll4db't17 ALLI.tu bULf C.UAST 8Af'\lK Wl,"~NH TX 20b78 lts3 0 0 0 0 . 
ll4~b~l0 Wlr•ntR!) S..H.tC. bANK \oc lNl !:.RS TX lBt.17 21 l 0 u u 0 . 
114885-£5 AH ts!C. Of- C.MKC. Al 'rlOl f FUR lH kULFfUR.lH TX l6bl 7 lo• 0 0 0 0 . 

OF 31b 1:tANK.S AFF-E:.C.H:O IN ~TAH:: 175 HAVE NO EAkNlNG~ PARllC.lPAllGN AC.tOuttT OK kt.WUHU:.O kE.SEkVE: bALANC.E 
12• HAVE NO Rl.:WREU RESERVE bALANC.E:. 

----------------
1249C010 BAl'i~ OF AMERICAN FOki,.;, AMEkIC.AN FOkK UT 33320 350 0 32 v 0 . 
12490023 UT AH BANK ANO TkUS T bOUNTlFUl UT 3001b .,,, 0 0 0 0 
1249(,025 bOJ!. ELO.E:.H. C.UUr-.&TY 6ANK t>kl(,.HAH CI TY UT 30071 313 0 •I 0 0 . 
12-.'10035 STAIE: tsANK. Of SGUlHlFt.N UTAH CEDAR Cl TY UT 22341 26b 0 0 0 0 . 
l2:<t<,,U040 CLCAR.F-HLU ~hTE:. SANI',, C.LEARF-IE:.LO UT 23419 .,, 0 C 0 0 . 
12-.',,ClOO hE:ll-'E:.R ~lAlE bANII. Hi:LPE::.R UT l52b8 ,,. 0 " 0 0 
l.?:49Vl~IJ SlATE fslflUI. OF ltHl LEHI UT 15404 3'1 D 0 0 0 
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--- -- NONNE:HBER BAN.K.S ef:NE:Fl T TO BAN.KS.. C.OVEREO 8Y MODIFIED ~- &~ ,,~£/19 

111 (4::J {31 l•I { ~, ,., 
D50 NAHE LOCATION TDEP VL TCSH 1917 N,w N,- [,JF 

Rl~bAL t PA kt'1b4L 131-1~) 

1Z490Ll0 MlLF-mW STAlE: 8A.NK MlLF-ORD Ul 15,j,!,C, ,'45, 0 0 0 0 . 
12490280 COMMERCIAL SE.CUkl TY' tiANK 01.oOtN Ul 31 .. 918 224!> 0 ~18.:i, l2lb -7.l lb 
l.24'10310 i:.\ANI( OF PLEASANT GitOVI: PLEASANT GROVE Ul 2~ti20 ... 0 0 0 0 
l.l49Li3bu Rit..hf-1EL0 COMMKC.L SVGS bK M.lCHf-lf:LD UT liib'tf> l'1 0 0 0 0 
124'1U390 FIR~l S.TAlt 6ANK LtF SALINA. SALINA Ul 39179 ~J9 0 0 0 0 
l2"t9U4l3 FlkSl !i-1:CURl lY' SlATE:. liANK SA.LT LA.KE: Cl lY Ul bb46l !13.i 0 81' 0 0 
lL4'lu'985 COM SE:CRlY f.LANK (If- S'All LK SAL 1 LAKE (.OUNTY Ul lb5,.i:::l ,10 0 0 0 0 • 
124'10530 CE:f',clRAL SAN!( & IRUST (0 SPRINC,VJLLE: Ul lt8078 3•• 0 ~1' 0 0 

OF 1~ bANKS AFFl:Clt:LI IN ST'AH:: 10 HAVE NO EARNINGS PAR11ClPA11CJN ACCOUNT OR kt.QUJklO RESt;RVE bAL.ANU:: 
It HA-VE Nll Rl~UREO RlSER.VE bALANC.t 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1500020 C.RANITE SAVJNGS bK t lk C.0 t,ARkE: Vl 553C.7 373 0 729 0 0 
1500060 ElE LU.ui5o FALLS TkUST CVMPA.NY btLLV'IIS FALLS Vl 23769 '7b 0 0 0 0 
l 5001 .. !> FlR~l VEkMUl"-41 BK f. lR CO BRA1llt:60RO Vl 21~05(> .t:bl5 0 'tbClO 1130 -1130 CQ 
l!>0\.•200 CHlllt::NDtN 1~U!.1 tOHPANY BURL JN610\I Vl 2'illCJ9 ltl07 0 ~113 "21.iO -2.i::VO 0 
l~UOL30 HOPiAR[) bANK. bURLJ"'4G,11)",1 Vl £4025!) .. Cd3 0 !,131:1 044 -t.4't 00 
1 ~00..-:.'loO MLktHANTS BA"'- bUKllN(,11)",1 •1 1000b2 13-'t!> 0 20CJ2 0 0 
1soo::,bo SH-KLJNU TKU~T C.UHPANY JUt-tN!,.(J/11 Vl 22.:iCJb 197 0 0 0 0 . 
l50UJt:C L noJ(JNV I tu: ~vc.s BK &. TR CCJ LYNIJUNVllLI; Vl 20431 2U 0 0 0 0 
lSUUlot>(J Ut,,ll.N bANK MURKl!>VlLLE Vl 252 lb .,~ 0 0 0 0 
l ~O•JSbO ~ROC I Uk lkU!.l COMPANY PROC.1l.lR Vl 1lbb~ oo.> 0 9bl 0 0 
l SuOt,!>O 1-RAMLIN-LAMU]LLE BANK. >1 ALbAN!> Vl 79l~b l!>t:JJ 0 ,,o 0 0 
l ~OubbO pt(JPU:.S IS CO OF 51 ALBANS ,, ALBANS Vl .i:::9ii80 loo 0 Ob u 0 
l5Ul;b70 CJTllENS 5,1/l..~ b< L TR C.O 51 JUHN~bURY Vl 1993't •oo u 0 0 0 

____ l5U077Ct l!'Ht:R STAlt lRU!i-1 CU1'\f'/tNY HHll I: H.l VER JC. T Vl l9C,50 /) 0 lt!b 0 0 

OF 14 BANK.S AFFECTE::O lN ~lATJ: 5 MA.Vt NO f:Afi.NJN&!i. PARllClPUllJN AC.COuNt UR kL'-JU]Rt.O Rl;St.kVI: bALAl'lr,tl 
0 HAVt: NO Rt:CUREO kt:St:RVE:: SALANI..I:. 

.55lU021 dAN!Ci. OF VA/E. AS H .. R"4 Sl1C~E: AC.C.W1ACK CTY VA 25987 ~09 0 I lb 0 0 . 
5510vSO bURKE f. hE.R::H.Rl BK Afi60 lR C.UALE:XA"'ORlA VA ~1980 .,. 0 4'0 0 0 
551.0178 FlkSl VIRUINIA t,K. OF AUt.U!i.lAALGUSTA CTY VA 2~b7U llOl 0 0 0 0 . 
5510181 PLANH:RS &ua (. Tk u, lJf- VA AuGUSTA COUNTY VA ~073b 'i.i:'.'t 0 l:ilt 0 0 
551C,"t70 BM,K (ff ~LMJT11SlUE VlkGlNIA (.AR~ON VA lt0548 1111 0 0 0 0 
5~104b0 F 1 Gi:Ll TY AM bK C.HARL Tl~VLL C.hARLLJTTESVllLE VA 4CJ6li9 llbl 0 0 0 0 
':>51(;':>20 bAN~ UF C.HA lHAl'I (HA 1 HAM VA l 7't0t, 30• 0 0 0 0 
5510~3b Pf:.UPl.t::S dANI'.. OF tHCSAPE:.AI\E. C.HtSAPEAKI: VA 24CJ59 22• 0 0 0 0 
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NONHEHl:SER bANI(.$ 8E:NEF11 10 bAHKS l.OVE:M.ED 8Y HUOlfllO ~. 8~ 2./'it.it./19 

Ill (.,t) 131 141 ,,, I ol 
oso NAME LOtATlUN TOEP VL JC.SH 1977 Nt• NtW ulF 

RlQbAL HA RE.WbAL 131-1 ~I 

~510~37 SANK. OF CHESlEKflELO C.hS 1 RFLO C.kt HSE VA 1539"t ,., 0 0 0 0 . 
5510b50 BANK OF Wi::STMOKE.LANO C.CJLUNIAL 8tA.CH VA -'t7'tl2 l'tbb 0 0 0 0 . 
5510t.b0 SOUJH.\.Hf'lON C.OUNTY bANK U>UklLANO VA zoso, 409 0 0 0 0 . 
5SlU100 b,O~~ lJF- OAMA~CUS INC C'JA~ASCUS VA 221't7 2>4 0 0 0 0 . 
551CtJ15 VlRC.lfdA ~,\NI( Af\,,D Tk.US.T DANI/ ILLE VA 21259 41' 0 0 0 0 . 
5510Ct>O E:ASTVILLE: BANI< E:A::i.lVlLLE VA l.JSo38 2•~ 0 0 0 0 . 
5510930 Pt.ones TkU~ 1 bANK tXMORI:: VA l47'tl 2•• 0 0 0 0 
5510935 1.i-UAkANJY BANJC. L ,~ust co f-Alkf-AX VA 4"10'tl ?bl ·o 10 0 0 . 
551U943 BAfllK. OF VlRti,lN.U.-PUTOHAC FAlRf-A>r. CTY VA 19b832 't931 0 ~l'tb 20> -,dJ5 
5510~55 PE:.upcus BANI( OF 5,,TAF-F-ukO FALMUUTH VA 20941 OBI 0 0 0 0 • 
5511030 bAt-.lK. UF FL01D FLO YO VA 3lbb2 400 0 10 0 0 
5Sl l l'tl bANJC. Of- VlRC,lNlA-WARREN FRONT ROYAL VA £u.:H.11 ,,1., 0 0 0 0 . 
5511210 Ur-.11 HD VA dA!'.K Lf Gl OUC.E S.1 ERt.LOUC.tS T ER VA 35122: 3Y5 0 ~- 0 0 . 
551 ltlO bAW(, Of- GVOCNLANO C.CJOC.HLAND VA 27£60 ~17 ·O 0 0 0 . 
55112~0 UlCi VA bl'. / r'Pl Of GRllNA C.kE TNA VA l lb93 ,>9 0 0 0 0 • 
5511.tbO CUMbtkLANL, bANK ANO TRUST t.RUl'-liOY VA 124t09~ l1"2 0 2838, u 0 
55113b6 Ak.LlNt,lON TRUSl CO lNC HC.RNlJtl',I VA 2ti2b 70 .3~.32: 0 ~l'f.t llbS -22ee 
5511408 Pl:OPU.S bANf( INC t-tONAKEk VA 14~~b 3t12 0 0 0 0 . 
551l'ao5 STAH ~AN.I<. UF KEYSVILLE KEYSVILLE VA 1!1213 270 0 0 0 0 ~ 
55llb35 CLAF<..tNOUN BANK C. TRUST HCLl:.AN VA 234720 30LO 0 51Y7 ~39 ~£539 0 
5511710 6Ar-.K OF MARll.J',j; MARllJN VA 23Y81 3bb 0 u 0 0 . (D 
5:>l li:,10 t,A~K OF MUNTkOSS HONlROSS VA 17475 217 u 0 0 0 
55ll'JOO FlUE:LJlY AM bK HAMPTON ROS NEWPORT Nt:WS VA 42413 1311 0 0 0 0 . 
5511'110 UNllEO VA 81<. I Clll C. HARlNENt .. PURT NEW~ VA 1:;~2:s,y 3731 0 202:5 0 0 
5511~46 bA!'-.IK UF VlRGINIA-EAS.lE:RN t-.lGKFULK VA 240'111 '-b.C.O 0 51~0 93 -SJ 
55llS60 FIRST VA BANI". (Jf- Tll.JEWATEH. NlJRHJLK VA 147.!&4 't3:>l 0 17.C:t> 0 0 
5512070 FILlr.lllY AM t:!K. c.6.STt.kN St,QREPA~KSU:Y VA l!>b't7 5,d 0 0 0 0 . 
551L<)c;.Q LEI: b_,Nil'.. A!iLJ lkUS.T LO ._,tNflllN\.i.TCN GAP VA -'bb80 ?'1 0 0 0 u . 
551L1'L., SANK. OF YlrU, INlA-Pf: T EkS.6URG P E.1 tk~l:WkG VA 4lu31 l.i!:4:'.b 0 0 0 " . 
SS121Ct5 CllY S\IC:.5 BAr,K l. TKUST CO Pt.Ttk5dURG VA .:)2284 sso 0 0 0 0 
55lll80 C.lllltNS TR.U~T bANK P(JfO::i.!'tOUTH VA b~tsb2 "" 0 10'-l 0 0 
551.:: 195 PfUPLl-.~ bA~,<, UI- POUND i'UUNU VA l~ul~ 300 " 0 0 0 
55lli00 6At-."'- OF PO'l'IIHA.T AN P(JWHA TAN VA 3643!> ><9 0 lOB 0 0 . 
551 .. 3~5 C.LlNCH VALLEY bANI\ l. TR C.O RlC.HLANUS VA ~bL01 l>b 0 71 0 0 
551L3b0 C.ON~ULltJATEC, bANI(. AND lRUS.l Rl(.H.'1UN0 VA ib5.i::8 bbl 0 0 " 0 
~Sl ... 4'-4 bANI\ OF VJRC.1NlA-SlJUlHWE5T· RUA'iUKt VA 28Sob3b 5Bii 0 5lbl.J l._lt't -1 ...... 
55lllt&9 UNI TE.U VA Oi<.. / 5J;iJ15W(.lJ0 ktJC.K.lNC.tiAl1 CTY VA 44b3b ,i. 0 llti 0 0 . 
551.:bVO bM,11<.. OF 5Ml Tl-1F1E.LLI ::i.Ml lhl-HLO VA 169b5 ... 0 0 0 0 . 
!>5l.c:.b50 BANI<.. Uf- S,Pt;tOWl:.LL l~C ::.f-EE:LWELL VA '-3577 ?o• 0 0 0 0 . 
5511795 bANI<.. Uf- SUFI-UL,<, 5UFF--ULK VA .i::Ob3~ ... 0 0 0 " . 
551l.b30 bANK. UF tSSE:,11,, 1 APP/\HANNOC.K. VA lb7.i::4 2SO 0 0 " 0 . 
55ldi70 F+H b.t.NK LF i<L(..I\JNGl1Al'I lJMt,ERVllLI: VA 24317 ,., u 0 0 0 
551L5'110 bAN!\ UI- MlUDU::HX UKbANNA VA 3320& ?11 0 0 0 0 . 
55lt'~2~ FlUE:LlTY AM BK VA btAC.H VlkUJNIA bU,C.H VA 57365 15£0 0 lbO 0 0 
551.c:.'13U &ANK Of- SUS.St.)c; ANO SURRY MAl'\t:F-H:LO VA 16031 Jol 0 0 0 u 
5!>13007 bAN~ Of- NtST POlfllT WCSI POH~T VA 11085 241 0 u 0 0 
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NONME.M.BER 6ANK.S. BENH·lT TO bANK~ ((J\fE.RED BY MUOIFU:D .s.. as 2/4'.2/79 

NAME LO(.ATION 

5513010 ClTllE.U!> AND FARl1E.RS BANK. Ht.ST POINT 
5'>13060 tUMr-kRCIAL 4NO S4VlNGS BANK. WlNC.l·tl:.Sl E.R 
55bV90 fA~~!::.K!> BANK. WINDSOR 
55130',lb flkSl STATE bANK. OF WlSE: WhE 

VA 
VA 
VA 
VA 

1 ll 
lUtP 

l-'.915 
!t7t.7 l 
l <;,l21 
34'.5'/t, 

ld 131 
Vl TC. SH 1977 

kHlt,,AL 

£.j4 0 
120 .. 0 ,,. 0 
2bJ 0 

l 41 t>l l<l 
NEW ~l• LI' 
HA kH,1bAL UJ-l!d 

1'7 0 0 
2 >9 0 0 

0 0 0 . 
II 0 0 

OF 58 bANKS AfH.CTEO lk STATE 30 HAVE t«J EAkNINC.S PAklltlPAllON AC.COL.NT Ok kt.•UlkU.1 kE.SEkVI:. hALANU: 
17 HAVE NO kl:IJUkE.D kt.St.RYE. bALANC.I:. 

---------------- -------------------------
12 530055 NOR TH~tS TE:RN C.OM.MtRC. lAL •• Bl:LLlN~HAH WA 35't9~ b3b 0 0 0 0 
12'>30120 CA~HMEKI:. VALLEY bANK C.ASHME.Rt WA 23]8~ 31J7 0 0 0 0 
12530llt0 SE.CURI TY HAT!::. bANK Chi:HALlS WA lt6189 lt£5 0 497 0 0 
1Z)3Ulb5 VALLl:Y C.l.rMMtF-..C.lAL BANK. tLAKKS TUN WA lbL.10 2't7 0 0 0 0 . 
ll53v21';) MHlt;tH:Y ISLA NJ BANI< CLu..-E. VILLE WA 17~42 bib 0 0 0 0 
lZ5.3u_jQ5 ~E:(.Ufd TY bANI(. OF WA~h lPHRATA. WA 't2348 %1 0 u 0 0 
)L~7'0JO~ bANt-. OF EVERE:1 T E½RE.11 WA 79713 llb't 0 1192 0 0 
125 . .H,J 10 ULYHPIC. 8At-1K EVE kt.TT WA 189.C::~'1' 2235 " 4562 670 .-b1b 
125J03b0 ~AN JUAN CCJUNlY BANK fRIOAY HARISOR WA 2~5bb 27b 0 0 0 0 
12530395 Pcr-.J,-.SULA STA.TC bANK l,IG HARtsOR WA l97b2 14' 0 0 0 0 . 
1£~3v~40 n.unt:s STAH. SANK l YNUl;N WA Lb5()1 2'11 0 0 0 0 
l25_j(;544 Cl TY BA~K. L YNNWOOO WA lb893 2l'. 0 I) 0 0 
12.5,?,JSGoO SKAGIT ~ TATE t.1ANK MWNl VERNON WA 45450 ,,, 0 ,, 0 0 . 
12S30b50 bMH<, OF OLYMPIA OLYHl-'IA WA 29401 9>9 0 0 0 0 
l.i:: ~)Qbt,2 MID VALLEY t,ANK (,MAK WA 11~61 2a 1 0 0 0 0 
125~0110 KlT~At,> COUNTY tsANi<.. Pl•R.T (JRCHARD WA 4903.0 . ., 0 5< 0 0 . 
l.2)_j('816 bAlLARU BANK OF WA5Hltll(.;.T0N StAllLE WA 18070 271 0 u u 0 .• 
12!J3V.:i23 C.0~11t:RC.IAL 8K Of SEA Ttlt:: !>E:A JTLE WA 23702 (IJb u 0 0 0 . 
12530978 AMt:klC.AN COM.'-IEkC.lA.L •ANK ~PO/C.ANE WA 4353L 130 0 0 u 0 
12531000 ~A!)Hl"ihTUN lRU~T BANK. SPtJl'..ANE WA 17174£ 21"15 0 51 '.;(I ul -cc.I 
1LS31U70 NURTH PACIFlt BANJC.. TAC.OMA WA 3b&l0 't1l 0 0 0 0 
12 5.llC88 TAtLMA CCMME:kC.lAL BANK. T ACUMA WA lb1l~ 3J4 0 0 0 0 . 
1.C:531125 FlflS.T H1Dl:Pf:,..,,UU'-,T BANK VANC.UUVE:.R WA 133243 3484 0 11,U " 0 

Of l3 BANKS. AfftC 11::D IN !»TATE: lo ttAVI:. NO EARNING:, PAk l 1CIPA11Uk ACC.OUNT OR RUJUlkt:O Rt:~tR\lt bALA.N(.f: 
~ HAY!: NO ktt.,,URELJ kl:~f:RYI:: bAlANC.c 

----------- --------- ------------------------
>540C-4U FlRSl STATE bANK bARBOUR.SYlLLE. WV lb40't ,HO 0 0 0 0 
5S'tC.050 BANK. OF RALlH,H tst.CKLE:Y WV 110425 2086 0 1813 0 0 
5~40005 (.A.RlllNAL ~TA TE bANK btC.KLl::Y WV l 712ts ~-· 0 0 0 0 

~ 
~ 

0 
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NUNN.EMBER HANKS 8lNt:.FlT 10 BANKS CUVtKtD BY HOUIFIEO So. BS 2/22/19 

( l) (21 (31 ,., (>I (ol 
05B NAME LOCATION lDE-P Yl lC.S.H 1977 Nl• Nl• 01, 

RlQl:IAL ... kU,bAL l-'J-l!:d 

SS40110 COMMEitC.lAL BANK 6LU~F1ELO WV l'-'7"7 1oe 0 0 0 0 . 
5~40135 PE:UPLE:S 6ANK. bLUtWELL WV 13125 lll 0 0 0 0 
554Ul40 BRH..>C.t:PURT bA.NK ~RlDGE:PORT WV 19733 410 0 u 0 0 
5540lti0 ADRIAN BUC.KHANNUN BANK BUC.KHA.NNON WV 37241 ,,, 0 0 0 0 . 

-· S540,du flkS.T bANK. Uf- Cf:Rt:DO CEk.E()l) WV '11245 "' 0 l>s 0 u . 
5S4u.(25 BANK OF ~t.S.1 VJkt.lNJ A C.hAkLE:STON WV &&439 1>0 0 lH3 0 0 
554027<.i bAl'4K (;f CHAH.lE S t0,1N' CHAkLES TOWN WV 29251 3'1 0 0 0 0 . 
S54G300 LOW"-.iUC.5, B"Nt< CLARKS.BURG WY 114.369 ll4b 0 325b 0 0 
5S4V.DV (.LAY cuu~TY bAt,,K (.LAY WV lbl£'J 229 0 0 0 0 
5'.::i4(d40 FAR'-':!;.R!) t CJJJHNS !>l BK CLENOtNJN WV 1842b •u• 0 0 0 0 . 
55H,)45 ~A~I'-. Of C.RO!>S. LANE:!:,, C.RUS,S, LANi:S WV l59t!> ,o. 0 0 0 0 . 
5540350 eA.~!(. OF OANVlLLE ClANVl LU: WV 25&7b >3• " 0 0 0 . 
5540.)70 ~ANK Gf· OUNCAK D~tH,k WV 43447 090 0 0 0 0 . 
:;tS-.U<oOO UA.\llS. lKUS.T C.O t:.LKlN~ WV 3b!:il0 3~1 0 1D2 0 0 . 
!:i5'tV41H.1 Pi:./\ULtl(JN CUU'HY BANK fRANt<.LlN WV 21199 , .. 0 0 0 0 . 
!;, 54u<t97 GllbU<l ~AN"'- ANO TRUST co <.,IL~i:.RT WV 24557 , .. 0 0 0 0 . 
554(.'.>10 l<.Af'MriHA UNlUN BANI\ GLENVILLE WV .::bb4.i:: 3bO 0 0 0 0 . 
55 .. U~)U CALHCJUN (.(JUNlY ~ANK GRANT!,,Vl LLE WV 2b4l3 2b9 0 0 0 0 Ci:) 
554;,,57.:, lJNll.JN ~I<. UF HAKRlSVILLE HARi-US.VILLE WV 1709!> 3Ul 0 0 0 0 . .... 
554C'D36 S.C.C.URJTY BK o, HUNT INC.TON HUNT JNGILN WV S3b.33 l4b~ 0 0 0 0 . .... 
55<tVb'tO l"'UH 11:TH S.TRlE.T bANK HUNT lNGTON WV 92~1H llbL 0 lb&~ 0 0 
554ubbU 8A,"1K Of- U.EC..E~ lAE:C:.t:.k WY l947't ,,, 0 u 0 0 
55'tlbb0 f,Ak~l:.K!) E. MERtHAl"-flS. BK l\.t.Y!)l:.K WV 2b8l,;j .,3 0 0 0 0 
5'.>'o 072~ LOGA:-.i tiAN!(. ANO TKUST co Ll1GAN WV 27393 Y73 0 0 0 0 
55407b5 bM,I( LF MAN MAN WV 19744 1131 0 0 0 0 
5Sto.:it>l0 Mt.f-.(H.ANTS ANlJ FAkMlRS bANK HAkT INSbt.mG WV 20.i::'-b .,, 0 0 0 0 . 
5~'tC.b70 EA.flt1". UF MlLTCli MlllUN WV 22051 "'.>~ 0 0 0 0 . 
55<t..:•'7..:U FAk.~~I<.~ ANO Mi;R(l-tA.NTS bAt-.1!<. MLf<uANTOWN WV b 1~41 10~(> 0 1800 0 0 
.,.'i4Vft.0 MH.CAN:l lLE. cANK.JNt. C.. lk C.U ~uU~US.VlLLE WV 4.0147 1'4 0 0 " 0 . 
si; .. ::,•no BANI'-. UF- MOUNT HI.Ji-'E MLtJNT HUP.E WV 2.H9.L .,., 0 0 0 0 
4S41Vl0 ,'4~11 MAKllNS'ilLlf: ljA.NK NUf MARTlNSYlLLE WV l"i'iSO l<tO 0 u u 0 
5541VlS l:IA~K. l.Jf. Nl TkU NllKU WV .:bObO ~09 0 u 0 0 
5541(..40 NE:W klVH, tiANK.H,G ANO TkLJST OAK hlLL WV 3073l 1>0 0 0 0 0 . 
55<tlU5U (.Ml<(. bANI\ IN~ t TRU!>l LO i-'AkKEkS.8URG WV 4c»bCi!> bSI u 2•7 0 0 
5:J<o 1051 COMM:-. TY bl<. Uf PAkl\t.H.SbURG PAkl(.EkSbURG WV lb039 lo3 0 0 u 0 . 
'>5410~5 ML:U~lUN .S.TAH. ··"" ..-AkKE~SbUI-I.G WV 2'l~bEI ••• 0 0 0 0 . 
S~¼lU',,0 WLLl..i LlJUNTY L4.NK PARK.f:kS.bUH.G WV bl59't ,,, 0 71• 0 0 
554113& C.RAr-.1 CUVNTY tlAhlK. Pt:llRS.bUkG WV 22!:187 3t l 0 0 0 0 . 
554 llbS (.A.::. llt:. RL'CK di(,. OF PlNt.VlLU: PlNf:VlLLf: WV 2.3C..b0 400 u 0 0 0 . 
554 l lf:.2 Pf:UhE!) 8"- Of Pl PLEASANT t'OJNl Plt.A.S.ANT WV 1405.! ~.)) 0 C, 0 0 
5541195 fo'E.kLE.R COU"-41 Y bANK PfUNC.ETUN WV 3913b 099 0 0 0 0 
S::i41£.).J J.\(.1',,S,(..N CLU"-41'< bANI( kAVCN.S.WUOO WV 17475 .£20 0 0 0 0 . 
55<tl.i45 PlC.il-'LES. BK Of- KlLH\.JUOO RlCHWUUU WV 17.344 229 0 0 0 0 . 
5:>41370 bAr-.K. I.JF- 5,t,1N'4S.10N S.Hl fl!N.S. TON WV 2:8{;159 , .. 0 0 u 0 . 
si; .. u~s Cht:.~lC.AL 8A~I'.. ANO TRUS.1 (0 S.UVTH CHA.rl..LESTOO WV 3ff.L38 10, 0 0 0 0 . 
55¼1450 NIC.HvLA.S. CCJU/\alY bANI( 5,UMMCkSV ILLE: WV 33b4~ 3'it 0 , 0 0 
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·--~ NCJN.."tEM6ER 8Afti!J(.S bENEf-11 TO 6A.NKS C.OVE.REO &Y ,'tOOlfH.:O S. 8!, 2/l~/79 

Ill 121 131 ,., n1 lol 
us~ NAME LOCATl!JN TOE:P VL TC.~H 1971 ~~w ... ulf 

ktQbAL HA k.tQcAL t.,J-C)) 

5~15't0 WA'f'NE:. C.Ot.JNTY BANK WAYNE WV 2)372 ,.. 0 C 0 0 
45"'1~0 bAN,c., UF- WElklON lolt:1Rl0fi WV 54tu3~ 7ov 0 ,21 0 0 . 
4'>,,. l'>b3 C.11 .l.ltN~ t1K CF Wt:.J~lC,l'\I Wt.JR.lUl't WV .tO'>.i::1 ~7t, 0 0 0 0 . 
4541'>0'> PE:C,;PLE:S BANK. Wf:.lRlLN WV "~~7b ·-~ 0 0 0 0 . 
::>~"'lbCO C.JllUN~ bAN,c., wt.SJ ON WV 30039 .jt,7 0 0 0 0 . 
5~41015 Wt.S TO Vlk f:sA~K NtS TV\IER WV l 1b&1 2b'> 0 0 0 0 • 
4'>4 lb75 MORRIS !-'LAN bANK • TRU.::..1 C.U WHt. El ING WV bl4tl3 .-1 0 Hl u 0 
5;.,,.11)5 lioiJ TE~VILLE ~T Alt t,Af',tK. WHJ TE~VlllE. WV 15't28 1"7 0 " 0 0 . 

oe 57 BANKS AF fl:C. TEO JN STATE •5 HAVE NO EARNINGS PAR.llClPAlION AC.C.WNt (JR fU:UIJlkt:D kE~t.RVl bAL ANLI:. 
12 HAVE: "'Cl Rt(.URE:.D Rl:~E:RVt: BALANC.t: 

-------------------------------------------- ----------
7550015 ABBOlSFURO STATE bANK ABBUTSFURO Wl 15't38 lol 0 0 0 0 . 
7!>50020 MC.I IJANK OF AIJAl"\~-tRlENOSHlPAOANS WI l9b09 ;eo 0 0 0 0 . 
75':>t;0:>0 C.CJHMUNl lY Sl All: bANK ALGOMA WI 2 l4t'1b 23'> 0 0 0 0 . 
9550070 iA11EkJC.AN &ANK. ALM.A Wl l 7&48 204 0 0 0 0 . ~ 
9~500C,0 UNI~ !>TAlE bANK A Mt RY WI 20b7& 2,s 0 0 0 " . ..... 
75,50130 Pt.UPLES &A:'IIK ANT l(.j.0 WI 23950 ••1 0 0 0 0 . ~ 
75'50lb0 UUTAC.AMJE BANK APPLE:lUN Wl bl,l22 b31 0 H> 0 0 
7'>50 163 VALLC. Y bAN!<. APP LC.TON Wl 125-16 140"t 0 29•3 0 0 
1550lt>7 VALLEY N(;RTHl:.:RN BANK Af'PU::lON WI 2 .. s.&2 24.l 0 0 0 0 . 
q55oz10 NURTHE:KN !,TATE bANK ASHLAND WI 4.3b(:5, 6% 0 0 0 0 . 
15sv~.n 

M " I FOX HE lUHlS BANK AS.HWAUdtNON WI 1&919 24b 0 0 0 0 . 
755U2JIJ t!A/\11{ OF AltH;NS A 1Ht:N~ Wl lb 125, loO 0 V 0 0 . 
7::i~0240 AUbUkN.:>ALE S.lA H. bANK AlJ~UkNOALE Wl 1S.4b0 1'0 0 " 0 0 . 
95'>0.·UO BAt'i"'- Lt BAK.RUi 6AK.K.Cif',t WI lbl85 109 0 0 0 0 
75503d5, MAKlNt l:SA/liK oe bt:AVE:R OAM HEAVtk DAM WI 404t79 ,11 0 11> 0 0 
7:>5U't20 EH:.U.-'11 STA.TC. BANK. 81:.:LOl 1 WI 60~9d )890 0 >>I 0 0 
7 :,.:,04t,0 BANK Of- BIRNAMWVOO l)JRNAM-'000 WI ll C.'ill 10• 0 0 0 0 
7550510 JA(.Jo..S,LN COU"'illY SANK. bLAC.K RI VER FALLS Wl 3~b00 , .. 0 0 0 0 . 
1s:i-u:,ao uuM,uEL STATE; bANK bCJM,UEL WI l4t4bl IOb 0 0 0 0 . 
75505'il0 bL!,C.UtH:L STAIE HAN!{ tH.:SC.lJtiEL Wl 29bb9 .,;',IY 0 0 0 0 . 
1',',Ct,!,5, tLH t.RUOK SlAl~ bA.NK. bKULKfHLO WI 210t.," llY 0 0 0 0 . 
755Lo.50 MC.I wU,1 S.Ub!JR!,AI\ -SAN~ bRUOKF-11:-LO WI 4b,.ld ••I 0 770 0 0 • 
75'.;:lObC.5 bl{Q"'N Of:ER IJANJ!,. 8k0WN OE:ER "' 29760 307 0 0 0 V . 
7')::,(}c,t.,~ BURLlN.G TON P'IARlkE: BANK bl.lKL lf'i&tON Wl 17&43 ls> 0 0 0 0 • 
755U700 fl1'tST bAM t TkU!. T CO 8uRLll\ll.TOH Wl '-3b't'I 5,0 0 12:7 0 0 • 
q',50130 C.Illli::.NS ~TAU 8A.NK. CADltTT WI l"b7't 1'• 0 0 0 0 • 
1s,u1e1J FHtH STATE. bANK CAMPIHLLSPlJRT WI 17411:1 I>~ 0 0 0 0 . 
l!)'H,800 VALLEY 8AN1",, OF CA5.C.O CA.SC.O Wl 1335<> ,,, 0 (I 0 0 . 
75')0650 U.OA.kbUKG .Sl Al E bANK. U:OAKbURG WI 34710 291 0 lliil 0 0 . 
955'08b0 POLK C.OUNTY bA1'.K C.t.NlURJA Wl 17087 2,3 0 0 0 0 . 
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NUNMf.MbER SANKS tsENEf-11 TO HANKS co-.1:.RED &Y HOOlfli:.O ~- 85 l./22./79 

lll 12) 13) "' ISi lbl 
0S6 NAME LOCAllON lOEP Vl TC.5.H 1917 Ntw Nt• C,Jf 

k.HitlAL £PA kEQBAL (3)-(5) 

9550d70 C.HE:TEK 5,TATE HANK ChETEK WI 13'995 lb4 0 0 0 0 . 
75'50880 tOMME:KtlAL BANK C.Hl L ll.JN WI 16767 J.S 0 17 0 0 . 
75508~0 ::r.TAll tlK OF C.HILTCIII C.HlLlON WI 22&8't 111 0 121 0 0 
7550910 OAI~YMANS SIA.TE bANK C.LINTONVILLE Wl 22CjBl 290 0 0 0 0 . 
7~51020 SECLuU TY STAlE BANK COLBY WI 22509 2.u, 0 0 C " . 
7551C.50 M&J Pf.Ul'LE:S bAl'ir.. COL UM A WI 30367 :::,:::,5 0 >3 0 0 . 
155 lObO H,RMl:.K.S ANJ M.Ht(.HANTS UN.ION C.lJlUMbUS WI 2C,480 db 0 0 C, 0 . 
7551100 Sli\H: BK Of c,i;wss PLAINS C.ku::r.s PLAINS Wl l 5't55 l>l 0 II II 0 • 
7 551120 CUDAHY "Ak.lNt bA~!".. CUOAHY WI ~i:'Jbl bbO 0 l.'tl 0 0 . 
95511.)0 NUR.TH"C~Jtf(N STAH SAN< C.U'\bE.kLANO Wl l.2'::>02 .£-'15 " 0 0 0 . 
7551210 OE FCJK.£~1 MOkfU::r.LNVlLLE bK Dl FORES 1 WI 15 l8't n1 0 0 " 0 . 
7';:,'::>l.:'.15 AMERICAN KETlLl; MUkAlNE:: BK DE.LAf-lELD WI 2b052 35q 0 0 0 0 . 
75,5122:0 C.111.li:N~ b.4.,"i"'- lJHAVAN Wl l2~1b 14) 0 00 0 0 • 
7551.250 l.f:.,-../'IAI-IK ~TATE. BANK lll::NMARK WI 253b9 ,,. 0 0 0 0 •· 
7551255 VALLEY bAOGE.R bAM<. OlNMAfc.K. WI 15335 lbO 0 0 0 0 • 
7 55 1200 C.UMMUNl TY BAM. Dt Pf::kE Wl 2376"; '" 0 bl 0 0 • 
7551270 STATE: iUI. OF LJE:. PE:.Rt Dt. PERE WI 'tll22 ,51 0 1o, 0 0 . 
75,5,1285 lJUCU:VlLLE STA.Tl: B.\NK OWGf:VlLLE WI lab27 lb3 0 0 0 0 . 

~ 75512\'0 SlR(;NGS BANK ltllDUl::VlLLE Wl 20b5l 113 0 19 0 0 
'9551..Ht, EAC.lt J,,;.h'E:R STATE bANK tAGLI:: RIVER Wl l~b7'::> 2S> 0 0 0 0 

,... 
7551360 STAH: bK. OF !:AST TROY !:AS 1 IRUY WI l'i'7b2 >OO 0 0 0 0 ~ 
'9551375 COMMUNITY SJATE:: BANK EAU tLAl kE WI 13170 241 " 0 0 0 . 
7!>51460 SlATI: bK. DF 1:LKHI.JRN tlKHGKN WI 2bOE!'1 ..::b5 0 0 0 0 
9551-.J(! bA.,-..,<, Uf f::LLS..iORlH 1::ll!:i.WI.JRlH WI 3.;:::479 .,. 0 0 0 0 
9551 5~0 ST AH. bANK. Uf- FALL tRHK f-ALL LRE.EK WI 22199 1'- 0 09 0 0 . 
7551':,50 F lR::,T S lATE ., lfll fl::NNIMORE. F!::NNlMORI:: WI 21577 ~tlO 0 0 0 0 . 
?5Sl575 MH:Rl(.AN 8~hK. f-000 DU LAC. WI ;;0.,1-'. £'t.,!> 0 0 0 0 . 
7 '>5 lb20 Cl T JLUi~ STAJE: bANK F-CJR l 41KlNSDN Wl 2U!>33 >O• 0 0 0 0 .. 
7!>5 lb3U flR~T MH:kl(.AN. BK & TR CD fll< T ATKlN!i.CN WI lbltd 191 0 >7 0 0 . 
95!Jlb90 fAkMtRS STAJt ~Ar-.K. HH:UE:.RILK WI 17310 21> 0 0 t 0 . 
15!> L77C GE;.Rr-o,ANfOpjN 11AklNI: bANl'I. ~t.RHAl'ilUwN Wl 17~t,~ 4'01:S 0 0 0 0 . 
7~Sl71:l0 C.lLLtTl SlATE. 8.ANf(. &lllt:ll WI 3bb&b ... 0 0 0 0 . 
755 lf-.o C.kAFllJN STATI: bANI<. C.kAf- TGN Wl 3511"1 ,,. 0 111 0 0 . 
95!> l&M) FlRS.T BK. llf GR.t.NTSBURf,, (,KANT ScuRG WI 4.£b6d 3bJ 0 <70 0 0 . 
7~:,1~'i!> F lk~T WI bK UF bkt.f:N ... Lkl::.f::N bAY WI !d!>b~ ~bl 0 HJ 0 0 . 
7:)51910 PPL MsN BK Uf C.RHN bAY &Rl:tN BAY WI 130.l9l l'1b4 " 30:,1 ,.. -!>'olb 

7~!>1~15 U'H VERH TY ii.A.-.,!'.. L,kH.N BAY Wl 3448'1 .,. 0 0 " 0 . 
7:,:, l'i20 ll'EST BANI<. ANO TRUST &KE:1:.N BAY Wl ll.t589 15!>1 0 189-'t 0 0 
7:>!>1'135 MCI t,ANK UF CRl::cNflEL!J C.KH:Nf-U:.LD WI ~3907 .,. 0 0 0 0 • 
1?:,bbC, ~lAH b~ UF ukE:.!:N VALLt:Y C.kE:l:N Vi\LLl:.Y WI 13ts't0 14d 0 0 0 0 . 
7:,!)1'170 F At<.Ml:k!> ANU Mt kLHAl'i I!, &,AN!\ bt<.l:1:NWOOO WI 14£64 -~ 0 0 II II . 
7'>!>1990 STAH bAN!<. HALE:S C.UkNEk.S HALl:S C.URNl::RS Wl !,}lj37 lllb 0 C, " 0 
7';:,:)£.C-20 VALLl::Y bA~J.I(, (Jf HAKlFU~O HAK. lFURO WI 21:,1a 38b 0 0 0 0 . 
7:,~.;- 180 IXLNlA STAH bANK lXONJA WI 14133 13• 0 II u 0 • 
7!>S.d95 8ANI\ Uf- JANE:SV ILLE J.ANl::~VlllE WI .ti.1&4 ~•o 0 0 0 0 . 
155£210 ,_.E::RC.HANTS ANL> SA.VlNt.,S bAJl4iK JANt:SVllll: Wl 84C.58 1091 0 159't 0 0 
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NONMEMBER. BANKS bENE-fl T TO BANKS C.OVE:REO BY J"IODlflE:D S. 85 ~l.t2l19 

(l) (21 (31 ,., (>J ,., 
D~b NAME LOCATION TOE:P YL 1C.SH 1917 NlW N,w 01' 

RlCbAL HA Rl~bAL 01-l!>J 

75"52230 ROCK COUNTY SAVINGS AND lR JANf~VILLE WI 2113£ 603 0 0 0 0 . 
755~240 FARMERS ANO MfRC.HANTS BANK JtFFERSUN WI 2~371 .t7l 0 13 0 0 . 
7552:2~0 JE.f-FE:RS,(JN COUNTY BANK. JHF-tRSUN WI 19373 l!..l 0 0 0 0 
75':>2300 bAN~ Of- KAUKAUNA KAU"-AUNA WI 175&8 21.) 0 0 0 0 . 
755L.HO f.AR"!t.k5 AND Ml:. F..C.HA!'t TS BANK K.AUKAL.f4A Ml 2:.H.184 J4l 0 0 0 0 . 
755,d.t:5 AMdUCAN STA H: 6ANK KtNU!:i,HA Ml 3.t0::>5 .,. " 0 " 0 
75~.2 3~0 'fALLE:.Y bA.r-.i<. K.t.WAStr..UM Wl 3b3bl •u; 0 ,. 0 0 
7552370 STATE Bi<. OF Kt~A\JNE:.E KE:WAUNEl WI lb!:i.i:'..l 118 0 • 0 0 . 
75!)2J80 UNlLN STAll: bANK K.tWAUNtt: Wl lb1"-1 ""-0 0 0 ~ 0 . 
'155.t"-:,5 tCJULEE STAH: BANK LA {.kUSSt: WI lCJOlZ 4! .. ') 0 0 0 0 . 
9 ~5.2440 i:XCHANGE:. ~TA.TE. bANK. LA tf<.OS.S.t: WI 2't297 3,o 0 0 0 0 . 
95':>2470 Sl ATE bl'I. OF LA CROSSE LA {.kO.>SC WI 42."-35 70b 0 0 0 0 . 
955Z4GIO SECURITY 5, TA lE bANK LAOY!,MlTH Wl lf:17t)4 2b7 0 0 0 0 . 
7~50::530 GRtENWOlJO~ SU JE BANK lMtl'llLLS Wl 141"-~ 12b 0 0 0 0 
7552540 lAr~C.ASl E:R Sl Al E:. eA!'olK LANC.ASH.R Wl 2.70',;i: 201 0 71 0 0 
7552550 UNION STA.fl: 6A.NI\. LANCA5,TE.R WI 2'1"-91 304 0 0 0 0 . 
7S5Lb00 B.-NK OF LI TT LC: CHUTE: LlllL~ CHUH Wl 1~732 1£ 1 u 0 0 0 . 
75':>2b£0 SlAH: bK OF LODI LOOI Wl 14171 14' 0 0 0 0 
75S2t>"t0 ClllZE:NS STA Tc bANK LCJY AL Wl 17153 ... 0 0 0 0 
Ql!>SLt:50 fl(;l:lllY STATE BANK LUCK Wl 1715!> IH 0 0 0 0 ~ 
7:io5Lbt.0 BANI'.. OF LUXl:MBUR(.. LUXEMBURG Wl l0687 11. 0 w 0 0 ,_. 
755..:et::18 AFFJLJAH-0 tlK OF HllLUALf: MADISON Ml 84 Ll6 lll5 0 l4b7 0 0 ,s:.. 
7='5.t:7\JO AH·lllAH.O liK OF ~A0150t MAD15,0N Wl 12t:l'il4 2107 0 ~bSb 0 " 7552710 (..O~Nf:lolC.lAL STA lt. 6ANK MADI SON Wl 3010.C, "" 0 0 0 0 
7";527£7 lAKt. Cl lY dANK MADI !,ON Wl 19"-88 '" 0 0 0 0 . 
755.n.c.o RANDALL SlAlt BANK MA01Sll\l Wl 2t::126t:l 404 0 0 0 0 . 
7552750 ~l:C.kTY MRNE BK Uf- MAC>ISON M.AOl!>L>N Wl btlbb~ lblO 0 ld 0 0 
75SL 755 UNI HO bANI( • lR OF MAtJ l .>ON MAO 1 Sl.1\1 Wl 1&.b'tl ~21 0 lb lb 0 0 . 
7.S5LH,5 UNllt.O eANK. (JF w.t.~TGAlt. MAUl!,lN Wl 23026 300 0 0 0 0 
7SS2"f90 FAk.MEKS !,.TAJ!: oAr-.iK MAJ~A1'A WI lb2ll lbo 0 0 0 0 

755Lb25 HANl TCMUC. COUNTY DANK HA."-ll TOI-WC WI ',',<1t98 >o7 0 "<,e, 0 0 
755..-950 l"':ARA.lHUN ~H,ll; bANi<, HAk4lh(JN Wl '° lb32 lbl 0 0 0 0 
75!>Ll< 70 fA.'tME:R5 t MkC.H bAkK t lRUS 1 HA.RlNCTTE Wl 35923 219 0 it'b~ C 0 
755,.:•no C.1:NlkAL 5.U,tE bANK. M.Ak!l,Hf-HLO Wl "-C>'d't '"' 0 " 0 u . 
75'.l.::970 bANK. Of MAUS ION. HAU!. llJN Wl 253bl 35.:: 0 0 0 0 . 
7 55L990 Mt l BANK. OF HAYVllLE:. MAYV Ill~ Wl 2t1"-bl ,., 0 0 0 0 
q55JGlO Sl ATE: bM...,_ OF M.H,fORO Mt.Of-l.Jk.0 Wl 3Yl0'JI ,., 0 0 0 0 
755J.Ul0 B.l,.._.l'i. Of- "'t:LRU5!: HHkUSE: W! 1413'1 It> 0 0 0 0 . 
755JU.}0 BANK OF Mt.NA~A MlNASt1A Wl 2777' >27 0 0 0 0 . 
7553048 4Mt:F"<.1C.AN MENU'\ONH FALL~ BK MtNUHONEE ULLS Wl l.8<1t71 ,., 0 0 0 0 
7 ::,::,.,050 FAR."'lt.KS ANO PokJ-.C.HANl S BAM M.!:.MJ/•\UNE:E FALLS Wl 911 lL 77< 0 19tb 0 0 
45',jQbO BANK OF Ml:NUMONlE. MtNCJHUNlC Wl .c:'.bt!32 2~2 0 >b 0 0 . 
95~dC.bO UNI HD bANK IN Mt:.NQMON!f; Ml:N(JHUNlf: WI ~2300 21 > 0 0 0 0 . 
9553ll.JO LlNl.ULN (.UUNTY t!AN1{ MtRk.l LL Wl 29273 3-4 0 0 0 0 . 
955.HOS " • I C.lllll:NS. AMi::.Rlt'-N BK HlRk ILL Wl 31897 'iU 0 0 0 " 755~110 bAP..K Ut NlOOU::TO~ MlDULtlCJN Wl 't lH"-7 ,n 0 o7 0 0 
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NU"-"1EM8E:R BANi<.S 8E.NEFI T TO BANKS COVl:.REO BV HUUJflt.0 s.. es l/<.Z/19 ... ... 
t (1) (21 (31 (41 '~I I bl 

0 o~s NAME LOCAl ION TOE:P Vl JC.SH 1977 Ne. Mw l,Jf 
Rt:.QHAL ~PA klQ~AL Ll,J-(!>) 

~ 

"' 7553136 AMtRlCAN hAMPTCN bA.NK. MlLW:A.\JKEE WI 25476 !>5.l 0 0 0 0 . 
' 7553145 bA"'1!'- DF- CUMME:.ktE:. MlLWAUKE-1::: WI 5b997 , .. 0 l.303 0 0 . 
~ 7553150 bAY VIEW STATt BANK HlUIAUKl:.E WI 3Ul30 •22 0 0 0 0 . 

7553155 (.AP lTOL MARl NE bANK MJLWAUl<.EE WI 4b247 1b1 0 0 " 0 . 
7!>5.,175 C..LINTlNENTAL dANK £. TRU5.1 C.0 MllMAllKEE WI ,Lt)5llt 302 0 " 0 0 
75'::dl<;Q F lk.ST WISC.ON'.:.IN TRUST C.lJ HllWAUK.EE WI 2<il0b • 0 llc,t5 0 0 . 
75~d,Wl CREAltR MILWAUKEE BANK Mllill'Au<E:E WI lb~8'i ~"7 0 0 0 0 . 
7553202 C.UAKDU.fll STA TE bAfllt<. MILMAUl(l:E WI 15117 3B ,0 0 0 0 
7553.di9 Ht:kllAGt bK lJF HlliiCAlJK.lE Hll.WAU<.l:E WI 9bbb1 101 0 2!>U!> 0 0 
75$3.:::Jv KlltOUR.N STAll: BANK MlliiCAUl(t:E: WI 3l 1!>4 33' " •• " 0 . 
75">.J240 LAYTON STATE bAN< HlLWAll<.EE WI 3.2.£43 10'15 0 0 0 0 . 
75~ul50 Ll~C.GLN S.TAJE bANI'- Hll"1Ali)(.tE. WI 40':>96 '"" 0 '" 0 0 . 
1~~j2b9 MCI SH YEk SPRING HANK MlLMAUi<.EE WI .320d3 ,.. 0 0 0 0 . 
755.>£72 Ml(J-AMt::RlC.A bAf.iK MlLWAL/1(1:E Wl 231~7 , .. 0 0 0 0 . 
7~5J2 75, MlLWAUl(EE. Ht:5.H:kN HANK HiLWALIKH: WI 8j770 ,,. " 1715 0 0 
7553480 MllC.Hl:Ll S.TRtl:l SlAlE HANK f1JLWAUt<.tE WI 3'>~71 47' 0 0 0 0 . 
7553.JOO PAkK STATE. bANK. MILWA~E.E. WI 0'11:120 73Y 0 1274 0 0 
755.J340 WlSC.UN!:.JN MARINE: BANK MILWAUKEE WI 6bbB!> l4b'-o 0 I.,:)'!> 0 0 ~ 
7~5.3350 t.A.RM1:.RS 5AVl~S BANK. /"llNEkAL POINT WI lti892 lt1.l 0 0 0 0 . .... 
Q5,.3.3t..V Sl:C.uRITY HATE:. BANK HJNUC.(;,\JA WI 2b373 2bS 0 0 " 0 . 01 
7 55 ~3tl5 HO,°"UNA GROVC SH,TE. 8.IINl'I. MGNONA WI .3676~ ,es " 0 0 0 . 
7'>53340 C.U:-tMt:.RC.lAL ANO SAVINC.S BANK. Hlt-,kUI: WI 5&.322 .,. 0 &33 0 0 . 
75~3410 HUl'lllt:Li.O S.TATE. bANK 11.tJNTCLLO WI 132.0..C 131 0 u 0 0 . 
7::,~>.J440 M(JSlNCE CLM11l:.ktlAl BANK MOSINCE WI l!>t"24 i5'1 0 0 0 0 . 
7 55,j4b0 ST A Tc. BK OF 11T HOREB MWNT HURl::.B Wl .t2157 no 0 2 0 0 . 
7553'-o70 C.llllENS t:IANK HUKWUNAGO WI 31787 .l1'1 0 -- 0 0 • 
755.:,520 N.E: l LLSV l llc t:IANK NHLLSVJLLE:. WI 22!>51 )t,'!> 0 0 0 " . 
7~':)_;530 r-tEK.L;QSA f-UI'{ T E'uwAKDS ~T B< ~EKlJOS.A Wl 15~2b ;lu 0 " 0 0 . 
7553~57 S(HJTHWE~T dA,'-1<. New bE.RllN Hl 1577b '" 0 " 0 0 . 
7553~b0 bANK lJF Nl:W GLARUS NlW C.LARUS WI ,tl3Ms "" 0 ,1 0 0 . 
7 55J590 MC..l NtW HUL~ Tl:. Ht bAl'tK. NtW HULS.TE.IN Wl 20'-'4~ 317 0 0 0 0 . 
755.3C>00 Nt:W US.BUN S.lAlt SANK NlW LlSbl..lhl WI 1 b~26 311 0 0 0 0 . 
7 55.JblO FIRST STATE. BAf,jK NlW LDNDQf\l WI 34ts94 ••• " lbl 0 0 . 
9553b21) bANK UF t.lE:'4 kll..NMONO NcW klC.HMONU WI 1',,Ul3 £'25 0 0 0 0 
J:,:i,~710 bANK OF CiC.ONLHUMl!C u1..or-.u11.rll □C Wl ib~lO 3•> 0 0 0 0 . 
755.H<tO WlM>1t:bAC.O COUNTY 6AkK l.JMkU WI 24151 LbU 0 0 0 0 . 
95~.37"t5 8A"il<. Uf Ul'-tALAS.K.A. UNALASKA WI 15'137 :-,.:,o 0 0 0 0 . 
755.J7bV OOS TbUKC- STA TE: bANK OOSlbURG WI l47B3 lU"I 0 0 0 0 . 
7553770 BANK OF ORi:UUli OktuON WI lbl 79 10• 0 0 0 0 . 
755382) VALLEY 6ANI( OF OSHKOSH OSHtWSH Wl 41.23b bV.i:: 0 0 0 0 . 
755..lcL!> we.~ turn SlAlE. bANr'. O~HKOSH WI 'tb03.?: 610 0 0 0 0 
9 5530 30 BANI'.. Ut- OSSE:U U::i.St:U WI 2147b 1,0 0 0 0 0 . 
?55j6BC. ?tSHTlC.O STAlE. 8Al'iK f-l:!>Hl lC.0 Wl 1B9b~ U4 0 0 0 0 . 
755J~90 IIIALKE:S.HA tOUNTY MAklNE BANK Pl::WAUKEE:: WI 5&111:S o>l 0 >92 0 0 
955-,910 S.TATt bK. OF f'HlLLlP~ PHILLIPS WI 22i;sl4 321 0 " " " . 
7553',,50 )ot{JlJl"liD (.l T't ~ANt.. t'LA l H:Vl lLE: WI 127075 L1b 0 < 0 0 
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N0NMlMBER BANK.S 8EN~FIT 10 BANKS CCJVl:.REO tiY l'UJOlflfD S. 8!, i/d/79 

( 11 (<I (3) <•I <>I lb I 
os• NAME l0CAllON TLiE.P VLlC.!>H 1~11 Nl• Nt• "" f-'.tWtAL -~· kU,11bill ,., )-( ~, 

7553980 Cl JV BANK r. TRU~ T CUHPANY ..-cRTAGE Wl 30192 311 0 H 0 0 . 
75!>4Vl0 PO~ T WASHING TUN STA.Ti; BAfllK. PORT MA.SHI kl.TON Wl 3L9b9 342 0 •• C 0 
7554C50 FAFd11:RS, STATE:. BANK POUND Wl lb339 '"' 0 " 0 0 
1554{;80 Pl::UPLES SU,lE BANK PRAJkll:: OU C.HltN WI 27t,4l '"" 0 0 0 0 
75~40SIO PkAlklE CITY bANK. PRAlklE OU C.Hll:.N Wl .l'1540 '.,.)} 0 1, 0 0 
7~:,4100 BANI<. Uf PRAlkll DU SAC PRA lklE OU SAC Wl 2.£59<, lH 0 30 0 0 . 
1554130 PUI..ASKl STAH: t>ANK PULA~r..l WI i 5b92 2:,2 0 bb 0 0 . 
7554145 8Ar.iM. UF tLH,H.OU RAC INl: WI 41!>9!, ~,s 0 ,, 0 0 . 
75!i415u FARMEJU A~D Mc.kC.HAI\ITS 6ANK. kACl~l Wl 14li77 3,07 0 0 0 0 
755.C.161 fJkST Wl bl(, or RACINE kAL.lNE: Wl 4111'1 ,., 0 ,o 0 0 . 
7!.>5'tl70 1\/i0l"'.TH SIDE. DA."4!'1.. P.,t,C l~E Wl 40163, bY7 0 0 0 0 . 
75':>4l'il0 0.\1RY'14N!> Sh.It tU,NK IO.NU0LPH WI l~'ib'il L~ 1 0 0 0 0 
7554210 fAk!"i~RS A,-.0 MERCHANTS, tsAt\11<. kf:.ElJ~bUkG Wl '-!>710 3bb 0 0 0 0 . 
75S4l2C. RE.lC.StlURG bANI<. Rl:.l::Ll::.bURG Wl 20'!.73 ,o, 0 0 0 0 . 
95':>4.<:b0 M~kC.HANTS SANK t,, lRUS 1 khlNi:LA.P1Wt::R WI 3~504 31L 0 B> 0 0 
955,.2b!> [JAlkY STATE HANK RICE: LAKE Wl 23'i~'e -'bl " 0 0 0 
7~5'-t2':I0 fAkMt:.RS, ANU ME.RCt1ANTS bANtc. K.lCHLANi0 CENTER Wl 2bb53 343 0 0 0 0 
7~54~00 klCHL4N0 COUNTY bANK RICHL.t.N0 CU-HER Wl 25572 ~lo 0 0 0 0 . 
7~5 .. .:,4c, Mt.I RIPON STATt bANK Rlf-'UN Wl 23440 3db 0 0 0 0 . 
q55, .. .:,55 Ml V~R fALLS Sl All: bAf'-41(, klVtR fAI..LS Wl 1344't 103 0 0 0 0 ~ 
7554385 RlYtR VALLEY STATE bANIC. R0THSCHlL0 Wl 11793 31> 0 0 0 0 . .... 
755"'430 FAkM.ERS AND C.1 lllE:NS bANIC. SAUK CITY Wl 33404 ~bl 0 30 0 0 . 0> 
75~'t435 I~Tt.RC.1 TY STATE BANK. ~C.HUr IE-LO Wl 17077 21J 0 0 0 0 
7554450 VALLl::Y t:IANi<. Uf Si:YMOUR Sl:YM0UR Wl 16320 .:oo 0 0 0 0 . 
755"'470 Cll llt:NS ~TAlE 6A~K S.HA~AN0 Wl 464t..9 ••• 0 31& 0 0 
1554505 C.l 1 IH:NS. NOR H1 SlDt: bANK. ::.Ht:'d0YGAN Wl 24577 4'0 0 0 0 0 . 
755 .. ~50 SUVlH WE:H S,TATE: BANK SHEUUYGAN Wl 2'i~58 3'3 0 ., 0 0 . 
~5'>45b0 SHELL LAl'(E SlAlE liA.NK S,Hl:L I.. LAKE Wl lt>0b4 DI 0 0 0 0 . 
7554~7!t NUklH SHL,l{.,E t>.\tit<. !i,HURCWOUO Wl 4"1972 ,,, 0 2,1 0 0 
7 '.:l,<t620 HUMC S l A lE bANK SUUTH Ml LWAUKEE Wl 2C,2'43 "' 0 u 0 0 . 
155-.030 ~0UJH M.ILWAU~U: MARHIC SANK SOUlH MlLWAUl\t:t:. Wl 2E:.,L3 ~-· 0 0 u 0 
755-'t::>65 flk~l bANK Uf- SPARU SPARTA Wl 2 lt>lb ~,.., " 0 0 0 . 
q554i:,90 8A~I'( OF SPOU~ER SP0uNE~ Wl 22Sb0 )l!> 0 0 0 0 
75'.)4 JOO B4N~ C...f- Sf-'R l "1G GKHN SP~ H.ib <,REEN Wl z.,10, :t5'1 0 0 0 0 
9S~<t72U BA~rt.. Uf SP~lN(, V.A.lU.Y SPR.Jril, VALLEY Wl l"-07'1 ,.,, 0 0 0 0 . 
95'>4130 FA'tME.RS £.. MtRC.HAr-.TS, ST bl<. SU."4U:Y Wl 18618 200 0 0 0 0 . 
7S5474S PE;QPLCS SJATI: bANP:. SH:11 lN lNP Wl 2,3730 30• 0 11• 0 0 • 
7SS"'tEOO ST0t/4HTUN SlAlE eAr-.K S lUU&hl0N Wl 15('.97 lS> 0 " 0 0 . 
7!>54~10 STkAlF0kD Sll,TE. bANK SlkAlfllk[J Wl l33S3 134 0 0 0 0 
7~54E,40 hANIC. UF SUN F-RURIE: S~ Pk41Rlf Wl 39019 ,o. 0 0 0 0 . 
9'.)".>48!>0 CUfl'l"'IUNl lY 8tC. &. TR C.U !>UPlRlllk WI 1 !>t9.C. .:l) 0 0 0 u . 
7554910 SUF-l~V STAT!:. bAM<, SLR !Nb Wl 33180 301 0 142 0 0 
7554~30 C.0luNJAL 5TA1t BANI<. lHIENSYlUf Wl 4 lS6b .,. 0 lul 0 0 . 
7S54'140 Pt0PLE!a EXCHANGE BANK THOkP Wl 21140 192 0 0 0 0 
7SS'i980 FAR.MtRS ANO HC'/.1,C.MANlS tlANK T~AH Wl 24608 298 0 0 0 0 
7554982 flRSJ BK OF TLlHAH TOMAH Wl 1942~ lb5 0 0 0 0 
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NON'1E:.l'IBER BANKS 8E:Nffl 1 10 BA~KS COVE:RE:O bY "OO!FJE:O S. 8~ 2/t(/79 

Ill 121 131 (41 I 51 ,., 
0~8 NN4E LOCATION TO~P VL. TC.S.H 1977 Nl• N•• un 

H..H1iSAL EPA Rl~bAL 13)-151 

95549'10 BRADLEY BANK TCJHAHAWK WI lbll2 3So 0 0 0 0 • 
1!>5 50l.O SA:O.,r;. Uf- Two Rl Vt:RS 1~0 RJVtRS WI 3~S7'J 540 0 0 0 0 . 
7!,S!,030 lWO RlVtRS SAVlNC.S bA.t«. lWll RlVtR~ WI 3l.b40 "lb 0 o7 0 0 • 
75"'>5040 STATE: br.. UF l.Nl(.;."'4 GVE UtdON GkOYf WI 24!>11 1B9 0 ,. 0 0 . 
7!>550b0 bAl',K OF YE.RO~ VtRONA WI 20091 231; 0 0 0 0 . 
7S>509V STAH: bK UF YI RUCIUA VIRUQUA Wl 22193 20s 0 0 0 0 . 
75SS120 WAUiURTH STAH: BANK • WALWOklH WI 21770 250 0 0 0 0 . 
9~55UO WAS.MBUKN STATE bANK WASHSl.,RN Wl 19023 ,,. 0 0 0 0 . 
7555150 FARME.RS ANO ME RC.HAN 1 S ~1 Alt. WATtk.LOU Wl 275b0 317 0 0 0 0 
7555lb0 MC.I 1:!,ANI<. OF WATE.RTOIIIN WATERlO•IN WI 30b35 342 0 19 0 0 
7!>55210 WAUl\l:SHA S.TAlt. BAN:<. WAU!(.C.SHA WI 72l't9 130~ 0 ... 0 0 
75552(jQ C.Illll:IIIS STAH: tsl(. AND lR WAU!)AU •1 't37'il 501 0 3 0 0 • 
755,:,320 Pl:Ji,blNE. WAUS.AUKtE: BANK. WAU~AIJKl:E WI 22't59 51> 0 0 0 0 • 
75,5330 UNllJl'i S.TAlE t,ANK WAU IUMA WI 32022 ,,o 0 0 0 0 . 
7!>5S.}4l flKS.T 1,nsc.m,1s,.,, bl<. OF ,UYf,AlkWAUWA10SA Wl )77&7 .. , 0 0 0 0 
7S55.3't2 HERlTAGE. bA~J<.-l'!AYF-AlR WAU"'A TUSA Wl l.&f:100 ,.~ 0 0 0 0 • 
7!>55.3!>U WAUrlATUSA HAIi:. bANI\. WAU,-1Al0SA WI ll lb9l lbb6 0 20,l .. 0 0 
7555.365 Ct:.,'IITR4L 1:U,N,'\ Wt.S l ALL lS Wl 21Jl3 •o< 0 0 0 0 
7j55360 WE:.S.1 ALLIS S.U.11: BANK. WE:Sl ALLIS Wl &5062 b>o 0 1350 0 0 ~ 
755:>ioOU wCS.1 bEND MAklNt bANK wu.,1 bENO WI 3tb2~ 3,;t, 0 31 0 0 ..... 
7555-'tlO WU,lbY CLLN VALLtY STATE BK Wt.5,16Y WI 22029 211 0 0 0 0 . -;i 
7S!>S44V fARMl;RS, ANO HCR01ANTS BANI<. WE.YAUftEGA WI l4b8b 192 0 0 0 0 . 
7:0S.:>450 hCklJAi.lC BK OF loi'HJFlSH BAY \IIHI H.Fl SH BAY WI 995l't lU .. H, 0 1792 0 0 
7:05':.G,be C.UM!'IE;RC.IAL &ANI<. Wt-11 lt:WAl Ck WI ltH22 <bO 0 0 0 0 • 
75:>5-47il flR~T C.I Ult.NS STATE BANI\ Whl HWAll:R WI ;oc,,tio 2-. 0 0 0 0 
755~'-85 Ht:.RllA,GI:: b.\NI(. WlNU .,UlNl Wl 5C,.t79 3'1 0 12ti.O 0 0 . 
7555500 B,O..,r;. Uf wlSCUNS.lN DELLS WlSI..UNSlN C,E::LLS Wl 2d09Q 31> 0 0 0 0 . 
75555'-0 ti T lll:NS S.TAH. BA~K. Wllll:N&l:.RG 1'1 18~02 3,~ 0 0 0 0 . 
955!>570 LAKt.-.LANO STATE:: 8A~ WOOORUF-f Wl .)179~ l91 0 159 0 0 

OF 243 tSANKS Aff!.ClEO IN STAlE:: lb4 HAVE "" E AkNl~C:.S PAR llC.1 PAl lUN M.C.OUNl Uk kt.wUlht.t, kt:~t:hVt bAL AAIC.E: 
lb HAYE NU kUtUkE:0 RE~tRYE HALANC.I: 

-----------
10~60071 flkSl WYOMING 8ANK-CA.S.PER • C.A.S.PE:.R WY 3b18b 510 0 lob 0 0 • 
lOSbCl.l'> fH<.Sl wYltMlkG SANK toor CODY WY l'tllb1 .::bit 0 1, 0 0 . 
lO~t.0140 C.U'loiVEK~E C.OUNT Y bANK DOUULAS WY 'tlb4b 31• 0 24.t 0 0 . 
lO!>C>Vi 70 C.UtlR-'L 1:SA"IK. £. lRUST L ANOE.k WY 211~5 ~~4 0 0 0 0 . 
1':))b(..'t4\J fl~ST HC.URl lY bAr-tK RUC.~ ~PRIN~~ WY 2:>U73 2n 0 0 0 0 . 
10~004!>0 ~.O'<- lH ~lOt: ~ TA Tt 84NK ROC< ~PRlNGS WY 3H,22 '"' 0 71 0 0 . 
l0SoU4d0 bA~I\ uf- C.U~ME:RU: 5HERIOAN WY !>1<!'. t!-4 400 0 lOlb 0 0 . 
10:>e>U5'>0 F JI.( ~1 IIIIY011ING bA~JI. WHE:ATLAN0111HEA1LANIJ WY 17L,j'9 '" 0 u 0 0 . 
l-J'>t>0')1J Sll.'-Jf.. lo~C111ER.S. STATE: bA""- WI.ALANO WY 3Clbll lL.j 0 !So 0 0 . 

Of. '9 t,A~l'-S AF-ff.C.HO IN ~TAH 3 HAVE: NO t.AM.f1lf"(G5, PAM.llC.JPAllLN ACC.t:JUNT lJR Kl:'-Ulki:O kt.5,[RVE bALANtE. 

• HAVt; ~O Rt.l..Ukt.0 klSf.kYE t,ALA"lt..t. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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___ NONINSUREO 1:iANKS B~NEFl T TO fl.ANKS COVt.R.1:0 BY HOl.llfHO S. 8!, __ 2/22/79 ____ -- _ 

( 1) (21 (31 (41 (51 161 
DSB NAME LOtAllON lDEP VL TCSH 1917 NlW NEW OlF 

REQBAL_ EPA. __ RfcQbAL (31-(51_ ____ 

10080297 ROCKY Ml INDUS TRIAL BK COLORADO SPRINGS CO 1~277 0 87 0 0 • 
10081012 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES IND BK LAKEWOOD CO 5bO'i0 0 1250 271 -271 

OF 2 BANKS AFFECTEO IN STATE O HAVE Ml EARNINGS PARllC.lPAllON AC.COUNT OR REQUlk.ED kES£:RVE bAL4Nc.E: 
__________ _ ________ 1 __ HAVE NO RlQUREO RCSE;RVE 6ALANC.E 

bl21240 Pf:NSACOLA LOAN AND SA'VlNGS 8PE:.NSACOLA FL 18632 84 0 155 0 0 

OF 1 bANKS Affi:C.TEO lN STATE 0 HA.Vt NO EARNINC:.S PAKTlC.lPAllON AC.COUNT OR Rt:QUlRE-.D RESERVE 1:SALANCE 
1 HAVE NO RE:.QUREO k£:SERVE 8ALAN(,E 

--------------------------------------------------------------
7111~96 BANCO DI ROMA CHICAGO 

------
lL 1&500 . c.:, so 0 167 0 0 

7171499 BANK LHiMl LE:-l!>RAEL CHICAbO 1L 17096 63 0 G 0 0 • .... 
7171504 BAt--,K. FOR SVG5 C. LOAN ASSUL CHICAbO IL 497570 l 0 1130 16125 -lbl25 00 
7171501 BANQUE NATIONALE DE PARIS CHICAGO IL 46782 lS 0 765 0 0 
717155b COMME:KZBANK AK T Ct,ICAC:.O lL ~0449 lb 0 3b4 0 0 • 

___ 7171572 CRt:I.JIT L YUNNAl S _ C.t-11{.A(,0 IL 9V>42 13 0 l2b5 1190 _ .-1190 
7171744 LLOYDS !:SK. INTL LTD (.Hl(.A(,0 1L l.4581 1 0 13 0 " . 
7171863 NA l lONAL bK OF G.RE.t:CE S A C.HlCAC..O lL 2&32.ts 127 0 126 0 0 . 
717l957 SANWA liANK. C.HIC.AGU IL 2blb8 25 0 297 0 0 • 
7172032 SUMllOMO BANK LlMlTEO ChlCAGO 1L 2b727 1 0 324 0 0 . 

_____ Q.f ___ ~ _ _l_Q__BANKS_Af_fE.CIE.Q__.lN_____S,JAT f; ______ 1 _HAYf:. NO EARNING~ PAkTlCIPATlUN AC.COUNT UR kE.Q.UlREO _R,ESERVE_ 6ALANC.f ___ ~----
7 HAVE NO Rt:.QUREO RCSl:.fi.VE HALANC.E 

--------------------------------------
_ 230-'1&34 BANCO 01 ROMA ----- ------- NE• YORK NY ------ -- 44471 _ 83 __ ___ o_ 1251 O __ 0 ---~ - ---

23646:36 8ANCD 00 BRASIL NcW YLRK NY 3!:>b345 272 0 5203 -19703 -19703 
2304837 S.ANCA CC,MMERCIALE lTALlANA NlW Y[1RK, NY 23b0l 7 lS 0 41£7 9819 ;9ol9 
23b'4839 BA~CA DEL LAVORO NEW 'YURII. NY l~~:,47 <>S 0 525~ 2030 -~o::.o 
23646't l &ANCO Cl: LA NACION New YORK NY UsS3292 19 0 ~361 71204 -712(;1., 
2364842 bAl'iCO 01 NAPOLI kEW YORK. Nt:W YORK. NY 95261 13 0 1732 0 " * . 23b't655 BANCO REAL , ______ NEW YORK. NY 82294 119 _ ____ Q ___ 3896 ___ 0 0 
23b't85b bANK FUR GEMHNWIRTSCHAFT NEW YCiRK. ClTY NY b1960 3 0 12:b5 Sl2 -512 
23o-.8S7 &ANK H" ~flALlM B H NEW YORK NY 116300 181 0 49£0 263 -263 
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____ f'<iQNIN.S.URE.O bAl'IIK.S BE.NE fl 1 10 BANKS (.l)Vf.RE:D DY MODIFIE:D S. 85 .. ___ _2/22/79 _ 

I l) 121 131 14) l 5l 10) 
DSB NAME LOC.ATIUN lDEP VL TC.~H 1977 NEW NEW 0IF 

REQ~AL HA RE;Q8AL 13l-15L _____ 

2J64892 BN'-1 f-RAN DE (UM l:.XT Ekll:.Uk New YORK NY 629bl 0 1205 390 -390 
2364896 BARCLAY~ UAN.K !NTL NEW YURK N1 7:::6 438 401 0 5~:">7 4b5U!:i -46505 
23b4940 bRLWN BKO::, HAR.klMAN t co NEW YlJR!(. NY 345040 159 0 5282 21628 -21628 
23b4963 C.HAR.H:IHD BANK UF- Ll.JNOON NEW YGRK NY l5325 22 0 131 0 0 * 23b5032 C.OMMEi{ZBANK AK T NEW VURK NY 653540 21 o_ 5539 _ 2M4l _-2&441 -----
2365,(141 CkE:UIT lNUU!>lkll:L El C.OMML NEW YORK NY &0556 s 0 1264 72 -72 
2365048 CKE:011 L VON.NA! S NEW VCJRK. NY 765U6S 20 0 1741 2:8408 -26488. 
236!l-049 CRE.[,IJG lTAL lANO NlW YLRK NY 10Bl91 8 0 1409 164& -164& 
236:>058 URf:SDNtR oANK NlW VUR.K NY 2009'64 23 0 2350 5093 -5093 
23&5214 HU1'.t,KUNG t. SHANGHAI BANK New YURK NY 204~!,c; 140 0 4094 2249 -2249 

_ 2::,c,!)-'.43 l~K.Ai:.L DISCOUNT BANK ___ NlW YORK ------ NY _ 39041/7 _ 530 ____ o ___ 50!>6 ---- 7b56 _ -7B5b _____ 

2365255 LLUYDS BANK lNll LlD Nee YORK. NY 33053~ 14.t. 0 5241 6006 -8006 
2~b~258 lONC..-Ti:kM Cf<EDl 1 BK OF JA.PANNE.4 YORK NY lblil58 l 0 2548 271b -21lb 
2365315 Ml l 5Ufd5Hl liANK Ll0 New Vlik.l<. NY l47b66 10 0 2461 0 0 
2::.65318 Ml l SUI bANK LTD 1'111::.J V(·KK NY 46544 7 5 0 52b9 .t!:1376 -25376 
23&~3-43 !I.Al lQN/ril DA1'.t<.. UF PAKISTAN NlW YORK NY 714b0 0 0 1586 0 0 * 2:365:Y.4 NATL UESlMlN~TE.R BANK. NlW YORK NY 4't6510 3b 0 --- 5289 _ 19075 -19075 
2365345 ALGCMl:.Nt: oANK.. NEDCRLAND Nl:J,' 'tORil. NY 666120 09 () 1136 22831 -22u.:n 
23C5404 PHIUPPINE NATIONAL BA~K. NEW "ORK. NY 43735 129 0 2529 0 0 * 236~425 SANWA. tlANK LTD NEW YORK NY 177495 39 0 3303 270 -,270 
2305-4}0 SAVINGS l!ANK.S TRUST CCMPANV NCW VUP..K NY 304963 l 0 3?91 1S4ts0 -15460 
2j6;)445 ST A1\UARU CH.6.RT E:.Rl::O b.ANK LTD NHi YuRK NY 163 .. 9& 50 0 1729 0 0 • 

__ 236S"c54 STATE: bANK OF-_INDIA ___ . NEW YOR NY t,6218 --- 18 ___ 0 29{J0 ____ 0 0 
,2,:jQ5463 SUM.lTOMA tlANK l 10 NEW YORK NY 295061 9 0 14 8t, 3191 -3191 
2365,404 SUMlTUM.0 TRUSl f. liKG CO LTD NEW YORK NY 32551£ s 0 5,288 10363 -10363 
23c,~465 ~W l SS bANK CUK.PURAl lllN NEW YIJRK NY l97b419 23b 0 1550 61245, -61245, 
2365,-467 SWISS CkE:011 BANK NEW VURK. NY 2343~7 &b 0 52 70 Sl73 -5173 
2365470 TAIYO K08f BANK. LTD NEW YORK NY 72710 l 0 7~9 0 0 * 

_ 23t:.5471 TOKAI BANi.;,,_ LlMllf:.D NE;W VURK NY .2.llb04 --- 2.________ o. __ --3199 --- 2012 -2012 _ 
23654 ?3 TOVU He.UST t BAf'-.iK.lNG CO LTD NC:W "ORK. NY 335SO l 0 5'0 0 0 • 
2365535 UNIO:i bANI\ OF 6A\IAR1 A NcW ._,ORK NY l 9~~00 37 0 1'\Bb 4941 -4941 
2365536 UNlliN BANK. OF SWITll:RLAND NEW YlJRK NY 751900 71 0 1741 30049 -30049 
2365539 WE:STC;EUTSCHE LANC.ESbANK NEW YORK. NY 58&999 2 0 1741 i0842 -20842 

OF __ 42 BANKS AFF-E.ClEO _ _IN SlATE ____ ,___ 0 HAVE NO EARNING5 PARTICIPATION AC.COUNT OR. RE:QUlREO RESERVf:-_bALANCf 
11 HA.VE NO RtQUk.ED RESE:RVE BALANCE: 

_53::Z.0_400 CABARRUS BANK.__[. __ IRU5_L.!.O __ C.ONCORD __ _ . NC ___________ . __ 67034________.l.b:;3_ ___ .0-------5_5b ________ Q ----~--*~--

OF l BANKS AFF-i:.CTEO IN STATt; 0 HAVE NO E:ARNlN~S PARTICIPATION .\CCOUNT OR REQUIRED RESERVE BALANCt. 
l HAVE NO Rl:.QURl:O fU:::>E:k\/E 8ALANt..C 
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--NONlkSURt:O BANKS BENEfll 10 BANKS C.OVEREO bY HUlHt'lt.l> S. 85 __________ 21,2119 ___ _ 

Ill 12) 131 141 1;1 161 
OSB NAME LOC.ATION lOEP VL lCSH 1977 NEW Nt:W OIF 

_____ R<QbAL ___ EPA __ REQ•AL __ 131-1; I 

9380090 BANK Of NORTH DAKOlA BISMARCK NO 3 7605 7 589 0 ;2 75 65 lb -85lb 

OF l BANKS AFFECTED lN Sl ATE: 0 HAVE NO E.ARNlNb~ PARUCIPATlON AC.COUNT OR RE:QUJREO Rl:SERVE BALANCE:_ 
0 HAVE NO R.l:QURED RE~ERVE 8ALANC.E 

__ :___~:____----=:=======------------
10401036 lNVE.S.TORS TRUST C.OHPANY DUNCAN OK llb52 0 56 0 

---·------·OF __ LBANKS AFEECTl:.O _lN STAlt. _____ Q ___ HAVE: f'iO EARNINGS. PARTlC.lPAllON _ACCOUNT _Q(( REWUIRt.O _ _RE.SE:.RVE._bALANCf... _______ _ 
l hAVE. NO REQURE(J RESER.VI:: BALANCE 

----- -----------------------------------
__ l2'tl0501 BANK. OF TOKYO LTD PlJRTLAND _ 

l2o!t-l0Sl0 CANADIAN IMPRL bK OF COMMRC.EPURlLANIJ 
Ok 
OR 

__ U3724 
07222 

_ 33_ 
160 

O ____ l2b3 
0 1330 

111 
0 

OF 2 BANKS AFFECTED IN S.TATE 0 HAVE NO EARNlN\J>S. YARTICIPATION ACCOUNT UR REQUIRED Rl:SERVE BAL.ANC.E 
1 HAVE: NO RtQURED Ri;.~ERVf: BALAN(.E 

----- . - - - ----------~ --------------------------=-----
3423825 BANK OF Ut,NOISBURG 
3427218 TOBIAS KNU8LAUCH 

LANOlStlURG 
READllllG 

PA 
PA 

17822 
11025 

L04 
143 

0 
0 

0 
0 

---·--- OF_ 2 BANKS AffECTE:O IN S.lATE Z HAVE NO EARNlNG!:t PART!ClPAllON AC.COUNT OR IU:QUIRE.O RE.)~RVC;_ bA.LANC.£: 
0 HAVE MJ Rt.QUkt:lJ Rl::S.E:kVt 6ALANCE 

0 
0 

_ ___1_44_0310_.WASHlNGlON.. TRUSL COMPANY_ _ WE:STE:RLY Rl 98609 --~_lo10 ___ o_ 205_b____o __ _ 

OF !_BAN.KS AFFECTED IN !:tTAlE 0 HAVE NO EARNlNGS PARllCIPAllON ACCOUNT UR REQUIRCO RESERVE bALANCE 
1 HAVE: NO RtQlJREO RESEH.VE BALANCE 

-717 
0 

0 
0 

o. 

• 

* • 
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~ NONlNSURCO bANK.S 

OSB N•ME LOUTION 

1253U819 BANK OF TOK.YO LTD Sl:ATTLE 
12530820 CANAOlA.K lMPRL bK OF C.OHMRC.l:~EAllLE 

bf.Nl::Fll TU llANK.S COVl::REO bY MUOlFlC:U S. 8!> 

WA 
WA 

111 12l 131 
lOf.P VL lC.!::.H 1977 

106367 
114509 

2b 
1;1 

R~QbAL 

0 
0 

2/22/79 -- -------

14) 151 lbl 
NtW MW OIF 

~·· _ R.l:.Qi;jAL__ 13)-(;l_ 

1481 1702 -1702 
183; 1;01 -1!>07 

OF 2: SANKS AFFEC.TEO lN ~lATE 0 HAVC NO EAfi.NlNbS. PARllC.lPATlUN AC.COUNT OR RtQUlkEO ttC~EkVE bALANU: 
._O .. HAVE_ NO Rl::.QUkED.RE.~E:RVt. bALANCC. ~- ~·------

------------------------···· 

------------- --------- -----

------· --·- ~---- -
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____ H_Lll_UAL ... SAVlNGS BANKS lll:.Nl::.F-11 TO bANKS C.UVEktD 6Y MUOlflCD S. 8~ 2/22/79 

( II (2) (?; J (4) I 51 (6) 
DS8 NAME LDC.All ON Tl.1EP VL lC.~H 1917 NtW NEW Dlf 

Rc.QbAL ___ c.PA __ kc.Q8AL __ (3l-(5) _____ 

2090130 PEOPLE!) SAVINGS BANK liRlOGEPORT Cl 1512241 10386 0 0 
1090640 SOC.IE TV FOR SAVINGS HARlfURO Cl I329641i "'6.40 0 0 
l0910b0 C.ONNl::CllCUT SAVINGS bANK NEW HAVEN C 1 bl406~ 1792 0 0 

OE _____ 3 BANKS AFFECTED _IN !>TATC ) HAVf NO tARNlNGS PARllC.IPATIGN ACC.OUNl Ok REQUlkl::D_RE:;S.ERVE _BA_L_Ai:,.CE: 
0 HAVE NO kt:'-IURED Rt:.Sl::RVI:: BALANC.C 

--------------------- ----------------------------------------

_3...100400 WILMINGTON SVGS FUND SOC WILMINGTLN _ OE 6446 74 2:174 0 0 

Of 1 BANKS AFFE:CTED lfl.l STATE l HAVf: NO EAkNlNGS PARllClPATION Al.CCJUNT OR RE.QUIRED RESEk.VE t>ALANCE: 
0 HAVE: NO Rl:.QUREO Rl::ScRVE BALANCE 

5240220 PRCJVIOE:NT SAVINGS BANK bALTlMORE 
5240260 SAVlNbS. BANK Of BALllMUkC. BALTlMORE 

-------------------

MD 
MU 

~224&6 
61fl'f54 

4!)19 
2039 

0 
0 

0 
0 

OF 2 BANKS AFFECTED IN STATE: 2 HAVt: NO EAR.NlNGS PARTlClPAl IUN AC.COUNT OR REQUlRED RESC.RVE BALAr-.i:CE 
0 __ HAVE NO fU."1URED k.EStk\lC. BALANl.E 

------------------------
1250255 BOS. TGN FIVE CENlS SVGS BK bOS lllN MA 900389 27ti& 0 0 

0 
0 
0 

O_ 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

--- _o 

0 
0 

0 

• 
* . 

·-

. 
* 

. 
-125(..3-00 CHARLESlOI-IN ~AV lN&S bANK bllS TON ------------ MA 733060 -- 1483 ______ 0 _____ 0: ___ o __ -· o __ •--··-

1250410 HOME SAVINGS BA/\iK BOS TON MA 3"12009 48b 0 0 0 0 • 
l 2~0520 PKUVlDl:"Nl lNSl l lUH'II FOR SVGSbOS lUN MA 957060 lt,-49 0 0 0 0 • 
1250570 SUFFGL~ F-fi.A.'iKl lN S.VGS i:IK bOS lON HA 594447 1.:.56 0 0 0 0 . 
1250~b5 UNlLN ~ARREN SAVlNl,S bANK BGS TON MA 4037bl b0£ 0 0 0 0 * 1252'390 NE I~ bEOfUKO Fl VE: CNT SVG BK NEW BEDf-OR.O MA <::.1VS3b 1£'77 0 0 0 0 . 

--- 12:>~470 MUllJAL bAt-.K FOR SAV l NC.S l'tl:.WTON CE:NlcR MA 45'1152 -- 1430 ---~-0 ____ O_~ ___ O _____ 0 . 
12:52730 tH;RKSHlk.E COUNTY SAVINGS BK PllTSFHLO 
1253150 SPRlNGfl C.l.0 INST fUR SVNGS SPRING.FIELD 
1253761 PEOPLE.S SAVINGS BANK wORCESltR 
1253710 WCJRCESTER CTY INST r"L:k SVG~ WLRCt:~TER 

-~-... OF ___ l2 BANKS_AffE.CTED lN.STATl _____ 12 
0 

MA 140?12 ,,2 0 0 0 0 • 
MA 504002 450H 0 0 0 0 . 
MA 314062 1418 0 0 0 0 • 
MA 37bb27 125b 0 0 0 0 • 

HAVE NO EA.RNlNb~ PAR.1 lClPAl IUN ACCOUNT OR REQUlf<.tO_RC...SERVE; _bALANCf; __ ~ ~·- __ -· ---·

HAVI:. 1\10 RE:.QURtD Rt:Sl:RVt BALANCE: 

-----------------------------------
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HUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS Bl.:.NEFIT 10 bANKS CUVl.:.RED DY HUDIFJE.., !:.. 85 ___ 2/£2/79 --~~ 

DSB NAME 

2341550 HUOSUN CllY 5AV1NC,S BM.JK. 
2341570 PRUVllJENT SAVlNbS BANK 
2342030 MOk.RlS CUUNT Y SAVING!) BANK 
234.ll70 HOWAkO SAVINC,S BANK 

LOCAUON 

JtR!:.I.:. Y C 1 TY 
JERSEY ClTY 
MURR l S TOWN 
NtWAKK. 

NJ 
NJ 
NJ 
NJ 

( ll (2) 

TDCP VllC.~H 

810861 5233 
55b48!> 3~90 
557.;)22 315'1 

20280&'1 bl2& 

C::sJ 141 
1977 NcW 

RHIBAL EPA 

0 0 
0 0 
C, 0 
0 0 

( 5) (bl 
NE::W OlF 

RlcObAL _(3)-(5)_~---

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

OF 4 BANKS AFFE.CTED IN !>TATE 4 HAVE NO EARNINbS PAkllC.IPAllUN AC.COl.4'111 OR KEQUlkEU kESEtWE:: bALANC.E 
0 HAVE NO Rl:QUREO RE!>ERVE liALANCI::: 

-------------------------------------------------------------
-- ------ -

2;160870 DOLLAR 5AV!,''i~S DANK OF NY BRONX NY 24(Jlbl2 44lt2 0 0 0 0 . 
2.;)60950 bkOUKLYN S-AVlNGS BANK BROUK.LYN NY 130~.:)6'; 3502 0 0 0 0 . 
2361000 DIMl: SA\/ INGS bK OF NEW YORK BROUK LYN NY 4065991 !>511 0 0 0 0 
23b 1030 E:AS T NE:.; YORK SAVINGS BANK BROLKLYN NY 691760 2:058 0 0 0 0 . 
23t>ll50 LlNCl.JLN SAVlNC,S BANK l::IROCI\LYN NY 1805-5~9 5':.08 0 0 0 0 * -· 2361112 ME:.Tk[;POLl l AN SAVINGS BANK ~ROlJKLYN NY -- --- ---- -- 1167089' 373,5, 0 0 0 0 • 
23t>l2i..i} blJFFALO SAVING!) bJi.t.JK BUFFALO NY 1S-3834U t,113 " 0 0 0 . 
23C.1270 EklE SAVINGS bA!-.K. Bl.FF ALO NY 159&60() 3931 0 0 0 0 . 
2301330 WESTEf...N NCW YOkK. SAVINGS BK bUFFALO NY 7366,l,j, 42b2 0 0 0 0 * 2304070 LUNG ISLA~O SAVIN6S bANK LLNb ISLAND C.llY NY 965216 3513 0 0 0 0 . 
23649HJ BOWERY SAVINGS bANK NeW YORK NY 4532565 ·1449 0 0 0 0 . 

__ 23b50C0 ORY DOCK SAVIN GS dANK Ni:.W YGRK. NY 225052~ 5103 o _______ o _ o o ___ • 
2365061) EMlGRANl SAVlll,GS bAN.K NEW YURK NY L3U307 l ~848 0 0 0 0 . 
236~lbl fl\J..NKLlN SAVINGS BANK. Of NY NE:W YlJRit.. NY 144347& 4009 0 0 0 0 • 
2.:}b::,1-.:0 GRE:EN,HCH SA\JlNG5:a bANK Nt:W YORK NY £0461':.8 27':.9 0 0 0 0 * 23o~2B0 MANHATTAN SAVIN&S bANK. Nl:W YUKK NY 197£1&.l 3b3?1 0 0 0 0 . 
236535() NEW YORK BANK H,R S.AVlNbS NCW YORK NY 3323104 4190 0 0 0 0 . 

_ 2360!>60 RlU&EWUOD !>AVlNG!) bANK RlOC.CWUOO NY 88L!i47 3L17 0 ---- 0 0 a ----·-~-
Of 1B BANKS Af-F·EC.TED lN SJ Al E:. 18 HAVI: NU f.Ak/\llN.b~ PAk 1 lC.lPAl ION AL COUNT OR kl:QUlRE:D RCSE:.RVE BALANCE: 

0 HAVE NO REQUREO ktSE::kVE bALAhC.E 

-- ---~~--- -- - --

co 
~ co 
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Attachment B-1 

Co111111ent: These amendments provide an exclusion from reserve requirements 

of up to $10 million for transaction deposits of depository institutions 

and an exclusion up to $10 million for time and savings deposits of 

banks. An institution's transaction deposits in excess of $10 million 

but not more than $50 million, and a bank's total time and savings 

deposits in excess of $10 million but not 1110re than $50 million are 

exempted from reserve requirements. Reserve requirements will be imposed 

on a depository institution's transaction deposits that exceed $50 

million and a commercial bank's total time and savings deposits that 

exceed $50 million. A depository institution will maintain in an Earnings 

Participation Account at the Federal Reserve Bank (or passed through 

to the Federal Reserve by another institution) an amount resulting 

from first, multiplying the appropriate reserve ratios in effect for 

each deposit category by the level of the institution's exempted deposits 

for each deposit category and, second, deducting from this figure the 

amount by which the institution's vault cash exceeds its reserve requirements. 

The institution's Earnings Participation Account will earn interest 

at a rate equal to the average return earned on the Federal Reserve's 

securities portfolio. 

The amendments also provide for the following initial reserve ratios and 

ranges on deposits: 

Transaction 
Sa~ings 
Short term time 
Long term time 

9.5, 
31 
a, 
11 

8-101 
1-3, 
3-81 
1-3, 
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B-2 

Section 4 is amended as follows: 

(a) By striking the figure •40,000,000• each time it 

appears on page 5 at lines 6 and 13, on page 6 at lines 7 

and 17, and on page 9 at lines 20 and 21, and substituting 

the figure •so,000,000• in lieu thereof. 

(b) By striking the figures •13•, •14•, and •12• that 

appear on page 5 at lines 6, 7, and 8 and on page 6 at lines 

17, 18, and 19 and substituting in lieu thereof the figu~es_ 

•9.s•, •10•, and •a•, respectively. 

(c) By striking the figures •40,000•, •6•, and •4•, 

that appear on page 5 at lines 13, 14, and 16 and substituting 

in lieu thereof the figures •$so,ooo,ooo,• •a•, and •3• respectively. 

(d) By striking on page 5 the words •one-half of 1• 

that appear at line 22 and the figure •2• that appears at 

line 23 and substituting in lieu thereof the figures •1• and 

•3• respectively. 

(e) By striking the figure •s• that appears on page 

6 at line 3 and substituting in lieu thereof the figure •3•. 

(f) By adding at the end thereof the fo~lowing new subparagraphs: 

•111) Every depository institution shall maintain 

in an Earnings Participation Account at a Federal 

Reserve Bank of which it is a llelllber or at which 

it maintains an account a balance determined by 

multiplying the UIOUllt of its transaction deposit■ 

that are in excess of $10 million but not more than 

$50 million by the reserve ratio in effect for tranaaction 

accounts and, in addition, every bank shall main.tain 
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B-3 

a balance determined by multiplying the amount of 

the total of its savings and time deposits that 

are in excess of $10 million but not oore than $50 

million by the reserve ratio in effect for each 

category of savings and time deposits. If the total 

savings and time deposits of a bank exceeds $50 

million, the amount of its savings and time deposits 

against which a balance shall be maintained shall 

be determined by multiplying $SO.million by the 

proportion that the bank's deposit in the respective 

categories bear to the total of its deposits in 

the categories. 

'11\ny amount by which a depository institution's holdings 

of vault cash exceeds its reserve requirements on 

its reservable deposits shall be deducted from the 

institution's required Earnings Participation Account 

Balance. 

•The Earnings Participation Account of a depository 

institution shall earn interest at a rate equal 

to the average rate earned on the securities portfolio 

of the Federal Reserve System during the calendar 

quarter immediately preceding the interest payment 

date. The Board is authorized to adopt rules and 

regulations relating to the issuance and administration 

•of Earnings Participation Accounts.• 
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B-4 

Section 5 is amended by inserting after the word "Reserves• 

on line 4 the words •and balances.• 
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Attachlilent C 

Section 6 is amended by striking all that follows the word 

•services• on line 13 until the period on line 15. 

Comaent: This eliminates the requirement that by July 1, 1980 the Board 

have put into effect a schedule of fees for Federal Reserve services. 
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AttachlEnt D 

In Section 3, the second sentence of then- paragraph added to the 

end of Section ll(a) of the Federal Reserve Act is amended to read as 

follows: 

•such reports shall be made (l) directly to the Board in the case 

of member banks and for all deposit liabilities in the case of other 

depository institutions maintaining transaction accounts as defined in 

Section 19 of this Act, and" 

Comment: This amendment clarifies that depository institutions with 

transactions deposits will file reports on all deposit liabilities directly 

with the Board. 
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Attachment E 

Section 4 is amended by striking subsection (7) on page 8 

and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 

"(7) A depository institution possessing transaction 

accounts shall be entitled to the same discount 

and borrowing privileges as member banks.• 

The following section is inserted as section 10. 

"Abolition of Penalty rate" 

"Section 10. Section l0(b) of the Federal Reserve Act (12 

u.s.c. 347b) is amended by striking all after the first sentence 

thereof.• 

~: These provisions provide access to the Federal Reserve discount 

window to all depository institutions possessing transaction accounts 

and eliminate the penalty rate now required by the Federal Reserve 

Act when borrowing institutions collateralize their loans with ineligible 

paper. 
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Attachment 'I! 

Section 4 is amended by adding to subsection (5) on page 7 

the following: 

"Nonmember banks shall be required to maintain reserves 

based upon the activities of their foreign branches and 

subsidiaries to the same extent required by the Board 

of foreign branches and subsidiaries of member banks.• 

~• This provision authorizes the Board to require nonmember banks 

to maintain reserves against the obligations of their foreign branches 

and subsidiaries on the same basis required of member banks' foreign 

branches and subsidiaries. 
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Attachment G -1 

Section 9, entitled "Effective Dates,• is redesignated as 

Section 11 and the following is substituted in lieu thereof: 

ACCESS TO CLEARING SERVICES 

•sec 9. (a) The first paragraph of 11ection 13 of the Federal 

Reserve Act (12 u.s.c. 342) is amended as follows: 

(1) by inserting after the words "member banks" 

the words •or other depository institutions•. 

(2) by inserting after the words •payable upon 

presentation• the first and third times they appear, 

the words •or other items, including negotiable orders 

of withdrawal or share drafts•. 

(3) by inserting after the words •payable upon 

presentation within its district,• the words •or other 

items, including negotiable orders of withdrawal or share 

drafts•. 

(4) by inserting after the words •nonmember bank 

or trust company,• wherever they appear the words •or 

other depository institution•. 

(5) by inserting after the words •nonmember bank" 

after the second colon the words •or other depository 

institution•. 
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G-2 

(b) The thirteenth paragraph of section 16 of the Federal 

Reserve Act (12 u.s.c. 360) is amended as follows: 

(1) by striking out the words "member banks" wherever 

they appear and inserting in lieu thereof "depository 

institutions•. 

(2) by striking out the words "member bank" wherever 

they appear and inserting in lieu thereof "depository 

institution•. 

(3) by inserting after "checks" wherever it appears 

the words •and other items, including negotiable orders 

of withdrawal and share drafts.• 

(c) The fourteenth paragraph of section 16 of the Federal 

Reserve Act (12 u.s.c. 248(0)) is amended by striking out "its 

member banks" and inserting in lieu thereof."depository institutions.• 

~• In order to assure equal treatment for all depository institutions 

these amendments conform various sections of the Federal Reserve Act 

relating to clearing facilities by eliminating the distinctions drawn 

by the Act between member and nonmember depository institutions. 
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MONETARY POLICY IMPROVEMENT ACT OF 
1979 

MONDAY, MARCH 26, 1979 

u. s. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D.C. 
The committee met at 10:10 a.m., in room 5302 of the Dirksen 

Senate Office Building; Senator William Proxmire (chairman of the 
committee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Proxmire and Garn. 

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE 

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order. 
Today we are continuing our hearings to consider legislation to 

deal with the problems associated with the erosion of membership 
in the Federal Reserve System and to consider the effects contin
ued attrition might have on the ability of the Federal Reserve to 
conduct monetary policy. The committee has before it two bills: S. 
85, which I have introduced; and S. 353, which Senator Tower has 
introduced. 

When Chairman Miller appeared before the committee on Febru
ary 26, he presented another option for consideration which he had 
already shared with the House Banking Committee. Since that 
time the Board had decided that it is not wedded to its so-called 
"Earnings Participation Accounts," which would allow interest to 
be paid on some reserves. That is, I think, a significant develop
ment. 

Another significant development was the failure last Wednesday 
of the House Banking Committee to come to any agreement on how 
they would remedy the membership problem. 

As we hear from our witnesses about their views on S. 85 and on 
S. 353, I think that it is important for the committee to realize that 
although there may be alternative ways to deal with the problems 
and issues raised by the attrition of the Federal Reserve member
ship, the basic issue is whether we really want a strong Federal 
Reserve that can act as the Nation's central bank for all banks and 
depository institutions, or whether we should continue with the 
system we currently have in place. 

It is my view that if we are going to do something, we should 
seek a permanent solution to the membership problem. I see no 
way to do that without really making membership itself a nonis
sue, and focusing on the establishment of universal reserve require
ments. 

(335) 
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We are the only country-the only major industrialized coun
try-where the central bank does not have the legal authority to 
apply reserve requirements on all depository institutions. It is ex
tremely important that the Federal Reserve have the necessary 
powers to conduct monetary policy, especially in this inflationary 
time. 

We already have an inequitable situation with regard to reserve 
requirements, and I hope that we can correct that situation. It is 
also important that the Federal Reserve be able to get all the 
deposit information it needs to conduct monetary policy. And it 
would be very beneficial to the Nation if the Fed's discount window 
were available to all banks, and if the Federal Reserve's clearing 
services were offered on the basis of a market related price rather 
than given away to members only. 

Finally, I am compelled to say that I remain unalterably opposed 
to the payment of interest on reserves. There is absolutely no 
precedent for paying interest on reserves and no authority for it in 
the Federal Reserve Act. 

If we were to pay even a little interest, it wouldn't be long before 
the banks would be knocking on our doors demanding more and 
more and more. I suppose there would be no stopping it until the 
Treasury had paid in full the market rate on all reserves, and that 
would go into billions of dollars a year. It would be hard to explain 
to the public at a time when we are cutting back everywhere else, 
and should be cutting back. 

Having said all this, I want to repeat what I said to Chairman 
Miller: I would be willing to support the payment of interest on 
reserves if we revise the law on entry into the banking business to 
make it conform with entry in other businesses, if we abolish the 
prohibition of interest on demand deposits, if we abolish regulation 
Q, and if we arrange some kind of a franchise tax to recognize the 
advantage banks have in investing in tax-exempt Government obli
gations so they pay taxes comparable with other industries. When 
that day comes, I will be happy to support such a bill. Until that 
day comes, you will find me in solid opposition. 

But if the banks simply want a bill which will result in lower 
re;serve requirements, and therefore increased profits for them, and 
will at the same time give the Federal Reserve the universal re
serve requirements they need, they will have my support and we 
can enact such a law promptly. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR GARN 
Senator GARN. Mr. Chairman, I have no formal statement, but I 

do want to _express, at the outset, my opposition to mandatory 
reserves, which we will get into in more detail in this testimony 
and in later sessions. 

To me, thjg jg a typical way in which the Federal Government 
operates when an agency has a real problem such as the loss of 
Federal Reserve membership. I have always be'en a staunch defend
er of the Federal Reserve System-but to comment and simply say 
"we have a problem," and we are asking Congress to compel banks 
to ~me members-that jg the typical response of most Federal 
agencies when they do not have the courage to push for what they 
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really think is the solution to the problem to attempt to be compet
itive, to offer a service that will induce people to want to belong. 

We run to Congress and say, "OK, we will use the big club: 
legislation. We will simply pass a bill that compels and requires 
and mandates." 

I am opposed to that principle in general, not only in this partic
ular instance, but its use over and over and over again, and I think 
the independent bankers ought to recognize that. I am very, very 
disappointed in the action they took this month at their conven
tion. I think it is an extremely short-sighted position. 

If this bill is passed, they will be very, very sorry that they put 
the Fed in this position. I do not believe the Fed will be as efficient, 
or as good an organization as a result of going to this kind of 
legislation. 

I think it is a copout-what we normally see in Government
once again, a compulsion of mandating by Congress, and we will 
live to regret it if we pass this bill. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. 
We have a letter from John A. Heimann, the Comptroller of the 

Currency, relative to S. 85 which we will include in the record at 
this point. 

[The letter follows:] 

Hon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE, 

CoMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY, 
ADMINISTRATOR OF NATIONAL BANKS, 

Washington, D.C. April 2, 1979. 

Chairman, Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I welcome the opportunity to present the views of the Office 
of the Comptroller of the Currency on S. 85, the "Monetary Policy Improvement Act 
of 1979," and related legislation designed to deal with the Federal Reserve member
ship problem. 

The continuing attrition of banks from the Federal Reserve System, if not correct
ed, may have serious implications for our financial system and for the governmental 
framework designed by the Congress to assure the stability of this system. In 
testimony on S. 3304 before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban 
Affairs last August, we stressed that the objective in devising a strategy for dealing 
with the membership problem should be the evolution of a financial system which is 
as efficient and flexible as possible and which relies to the greatest extent possible 
upon the marketplace as the allocator of resources. Such a strategy should provide 
for equitable treatment of like institutions, explicit pricing of Federal Reserve 
services, and open access to those services for all depository institutions. 

Furthermore, we stated that development of specific solutions should be consist
ent with the following principles: (1) reserve requirements should fall equally upon 
comparable liabilities for all deposit-taking institutions; (2) the efficiency and effec
tiveness of control of monetary policy in the long run should be maximized; (3) the 
cost to Treasury and the taxpayer should be minimized; (4) the balance between the 
federal and state banking systems should be restored; and (5) the solution should be 
simple and easy to administer. 

S. 85 would impose uniform reserve requirements against similar deposits at 
member and nonmember commercial banks and against transactions accounts at 
thrift institutions. The first $40 million of demand and transactions accounts and 
the first $40 million of time and savings deposits at each institution would be 
exempted from reserve requirements. There would be no payment of interest on 
reserves. 

As we understand the proposed bill, all depository institutions would be given 
access to Federal Reserve services except the discount window, which would be 
limited to those institutions required to maintain reserves. In addition, nonmember 
banks which, because of their size, are not required to hold reserves would be given 
access to the discount window upon certification of solvency by the FDIC. S. 85 
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would also require the Federal Reserve to charge for the services it provides by July 
1, 1980. 

We support legislation along the lines suggested by S. 85. While we believe that 
eventually there should be substantial equity among all competitors of comparable 
size and characteristics regardless of their types of charter or regulator, we do not 
believe that action to halt the drain of deposits subject to Federal Reserve System 
reserve requirements should be deferred. Accordingly, we support S. 85 as a poistive 
and practical step toward eliminating the inequitable burden of reserve require
ments and toward providing a solution to the problem of assuring the Federal 
Reserve adequate control over the monetary aggregates. 

We believe action should take place now before more serious consequences devel
op. Commercial banks have been leaving the Federal Reserve System at an acceler
ating rate and in recent years some large banks have joined this exodus. The basic 
reason for the exodus is that member banks are required to set aside a portion of 
their reserves in noninterest earning form whereas most nonmember banks and 
thrifts are able to fulfill all or part of their reserve requirements by holding 
interest-earning securities. This difference in reserve requirements and the rapid 
escalation in interest rates in recent years has raised significantly the opportunity 
cost to banks of membership in the System. 

The departure of banks from the Federal Reserve System raises several problems. 
From a monetary control viewpoint, loss of members is a problem because precise 
control over the monetary aggregates becomes more difficult when there are con
tinuing shifts of banks and deposits from member to nonmember status. While the 
optimal level of reserve requirements for monetary purposes has not been estab
lished, the flux resulting from continued and accelerating attrition could complicate 
the conduct of monetary policy because ongoing adjustments in tools of anaylsis and 
policy must take into account the changing system. In addition, the growth of 
transactions account deposit balances at thrift institutions, which are not subject to 
reserve requirements, has weakened the linkage between member banks reserves 
and monetary aggregates. 

We note that during 1978, 68 national banks converted to state charters compared 
to 44 in 1977. Conversions from the national banking system to date have not 
seriously interfered with our ability to supervise and regulate banks, or threatened 
the soundness of any individual bank. However, the efficiency and effectiveness of 
supervision may be damaged, at least temporarily, when a bank changes from one 
regulatory system to another. More importantly, however, as significant members of 
banks leave the national system for state nonmember status, our dual federal/state 
system of commercial banking is weakened and the impact of federal law and policy 
on the banking system is necessarily diminished. 

In conclusion, I would reiterate two points. Attrition from the Federal Reserve 
System is a problem which deserves a solution now. In devising an immediate 
solution, we should seek measures which facilitate and encourage evolution of the 
banking system in a manner that involves greater reliance on the market mecha
nism and less reliance on government prescription. We look forward to working 
with the Committee and its staff in this effort. 

Sincerely, 
JOHN G. HEIMANN. 

The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness this morning is the Resident 
Commissioner from Puerto Rico to the United States, Hon. Balta
sar Corrada. 

Mr. Corrada, we are glad to have you here. Will you go ahead 
with your statement, and we will have a few questions. 

STATEMENT OF BALTASAR CORRADA, RESIDENT COMMISSION
ER FROM PUERTO RICO TO THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPA
NIED BY RICK RUBIN, LEGISLATIVE AIDE 

Mr. CoRRADA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am accompanied by my legislative aide, Rick Rubin. I have a 

13-page testimony and 5 tables attached to it. 
The CHAIRMAN. We will be delighted to have the entire state

ment printed in full in the record, including the tables. 
Mr. CoRRADA. I so request, Mr. Chairman, and I will be summa

rizing my statement from a five-page summary. 
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I appreciate the opportunity to present my views and those of 
the Government of Puerto Rico concerning S. 85. It is my under
standing that, as presently drafted, the S. 85, would, for the first 
time since the passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 extend 
Federal Reserve requirements to depository institutions doing busi
ness in Puerto Rico. 

I would like to state at the outset that I, as well as the Govern
ment of Puerto Rico, are strenuously opposed to the revocation of 
the exemption from Federal Reserve requirements which has been 
historically accorded to locally chartered commercial banks on the 
island. 

In addition, we believe it would be unwise to alter the differing 
reserve requirements which are currently imposed on other com
mercial banks on the Island. 

The Puerto Rico Government is carefully implementing a mone
tary policy aimed at stimulating the local economy. Application of 
the universal reserve requirements to depository institutions in 
Puerto Rico would take $200 million out of circulation, thereby 
creating a severe credit crunch on the island. 

In recent years Puerto Rico has been largely affected by the 
same economic problems as the mainland United States-rising 
prices and the 1973-75 recession. However, there are clear differ
ences in the degree of severity of the problems. Puerto Rico's 
geographical distance from the mainland and its more fragile econ
omy compounded some of the econoroic problems which became 
more acute between 1973 and 1977. 

While the unemployment rate in Puerto Rico in recent months 
has declined, present unemployment continues at approximately 18 
percent which is substantially higher than the rate on the main
land United States. 

Construction employment-which is highly dependent upon bank 
credit-is still well below historic high levels, although on the path 
of recovery. Puerto Rico continues to have a fixed-capital formation 
problem at a time when an expanding supply of capital is neces
sary to continue Puerto Rico's economic development. 

The question as to the appropriate relationship between the 
Puerto Rican banking system and the mainland U.S. banking 
system was considered by Congress as recently as last year. In the 
International Banking Act of 1978 (IBA), the Congress classified 
locally chartered Puerto Rican commercial banks as "foreign 
banks" and did not impose reserve requirements on them in recog
nition of the traditional applicability of local reserve requirements. 
The IBA was written and passed under the wholly appropriate 
assumption that Federal Reserve requirements should not be im
posed on foreign banks, especially when these are located in their 
own charter granting area. The IBA also defined mainland 
branches of Puerto Rican banks as "foreign branches," thus per
mitting them to operate on the mainland. The legislation made 
these branches subject to certain reserve requirements as they are 
spelled out in the act. Congress has always recognized that it is the 
economy of Puerto Rico which warrants different reserve require
ments treatment for banking institutions on the island, rather 
than any arbitrary distinction between locally chartered banks and 
branches of mainland banks. Reserve requirements for branches of 
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mainland national banks located in Puerto Rico are considerably 
different than those established for national banks on the main
land. 

There are various categories of banks doing business in Puerto 
Rico, with differing reserve requirements: 

(a) Locally chartered commercial banks in Puerto Rico are sub
ject to local reserve requirements. 

(b) Nationally chartered nonmember banks in Puerto Rico are 
subject to Federal Reserve requirements as these are spelled out in 
12 U.S.C. Sec. 143. 

(c) Puerto Rican branches of member mainland banks (termed 
"foreign branches") are subject to Federal Reserve requirements in 
12 CFR Sec. 213.7 (Regulation M), pursuant to 12 U.S.C. Sec. 601. 

There are also the mainland branches of locally chartered Puerto 
Rican banks (termed "Federal branches"), which are subject to 
Federal Reserve requirements in section 7 of the International 
Banking Act of 1978 (IBA). 

To now mandate the reserve requirements proposed in S. 85 
would not only create an anomalous situation which would contra
dict the underpinnings of the IBA, but would run contrary to the 
long-standing congressional policy of assisting the development of 
the Puerto Rican economy. 

While critically important to the economy of Puerto Rico, the 
total deposits in Puerto Rican banks and the aggregate reserves 
which would be required under the proposed legislation would not 
have a material effect on the power of the Federal Reserve to 
conduct monetary policy. Deposits in all Puerto Rican commercial 
banks as of October 31, 1978, were approximately 1 percent of 
deposits in all commercial banks in the United States.1 At present, 
reserves in Puerto Rican banks presently total $3.5 billion or only 
0.5 percent of the $682.5 billion total of reserves held by banks in 
the United States as a whole. Under S. 85, the Puerto Rican 
estimated required reserves of $200,000,000 would be only 1.25 
percent of the total. Thus, notwithstanding the substantial burden 
to the Puerto Rican economy of immobilizing the funds, the benefit 
to Federal Reserve policies would be negligible. 

To summarize, I have the following principal concerns regarding 
the proposed legislation: 

(a) Mandatory reserves, even with interest, could significantly 
strain the banking resources of Puerto Rico and hinder the contin
ued development of the Puerto Rican economy and its recovery 
from the 1973-75 recession. 

(b) The resulting contraction of banking activity in Puerto Rico 
could trigger an economic decline on the island. 

(c) The reduced income resulting from mandatory reserves would 
hinder internal capital development by our banks and, because of 
reduced earnings, would jeopardize efforts by the banks to raise 
new capital. 

(d) Mandatory reserves would conflict with efforts of the Govern
ment of Puerto Rico to develop a balanced economy. If Puerto 
Rican banks are forced to deposit reserves with the Federal Re
serve bank, the Secretary of the Treasury and the Legislature of 

'Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, November 1978, p. A-16 and Puerto Rico Department of 
the Treasury, monthly statistical series on commercial banks, November 1978. 
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Puerto Rico would as a practical matter have no authority over the 
reserve levels of such banks, and thus would lose a significant and 
important regulatory tool. 

(e) The present system of differing reserve requirements for de
pository institutions doing business in Puerto Rico worked well. 

CONCLUSION 

In light of the foregoing, I respectfully request that commercial 
banks doing business in Puerto Rico and mainland branches of 
Puerto Rican banks be excluded from the universal reserve re
quirements provisions of S. 85. 

[Complete statement of Mr. Corrada follows:] 
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BALTASAR CORRADA 
RESIDENT COMMISSIONER OF PUERTO RICO 

on S.85 

before 

the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 

I appreciate the opportunity to present my views and 
\ 

those of the Government of. :fuerto Rico concerning S. 85. It 

is my understanding that, as presently drafted,S.85, would, 

for the first time since the passage of the Federal Reserve 

Act in 1913, extend federal reserve requirements to depository 

institutions doing business in Puerto Rico. 

I would like to state at the outset that I as well as 

the Government of Puerto Rico are strenously opposed to the 

revocation of the exemption from federal reserve requirements 

which has been historically accorded to locally chartered 

commercial banks on the island. In addition, we believe it 

would be unwise to alter the differing reserve requirements 

which are currently imposed on other commercial banks on the 

island. 

The Puerto Rico Government has been following an ex

pansive monetary policy aimed at stimulating the local economy. 
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Application of the universal reserve requirements to depository 

institutions in Puerto Rico would take $200 million out of 

circulation, thereby creating a severe credit crunch on the 

island. 

The question as to the appropriate relationship between 

the Puerto Rican banking system and the mainland United States 

banking system was considered by the Congress as recently as 

last year. In the International Banking Act of 1978 (IBA), 

the Congress classified loc;lly chartered Puerto Rican commercial 

banks as "foreign banks" and did not impose reserve requirements 

on them in recognition of the traditional applicability of 

local reserve requirements. The IBA was written and passed 

under the wholly appropriate assumption that federal reserve 

requirements should not be imposed on "foreign banks," especially 

when these are located in their own charter granting area. 

The IBA also defined mainland branches of Puerto Rican banks 

as "foreign branches," thus permitting them to operate on the 

mainland. The legislation made these branches subject to 

certain reserve requirements as they are ··spelled out in the 

Act. Congress has always recognized that it is the economy 

of Puerto Rico which warrants different reserve requirements 

treatment for banking institutions in the island, rather than 

any arbitrary distinction between locally chartered banks and 

branches of mainland banks. Reserve requirements for branches 
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of mainland national banks located in Puerto Rico are con

siderably different than those established for national banks 

on the mainland. 

By way of background, I will outline the various categories 

of banks doing business in Puerto Rico and provide a brief 

reference to the pertinent reserve requirements: 

(a) locally chartered commercial banks in Puerto Rico 
are subject to local reserve requirements. 

\ 

(b) nationallly chartered non-member banks in Puerto 
Rico are subject to federal reserve requirements 
as these are spelled out in 12 USC Sec. 143. 

(c) Puerto Rican branches of mainland banks (termed 
"foreign branches") are subject to federal reserve 
requirements in 12 C.F.R. Sec. 213.7 (Regulation M), 
pursuant to 12 USC Sec. 601. 

(d) Mainland branches of locally chartered Puerto Rican 
banks (termed "federal branches"), are subject 
to federal reserve requirements in Sec. 7 of the 
International Banking Act of 1978 (IBA). 

To now mandate the reserve requirements proposed in S.85 

would not only create an anomalous situation which would 

contradict the underpinnings of the IBA, but would run contrary 

to the long standing congressional poli~:¥, of assisting the 

development of the Puerto Rican economy. 

1. Banks and the Economy of Puerto Rico. In the last 

thirty years, the Government of Puerto Rico has made a force

ful effort to strengthen and diversify our economy. Most 

important, economic integration with the mainland has increased. 

Mainland investment has been attracted to Puerto Rico by tax 
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incentives in both the federal and the Puerto Rican tax laws. 

In recent years Puerto Rico has been largely affected 

by the same economic problems as the mainland United States 

rising prices and the 1973-75 recession. However, there are 

clear differences in the degree of severity of the problems. 

Puerto Rico's geographical distance from the mainland and its 

more fragile economy compounded some of the economic problems 

which became more acute between 1973 and 1977. 

While the unemployment rate in Puerto Rico in recent 

months has declined, present unemployment continues at approxi

mately 18 percent which is substantially higher than the rate 

on the mainland United States. Construction employment -

which is highly dependent upon bank credit -- is still well 

below historic high levels, although in the path of recovery 

from the critical 1975-1977 Puerto Rico continues to 

have a fixed capital formation problem. Annual gross fixed 

capital investment for Puerto Rico actually declined from 

a high of just over $2 billion for the fiscal year ended June 

30, 1975 to just under $1.5 billion for the fiscal year ended 

June 30, 1977. The trend of decrease in the private gross 

fixed capital investment started in 1973, when we had a high 

of $1. 036 bill:Lon to a low of $908 mHUon for the year ended 
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June 30, 1977. Fortunately, the policies of the new adminis

tration in Puerto Rico and the economic recovery experienced 

in the mainland have reversed the downward trend and we are 

slightly recovering. 

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1978 gross fixed pri

vate capital investment amounted to $1.106 billion, an 

increase of $198 million over the previous year and total 

fixed capital investment. wa·s $1. 716 billion, an increase of 

$202 million, over the year ended June 30, 1977. _i, I See Table 1. 

An expanding supply of capital is necessary to continue 

Puerto Rico's economic development. Compared to the main-

land United States, a shortage of capital exists in Puerto 

Rico. As shown in Table 2, commercial bank loans per capita in 

Puerto Rico were approximately $1400 in 1977, which was less 

than half of the $3144 per capita loans for mainland United 

States banks. Application of the proposed legislation to 

Puerto Rican banks would exacerbate our capital shortage 

problems. 

_*/ Source: Puerto Rico Planning Board 
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Like other economies which have sought to modernize over 

a relatively short period, the construction industry is par

ticularly important to Puerto Rico. The ratio of construction 

expenditures to personal income in Puerto Rico for the five

years ended June 30, 1978 was approximately 17.1 percent. See 

Table 4. For 1973 through 1977, the average percentage of 

construction expenditures to personal income throughout the 

United States was only 11.1 percent -- approximately one third 
\ 

lower than in Puerto Rico.· " 

As part of its continuing effort to resolve these problems, 

in 1978 Puerto Rico adopted the Industrial Incentive Act of 

1978 (which modified an already existing incentive program). 

Among other things, the Act provides tax incentives for "in

dustrial development income." Industrial development income 

consists of interest, rent, and dividends from certain types 

of eligible investments. Predominantly among these are 

capital obligations issued by banks in Puerto Rico as author

ized by the banking laws, non-redeemable preferred stock of 

banking institutions organized under th~_.laws of Puerto Rico, 

and fixed term deposits in qualifying banking institutions. 

The high priority given to this type of investment illustrates 

both the difficulty and importance of obtaining capital in

vestments in Puerto Rico banks as well as long-term bank 

deposits. This policy of encouraging capital investment in 

banking institutions would be seriously undermined by the 
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proposed legislation, which would force the transfer of 

large amounts of capital to the Federal Reserve Bank in 

New York and would provide a correspondingly lower yield 

in investment in Puerto Rican bank stock. 

Based on the reserve formulas in the proposed legislation, 

our computations show that, before giving effect to reverse 

multipliers, approximately $200,000,000 would be shifted from 
\ 

productive investments in ~he Puerto Rican economy to the 

Federal Reserve Bank in New York._*/ See Table 3. This trans

fer will deprive the public and the private sectors of our 

economy of badly needed bank loan resources. For example, 

banks in Puerto Rico have supported public projects by pur

chasing and holding a total of $1.2 billion of obligations 

of the Government of Puerto Rico and its agencies and instru

mentalities. Such investments have contributed to the building 

of an infrastructure of public services which are essential 

to economic development. The diversion of $200,000,000 or 

more (which represents 17 percent of public oolig~tions held 
~ 

by Puerto Rican banks) clearly will have serious adverse short-

term and long-term effects. 

_*! Table 3 attached hereto sets forth an estimate of the 
reserves which would be required to be placed with the 
Federal Reserve Board, after giving effect to vault 
cash holdings. 
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In the short-term, Puerto Rican banks would be forced 

to meet their reserve requirement either by liquidating 

their existing holdings of Puerto Rican government obligations 

(and by severely restricting new investments in such obli

gations) or by sharply and immediately curtailing private 

loans. An election by the banks to meet their reserve require

ments by reducing their investments in government obligations 
\ 

will have a severe effect .on the marketability of Puerto Rican 

securities and may force the government of Puerto Rico either 

to pay higher interest rates or to face the prospect of not 

being able to market its obligations at all. From the banks' 

perspective, to the extent that they are forced to liquidate 

a portion of their bond portfolios at "distress sale" prices 

even over the proposed "phase in" period -- substantial losses 

could be incurred. Disposal of the government securities at 

distress sale prices would also undercut the value of these 

securities on public markets, which would create still further 

problems for the government of Puerto Rico in mar~eting future 

issues of its obligations. 

If the banks decide to meet their reserve requirement 

by curtailing private loans, a short-term contraction of loan 

funds on this scale would probably create a severe credit 

crunch in Puerto Rico with the result that the private sector 

of the economy would experience extremely serious capital 

_formation problems. In addition, the banks would experience 
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severe losses as $200,000;000 worth of relatively high yield 

private sector loans were converted into non-interest bearing 

deposits in the Federal Reserve Bank. 

The long-term effects would be equally serious. 

$200,000,000 of capital would be permanently withdrawn from 

the Puerto Rican economy. Further, whether the affected 

banks draw down their investment portfolios or their loan 

accounts, the removal of $200,000,000 of bank resources would 

have a reverse multiplier effect, and the total impact would 

be much greater than $200,000,000. Using a conservative 

multiplier of five, the adverse impact on lendable funds could 

be $1,000,000,000. Because alternative sources of funds are 

not as readily available in Puerto Rico, the immobilization 

of such a large block of bank resources would have a particu

larly harsh effect. 

As lendable funds dry up, the local banks would be forced 

to reduce their deposits with mainland correspondent banks. 

While this would supply needed funds to_~onduct the banking 

business, it would reduce the scope of correspondent services 

and possibly terminate correspondent relationships which have 

enabled the local banks to obtain mainland bank participations 

in loans which exceed local loan limits. 
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If $200,000,000 is placed with the New York Federal 

Reserve Bank on an interest free basis, substantial revenues 

will be diverted from the Treasury of Puerto Rico. Earnings 

on banks' funds are now subject to the Puerto Rican income 

tax laws. Under the proposed legislation, however, the 

depository banks.would lose the income on their mandatory 

reserves, while the Fed would invest the funds and transfer 

the income directly1 to the United States Treasury. 

The transfer of revenue away from Puerto Rico and to the 

U.S. Treasury detracts from the capital development by Puerto 

Rican banks in two ways. First, the level of retained earnings 

by banks will be lower due to lower income and hence the rate 

of internal capital development will decline. Second, because 

of the lower return on invested capital, the banks will find 

it more difficult to raise capital from external sources. 

2. Exclusion of Puerto Rican Banks will not Detract 

from the Statutory Goals. The pending legislation addresses 

two issues of national economic and financial policy: 

(1) The need to improve the Federal Reserve·' s 
ability to conduct monetary policy. 

(2) The Federal Reserve's concern over the possible 
adverse consequences of a continued decline 
in Federal Reserve System membership, while 
at the same time preserving the dual banking 
system and insuring the liquidity of all 
commercial banks. 
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I fully sympathize with the need to improve the Federal 

Reserve's ability to conduct monetary policy, but it is my 

belief that the exclusion of Puerto Rican banks from the 

reserve requirements will not detract from the Federal Re

serve's ability to so conduct monetary policy. 

In any event, while important to the economy of Puerto 

Rico, the total deposits in Puerto Rican banks and the aggre

gate reserves which\would be required under the proposed 

legislation would not have a material effect on the power 

of the Federal Reserve to conduct monetary policy. Deposits 

in all Puerto Rican commercial banks as of October 31, 1978 

were approximately 1 percent of deposits in all commercial 

banks in the United States._*/ The ratio of reserves required 

of Puerto Rican banks by the proposed legislation to total 

reserves is approximately the same. Based on estimated member 

bank post-legislation reserves of $18,100,000,000, the 

Puerto Rican estimated required reserves of $200,000,000 

would be only 1.25 percent of the total. It is also worth 

noting that reserves in Puerto Rican ban1c·s presently total 

$3.5 billion or only 0.5 percent of the $682.5 billion total 

of reserves held by banks in the United States as a whole. 

_*/ Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, Nov., 1978, p.A-16 
and Puerto Rico Department of the Treasury, monthly 
statistical series on commercial banks, November, 1978. 
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Thus, notwithstanding the substantial burden to the Puerto 

Rican economy of immobilizing the funds, the benefit to 

Federal Reserve policies would be negligible. 

Under the proposed legislation, the Fed will be required, 

for the first time, to charge for a number of important services 

rendered to banks in Puerto Rico like keeping a currency 

inventory ($30 MM) at the cash depot (which is now kept free 

of charge) and for the transportation of currency to and from 
, -- ·,• 

the mainland. The pricing specifications by the Federal Re

serve of a wide range of services have not yet been announced 

but the potential for undue burdens in this area is quite 

obvious and unpredictable. 

3. Impact of the Proposed Legislation on Puerto Rico. 

To summarize, I have the following principal concerns re

garding the proposed legislation: 

(a) Mandatory reserves, even with interest, could 
significantly strain the banking resources of 
Puerto Rico and hinder the continued develop
ment of the Puerto Rican economy and its 
recovery from the 1973-75 recession. 

(b) The resulting contraction of banking activity 
in Puerto Rico could trigger an economic 
decline on the Island. 

(c) The reduced income resulting from mandatory 
reserves would hinder internal capital develop
ment by our banks and, because of reduced 
earnings, would jeopardize efforts by the 
banks to raise new capital. 
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(d) Mandatory reserves would conflict with 
efforts of the Government of Puerto Rico to 
develop a balanced economy. If Puerto Rican 
banks are forced to deposit reserves with the 
Federal Reserve Bank, the Secretary of the 
Treasury and the legislature of Puerto Rico 
would as a practical matter have no authority 
over the reserve levels of such banks, and 
thus would lose a significant and important 
regulatory tool. 

CONCLUSION 

In light of the foregoing, I respectfully request that 

commercial banks doing business in Puerto Rico be excluded 

from the universal reserve requirement provisions of S.85. 
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TABLE l 

- Puerto Rico -

Total Gross.Domestic Investment 
( in millions) 

Years Ended 

1973 1974 1975 

Gross fixed domestic investment: 
Private $1,036 $1,014 $1,008 
Public _J__§]__ 663 1,038 

Total Gross fixed domestic 
investment 1,603 1,677 2,046 

Increase in inventories 188 148 203 

Total gross domestic investment $1,791 $1,825 $2,249 
====== ======== =====:::= 

!;,ource: Puerto Rico Planning Board 

June 30 

1976 1977 1978 

$ 995 $ 908 $1,106 ~ 

721 606 __ 6(6 Cl1 
Cl1 

1,716 1,514 1,11, 
365 _ill __ 10 

$2,081 $1,668 $1,7lf6.. 
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Table 2 

Personal Income and Bank Loans - Puerto Rico 

Puerto Rico 
Puerto Rico Total Pers. Puerto Rico Per Cafiiita Bank Loans 
Bank Loans Income Population Puerto Me.~ and Puerto Rico 

Year ($ million) ($ million) (ODO) Rico ~ as % of U.S. 

1973 $3,087 
1974 3,627 
1975 4,038 
1976 4,346 
1977 4,661 
1978 5,138 

Five largest backs 
in Puerto Rico 

(Ponce) Bank A 
(Popular) Bank B 
(Chase) Bank C 
(Citihank) Bank D 
(Economias) Bank E 

Top 5 TOTAL 

$5,336 2,952,000 $1,045 
5,894 3,031,000 1,200 
6,843 3,121,000 1,290 
7,644 _ 3,214,000 1,350 
8,182 3,319,000 1,400 
8,950 3,398,000 (est) 1,539 

UNDER PROPOSED LEGISLA.Tia:; 
(AFTER DEDUCTING CASH IN HAND) 

(millions) 

Required Reserves 
House Bill 

$2,358 44% 
2,598 46% 
2,573 50%. 
2,771 4'fl. 
3,144 45% 
N/A. 

Required Reserves 
Senate Rill 

w/o exemption $50 !lml exemption w/o execotion $40 !:lm exem 

$25.3 $19.l $29.9 $23. 7 
64.0 58.0 79.0 73.0 
52.8 45.0 51.5 46.4 
59.9 64.0 69.4 59.8 

-2.:..§. -1.d --2..:.l ..-2.:l 
$211.6 = $189.4 ~ ~ 

Average: With exe!!?ption: $197,100,000 

FebTuary 22, 1979 

Without exemption: $225,500,000 

In eac:.h instance the calculations were made in 
accordance with the provisions of the approp~iate 
bill. 
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Relationship of Aggregate Construction Expenditures 
to Aggregate Personal Income - Puerto Rico 

Aggregate 
Personal Income 

(000,000) 

$5,894 
6,843 
7,644 
8,182 

New Construction 
In Place 

(000,000) 

$1,282 
1,487 
1,207 

904 

,Average: 1974-77 
U.S. J\_verage: 

1973-77. 

17 .1% 

11.1% 

Construction Re-lated 
to Personal 
Income(%) 

21. 7 
21. 7 
15.8 
11.1 

Puerto Rico Planning Board 
and Department of the Treasury 

Com!Il.et'cial 
Year Ended Gross Product Personal Income Personal Income Bank Deposits 

June 30 ($ million) ($ million) Per Ca2ita ($ million) 

1960 $1,676 $1,37li $ 587 $ 531 

1965 2,764 2,223 866 1,182 

1970 4,687 3,753 1,384 2,529 

1973 6,770 5,336 1,834 3,634 
1974 6,798 5,894 · 1,971 4,136 
1975 7,136 6,843 2,225 4,683 
1976 7,438 7,644 2,414 4,872 
1977 7,914 8,182 2,472 5,517 
1978 NA .. 8,.9_25 NA 6,669 

Source: Puerto Rico Planning Board 
and Depar~ent of the Treasury 
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Corrada, for a strong 
statement and a very good statement. 

What is the foreign level of Federal Reserve requirements ap
plied to the chartered commercial banks in Puerto Rico? 

Mr. CORRADA. There are different kinds of requirements, but I 
would be glad to submit detailed information as to these in writing 
within the next 5 days. 

[The following memorandum was received for the record:] 

MEMORANDUM 

While the fate of reserve requirements legislation is uncertain, its very pendency 
has caused considerable alarm among the bankers of Puerto Rico. 

Banks organized in Puerto Rico (Banco Popular, Banco de Ponce, et al) are 
exempted from compulsory membership in the reserve system by Section 19(h) of 
the Federal Reserve Act. A 1918 ruling of the Federal Reserve extended the exemp
tion to the Puerto Rico branches of mainland banks. Current legislative draft do not 
explicitly repeal Section 19(h). But the bill's definition of "bank" and "depository 
institution" is broad enough to cover banks in Puerto Rico (since they are insured 
by the FDIC) and depository institutions, including such banks, "shall maintain 
reserves" as required by the bill. While it is arguable that leaving Section 19(h) 
untouched indicates a Congressional intent to treat offshore banks differently from 
those on the mainland, a court would likely find the two statutes separate and not 
inconsistent; i.e., while membership is not compulsory, the obligation to commit 
reserves is. 

The impact of compelling Puerto Rican banks-those organized on the island, and 
the Puerto Rican branches of mainland banks-to commit reserves would be as 
follows: 

(1) Under the Proxmire no-exemption proposal, a commitment of $250.2 million. 
(2) Under the Proxmire $40 million exemption proposal, $208.2 million. 
(3) Under the Reuss no-exemption proposal, $279.8 million. 
(4) Under the Reuss $50 million exemption proposal, $190.2 million. 
For some of the affected banks, the result would be to reduce earnings by 50 

percent. The banking industry in Puerto Rico is not in a position to absorb such a 
loss. It was badly shaken by the recession of 197 4-76-which for a variety of reasons 
hit Puerto Rico much harder than the mainland. Banco Mercantil became insolvent 
and was sold to the Bank of Nova Scotia; Banco Economias, the First National Bank 
of Puerto Rico, and Banco Commercial de Mayaguez also failed and were sold to 
foreign banks. Recently, both the second largest bank, Banco Credito, and the 
workers' bank, Banco Obrero, failed. Comparatively, if this situation had occurred 
on the mainland, 7000 banks would have failed. 

Puerto Rico's low level of economic development-its per capita income is about 
one-third of the national average-and its historic political relationship to the 
mainland have caused the Congress to treat it differently from other jurisdictions 
under the American flag. Puerto Ricans are exempt from Federal income taxation 
though they pay high taxes to the Commonwealth; and there are a variety of 
Federal tax inducements by which investments on the island is encouraged. An 
over-populated island with few natural resources, politically economically tied to the 
United States, it needs access to every financial resource it can obtain for develop
ment. Removing from the island more than $200 million in otherwise lendable funds 
runs precisely counter to every policy determination made by Congress with respect 
to Puerto Rico since "Operation Bootstrap" began in 1952. Its ultimate effect will be 
felt not only in Puerto Rico, but on the U.S. Treasury, which will have to replace, 
through additional income-transfer programs, the resources that are removed from 
Puerto Rico through the extension of reserve requirements to its banks. 

If, as I believe, an exception should be made for Puerto Rico banks, it should 
cover both locally organized banks and branches of mainland banks. This is the 
present situation, and it is fair because of competitive reasons. 

While the current proposals and Section 19(h) of the Federal Reserve Act are 
probably separate and distinguishable, it should be possible to amend the former by 
reference to the long-standing policy determination expressed in Section 19(h). 

The CHAIRMAN. There are some reserve requirements that some 
of the banks have to meet? 
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Mr. CoRRADA. Under Puerto Rican legislation, the Secretary of 
the Treasury is empowered by law to require reserves as high as 30 
percent, and under regulations issued by the Secretary of the 
Treasury reserve requirements are established. 

But I will be glad to submit, within 5 days, a written answer to 
your question. 

The CHAIRMAN. I did not realize that you had that kind of power; 
30 percent? That's awfully high. 

Mr. CoRRADA. As high as, yes. That is the statutory offering. 
The CHAIRMAN. I would assume that he has not exercised that 

authority to any great extent? It is my assumption that the reserve 
requirement is very low, even absent, in some cases, as far as the 
reserve requirement is concerned. I am sure your banks are in
sured by the FDIC. 

I would doubt that there are substantial-many of our small 
banks have very little in Federal Reserve requirements, as you 
know, domestically. 

Mr. CoRRADA. That is correct, but there are several banks that 
are considered large banks, and of course they are over the $40 
million or $50 million category. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is the purpose of the reserve requirements for 
safety and soundness? Is that the object, rather than to enable the 
Federal Reserve to use the requirements as an instrument of mone
tary policy? 

Mr. CoRRADA. That is correct. The Government of Puerto Rico 
does not have-because we are part of the domestic area-any 
monetary control powers with respect to Puerto Rico, and they 
naturally reside in the Federal Reserve Board, just as anywhere 
else. 

The CHAIRMAN. What services, if any, does the New York Fed 
currently supply to Puerto Rican banks? Are those services pro
vided at cost? 

Mr. CoRRADA. They do supply a considerable degree of services 
currently at no cost to the bank. 

The CHAIRMAN. At no cost. That is one argument in favor of the 
reserve. On the other hand, it does seem reasonable, in view of the 
precedent, that this should be continued. You are not a State. You 
do not have the advantages of the State although you may become 
a State. If Puerto Rico were to become a State, under Federal law 
benefits and taxes, under those circumstances, in your judgment, 
would this change so the banks should be subject to the same 
regulations as the private banks? 

Mr. CORRADA. I believe that there is a situation peculiar to the 
noncontiguous States and territories of the United States, and that, 
for instance, Hawaii, although a State also, has taken the position 
that they would prefer to be excluded. 

The CHAIRMAN. I expect Hawaii and also Alaska to come and ask 
for the noncontiguous principle. 

Mr. CoRRADA. In other words, I believe the distinction here ought 
to be made not merely on the basis that we are not yet a State but 
even when we become a State-as I hope that we will in the near 
future-that we will be placed in the same category as the noncon
tiguous States of Hawaii and Alaska. 
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The CHAIRMAN. This has nothing to do with the subject, but do 
you expect Hawaii to apply for statehood-I mean, Puerto Rico to 
apply for statehood in the near future? 

Mr. CoRRADA. Our statehood sentiment has been firmly increas
ing in Puerto Rico since 1952. We only had 12 percent in 1952 
supporting a prostatehood party. Now the prostatehood party won 
in Puerto Rico. More than 48 percent of the people support state
hood, where it used to be the status quo, used to be 60 percent; it 
has come down to 45 percent. 

Hopefully, we will have a referendum on the question late in 
1981, and expect statehood to win, and perhaps in 1982 we might 
be knocking at your doors. 

The CHAIRMAN. Very good. Thank you very much. 
Senator Garn. 
Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Corrada, you mentioned that locally chartered commercial 

banks in Puerto Rico maintain their reserves in Puerto Rican 
Government obligations. Such banks are allowed to hold all of the 
reserve balances in interest-bearing securities? 

Mr. CoRRADA. I beg your pardon? 
Senator GARN. You mentioned the commercial banks' reserves in 

Puerto Rican Government obligations. Are they allowed to hold all 
of their reserve balance in interest-bearing securities? Do they 
receive interest on all of them? 

Mr. CoRRADA. I understand that most of the reserves are includ
ed in that category, but I cannot answer whether that is entirely 
the situation. I would be glad to respond in writing. 

Senator GARN. What types of securities may locally chartered 
banks invest in in Puerto Rico? 

Mr. CoRRADA. We have all of the same kinds of bonds that exist 
under analogous situations in the mainland. This would include 
bonds of the Government of Puerto Rico or public corporations 
owned by the Government of Puerto Rico, such as the Puerto Rico 
Water Resources Authority, the Sewer Authority. They have sup
ported public projects by purchasing and holding a total of $1.2 
billion of obligation of the Government of Puerto Rico and its 
agencies and instrumentalities. And such investments have con
tributed to the building of infrastructure of public service which is 
essential to our economic development. 

Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Corrada. We appreci

ate very much your statement. It was very helpful to us in making 
a good record. 

Our nex~ two ~itnesses are Mr. Raymond Campbell, president of 
the Oberlm Savmgs Bank, Oberlin, Ohio, and president of the 
Independent Bankers Association of America; and Mr. E. D. "Jack" 
~unn, commi~sioner of banking and finance for the State of Geor
gia and ~resident of the Conference of State Bank Supervisors, 
accompamed by Dr. Lawrence E. Kreider executive vice president 
economist of the conference. ' ' 

9"entlemen, we are happy to have you here this morning. I am 
gomg to suggest, because you are going to be followed by four other 
witnessE;s 8;nd it is going to be a busy day-as you know, we have 
treaty s1gnmg and all other activities-I would appreciate it if you 
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would confine your remarks to 10 minutes. We will have your 
entire statements printed in the record. And for your guidance and 
assistance, we are going to turn a little clock on here. It will be 
green for 9 minutes. The warning light goes on; you have 1 minute. 
And then the stoplight goes on at 10 minutes. 

Mr. Campbell, proceed. 

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND CAMPBELL, PRESIDENT, OBERLIN 
SAVINGS BANK, OBERLIN, OHIO; AND THOMAS F. BOLGER, 
McHENRY STATE BANK, McHENRY, ILL., AND FIRST VICE 
PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF 
AMERICA 
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Raymond D. 

Campbell, president and chief executive officer of the Oberlin Sav
ings Bank in Oberlin, Ohio. I am president of the Independent 
Bankers Association of America. With me today is Thomas F. 
Bolger of the McHenry State Bank in McHenry, Ill., and first vice 
president of IBAA. 

We welcome this opportunity to appear before you today and to 
present our views on S. 85, the Monetary Policy Improvement Act 
of 1979, and S. 353, the Federal Reserve Modernization Act of 1979, 
both aimed to enhance the Federal Reserve Board's ability to con
duct monetary policy. 

The principal thrust of our testimony will be directed to S. 85. 
With respect to S. 353, our 49th annual convention's endorsement 
of the concept of universal reserve requirements with exemptions 
for small institutions makes it impossible for us to endorse this bill. 

IBAA's membership consists of some 7,400 banks, about one-half 
the commercial banks in the United States. Approximately 80 per
cent of our banks are small, having assets of $25 million or less, 
and are primarily located in rural and suburban banking markets. 
About one-quarter of our banks are members of the Federal Re
serve System; the remainder are State chartered banks which have 
opted to remain outside the Fed System. 

Our annual convention on March 14 overwhelmingly endorsed 
the concept of universal reserve requirements with exemptions for 
smaller financial institutions. IBAA's support of universal reserve 
legislation was based on the conviction that the Nation needs a 
strong and independent central bank, and that innovative remedies 
are necessary to halt the attrition of Fed membership and prevent 
a serious weakening of the Fed's ability to conduct monetary 
policy. 

Although there is sharp disagreement among academic experts 
and bankers as to the role reserves play in the conduct of mone
tary policy, we place heavy reliance on the views of the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, which is responsible for 
the conduct of monetary policy. 

It is the Board's view that a certain minimal level of the Na
tion's deposits in financial institutions must be subject to reserve 
requirements if the Board is to conduct monetary policy effectively. 

We also agree that the reserve requirements burden must be 
eased to prevent further attrition of Fed membership as well as to 
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improve the competitive balance between member and nonmember 
banks. 

The choice of legislative proposals designed to halt Fed member
ship attrition has presented a serious problem for IBAA. Tradition
ally, IBAA has been opposed to universal reserves, but we are now 
persuaded that unless reserves are mandated for a certain minimal 
level of deposits, the Fed's effectiveness in conducting monetary 
policy will be seriously impaired. We have been, and continue to 
be, opposed to mandatory membership in the Fed. 

We recognize that S. 85 seeks to reduce the membership burden 
by lowering reserve requirements while at the same time keeping 
down the cost to the Treasury. However, as we have testified 
previously, the exemption from reserve requirements should apply 
to the first $50 million of demand deposits, savings deposits subject 
to automatic transfers, and NOW account deposits, and the first 
$50 million of time and savings deposits. The Federal Reserve 
Board has indicated that such exemption levels are acceptable. 

Because inflation continues to resist government efforts to 
reduce it, S. 85 must include a provision for indexation of the 
deposits exempted from reserve requirements. It is our understand
ing that the Federal Reserve Board has removed its opposition to 
indexation and would support a provision providing for adjustment 
of exempted deposits related to the inflation factor. 

Although S. 85 entitles nonmember banks not maintaining re
serves at the Fed to the same discount and borrowing privileges as 
member banks, it imposes as a condition of access the requirement 
of a certificate of solvency of the nonmember bank from the Feder
al Deposit Insurance Corporation. We believe this requirement 
would discourage the use of the Fed's discount window and we urge 
that a less burdensome condition of access be incorporated in the 
bill. 

For depository institutions required to maintain reserves but 
which were not members of the Federal Reserve System on August 
30, 1978, S. 85 phases in over a 4-year period the reserve require
ments applicable to them. Because of the adverse impact of the 
larger reserve requirements on the earnings of these institutions, 
we recommend that a longer phase-in period of up to 10 years be 
provided to allow adjustments that would minimize the adverse 
effect on earnings. 

S. 85 requires the Federal Reserve Board to publish for comment 
a set of pricing principles and a proposed schedule of fees for 
Federal Reserve services by July 1, 1980. We believe the Fed should 
publish its pricing schedules at an early date, but that more time 
should be allowed for study and comment before the Fed is re
quired to institute the pricing of its services. 

Mr. Chairman, IBAA appreciates your efforts to shape legislation 
designed to solve the Fed membership problem and to strengthen 
the ability of the Federal Reserve Board to conduct monetary 
policy. 

Thank you. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Campbell, for your statement. 

We appreciate it. 
Mr. Dunn. 
Mr. DUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Mr. DUNN. Mr. Chairman, I am E. D. "Jack" Dunn, commission
er of banking and finance for the State of Georgia and president of 
the Conference of State Bank Supervisors 1 (CSBS), on whose behalf 
I am testifying today. Accompanying me is Dr. Lawrence E. 
Kreider, executive vice president-economist of CSBS. 

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views regarding 
both of the above bills which are designed to deal with what has 
become known as the Federal Reserve Board's membership prob
lem, as well as to facilitate the development and implementation of 
monetary policy. 

The two bills reflect entirely different philosophical approaches 
to the issue of how to halt an eroding Federal Reserve membership 
base. And, because these differences are of major significance to 
CSBS I would like to focus on several key provisions of the respec
tive proposals. 

S. 85-THE MONETARY POLICY IMPROVEMENT ACT OF 1979 

(1) RESERVE-SETTING AUTHORITY OF THE FED OVER STATE
CHARTERED NONMEMBER BANKS FOR MONETARY POLICY PURPOSES 

The Conference of State Bank Supervisors is unalterably opposed 
to extending compulsory reserve-setting authority of the Federal 
Reserve Board to any State-chartered nonmember bank regardless 
of its depository size. There simply has been no showing by the Fed 
that this preemption of State authority in the reserve-setting area, 
as proposed by this bill, is at all necessary for the Fed in carrying 
out its monetary responsibilities. 

As you know, Mr. Chairman, we commissioned a study in 1974 
by Profs. Ross Robertson and Almarin Phillips on the reserve
setting issue. That study, entitled Optional Affiliation With the 
Federal Reserve System for Reserve Purposes Is Consistent With 
Effective Monetary Policies concluded that: 

Major monetary policy weaknesses have been revealed in the recent past, and a 
prudent person should anticipate more in the future. Optional affiliation of some 
banks with the Federal Reserve for reserve purposes, however, cannot be considered 
high on the list of factors contributing to these weaknesses, if eligible at all for 
inclusion. 

With respect to the claim that nonmember banks escape central 
bank control, this study pointed out: 

As has been observed, open market operations are for all practical purposes the 
instrument of monetary control. Like the rain from heaven that falls on us all 
regardless of our merits, open market operations affect member and nonmember 
banks alike. There is not one shred of evidence to the contrary. 

A copy of the Robertson-Phillips study is being submitted for the 
completion of the record. 

In another study, Dennis R. Starleaf, professor of economics at 
Iowa State University, in an article appearing in the September 
1975 issue of the Journal of Finance, rejected the contention that 
Fed reserve requirements are needed on nonmember bank deposits 
for precision in monetary control. He added that all of the tests 
conducted in his study indicated that nonmember banks had been 
a source of stability, not instability, for Federal Reserve control of 

1 The CSBS is the nationwide organization of state officials who serve as the primary charter
ing, examination and regulatory authority for approximately 10,500 state-ehartered commercial 
and mutual savings banks with total assets of some $662 billion. 
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the money stock; that "without nonmember banks, Federal Reserve 
control would have been slightly more unstable than it was in 
fact." 

A copy of the article in question is being submitted for the 
completion of the record. 

Henry C. Wallich, then professor of economics at Yale University 
and Mable I. Wallich, in a 1973 article in Bankers Magazine stated: 

Since intermediation is a constructive activity, there seems to be no reason why 
Congress should place burdens upon it beyond those that the tax system imposes on 
any other form of business. The bulk of commercial banking has been exposed to a 
special tax, in the form of reserve requirements. It makes no essential difference 
that the revenues from the tax reach the Treasury via the Federal Reserve. There is 
no particular reason for this tax since the Federal Reserve can quite well conduct 
monetary policy operations without required reserves. The requirement could, then 
be phased out to give full effect to the benefits of intermediation. 

A copy of the above article is being submitted for the completion 
of the record. 

In addition to the foregoing, former Federal Reserve Board Gov
ernor Sherman J. Maisel in his book published in 1973 entitled 
Managing the Dollar wrote that "Monetary policy is implemented 
chiefly through buying or selling government securities-bills, 
notes and bonds. This is called an open market operation." In 
describing other monetary policy tools such as changes in reserve 
requirments, and the use of the discount rate, Mr. Maisel added 
that "Compared to open market operations, * * *, both of these 
actions, although useful, serve rather minor functions; except for 
their announcement effects on expectations, they can be neglected 
in most analysis." (Pps. 35-36.) 

It is because of data such as I have mentioned above, and the 
absence of any data to the contrary by the Fed, to my knowledge, 
that we are forced to inquire as to the justification for proposing to 
usurp reserve-setting authority of the States over State-chartered 
nonmember banks, and for proposing to discard our long-estab
lished system of optional affiliation with the Fed for reserve-setting 
purposes. If it is for the purported objective of bringing about 
greater equity between member and nonmember banks, let us ex
amine that claim. 

THE EQUITY ISSUE 

Data analyzed recently by CSBS do disclose that member banks 
on average hold relatively more noninterest-bearing reserve-type 
assets than nonmember banks. For some banks this results in a net 
competitive disadvantage, and such banks tend to leave the Fed. 
For others, however, reserve costs of Fed membership are more 
than offset by sizable correspondent balances which are primarily 
held in member banks, and such banks are inclined to remain in 
the Fed. Membership in the Fed is normally a prerequisite for a 
major presence in the correspondent banking business. 

With respect to the claim that some nonmember banks enjoy an 
unfair competitive advantage over member banks because the 
former can satisfy part of their required reserves with reserve
eligible assets held in interest-bearing form, it should be pointed 
out that reserves held in interest-bearing form represent only a 
small fraction of all nonmember bank reserve requirements nation-
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wide, and their impact in connection with the equity issue is mini
mal. I have elaborated on this in my full statement to this commit
tee. 

FUTURE LEVELS OF FED MEMBERSHIP 

In 1978 approximately 73 percent of all bank deposits were in 
member banks. This may go a little lower. However, it is believed 
there are limits to how far membership in the Fed will decline, 
primarily because the Nation's correspondent banks generally will 
remain in the Fed, particularly if the Fed reduces the inequitable 
reserve tax. Numerous other banks will also remain as members 
for various reasons. 

(2) REPORTING REQUIREMENTS OF S. 85 

Although we are not aware of any actual evidence that the Fed 
needs any more data from nonmember banks than it ~s now receiv
ing, or that it requires further statistical refinement of such infor
mation, in order to resolve any uncertainty in this matter, it is 
recommended as a courtesy to the Fed that financial institutions 
be required through their appropriate Federal and State authori
ties to furnish data which the Fed determines it needs for its 
monetary policy estimations. However, a cost-benefit analysis 
should be utilized to assure that the banking industry, burdened as 
it is with regulatory and ever-increasing recordkeeping require
ments, would not be subject to data gathering that is not essential 
to the Fed in its monetary role. 

As I have indicated in my complete statement, the FDIC, in 
cooperation with insured nonmember banks, is currently providing 
the Federal Reserve Board with data designed to improve the Fed's 
precision in its monetary estimations. 

In mid-1979 the FDIC and Fed reportedly are scheduled to review 
this program to determine whether nonmember bank data are 
necessary for monetary policy purposes and, if they are, whether 
the sample of nonmember banks is adequate. 

(3) PRICING OF SERVICES BY THE FED 

We have not formally addressed the requirement that the Fed 
publish for public comment a set of pricing principles, and a pro
posed schedule of fees for Federal Reserve services. However, in 
any such undertaking the Fed should include in its pricing princi
ples, taxes that would be paid, capital costs and all other fixed, 
plus variable costs that would be incurred in privately owned orga
nizations provided similar services. 

S. 353-FEDERAL RESERVE MODERNIZATION ACT OF 1979 

(1) OPTIONAL AFFILIATION WITH THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM FOR 
RESERVE-SETTING PURPOSES 

We support the principle of continued optional affiliation with 
the Fed for reserve-setting purposes which is proposed by S. 353. 

We believe that optional affiliation with the Fed for reserve
setting purposes is consistent with effective monetary policies, and 
that this option is consistent with the principle of equity between 
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member and nonmember banks. In addition, optional affiliation 
avoids a dilution of State/Federal checks and balances, or a weak
ening of our decentralized banking system which could result over 
time from the effects of requiring nonmember banks of a given 
deposit size to have their reserves determined by the Fed, and/ or 
set with the Fed. 

(2) LOWERING OF RESERVE REQUIREMENT LEVELS FOR MEMBER 
BANKS 

We are supportive of the concept contained in S. 353 for lowering 
reserve requirement levels for member banks. We estimate that an 
average reduction of about one-fourth in member bank reserve 
requirements, or more if accompanied by explicit pricing, would 
bring the reserve tax on member banks to levels more closely in 
line with the value of benefits which most banks receive from 
affiliation with the Fed. The benefits of such a reduction would 
largely be passed on to consumers of bank services, and would 
largely solve the Fed's membership problem. We propose a permis
sible reserve range from 1 to 15 percent be set for reserve require
ments on member bank demand deposits and those deposits subject 
to automatic transfers or to negotiable or other payment orders of 
withdrawal, and that a permissible range from 1 to 8 percent be 
established for member bank deposits other than described above. 
We would recommend phasing down the suggested reserve levels 
over a 4-year period starting in fiscal 1981. 

While we have not formally addressed the issue of paying inter
est on reserves held at the Fed, it is not believed this is necessary if 
the reduction in reserves brings closer into line the actual cost of 
holding reserves with the Fed in relation to the value of services 
received from the Fed by most member banks. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[Complete statement of Mr. Dunn with attachments follows:] 
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STATEMEtlT OF MR. E. D. "JACK" DUr!:I 

o:J BEHALF OF 

HIE COilFERErJCE OF STATE BA11K SUPERVISORS 

Mr. Chairman, I am E. D. "Jack" Dunn, Commissioner of Banking 

and Finance for the State of Georgia and President of the Confer~ 

ence of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS) on whose behalf I am testi

fying today. Accompanying me is Dr. Lawrence E. Kreider, Execu

tive Vice President-Economist of CSBS. 

The Conference is the nationwide organization of state offi

cials who serve as the primary chartering, examination and regula

tory authority for approximately 10,500 state-chartered commercial 

and mutual savings banks, with total assets of some $662 billion. 

We appreciate this opportunity to present the views of CSBS 

regarding S. 85 and S. 353, both of which are designed to deal 

with what has become known as the Federal Reserve Board's member

ship problem, as well as to facilitate the development and imple

mentation of monetary policy. 

Because the two bills reflect entirely different philosophical 

approaches to the issue of how to halt an eroding Federal Reserve 

membership base, and because these differences·are of major signif

icance I would like to focus on several key provisions of the re

spective proposals. 

S. 85 - The Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979 

(1) Reserve-Setting Authority of The Fed Over State-Chartered 
Nonmember Banks For Monetary Policy Purposes 

Under this bill reserve requirements would be set by the Fed 

and would be applicable to various types of d~posits held by banks 

and to transaction accounts at other depository_institutions. Re-. 

serve requirements would apply to the total of demand deposits and 
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transaction accounts in excess of $40 million at all depository 

institutions and to time and savings deposits in excess of $40 

million at banks. 

Mr. Chairman, the Conference of State Bank Supervisors is un

alterably opposed to extending compulsory reserve-setting authority 

of the Federal Reserve Board to any state-chartered nonmember bank 

regardless of its depository size. There simply has been no show

ing by the Fed that this preemption of state authority in the re

serve-setting area, as proposed by this bill, is at all necessary 

for the Fed in carrying out its monetary responsibilities. We have 

examined the statement of Chairman Miller in his recent testimony 

before your Committee and have found nothing therein to change the 

position of CSBS on this issue. Cloaked in the attractive garb of 

improving monetary control, this bill would instead perpetuate a 

hidden tax on consumers of bank services, and would, without any 

justification, extend the Fed's reserve-setting power over the bank

ing system. 

As you know, Mr. Chairman, we commissioned a study in 1974 by 

Professors .Ross Robertson and Almarin Phillips on the reserve-set

ting issue. That study, entitled Optional Affiliation With The Fed

eral Reserve System For Reserve Purposes Is Consistent With Effective 

Monetary Policies concluded that: 

Major monetary policy weaknesses have been revealed 
in the recent past, and a prudent person should an
ticipate more in the future. Optional affiliation 
of some banks with the Federal Reserve for reserve 
purposes, however, cannot be considered high on the 
list of factors contributing to these weaknesses, 
if eligible at all for inclusion. 
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With respect to the claim that nonmember banks escape central 

bank control, this study pointed out: 

As has been observed, open market operations are for 
all practical purposes the instrument of monetary 
control. Like the rainfrom heaven that falls on us 
all regardless of our merits, open market operations 
affect member and nonmember banks alike. There is 
not one shred of evidence to the contrary. 

A copy of the Robertson-Phillips study is being submitted for 

the completion of the record. 

In another study, Dennis R. Starleaf, Professor of Economics 

at Iowa State University, in an article appearing in the September 

1975 issue of the Journal of Finance, rejected the contention that 

Fed reserve requirements are needed on nonmember bank deposits for 

precision in monetary control. He added that all of the tests con

ducted in his study indicated that nonmember banks had been a source 

of stability, not instability, for Federal Reserve control of the 

money stock; that "without nonmember banks, Federal Reserve con

trol would have been slightly more unstable than it was in fact:" 

A copy of the article in question is being submitted for the 

completion of the record. 

Henry C. Wallich (then Professor of Economics at Yale Univer

sity) and Mable I. Wallich, in a 19 73 article in Bankers Magazine 

stated: 

Since intermediation is a constructive activity, there 
seems to be no reason why Congress should place burdens 
upon it beyond those that the tax system imposes on any 
other form of business. The bulk of commercial banking 
has been exposed to a special tax, in the form of re
serve requirements. It makes no essential difference 
that the revenues from the tax reach the Treasury via 
the Federal Reserve. There is no particular reason for 
this tax since the Federal Reserve can quite well con
duct monetary policy operations without required reserves. 
The requirement could then be phased out to give full 
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effect to the benefits of intermediation. 
ing added) 

(Underlin-

A copy of the above article is being submitted for the comple

tion of the record. 

In addition to the foregoing, former Federal Reserve Board 

Governor Sherman J. Maisel in his book published in 1973 entitled 

Managing The Dollar wrote that "Monetary policy is implemented 

chiefly through buying or selling government securities (bills, 

notes and bonds). This is called an open market operation." In des

cribing other monetary policy tools such as changes in reserve re

quirements, and the use of the discount rate, Mr. Maisel added that 

"Compared to open market operations, ... , both of these actions, 

although useful, serve rather minor functions; except for their an

nouncement effects on expectations, they can be neglected in most 

analysis.'' (pps. 35-26) 

It is because of data such as I have mentioned above, and the 

absence of any data to the contrary by the Fed, to my knowledge, 

that we believe provisions for universal reserve-setting authority 

in the Fed such as contained in S. 85 not only are unnecessary for 

the stated purpose of implementing monetary policy, but are con

trary to the public interest, as an unwarranted extension of the 

Federal Reserve Board's independent and unbridled power over a class 

of banks which has chosen not be become affiliated with the Fed. 

We are forced, therefore, to inquire as to the justification 

for proposing to usurp reserve-setting authority of the states over 

state-chartered nonmember banks, and for proposing to discard our 

long-established system of optional affiliation with the Fed for 

reserve-setting purposes? If it is for the purported objective of 
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bringing about greater equity between member and nonmember banks, 

let us examine that claim. 

The Equity Issue 

Arguments have been advance.a by those who propose universal 

reserve-setting authority in the Fed that only member banks hold 

"sterile" reserves; that by contrast nonmember banks hold their re

serves in interest-bearing form or with correspondents in payment 

for services received. These distinctions, it is claimed, give 

nonmember banks a competitive advantage over member banks and force 

member banks directly to bear most of the burden of monetary policy. 

These arguments are· misleading. Data recently analyzed by 

CSBS do disclose that member banks on average hold relatively more 

noninterest-bearing reserve-type assets than nonmember banks. For 

some banks this results in a net competitive disadvantage, and such 

banks tend to leave the Fed. For others, however, reserve costs of 

Fed membership are more than offset by sizable correspondent bal

ances which are primarily held in member banks, and such banks are 

inclined to remain in the Fed. Membership in the Fed is normally 

a prerequisite for a major presence in the correspondent banking 

business. 

With respect to the claim that some nonmember banks enjoy an 

unfair competitive advantage over member banks because the former 

can satisfy part of their required reserves with reserve-eligible 

assets held in interest-bearing form, it should be pointed out that 

reserves held in interest-bearing form represent only a small frac

tion of all nonmember bank reserve requirements nationwide, and 

their impact in connection with the equity issue is minimal. 
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Data in the 1977 issue of the CSBS publication Profile of 

State-Chartered Banking reflect the following 23 states permit re

serve requirements of state nonmember banks to be held in the form 

of Treasury bills or other interest-bearing form: 

California, Colorado*, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida*, 
Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan*, 
Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire*, New Mexico, Ohio, 
Oregon, Pennsylvania*, Rhode Island*, South Dakota*, 
Texas, Vermont*, Wisconsin* and Wyoming*. 

In 13 of the above 23 states, nonmember banks, as a group, 

hold sufficient noninterest-bearing, reserve-eligible assets to 

meet state reserve requirements. Therefore, the "privilege" of in

vesting reserve balances in interest-bearing form is, in practice, 

meaningless in those 13 states. 

In the remaining 10 states (listed with an*) of the above

mentioned 23 states, reserve requirements against demand deposits 

are comparable to or higher than those of other states, and of the 

Federal Reserve. In a ranking of the 50 states by their reserve 

requirements against demand deposits, all but one of these 10 states 

are in the upper one-half, and four of the six highest states in 

such a ranking are in this group of 10 states. 

The average percentage of noninterest-bearing, reserve-type 

assets to total deposits adjusted in these 10 states as of December 

31, 1977 was 7.1% or only 1.5 percentage points less than the aver

age for all other states. This 1.5 percentage point difference in 

the 10 states in question has been at least partially offset be

cause nonmember banks in those 10 states, must, as a result of 

substantially higher reserve requirements, accommodate their in

vestment portfolios to such interest-bearing reserve statutes. 

They must make some investments in volumes they otherwise might 
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not make, thus are forced to forego some investments that might be 

more profitable. 

A close examination of the equity issue reveals the simple 

fact that some banks enjoy a net benefit from Fed membership and 

some from nonmember status. Today banks have the option of joining 

the Fed or not doing so, based upon such a determination. Why should 

this freedom of choice be denied them, particularly when such op

tional affiliation with the Fed for reserve-setting purposes is 

consistent with effective monetary policies? 

Furthermore, our banking system as a whole is strengthened by 

this choice of options. The member/nonmember alternative has fos

tered a dynamic and responsive private correspondent banking struc

ture that has served well our country's economic needs. In this 

connection, Professors Robertson and Phillips in their study stated 

that " •... some additional withdrawals (from the Fed) would strength

en the correspondent banking system to the benefit of the public 

and, in many cases, would achieve greater equity among banks." 

In summary, CSBS is opposed to any proposal that would seek to 

achieve equity between member/nonmember banks by imposing compulsory 

reserves on depository institutions other than member banks. Such 

action would be a negative solution. It would achieve a perverse 

sort of equity by imposing a hidden tax burden on others rather 

than correcting the problem at the source. It would spread, not 

solve, the problem, and it would inevitably evolve into a bigger 

and broader hidden tax base. This would then place all traditional 

depository institutions at a competitive disadvantage with relatively 

new but growing intermediaries such as the commercial paper market, 

brokerage houses, credit card companies, large retailers and large 
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manufacturers/distributors/retailers. The end result would be an 

escalation of the reserve tax problem to a larger arena, an unneces

sary degree of greater direct federal control over all financial 

intermediaries, and further dilution of state/federal checks and 

balances. 

Future Levels of Fed Membership 

In connection with the decline in Fed membership over the past 

years, the question arises as to whether bank defections from the 

Fed will continue indefinitely. 

In 1978 approximately 73% of all bank deposits were in member 

banks. This may go a little lower. However, it is believed there 

are limits to how far membership in the Fed will decline, primarily 

because the Nation's correspondent banks generally will remain in 

the Fed, particularly if the Fed reduces the inequitable reserve tax. 

As mentioned earlier, there is a strong relationship between Fed 

membership and correspondent banking services. This is evidenced 

by the fact that about 95% of all correspondent liability balances 

are in member banks. Very few withdrawals from the Fed have occur

red among banks heavily involved in the correspondent banking busi

ness, because the relatively free marketplace more or less dictates 

that such banks be members and have access to the Fed as the lender 

of last resort. 

In any event, the Fed's declining membership base could, in 

our viewpoint, be halted by the Board on its own initiative, or 

through moderate statutory changes, by a lowering of its reserve 

requirements on member banks on average by about one-fourth. 
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(2) Reporting Requirements of S. 85 

Although we are not aware of any actual evidence that the Fed 

needs any more data for nonmember banks than it is now receiving, 

or that it requires further statistical refinement .of such informa

tion, in order to resolve any uncertainty in this matter, it is 

recommended as a courtesy to the Fed that financial institutions be 

required through their appropriate federal and state authorities to 

furnish data which the· Fed determines it needs for its monetary 

policy objectives. However, a cost-benefit analysis should be 

utilized to assure that the banking industry, burdened as it is with 

regulatory and ever-increasing record keeping requirements, would 

not be subject to data gathering that is not essential to the Fed 

in its monetary role. 

It is the understanding of the Conference that the FDIC, in 

cooperation with insured nonmember banks, is currently providing 

the Federal Reserve Board with data designed to improve the Fed's 

precision in its monetary estimations. Last year FDIC Chairman 

George LeMaistre, during testimony on the Fed membership issue, ad

vised that beginning with the Spring 1976 call for Report of Condition, 

the Corporation had initiated a special schedule in the quarterly 

call report to provide the Fed with better information on the money 

supply. A second step went into effect in the first week of July 

1977, according to Mr. LeMaistre. This involved a sample of 580 

nonmember banks reporting on a regular weekly basis the same de-

posit and cash items that all nonmember banks report four times a 

year. The Fed, according to Mr. LeMaistre's testimony, expects 
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the data from these two surveys to enable significant improvements 

in their estimates of the nonmember bank component of the Nation's 

money supply. In mid-1979 the FDIC and Fed are scheduled to review 

this program, according to Mr. LeMaistre's testimony, to determine 

whether nonmember bank data are necessary for monetary policy pur

poses and, if they are, whether the sample of nonmember banks is 

adequate·. 

(3) Pricing of Services by The Fed 

We have not formally addressed the requirement that the Fed pub

lish for public comment a set of pricing principles, and a proposed 

schedule of fees for Federal Reserve System services. However, 

should the Fed undertake such a requirement, it should include in 

its pricing principles, taxes that would be paid, capital costs 

and all other fixed, plus variable costs that would be incurred if 

privately-owned organizations provided similar services. 

s. 353--Federal Reserve Modernization Act of 1979 

(1) Optional Affiliation with the Federal Reserve System for Reserve
~etting Purposes 

We support the principle of continued optional affiliation with 

the Fed for reserve-setting purposes which is proposed by S. 353. We 

agree with the comments of Senator Tower at the time of introducing 

his bill that forcing banks and other depository institutions over a 

certain size to hold reserves with the Fed would perpetuate the ine

quitable tax of unduly high reserves on the banking system. Further

more, to force the holding of sterile reserves with the Fed for non

member banks of a certain deposit size, would, as Senator Tower 

pointed out, result in an unwarranted shift of funds from the private 
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sector to the public sector. 

As we have stated in earlier portions of this testimony, CSBS 

has long been of the position that optional affiliation with th~ Fed 

for reserve-setting purposes is consistent with effective monetary 

policies, and we believe this option to be consistent with the 

principle of equity between member and nonmember banks. In ad

dition, optional affiliation avoids a dilution of state/federal 

checks and balances, or a weakening of our decentralized banking 

system which could result over time from the effects of requiring 

nonmember banks of a given deposit size to have their reserves 

determined by the Federal Reserve Board, and/or set with the Fed. 

(2) Lowering of Reserve Requirement Levels for Member Banks 

CSBS is supportive of the proposal contained ins. 353 for low

ering reserve requirement levels for member banks. We believe 

there should be an average reduction by about one-fourth or more 

if accompanied by explicit pricing. This reduction, we believe, 

would bring the reserve tax on member banks to levels more closely 

approximating the value of benefits which most banks receive from 

affiliation with the Federal Reserve. A reduction by one-fourth 

would free about $7 billion to member banks. The benefit of such 

a reduction in this Federal Reserve tax would eventually be largely 

passed on to consumers of bank services in somewhat the same way that 

the current excessive tax levels of reserve requirements are ultimate

ly borne by consumers of bank services. Fed reserves should be 

neither a hidden tax on consumers of bank services nor a subsidy; 

they should be neutral from that standpoint. 

CSBS would propose that a reserve range from 1% to 15% be es

tablished for reserve requirements on member bank demand deposits, 
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savings deposits subject to automatic transfers and deposits sub

ject to negotiable or other payment orders of withdrawal, or for 

similar instruments used to make transfers by member banks; and that 

a range from 1% to 8% should be established for member bank depos

its other than described above. This range of reserve levels 

would give the Fed considerable flexibility in setting reserves 

under differing economic and regulatory situations. 

Phasing-Down of Reserve Reductions 

While we believe it to be in the public interest to reduce the 

levels of required reserves on member banks in the manner we pro

pose, it is recognized that the approximately $400 million net re

duction in Treasury revenues that would ensue would be unacceptable 

to that Department. We would recommend, therefore, phasing down 

the suggested reserve levels over a four-year period starting in 

fiscal 1981. 

Through these reductions in a gradual and orderly manner, cur

rent fiscal and inflationary problems would not be exacerbated, the 

independence of the Fed to set reserve requirements would be retain

ed, the Fed's loss of member banks would be greatly alleviated and 

such action would avoid an unnecessary centralized presence and 

power by the Fed over the financial industry. 

Payment of Interest on Reserves Held at the Federal Reserve 

While the CSBS has not formally addressed the issue of paying 

interest on reserves held at the Fed, it is not believed this is 

necessary if the reduction in reserves brings closer into line the 

actual cost of holding reserves with the Fed in relation to the 

value of services received from the Fed by most member banks. 
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Although CSBS prefers reductions in reserves, payment of a 

reasonable rate of interest on Fed reserve balances could achieve 

somewhat the same relief from the extra-legal hidden reserve tax 

which must largely be passed on to consumers of bank services. 

With respect to the reporting requirements contained in S. 353, 

as stated earlier, CSBS is of the position that as a courtesy to 

the Fed, financial institutions should be required through their 

appropriate federal and state authorities to furnish data which 

the Fed determines it needs for its monetary policy estimations; 

that even here, a cost-benefit analysis should be employed to min

imize record-keeping requirements by institutions involved in re

lated reporting requirements. 

Summary 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, 

(1) The Conference of State Bank Supervisors is opposed to ex

tending compulsory reserve-setting authority of the Federal Reserve 

Board to any state-chartered nonmember bank regardless of its de

pository size. There has been no showing that this preemption of 

state authority in the reserve-setting area is necessary for the 

Fed in carrying out its monetary responsiblities; 

(2) We believe that continued optional affiliation with the Fed 

for reserve-setting purposes is in the public interest and is con

sistent with effective monetary policies; 

(3) We believe that a lowering of the Fed's reserve require

ments _on member banks by about one-fourth would stem the flow of 

banks from the Fed; that this reduction should be phased in over a 

four-year period, beginning in fiscal 1981, principally for fiscal 

policy purposes; and 
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(4) The Fed should have available to it from depository insti

tutions data for which there is a demonstrated need in connection 

with its monetary estimations. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
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PREFACE 
The Conference of State Bank Supervisors appreciates the scholarly 

work of Professors Almarin Phillips and Ross M. Robertson on this 
position paper. In it they analyze the question of the relationship between 
optional affiliation of some banks with the Federal Reserve System for 
reserve purposes and the effectiveness of monetary policy. 

Dr. Phillips is Professor of Economics and Law, University of Penn
sylvania, and Dr. Robertson is Professor of Business Economics and 
Public Policy, and Director of Business History Studies, School of Busi
ness, Indiana University. 

Dr. Phillips was Professional Staff Co-Director of the President's Com
mission on Financial Structure and Regulation (Hunt Commission), and 
Dr. Robertson is widely recognized as one of the nation's foremost authori
ties on the history of monetary policy. Professors Phillips and Robertson 
have had extensive experience outside academia and government, as well 
as within, in responsibilities sensitive to the impact of monetary policy on 
the economy and attuned to the mechanics of monetary policy's impact 
on the economy. 

For purposes of this paper, the authors imposed only two major con
straints. The first was a time-horizon constraint. They refrained from 
the interesting but highly speculative exercise of assuming knowledge of 
what the financial world would be like beyond, say, ten years hence. The 
second was a socio-economic-political constraint. The paper assumes 
that the majority of Americans prefer a relatively free economy-one in 
which financial and physical resources generally are atlocated as de
termined by millions of people expressing themselves through the market
place and not as determined by -a few people in a centralized federal 
government agency. 

Based on their analyses of the historical evolution of the role of bank 
reserves plus more contemporary evidence on the manner in which mone
tary policy affects the economy, the authors conclude: 

1. A large number of variables affect the level and rate of change of the 
money supply, even though some variables may weigh more heavily 
than others. 

2. The interrelationships among variables are complex and uncertain. 
Attempts at precision assume knowledge of major variables that does 
not exist and cannot reasonably be expected to exist in the foreseeable 
future. 
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3. Major monetary policy weaknesses have been revealed in the recent 
past, and a prudent person should anticipate more in the future. Op
tional affiliation of some banks with the Federal Reserve for reserve 
purposes, however, cannot be considered high on the list of factors con
tributing to these weaknesses, if eligible at all for inclusion. 

4. Compulsory affiliation of additional banks with the Federal Reserve for 
reserve purposes would further increase the power that the Federal Re
serve has over banks and would force the dilution of state and local 
determination of the structure. 

5. Foregoing the known merits of the dual banking system with its healthy 
state-federal checks and balances for uncertain benefits, if any, from com
pulsory affiliation of all banks with the Federal Reserve for reserve 
purposes would not be in the public interest. 

(stSona~d~ 

~~~arson 
President 
Conference of State Bank Supervisors 
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OPTIONAL AFFILIATION WITH THE FRB FOR RESERVE 

PURPOSES IS CONSISTENT WITH EFFECTIVE 

MONETARY POLICIES 

For more than two decades a series of congressional committees and 
official and unofficial commissions have examined the financial structure of 
the United States with a view to correcting its alleged deficiencies. More 
recently the discontent of public officials and private citizens has focused 
on the disruption of U.S. financial markets, and particularly the market 
for urban residential mortgages, resulting from periods of monetary re
straint. Early in his tenure in office President Nixon appointed a Presi
dential Commission on Financial Structure and Regulation (the Hunt 
Commission), and many of the proposals of that commission were trans
mitted by the Department of the Treasury to Congress on August 3, 1973, 
as "Recommendations for Change in the U.S. Financial System" with the 
urging that reform proposals be considered as a package rather than piece
meal.1 

Meantime, Federal Reserve officials, beginning in the spring of 1973 
with an official policy statement by Chairman Arthur F. Burns, have 
pressed for a specific change in the financial structure that presages a 
divisive argument. The proposal is that all insured nonmember banks 
be subject to reserve requirements of the Federal Reserve Board. A bill 
introduced by Representative Henry F. Reuss (D.-Wis.) in September 
1973 would require that the nearly 8,000 federally insured banks now 
subject to state reserve requirements be brought into the Federal Reserve 
System for purposes of defining and holding reserves against deposit liabili
ties. The disclaimer that the presently insured nonmember banks would 
not have to become "members" of the Federal Reserve System was scorn
fully received by the managers of state nonmember banks, to whom the 
reserve requirements of Federal Reserve are the very essence of System 
membership. 

The proposal that all commercial banks keep reserves with Federal 
Reserve is actually as old as the System itself, but after the original act 
specified compulsory membership only for national banks the question was 
not raised again until 1933. Legislation establishing the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation originally required Federal Reserve membership 
as a condition of admittance to insurance, but the requirement was post-

1 The revision of this publication published September 24, 1973, did not change 
the recommendation to avoid piecemeal legislation. It did, however, reflect Federal 
Reserve annoyance with Treasury's original stand against uniform reserve require
ments for all banks. 
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poned and finally dropped in I 939. On various occasions since the early 
1950s Federal Reserve officials have made a half-hearted case for a 
uniform set of reserve requirements, but one sensed that they were not 
really in earnest, because, among other reasons, the political turmoil 
generated by nonmember banks would make a serious coercive effort not 
worth the candle. 

In the 1970s, however, Federal Reserve leadership apparently means 
business, whatever the political costs. In his April 1973 address to the 
Governing Council of the American Bankers Association Chairman 
Burns argued that reserve reform was necessary to ensure "adequate 
control over the supply of money and credit in the years to come" and to 
establish an "equitable sharing" of the costs of monetary control. In the 
press release accompanying the introduction of his bill Congressman Ruess 
of the House Banking Committee remarked that the bill " ... provides a 
missing link in connecting the supply of bank reserves and the supply of 
money." Moreover, the bill " ... will permit the Federal Reserve to exer
cise better control over the money supply, and contribute thereby to our 
achieving more stable economic and financial conditions." 

Combined, these statements seem to assert that in the absence of a 
uniform set of reserve requirements a part of the commercial banking 
system somehow largely or entirely escapes central bank control. The 
further implication is that if all banks were required to keep reserves 
with Federal Reserve, rather than allowing nonmember banks to keep 
reserves substantially as deposits with large commercial banks, the man
agement of monetary processes by the central bank would be greatly 
simplified. Why? Because the predictability of money-supply changes 
would allegedly be greatly improved. Finally, the contention seems to be 
that if Federal Reserve could improve its hitherto capricious control of 
the rate of change of the money stock by bringing all commercial banks 
into the System the war against economic slumps on the one hand and 
inflation on the other would be sooner won. 

In sum, Federal Reserve authorities argue that if all banks were re
quired to keep reserves according to their mandates "the precision and 
the certainty" with which monetary policy is executed would be increased. 
It will be argued below that any improvement in control of the rate of 
change of the money supply through such a change in institutional arrange
ments would be trivial. Indeed, the central bank could probably achieve 
nicer control within the limits imposed by the present state of monetary 
theory by reversing some of its own recent changes in reserve rules. Fed
eral Reserve authorities have found it preferable to base the argument 
for universal control of reserves on ostensibly technical reasons while 
barely mentioning the real reasons. The real reasons for Fed moves at 
this time are twofold: (1) a growing concern over a slow and small, but 
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nevertheless steady, decline in System membership and in the proportion 
of commercial bank assets owned by member banks, and (2) the increas
ing likelihood.that a large number of the hitherto nonbank financial inter
mediaries-particularly savings and loan associations, mutual savings 
banks, and credits unions-will one day be given powers to create liabili
ties that will make them part of the payments mechanism. Sophisticated 
observers have long noted that, except for the large money-market banks, 
membership in the Federal Reserve System is largely a matter of indif
ference for effecting monetary policy. Federal Reserve prefers absolute 
authority to an authority subject to the political checks and balances 
guaranteed by sharing power with other federal agencies and with state 
jurisdictions. 

Thus, top Federal Reserve officials, choosing not to attack the integrity 
of the dual banking system headon, have tried to achieve the same objec
tive by seeking legislation that would impose their own reserve require
ments on all banks. Although unsupported by empirical evidencce, the 
argument that the precision of monetary controls would thereby be im
proved has a certain plausibility to those unacquainted with the intricacies 
of the process of money creation and with the number of variables that 
must be accurately predicted to assure adequate control of the money 
supply. The existence of different reserve requirements for member and 
nonmember banks does not complicate the problem of monetary controls 
to any significant degree; Federal Reserve could make far more important 
changes for more precise control of the money stock by altering its own 
reserve rules for member banks. 

1. 

Reserve arrangements for U.S. commercial banks are hereditary, 
plainly bearing the marks of a banking system forged in the nineteenth 
century. By 1860 several state laws required banks to keep reserves against 
both their note and deposit liabilities. In strict practice reserves were 
kept as gold and silver in bank vaults, but as time went on the custom 
developed of keeping deposits, known as correspondent accounts, with 
banks in other cities.2 The Currency Act of 1863 and the National Bank 
Act of 1864, which substantially amended the 1863 legislation, recognized 
prevailing practice by permitting the new national associations to keep 
their reserves in two forms-as cash in vault or as deposits with a national 
bank in one of 17 "redemption" cities. Banks located in New York (later 

2 If a bank in St. Louis knew that a substantial volume of checks drawn by de
. positors would be made payable to Chicago firms, it kept funds on deposit with a 
Chicago bank to meet these foreseeable obligations. In case of emergency these 
deposits would serve as well as cash in vault, for they could be used to meet obliga
tions of the bank in Chicago or be transferred for use at home. 
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called a "central reserve" city) were exceptions in that they had to keep 
all their reserves as cash in vault.a Banks in the 16 other redemption cities 
(later redesignated "reserve" cities) had to keep half their reserves as 
cash in vault but might keep the other half as deposits with national banks 
in New York. Banks in all other cities and towns (country banks) had 
to keep two-fifths of their reserves as cash in vault but might deposit the 
remaining three-fifths in a national bank in a redemption city. In whatever 
form they were maintained, reserves were set at 25 per cent for banks m 
redemption cities and at 15 per cent for country banks. 

Reserves were originally to be calculated as a percentage of deposits 
plus notes outstanding. After 187 4 national banks were no longer required 
to keep reserves against notes but were to keep on deposit with the U.S. 
Treasury a 5 per cent redemption fund that could also be counted as 
part of reserves against deposits. Henceforth national banks calculated 
their minimum legal reserves only as a percentage of deposits. 

On March 3, 1887, Congress amended the National Bank Act to permit 
cities of 50,000 or more to become reserve cities upon the application 
of three-fourths of their national banks; cities of 200,000 or more could 
become central reserve cities under the same condition. 4 The amendment 
made no change in the basic reserve structure against deposit liabilities. 
Country banks still had to keep a reserve of 15 per cent, three-fifths of 
which might be deposits with national banks in reserve or central reserve 
cities. Reserve city banks were still required to keep a reserve of 25 per 
cent against deposits, one-half of which might be balances with banks in 
central reserve cities. Banks in central reserve cities had no choice but to 
keep a 25 per cent cash reserve against deposit liabilities. Thus, banks 
electing to become central reserve city banks could no longer count 
balances with New York as a part of their reserves. Within a few days 
banks in St. Louis and Chicago applied for central reserve city status, 
and the Comptroller of the Currency shortly approved the applications." 
Except for relatively minor changes, such as a ruling of the Comptroller 
that national banks in computing deposits subject to reserve might deduct 
amounts due from banks from amounts due to banks, and a 1908 statute 
exempting U.S. government deposits from reserve requirements, these 
basic rules remained in effect until passage of the Federal Reserve Act. 

3 Cash was to be held in the form of "lawful money." In 1864 "lawful money" 
meant gold, silver, and greenbacks. 

4 The designation "central reserve city" and "reserve city" appeared for the first 
time in this legislation; the term "country bank" was not used in the 1887 law but by 
that time had become customary. 

5 St. Louis maintained its central reserve city status until July I, 1922. New York 
and Chicago remained central reserve cities until the classification was abolished 
effective July 28, 1962. 
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Although the reserve provisions of the Federal Reserve Act were based 
on principles established by the National Bank Act, some changes were 
made that later proved significant. For one thing, reserves of banks in 
the national banking system were viewed as serving a definite liquidity 
function. Banks were encouraged to use their reserves fully to meet de
posit withdrawals, and the only penalty for a deficit was a prohibition 
against making new loans. As early as 1873 the Comptroller of the Cur
rency held that minimum reserves specified by law were not intended to 
insure partial payment to a bank's creditors but were only to deter an 
individual bank from expansion of its liabilities. Should the reserves of a 
national bank fall below minimum requirements, the Comptroller might 
notify the bank of its deficiency, and if the deficiency were not made good 
within 30 days the Comptroller might, with the concurrence of the Secretary 
of the Treasury, appoint a receiver to wind up its business. Thus, the law 
did not require the Comptroller to take action against a bank with reserves 
below the legal ratio. Moreover, before the establishment of the Federal 
Reserve System the Comptroller could learn of deficits in a given bank's 
reserve position on only seven dates (five call dates and two examination 
dates) a year. More important, in times of monetary stringency Comptrol
lers allowed banks to let their reserves fall well below legal minimums 
without taking punitive action. During the entire period 1864-1914 there 
is no instance in. which the Comptroller required a solvent bank to make 
up a deficiency on threat of liquidation. 

The Federal Resen,:e Act was not explicit on this point, but within a 
very few years after the inception of the System it became apparent that 
the concept of bank reserves was changing from one of providing liquidity 
to one of furnishing the fundamental basis of monetary control. As the 
Act was finally approved, member-bank reserve requirements against de
mand deposits were 18 per cent for central reserve city banks, 15 per cent 
for reserve city banks, and 12 per cent for country banks. The question 
of reserve requirements against time deposits was puzzling, for the Na
tional Bank Act had made no distinction between time and demand 
deposits. By 1913 the banking laws of most states either required no 
reserves against time and savings deposits or required a smaller reserve 
than against demand deposits. To enable member banks to compete with 
state banks for time deposits, the required reserve against such deposits 
was reduced to 5 per cent for all member banks. 

The permanent reserve provisions of the Federal Reserve Act, to be 
effective three years after the organization of the System, required member 
banks to hold part of their reserves as deposits with Federal Reserve 
Banks of the districts in which they were located and part as vault cash, 
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with an optional remainder to be held either as cash or deposits with 
Federal Reserve. During this interim period reserve city and country mem
ber banks were permitted to carry part of their reserve balances with 
banks in central reserve and reserve cities. On November 16, 1914, the 
date set for beginning the operations of the Federal Reserve System, 
member banks deposited the first payment of their reserves. Federal Re
serve authorities had requested that deposits be made in gold so far as 
possible in order that Reserve Banks might establish a gold reserve, and 
member banks complied. Subsequent transfers were made without diffi
culty, and the centralization of reserves was accomplished. 

A heavy gold inflow to the United States that began early in 1915 
prompted the Federal Reserve Board to request legislation amending the 
Federal Reserve Act so as to concentrate further the gold supply of the 
Reserve Banks. With the entry of the United States into the war and the 
likelihood of forthcoming deficit financing, there was a widespread opinion 
that gold reserves of the country should be further centralized, if for no 
other reason than to increase the potential lending power of the Reserve 
Banks.6 By an amendment to the Federal Reserve Act approved June 21, 
1917, Congress established new reserve requirements that were to prevail 
until the 1930s. In accordance with this amendment, legal reserves of 
member banks of the Federal Reserve System were to consist solely of 
deposits with Federal Reserve Banks. The old classification of central 
reserve city, reserve city, and country banks was kept, and reserves re
quired against demand deposits were set at 13, 10, and 7 per cent 
respectively. Banks of all classes had to keep only a 3 per cent reserve 
against time deposits. Although total reserve percentages were much less 
than those prescribed in the original Act, such cash as a commercial 
bank needed to keep in its vaults to carry on day-to-day transactions did 
not count as legal reserve after June 1917. Because the minimum balances 
required to be held at Reserve Banks were substantially higher than 
under the original Act, member banks had to transfer reserve funds to 
the Reserve Banks. Once again, these deposits were largely in gold, as 
requested by the Federal Reserve Board. 

The liberalization, on balance, of reserve requirements apparently 
improved the attractiveness of Federal Reserve membership to state-

6 In 1913 the framers of the Federal Reserve Act, like everyone else who pro
fessed to know anything about money, believed firmly in the virtues of the gold 
standard. The Act required the Reserve Banks to keep gold reserves against their 
major liabilities; gold holdings were to be at least 40 per cent of the value of 
Federal Reserve notes outstanding and 35 per cent of member-bank deposits. Thus 
a gold constraint put an upper limit on the amount of Federal Reserve credit that 
could be created. 
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chartered banks.7 As of June 30, 1914, there were 7,518 national banks, 
all of which had to enter the System or give up their national charters, 
and 17,498 state banks, which might opt for membership. Despite the 
great discrepancy in numbers, national banks in 1914 accounted for about 
one-half of assets and liabilities of commercial banks in the United States. 
Despite outraged threats of many national bankers to give up their charters 
rather than be coerced into membership, only a handful of national banks 
actually made the change to state charters. By the same token, after nearly 
three years of System operation only 53 state-chartered banks had chosen 
to become members of the Federal Reserve System. State-chartered banks 
were subject to as many different reserve requirements as there were 
state jurisdictions, but by this time state rules in general were conforming 
to the notion that cash in vault and balances due from correspondent 
banks should constitute bank reserves. At the inception of the Federal 
Reserve a number of state laws would not permit deposits of state banks 
with Federal Reserve to count as reserves satisfactory to state authorities. 
Accordingly, state laws were gradually modified to permit state member 
banks to keep reserves according to federal rules and to be subject to the 
supervision of the Federal Reserve Bank in the district in which they were 
located. 

Almost as soon as the 7-10-13 per cent requirements for country, re
serve city, and central reserve city banks were established, the Board 
began to seek authority to raise and lower these required ratios. But not 
until 1933 was permissive legislation forthcoming and then only for the 
duration of the economic emergency and with the permission of the 
President. The Banking Act of 1935 finally gave the Board of Governors 
permanent authority to raise and lower required reserve ratios. Hence
forth, the long-standing ratios of 7, 10, and 13 per cent could be as much 
as doubled; that is, the percentages held by country banks could vary 
from 7 to 14, those for reserve city banks from 10 to 20, and those for 
central reserve city banks from 1 3 to 26:~ Reserves against time deposits 
for all classes of banks could be set between 3 and 6 per cent. Rules 
regarding variance of reserve ratios established in 1935 have with one 
exception remained essentially the same to the present. In the late summer 

7 Liberalization of reserve requirements was not the only 1917 statutory change 
aimed at enticing state banks to join the System. Exemption of state member banks 
from examination by the Comptroller of the Currency, easier provisions for with
drawal from the System, relief from the limitations on national banks regarding 
loans to a single borrower, less restrictive real estate lending powers for national 
banks, and patriotic exhortation were all effective in boosting Federal Reserve me'll
bership beginning in 19 I 8. 

R With the "golden avalanche" of the mid- l 930s, brought on as Europeans sent 
their funds to safety, excess reserves grew steadily. Although the economy had by no 
means recovered from the Great Depression. Board officials were concerned about 
the threat of inflation. In late 1936 and early 1937 the Board raised reserve require-
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of 1948 Congress granted the Board temporary power to raise reserve 
ratios even higher, and during ensuing months partial use was made of 
this authority, which expired on June 30, 1949. 

In the period from mid-1949 to December 1959 the rules regarding 
reserve requirements of member banks remained unchanged, though there 
were minor changes in required percentages in this period.n Over a 
transitional period from December I, 1959, to November 24, 1960, banks 
in all geographical classifications were allowed to count a part of vault 
cash as reserves; effective November 24, 1960, all member banks were 
allowed to count all vault cash as reserves. As noted above, in mid-1962 
the central reserve city classification was dropped, and until mid-1966 there 
were only three such categories-a percentage reserve requirement against 
net demand deposits of reserve city and country banks and a percentage 
re.serve requirement against time deposits for both reserve city and country 
banks. Effective on two July dates in 1966 the Board began a series of 
changes in regulation D that increasingly "splintered" the reserve require
ments of member banks. For example, in the first I 966 change, reserves on 
savings deposits for both geographical categories were listed at 4 per cent; 
on other time deposits up to $5 million they remained at 4 per cent, but 
on other time deposits in excess of $5 million they were raised to 5 per 
cent. Effective in September 1966 the 5 per cent figure was raised to 6 
per cent.10 In January of 1968 the number of categories for reserve re
quirement purposes was raised to 7 when the reserve percentage figure 
for net demand deposits of reserve city banks was set at 16½ per cent 
for deposits under $5 million and 17 per cent for deposits over $5 million, 
and reserve percentages for country banks were set at 12 per cent for 
demand deposits under $5 million and 12½ per cent for demand deposits 
over $5 million. 

In 1969 the number of categories was raised to 9, and by the end of 
1970 the number stood at 11. Briefly. effective July 31, 1969, an amend
ment to Regulation D restated the definition of gross demand deposits 
to include outstanding checks or drafts arising out of Eurodollar trans
actions. Effective July 25, 1969, the Board of Governors changed Regula
tions D and Q so that attempts by banks to secure nondeposit funds 
through sale of loans to affiliates and to nonbank investors under repur-

ments by the full 100 per cent allowed by law. Unlike more recent changes in 
reserve requirements, the 1936-3 7 increase was not highly buffered by offsetting 
Federal Open Market Committee transactions. There was an ensuing drop in the 
money supply and in loans and investments of commercial banks, and the con
sequence was the nasty "recession" of 1937-38. 

9 Federal Reserve Bulletin, August, 1966, p. 1184. 
10 Federal Reserve Bulletin, September, 1966, p. 1329. 
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chase agreements would be subject to reserve requirements. Effective 
October I 6, I 969, member banks with one or more foreign branches were 
required to maintain reserves against their foreign branch deposits. Finally, 
effective October I, I 970, the Board imposed a 5 per cent reserve require
ment on funds obtained by member banks from the issuance of commercial 
paper by their affiliates. 11 

It is tedious and unnecessary to trace recent changes in further detail. 
More significant than any single change in the previous decade was the 
decision of the Board, announced on June 20, 1972, to restructure reserve 
requirements of member banks so as to make required reserves a function 
of bank size rather than of geographical location. Although the distinction 
between country and reserve city banks was not formally rescinded, it 
no longer has any meaning so far as reserve percentages are concerned. 1~ 

As originally announced, to become effective in two steps in late Septem
ber and early October 1972, the ratios established for the various portions 
of a bank's net demand deposits were as follows: 

Amount of net demand deposits 
(in millions of dollars) Reserve percentage applicable 

2 or less .................. ......................... 8 
2-10 ............................................................ 10 

10-100 ························································ 12 
100-400 ................................ ···················· 
Over 400 .................................................. . 

13 

17½ 

Because of litigation over p,roposed changes in Regulation J that accom
panied changes in Regulation D, the restructuring of reserves did not 
take place until November 1972 but was accomplished in two steps as 
previously scheduled. As of June 30, 1973, the reserve percentages as 
shown above were still in effect. 

11 Recent changes have complicated these special reserve requirements even fur
ther. For example, effective June 21, 1973, member banks were made subject to 
an 8 per cent marginai reserve against increases in the aggregate of outstanding 
single-maturity time deposits of $ I 00,000 and over above a specified base. Effective 
October 4, 1973, marginal reserve requirements against these liabilities were in
creased from 8 to 11 per cent, and effective December 13, 1973, they were reduced 
to 8 per cent again. Interested readers may inform themselves of such shifts in 
requirements by referring to the table "Reserve Requirements of Deposits of Member 
Banks" that appears in each issue of the Federal Reserve Bulletin and to further 
sources cited in the table footnotes. See, for example, F edera/ Reserve Bulletin, 
July, 1973, p. A9. See also Appendix One of this paper. 

12 Effective November 9, 1972, any bank having net demand deposits of more 
than $400 million would be considered to have the character of business of a reserve 
city bank, and the presence of the head office of such a bank in a city constitutes 
designation of that city as a reserve city. In addition, cities in which Federal Reserve 
Banks or their branches are located are also reserve cities. Banks having net demand 
deposits of $400 million or less are considered to have the business of a bank outside 
a reserve city. 
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One further complicating change in the method of computing member 
bank reserves needs to be considered. In September 1968 lagged reserve 
requirements were introduced whereby member banks' required reserves 
are computed on the basis of deposit levels two weeks earlier. At the 
same time all member banks were placed on a one-week settlement period, 
the "statement week," that runs from Thursday through Wednesday. De
posits are measured at the close of each business day, and because a 
seven-day week is used, Friday's deposits count also for Saturday and 
Sunday if a bank is closed for business on weekends. The basic rules for 
reserve computation are as follows: 

1. The required reserve balance of a bank is based upon the average daily 
net deposit balance held by the member bank at the close of each busi
ness day during the second computation period prior to the settlement 
week for which the computation is made. (For example, member bank 
required reserves for the statement week ending October 17, 1973, were 
computed on deposits subject to reserve requirements held by these banks 
during the statement week ending October 3, 1973.) 

2. The reserve balance of a bank consists of the average daily balance with 
the Federal Reserve Banks held by the member bank at the close of 
each business day during the computation period for which the computa
tion is made and the average daily currency and coin held by the member 
bank at the close of business each day during the second computation 
period prior to the computation period for which the computation is 
made. 

3. Any excess or eeficiency in a member bank's required reserve balance 
is carried forward to the next following computation period to the extent 
of 2 per cent of such required reserves, except that any portion of such 
excess or deficiency not offset in the next period may not be carried 
forward to additional computation periods. 

Penalties for reserve deficiencies are assessed monthly under present rules, 
and the penalty is assessed at a rate of 2 per cent per annum above the 
discount rate. But commercial bankers do not like to show reserve de
ficiencies on their statements and will strive at considerable cost to adjust 
reserves to avoid penalties. 

2. 

The preceding sketch of the evolving role of reserves in American 
banking (plus a reading of post-1960 changes in reserve requirement 
rules as shown in Appendix I) suggests the number and complexity of 
the variables that affect the size and rate of change of the money supply. 
The problem is to simplify and categorize these variables so that intelligent 
noneconomists, interested in public policy questions, can make sense uf 
them. 

The best way to get at the task at hand is to depict a brief schema of 
monetary processes, laying out in bare outline the way by which Federal 
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Reserve controls the stock of money. The interested reader can then 
answer for himself the question at issue: does it make any real difference 
from the monetary policy standpoint whether all banks are required to 
keep reserves according to Federal Reserve mandates? 

The quantity of money in a modern economy depends fundamentally 
upon the amount of reserves available to the banking system. At any point 
in time the volume of reserves is a function of transactions in the private 
and governmental sectors that may, under present rules of the game, be 
counterbalanced by the central bank. The counterbalancing action of the 
central bank is primarily through the injection or absorption of central
bank credit. In the United States, the injection or absorption of credit is 
through Federal Reserve action. 

( 1) Federal Reserve may lend to member banks via the discount 
window. Under the original Act it was presumed that Reserve Bank credit 
would be extended by rediscounting the assets of member banks that took 
the form of "eligible paper"-that is, promissory notes or bills of ex
change of short maturities created as the result of an agricultural, indus
trial, or commercial transaction. In 1916, an amendment was passed 
enabling a member bank to get an out-and-out loan from its Federal 
Reserve Bank at the prevailing rediscount rate. Such a loan, called an 
"advance," could be obtained on the basis of the member bank's own note 
secured by eligible paper or by government obligations. When Federal 
Reserve authorities felt that an expansion of bank loans was desirable, 
the Reserve Banks would set the rediscount rate at a level that was low 
relative to prevailing interest rates. When bank credit was expanding at 
a rate that threatened inflation, the rediscount rate would presumably be 
raised to a high level relative to market rates of interest. In any case, the 
rediscount rate, in the tradition of European central banking, was assumed 
to be in close touch with market rates and would presumably be used in 
such a way as to encourage or discourage borrowing from Federal Reserve 
acting as a true lender of last resort. 

The discount rate ( as it is called nowadays rather than rediscount rate) 
never became a significant tool of monetary control in American practice. 
The most important single reason for the impotence of the discount rate 
has been the insistence of the Board of Governors on control of Reserve 
Bank discount windows through Regulation A, a complex set of rules that 
guarantees the regulation of member-bank borrowing by administrative fiat 
instead of through changes in the discount rate. Federal Reserve credit 
is still injected and absorbed through the discount window: but the magni
tudes involved are relatively small, and the traditional central bank use 
of the discount rate as a control instrument has gone by the board. 

(2) By all odds the most important instrument of monetary control 
in the United States is open market operations. Acting on the general 
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direction of the Federal Open Market Committee, the trading desk of 
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (under the supervision of a Vice 
President of that Bank and a few other System experts) buys and sells 
government securities for System account-i.e., for all twelve Reserve 
Banks. i:i The consequences of open market purchases and sales are im
mediate; a purchase injects bank reserves and a sale absorbs bank reserves. 
Specifically, when the Federal Reserve Bank of New York /)[{_rs a million 
dollars worth of treasury bills, the appropriate functionary exchanges an 
officer's check for the securities, which are always purchased from a 
dealer in U.S. government securities. The dealer firm deposits the check 
in its commercial bank account, and the receiving bank sends the check 
to Federal Reserve, which recognizes the validity of its own item and 
credits the reserve account of the depositing bank. Demand deposits and 
reserves ( member bank deposits with Federal Reserve) thus rise by the 
same amount-$1 million.14 Conversely, when the New York Fed sells 
a million dollars worth of treasury bills, Federal Reserve receives a dealer's 
check in exchange for the securities. Federal Reserve then sends the item 
to the commercial bank on which it was drawn; the commercial bank 
charges the account of the dealer and authorizes a reduction of its own 
reserve account. Demand deposits and reserves fall by the same amount
$1 million. 

There is nothing "theoretical" about the effects of open market opera
tions; they are demonstrable and can be seen with the naked ey·e. More
over, Federal Reserve carries out open-market purchases and sales in 
massive amounts, entering the market on a day-to-day and even an hour
to-hour basis. And the magnitudes are enormous. For the 12 months end
ing June 30, 1973, purchases and sales of U.S. government securities 
grossed approximately $190 billion. Outright transactions amounted to 
nearly $90 billion, and purchases and sales on account of repurchase 
agreements were well over $100 billion.1 " For all practical purposes 

13 There is no reason why open market operations should be transacted only in 
government securities. Indeed, the very first open market purchases were in municipal 
warrants of the City of New York, and it is more or less obvious that such opera
tions could be carried out in other debt instruments, common stocks, commodities, 
or anything else. In fact, when Federal Reserve buys anything from paper clips to 
computers, it injects a tiny amount of reserves into the banking system, for the only 
way the central bank can discharge any obligation is by writing a check on itself. In 
practice, Federal Reserve almost exclusively buys Treasury issues for open-market 
account, predominantly in the short end of the maturity range. Occasionally. small 
transactions will take place in federal agency issues and bankers' acceptances. 

14 Several bond dealers are in fact money-market banks. If the securities were 
bought from a bank dealer, Federal Reserve would in effect credit the reserve 
account of the bank so that reserves, but not deposits, would increase hy the amount 
of the purchase. 

15 Federal Reserve B11/leti11, August, 1973, p. Al 1. 
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open-market operations are the effective instrument for use in controlling 
the money supply. 

( 3) We have already observed that Federal Reserve can use change, 
in required reserve ratios as an instrument of monetary control. A change 
in a required reserve ratio does not affect the total amount of member 
bank reserves, but it does affect the amounts of required reserves and so 
of excess reserves in the System. In practice changes in required reserve 
ratios have been infrequent; all the major changes since 1935 can be put 
in one table that could be printed on a single page of the Federal Reserve 
Bulletin. Federal Reserve authorities have consistently characterized this 
instrument of control as "inflexible," and when reserve ratio changes are 
made, there is frequently an offsetting or partly offsetting open-market 
operation. More recent uses of the application of reserve requirements 
against specific types of bank liabilties are questionable at best and serve 
only to complicate the monetary process that Federal Reserve says it 
wishes to make simpler and more predictable. 

The ultimate objective of the central bank is to affect the level of income 
in the economy and the rate of change of income over time, the appropri
ate levels and rates of change to be determined by reference to such indi
cators as the rate of unemployment and the rate of change of prices. To 
accomplish this objective, Federal Reserve must choose some reserve 
measure-reserves against private deposits, total reserves, unborrowed 
reserves, the monetary base, or some variant thereof-that can be related 
to whatever monetary aggregate-M 1, M~, M,1, or bank credit-the mone
tary authorities wish to control. 10 The factor that relates the chosen 
reserve measure to the money stock must therefore be a multiplier of some 
sort. 

There is substantial agreement that the reserve measure most useful for 
control purposes is the monetary base ( base money), which is defined as 
the net monetary liabilities of the federal government (i.e., the Federal 
Reserve and the U. S. Treasury). Base money, popularly and somewhat 
inaccurately referred to as "high powered money," consists of commercial 
bank reserves plus currency held by the non bank public. 17 Growth of the 

16 Mi, the "narrow" definition of the money supply, is equal to net demand 
deposits of commercial banks plus foreign demand balances at Federal Reserve 
Banks plus currency outside banks. M.,, the "broad" definition of the money supply, 
is equal to M1 plus time deposits o-f commercial banks less negotiable CDs of 
$100,000 or over. M,1 is equal to M~ plus deposits of mutual savings banks and 
share capital of savings and loan associations. For magnitudes involved see Federal 
Resen·e Bulletin, August, 1973, p. A16. 

17 The discussion of base money and the monetary multiplier that follows ;s 
not intended to be pedagogically satisfying but should enable the general reader to 
comprehend the basic variables involved in the determination of the money supply. 
For a lucid, straightforward exposition of the key definitions and of the relationships 
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monetary base is essentially determined by Federal Reserve holdings of 
U. S. government securities, the major source component of the base. 
Although views differ on the precision with which the monetary base can 
be regulated, the consensus among monetary economists is that its size can 
be set within very close tolerances on a monthly basis. 

The ratio of the narrowly defined money supply ( demand deposits plus 
currency, or Mi) to the monetary base has in recent years varied within 
a narrow range of approximately 2.53 to 2.68. In recent months it has 
varied just above and below 2.6. In other words, over periods of a few years 
this ratio is stable and reasonably predictable. The existence of this stable 
ratio leads to the concept of a "money multiplier," which enables the 
monetary authorities to determine how much money will be generated by 
an addition to the monetary base of a dollar. 

Upon what variables does the size of the monetary multiplier depend? 
Without going into the algebra of the relationships, we can say that the 
multiplier depends upon the following key ratios: 

I. The r-ratio. The "r-ratio" is defined as a weighted-average reserve 
ratio against all deposits of commercial banks. It is computed by divid
ing total reserves by total deposits. In making this computation the 
monetary authorities must make estimates for nonmember banks on 
dates between benchmark call-date data presently available four times 
each year. Nevertheless, the "r-ratio" is the least volatile of all the 
ratios that determine the money multiplier. 

2. The k-ratio. The "k-ratio" is defined as the ratio of currency outside 
banks to total demand deposits. If the nonbank public always held a 
fixed proportion of currency to demand deposits, this ratio would be 
constant. The fact is, however, that at certain times of the year and at 
certain points in the business cycle the public wishes to hold more or 
less of its assets as cash. If, with a given increase in the monetary 
base, the amount of currency the public desires to hold remains un
changed, the new base money remains in the banking system entirely 
to support an increase in deposits. Thus, the "currency drain" that 
accompanies an increase in the base must be estimated in determining 
the amount of base money that must be supplied to achieve a desired 
increase in the money stock. 

3. The t-ratio. The "t-ratio" is defined as the proportion of time deposits 
to demand deposits of all commercial banks in the system. Although 
time deposits are not included in the narrow definition of the money 
supply, banks must keep reserves against them. As we have observed, 
the reserve requirements of member banks are much lower against time 

between the monetary base and the money multiplier see Jerry L. Jordan, Review, 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, October 1969, pp. 10-19, also available as 
Number 46 in the Reprint Series of that Bank. For a more extended, but still 
readable, exposition of these phenomena, see Albert E. Burger, The Money Supply 
Process (Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1971). For an 
almost entirely nonmathematical treatment, see A. James Meigs, Money Matters 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1972), especially Chapter 9, pp. 157-171. 
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deposits than against demand deposits, and in general the different 
state jurisdictions require lower reserves against time deposits than 
against demand deposits. Because a given amount of reserves permits 
more time deposits to be supported than demand deposits, Federal 
Reserve officials must be able to estimate the public's desire to hold 
time deposits relative to demand deposits in order to determine how 
much the money supply will change following a change in base money. 
In some respects the variables affecting the "t-ratio" are more complex 
than those affecting either the "r-ratio" or the "k-ratio." For the growth 
of time deposits depends not only on competition among banks and 
the nonbank intermediaries for household and business savings but also 
on the legal ceilings on rates payable by these institutions as imposed 
by Federal Reserve, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and 
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. 

4. The g-ratio. The "g-ratio" is defined as the proportion of U.S. gov
ernment deposits in commercial banks to the total of private de
mand deposits. None of the definitions of the money supply includes 
U.S. government deposits. Yet commercial banks are required to hold 
the same proportion of reserves against federal deposits in the Treasury 
tax and loan accounts as against private demand deposits. Thus, changes 
in the amount of U.S. government deposits in commercial banks affect 
the amount of private deposits the banking system can support with a 
given amount of base money. Fluctuations in the "g-ratio" are primarily 
the result of shifts in Treasury balances from the tax and loan accounts 
in commercial banks to the Treasury's checking accounts with Federal 
Reserve. Although changes in this ratio are predictable on the basis 
of information from the Treasury, the "g-ratio" is the most volatile of 
the four we have just considered. ( See Chart 1.) 

The foregoing relationships can be summed up as 

M1 = m1 B 

where M 1 is the narrow definition of the money supply, B is the monetary 
base, and m 1 is the monetary multiplier. The monetary base, B, is on 
balance under the control of Federal Reserve through open market opera
tions. To control the money supply it is the further task of Federal Reserve 
technicians to estimate the monetary multiplier for relevant periods of time 
by predicting the four ratios just described-the "r-ratio," the "k-ratio," 
the "t-ratio," and the "g-ratio." The "r-ratio" in turn depends upon the 

estimation of seven ratios. The equation for the monetary multiplier and 
the functional relationship between r and the ratios on which its values 
depend are further complicated by lagged reserve requirements. ts The 
monetary multiplier, as plotted in Chart 2, is the following quotient: 

l+k 
m, = --------

r( 1 + t + g) + k 

18 See Jerry L. Jordan, op. cit., pp. 15-16. 
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Chart 1 
Monetary Multiplier Ratios 
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Chart 2 
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In comparison with the relative stability and small downward trend in 
the "r-ratio," the "t-ratio" shows pronounced short-term variability and a 
strong upward trend. This reflects three phenomena. One is short-term 
movements of funds within commercial banks between demand deposits, 
on the one hand, and time and savings deposits, on the other. These shifts 
depend in large measure on money market conditions. A second is the 
volatile shift of funds between time deposits and money market instru
ments; e.g., extreme disintermediation from commercial bank time deposits 
initiated in December 1968 and continuing through much of 1969. The 
third is the higher rate of long-term growth in bank time and savings 
deposits relative to demand deposits. This higher rate of growth has 
occurred as business demand deposits have declined relative to total de
posits over recent years. The instability of the "t-ratio" makes control of 
M1 by Federal Reserve far more uncertain than do variations in the 
"r-ratio." It is not easy to predict the distribution of changes in base 
money between M1 and M~, the latter a broader definition of the money 
supply. 

None of the ratios in Chart 1 reflects shifts in funds between com
mercial banks and the thrift institutions, but these shifts have also been 
pronounced on several recent occasions. Thus, uncertainty with respect 
to the distribution of changes in base money between M1 and M~-or 
commercial bank deposits-and M:;-which includes thrift institution 
deposits-is also a factor in the precision of effecting monetary policy. 
Indeed, the intra-commercial bank shifts between demand and time/saving 
accounts and the shifts between commercial bank and thrift institution 
deposits far overshadow any problems reflected in the variability of the 
"r-ratio." Yet it is the latter on which Federal Reserve is focusing atten
tion. 

By now it should be apparent that the number of variables affecting 
the money supply process is so large that the question of whether non
member banks do or do not hold reserves with Federal Reserve is really 
insignificant. If Federal Reserve officials feel strongly on this point, we 
should expect to have an official study supporting the proposition that 
present institutional arrangements, allowing banks with approximately 20 
per cent of total demand deposits to remain outside the System, seriously 
affect the predictability of Federal Reserve policy actions. Apparently 
no such study exists; if it does exist, the results have certainly not been 
published.19 

rn In 1968 Governor Andrew F. Brimmer presented a paper before the 67th Annual 
Convention of the National Association of Supervisors of State Banks entitled "The 
Rationalization of Commercial Bank Reserve Requirements." However, this paper 
was simply a study of the likely effect of proposed reserve changes on the distribu
tion of reserves between nonmember banks on the one hand and member banks on 
the other. In the last paragraph of this paper Governor Brimmer remarked that the 
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The question of changing institutional arrangements so as to make the 
money multiplier more stable and more predictable has been the subject 
of recent academic inquiry. For example, Albert E. Burger concluded after 
empirical investigation that "Increased splintering of reserve requirements 
and the introduction of lagged reserve requirements both have tended to 
introduce greater variability in the reserve ratio, therefore making it more 
difficult for the Federal Reserve to predict the results of any policy 
action." 20 George J. Benston concluded that shifts of deposits between 
member and nonmember banks may be a source of instability in total 
demand deposits, but his chief concern was that the amount of demand 
deposits at nonmember banks is available only on June and December 
call dates with consequ~nt uncertainty of estimating these amounts in 
interim periods. In any case, Benston rejected the proposition that non
member banks as a group are not subject to Federal Reserve control."1 

In a comprehensive review of institutional arrangements likely to reduce 
the accuracy of monetary control, William Poole and Charles Lieberman 
offered a "reform shopping list" suggesting nine changes that would im
prove monetary control. One of these nine changes would require all 
nonmember banks to adhere to Federal Reserve requirements, but the 
principal concern again seemed to be that such a requirement would 
simply provide Federal Reserve with better short-term money supply 
data. 22 The other eight items on the reform shopping list were as follows: 

l. Eliminate reserve requirements against Treasury deposits in commercial 
banks. 

2. If M 1 is accepted without qualification as the definition of money 
for policy purposes, eliminate reserve requirements on time and savings 
deposits. 

3. Abandon lagged reserve requirements in favor of contemporaneous 
reserve requirements. 

4. Amend regulations and invest in additional data processing equipment 
to reduce Federal Reserve float to the greatest extent possible. 

5. Change the treatment of vault cash in the reserve requirements so that 
only a percentage, equaling the marginal reserve requirement on de
mand deposits for each bank, is allowed as reserves. 

6. Set the discount rate so that it is always above money market rates of 
interest, and end administrative control over member bank borrowing. 

adoption of a system of universally applicable reserve requirements "would greatly 
strengthen the control of the monetary base by the central banks," but this statement 
was not supported adequately by empirical evidence. 

20 A. E. Burger, op. cit., p. 57. 
21 George J. Benston, "An Analysis and Evaluation of Alternative Reserve Re

quirement Plans," The Journal of Finance, Vol. XXIV, No. 5 (December 1969), 
pp. 858-860. 

22 William Poole and Charles Lieberman, "Improving Monetary Control," Brook
ings Paper on Economic Activity, 2: 1972, pp. 293-335. 
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7. Require all nonmember banks to furnish deposit and vault cash data to 
the Federal Reserve more frequently. 

8. Determine seasonal factors for the money stock as an expression of the 
seasonal a~pects of monetary policy rather than by standard seasonal 
adjustment techniques. Since these seasonal factors would define sea
sonal monetary policy they would not be subject to later revision. 

The effects of lagged reserve requirements have been in the direction 
of increasing the variability of reserve adjustment pressure on individual 
banks and of inducing greater variability in aggregate reserve adjustment 
pressure. ~:i The basic reason is that, whereas under coincident reserve 
requirements required reserves increase simultaneously with increases in 
bank liabilities, under lagged reserve requirements there is no effect on 
required reserves during a period in which banks are acquiring assets and 
expanding bank liabilities. Thus, two weeks later individual banks may 
find themselves under severe pressure to make reserve adjustment, and 
Federal Reserve may have no choice but to accommodate hard-pressed 
banks via the discount window. In the course of his book-length treat
ment of the problems of accurately regulating the money supply, Meigs 
does not mention uniform reserve requirements for all banks as a neces
sary reform, but does pay particular attention to the "epic absurdities" of 
lagged reserve requirements.24 

3. 

It is always difficult to come to grips with an intellectual adversary 
who maintains his side of the argument by issuing dicta, providing no 
detailed evidence for ex cathedra statementsY" Until Federal Reserve pro
vides a research study that adequately supports its basic contentions, 
reasonable men can only conclude that there is not a solid case to be 
made for dismantling the dual banking system and replacing it with a 
single federal system. 

Federal Reserve arguments that all insured commercial banks should 
be required by federal statute to keep reserves with Federal Reserve Banks 
can be listed briefly and the rejoinder to them summarized succinctly. 

I. Unless all banks keep reserves with Federal Reserve, banks holding 
about 22 per cent of total commercial bank deposits escape central bank 
control. 

~:i See R. Alton Gilbert, "The Effects of Lagged Reserve Requirements on the 
Reserve Adjustment Pressure on Banks," Financial A 11alysts Journal, September
October, 1973, pp. 1-10. 

24 A. J. Meigs, op. cit., pp. 182-186. 
20 It may be objected that detailed argument cannot be expected in a speech such 

as the April 1973 address of Chairman Burns referred to in the opening section 
of this paper. Yet the official legislative recommendation for uniform reserve 
requirements as contained in the 59th Annual Report of the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System ( 1972) is even less specific than the Burns' speech. 
See pp. 195-197 of the 1972 Annual Report. 
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This contention deludes those who are innocent of money matters and 
even a few who should know better. As has been observed, open market 
operations are for all practical purposes the instrument of monetary con
trol. Like the rain from heaven that falls on us all regardless of our 
merits, open market operations affect member and nonmember banks 
alike. There is not one shred of evidence to the contrary. To be sure, 
the great money-market banks, for which the vast socialized services of 
the central bank are a prerequisite to profitable operation, are· the first 
to be "splashed with cash" and the first from which reserves are absorbed. 
But as these banks adjust their assets in response to central-bank action, 
all commercial banks feel the deposit-creating or deposit-destroying 
tremors that run through the system. 

Nonmember banks essentially keep their reserves with member banks. 
Thus nonmember banks are closely linked to the whole System, for their 
reserves deposited with member banks are subject to the reserve require
ments of Federal Reserve. As Clark Warburton has remarked, "If non
member banks as a group expand more rapidly than member banks, they 
will lose deposits and correspondent bank balances to member banks; and 
this will tend to keep the expansion of nonmember banks closely in line 
with that of member banks." ~n 

In any event, any reasonable attempt to prove that nonmember banks 
escape central-bank control should first demonstrate that noninterest
bearing, noninvested, reserve-type assets of nonmember banks in the 
aggregate respond fundamentally differently to major monetary policy 
moves than do comparable assets of member banks.~7 Such has not been 
the case. For example, during various periods of monetary restraint of 
the decades of the 1950's and l 960's the reactions of member and non
member banks were essentially the same-neither group reduced sig
nificantly beyond the long-run trend its ratio of noninvested, reserve-type 
assets to total deposits. 

2. One of the instruments of monetary control is exercised when Federal 
Reserve changes required reserve ratios. The use of this instrument is 
made less effective partly because a proportion of total bank deposits 
is left untouched by such changes. But the "greater loss," according 
to one Federal Reserve official, arises because the Board is inhibited 
in its use of changes in reserve requirements, since increases in required 
reserves worsen the competitive disadvantage of member banks and 
threatens further attrition of membership. 'This inhibition has been 
unfortunate, for there have been times when the prompt and pervasive 
impact of higher reserve requirements would have been the best way 
to signal that monetary policy is moving toward added restraint ... " 

-----
26 Clark Warburton, "Nonmember Banks and the Effectiveness of Monetary 

Policy," Monetary Management, Research Studies Prepared for the Commission on 
Money and Credit (Englewood Cliffs, NJ., Prentice-Hall, 1963), p. 341. 

2i Assets herein include deposits with Federal Reserve, demand deposits with 
other banks and currency and coin. 
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Changes in required reserve ratios do indeed "touch" nonmember banks 
because they affect the reserves member banks must keep against what are 
in affect the reserves of the nonmember banks, their correspondent 
balances. Moreover, this instrument of control was sparingly used even 
in the days when no inhibition such as attrition of membership influenced 
policy actions. As to the announcement effect of changes in reserve require
ments, discerning persons must indeed be cynical. The best possible 
signal of changing monetary policy, well forged in more than two centuries 
of use by the Bank of England, is clearly a change in Bank Rate-in 
this country, the discount rate. The restoration of the discount rate to 
true money market status would return to its arsenal the best possible 
Federal Reserve weapon for signaling nuances of change in monetary 
policy. Further, major changes in monetary policy not announced publicly 
are noted privately in the money market shortly after Federal Reserve 
action has been taken. 

3. By rquiring all banks to keep reserves with Federal Reserve, "the 
precision and the certainly" with which the central bank exercises its 
controls would be improved. The effects of given policy actions on the 
volume of deposits and bank credit-or more accurately-on the 
money supply, would be more predictable. 

As indicated by the brief summary of money-supply processes provided 
in Section 2, the uncertainty of prediction introduced by the fact that non
member banks do not keep reserves with Federal Reserve is both ab
solutely and relatively very small indeed. At most this arrangement makes 
for no more uncertainty of prediction than the arrangement that small 
member banks have smaller required reserve ratios than large member 
banks. If increased certainty of prediction of the money multiplier is 
deemed a worthy end, as indeed it is, Federal Reserve should act at once 
to secure repeal of the statutory requirement of reserves against U.S. 
government deposits, an anachronistic reminder of the monetary folklore 
of another generation. But, for that matter, any one of the items on the 
"reform shopping list" of Poole and Lieberman, noted above, is a candi
date for change if monetary control is to be improved. The only changes 
that might be helpful with respect to nonmember bank reserves would 
be the simple one of requiring periodic reports of deposits and reserves 
or acceptance by Federal Reserve of alternative methods reportedly 
already developed for reliable estimation of nonmember bank data. In a 
word, Federal Reserve should be required to make a case for its own 
regulated ununiform reserve requirements. 

Nor does it make any difference for purposes of monetary control that 
a slowly decreasing proportion of commercial bank assets and deposits 
fall under the direct control of Federal Reserve. Indeed, a good case can 
be made in support of the view that additional banks not heavily involved 
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in correspondent banking services be permitted to withdraw from the Fed. 
Although such banks choosing to withdraw might represent only a small 
fraction of the total banking resources of the nation, some additional 
withdrawals would strengthen the correspondent banking system to the 
benefit of the public and, in many cases, would achieve greater equity 
among banks. In any case, there is little or no theoretical or empirical 
justification for the argument of Federal Reserve that erosion of System 
membership may ". . . weaken public confidence in the nation's central 
bank and its ability to maintain a stable currency and a sound banking 
system." 

For massive injections of Federal Reserve credit in recent years sug
gest that "precision" of monetary control is not what is lacking. One finds 
it hard to believe that a rate of change of the money stock at a 6.3 per 
cent average annual rate from 1967 to 1972, compared with an average 
annual rate of 2.1 per cent in the 1951-61 decade, is the consequence 
of lack of "precision" of monetary control; or that a runup of the mone
tary stock at an 11 per cent annual rate during the first seven months 
of 1971 just happened; or that the money stock showed practically no 
increase from early July to early October 1973, after increasing at a 10 
per cent annual rate during the previous three-month period, because of 
failure to predict more accurately changes in the monetary base and in 
the money multiplier. One finds it hard to believe that added preci
sion associated with compulsory affiliation for reserve purposes would he 
more than a distant candle flickering in the night compared with the dual 
uncertainty of ( 1) time lags between monetary policy actions and their 
primary influences on the economy and (2) imperfections in the art of 
forecasting the state of the economy a year hence in order to determine 
appropriate current policy changes. The conclusion must be that what is 
needed is not greater precision of the mechanism controlling the wheel 
and rudder but better lights to steer by. 

The American dual banking system admittedly diffuses the absolute 
authority of a single autarchic monetary authority. In the most equitable 
of all possible institutional arrangements, it permits those banks that find 
System membership desirable, for whatever reason, to elect membership. 
It also permits those that find nonmembership desirable, for whatever 
reason, to elect nonmembership. Because there is a choice, there is relief 
from coercion, for any member bank that feels unjustly dealt with may 
withdraw, and any bank that would escape state supervisory tyrrany may 
alter its charter to become a national bank and join the System. The issue 
is really not economic at all but political. Those who resist the notion that 
the U.S. economy requires a czar over all our financial institutions will 
resist also the proposition that all commercial banks should be under 
permanent Federal Reserve surveillance. 
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APPENDIX ONE 

Following are the changes in Regulations D, J, and M that have oc
curred effective September 1, 1960, and later. Although efforts have been 
made to assure the accuracy of this list, all changes should be verified by 
reference to official Federal Reserve sources. 

1. Effective September 1, 1960, the reserve requirement of central reserve 
city banks against their net demand deposits was reduced from 18 per 
cent to 17½ per cent. This action reduced required reserves approxi
mately $120 million and reserves available to support private nonbank 
deposits (RPDs) $ I 00 million. 

2. Effective November 24, 1960, the reserve requirements of country banks 
against their net demand deposits was increased from 11 per cent to 12 
per cent. This action increased required reserves approximately $380 
million and RPDs $360 million. 

3. Effective December 1, 1960, the reserve requirement of central reserve 
city banks against their net demand deposits was reduced from 17½ 
per cent to 16 ½ per cent. This action reduced required reserves approxi
mately $250 million and RPDs $200 million. 

4. Effective October 25, 1962, the reserve requirement of reserve city banks 
against their time deposits was reduced from 5 per cent to 4 per cent. 
This action reduced required reserves and RPDs approximately $410 
million. 

5. Effective November 1, 1962, the reserve requirement of country banks 
against their time deposits was reduced from 5 per cent to 4 per cent. 
This action reduced required reserves and RPDs approximately $360 
million. 

6. Effective June 9, 1966, balances accumulated for the repayment of per
sonal loans (hypothecated deposits) were eliminated from time deposits 
following a change in Regulation D. This change reduced all commercial 
bank other-time deposits about $1. 1 billion and member bank other-time 
deposits about $900 million. 

7. Effective July 14, 1966, the reserve requirement of reserve city banks 
against time deposits (other than savings deposits) in excess of $5 million 
was increased from 4 per cent to 5 per cent. This action increased required 
reserves and RPDs approximately $350 million. 

8. Effective July 21, 1966, the reserve requirement of country banks against 
time deposits (other than savings deposits) in excess of $5 million was 
increased from 4 per cent to 5 per cent. This action increased required 
reserves and RPDs approximately $70 million. 

9. Effective September 8, 1966, the reserve requirement of reserve city banks 
against time deposits ( other than savings deposits) in excess of $5 million 
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was increased from 5 per cent to 6 per cent. This action increased required 
reserves and RPDs approximately $370 million. 

10. Effective September 15, 1966, the reserve requirement of country banks 
against time deposits (other than savings deposits) in excess of $5 million 
was increased from 5 per cent to 6 per cent. This action increased 
required reserves and RPDs approximately $75 million. 

1 I. Effective March 2, 1967, the reserve requirement of all member banks 
against savings deposits and the first $5 million of time deposits was re
duced from 4 per cent to 3 ½ per cent. This action reduced required 
reserves and RPDs approximately $425 million. 

12. Effective March 16, 1967, the reserve requirement of all member banks 
against savings deposits and the first $5 million of time deposits was 
reduced. from 3½ per cent to 3 per cent. This action reduced required 
reserves and RPDs approximately $425 million. 

13. Effective January 11, 1968, the reserve requirement of reserve city banks 
against net demand deposits in excess of $5 million was increased from 
16½ per cent to 17 per cent. This action increased required reserves 
approximately $360 million and RPDs $310 million. 

14. Effective January 18, 1968, the reserve requirement of country banks 
against net demand deposits in excess of $5 million was increased from 12 
per cent to 12½ per cent. This action increased required reserves approxi
mately $190 million and RPDs $1 70 million. 

15. Effective April 17, 1969, the reserve requirement of all member banks 
against net demand deposits was increased ½ percentage point. This action 
increased required reserves approximately $660 million and RPDs $590 
million. 

16. Effective during the last half of 1969, certain promissory notes and other 
instruments became subject to Regulation D. See August 1969 Federal 
Reserve Bulletin, pp. 655-656. 

17. Effective October 16, 1969, a 10 per cent marginal reserve requirement 
was established on certain foreign borrowings, primarily Eurodollars, by 
member banks and on the sale of assets to their foreign branches. This 
action increased required reserves and RPDs approximately $400 million. 

18. Effective October, 1970, the reserve requirement of all member banks 
against time deposits (other than savings deposits) in excess of $5 million 
was reduced from 6 per cent to 5 per cent. At the same time, a 5 per cent 
reserve requirement was imposed against funds obtained by member 
banks through the issuance of commercial paper by their affiliates. This 
action reduced required reserves and RPDs approximately $500 million 
(net). 

19. Effective January 7, 1971, the reserve percentage required to be main
tained against certain foreign borrowings, primarily Eurodollars, by 
member banks, and the rate of assets to their foreign branches was raised 
from 10 per cent to 20 per cent. This action had little effect on required 
reserves and RPDs. 
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20. Effective November 9, I 972, Regulations D and J were revised to ( 1) 
adopt a system of reserve requirements against demand deposits of all 
member banks based on the amount of such deposits held by a member 
bank, and (2) to require banks-member and nonmember-to pay cash 
items presented by a Federal Reserve Bank on the day of presentation 
in funds available to the Reserve Bank on that day. These changes 
reduced required reserves approximately $2.5 billion effective November 
9, and $1 billion effective November 15, and increased required reserves 
$300 million effective November 22. On the same dates, RPDs were 
reduced $2.3 billion and $785 million, and increased $235 million, re
spectively. 

21. Effective the June 21-27, 1973 reserve week, an 8 per cent marginal 
reserve requirement (the regular 5 per cent plus a supplemental 3 per cent 
was imposed on further increases in the total of (a) outstanding, single 
maturity certificates of deposit of $100,000 and over issued by member 
banks, and on (b) outstanding funds obtained by a bank through issuance 
by an affiliate of obligations subject to the existing reserve requirement on 
time deposits. The requirement will apply to increases over the base week 
of May 16, 1973. The 8 per cent marginal requirement would not apply 
to banks whose obligations of these types aggregate less than $10 million. 
See May 1973 Federal Reserve Bulletin, pp. 375-376. 

22. Effective the June 21-27, 1973 reserve week, the reserve requirement on 
certain foreign borrowings of U.S. banks, primarily Eurodollars, was re
duced from 20 per cent to 8 per cent, thus affording roughly parallel treat
ment at present with the marginal requirement on large-denomination cer
tificates of deposit and bank-related commercial paper. The Board also 
acted to eliminate gradually the reserve-free bases still held by some banks 
subject to this measure. 

23. Effective the July 12-18, 1973 reserve week, a reserve requirement was 
applied to funds raised by banks through sales of finance bills (sometimes 
called working capital acceptances). Under this requirement, finance bills 
became part of the total obligations subject to the 8 per cent marginal 
reserve requirement. This increased required reserves by about $90 million. 

24. Effective the July 19-25, 1973 reserve week, the reserve requirement on all 
but the first $2 million of net demand deposits at member banks was in
creased by one-half of one percentage point. The change increased required 
reserves by about $760 million. 

25. Effective the August 30-September 5, 1973 reserve week, member banks 
that were requested to file the base amount of deposits subject to marginal 
reserves they had outstanding during the week ending May 16, 1973, were 
asked to revise their base to include multiple maturity time deposits of 
$100,000 or more. 

26. Effective the October 4-10, 1973 reserve week, the marginal reserve require
ment increased from 8 to 11 per cent subject to the proviso that in no 
event shall the reserve required of a member bank on its aggregate amount 
of time and savings deposits exceed 10 per cent. An increase in the mar
ginal reserve requirement to 11 per cent required member banks to 
maintain an additional $450 million required reserves. The effect of this, 
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however, was largely offset by Federal Open Market Committee trans
actions. 

27. Effective the December 13-19, 1973 reserve week, the marginal reserve 
requirement on large denomination certificates of deposit was reduced from 
11 to 8 per cent. This reduced by about $375 million the reserves required 
to support member bank deposits. The monetary policy impact of this 
reduction was partly offset by Federal Open Market Committee transac
tions. 
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What is, wrong with U. S. banks? How did they get this way' 
What is, likely to happen in the future? A noted economist 
analyzes the situation and makes some predictions. 

A MERICAN banking is experiencing one of its 
periodic identity crises. Once more the system, 
going through a liquidity squeeze, has left its cus
tomers and supervisors less than happy. Once more, 
a commission has been appointed, a report rendered, 
changes proposed, some of which will wind their 
labyrinthine way through the Congress. It has all 
happened before, and the piecemeal nature of the 
proposed reforms suggests that it will happen again. 
Why cannot the United States be like other coun
tries, get itself a grown up banking system, and 
then leave it alone? Other countries have their 
banking systems, and while they fiddle around with 
them at the margins, they do not evince the marked 
but far from divine dissasisfaction apparently felt 
in the U.S. 

[ 1s J 

44-240 0 - 79 - 27 

Where Does 
American 

B 1 • an.1.C1ng 
Go From Here? 

. HENRY C. & MABLE I. WALL/CH 

One reason for our continuous efforts to im
prove the regulation of our financial institutions is 
that these institutions are already regulated. The 
United States. the classical country of free enterprise 
today, must own to a banking system that is any
thing but free. Historical precedents. to be sure, 
supply some justification. Losses to depositors, 

Henry C. Wallich is Seymour H. Kno."< Professor o{ Eco
nomics, Yale UniYersity. He ancnJeJ Oxiord L"niversity and 
has M.A. and Ph.D. <legrcc.s from H.ir~ard lJniver5ity. Dr. 
Wall!ch i-. a columnist for ,\'c1nwed, and Senior Consultant 
to lhe Secretary of 1he Treasury. He has written and lectured 
e"(!Cn.,ively on economics an<l finan..:c. ' 

Mahl!! I. Wallich, ,~tio Joe, rc,car.:h an<l statistic~ for her 
husband, was a mcmhcr of 1hc Re-.carch Department of the 
Federal Re.'>crve B;ink of New York. 
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Where Banks Are Going 

.-'.',·at banking, exploitation of borrowers. infla
• •. !!"\' and· otherwise unsound finance. all have 
,. :·s."d various segments of the American public. 
.1'. ,,,me point in the past. on the existing financial 
,,c:,c<ure. Attempts of local banks to shield them
.___-:,~, against competition have also contributed. 
\ii this explains, though does not excuse, much of 

1:.c lwerregulation of banking. It explains· also why 
:cc American banking system differs so profoundly 
fr,,m the banking systems of foreign countries. 

"'~KI~G ABROAD POINTS THE WAY 

t:1 most countries, one finds a relatively small num
~<r of banks, the "Big Five" or "Big Ten."' which 
, •pc.:rate a nationwiae branch system. The big 
t-rJ.nch systems typically have arisen out of a process 
l'f concentration of smaller banks. in the course 
.,f which the large banks gradually absorbed their 
1.ountry correspondents, as well as engaging in de 
,11n·o branching. Neveriheless, in most countries 
there are a fair number of small or moderate sized 
~Jnks, units or small branch systems, which man
J~e to survive and prosper-but without setting the 
1nne for the entire system. Outside the Anglo-Saxon 
v.~1rld, especially in countries like Germany and 
hpan, one finds the banks doing a much wider 
,·ariety of business than their Anglo-Saxon counter
p;irts. Activities such as the various forms of the 
-.c..:urities business, which in Anglo-Saxon countries 
U\Ually are segregated by law or tradition. are part 
and parcel of banking.· Often, too, one finds several 
l~ pcs of mutual institutions doing a general banking 
t-iu"iness. 

U.S. banking has been kept, by deliberate public 
r,,licy, from developing similar patterns. Banking 
here has been maintained in a state of permanent 
imbalance by regulatory action. If one wishes to 
lnnw in what directions U. S. banking would have 
dc\·eloped had it been given scope, one need look 
nnly at the banking systems of foreign countries. 

\\HAT AMERICAN BA~KS WOULD LIKE TO DO -- ---- ~ -- - - -
There is fairly persuasive evidence that American 
l>Jnking, unleashed, would have followed the for
eign pattern. One piece of evidence is the behavior 
<>f American banks abroad. They have found 
lhat they must follow their large customers into 
lhc countries and localities where those custom
ers operate. Accordingly, American banks have 
cnvered the world with a network of branches. 
Pre,umably they would do the same domestically to 
,crvice and hold their national corporate custon{ers. 

Further evidence comes from the behavior of banks 
in state,; where hranchint! re,;trictions are eased. 
The large institution,; rapidly move in by merger or 
de novo branching. ft rakes little imagination to 
see what would happen if the wraps came off com
ple1ely on interstate branching. City banks would 
tend to absorb their country bank correspondents. 
When the dust had settled, we would orobablv ar
rive at. perhaps not the big five. but quite likelv the 
bio 15 or 25. 

By no means all small local banks, however, 
would be absorbed. Those willing to resist the 
blandishments of an above market stock offer. if 
competently managed, could continue to make a 
go for it. There is a great deal of evidence. in our 
major cities, that small banks can survive well in 
competition with large banks. But the process of 
"market extension'' would almost certainly lead to 
a much higher concentration of banking across the 
country, and to a nationwide pattern similar to 
those of Europe, Canada, and Japan. 

Economists have not been able to discover verv 
striking economies of scale for banks in .the ove .. r 
$500 million deposit category. Given the difference 
in "products" that banks of greatly differing size 
can offer, the concept of economies of scale prob
ably has limited application in banking. Certain 
theoretical reasons can be adduced, however, to 
support the view that big banks have advantages 
in taking risks and holding down at least some costs. 
The frequent ability of large banks to make above 
market offers in mereers, aside from reflecting the 
wide differences in ;aluation put upon parti7:ular 
banK stocks, seems to confirm this theoretical 
analysis. This suggests that the American banking 
system would indeed go through the process of con
centration that has formed the European systems. 

If we allow our imagination to take a still wilder 
jump, we might visualize a i;,anking system freed 
entirely from controls over the kind of assets it 
might own, the liabilities it could issue, and the 
activities and services in which it could engage. Is 
there any precedent for what American banks might 
have done or would do hereafter, in such a de
regulated environment? Precedent abroad points in 
two directions. Banks in Anglo-Sax.on countries 
usually have limited themselves to commercial 
banking, avoiding im-olvemcnts with securities, and 
moving only slowly and cautiously in more venture
some directions. On the continent and in Japan. a 
very different kind of bank has developed. These 
banks have b~en deeply involved in securities as 
well as all other kinds of banking. Making short-
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term loan$ as well as issuing bonds and stocks for 
their customers, they h.1\·e d~\'!!1i_"lp~d \'Cry intimate 
relations not for rem11\'ed fr0m a h(•1ding c0mpany 
relationshi'p. In Anglo-S~ix0n countries. this kind 
of "universal banking'' has been viewed with appre
hension. if not with disdain. It has. on occasion. 
led to spectacular bank failure,. On the other hand, 
there has been a strong suspicion. if not conclusive 
evidence, that the German banking system was able 
to contribute to the growth of the German economy 
in a manner in which the British commercial bank
ing system could not. 

Yet European banks rarely did what American 
legislators, regulators, and perhaps the public sus
pect American banks of wanting to do if they could. 
They did not move into wholesale ownership of 
enterprises. and they did not convert themselves into 
holding compJnies or conglomerates. The benefits 
of specialization seem to have been su!TI.cient to pre
vent indiscriminate product extension. 

How far would American banks want to follow 
the behavior of these foreign banks? It is evident 
that many Amercian banks would like to have a 
foothold in the securities business. Many did before 
the crash of 1929, and more tried to enter. Con
gress interpreted that crash. and the various mach
inations and improprieties that contributed to it. as 
evidence that the securities business was not com
patible with sound banking and compelled the 
banks to split it off. The decision to separate com
mercial banking from the securities business was 
as deliberate and probably irreversible as any Con
gress has arrived at in the banking field. 

Some banks have tried an end run around Con
gress and the regulators by the one-bank holding 
company route. Some have tried to move directly 
into new types of securities business, such as mutual 
funds, and into other more or less bank related 
lines. Along both routes, progress was cut short by 
legislators and regulators on the traditional grounds 
of conflict of intercc..,t and danger to sound banking. 
All this adds up to rather persuasive evidence that 
many banks would like to move into broader 
product lines. Regulation thus stops American 
banking short of both the market size and the 
product range they would like to achieve. The 

banking system is maintained in a state of fr1stitu
tionJ/ disequilibrium. 

MARKET EXTENSIO'.'-f VS. PRODVCT EXTE'.'-'S10~ 

Before examining the obstacles to e,pan'iion in the 
direction of broader markets or new products. how
ever, one overall constraint must be recognized
size. 1f banks were allowed to move both on the 
market and the product fnJnts. we might see some 
very impre~sive institutions. A bank with a nation
wide branch system, also controlling various forms 
of insurance. handling mutual funds, trust bu..,incss, 
and underwritir.g, would be an enormous empire 
wielding great power over a continental economy 
of more than 200 million people. This power, to 
be sure. would be limited bv the existence of other 
similar institutior.s. It wo~ld also be constrained 
by the government. But traditionally. bigness in 
business and labor unions has induced still greater 
bigness in government, as a means of coping with 
the leviathans. Perhaps the greatest danger of cor
porate bigness is that it compels government to 
become bigger. 

If w~ accept that regulation is bound to constrain 
size, a trade-off emerges between market extension 
and product extensior7. The regulators may be ex
pected to permit one or the other, but not both at 
the same time and without limit. The question is 
which. 

There is much to be said in favor of product ex
tension, as contr.::isted with market extension. Prod
uct extension erlcourages· innovation. Many exten
sions, to be sure, may not be toward new product:;, 
but simply toward the integration within a bank or 
holding company of already existing. forms of bank
related or unrelated activities. Even this mav be 
beneficial if competition is thereby increased. Never
theless, as the experience of banking systems in 
other countries shows, the profitable range of ac, 
tivities is limited. Banks rarely increase their profits 
by operating steel mills. The principal motive for a 
free rein on product extension is to encourage inno
vative financial, i.e., bank-related. activity. 

Market extension, in contrast. is mostly "'more- of 
the same." There probably are some economies of 
scale to be exploited. Very large banks could take 
care of the loan needs of c\·en very large corpora
tions \t:ithout recourse to a syndicate. But the desire 
of the banker to follow his customers where\ er they 
go also rclkcts a desire to tie the customer closer 
to the bank. This anti-compctitiYc urge! mJy have 
adverse conscquem-es in the longer run. 
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Regulators Fa..,·ors .~larkct Extension 

The economist may prefer product extension. but 
the regulator clc:iriy p:-~fors m~rk~t ~xtenc:ion. Prc
ciselv ft:!cause it is "mc1re of the ~2.me ... h~ fre]-; ..::om
fort;ble with it. He knows the criteria de!lnim! qual
ifications of the bank. competition. and the n;eds of 
the comrriunity. Product extension leads him into 
terra incognita. He sees risks that are hard to assess 
when a bank or its holding company undertakes 
some new venture. He cannot evaluate possible 
anti-competitive consequences; he notes the danger 
of conflicts of interest. In the face of potential 
problems that they do not know how to cope with, 
different regulators arrive at the same conclusion: 
"\Ve cannot approve what we cannot regulate." 

Regulation, therefore, shifts the trade-off between 
market extension and product extension against the 
latter. Congress has come down hard on the role 
of banks in the securities business. ~1ore recently 
it has dealt restrictively with bank holding com
panies. The Federal Reserve has implemented these 
directives. The scent of conflicts of interest mav 
lead to still further limitations or divestitures. Cor{
gress has been more reiaxed about the dangers of 
market extension. The intent of anti-branching 
legislation has been undermined, moreover. by the 
ability of large banks to attract balances from all 
over the country and by correspondent relationships. 
These forces keep pushing the banking system in 
the less desirable of two possible directions-toward 
geographical expansion instead of toward more 
innovative financial techniques. 

The momentum toward market extension eives 
promise of being maintained. The Commissio~ on 
Money and Credit recommended branching across 
state Jines in "trading areas." The Hunt Commis-

. sion, for reasons of politic.11 acceptability, issued an 
exhortation to the states for onlv state-wide branch
ing. Spokesmen for the Dcpartinent of Justice sup
port the case for state-wide branching. ~feanwhile, 
more advanced techniques are being added to the 
old stand-bys for overcoming the effect of restric
tions on branching. such as lo3n production offices, 
more frequent use of Edge Act corporations. and 
bank credit cards. 

Market Extension Will Continue 

Somewhere in the depth of time there beckons 
the fully automated electronic payments system. In 
all probability, its advent will be the most incisive 
single event to influence the geographic structure of 
the banking system. Assuming that such a system 

connects not only all banks and places of businc..,s 
but ties in the homes of individual depositors. the 
need to set foot in a bank will indeed diminish 
ctra..;rical\y. and rcmNe contr0I hankinl? will bec0me 
the rule. --

Looked at in isol:lti0n. thi'i process will tend to 
incre3se concentration in banking. The .number of 
commerci:il banks will probabl)' shrink, even if 
there are sizable conversions from thrift institu
tions. As ·more complete automation of the pay
ments system is approached, the number of bank
ing offices probably will also shrink. 

This process need n~)t be anti-competitive .. Con
centration of banking at the national level is not 
what we need to be concerned about. The critical 
leYel for competition is the regional and. even more. 
the local. And even locally, absorption of unit 
banks does not necessarilv mean a reduction in the 
number of competitors. given the broadening range 
of activities of the thrift institutions. In rapidly 
growing localities, the number of competing bJ.nks 
may increase, since a growing community can more 
easily sustain two branches of fonvard looking 
banks than two unit banks in immediate need of 
earnings. 

Some of the moves toward market extension that 
conceivably might constitute a threat to competi
tion lie in the very distant future. ~1eanwhile, how
ever, commercial banking faces an imminent in
crease in competition from the prospective invasion 
of its traditional province by thrift institutions. The 
Hunt Commission proposals to give checking and 
consumer loan powers to mutual savings banks and 
savings and loan associations have lent force to 
and made visible a trend alreadv in existence. The 
example provided by the five s·tates where munwl 
savings banks now have checking powers suggests . 
to be sure, that acquisition of these pmvers docs not 
convert mutual institutions into beehives of demand 
deposit activity overnight. i',;or can we make pre
dictions as to the propensity of thrift institutions to 
change their charter or shift to corporate form. 

But the chances are that the savings and loan 
associations and mutual savings banks, \vith com
bined assets over half those - of the commercial 
banks, will soon begin to compete with the latter 
in the checking and consumer loan business. The 
pro-competitive eiTects should be substantial. since 
it is the consumer wh1J, .is a borrower. usually has 
the fewest options. Business borrowers have more 
opportunities. and the Qi2gcr they are the more 
opportunities they have. Whether this relatively 
favored position of business borrowers will per-
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manently keep the thrift institutions out of commer
cial lending is imp~ssible to foresee. It is significant, 
however. thJ.t in sorr.e for~i2:n cnuntries. e.f! .. Ger
many. mutual s:wings h:.rnks-do engage in f~ll scale 
lending activities. . 

These prospects will enable us to postpone for a 
good deal longer the need to come to grips with a 
more precise definition of what we menn by com
petition in banking and to what point we intend 
to carry it. \Ve are ambivalent about banking com
petition because our control of it serves two op
posing objectives: we \Vant the efficiency that com
petition brings, but we also want competition to be 
consistent with safety. The kind of competition that 
clears the track for the strong and weeds out the 
weak unfortunately involves failures or mergers. 
Frequent failure is not altogether inconsistent with 
safety in a banking system that fully insures its 
deposits, perhaps at risk-adjusted premiums. But 
frequent failure is inconsistent with an insurance 
system conducted by a public agency whose com
petence ,vill be judged by its success in the insur
ance business. and with regulation and supervision 
conducted, as they must be, by public agencies 
whose reputations depend on running a sound 
system. 

Thus competition faces an impasse: regulators 
will not allow a bank to leave the banking business 
via merger for fear of dangerously reducing com
petition, while keeping a new bank or branch from 
coming into being for fear of dangerously increas
ing it. This spectacle drives one to the conclusion 
that whatever degree of competition exists is just 
right, which surely is just wrong. 

PRODUCT EXTENSION 

It is hoped that what has been said so far about 
market extension will not be altogether unper
suasive in supporting our view that product exten
sion is the more desirable direction, given that a 
ceiling on size imposes a choice between the two. 
Not all forms of product extension, to be sure. can 
lay claim to the virtue of innovation, which is the 
principal attraction along this route. Product ex~ 
tension can also take place into already familiar 
activities, through merger or by de nova initiation of 
a particular activity. Rut it is the prospect of crea
tive financial engineering that mainly justifies giving 
encouragement to product extension. 

Historic~11ly, banks have shown creativity mainly 
by devising new techniques for helping potential 
borrowers exploit their credit capacity, i.e., by mak
ing these needs bankable. In the process, banks 

have become enormous ~torehouses of fin;~ci3.l in
form::i.tion conccrnin~ h0t1":?h0!ds. firms, and the 
ec0nomv in gencr::il. -Thi:,; su~':'!e.;;ts thJt future de
velopm~nts n;ay lie al0ng the ~line of informational 
services-credit analy-;is, budgeting. record~keep
ing. insurance. investments, and taxes, for- instance. 
Details are difficult to foresee, because innovation 
may take the form of applying new technologies to 
old needs, or known technologies to new needs, 
on a combination of both ne;;,, needs and tech
nologies. The key to most of these innovative ap
proaches has been placed by Congress in the hands 
of the Federal Reserve, which under the Bank 
Holding Company Act of 1956 and its 1970 
Amendments relating principally to one-bank hold
ing companies, mu~t decide what is bank related 
and what is not. 

Tight Control 

Historically, the extensive control of bank activi
ties practiced by American regulators and super
visors has served the purpose of ensuring the safety 
of deposits. It is not quite clear why the customer 
of a banker should be deserving of a kind of pro
tection that is not extended to the customer of an 
automobile dealer. One mi£ht ask also whether it 
is really helpful to substitute~ for the business judg
ment of the banker, the judgment of the legislator 
and the bank examiner. Nevertheless, it c:m be 
argued that the customers of the banker, like those 
of the stockbroker, the physician. and the sooth
sayer, must rely on faith to a higher extent than 
must those of the automobile dealer. In a business 
where the principal judgment to be made is that 
concerning risk, special protection for the customer 
is probably appropriate. 1'-lorcover, protection of 
the individual deposit gains in importance as one 
contemplates the consequences of large bank fail
ures for the monetary system. 

The apologia for strict regulation, nevertheless, 
loses some of its persuasivi:ncss given the (X)Ssibility 
of protecting depositor~ and the monetary system 
by means of insurnrn.~e. It is probably no accident, 
therefore, that the ca<.;e for controlling new lines of 
bank activities is being made tn rc~t incre:Viingly 
on grounds beyond safety. The nC\'-' factnrs usually 
are related to the danger of (..·onllicts of interc~t and 
restraint of competition. 
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How serious are these! potential conflicts and 
restraints? Some of the most frequently told horror 
st0ries of the future are rntentia! cases of denial 
of credit ro firm, th~H cnmp~te with a suhidiary 0f 
the lendin2 bank. This seems mor.! likelv in one
bank tow;s-where it could happen al;o if the 
banker, r2ther than the bank itself. happens to own 
an enterprise whose competitor is asking the b:mk 
for a Joan-than in localities where the applicant 
has alternatives. Another possibility would be tie-in 
deals through which the lending bank might obtain 
favors for its afliliated enterprises as a condition of 
a loan. If this particular line of thought is pursued 
very far, it arrives at the recognition that one of 
the most darn!crous tie-in situo.tions is that between 
loans and ctePosits. Does perfect competition really 
require that no bank be ~\lowed to lend to a de
positor? Apprehensions along these lines can be 
carried too far. 

That leaves, as the final rationale for control of 
new types of bank activities, the fear of the financial 
octopus. \Ve do not want Z:iibatsus or large hoid
ing companies tightly controlling important sectors 
of the economy. This is part of a cult of non-bigness 
on which the Americ.:m people seem to have made 
up their minds with a good deal of firmness. This 
decision normallv rules out bank-unrelated activities 
on the part of b;nks or bank holding companies. 

The decision to permit bank-related activities as 
a legitimate route of product extension leaves the 
Federal Reserve as the arbiter of this hair-line dis
tinction. By the standards of technical competence 
and conscientiousness, the job could not have been 
handed to a better a~encv. The Fed"s record in the 
handling of bank ;nergers documents the great 
seriousness with which the agency has approached 
its mandate. One cannot he quite so positi\'e in 
evaluating the prospect that the Fed will be equally 
efficient in encouraging creativeness in finance. For 
reasons set forth above, the Fed. like other regula
tors, is likely to prefer market extension to product 
extension. Given the difficulty of appraising new 
types of risk, and also given the uncertain political 
reprecussions of bank ventures into fields already 
pccupied by well-e5tablishcd industries. the regula
tors' easiest response remains, "\Ve cannot approve 
what we cannot regulate." 

THE MAlTER OF DEPOSITS 

If one is less than optimistic about the chances of 
banks to enter freely into related lines 0f Jctivity, 
it becomes all the more importJnt to inquire how 
banks are likely to fare within their historical con-

fines. now that these arc likely to be inyadcd by 
competing depositary institutions. In their ch::irac
ter :is lenders. hJnks arc p:ut of the industry of 
fin:mciJl int~rmediJ.r!e<i. en:i:rpri,;es whose job it i,; 
to inv~st part of the savings of the American 
economy. The re,;;;ource,;;; flowing to banks thus are 
a part of a part of a large total. The n:.ttion·s total 
use of funds for financial investment is an enormous 
annual flow of over $300 billion. Only about one
third of this total moves through intermediaries. 
hO\vever, and of this third, banks in recent vears 
have had about one-half, or $50 billion. Thi; has 
meant a rate of growth of bank credit, in recent 
years. of about 8 percent per year, about as fast 
as the growth of the total stock of financial as,;;cts. 
and also that of the assets held by financial inter
mediaries. 

In terms of the historical trend, this has been a 
very satisfactory experience. In the long sweep of 
financial history, the typical pattern for banks has 
been to lose share gradually, to recover share in 
times of war, and then to resume the losing trend. 
In the l 960s, virtually for the first time, commercial 
banks have been able to hold their own. 

Demand Deposits Future 

This fine performance was achieved in th~ face 
of a near disastrous contraction in relative terms. of 
1,vhat used to be the banks' number one resource: 
interest free demand deposits. The share of the 
dcm~md deposits in bank resources reached a peak 
in the years after World War II and has been de
clining ever since. The causes are familia.r: a com
bination of rising interc~t rates, inflution, and 
improved techniques of cash management. The 
stagnation of demand deposit balances h,1s been 
more pronounced in the busi11ess sector thun in the 
household sector. The downward trend, relative 
to sales and personal income, respectively, is likely 
to continue in both sectors. Business demand 
deposits are still far above the minimum that the 
le\"el of business transactions would require. giving 
modern cash management. Business cash balances 
arc determined in good part by banks' insistence 
on compensating balances. partly for credit lines, 
and partly for loans. Any progress in these some
what vague relationships is likely to be in the di
rection of greater precision. As credit lines become 
increasingly contractual. banks and depositors will 
both want to know more prc1.:isely what they get 
and pay for the facility. Balance sheet analysts will 
want to know what parts of a firm·s cash holdings 
are really freely available. In time. this will prob-
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ably lead to a replacement, in some degree, of 
compens::i.ting tial~mces hy specific ch:n~e'-i. 

The con,umer. wb0 h~1o.; l,~-:n li:o.;c;; :1dept at econo
mizing c.1sh th.:i.n h::i.s bminesi:;. never:heless ha,;; an 
increasing- chance to do so thanks to the spread of 
credit ca .... rds. \Vhether the exten-.ion to the rn·o 
major types of thrift institutions of third party 
payment powers will raise or lower the use of de
mand deposits seems to be a moot qtlestion. de
pending on whether checks can ultimately be drawn 
on savings deposits or only on demand deposits. 
In any event, the indirect use of s:ivings depo~its 
for third party payment purposes is sure to further 
undermine the tenuous distinction between time 
and demand deposits. 

For banks carrying large corre"lpondent bal~nces. 
another (relative) loss of funds threatens. these 
balances will be under pressure as the Federal Re
serve m:1.kes inro~ds on check c!c~rin12: ser\'ic~s. and 
as banks move towanrg°reater precision in cost ac
counting. This would not mean a loss of demand 
deposits to the entire system, since to the corres
pondent banks the freeing of balances would have 
the effect of an increase in deposits. But it will 
mean a shift of funds, and possibly a reduction in 
the financial capacity of the major money market 
centers. 

Since 1945, the slow growth of demand deposits 
has caused the velocity of money, measured as the 
ratio of currency plus demand deposits to GNP. to 
rise at an annual rate of 2-3 percent. If the rising 
trend in interest rates and in inflation can be as
sumed to have peaked around the end of the l 960s, 
the rise of velocity may slow hereafter. But the 
technological causes of advancing velocity will re
main operative. They will gain gre:.1t strength from 
the gradual shift toward a fully automated pay
ments system. The prospect of an elimination of 
all kinds of float, and the possibiiity of substituting 
overdraft facilities for cash balances, suggests that 
opportunities for economizing on balances will be 
tremendous. 

The gloom which shrouds the future of the de
mand deposit business is pierced by one ray
although no one can be sure that it is a ray of 
hope ... Danks might be permitted to pay interest on 
demand deposits. The Hunt Commission found a 
goodly number of arguments favoring this long
standing proposal, but in the end backed away. If 
some day these good arguments should prevail, the 
trend of b,mk dc;i:1sits might turn around. One 
cannot be sure, because even todny interest is p:.iid 
on demand deposits in implicit form through free 

services, though evidently not enough to h-arr their 
refative decline. 1t would. therefore. depend on the 
rate of exDlicit interest p:i:!d whether dcmar,d de
posits could be m:1cie com?etitive \vith time de~osit<s. 
The cost of doing this obviously could put consider
able pressure on bank earnings. 

- COM:\1ERCIAl BANKS, OTHER INTERMEDIARIES, 

A1"0 PRIMARY SECURITIES 

Whether demand deposits continue to shrink rela
tive to total assets, or ,vhether they are sustained 
by payment of explicit interest, banks increa~ingly 
will have to pay for the money they use. The period 
of privileged access to a cheap source of funds is 
drawing to a close. and there is a touch of irony in 
the fact that precisely at this point other inter
mediaries are about to gain access to that privilege. 
Fortunately. the techniques for raising money are 
already well developed. 

Before the advent of CDs, Eurodollars. federal 
funds aggressively bought. and various other types 
of paper that banks or their atliliates have learned 
to sell, liability management consisted in vigorous 
promotion of demand deposit accounts. "Any fool 
can make a loan. smart bankers bring in deposits." 
In those days, keeping a bank liguid meant to have 
the right amount of assets with the right maturities. 
The n'ew flexibility of liability manage-men! has pro
foundly changed the nature of the banking bus'ness. 
But the ability of banks to lend still depends on the 
volume of funds thcv can raise with the he!::, of the 
various new techniciues accompanied by ~ffcrs of 
competitive interest rates, much as it did in days 
gone by when bankers had to bid for funds by 
offering services by no interest. 

The new techniques have demonstrated their 
effectiveness by helping banks to maintain their 
relative position. But what. eventually, will decide 
the ability of banks to keep competitive and perhaps 
to increase their share in tot~l financinr?:? This de
pends on how attractive banks can make their lia
bilities relative to those of other intermediaries and 
relative also to primary assets. i.e., those of obligors 
other than intermediaries. Savers will buy bank 
liabilities if banb can acquire better yielding or 
otherwise superior Jssets and package them effec
tively, and if regulators and tax collectors do not 
impose disproportionate burdens on them. 

Qcing an intermediary is not just being a middle
man v.ho comes in between the producer and the 
ultimate consumer. To be sure, the intermediary 
has the same advantages as the wholesaler in mat
ters of expertise, specialization, and economies of 
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scale. In addition, however. the intermediary has 
the advantage of risk diver-.ificatinn. which the in
dividtrnl inv;:stor t,uvin'2' nrim:irv :.1'-'-Ct'i cJnn0t e:1-;i]v 
obt~in. The irne-rm~cii:1r:/:-- pl1:-;i:i0n in the financi:{I 
market!-. therefore. is m0re -.:ecure th:rn that of the 
middleman in the pwduct m~~rkets. The rising cost 
of purcha'iing primary securities, such as corporate 
stocks and bonds. also favors the intermediary in 
his competition for the saver's dollar. Major tech
nological innovations that \vould greatly reduce the 
cost of buying and mvning primary securities could 
change this. Absent such inventions. it seems prob
able that intermediation will continue to gain rela
tive to outright ownership by savers o{ primary 
securities. 

Continued progress of intermediaries as a group 
docs not guarantee similar progress to commercial 
banks. Savings and loans, mutual savings banks. 
credit unions, life insurance companies, mutual 
funds, and pension funds all offer their liabilities 
in competition with commercial bank deposits, 
even though their form as well as their method of 
pricing often arc very different. i\'cvertheless, the 
race between commercial banks and the two major 
depositary intermediaries will lose some of the ab
sorbing interest it has held as these institutions 
increasingly begin to resemble each other. The 
recommendations of the Hunt Commission point the 
way. They not only open the door for the thrift 
institutions to enter the cons.umcr credit business; 
they also invite conversatic,ns and change-overs of 
all kinds. Thus, if very severe competitive disad
vantages should emerge unJcr any new set of com
petitive rules, the weJkcr species is likely to switch 
to the more promising mode of operation. This will 
heavily depend, of course, on ,vhat Congress docs 
with regard to regulatory burdens, taxes, and reserve 
requirements. 

Since intermediation is a cor1structive activity. 
there seems to be no reason why Congress should 
place burdens upon it beyond those that the tax 
system imposes on any other form of business. The 
bulk of commercial banking hJs been exposed to 
a special tax, in the form of re.serve requirements. 
lt makes no essential difference that the revenues 
from the tax reach the Tre.:isurv via the FeUeral 
Reserve. There is no particular t~cason for this tax, 
since the Federal Reserve can m1ite ,veil conduct 
~.!illLru:1i.D'J.I2£Ta.tion_? ._,. ithout required re
~- The requirement could, then, be phased out 
to give full effect to the benelits of intermediation. 
CommerciJl banking. on the other hand, has re
ceived substantial ir~plicit subsidies in the form of 

guJranteed freedom from the need to pa)' lntcrest 
nn clem:1nd depn<;it._. Gin.•n the uncert:iinty at'lout 
the im:1licit r:~tf" r:1.id nn dem:mct dc;-,~~'-its. it i" n0t 
cle:1r wherher ~in:1!lt:1ne0ii-.; removal of the r:n and 
the sub'-idy would le::ive banK'i better off or \\'0r-;e. 
A case certainly c:in be made for making both 
moves simultan~ously. 

PROFITS 

The profitability of banking will be affected in good 
measure by whether developments of the kind sug
gested actually materialize. Banking has seen pro
longed peric,cts of poor profits, and it would be 
foolhardy to prophesy that such conditions cannot 
return. Nevertheless. it is in the nature of the com
mercial banking business to produce profits of an 
unspectacular but sJtisfactory sort over time. The 
mo.in reJson is that banking is a business with very 
flexihle capital requirements. If bank earnings are 
unsJtisfactory, little new capital. including from 
retentions, \\.:ill enter the business. 

Given the lack of trulv objective standards of 
cJniwl adcquaC~, in h:1nkin2::...:1..~..Jtii.~r.ul1~s~ 
of Jcposit insur,:mcc. it would h.! dif1icult for the 
rcgul.i.tnrv 2uthorities to counter a Juwnwaid trend 
T;C:1pTw'i-:i'.-.sets" rattl'S. · On the o-ther hand. Jt is easy 
to introduce nc\v capitJI into a banking enterprise 
when eJrnings are favorable, and it is cJsy then for 
the rer!:ulatnrv authorities to demand -;trnnga ratios, 
as the)' did wi1en banks returned to profitability after 
the thin years fol!O\ving \Vorld \Var IL 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Like all business. banking will find itself increasing
ly under pressure to accept social responsibilities. 
Banks do not pollute and have little to clean up, but 
they have greJt command over the alloc;:ition of 
resources. This, at least, has been the traditional 
doctrine. There is no lack of proposals to make 
banks allocate funds to socially desirable purposes, 
by means of special reserve requirements. balance 
sheet quotas. and in other wJys. 

Some doubts about the ,visdom of this procedure 
nevertheless have recently arisen that could influ
ence the seemingly irrcsi~tiblc trend toward a more 
aggressive nrdcring of social priorities in the credit 
field. The existing relationship of savings and loan 
assor.iations to housing, for in~tanc~. hJs Jil the 
earniarks of having be;n dictated by a strnng social 
priority for housing. Yet this effort Jt specioJization 
in lcnJing and in borrov,:ing has turned out badly 
for both the lending associations and for the borrow-
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ing housing industry ~nd home;J\vners. \\'hen it 
came to a pinch. lenders found th.::.t the undivcrsilied 
partfoli0" they h2d ncc:umubtcd threJ.tenC'd their 
ability to continue in f"\1sir:e..,;-;. 80rrc1wer,;; fou:!d 
that their cJptive hnancii:rs were tempor:.1rily un:1f'\le 
to take care of rhem. One of the major propo-;als of 
the Hunt Commis"ion. and indeed a principal reJson 
for its establishment. deals with the m~rnner of ex
tricating the thrift institutions from their fixation 
on the housing sector. 

At a more theoretical level. too, doubts have been 
raised concerning the conventional wisdom that the 
best way to increase the output in some socially 
favored sector, such as housing. is to channel more 
credit in its direction. This method will be effective 
if capital markets are very imperfect so that the 
supply of credit to housing depends on market com• 
partmentalization, r::ither than on the interest rates 
offered in the housing sector and in competing areas. 
In a well.functioning capital market, forcing the 
savings and loan industry to lend to housing will not 
increase housing. It will simply cause other lenders 
to withdraw from the housing sector as they find 
interest rates there becoming depressed relative to 
competing opportunities. You do not change the 
amount of water at one end of the bathtub by bail
ing it in from the other end. A homely illustration 
of this insight is the much quoted case of depositors 
of savings and loan associations \vl10 ,vithdrew their 
deposits in order to buy high yield Home Loan Bank 
paper issued to help the associations finance more 
housing. 

According to this new doctrine, housing, like 
most other things, sells mainly on price rather than 
on availability of credit. The way to reduce the 
price of housing is to lower the interest rate to the 
homeowner. This is done, not by pumping money 
into the market that causes other money already in 
the market to flow elsewhere, but by either subsidiz
ing the interest rate, through a tax credit or a direct 
subsidy, or else subsidizing the homeowner or renter 
himself. 

Acceptance of this theory of how to finance pri
orities will not prevent bank portfolios from becom-

ing influenced by and oritntcd toward social priori
ties. But the resulting portfolio shifts will then 
rctlect the h1:~incss rc-<;;:>-,m~·c c,f the lending institu
ticms to m.1rL:et iocc-nti\'e'.. Thc-v w0uld not reflect 
uneconomic inve<;tmenr, relucta~tlv made under the 
pressure of law or social convenri~n. Banks. in the 
words of the song, would be doing well by doing 
good. 

OVERALL SUPPLY OF AND DEMAND FOR CAPITAL 

How strongly social priorities will impinge on bank
ing depends, in good measure. on the supply· situa
tion in capital markets. The massive investments 
that the nation seems to be phrnning for urban and 
environmental purposes. coming on top of a nor· 
mally high rate of investment in a fully employed 
economy, has led many observers to·predict a cap
ital shortage, or at least a strong demand for capital 
over the foreseeable future. 

As time goes on, however. the current dramatic 
decline in the rate of population grmvth will increas
ingly o.ffect the balance in capital markets. A more 
slowly grmving: population implies some decline in 
the fraction of income that goes into savings. There 
will be relatively fewer people building up a nest 
egg for retirement individually or institutionally, and 
relatively more who are consuming their nest egg. 
But this adverse effect on supply will probably be 
outv,.·eighed by an opposite effect on demand. Fewer 
people. especially children, mean fewer and smaller 
schools and homes. A more slO\vly growing labor 
force means less investment needed to equip the 
newcomers. Like all very long run projections, such 
calculations are very tentative. They do point 
toward an easier capital supply situation as the most 
likely probability. Aside from reducing the need to 
enforce social priorities in the capital markets, this 
should mean an end to a long period of high interest 
rates. It should also mean a period of less rapidly 
rising prices. 

Still, the American banking system, which has 
adapted to so wide a variety of conditions, can be 
expected to adjust to whatever lies ahead. 
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NONMEMBER BANKS AND MONETARY CONTROL 

DENNIS R. STARLEAF* 

FoR MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS, the. Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System has periodically requested that the Congress pas'i 
legislation to require commercial banks which are not members of the 
Fetlcral Reserve System (FRS) to meet the same reserve requirements 
which are set by the Board for member banks. This request Ins been 
supported by the several commissions and study groups-including the 
Commission on Money and Credit and the Hunt Commission--which, 
during the last twenty years or so, have examined the monetary and 
financial institutions of the U.S. economy. In recent years. the Bl~ard has 
made its request with somewhat more vigor than previously, pointing out 
that the nonmember bank portion of total commercial bank demand 
deposits has risen in the ros!war period from approximately 14 per cent 
in 1946 to about 24 per cent in 1973. 

The~c are several different facets to the argument for the exte,sion of 
FRS reserve requirements to nonmember banks, including issues of 
regulatory equity between memhcr and nonmember banks, ability of the 
commercial banking system to withstand financial shocks, etc. H,iwever, 
the heart of the aq;ument is that the Federal Reserve authorities need to 
be ah!e to set reserve require:nents on nonmember bank deposits in order 
to better control the money stock. 

The p·.irpose of this paper is to present some evidence which is ger
mane to the question of whether or not FRS reserve requirements on 
nonmember bank deposits arc needed for greater precision in money 
stock control. Specifically, evidence is presented on the impact of 
nonmember banks upon the precision of Federal Reserve control over the 
money stock during the 1960's and early 1970's. Section I contains a 
discussion of the nonmember bank dat;,, problem (a problem which se
verely limited the scope of this study and which makes its findings less 
trustworthy than they might otherwise have been) and Section II presents 
the logic of the empirical inquiry. Section III contains the findings of the 
study, none of which supports the contention that the absence of FRS 

• Professor or Economics, Iowa St.ate Univenity. The author acknow~hcslpft1IJ.ommenu1by 
Edward J. Kane. 
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reserve requirements on the deposits of nonmember banks has been a 
source of instabili°ty for Federal Reserve control of the money stock. 

l. THE NONMEMBER BANK DATA PROBLEM 

There is great disparity in the availability of data on member and 
nonmember bank activities. Member banks supply daily deposit and 
reserve data to. the Federal Reserve Banks on a weekly reporting 
schedule. In contrast, until relatively recently, the Federal Reserve 
authorities obtained nonmember bank balance-sheet data for only two 
days each year, the June 30 and December 3 I call-report dates. 1 The 
situation is somewhat better at the present time in that since 1973 the 
Federal Reserve has been able to obtain nonmember bank balance-sheet 
data for two additional days each year, the "surprise" call-report dates, 
one of which occurs in the spring and the other in the fall. There is, 
however, a lag of from three to four months after the date of a call report 
before the aggregate nonmember bank data are available to the Federal 
Reserve authorities. It takes that long to collect and process the indi
vidual bank reports. This together with the infrequent reports of the 
nonmember banks means that the Federal Reserve authorities must make 
policy decisions when they have only a rather vague notion of the actual 
magnitude of the money stock. 

It is easy to imagine an environment in which it would not matter in the 
least that monetary policy must be made while the authorities are par
tially in the dark about the current size of the money stock as well as its 
magnitude in the immediate past. But there is considerable evidence to 
the effect that the past influences the future in money stock determination 
as well as in other economic processcs. 2 Thus. it seems very likely that 
the authorities could do a better job in controlling the money stock if they 
had better information on the current size of the nonmember bank con
tribution to the money stock. 

Imposing FRS reserve requirements on nonmember banks would 
undoubtedly eliminate the nonmember bank data problem, for non
member banks would then presumably have to supply data to the Federal 
Reserve Banks with the same frequency currently required of the 
member banks. However, in principle, it is not necessary to impose FRS 
reserve requirements on the nonmember banks to remedy the data 
problem. 3 For example, Congress could require periodic nonmember 

I. From these infrequent nonmember bank data observations, the staff of the Federal Reserve 
interpolates weekly nonmember-bank-data time series which arc used along with member bank data 
in the construction of the weekly and monthly time series of the monetary aggregates. For a 
description of the Federal Reserve's interpolation procedure for nonmember bank data, see [6). 

2. For example (and directly to the point at issue), it seems very likely that the current mix of 
deposits between member and nonmember banks would be a very good predictor of this mix in the 
immediate future. 

l. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation announced in June 1974 the beginning of a weekly 
data survey of nonmember bank assets and liabilities. If this survey is scientifically designed, it 
should 110 a Iona way IO!"ards eliminating the nonmember bank data problem. 
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bank balance-sheet reports to the Federal Reserve Banks without at the 
same time imposing reserve requirements on the nonmember banks. 

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether FRS reserve 
requirements as such are needed on nonmember bank deposits for 
greater precision in money stock control. Thus, throughout the remainder 
of the paper we ignore the benefits which would result indirectly, via more 
frequent and timely nonmember bank data, from the imposition of FRS 
reserve requirements on nonmember banks. Nevertheless, the relative 
paucity of available nonmember bank data severely limits empirical re
search on the problem at hand. 

II. THE LOGIC OF THE INQUIRY 

A. Reserve Ratios and Monetary Control 

The argument that FRS reserve requirements are needed on non
member bank deposits for precision in money stock control is based upon 
the notions that stable ratios of commercial bank reserve assets (i.e., 
vault cash plus reserve balances with the central bank) to commercial 
bank deposits are needed for money stock control and that there would 
be more stability in such ratios with FRS reserve requirements on 
nonmember bank deposits than without them. 4 

The idea is that the Federal Reserve authorities are capable of con
trolling some measure of reserve money. base money, or high powered 
money. and that this ability coupled with stable commercial bank reserve 
ratios will result in rather precise Federal Reserve control over the 
money stock. 5 However, relationships between measures of reserve 

4. Mnst nonmember banks face reserve requirement ratios which arc of the same order of 
magnitude as those set by the Board for member bank·s. However. nonmember bank reserve 
requirements can almost always be satisfied in whole or in part with correspondent balances and with 
holdings of government securities, whereas member bank reserve requirements can only he met with 
holdings of vault cash and deposits at the Federal Reserve Banks. What is of interest here are ratios 
of commercial bank reserve assets to commercial bank deposits. where "reserve assets" are defined 
to include '.Inly items which are part of the stock of base money. Hence. for the purposes of this 
paper, "commercial bank reserve assets" consist of the sum of commercial bank vault cash and 
member bank deposits with the Federal Reserve Banks. 

5. The Federal Reserve Board has not released a detailed and rigorous argument as to why the 
imposition of FRS reserve requirements on nonmember bank deposits should result in greater 
precision in money stock control. The most detailed FRD statement on the matter is an address by 
Chairman Burns [4], during which he stated: 

In many States, percentage reserve requirements for nonmember banks are comparable to those 
for Federal Reserve members. However, the reserves required of nonmember banks usually can be 
carried as correspondent balances, or even in the form of Government securities. \Vhen reserves are 
held as correspondent balances at a member bank, that bank is of course required to support these 
balances with reserves that consist either of vault cash or cash at the Federal Reserve. But in such a 
case the size of the cash reserve held by the member bank is quite small relative to the initial deposit 
at the nonmember bank. 

The consequence of these differential reserve requirements is that shifts of deposits between 
member and nonmember banks alter the quantity of deposits at all commercial banks that can be 
supported by a given volume of bank reserves. Thus, the links between bank reserves, on the one 
hand, and bank credit and the money supply, on the other, arc loosened, and the Federal Rcscrve's 
control over the monetary aggregates becomes less precise than it can or should be. 
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money anu measures ol the money stock are actually fairly complicated 
and involve more than just commercial bank reserve ratios. This is 
illustrated below with the construction of two such relationships for the 
M 1 concept (demand deposits plus currency) of the money stock. 6 

At the present time, the M 1 money stock is defined (and calculated) by 
the Federal Reserve according to the following equation: 

\yhere 

Ml = C + DDA + DDf + CIPmf - FLT+ FORN (I) 

C = currency component of MI, i.e., currency outside the U.S. 
Treasury, Federal Reserve Banks, and the vaults of commercial 
banks; 

DD~= commercial bank demand deposits adjusted, i.e., total commercial 
bank demand deposits less cash items in the process of collection and 
demand deposits due to the U.S. government and domestic commer
cial banks; 

DDf = demand deposit type balances at branches and agencies of foreign 
banks in New ·York City plus such balances at international invest
ment corporations in New York City;7 

CIPmf = member bank cash items in the process of collection which are 
associated with foreign agency and branch transfers; 8 

FLT = Federal Reserve float; 

FORN = deposits at Federal Reserve Banks which are due to foreign official 
institutions. 

For simpiicity at this stage of the argument, assume that there are no 
commercial bank reserve requirements on nondeposit items and that 
commercial banks hold no reserves against nondeposit items. Now let 

DD=· DDA + DDf + CIPmf - FLT+ FORN, demand deposit component 
of MI; 

T = total commercial bank time and savings deposits, including large nego
tiable certificates of deposit; 

DG = U.S. government demand deposit bala.nces at commercial banks; 

r1 = ratio of commercial bank reserve assets held against demand deposits 
to DDA + DG; 

r2 = ratio of commercial bank reserve assets held against time and savings 
deposits to T; 

R = r1(DDA + DG) + r2 T, commercial bank reserve assets, i.e., com-

6. Similar but not necessarily identical relationships between the money stock and measures of 
reserve money arc commonly found in papers dealing with money stock detennination. One of the 
earliest papers in which such a relationship is presented is by Brunner [2] and one of the most 
comprehensive works involving such relationships is by Burger [3]. 

7. The rationale for the inclusion of these items in the definition of Ml is presented in [7]. 
8. The rationalization for the inclusion of this item in the dcflnjtion of MI is contained In [7). 
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the Federal Reserve Banks; 

B = R + C, stock of reserve money, base money, or high powered money; 

k = Iio; 
t = Jo; 
g = DG. 

DD' 

h = DDA 
DD. 

Given the above, the following identities are readily derived: 

Ml= mb B 

where 

m- l+k . 
b - k + (h + g)r, + t rt' 

and 

Ml= rn, R 

where 

l+k 
fir = ------

(h + g)r, + t r2 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

It is clear from equations (2) and (4), that to control MI by means of 
control over B or R, the respective money multiplier (mb or mr) must be 
stable or its movements must be reasonably predictable. The behavior of 
mb and mr does, of course, depend in part upon the behavior of r1 and r2 , 

but it also depends upon the behavior of the k, t, g, and h-ratios and upon 
the interaction of all .of the elements which comprise these multipliers. 

It is easy to see that 

R 
DD = (g + h)r1 + t r2 • (6) 

In order to simplify the notation, this ratio will henceforth be referred to 
as the r-ratio. Then the multipliers can be written much more simply as 
such: 

1 + k 
ffib=k+r 

1 + k 
mr =-r-· 

(7) 

(8) 

If the absence of FRS reserve requirements on nonmember b.ank 
deposits creates a problem for monetary control, it must be because there 
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. _ ,.,J,~U""J ,11 u,c: 111uul:y 111u1up11ers without such reserve re
quirements than there would be with them. But this extra instability, if it 
exists, must come about via extra instability in the r-ratio, since it seems 
unlikely that the k-ratio would in any way be influenced by the presence 
or absence of FRS reserve requirements on nonmembcr·bank deposits. 
Thus, the proposition that the absence of FRS reserve requirements on 
nonmember bank deposits has been detrimental for monetary control in 
the recent past can be tested by comparing the stability of the r-ratio with 
the stability of a similar ratio constructed as if there were no nonmember 
banks or as if all 'Commercial banks had to meet FRS reserve require
ments. However, before such a test is conducted, the r-ratio needs to be 
adjusted to eliminate the sources of some of its movements. 

B. Adjus~ments to the Reserve Ratio 

1he r-ratio can be rewritten as 

Rm+ Vn 
r = DD (9) 

where Rm is member bank reserves and Vn is nonmember bank vault 
cash. 

Member banks have always been required to hold reserves against 
their demand and time deposit liabilities, and since 1969 they have also 
been required to hold reserves against certain nondeposit liabilities. 9 

Hence, Rm consists of member bank excess reserves, required reserves 
against deposit liabilities, and (for the period after iate-1969) required 
reserves against nondeposit liabilities. · 

Two obvious sources of movement in the value of the r-ratio are (I) 
changes in effective member bank reserve requirement ratios for demand 
and time deposits and (2) changes in the amount of reserves which 
member banks must hold against their nondeposit liabilities. However, 
movements in the value of the r-ratio which are due to these types of 
events are not properly aspects of instability in the r-ratio, because such 
events can be accurately forecasted by the Federal Reserve authorities. 

Changes in effective member bank reserve requirement ratios against 
demand and time deposits result from changes in the structure of FRS 
reserve requirements and from shifts in the distribution of demand and/or 
titne deposits among member banks with different marginal reserve re
quirement ratios. Since the Federal Reserve authorities determine the 
structure of FRS reserve requirements (within statutory limits), they can 
obviously predict changes in this structure with perfect accuracy. They 
can also predict with great accuracy, a few weeks in advance, changes in 
effective reserve requirement ratios which are due to shifts in the dis
tribution of member bank demand and/or time deposits. This is because 
the distribution of deposits among member banks of different marginal 

9. The nondcposit items against which member banks must hold reserves are (I) foreign borrow
ings (primarily Eurodollars) and the sale of assets to their foreign branches and (2) funds obtained 
through the issuance of commercial paper by their affiliates. 
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reserve classifications normally changes so smoothly that its own be
havior in the recent past is an excellent predictor of its near-term future 
behavior. 10 

The reason that the Federal Reserve authorities can predict changes in 
member bank required reserves against nondeposit items is that, for as 
long as there have been reserve requirements on nondeposit items, lagged 
reserve accounting has been in effect. Under this system of reserve 
accounting, the required reserves of a member bank for a given week are 
computed on the basis of its liabilities of two weeks earlier. Since the 
magnitude of member bank nondeposit liabilities of two weeks ago is 
known within close tolerances by the authorities before the start of tlie 
current week and since the authorities set the required reserve ratios for 
nondeposit liabilities, they are capable of forecasting week-to-week 
changes in member bank required reserves against nondeposit liabilities 
with great accuracy. 

What we want to discover is the extent to which, if at all, the absence 
of FRS reserve requirements on nonmember bank deposits caused in
stability in the r-ratio during the 1960's and early 1970's, where "insta
bility" means movements in the r-ratio which could not have been ac
curately predicted by the monetary authorities. Thus, in order to measure 
the instability of the r-ratio, we need a technique for removing from it 
sources of change which were or could have been accurately predicted by 
the authorities. 

The technique which was selected to accomplish this task was to 
construct an artificial member bank reserve series, Rm*, which does not 
include member bank required reserves against nondeposit items and 
which has constant effective reserve requirement ratios for member bank 
demand and time deposits. For the period covered by the study in which 
contemporaneous reserve accounting was in effect (1961 to late-1968), 
Rm* series was calculated according to the following equation: 

Rm*1 = .147 NDDm, + .04 Tm, + ERm1 (10) 

where 

NDDm = member bank net demand deposits, i.e., total member bank deposits 
less cash items in the process of collection and demand deposit 
balances due from domestic commercial banks; 

Tm = member bank portion of T; 

ERm = member bank excess reserves; 

10. In a study of the effects of different reserve requirement ratios for central reserve city, reserve 
city, and country member banks covering the period from early 1951 through mid-1967. George J. 
Benston [I, p. 856] found " ... that changes in the distribution of deposits among classes of banks 
between successive reserve settlement periods is small and predictable" and concluded " ... that the 
imposition of different required reserve ratios on different classes of [member] banks has little 
deleterious effect on estimations of total [member bank] demand deposits." In an empirical study 
which involved the use of weekly average data from individual member banks over the period fl-om 
October 1970 through November 1971, William Poole and Charles Lieberman (5, p. 304] concluded 
" ... that the specification of different [reserve] requirements for different sizes of deposits causes 
negligible difficulty [in monetary control]." 
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yu,wuuL~ . 1 ➔, a11u .lH a1 e approx1111atcly lite values ot the cttective 
reserve requirement ratios for NDDm and Tm, respectively, which 
prevailed during most of the period covered by this study. 11 Hence, the 
Rm* series is an estimate of what member bank reserves would have 
been if the effective reserve requirement ratios for NDDm and Tm had 
been exactly .147 and .04, respectively, throughout the entire time span 
covered by this study and had there been no reserve requirements on 
nondeposit items. 

For the period after the imposition of lagged reserve accounting (after 
late-1968), Rm* was calculated as follows: 

Rm*,= .147 NDDm1-2 + .04 Tm1_2 + ERm1,+ (Vm1 - Vm1-2) (II) 

where Vm is member bank vault cash and all the other symbols have the 
same meanings as before. The appearance of the term (Vm1 - Vm1_ 2) in 
the right hand side of equation (l l) requires explanation. 

During the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting, member 
bank reserves were defined by the Federal Reserve as the sum of current 
member bar)k reserve balances with the Federal Reserve Banks, RBm, 
and current member bank holdings of vault cash: 

11. This amounts to adjusting the member bank required reserves (held against deposits) series to 
eliminate the effects of deviations in effective reserve requirement ratios from .147 and .04. while 
leaving the member bank excess reserves series unchanged. It would also be desirable to adjust the 
ERm series. but it is not obvious how one would satisfactorily adjust this series. Consider the case of 
an individual member hank under contemporaneous reserve accounting. The excess reserves re~ 
corded on the books of this bank at the end of any particular day is the result of a random draw from 
a bell-shaped distribution of possible outcomes. Through its lending and investment policies. the 
bank can affect the mean of this distribution. Other things remaining the same, the firm will choose a 
smaller expected value of excess reserves the higher are reserve requirement ratios. because an 
increase in reserve requirement ratios will diminish the distribution (i.e., decrease the variance) of 
possible outcomes. 

Now suppose that we observe aggregate member bank excess reserves when the effective reserve 
requirement ratios on NDDm and Tm are .152 and .042, respectively. If we want to adjust the excess 
reserves on that date to c,,rrespond to what they would be if excess reserves were .147 and .04, do 
VJe adjust excess reserves to make them larger or smaller? The answer to this question depends in 
part upon whether the reali,ed level of excess reserves on that day was above or be!aw the expected 
level of excess reserves. Thus. even the directior. that we need to adjust the valueq of th-e ERm series 
is a complicated and involved analyti<.:;il prob!em, let alone coming up with qu;i.ntitativc adjustments. 

Hov.ever. even if we were to come up with a sati~factory method of adjl.'sting the ERm series, it 
would not affect the qualitative findings of this study. The reason is that any such adjus!ment to the 
ERm series would be so small as lo have only a negligible effect upon the r• and r• -n ratios. This is 
because ( I) the actual values of the effective reserve requirement ratios on NDDm and Tm through
out the period covered by this study were so close to .147 and .04, respectively, that adjustments to 
ERm which were as large as 10 percent would seem unlikely and (2) because the maximum value of 
ERm during the time period covered was 5 percent of Rm•, while ERm was more generally in the 
neighborhood of 2 percent of Rm•. 

Let's suppose that a particular value of ERm should be adjusted upward or downward by the 
factor .10. Let's also suppose that the value of ERm is 4 percent of the corresponding value of Rm•. 
Thus, the adjustment to ERm would cause Rm• to change by the factor(. JO x .04) = .004. Typical 
values of r" are in the neighborhood of .2, so such an adjustment to ERm would cause r• to change 
by (.004 x .2) = .0008. Notice that the plots of .i.r• and ll.r" -• on Chart 2 are in units of .001. Thus, 
it is clear that adjustments to the ERm series would have only a very minor effect upon the plots of 
dr" and Ar"-•. 

44-240 0 - 79 - 28 
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However, when lagged reserve accounting was adopted by the Board of 
Governors, the definition of member bank reserves was changed to the 
sum of current member bank reserve balances with the Federal Reserve 
Banks and member bank vault cash holdings of two weeks earlier: 

(13) 

Therefore, under the regime of lagged reserve accounting, it is not actu
ally true that base money or high powered money equals the sum of 
member bank reserves, nonmember bank vault cash, and the currency 
component of the money stock. Rather, 

B1 = Rm1 + (Vm, - Vm1_ 2) + Vn1 + Ci, (14) 

and the portion of base money held by the member banks is not Rm1 but 
Rm1 + 0/ m1 - V m1-2), 

The presence of the term (Vm1 - Vm1_2) on the right hand side of 
equation (11) is to make the Rm* series for the period of lagged as well as 
the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting an estimate of what 
the sum of current RBm and current Vm would have been had effective 
reserve requirement ratios on deposits remained constant and had there 
been no reserve requirements on nondeposit items. However, all of the 
tests reported in Section III were also performed with an Rm* series 
calculated without the (Vm1 - Vm1_ 2) element in equation (11) for the 
period of lagged reserve accounting, and the findings were qualitatively 
unaffected. (See footnotes 17 through 20.) ' 

In Section III, instead of looking into the stability of the r-ratio, we· 
examine the stability of the ratio 

*_Rm*+ Vn 
r - DD . 

This ratio logically appears in the identities: 

Ml = m*b (Rm* + Vn + C) 

where 

* I + k 
ffi b ""K+f"; 

and 

Ml = m•, (Rm* + Vn) 

where 

m•, = I : k. 
r 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

12. Vault cash did not actually begin to become counted as part or member bank reserves until 
late-1959. 
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Our implicit use of the relationships given by equations (16) and (18), 
should not be interpreted as an assumption that the Federal Reserve 
authorities might attempt to control MI by controlling (Rm* + Vn + C) 
or (Rm* + Vn). These relationships are merely modifi.cations of the 
primary relationships given by equations (2) and (4). We are still assum
ing that the authorities might attempt to control Ml by means of control 
over B or R and that they can predict the effects of certain events upon 
mb and m •. But, for the purpose of the empirical investigation, we are 
analytically shifting the effects of these predictable events from the 
multiplier concept to the base or reserve concept. 

C. Computation of the Reserve Ratio Excluding 
Nonmember Banks 

The r*-ratio can be rewritten as 

r* _ Rm*+ Vn 
- DDAm + DDAn + DDf + C!Pmf- FLT+ FORN 

(20) 

where DDAm and DDAn are the member and nonmember bank portions, 
respectively, of DDA. 

The construction of a similar ratio, r* _01 which excludes nonmember 
banks requires a detailed explanation. To begin with, Vn is subtracted 
from the numerator and DDAn is subtracted from the denominator of the 
r*-ratio. This yields the ratio 

•• - . Rm* (21) 
r -n - DDAm + DDf + CIPmf - FLT + FORN 

Now, for the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting, 

Rm* = .147 NDDm + .04 Tm + ERm, (22) 

so the r*' -n•ratio can be written as 

*' _ .147 NDDm + .04 Tm+ ERm 
r -n - DDAm + DDf + C!Pmf - FLT+ FORN (23) 

Next, we need to look into the composition of NDDm and DDAm: 

NDDm = ODDm - CIPm + (DTmm + DTmn) 
- (DFmm + DFmnJ + DGm 

DDAm = ODDm - CIPm 

where 

(24) 
(25) 

ODDm = other demand deposits at member banks, total demand deposits at 
member banks less those due to the U.S. government and domestic 
commercial banks; · 

CIPm = member bank cash items in the process of collection; 

DTmm = demand deposits at member banks due to member banks; 
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DTmn = demand deposits at member banks due to domestic nonmember 
commercial banks; 

DFmm = demand deposits of member banks due from member banks; 

DFmn = demand deposits of member banks due from domestic nonmember 
commercial banks; 

DGm = demand deposits at member banks due to the U.S. government. 

Notice [equation (24)] that part of the demand deposits of member banks 
against which they must hold reserves are (DTmn - DFmn), the net 
demand deposits of nonmember banks in member banks. If there were no 
nonmember banks, such net deposits would no·t exist. Thus, to complete 
the construction of the r* -n-ratio, .147 (DTmn - DFmn) should be 
subtracted from the numerator of the r*' -n-ratio. Unfortunately, DTmn 
and DFmn data are not available. The only member bank data on "de
posits due to banks" and "deposits due from banks" which are available 
are for (DTmm + DTmn) and (DFmm + DFmn). respectively. However, 
an adjustment to _the r* '-n-ratio is possible which is in the same spirit as 
subtracting . 147 (DTmn - DFmn) from its numerator. This is to add 

NBDm = (DTmm + DTmn) - (DFmm + DFmn) (26) 

to the denominator of the r*'-n-ratio. 13 

If there were no nonmember banks, NDDm would exceed DDAm by 
the amount of (DTmm - DFmm + DGm). However, in principle DTmm 
is equal to DFmm, so without nonmember banks NDDm should exceed 
DDAm only by the amount of DGm. Now NDDm exceeds (DDAm + 
NBDm) only by the amount of DGm, so NDDm exceeds (DDAm + 
NBDm) by the same amount that NDDm would in principle exceed 
DDAm if there were no nonmember banks. 14 Thus, in adding NBDm to 
the numerator of the r*' -n-ratio to obtain 

r* = Rm* 
-n DDAm + NBDm + DDf + C!Pmf - FLT+ FORN 

(27) 

we are treating NBDm as if they were part of "other member bank 
demand deposits" to counter the reserves which are held by member 
banks against (DTmn - DFmn). 

Of course, the construction of the r* -n-ratio has been explained only 
for the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting. But the expla-

13. Actually. one could just as well subtract .147 N BDm, (.147 NBDm,_, for the period of lagged 
reserve accounting) from the numerator of the r• -.'-ratio. The choice between the two adjustment 
procedures is largely arbitrary. However. the addition of NBDm to the denominator results in a more 
stable r' -••ratio series than would subtraction of .147 NBDm from the numerator. 

14. The phrase "in principle"' is used here because, if fact, we would not expect DTmm to 
precisely equal Dfmm on the average over the time span of. say, a week because of differences in 
the time of recording of interbank deposits on the books of creditor and debtor banks. However, 
there appears to be no really satisfactory and yet available adjustment procedure for removir1}! the 
effects of net nonmember bank deposits in member banks from the r"'.0 -ratio which does not require 
an implicit assumption that DTmm = Dfmm. 
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unnecessary to go through it. For the period of lagged as well as con
temporaneous reserve accounting, the r* -n ratio is obtained by adding 
current values of NBDm to the denominator of the r*' -n-ratio. 

III. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

A. Nonmember Banks and the Stability of the 
Reserve Ratio 

Values of the r*-ratio are plotted with plain lines on Chart l for the 
period from 1961 through 1973. The values of r* which are shown on the 
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upper panel of the chart (labelled "June") were calculated with single
day nonmember bank data of Vn and DDAn from the June 30 call reports 
and with average daily (nonseasonally adjusted) data of Rm*, DDAm, 
DDf, CIPmf, FLT, and FORN from the statement weeks of each year in 
which June 30 fell. 15 The values of r* shown on the lower panel (labelled 
"De(:ember") were calculated with nonmember bank data from the 

IS. AU of the data used in this study were obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System in early-June 1974. 
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of each year which contained December 31. 
Also plotted on Chart l with dashed lines are the values of the r* -n

ratio--estimates of what the r*-ration would have been for the weeks in 
question throughout the 1961-1973 period had there been no nonmember 
banks. 

From the plots of Chart I, it is nearly impossible to form a judgment as 
to whether the r* or r* -n-ratio is the most stable. Both series appear to 
follow roughly the same pattern of movements through time. Chart 2 
conveys more information with respect to the relativ'e stability of the two 
ratios. This chart shows first differences (annual changes) of the r* and 
r* _0 -ratios for the period from 1962 through 1973. 

For stability, it is not important that the first-differences have non-zero 
values. If either ratio rose or fell by a constant amount each year, we 
would describe it as basically stable in that its movements would be 
highly predictable. What is important is the extent of variability in the 
first differences from year to year. In this regard, the r*-ratio (that for all 
commercial banks) appears to be slightly more stable than the r* _0 -n,1tio 
(that which excludes nonmember banks), for there appears to be 
somewhat less variability in Ar* tha~ in Ar* -n· This impression can be 
quantified with second differences (first differences of the first differ
ences). The less variability in the first differences, the smaller will be the 
mean of the absolute values of the second differences. For the period 
from 1963 through 1973, the mean of the absolute second differences of 
the r*-ratio, IA 2r*J, is .00332, while the mean of JA 2r*-nl is .00420. 16 

These results suggest that the nonmember banks have not been a 
source of instability in the ratio of commercial bank reserve assets to the 
demand deposit component of the money supply. Indeed, they suggest 
that the nonmember banks have been a minor source of stability in the 
r*-ratio--without the existence of the nonmember banks, the r"'-ratio 
would have been more unstable than it .was in fact during the recent 
past: 1 7 

B. Nonmember Banks and the Stability of the 
Money Multipliers 

Even though the r*-ratio appears to be somewhat more stable than the 
r* _0 -ratio, it doesn't necessarily follow that money multipliers con
structed with the use of r* will exhibit more stability than those con
structed with r* -n· For one thing, a given change in, say, r* will result in 
a smaller change in the money multiplier, the larger is r*. Since r* -n is 
consistently larger than r*, this means that for given variability in both 

16. In calculating the mean of the absolute second differences, all of the absolute second dif
ferences (those for both "June" and "December") were summed. 

17. Values of the__. and r• _,-ratio were also computed with an Rm• which was calculated without 
the use of the (Vm, - Vm,_1) term for the period of lagged reserve accounting. The behavior of these 
r• and r• _,-ratios relatively to one another was qualitatively much the same as that of the· ratios 
shown on Charts I and 2. When calculated without the use of the (Vm. - Vm,..1) term, the mean of 
jA•r• I was .00289 while the mean of IA'r' -•I was .00384. 
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ratios, a multiplier constructed with r"' -n will exhibit less variability than 
a multiplier constructed with r"'. Then too, it is conceivable that, for one 
reason or another. mo;vements in the r"' -n•ratio might offset movements 
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in the k-ratio to a greater extent than do movements in the r*-ratio. It 
follows that an investigation of the impact of nonmember banks upon the 
stability of the money multipliers is warranted. 

The plain lines on Chart 3 show first differences of the values of the 
money multiplier 

* _ I + k 
m b - k + r* (28) 

for the period from 1962 through 1973. They were calculated with the 
r*-ratio data shown on Chart I and with k-ratio data computed from 
weekly nonseasonally adjusted FRS data. The dashed lines (labelled 
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Am*b.-n) show first differences of a multiplier calculated in the same way 
as m'\ except that the values of the r* -n-ratio were used in place of the 
r*-ratio data. 

Note that both Am*b and Am*b,-n exhibit considerable variability, and 
that t.m*b,-n appears to be no less variable than Am*b· In fact, Am*h,-n is 
slightly more variable than Am*b· For the period from 1963 through 1973, 
the mean of IA2m*bl is .02833, while the mean of IA2m*b,-nl is .03097. 18 

Values of the multipliers 

and 

* I + k m,=-r-•-

* _ I + k 
m r,-n - -.-.r -n 

• 
(29) 

(30) 

were also calculated for the 1961-1973 period, although neither their plots 
nor the plots of their first differences are shown. These multipliers proved 
to be much more unstable than the m*b and m*b.-n multipliers, but the 
same pattern of relative stability was again in evidence. The mean of 
IA 2m*,I was .16148 for the 1963-1973 period, while the mean of IA2 m*,.-nl 
was .16338. 19 

These results are qualitatively similar to those reported above for the 
r*-ratio. They do not suggest that nonmember banks have been a source 
of instability in the relationships between measures of the stock of re
serve money and the MI money stock. Indeed, they suggest that the 
nonmember banks have been a mild source of stability in these rela
tionships. 

C. An Additional Test of the Impact of Nonmember 
Banks Upon the Stability of the Reserve Ratio 

It could be argued that the tests reported above do not take into 
account the fu!l measure of the morcetary authorities' ability to forecast 
events involving mem~er banks which affect the value of the r-ratio and 
•hat these tests are, therefore, biased against a finding that nonmember 
oanks have been a source of instability for money stock control. For 
example, part of the variability in M* and Ar* -n must be due to non
proportional growth in DDAm and Tm. Since member banks are required 
to hold sizable amounts of reserves against time and savings deposits, 
shifts in the mix of total member bank deposits between demand deposits 
and time deposits will cause changes in the values of the r* and r* -n
ratios. Although the Federal Reserve authorities cannot directly control 
the composition of total member bank deposits, they can probably pre-

18. When calculated without the use of the (Vm, - Ym,_1) term during the period of lagged 
reserve accounting, the mean of IA'm•,J was .03055, while the mean of IA'm• •. -J was .03201. 

19. Without the use of the (Vm, - Ym,_1 ) tenn, the mean of jA'm•,I was .14315 and the mean of 
IA'm•,.-,1 was .15489. 
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diet this composition in the short run with some degree ol ac.:cura..:y. u11:, 

is because the monetary authorities and monetary economists in general 
are not totally ignorant of the factors which determine the public's de
sired holdings of time deposits relative to demand deposits and also 
because, like so many economic series, the current behavior of the ratio 
of member bank time deposits to demand deposits is a good predictor of 
its behavior in the near future. Furthermore, under the regime of lagged 
reserve accounting, the amount of reserves which member banks must 
hold against time deposits during the current week is based upon the 
magnitude of these deposits as of two weeks earlier, and this quantity is 
known to the Federal Reserve authorities within close tolerances before 
the start of the current week. To the extent that the monetary authorities 
can predict the amount of member bank reserves which must be held 
against time deposits during the current week. the plots shown on Charts 
I and 2 exaggerate the "instability" of the r-ratio, and the tests reported 
above are biased agait1st a rim.ling that no11mcmbcr bnnks are a soun::c of 
instability in the r-ratio. 

Much the same remarks can be made with respect to U.S. government 
demand deposits in member banks. They are part of member bank net 
demand deposits (against which reserves must be held), so changes in the 
ratio of DGm to DDAm must account for some of the variability in l1r* 
and l1r* -n· However, the Federal Reserve authorities have some ability 
to predict future values of DGm. partly because the Treasury periodically 
supplies the Federal Reserve with projections of future U.S. government 
deposit balances in commercial banks. Then too, under lagged reserve 
accounting, the amount of reserves which member banks must hold 
against U.S. government deposits during any given statement week is 
based upon the quantity of these deposits two weeks earlier. Because the 
tests reported above do not take into account the ability of the monetary 
authorities to predict the amount of reserves which member banks must 
hold against DGm. they are biased against the propositio, that the 
existence of nonmember banks has been detrimental for p;ecision in 
money stock control. 

Of course, not all of the biases contained in the tests reported above 
are in the same direction. If the Federal Reserve authorities were able to 
obtain frequent and timely data on nonmember bank assets and liabilities, 
they would surely be able to predict some of the movements in the r-ratio 
which arc due to changes in reserve ratios of nonmember banks and 
changes in the distribution of deposits between member and nonmember 
banks. The tests do not take into account this potential ability of the 
authorities to predict events involving nonmember banks which affect the 
r-ratio, and they are, therefore, biased in favor of the proposition that 
nonmember banks have been a source of instability in money stock 
control. The degree to which this bias in favor of the proposition offsets 
the biases against it is impossible to ascertain. 

However, it is possible to more than eliminate the biases again.st the 
proposition (so that the only remaining bias is in favor of the proposition) 
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by simply assuming that the authorities can predict without error the 
amount of reserves which member banks must hold against both time 
deposits and U.S. government demand deposits. Under these conditions 
the relevant adjusted r-ratio for all commercial banks 'n;'Ould be 

., _ Rm* - .147DGm - .04Tm + Vn 
r -t.-• - DDAm + DDAn + DDf + ClPrnf - FLT + FORN 

(31) 

where DGm and Tm are dated currently during the period of contem
poraneous reserve! accounting and lagged two statement weeks during the 
period of lagged reserve accounting. 

First differences of the r* -t.-g-ratio are plotted with plain lines on Chart 
4 for the 1962-1973 period. Also plotted on this chart with dashed lines 
are first difference of the values of an r* _1 __ .-type ratio constructed 
without nonmember banks, i.e., first differences of the ratio 

., _ Rm* - .147DGm - .04Tm 
r -t.-•.-n - DDAm + NBDm + DDf + ClPmf - FLT + FORN. <32) 

Note that there is somewhat less year-to-year variability in .lr* -t.-g than 
in .:ir* -t.-•.-n· The mean of j.:i2 r* -t.-•I is .00212, while the mean of 
j.l2 r* -t.-g.-n I is .00368. 20 

These results indicate that nonmember banks were a minor source of 
stability in the r-ratio even when we assume somewhat unrealistically 
that the monetary authorities were able to predict without error the 
amount of reserves which member banks must hold against time deposits 
and U.S. government demand deposits. Thus, even when the test is 
biased in favor of .the proposition that nonmember banks have been a 
source of instability in the r-ratio, the proposition fails the test. 

D. Some Additional Empirical Findings 

The r* -t.-s.-n-ratio can be written as 

., _ . 147(NDDm, - DGm,) + ERm1 

r -t.-,.-n ...., NDDm1 - DGm, + DDf1 + ClPmf1 - FLT1 + FORN1 ( 33) 

for the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting and as 

r*-,.-,.-n = . 147(NDDm1_ 2 - DGm,_ 2) + (Vm, - Vm,_ 2 ) + ERm1 ( 34) 
NDDm1 - DGm, + DlJf1 + CIPmf1 - FLT1 + FORN1 

for the period of lagged reserve accounting. Hence, it is clear that all of 
the variance in .1 r* -t.-g,-n must be due to three factors: (I) the presence 
of (DDf + CIPmf - FLT + FORN) in the denominator of the ratio, (2) 
the presence of ERm in the numerator, and (3), from late-1968 on, lagged 
reserve accounting. 

The plain lines on Chart 5 show first differences of the values of 

r* = Rm* - .147 DGm - .04 Tm 
m · DDAm + NBDm (35) 

;O. Without the use of the (Vm, - Vm._1) term. the mean of j4•r• _1 __ ,j was .00183 and the mean of 
IA r•-~-•--•1 was .00312. 
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ANNUAL CHANGES IN r :t,-g AND r :,.-g,-n, 1962·1973 

\ 

the r* -t.-~.-n-ratio with (DDf + DIPmf - FLT + FORN) removed from 
its denominator. The pattern of movements of 6 r* m is different from that 
of 6 r* -t.-g,-n (more so for the June weeks than the December weeks). 
Nevertheless, 6 r*m is quite variable. The mean of j..i 2r*ml is .00274. 21 

This indicates that fluctuations in member bank excess reserves and 
lagged reserve accounting are sufficient to account for consid1:rable 
instability in the r-ratio. 

Also plotted on Chart 5 with dashed lines are first differences of 

21. Without the use of the (Vm, - Vm,_,) term, the mean of IM•ml was .00241. 
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r* _ Rm* - .147 DGm - .04 Tm - ERm 
m.-er - DDAm + NBDm ' (36) 

the r*m-ratio with ERm removed from its numerator. As expected, 
11 r*m.-er has a constant value of zero up to late-1968 when lagged reserve 
accounting was put into effect. From then on, it fluctuates sharply from 
year to year. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

None of the tests reported in this paper supports the contention that 
FRS reserve requirements are needed on nonmember bank deposits for 
precision in monetary control. Indeed, all of the tests indicate that the 
nonmember banks have been a moderate source of stability for Federal 
Reserve control of the money stock-without nonmember banks Federal 
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Reserve control would have been slightly more unstable than it was m 
fact. Of course, the nonmember bank data are of poor quality as 
compared with the member bank data. Better data on nonmember bank 
activities might result in just the opposite conclusions, but, in the absence 
of this better data, there is no way of knowing. 
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2Hf INQEPENQENT BANKERS ASSOCIATinNS OE NORIHERN AND SOUTHERN 
ALIFORNIA ARF REPRESENTING qs.010 OF THE INOEPENDENT BANKS IN THE 

TfATE OF CALIFORNIA, A PRIME O~Jf.CTIVE OF THESE ORGA~IZATIONS 
IS AND AL•AYS HAS BEEN THE PRFSF.RVATION OF THE DUAL BANKING 
SYSTEM, THIS VERY SYSTEM HAS PROVIDED AN ENVIRONMENT IN wHICH 
OUR NATION'S S~ALL BUSINESSES HAVE CONTINUALLY GRO•N AND 
PROSPERED FOR MANY YEARS, IT IS A SYSTEM THAT H•S CRE•TED THE 
MOST FLEXIBLE, INNOVATIVE, CUSTOMFR•ORIENTEO BANK!Nr. SERVICE AND 
THE LOWEST INTEREST RATE COST TO THE CONSUMER TD BE FOUND ANY 
PLACE IN THE WORLD, 

IN LTNE •!TH THIS AVOWED OBJECTIVE THE ASSOCI•TIONS OF NORTHERN 
AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA IN FULL SESSION TODAY, UNANI~OUSLV 
ENDORSED THE PRINCIPLE OF A VOLUNTARY APPROACH IO THE FEDERAL 
filERVE'S MEMBERSHIP PROBLEML THIS WOULO PERMIT NON•~EM8ER BANKS 
TO MAINTAIN REQUIRED RESERVES AS PRESCRIAED BY STATE LA•S RATHER 
THAN HAVING TO KEEP THEIR RES~RVES IN THE FEDERAL RfSERVE SYSTEM, 
OUR ASSOCIATIONS URGE THE LO•ERJNr, OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS, THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF UNIFORM RESERVES FOR ALL MEMAER 8ANKS, ANO THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF EARNINGS PARTICIPATION ACCOUNTS ON wHlCH THE 
FEDERAL RESERVE WOULD BE GRANTED THE AUTHORITY TO PAY INTEREST, 
THE LOWERING OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS AND THE PAYING OF INTEREST 
ON PARTICIPATION ACCOUNTS SHOULD RE EFFECTED IN CONCERT WITH 
THE EXPLICIT PRICING OF FEDERAL RF.SERVE SERVICES TO TH• MEMBER 
BANKS, 

R DALE KIRKPATRICK 
PRESIDENT 

INDEPENDENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION 
OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

ROBERT L MOBLEY 
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TM:f •ESTERN INDEPENDENT BANKERS !5 AN ASSOCATION REPRESENTING 
96•0/0 OF THE INDEPENDENT BANKS IN THE STATES OF ALASKA, ARIZONA, 
CALIFORNIA, HAWAII, !OAHD, NEVAM, OREGON, UTAH, AND WASHINGTON 
WITH TOTAL RESOURCES AGGREGATING $21 BILLION, ONE OF W!B 1 S PRI~E 
OBJECTIVES JS AND ALWAYS HAS ~EEN THE PRESERVATION OF THE 
DUAL BANKING SYSTEM, THIS VERY SYSTEH HAS PROVIDED AN ENVIRONMENT 
IN WHICe UUR NATION 1 S SMALL 8USTNESSES HAVE CONTINUALLY GPO•N 
ANO PROS•ERED FOR MANv YEARS, IT !5 A SYSTEM THAT HAS CREATED 
THE SOST FLEXIBLE, INNOVATIVE, CUSTOMER•OR!ENTED BANKING 
SERVICE AND THE LOWEST INTEREST RATE COST TO THE CONSUMER TO BE 
FOUND A~Y PLACE IN THE WORLD, 

IN LINE WITH THIS AVOWED OBJECTIVE THE WjB EXFCUTIYE CP!INCIL, 
IN FULL SESSION, TODAY ENDQHSED THE PRINCIPLE OF A VOLUNTARY 
~H, TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE'S MEMBER5HIP PROBLEM, THIS 
WO?ERM!T NON•MEMBER BANKS TO MAINTAIN REQUIRED RESERVES AS 
PRESCRIBED BY STATE LAwS RATHER THAN HAVING TO KEEP THEIR RESERVES 
IN THE FEDERAL RESERVF SYSTEM, THE COUNCIL URGED THE LO•ER!NG CF 
RESERVE REQUIREMENTS, THE ESTABL!SMMENT OF UNIFORM RESERVES 
FOR ALL ME~8ER BANKS, ANO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EARN!~GS 
PARTJCJPATION ACCOUNTS ON WHICH THE FEDERAL RESERVE •OULD BE 
GRANTED THE AUTHORITY TO PAV INTEREST, THE LOWERING OF RESERVE 
REQUIRE~ENTS AND THE PAYING OF INTEREST ON PARTICIPATION 
ACCOUNTS S~OULO BE EFFECTED IN CONCERT WITH THE EXPLICIT PRICING 
OF FEDERAL RESERVE SERVICE TO THE MEMBER BANKS, 

F, CALVIN PACKARD, PRESIDENT 
WESTERN INDEPENDENT RANKERS 

JAMES O MCMAHON 
LEGISLATIVE co•~ITTEE CHAIRMAN 
WESTERN INDEPENDENT BANKERS 
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The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I want to thank both of you. I very 
much appreciate your statements, and it is most constructive a:nd 
helpful, for somewhat different reasons. 

I am delighted to see, Mr. Campbell, you support the bill I 
proposed, and pretty much without reservation. It is a helpful 
endorsement, especially coming from your organization, which rep
resents so many of the commercial banks in this country. 

Mr. Dunn, I am happy that you have attacked the notion that 
you need reserve requirements at all. I think you have done a good 
job of it. You gave us some of the literature we wanted to get. 

I felt that we should require the Federal Reserve to come up and 
justify reserve requirements as a means of conducting monetary 
policy. The staff of this committee seems a little uncertain as to 
whether or not reserve requirements are necessary, and I guess 
everybody who is an expert in the area is somewhat uncertain 
about it. 

I think you make a very challenging case, and it is good that you 
brought two members or former members of the Board-Dr. Wal
lich, who is an extraordinarily able man, who, on the basis of your 
quotation you gave in your statement, indicates that he doesn't 
think reserves are necessary, and Sherman Maisel, who was a 
classmate of mine at Harvard Graduate School, also an able 
member of the Board, who also raised that same kind of question. I 
am glad that you raised it. I think that it is healthy to raise, and I 
think that you have provided for us this morning a good basis for 
our going into this further and challenging the Fed to come back. 

Several times in your testimony you said that the Fed should not 
be given the power to preempt State authority in the reserve
setting area. I don't understand how S. 85 would give that power to 
the Feds. I hope you can help me. 

First, what function does the reserve requirement set by the 
States play? Why do you have them in your State, Mr. Dunn? 

Mr. DUNN. I think of all of the States, we only have one State, 
which is Illinois, which does not require reserves. We do it purely 
for a safety and soundness basis. It is in no way a tax on our State 
banks. There is no other purpose than purely for safety and sound
ness, that a bank should have a certain amount of reserves. 

The CHAIRMAN. In light of the very good experience we have had 
ever since the advent of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
and the insurance that has given us, and the careful inspection of 
State banking supervisors and the like and other bodies, isn't that 
pretty minimal, the safety and soundness reason for reserves? 

Mr. DUNN. I have had to close three banks in the last 3 years, 
and I don't think it is minimal. I think it is very important. 

The CHAIRMAN. We all know what kind of a situation you had in 
Georgia. [Laughter.] 

Do you think the reserve requirements set by the Fed can serve 
the same purpose as State reserve requirements? 

Mr. DUNN. I think they were originally to serve the same pur
pose. 

The CHAIRMAN. But now they serve the purpose of --
Mr. DUNN. Mr. Chairman, in 1913 when the Federal Reserve was 

formed, I do not think that our forefathers intended for the re
quirement of Federal Reserve reserves or reserves on banks to be a 
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tax on the public. I think it was intended that enough money be 
there to support the Federal Reserve operation. 

I think it has evolved into a tax. I think that we have been 
asleep-and I say "we": regulators, bankers, the public-on this 
fact. I think it has just recently been brought out that there is over 
$1 billion of hidden tax on member banks in the form of reserve 
requirements which cost member banks and their customers more 
than benefits received. 

The CHAIRMAN. But the purpose of the Reserve Requirements set 
by the Fed, they argue, is that they need it for monetary policy 
reasons. And of course, that wasn't really a policy of the Fed until 
the 1930's. 

Mr. DUNN. I think we are talking about two different subjects. 
The CHAIRMAN. I think we are, too. That is why I want to 

proceed on this, because I think that the purpose that the State 
has for reserve requirements is quite different, independent, and 
separate from the purposes of the Federal Government and the 
Federal Reserve Board. If the Fed sets reserve requirements for 
monetary control purposes and the States banking agencies for 
other reasons, why would the reserves for Fed purposes preempt 
the authority of the State? Why couldn't you go right ahead with 
whatever you needed, particularly with the kind of exemptions we 
have in many of-most of your banks that would be exempt of any 
reserve requirements, and the reserve requirements would be much 
lower than they are now in the bigger banks? 

Mr. DUNN. Let's try to separate them, Mr. Chairman, and talk 
about monetary policy. I think that information has been fur
nished, and I don't think the Fed has this at this point that shows, 
that they do not need reserve-setting authority for monetary policy. 
It is a separate issue. 

I think they need reserves with certain banks, the member banks 
that they have now, so that they can make enough money to 
operate the Fed and provide certain services. I think that the 
monetary policy issue, on the other hand, is being employed as a 
fake tactic to supply the bulk of the rest of the money, which is the 
majority of it, that goes into the Treasury. 

And I am one person that certainly does not believe in raiding 
the Treasury, as has been mentioned, because I don't think at this 
point in the economy of this country we can afford to raid the 
Treasury. 

The CHAIRMAN. I don't think that you can possibly argue that 
t~e. Federal Reserve helps the Treasury. Last year they earned $8 
billion, probably more this year because of the level of interest 
rates. Their expenditures are about $1 billion. They only spend 
about 15 percent and the rest goes to the Treasury. So they don't 
need the income on those reserves to operate at all. They are 
covered several times over. 

Mr. DUNN. It is two separate issues. 
They are concer~ed about the membership policy problem. I 

personally do not th~nk they have a membership problem that they 
cannot_ solve on their own with existing laws and the regulatory 
authority they have. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Campbell, I am glad to see in your state
ment you made a distinction between universal reserve require
ments and mandatory membership. 

S. 85 is not designed to give the Fed more members. The Nation's 
central bank should not be dependent on membership, and I think 
that the Fed need not be responsible for regulation of banks. 

Let me ask you if you agree with some observers who say that S. 
85 would destroy the dual banking system? I do not see why it 
should. What is your view? 

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman, we certainly do not agree that it 
would destroy the dual banking system. There have been a number 
of surveys made on that issue. There are a lot of differences of 
opinion, but in a presentation by Harry Gunther before the 
ABA--

The CHAIRMAN. Whom? 
Mr. CAMPBELL. Harry Gunther, before the ABA on February 14. 

He provided a reasonable argument against the change in member
ship, and even gave support for arguments that there might be 
conversions from the Fed to State charters, rather than vice versa. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask Mr. Dunn to comment on that, and 
let me read the quotation from Dr. Guenther along that line. Dr. 
Guenther, who is, as has been said, a professor at Georgetown 
University, and was an economist for the Conference of State Bank 
Supervisors: 

It is probable that (S. 85) that kind of legislation that is being proposed, would 
have some negative impact on the state segment of the dual banking system. I think 
in all probability it is going to be relatively modest because the various elements 
are offset. It is going to be gradual. There is going to be a good bit of "wait and see" 
and provide some times for states to take action. 

What is your response to that? 
Mr. DUNN. Mr. Chairman, any time that you put more control

which this would certainly do-into the central bank-and I was 
interested in your earlier statement that we are the only country 
who does not have compulsory control, and I think that still there 
is a little difference in Germany-I think this area alone, the rest 
of the countries, even though they have this complete control, do 
not seem to have done such a great job of monetary policy control. 

I would hope that our country--
The CHAIRMAN. A better job, in many respects, than we have. It 

is hard to find anybody who has done much worse, when you 
recognize the present problem that we have in inflation, at least in 
the industrial countries-certainly the developing countries are 
different. 

Mr. DUNN. I submit, if the countries that do have complete 
control over their banks from the reserve setting authority have 
not been able to do any better, why should we go into a mandatory 
program, saying that this will allow us to do better? 

As far as the membership problem, as far as conversion from the 
dual banking system is concerned, I think that any time that we 
give a Federal agency the possibility of controlling completely the 
monetary and financial affairs in this country, this could evolve 
into one central bank completely controlling. We could have a 
large number of conversions from State to national charters, and 
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an undue amount of Federal control over the State chartered 
banks that do not convert. 

We have 375 State banks in my State, 60 national banks. I have 
had no conversions, however, in 4 years. A few years ago I did have 
a conversion from a national to State bank, and a State to national 
bank. So we are even. 

The CHAIRMAN. I have got a few seconds left. 
Mr. Dunn, if it is true that reserves are not needed for monetary 

control, how do you account for the fact that every major central 
bank other than the Fed has a mandatory reserve authority? 

Mr. DUNN. You are talking about other countries? 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DuNN. Mr. Chairman, this still is one of the few countries 

that I think we consider completely free, or as free as we can 
consider it being free. I do not think that using other countries as 
an example should be the reason that we should say "let's follow 
the rest of the crowd." 

Our country has done well. Our independent banking system has 
done well. Our correspondent banking system has done well. I 
think we should keep the Fed where they are, let them control 
monetary policy, and not move to complete control of the banking 
system. 

The CHAIRMAN. My time is up. 
Mr. Campbell, would you like to comment? 
Mr. CAMPBELL. We feel, too, that there is another issue in regard 

to universal reserves. We don't feel-and I want to emphasize-we 
don't feel that it is going to impact the dual banking system as 
badly as many people think it will. 

There are too many other variables involved. There are many 
States where the loan limits, for instance, would be severely cur
tailed by a change from State member-State nonmember status, 
to a national bank charter. 

Those banks simply would not give up that opportunity to make 
more loans, and thus increase profitability. In my own bank's case, 
we are a State member bank. We wouldn't consider converting to a 
national charter. We would be giving up too many things, one of 
which is an item very sacred to us in our particular status in Ohio, 
and that is: that we have noncumulative voting. So we simply 
would not consider a national charter. 

The CHAIRMAN. My time is up. 
Senator Garn? 
Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Campbell, there is no doubt about what the chairman has 

said about the endorsement of your association, that that is very 
helpful. 

I am sitting here like a cat with a big smile on its face after just 
having eaten a mouse, but nevertheless, while your association 
supports--

The CHAIRMAN. I don't like that analogy at all. [Laughter.] We 
are not saying that Mr. Campbell represents a bunch of mice. 
[Laughter.] 

Senator GARN. In carrying that thought further, it is like Carter 
trading off a B-1 without asking anything in return from the 
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Soviets. I think you could at least have tried to get Truth-in
Lending, or some other item. [Laughter.] 

The CHAIRMAN. Anytime you can save $100 billion, I will vote to 
save it. 

Senator GARN. Mr. Chairman, you should learn not to get me off 
in some other area. 

The CHAIRMAN. All right. 
Senator GARN. While your association did, in convention, vote to 

support the universal reserve requirements, I was in San Francisco 
last Monday with the Western Independent Bankers and they took 
just completely the opposite view, just as overwhelmingly. 

Do you have any comments on those nine Western States and 
why they totally disagree with your position? 

And while you are thinking, may I have unanimous consent that 
the telegram sent to me from the WIB be included in the record? 

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection. 
[Copy of the telegram follows:] 

JAKE GARN 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.C. 

[Telegram) 

The Western Independent Bankers is an association, representing 96 percent of 
the independent banks in the States of Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, 
Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and Washington with total resources aggregating $21 billion. 
One of WIB's prime objectives is and always has been the preservation of the dual 
banking system. This very system has provided an environment in which our 
Nation's small businesses have continually grown and prospered for many years. It 
is a system that has created the most flexible, innovative, customer-oriented bank
ing service and the lowest interest rate cost to the consumer to be found any place 
in the world. 

In line with this above objective the WIB executive council, in full session, today 
endorsed the principle of a voluntary approach to the Federal Reserve's member
ship problem. This would permit nonmember banks to maintain required reserves 
as prescribed by State laws rather than having to keep their reserves in the Federal 
Reserve System. The council urged the lowering of reserve requirements, the estab
lishment of uniform reserves for all member banks, and the establishment of 
earnings participation accounts on which the Federal Reserve would be granted the 
authority to pay interest. The lowering of reserve requirements and the paying of 
interest on participation accounts should be effected in concert with the explicit 
pricing of Federal Reserve services to the member banks. 

F. CALVIN PACKARD, 
President, Western Independent Bankers. 

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman, and Senator, you might say that 
we have had some differences of opinion with the Western Inde
pendent Bankers in recent months. We have decided to expand our 
membership into their territory. 

But whether that was any basis for their position, I can't say. I 
do find that historically we have been at odds with Western Inde
pendent Bankers on many issues. We are really not terribly sur
prised with their position. 

We think it is unfortunate, because we think they are wrong. 
Senator GARN. Let me just quote a couple of sentences from their 

telegram: 
This very system has provided an environment in which our Nation's small 

businesses have continually grown and prospered for many years. It is a system that 
has created the most flexible, innovative, customer-oriented banking service and the 
lowest interest rate costs to consumers to be found anywhere in the world. 
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We continually hear about how great Germany and Switzerland 

and their powerful central banks are. We don't hear about most of 
the other central banks in the world and what a lousy job they 
have done. 

We hear the two good examples, but England-let's look at Eng
land's system, and Japan's, and many others. I don't think that 
that is a great argument for us patterning ourselves after Germany 
or Switzerland. 

In your testimony today, Mr. Campbell, you state that, again, 
your convention on March 14 overwhelmingly supported IBAA's 
supportive universal reserve legislation was based on the convic
tion that the Nation needs a strong, independent central bank. 

I do not disagree with that. 
And then, "The innovative remedies are necessary to halt the 

attrition of Fed membership." 
Is it really very innovative to run to Congress and ask for the 

typical response I talked about in my opening remarks? To solve 
the problems through legislation and compulsion? 

That does not seem very innovative to me. That is the normal 
response, running to Washington, and why most bankers gripe and 
complain about the regulatory burden we are imposing. 

Do you think it is innovative-S. 85 is innovative? Or just the 
typical Washington response to problems? 

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman and Senator Garn, we do think 
that there is a lot of innovation in the various-some of the bills 
that we are endorsing: indexing, phase-in, giving everybody time to 
adjust-we think that that is innovation. 

We are speaking of innovation, as opposed to some of the bills 
that were introduced last summer, some of them that we could not 
support because we felt that they were too abrupt and there was 
really no benefit for the Fed, or for the banking industry, or for the 
country, in those bills. 

Senator GARN. Compare the banking business now with 20 years 
ago. We have given you time to adjust, and look at the cumulative 
burden of what we have done to you. It is like eating a piece of the 
alligator, or a little bit at a time. 

You need to look a little bit further down the road. You said, and 
the Chairman mentioned it, we have been and continue to be 
opposed to mandatory membership in the Fed. 

Is there some conflict between that and supporting mandatory 
reserves? 

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman and Senator Garn, mandatory re
serves-mandatory reserves with exemptions really is what we are 
supporting. 

Senator GARN. And that brings up another point. 
As I have been glancing through the testimony not only for 

today but Tuesday and Wednesday, what we are really seeing here 
is Puerto Rico, independent bankers coming in, credit unions, 
mutual savings banks, savings and loans, Hawaii and Alaska on 
Wednesday, what we are really seeing is a turf battle. 

We have seen everybody coming in and most of them saying 
"this is all right," but there should be differences on where those 
exemptions--
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The CHAIRMAN. I have to go to the floor for about 15 minutes. I 
will be back. Meanwhile, will you take over? 

Senator GARN. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. 
Senator GARN. What I think we are really seeing here is the 

typical Washington approach of "divide and conquer." We are di
viding up the financial industry, and we are going to fight about 
where those reserve exemptions should go. 

Apparently, as long as the independent bankers get where they 
are, to hell with the rest of the people, savings and loans and 
everybody. It is essentially what you are seeing: "As long as we are 
covered and exempted, we aren't sorry." 

That alligator eats everybody, eventually. 
It may delay it, but really I think that is what the supporters of 

the legislation are saying: Divide and conquer the financial institu
tions. Get you fighting against each other. 

Mr. BOLGER. Senator Garn, I would like to comment on that. 
Senator GARN. You certainly may. 
Mr. BOLGER. We heard mention today that the Federal Reserve 

membership is a tax. Well, there are not too many voluntary tax 
programs, but there are many tax programs that have exemptions. 

Now we are a State member bank and we keep $3½ million in 
the Fed. And if it isn't tax, we cannot continue to pay a non-fair
share of that tax. 

I don't think that it is a case of "divide and conquer." 
I think it is more an orderly-we are taking an orderly ap

proach, a phase-in over 10 years. It is not a crisis situation. It is not 
emergency legislation, at this time, but it could very well come to 
that if something is not done. 

Senator GARN. Well, I think it is a classic case of divide and 
conquer. I see it used all the time. That is exactly what we are 
doing. Just the testimony alone, as I have sat here and read it, we 
are arguing over pieces and who gets what. . 

It is the typical situation that we see happening here. I have 
some concern for the medium-sized banks, too. And your comment, 
Mr. Campbell, about you saw no conflict between mandatory re
serves and Fed membership, that reminds me of the thing that the 
unions push all the time: "No, you don't have to have a union shop. 
An agency shop is just fine." 

That is what they push in my State all the time, a right-to-work 
State. It seems to me that if you are going to be required to pay the 
bill, you might as well be a member. There is nothing in this law 
that directly threatens the dual banking system that says anybody 
has to belong, but indirectly I think over a period of time that 
becomes what will happen. 

If you are paying the bill, you might as well have some of the 
benefits of membership. 

There is a great difference in the testimony of your organization 
on February 29, in the House, and of your opening statement 
today. Of course your closing statement in the House was that 
IBAA would not have an official position until its membership 
voted on the alternatives. Your testimony today reflects the vote at 
your recent convention. I understand that. I think your testimony 
before the House is really very good. 
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Let me repeat some of it, talking about two reasons why there is 
a loss of Federal Reserve membership. 

The first is the cost burden. This consists of earnings member banks forego 
because of the extra amount of sterile reserves the combination of statutes and 
regulations require them to hold as compared to nonmembers. 

I think we all understand that. That is well known. 
But the second reason, I think, is the most valid and why I am so 

opposed to giving the Fed more control: 
However, there is strong nonstatistical evidence for a second source of attrition, 

which is infrequently discussed publicly. Contrary to the situation which prevailed 
until about 15 years past, the Federal Reserve is now often seen in the role of an 
unreasonable adversary by its member-shareholders, by nonmember banks, for 
many banks which prevail, as part of the experience of getting approval for one 
bank holding company against joining the System. This deterioration undoubtedly is 
due to a perception that the FRS has evolved into a less-attuned bureaucracy of its 
own volition and for purely its own reasons. 

I don't think there is any doubt about that. That is why I feel so 
strongly. Is this the kind of organization you want to give compul
sion. This bill simply will not solve those kinds of problems you 
talked about a month ago; it will enforce them. It gives them less 
willingness to have to be competitive, to try and provide good 
service. They have got it all locked up through compulsion. 

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman, we went on to say in that state
ment that many of the strong feelings that independent banks and 
others across the country have toward the Fed are really based on 
opposition to various regulations that the Fed is forced to enforce. 

I would repeat here that we feel that the Fed needs to change, 
yes. But we also sense that there is a change in the Fed. There is 
certainly a change in my district. We credit Chairman Miller with 
bringing that about, and I think he is sincere in his efforts to 
change the Federal Reserve and its handling of membership, its 
rapport with the membership, and provide a service of the Fed in a 
manner so that we can use it. 

There have been some cases in the past where we really couldn't 
approach the Federal Reserve discount window, for instance. We 
felt that the restrictions were too severe. Chairman Miller has 
shown that he can change the ease of-change to an easier method 
for using the Fed discount window. 

Senator GARN. I hope you're right. You are depending on an 
individual, and those individuals change. It has been my experi
ence in business or politics, when you get someone there, if they 
can mandate, they don't have to do things as well as they other
wise would. 

How long would you stay in business if you didn't have to pro
vide good service, if you could compel your customers to do certain 
things. You could become very arbitrary, very dictatorial. 

Once again, it is the classic case of Washington control that is 
being incorporated by giving the Fed that kind of power. 

And in conclusion, you said, "IBAA remains unconvinced of the 
monetary control argument justifies any of the bills now before 
this committee." Somebody sure did a selling job at that conven
tion. Miller must have done a fantastic speaking job to turn all of 
this around. It is great testimony before the House. Your talk 
about administration of the discount window today carries limited 
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benefits for member banks. Indeed, while Chairman Miller likens 
the window to a lender of last resort and most member bankers 
would be made a lender of positively, absolutely, irrefutably the 
last resort. In brief, the Federal Reserve creates anybody seeking 
advance or discount as something short of cordiality. 

It is much easier to acquire funds from a correspondent. I could 
go on quoting your testimony last month about the problems with 
the Federal Reserve. I think that is adequate testimony, to say that 
there are ways, many ways, the Fed could be more attractive, that 
they could solve their membership problem without mandatory 
reserves. 

I am really puzzled. If you can tell me what happened at that 
convention to turn around this kind of testimony to what we heard 
today. 

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman, I think the testimony pointed out 
that we had already endorsed the concept of the Reuss bill. We 
were on record with that last fall. We also said that we really 
couldn't make a statement on February 28 because of having to go 
to our membership. 

We tried to look at both sides of the issuA in that testimony. 
Certainly, we recognized that the Fed has some weaknesses, but we 
sincerely believe that they are trying to correct those weaknesses. 

I know, again, in my own district, that they have taken long 
steps toward changing the approach to the Fed discount window to 
the extent that I intend to use it next year when I have a seasonal 
decline in deposits. 

Senator GARN. I understand. And that is why I said right at the 
beginning of my remarks that you had the caveat in there that you 
had to go to the convention. It goes without saying, it is kind of 
like Ronald Reagan: He hasn't announced his candidacy yet, but 
everybody thinks he is running. All between the lines. That is 
overwhelmingly against, regardless of whether you took a formal 
position or not. It is becoming merely mythical to consider the 
Federal Reserve independent. The more power you give them, the 
less independent they are going to be. 

Here is a statement I could have written myself: 
Small banks today are profoundly skeptical of losing or even the possibility of 

losing any of their options when dealing with the Federal Government. 
Further, many small bankers are distressed over the entire future of the dual 

banking system. 
Nevertheless, numerous bankers are of the view that any augmentation of the 

Federal power on a mandatory basis is a folly, whatever the immediate financial 
benefit. When all is said and done, it will lead to only more incursions by 
Washington. 

You didn't take a specific position. You waited for your conven
tion. But that is a "Jake Garn speech" on all of these problems. 
You make my point so beautifully. That is why I would suggest 
that the entire testimony, by unamimous consent-and I am the 
only one here, and I don't object-the entire testimony from the 
House will be placed in the record in its entirety. 

[The testimony referred to is reprinted as follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

H.R. 7-THE MONETARY POLICY IMPROVEMENT ACT OF 1979, AND H.R. 2133-THE RE
SERVE REQUIREMENT SIMPLIFICATION ACT OF 1979 BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON 
BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS, FEBRUARY 28, 1979 

I am Raymond D. Campbell, president and chief executive officer of the Oberlin 
Savings Bank, a state Federal Reserve member commercial bank in Oberlin, Ohio. I 
am also First Vice President of the Independent Bankers Association of America 
("IBAA"). Richard W. Peterson, chief legislative counsel of the IBAA, accompanies 
me. 

I appreciate this opportunity, on behalf of our 7,300 member banks to present 
views on the three major proposals before this body relating to extensive adjust
ments in the Federal Reserve System ("FRS"): 

(1) H.R. 7, the Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979, often referred to 
subsequently as the "Reuss bill"; 

(2) A package of alterations to H.R. 7, offered by the Federal Reserve System, 
commonly known as "Mod 7"; and 

(3) H.R. 2133, the Reserve Requirement Simplification Act of 1979, often designat
ed as the "Stanton bill". 

IBAA's constituency comprises slightly more than 50 percent of the commercial 
banks in the nation. While most of our group are located in rural and suburban 
areas, a considerable segment is found in urban settings. Approximately 22 percent 
of the Association is comprised of current members of the FRS. Of these, 1941 are 
nationally chartered. Over 80 percent of IBAA banks, both state and national, have 
assets of $25 million or less. 

With respect to these comments, we find ourselves faced with a classic difficulty 
which seems to occur annually about this time of year. February, March, and April 
are always intensive months for testimony before committees of the Congress, yet 
March is the month when we hold our annual convention. 

Consequently, if luck has it that we testify on key issues after the convention, it is 
possible to come to you with positions determined by the convention. If, however, 
the reverse happens to be the case, it is impossible to state solid views on highly 
controversial subjects, since our bylaws specify that the final authority of IBAA is 
in the convention. 

This year we are not fortunate since the Association meets on March 11 to 15 in 
New Orleans. Consequently, no endorsements on any of the bills pending before this 
body can be forthcoming today, except as to augmented reporting requirements, nor 
are we in a position to advance alternatives. We deeply regret if this might cause 
difficulties in making conclusions on the difficult questions arising from the instant 
legislation. However, I do have some observations that I hope will be of assistance in 
your deliberations. 

It is irrefutable that the Federal Reserve's membership is undergoing attrition. 
Since 1945, the System's shareholders have declined from 6884 to 5593. The percent
age of all commercial bank deposits held by shareholders, and thus subject to FRS 
reserve levels, has diminished from 86.3 percent to 70.8 percent in the same span. 
The threshold question is: "Why has this happened?" 

To us, there appear to be two chief reasons for this shift. The first is the "cost 
burden". This consists of earnings member banks forego because of the "extra" 
amount of sterile reserves, that a combination of statutes and regulations requires 
them to hold, as compared to non-members. While shareholders are provided with 
"free" services by the twelve District Reserve Banks, the value of these services is 
insufficient to place member banks in as good an earnings position as if they were 
non-member banks. The staff of the Federal Reserve has estimated that: 

"• • • the aggregate cost burden to member banks of Federal Reserve member
ship exceeds $650 million annually, based on data for 1977, or about 9% of member 
bank profits before income tax. The burden of membership is not distributed equally 
across all sizes of member banks. According to staff estimates, • • • the relative 
burden is greatest for small banks-exceeding 20% of profits for banks with less 
than $10 million in deposits." 

For the sake of increasing profitability, member banks are exiting the System. 
They can accomplish this with a fair degree of ease. If they are a state member 
bank, they inform the Federal Reserve of their departure and turn in their shares. 
If they are national banks, they obtain a state charter from the relevant state 
authority, cancel their national charter, inform the FRS they are leaving the 
System, and surrender their shares. 

However, there is strong non-statistical evidence for a second source of attrition 
which is infrequently discussed publicly. Contrary to the situation which prevailed 
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until about fiteen years past, the FRS is now often seen in the role of an unreason
able adversary by its member/shareholders and by non-member banks with which 
the FRS also deals on such matters as one bank holding company applications. For 
many banks, the travail that is part of the experience in getting approval for a one 
bank holding company conditions them against joining the System. 

This deterioration undoubtedly is due to a perception that the FRS has evolved 
into a less attuned bureaucracy quite on its own volition and for purely its own 
reasons. There is a common belief the Board's and District Banks' policies are 
established largely for their own conveniences and on precepts that smack of the 
"ivory tower" outlook. 

In fairness, IBAA's leadership cannot subscribe to such a sweeping indictment. 
For but one instance, the animosity and frustration felt by bankers over many 
consumer lending regulations is a problem generated by the underpinning statutes 
and not by the Board. Nevertheless, I am constrained to point out that one of the 
least expensive and probably most efficacious methods for strengthening the 
System-if indeed that is desirable or necessary-would be for Congress to encour
age FRS to put forth, after consultation with the District Banks' stockholders and 
others the System regulates, an affirmative program to turn attitudes around. 
While Project Augeas, a self-sponsored Board endeavor for regulatory simplification, 
is a praiseworthy step in the right direction, it is very far from actually creating a 
tolerable climate. 

I hope this Committee does not consider the "attitude issue" merely as an aside. 
The strident opposition which has emerged in many banking circles to the manda
tory natures of both H.R. 7 and Mod 7 is, in the end, largely due to these unflatter
ing convictions concerning the Central Bank. I also hope this Committee will realize 
it has a crucial role in altering what seems to be an adversary feeling banks have 
for the FRS back to the route of cooperation between banks and the Federal 
Reserve. 

After the question "Why has shrinkage happened?", the next priority inquiry 
would seem to be: "Does shrinkage make such a difference as to require marked 
modifications in public policy?" Although the FRS and others have argued for an 
affirmative answer to this query on a number of grounds, it appears only three 
assertions really constitute the FRS case: 

(1) Monetary control is impaired; 
(2) Diminishing access by commercial banks to the discount window makes the 

financial system fundamentally less liquid as commercial banks drop out of the 
FRS; and 

(3) The System's credibility and "P,<>litical" power weakens to the stage where it 
finds it difficult to make "unpopular ' decisions concerninf the economy. 

These claims come in both the "present" and "future' varieties. In other words, 
sometimes the proponents of major FRS public policy changes maintain matters 
have already reached a critical state while, on other occasions, the argument is that 
the trend will, at a future date, reach dangerous proportions. I would like to turn 
now to each of these three principal allegations in present and future form. 

Monetary control 
Chairman Miller has argued: 
"The attrition in deposits subject to reserve requirements set by the Federal 

Reserve weakens the linkage between member bank reserves and the monetary 
aggregates. As a larger and larger fraction of deposits at banks becomes subject to 
the diverse reserve requirements set by the 50 states rather than by the Federal 
Reserve, and as more transaction balances reside at thrift institutions, the relation
ship between the money supply and reserves controlled by the Federal Reserve will 
become less and less predictable. Open market operations, the basic tool of mone
tary policy, therefore are becoming less precise in their application." 

We have been unable to determine whether the Board and other proponents of 
alteration mean that the "day of reckoning" is here or lies somewhere down the 
road. However, we have satisfied ourselves through a close review of the literature 
that the situation has not yet deteriorated to where the System cannot control the 
money supply. George J. Bentson's Federal Reserve Membership; Consequences, 
Costs, Benefits and Alternatives, a study prepared for the Trustees of the Banking 
Research Fund, Association of Reserve City Bankers, is illustrative of this point of 
view, i.e., that declines in Federal Reserve membership are not distorting the money 
supply. We would be doubly convinced this conclusion could remain valid for a long 
time if the augmented reporting requirements common to all three bills before this 
body were passed, and !BAA endorses the adoption of such provisions. 

However, we do subscribe to the view that circumstances could arise when les
sened coverage of commercial bank deposits by the FRS would have adverse effects 
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on the Board's abilities to discharge its money supply functions. For example, if the 
U.S. Government securities market was to slack off in the future due to substantial 
decreases in the need to finance new deficits, open market operations would subside 
in prominence as far as their place in monetary control. The need for reserve 
coverage might, in such a situation, become an important monetary tool. Given 
current drives for "balancing the budget", this is not a wholly farfetched possibility. 
Yet, the Association doubts such contingencies can currently support arguments for 
key changes in the reserve structure at FRS. 

Indeed, since November 9, 1972, few outstanding alterations have been made in 
the reserve schedules promulgated by the Board. Examples are, one effective on 
August 24, 1978, that reduced certain reserves relating to foreign operations. An
other became operative on November 2, 1978, and related to reserve surcharging of 
a 2% reserve on time deposits of $100,000 or more. Additionally and intermittently 
since November 9, 1972, a number of rules changes were implemented on the timing 
of when reserve balances had to appear on the books of the District Reserve Banks, 
but these alterations did not relate so much to fluctuations in the money supply as 
to how administrative details respecting reserves were to be managed. 

In conclusion, IBAA remains unconvinced that the monetary control argument 
justifies any of the bills now before this Committee. 

Access to the discount window 
The second justification of a significant change in public policy regarding the FRS 

is that diminishing access to the discount window adversely affects the liquidity of 
the banking structure. For example, Chairman Miller stated: 

"The discount window, as the 'lender of last resort,' provides the payments system 
with a basic liquidity backup by assuring member banks the funds to meet their 
obligations. But, if the corportion of institutions having access to this facility contin
ues to decline, individual institutions could be forced to make aburpt adjustments in 
their lending or portfolio policies, because they could not turn to the window to 
cushion temporarily the impacts of restrictive monetary policies. Risk that their 
liquidity squeezes would result in bank failures could also increase." 

Again, we have been unable to ascertain whether this is a kinetic or potential 
reason justifying alterations in the FRS in the eyes of proponents of change. 
However, in either event, access to the discount window does not warrant momen
tous transformations in the System. Compared to circumstances prior to the end of 
World War II, the administration of the discount window today carries limited 
benefit for member bankers. Indeed, while Chairman Miller likens the window to a 
"lender of last resort," most member bankers would deem it a "lender of positively, 
absolutely an irrefutably the last resort." In brief, the Federal Reserve treats 
anyone seeking an advance or discount with something short of cordiality. It is 
much easier to acquire needed funds from a correspondent or, relatedly, through 
purchases on the Fed funds wire (not to be confused with the discount window of 
the Federal Reserve). Finally, Federal Deposit Insurance has long assured that any 
bank in a liquidity emergency situation will somehow have access to funds, assum
ing it is not so badly managed as to be irretrievably lost, in which case access to the 
window would not save it in any event. 

I do not mean to imply that entry to the discount facilities does not have some 
marginal value to members upon occasion. I do mean to say that we have not 
noticed for years that they are such a significant aid to liquidity as to allow them to 
serve as debating points favoring changes in the FRS. 

The systems credibility and "political power" 
Although rarely stated openly by officials on the Federal Reserve and others who 

seek to transfigure the System, it is recognized in banking circles that the much 
vaunted "independence" of the Board is nearing collapse. For instance, it is being 
compelled to make public more and more of its decisions on monetary policy. 
Interference by the Government Accounting Office is mounting. Last year the 
White House, on several occasions, made it quite plain that it would make the 
announcements on what was going to happen at the Board when the Administra
tion wished to do so. Some many greet these developments with kudos, but bankers 
cannot since, whether it is successful at it or not, the FRS is one of the few 
institutions, if not the only, capable of making "unpopular"decisions, in the regula
tion of the overall economy. 

It is difficult to relate membership decline to growing dependence of the Federal 
Reserve on the Congress and the White House for policy direction. There are 
indeed, many obvious other causal factors such as the constant pressure of Congres~ 
on the Board to follow the Legislature's views of public policy rather than the 
Board's independent judgement. However, it seems to us that as the longstanding 
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interface between the Board and the member/shareholders deteriorates and mem
bership shrinks, the Board becomes more and more isolated from the industry it 
regulates. Less and less do the banks have an understanding of the problems of the 
FRS and vice versa. This disjunction will reduce, if it has not already done so, the 
Board and the District Banks to just another bureaucracy, evermore at the mercy of 
politics. If there is to be a "strong" Central Bank, at least in the pluralistic 
American political environment, it appears to us that it needs the credibility that 
comes from having a substantial, broadbased membership that will stand for the 
independence of the System. If the examples of recent events above are indicative, it 
has become nearly mythical to consider the Federal Reserve independent. 

We do not mean to argue that membership decline is wholly responsible for this. 
Rather, we believe that a rising or stabilized membership, coupled with an improved 
image of the FRS as discussed above, is a necessity if the Federal Reserve has a 
prayer of retaining or regaining some semblance of autonomy. 

Having concluded that diminishment of membership does make such a difference 
as to call for some alteration in public policy, due to the phenomenon of Federal 
Reserve isolation, the next question is: "What is to be done?" For this, we have no 
answer because of the reasons already set forth concerning our convention. Howev
er, we do note that the range of possibilities is far wider than just the instant bills 
or Federal Reserve amendment thereto. It varies from unilateral administrative 
action by the Board to pay interest on reserves or to drop reserve ratios from their 
1972 levels to current statutory minimums through a host of suggestions necessitat
ing legislation. Yet, for brevity's sake, I will limit my comments to the three which 
seem uppermost in your minds today. 

The proposals currently before this committee 
Initially, I would like to make some general observations which should simplify 

subsequent analysis. First, H.R. 7 and Mod 7 contemplate involving the thrift 
industry and credit unions directly in the operations of the Federal Reserve through 
imposing, at some stage, mandatory reserves on their transaction balances and by 
giving them access, at a price, to FRS services. We believe any such incorporation of 
these institutions in the System is unwarranted and unwise on the following counts. 

Such an action would assume that they will eventually enter the checking ac
count or checking account/equivalent business in significant force. It also, therefore, 
assumes they will become nearly homogenous with banks. There is no more burning 
issue today in the depository world than whether or to what extent such uniform
ness is sound public policy. We fail to see how involving that very basic issue with 
declines in Federal Reserve shareholder levels, either as to numbers of stockholders 
or the volume of their deposits, does anything but confuse and complicate matters. 
This is especially so since thrifts and credit unions only hold about .3% of transac
tion balances currently, and consequently, their relation to the problems under 
consideration today must be considered, at least presently, to be de minimus. Here
after, our analysis presumes their inclusion is no longer a component of any legisla
tion. 

(At this point, it seems appropriate to note that we have not incorporated any 
detailed examination of the specifics of the three proposals since the Committee is 
already blessed with adequate material explaining them and a rehash on our part 
would be simply redundant.) 

Our second general observation is that the so-called "cost to the Treasury" issue 
and the quotes which have been given to this Committee on reductions in the 
annual rebate of the FRS to the Treasury are extremely slippery matters for the 
following reasons. 

First, the volume of central bank earnings should not be associated with the 
volume of reserves as long as monetary policy does not encompass maximization of 
Treasury income as a central goal. Attached as Appendix A is an article from the 
July 1978 Bulletin of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis which attempts to 
explain why the assumptions, which are being made by nearly everyone, the Board 
included, are faulty with respect to the rebate. I will not belabor this point since the 
article speaks to the misconception adequately. 

Second, even if maximizing Treasury income should become a central theme of 
monetary policy, we doubt that this Committee can receive anything but "ball 
park" estimates of such income for several reasons. All appraisals are contingent on 
the Federal Reserve receiving a certain return on its services through explicit 
pricing. No one has practical experience in this area. Consequently, problems 
abound. For example, while most experts feel the Board has come close to a fair, 
cost reflective schedule on pricing its clearing services, there is no way to tell how 
much they would be used. Consequently, no empirical method for ascertaing accu
rately what kind of income would be generated from them exists. 
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Third, The Reuss bill and Mod 7, assuming the "cost to Treasury" concern has 
some gravity, result in more predictable "costs" since the reserve ranges are small 
and nearly pegged. The Stanton approach on the other hand provides for broader 
discretion. If one postulates that the Board adopts reserves at the high end of H.R. 
2133 ranges, the "cost to Treasury" would be considerably less than if the Board 
elects to release more reserves to commercial banks by adopting the low end of the 
ranges. 

Fourth, most estimates include a factor that accounts for Treasury recapturing 
some of the lost "rebate" through increased income taxes imposed on banks. We are 
at a loss to understand how these figures can be projected since many banks, 
because of individual business decisions, would place funds freed from reserve 
requirements in domestically non-taxable modes. 

Given all the above factors, we hope the Committee will not put too much stress 
on judging the proposals by what are really very speculative figures. More produc
tive results could be obtained if the goals of the legislation were more clearly 
defined. By this we mean a decision has to be made as to whether the goal of the 
legislation is to concentrate on stablizing deposit coverage by enticing those present
ly in the System to remain or should it be to compel, albeit with significant benefits 
in the way of exclusions from required reserve and payment accounts, those inside 
and outside the current System to abide by Federal Reserve standards. If the former 
is the goal, then the Stanton measure, because it is voluntary in nature, is the 
correct path. If the latter is the decided course, then H.R. 7 and Mod 7 are the more 
appropriate. I will turn now to the question of inpacts of these two general ap
proaches. 

H.R. 7, from a purely statistical point of view, provides the greatest earnings 
benefits to the greatest number of banks, especially small banks, whether they be 
members or non-members according to the Impact of Federal Reserve Policy Alter
natives, a study by Abt Associates that was commissioned by the American Bankers 
Association. Large banks, except for large retail nonmember banks, would also 
receive a net benefit although modest. Large, retail non-member banks, however, 
would suffer substantial earnings impairments. The effects of Mod 7 are generally 
the same on earnings as H.R. 7 due to a combination of earning income from the 
$20 million exclusion and the Earnings Participation Account. 

The Abt study did not include an analysis of the Stanton bill. It did, however, 
include an analysis of a somewhat similar bill introduced by Senator Tower in the 
other chamber. There Abt Associates found all member banks benefited although 
large member banks came off somewhat better than small firms. (Non-member 
banks would not benefit, of course, since the Station/Tower approach is voluntary.) 

Thus, both H.R. 7 and Mod 7 can be viewed as offers of increased income to the 
greatest number of banks, both member and non-member, by proponents of manda
tory reserve in exchange for surrendering the current voluntary nature of all 
relations with the Federal Reserve System. The Stanton proposal is merely an offer 
of increased income to stay in the Federal Reserve System. We doubt the latter 
would attract many banks into the Federal Reserve System, at least as long at the 
interest is pegged at the FRS's rate of return on its portfolio. 

Due to the fact smaller banks benefit substantially under the Reuss bill and Mod 
7, some might wonder why an association such as IBAA would not endorse these 
proposals outright. We conclude this testimony with an explanation of our reticence. 

As noted, our convention is imminent and has to be polled on the vital question of 
whether we would support mandatory reserve requirements, exemption or not. 
Small banks today are profoundly skeptical of losing or even the possiblity of losing 
any of their options when dealing with the Federal Government. Already, many 
have pointed out to me that while the Reuss bill indexes the $100 million exemption 
level to apply in constant dollars, the Federal Reserve and S. 85, the Proxmire 
version of the "compulsion" approach, would apply the exemption in current, which 
is to say inflated, dollars. In other words, under Mod 7 and S. 85 the real value of 
the exemptions would evaporate over the years. This has given rise to considerable 
uneasiness over the eventual outcome of the legislative process with regard to the 
real value of the exemption. 

Further, many small bankers are distressed over the entire future of the dual 
banking system. The leadership of IBAA realizes that, given any of the plans under 
consideration, it is unlikely that there will be a mass exodus from the state banking 
system to the national banking system. Many favorable factors exist for retaining 
state charters that are not related to the levels of reserves at all, such as legal loan 
limits, which would put brakes on a massive change to national charters. Neverthe
less, numerous bankers are of the view that any augmentation of Federal power on 
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a mandatory basis is folly, whatever the immediate financial benefits since, when 
all is said and done, it will leasd to only more incursions by Washington. 

I thank the Committee for this opportunity to express our views on the instant 
legislation and wish we could speak more directly to the issues. However, as you can 
see from the preceeding several paragraphs, IBAA can only resolve the conflicts 
between the H.R. 7 /Mod 7 approach and the H.R. 2133 route in convention after 
giving due consideration to the factors which I have discussed in this testimony. I 
thank you for the privilege appearing. 

APPENDIX A 

DOES THE FEDERAL RESERVE INVEST MEMBER BANK RESERVES? 

(By Albert E. Burger) 

The Federal Reserve Banks earned $6.9 billion in 1977. How are the Federal 
Reserve Banks able to "earn" this amount of income? One popular misconception is 
that the Federal Reserve Banks earn income by investing member bank reserves. In 
fact, earnings of the Federal Reserve Banks are not the result of the volume of 
member bank reserves, but that bank reserves and earnings of the Federal Reserve 
Banks are both by-products of the way a central bank operates. 

Commercial banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System are required 
to hold a specified amount of reserves for each dollar of deposit liabilities. ' They 
hold the bulk of these reserves in the form of deposits at their district Federal 
Reserve Bank. Looked at from the viewpoint of a commercial banker, it appears 
that this $28 billion of member bank deposits at the Federal Reserve Banks forms 
the basis for Federal Reserve acquisition of earning assets, primarily Government 
securities. After all, when a commercial bank experiences an inflow of deposits, that 
bank can expand its holdings of earning assets, so why shouldn't the analogy hold 
for Federal Reserve Banks? 

Also, frequently when reserve requirement ratios are raised, thereby requiring 
member banks to hold more deposits at Federal Reserve Banks, Federal Reserve 
Bank holdings of Government securities (earnings assets) rise. Likewise, when re
serve requirement ratios are lowered, thereby reducing required reserves, there is 
usually a decrease in Federal Reserve holdings of Government securities. 

These observations have prompted assertions that the Federal Reserve receives 
substantial earnings from the reserves that are required of member banks. A 
question that logically follows from such assertions, then, is why doesn't the Federal 
Reserve share these reserve-induced earnings with its member banks? After all, 
wouldn't the Federal Reserve's earnings be slashed if all member banks chose to 
leave the System? · . 

These conclusions are the result of a faulty analysis of the operations of a central 
bank. Fundamentally, they result from confusing the way a commercial bank oper
ates with the way a central bank operates. To sort out this confusion one should 
first answer some questions: how are reserves created, and what causes them to 
increase or decrease? 
Open market operations 

Any one commercial bank can increase its reserves by such actions as buying 
Federal funds or attracting deposits by some means such as raising interest rates on 
certificates of deposit. In such situations, what one bank gains another bank loses. 
Therefore, total bank reserves cannot be changed by commercial banks themselves; 
the Federal Reserve must become involved in the process. In the U.S. Banking 
system total bank reserves orginate primarily from purchases of Government securi
ties by the Federal Reserve (open market operations). The chain of causality runs 
from the purchase of Government securities (earning assets of the Federal Reserve) 
to member bank deposits at Federal Reserve Banks, not the other way around. 

To see how this process works, consider the case in which the Federal Reserve 
System purchases Government securities. Assume that the System's Trading Desk 
at the New York Federal Reserve Bank decides to purchase $100 million in Govern
ment securites. The Trading Desk would contact the dealers in Government securi
ties, receive their offers, and then arrange the purchase with the dealers offering 
the lowest price for the securities. The transactions would be completed by the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York "paying" for the securities by crediting the 

1 Member bank reserve requirements are computed as a percent of (1) net demand deposits, (2) 
total time and savings deposits, and (3) selected other liabilities. Net demand deposits are gross 
demand deposits minus cash items in process of collection and demand balances due from 
domestic banks. 
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reserve account of the dealers' banks which, in turn, would credit the dealers' 
checking accounts. 

The results of these transactions are (1) the Federal Reserve System's holdings of 
Government securities have risen, (2) bank deposits at the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New york (bank reserves) have increased, and (3) demand deposits of the public 
have risen. The Federal Reserve has acquired the Government securities by "creat
ing" a liability on itself, the demand deposits owed to the member banks (bank 
reserves). As a by-product of the process, Federal Reserve earnings will be increased 
as a result of the interest the Federal Reserve will collect from the increased 
holdings of Government securities.2 

Reserve requirements 
To clarify further these points, consider the case in which the Board of Governors 

of the Federal Reserve System raises required reserve ratios for member banks. 
This action does not change the total reserves of the banking system. Just because 
required reserves are larger than before does not mean the total reserves are larger. 
In this case, the initial effect of the Federal Reserve action is to make required 
reserves larger than total reserves. Member banks can only continue to maintain 
their existing structure of deposit liabilities if they increase their reserves, that is, 
deposits at Federal Reserve Banks. 

Two alternative results could follow. Following one course of action, the Federal 
Reserve might decide not to offset the effect of the higher reserve requirement 
ratios on deposits. In this case something must "give" since required reserves are 
larger than total reserves. What gives is total deposits; they contract through the 
process by which each bank attempts to build up its reserves by selling securities 
and reducing loans. This process continues until the existing amount of total re
serves equals required reserves on the new lower volume of bank deposits. Total 
member bank deposits at the Federal Reserve Banks are unchanged and earnings 
assets of the Federal Reserve are unchanged, but bank credit and the monetary 
aggregates Ml and M2 are lower. This is a case where an increase in reserve 
requirements does not increase the earnings of the Federal Reserve System. 

Alternatively, the Federal Reserve might decide to offset the short-run impact on 
bank deposits of the increase in reserve requirement ratios. In such a case the 
Federal Reserve would buy Government securities and, as a result of this action, 
member bank deposits at Federal Reserve Banks would rise. Earning assets held by 
the Federal Reserve would be higher than before, not because of a rise in reserve 
requirements and member bank deposits, but simply because the central bank chose 
to offset the impact of the change in reserve requirement ratios on total member 
bank deposits. These examples indicate that increases in member bank reserves are 
in no way the causal factor in increases of the Fed's earning assets. Member bank 
reserves and the Fed's earning assets change simultaneously as a result of policy 
decisions. 

As a final example, consider a case where there were no member banks. Assume 
even further that there were no legal restrictions that required banks to hold 
deposits at Federal Reserve Banks. Would the ability of the Federal Reserve Banks 
to generate their own earnings be affected? The answer is no. To implement its 
monetary policy objectives, the Federal Reserve would still buy and sell government 
securities. It holdin~s of Government securities would still represent the primary 
source of the "base' under bank deposits. 3 The Federal Reserve would pay for the 
securities just as it does now, with a check written on itself. Commercial banks 
would be ' paid" when they presented the check for collection, either by receiving a 
deposit at a Federal Reserve Bank or currency (Federal Reserve notes). This is 
exactly the same way they are "paid" today. In this case, however, it would be 
crystal clear that the connection between bank reserves and the volume of Federal 
Reserve earning assets is not causal, but only a simultaneous balance sheet necessi
ty. Thus, whatever the merits of arguments for payment of interest on member 
bank reserves, the contention that reserves are the source of Federal Reserve 
earnings is not one of them. 

Mr. CAMPBELL. In regard to that testimony, we represent 7,400 
member banks. We were testifying for all of them; not just a few, 

' For a detailed discussion of open market operations and their effects on bank reserves see 
Paul Meek, Open Market Operations, Federal Reserve Bank of New York (May 1973), 'and 
Dorothy M. Nichols, Modern Money Mechanics: a Workbook on Deposits, Currency, and Bank 
Reserves, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago (June 1975). 

•See Anatol B. Balbach and Albert E. Burger, "Derivation of the Monetary Base," this Review 
(November 1976), pp. 2-8. 
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but all of them. We found it necessary to present their views on 
this topic, too, in our testimony. 

Senator GARN. It sounds like you have some very bright, capable 
members in your organization. 

Mr. Dunn, from your statement I understand that the Confer
ence of State Bank Supervisors believe that reduced reserve re
quirements would stem the flow of banks from the Fed. This may 
be true for banks doing correspondent banking business. Do you 
think it would be true of smaller institutions which might still bear 
relatively larger Fed membership burdens than the larger banks? 

Mr. DUNN. Mr. Chairman, one of the biggest concerns we have in 
the unduly heavy reserve burden that some member banks have; 
and I would like to point out that we are asking each State, with 
cooperation between the State banking department and State rep
resentatives of respective States, to take a survey on the inclina
tions of banks to withdraw from the Fed. 

Mr. Chairman, on the inclinations of banks toward compulsory 
reserves, we have here today a telegram. I am not sure whether a 
copy has come to this committee. But I would like to submit it, if 
you don't mind. In the State of Texas, more than 80 banks, just last 
week, were surveyed. The telegram says very briefly-and I would 
like to submit it with your permission for the record-that: 

With only four exceptions, all strongly support the CSBS position regarding the 
Fed membership issue and are most violently opposed to any sort of compulsory 
membership or required reserves with the Fed. The banks view the exemption of 
some dollar amount as merely playing games. 

This is the best quote I have heard, Senator, so far. They describe 
it as "The banks do not like the idea of growing into Fed member
ship." This is the point that I would like to make. As a regulator, I 
am very concerned. At the present time in my State, I only have 
eight banks that would be affected by the proposed bill S. 85. 

I am concerned about the other banks that I have coming up the 
ladder, that concern of growing into Fed membership. I don't think 
that it is very intelligent to have the fixed figure up there that if 
you get to this size you are going to have to be a member. I think 
that that stops anyone from being aggressive. I think it stops the 
freedom of enterprise that we enjoy in this country. We are very 
concerned about doing anything that would adversely change the 
system that we have now. 

Senator GARN. Let me ask you one more question. Have the 
State supervisors taken any polls that would indicate how smaller 
financial institutions determine their view on universal reserves? If 
so, would you describe how they were conducted and what the 
results were. 

Mr. DUNN. Yes, sir, we are taking a survey of banks of $100 
million and under. I would also like to submit this in for the 
record, please. 

Senator GARN. Without objection. 
[The following table was received for the record:] 
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SURVEY RESULTS 

Federal Non-Federal 
member member 

Louisiana................................................................................ 6 
8 

South Carolina........................................................................ 3 
1 

Oklahoma............................................................................... 3 
10 

Nebraska . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . ... . . .. . . .. . . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . 17 
New Mexico........................................................................... 5 
Kansas................................................................................... 46 

Texas .................................................................................... . 

Hawaii 1 •••.••.•••.••...•.••.••..••.•••.•••.•••..••.•••.••.•••.••.••..••.•••.••..••.••..• 

Arkansas 1 •.•••.••.•••.••..••.••..••••••..•••.•••.••••••.••.•••.••..••..••.•..••..••..• 

Arizona 1 ••••.•..••..••..••.••..••.•••...•..•••.•••.••.•••.••.•••.••..••.••..••.••.•••.•• 

California 1 .•••.••..••.•••.•..•••..••.•••••••.•••.•••.••..••.••.•••.••.•••.••.•••.••..•• 

Nevada 1 •••.•••.••..••.•••.••..••.•••.•••.•••.••..•••.••..••.••..••.••.••.•••..•..•...•• 

Utah 1 ......................•............................................................. 

Washington 1 ••.•••.••.••.•••••••.••..••.•••..•••.•••.••.•••.••..•••••.•••.••.••...... 

Oregon 1 ••..••..•••.••.••.••.•••.••.•••.•••..••...••.••..••..••.••..••.••.•••.••.••..•..• 

Idaho 1 •••..•••.•••.••.•••.••.•••.••..••..•••.•••.•••.••..••..••.•...••.••.••...•.••..••.. 

New Jersey ........................................................................... . 

4 

7 

3 

70 

Choice I Choice 2 

6 0 
8 0 
3 0 
1 0 
3 0 

10 0 
17 0 
5 0 

46 0 
3 1 

68 2 
5 2 

3 

• In addition the Western Independent Bankers Association adopted the attached resolution in favor of optional affiliation. Adopted unanimous~ on 
Mar. 19, ttiis resolution covers 96 percent of all independent banks in these 9 States including both State and National banks. The position is in direct 
opposition to ttie IBAA position. 

Mr. DUNN. I will be as brief as possible. We asked two questions 
in our survey. No. 1 question: Continued voluntary affiliation of 
State-chartered banks with the Federal Reserve and lowering of 
Fed member required reserves by approximately one quarter over 
a period of 4 years, starting in fiscal year 1981, and authority for 
the Fed to obtain the data that it needs to conduct monetary 
policy. 

No. 2: Mandatory affiliation of all State-chartered banks with the 
Federal Reserve and an exemption from the reserve requirement of 
approximating $50 million in demand and related deposits and $50 
million on savings deposits, as set forth in the Reuss-Proxmire 
bills, which we consider very similar. The results-and I will 
submit this so you can have it-banks favoring what we call the 
"Conference of State Bank Supervisors' position," 81 banks favor 
the voluntary affiliation position. Only four favored mandatory 
affiliation with the Fed for reserve-setting purposes. We had 
nobody who had no opinion on it. These came from-we will have 
more of these in for you-these came from the States of Louisiana, 
South Carolina, Oklahoma, Nebraska, New Mexico, Kansas, and 
Texas. 

T~is is in !lddition, of course, to the telegram which you had 
re~e1ved ~arher from the Western Independent Bankers Associ
at10n, .. which group was representing bankers from the States of 
Hawau, Arkansas, Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah, Washington, 
Oregon, and Idaho. 

Mr. Chairman, at the moment--
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Senator GARN. We hope to make that permanent in 1982. 
Mr. DUNN. Thank you, sir. [Laughter.] 
I think--
Senator GARN. Chairman Proxmire wants to trade seats-not 

that he wants to trade seats with me-but we will see what we can 
do about it. [Laughter.] 

Mr. DUNN. I think we are getting conflicting reports, because 
these same questions haven't been asked. In my own State, we sent 
every State banker a questionnaire, 375 of them. They are in the 
office in Washington here as of this morning. There were replies 
from about 160. We will punch the rest of them up and get the rest 
of them in. 

I think that the questions are being asked differently. We will 
submit to this committee the questions exactly as we have asked 
them. The information that we have so far, and it is running 96 
percent-that there is no reason for having reserves on all banks. 

Senator GARN. Senator Proxmire asked if I would ask you a 
question, Mr. Campbell, on his behalf. 

The Federal Reserve has dropped its total opposition to indexing, 
and according to your statement, in a letter sent by Chairman 
Miller to Chairman Reuss, which I have a copy of, it is my under
standing that the Board supported indexation of the exemption 
levels by permitting them to rise each year at a rate equal to 50 
percent of the rate of growth of the deposits involved. The IBAA 
wants an 80-percent adjustment. 

The first question: Why do you differ with the Fed? 
Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman, originally we endorsed the concept 

of the bill that provided for 100 percent indexation. We realized 
that the political realities of the situation are going to dictate that 
we accept some compromise, but we are not willing to compromise 
to less than 80 percent of the indexation factor. 

Senator GARN. That second part of the question is: With the 
IBAA, would they be willing to compromise and take the Feds' 50 
percent indexing compared with no indexing, as S. 85 now is writ
ten? 

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman, no, we would not be prepared to 
compromise. We would accept the 80 percent figure, but certainly 
not anything less. 

Senator GARN. I have several questions there is not time to 
answer, Mr. Dunn. I would like to submit the questions to you in 
writing, also to have you answer for the record. 

Mr. Campbell, particularly on yours, what I would like to get 
into is how you determine what exemptions are fair. I have a series 
of questions, if you could answer them for the record. 

Mr. CAMPBELL. Fine. 
The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank Senator Garn for taking over. I 

appreciate his asking questions. 
Senator GARN. I am not sure Mr. Campbell appreciated it. 
The CHAIRMAN. I am sure he answered well. 
Senator GARN. I was not very nice. 
The CHAIRMAN. You are always nice-hard, underneath you will 

find the same rough, rugged, impossible Jake Garn. 
Mr. CAMPBELL. Could I add one thing for the record. We want to 

be very clear on this, that we are not ready to accept any bill 
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reported by this committee that does not contain some form of 
indexation. 

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a very logical position. I favor 
indexing, too. I presume you know that the Federal Reserve Board 
doesn't go as far as you in indexing. They approved the 50 percent 
instead of the 80 percent you favor. 

I am with you. I think that we should provide that. It doesn't 
make any sense that we ought to index this. In other words, you 
have a situation where a few years from now the bank, which is 
still small, would be covered in, because of inflation. 

Thank you. 
Mr. DUNN. Thank you. 
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you. 
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witnesses are a panel, consisting of Mr. 

Roy Hollihan, manager of the Redstone Federal Credit Union, 
president of the National Association of Federal Credit Unions; 
Albert B. Hooke, president of the Community Savings Bank, Roch
ester, N.Y, and chairman of the Committee on Liaison with Feder
al Agencies for the National Association of Mutual Savings Banks; 
accompanied by Geroge Hane, senior vice president of the chief 
economist of the association; Robert B. O'Brien, Jr., president of 
the Carteret Savings and Loan and vice president, Legislative 
Steering Committee for the National Savings and Loan League; 
and David Wright, chairman of the Credit Union National Associ
ation. 

STATEMENTS OF ROY HOLLIHAN, MANAGER, REDSTONE FED
ERAL CREDIT UNION, HUNTSVILLE, ALA., AND PRESIDENT 
OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FEDERAL CREDIT UNIONS; 
ALBERT B. HOOKE, PRESIDENT, THE COMMUNITY SA VIN GS 
BANK, ROCHESTER, N.Y., AND CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMIT
TEE ON LIAISON WITH FEDERAL AGENCIES FOR THE NA
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, ACCOM
p ANIED BY DR. GEORGE HANC, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 
AND CHIEF ECONOMIST OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
SAVING BANKS; ROBERT B. O'BRIEN, JR., PRESIDENT CAR
TERET SAVINGS AND LOAN, NEWARK, N.J., AND VICE CHAIR
MAN, LEGISLATIVE STEERING COMMITTEE FOR THE NATION
AL SA VIN GS AND LOAN LEAGUE; AND DAVID WRIGHT, 
CHAIRMAN, CREDIT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 

The CHAIRMAN. We will follow the IO-minute rule. Please make 
your remarks brief. The clock will be turned on as soon as you 
start. 

Mr. HoLLIHAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am 
Roy Hollihan. I am manager of Redstone Federal Credit Union in 
Huntsville, Ala., a member-owned financial institution with more 
than $154 million in assets that serves approximately 71,800 mem
bers. 

In addition, I am president of the National Association of Feder
al Credit Unions, the only nationwide trade association exclusively 
representing federally chartered credit unions. There are almost 
13,000 such credit unions throughout the Nation, and their 21 
million members have more than $30 billion in savings. 
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With me is Dick McConnell, executive vice president of our 
association. We appreciate the opportunity to testify today, and to 
give the support of the National Association of Federal Credit 
Unions to legislative proposals aimed at reinforcing the ability of 
the Federal Reserve to monitor and control the Nation's money 
supply. 

Traditionally, discussion over the Fed's ability to control the 
money supply has focused on the declining membership in the 
Federal Reserve System. This has necessarily highlighted the Fed's 
close relationship with the commercial banking industry. 

Now, the focus has rightly shifted to the overall question of how 
the Federal Reserve System and financial institutions can most 
equitably interact to secure the greatest public good. 

In the past few years, there has been growing concern in the 
credit union community about the near-monopoly the commercial 
banking industry has enjoyed over Federal Reserve services. 

We understand there are historical reasons for this; but time, 
and needs, do change. For example, credit union third-party pay
ment instruments have been barred from direct clearance and 
settlement through the Federal Reserve System. Credit unions and 
other thrifts have been barred, in some parts of the country, from 
participation in automated clearing houses operated by the Federal 
Reserve. 

Today, much of this is changing. Thanks to the Congress, and 
especially to this committee, credit unions enjoy new powers that 
give them improved ability to serve their consumer-membe!"s. 

Development of nationwide NOW-type accounts may sidestep the 
share draft issue now being contested in the courts by the banking 
industry. And credit unions are winning a place in the activities of 
ACHS, so much so that I and several other credit union officials 
serve on ACH boards. 

Yet these changes, progressive as they are, have brought some 
new problems. The provision 6f new powers to credit unions has 
brought the need for still greater access to Federal Reserve serv
ices. 

At the same time, the introduction of share drafts and credit/ 
debit cards in credit unions pas contributed to a decline in the 
Fed's ability to control the Nation's money supply and a conse
quent weakening of the Fed's ability to implement monetary 
policy. 

These developments, of course, have made urgent the need for 
more information about the money supply. S. 85 would authorize 
the Federal Reserve to collect such data from all types of financial 
institutions, and we wholeheartedly endorse this element of the 
legislation. 

In addition, we endorse the bill's requirements for publication of 
a pricing schedule for Fed services, for making these services avail
able to all depository institutions on a non-discriminatory basis, 
and for allowing financial institutions with transaction accounts 
access to the Federal Reserves's discount window. 

Regarding the widening of Fed-mandated reserves to include 
non-bank financial institutions, NAFCU believes that such reserve 
requirements should meet several standa1Js. These are: 
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Establishment of exemptions for financial institutions below a 
certain asset category. At the present time, few credit unions have 
transaction account balances exceeding $10 million-the exemption 
level suggested in the Federal Reserve proposal-and none are 
known to have balances exceeding the $40 million specified in S. 
85. Consequently, NAFCU supports the higher exemption, if-as 
provided in S. 85-no interest is paid on such reserves. 

The association also contends, however, that it is essential that 
interest be paid on Fed-mandated reserves. It has been argued that 
payment of interest on reserves would deprive the Treasury and 
ultimately the people of the United States of some of the income 
now provided from the profits of the Federal Reserve System. 
Overlooked is the fact that these profits are generated in part from 
a financial system that artificially holds down the yield on consum
er savings and bars financial institutions from paying any yield on 
demand deposit accounts. Nonpayment of interest on required re
serves is a form of indirect taxation of financial institutions. Inter
est paid to financial institutions-especially credit unions, which 
are member-owned-on reserves could be returned to consumers, 
who are also indirectly taxed through laws and regulations that 
artificially depress the yield on savings. Consequently, NAFCU 
would support a $10 million exemption if interest were paid on 
reserves. 

Finally, if reserves are to be imposed, credit unions should be 
able to keep these reserves in the Central Liquidity Facility, per
haps as part of the capitalization of that facility. We understand 
that if the CLF can sterilize these funds to the satisfaction of the 
Federal Reserve, the Fed would have no objection to letting the 
CLF hold credit union reserves. 

In summary, the National Association of Federal Credit Unions 
applauds the efforts of the committee to come to grips with several 
major problems facing financial institutions and the Nation at 
large. 

It specifically endorses the reporting requirements of S. 85, as 
well as those elements mandating a pricing of Fed services and 
extension of those services to all depository institutions. NAFCU 
also supports the provision of discount window facilities to finan
cial institutions offering transaction accounts. 

In addition, the association supports the extension of reserve 
requirements to all depository institutions offering transaction ac
counts-with appropriate exemptions-if interest is paid on such 
reserves and if such reserves for credit unions can be held at the 
CLF. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the commitee, thank you for allowing 
the National Association of Federal Credit Unions to appear today. 
Mr. McConnell and I will be happy to answer any questions you 
have. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. 
Mr. Hooke. 
Mr. HOOKE. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, my name is Albert B. Hooke, I am chairman of 

the Committee on Liaison with Federal Agencies of the National 
Association of Mutual Savings Banks, and President of the Commu
nity Savings Bank of Rochester, New York. 
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I am accompanied by Dr. George Hane, senior vice president and 

chief economist for the National Association of Mutual Savings 
Banks. 

The CHAIRMAN. Your entire statement will be printed in the 
record. 

it. 
It is a long statement. We appreciate it if you would abbreviate 

Mr. HooKE. I have a brief copy. 
I appreciate this opportunity to present our views on S. 85. 
In brief, we do not believe that imposing reserve requirements on 

thrift institution transaction accounts is justified. We are also con
cerned that at some future time reserve requirements might be 
applied, not only to transactions accounts at thrift institutions, as 
provided in S. 85, but to their regular saving and time deposits as 
well. 

Thus, while the immediate impact of S. 85 on savings banks 
would be modest, extending mandatory reserves to nonmember 
institutions could establish a potentially far-reaching precedent. 

Changes in the present system of reserve requirements have 
been supported, in part, as a means of improving Federal Reserve 
monetary control. 

As far as savings banks are concerned, the evidence is clear that 
our institutions are strongly influenced by Federal Reserve policies, 
as exercised through the impact of open market operations on 
interest rate levels and through changes in Regulation Q deposit 
rate ceilings. 

The impact of Federal Reserve policies on savings banks was 
apparent, for example, in the 197 4 period of severe monetary re
straint. As a result of sharp increases in open market yields, sav
ings banks sustained record net deposit outflows totaling $2.8 bil
lion, excluding interest credited to depositors' accounts. 

This contrasted markedly with record inflow of $5.7 billion expe
rienced in the 1971 period of monetary ease. 

The impact of Federal Reserve actions has been no less evident 
in the current interest rate upswing. In 1978, the savings banks 
experienced a net outflow of savings and time deposits amounting 
to $577 million, excluding interest, contrasting with a $2.9 billion 
inflow in 1977. 

The deposit loss in 1978 was considerably smaller than in 197 4 
on an industry-wide basis. This was the direct result, however, of 
the policies of the regulatory agencies, including the Federal Re
serve, as reflected in the introduction of 6-month money market 
certificates last June. Our industry's experience since then amply 
demonstrates that savings banks remain strongly im~acted by Fed
eral Reserve actions even though they are not subject to reserve 
requirements. 

Extension of reserve requirements to transactions accounts 
would add little, if anything, to the influence that the Federal 
Reserve already exercises over savings banks. Transactions deposits 
total approximately $2 billion. Thus, they represent only about 1.5 
percent of total savings banks deposits and are dwarfed by the 
approximately $360 billion represented by the M1 money supply. 
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In short, we believe that extension of the reserve-setting authori

ty to savings banks is unnecessary to bring them under the influ
ence of monetary policy. 

However, we fully support the requirements of S. 85 for report
ing asset and liability data to enable the Federal Reserve Board to 
discharge its responsibilities. 

Timely information would contribute significantly to the effec
tive conduct of monetary policy and thus obviate the need for 
reserve requirements on thrift institutions. 

Nor are we convinced that the extension of reserve requirements 
to institutions not currently covered is the appropriate solution to 
any problems of equity which may exist in the present system of 
reserve requirements. 

An alternative would be to reduce the reserve burden of member 
banks, together with explicit pricing of Federal Reserve services, 
which would partially offset reductions in Treasury revenue. 

Should the approach in S. 85 nevertheless be adopted, we strong
ly believe that certain provisions should be incorporated. 

First, reserves against regular savings and time deposits of thrift 
institutions should be explicitly rejected. Our industry now and in 
the future will strongly oppose any attempt to impose reserve 
requirements on savings and time deposits of thrift institutions. 
We urge that the language of S. 85 and the accompanying Commit
tee Report reject such action in the strongest possible terms. 

It also should be made clear that the emergency power of the 
Federal Reserve Board to vary reserve requirement percentages 
beyond the limits otherwise prescribed by S. 85 does not include 
the power to impose reserve requirements on thrift institution 
savings and time deposits. Reserve requirements on savings and 
time deposits would clearly weaken the earnings position of thrift 
institutions and their ability to compete for savings and to gener
ate housing credit. 

Ultimately, the burden would be borne by the savers and home 
mortgage borrowers without any benefit for monetary policy. 

Second, a $50 million exemption and an indexing provision 
should be incorporated. We prefer the $50 million exemption and 
indexing provision in H.R. 7 as introduced by the House Banking 
Committee Chairman Reuss to the provisions in S. 85, or the modi
fications proposed by the Federal Reserve. 

Absent persuasive evidence that effective monetary policy re
quires substantially broadened or rising reserve coverage, the ap
proach in H.R. 7 appears to be preferable. 

Third, the definition of transactions accounts should be clarified 
and restricted so that future innovations in consumer financial 
services are not needlessly inhibited. We are concerned that the 
definition currently in S. 85 could be construed to include deposit 
instruments in which a payment or transfer feature is merely 
incidental to the normal use of the account. 

We do not believe that the means of access should be the govern
ing factor in the definition of "transaction accounts." In our view, 
"transaction accounts" should include checking accounts, and close 
functional substitutes for checking accounts-NOW accounts and 
savings accounts from which automatic reauthorized transfers may 
be made to transaction accounts. 
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Fourth, the Federal Reserve discount window should be made 
available to meet the long-term liquidity needs of thrift institu
tions. We see no justification for limiting access to the discount 
window to thrift institutions which maintain reserves, while ex
tending it to all nonmember commercial banks whether they hold 
reserves or not. 

Furthermore, to be useful to thrift institutions, the discount 
window should be available on a longer term basis to meet the 
longer term nature of our liquidity requirements. If S. 85 is adopt
ed, it should include a directive to the Federal Reserve to frame 
discount policies with a view to the inherently longer term liquid
ity needs of thrift institutions. 

Fifth, access to other Federal Reserve services should be clari
fied. We believe that all depository institutions with transaction 
accounts should have access to Federal Reserve services, whether 
they are required to hold reserves or not, if such services are 
explicitly and competitively priced. In any event, savings banks 
should not be barred from Federal Reserve services which are now 
presently available to them, such as participating in automated 
clearinghouse facilities administered by the Federal Reserve. 

We believe the purpose of S. 85 would not be served by denying 
access to currently available services to any individual savings 
bank. 

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I hope that this brief statement of the 
National Association will be helpful to you and your committee. 

We thank you for the opportunity of presenting it. 
[Complete statement of Mr. Hooke follows:] 
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Statement 
of the 

National Association of Mutual Savings Banks 
on 

s. 85, The Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979 
before the 

Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 
United States Senate 

March 26, 1979 

Mr. Chairman, my name is Albert B. Hooke. I am Chairman of 

the Committee on Liaison with Federal Agencies of the National 

Association of Mutual Savings Banks and President of The Community 

Savings Bank, Rochester, New York. I appreciate this opportunity to 

present the views of the mutual savings bank industry on S. 85 and 

other legislative proposals which address the Federal Reserve 

"membership problem". 

Declining Federal Reserve membership, and its potential conse

quences for effective monetary policy, are among the most important 

issues faced by this Committee. They are also highly complex and have 

been the subject of serious debate for many years. 

Our statement will emphasize those aspects of the problem 

which are particularly relevant to savings banks. In this regard, the 

immediate impact of s. 85 on savings banks would be modest. At least 

initially, few institutions would be required to hold noninterest

bearing reserves against transactions accounts beyond what they would 

hold in vault cash for operating purposes. We are concerned, however, 

about the possible longer-run implications of this legislation. By 

extending the reserve-setting authority of the Federal Reserve to 

nonmember institutions, S. 85 would establish a potentially far

reaching precedent. 
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We are especially concerned that, at some future time, reserve 

requirements might be applied, not only to transactions accounts of 

thrift institutions, but to their regular savings and perhaps even time 

deposits as well. Whether resulting from changes in the definition of 

transactions accounts or from new legislation, this would have serious 

consequences for the ability of thrift institutions to compete for 

savings and to generate housing credit. 

In the area of transactions accounts, moreover, there is the 

danger that an unnecessarily broad definition of such accounts for 

reserve requirement purposes might inhibit innovation in the provision 

of financial services to consumers. With respect to Federal Reserve 

advances, there is the possibility that the objective of broadened 

access might be nullified in practice by narrow administration of the 

discount window. 

For the reasons detailed below, we do not believe that 

extension of reserve requirements to thrift institution transactions 

accounts is justified. Should this Committee approve such action, 

however, it is essential that certain modifications be made in the 

legislation, as outlined later in our statement. 

The Monetary Policy Issue 

Changes in the present system of reserve requirements have 

been supported, in part, as a means of improving Federal Reserve 

monetary control. It is argued that, as System membership declines, 

the job of the Federal Reserve becomes more difficult because: (1) the 

link between reserves and the monetary aggregates becomes less pre

dictable; (2) the use of changes in reserve requirements as a monetary 
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policy tool is undermined; and (3) fewer institutions have access to 

the "safety valve" provided by the discount window. 

To remedy this situation, S. 85 would apply reserve require

ments to transactions account balances above $40 million at all insti

tutions, as well as to savings and time deposits above $40 million at 

all commercial banks. As a result, 75 per cent of total transactions 

deposits in the commercial banking system would be covered by reserve 

accounts at the Federal Reserve. S. 85 would also make the discount 

window available to all nonmember commercial banks. The discount 

window, as well as other Federal Reserve services, would be available 

to all types of depository institutions which maintain required 

reserves pursuant to this legislation. 

Other possible solutions to the Federal Reserve "membership 

pro bl em" have al so been proposed. 

H.R. 7, introduced by House Banking Committee Chairman Reuss, 

would establish a $50 million exemption, together with an indexing 

provision to maintain the proportion of deposits covered by reserves at 

a fixed level. R.R. 7 would also require significantly lower reserve 

ratios for transactions deposits than s. 85. 

The initial Federal Reserve proposal, as outlined by Chairman 

Miller on February 26, would raise the proportion of transactions 

deposits covered by reserves to over 90 per cent. This would have been 

accomplished through mandatory interest-bearing "earnings participation 

accounts" for deposits between $10 million and the exemption level. 

We understand, however, that the Federal Reserve has now dropped the 

proposal for an "earnings participation account" and accepted the 

general approach of R.R. 7, but with modification of the indexing 

provision. 
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On the other hand, S. 353, introduced by Senator Tower, would 

reduce the reserve burden of Federal Reserve member banks, but would 

not extend mandatory reserves to nonmember institutions. S. 353 would 

also provide for voluntary "earnings participation accounts" and would 

provide access to Federal Reserve services for nonmember institutions 

which choose to maintain reserves. 

With respect to monetary control, we are not convinced 

that the conduct of monetary policy would be significantly improved if 

the proportion of deposits subject to reserves were raised to, or 

maintained at, any specific level. There are substantial differences 

of opinion on this point among responsible observers. 

We can speak from direct experience about the specific impact 

of Federal Reserve monetary policy on savings banks. In our judgment, 

the evidence is clear that savings banks are strongly influenced by 

Federal Reserve policies, as exercised through the impact of open

market operations on interest rate levels and through changes in 

Regulation Q deposit rate ceilings. In general, savings bank deposit 

growth has accelerated in periods of monetary ease and has slackened 

during periods of monetary restraint, reflecting the shifting 

attractiveness to savers of savings bank deposits relative to open-

market investments. This pattern is fully consistent with the aims of 

monetary policy. Extension of reserve requirements to savings banks, 

therefore, is unnecessary from the standpoint of monetary control. 

The impact of Federal Reserve policies on savings banks was 

apparent, for example, in the 1974 period of severe monetary restraint. 

At that time, open-market yields rose sharply, partly reflecting the 
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restrictive policies of the Fed. As a result, savings banks sustained 

record net deposit outflows, totaling $2.8 billion, excluding interest 

credited to depositors' accounts. This contrasted sharply with the 

record inflow of $5.7 billion experienced in the 1971 period of 

monetary ease. 

As compared with the principal monetary aggregates, moreover, 

savings bank deposits outstanding increased more slowly during the 

1973-74 period. From January 1973 to July 1974, when the federal funds 

rate reached a monthly peak of nearly 13 per cent, total savings bank 

deposits outstanding rose by 5.0 per cent (including interest). In 

comparison, substantially larger increases occurred in the main mone

tary aggregates -- 9.2 per cent for M1 , 13.2 per cent for M2 and 15.6 

per cent for M3 • 

The impact of Federal Reserve actions has been no less evident 

in the current interest rate upswing. In 1978, savings banks experi

enced a net outflow of savings and time deposits amounting to $577 

million, excluding interest, contrasting with the $2.9 billion inflow 

in 1977. The deposit loss in 1978 was considerably smaller than 

in 1974, but this was a direct reflection of the policies of regulatory 

agencies, including the Federal Reserve. In an attempt to shield the 

housing sector from the disproportionate burden borne in previous 

periods of monetary restraint, the 6-month CDs were introduced on 

June l, thereby permitting depository institutions to compete with the 

open-market at open-market rates. As a result, disintermediation in 

1978 was smaller than in 1974 on an industrywide basis, although large 

outflows continued in some individual areas. 
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The ultimate "success" of the 6-month CDs remains a question

mark, particularly in view of their adverse impact on deposit interest 

costs. This is true even with the regulatory changes effective March 

15. Clearly, our industry's experience since they were introduced last 

June amply demonstrates that savings banks remain strongly impacted by 

Federal Reserve actions, even though they are not subject to reserve 

requirements. 

Extension of reserve requirements to transactions accounts 

would add little, if anything, to the influence that the Federal 

Reserve already exercises over savings banks. Transactions deposits 

(checking and NOW accounts) total approximately $2 billion and repre

sent about 1.5 per cent of total savings bank deposits. Transactions 

deposits at savings banks, moreover, are dwarfed by the approximately 

$360 billion represented by M1 • 

It may be expected that transactions deposits at thrift insti

tutions will grow in future years in response to liberalized legal 

authority. It is doubtful, however, that they will ever approach the 

volume held in commercial banks, given the aggregate size of our 

industry and its fundamental orientation toward serving consumer, 

rather than business, financial needs. This is suggested by the expe

rience of savings banks ln states where they have had transactions 

account authority for many years. In New Jersey, for example, balances 

in checking accounts represent less than 3 per cent of total savings 

bank deposits. In Massachusetts, where NOW accounts were first intro

duced in 1972, balances in such accounts represent less than 4 per cent 

of total deposits in savings banks. 
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In short, we believe that the extension of reserve-setting 

authority to savings banks is unnecessary to bring them under the 

influence of monetary policy, since they are already powerfully 

impacted by Federal Reserve actions. However, we fully support the 

requirements in S. 85 for reporting asset and liability data to enable 

the Federal Reserve Board to discharge its responsibility to monitor 

and control monetary and credit aggregates. Timely information on 

financial institution activity would contribute significantly to the 

effective conduct of monetary policy and further obviate the need for 

reserve requirements on thrift institutions. 

The Equity Issue 

Aside from monetary policy, the chief argument advanced in 

favor of restru~turing the present system of reserve requirements is to 

promote equity among financial institutions. Noninterest-bearing 

reserves have frequently been described as equivalent to a "tax" on 

those institutions which are required to hold them. Some observers 

regard this tax as appropriate in view of the "money-creating" powers 

of commercial banks. In this regard, we doubt that any persuasive 

arguments can be made to show that savings banks "create credit" in the 

same sense and in the same degree as commercial banks. 

In any event, a number of remedies are available for any prob

lems of equity that may exist. Extension of reserve requirements to 

institutions not currently covered is only one. An alternative 

solution would be to reduce the reserve burden of Federal Reserve 

member banks, by lowering reserve requirements for these insti.tutions 

and/or paying interest on their reserves. If the reserve requirements 

"tax" is burdensome, then it could be reduced where it now applies, 
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rather than extending it to other institutions. If the reserve burden 

weakens monetary control by stimulating attrition in Federal Reserve 

membership, then its reduction would tend to strengthen monetary 

control by retarding further membership attrition. While revenues to 

the Treasury would be reduced, the loss could be cushioned by phase-in 

provisions and partially offset by explicit pricing of Federal Reserve 

services. 

s. 353 would address the problem by this voluntary approach, 

reducing existing reserve burdens and making Federal Reserve membership 

more attractive. 

Specific Recommendation 

In short, we are not convinced that extension of reserve 

requirements to thrift institution transactions accounts is necessary 

on monetary policy or equity grounds. Should the approach in S. 85 be 

adopted, however, we strongly believe that certain provisions should be 

incorporated, as indicated below: 

1. Reserves against regular savings and time deposits of thrift 

institutions should be explicitly rejected. S. 85 would, of course, 

extend reserve requirements to thrift institutions only to the extent of 

their transactions account balances in excess of $40 million. As 

indicated earlier, however, we are concerned that reserve requirements 

might also be extended to regular savings and time deposits in the future. 

Our industry would strongly oppose any attempt to impose reserve 

requirements on savings and time deposits of thrift institutions. We urge 

that the language of s. 85 and accompanying Coonnittee Report reject such 

action in the strongest possible terms. It should also be made clear that 

44-240 0 - 79 - 3l 
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the emergency power of the Federal Reserve Board to vary required reserve 

percentages beyond the limits otherwise prescribed bys. 85 does not 

include the power to impose reserve requirements on thrift institution 

savings and time deposits, 

Reserve requirements on savings and time deposits would clearly 

weaken the earnings position of thrift institutions and their ability to 

compete for savings and to generate housing credit. For example, if the 

reserve requirements for such deposits in S. 85 were applicable to savings 

banks, their bottom-line net income would have been reduced by some 15 per 

cent in 1978. Ultimately, the burden would be borne by savers and home 

mortgage borrowers without any benefit for monetary policy. Indeed, many 

observers have questioned whether such reserve requirements should be 

imposed on any type of institution. For example, the Commission on 

Financial Structure and Regulation (Hunt Commission) specifically recom

mended that legally required reserves on savings and time deposits be 

abolished for all types of institutions. 

2. A $50 million exemption and an indexing provision should be 

incorporated. These provisions would free the modest transactions account 

activity of most thrift institutions from the burden of reserve require

ments and permit further moderate growth. We would prefer the $50 million 

exemption and indexing provision in H.R. 7 to s. 85 which has no indexing 

feature or to the modifications proposed by the Federal Reserve. The 

initial Federal Reserve proposal would substantially increase reserve 

coverage by imposing interest-bearing reserve requirements on deposit 

balances between $10 million and the exemption level at each institution. 

In most years, the rate of return earned on the System's portfolio has 
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b<><>n l<>ss than the rate earned on total savings bank assets. This Federal 

Reserve proposal, therefore, would tend to reduce savings bank earnings. 

Under s. 85, the proportion of deposits covered by reserves would 

rise gradually with the growth of financial institutions. A similar 

result would occur, to some extent, under the latest Federal Reserve 

proposal. Absent persuasive evidence that effective monetary policy 

requires substantially broadened or rising reserve coverage, the $50 

million exemption and indexing provision provided in R.R. 7 appear to be 

the preferable approach. 

3. The definition of transactions accounts should be clarified 

and restricted so that future innovations in consumer financial services 

are not needlessly inhibited. S. 85 would define a transactions account 

as: 

" ••• A deposit or account on which the depositor or account 
holder is allowed to make withdrawals by negotiable or 
transferable instrument or other similar item for the purpose of 
making payments to third persons or others. Such term includes 
demand deposits, negotiable order of withdrawal accounts, savings 
deposits subject to automatic transfers, and share draft 
accounts." 

Furthermore, the Federal Reserve Board would be authorized, after 

consultation with other agencies, to determine that ..... an account or 

deposit is a transaction account if such account or deposit may be used to 

provide funds directly or indirectly for the purpose of making payments or 

transfers to third persons or others." 

We are concerned that these provisions might be construed to 

include deposit instruments in which a payment or transfer feature is 

merely incidental to the normal use of the account. We do not believe, 
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furthermore, that the means of access should be the governing factor in 

the definition of transactions accounts. 

The recent years have witnessed major innovations in deposit 

instruments for the benefit of consumers. Savings banking has been in the 

forefront of this movement as demonstrated by the introduction of NOW 

accounts in our industry. Future innovations should not be retarded by 

uncertainty as to the application of reserve requirements. 

In our view, transactions accounts should include checking 

accounts and close functional substitutes for checking accounts -- NOW 

accounts and savings accounts from which automatic, preauthorized 

transfers may be made to transactions accounts. They should not include 

accounts which have only incidental transactions-type features. 

4. The Federal Reserve discount window should be available to 

meet the longer-term liquidity needs of thrift institutions. s. 85 would 

make the discount window available to all commercial banks, whether they 

hold reserves or not, and to other depository institutions which maintain 

reserves pursuant to this legislation. In his testimony on February 26, 

Chairman Miller stated that: 

" ••• The .discount window, as the 'lender of last resort,' 
provides the payments system with a basic liquidity back
up by assuring member banks the funds to meet their 
obligations ••• " 

" ••• Under this legislation thrift institutions with 
reservable transactions accounts and all commercial banks 
would have access to the Federal Reserve discount window. 
The Federal Reserve could then act as a 'lender of last 
resort' to a broader class of depository institutions and 
thereby enhance the overall safety and soundness of the 
depository system, as well as providing more flexibility 
to financtal institutions to respond to changing monetary 
policy ••• " 
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We see no justification for treating thrift institutions dif

ferently than nonmember commercial banks with respect to access to the 

discount window, Furthermore, to achieve the objective of broadened 

access to the discount window, more than nominal availability to thrift 

institutions is needed. Currently, Federal Reserve advances are avail-

able on an extremely short-term or s·easonal basis, in keeping with the 

short-term nature of commercial bank balance sheet structures, To be 

useful to thrift institutions, the discount window should be available on 

a longer-term basis to meet the longer-term nature of their liquidity 

needs, During the 1973-74 period of monetary restraint, for example, net 

deposit losses, excluding interest, were sustained in 15 of 21 consecutive 

months by the savings bank industry as a whole, and for significantly 

longer and more continuous periods by individual institutions. 

If S, 85 is adopted, it should include a directive to the Federal 

Reserve to frame discount policies with a ,iew to the inherently longer

term liquidity needs of thrift institutions. This broadened access to the 

discount window is not proposed as a substitute for longer-term asset 

expansion credit available to members of the Federal Home Loan Bank 

System, It is proposed, rather, on its own merits as a means of extending 

the unique liquidity backup represented by the Federal Reserve discount 

window, to achieve the monetary policy and other objectives outlined above 

by Chairman Miller. 

5. Access to other Federal Reserve services should be clarified, 

S, 85 provides that, during any period in which any depository institution 

is maintaining reserves, the institution will be eligible to utilize 

various Federal Reserve services, S, 85 also provides for pricing of 

Federal Reserve services and requires that all depository institutions 

would be able to purchase these services on the same terms and conditions, 
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We believe that all depository institutions with transactions 

accounts should hsve access to Federal Reserve services, whether they are 

required to hold reserves or not. This presupposes, of course, that 

services are explicitly and competitively priced. 

In any event, savings banks should not be barred from Federal 

Reserve services which are presently available to them. For example, 

savings banks may currently participate in automated clearing house 

facilities administered by the Federal Reserve. We believe that the 

purposes of s. 85 would not be served by denying access to currently 

available services to any individual savings bank. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hooke. 
Mr. O'Brien? 
Mr. O'BRIEN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: 
I am Robert O'Brien, Jr., president of Carteret Savings and Loan 

Association of Newark, N.J. I am here today representing the 
National Savings and Loan League, and presenting its observations 
and concerns about the policy issues raised by S. 85 and S. 353. 

A basic issue raised by S. 85 is whether the inclusion of thrifts 
under the reserve requirements of the Federal Reserve System will 
to any meaningful extent improve monetary policy. 

We believe that the case for inclusion of thrifts has not yet been 
made. Indeed, the more fundamental question of whether reserves 
are or should be an important ingredient in monetary policy is still 
open. 

For this reason, our objective today is to call to the committee's 
attention the issues that should be considered if, in the committee's 
judgment, this legislation is needed to ensure effective monetary 
policy in the years ahead. 

It is not clear to us that existing reserve requirements for thrifts 
have been adequately considered. For example, under the Federal 
Home Loan Bank Act, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board sets a 
liquidity reserve requirement for federally chartered and federally 
insured savings and loans. 

In addition, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation 
requires a Federal Insurance Reserve for the sole purpose of ab
sorbing losses. These reserves are held in the form of vault cash 
and liquid assets which do earn interest. 

Our concern here is that the legislation not impose any undue or 
unnecessary additional reserve burden on our institutions. In prin
ciple, it should be possible to work out means by which reserve 
funds or assets could perform more than one purpose. To accom
plish this objective we suggest that S. 85 be amended to provide 
that reserves held pursuant to FHLBB and FSLIC regulations 
count against the reserve obligation imposed by the bill. 

There is considerable concern among savings and loan executives 
that bringing our associations under the umbrella of the Federal 
Reserve will result in a duplication of examination and regulation. 
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We note that over the past several months State chartered banks 
and State banking regulators have expressed similar misgivings 
about the mandatory inclusion of State banks in the Federal Re
serve System. 

S. 85 provides assurances that the authority of state banking 
regulators will not be diminished by the bill. We suggest that the 
same statement of intent be included in S. 85 with respect to the 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board and the National Credit Union 
Administration. 

The Chairman of the Board of Governors has said that the 
Board's objective is to permit the Federal Reserve to impose re
serve requirements on thrifts only to the extent that thrifts have 
transaction of ''check-like'' accounts. 

The CHAIRMAN. I have to leave for a short time. I am going to 
ask Dr. Roberts to preside while I am gone. He is a staff expert in 
charge here. I will be back as soon as possible. I am sorry I have to 
do that. 

Mr. O'BRIEN. That is quite all right, sir. 
The Chairman of the Board of Governors has said that the 

Board's objective is to permit the Federal Reserve to impose re
serve requirements on thrifts only to the extent that thrifts have 
transaction or "check-like" accounts. 

The purpose of the legislation is to equalize the reserve burden 
for checking accounts, NOW accounts, share draft accounts at 
credit unions, automatic transfer accounts, and possibly payment 
order accounts at savings and loans. 

With this in mind, we think that the definition of "transaction 
accounts" in S. 85 is appropriate and urge the committee to retain 
that definition. 

We are concerned, however, about the very broad grant of au
thority this legislation gives the Board of Governors to redefine 
transaction accounts in the future. We recognize that some degree 
of flexibility is needed, given the changes in technology and in 
institutions in a free market environment, but we feel that the 
other regulatory agencies should play a more decisive role in these 
decisions than contemplated in the legislation as it is presently 
worded. 

Our suggestion is that decisions to include new types of accounts 
in the "transaction" category should be made by the financial 
institutions regulators as a group. 

There is an implicit assumption in the bill that reserve require
ments are to be an important tool of monetary policy. In order for 
reserve requirements to be an effective tool of monetary policy it is 
necessary that the Federal Reserve Board be able to control and 
adjust the level of required reserves within the permissible range 
and know that the reserves of the financial institutions will be 
adjusted accordingly. 

From the standpoint of reserve adjustments as a tool of mone
tary policy, it makes no difference at all where the reserves are 
held. We therefore see no monetary policy justification for the 
requirement in S. 85 that reserves posted at a Federal Home Loan 
Bank be passed on to a Federal Reserve Bank. 

S. 85 provides for a very narrow range of reserve rates of 12 to 14 
percent for transaction balances. Again, from the viewpoint of 
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using the reserve rate as a monetary policy tool, we question 
whether the rates need to be that high and whether they need to 
be restricted to a range of 3 percentage points. 

If reserve requirements are going to be used as a tool of mone
tary policy, what counts is the central bank's ability to adjust the 
reserve rates. 

The actual rate itself is not important in this regard, but is 
important to the institutions affected. Therefore, we hope that the 
committee will consider a lower range of perhaps 4 to 8 percent. 

The Board of Governors has said repeatedly that its monetary 
policy objectives are thwarted by their lack of access to deposit 
data from nonmember institutions. 

We agree that the Board and its staff need these kinds of data on 
a regular basis. We believe that the reporting requirements of S. 85 
or S. 353 will meet this need and yet not create an undue burden 
on nonmember institutions. 

The final issue I want to address today is the structure of the 
Federal Reserve System. 

The existing organization and operation of the Federal Reserve 
System is geared to the world of commercial banking. Historically 
the system originated as a commercial banker's "bank." 

Over the last several decades its function has gradually changed 
so that today it is thought of as more than a banker's bank. It is 
expected to be the central monetary authority of the Federal Gov
ernment. If, as the legislation contemplates, the Fed is to become a 
central monetary authority covering all depository institutions, we 
think it only logical and fair that the structure of the whole 
Federal Reserve System should reflect this new and broadened 
scope and responsibility. Both bills take a positive steps in this 
direction by providing access to Federal Reserve System services to 
nonmember depository institutions. 

The committee should go substantially further, we think, and 
direct the Fed to redesign-to the extent feasible-its services to 
meet the needs of noncommercial bank institutions. 

At the present time, the services of the Federal Reserve Banks 
are tailored to the needs of commercial banks. Some of these 
services may in their present form be applicable to thrifts, but 
some may be useful only with some modifications. 

The essential point is that regardless of transaction accounts and 
reserve requirements, savings banks, savings and loans, and credit 
unions remain specialized lenders, and as a result have service 
needs that are different from those of commercial banks. 

A broader issue and one which should, in our view, be faced by 
Congress is the membership of the Boards of Directors of the 
Federal Reserve Banks. 

If the Reserve Banks are to hold reserves and sell services to 
savings associations and credit unions, it would be imperative that 
these institutions be represented on the Boards of Directors of the 
Reserve Banks to ensure that the Reserve Banks reflect the spe
cialized nature of all the institutions which they are serving. 

This most important subject is not addressed by the legislation. 
Clearly, as the function of the Federal Reserve System changes, so 
must the composition of the Boards of Directors and the Board of 
Governors change. 
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In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I 

want to say that while we obviously have some fundamental differ
ences of opinion on these issues, the National League has had a 
constructive dialogue with the committee staff and with Chairman 
Miller and his staff, and we appreciate the openness with which 
everyone has discussed these issues. 

Thank you. 
Dr. ROBERTS. The last point about the Federal Reserve being 

specialized in nature, would you go so far as to say that perhaps 
membership in the Federal Reserve ought to be open to S&Ls? 

Mr. O'BRIEN. The only reason we think that we would need 
membership is if we had transaction accounts. I am specifically 
talking about nationwide NOW accounts, which should be in this 
bill. This is an omission, in my opinion, because we need some 
access to the clearinghouse, and to a nationwide transaction serv
ice. 

Everything else that the Fed could offer thrifts is now offered by 
the Home Loan Bank System. 

[Complete statement of Mr. O'Brien follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. O'BRIEN, Jr. 

on behalf of the 

National Savings and Loan League 

before the 

Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs 

on 

S.85 "Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979" and 

S.353 "Federal Reserve Modernization Act of 1979" 

March 26, 1979 

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am 

Robert O'Brien Jr., President of Carteret Savings and Loan 

Association of Newark, New Jersey. I appear here today on 

behalf of the National Savings and Loan League. 

We want to thank the Committee for setting aside this 

time during its hearings on S.85 and S.353 to hear the views of 

the thrift institutions. We hope to make clear to the Committee 

that the thrift institutions of this country are not disinterested 

bystanders on the subject of monetary policy. Our ability to 

attract funds and make mortgage loans is directly affected by 

the monetary control actions of the Federal Reserve Board. 

Since the Board's policies and actions with respect to interest 

rates dictate the kind of economic climate in which we operate 

we have a stake in the outcome of this legislation far beyond 

any new reserve requirements that might be imposed on some 

thrift institutions. I am here today to present the National 
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League's observations and concerns about S.85 and the policy 

issues raised by this legislation. 

A basic issue raised by S.85 is whether the inclusion 

of thrifts under the reserve requirements of the Federal Reserve 

System will to any meaningful extent improve monetary policy. 

We believe that the case for inclusion of thrifts has not yet 

been made. Indeed the more fundamental question of whether 

reserves are or should be an important ingredient in monetary 

policy is still open. For this reason our objective today is 

to call to the Committee's attention the issues that the 

National League feels should be addressed by the Committee if 

in the Committee's judgment this legislation is indeed needed 

to ensure effective monetary policy in the years ahead. 

Integration of Reserve Requirements 

It is not clear to us that existing reserve require

ments for thrifts have been adequately considered. For example 

under the Federal Horne Loan Bank Act, the Federal Horne Loan Bank 

Board sets a liquidity reserve requirement for federally char

tered and federally insured savings and loans. In addition, 

the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation requires a 

Federal Insurance Reserve for the sole purpose of absorbing 

losses. These reserves are held in the form of vault cash and 

liquid assets which do earn interest. 

Our concern here is that the legislation not impose 

any undue or unnecessary additional reserve burden on our insti

tutions. In principle, it should be possible to work out means 
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by which reserve funds or assets could perform more than one 

purpose. To accomplish this objective we suggest that S.85 

be amended to provide that reserves held pursuant to FHLBB and 

FSLIC regulations count against the reserve obligation imposed 

by the bill. 

If the monetary policy function of reserve require

ments is restricting or expanding the lending activity of 

depository institutions, we see no monetary policy reason why 

reserves cannot do "double duty". 

Regulatory Authority of the Federal Horne Loan Bank Board 

There is considerable concern among savings and loan 

executives that bringing our associations under the umbrella 

of the Federal Reserve will result in a duplication of examina

tion and regulation. I assume, Mr. Chairman, that this is not 

the intent of S.85, but the potential is there for costly dupli

cation of regulatory authority. 

We note that over the past several months state 

chartered banks and state banking regulators have expressed 

similar misgivings about the mandatory inclusion of state banks 

in the Federal Reserve System. They too are concerned about 

possible duplication of authority or even a reduction in exist

ing regulatory authority at the state level. S.85 addresses 

this problem in Section 8, providing assurances that the authority 

of state banking regulators will not be diminished by the bill. 

We suggest that the same statement of intent be included in S.85 

with respect to the Federal Horne Loan Bank Board and the National 

Credit Union Administration. 
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Definition of Accounts 

The Chairman of the Board of Governors has said that 

the Board's objective is to permit the Federal Reserve to 

impose reserve requirements on thrifts only to the extent that 

thrifts have transaction or "check-like" accounts. The announced 

purpose of the legislation is to equalize the reserve burden 

for checking accounts, NOW accounts, share draft accounts at 

credit unions, automatic transfer accounts, and (prospectively) 

payment order accounts at savings and loans. Chairman Miller 

has said that no thrifts currently hold any such accounts in 

excess of the $40 million exemption level, and that no savings 

and loans would have to maintain reserves in either sterile 

form or in an Earnings Participation Account under the Fed plan 

because of the vault cash held by these institutions which have 

transaction balances over $10 million. These assurances, how

ever, are predicated on the limited definition of transaction 

accounts I have mentioned. 

With this in mind, we think that the definition of 

"transaction accounts" in S.85 is appropriate and urge the 

committee to retain that definition. We are concerned, however, 

about the very broad grant of authority this legislation gives 

the Board of Governors to redefine transaction accounts in the 

future. We recognize that some degree of flexibility is needed, 

given the changes in technology and in institutions in a free 

market environment, but we feel that the other regulatory 

agencies should play a more decisive role in these decisions 
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than contemplated in the legislation as it is presently worded. 

Our suggestion is that decisions to include new types. of 

accounts in the "transaction" category should be made by the 

financial institutions regulators as a group. 

Situs of Reserves/Interest on Reserves 

We understand that the purpose of S.85 goes beyond 

the issue of declining membership of the Federal Reserve System. 

The intent is to ensure that we have an effective monetary 

policy in the years ahead. This said, there is an implicit 

assumption in the bill that reserve requirements are to be an 

important tool of monetary policy. In order for reserve 

requirements to be an effective tool of monetary policy it is 

necessary that the Federal Reserve Board be able to control 

and adjust the level of required reserves within the permissible 

range and know that the reserves of the financial institutions 

will be adjusted accordingly. From the standpoint of reserve 

adjustments as a tool of monetary policy it makes no difference 

at all where the reserves are held. We, therefore, see no mon

etary policy justification for the requirement in S.85 that 

reserves posted at a Federal Home Loan Bank be passed on to a 

Federal Reserve Bank. 

Similarly, in our view, the issue of whether reserves 

will be sterile or yield a market level of return to the insti

tution is not an issue of monetary policy implementation. It 
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is primarily an issue of budget impact on the affected insti

tutions as well as on the United States Treasury, and of com

petitive balance between financial institutions. These are, 

of course, important considerations in their own rights. 

Range of Reserve Rates 

S.85 provides for a very narrow range of reserve 

rates of 12 to 14 percent for transaction balances. Again, 

from the viewpoint of using the reserve rate as a monetary 

policy tool, we question whether the rates need to be that 

high and whether they need to be restricted to a range of 

three percentage points. If reserve requirements are going 

to be used as a tool of monetary policy, what counts is the 

central bank's abili~y to adjust the reserve rates. The 

actual rate itself is not important in this regard, but is 

important to the institutions affected. Therefore, we hope 

that the Committee will consider a lower range of perhaps 

4 to 8 percent. 

Regardless of what types of institutions are covered,. 

the reserve burden should be as low as possible, consistent 

with monetary policy objectives. Obviously the lower the 

reserve rate, the less important the issue of sterile reserves 

becomes for all affected institutions. 

Collection of Data for Monetary Purposes 

The Board of Governors has said repeatedly that its 

monetary policy objectives are thwarted by their lack of access 
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to deposit data from non-member institutions. We agree that 

the Board and its staff need these kinds of data on a regular 

basis. We believe that the reporting requirements of S.85 or 

S.353 will meet this need and yet not create an undue burden 

on non-member institutions. 

Structure and Operation of the Federal Reserve System 

The final issue I want to address today is the 

structure of the Federal Reserve System. S.85 (and its 

counterpart, HR 7) would be the first step toward the crea

tion of a new central monetary authority for the United 

States. The existing organization and operation of the 

Federal Reserve System is geared to the world of commercial 

banking. Historically the system originated as a commercial 

banker's "bank". Over the last several decades its function 

has gradually changed so that today it is thought of as more 

than a banker's bank. It is expected to be the central mon

etary authority of the Federal Government. If, as the leg

islation contemplates, the Fed is to become a central mone

tary authority covering all depository institutions, we 

think it only logical and fair that the structure of the whole 

Federal Reserve System should reflect this new and broadened 

scope and responsibility. 

Both S.85 and S.353 take a positive step in this 

direction by providing access to Federal Reserve System ser

vices to non-member depository institutions. The Committee 

should go substantailly further, however, and direct the Fed 
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to redesign (to the extent feasible) its services to meet the 

needs of non-commercial bank institutions. At the present 

time, the services of the Federal Reserve Banks are, under

standably, tailored to the needs of commercial banks. The 

discount window is designed to serve commercial banks. Some 

of these services may, in their present form be applicable 

to thrifts, but some may be useful only with some modifications. 

The essential point is that regardless of transaction accounts 

and reserve requirements, savings banks, savings and loans, 

and credit unions remain specialized lenders and, as a result, 

have service needs that are different from those of commercial 

banks. 

It is our understanding that the Fed staff is explor

ing this point in anticipation of the passage of this legisla

tion, at least insofar as new discount window services for 

thrifts are concerned. Our informal communications with the 

Fed on the subject have been very positive. I am raising the 

issue of modification of Fed services only because I think the 

access to services is a very important element of the legisla

tion and therefore I think it would be constructive for the 

Committee to explicitly encourage the Fed in this direction. 

A broader issue, and one which should, in one view, 

be faced by Congress, is the membership of the Boards of Direc

tors of the Federal Reserve Banks. If the Reserve Banks are 

to hold reserves and sell services to savings associations and 

credit unions, it would be imperative that these institutions 

be represented on the Boards of Directors of the Reserve Banks 
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to insure that the Reserve Banks reflect the specialized nature 

of all the institutions which they are serving. This.most 

important subject is not addressed by the legislation. Clearly, 

as the function of the Federal Reserve System changes, so must 

the composition of the Boards of Directors and the Board of 

Governors change. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and Members of the 

Committee, I want to say that while we obviously have some 

fundamental differences of opinion on these issues, the 

National League has had a constructive dialogue with the 

Committee staff and with Chairman Miller and his staff, and 

we appreciate the openness with which everyone has discussed 

these issues. We look forward to continuing to work with the 

Committee and the Federal Reserve Board to find constructive 

ways to improve the monetary policy mechanism without impos'ing 

upon the savings and loan industry undue burdens and costs 

that would detract from the industry's mission to finance 

home ownership. 

Dr. ROBERTS. Thank you. Mr. Wright? 
Mr. WRIGHT. I am a credit union volunteer from Michigan and 

chairman of the National Credit Union Association. 
We share your concern about the public-policy implications of 

the continued decline in Federal Reserve membership. The solution 
envisioned by our legislation and others-that seeks to strengthen 
the hand of the nation's central bank in conducting monetary 
policy-could well be essential to dampening the fires of inflation 
that once again threaten to consume our Nation. 

We were disappointed to learn that monetary policy legislation 
similar to your proposal failed to be reported out of the House 
Banking Committee last week. The vote in the House was close, 
and we hope that the questions that remained unanswered and 
which led to that narrow defeat can be satisfied by these hearings. 

The battle against inflation and the ability of our Nation's cen
tral bank to help conduct that fight, through effective control of 
monetary policy, are important to all of us whether we call our
selves bankers, savings and loan association officers, or credit 
union officials. 

During the last Congress, credit unions achieved a number of 
legislative objectives aimed at enabling our financial cooperatives 
to better serve their members' savings and borrowing needs in 
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today's modern financial environment. The updating of credit 
union services and the modernization of NCUA were accomplished 
as a direct result of your efforts, Mr. Chairman, as well as those of 
other members of this committee. We sincerely appreciate your 
efforts and support. 

We realize that the new powers we obtained also brought new 
responsibilities. At the conclusion of CUNA's February quarterly 
meetings, CUNA adopted a policy statement in support of mone
tary control legislation. 

Clearly, the time has come for the Federal Reserve to update its 
control over reserves as a tool of monetary policy. CUNA believes 
it is appropriate for the Board to be permitted to establish a 
uniform level of reserves for all transaction accounts, and we sup
port the Congress attempts to determine the most appropriate level 
of reserves commensurate with public-policy considerations. 

With regard to reserve levels, it would be our hope that reserve 
requirements set by the Fed would take into account those liquid
ity balances required by NCUA. In particular, Federal Reserve 
requirements should not produce an additional burden to credit 
unions beyond the reserve levels required for banks. Such duplica
tion would have an adverse effect on credit unions and their ability 
to serve their members. 

CUNA strongly supports the concept of payment of interest on 
required reserve balances. We are aware that Treasury is con
cerned about the possible loss of revenue from this innovation, and 
we share this concern. 

These two concepts are not contradictory. The increased reserves 
that S. 85 would provide the Fed, coupled with additional reserves 
brought in on account balances between $10 million and $40-$50 
million as originally proposed by the Fed would increase system 
earnings, thus helping to minimize losses to the Treasury. 

In our opinion, the imposition of Federal Reserve charges for 
services under the legislation should become effective simulta
neously with the reserve requirements of the bill. These changes, 
we believe, would further reduce revenue losses by offsetting new 
costs with income earned from the sale of Fed services. 

What is essential to achieving the monetary goals sought by this 
legislation is the ability of the Federal Reserve to adjust required 
reserve levels, not the place in which reserves are held. The private 
credit union corporate central system and the central liquidity 
facility are the appropriate depositories for the credit union re
serves envisioned by this legislation. 

CUNA supports the principle that all financial institutions cov
ered by this legislation should be given access to all Federal Re
serve services as well as the discount window. 

Broadening access to these services will have the beneficial effect 
of strengthening the payment mechanism which underpins all of 
the nation's economic transactions. It is CUNA's position that 
charges levied for these services should not discriminate against 
any financial institution. 

Credit unions are examined and regulated by the National Credit 
Union Administration and state regulatory agencies. It is our hope 
the committee will clearly state in report language accompanying 
this bill that it is not the intent of Congress to introduce additional 
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examination burdens on any financial institution as a result of this 
proposal. 

Passage of this legislation hopefully will transform the Nation's 
central bank into a system more responsive to the needs of all the 
Nation's financial institutions. It will provide the Fed with a broad
er viewpoint if positions of authority, at all levels of the Fed, are 
open to persons from credit unions and from other financial insti
tutions. 

Alternative bills which continue the voluntary system of Federal 
Reserve membership apply only to banks. Should the Congress 
determine that one of these proposals would better serve the mone
tary policy needs of the nation, we ask that the bills be amended to 
allow credit unions and other nonbank depository institutions to 
join the system. 

In an effort to monitor the effectiveness of monetary policy legis
lation enacted by Congress, and to insure a course change if one is 
needed, CUNA recommends that any bill passed carry a "sunset" 
provision. At some reasonable date prior to expiration, the Fed 
should be required to make a report to the Congress on the effec
tiveness of reserving as a tool of monetary policy and include 
recommendations for improving the conduct of monetary policy. 

The issue of FRB membership and the need to control reserves 
as a tool of monetary policy has been debated in the Congress by 
legislators, economists, and financial institution representatives for 
nearly a decade. Today, because of the Nation's current economic 
difficulties, that debate once again becomes heated. Yet, in many 
respects, we are no closer to a final answer than we were a decade 
ago. 

We all have concerns about the outcome if monetary policy 
legislation similar to that you are considering today should become 
law. We wonder if it is the best solution. We ask what effect these 
proposals will have on the Nation's financial system and all the 
financial institutions that comprise it. And, finally, all of us are or 
should be concerned with the cost of any solution to the American 
public. 

There are also concerns about the outcome if no steps are soon 
taken on bills like S. 85. Many banks that still remain in the Fed 
system have stayed solely because of a legislative solution to the 
high cost of FRB membership was being sought by this Congress. 

The American Banker recently reported that if a legislative solu
tion is not found soon, some 300 banks intend to pull out of the 
system. I do not know the exact dollar amount of the impact of this 
exodus on the earnings the Fed passes on to the Treasury, but I 
would assume it substantial. Again, the loser is the American 
public. 

All of these concerns are legitimate ones. But the real question 
before us today is: Are we willing to accept the consequences if no 
action is taken to contain inflation through the use of universal 
reserving in the conduct of monetary policy? 

CUNA believes the answer is a clear "No." We must set aside 
our special interests. We must attempt to control inflation now. We 
must take advantage of the legislative solution being offered by the 
96th Congress and chance that it is right rather than wrong. 
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CUNA applauds the early efforts of this committee and others in 
the 96th Congress to address the very real problem of declining 
Federal Reserve membership and its impact on the Nation's econo
my. And we urge speedy passage of legislation to contain inflation 
and stem the decline in FRB membership. 

We believe it is appropriate for the Federal Reserve Board to 
establish uniform levels of reserves on all transaction accounts. We 
strongly support payment of interest on required reserve balances 
consistent with sound monetary policy. 

Further, we believe that there are appropriate facilities within 
the credit union movement and NCUA where these reserves should 
be held. 

Finally, we believe that access to the Federal Reserve System 
and its services should be available to all financial institutions 
holding transaction account reserves under this legislation and 
voluntary membership should be available regardless of whether 
reserves are required or transaction accounts. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to express our views on the 
Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979. This concludes our 
statement. 

[The complete statement of Mr. Wright follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF DAVIDS. WRIGHT 

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD 

OF THE 

CREDIT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC. 

BEFORE THE 

UNITED STATES SENATE 

COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS 

IN HEARINGS ON S. 85 

THE MONETARY POLICY IMPROVEMENT ACT OF 1979 

MARCH 26, 1979 

The Credit Union National Association, Inc. (CUNA) is an 
association of Credit Union Leagues, representing each state 
and the District of Columbia. Through the Leagues, CUNA 
represents nearly 22,000 Federally and State chartered 
credit unions which serve more than 40 million members. 
Credit unions are cooperative, non-profit associations that 
offer various financial services to their members. 
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is 

David Wright. I am a credit union volunteer from Michigan 

and I am also chairman of the Credit Union National 

Association, Inc. (CUNA). 

CUNA appreciates this opportunity to comment on the 

Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979, S. 85. The battle 

against inflation; the ability of the nation's central bank 

to help conduct that fight through effective monetary policy 

controls; the safety and soundness of the nation's financial 

system; and the promotion of competitive equality among all 

financial institutions, with its benefits to the consumers 

of all financial services, are subjects of importance to all 

of us whether we call ourselves bankers, savings and loan 

association officers or credit union managers. 

During the last Congress, credit unions achieved a 

number of legislative objectives aimed at enabling our 

financial cooperatives to better serve their members' 

savings and borrowing needs in today's modern financial 

environment. These achievements include the ability to 

offer long-term home loans, credit cards and share 

certificates, the establishment of a central liquidity 

facility to aid credit unions during tight money periods as 

well as the restructuring of the National Credit Union 

Administration to enable that agency to better perform its 

regulatory mission. The updating of credit union services 

and the modernization of NCUA were accomplished as a direct 

result of your efforts Mr. Chairman, as well as those of 
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other members of this Committee. We sincerely appreciate 

your efforts and support. 

We realize that the new powers we obtained also brought 

new responsibilities. During meetings with the Federal 

Reserve Board we were asked to support this legislation in 

the public interest. We agree that the legislation is in 

the public interest and are pleased to give it our support. 

CUNA POLICY ON RESERVES 

At the conclusion of CUNA's quarterly meetings last 

month, we adopted the following: 

1. Reserves on transaction accounts should be uniform 

for all financial institutions. 

2. Reserves should be held in the private credit 

union corporate central system and/or the Central 

Liquidity Facility. 

3. Reserves should earn a reasonable rate of return 

commensurate with sound monetary policy. 

4. Access to the Federal Reserve System and its 

services should be available to all financial 

institutions on an equitable b~sis, including 

voluntary membership. 

At this time, I would like to comment on some of the 

issues contained in the various monetary control proposals 

being considered by the Congress. 

The twin issues of Federal Reserve membership structure 

and reserve setting authority are really one -- the question 

of the Fed's diminishing control over monetary policy due to 
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member banks withdrawing from the Federal Reserve System 

because of the high cost of maintaining sterile reserves and 

high reserve levels. 

Membership in the Federal Reserve System is mandatory 

for the nation's 4,700 national banks, but voluntary for the 

8,300 state-chartered banks. Approximately 1,100 state 

banks have elected to join the System, but that number has 

constantly declined. There are about 230 significantly 

large banks which are not members. 

We also recognize the fact that this monetary problem 

of the Fed has been exacerbated by the growth of negotiable 

orders of withdrawal accounts, share draft accounts and 

other types of transaction accounts at thrift institutions, 

banks and credit unions. 

This problem grows each day as innovative regulators 

add new types of transaction accounts, such as the Federal 

Home Loan Bank Board's payment order accounts and the 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's/Federal Reserve's 

automatic transfers from savings to checking accounts. The 

result of these innovations is beneficial to consumers but 

creates problems for the Fed i11 its ability to carry out its 

monetary function. 

Basically two different legislative solutions have been 

proposed. One approach, as it applies to credit unions, 

would impose universal reserve requirements as determined by 

the Federal Reserve, with certain exemption levels, on all 

institutions offering transaction accounts. The other is to 
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continue the present system as is bank-only and voluntary 

membership for state-chartered banks -- but with lower 

reserve levels, uniform rather than graduated reserve 

requirements, and the payment of interest on reserves up to 

a certain level. 

The first approach is exemplified by your bill, 

Chairman Proxmire, S. 85, and H.R. 7 by Rep. Henry Reuss. 

Both would impose universal reserve requirements on 

transaction accounts, although s. 85 would exempt the first 

$40 million in transaction deposits and H.R. 7 the first $50 

million. 

The Fed supports the principle of both bills. The 

Board has also suggested that the exemption level be dropped 

to $10 million and that it be allowed to pay interest at its 

portfolio rate on reserves held on deposits between $10 

million and $40/$50 million. 

This proposal to establish earnings participation 

accounts between $10 million and $40/$50 million was 

recently dropped in an effort to gain the backing of a 

broader segment of the banking community for the 

legislation. The effort failed as the Chairman of the House 

Banking Committee was unable to obtain the necessary votes 

to report H.R. 7 out of committee last week. CUNA supports 

the concept of the earnings participation account and does 

not believe, as we will explain later, that it would have an 

adverse effect on Treasury. 

we note, Mr. Chairman, that the Treasury backs the 

objectives of your bill but has conditioned its support on 
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the assumption that the Federal Reserve will minimize any 

revenue loss to the Treasury during the years of transition 

on the new system. While strongly supporting the payment of 

interest on reserve balances, CUNA also wants the cost to 

the Treasury held to a minimum, thus avoiding any 

inflationary impact. 

The second approach is exemplified by bills introduced 

by Sen. John Tower of this Committee and Rep. William 

Stanton. Basically, these bills -- S. 353 and H .R. 2133 

would preserve the voluntary aspect of the Federal Reserve 

System while at the same time reducing reserve requirements 

for member banks, authorizing the payment of interest on 

certain levels of reserve balances, establishing uniform 

requirements for each deposit category, and requiring the 

Fed to charge for services it performs for member banks. 

UNIVERSAL RESERVES 

The monetary purpose of reserves is to place a cap on 

the extent to which a financial institution may "create 

money". Bank demand deposits (checking accounts) are 

spendable like curency and, therefore, are money. When a 

bank makes a loan and deposits the proceeds to the 

borrower's checking account, the bank's demand deposits, and 

thus the money supply, are increased by the amount of the 

deposit. 

Traditional share accounts -- those without the third 

party payment feature -- have not in the past been 
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considered money like bank checking accounts because they 

could not be readily spent. The share account had to be 

converted into a bank check or cash and this transaction 

reduced the credit union's bank account or cash on hand. 

Consequently, it has never been considered demand money. 

Negotiable share drafts, however, give credit unions 

the ability to create money and in a theoretical sense their 

ability is without limit. Placing credit unions on a 

fractional reserve basis like commercial banks would limit 

this money-creating ability. We recognize our new role in 

the nation's money supply and are prepared to accept our 

responsibilities created by this new role. 

The call for universal reserving on transaction 

balances, however, adds monetary reserves to credit union 

safety reserves required by the Federal Credit Union Act and 

state laws. Monetary reserves are a tool of monetary 

policy, but the deposit base against which they are imposed 

has eroded over time. Universal reserving represents an 

attempt to increase the deposit base over which the Fed has 

control. 

Clearly, the time has come for the Federal Reserve to 

update its control over reserves as a tool of monetary 

policy. This control must be modernized not only with 

regard to reserve balances held at commercial banks, but 

with regard to transaction balances held at financial 

institutions outside the Federal Reserve's control. 

CUNA believes it is appropriate for the Board to be 

permitted to establish a uniform level of reserves for all 
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transaction accounts, and we support the Congress' attempts 

to determine the most appropriate level of reserves 

commensurate with public policy considerations. 

CUNA SUPPORTS CATEGORY A DEPOSITS DEFINITION 

We are pqrticularly pleased with the definition of 

Category A Deposits in your bill. The definition makes it 

unlikely, in our opinion, that the Federal Reserve could 

interpret this section of the bill to empower it to impose 

reserve controls on share accounts and other types of saving 

accounts at thrift institutions. Such is not the case with 

the definition of Category A deposits in H.R. 7. We ask 

that the Senate language be adopted in conference and the 

report language of the Senate bill clearly state that credit 

union share accounts and the savings deposits of thrift 

institutions remain outside the reserving powers provided 

for ins. 85. 

With regard to reserve levels, we hope that reserve 

requirements set by the Fed would not exceed those required 

by NCUA. In particular, Federal Reserve and NCUA reserves 

should not be duplicative of each other. Such duplication 

would have an adverse effect on credit unions and their 

ability to serve their members. We strongly urge that the 

legislation be amended to provide that reserves required by 

NCUA count against reserves imposed by the Fed. 

PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON RESERVES 

As we discussed earlier, a number of the monetary 

control bills before Congress call for the payment of 
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interest on reserve balances. It is generally conceded that 

such payment would aid the Fed in retaining members and thus 

help it achieve its monetary policy goals through control 

over a greater percentage of deposits. 

CUNA strongly supports the concept of payment of 

interest on required reserve balances. We are aware that 

Treasury is concerned over the possible loss of revenue from 

this innovation. We share this concern. 

These two concepts are not contradictory. The 

increased reserves that S. 85 would provide the Fed, coupled 

with the additional reserves brought in under the FRB 

earnings participation account proposal, would increase 

System earnings thus helping to minimize losses to the Fed. 

In our opinion, the imposition of Federal Reserve 

charges for its services under the legislation should become 

effective simultaneously with the reserve requirements of 

the bill. This would further reduce, and perhaps eliminate 

altogether, any revenue losses by offsetting the new costs 

with income earned from the sale of Fed services. 

WHERE SHOULD RESERVES BE HELD? 

CUNA does not believe it is necessary to hold reserves 

with the Fed to conduct effective monetary policy. What is 

essential to achieving the monetary goals sought by this 

legislation is the ability of the Federal Reserve to adjust 

required reserve levels -- not the place in which reserves 

are held. The private credit union corporate centrals 
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system and the Central Liquidity Facility are the 

appropriate depositories for the credit union reserves 

envisioned by this legislation. We also believe that the 

Federal Home Loan Bank's system is the site at which savings 

and loan association reserves should be held. 

The depositories holding transaction account reserves 

for the Fed should also be able to pay the same rate of 

interest on these reserves as that authorized for Federal 

Reserve Earnings Participation Accounts, if these accounts 

should be authorized by the Congress. 

ACCESS TO FEDERAL RESERVE SERVICES 

CUNA supports the principle that all financial 

institutions covered by this legislation should be given 

access to all Federal Reserve services such as currency and 

coin services, check clearing and collection services, wire 

transfer services, automated clearing house services, 

settlement services and security safekeeping services. 

Broadening access to these services will have the 

beneficial effect of strengthening the payment mechanism 

which underpins all o( the nation's economic transactions. 

It is our position that charges levied for these services 

should not discriminate against any financial institutions. 

Discriminatory pricing would be counterproductive to the 

positive effects which would be achieved under this 

legislation. 

Finally, CUNA supports access by all financial 
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institutions affected by this legislation to the Fed as a 

lender of last resort. Coupled with the Central Liquidity 

Facility, access to the discount window will provide credit 

unions with additional flexibility to respond to economic 

disruptions and further enhance the overall safety and 

soundness of the nation's financial system. 

However, it is essential that access to the discount 

window by credit unions and thrifts be closely monitored 

jointly by the Fed and the agencies that regulate these 

institutions to take into account the unique nature of non

bank depositories. 

REGULATORY BURDENS 

Credit unions are examined and regulated by the 

National Credit Union Administration and the state 

regulatory agencies. While it clearly is not the intent of 

this legislation to impose any new examination burden upon 

financial institutions holding transaction account reserve 

balances, we hope that none would inadvertently occur. The 

unnecessary cost and inflationary impact of duplicative 

examination and regulation of all financial institutions is 

an evil that the Congress is attempting to ~orrect once 

again this year. We hope that the Committee would state 

unequivocally in the report language accompanying this bill 

that it is not the intent of Congress to introduce 

additional regulatory burden on any financial institutions 

as a result of this proposal. 
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FEDERAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

Passage of this legislation should transform the 

nation's central bank into a system more responsive to the 

needs of all the nation's financial institutions. Currently 

the Federal Reserve works its policy decisions exclusively 

through the nation's banks. These policy decisions are 

important to all elements of our society. 

By opening up the system to other institutions, this 

legislation will provide the Fed with a broader viewpoint. 

It can do so, however, only if positions of authority at all 

levels of the Fed are open to persons from credit unions and 

other financial institutions. CUNA supports Congressional 

efforts to open Fed decision-making to the influence of a 

broader segment of society. 

Alternative bills which would continue the voluntary 

system of Federal Reserve membership apply only to banks. 

Should the Congress determine that one of these proposals 

would better serve the monetary policy needs of the nation, 

we ask that the bills be amended to allow credit unions and 

other non-bank depository institutions to join the System. 

CONCLUSION 

CUNA applauds the early efforts of this Committee and 

others in the 96th Congress to address the very real problem 

of declining Federal Reserve membership and the impact on 

the nation's economy. 

We believe it is appropriate for the Federal Reserve 

Board to establish uniform levels of reserves on all 
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transaction accounts. We strongly support payment of 

interest on required reserve balances consistent with sound 

monetary policy. Further, we believe that there are 

appropriate facilities within the credit union movement and 

NCUA where these reserves should be held. 

Finally, we believe that access to the Federal Reserve 

System and its services should be available to all financial 

institutions holding transaction account reserves under this 

legislation and voluntary membership should be available 

regardless of whether reserves are required on transaction 

accounts. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to express our 

views on the Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979. This 

concludes our statement. I will be happy to answer any 

questions you or other members of the Committee might have. 

Dr. ROBERTS. Thank you, Mr. Wright. 
One of the principles in S. 85 we try to adhere to is the principle 

of equity: All institutions of the same size would be treated in the 
same manner, there would be universal reserve requirements on 
transaction accounts for all institutions whether banks or not. 

Dr. Hooke, I would like to ask you first: Are there any differ
ences between demand deposits and NOW accounts at mutual sav
ings versus demand deposits and NOW accounts at commercial 
banks? 

Dr. HOOKE. Technically, there are no differences. But if we are 
talking about equity, there are many differences between the 
powers and services that are offered by the various types of institu
tions. 

Dr. ROBERTS. It is true. But if we are going to treat likes alike, 
wouldn't it be reasonable to consider that we are not treating all 
deposits the same; we are showing special preference to certain 
institutions? That is, S. 85 addresses universal reserve require
ments on transaction accounts, not on time and savings deposits. 

Dr. HooKE. We are concerned about this definition of "transac
tion accounts" and what the long-range result of this is. And, as I 
said in my statement, our major concern is that this is the foot in 
the door and that in the long run it will not only be transaction 
accounts but all other kinds of accounts which we think will be 
very detrimental to our institutions. 

Dr. ROBERTS. What if the legislation were specifically to exclude 
reserve requirements on time and savings deposits but have univer
sal reserve requirements apply to transaction accounts? 
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Mr. HooKE. In answer to your question, which is what if all 
accounts except transaction accounts were excluded, what would 
our position be, I think we stated our position. We are opposed to 
reserves on transaction accounts at thrifts because we don't believe 
that it is necessary, but if it does pass we would feel that it is 
essential that transaction accounts be specifically defined and that 
there be an explicit exclusion of all savings and time deposits at 
savings banks. 

The CHAIRMAN. I certainly agree with what I think you are 
getting at. You see, the problem here is that the principle we are 
trying to adopt is that all institutions should be treated alike. If 
they are the same size, they engage in the same activity, they 
should be treated alike. But if they are the same size and they 
engage in the same activity and regardless of whether they are so
called "savings institutions" or commercial banks, I don't see any 
reason why they shouldn't be treated alike, provided they use the 
equivalent of demand deposits, NOW accounts, and so forth. That 
is what we are trying to get at. 

Mr. HOOKE. I understand that, Mr. Chairman. And we feel that 
there is so much difference between the various types of institu
tions that although this equity argument sounds good, there 
remain major competitive differences. And we are very concerned 
about the long range, that this is only the sort of the "nose of the 
camel in the tent." And while it may be this at the present time, in 
the long run the definition of "transaction account" is very diffi
cult, and we are unsure of what this leads to. 

The CHAIRMAN. At page 7 you say: "We strongly urge that legis
lation be amended." What would be wrong with taking that sugges
tion and say let reserves serve two purposes and recast it to say 
this: Amend the legislation to provide for reserves imposed by the 
Fed count against reserves required by NCUA, Mr. Wright. 

We could also do that with the Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
liquidity reserves as required reserves of the Fed to satisfy liquidity 
reserves. Why not do that? We could include in this legislation 
amendments to existing statutes to permit reserves set by the Fed 
to satisfy NCUA and Home Loan Bank Board's reserve require
ments. And that way, there would not be double reserves. 

Mr. WRIGHT. We would be in favor of that. Yes, sir. 
Mr. O'BRIEN. They should do double duty. 
The CHAIRMAN. So you don't count them twice? 
Mr. O'BRIEN. That's right. But my problem is: The asset side of 

the thrift institution balance sheet, still would show an inequity, if 
you will, with the Bank; in other words, we do invest demand 
deposits if other States allow us to, in longer-term loans. We have 
different and more limited powers, and different tax structure than 
banks. 

The legislation only deals with equity on the liability side, the 
treatment of deposits, I agree with your position on that side. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hollihan, you said in your statement that it 
is your understanding-and I quote: "If this central liquidity facili
ty has sterilized reserves to the satisfaction of the Fed, we have no 
objection to letting the CLF hold credit union reserves." 

What would the Fed require the CLF to do in order to sterilize 
the reserves? 
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Mr. HoLLIHAN. It would be required to hold them in vault cash 
or non-earning securities. 

The CHAIRMAN. You have also said two things in your statement 
that seem contradictory. First you support the $40 million exemp
tion in S. 85, which calls for no interest on reserves, which has the 
universal reserve requirements. Then in your summary you say the 
association supports the universal reserve requirements on transac
tion accounts if interest is paid on such reserves. 

It seems to me that is contradictory. I have a very, very strong 
feeling against paying interest on reserves. I think this year it 
would be absolute political dynamite. You can imagine the position 
the committee would be put in. Here we are, cutting everything; 
we are holding everybody down to the lowest level possible in all 
the social services. Then we are coming on with a brand-new 
program of paying hundreds of millions of dollars out to banks that 
we have never done before. 

The principle might be one that you believe in, but is it realistic? 
Mr. HoLLIHAN. We support the $10 million exemption if the 

interest is paid on the reserves. 
The CHAIRMAN. I see. But do you support-in other words, what 

you are saying is this: You will support the $40 million exemption 
with no interest on the reserves? 

Mr. HoLLIHAN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Or the $10 million with interest paid. 
Mr. HoLLIHAN. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Then that is consistent. 
Now, Mr. O'Brien, on page 6 of your statement you suggest 

lowering reserve requirements for transaction balances of 4 to 8 
percent. S. 85 has 12 to 14 percent. But what you suggest might 
cost the Treasury $500 to $600 million a year. 

What is your answer? 
Mr. O'BRIEN. I don't think so, because I think it is a pass

through, really. The reason we say that is because our existing 
requirements, whether it be FSLIC, which is in the middle, 5 
percent, or the liquidity, 5 percent-it's now to 6 and it can be 
adjusted. But it is now to 6. I don't think it has ever been higher 
than about 7½. So to us, going to double digit seems to be excessive 
and take away funds from housing, and I don't think it really 
would have an impact on the Treasury, because the Treasury 
would have the use of those funds. 

The CHAIRMAN. I doubt it would take much away from housing. 
Mr. O'BRIEN. Not much, but a little bit. 
The CHAIRMAN. The exemptions would pretty much take care of 

most of the S. & L.'s. The reason, frankly, that it was that high 
was, we wanted to save the Treasury, and we felt we had to reduce 
the loss to the Treasury. 

Mr. O'BRIEN. I can appreciate the reason, but it does sound like 
numbers that are higher than we have ever been used to hearing. 

The CHAIRMAN. On page 9, Mr. Hooke, of your statement, you 
say that the Commission on Financial Structure and Regulation 
recommended that legally required reserves on savings and time 
deposits should be abolished. I may agree with that. I haven't 
decided. But I would like to know whether you do. 
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Should reserve requirements against consumer time and savings 

deposits at banks be removed? 
Mr. HOOKE. We talked about the cost to the Treasury, and obvi

ously at the present time removing these reserves would be a very 
substantial cost to the Treasury. But there are many economists 
who feel that the reserves on time accounts are not essential for 
monetary policy, and I guess I go along with that. 

The CHAIRMAN. What you are saying is, you may have a fiscal 
problem here, but that can be handled by doing it gradually, 
moving gradually in that direction; a principle of not requiring 
reserves on time and savings deposits is sound? 

Mr. HOOKE. Personally, that is how I feel. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wright, you make an interesting suggestion 

on page 11 of your statement. You ask that the bills be amended to 
allow credit unions and other non-bank depository institutions to 
be permitted to join the Federal Reserve System. Many institutions 
that are not now members don't want to be. Why do you think it is 
important to let people join who are not members now? 

It is interesting to hear that because it may be the Federal 
Reserve Board would welcome it. But I would like you to expand on 
that. 

Mr. WRIGHT. There are some services which they offer which we 
feel would be attractive. The clearing mechanism is the one that 
comes to mind. 

We also feel that there are services that they offer that may 
become useful in the future, which we have not-do not have 
access to now through the private system. 

The CHAIRMAN. You get access under S. 85 without being a 
member, I understand. 

Mr. WRIGHT. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. I would like your reaction to the alternative 

proposal that has been made by the Banking Committee staff. You 
may be familiar with it. We do this: We have universal reserve 
requirements applied to transaction accounts and large CD's. It 
would not have any reserve requirements against savings and con
sumer time deposits. There would be exemptions of $10 to $15 
million on transaction accounts and another $10 to $15 million on 
our CD's. Since there would be no reserve requirements against 
consumer time and savings, that would amount to 100 percent, 
substantially, in most parts. 

To do this, the reserve requirement on transaction accounts 
would be about 10 to 12 percent; on large CD's, perhaps 6 to 8 
percent. It would be a cost of maybe $100 to $140 million to the 
Treasury, which is considerably less than some of the other quotes. 

What is your reaction to this, Mr. Hollihan? 
Mr. HoLLIHAN. As we understand S. 85, does not require such 

universal reserves for non-transaction accounts. 
The CHAIRMAN. For time accounts? 
Mr. HoLLIHAN. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. The idea is that for thrift institutions they would 

be exempted from any future requirements on time and savings 
deposits. 

Mr. HoLLIHAN. We agree that credit unions should not be re
quired to hold reserves against their time and savings deposits. 
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The CHAIRMAN. The exemptions would therefore be reduced $10 

to $15 million on transaction accounts and $10 to $15 million on 
CD's. It would put banks on a par with thrift institutions. 

Do you have a reaction to that? 
Mr. HOLLIHAN. Mr. Chairman, as I stated in my testimony 

NAFCU would support a lower exemption-$10 or $15 million as 
you propose-but only if interest is paid on reserves. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hooke? 
Mr. HOOKE. As I understand the question, we are saying that all 

financial institutions would have reserve requirements on transac
tion accounts and large CD's, but not on time and savings accounts. 

The CHAIRMAN. And with exemptions of $10 to $15 million on 
transaction and another $10 to $15 million on large CD's. 

Mr. HooKE. Right. I think that our concern comes back to the 
original force of our statement, that we feel that reserves on sav
ings banks are not imperative to the monetary policy of the coun
try. We would have to stick with that. 

[The following information was received for the record:] 
Elimination of reserve requirements on consumer-type savings and time deposits 

of member commercial banks would address one of our major concerns. Clearly, it 
would reduce the likelihood that, at some time in the future, such requirements 
would be imposed on thrift institutions. Apart from this major change, the proposed 
structure of requirements would be more unfavorable for thrift institutions than S. 
85, because of the reduced exemption for transactions accounts and the extension of 
reserves to large CDs. As we testified, we do not believe that the imposition of 
reserve requirements on thrift institution transactions accounts is justified on mone
tary policy or equity grounds. This remains our position, although we recognize and 
are gratified that one of our major long-run concerns is addressed by this proposal. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. O'Brien? 
Mr. O'BRIEN. I think I would agree with my savings bank col

league. I would ask, would there be an indexing? 
The CHAIRMAN. You would agree with what? 
Mr. O'BRIEN. With what he just said. It is an improvement, but I 

would still oppose-I would like it better if there was an indexing 
feature. 

The CHAIRMAN. Suppose that were in there? 
Mr. O'BRIEN. I would like that. 
The CHAIRMAN. I would agree that all should have the indexa

tion. Otherwise, you obviously have a situation where inflation can 
induce things you don't intend. 

Mr. O'BRIEN. I think the indexing would make it more pallata
ble. We would like to respond more fully in writing for the record. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wright? 
Mr. WRIGHT. I think it is a very interesting proposal, and what I 

would like to do, if it is all right, is respond to the proposal in 
writing. 

The CHAIRMAN. That's fine. 
The CHAIRMAN. I suppose all of you would like to do that. I did 

spring it on you without any notice. When you correct your re
marks, if you would indicate any further reactions you might have. 

One last question to Mr. O'Brien to clarify the situation. The 
staff has suggested to me on page 7 of your statement you say S. 85 
and S. 353 provide access to the Federal Reserve System, services 
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to nonmember deposit institutions. That is true of S. 85 and not for 
s. 353. 

It is just the opposite. S. 353 prohibits access for nonmembers. 
Let me read it to you: 

As provided in Section 3(b)(6) of S.353: not maintaining reserves in accordance 
with this section shall not be eligible to receive Federal Reserve Bank Services. 

You wouldn't like that, I assume. Would it be worthwhile for us 
to keep reserves on transaction accounts in order to gain access to 
the Fed services? 

Mr. O'BRIEN. I don't think so, because just about every service 
offered by the Fed, with the exception of the check clearing and 
the transaction feature, which is what we want, if we get transac
tion accounts, we already can get from our Federal Home Loan 
Bank, just about every one, and generally at equal or better prices. 

And what worries me about this bill is that if we are ultimately 
homogenized as an industry and start to look like banks, and more 
and more become members of the Fed because of our increasing 
deposit structure, what are you going to do with your home loan 
banks? We have a very fine home loan bank system that tracks 
almost identically to the Federal Reserve System. 

The CHAIRMAN. Isn't the check service, check-clearing service 
useful? The argument might be, if savings and loans aren't willing 
to hold reserves, why should they have access to the Fed service 
even for check clearing. 

Mr. O'BRIEN. I agree with that. I have no problem with that. 
What I am afraid of is that over time we will be drawn into the 
Federal Reserve System. If we are, and if we are to have required 
reserves, we ought to be offered the services of the Fed. 

I agree with what you are saying: Where we don't have the 
reserves, we don't need the service package. We already have it 
anyway, whether a member or not. 

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I want to thank you very much. You 
have been helpful. I want to apologize for having been· absent 
during part of your testimony. You have made a fine record and I 
very much appreciate it. 

The committee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow 
morning, when we will resume hearings. 

[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the committee was recessed, to recon
vene at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, March 27, 1979.] 
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MONETARY POLICY IMPROVEMENT ACT OF 
1979 

TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1979 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D.C. 
The committee met at 10 a.m. in room 5302, Dirksen Senate 

Office Building, Senator William Proxmire (chairman of the com
mittee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Proxmire, Stewart, and Garn. 

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE 

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. 
Today we are continuing our hearings on legislation to strength

en the ability of the Federal Reserve Board to conduct monetary 
policy. The Federal Reserve Board has urged the Congress to take 
prompt action on the Federal Reserve's membership problem. 
Things seem to have bogged down a little, but I am hopeful that a 
solution can be found soon. 

It is appropriate that our first witness today is Robert Carswell, 
Deputy Secretary of the Treasury, because one of the important 
issues on this legislation is the cost to the Treasury. I believe quite 
strongly that the cost to the Treasury that would result from 
lowering and restructuring reserve requirements must be kept low 
because of the difficult inflationary times and the very large 
budget deficit. In the past the Treasury has said that they would be 
willing to take a loss of up to $200 to $300 million in order to solve 
the membership problem. Frankly, that is far too much to pay. My 
bill, S. 85, would cost only $60 million and would be an effective 
way to solve the membership problem once and for all. A conserva
tive estimate of the cost of Senator Tower's bill is $600 million-IO 
times more. And, since his bill calls for maintaining the present 
system of voluntary reserve requirements rather than mandatory, 
there is no guarantee that the bill would produce the desired 
results of strengthening Fed's ability to conduct monetary policy by 
having an adequate reserve base. 

Secretary Carswell, I urge you to hold your ground in the cost of 
this legislation to the Treasury. The banking groups want as much 
as they can get-that's only natural. I especially would like you to 
continue to support universal reserves rather than interest on 
reserves. Once we set that precedent we would soon be paying 
interest on all reserves at full market rates which would be un
justified and a blow to both the budget and inflation. 

Senator GARN. 

(515) 
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR GARN 

Senator GARN. Just a brief comment that I made yesterday to 
follow up on this matter of the loss to the Treasury. I probably 
won't be here because I've got a Defense Appropriations Subcom
mittee to ask questions, but nobody yesterday really addressed 
what I talked about as to clouding the function of the Federal 
Reserve and going back to the origins of the Federal Reserve 
System. That $7 billion of profit last year-I can see why the 
Treasury doesn't want to talk about it, but we are robbing from 
Peter to pay Paul in the general fund of this government. That 
may be nice for the general fund, but I really think somebody 
ought to address themselves to the general purposes of the Federal 
Reserve and was that purpose to be a moneymaker for the Treas
ury. I hear all this talk and I'm not convinced that Senator Tower's 
bill would cost more, Mr. Chairman, in terms of overall policy and 
the whole environment and the economy. There's a difference 
there but it depends on what price we pay for compulsion and 
mandatory reserves and other "Big Brother," big government stick
ing their nose into something where I think they have no business. 

I made myself very clear yesterday, but nobody is addressing 
that problem. I hope maybe you, Mr. Carswell, or someone else, 
will explain to me whether the purpose of the Federal Reserve to 
make money for the Treasury or was there some other intent when 
it was created in 1913? I happen to think it had nothing to do or 
the intent was never to make $7 billion a year for the Treasury, 
and now I think the major reason we're pushing for this manda
tory reserves is that most of you are looking at that revenue loss 
rather than sincerely solving the problem of the loss of Federal 
Reserve membership and protecting the functions that they were 
originally set up to do. I think that's what it's all about. 

The FDIC is going to testify today. If I were going to be here I 
would take them to task, as I did the independent bankers yester
day, because they have completely turned around their testimony 
from a year ago and I'd like to know what in the hell has happened 
m the last year that all these witnesses are suddenly selling out, 
who they are selling out to, and what for, and why we have 
suddenly had this dramatic change of mind. It isn't my testimony. 
It's the FDIC's testimony. I think it's incredible. Any of you who 
want to look at it, look at their testimony today and what they 
testified to a year ago, and I hope some of you would address 
yourselves to that, too. What's happened in the last year? We've all 
turned aro1;1nd and everybody is in here saying, yes, this is the 
answer; let s get Congress to compel, to punish, and to get away 
from any sort of competition or making the Federal Reserve do the 
Job they ought to do. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Stewart. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR STEWART 

Senator ST~WART. Mr. Carswell, it's good to see you again. Some 
of my folk~ m Alabama wanted me to ask you a couple of ques
tions. I don t k~ow whether rou'll be the appropriate person to ask 
or not, but you re the first witness to be here and I have to leave in 
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a couple minutes, but if you would comment in your testimony I'd 
appreciate it. What my folks are concerned about is the number of 
people they have to deal with from either your agency or FDIC or 
the Federal Reserve, and it keeps them from doing the job they are 
called upon to do. I don't know whether you're going to testify 
about that this morning or not, but it's a concern of mine and it 
might be that the improvement of the Federal Reserve member
ship, increasing of the Federal Reserve membership would have 
some effect on that. We seem to be handling this thing on a 
piecemeal basis as far as I'm concerned. I had a fellow indicate to 
me yesterday that he saw probably some seven different agencies 
or some seven different sets of folks in his bank in a very short 
period of time, maybe a 2 or 3 week period of time, and it kept him 
from doing the job that he was called upon to do, that being due to 
implementing the effects of legislation of the last few nights of the 
congressional session of last year. It's had a tremendous impact on 
the banking industry. 

You might not be in a position to comment about that today, but 
that's what I want to hear about myself, and what impact you 
think this particular proposal would have on that, and I think it's 
important to us here on the Banking Committee to hear that. I 
wasn't here in 1913 when they organized the Federal Reserve but I 
sure would like to hear your ideas, too. 

I agree with Senator Garn. I'd like to hear your ideas on what 
exactly the Fed is supposed to be doing and what this particular 
proposal that's being made now by people at the national level 
would do to affect that original purpose. I agree with Senator Garn. 
I don't think this was supposed to be some kind of moneymaking 
proposition-moneymaking industry. If you don't want to comment 
about that, don't; that's fine. We'll get you back up here another 
time and ask you those questions again in another way. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me just say a word more before we let 
the witness speak. We all like to speak, as Senators. That's why 
we're here I suppose. The fact is, Senator Stewart and Senator 
Garn, we have a situation where the Federal Reserve Board obvi
ously is not supposed to be in the business to make money for the 
Federal Government. On the other hand, the fact that it does 
shouldn't make us cry and weep and moan and groan and say how 
terrible it is that the Federal Government has some income for a 
change instead of just being on the giving side. The fact that they 
do buy securities in the open market, hold securities, of course 
means that they bring a return into the Federal Government and 
after they deducted their expenses last year they had about $7 
billion-not $9 billion-$7 billion margin. 

Now if we adopt a policy of paying interest on reserves, that 
begins to melt away and that means that the taxpayers in Ala
bama and Utah and Wisconsin are going to have to pay more or 
the deficit will be bigger. In this year, of all years, when we're 
holding down the budget, trying to hold down the budget, we're 
saying we're going to hold it down in housing; we're going to hold 
it down in food stamps, hold it down in all kinds of other areas-to 
give the bankers more money at a time when their profits are 
better than they have been in a long time, at a time when we have 
laws on the books that prohibit them from paying interest on 
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demand deposits, to hold down the interest they can pay on savings 
deposits of all kinds-this year to say that we are going to begin to 
pay interest on reserves when we never have-never have since 
the beginning of the Federal Reserve System in 1913-even Andy 
Mellon didn't have the brass to come in and say pay us interest. J. 
P. Morgan didn't. Now we're told we ought to pay interest on 
reserves. If I were a banker, I would throw my hat in the air and 
say, sure, we would like to get a little more; we can use it. I don't 
say bank profits shouldn't be higher and they should be and I don't 
see anything wrong with higher profits, but this is not a year when 
it would seem to me to be wise to change the rules as far as 
interest on reserves is concerned and maintain the rules on which 
we prohibit them from paying interest on demand deposits and 
hold down to 5 percent the amount of interest they can pay on 
savings deposits. 

Senator STEWART. Senator Proxmire, if you don't mind my 
saying so, I think your statement points out some of the problems 
we've got in approaching banking legislation from a piecemeal 
point of view. All of those things you talked about are fairly 
complex type situations and probably require a broad overview 
approach toward this particular kind of problem. I just don't think 
you can do it on a piecemeal basis. You talk about consolidation, 
increased membership of the Fed and talk about some of the prob
lems that have to do with overregulation, and I don't know who in 
the world told anybody that people who borrow from banks are not 
going to have to pay for some of the kinds of things that the fellow 
from Alabama mentioned to me was happening yesterday because 
I'll be darned if I think that bank is paying for them. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say one more thing, Senator Stewart. 
That is, all of these bills would benefit the banks. The fact is that 
my proposal, which is the more limited and maybe it is too limited, 
provides for a net $60 million loss to the Treasury and a corre
sponding gain by the banking industry. Others provide more. 
Treasury provides something in between what I propose and what 
Senator Tower proposes. Whatever we enact is going to benefit the 
banks. Nobody is trying to hurt them. Their profits are going to go 
up. 

Senator STEWART. I'm not talking about the banking institution. 
What I'm talking about is ultimately what's going to happen with 
regard to regulation. The legislation that was passed last year, I'm 
not that familiar with it, but they are now beginning to implement 
it, and as a result of that these people are having to deal with it 
and you keep piling legislative process on legislative process and 
implementing it and more rules and more regulations and, frankly, 
more examinations of the banking institutions-and again, let me 
say that I think ultimately the person who is the consumer in that 
particular area or sector of the economy is going to have to pay for 
it. 

The CHAIRMAN. I see your point now and I think you're right, 
but-and Senator Garn has been supporting that position too, of 
holding down regulations-but I do think that this particular kind 
of legislation we have this morning would not impose additional
as far as I know-maybe Mr. Carswell can clarify this-as far as I 
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know, it wouldn't impose any additional regulations, any additional 
form-filling, any additional burden on the industry. 

Senator GARN. Mr. Chairman, if I could make one more quick 
comment and then we'll hear from the witness. We hear constantly 
about bank profits, but I wonder if you or anybody else considered 
that without the loss of revenue from a lot of these sterile reserves 
that maybe consumers would pay lower loan interest rates. We 
constantly hear about the banks are businesses and it is the con
sumer who pays the bill. Let's face it. We need to understand that. 
We also need to understand something else about bank profits. Of 
insured institutions last year, there were about $88 billion of assets 
and $22 billion of that are in their buildings and in fixed assets. 
The point is, about three-quarters of those are totally exposed to 
inflation. They're paper. They're paper assets and profits in banks 
as opposed to other types of institutions. So you've got to depreciate 
those so-called huge profits we talk about in terms of the amount 
of inflation to get at a real profit compared to other businesses that 
have assets that appreciate in value due to inflation. Only one
fourth of the banks assets increase because of inflation, so the 
profit picture is inflated but I think we really need to look at who 
pays the bill and I think the consumer is paying the bill for sterile 
reserves. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Carswell, go right ahead. 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT CARSWELL, DEPUTY SECRETARY, 
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

Mr. CARSWELL. Mr. Chairman, I would be glad to respond to the 
questions first if you would like, and submit the statement. 

The CHAIRMAN. I think Senator Stewart has to leave and he 
would appreciate it if you could respond. 

Senator STEWART. That's all right. Go ahead. 
The CHAIRMAN. Don, I understand you do have to go. We would 

like him to respond to you as long as you're here, so if you would 
do that, that would be helpful. 

Senator STEWART. I don't know whether he can respond to that 
rambling discourse or not. That's fine. 

Mr. CARSWELL. I'll give it a try. 
Senator STEWART. That's what I'm doing. 
Mr. CARSWELL. Years ago I read the legislative history of the 

Federal Reserve and I haven't reviewed it recently, but I think it's 
fair to say that there is nothing in that legislative history that 
would indicate that the purpose of the Federal Reserve was to raise 
money for the United States by having sterile reserves. That hap
pened and it happened really starting from the very beginning. 
That's what happened when you had reserves. But I think I would 
have to say in the beginning the legislative history would not 
indicate it was intended to be a revenue-raising measure. I think 
probably, if anybody asked at the time whether it would raise 
revenue, the answer would have had to have been, yes, but it 
wasn't really discussed. 

Now what's happened is, of course, the money supply has grown 
so enormously since the day the Federal Reserve was founded that 
reserves have grown similarly enormously and that has meant 
considerable profits, if you like, to the United States-the Govern-
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ment of the United States and the people of the United States 
through this system. 

I don't have the breakdown here, but the amount involved of 
Federal Reserve profits that relate to this issue, that is reserves, is 
around $1.6 billion, not the $9 billion that Senator Garn was talk
ing about. So what's happened is that today the United States gets 
$1.6 billion in revenue from these sterile reserves. 

CoMMIITEE NOTE.-$7 billion is what the Federal Reserve returned to the Treas
ury after expenses. $1.6 billion is the portion of earnings derived from reserves 
before expenses. The $7 billion derives from interest on the entire Federal Reserve 
portfolio, of which reserves make up approximately only one-quarter. 

Mr. CARSWELL. I guess the issue then becomes whether that's a 
fair way to have the system operate. One can rationalize it now I 
guess a number of different ways and I guess reasonable men will 
reach different conclusions. I think in the Treasury our view is 
that the banking business does have elements of being affected 
with the public interest. We don't let everybody who wants to be a 
banker become a banker. Basically a banker is able to use the 
money of other people and hence it's a privilege to be in that 
business. I think around the world some tribute is exacted by 
governments from those who go into the banking business. 

Now whether it's done in the form of sterile reserves, which is 
the way it's handled in many countries, including the United 
States, or whether it's done through franchise fees or other kinds 
of taxes, I don't suppose it really matters. One way or another, the 
banking industry does pay around the world some form of revenue 
to the Government. 

In the Treasury, since it seems to be working relatively well 
until recently, it seemed to be a somewhat painless way of raising 
some revenue. More recently, as bank profits began to be put 
under more pressure for a variety of reasons, some banks have 
been less willing to pay this revenue. 

The result of that has been that the Federal Reserve has begun 
to lose membership and that has had, of course, highly undesirable 
effects on monetary policy and thrown in question the place of the 
Federal Reserve in the future. Hence, this legislation introduced by 
Senator Proxmire and like bills introduced by others designed to 
preserve the Federal Reserve monetary base. Obviously, preserva
tion of that base will also have the effect of preserving the revenue 
for the United States. 

Now I suppose we could start over and raise this revenue some 
other way, either through the tax system or through different 
kinds of taxes on banks and financial institutions. It just seems to 
us probably a much harder road than to keep the present system 
operating since there's no reason to think it distorts allocation of 
resources today and it is roughly parallel to what is done in most 
other countries of the world. 

The CHAIRMAN. OK. Go right ahead with your statement. 
Senator GARN. Could I just respond to that? I think it brings up 

the whole point of what we're dealing with here-as I said yester
day, that we have the common thing of a Federal agency running 
to Congress to solve the problem for them through legislation; the 
agency can't solve it itself, therefore compel. The private sector 
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doesn't have that ability to do it, but this is primarily what we 
have become in the Congress-solving problems by compulsion. 

You made the comment that it just happened, that it was not in 
the original legislation, not contemplated to make money. It just 
happened and it's become a windfall and it's an easy and painless 
way. You're right. Well, I think that's a ripoff of the American 
taxpayer too. It's hidden. The average person doesn't understand 
how the Federal Reserve works. It would be more honest if they 
knew they had to pay taxes for it, if we didn't have off-budget 
items and everything was before the American people. We cheat 
and we steal them blind and we hide and we're sneaky about it and 
the whole Federal budget that we look at is only part of it, and so 
what you're saying to me is something that I deplore. Yes, it just 
happened and it's painless and it's hidden and the American public 
doesn't know about it. Well, I'd rather put things in the proper 
pigeon holes and pocket and be a little more honest than this 
Government is. 

But then you get down to the question, OK, suppose Senator 
Tower's bill does lose $600 million out of the $1.6, which is a better 
way to handle it? We lose that $600 million, which is a spit in the 
ocean compared to what we spend on all sorts of other programs, 
with a $30 billion deficit, and solve the problem through voluntary 
means and keep Federal Reserve membership there and keep the 
system strong and give them their ability. Or do we take the easy 
cop-out route that Government usually does and say, no, just give 
us a bill that mandates it? I think the voluntary solution is a good 
price to pay for a little freedom and opportunity rather than more 
Government compulsion-$600 million-and I don't know how to 
relate to what Senator Stewart and I were talking about of how 
much that would benefit the consumer; how much of that would be 
gained in other pockets through lower interest rates, lower charges 
for bank services. The consumer pays the bill. That's really what 
we come down to and I appreciate your explanation because you 
have explained once again that it's a matter of Government taking 
advantage. It happened. It's painless. We have to tax the people 
someplace else and that isn't good because they would find out 
about it then. They wouldn't know they were paying through the 
back door and so it's easy. The FDIC, the Federal Home Loan Bank 
Board-everybody is going to testify let's take the easy cop-out 
route, and what you get is more and more and more government 
and more intrusion into the private sector. It doesn't matter wheth
er it's the banking industry or anything else. If that's what you all 
want, keep testifying this way and piece by piece, we are creating a 
monstrosity here in Washington that I sure as hell don't want to 
live with in the future. We need some people with a little courage, 
with a little trust in the private sector. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Garn, for your thoughtful 
statement. 

Go right ahead, Mr. Carswell. 
Senator STEW ART. Could I ask just a couple questions? 
The CHAIRMAN. Sure. 
Senator STEW ART. You said profit motives caused falls in Fed 

membership. There were a variety of reasons for that. Do you have 
any idea as to whether or not the tremendous influx of Govern-
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ment regulations on the banking system has caused some of that? 
Could that have been a part of the problem by some slight chance? 
Are all the folks involved in the banking business-I hate to get it 
down to the question the people I represent want me to ask, but I 
would like to do that at this point. 

Mr. CARSWELL. Obviously, Government regulations affect profits. 
They affect them in a number of ways. Just the necessity of keep
ing records and responding will cost money and obviously that 
adversely affects profits and it undoubtedly has been some part of 
the reason for pressure on bank profits. The other thing the Gov
ernment regulation of the banking industry has done in recent 
years is increase competitiveness. We have seen a trend in recent 
years of commercial banks competing with thrifts and thrifts com
peting with credit unions and so on, and any competition in what 
was a more sheltered industry will result in pressure overall on 
bank profits, and I think that's been part of it. It hasn't been just 
among the banks. There are more banks now and working more 
vigorously than they did in the past, but there are many more 
financial institutions that are in the arena with the banks and that 
general trend through the last 25 years I'm sure has also had a 
significant effect on the profits. 

Senator STEWART. And that came about because of Government 
regulation. 

Mr. CARSWELL. In part. As Senator Garn was pointing out, obvi
ously what the Government does here does relate to taking jackets 
off the private sector and the legislation in banking has opened up 
the banking industry. Some of the laws have been pro-competitive. 
That doesn't necessarily help the banks, but it helps the people. 

Senator STEWART. You spoke at one point about the equity of the 
situation. Is there some exemption involved in the legislation that 
we're now discussing before the Banking Committee for banks with 
less than $40 million? Is there an exemption there for those banks 
that fit in that category in the legislation? 

Mr. CARSWELL. In Senator Proxmire's bill, yes. The cutoff is $40 
million in Senator Proxmire's bill. That is, banks whose reservable 
deposits-that is, deposits against which reserves must be taken
are $40 million. They are exempt, $40 million or below. 

Senator STEWART. When you're talking about fairness and equity 
and making some mandatory controls or imposing some mandatory 
controls, do you think that would be a fair and equitable approach 
to take? 

Mr. CARSWELL. Well, yes. I think it is probably necessary to have 
some exemption level in the bill because if you don't you will be 
pulling people into the system today that are not there now and 
that in turn will further destabilize the situation. I think today we 
have all come to accept that the smaller bank has to be treated 
somewhat differently than the larger bank and it's appropriate to 
have some exemption, but whether it ought to be $40 or $35 or $45, 
I suppose the Congress is in as good a position as anybody to 
decide. 

The CHAIRMAN. I might interject at this point, yesterday we were 
told by the Independent Bankers Association that represents 7,400 
small banks in the country they support my bill with the under
standing that there would be an indexation. In other words, as the 
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inflation rose, the $40 million exemption would go higher. I support 
that and the Federal Reserve supports that too to a considerable 
extent. 

Senator STEWART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Stewart. 
Now, Mr. Carswell, I apologize for this late start and I want to 

apologize to the other witnesses who follow you, but those things 
happen sometimes as you know. Any way you would like to treat 
your statement is fine. We will be happy to have the statement 
printed in full in the record. I think it would be best if you 
summarize the statement as briefly as possible and then I have a 
few questions for you. 

Mr. CARSWELL. Senator, I think basically the position of the 
administration is in support of your bill, S. 85, and for the reasons 
which basically you're familiar with; that it will have the effect of 
improving the tools available to the Fed in the implementation of 
monetary policy; that it will reduce competitive inequities among 
depository institutions engaged in the same or similar lines of 
business; and that it will restrain the negative impact of any 
changes in the Federal budget in this period when the administra
tion and the Congress are trying to squeeze down the Federal 
deficit. 

My statement goes into some detail on the philosophic justifica
tions of these matters. 

I might just say a word about the revenue projections because 
attached to my statement is a somewhat different formulation of 
the revenue than we had submitted earlier. Obviously, revenue 
estimating in this area is a difficult matter because the assump
tions that you make in some respects are more important than the 
calculations. So attached to the table in the back of my statement 
are two pages of assumptions, which if one varies one gets some
what different results, but the net of it is that S. 85 on the basis of 
our latest projections will have a revenue cost of $2 million in 1980 
and $5 million in 1981, and will actually gain revenue from then 
on. Now, again, that depends on the assumptions which include 
what the growth of the money supply will be in the future and so 
on. 

The CHAIRMAN. And I might amend this to provide for indexing 
which might also, I imagine, change the numbers. 

Mr. CARSWELL. That would definitely change it as it goes out. 
The CHAIRMAN. Tend to lose revenue? 
Mr. CARSWELL. Tend to lose revenue and, of course, it depends on 

what level you index. You don't have to index at 100 percent. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now the Federal Reserve suggests 50 percent. 

The independent bankers suggest 80 percent. 
Mr. CARSWELL. Well, again, as far as the Treasury is concerned, 

the lower the indexing, the better. I think the general position the 
administration is inclined to take these days, and I think with 
some reason, is that if you build indexation into the system you 
have an inflationary bias built in. That is one way to run the 
economy, but to the extent we can limit that inflationary bias I 
think we prefer to limit it. So, in principle, I guess we prefer no 
indexation and to the extent that it has to be done, a lower per
centage of indexation. 
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I think on the other issues of S. 85, we of course continue to be in 
favor of discrete pricing for services by the Federal Reserve and 
that that pricing should be on the basis of a full allocation of costs. 

I think, in general, that would conclude my testimony, sir, unless 
you want me to go into more detail. 

The CHAIRMAN. That's fine. 
[Complete statement follows:] 

TESTIMONY OF HON. ROBERT CARSWELL, DEPUTY SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

I am pleased to present the views of the Administration on S. 85 and S. 353. We 
support the efforts of the Congress to deal with the question of appropriate reserve 
requirements for depository institutions at this time. The administration has en
dorsed several approaches to this question, including H.R. 7, which is presently 
under consideration in the House of Representatives. We hope the Congress will be 
able to act on this matter expeditiously. 

Many plans have been put forward to deal with this problem. Rather than 
discussing them in detail, I would like to reiterate the principles that we believe 
should govern this undertaking. 

They are: improvement of the tools available to the Federal Reserve in the 
implementation of monetary policy; reducing competitive inequities among deposi
tory institutions engaged in the same or similar lines of business; and restraining 
the negative impact of any changes on the Federal budget in this period when the 
Administration and the Congress are striving to squeeze down the deficit. 

UNIVERSAL AND UNIFORM REQUIRED RESERVES 

These objectives are best served by imposing mandatory reserve requirements on 
all institutions holding similar deposit balances. Since reserve requirements are 
important to the effective formulation and implementation of monetary policy, their 
coverage should not be contingent upon voluntary or induced membership in the 
Federal Reserve System. They should be regarded as a price and a necessary 
component of participation in the monetary system rather than a result of decisions 
about the choice of a regulator, the value of access to the discount window or a nice 
balancing of the costs of maintaining reserves against the benefits of membership. 
Moreover, to the extent that all institutions maintaining transaction balances have 
the same level of reserves, the link between the aggregate amount of reserves and 
the money supply is made more firm. 

For these reasons, S. 85 like H.R. 7 takes a constructive step in severing the 
connection between reserves and Federal Reserve membership, and by focusing 
instead on the type of balance involved. Extending reserve requirements to thrifts 
for transaction accounts is a timely shift toward competitive equality and a more 
equitable distribution of the reserve burden. The adverse impact on thrifts is rela
tively small because their transaction balances are small at this time. 

Of course, it is not possible to achieve full equality of treatment with this step. 
There are many small depository institutions that with some justification will resist 
a reserve obligation on the ground that the adverse impact on earnings is too great, 
and their participation, while theoretically correct, may not in practice be necessary 
to the effective conduct of monetary policy. Reserves in excess of vault cash of the 
smaller banks would in any event constitute only a small proportion of total 
reserves. 

Accordingly, some exemption from universal reserves for small institutions may 
therefore be appropriate, but we would hope that the exemption would be as small 
as possible. In this regard S. 85 goes a step beyond H.R. 7. 

The reporting requirements contained in the bill provide important supplemen
tary monetary coverage of all depository institutions not required to hold reserves. 
The report forms and statistics should be brief and rely as much as possible on 
existing information flows. The paperwork burden of all institutions, particularly 
the smaller, should be kept to a minimum. 

Finally, we do not think that the concept of universal reserves is inconsistent 
with the principles of the dual banking system. That system recognizes that when 
there is an overriding Federal interest in an issue, the groundrules should be 
established by the Federal government. That is the case, for example, with interna
tional banking. It is also the case with monetary policy. So long as reserves have a 
role to play in this process, all banks similarly situated should have the same 
burden to the extent practicable. Surely the Federal Government has no responsibil
ity to insure the viability of state supervision by making it financially unattractive 
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for a bank to be a member of the Federal Reserve. The strength of the system comes 
from the choice it offers on supervision and examination. That choice remains 
unchanged by this bill. Moreover, the availability of Federal Reserve services to all 
banks at nondiscriminatory rates will make it easier for a larger bank to be a 
nonmember. 

INTEREST ON RESERVES 

In the last Congress, the administration indicated that if the Congress decided 
that the holding of reserves should continue to be voluntary, then the administra
tion would support legislation to reduce the financial burden of membership 
through the payment of interest on reserves. For all the reasons I have noted, we 
very much prefer the approach of required reserves embodied in this bill. 

REVENUE WSS. PROJECTIONS 

In testimony before this committee last June and August and in a letter to the 
House Banking Committee in September 1977, the administration stated that it 
would accept a revenue loss of $200-300 million, after tax recoveries, to deal with 
this problem. Then, in an October letter to this Committee, with the budget outlook 
tightening, we indicated that a revenue loss at the lower end of that range was 
preferable. In the current budget environment, a solution to the membership prob
lem involving a revenue loss under $200 million, net of tax recoveries, is essential. 
That figure is based on 1977 data and assumes full implementation. We understand 
that the Federal Reserve staff estimates that the pretax cost of fully implementing 
S. 85 on that basis would be approximately $133 million or $73 million after tax. 
The comparable cost figures for S. 353 would be $1,299 million and $714 million, 
respectively. 

I have attached to my written statement a table showing the projected revenue 
impact of the changes contemplated by S. 85 over the next 5 years. 

In any calculation of the total annual cost of a membership solution, the Congress 
should focus particular attention on the fiscal 1980 budget impact. There are several 
elements in the revenue and cost figures that make the near term financial results 
of the various membership solutions a special concern. In determining the after-tax 
revenue loss for most proposals, estimates of tax recaptures that may take several 
years are used. These deferred tax effects might leave a disproportionate after-tax 
shortfall in the first year of most annual loss projections. 

Similarly, most proposals assume income of about $410 million from the explicit 
pricing of Federal Reserve services to reduce the annual net revenue loss the 
proposals will generate. Yet, not all the revenue will be available in fiscal 1980. It 
will take time to develop and institute prices on some services. 

Accordingly, our support of S. 85 is premised on the assumption that the Federal 
Reserve will fully offset any revenue loss during the transition years. Chairman 
Miller has advised me that the Board of Governors has agreed to this approach. 

OTHER ISSUES 

Section 6 of S. 85 would require the Federal Reserve to price its services and 
make them available to all depository institutions, whether or not they are mem
bers or hold reserves. Once access to System services is no longer required as an 
inducement to membership, the more general availability of Federal Reserve serv
ices should benefit the banking system as a whole. Moreover, requiring that the 
Federal Reserve price services on a basis involving full allocation of cost, with 
appropriate allowances for costs unique to private organizations such as capital and 
taxes, should allow other vendors to compete with the System more effectively. 
Hopefully, market mechanisms will then become important in establishing the 
prices of these services and the relative roles of the competing vendors. 

This concludes my formal testimony, Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to answer 
any questions the Committee may have. 
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ESTIMATED REVENUE EFFECTS OF S. 85 

Reduction in Federal Reserve earnings due to 
reduction in reserve requirements for 
member banks, at October 1979 projected 
membership levels, phased in over 2 years 
beginning October 1979 ............................. . 

Increase in Federal Reserve earnings from 
extension of reserve requirements to non
members, phased in over 4 years beginning 
October 1979 .............................................. . 

Increase in Federal Reserve earnings from 
charges for Federal Reserve services, 
phased in over 2 years beginning October 
1979 ........................................................... . 

Net change in Federal Reserve earn-
ings before tax recovery ................ . 

Income tax offset ............................................ . 

Net revenue effect before offset for 
membership attrition under present 
Federal Reserve requirements ........ . 

Offset due to loss in Federal Reserve earnings 
caused by membership attrition under pres
ent Federal Reserve requirements ( adjusted 
for tax offset) ............................................ . 

Net revenue effect... .......................... . 

[In millions of dollars] 

1980 

-373 

55 

271 

-47 
16 

-31 

29 

-2 

1981 

-787 

120 

535 

-132 
35 

-97 

92 

-5 

Flscal years 

1982 

-831 

197 

579 

-55 
31 

24 

149 

125 

ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING REVENUE ESTIMATES OF S. 85 

1983 

-879 

289 

630 

40 
-3 

37 

206 

243 

1984 

-929 

319 

682 

72 
-28 

44 

268 

312 

1. Reduction in Federal Reserve earnings due to attrition in member bank re
serves: (a) between December 1977 and September 1979 member bank deposit attri
tion continues at the average of the nation for the period 1974-77 (i.e., the member 
bank share of total commerical bank deposits declines 1.4 percentage points per 
year); (b) total commercial bank deposits increase at an average annual rate of 8.5 
percent each year after 1977; and (c) the average return on the Federal Reserve 
portfolio is 6.5 percent per year from October 1979 through September 1984. 

2. Increase in Federal Reserve earnings from charges for services: (a) full charging 
for Federal Reserve services, if fully implemented at the end of 1977, would have 
generated $410 million; and (b) Federal Reserve revenue from such charges grows 
proportionally to the growth in deposits. 

3. Recovery of the loss of Treasury revenue from the decline in Federal Reserve 
earnings: (a) additional commercial bank earings are taxed at an average marginal 
rate of 35 percent; and (b) the lagged additional dividends paid to commercial bank 
stockholders from the higher commercial bank after-tax earnings increases total tax 
recovery 2½ percentage points per year until the total tax recovery reaches 45 
percent of the additional commercial bank earnings in 4 years. 

4. Offset due to loss in Federal Reserve earnings caused by membership attrition 
under present Federal Reserve requirements: (a) if S.86 is not enacted, the attrition 
of member bank deposits after 1979 would accelerate to a rate midway between that 
experienced in New England (4.6 percent) and that of the nation (1.4 percent); (b) 
total commercial bank deposit growth and Federal Reserve portfolio return are as 
indicated in assumption 1; and (c) the tax offset to higher earnings of member banks 
no longer subject to required reserves is as indicated in assumption 3. 
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The CHAIRMAN. One of the questions that bothered me a great 
deal in this whole discussion is we have seemed to have taken for 
granted the argument that reserves are necessary for monetary 
policy. 

Now that hasn't been established to the satisfaction of most 
members of the committee I find and there does seem to be some 
division between competent economists. One witness yesterday, for 
example, quoted Henry Wallich, who's an eminent economist, as 
well as a governor of the Federal Reserve, and Chairman Maisel, 
former outstanding governor of the Federal Reserve Board, has in 
the past before he was a Fed governor, argued that you don't need 
reserves to conduct monetary policy and they pointed out reserves 
are rarely changed. The overwhelmingly predominant method of 
monetary policy activity is through Open Market operations, 
buying and selling securities. 

Under those circumstances, I would like to ask you about your 
statement on page 2 where you say: "Since reserve requirements 
are important to the effective formulation and implementation of 
monetary policy, their coverage should not be contingent upon 
voluntary or induced membership in the Federal Reserve System." 

Furthermore, Secretary Carswell, how important are reserves to 
the implementation of monetary policy? 

Mr. CARSWELL. I think our view in the Treasury is that they are 
important, although I think establishing it on a geometrically pre
cise rational basis is difficult. On the basis of the way the system 
has operated in the past, I think you can say that at least for some 
periods the Fed has operated monetary policy largely through open 
market operations and not varied the reserve base and not there
fore used the tool of reserve requirements. Whether that will con
tinue to be appropriate in the future, I think nobody can tell. 

I think we just had an illustration of a use of a reserve require
ment in the form of time deposit area. I think there will be occa
sions probably in the future where adjustments in reserves will 
have some significant monetary uses and to deprive the system of 
that possibility I think would probably be wrong. 

The CHAIRMAN. At the same time, that's rather, as far as the 
banks are concerned, looking at that standpoint-it's rather a high 
price to pay for a theoretical, erratic, occasional use. If we took the 
times in the last 20 years, for example, when the Federal Reserve 
has lowered or raised reserve requirements as an instrument of 
monetary policy, I think we would be hard put to find it happened 
more than once or twice; and when it did happen, they perhaps 
could have achieved the same end by simply buying or selling 
securities-open market operations. 

Mr. CARSWELL. One can't dispute that the way it's operated in 
the past, the changes in reserves have not been that important. On 
the other hand, you couldn't operate the open market policy if you 
didn't have some stable base that one could make calculations 
about. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now how about that? You say unless you have 
some stable base. Why? Why wouldn't it be possible to achieve 
whatever end you wanted to by simply using the power the Federal 
Reserve Board has to buy or sell securities? Obviously, when they 
buy securities they expand the money supply; when they sell they 
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contract it to any extent they wish. There's no limit on that proce
dure. 

Mr. CARSWELL. But the purpose of doing that is to diminish or 
increase some part of the money supply, M1 or whatever, and one 
doesn't do that without knowing what it is and one way that that 
is accomplished is to have a base of reserves. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if it's simply a matter of getting statistics 
that report just what the reserve basis is, report what the available 
capacity of the banks to lend money is, that kind of reporting can 
be achieved without requiring reserves. 

Mr. CARSWELL. Well, yes, but the base is not uniform so you 
want to be able to have different sections of the base at different 
rates and to do what you need to do with that in mind so you get 
the right results in the right areas. Now it's a complex operation 
that they go through every week to make the system go, and it is 
certainly possible I would suppose to do it without reserve require
ments, but, on the other hand, they feel that it works better. 

The CHAIRMAN. We intend to have hearings later in the year to 
get the best economists we can to come before us and debate and 
discuss this and see if we can come to some decision on that. I 
think it might be a much better solution, if we could do so, to 
eliminate reserve requirements than to pay interest on reserves. 
Maybe the effect on the Treasury might be equally serious and 
perverse, but I would feel a lot better about not having to pay out 
hundreds of millions of dollars in interest as compared to simply 
abolishing what is an archaic and rarely used and basically unnec
essary restriction on the ability of banks to use their reserves. You 
see, this goes back I think very largely to a time when reserves 
were what I think most laymen think they are, which is to provide 
for safe and sound banking. In the event that a bank's investments 
turn out badly, then they have reserves to meet their problems. 
Well, that's taken care of by the requirements of the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation that has regulations and insurance 
that have assured us basically of a safe and sound banking system. 
Many banks, as we all know, have little in reserves, if anything, 
and it's ironic that we would exempt small banks, which are prob
ably much more vulnerable, from having any reserves in my pro
posal and in some of the other proposals, whereas big banks that 
are less vulnerable are required to have reserves. So obviously, the 
safe and sound banking reason has been pretty much limited. Isn't 
that right? 

Mr. CARSWELL. I think it's fair to say that that is not now the 
purpose of having reserves. Now the reserves are there principally 
to facilitate monetary policy, the way monetary policy is now oper
ated. 

What you're raising, of course, is whether it could be operated 
without that base. I guess the answer is it could. Whether it would 
be operated as effectively or not is a different question because we 
would be giving up some-or the Fed would have to give up some 
degree of flexibility in what it could do and in measuring what it 
wanted--

The CHAIRMAN. Some observers of the Federal Reserve on the 
membership issue have said that compared to foreign central banks 
the Fed is viewed as relatively weak. There may be no basis for 
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that,but it's a fact that the Fed has not been able to get the banks 
to support them on the membership issue. They haven't hit the 
monetary targets. They have not been able to control inflation. 
Inflation is our No. 1 problem now. The Fed is viewed as our 
principal inflation fighter. People have questioned their indepen
dence in the administration and the Congress. 

Do you see any danger that as far as our international monetary 
relationships go, in our failure to come to the solution of the 
membership issue confidence in the Fed is reduced abroad if we 
don't solve this? 

Mr. CARSWELL. I'm really not sure that abroad they focus on it as 
a membership issue. I think it's fair to say that anything that is 
done to diminish the effectiveness of the Federal Reserve would 
adversely affect at least the views of other foreign central bankers 
as to the way the United States operates its monetary policy. What 
that means is that if the Fed continues to lose members and its 
reserves continue to drop, that that would have an adverse impact. 

Further, if the Congress today decided to do away with those 
reserves, I don't have any question that that would be regarded 
abroad as taking a step back in the influence that the Fed would 
have over the system. So, yes, obviously, this whole issue is--

The CHAIRMAN. Why would it be? 
Mr. CARSWELL. Just because bankers think that holding another 

banker's money gives you some control over that other bank and 
that element is always present. When the Fed is directly in contact 
with large banks across the country because of the holdings of 
reserves, there's an interaction through the local banks, and if you 
remove that you remove one more avenue that the Fed has of 
contact with what goes on in this country and limit again its 
pervasiveness. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now you support the universal reserve require
ment approach? 

Mr. CARSWELL. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. And not interest on reserves. I have said I 

oppose interest payment on reserves, but I would support it if we 
do the following: We repeal the prohibition against interest pay
ments on demand deposits; repeal Regulation Q; open up entry into 
banking; and enact a franchise tax on banks. 

Would you explain your opposition to interest on reserves and 
whether the reforms I mentioned would allow you to change your 
mind on the issue? 

Mr. CARSWELL. Well, as you well know, sir, those are a set of 
complex issues. We are in favor of universal reserve requirements 
and would prefer that the Fed not pay interest on reserves as that 
would cost revenue obviously and is not consistent necessarily with 
any monetary use of reserves. 

Now the other issues that you raise permitting banks to pay 
interest on demand deposits and abolition of limits in Regulation Q 
and the other regulations that have the same effect are obviously 
important ones. I think we are currently, in this administration, 
about to conclude the work of the task force designed to make 
recommendations about the future of Regulation Q and obviously 
that ties to interest on demand deposits. To the extent that trans
action accounts grow across the Nation, we have already affected 
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the payment of interest on demand deposits. The administration 
supported, last year, legislation on NOW accounts. We support it 
again this year and I think if it were introduced again that would, 
as a practical matter, go a long way toward eliminating any prohi
bition of the payment of interest on demand deposits. 

In the regulation Q area, I think generally this administration is 
for removing anticompetitive and regulatory restraints. 

The CHAIRMAN. I have said that I will introduce legislation to 
gradually increase the level of regulation Q by a quarter of a 
percent every 6 months so it goes up to a more realistic level. 

Mr. CARSWELL. Yes; and that's one of the alternatives that we 
are obviously considering. That has a kind of arbitrary impact 
because none of us knows the future and diminution by a quarter 
in one particular period might--

The CHAIRMAN. We hope we get to a period where interest rates 
would come down and you wouldn't need the regulation. 

Mr. CARSWELL. That's right. I don't mean to imply that's not a 
reasonable way to approach the problem. I think in general we are 
in favor of removing those restraints. On the other hand, you have 
the problem that crosscuts it, as you well know, that banks today 
are built into a system where they don't pay the full market rate 
on interest and you may well have some banks fail if you took it 
off precipitously. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, mine would be very gradual. 
Mr. CARSWELL. And I suppose we also have the problem of hous

ing finance. 
The CHAIRMAN. How about entry into banking? At the present 

time banks alone-if I want to go out and start a steel company or 
a haberdashery or a garage, I can do it. I would agree that with 
banking, as you say, you're handling other people's money and you 
should require a degree of experience and expertise and capital, 
but in addition to that, I couldn't start a bank unless the Comptrol
ler or the FDIC or the Federal Reserve found that in the particular 
community their convenience and needs would be served by having 
an additional bank in the community. 

I know of a little town in Wisconsin where a very capable man 
with a fine record wanted to start a bank but he wasn't allowed to 
do so because there was a bank there and they felt the town didn't 
need an additional bank. 

Now why shouldn't we eliminate that particular factor and 
permit more competition in banking and therefore more service to 
the general public? ~ 

Mr. CARSWELL. Well, there's obviously a tension involved in the 
whole issue involved in entry into banking. If a bank fails it not 
only adversely affects people who own the stock in the bank. It 
affects deposits that are not insured by the FDIC and it also 
disrupts the community life. People who had loans with that bank 
now have to go elsewhere. They may have difficulties. So the effect 
of a bank failure in your small town in Wisconsin, while it might 
not be catastrophic, it certainly would be very serious. 

The CHAIRMAN. We used to have a professor at Harvard Business 
School who said we haven't had enough bank failures. That was 
back in 1939 and he would argue-and he meant it, he was very 
sincere about it and a very able man, Professor Ebersole, and 
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Professor Ebersole's point was that you need banks that are more 
aggressive and more willing to make loans in areas where loans 
often aren't made and the fact that there are almost no bank 
failures these days might indicate a weakness on the part of banks 
serving the public as they should, plus the fact that we do have 
insurance of deposits now up to $40,000. We have a record now of 
almost no loss by depositors. After all, if you're a stockholder, 
that's part of the game. That's what you expect and you should 
have to take that risk if you're a stockholder. If you're a borrower, 
sure, you're inconvenienced, but in almost every case other banks 
move in and take over the accounts-they're happy to do it and the 
borrowers too are not injured. 

Mr. CARSWELL. Well, again, it's a question of--
The CHAIRMAN. Plus the fact, then, you go to a bank and get 

service at 3 or 4 o'clock in the afternoon instead of having the 
thing close at 2:30. 

Mr. CARSWELL. The question I guess-I don't know what small 
town you're talking about, so I'm completely unprejudiced by any 
knowledge so I can say what I want about it. 

The CHAIRMAN. I'm not going to tell you. 
Mr. CARSWELL. But it depends, I suppose, on whether there is 

room in that town for two banks. If there is, clearly it should be 
chartered. If there isn't you will have at least one bank failure and 
maybe two. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, not necessarily. That's a judgment that has 
to be made by the chartering agency and they are not perfect by 
any means. I understand that John Heimann has been flirting with 
the notion of opening this up to any people who have the capital 
and experience and ability. He would let them go in. 

Mr. CARSWELL. I would certainly feel that to the extent that-
The CHAIRMAN. You knock out the fuddy-duddy bank that's inef

ficient, lazy, incompetent, because they can't do the job. What's 
wrong with that? They do that in every other business. That's what 
makes this country better. We're better because we have failures in 
business. I think we'd have a very sad system if all the incompe
tents who have been operating businesses were able to continue 
because they were protected from anybody coming in and compet
ing with them. 

Mr. CARSWELL. That's right, and the only reason for treating 
banking separately from that system is that it does have effects on 
the community when a bank fails that go beyond the failure of the 
drugstore. I think the bank regulators have to weigh that. Whether 
they are being sufficiently liberal in chartering or not, I guess I 
have to say I don't really know. I think John Heimann feels that 
his policies of chartering are of a pretty liberal order these days, 
but he will lean toward granting a charter when it's a close case 
rather than deny it, and I suppose that's about the way I would 
feel about it. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now the table you presented in the testimony in 
which you estimated the revenue effect of this is very interesting. 
For example, you assume the Federal Reserve will return its share 
of the check-clearing market even though the Fed thinks it would 
decline. How do you justify your assumptions on revenues obtained 
through pricing of services? 
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Mr. CARSWELL. There's no way to justify that. That's the figure 
from the Fed and that's what everybody used. 

The CHAIRMAN. You got it from the Fed? 
Mr. CARSWELL. Most of these numbers are basically Fed num

bers. 
The CHAIRMAN. The Fed gave us a different figure. They told us 

$410 million. 
Mr. CARSWELL. That's the same number. 
The CHAIRMAN. Is that the same number? 
Mr. CARSWELL. Yes. It starts at $410 million and then you have 

increases. All of these numbers in this table we got-the assump
tions we received from the Fed. The only part of it that is Treasury 
is really the tax side, but I think these numbers are agreed by the 
Fed based on the assumptions. As I said, the assumptions you can 
change and different people may disagree that the commercial 
bank deposits increase at an average annual rate of 8.5 percent 
after 1977. If you want to change that to 6.5 percent, you're going 
to get a different number. But in that sense, the assumptions are 
what will make the difference. 

The CHAIRMAN. Another thing, the offset due to loss in Federal 
Reserve earnings caused by membership attrition under present 
Federal Reserve requirements, it seems to me the adjustment is 
unwarranted. Either S. 85 will stop the attrition or it won't. There
fore, it's not proper on the one hand to assume that S. 85 is 
enacted and then on the other to assume that nothing will happen, 
which is what you have done. How do you justify your adjustment 
for the offset? 

Mr. CARSWELL. If you just take the last line off, that will give you 
the results you're talking about. If, on the other hand, you want to 
consider what would happen if there were no bills that line at the 
bottom will give you what the Treasury would lose if there was 
nothing. 

The CHAIRMAN. OK. The last line is separate from the ones 
above; is that right? 

Mr. CARSWELL. Well, you can take whichever line you want. You 
don't have to take the offset line. It's a question of how one wants 
to look at this area of estimation. 

The CHAIRMAN. If the Federal Reserve membership isn't solved, 
and it won't be unless the bankers change their stance on univer
sal reserves, do you think that our efforts to bring our inflation 
under control with moderate economic growth will be impaired 
within the next year or so? 

Mr. CARSWELL. I don't see any significant connection, but I have 
not thought of this in terms of an inflation program. 

The CHAIRMAN. That's one of the big reasons, of course, we want 
a strong--

Mr. CARSWELL. To the extent monetary policy is not able to be 
conducted properly, yes, it will adversely affect it. But I would have 
to say within the next year--

The CHAIRMAN. Year or two. 
Mr. CARSWELL. The kind of membership loss that we would get 

ought not completely to destabilize monetary policy. 
The CHAIRMAN. Secretary Carswell, thank you very much. I 

think you have done a fine job and I apologize for detaining you at 
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the beginning and for our haranguing, but as always, you hold up 
beautifully and we appreciate your testimony. 

Our next witnesses are a panel consisting of Hon. Robert H. 
McKinney, Chairman, Federal Home Loan Bank Board; Hon. 
Irvine H. Sprague, Chairman, Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora
tion; and Mr. Lawrence Connell, administrator, National Credit 
Union Administration. I understand Alan Miller is here in place of 
Mr. Sprague. We are happy to have you, Mr. Miller. 

Mr. McKinney, go right ahead, sir. We would appreciate it if you 
could summarize your statement and it will be printed in full in 
the record. 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. McKINNEY, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL 
HOME LOAN BANK BOARD 

Mr. McKINNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Before I start, I might comment that I was very interested in 

Deputy Secretary Carswell's comments on competition and approv
al of institutions. I don't have the figures with me, but under my 
administration the Bank Board has been very pro-competitive and 
frankly very pro-approval of all types of applications. I would be 
glad to supply it for the record, but my recollection for 1978 we had 
over 2,000 applications for either new institutions or branches 
which we turned down 38, which would be less than 2 percent. 

The CHAIRMAN. That's very encouraging and I would be delight
ed to get that data for the record in detail. 

Mr. McKINNEY. Thank you, sir. 
[The following table was received for the record:] 

APPLICATION DATA 1978 

Approved 

Permission to organize Federal association ................................................ . 
Insurance of accounts ............................................................................... . 
Facility applications limited includes branches, mobile and satellite facili• 

ties ....................................................................................................... . 
Mergers ..................................................................................................... . 

Total ............................................................................................ . 

14 
31 

768 
44 

857 

[The complete statement of Mr. McKinney follows:] 

Denied 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. McKINNEY, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK 
BOARD 

2 
0 

28 
2 

32 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to be here today to 
testify on behalf of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board regarding S. 85-the 
Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979, and S. 353-the Federal Reserve Mod
ernization Act of 1979. The bills represent serious, responsible efforts to deal with 
the problem of the erosion of membership in the Federal Reserve System and the 
concomitant reduction in the number of banks subject to reserve requirements. The 
Federal Reserve has repeatedly expressed its deep concern that its declining mem
bership reduces its ability to use monetary policy to promote general economic 
stability, reduce inflationary pressures, and deal with the problem of the U.S. dollar 
in world markets. While we realize some economists believe that reserve require
ments are not essential for the effective implementation of monetary policy, we are 
convinced that the Federal Reserve Board has a valid basis for concern. Thus, we 
strongly support the efforts of Congress to come to grips with this critical issue. 
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Attempts to deal with this problem face four general questions: how far reserve 

requirements should extend; how asset and liability data on financial institutions 
should be gathered; whether interest should be paid on reserves; and whether 
Federal Reserve services should be priced. My testimony today basically will con
cern the manner in which S. 85 and S. 353 propose to address these issues. 

EXTENT OF RESERVE REQUIREMENT 

S. 85 effectively would impose transaction account reserve requirements only 
upon large depository institutions. It would do this by requiring such reserves only 
of those institutions holding transaction accounts totaling over $40 million. Transac
tion accounts would be defined as any account subject to withdrawal by negotiable 
or transferable instrument or other similar item for the purpose of making pay
ments to third persons or others, and would include demand deposits, NOW ac
counts, savings accounts subject to automatic transfers, and share draft accounts. 
Furthermore, to prevent evasion of reserve requirements, the Federal Reserve, after 
consulting with the various Federal financial regulatory agencies, could define as a 
transaction account any account used to provide funds directly or indirectly for the 
purpose of making payments or transfers to third persons or others. Transaction 
account reserves for non-bank depositories apparently would be uniform, and the 
reserve ratio would be 13 percent, but, in order to implement monetary policy, could 
range from 12-14 percent. Other ratios could, however, be imposed in extraordinary 
circumstances. Reserves could be held at commercial banks or Federal home loan 
banks, but only on a pass-through basis to the Federal Reserve banks. 

S. 353 would continue the present voluntary reserve system for member banks 
with somewhat narrower and lower reserve requirements than are allowed under 
present law. While only Fed members would be required to maintain reserves, other 
depositories could do so if they wished, provided they complied with reserve stand
ards applicable to member banks. Reserves would be uniform, and the range for 
thrift transaction accounts would be 3-10 percent. As I will note below, S. 353 also 
provides for the payment of interest on reserves. 

Commenting first on S. 85, I wish to state that the Bank Board could support the 
reserve requirement provisions of this bill, with some reservations. We believe that 
S. 85 represents an effective approach to the declining proportion of transaction 
accounts subject to reserve requirements, since, under the bill, reserve requirements 
would not be contingent upon voluntary membership in the Federal Reserve 
System. S. 85 would ensure that a reasonable proportion of transaction accounts at 
depository institutions would remain subject to reserve requirements. Although S. 
85 would not cover as large a percentage of transaction accounts as the Federal 
Reserve would like, the bulk of them would fall within the bill's coverage. 

We note that no savings and loan associations would be subject to reserve require
ments in the foreseeable future under the provisions of the bill. If NOW accounts 
are permitted on a nationwide basis for S&Ls, however, a provision which we 
strongly endorse and one which we believe should be added to S. 85, some S&Ls 
would soon become subject to reserve requirements. 

In supporting this bill, we are mindful that by establishing authority to impose 
reserve requirements against thrift institution deposits, S. 85 represents a major 
structural change in our banking system. Although the exemption level is high, 
political reality indicates that, once the principle of reserve requirements against 
thrift institution deposits is implemented, it is always possible that the exemption 
level could be altered so that more thrift institutions are affected. The Bank Board 
recognizes this fact of life because of the important need of having an effective 
monetary policy and will reserve judgment on any such possibilities until such time 
as they come under consideration. 

Concerning S. 353, we have no basic objection to its provisions, for it would be 
unlikely to have a significant impact on the thrift industry. Notwithstanding the 
payment of interest on reserves, we would expect that few S&Ls would assume 
voluntarily the burden of maintaining reserves. Too, we wish to point out that there 
is a considerable body of thought which is skeptical of the efficacy of the "volunta
rism" approach as a way of dealing with the Federal Reserve membership problem. 

SETTING OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS 

Turning to the reservations we have on the reserve requirement provisions of S. 
85, we note that the 12-14 percent range within which the bill would set reserves is 
quite narrow, and relatively high. Since there is certainly no consensus on what the 
optimum reserve level would be for monetary policy purposes, we would favor a 
wider range of ratios, particularly on the lower end of the scale. In fact, it is not 
clear to us why a benchmark reserve requirement of 8 percent or less would not be 
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adequate to provide effective control of monetary aggregates. We note that the 
range in S. 353 is from 3-10 percent. We do favor some requirement, however, that 
the Federal Reserve justify to Congress any setting of reserve requirements outside 
the normal range. We are aware, of course, that the level of reserve requirements, 
under a system where no interest is paid on reserves, does affect bank earnings and 
the profits of the Federal Reserve System, which are largely paid to the Treasury, 
and, hence, does affect the size of the Federal deficit. 

A second reservation we have aobut S. 85 concerns our apprehension that the 
Federal Reserve will establish thrift reserve levels entirely with reference to its own 
paramount concerns. We think it is vital that any legislation in this area provide 
the Bank Board with some means of assuring that reserve ratios take into account 
such things as mortgage credit; the level of housing activity; and the earnings 
position and viability of thrifts-particularly when reserves are set unusually high. 
In our opinion, one clear way of doing this would be statutorily to require the 
Federal Reserve to consult with the Bank Board before setting reserve levels appli
cable to thrifts. 

Such consultation could also act as a way to coordinate our liquidity requirements 
with reserve requirements imposed by the Federal Reserve. Under FHLBank Act, 
there is a requirement that Bank System members maintain liquid assets against 
their withdrawable accounts and short-term borrowings at a level from 4 percent to 
10 percent, as prescribed by the Bank Board. Thus, under either a voluntary reserve 
system or a mandatory system, FHLBank System members with transaction ac
counts would be required to meet two types of requirements, albeit to some extent 
with the same funds. Both reserve and liquidity requirements could be met by vault 
cash, commercial bank deposits, and deposits at Federal Home Loan Banks. The 
purpose of our liquidity requirement, currently set at 6 percent, is to affect the 
supply of mortgage credit. It is conceivable that during certain economic periods, 
changes in reserve and liquidity requirements could be working at cross purposes. 
For example, this might occur if the Bank Board were to reduce liquidity require
ments to release funds for housing while the Fed was tightening or maintaining a 
high level of reserve requirements. As a practical matter, however, because of the 
high reserve levels set in S. 85, and the likelihood that FHLBank member institu
tions would probably want to satisfy reserve and liquidity requirements with the 
same assets, the Bank Board would, in effect, lose the ability to affect mortgage 
flows through changes in liquidity requirements in the 4- to IO-percent range 
permitted by law. 

DEFINITION OF TRANSACTION ACCOUNTS 

Another Bank Board reservation concerns the ability of the Federal Reserve to 
define transaction accounts. As S. 85 now stands, the Fed, would have, as a practical 
matter, unilateral power to determine what, within a broad and ambiguous defini
tional scope, constitutes a transaction account. Obviously, Federal Reserve interpre
tations of this language would have an important impact on the measurement of 
thrift accounts subject to reserve requirements. It is thus imperative that S. 85 spell 
out a role for the Bank Board in the definition of transaction account beyond that of 
merely being consulted-and in a limited context only-by the Fed. 

LOCATION OF RESERVES 

The final reservation we have concerns where reserves are held. As you know, the 
bill provides that depositories can maintain required reserves at reserve-holding 
commercial banks on a pass-through basis. We see no reason why reserve-holding 
thrifts should not also be permitted to hold such balances, and urge that this 
apparent oversight be corrected. 

REPORTING REQUIREMENT 

Regarding the second broad issue addressed by most Fed membership bills, both 
S. 85 and S. 353 would require depositories to make reports on their assets and 
liabilities to the Fed. FHLBank members and FSLIC-insured institutions would 
report through the Bank Board. We support such a requirement for we believe it is 
essential to effective monetary policy for the Federal Reserve to have complete and 
accurate information about transaction and other deposits of non-member deposi
tory institutions. In fact, the Bank Board has already started to develop a system 
for collection of information of this sort from Federal Home Loan Bank members in 
a form useful to the Fed. 
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INTEREST ON RESERVES 

The third issue I would like to touch on is that of interest on reserves. While S. 85 
would not provide for payment of interest on required reserves, S. 353 would allow 
institutions to maintain required reserves in FRBank Earning Participating Ac
counts, which would pay interest at a rate of one-half percent below the average 
rate earned on the securities portfolio of the Federal Reserve System. We see good 
reasons in support of the payment of interest on reserves. First, the payment of 
interest on reserves could do much by itself to correct the Fed's membership 
problem. Second, payment of interest on reserves is a necessary and logical accom
paniment to establishing prices for Federal Reserve services, for, without payment 
of interest on reserves, it is hard to justify the pricing of services for those deposi
tory institutions required to maintain reserves. Third, the payment of interest on 
bank reserves strengthens the case for removing the ban on explicit interest on 
demand deposits as well as the case for extending interest bearing NOW accounts 
and demand deposits nationally to all depository institutions. 

While we understand the reasons for supporting the principle of paying interest 
on reserves, we acknowledge, nevertheless, that to pay money to reserve-holders will 
result in less revenue for the Treasury, a circumstance inconsistent with attempts 
to reduce the Federal deficit. In our view, any initiative providing for payment of 
interest on reserves must be structured to have the minimum negative impact on 
the Federal budget during this critical fiscal period. 

PRICING OF SERVICES 

S. 85 also would require that no later than July 1, 1979, the Federal Reserve 
Board prepare and publish, for public comment, pricing principles and a proposed 
schedule of fees for Federal Reserve System services and that by July 1, 1980, such 
fees should be put into effect. Federal Reserve services would be available to non
members at the same price applicable to member banks. Prices are to reflect direct 
and indirect costs incurred in providing the services priced, including an allocation 
of imputed costs that takes into account taxes that would have been paid and the 
return on capital that would have been provided had the services been furnished by 
a private business firm. 

S. 353, on the other hand, would not authorize pricing of services and would 
explicitly deny access to those services-with one minor exception-to all non
member institutions not holding reserves. 

The Bank Board supports the principle of explicit pricing of Federal Reserve 
services, and suggests that provision for pricing be included in S. 353, as well. We 
believe that explicit pricing of the services the Federal Reserve provides will foster 
competition in the provision of such services. Also, we welcome the direct access to 
these services for thrifts apparently extended by S. 85, and regret that S. 353 takes 
an exclusionary stand on this issue. We note, however, that there is some ambiguity 
as to whether S. 85 allows direct access by thrift institutions to FRBank services. 
While it appears that the intention of the bill is to permit such direct access, as a 
technical matter we suggest that amendments to Sections 13 and 16 of the Federal 
Reserve Act be added to the bill to clarify this point. 

One final matter I would like to comment on is the provision in S. 85 for the 
establishment of a 5-member Commission on Money Substitutes. The Commission 
would have the task of studying the need for legal reserve requirements against 
short-term liabilities of depositories and other financial institutions. Specific atten
tion would have to be directed to such short-term money substitutes as non-bank 
"Federal funds", security repurchase agreements, Eurodollars, security dealer re
purchase agreements, liquid asset mutual funds, cost management services and 
traveler's checks. This is an area worthy of study, and, if sufficient attention is not 
currently being paid to it, we believe creation of the Commission would serve a 
useful purpose. 

To conclude, we believe that in advancing these bills you are making a necessary 
and responsible effort to correct a major national problem. If you succeed in adopt
ing corrective legislation in this complicated and challenging area, you will have 
done the American people a great service. 

If you have any questions, I will be glad to answer them. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Chairman McKinney. 
Mr. Miller, what is your title? 
Mr. MILLER. I'm the Deputy to the Chairman. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Fine. We are happy to have you here and I'm 

sorry Mr. Sprague wasn't able to come but we are very, very happy 
to have you. Go right ahead. 

STATEMENT OF ALAN MILLER, DEPUTY CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL 
DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 

Mr. MILLER. Thank you. I'm pinch-hitting today for Chairman 
Sprague who is recovering from an illness. In fact, he's in the 
hospital today. I'm here to deliver his testimony. With your permis
sion, Mr. Chairman, I will summarize Mr. Sprague's testimony on 
the issue of Federal Reserve membership and ask that the text 
appear in full in the record. 

The CHAIRMAN. Fine. Your statement will be printed in full in 
the record. 

[Complete statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF IRVINE H. SPRAGUE, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE 
CORPORATION 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to testify on this question of Federal 
Reserve membership. 

We in the FDIC share with our partner agency its concern about the steady 
decline in membership, particularly with regard to its effect on the conduct of 
monetary policy. 

This committee has a number of proposals before it can deal with this matter. I 
believe that any solution should incorporate the following elements: 

1. The Federal Reserve should have the tools it needs to conduct monetary policy. 
2. The Treasury should suffer minimal loss of revenue as a result of this legisla

tive initiative. 
3. All similarly situated deposit accounts should be treated alike, regardless of the 

type of financial institution: 
4. Membership in the Federal Reserve System should remain voluntary, but 

reserves should be made mandatory for institutions designated under this legisla
tion. 

5. All depository-type institutions should have a lender of last resort. 
6. The Federal Reserve should be relieved of the burden of bank supervision, 

especially in view of the additional workload that a substantial transfer of State 
banks to Federal Reserve membership would entail, and the Federal supervisory 
function of State banks should be consolidated within the FDIC. 

MONETARY POLICY 

I want to say at the outset that we feel that the Federal Reserve should have the 
tools it needs for the successful conduct of the nation's monetary policy. That prime 
function of the nation's central bank is critical to the nation's economy, to the well 
being of our people here at home, and to the maintenance of the value of the dollar 
in international exchange. To the extent that the Federal Reserve is handicapped in 
its exercise of monetary management, the nation runs a greater risk of runaway 
inflation or devastating depression. 

The FDIC has long supported the Federal Reserve in its monetary policy function 
by supplying necessary financial information on the banks we supervise, an estimat
ed 8,827 State banks which are not members of the Federal Reserve System. In 
recent years, in response to request from our partner agency, we stepped up the 
flow of information. 

In early 1976 the FDIC instituted a quarterly survey of all 8,827 nonmember 
banks in order to provide the Federal Reserve with better information on the money 
supply. Then in July of 1977, a sample of 580 nonmember banks began reporting 
deposits and cash items on a regular weekly basis, the same items as all nonmember 
banks report quarterly. The Federal Reserve has indicated that it expects the data 
from these two surveys to significantly improve its estimates of the nonmember 
bank component of the nation's money supply. Just this past week, the Federal 
Reserve has asked us, and we have agreed, to continue the surveys for the time 
being. The FDIC and the Federal Reserve have agreed to review these programs in 
the very near future to determine how important nonmember bank data are for 
monetary policy purposes and whether the sample of nonmember banks is adequate. 
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Traditionally, the Federal Reserve has employed open market operations and the 

adjustment of reserve requirements as its two major levers in administering mone
tary policy. Now the Federal Reserve is concerned that the erosion in its member
ship is seriously undermining one of its two principal controls of monetary policy. 

The Federal Reserve further contends that reserve levels serve as a benchmark 
against which open market operations can· be gauged and that the effectiveness of 
such operations is impaired as reserve coverage shrinks. 

There is no question that the drop in membership has been substantial. The 
Federal Reserve has estimated that the proportion of commercial bank demand 
deposits subject to reserve requirements has declined from 86 percent in 1960 to 72 
percent in mid-1978. The Federal Reserve estimates that this is about the minimum 
level at which reserves can be an effective implement in conducting monetary 
policy. Further, we can anticipate a substantial increase in the rate of membership 
withdrawals, especially if no action is taken legislatively. 

WHY THE DECLINE 

It is not difficult to understand the reason for the steady decline of Federal 
Reserve member banks. Reserve requirements which cannot earn interest have 
always constituted a burden on members. In fact, a staff study by the Federal 
Reserve estimates that this cost of belonging to the system exceeds $650 million 
annually, based on 1977 figures. That would be about 9 percent of profits of member 
banks before income taxes. 

If that were not reason enough for member banks to chafe under the burden, the 
situation is made worse by the fierce and steadily increasing competition of thrift 
industries. For example, commercial banks which once held a virtual monopoly on 
check writing services, are now subject to such competition as interest-bearing NOW 
accounts, credit union share drafts, and a variety of transaction services which 
permit patrons to transfer funds from savings or other interest-earning accounts. 

We can see similar competition for non-demand deposits from thrifts and a 
growing number of non-bank industries which are bidding for new sources of funds. 
The distinction not only among financial institutions, but also between such institu
tions and the business world at large, is becoming increasingly blurred. 

Federal Reserve member banks resent the fact that while they continue to be 
required to hold non-income producing reserves, they must now contend with a new 
wave of financial services competition from institutions which have no such reserve 
requirements. 

The upshot of all this has been mounting pressure to alleviate the Federal 
Reserve membership problem. Your committee gave this matter intensive considera
tion at the end of the 95th Congress, but there was not time for Congress to act. 
Since then, both your committee and the Federal Reserve have given the matter 
more study and refined proposals. 

Two of the most important are before you today-S. 85, the Monetary Policy 
Improvement Act of 1979, and S. 353, the Federal Reserve Modernization Act of 
1979. There are any number of other proposals, and variations on proposals, as to 
the best way of stemming the ebb of Federal membership. 

MEMBERSHIP PROPOSALS 

Most proposals before your committee recommend reductions in reserve require
ments so that institutions would have additional funds for investment or other 
earnings purposes. We would support this and would add that the reduction should 
be substantial. This, combined with the requirement for reserves at similarly situ
ated institutions, would, in effect, broaden the reserve base, but lower the amounts 
of the reserves so that the burden is not too onerous for any one institution and is 
more equitably shared by all institutions. 

I believe that two precepts should be incorporated into whatever membership 
course this committee ultimately chooses: 

First, membership in the Federal Reserve System should continue to be volun
tary, but the reserve requirement should be made mandatory for institutions desig
nated under this legislation. 

Second, all financial institutions equally situated should be subjected to the same 
restrictions, that is, reserve requirements should be applied alike on a uniform basis 
to all types of financial institutions offering the kinds of services against which 
reserves must be held. 

There are proposals for exemptions for small banks, and I would support an 
exemption of whatever size the committee feels appropriate, provided that it meets 
the standard of treating equally situated financial institutions alike. 
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Your committee at this time may also want to consider a simplification of the 

reserve structure. Under the present system, time deposits are subject to different 
requirements than demand deposits, and different size classes of member banks are 
subject to varying reserve requirements. Reserves on demand deposits now range 
from 7 percent to 16¼ percent, depending on the status and size of the bank, and 
between 1 and 6 percent on savings deposits. As deposits are switched among 
member banks of different sizes and between demand and savings accounts, the 
effective reserve requirement changes. This makes it difficult to calculate the effect 
on money supply of a given change in reserves. The problem increases as new 
developments, such as telephone transfers and NOW accounts and automatic trans
fer from savings to checking accounts which took effect last November 1, make it 
much easier for customers to shift funds between demand and savings deposits. 

LENDER OF LAST RESORT 

Let us now take a look at aspects of this problem that are of particular interest to 
the FDIC as the insurer of most of the Nation's banks. 

Since the inception of the Federal Reserve System, its lender-of-last-resort func
tion has been one of the most important benefits of bank membership. The so-called 
discount window is essential to the smooth functioning of our banking system. 
Member banks can turn to it for prompt assistance in meeting unexpectedly heavy 
obligations or in coping with the effect of restrictive monetary and credit policy. It 
is a convenience and indispensable cash-flow bridge. 

But as the Federal Reserve itself points out, the effectiveness of the discount 
window, which is available only to member banks, declines in step with the decline 
in bank memberhip. To that extent, the decline in membership makes more likely 
the possibility of a crisis in banks caught in a monetary cash-flow squeeze. 

Virtually all proposals before your committee would broaden access to the dis
count window. We believe that all depository-type institutions should have a lender 
of last resort. As part of this package, a universal access to the discount window 
would provide a vital back-up support to the vast majority of the nation's banks 
which are now closed out of the Federal Reserve's window. 

MINIMAL WSS TO THE TREASURY 

This brings us generally to the question of cost to the Treasury of the various 
Federal Reserve membership proposals. This is very much a question of impondera
bles. It is difficult to guage the effect of any action on membership under a 
voluntary system. Another consideration is that any direct loss to the Treasury in 
terms of transfers from the Federal Reserve is partly recapturable in the form of 
taxes on new earnings potential of banks and bank stockholders. 

The Treasury Department has voiced concerned about the cost of this legislation 
and has suggested a dollar figure on Treasury net loss above which Treasury 
Department support for this legislation would be withdrawn. 

My hope would be that through the appropriate combination of reduced but 
broader-based reserves and charges for Federal Reserves services, we could compen
sate for loss to the Treasury to a major degree and thus avoid transferring the 
present cost from the banks to the general taxpayer. 

EXPLICIT PRICING OF FEDERAL RESERVE SERVICES 

The nation is well served by a massive collection and payments system that safely 
and surely handles the clearing of millions of transactions every day. The process 
takes place within the Federal Reserve System as a benefit of membership and 
outside the System in major correspondent banks that provide similar services for 
nonmember banks. We want to assure that our collection and payments system 
remains as risk-free and effective as it is today. 

Several proposals would seek to offset the cost to the Treasury of Federal Reserve 
membership revision by charging for Federal Reserve services, pricing them individ
ually, and perhaps making some of them available to nonmember institutions. 

This would allow various financial institutions to purchase the services they 
desire from the Federal Reserve or private alternatives. Among the Federal Reserve 
System's major services are operation of the payment system, including check 
processing and transportation and automated clearinghouse functions· pick up and 
delivery of coin and currency; wire transfers; purchase, sale, safekkeeping and 
clearing of securities; and operation of the discount window. 

The effect of explicit pricing would be to provide a better opportunity for competi
tion from those correspondent banking systems that provide payments and other 
clearinghouse functions outside the Federal Reserve System. 
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The Federal Reserve has circulated a tentative pricing schedule but has consid

ered the separate-pricing feature a part of the entire membership package. 
S. 85 provides guidelines to assure that the competition is fair. Federal Reserve 

prices would be required to take into account all direct and indirect costs plus an 
adjustment for taxes and a payout to stockholders that would be required of private 
firms. S. 85 also requires that pricing give due regard to competitive factors and to 
the provision of an adequate level of services nationwide. 

We would certainly support that. We must preserve and strengthen the risk-free 
collection system that has developed within and without the Federal Reserve 
System. Fair competition and explicit pricing should be designed to nurture that 
dual enterprise and to encourage the growth and development of safe, reliable 
services to the banking public at minimum cost. 

TRANSFER OF BANK SUPERVISORY FUNCTION 

One of the unintended and undesirable side effects of this legislation could be a 
rapid burgeoning in the bank supervisory workload of the Federal Reserve. If 
reserves are made mandatory, a substantial transfer of state banks to Federal 
Reserve membership could follow. This would be almost a certainty if discount 
window access were to continue to be limited to members. The FDIC now supervises 
8,827 State banks that are not members of the Federal Reserve System; if many of 
these were suddenly to join the System, the Federal Reserve, which now supervises 
about 1,000 banks, could easily find itself with a massive increase in its bank 
supervisory workload. 

This additional responsibility would only further detract from the Federal Re
serve's primary concern of conducting monetary policy. Such an occurrence would 
be most unfortunate because these functions-monetary policy and bank supervi
sion-are each important enough in their own right to merit and demand the full 
time attention of a single agency. 

Therefore, we would recommend that as an essential part of this legislation the 
entire federal supervisory function for state banks, regardless of Federal Reserve 
membership, be consolidated within the FDIC. This would provide economy in 
operations and would be a major move toward more uniform supervision. 

We continue to recognize the legitimate need of the Federal Reserve for financial 
information on state bank operations, and under any circumstances we will 
continue to work with the Federal Reserve and to provide this information as we 
always have in the past. We will continue to fulfill our responsibility to cooperate 
with its conduct of monetary policy. 

The proposals I have outlined will strengthen the dual banking system, support 
monetary policy objectives of the Federal Reserve, be fair to all segments of the 
banking industry and foster the continued safety and soundness of our banking 
system. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller. 
Mr. Connell? 

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE CONNELL, ADMINISTRATOR, 
NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION 

Mr. CONNELL. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am 
pleased to be here today to present the views of the National 
Credit Union Administration on S. 85, the "Monetary Policy Im
provement Act" and S. 353, the "Federal Reserve Modernization 
Act of 1979.': I strongly support the purpose of these and similar 
propo~~l~ to improve the Federal Reserve System's monetary policy 
~ap~bil~ties and t~~ beneficial effects it would have on financial 
institution competition. 

l!1 mr testimo~y before this committee last August on similar 
legisl~ti~n, I outlined my concerns regarding the decreased mem
b~rship m the ~ed,eral Reserve System. Essentially, these consisted 
of. (1) T~e Nations central bank being perceived as serving large 
commercial _b~nks rather than the entire financial community; (2) 
the undermmmg of the foundation of the payment system; (3) the 
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possibility of returning to liquidity pyramiding; and ( 4) the reduc
ing of the Federal Reserve's ability to serve as lender of last resort. 

While these concerns remain major considerations, I continue to 
share the belief that the principal problem associated with the 
erosion of Federal Reserve membership is loss of monetary policy 
effectiveness. The appeal of S. 85 and S. 353 is the fact that they 
would improve in the Federal Reserve's monetary control and, 
hence, the effectiveness of its policy implementation. 

UNIVERSAL RESERVES 

I strongly support the recommendation for universal reserves. As 
the Federal Reserve has pointed out, the percentage of total depos
its at commercial banks subject to reserve requirements has 
dropped to 73 percent and is likely to drop further. Ideally, of 
course, 100 percent of all deposits should be subject to such require
ments. Realistically, an approach should be sought which reestab
lishes coverage of 85 to 90 percent of bank deposits and also in
cludes accounts at thrift institutions. For this reason, I endorse a 
lower reserve exemption than the $40 million proposed in S. 85. I 
recommend that an exemption of no more than $10 to $20 million 
on all types of deposit accounts be considered by this Committee. 
The basis of my recommendation stems from the crucial impor
tance of our Nation's central bank to exercise its monetary policy 
responsibility. The key to success is control of the money supply, 
and, as you know, the definition of money is a dynamic concept. 

Historically, money has existed in the form of beads, bullion, 
negotiable promissory notes, and ledger entries. Today, as a 
medium of exchange, money may be represented by impulses in a 
computer which can be triggered by a plastic card, a draft at a 
credit union or other thrift institution, or a telephone call to a 
bank transferring balances from a savings account to a demand 
deposit or even to a third party. 

For many years, the basic definition of money in a central bank
ing context was limited to cash and demand deposits. Just recently 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System publicly 
redefined its various measures of the money supply to include 
modern developments in our payment mechanisms. The legislation 
pending before this committee, in my judgment, would enable the 
Federal Reserve to modernize its control-that is its ability to 
control not only reserve balances at commercial banks but also a 
significant portion of the new forms of money currently outside its 
direct control. 

The impact of these legislative proposals on credit unions would 
be negligible at present and would likely remain so for the next 
few years. With an exemption of $40 million on share draft ac
counts, there would be no Federal credit union reserves required. If 
this exemption were lowered to $10 million, our figures show that 
only five Federal credit unions would be affected. As a matter of 
interest, if the $40 million exemption were applied to all Federal 
credit union accounts and not just share draft accouunts, only the 
100 largest Federal credit unions would be affected. If that figure 
were lowered to $10 million the vast majority of credit unions and 
other small financial institutions would not be affected. At the 
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same time, however, control of the aggregate money supply would 
be significantly increased. Additionally, I support proposals to sim
plify or standardize reserve requirements as they apply to various 
types of accounts. 

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND PRICING OF SERVICES 

I recognize the usefulness of obtaining information on all finan
cial institutions to improve Federal Reserve monetary control. The 
National Credit Union Administration will certainly cooperate in 
obtaining such information from federally insured credit unions. 

With regard to the pricing of Federal Reserve services, I believe 
it is appropriate to link the pricing proposal with the reserve 
proposal. If Congress deals only with service pricing, the Federal 
Reserve membership is likely to worsen. Instead, if only the mem
bership problem is dealt with, a disincentive to fully allocate the 
cost of services and to offer them to all financial institutions could 
develop. This could also decrease implementation of highly desir
able private initiatives in the payment system. A continuing bal
ance between the Federal Reserve's network and the large number 
of private institutions which have been in operation for some time 
and which are evolving quickly to take advantage of the new 
electronic technology must be maintained. 

PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON RESERVES 

Mr. Chairman, though I support the purposes of the legislation, I 
would feel comfortable only with a bill which mandates reserves in 
such a manner that there is no adverse budgetary effect. In this 
regard, I urge the committee to consider reducing the reserve 
requirement exemption. A reduction below $40 million even with a 
moderate interest payment could be structured to eliminate any 
net cost to the U.S. Treasury. Unlike many of the proposals pre
sented so far, I believe it would be sound public policy to extend 
mandatory reserve coverage beyond that needed for minimum ac
ceptable monetary control. The additional coverage not only would 
provide for greater monetary policy control, it would also be con
sistent with the Carter administration's balanced budget policy. 

The proposal in S. 353 for an "Earnings Participation Account" 
establishes a method which seems to properly allocate the cost 
incurred by sterile reserve requirements. For credit unions, I sug
gest that in addition to maintaining such reserves at the Central 
Liquidity Facility as proposed in S. 85, that the CLF be authorized 
to pay interest on such reserves at the same rate as the "Earnings 
Participation Account." 

ACCESS TO FEDERAL RESERVE SERVICES 

Under the terms of S. 85, and to a certain extent S. 353, all 
depository institutions maintaining reserves would be entitled to 
membership privileges in the Federal Reserve System, including 
access to the Discount Window. I support this concept of broaden
ing the base of the lender of last resort. However, to serve the 
immediate needs of thrift institutions such access must recognize 
that their liquidity needs differ from those of most commerical 
banks. In that regard, I believe a coordinated policy between the 
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National Credit Union Central Liquidity Facility, the Federal 
Home Loan Bank System, and the Federal Reserve System could 
accomplish the common objectives of each. 

In conclusion, I strongly support the general objectives of these 
legislative proposals. The Federal Reserve System was established 
more than 65 years ago and has not had a major change since the 
early 1930's. Consequently, we find ourselves today attempting to 
conduct monetary policy in a space age environment with Model-A 
vintage monetary tools. We cannot succeed in maintaining our 
national economic wellbeing unless the role of our financial agen
cies, both governmental and quasi-governmental, continue to keep 
pace with the technological development of our society. 

Mr. CONNELL. Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement and 
I'll be happy to answer any questions that the committee might 
ask. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Connell, very much. 
Mr. McKinney, I was very impressed-this is an aside, apart 

from your main statement. I was very impressed by your assertion 
that you've only turned down 38 applications. I think that's great. I 
think that's one of the problems we have in our financial institu
tions. We just don't have the kind of vigorous competition and 
innovation that new competition, new people have used and given 
us in the rest of our economy and society. 

So I think you've deserved a lot of credit for that. I'm sure 
there's a lot of resistance often in the people, you know, to the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Home Loan Bank or the savings and 
loans. Nobody likes competition themselves. We all think of it in 
general. 

So I think you deserve a lot of credit for that, and I'm sure that's 
going to improve the service available to the American public, 
savings and loans. 

Mr. McKINNEY. Thank you. 
[The following letter was ordered inserted in the record:] 

FEDERAL HOME LoAN BANK BOARD, 
Washington, D.C., March 27, 1979. 

Hon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE, 
Chairman, Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to your request at today's hearing, I am pleased 
to detail the number of applications processed by the Bank Board during calendar 
year 1978. I apologize for being slightly in error with my figure. The percentage of 
denials was actually lower, but we processed more applications than I remembered. 
There was a total of 49 applications denied by the Bank Board out of 3,353 applica
tions (1.46 percent). 

If you desire any further information regarding this subject I will be very happy 
to supply it to you. 

As we develop and complete our studies with regard to the taxation issues, we 
will be very pleased to furnish the Committee with our report. 

Sincerely, 
ROBERT H. McKINNEY, Chairman. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Connell, you make a very strong statement 
in support of universal. You say, "Ideally 100 percent of all depos
its should be subject to such requirements." How do you come to 
that? 

Mr. CONNELL. I feel this is an issue of control of the money 
supply, Mr. Chairman. It's been reduced in a sense to a lobby 
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argument by the various special interest groups for_ v:a:ious exemp
tions. I believe that the central bank has a responsibility fo~ mone
tary policy in this country, and that the law sh~>Uld provide th~ 
broadest possible tools to the central bank to exercise that responsi-

bility. · · d · h' A d . h h I' As I said earlier, money is a ynamic t mg. n wit t at, m 
concerned not only that today's measures might not be adequate, 
but the definition of money is going to change very considerably 
over the next few years, as electronic technology develops. And I 
think the Federal Reserve made this case obliquely in its proposal 
to define the monetary aggregates, when it stated that such things 
as these automatic transfer accounts are expected to grow. 

Well I think unless we have a comprehensive coverage of the 
monet~ry supply, that we'll be right back in this stable 2 or 3 years 
from now, 2 or 3 years behind the times in terms of recognizing the 
problems; and t~at _the centr8:l ?~nk should be given the broadest 
latitude to exercise its responsibility. 

The CHAIRMAN. We pointed out before, it's hard to recall when 
they changed reserve requirements in order to affect the supply of 
money, in order to control the money supply. It's a theoretical tool. 
It is almost never used. 

Mr. CONNELL. It's very seldom used, Mr. Chairman, because it's a 
high-powered tool. 

The CHAIRMAN. When you say one of the tools. Usually, it would 
be used in one way. Nothing would make a banker less happy than 
if you increase reserve requirements. That cuts their profit as 
clearly as if you took it out of their pockets. 

If you're going to use it as a realistic and flexible tool of mone
tary policy, you've got to increase them and decrease them. So the 
Federal Reserve Board, over the years, has found that that's some
thing that, realistically, they can't use, and they don't. If they 
increased reserves members would be irate. · 

Do you think there's going to be a change of attitude on the part 
of bankers, that they would accept with a smile on their face, an 
increase in their reserve requirements and a reduction in their 
profits? 

Mr. CONNELL. To the extent that any Government action is per
ceived as a tax directly or indirectly, it's not accepted happily. 
Back in the 1930's, when the opportunity cost for money was 
considerably less and the interest rates were 1 and 2 percent and 
people were concerned about the solvency of banks and their abili
ty to withstand a run, the economic incentives were there to belong 
to the Federal Reserve System. 

Today there's less worry about failure and the opportunity costs 
in terms of general interest rate is in excess of 10 percent. So the 
economic incentives to belong to the Federal Reserve System are 
much less. 

For that reason you have, of course, the decline in membership. 
When you say the essentially monetary reserves concept, setting 
the minimum base on the money supply multiplier, if you have a 
20 percent reserve ratio, then if your open market operations in
crease those reserves, you have a 5-to-1 maximum multiplier. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why so clean and neat and antiseptic and pre
cise? What's wrong with recognizing that smaller banks have a 
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harder time than bigger banks? Banks should continue profitably 
in the communities. One of the reasons it would be difficult to 
continue would be if they had reserve requirements. If they are 
exempt from reserve requirements, they can operate more effec
tively. 

The improvement in monetary policy would seem to be only 
theoretical and very, very slight, if it exists at all, in lowering the 
exemption or in eliminating the exemption. 

Mr. CONNELL. Well, if the exemption were eliminated, I'd be very 
much concerned, because at that point the predictability of open 
market operations--

The CHAIRMAN. I mean eliminating the exemption so everybody's 
covered, that's what you wanted? 

Mr. CONNELL. Yes, that's right. That's right. I believe that's just 
a fundamental principle. 

First of all, I spoke to a banking group last week and their 
concern was that the profits were going to so far exceed the guide
lines under this new program that they were concerned. 

I think it would help them a bit if they had voluntary guidelines 
in this area. But in terms of--

The CHAIRMAN. I think, frankly, on that score, I think that 
they're right. I think they ought to be exempt. I don't see how the 
guidelines can apply to a finance institution. You have a rise in 
credit. You have to say, you cannot charge a particular rate of 
interest the market would require, which means, of course, that 
you're going to charge a lower interest, which means that you're 
going to have more business than you can handle, which means 
you're going to have to turn down some people on some kind of an 
arbitrary basis. And we shouldn't do that. We should let the 
market determine who's going to get the loans. 

I think they're in a very defensible position. Furthermore, I 
think that over the years, I think that banking profits have not 
been excessive. They've probably been inadequate. 

Mr. CONNELL. I think I would agree with you there. But also, Mr. 
Chairman, I think inflation has made it almost impossible for 
banks to increase their capital account in proportion to the depos
its, because, very simply, when the money supply rises at 10 per
cent increase or 10 or 15 percent increase annually, there just can't 
be enough money made to keep up with that ratio. 

It's just the way the system works. 
But I'm very concerned that as we have a decrease in the cover

age of the central bank's coverage of the money supply, that we 
have less precise policy executed. And again, in the Federal Re
serve's proposed redefinition of the money advocates, they men
tioned that the proposed M1 versus the current M1 definition was 
such that over a period of time if the current M1 definition in
creased at a lower rate than the proposed M1, that would mean 
that if you would try to control the money supply and you set a 
rate of 7 percent, and because the definition wasn't what was 
really there, you're in the growth of 9 percent. Then you have less 
effective monetary policy to fight inflation. 

The CHAIRMAN. The Federal Reserve is so far off. They come in 
to us every quarter, to us and the House Banking Committee, and 
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they tell us what their goals are going to be for M1 and M2 and so 
forth, and they set a range. 

The range was almost an insult, because it was so broad. I don't 
see how they can miss it, and then they miss it. They go way over, 
usually. But they can't even do that. 

Furthermore, we are told that the aggregates have become 
almost meaningless, that M1 doesn't mean very much because the 
people are now using M2 because of transaction accounts and the 
ability to shift funds so freely. 

Then you go to interest rates and they say that it's very hard to 
know what that means, because of the inflation rate and the differ
ence between the nominal and the real interest rates. So that we're 
now at a stage, I think in the 20 years I've been on this committee 
or 21 years, I've never seen anything quite like it. We're at a stage 
where monetary policy is extraordinarily inexact. We don't really 
know whether monetary policy now is a constraint, whether it's 
tending to expand the economy. 

And to have you testify, under these circumstances, that we need 
to have a more precise seems very ironic. Because even if you did 
provide 100 percent coverage, I think it wouldn't make any differ
ence in the fact they still won't be able to compile their charts. 

Mr. CONNELL. I was hoping if they had increased coverage, they 
would meet those targets. Of course, they are redefining the defini
tion. I think there's a problem because the definition of money is 
changing so rapidly. 

Now, it's very difficult to keep up with it. But to withhold the 
tools to deal with that new definition of money is to, I think, to 
make them conduct policy with one hand tied behind their back. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Miller, you support mandatory universal 
and uniform reserve requirements, with membership remaining 
voluntary, as I understand? 

Mr. MILLER. That's correct. 
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you for that support. I think that's a 

sensible position. 
But let me ask you your reasoning behind that support. Do you 

think that the Federal Reserve needs the authority to set such 
reserves in order to conduct monetary policy? Or is it some other 
reason that leads you to your conclusion that universal reserve 
requirements are justified and appropriate? 

Mr. MILLER. As you know, lots of economists think that the 
reserves are not essential for the Fed. Clearly, we think that to be 
able to set reserves does aid the Fed. They don't have. to rely 
entirely on the Open Market Committee to conduct monetary 
policy. 

The combination of both probably would work better. Incidental
ly, as I recall, back in the 1950's it wasn't so rare for the Fed to 
change the reserve requirements. 

The CHAIRMAN. OK. Well, you suddenly think it's of some assist
ance and you're going to provide it for that reason? 

Mr. MILLER. That's correct. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McKinney, you said in your statement that 

you support interest payments on the reserves. Do you have a 
preference for universal payment reserve requirements versus uni
form reserves? 
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Mr. McKINNEY. I do. I said it very carefully in my statement, 

Mr. Chairman. I said I saw good reason for interest on reserves 
under certain conditions. I carefully avoided the words "I fully 
support it." 

I think probably that the best solution is the universal reserve 
approach. I would not agree with, and in fact, disagree with, Mr. 
Connell on his 100-percent approach. I don't think it's required. 

Basically, my feeling is this: I feel that the Federal Reserve 
Board probably needs reserve powers. Certainly, it uses primarily 
open market operations. But if we're going to try to solve our 
problems, we ought to give them that power. So I'd be in favor of 
that. I would be in favor of the exemption somewhere near the 
exemption you're talking about, rather than going clear down to 
zero like Mr. Connell suggests. I don't think that's required. 

Frankly, I feel that it is a very heavy burden to impose on small 
banks or small savings and loans. When you see the charts, com
paring effects on income, it is much greater for a small institution. 
I don't think going clear down would be appropriate. 

I gave reasons why interest on reserves did lend itself to a sound 
basis. One of them was the question of pricing. I said in my 
statement, if we're going to price these services and also not pay 
interest, we're hitting them twice. This could be compensated for 
by your plan. S. 85 is comprehensive enough and, as I've seen the 
figures, does give back to the banks sufficient funds to compensate 
for this pricing. 

So only if S. 85 is carried out to full comprehension, would this 
make sense. 

The CHAIRMAN. You say we do need lower reserve requirements. 
So they are--

Mr. McKINNEY. Right. Under that theory, it'll work. If you didn't 
do that, this would be a conflict. Under your proposals, I would say 
that you have compensated for it, and I therefore would support it. 

The CHAIRMAN. I see. So that under those circumstances, you 
think that the argument for interest on reserves would not be 
necessary, if you hold the required reserves down? 

Mr. McKINNEY. From what I read, the mandatory universal 
method is the one that has succeeded best around the world, and I 
therefore think, if you're going to cure this problem once and for 
all, that's probably the best way to do it. 

I like the way you've structured a high-level exemption. I think 
your level after that, your level of required reserves, is too high. I'd 
like to see that level lowered and I'd like to see a broader range. 
My biggest concern, frankly, as I stated in my statement, is that 
this conflicts, Mr. Chairman, with our statutory role of adjusting 
liquidity requirements to affect housing policy. This is the biggest 
dilemma I see in the bill. By having the higher reserves of your 
provision in S. 85, that in effect would negate our effect on housing 
policy, which is one of the statutory mandates that we have. So 
that does concern me. 

The CHAIRMAN. I'm not so sure. The S. 85, to exempt virtually all 
S&L's with the $40 million exemption? 

Mr. McKINNEY. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Are you arguing that it might prevent you from 

imposing liquidity requirements? 
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Mr. McKINNEY. I assume you're going to support NOW accounts 

and we're going to have those in the near future. At that point, we 
would begin to have a number of thrifts involved in the member
ship of the Federal Reserve System, at which point this would 
begin to affect many. 

I'm just trying to point out the problems of the future. This 
would begin to affect our ability to affect housing policy. 

The CHAIRMAN. I see, yes. Well, of course, that's not a present 
problem. It's a future problem, but it's one we should be sensitive 
to. 

Mr. McKINNEY. Once the foot's in the door, we should be aware 
of what the problems might be. That's what I'm saying. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Connell, you support universal reserve re
quirements and interest on reserves, provided there would be no 
budgetary impact. Would you support reserves without universal 
reserve coverage? 

Mr. CONNELL. Yes, I would. 
In terms of the coverage, I'd like to clarify my statement a little 

bit there. I said, ideally, it would be nice to have 100 percent of 
deposits covered. My actual proposal was a $10 million minimum 
coverage, really. So it wouldn't hit 100 percent of the financial 
institutions at all. 

The CHAIRMAN. You did say some fairly modest financial institu
tions do have a harder time, in the argument? 

Mr. CONNELL. With the payment of interest on those reserves, I 
think it has been considerably minimized. And over a period of 
time, I think as the budgetary considerations are changed, then we 
could probably reach a more equitable overall position. 

The CHAIRMAN. With the payment of interest on reserves, I have, 
again, a lot of trouble with that. Would you support interest on 
reserves without universal reserve requirements? 

Mr. CONNELL. Yes. Today I believe that is-to the extent that the 
budgetary impact is not negative, I would support that, because 
really, this is a form of indirect taxation. And to take the reserves 
and not pay interest on them --

The CHAIRMAN. You ought to find some way of taxing the banks. 
You know, the 20 biggest banks in this country, 1977, the latest 
year which I have figures for, paid something like less than 3 
percent, between 2 and 3 percent of their net income in taxes; 35 
percent for the average nonfinancial institution. 

Mr. CONNELL. In fact, that's one of the best reasons for the issue 
of mandatory reserves or reserve coverage . 
. The CHAIRMAN. It's also one of the best reasons for not paying 
mterest on reserves. 

Mr. CONNELL. It is, but I think it's probably more fair to pay on 
both sides, really. 

The CHAIRMAN. Would you support a franchise tax on the banks 
so that they would pay? See, I go back to a time when I was the 
report.er on ~he paper in Madison, Wis., at a time when we had 
open mspect10n of everybody's income tax returns. And we hap
pened to have a State income tax system which was a lot like the 
Federal system, just go in and ask for the returns and look at 
them. 

It was a great way for keeping organized crime out of the State. 
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I took the five biggest banks in the state, banks that were really 
very big. First Wisconsin, one of the big banks in the country, I 
took their income for 5 years and the taxes they paid. Their in
comes, of course, were in total in the hundreds of millions of 
dollars. Their total taxes paid to the State of Wisconsin, with an 
income tax of 7 percent, the total taxes were $7 5. 

Not $75 million or $75,000: 75 bucks. And of course, the banks 
are able to work this both with a State income tax and Federal 
income tax, because they have so much of their assets in tax
exempt securities of one kind or another. Federal obligations are 
tax-exempt for the State, and the State obligations and city obliga
tions are tax-exempt from the Federal Government. 

Well, to then require them to hold reserves on which they don't 
get interest it seems to me is a very, very modest compensation for 
that. 

And if you're not going to come up with a franchise tax that 
would take care of that tax freedom they enjoy, it seems to me you 
have a situation that's unfair to everybody else who pays taxes, 
and overwhelmingly favorable to the banking institutions. 

Mr. CONNELL. I guess you can sum it up, Mr. Chairman, that the 
tax structure is such that it's fair for people that have exemptions 
of various sorts, whether they be municipal securities or equipment 
leasing, and unfair to those who don't. 

I think what we're facing here is that the opportunity cost for 
voluntary membership in the Federal Reserve is too high today for 
most banks to be able to afford it long. 

I think that's the issue we have to address directly. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Miller, in your statement, and I quote, "One 

of the unintended and undesirable side effects of S. 85 would be a 
rapid burgeoning of the bank supervisory workload of the Fed." 

I don't understand that, and we have heard a contradictory set of 
situations from Dr. Harry Gunther, a Georgetown economist, who 
has indicated it is not believed the effects would be quick or sub
stantial. 

Also, it seems to me that with universal reserve requirements, 
State banks might switch to a national charter, would not remain 
State banks, and join the Fed. Therefore, the Fed workload 
wouldn't increase. It would increase the workload of the Control
ler's Office. 

What is your opinion of the effects of that on bank supervision? 
Mr. MILLER. Basically, you're talking about the nonmember 

banks, not members of the Fed. A nonmember bank mandated 
under this act to keep reserves in the Fed in all probability would 
join the Fed, either as a State member bank or as a National bank. 

Some people feel that if a bank is going to become a member of 
the Fed anyway, it might as well get rid of the requirement for 
dual State-Federal supervision by becoming a national bank, sub
ject only to Federal supervision. This theory might be correct. I 
personally rather doubt if this would be the case on a wholesale 
basis. 

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have an estimate as to how many banks 
would choose to change regulatory affiliation under S. 85, would 
move to become a member bank? You said that they would tend to, 
you think? 
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Mr. MILLER. If they were required to hold Federal reserves, it 
would probably be foolish of them not to be members. 

The CHAIRMAN. How about the banks that would be exempt from 
the reserves? They could join the Fed. 

Mr. MILLER. I very much doubt if the members who were exempt 
would join the Fed. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why not? There wouldn't be any burden. They 
wouldn't have to keep reserves if they were small enough. 

Mr. MILLER. Well, you're probably right. There are some that 
could join just to get the discount access. We very much support 
this access for institutions. 

The CHAIRMAN. You mean the discount window? 
Mr. MILLER. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. They wouldn't get checked there? 
Mr. MILLER. Check clearing? 
The CHAIRMAN. Without joining? 
Mr. MILLER. I don't think they would join to get check clearing. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McKinney, a suggestion was made yesterday 

that if the universal reserve requirements were imposed on trans
action accounts for thrift institutions, there would be duplication of 
the liquidity requirements as opposed to Federal savings and loan 
associations by statute. 

You discussed this, to some extent, a little earlier. This could be 
satisfied by committing reserves held pursuant to Federal Reserve 
requirements to satisfy liquidity reserve requirements. 

Would you agree that that would be appropriate? 
Mr. McKINNEY. Well, it would be appropriate-the same assets 

could be used to satisfy both requirements, the liquidity require
ment and the reserve requirements. But, we must recognize that 
any change we made in order to effectuate what we thought was 
housing policy would become ineffective. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't we set a floor? Why couldn't you be 
able to go higher in the liquidity reserves? 

Isn't it true that the greater majority of the S. & L.'s would be 
exempt? 

Mr. McKINNEY. Yes. I'm saying under the present statutory 
requirement of 4- to IO-percent liquidity; and say, for example, you 
would decide that S. 85 should be an 8-percent level on transaction 
accounts, in effect you would obviate the usefulness of our liquidity 
requirement. 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but only on transaction accounts, which 
would be a relatively limited part of the S. & L. standard. 

Mr. McKINNEY. It would only be a part. 
The CHAIRMAN. Therefore, the effect on your ability to affect 

housing policy would be only slight? 
Mr. McKINNEY. In my statement I pointed out our concern with 

a 12-percent level, and assumed that at that point NOW accounts 
became a major factor, then this might be a major problem .. Until 
then, it would not be. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Miller, the FDIC bureaucratic instincts ring 
out clearly from your statement when you state that the entire 
supervisory function for State banks should be under the FDIC. 
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As you well know, I have another bill which consolidates bank

ing interest. Do you believe that the supervisory interest the Fed 
now has detracts from monetary policy? 

Mr. MILLER. Yes. We testified earlier, on your consolidation bill 
and we believe that monetary policy is a full-time function and 
that supervision probably just detracts from it. 

The CHAIRMAN. I'm inclined to feel that way, and one of the 
finest men who's ever served as Governor of the Federal Reserve 
Board, Governor Robertson, who was the man that drafted the bill 
that I introduced, to consolidate the industry. He served 21 years, I 
think, as a Governor-brilliant Vice Chairman, with Mr. Martin. 

He feels that we ought to-as you know, he's a very, very 
shrewd, sharp, intelligent, able man. He feels that that monetary 
policy has been interfered with by examination process. 

Mr. McKinney, on page 6 of your statement, you argue that that 
the Bank Board would, in effect, lose the ability to effect mortgage 
flows through changes in liquidity requirements. 

The other types of influence the Bank Board has, particularly, 
discounts and advances, but also the availability of money market 
certificates, the issuance of commercial paper and all, all mort
gages-I don't see that as a need for the Bank Board to change 
liquidity reserve requirements. In fact, I think it may be counter to 
the purposes of the Federal Reserve monetary policy, especially if 
the Fed has to control reserves of thrifts for monetary reasons. 

Mr. McKINNEY. We view the liquidity requirement, Mr. Chair
man, as just one of our tools. We think it's an effective tool. It's 
been well used in the past and we try to use good judgment in 
exercising that tool at times. 

The CHAIRMAN. You can use the other tools if you have to. 
Mr. McKINNEY. Yes, sir. I think this is a tool we would not like 

to use. In the best interest of your housing policy, we would not 
like to use it. 

The CHAIRMAN. You have used those other tools very effectively. 
Mr. McKINNEY. We have used those other tools very effectively. 

We used the liquidity tool very effectively last year. 
The CHAIRMAN. But it wasn't nearly as important as the 6-month 

certificate? 
Mr. McKINNEY. No, that had more importance than probably 

anything else we did last year. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Miller, access to the Feds window facility is 

now limited to members only, as you know. 
Mr. MILLER. As a practical matter, it is. 
The CHAIRMAN. Under my bill, the discount window would be 

open to all banks. You seem to place some emphasis on the desir
ability of this change in the Federal Reserve structure. 

Do you think that continued attrition and, therefore, loss of 
access through discount window, can seriously affect the safety and 
soundness of the bank? And would continued attrition lead to 
pyramiding of funds in major banks? 

Mr. MILLER. I'll answer the second part first. 
Clearly, I think that pyramiding in correspondents would result. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why is that? 
Mr. MILLER. Since nonmember banks can't use the Federal Re

serve check-clearing system, they must use the correspondent bank 
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system. Nonmember banks must therefore keep their operating 
reserves in the correspondent bank system; and there's a tendency 
for that system to pyramid. 

The CHAIRMAN. Is there a safety and soundness problem? That's 
my first question. 

Mr. MILLER. I don't want to sit here and argue whether there 
ever will be a very major safety and soundness problem. But, any 
time you pyramid funds, you have to be aware that if you ever lose 
something on the top of that pyramid, you might have an enor
mous problem. 

Speaking as an insurer, we feel that our risks would be greater. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McKinney, if we don't solve membership 

problems, really have some sympathy for not having the Fed access 
to either the discount window or Fed clearing services, would this 
adversely impact or have an adverse effect on the S. & L. industry? 

And if so, at what point does it become a reasonable trade-off to 
accept universal reserve requirements and transaction accounts in 
return for access to S. & L. Fed services? 

Mr. McKINNEY. Access to the window, sir, or to the services, are 
you talking about? 

The CHAIRMAN. The services. 
Mr. McKINNEY. We of course favor access to the services at 

competitive prices. We also favor very strongly solving the Fed's 
membership problem. I think this erosion they're facing is serious, 
whether it's solved by the method of S. 85 or some other method of 
compromise. 

As I stated in my testimony, the interest on reserve method is 
one solution but, if it's necessary to go all the way, I prefer the 
universal method. 

The CHAIRMAN. What would be the adverse effect on the S. & 
L.'s if you don't solve the membership problem with the Fed? 

Mr. McKINNEY. The adverse effect would be the ineffectiveness 
of the Federal Reserve to conduct monetary policy. 

Now, the question is, as Secretary Carswell testified, at what 
point? Say now it's at 70 percent membership-if it falls to 60, is 
that the critical point? Or 50? 

But obviously, it is eroding; and obviously, we fully support cor
rection to that problem, and so do you. 

As far as the thrifts are concerned, their bank of last resort is 
the Federal Home Loan Bank system. So they don't have the same 
problem in that area as the banks do. 

We feel that the active access to the window is not really re
quired. It would be necessary and a good idea, of course, once they 
become members and have reservable the transaction accounts. As 
I recall, the bill introduced by Chairman Reuss gave them access to 
the window, even though they were not members, which I think 
was not necessary. 

It was a superfluous service. The only problem I see here, in 
answer to your question, is that what you're trying to solve is the 
membership problem, to help them carry out monetary policy; and 
eventually this will affect us all. 

The better the Fed can effect monetary policy, the better we can 
get the job we must do for the country done. Number one, we have 
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to cure inflation; and, of course, inflation is something the thrift 
industry cannot stand for a long period of time. 

The CHAIRMAN. Until your very skillful actions in the last year 
or so, monetary policy to cope with inflation was always at the cost 
of the housing S. & L. We had disintermediation, with money 
coming out of the S. & L.'s very rapidly, and with housing starts 
going right through the floor as they did in 1967. They did in the 
early 1970's, and we would as this time, if it hadn't been for the 
actions that you took and as they make even now. 

So if the Fed isn't able to operate monetary policy, it means, as 
far as the S. & L.'s are concerned, the inflation situation may 
worsen. As far as the S. & L.'s are concerned, the housing industry, 
they'd be better off--

Mr. McKINNEY. Only for a certain period of time. Eventually, if 
the Fed is unable to carry out monetary policy effectively the 
thrifts are going to be seriously handicapped, because with their 
financial structure, they can carry out the policies that we've been 
inaugurating just so long. 

The drain on earnings will catch them eventually, which is the 
reason that the financial regulators changed the rules a couple of 
weeks ago on the money market certificates-one of the primary 
reasons. 

The CHAIRMAN. I'd like to ask both Mr. McKinney and Mr. 
Miller to comment on this. 

You both are aware that when Chairman Miller testified, we 
discussed the issues of taxes paid on the banks, a study- both of 
your agencies have some expertise when it comes to the question of 
bank taxation, absolutely and relatively. 

I wonder whether you'd be able to send us a report on bank's 
taxation currently and in historical perspective? 

Chairman McKinney, you may want to make a comparison of 
banks with savings and loan associations. Would you help us take a 
better look at this problem of taxation? 

Mr. McKINNEY. We would be very happy to, Mr. -Chairman. 
We're studying that now. The benefit, of course, is that savings and 
loans pay a higher rate of tax than do commercial banks. It's not 
because of the tax rate, however, it's because of the ways that, 
frankly, little banks are able to avoid tax. We have some ideas and 
some suggestions we're working on and will be happy to submit 
them to you as soon as they are ready. 

The CHAIRMAN. Would you do the same, Mr. Miller? 
Mr. MILLER. Certainly. 
[The following information was received for the record:] 

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION, 
Washington, D.C., April 12, 1979. 

Hon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE, 
Chairman, Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: During the hearing on Federal Reserve Membership, you 
~ade a request for information concerning banks' taxation and historical perspec
tive. 

I am providing the attached data in response, for insertion on page 169 of the 
transcript. The table was based on figures supplied to us by banks on their Call 
Reports. I would point out that the column on the right, "Provision for U.S. Income 
Taxes, is the amount reported as being set aside against prospective tax liabilities 
and may not be the amount of taxes actually paid in a given year. 
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I hope this information will be of assistance to you. 
Sincerely, 

ALL INSURED COMMERCIAL BANKS 
[In millions of dollars] 

Foreign- Total 
domestic operating 

Year assets income 

1973 ................................................................ 2 832,658 53,036 
1974 ·······························--··--··--··--··················· 1,045,972 68,161 
1975 ................................................................ 1,095,389 66,559 
1966 ·········--·--·--········--·--·····--··········--··············· 1,182,391 80,664 
1977 ..................................... : .......................... 1,339,393 90,358 

ALAN R. MILLER, 
Deputy to the Chairman. 

Income 
before Provisions 

securities for U.S. 
gains or Net income 
lossed income taxes 1 

6,585 6,579 1,336 
7,167 7,091 1,357 
7,184 7,255 1,226 
7,623 7,843 1,372 
8,734 8,879 1,773 

• These figures de not necessarily represent income taxes paid in the year shown as payments do not coincide with reporting period; a bank may have 
a tax year different from the calendar year, or may have made arrangements for deferring payments. 

• Domestic only. 

The CHAIRMAN. I'd like to ask each of you to comment briefly. 
This is my last question. I'd like to get your reaction to the alterna
tive proposal that's been made by the Banking Committee staff. 
You may already be familiar with it. 

It would have universal reserve requirements applied to transac
tion accounts and to large CD's, would not have any reserve re
quirements against savings and consumer time deposits. There 
would be exemptions of $10 to $15 million on transaction accounts 
and another $10 to $15 million on large CD's. 

And since there would be no reserve requirements against con
sumer time and savings, that would amount to 100 percent exemp
tion on those deposits. 

Now, to do this, the reserve requirement on transaction accounts 
would be about 10 to 12 percent, and large CD's at 6 to 8 percent. 
The cost to the Treasury might be $100 to $140 million. 

What's your reaction to that kind of figure, Mr. Connell? 
Mr. CONNELL. Mr. Chairman, the coverage over all transaction 

accounts is favored, because it does deal the medium of exchange of 
account in all institutions. And I gather this is all institutions, 
thrifts as well as commercials? 

The CHAIRMAN. Right. 
Mr. CONNELL. The inclusion of large denomination CD's, which I 

guess is in M3 now, I think is also warranted, because corporations, 
in particular, maintain their precautionary balances in this type of 
instrument. 

And the Federal Reserve, of course, I think in its proposed mone
tary aggregates, as I recall, included consumer savings in commer
cial banks, as M1 plus, and then picked up the other in Ma. 

This proposal does address, I think, the current situation fairly 
well. 

Again, down below is the dynamics of the money market change, 
that the central bank be able to adjust to it without having to come 
to Congress and fight the battle for 3 or 4 years. 
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For instance, repurchase agreements were excluded from the 
measures-at certain measures, because of the indefiniteness of the 
data at this time. 

Yet, I think people have to recognize that repurchase agreements 
are used by corporations in big money amounts, as precautionary 
balances, and can be rapidly changed into a transaction situation. 

So, I think that proposal addresses the current situation quite 
well. But, I think I would again prefer as broad a range of responsi
bility as possible to deal with the evolving nature of the money 
supply. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. 
Mr. McKinney? 
Mr. McKINNEY. I would agree, in part; and not agree, in part, 

with those comments. 
We do favor inclusion of transaction accounts of thrifts under the 

control of the Fed, which would be a revolutionary change. 
I am concerned by the figures you are quoting, again, of the high 

level of inclusion. I think you said 12 to 14 percent, something like 
that? 

The CHAIRMAN. 10 to 12 percent on transaction accounts, 6 to 8 
on large accounts. 

Mr. McKINNEY. For the same reasons I expressed before, I have 
some concern over the high level. 

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, the lower the level, the higher the 
cost to the Treasury. This would hold the cost of the Treasury 
down. 

Mr. McKINNEY. I understand there are trade-offs you have to 
make. Of course, I haven't had a chance to figure all that out. I 
have the same concerns about that high level as it relates to 
flexibility, in the conduct of monetary policy. I'd be interested in 
the Feds' point of view on that. 

I think in their testimony, as I recall it, they recommended a 
lower level, also, on transaction accounts for monetary control 
reasons. 

The large CD question-I guess my view would be negative on it. 
I don't quite see how that fits into the ballgame. I would not favor, 
at this stage, having thrifts' large CD's included in this. I think 
that would be another major step. 

The CHAIRMAN. Large CD's are already covered. I'm talking 
about $100,000 and above. 

Mr. McKINNEY. I'm talking about thrifts. 
The CHAIRMAN. They are not now covered in the thrifts. But if 

you're going to treat everybody alike, they would be. 
Mr. McKINNEY. Maybe we ought to do away with all reserves 

and all deposit accounts other than transaction accounts. Maybe 
that would be a way to go about it. 

I would not-I guess at this point-be willing to say I'm in favor 
of including thrifts' large CD's. I don't see the relationship as to 
why it should be included. 

Transaction accounts, as effect monetary policies, I think are 
important. But large CD's, just because they're large, I don't see 
the relationship. Passbooks are more relevant to transaction ac
counts than large CD's. 
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If that's what we're trying to control for monetary policy-I 
guess at this quick juncture I do not see why they should be 
included. 

The CHAIRMAN. Ai3 Mr. Connell pointed out, I think that the 
CDs are likely to be used freely. 

Mr. McKINNEY. Possibly. 
The CHAIRMAN. They're held largely by large corporations, not 

entirely, but largely. I'm talking about the big ones, 10,000; 50,000. 
Mr. Miller? 
Mr. MILLER. My immediate reaction to the transaction account 

reserves is that I think we'd prefer a lower figure than that. 
The CHAIRMAN. A lower figure? You mean you're talking about 

the reserve requirement? 
Mr. MILLER. I'm talking about the reserve requirement. 
The CHAIRMAN. Lower than 10 to 12 percent? 
Mr. MILLER. That's correct. I don't have strong feelings personal

ly on the large CD's. 
The CHAIRMAN. Would you be in favor of it, but with a lower 

amount-in other words, say 5 percent or something like that; 
you'd support it? 

Mr. MILLER. Oh, yes. On the large CD's-it's my understanding 
that the Feds would like to keep that number fairly flexible. I don't 
have any strong feeling there. 

I would be opposed to just eliminating reserve requirements on 
all CDs under $100,000 and all savings and time deposits. That is a 
very major piece of the monetary base; and I would think you'd 
want reserves on it, although they'd be very low. 

The CHAIRMAN. All right, gentlemen; thank you very much. 
You've made a fine record, and you've certainly enlightened me on 
the whole subject. I appreciate your testimony. 

We will stand in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning. 
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon

vene at 10 a.m., Wednesday, March 28, 1979.] 
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MONETARY POLICY IMPROVEMENT ACT OF 
1979 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1979 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS, 

Washington, D.C. 
The committee met at 10 a.m. in room 5302, Dirksen Senate 

Office Building, Senator William Proxmire (chairman of the com
mittee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Proxmire, Stevenson, Stewart, Garn, Tower, 
and Heinz. 

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE 

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. 
Today is our third and final day of hearings on the Federal 

Reserve membership issue. 
Thus far it is difficult to see that there is any agreement on a 

solution to the Federal Reserve's problem which is caused by con
tinued attrition from the Federal Reserve System. But there has 
been a consensus on certain parts of a solution. There seems to be 
agreement: (1) that reserve requirements are too high and ought to 
be lowered; (2) that reserve requirements ought to be uniform; (3) 
that it would be desirable for all banks to have access to the 
Federal Reserve discount window; (4) that Fed services ought to be 
priced; and (5) that the Federal Reserve ought to have access to 
asset and liability information from all depository institutions as 
needed to conduct monetary policy. 

The universal reserve requirements approach was supported yes
terday by the Treasury, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and the National Credit 
Union Administration. On Monday, the Independent Bankers Asso
ciation of America supported universal reserve requirements pro
vided that there were high exemptions that would apply to deposits 
of all banks and that those exemptions would be indexed to the 
rates of deposit growth. The Federal Reserve Board also supports 
this approach. 

I'm pleased to have with us as our first witness, Senator Dan 
Inouye, our distinguished colleague from Hawaii, who represents 
Hawaii, and Hawaii, as we know, has a specific problem with 
regard to this legislation. 

Senator Inouye, I understand that you would like to make a few 
remarks and then you have to go to an Appropriation Committee 
meeting and I understand that. We are happy to have you here 

(557) 
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and if you would like to present your colleagues we would appreci
ate that. 

STATEMENT OF DANIEL K. INOUYE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF HAWAII 

Senator INOUYE. Thank you very, much, sir. 
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: I'm pleased to be 

with you this morning to present to you Mr. Dennis Ching, presi
dent of the Hawaii Bankers Association and also chairman and 
chief erxecutive officer of the American Security Bank in Honolu
lu. Mr. Ching is accompanied this morning by Mr. Hugh Pingree, 
executive vice president of the First Hawaiian Bank, and Dr. 
Thomas Hitch, senior vice president and Economist with the First 
Hawaiian Bank. This delegation will be presenting testimony on 
behalf of the six banks in Hawaii who are not now members of the 
Federal Reserve System and for whom the proposed Monetary 
Policy Improvement Act of 1979 would have a major and devastat
ing impact. 

Mr. Chairman, my concern is not limited to the impact of this 
legislation on our banking institutions in Hawaii. The impact on 
those dependent upon our banks for their capital needs is of great
est significance as this bill would increase their reserve require
ments by some $109 million without any offsetting benefits to our 
banks or to our state economy. We are short on capital in Hawaii 
and there's no means by which such a loss of lendable funds can be 
accommodated without a major and negative impact on our state's 
economy. 

Mr. Chairman and members, I thank you for providing an oppor
tunity for Hawaii's banking industry to present their case for being 
exempt from the provisions of this bill which would require all Fed 
membership. Thank you. 

The CHAIRMAN. I understand Senator Matsunaga has a state
ment that we will put into the record at this point. 

[Statement of Senator Matsunaga follows as though read:] 

STATEMENT OF SPARK M. MATSUNAGA, A U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF HAWAII 

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Com
mittee, I greatly appreciate this opportunity to bring to your atten
tion the problems which the State of Hawaii would face under 
provisions of S. 85, the Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979. 

As I understand it, the primary purpose of S. 85 is to strengthen 
the Federal Reserve Board's ability to implement monetary policy, 
and the high inflation rate facing the country today underlines the 
need for effective monetary policy and policy implementation. 

It is my further understanding that the universal reserve re
quirements of S. 85 is expected to provide the Federal Reserve 
Board with the necessary tools to act effectively. With specific 
application to Hawaii, however, this requirement will adversely 
affect the Hawaiian economy to a degree utterly disproportionate 
to the benefit for the following reasons: 

First, the universal reserve requirement as applied to Hawaiian 
banks will be of minimal use to the Federal Reserve Board's imple
mentation of monetary policy. The universal reserve requirement 
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in S. 85 would cover 75.3 percent of total commercial bank deposits. 
In comparison, total commercial bank deposits in Hawaii, without 
regard to the $40 million exclusion in S. 85 for each bank, accounts 
for less than one-half of 1 percent of the total commercial bank 
deposits in the United States. The $40 million exemption in S. 85 
would exclude nearly 25 percent of the total deposits from the 
reserve requirement. In this light, it is clear that the one-half of 
one percent which Hawaii would contribute is absolutely insignifi
cant. 

Second, although the reserves at stake in Hawaii are insignifi
cant at the national level, loss of these funds would be catastrophic 
for the State. Under S. 85, Hawaiian banks in the aggregate will be 
required to deposit $109 million in sterile reserves with the Federal 
Reserve System. $109 million represents 1.5 percent of the gross 
state product for Hawaii. Loss of this amount would be equivalent 
to the loss of $25 billion in bank funds for the national economy. 

Third, Hawaii will bear a disproportionate burden. The proposed 
reserve requirement on a State-by-State analysis would erode bank 
earnings in eight States. Hawaii's loss in bank profits accounts for 
23 percent of the total in these eight States. 

Fourth, loss of these funds are especially critical for Hawaii, 
since the State is short of capital. Private investment in Hawaii 
has exceeded the national average by 40 percent in the past 20 
years. In some of those years, the rate exceeded the national aver
age by 60 to 70 percent. Construction in Hawaii has exceeded the 
national average by 70 percent. 

The State has grown rapidly; its population has increased by 23.8 
percent over the past 10 years. To meet its capital needs, the State 
has had to seek funds from outside its borders. The removal of $109 
million from the State under the circumstances, would further 
reduce funds badly needed. Needless to say, use of these funds have 
a multiplier effect in Hawaii. 

Fifth, the compensating benefits of Federal Reserve Membership 
will not offset the economic costs. 2,400 miles and a 3-hour time 
difference separate Hawaii from California. The Reserve's discount 
window and clearing house service offer little to Hawaiian banks. 
The distance and time factors bar Hawaiian banks from fully using 
these services and the Federal Reserve has never found it economi
cally feasible to open a branch window in Honolulu. 

The small percentage of Hawaiian deposits in Federal Reserve 
member banks is evidence of the tenuous benefit of membership 
service. Member banks in Hawaii account for only 4 percent of 
total State bank deposits. Again, the time and distance problems 
prevent full use of Federal Reserve services. 

Lastly, the problem of time and distance is shared by all off
shore areas. In puerto Rico, for example, member banks account 
for only 9 percent of total bank deposits. Congress has recognized 
the difficulty faced by off-shore banks and has exempted these 
banks from the reserve pre-requisites for FDIC insurance coverage 
in the Banking Act of 1935. 

Differences and hardships of distance and time should continue 
to be recognized, and for this reason I urge the committee to 
provide an excemption for off-shore banks from the universal re
serve requirements. 
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Mr. Chairman, Mr. Dennis Ching, president of the Hawaiian 
Bankers Association, who has traveled 5,000 miles from Honolulu 
for the specific purpose of testifying before your committee, will 
discuss Hawaii's problems in greater detail. Mr. Ching is accompa
nied by Hugh Pingree, executive vice president of First Hawaiian 
Bank and Dr. Thomas J. Hitch, senior vice president of First 
Hawaiian Bank and a former staff economist with the President's 
Council of Economic Advisors. I am happy to introduce these dis
tinguished leaders of Hawaii's business community to you. 

The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate very much your coming and we 
will proceed then with your colleagues. Will you introduce them? 

Senator INOUYE. This is Dr. Thomas Hitch to my right, Mr. 
Ching, and Mr. Pingree, and I believe Mr. Ching will be the spokes
man this morning. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ching, go right ahead, sir. 

STATEMENT OF DENNIS CHING, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 
AMERICAN SECURITY BANK, HONOLULU, HAW All, AND 
PRESIDENT OF THE HAWAII BANKERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOM
PANIED BY HUGH PINGREE, VICE PRESIDENT, FIRST HAWAI
IAN BANK; AND THOMAS HITCH, VICE PRESIDENT AND 
ECONOMIST, FIRST HAWAIIAN BANK, HONOLULU, HAW All 
Mr. CHING. Thank you very much. 
[Complete statement follows:] 
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FULL TEXT 

Testimony of Dennis Ching, President 

Hawaii Bankers Association 

Before The 

Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs 

United States Senate 

Mr. William Proxmire, Chairman 

March 28, 1979 

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE: 

The Hawaii Bankers Association very much appreciates 

this privileged opportunity to express our views on the 

"Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979" and the· impact 

it would have on the state-chartered banks and on our 

economy in Hawaii. 

I am Dennis Y. M. Ching, President of the Hawaii 

Bankers Association and Chairman of the Board and Chief 

Executive c°fficer of the American Security Bank. Two 

other Hawaii be.nkers join me in this hearing: HUGH R. PINGREE, 

Executive Vice President of First Hawaiian Bank and 

DR. THOMAS K. HITCH, Senior Vice President and Economist 

for the First Hawaiian Bank. 

I want to start my testimony by pointing out that 

there is a considerable difference between the·banking 
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industry in Hawaii and the banking industry in the 

forty-nine continental states. The most striking 

difference is the relative absence of membership in the 

Federal Reserve System in Hawaii; Only four percent of 

the bank deposits in Hawaii are in member banks, with the 

average of the country being seventy-three percent. 

Puerto Rico, for reasons which parallel Hawaii, has only 

nine percent of its banks' deposits in member banks. This 

fact alone makes the offshore areas of the country quite 

different from continental areas when Fed membership 

legislation is being considered. 

It follows that .,my legislation that imposes reserve 

requirements on nonmember banks has more impact on Hawaii 

than it has on any other state. The 1978 version of the 

bill now being considered by this committee was analyzed 

to determine its impact on bank earnings state-by-state, 

and it was found that that bill would have improved the 

earnings of banks in forty-two of the states and in the 

District of Columbia, and that it would have had an 

adverse impact on the earnings of banks in eight states. 

Of the total adverse affect in these states, Hawaii's 

share would represent over twenty-three percent (Table I). 

Nhen it is realized that Hawaii represents less than 
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one-half of one percent of the entire U.S. economy, this 

twenty-three percent figure is oppressively large. 

Our analysis of the "Monetary Policy Improvement 

Act of 1979" discloses that Hawaii's banks would be 

required to deposit $109 million in sterile reserves with 

the Federal Reserve System (Table II). While $109 million 

may not sound like a very large figure in Washington, it 

is an immense figure in Hawaii. In fact, $109 million to 

us is the equivalent of over $25 billion to the national 

economy, so if you want to visualize the impact that this 

bill would have on us and visualize it in national terms, 

think of it as requiring over $25 billion in additional 

reserves (Table III). 

We are all deeply concerned that immobilizing $109 

million of bank loan resources would have a serious 

adverse impact on Hawaii's economic development and on the 

provision of housing for our citizens. Reducing bank loan 

resources in this volume would greatly lessen the ability 

of the local banks to take care of the financial needs of 

individuals {for mortgages and personal loans) and of the 

financial needs of business and commerce. 

The adverse impact on the total economic environment 

of Hawaii as a result of taking this amount of money out 
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of circulation is so great that our Governor and State 

Legislature ask that serious consideration be given to our 

unique circumstances (letter and resolution attached). 

Actually, we are convinced that the adverse impact 

on Hawaii of taking $109 million out of circulation would 

be worse than the impact on the nation of sterilizing an 

additional $25 billion, because Hawaii is both a 

capital-short state and at the same time a state in which 

capital needs are abnormally great. 

Let me enlarge on these two points first, Hawaii's 

abnormally large capital needs and second, Hawaii's 

continuing shortage of capital. 

Hawaii has abnormally great capital needs because, 

as most of you know, Hawaii is one of the most rapidly 

growing and developing areas of the entire world. In 

the last ten years, Hawaii's population grew by 23.8 

percent as compared to only a 9.6 percent growth rate for 

the United States as a whole (Table IV). 

In the same time span -- the last decade -- total 

personal income in Hawaii increased by 177.6 percent 

versus only 141.3 percent for the United States (Table IV). 
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Similarly (and this is where large capital funds are 

required) construction put in place as a percent of total 

personal income averaged 18.3 percent for Hawaii compared 

to only 12.1 percent for the United States as a whole 

(Table V). 

No one can say with certainty what the future will 

hold, but there is every reason to believe that Hawaii's 

growth in the future (and therefore its capital needs) 

will be far above the national average. 

With demand for capital far above the national 

average, the supply of capital in Hawaii is far below the 

national average. 

The best measure we have of Hawaii's capital-short 

character is the annual (since 1949) report by the 

Business Research Department of the Bank of Hawaii showing 

Hawaii's balance of payments on current account with the 

rest of the world. As Table VI shows, residents of Hawaii 

have, every year since 1961, received less in dividends, 

interest, and other returns on overseas investments than 

has been paid out of Hawaii to overseas residents on behalf 

of their investments here. Until the late 1960s the 

magnitudes involved were not great, but the very heavy 
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inflow of overseas capital in the last decade has brought 

with it a net outflow of investment earnings that in 

recent years has amounted to around $100 million annually. 

A 1973 study by the University of Hawaii converted 

these data into figures to represent Hawaii's balance 

of indebtedness (Table VII) and concluded that as of 1971 

Hawaii assets overseas amounted to $2,676 million whereas 

overseas assets in Hawaii amounted to $3,439 million. We 

have extended this table·to 1976 using the same methodology 

and find that for that year overseas investments in Hawaii 

amounted to $5.4 billion. Five and a half billion dollars 

may not sound like a great deal of money, but in Hawaii 

that represents seventy-three percent of Hawaii's 1976 

gross state product. By contrast, foreign (our equivalent 

of "overseas") assets in the United States amount to only 

sixteen percent of gross national product. 

Another measure of Hawaii's capital-short situation 

is that total per capita financial institution assets in 

Hawaii amount to just over $9,000, whereas for the 

country as a whole, they amount to over $11,000 (Table VII). 

A final indication of our capital-short character is 

the inability of banks in Hawaii to make loans in the 
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volume of Mainland banks. For example, total bank loans 

in Hawaii constitute a figure that is 31.9 percent of 

total personal income, whereas total bank loans for the 

nation represents a figure that is 44.8 percent of total 

personal income. Similarly, total bank loans in Hawaii 

amount (in 1977) to an average of $2,418 per capita in 

contrast to an average of $3,144 per capita for the country 

as a whole (Table IV). 

These bank loan figures for Hawaii are as high as 

they are only because it has been the practice of Hawaii's 

banks to sell packages of mortgage loans to Mainland 

investors thereby getting replenishment capital for further 

loans while at the same time.continuing to service the 

mortgages for a fee. Hawaii's two largest banks (First 

Hawaiian Bank and Bank of Hawaii) are currently servicing 

nearly three-quarters of a billion dollars of real estate 

loans which have been sold to'Mainland investors in this 

fashion. 

In view of the above, I think it is.a fair conclusion 

that the bill constitutes a triple threat to Hawaii's 

economy first because it drastically reduces our capital 

stock, second because our capital stock is abnormally 

small even before this reduction, and third because our 

capital needs are abnormally great. 
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Let me now explain the reasons for the relative 

absence of Fed membership among Hawaii's banks. 

The relative absence of member banks in Hawaii is 

not just happenstance, nor is it a recent occurrence. 

Until 1959, no banks in Hawaii were members of the 

Federal Reserve System, nor had any bank ever been a 

member. In 1959, as a coincidence of statehood, one bank 

which was operating as a nationally chartered nonmember 

bank, was forced into membership, but it resigned a few 

years later when it became abundantly clear that there 

was not one single benefit of membership. It is true 

that the two banks that have been chartered in Hawaii in 

recent years were chartered as national banks, and hence 

were automatically members of the Fed, but they chose a 

national charter in spite of built-in Fed membership 

because that was the most expedient way that they could 

obtain a bank charter. These two banks represent only 

four percent of bank deposits in Hawaii. 

The reason that Hawaii's banks have not been members 

of the Fed is that it is not possible -- by virtue of 

their being located 2,400 miles and several time zones 

away from the closest Federal Reserve Bank -- to integrate 

any of their operations into the Federal Reserve System. 
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The only (and I underscore only) result of membership 

would be the privilege of owning some stock that paid 

inconsequential dividends and maintaining deposits that 

paid no interest. 

To understand our position, it is necessary to 

appreciate the impossibility of coordinating bank practices 

in an area as remote as Hawaii with the Federal Reserve 

System. One of the chief benefits of the Federal Reserve 

System has been the availability of the discount window -

yet in the ten years that First Hawaiian Bank, one of our 

largest banks, was a member of the Fed it never once used 

the discount window primarily because of the problems of 

sending collateral by courier to San Francisco. Nor is 

check clearing through the Fed a feasible practice for 

Hawaii banks. At best, the fioat time in clearing 

Mainland checks through the Federal Reserve System is 

one full day to the West Coast and two days to the East 

Coast, not counting holidays and weekends. This is 

approximately twice the time required for clearing through 

correspondent banks. One of the larger banks in Hawaii 

has made a study of this and found that clearing through 

the Fed would immobilize nearly as much money as half the 

vault cash it normally maintains (See Table II attached). 
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Other activities of the Fed which form part and parcel of 

the national banking system but which are beyond the reach 

of banks as remote as Hawaii's are the collection of 

noncash items, safekeeping of securities, fund transfers, 

purchase and sale of securities, etc. 

Under Hawaii's banking laws, state chartered banks 

must hold sizable reserves, but deposits with approved 

correspondent banks in the U.S. can be counted against 

their reserve requirements. In view of our inability to 

use Fed services, we must maintain sizable reserves with 

these correspondents to compensate them for the many 

necessary banking services that they provide us. Also, 

and of great importance to Hawaii's economy, is the fact 

that any significant reduction in these deposits would 

drastically reduce their ability to attract and hold 

Mainland investment interest in Hawaii. Without the close 

financial relationship with Mainland financial institutions 

that these deposits make possible, participation by these 

institutions in financing Hawaii's needed development would 

not be obtainable. And when it is realized that many 

single loans needed in Hawaii are larger than any local 

bank can legally handle, and the aggregate of loan demand 

is greater than the local banks combined can handle, this 
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participation is, has been, and will continue to be 

necessary for Hawaii's economic welfare. 

We have made an analysis of how this proposed type 

of legislation would affect different groups of banks in 

the country (Table X), and we find that the only banks 

that would suffer significant costs and disadvantages 

with no compensating benefits or savings would be the 

nonmember banks in Hawaii which account for practically 

all the banking services of the-state -- plus half a dozen 

large nonmember banks in Puerto Rico whose situation is 

similar to ours. The bill would lower the reserve 

requirements of large member banks on the Mainland and 

eliminate the reserve requirements of all banks with less 

than $80 million in deposits. The only banks that would 

face higher costs are several hundred large nonmember 

banks but those that are located on the Mainland will have 

available to them the full services of the discount window 

and all the other services of the Fed at prices which, 

while mandated by the bill to cover all costs, are 

unquestionably going to be attractive enough to guarantee 

that the vast bulk of the banks on the Mainland will 

benefit by using them. The discrimination against Hawaii's 

banks is shown by the fact that while the bill would reduce 
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the sterile reserves required to be held by all banks in 

the continental United States by nearly one-third, it would 

increase the sterile reserves required to be held by all 

Hawaii banks by nearly 50-fold (Table XI). 

Under these circumstances, the obvious solution is 

to exempt from the reserve requirements sections of the 

bill the offshore banks of the country. We do not object 

to the reporting and other non-reserve requirements of 

the bill, but we feel that the cirqumstances of geography 

result in the reserve requirements parts of the bill 

having such adverse impact on us that this should be 

recognized in any legislation on this subject. 

If S. 85 were amended to specify that the banks 

covered by the reserve requirements were those in the 

continental United States, then offshore state banks would 

continue to hold reserves in accordance with existing 

regulations of their regulatory agencies, and since the 

bulk of these reserves are held on deposit with banks in 

the continental United States, those reserves would be 

subject to the reserve requirements of the bill. Thus, 

the offshore state banks would continue to maintain 

reserves which are completely adequate to insure 

financial security, and some of these reserves would be 
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represented in the deposits of our correspondent banks with 

the Federal Reserve System. 

Let me underscore the point that this request is 

not unique nor is it out of order. The Congress in 

enacting legislation and various administrative agencies 

in promulgating rules and regulations have on many 

occasions made provisions for the special circumstances 

of various areas of the country, most frequently far-distant 

offshore areas such as Hawaii. In the case of Hawaii, 

because of our time and spatial distance from the Mainland 

or other geographical considerations, the Congress has in 

recent years legislated a different treatment of air cargo, 

a different treatment of air transportation, a different 

treatment of home loans, a different treatment of secondary 

transmission in telephonic communications, a different 

treatment for strategic petroleum resources, and a different 

treatment in the conversion of oil-burning electric power . 

plants to coal -- just to mention a few instances. We are now 

asking a different treatment of bank reserve requirements. 

Finally, I would like to underscore the point that 

the exemption of banks in Hawaii from the reserve 

requirements of this legislation would in no conceivable 
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way weaken the power of the Federal Reserve Board in its 

conduct of monetary policy. The de minimis nature of 

this issue is shown by the fact that the six Hawaiian 

banks involved account for only four-tenths of one percent 

of the total deposits of commercial banks in the United 

States. The six Puerto Rican banks (assuming they would 

be covered) would add only another four-tenths of one 

percent. 

By contrast, the $40 million exemptions of S. 85 

exclude on the same de minimis grounds approximately 

one-fourth of the total U.S. commercial bank deposits. 
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EXECUTIVE CHAM a ERS 

HONOLULU 

March 23, 1979 

The Honorable William Proxmire 
Chairman 
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, 

and Urban Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Senator Proxmire: 

During the past session of Congress, I expressed concern to our 
Congressional delegation that S. 85 and HR 7 would have a severe impact 
on Hawaii's banks and on Hawaii's economy. I felt that a way could be 
found whereby the Federal Reserve System's monetary policy authority 
could be strengthened without the severe disproportionate impact on 
Hawaii. 

During the past months, we have examined the effect of S. 85 and 
HR 7 in Hawaii: 

(1) The analysis provided us by the Federal Reserve Board shows 
that the reserve requirements will have a greater impact on 
Hawaii than on any other state . 

(2) The reserve requirements would also immobilize a large 
amount of bank loan resources in a state which has been 
capital-short for many years. This change runs counter to 
my often-stated policy to attract capital to Hawaii to continue 
its development, 

(3) Hawaii's distance from the mainland and its differences in 
time zones create unique disadvantages for Hawaii's banks 
which should be recognized. First Hawaiian Bank's experience 
as a member of the Federal Reserve indicates that Fed services 
that would be available to Hawaii banks have very little or no 
value because of distance and time differences , 
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There is another matter about which I am greatly concerned. S. 85 
would virtually destroy our dual banking system. If Hawaii's state-chartered 
banks are required to hold reserves as prescribed by the Federal Reserve, 
I am sure they will opt for a federal charter rather than subject themselves to 
dual regulation. Banking, although it has been regulated by government for 
many decades, has adapted to changing needs brought about by social and 
economic evolution. I believe the reason for the industry's continued viability 
is the dual banking system which gives the industry an environment that allows 
changes in policy. I do not believe that the federal government, with its seat of 
power 5,000 miles away, can always be responsive to Hawaii's needs and 
conditions . I see a place for responsible state regulation but it cannot survive 
in the face of growing federal controls . My concern for the dual banking system 
is heightened by the incongruity that a bill designed to facilitate the implementation 
of federal monetary policy would exempt most banks from reserve requirements. 
Indeed, most of the banks that would benefit are the national banks. In 
Hawaii, all state-chartered banks would face increased reserve requirements. 
By contrast, the two national banks would be exempt from the reserve 
requirements. 

The Hawaii Bankers Association has proposed that offshore banks be 
exempted from S . 85. I believe an amendment to so provide is an appropriate 
solution to the problems enunciated above. It recognizes Hawaii's unique 
geographic and time problems and the inappropriateness of the Fed services. 
It recognizes Hawaii's need for capital to meet its developing economy. It 
cures the unfortunate effect whereby S. 85 impacted Hawaii more heavily 
than any other state . There is precedent to treating offshore banks differently 
and the Hawaii experience graphically demonstrates that special treatment 
is not only appropriate but essential . 

Your careful consideration of this proposal will be appreciated. 

With warm personal regards , I remain, 

z;=,-:~ci.;,~ 
George R . Ariyoshi 
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
THE TENTH LEGISLATURE 

STATE OF HAWAII 

ST ATE CAPITOL 

HONOLULU, HAWAll 96813 

March 20, 1979 

The Honorable William Proxmire 
Chairman 
Committee on Banking 
u. s. Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Sir: 

I transmit herewith a copy of House 

Resolution No. 204 , which was adopted 

by the House of Representatives of the 

Tenth Legislature of the State of Hawaii, 

Regular session of 1979. 

Very respectfully, 

~~ 
George M. Takane 
Clerk, House of Representatives 
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(To be made one and tr-n copies} 

HOUSE OF l'.EPRESENTATIVES 

.. ~:E.~'.r.~ ....... LEGISLATURE, 19..!9.. 

STATE OF HAWAII 

REQUESTING THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TO EXEMPT 
HAWAII'S BANKS FROM THE RESERVE REQUIREMENT PROVISION 
OF ANY FEDERAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP LEGISLATION WHICH IT 
SHOULD PASS. 

WHEREAS, the reserve requirements of the Senate and 
House bills that are now being considered by the 96th 
Congress would have far more negative effect upon the banking 
industry of Hawaii than upon that of any other state; and 

WHEREAS, Hawaii, by virtue of its great capital needs 
and its short capital supplies, is less able than other 
states to stand the impact of having its banks' lendable 
funds reduced by such reserve requirements; and 

WHEREAS, a combination of these factors would cause 
severe hardship on the Hawaiian economy; and 

WHEREAS, the distance of Hawaii from the mainland 
United States makes it difficult and unnecessary for banks 
in Hawaii to integrate their operations into a national 
banking system; and 

WHEREAS, the geographic isolation of off-shore areas 
of the United States has been and in many ways still continues 
to be recognized in the banking laws of the country; now, 
therefore, 

BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the 
Tenth Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Regular Session 
of 1979, that the Congress of the United States is requested 
to exempt Hawaii's banks from the reserve requirement provi
sion of any Federal Reserve membership legislation which it 
should pass; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this 
Resolution be transmitted to the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives, the President of the Senate of the United 
States, the respective chairmen of the United States Senate 
and House Banking Committees, and to each member of Hawaii's 
delegation to the United States Congress. 
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TABLE I 

NET IMPACT OF THE 1978 PROXMIRE BILL ON PROFITS OF BAi~KS, BY STATES 

(In Thousands of Dqllars) 

PERCENT 
STATE CHANGE IN PROFITS OF TOTAL 

(MINUS) 

1. Hawaii 6,732 23.4 

2. Maryland 5,709 19.8 

3. Delaware 5,454 18.9 

4. Connecticut 3,686 12.8 

5. Arizona 3,258 11. 3 

6. Rhode Island 2,634 9.2 

7. Vermont 1,043 3.6 

8. North Carolina 283 1.0 

Total 28,799 100.0 

(PLUS) 

9. Maine 153 0.03 

10. Oregon 277 0.05 

11. Idaho sos 0.09 

12. Nevada 647 0.1 

13. New Hampshire 1,216 0.2 

14. Utah 1,293 0.2 

15. Alaska 1,315 0.2 

16. South Carolina 1,669 0.3 

17. Massachusetts 2,755 0.5 

18. District of Columbia 3,335 0.6 

19. North Dakota 3,625 0.6 

20. New Mexico 3,817 0.7 

21. Wyoming 3,955 0.7 

22. South Dakota 4,050 0.7 

23. Mississippi 4,443 0.8 

24. Washington 4,474 0.8 

25. New Jersey 5,182 0.9 
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TABLE I 

(Continued) 

PERCENT 
STATE CHANGE IN PROFITS OF TOTAL 

(PLUS) 

26. Montana 6,200 1.1 

27. Michigan 6,901 1. 2 

28. Tennessee 7,633 1. 3 

29. West Virginia 7,814 1.4 

30. Arkansas 7,948 1.4 

31. Nebraska 8,204 1.4 

32. Pennsylvania 8,205 1.4 

33. Louisiana 8,285 1.5 

34. Alabama 9,013 1. 6 

35. Kentucky 9,186 1. 6 

36. Kansas 10,076 1.8 

37. Iowa 10,953 1. 9 

38. Wisconsin 10,982 1.9 

39. Virginia 10,986 1. 9 

40. Colorado 11,107 2.0 

41. Georgia 12,151 2.1 

42. California 12,417 2.2 

43. Indiana 14,235 2.5 

44. Missouri 14,473 2.6 

45. Oklahoma 14,843 2.6 

46. Minnesota 16,611 2.9 

47. Ohio 17,972 3.2 

48. Florida 21,920 3.9 

49. Illinois 59,881 10.5 

so. Texas 68,043 12.0 

51. New York 139,277 24.5 

Total 568,027 99.87 

Source: Data provided to Senator Inouye by Senator Proxmire 
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rsr ltV,lfU ltlPA(l a~ PA.Ol'OSEO S£1,All B lll S. RS 

lO INCREI\SE fEOlfl/\L RES£R.i[ A.EQUlRtl\EtlTS or flA\.IAI I BAHKS 

(tlfSEOOtlB/\LANCESAS OF OE(EHDER JI. 1978 

AHE/1.IU,H 

~ 
OANK or BANK Of 
~ ill)NOLULU 

CITY 
8'\NK 

F tRST HAWAI t Lt6EA.TY 
IIA\IAI 1AM ~ ~ 

(In thousands of dollars) 

I. DernandDeposlts 
Less· Items In Process of 

Collection 
Oue from OomeHlc Banks 

Adjusted Oemand Deposits 
[JI.emption 
Oepos Its Subject to Reserves 

Rate 

Required Reserves 

ll. Time Deposits with Hatur!tles 
len than 160 days 

Ellernptlon 
Oeposlls Subject to Reserves 

Rate 

Required Reserves 

Savings Deposits 
E><emptlo11 
Deposits Subject to Reserves 

Rare 

Required Reserves 

Time [)eposJcs with Maturities 
greater than 179days 

Exemption 
Deposits Subject to Reserves 

Rue 

Required Reserves 

TOTAL 11.EQ.U IRED RESERVES 

Less VAULT CASH/BALANCE W'ITH FR6 

ADDITIONAL REQ.U IRED RESERVES 

Impact on Pre-ta>< Earnl11gs 
(9% Earning Assets 11.•te) 

$ 90.017 

19,5'16 
9,569 

60,892 
40,000 
20,892 _.,_, 

72,16S 
16.160 
56,005 

~ 

81,619 
18,322 
63,497 
___,QL 

24,637 
5,518 

19,119 
_J!L 

-'-" 
8,172 

$5J6,2S9 

64,204 
65,647 

406,408 
,10,000 

366,408 

-·-"-

264,268 
12,969 

2<;1,299 
___,_QL 

462,645 
22,704 

439,941 
_._OJ_ 

66,18] 
4,327 

BJ ,(1~6 

_._O_I 

_____Jill 

76,748 

$14,912 

J.316 
258 

11,JJB 
11,336 

_.,_, 

10,459 
10,459 

6.295 
6,29S 

_.O_I 

$( 214) $( 4,721) $ -

$67,306 

21,193 
60,ltJ 
40,CIOO 
20,!ll _.,_, 

96,166 
16,176 
79,968 
___,,QQ__ 

95.196 
16,0lS 
79,181 
__,_ill_ 

46,405 
I.BO} 

38,S98 _.a_, 
-~ 

10,175 

$58,133 

2,180 
16,233 
40,320 
40,000 

320 _.,_, 
__ 42 

57,750 
16,974 
Jil,776 
______jl§_ 

40,143 
13,190 
26,953 
_____,_Q]_ 

___!!,Q1 

21,6S0 
7,636 

16,014 
_.a_, 
_ill 

l,336 

$( 479) $ -

* Amount does not total down because of excess vault cash of banks with lov1er reserve requirements 

FR6,.federal Reserve Bank 

(,,,/79) 

$466,669 

86,846 
28,JIJ 

351,510 
40,000 

311,510 

-·-"-

260,461° 
14,499 

245,962 
_____,_QL 

375,764 
20,918 

354,646 
.-.....,.QL 

62,337 
4,583 

77,754 _._a_, 
---11..!!. 

66,677 

$( 4,327) 

$43,553 

6,221 
4,27S 

33,0SS 
33,055 

_.,_, 

29,198 
15,740 
13,458 
_,.Q!_ 

__!92 

37,166 
20,03S 
17,!JI 
____,_Q1_ 

7,836 
4,225 
3,611 

_.O_I 

--" 
1,357 

$ -

$51,027 

9,836 
2,368 

38,BOJ 
38,803 

-·'-' 

J9,404 
18,S87 
20,817 

~ 

14,765 
16,399 
18,366 
_.Q1..., 

__m 

10,629 
5,014 
5,615 _.a_, 
__ 56 

1,856 

$. 

TOTAL 
STATE 

$ l,3'18,536 

192,201 
tSJ,896 

1,002,439 
283,196 
719,243 __ .,_, 

829,071 
123,566 
706,305 

__ .0_6 

1,133,793 
lJJ,878 
999,915 

__ ._OJ_ 

284,064 
40,297 

244,567 
__ .a_, 

168,323 

$( 9,801) 
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TABLE III 

PROPOSED BANK RESERVES AS PERCENT OF HAWAII'S 

GROSS STATE PRODUCT, COMPARED TO U.S. 

HAWAII U.S. 

GSP/GNP (1976) 

Proposed Bank Reserves Required 
for Hawaii 

Proposed Reserves as Percent of 
Hawaii's GSP 

Equivalent Bank Reserves for U.S. 
at 1.48% of GNP 

$7,378.6 mil. $1,700.1 bil. 

$ 108.9 mil. 

1.48% 

$ 25.2 bil. 

NOTE: The last year for which official figures on Hawaii's 
gross state product are available is 1976. Using 1976 
gross product figures for both Hawaii and the entire 
U.S., we find that $108,898,000 in the proposed bank 
reserves is 1.48 percent of Hawaii's gross state product. 
This ratio applied to U.S. gross national product 
represents an equivalent o~ $25.2 billion. 
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TABLE IV 

PERSONAL INCOME AND BANK LOANS (INCLUDING INTERBANK) 

HAWAII 

Total Bank Loans Resident 
Bank Personal 

Year Loans Income 
Related to Population, Per Capita 
Total Personal as of July 1 Bank Loans 

End ($ Mil.) ~$ Mil.) Income (%) (Thousands) (Dollars) 

1967 778.8 2,440 31.9 722.5 1,078 
1968 865.3 2,729 31. 7 734.5 1,178 
1969 1,024.0 3,099 33.0 750.2 1,365 
1970 1,163.5 3,519 33.1 774.2 1,503 
1971 1,267.0 3 750 33.8 798.0 1,588 
1972 1,495.6 4,110 36.4 820.9 1,822 
1973 1,724.7 4,620 37.3 843. 7 2,044 
1974 1,848.0 5,173 35.7 854.1 2,164 
1975 1,830.0 5,739 31.9 868.4 2,107 
1976 1,981.5 6,252 31.7 883.S 2,243 
1977 2,163.3 6,773 31.9 894.7 2,418 

Change: 
1967-1977 177.6% 23.8% 

Bank 
Year Loans 
Encl .il...lli.J.. 
1967 236.0 
1968 265.3 
1969 295.5 
1970 313.3 
1971 346.9 
1972 414.7 
1973 494.9 
1974 549.2 
1975 546.2 
1976 594.9 
1977 680.1 

Total 
Personal 
Income 

($ Bil.) 

629.2 
689.0 
751.4 
808.2 
852.0 
935.5 

1,045.1 
1,147.3 
1,248.4 
1,374.4 
1,518.4 

UNITED STATES 

Bank Loans 
Related to 
Total Personal 
Income (%) 

37.S 
38.5 
39.3 
38.8 
40.7 
44.3 
47.4 
47.9 
43.8 
43.3 
44.8 

Resident 
Population, Per Capita 
as of July 1 Bank Loans 

(Millions) (Dollars) 

197. 5 1,195 
199.4 1,330 
201.4 1,467 
203.8 1,537 
206.2 1,682 
208.2 1,992 
209.9 2,358 
211.4 2,598 
212.2 2,573 
214.7 z, 771 
216.3 3,144 

Change: 
1967-1977- 141.3% 9.6% 

Sources: l. 

z. 

3. 

Bank loans - Hawaii -- Hawaii State Department of Regulatory Agencies. 
Bank loans - U.S. -- Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System: 
Total Personal Income - U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis. 
Population - Hawaii -- Hawaii State Department of Planning and Economic 
Development. 
Population - U.S. -- U.S. Bureau_of the Census. 
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Year 

1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Average: 
1967-1977 

Year 

1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Average: 
1967-1977 
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TABLE V 

CONSTRUCTION 

HAWAII 

Construction 
Put in Place 

($ Mil.) 

354.8 
463.2 
625.6 
783.8 
697.0 
714.3 
921.0 

1,044.1 
1,140.0 
1,010.2 

996 . 1 (Est. ) 

UNITED STATES 

Construction 
Put in Place 

($ Bil.) 

78.1 
87.1 
93.9 
94.9 

110.0 
124.1 
137. 9 
138.5 
134.3 
147.5 
169.7 

Total 
Personal 
Income 

($ Mil.) 

2,440 
2,729 
3,099 
3,519 
3,750 
4,110 
4,620 
5,173 
5,739 
6,252 
6,773 

Total 
Personal 
Income 
,($ Bil.) 

626.6 
685.2 
745.8 
801.3 
859.1 
942.5 

1,052.4 
1,154.9 
1,255.5 
1,380.9 
1,529.0 

Construction 
Related to 
Total Personal 
Income (%) 

14.5 
17.0 
20.2 
22.3 
18.6 
17.4 
19.9 
20.2 
19.9 
16.2 
14.7 

18.3% 

Construction 
Related to 
Total Personal 
Income (%) 

12.5 
12.7 
12.6 
11. 8 
12.8 
13.2 
13.1 
12.0 
10.7 
10.7 
11.1 

12.1% 

(Est.) = Estimated 

Source: 1. Construction Put in Place - Hawaii -- Haw~ii State 
Department of Taxation. 
Construction Put in Place - U.S. -- U.S. Department of 
Commerce. 

2. Total Personal Income - U.S. Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Economic Analysis. 
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TABLE VI 

RETURN ON INVESTMENTS 

(Millions of Dollars) 

Earnings by Expenditures 
Hawaii: by Hawaii: 
Return on Return on Surplus 
Overseas Investments or 

Year Investments in Hawaii Deficit 

1950 21 19 + 2 

1951 22 22 0 

1952 23 21 + 2 

1953 26 23 + 3 

1954 24 29 - 5 

1955 26 33 - 7 

1956 32 37 - 5 

1957 34 40 - 6 

1958 33 40 - 7 

1959 37 46 - 9 

1960 49 46 + 3 

1961 51 50 + 1 

1962 59 61 - 2 

1963 66 72 - 6 

1964 73 82 -11 

1965 86 93 - 7 

1966 90 104 -14 

1967 101 114 -13 

1968 113 130 -17 

1969 121 155 -34 

1970 128 153 -25 

1971 144 185 -41 

1972 154 220 -66 

1973 176 252 -76 

1974 195 303 -108 

1975 213 312 -99 

1976 254 345 -91 

Source: Bank of Hawaii, Department of Business Research 
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Year 

1950 

1955 

1960 

1965 

1971 

1976 
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TABLE VII 

HAWAII'S BALANCE OF INDEBTEDNESS 

Hawaii Assets 
Overseas 

$ 457 

728 

1,244 

2,296 

2,676 

3,975 

Overseas Assets 
In Hawaii 

$ 413 

924 

1,167 

2,483 

3,439 

5,399 

Sources: 1950-1971 -- The Economic and Social Impact 
of Foreign Investment in Hawaii, 
by H. Robert Heller and Emily E. 
Heller, University of Hawaii, 
Economic Research Center, 1973. 

1976 -- First Hawaiian Bank Research Division 
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TABLE VIII 

ASSETS 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

As of December 31, 1977 

Banks 

Savings & Loan Institutions 

Mutual Savings Banks 

Finance Companies 

Insurance Companies 

Credit Unions 

State & Local Government 
Pension Funds 

Population - July 1, 1977 

Per Capita Assets 

Sources: Hawaii 

Total 

Hawaii 
($ Thousands) 

3,609,198 

2,535,006 

762,108 

257,440 

535,726 

599,930 

8,299,408 

Hawaii 

894,700 

$ 9,276 

U.S. 
($ Billions) 

1,166.0 

459. 282 

147.287 

124.8 

350.5 

54.084 

131. 9 

2,433.853 

U.S. 

216,332,000 

$ 11,251 

T}:"""Commercial bank, savings and loan, industrial loan (finance 
company), and insurance company assets. - Hawaii State Department 
of Regulatory Agencies 

2). Credit union assets - Hawaii Credit Union League 
3). State and local government pension fund assets - Historical 

Statistics of ~awaii, 1977, by Robert C. Schmitt 
4). Population - Hawaii State Department of Planning and Economic 

Development 

Sources: U.S. 
1). Commercial bank, savings and loan, mutual savings bank, life 

insurance company, and credit union assets - Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Reserve Bulletin 

2). Finance company and state and local government pension _fund 
fund assets - U.S. League of Savings Associations, Savings and 
Loan '78 Fact Book, 1978 

3). Population - U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, 
Series P-25 
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TABLE IX 
FI!lST liAWAilAN ~ANK 

FLOAT ANALYSIS 
CORRESPONDENT BANKS 

(FIGURES IN THOUSANDS $) 

AVERAGE DAILY CASH LETTER 

2,880 

AVERAGE DAILY FLOAT 
CORRESPONDENT BANKS 

BANK or AMERICA 

CB.OCl.!R NATIONAL BANI. 

FIRST NATIONAL OP CHICAGO 

SEATTLE FIi.ST 

SECURITY PACIFIC 

FEDER.AL ltESERVE BANK, S. F, 

WELLS FARGO 

BANI. OF CALIFORNIA 

TOTAL 

1. 9 20 

2,280 

1,080 

1, 200· 

2,280 

240 

120 

$12,000 

FLOAT FACTOR 

FLOAT ANALYSIS PROJECTION 
CASH LETTER SENDS TO FEDERAL RESERVE OFFICES 

(FIGURES IN THOUSANDS $) 

TREASURY CHECKS ANO POSTAL MONEY ORDERS 

FEDIE.AL RESERVE OFFICES 

:BOSTON 
NEW YOB.IC 
PBILADELPB.IA 
CLEVELAND 
RICHMOND 
ATLANTA 
CHICAGO 
ST. LOUIS 
MINNEAPOLIS 
KANSAS CITY 
DALLAS 
SAN FRANCISCO 

TllA VELEI.' S CHEQUES 

CREDIT AVAILABILITY 

IMMEDIATE 
¼ DAY 
l DAY 
2 DAY 

AVEli.AGE DAILY CASH LETTER 
NUMBER OF ITEMS $ AMOUNT 

2,080 

9 20 
3,000 

280 
320 
760 
560 

l, 520 
280 
320 
880 

l, 160 
7,520 

20 I 400 
40,000 

$1,680 
7 20 

8,580 
1,020 

TOTAL 

X 0 
X • 5 
X 1. 4 
X 2. 8 

FLOAT 

$ 1,680.0 

240. 0 
1,200.0 

60. 0 
84 .o 

2 76. 0 
840 .o 
540 .o 

48.0 
72 .o 

240. 0 
264. 0 

5,736.0 

720.0 
$12,000.0 

FLOAT AMOUNT 

-o-
360 

12,012 
~ 
$15,228 

FLOAT FACTOR lii:~~~ • 1.268 

*TllAV!LEI I S CHEQUES WILL GO TO COllR!SPONDEMT BANKS 

$ 864 

2,592 

1,642 

346 

1,116 

$6,560 

CR.EDIT AVAILABILITY 

IMMEDIATE 

2 DAY 
OAY 
DAY 
DAY 
DAY 
DAY 
DAY 
DAY 
DAY 
DAY 
DAY 
DAY 

½ DAY* 
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TABLE X 

Banks grouped by impact 
of 1978 Proxmire Bill Costs and 
(S. 3485) Benefits and Savings Disadvantages 

762 Large Member Banks Reserve requirements Would have to pay 
for most of these for Fed services 
banks significantly 
reduced, plus a lower 
maximum allowable 
reserve ratio 

4,902 Small Member Banks All reserve Would have to pay 
requirements for Fed services 
eliminated 

8,374 Snall Nonmember Discount window open None 
Banks 

349 Large Nonmember Discount window open Same reserve 
Banks in and Fed services requirements as 
continental United available at reasonable large member 
States cost banks 

6 Large Nonmember Same reserve Banks in Hawaii 
[and possibly None requirements as 

6 Large Nonmember large member 

Banks in Puerto banks 

Rico] 

"Large" means large enough to be required to maintain reserves 

"Small" means small enough to be exempt from reserve requirements 

Source: William Proxmire lettter to Mr. Willis W. Alexander of the 
American Bankers Association included in text of House Banking 
Committee Report on H.R. 14072 
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Mr. Ching, very much for a 
very powerful statement. I'm sympathetic with your position. I 
think that you argue your case very well. I might, however, add 
that I think if we do exempt Hawaii, we also should exempt 
Alaska. It's not contiguous. It has the same or similar problems to 
yours. Puerto Rico which appeared yesterday had an appeal of the 
same kind. Hawaii and Alaska in aggregate would have a de mini
mus effect, probably around one percent. So I think that to be 
consistent we might have to follow that course. 

I think you argue from that point that this is not necessary in 
any way, shape, or by the greatest sweep of the imagination to 
monetary policy to have Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Alaska covered, 
and I think that's convincing. Furthermore, you would simply 
really maintain a status quo. You wouldn't benefit because except 
for two small banks you don't have any Federal Reserve deter
mined reserves now in the Islands, so it's not the situation we have 
on the Mainland where, as you point out, in general these bills 
would benefit banks, all the bills would. So I think that you make 
your case-you're in good shape on that score. 

The ancient reason for reserves I'm sure was safety and sound
ness, but that's no longer the case for the kind of reserves we have 
now, of course, and on that score that wouldn't be relevant in this 
case because your safety and soundness is safeguarded, although 
you would be exempt. 

Let me just ask one question before I yield to Senator Garn. Last 
year when this problem was first brought to my attention by 
Senator Inouye, I suggested that the problem be brought to the 
attention of Chairman Miller of the Federal Reserve Board with 
the hope that some arrangement could be worked out without 
having to go through a legislative process between the Fed and the 
Hawaii banks. 

Did you have an opportunity or did any of your colleagues have a 
chance to get in touch with Mr. Miller and, if so, what kind of 
response have you had from your request for exemption? 

Mr. CHING. We three met with Mr. Miller and probably Dr. 
Hitch will explain that. 

Dr. HITCH. We met with Mr. Miller last December 4th, and quite 
honestly, I think I could say that our reception was rather cool 
when we made this proposal to him. Since then, I understand the 
Federal Reserve Board has asked the San Francisco office to make 
a study of this situation and only last week, or within the last 2 
weeks, Mr. Ballinger, the president of Mr. Pingree's and my bank, 
First Hawaii Bank, was in San Francisco and had a meeting with 
the president of the San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank and Mr. 
Pingree could comment on that. 

The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir. 
Mr. PINGREE. Mr. Balles comes to Hawaii quite frequently and is 

very familiar with Hawaii. He indicated to Mr. Ballinger that the 
Fed had made a study of the Hawaiian situation and they were 
sympathetic and felt Hawaii did in effect have a unique situation. 
So it appears that at least the San Francisco Federal Reserve is 
sympathetic to our proposition. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think you will have a lot of sympathy 
here in Congress because the case that has just been made by Mr. 
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Ching is a very powerful case and I think anybody reading that 
would recognize the solid merits of your appeal. 

Senator Garn. 
Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I have no questions. I just wanted to state to you that I certainly 

understand the problem that you have, the unique problem. As I 
have stated the last couple days, I think there are more problems 
on a lot of the banking industry in the entire country than your 
peculiar problem, but certainly I do think you deserve some consid
eration because of the uniqueness of your situation. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tower. 
Senator TowER. I have nothing, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, gentlemen, very much. We appreci

ate your testimony and I think you have made a very powerful 
case. 

Mr. CHING. Thank you very much. 
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witnesses are a panel of Mr. Henry 

Schechter, Director, Department of Urban Affairs, AFL-CIO; and 
Jon Brown, Staff Attorney, Public Interest Research Group. 

Mr. Schechter and Mr. Brown, we are happy to have you. For 
your guidance, I guess you're veteran witnesses and you under
stand the way we would like to operate if we can. We would like to 
give you a little help up here so we're going to turn on the green 
light for nine minutes, the yellow light for one minute, and then 
the red light will indicate the ten minutes is up. So it will be 
helpful if you can confine your statements to ten minutes or less. 

STATEMENT OF HENRY B. SCHECHTER, DIRECTOR, 
DEPARTMENT OF URBAN AFFAIRS, AFL-CIO 

Mr. SCHECHTER. I appreciate the opportunity to present before 
your Committee the views of the AFL-CIO on S. 85, the Monetary 
Policy Improvement Act of 1979 and S. 353, the Federal Reserve 
Modernization Act of 1979. 

The conditions giving rise to the bills under consideration can be 
stated briefly. Over the past decade there has been a decline in 
bank membership in the Federal Reserve System. It tends to 
weaken the financial system, as more financial transactions are 
carried on outside of Federal Reserve regulatory channels and the 
implementation of monetary policy becomes more difficult. The 
decline in the Federal Reserve membership has been attributed to 
the fact that member banks are required to hold a relatively larger 
proportion of assets in non-interest bearing reserve accounts than 
non-member banks or other institutions. 

To deal with the Federal Reserve system membership problem, 
Two basic courses of action are under consideration in proposed 
legislation. One is to require non-member banks and other deposi
tory institution, whose deposits are insured by the Federal Govern
ment, to have the same non-interest bearing reserves as member 
banks on demand and similar deposits, characterized as transaction 
accounts, with some exemptions for smaller institutions. That is 
the approach in S. 85. The other approach, embodied in S. 353, is to 
leave as a voluntary option for non-member institutions the main
tenance of reserve deposits at Federal Reserve Banks and to au-
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thorize the Federal Reserve Banks to begin to pay banks interests 
on reserve deposits, at a continuing annual expense of several 
billion dollars a year to the U.S. Treasury and the American tax
payers. 

The two bills, thus~ respond to the problem of Federal Reserve 
membership attrition with proposals that move in opposite direc
tions on the question of how to facilitate effective control over the 
money supply. I would like with your permission, to address myself 
to this fundamental issue. 

From the time that money economies succeeded barter econo
mies, it has been one of the sovereign powers of a national govern
ment to coin money and to guard its value. Such power is neces
sary to protect the nation's economic viability. This principle was 
recognized in the Constitution which vested in the Congress the 
powers "to coin money" and "to regulate the value thereof'. The 
reservation of those powers to the Congress has been consistently 
upheld by the courts, and it has been established that the States 
may not interfere with an agency created by the Congress to imple
ment its monetary control powers. Congress has assigned that mis
sion to the Federal Reserve. Its authority to require from all de
pository institutions such reserves as necessary to maintain a 
stable dollar value should be made explicit, as it would be by S. 85. 
There should be no weakening of that Federal Reserve power by a 
precedent of any interest payments on required reserves. In addi
tion, such interest payments on reserves would entail a significant 
loss of Federal Reserve earnings which are paid to the U.S. Treas
ury, probably about $2 billion a year. 

If the $40 million deposit level of exemption from reserve rquire
ments, proposed in S. 85, would leave too small a proportion of the 
money supply under control for effective implementation of mone
tary policy, that level could be changed. The Federal Reserve has 
proposed 10 percent and the companion House bill (H.R. 7) pro
poses 50 percent. Some reasonable compromise could undoubtedly 
be determined, that would both protect small banks against exces
sive paperwork and financial burdens, and assure adequate control 
of the money supply for policy implementation. 

The so-called burden borne by banks in complying with the 
reserve requirements is part of the cost of conducting a business 
which must be a joint public-private venture, in order to minimize 
general economic instability. Depository institutions are given gov
ernment franchises to operate, and thus protected from injurious 
competition by the regulatory authorities who control the charter
ing of new institutions and branches. The depository institutions, 
particularly the banks, are affected with a public interest in pro
viding essential financial services to the community. They are the 
guardians of "other peoples money" which can best be safeguarded 
under a monetary supply that is regulated to meet the needs of the 
economy without becoming too excessive or too tight. The meeting 
of reserve requirements, therefore, is a necessary cost of the bank
ing business, and one with which the business has lived and on 
which it has thrived over most of the past 64 years under the 
Federal Reserve System. 

Available data for all insured commercial banks, indicate that 
they have indeed been thriving recently. Their net return on aver-
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age equity increased moderately from 11.6 to 11.8 percent between 
1976 and 1977, and to an annual rate of 12.9 percent, based on the 
first half of 1978. However, operating earnings for the full year 
1978, for the 98 largest banks were up 30 percent, indicating for 
the latter part of 1978, as the New York Times described it, "the 
most extraordinary earnings in years" so that final full year 1978 
figures will probably show net return on equity well above 12.9 
percent. In fact a published similar return on (commmon) equity 
figure for all of 1978 for 51 large banks and bank holding compa
nies, was 14.3 percent. 

The data on net earnings for 1976, 1977 and the first half of 1978, 
moreover, show higher returns on net equity for insured banks 
with less than $100 million than for larger banks. Thus, based on 
the first half of 1978, the annualized return for the banks with less 
than $100 million was 14.0 percent versus 12.9 percent for those in 
the $100 million to $1 billion class and 12.2 percent for those with 
$1 billion or more in assets. Of course, in each size category there 
are both non-member and member banks. The relative experience 
of members and non-members in each size category should be 
examined. If smaller member banks, as a group, have shared in the 
above-average returns on equity, consideration should be given to a 
reduction in the proposed amount of deposit exemption, to provide 
added assurance that monetary policy could be implemented effec
tively. 

The banking business has provided adequate earnings to attract 
capital and grow, despite non-interest-bearing deposits. Bank hold
ing companies, moreover, have added flexibility in obtaining bor
rowed capital to supplement the equity base when necessary. There 
is no reason to provide a multi-billion dollar annual windfall to 
lending institutions which would increase the Federal deficit and 
add to inflationary pressures when Federal programs that benefit 
poor people are being cut back. That would be done under S. 353. 

The payment of interest on required reserves of depository insti
tutions is not necessary to deal with the related problems of Fed 
membership attrition and achievement of more effective money 
supply control and monetary policy. 

By requiring equal reserves of non-member commercial banks, 
and of thrift institutions on their transaction accounts, S. 85 would 
eliminate the competitive disadvantage which leads member banks 
to leave the Federal Reserve system. 

On the other hand, S. 353, would not require universal reserve 
requirements, a necessity to stop Federal Reserve membership at
trition and enhance the means of having effective control over the 
money supply. 

The AFL-CIO therefore opposes enactment of S. 353. 
With certain modifications, enactment of S. 85 should provide a 

satisfactory means for stopping Federal Reserve membership attri
tion and attaining improved control of the money supply. 

Reporting requirements for depository institutions, in section 3, 
would make available to the Federal Reserve Board more compre
hensive data on assets and liabilities of depository institutions. The 
data should increase the Board's ability to determine the most 
appropriate monetary policies for stable economic growth. 
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Effective implementation of policies would be enhanced through 
applicability of a simplified schedule of universal reserve require
ments described in section 4 to large member and non-member 
commercial banks, and to transactions accounts in other types of 
depository institutions. There would also be added flexibility for 
credit expansion in tight situations by giving access to the Fed 
discount window to all institutions subject to reserve requirements. 

However, the range of proposed reserve requirements is signifi
cantly narrower and the top of the range lower than under present 
statutory authority, with respect to demand deposits and long-term 
time deposits. 

The narrow range within which reserve requirements might be 
prescribed might leave the Federal Reserve Board without ade
quate flexibility if there is a need for a quick, sizeable .change in 
reserve requirements in the event of either a liquidity crisis or a 
sudden inundation of dollars from abroad. It was the need for quick 
action to alleviate liquidity crises, or financial panics, as they were 
then called, in 1873, 1893 and 1907, that led to the formulation of 
the Federal Reserve System. The need for greater flexibility was 
illustrated on November 1, 1978. The Federal Reserve had occasion 
to raise the reserve requirement on long-term time deposits of over 
$100,000 from 2½ to 4½ percent, as part of a concerted program to 
countract the weakening of the dollar. The proposed new range. for 
such deposits, however, would be from ½ of 1 to 2 percent, with an 
initial level of 1 percent. 

In response to the need for greater flexibility under extraordi
nary circumstances, section 19(b) of the Federal Reserve Act, would 
be revised by Section 4(b)(4) of S. 85, to permit the Federal Reserve 
Board, upon a finding that extraordinary circumstance.s require 
such action, to impose reserve requirements outside of the numeri
cally prescribed limits. Such special requirements could be imposed 
for temporary periods by the Board, which would have to transmit 
promptly a report to the Congress, stating the reasons for such 
action. 

Another consideration arises from the potential difference in 
timing in S. 85 between the implementations of new reserve re
quirements and Federal Reserve charges for services to members. 

The initial phase of the new uniform reserve requirements, to be 
met by all depository institutions with respect to different catego
ries of deposits, would be made effective 6 months after the date of 
enactment. Additional phase-ins of the new, lower requirements 
would take place over the next 3 years, resulting in an increasing 
net reduction in reserves held at the Federal Reserve. As reserves 
are reduced, the "Fed" would have to sell Treasury securities of 
about an equal dollar amount, to maintain a given desired money 
supply. It would mean an estimated loss of earnings to the Federal 
Reserve and payments to the Treasury of a few hundred million 
dollars in 1980, about double the 1980 loss in 1981 and three times 
as much as in 1980 in 1982. The hundreds of millions of dollars lost 
would about equal the amounts of estimated gross earnings by the 
banks from funds taken out of reserve deposits, since the banks 
presumably would buy Treasury bills carrying the same yield as 
bills which the Federal Reserve had sold. The bank gains and 
Federal revenue losses presumably would each be reduced, primar-
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ily through charges to banks for services by the Fed and secondar
ily through increased income taxes on increased bank earnings. 

There is no date in S. 85, however, as to when such charges for 
services by the "Fed" would have to be imposed. The bill simply 
requires that not later than July 1, 1979 the Federal Reserve 
System shall have prepared and shall publish for public comment a 
set of pricing principles and a proposed schedule of fees for Federal 
Reserve Bank services. The estimated service charges would be 
about $535 million in 1981 and $682 million by 1984. The proposed 
service· charge principles and fee schedule could conceivably be 
subject to protracted comments and negotiations that could to on 
for years. It would certainly be to the advantage of one of the 
negotiating parties to have greatly protracted negotiations. 

There should not be the possibility that banks could gain a 
windfall of over $500 million a year and increase the Federal 
deficit by that amount. In order to preclude that possibility, while 
implementing S. 85 for its main purpose, the imposition of uniform 
reserve requirements six !Ilonths after enactment should be manda
tory, but the reduction of present reserve requirements to S. 85 
statutory levels should not become effective until such time as 
charges for services have been determined and imposed. If the new 
reduced reserve requirements imposed by the Monetary Policy Im
provement Act of 1979 would become effective only simultaneously 
with the imposition of charges for service, the charges for service 
would, to a large extent, recoup the loss of Treasury revenue 
resulting from a reduction in reserve requirements. 

With the changes that have been recommended, S. 85 would 
significantly strengthen the durability and operating capabilities of 
the Federal Reserve System, without unnecessary losses of Treas
ury revenues. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Schechter. 
Senator Garn has to leave and he would like to ask a question 

now if it's all right. Go right ahead. 
Senator GARN. Just one question, Mr. Schechter. You refer twice 

in your statement-on page 1 you talk about interest on reserves 
as a continuing annual expense of several billion dollars a year to 
the U.S. Treasury; on page 3 you speak of a multibillion dollar 
annual windfall. In Chairman Proxmire's estimates yesterday and 
Mr. Brown's statement, he talks about $547 million. The Treasury 
estimates it at $600 million. I'm just wondering where you refer to 
multibillion dollars, where do you get that kind of figure when 
nobody else agrees with you? 

Mr. SCHECHTER. Let me explain. There are about $30 billion in 
bank reserves at the Federal Reserve. Currently most of the securi
ties held by the Federal Reserve are short-term government securi
ties yielding between 9 and 9½ percent, close to 9½ percent. If the 
banks were to receive one-half percent less than the earnings rate 
by the Federal Reserve on their reserve deposits, it would mean 
about 9 percent on about $30 billion. It would be $2.7 billion. I used 
$2 billion because it's rather conservative. I was a little concerned, 
too, because I had used the term-I had said several billion dollars, 
and so I looked it up in Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary and 
found two definitions of "several"-(a) more than one; and (b) more 
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than two but fewer than many. So I decided I was safe in using the 
term "several." 

Senator GARN. By Webster's you may be. I just wanted to make 
it clear, without getting into the argument of whether we should or 
should not-we disagree on that particular issue and how we 
should solve this problem, but with two references to several billion 
dollars and multibillion dollars, regardless of what Webster says, I 
just want to make it clear that even the Public Interest Group's 
statement is $547 and the Chairman mentioned $600 million yes
terday, and the Treasury estimates $600 million. So I just wanted 
to make sure that there was not any misleading statements here 
about the cost without getting into the argument of whether we 
should or should not. 

Mr. SCHECHTER. If my arithmetic is wrong or the assumptions 
are wrong as to what would be subject to payment of interest, I 
would be ready to be corrected, but --

Senator GARN. No. I just wanted it very clear in the record that 
everybody else thinks it's in the neighborhood of $550 and $600 
million. 

Mr. SCHECHTER. I would be interested in knowing what the basis 
is of their estimates. 

Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Garn. 
Mr. Brown, go right ahead, sir. 

STATEMENT BY JON BROWN, STAFF ATTORNEY, PUBLIC 
INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP 

Mr. BROWN. I won't read my testimony, but I would request that 
it be inserted in the record. 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, we will be happy to. It will be printed m 
full in the record. 

[Complete statement follows] 

STATEMENT OF JONATHAN BROWN, STAFF ATTORNEY, PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH 
GROUP 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify concerning the issue of 
Federal Reserve System membership. As the Committee well knows, revision of 
Federal Reserve System membership is a legislative minefield. Any proposal that 
threatens bank profits or the Federal Reserve System's political power base triggers 
a barrage of lobbying actions. In an atmosphere where bank profits and bureaucrat
ic interest predominate, it is sometimes difficult to keep the public interest in view. 

A basic guideline for reform is the proposition that reserve requirements, access 
to the discount window and other Federal Reserve System services, and the pricing 
of these services should be divorced from System membership. The only function of 
System membership should be to designate those state chartered banks that choose 
to be supervised by the Federal Reserve rather than the FDIC. Regulations and 
services that are inherent to a central bank-reserves, discount window, check 
clearing-should be imposed or provided on the same terms to all commercial 
banks, without regard to their particular bank supervisor. 

S. 85 attempts to follow this guideline and is for the most part sound legislation. 
The bill would: (1) lower the existing reserve requirements for commercial banks; (2) 
impose reserve requirements on all commercial banks, savings and loans, mutual 
savings banks, and credit unions that have deposit balances above certain sizes; (3) 
grant all depository institutions access to the discount window; (4) require the 
Federal Reserve System to charge explicit fee for its services; (5) require the System 
to sell these services on the same terms and conditions to all depository institutions. 

A question arises as to whether it is advisable to extend reserve requirements to 
thrift institutions. Most academic studies suggest that broad coverage of reserve 
requirements is not essential to the conduct of monetary policy. Given the special 
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role of thrifts in supplying mortgage credit it would be better policy to impose 
reserve requirements on their mortgage assets and shift these requirements in a 
manner that would provide an incentive for mortgate loans on necessity housing 
and a disincentive for mortgage loans on luxury housing. This could be accom
plished by directing the Federal Home Loan Bank Board to impose reserve require
ments on thrift mortgage portfolios and to pay a rate of interest on the resulting 
reserve balances that varies according to the proportion of a lender's mortgage 
originations that are for necessity housing. 

Another problem with S. 85 is that, using 1977 data, it would result in a loss to 
the Treasury of $60 million in revenues per year and corresponding gain to the 
banking industry of $60 million in after-tax profits per year. This would happen 
because S. 85 would reduce total required reserves by $8.4 billion. Since the Federal 
Reserve currently invests reserve balances at a 6.5 percent rate of return, this 
decline in reserves would cause a $544 million decline in Treasury revenues. But, 
implementation of S. 85 would also generate $410 million in new revenues from fees 
imposed on Federal Reserve System services. Thus, S. 85 would result in a net 
Treasury loss of $133 million and a corresponding increase in banking industry 
income of $133. But, 55 percent of this initial Treasury loss would be recovered in 
the form of taxes on the additional income. Thus, the after-tax revenue loss associat
ed with S. 85 would be $60 million. 

There is no justification for lowering reserve balances below the point at which 
the Treasury reserve gain from Federal Reserve System service fees is less than the 
Treasury loss from reduced reserve balances. In order to avoid this revenue loss the 
reserve requirement exemption for transaction accounts below $40 million should be 
adjusted downward. It has been argued that, when all factors are considered, S. 85 
would not result in any federal revenue loss. Under this view, the continuing 
decline in reserves, if left unchecked, would result in revenue reductions that are 
greater than $60 million per year. Unfortunately, this analysis is specious, since 
Congress can by enacting legislation halt the decline in reserve balances. Therefore, 
the cost of Congressional inaction cannot properly be viewed as a savings that 
offsets the $60 million revenue loss. 

While S. 85 is basically sound, S. 353, the Federal Reserve Modernization Act of 
1979, is nothing less than a Congressionally sanctioned bankers raid on the Treas
ury. S. 353 would direct the Federal Reserve to pay banks interest on their reserve 
balances at a rate ½ percent below the rate earned on the Federal Reserve System's 
securities portfolio. Using 1977 data, this represents 6 percent interest on $27.1 
billion in reserve balances or $1.626 billion. Assuming that imposition of fees for 
Federal Reserve services will generate offsetting revenues of $410 million, S. 353 
would result in an annual $1.216 billion pre-tax revenue loss and an annual $547 
million after-tax revenue loss. That any member of Congress would propose such 
largess for the banking industry at a time when inflation is forcing a decline in the 
real income of many workers and Congress is reducing much needed social expendi
tures in an effort to cut the federal budget is indicative of the growing power 
wielded in Congress by vested industry interests. A $547 million annual hand-out to 
the banking industry is equivalent to the annual federal payment needed to support 
an additional 198,000 subsidized housing units. Because of such distorted priorities 
and in spite of growing shortages in rental housing markets the administration has 
proposed to lower the number of additional Sec. 8 and public housing units from 
360,362 units in 1979 to only 300,000 units in 1980. 

This proposed annual $547 million windfall is also outrageous when viewed in the 
light of record bank profits in 1978 and the historically low income taxes paid by 
commercial banks. According to a leading bank stock analyist, Keefe, Bruyette, & 
Woods, 1978 was "the best year for banks in about 30 years." A recent Business 
Week survey of 51 of the largest banks found that their profits increased 27 percent 
in 1978, while the average profit increase for all major industries was only 17 
percent. 

A Tax Notes survey of 20 banks shows that in 1976, 19 of these banks had an 
unweighted average tax rate of 16 percent (total Federal and foreign income tax as 
a percent of total income). By comparison surveyed firms in other industries had 
much higher weighted average tax rates: major industrials-42.7 percent; chemi
cal-33.7 percent; container companies-38.0 percent; food processors-38.3 percent; 
media-43.2 percent. 

Mr. BROWN. I also would just briefly comment on the question 
that Senator Garn just raised. After I wrote my testimony I regret
ted that I hadn't really tried to update the figures which we used 
to calculate the roughly $550 million cost. The data that was given 
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to us by the committee was 1977 data and as Dr. Schechter just 
pointed out, the greater return on the Treasury portfolio probably 
has gone up from 6½ percent to roughly 9½ percent, so that the 
interest that could be paid out is substantially higher and then, of 
course, the reserve balances have increased probably $2 or $3 bil
lion since 1977. So I think that that figure of a billion dollars is 
probably more accurate than the figure that we used and other 
people are using of $500 or $600 million. 

Senator GARN. Well, you can always argue about the basis but I 
just wanted to make clear nobody is talking about multibillion 
dollars, again, regardless of what Webster says. Nobody, whatever 
basis you use, is talking about multibillion dollar or many or 
whatever the term was. 

Mr. BROWN. Just briefly, we support the concept of universal 
reserve requirements for all commercial banks. We thinlc it makes 
a lot of sense to divorce the issue of reserves from Fed membership. 
The universal reserve requirements does exactly that. 

We also support the principle of access of all depository institu
tions to central bank facilities, particularly the discount window, 
and the other Federal Reserve services such as check clearing. 

We also support the principle of pricing the Federal Reserve 
services on a uniform basis for all depository institutions. 

So we are in basic agreement with the thrust of S. 85. 
Now I notice that the calculations of the committee and to some 

extent our calculations based on 1977 data indicated that S. 85 
would result in $60 million revenue loss. As I just indicated, be
cause the rate of return on reserve balances is now higher than it 
was in 1977, I think that $60 million is an understatement. I would 
expect it's probably closer to $100 million and, of course, that is a 
substantial loss of Federal revenue. 

Now that comes about because S. 85 would reduce the total 
reserve balances, not because S. 85 would authorize payment of 
interest on reserves. I think that it's entirely possible that S. 85 
could be redrafted to either lower the $40 million exemption or 
possibly to raise the reserve requirements so that there would be 
no revenue loss. I think that an effort should be made to do that so 
that in a sense whatever loss there is in interest income to the 
Federal Reserve and to the Treasury that comes about through 
confining reserve balances would be more than offset by the in
crease in revenues coming from the Federal Reserve services and it 
wouldn't take much of an adjustment. I think if the exemption was 
lowered from $40 million to $35 million that probably would 
achieve that equalization and no net Federal revenue loss. 

S. 353 sort of speaks for itself, I'm afraid. It is essentially from a 
half a billion to a billion dollar giveaway for the banking industry 
and we have done a calculation on the assumption that the give
away of Federal revenue loss is $547 million. $547 million in Feder
al revenue translates into an equivalent of 198,000 subsidized hous
ing units that could be built with that revenue and it's interesting 
to note that President Carter's austerity budget for fiscal year 1980 
proposes roughly a reduction in the number of subsidized housing 
units by 17 percent. I think it was a reduction from roughly an 
annual increase of 360,000 that we had in fiscal year 1979 down to 
an increase of 300,000 projected for fiscal year 1980. So that just 
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gives some idea of the magnitude of the social cost involved in 
giving up $100 billion in Federal revenues to the banking system. 

I think it's clear that the analysis of bank profits indicates 
there's no justification for this type of largesse. A recent study by 
Business Week of the bank profits of 51 of the Nation's largest 
banks shows during 1978 their net income increased by 27 percent, 
whereas for the U.S. industry as a whole the average rate of 
increase in net income during 1978 was 17 percent. So that's 27 
percent for the larger banks versus 17 percent for industry at 
large. There's clearly nothing wrong with bank profits. I also would 
point out historically banks have paid very low effective tax rates. 
We have some statistics in our testimony which we will supple
ment by some tables we would like to insert in the record we didn't 
have time to produce, but we will provide them to the committee. 

The data, which is based on a survey of corporate income tax 
filings prepared by various industries, including the banking indus
try, indicates that for 19 banks-they surveyed 20 banks but we 
threw out one because it was the Marine Midland Bank and they 
practically failed that year so they had no income taxes. For the 19 
banks surveyed, they had an average tax rate of 16 percent and 
this is total Federal and foreign income tax as a percent of total 
income. The comparable figures for other industries that is a 
weighted average of about 10 firms in each of these industries, or 
for major industrial corporations, 42.7 percent; chemical firms, 33 
percent; container companies, 38 percent; food processors, 38 per
cent; and media, 43 percent. Contrast that to the 16 percent for the 
banks. 

If you view the requirement that banks maintain reserve bal
ances and yet did not receive interest on those balances, if you 
view that as a tax on the banks, then in view of the overall 
effective tax rates, I think it's a very well justified tax. Thank you. 

The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank both you gentlemen for your 
statements. They have been very helpful and we are happy to get 
the views of the public interest group and labor in this matter. It's 
not very often we get either group to come forth and tell the 
Congress to do something for the Fed. Usually you want us to do 
something to the Fed and it's a little different. 

Mr. SCHECHTER. Mr. Chairman, we would like to have the Fed 
have an effective tool. We may disagree on what they want to do 
with it, but whatever is to be done, we would like them to be able 
to do it effectively. 

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Schechter, on page 11 of the bill, lines 10 
through 15, we have an answer to a question you raise on page 6 of 
your statement. You say there's no date in S. 85 as to when such 
charges for services by the Fed would have to be imposed. I call 
your attention to this sentence: not later than July 1, 1979, the 
Board shall publish for public comment a set of pricing principles 
and proposed schedule of fees for Federal Reserve services and not 
later than July 1, 1980 the Board shall put such schedules of fees 
based upon those principles into effect. 

Mr. SCHECHTER. I stand corrected. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now the Fed has argued that universal reserve 

requirements are needed for monetary policy purposes and that 
they are the most equitable solution to the problem. Frankly, I 
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think we need a lot more thought on whether we ought to have 
reserve requirements at all. Reserve requirements I'm sure go back 
to a time, as I indicated earlier with the Hawaii witness, when 
they were necessary or thought necessary for safety and soundness 
purposes. That's no longer the case, especially when we have ex
emptions for small banks which by and large are less secure than 
the larger banks are. To argue that we need them for monetary 
policy is again not easy in view of the fact that the Federal Reserve 
Board almost never uses changes in reserve requirements to affect 
monetary policy, maybe once or twice in a decade-or two or three 
times in a decade. They use the open market operations every 
month, as we know. That's their principal method. 

Some people argue that they will have a tighter control as long 
as they have reserves. The answer to that is to look at what a 
frightful record they have had in the last year when they say their 
monetary aggregates are going to fall within a range and they give 
us a range as high as the Washington Monument-just a tremen
dous area-you'd think they couldn't miss it, and then they miss it. 
So if they're doing that badly when they have reserves, I can't 
believe that those reserves are the answer to their problem. 

It seems to me that since they use open market operations as 
their principal method, you could make a strong case that we could 
simply forego requiring reserves. It's an antiquated and obsolete 
means of keeping resources idle that could be put to good use to 
provide credit for the American economy when, heaven knows, we 
need credit. 

Mr. SCHECHTER. I believe, Mr. Chairman, there is another reason 
than the day-to-day or week-to-week monetary policy function 
which requires reserves and the capability to alter reserve require
ments rather quickly. One of the reasons for the development of 
the Federal Reserve System was to handle the financial panics we 
had in 1873, 1907 and 1893 was another one, which led to the 
thinking of the need for a system such as the Federal Reserve, and 
I might say it was only November 1, 1978 when the Federal Re
serve moved to raise the reserve requirements on large certificates 
of deposits from 2½ percent to 4½ percent overnight as part of the 
action to shore up the weakening dollar. I think it is either for 
liquidity situations or situations of a weakening dollar, perhaps if 
there's an inundation of dollars, let's say, from the Eurodollar. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the question, though, Mr. Schechter, isn't 
whether or not other tools that are available to the Federal Re
serve can do the same kind of work. We have a situation with the 
FDIC where they have insurance in order to preserve the safety 
and soundness. We can use open market operations to affect the 
availability of credit if we wish to do so and are firm enough in 
pursuing those open market operations. As I say, you cite one 
instance when we did-the Federal Reserve Board did use reserve 
requirements with respect to CDs. An equivalent effect on the 
dollar could have been achieved in other ways. We had a big 
increase in the discount rate as you remember at that time and I'm 
not so sure that the fundamental way to handle the dollar anyway 
isn't to recognize that the problems are inflation here in this 
country. 
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Mr. SCHECHTER. I think, Mr. Chairman, it isn't the matter of the 
individual bank which is the case in liquidity reserve requirements 
to keep them sound. This is a matter of the entire monetary system 
as happened with the case of weakening of the dollar or the case of 
the liquidity crisis which led to the bank holiday in the 1930's. I 
think there's nothing that can act overnight and have an effect 
such as a significant change of reserves and that is one of the 
fundamental reasons for creation of the Federal Reserve System 
and I think we should not lose the capability for that type of 
action. 

The CHAIRMAN. It's been suggested that it might have been the 
case that this is a tool also that can be abused, that the depression 
was aggravated in 1938 by the increase in reserve requirements 
might be an example of that. 

Mr. SCHECHTER. I do not say that the Federal Reserve is always 
right in the policy they pursue. All I'm arguing for is to let them 
have the tools and then let's try to encourage them to have the 
right policy. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brown, you said there's nothing wrong with 
bank profits, that they have gone up and they are in good shape. 
You pointed out that they were up 27 percent compared to 17 
percent for the rest of industry. The trouble with that statistic is 
that it makes an assumption that bank profits were doing well 
before that. 

By and large, capital has been inadequate for our banks in this 
country. Every indication is that our banks are capital thin. The 
one way you can improve capital really is to improve your profits, 
whether you sell stock-you can sell it a lot better if you have a 
good profit picture-or whether you simply reinvest your profits. 
So that it would seem to me that the fact that we have had an 
increase in the profits of the banks doesn't indicate that they are 
either excessive or even adequate. 

Mr. BROWN. I recognize that there are some limitations in com
paring the change from one year to the next year, although I 
would say that's the comparison of the 1978 profit data with the 
1977 profit data and the profits in 1977 were considered to be 
adequate, although they certainly weren't considered to be ade
quate in 1975 and 1976. But beyond that, I think it's difficult to 
consider the question of the adequacy of bank profits in terms of if 
we think of whether profits for industry in general are a legitimate 
level-consider that at the same time with the capital adequacy 
question, because I have difficulty dealing with them at the same 
time because it seems to me they are different questions to some 
extent and if we are really requiring--

The CHAIRMAN. Well, to some extent, but they are certainly 
related. 

Mr. BROWN. They are certainly related, but if we're requiring 
infusion of capital in banks that require very high levels of profit, 
there's a question in my mind if there isn't some need or isn't it 
necessary to have some means to insure that that really-the 
capital accumulation is more of a public commodity, a public asset, 
the way it is in mutual institutions. I'm not so sure why, if our 
safety and soundness requires a very high level of capital and 
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therefore you need higher profits to generate that, the benefit 
could inure to private individuals who own stock in those banks. 

The CHAIRMAN. I'm troubled from the other end. I'm troubled by 
the fact that anything that reduces our revenue increases our 
expenditures. With a huge deficit we have something that is very, 
very hard to support, especially in view of the fact, as both you 
gentlemen pointed out, that we are holding down expenditures in 
the social services area and other areas where there's a strong 
need. 

Mr. BROWN. But if I could just follow up on that, if you look at 
the rate of return on common equity for the banking industry in 
the last year compared to other industries, it's roughly about the 
same. The industry average for all industries is around 15 percent. 
The banking industry was 14½ percent. So that it seems to me, if 
you accept the normal industry profit average--

The CHAIRMAN. It's less if you take it over the cycle. As you 
pointed out, it was very low in 1975, lower by comparison with 
other industries; 1978 was a relatively good year for the banks. So 
by and large, they probably aren't doing quite as well as the other 
industries if you take it over the period of the last 10 years, for 
example. 

Mr. BROWN. They will have to look at the return to the investor 
in bank stocks. Many of the bank stocks are really-the equity in 
banks is undervalued, so the market value of that equity is far less 
than the book value which is used in computing return on equity. 
If you look at the return on the market value for equity for the 
banking industry, even over the cycle, I think you would find it's 
probably higher than in most industries. 

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but that's a tough one. After all, if people 
value bank stock low because they figure the lorig-term profit 
picture isn't very good for banks, and then you say but they are 
making a pretty good return on that low estimate of the value of 
the stock, which is really what the price of stock reflects, it seems 
to me it's not a very fair basis for saying their profits are pretty 
good. 

I'd like to ask you both to comment on interest on reserves. You 
both oppose it as I do. Would you recommend to the Congress that 
interest on reserves be strongly opposed and that something like S. 
353 passed, would you recommend to the administration it be 
vetoed? 

Mr. SCHECHTER. I would certainly recommend that position, that 
S. 353, if passed, should be vetoed. I think it's a departure from the 
basic sovereign power which every country as far as I know ad
heres to. There must be complete control of the monetary policy by 
the National Government, not of the monetary policy only, but of 
the value of the currency, and that is the function of the Federal 
Reserve System, delegated to the Federal Reserve by the Congress. 
The fact that there's a cost of business involved-and that's what it 
is-a cost of business, I think is something that has been recog
nized in the last 64 years, and I see no reason for changing that. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr.Brown? 
Mr. BROWN. I agree with what Dr. Schechter said, and I also 

think that, aside from you just recognize it's a legitimate cost of 
business, at this particular time the impact to the Federal budget 
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would be very unfortunate. I also just want to make a brief com
ment. You asked Dr. Schechter if he thought the reserves were 
necessary for the conduct of monetary policy, and although I would 
hate to say that reserves are unnecessary, I think that the differ
ence of whether or not the coverage is 80 percent of deposits or 60 
percent of the deposits is academic. I think the weight of opinion is 
that it really doesn't matter that much and it's in that area that a 
lot of these arguments don't impact on the Fed's ability to control 
the money supply or manage the economy. 

I would like to add a quick note, and that is, we testified before 
the Economic Stabilization Subcommittee here last Friday. I think 
there are many other things the Federal Reserve Board could be 
doing in the area of managing the money supply, particularly 
selective credit control, to have a much greater impact on their 
ability to manage the economy than simply having reserve cover
age be 60 percent or 70 percent of deposits. 

The CHAIRMAN. In the past, the banks have argued that reserve 
requirements are an unfair method of taxation. As far as I know, 
and perhaps I can be corrected either by you or by other witnesses 
who will appear later, there's never been really a serious effort to 
expect the Federal Government to pay interest on reserves. We had 
a great Secretary of the Treasury named Andrew Mellon for many 
years and there was never any attempt at that time to do it. 
Toward the turn of the century when banks were riding high and 
J. P. Morgan saved the country and bailed out Grover Cleveland
or before the turn of the century-there was never an attempt 
then. Of course, we had a different kind of system. That was before 
the Federal Reserve, but there was never an attempt then to 
suggest that government pay any kind of interest on reserves as 
far as I know. 

Now we're being asked for the first time, and at a time when, as 
you say, you can argue about bank profits and I might disagree 
with you, but they certainly aren't seriously in bad shape. Now 
we're being asked to pay interest on reserves at a time when we're 
holding down everything else. Given the taxes paid by banks, and 
as Mr. Brown has indicated, their level of profitability, the nature 
of their activity, do you consider reserve requirements an appropri
ate cost to be imposed on depository institutions? 

Mr. SCHECHTER. I think, as Mr. Brown has pointed out, given the 
tax payment level, there is a certain amount of compensation there 
for the requirement to keep reserves, noninterest earning reserves. 
I would like to also, if I may, dwell on the question for a moment of 
what brought this thing up. 

After all, the banks that are members have been complaining 
they are at a disadvantage because the competitors who are not 
members were not required to hold reserves and here there's a 
proposal in S. 85 that their competitors would be put on the same 
footing, and that should take care of that claim. And suddenly we 
have a new claim that in the process, in working out this problem 
of membership attrition, we should also begin to have the Federal 
Reserve pay interest, which is in effect the Treasury paying inter
est to the banks on reserve deposits. I think the universal reserve 
requirements proposal is an answer to the membership attrition 
problem. It can be imposed and there's no need to at this time add, 
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whether you want to call it hundreds of millions of dollars or a few 
billion dollars or several billion dollars, to the Federal deficit and 
have these interest payments at the expense of the American tax
payer. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brown? 
Mr. BROWN. I don't have much to add to that. 
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I want to thank you very much for 

your testimony. It's very helpful. It gives us a good balance in the 
hearings. 

Our next witnesses are, first, the president of the American 
Bankers Association, John Perkins, who's also president of Conti
nental Illinois National Bank and Trust Co.; and he's accompanied 
by Mr. A. Gilbert Heebner, executive vice president and economist, 
Philadelphia National Bank, and chairman, Economic Advisory 
Committee for the ABA; and Mr. Robert W. Renner, president, 
Citizens State Bank of Hartford City, Ind., and chairman of the 
Community Bankers Division for the ABA. 

If you'd like to introduce the gentlemen who are also accompany
ing you, President Perkins, go right ahead, sir. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN PERKINS, PRESIDENT, CONTINENTAL IL
LINOIS NATIONAL BANK & TRUST CO., CHICAGO, ILL., AND 
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPA
NIED BY A. GILBERT HEEBNER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI
DENT AND ECONOMIST, PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL BANK, 
AND CHAIRMAN, ECONOMIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR 
ABA; AND ROBERT W. RENNER, PRESIDENT, CITIZENS STATE 
BANK OF HARTFORD CITY, IND., AND CHAIRMAN, COMMUNI
TY BANKERS DIVISION FOR THE ABA 

Mr. PERKINS. I think you have introduced them very nicely. 
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am John Per-

kins, president of the Continental Illinois Bank Trust Co. of Chica
go. I am here today in my capacity as the elected President of the 
American Bankers Association, which currently includes 13,053 
full service banks in its membership. With me are Mr. Robert 
Renner and Dr. Gilbert Heebner. Mr. Renner is president of the 
Citizens State Bank of Hartford City, Ind., and chairman of the 
Community Bankers Division for the American Bankers Associ
ation. That division represents approximately 12,000 commerical 
banks, or more than 90 percent of banks with deposits of $100 
million or less. Dr. Heebner is executive vice president and econo
mist of the Philadelphia National Bank and chairman of the Asso
ciation's Economic Advisory Committee. The membership of that 
committee includes professional economists from banks throughout 
the country. 

Since our last appearance before this committee on the Federal 
Reserve membership problem in August 1978, we have engaged in 
intensive study of the problem and its related issues, such as 
pricing of Federal Reserve services. The results are set forth in our 
written statement and its attachments. Also, in an effort to high
light these documents, we have prepared a summary. The sum
mary itself is too long for oral presentation today, and we, there
fore, ask that it be included in the record of these hearings along 
with the association's statement and attachments. 
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It contains, in my judgment, an excellent and thorough discus
sion of the issues, including an interesting review of the methods of 
implementation of monetary policy. The discussion also includes 
some of the most comprehensive work done on pricing and its 
impact on the banking industry. 

In seeking certain changes in the structure of reserve require
ments, the Federal Reserve has emphasized two objectives: (1) Im
provement in the implementation of monetary policy. (2) Improve
ment in competitive equality among financial institutions. We 
agree with those objectives. The problem with S. 85 is that it would 
not adequately serve those objectives. 

At the present time, approximately 5,663 commercial banks are 
subject to the reserve requirements of the Federal Reserve-4,652 
National banks, and 1,012 State member banks. Under S. 85, the 
number of commercial banks with reserveable deposits would be 
reduced to 1,959. And only 796 would be expected actually to hold 
balances at Federal Reserve Banks. 

We do not see how reducing the number of banks subject to 
reserve requirements will improve the implementation of monetary 
policy. We are not saying that it would hurt the implementation of 
monetary policy as such. We just do not see how it serves the 
stated objective of improving the implementation of monetary 
policy. 

S. 85 and other similar proposals provide that some 707 banks 
with deposits over $100 million be brought under direct Federal 
Reserve control. At the same time, the bill provides that some 
4,400 present member banks be exempted from membership or 
reserve requirements. We have difficulty in understanding how 
these conflicting aims can be reconciled or how monetary policy 
would be improved. Similarly, we question the assertion that there 
is a potential source of instability due to having non-member 
banks, an issue discussed in detail in our written statement. 

Our view is that the all important independence of the Federal 
Reserve and its effectiveness as our Nation's monetary control 
agency are strengthened by the voluntary membership of a large 
number of banks. In our written statement we recommend specific 
measures for reducing the financial burden of membership so that 
the important principle of assuring a broad base of voluntary mem
bership is maintained while the implementation of monetary is 
improved. 

Let me now turn briefly to the second stated objective of the 
Federal Reserve: improving competitive equality among financial 
institutions. S. 85 does not go far enough in reducing competitive 
inequalities between commercial banks and other types of deposi
tory institutions. The general burden of reserve requirements on 
member banks is reduced, with some of this burden being shifted to 
non-member banks. As discussed, we believe these steps are unnec
essary for purposes of monetary policy and are not responsive with 
respect to the equity issue of competition between these banks and 
other types of depository institutions. 

Our bottom line position on the issue of competitive equality is 
that universal reserve requirements mean to use requirements that 
are applied uniformly to all types and all sizes of depository insti
tutions-commercial banks, mutual savings banks, savings and 
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loan associations, and credit unions. Simple standards of equity 
and fairness also imply that the level of reserve requirements not 
be so high as to be a hidden form of taxation on depository institu
tions. S. 85 does not meet either of these criteria. 

Our preference therefore lies with S. 353 because it maintains 
the principle of voluntary Federal Reserve membership while pro
viding effective means of halting membership attrition. Until we 
find that there is support within banking and the thrift institu
tions and within Congress for truly universal reserve requirements 
that do not unduly burden any class or type of institution, we have 
no alternative but to support our current position as outlined in 
our written testimony. 

As to my final point in this brief statement, I wish to comment 
on the question of payment of interest on reserves. The chairman 
has emphasized this point and I would like to comment briefly on 
it. 

When we came before you last August, Mr. Chairman, we urged 
that resolution of the membership problem be sought through re
duction in reserve requirements. We had held in late July a meet
ing of our Government Relations Council at which opposition has 
been expressed to the idea of payment of interest on reserve bal
ances. Between that meeting and our appearance before this com
mittee in August 1978, Chairman Reuss announced his proposal to 
exempt a large number of banks from reserve requirements. As a 
matter of fact, I think that announcement came only 2 or 3 days 
before our appearance here. You may recll that we told you that 
we had not had time to evaluate the idea of exempting a portion of 
deposits from reserve requirements. Since then we have evaluated 
the idea of exemptions, and our membership is opposed to it. 

However, Chairman Reuss's proposal and your proposal, Mr. 
Chairman, gave recognition to the need to effect significant reduc
tions in the financial burden of reserve requirements for small 
banks. Such need can be met either by reducing required reserve 
ratios, as we proposed last August, or by paying interest on re
serves. In order to provide relief to small banks comparable to S. 
85, the statutory minimums on reserve ratios will have to be re
duced if, as we believe should be the case, exemptions are not used. 
Moreover, the attainment of the long advocated goal of uniform 
required ratios would involve very substantial reductions in the 
reserve requirements of the larger banks if ratios are to be brought 
down to levels consistent with adequate relief for smaller banks. 

We found that payment of interest on reserves would facilitate 
the reduction in financial burden on small banks which you and 
Chairman Reuss have advocated. It would permit the establish
ment of uniform reserve ratios which the Federal Reserve and 
most academic economists have consistently advocated. And it 
would enable the Federal Reserve to avoid what might be regarded 
as larger than presently desirable reductions in reserve ratios af
fecting the larger banks. We accepted the idea of interest on re
serve balances as a means of reconciling these conflicting goals, 
goals that you, Chairman Reuss, the Federal Reserve, and others 
have said are important. 

Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that the banking community did not 
create the problem posed by unduly high reserve ratios. This asso-
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ciation recommended as far back as 1958 that required reserve 
ratios be reduced and made uniform for member banks. Former 
Chairmen Martin and Burns consistently advocated a long run goal 
of lower reserves. The Federal Reserve did make some adjustments 
in the late 1950's and early 1960's. Since the early 1960's, however, 
there have been many opportunities for the Federal Reserve to 
reduce the financial burden of reserve requirements. They have 
chosen not to do so as yet. 

We have come forward, after much study, with a proposal that 
solves this dilemma. We set about to reconcile conflicting goals and 
found that payment of interest on reserve balances would accom
modate reconciliation. It is for that very pragmatic reason that we 
are proposing an earnings participation account. 

As to projected effects that various proposals imply with respect 
to Federal Reserve payments to the Treasury, our written state
ment emphasizes that adverse effects can be minimized or elimi
nated through the use of an appropriate phase-in period. Chairman 
Miller made this same point very well in his testimony before this 
committee on February 26. 

In this brief statement I have confined my remarks to several 
key points. The implementation of monetary policy will not be 
improved by bringing a limited number of non-member banks 
under reserve requirements and exempting more than 12,400 banks 
from such requirements. Competitive equality might be served by 
truly universal reserve requirements on all depository institutions. 
Payment of interest on reserve balances has unfortunate connota
tions but seems expedient. The Treasury revenue problem resolves 
into a question of how long the phase-in period needs to be to bring 
any adverse effect within acceptable limits. 

Finally, we want to emphasize that we share the belief that 
these issues we are discussing are serious matters of public policy
which must be resolved. In doing this, I want to emphasize the 
priority of molding the future banking system in such a way that 
we will truly preserve the independence and support for the cen
tral bank. 

[Complete statement of the American Bankers Association fol
lows:] 
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Summary Statement of the American Bankers Association 

Mr. Qi.airman and Member of the Committee: 

I am John Perkins, president of the Continental Illinois Bank and Trust 

Company of Chicago. I am here today in my capacity as president of the American 

Bankers Association, a trade association whose membership includes mre than 92 

percent of the nation's 14,500 full-service banks. AccoIII'anying me are Robert 

W. Renner, President of the Citizens State Bank of Hartford City, Indiana, and 

OJ.airman of our CoJJUllUI1ity Bankers Division; and A. Gilbert Heebner, Executive 

Vice President and Econonrist, Philadelphia National Bank, and Chairman of our 

Economic Advisory Coillllittee. On behalf of the American Bankers Association, 

we are submitting a lengthy written statement pertinent to the consideration 

of S. 85 and S. 353, which should be read in conjunction with this sU11UTiary. We 

request that our entire statement md the surrmary be made part of the record 

of this hearing. 

We have been looking forward to this opportunity to discuss the Federal 

Reserve issue for several reasons : 

First, there is an iIII'ortant problem to solve. Through the Committee's 

leadership and the efforts of the Federal Reserve these issues are receiving 

timely attention. 

Second, last August we expressed a view that proposed legislation on the 

Federal Reserve issue had such far-reaching implications that it needed to be 

postponed to allow time for adequate study, analysis, and understanding. Since 

then, the banking industry has done its homework as promised. In the six mnths 

leading up to our Banking Leadership Conference on February 13--16, 1979 inten

sive study and attention throughout the banking industry were focused on the 

Federal Reserve issue. We now feel that the Association can come before the 

Committee well prepared on this issue, with a clearly defined and widely supported 

consensus position. 
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Third, there are significant areas of agreement with respect to actions 

needed to resolve the Federal Reserve issue. There are also some fundamental 

points of disagreement. In our frequent and open exchanges of views and infor

mation with the Federal Reserve, we have sought to emphasize and enlarge upon 

areas of agreement. We come before the Committee with the same constructive 

attitude. 

Bankers representing every element of organized banking, along with consul

tants, academic experts, and other advisors and virtually every division, council, 

or committee of our Association have been involved in study of the Federal Reserve 

issue. One of our first conclusions was that we are dealing with much more than 

Federal Resenre membership. Our use of the phrase "Federal Reserve issue" 

reflects the broad context of our approach. Included in this context are the 

move toward explicit pricing of Federal Reserve services, the proposed change in 

access to services, the role of the Federal Reserve as provider of payments 

services, the role of member-bank reserves as a source of revenue for the Treasury, 

the role of such reserves as an instrument of monetary policy, the independence 

of the Federal Reserve System, the preservation of an appropriate balancing of 

Federal and state power in the regulation of banking and other depository insti

tutions--the very nature and position of many aspects of the banking system--

and a number of other issues and questions. The scope of our inquiry and discus

sion was therefore broadened beyond the Federal Reserve membership issue as such. 

Furthermore, early on in our studies, we recognized that the financial 

impact of proposed changes in the structure of reserve requirements and proposed 

explicit pricing cannot be adequately projected by computer tabulations merely 

showing changes in reserve balances. The implied income gains and losses for banks 

show only the tip of the iceberg. 

The tabulations imply that a bank will automatically gain earnings from 
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having more money to work with because of lower reserve requirements. In the 

real world, this would not be the case, as competition would insure that these 

savings to the banks were largely passed on to customers in the form of lower 

prices or lesser minimum balance requirements to cover service costs. 

To trace through the full effects :if changes in reserve requirements an 

interactive computer model had to be constructed. To accomplish this we employed 

an outside consulting group well qualified to conduct this type of technical 

analysis. The outside consultants and the banker task force established to work 

with them have produced an exceptionally fine piece of searching analysis. 

Changes in reserve requirements, which are called "first round impacts" 

in our analysis, cause changes in bank behavior altering the mix of bank assets 

and the use made of Federal Reserve services by banks not currently members of 

the Federal Reserve. The 'second round" effects may interact in ways that signi

ficantly reduce or at least shift deposits at correspondent banks and other 

financial institutions. 

The complex relationships identified in the interactive computer rodel 

developed for us also imply "third round" effects, further complicating the 

analysis. Several conclusions were clear. First, any change in reserve require

ments that brings non-member banks under Federal Reserve control has major impli

cations for the future viability of the correspondent banking system. The 

correspondent banking system is one of the major strengths of our banking and 

financial system. It provides services for banks which the Federal Reserve 

cannot provide, such as loan participations, investment advising, consulting 

on operational problems and improvements, to name only a few. M:Jreover, without 

a viable correspondent banking system, the paperwork burden of clearing checks 

could overwhelm the Federal Reserve, and we would have another problem on our 

hands like the U.S. Postal Service. 
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The Reuss, Proxmire, and Fed proposals call for mandatory Reserves and 

open access to Fed services. The model indicated that, for these proposals , when 

reserve savings were balanced against paying explicit charges for Federal Reserve 

services, and when second and third round effects were taken into account, large 

and medium-sized regional and money center member banks would only come out about 

even. Larger non-member banks would suffer and small banks, both member and 

non-member, would gain. Larger member banks would get little benefit from reserve 

requirement reductions under these proposals because non-member banks would 

tend to withdraw correspondent balances and deal directly with the Fed. These results 

are not true for the ABA's proposal or Senator Tower's proposal, S. 353. Both 

of these proposals maintain the concept of voluntary membership and limited 

access to Fed services, provide significant membership burden relief to all 

size classes of member banks, entail no significant earnings changes for non-meroer 

banks and are not detrimental to the correspondent banking system. 

My comnents on only these few implications with respect to banking structure 

illustrate the complexity of the Federal Reserve issue. We think that we have 

covered the more important aspects of the Federal Reserve issue in our written 

statement. And, despite its considerable length, our written statement should 

be regarded as a summary of the careful, professional study we have given this 

issue. 

Our Association has carefully considered the need for universal reserve 

requirements. We believe the need has not been adequately demonstrated from a 

monetary policy standpoint. The case for universal reserve requirements has 

been based largely on a theoretical argument that a decline in membership will 

lead to increased variability in the money supply. On several occasions, 

including recent testimony before this committee, Chairman Miller has used a 

graph showing an increase in the predicted error in the nxmetary aggregates 
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as the percentage of deposits at member banks declines. This graph is derived 

from the results of Federal Reserve staff study, "The Effects of Interbank 

Deposit Flows on ~bnetary Control" by K. Kopecky, D. Parke, and R. Porter. The 

paper constructs a theoretical model to analyze the llll'act of unpredicted flows 

of funds between member and non-member banks; the study concludes that such 

random flows increase the induced variability in the monetary aggregates. 

It is significant that in this study, the authors state: "The analysis 

is based on the deposit-multiplier model and assumes that the Fedeal Reserve 

has a total reserves operating target." In fact, however, the Federal Reserve 

does not pursue a reserves operating target, but uses a federal funds rate operating 

target. Hence, the graph is irrelevant to our current deliberations. Additional 

problems in the Federal Reserve study are described in a memo from Professor 

Charles Haywood which is attached to our written statement. It should be recog

nized that the Fed's analysis looks at only one component of the instability in 

the relationship between the reserve base and the money supply. There are 

several sources of such instability including unpredicted shifts of funds between 

member banks with different marginal reserve requirements, shifts between deposit 

types with different reserve ratios, and variations in the public's holdings 

of currency, to name some of the more obvious examples. Nowhere does the Federal 

Reserve study show that the shifts of funds between member and non-member banks 

is the rnst significant source of instability in the money supply. 

Jt has also become abundantly clear that the only way a consensus could 

ever be achieved arnng bankers on the issue of universal reserve requirements 

is by imposing the same burdens on thrift institutions for all types of deposits. 

A promising way of achieving this result might be to eliminate reserve require

ments on time and savings accounts at banks, as the rnnetary policy value of 

these required reserves is particularly questionable. 
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We believe the voluntary approach is the best one to follow. One of the 

reasons bankers are anxious to adhere to voluntarism stems from their distaste 

for rnnecessary regulatory burdens being imposed on them, particularly by the 

recently enacted Conrnunity Reinvestment Act and Financial Insitutions Regulatory 

Act. We elaborate on this in our detailed statement. 

There are many aspects of the Federal Reserve issue which we might discuss 

and I think you will find that our written statement presents a rather thorough 

discussion. So, let me try to move to the heart of the issue by noting areas 

of agreement and disagreement. 

1. We agree that the conditions which are leading to a decline in 
the number of banks belonging to the Federal Reserve System should be 
changed in order to halt, and hopefully reverse, the attrition in 
Federal Reserve membership. We would also add that, among serious 
students of monetary policy, there is far from unani.Joous agreement 
on how important this is for the conduct of monetary policy. 

2. We agree that the clluse of the decline in Federal Reserve membership 
is the excessively high finahcial burden of such a membership 

3. We agree that the principal means of reducing the financial burden 
of membership is through reductions in required reserve ratios on 
member banks. In addition to addressing the problem of membership 
attrition, we believe such reductions will substantially benefit 
cus tamers of member banks through lower prices for financial services. 

4. We agree that the current graduated structure of reserve requirements 
is an impediment to proper conduct of monetary policy and that reserve 
requirements should be truly uniform. 

5. We agree that required reserve ratios on member banks can be substan
tially reduced without adverse implications for the effectiveness of 
oonetary policy in combatting inflation. 

6. We agree that explicit pricing of Federal Reserve services should be 
initiated as soon as feasible, but only after reductions have been effected 
in the financial burden of Federal Reserve membership. 

7. We agree that receipt of more timely data from all depository institu
tions could be helpful in predicting changes in the money supply and other mon
etary aggregates. However, we would add that the potential of such infor
mation should not be overemphasized. 

I think we have some very substantial areas of reasonable agreement. They 

should provide an adequate basis for proceeding to a solution of the Federal Reserve 

membership problem. 
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We hold several other points to be essential features of any solution 

to this problem. Although in conflict with certain provisions of S. 85, these 

several points permit timely and appropriate action to resolve the membership 

problem. In fact, we think that these several other points help assure the 

maintenance of a strong and truly independent, effective Federal Reserve System. 

1. After exhaustive analysis of the alternatives, the representative 
group of banking leaders who attended our February Leadership Conference 
concluded that the principle of voluntary membership is essential to any 
equitable solution to the membership problem. Extensior:i of mandatory 
reserve requirements to non-member banks is contrary to the principle 
of voluntary membership. Voluntary membership is important for several 
reasons: 

a. Maintenance of voluntarism is important to the system of 
checks and balances preventing undue concentration of regulatory 
power at the Federal level. The balancing of Federal and state 
power as found in the Constitution, the concept of the dual banking 
system, and the concept of voluntary membership in the Federal 
Reserve, have contributed to innovation, increasing competition, 
and vitality in our banking system. Extending reserve requirements 
to non-member banks is viewed by bankers throughout the nation as 
further centralization of authority in Washington when the public 
convenience and need in this industry,as well as other regulated 
industries, would be best served by deregulation and some relaxation 
in the exercise of centralized authority. 

b. Voluntary membership is an important underpinning of the indepen
dence of the Federal Reserve. Rather than seeking to abrogate the 
concept of voluntary membership by extending reserve requirements 
to non-member banks, or to eliminate most small banks, the Federal 
Reserve should seek to strengthen its voluntary base of membership 
by making membership less financially burdensome and by improving 
the benefits of membership. This can be done within the general 
confines of our areas of agreement. Access to Federal Reserve services 
is one of the benefits of membership. Giving all depository insti
tutions access to these services except for emergency borrowing privi
leges,would negate the value of this benefit and is contrary to the 
concept of voluntary membership. It is also unnecessary since the 
smoothly functioning correspondent banking system has efficiently 
provided these services to non-member banks. 

c. We find no reason to extend Federal Reserve reserve requirements 
to non-member banks to improve the effectiveness of monetary policy. 
The deficiencies affecting the implementation of monetary policy lie 
elsewhere. Federal Reserve research purporting to show that non-
member banks are a problem for monetary policy in fact merely reinforces 
the conclusion of previous researchers that the graduated structure 
of reserve requirements on member banks is the serious problem. Our 
written statement discusses this somewhat technical subject in detail. 
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We believe uniformity in reserve requirements levied on member 
banks would substantially improve the ability of the Fed to conduct 
monetary policy and we strongly support this uniform reserve concept. 

d. In sum, the extension of reserve requirements to non-member 
banks is unnecessary for improvement in the effectiveness of mone
tary policy and is undesirable from the point of view of maintenance 
of the independence of the Federal Reserve and the viability of 
the dual banking system. 

2. Our second point of apparent disagreement, Mr. Chairman, pertains to 
what has been characterized as the Treasury revenue problem. 

a. We believe a solution consistent with voluntary Federal Reserve 
membership can be achieved within the broad framework of generally 
acceptable impact on Treasury revenues. 

b. Most analyses of the Treasury revenue impact of the various 
membership proposals assume that the Federal Reserve sale of a 
significant volume of government securities needed to offset the 
reduction in reserve requirements will have no effect on the 
Treasury's cost of borrowing. For reasons explained in our written 
statement, we feel that this is a rather dubious assumption. Ho1,ever, 
any increase in the Treasury's cost of borrowing can be minimized 
through the use of an appropriate phase-in period. 

I cannot emphasize enough that once the relevance of a phase-in 
period is admitted, the Treasury revenue problem drops out of the picture. 
Our proposal could be structured to minimize, and perhaps eliminate, 
any reduction in the level of Federal Reserve paym,mts to the 
Treasury. 

c. The American Bankers Association would like to see reductions 
over a period of time in required :reserve ratios that go beyond those 
proposed in S. 85. This is consistent with recommendations of past 
Federal Reserve Chairmen and the findings of other thoughtful 
students of monetary policy. The range for permissible reserve 
requirements should be wide so that the Fed has the latitude to 
flexibly manage the reserve requirement reductions, consistent with 
monetary policy needs. The higher cost of further reserve require
ment reductions does not argue as such against their ultimate reali
zation; it merely indicates that a longer phase-in period will 
be needed to permit other sources of growth in the Federal Reserve 
securities portfolio to offset the reductions in required reserve 
ratios. 

3. Our third point of disagreement with S. 85 is that we believe that 
no member bank should be exempt from reserve requirements. The exemptions 
in S. 85 would perpetuate a form of graduated reserve requirements, and 
such requirements have been shown to be a source of instability in monetary 
policy. Instead of exemption levels, we would propose that the concept 
of an earnings participation account for each member be adopted as it will 
have the same positive impact on smaller banks. However, we would not 
exclude member banks under $10 million as Chairman Miller would. We think 
that an earnings participation account--providing a riskless, assured 
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source of income at market rates--could make it attractive for new and 
small banks to join the Federal Reserve. In particular, new banks 
should be regarded as a future source of growth in Federal Reserve member
ship. 

Our areas of disagreement with S. 85 do not pose a barrier to resolution 

of the membership problem. An effectual solution is available without extending 

reserve requirements to non-member banks and without inposing significant costs 

on the Treasury. There is much to be gained by timely solution of the member

ship problem along the lines we propose. M:Jst inportantly, this would not entail 

the.serious negative public policy effects that would stem from an abandonment 

of voluntarism. 

The provisions of S. 353 are consistent with our view that the membership 

problem can and should be resolved without abandoning the concept of voluntary 

Federal Reserve membership. This bill would significantly reduce the membership 

burden and, like our own proposal would stop and quite likely reverse the loss 

of membership. 

As we have said, the ABA's position is based on intensive study and discus

sion throughout the industry and was finally developed in our Banking Leadership 

Conference on February 13--16, 1979. One way of looking at out efforts in this 

regard is that we have, '!11 effect, conducted a market research study for the 

Federal Reserve to determine how it can market its product--membership--more 

effectively, based on careful analysis, research, and professional market testing. 

In closing, I need to touch on one other far-reaching point discussed in 

our written statement. Treasury revenue considerations now apparently affecting 

the Federal Reserve have serious adverse inplications for the independence of 

the Federal Reserve in the conduct of monetary policy. It should be recalled 

that from 1942 to 1951 the Federal Reserve was obliged to support the market 

for Government securities to hold down Treasury borrowing costs. This "pegging 
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policy" made it :impossible for the Fed to pursue a flexible 11Dnetary policy 

to restrain inflation in the postwar period. As you may recall, Mr. Chairman, 

the late Senator Paul Douglas chaired hearings inquiring into the effects of 

the "pegging policy''. It was clearly shown at the time that the Federal Reserve 

nrust be independent of the Treasury in the conduct of 11Dnetary policy. A 

Treasury revenue requirement has essentially the same pernicious effects on 

the Federal Reserve's ability to combat inflation as did the "pegging policy". 

Whether the objective is to hold down Treasury borrowing costs or increase 

Treasury revenues, the effects on the independence of the central bank are the 

same. This is a major public policy issue which should receive thoughtful 

consideration. 
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STATE.'1ENT OF THE A.'!ERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION 

BEFORE THE 

COMMITTEE ON BANKL'TG, HOUSING, A.'TD URBAN AFFAIRS OF THE U. S. SDJ"ATE 

ON 

S. 85, THE MONETARY POLICY IMPROVE.:.'1ENT ACT OF 1979 

AND 

S. 353, THE FEDERAL RESERVE MODERNIZATION ACT OF 1979 

March 28, 1979 

Through its consensus process, the American Bankers Association 

has developed the following position pertinent to S. 85, S. 353, 

and alternative proposals. 

Consensus Statement 

The American Bankers Association reaffirms its strong 
support of and belief in the concept of an independent 
and effective central bank. 

To that end, the Association reaffirms its support 
of the principle of voluntary Federal Reserve membership. 

To provide an incentive to banks of all sizes to 
remain members of the Federal Reserve System, existing 
reserve requirements of the Fed should be reduced 
substantially. 

To meet the particular needs of small banks and to 
encourage them to remain Fed members on a voluntary basis, 
at least a portion of each Fed member's reserve balances 
should produce earnings. 

In order to provide the Federal Reserve with the tools 
necessary to stem its loss of membership while implementing 
monetary policy effectively, uniform (not graduated) re
serve ranges would be set as follows for Fed member banks: 

Demand deposits: 1-10% 
Savings deposits: 
Short term time deposits: 
Long term time deposits: 

(over 179 days) 

1-3 % 
1-6 % 
No reserve requirement 

These reserve requirements would apply to Fed member 
banks only, and for those banks there would be no exemp
tions from the reserve requirements based on deposit levels 
of banks. 
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Deposits in NOW accounts should continue to be 
treated as savings deposits for the purpose of set
ting reserve requirements. 

The Fed's authority should be confirmed to immedi
ately establish earnings participation accounts at the 
Fed's portfolio rate on the first $10 million of mem
ber bank's reserve balances. Participation in such 
earnings participation accounts covering reserve bal
ances in excess of $10 million should be considered 
when monetary, economic, and other factors make such 
action desirable. 

The Association reaffirms its support for the 
concept of explicit pricing of Fed services. However, 
pricing of Fed services should not be put in place 
until Fed members' reserve burdens have been reduced 
and minimum returns paid on reserve balances as describ
ed above. The full costs of the Fed's non-monetary 
services should be reflected in its pricing schedule, 
with an adjustment to reflect all factors which affect 
pricing by the private sector. 

The Association supports action to grant auth
ority to the Fed to collect through appropriate regu
latory and supervisory agencies current liability 
and asset data needed for monetary control purposes 
from all depository institutions. 

Background of Consensus Statement 

This consensus was developed by the Government Relations Council 

of our Association and approved by its Banking Leadership Conference at 

a group of meetings on February 13-16. The Banking Leadership Confer

ence is the largest group of banking leaders that assembles to discuss 

legislation and regulations affecting banks. It consists of our Govern

ment Relations Council, our Governing Council, our Board of Directors, 

our executive officers, the chief staff person and top elected official 

of all state bankers associations, and the chief staff person and top 

elected official of each of the other major banking trade associations. 

Intensive study throughout the banking industry took place over the 

last six months in preparation for the February meeting of the Leadership 

Conference. Many state bankers associations held special meetings 

to discuss the issue. The ABA convened a special meeting of large non

member banks, which would suffer an especially severe earnings impact 

under S. 85 , to discuss the issue. Our Economic Advisory Committee 
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convened a special meeting of over one-hundred economists from the 

banking industry, universities, and the government to help the com

mittee develop its input to the Association's decision-making process. 

Our Community Bankers Division convened a special meeting of its 

160-member advisory board, devoted exclusively to discussion of S. 85 

and attendant issues. The membership of this division consists of 

approximately 12 .,500 of the nation's smaller banking organizations. 

The executive committees of several of our Banking Professions 

divisions,including Correspondent Banking, Agricultural Banking, and 

Operations and Automation also held special meetings. 

In August• of 1978, our Association contracted with ABT Associates 

Inc., a consulting firm headquarted in Cambridge, Massachusetts for 

a major study of the pricing of Federal Reserve services and its 

interaction with various proposals to reform the structure of reserve 

requirements. The accounting firm of Arthur Anderson and Co. was 

hired as a special subcontractor in the area of cost ~nalysis. An 

interim summary report on this project is attached to this. testimony. 

A special banker task force was created to consider the pricing 

question while the ABT study was in progress. The task force con

sisted of members of the executive committees of our Operations and 

Automation Division, our Correspondent Banking Division, our Community 

Bankers Division, and our Economic Advisory Committee. In the course 

of its work, this task force held extensive discussions of the problems 

affecting pricing of Fed services and the proposed schedule of prices. 

The Task Force submitted a report to me which I then forwarded to the 

Federal Reserve. A copy is attached to this testimony. 

Finally, our Government Relations Council and its Administrative 

Committee have been holding frequent and extensive discussions on 

S. 85, S. 353, and alternative proposals. As you can see, bankers 

have been working hard to develop a consensus position that is fair, 

reasonable, and has the support of the banking industry. The consensus 

position stated above, if implemented, would solve the problem we are 

now discussing in a manner that would advance the public interest. We 

commend it to your consideration. 
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Criteria for Reform of Reserve Requirements 

Our association believes that three criteria should be paramount 

in considering proposals to change the structure of reserve require

ments and/or Federal Reserve membership. These criteria are: 

1. The continued independence and effective
ness of our central bank in its manage
ment of monetary policy should be 
assured. 

2. The efficiency of the payments system 
should be enhanced. 

3. Arbitrary forms of discrimination 
against particular types of financial 
institutions should be eliminated 
where discrimination inhibits the deliv
ery of banking services at least possi
ble cost. 

I would now like to relate these criteria to the issues 

being considered by the committee. 

Efficiency and Effectiveness of Monetary Policy 

Measures to halt the decline in the number of banks belonging 

to the Federal Reserve System should be consistent with the maintenance 

of the independence and effectiveness of the Federal Reserve in the 

management of monetary policy. As background to discussion of the 

monetary control implications of pending proposals affecting Federal 

Reserve membership, we have reviewed in some detail the way in which 

Federal Reserve monetary policy is implemented. This review has pointed 

up opportunities to improve the effectiveness of monetary policy while 

enhancing the attractiveness of Federal Reserve membership. 

The Federal Reserve relies mainly on three instruments to accomplish 

its monetary-policy objectives: the discount rate, reserve requirements, 

and open-·market operations. These instruments exert a wide-spread in

fluence on the capacity of the commercial banking system to meet the 

credit demands of customers. We find need for change in Federal Reserve 

policy in the use of each of these instruments. 

Discount Rate 

The discount rate is, of course, the rate of interest charged by 

Federal Reserve Banks on loans to member banks. These loans may take the 
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form of promissory notes collateraled by U.S. Government securities or 

"eligible paper" or the rediscounting of "eligilbe paper." Eligible 

paper is defined essentially as very short-term loans for the production 

and distribution of goods. The discount rate at each Federal Reserve 

Bank is set periodically by the Bank's board of directors, subject to 

the approval of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. 

In recent years, the Board of Governors has maintained close control 

of the discount rate. 

Access to the discount window provides member banks with a ·source 

of short-term funds to meet seasonal or other temporary increases in 

loan demand and to make temporary adjustments in reserve balances to sat

isfy reserve requirements. For many years the Federal Reserve's policy 

has been to limit lending to member banks to preclude extensive or pro

longed reliance on this source of funds. As a result of difficulties 

experienced by the Federal Reserve in controlling member bank borrowing 

in the 1920's, when a large proportion of bank reserves was borrowed, 

a "tradition against borrowing" was articulated and nurtured. Borrowing 

at the Federal Reserve became a "privilege," and relatively little use 

was made of the discount window between the early 1930's and the late 

1960's. During the past decade the Federal Reserve has given recogni

tion to the needs of banks, especially those in agricultural areas, for 

seasonal accomodation through the discount window. Access to the window 

continues to be more restricted, however, than many member banks appar

ently feel it should be. 

Even over the past decade, loans to member banks have been a rela

tively minor source of total member-bank reserve balances, dropping at 

times to less than one percent of total reserve balances and only infre

quently increasing to as much as three or four percent of such balances. 

Low points are found in periods of recession and high points in periods 

of economic expansion and tight money. The discount window as currently 

administered, serves something of a "safety-valve" function. As the 

Federal Reserve tightens monetary policy in periods of economic expansion 

and inflation, the short-term effects do not fall evenly on all banks. 

Through the discount window, needs for temporary assistance in adjust

ment of reserve balances can be handled on a case-by-case basis while 
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the Federal Reserve continues t,o tighten credit in general. Discount 

policy is not the "cutting edge" of Federal Reserve monetary policy, 

but it enhances the ability of the Federal Reserve to implement flexible 

monetary policy. 

Effects of Discount Rate Changes 

Sensitivity of member banks to changes in the discount rate varies 

among member banks and over the business cycle. Member banks that have 

come to make more frequent use of the window are obviously susceptible 

to more influence from discount rate cha~ges than member banks that 

continue to be reluctant to be indebted to the Fed. Sensitivity to 

changes in the discount rate is somewhat less in periods of recession, 

when credit demands are declining, than in periods of economic expansion, 

when credit demands are rising. The influence of the discount rate on 

banks may be more pervasive, however, than suggested by the behavior of 

member bank borrowing. Projected or expected discount-rate levels often 

enter into the formulation of a bank's plans for management of assets and 

liabilities over the next six months to a year even though access to the 

discount window may not be contemplated. The qiscount rate is regarded as 

one of the indicators of the degree of tightness of Federal Reserve monetary 

policy and the general level of interest rates that may be expected. 

Federal Reserve policy has generally been to adjust the discount 

rate to follow changes in the level of key money-market rates. 

Changes in the discount rate can be used as a "signal" by 
the Fed and, under certain conditons, this can be useful. However, 

changes in the discount rate may also tend to have "announcement effects" 

that are sometimes difficult to foresee. For example, an unexpected change 

in the disount rate may have reverberations in the stock market. Changes 

in the discount rate, expected and unexpected, also affect foreign per

ceptions of the posture of the Federal Reserve in controlling domestic 

inflation and protecting the international value of the dollar. 

The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 contemplated that the discount 

mechanism would be the instrument through which the Federal Reserve 

would control expansion in the money supply. During the 1920's open

market operations were developed as an instrument through which the 
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Federal Reserve could control expansion in the money supply. As open

market operations were developed as an instrument of Federal Reserve 

control, reliance on the discount mec~anism began to lessen. As noted 

earlier, the Federal Reserve experienced some difficulty, especially in 

the early 1920's, in controlling the volume of member-bank borrowing. 

Today the linkage between the discount mechanism and the money supply 

is of little significance. Changes in the volume of loans to member 

banks, by affecting the level of reserve balances, do imply changes 

in the member bank-demand-deposit component of the M-1 money supply. 

However, the Federal Reserve relies mainly on open-market operations to 

control the volume of member bank reserves, taking into account current and 

anticipated levels of member-bank borrowing. 

Better Access to Discount Window Needed 

Since the late 1950's there has been a growing opinion that the 

discount mechanism should figure more prominently in the implementation 

of Federal Reserve monetary policy. More open access to the discount 

window for member banks has been recommended. This recommendation is 

often coupled with a proposal that the discount rate be linked in some 

way to a key market rate, such as the Treasury bill rate. The American 

Bankers Association believes that access to the discount window can be 

and should be further developed into a more attractive benefit of Fed

eral Reserve membership as well as a more useful instrument of monetary 

policy. 

It is often observed that the discount window is an advantage of 

membership because member banks are assured of access to a "lender of 

last resort." The term "lender of last resort" is subject to misinter

pretation, however. Broadly stated, the central bank's role as "lender 

of last resort" is to prevent the development of a liquidity crisis, or 

disorderly conditions in debt markets severe enough to impose disastrous 

losses on parties forced to sell to obtain cash. The Federal Reserve 

performs this function today through open-market operations. 

More narrowly defined, the concept of "lender of last resort" means 

that the central bank shoul<l come to the rescue of a member faced with 

a sudden and temporary need for cash which cannot be met through other 
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means,or can be met only through the sale of assets at such loses as to endanger 

the solvency of the bank. "Lender of last resort" does not mean 

assistance to banks failing because of poor management practices, nor 

does it mean assistance to a bank just to keep its profits at some 

target level. The "lender of last resort" function is relevant, there-

fore, to a rather narrow range of circumstances in which a bank may 

find itself. Perceptions of its importance vary somewhat among bankers, 

depending on their management philosophies and objectives. More·open 

access to the discount window in general would help remove some of the 

uncertainty now affecting banker perceptions of its value. 

Open-Market Operations 

It is well known, of course, that the Federal Reserve relies mainly 

on open-market operations to implement monetary policy. The advantages 

of this control instrument are found in its direct, certain effect on 

member bank reserves and in its flexibility. When the Federal Reserve 

purchases Government securities in the open market, payment is made in 

Fed funds. The transaction therefore increases member bank reserves, 

regardless of who the ultimate seller of the securities may be. Federal 

Reserve sales of Government securities, which must be paid for with Fed 

funds, reduce member-bank reserves in the same direct fashion. 

Whereas the effect of the discount function on member bank reserves 

dependson decisions by member banks to borrow at the Fed, the effect of 

open market operations on reserve balances is exerted entirely at the 

initiative of the Federal Reserve. Transactions can be readily effected 

in almost any amount that may be needed to affect reserve balances, and 

plans for purchases or sales can be quickly altered to meet changing market 

conditions. The flexibility of open-market operations has been further 

enhanced through the development of matched purchases and sales of 

securities and repurchase agreements; these types of transactions have 

become somewhat larger in volume than outright purchase and sales. 

Problems Affecting Open-Market Operations 

In addition to open-market transactions initiated-by the 

Fed and member bank borrowing, the level of member bank reserves is 

affected by: 
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a. changes in Federal Reserve float; 

b. the amount of the U.S. stock of gold 
and holdings of Special Drawing Rights 
("paper gold"); 

c. fluctuations in Treasury currency 
outstanding; 

d. swings in the volume of currency in 
circulation outside Federal Reserve 
Banks; 

e. variation in Treasury deposits at 
Federal Reserve Banks; and 

f. changes in other Federal Reserve asset 
holdings and liability items. 

The effective use of open-market operations requires accurate projec

tions of short-term fluctuations in these factors affecting the supply 

and use of member bank reserves. The more difficult aspects of the 

forecasting problem relate to changes in Federal Reserve float, swings 

in currency-in-circulation,variations in Treasury deposits, and shifts 

of deposits among member banks with different required reserve ratios. 

These several factors, in particular, are the source of what has some

times been called "noise," which may obscure cyclical changes in the 

demand for reserve balances. 

Demand for reserve balances is much affected by the reserve require

ments that member banks must hold in relation to their demand, savings, 

and time deposits. Tii.rough open market purchases, the Fed can increase 

the reserve balances above the required level; i.e., create "excess 11 

reserves. With additional excess reserves, member banks can add to 

their holdings of loans and securities. By prompting an increase in the 

amount of bank f·unds going into the debt markets, open market purchases 

tend to have a di~ect effect lowering market rates of interest below 

what they would otherwise be. Moreover, the additional excess reserves, 

through the workings of the fractional reserve system, provide the basis 

for a multiple expansion in the deposits and assets of banks in general. 

In similar fashion, open market sales remove excess reserves from the 

system or create a reserve deficit, with direct effects tending to in

crease market rates of interest and to contract the volume of bank deposits 

and assets. 
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Targets of Open-Market Policy 

Since the late 19SO's there has been much controversy about the 

appropriate target for Federal open-market policy. A prominent point 

of view in this controversy has been that the Fed should use open-

market operations to maintain a desired growth rate, or rates, in one 

or more of the monetary aggregates, such as the M-1 money supply -

currency and private (excluding interbank) demand deposits. This point 

of view was not readily accepted at the Federal Reserve, and some would 

say that it has not yet been sufficiently well accepted. In any event, 

Federal Reserve open-market policy in the latter 19SO's and in the 

1960' s was not directed to a "monetary aggregates" target but was 

directed to targets indicative of the cost and availability of funds in 

the money market. More recently, the "monetary aggregates" have received 

attention in the deliberations of the Federal Open Market Committee, and 

desired growth rates in the '1monetary aggregates" have been specified as 

broad objectives. The operating target of open market policy continues, 

however, to be the cost and availablity of funds in the money market. as 

measured by the Fed funds rate. 

One of the problems affecting the use of open market operations to 

control the money supply is that actual data on changes in the money 

supply are not available to the Fed on a sufficiently timely basis. This 

is so with respect to the currency and member-bank demand deposit compo

nents of the ~~~0v supply as well as the demand deposit component of non

member banks. More frequent and timely reporting of relevant data would 

assist the Federal Reserve to focus open-market operations on a money

supply growth rate target, rather than a Fed funds-rate target, if the 

Federal Reserve really wants to do so. 

Improvement in Open-Market Operations 

There is also some view that the Federal Reserve is engaged too 

heavily in open market operations for the sake of ironing-out wrinkles 

real, expected, and imagined -- in the cost and availability of funds in 

the money market. This view suggests that the money market and other major 

debt markets have sufficient depth, breadth, and resiliency to adjust 

themselves to short-term variations in the supply of and demand for funds. 
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It is also suggested that steps could be taken to reduce the sources of 

short-term variation and "noise," especially those associated with float, 

the graduated structure of member bank reserves, and the ebb and flow of 

Treasury deposits in Federal Reserve Banks. 

The power and flexibility of open market operations have not 

assured close control of the money supply. Part of the slippage is 

attributable to the fact that open market policy has not been directed 

to close control of the "monetary aggregates". Instead it has been 

directed to targets indicative of the cost and availability of funds 

in the money market. If the Federal Reserve wishes to change its policy 

orientation to closer control of the "monetary aggregates," better re

porting requirements would be helpful, and steps should be taken to 

reduce "noise" in the Fed funds market. One of the first steps that should be 

taken in this regard is the elimination of graduation in the structure 

of reserve requirements. 

Reserve Requirements 

The graduated structure of reserve requirements established by the Federal 

Reserve Act of 1913 was a legacy of the national banking system, as it 

had existed for fifty years. For reserve purposes, national banks were 

classified into central reserve city banks, reserve city banks, and 

country banks. Reserve balances of country banks were held in banks in 

reserve cities, and these banks in turn held their reserve balances 

with banks in central reserve cities, where reserves were held in the form 

of vault cash. This "pyramiding" of reserves proved to be a weakness of 

the national banking system. Currency drains at country banks, sometimes 

even on a seasonal basis, sent shudders throughout this tiered system 

as reserve balances and vault cash had to be drawn down all along the line. 

Actually, the tiered reserve system was more the victim than the cause 

of the problems affecting the banking system in that period. There was 

no way of expanding the volume of Treasury currency in response to 

seasonal and other short term changes in demand; national bank notes, a 

major component of the paper currency, were not legal tender and hence 

did not meet the demand for cash in a liquidity crisis. Not only was 

there no central bank but the Treasury kept its balances in cash in the 
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vaults of sub-treasuries and disbursing offices around the country. 

The movement of cash from the banking system to Ches Treasury's vaults 

and vice-versa was a serious source of instability in bank reserve 

balances and the money supply. 

The reserve requirements of the national banking system were an 

improvement over the requirements found in a number of state banking 

systems before the Civil War. States that had low, inadequately de

fined, and/or poorly enforced reserve requirements found that their 

banks were prone to the overissuance and underredemption of bank 

notes. Concepts about adequate levels of reserve ~equirements origin

ated not with respect to bank deposits but with respect to the paper 

currency then issued by state banks. As this paper currency was 

redeemable in gold and silver coin, relatively high reserve require

ments were found, not surprisingly, to be better than relatively low 

ratios. High ratios curbed overissuance of paper currency and 

assured that a good supply of specie would be kept on hand to redeem 

notes returned for such purpose. 

The National Bank Act took reserve requirement concepts developed 

for convertibility of paper currency and applied them to deposits. 

(National bank notes were collateraled by Treasury securities.) The 

rationale for the relatively high reserve requirements on deposits was 

not as misplaced as some current-day students of the subject apparently 

think. The national bankshad to stand ready to convert deposits into 

currency and had no c2ntral bank to turn to for short-term assistance. 

In this regard, there was good reason to believe that the reserve city 

and central reserve city banks needed more reserves than outlying banks. 

The requirements also were 2constraint on overexpansion of bank deposits 

in the absence of a central monetary authority. 

The Role of Reserve Requirements 

It has been fashionable for some time to say that reserve require

ments are not a source of liquidity for banks and that the role of 

reserve requirements is control of the money supply. Under the national 

banking system, reserve requirements did serve a liquidity function. 

They served this function inadequately at times, but if reserve ratios 
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had been lower, the financial crises affecting the system would 

have had worse consequences than they did. 

Under the Federal Reserve System, reserve requirements lost 

their significance as a source of liquidity for two principal 

reasons. First, the establishment of the Federal Reserve as the 

nation's central bank expressly provided for an "elastic currency" 

to be effectuated through the discount mechanism. Thus, a better 

source of liquidity became available. Second, the Federal Reserve 

imposed close regulation and enforcement of reserve requirements, 

which diminished their liquidity function but made them into an 

instrument of monetary control. With liquidity needs met through 

the discount mechanism and, later, through open market operations, 

the close administration of reserve requirements to make them into 

an instrument of monetary control was not unreasonable. 

Two aspects of this transition in the role of reserve require

ments, however, were unreasonable. First, the graduated structure 

wa~ maintained even though its rationale had beenleft behind. Sec

ond, it was not recognized by policy makers that relatively high re

quired reserve ratios have no advantage over low ratios when the 

purpose is monetary control under a central bank as compared to 

maintenance of convertibility in a system without a central bank. 

Scholarly appraisals pointing out these unreasonable aspects of the 

reserve requirements of member banks date back more than 40 years, 

but more compelling problems faced the banking sytem at that time. 

Variable Reserve Requirements 

The authority of the Federal Reserve to vary required reserve 

ratios within certain statutory ranges dates from the Banking Act of 

1935, though there was a Congressional grant of emergency powers in 

this regard in 1933. The original motivation for this authority was 

apparently fear of inflationary increases in paper currency following 

the U.S. 's abandonment of the gold standard in 1933. There was un

certainty about whether or not the Federal Reserve could continue 

to meet the gold collateral requirement for Federal Reserve Notes. The 

issuance of Federal Reserve Bank Notes, without the gold collateral 
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requirement,was authorized. The fear was that this "cheap" currency 

would be inflationary. It was thought that the Federal Reserve might 

need a means, such as raising reserve ratios, to force the return of 

this currency from circulation if things really got out of hand. Gold, 

however, began to flow into the United States after the establishment 

of the restricted gold bullion standard at $35 an ounce in 1934, and the 

issuance of Federal Reserve Bank Notes was not needed. 

By 1935, increases in the U.S. gold stock were being reflected in 

relatively rapid growth in the excess reserves of member banks. Variable 

reserve ratios were adopted in The Banking Act of 1935 to assure that the 

Federal Reserve would be able to neutralize these excess reserves if they 

began to feed an inflationary expansion of the money supply. 

In 1936-37 the Federal Reserve tried its hand at increasing required 

reserve ratios, and a modest recovery in the depressed U.S. economy 

quickly aborted. Between August 1936 and May 1937 the Federal Reserve 

raised required ratios from statutory minimums to their statutory maximums, 

a doubling in required ratios against demand deposits and savings and time 

accounts. Modest reductions were made in 1938 as economic activity de

clined, but in November 1941 the ratios were again increased to their 

maximums. They remained there until late 1948 when temporary authority 

was given the Federal Reserve to exceed the statutory maximums to shore 

up efforts to "peg" interest rates on Government securities at arbitrarily 

low levels. 

This episode was most interesting. Essentially the Treasury 

was imposing an inflationary open market policy on the Federal Reserve 

so that it might keep its borrowing costs low. The Fed tried to mitigate 

the effect of the general "tax" imposed on consumers by the inflation 

by imposing a more specific 11 tax 11 on commercial banks through reserve 

requirement increases. Of course, it didn't work. As we point out 

later in this testimony, policymakers are trying to do the same thing 

today in their attempts to impose a Treasury revenue constraint on 

solutions to the Federal Reserve's membership problem. 

We believe flexible reserve requirements are a useful monetary 

policy tool. But their average level has been too high for too long. 
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The Fed should be given the flexibility to reduce them downwards so 

that it can solve its membership problem in a way that is consistent 

with sound monetary policies. 

When the Federal Reserve found its way back to a flexible monetary 

policy in 1953--after the Treasury Federal Reserve Accord of 1951-

required reserve ratios were at their statutory maximums. Downward 

adjustments were made through the rest of the 1950's, and the counting 

of vault cash as part of required reserves was initiated in 1959. 

Since then, only relatiyely small decreases have been made except for 

reductions in the ratios on savings accounts, long-term time accounts, 

and the first $10 million of demand deposits. 

The structure of reserve requirements today continues to reflect 

an history that is no longer relevant. What we have today is a legacy 

from the convertibility problemsaffecting the operation of the national 

banking system, from the great gold inflow of the 1930's, and the period 

of war finance and "pegging" of the prices of Government securities prior 

to 1951. Moreover, upward variation of required reserve ratios has proved 

to be an unwieldy instrument of policy, falling too heavily and too un

certainly on banks in diverse situations. 

It is clear that modernization of the structure of reserve require

ments is needed. Indeed, modernization is long overdue. In 1958, the 

American Bankers Association recommended, in a special report on reserve 

requirements prepared by its Economic Policy Committee, that required 

reserve ratios be reduced somewhat and be made uniform for all classes 

of member banks. 

Role of Cash Reserve Requirements in Today's Environment 

In today's monetary environment, are legal reserve requirements 

really needed? Two of these arguments can be discussed rather quickly. 

Legal reserve requirements, as administered by the Federal Reserve, are 

for all practical purposes not a source of liquidity. To the individual 

bank, the requirements are regarded as a constraint on liquidity. It 

is true that a small part of a deposit drain can be covered by the 

reserve balance released by the decline in deposits. However, the 
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liquidity of a bank is dependent on its holdings of short-term Government 

securities and the pace of repayment of loans, especially installmentloans. 

In a larger sense the liquidity of the banking system is dependent on the 

Federal Reserve's management of monetary policy. 

It is sometimes suggested that reserve requirements contribute to 

the soundness of a bank through what might be called a diversification 

effect. That is, no credit risk attaches to cash. If diversification, 

however, is really a problem of concern, required reserves could be held 

in Government securities, which are as riskless as cash. 

The only relevant argument for cash reserve requirements is their 

function as an instrument of monetary control. However, Federal Reserve 

monetary policy has not been directed to close control of the reserve 

base of the monetary system. In the current context of Federal Reserve 

monetary policy the need for reserve requirements has not been demonstrated 

and is questionable. 

Federal Reserve monetary policy could be directed to a "monetary 

aggregates" target, such as the M-1 growth rate, and effectively accomplished 

without reserve requirements. Through the issuance of Federal Reserve 

Notes, the Federal Reserve directly controls approximately 25 per cent 

of the money supply. As demand for currency varies seasonally and grows 

in time, banks--in the absence of legal reserve requirements--would need 

to hold and/or obtain Fed funds to assure access to currency. By con

trolling the availability of Fed funds through open-market operations, 

the Federal Reserve could affect the growth rate of the total money 

supply. 

The effect of legal reserve requirements is to put a floor under 

the demand for Fed funds. Although this floor is not essential to the 

effective implementation of monetary policy, it may reduce the problem 

of administering monetary policy in circumstances where predictions must 

enter into the formulation of policy. The case for reserve requirements 

thus rests on their contribution to the ease of administration of monetary 

policy, not on their necessity. 

In summary, the liquidity and diversification functions sometimes 

attributed to cash reserve requirements are relatively unimportant and 
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could be accomplished through reserve requirements in the form of 

Government securities. Cash reserve requirements are not essential to 

the effective implementation of monetary policy but may be desirable for 

the sake of ease of administration. Increases in required ratios have 

proved too unwieldy. Future ranges for variation should be set with 

a view to accommodating further decreases in ratios. 

Non-Member Banks and Monetarv Policy 

Contrary to current assertions from the Federal Reserve, the 

existence of non-member banks has not been a source of instability or 

error in monetary policy in any significant degree. Representations 

from the Federal Reserve in chis regard are based on a mathematical 

model that suffers from erroneous assumptions. As the model is 

somewhat technical, a critique of it would unduly burden this statement. 
An analysis of the model entitled "The Fed's Error about Non-Member Banks 

and Monetary Policy" by Charles F. Haywood, an economic consultant to the 

A.BA, is attached to this statement. 

The most significant error in the model is that it treats non-

member banks as if they were a special class of member banks with 

somewhat lower required reserve ratios than other member banks. As a 

result, the model does nothing more than demonstrate a graduated sys-

tem of reserve requirements on member banks is a source of error in 

monetary policy, something that has been widely acknowledged for many 

years. This point was brought out at the meeting of more than 100 

economists held on January 18-19, 1979 by our Economic Advisory Committee. 

In challenging the Federal Reserve assertions we need not rely 

only on criticism of their model. Empirical studies have been made 

demonstrating that non-member banks have not been a source of error 

or instability in monetary policy. One of the most thorough studies 

on this subject was published by Professor Dennis R. Starleaf, of the 

Iowa University, in the September 1975 issue of the Journal of Finance 

-- "Non-member Bank and Monetary Control." After close, even tedious, 

analysis of the available data, Professor Starleaf concluded: "None 

of the tests reported in this paper supports the contention that FRS 

reserve requirements are needed on non-member banks deposits for pre

cision in monetary control. Indeed, all of the tests indicate that the 

non-member banks have be~n a moderate source of stability for Federal 

Reserve control of the money stock -- without non-member banks Federal 

Reserve control would have been slightly more unstable than it was in 

fact. 11 
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Bringing non-member banks into a system of graduated reserve 

requirements would do nothing to reduce instability or error in 

monetary policy and might increase such error and instability. 

If precision in monetary control is the issue, the first step 

that should be taken by the Federal Reserve is to establish uni

formity in member bank reserve ratios, as recommended by the 

American Bankers Association more than 20 years ago. In this re

gard it should be recognized that S. 85 or any other plan that 

exempts any class of member banks from reserve requirements, per

petuates a system of graduated reserve requirements. The proposal 

being put forward by the American Bankers Association today clearly 

recognizes this problem and explicitly precludes exemption of any 

class of member banks. 

The plain fact is that a case cannot be made on monetary pol

icy grounds that non-member banks should be subject to the reserve 

requirements of the Federal Reserve System. Moreover, non-member 

banks are not insulated from the effects of Federal Reserve monetary 

policy. Changes in· the discount rate and open-market operations 

affect the cost and availability of funds for banks in general. 

Efficiency of the Payments Svstem 

Efficient use of payment services depends on whether or not such 

services are priced to reflect their costs of production. If prices 

are below costs of production, users of these services will have a 

tendency to waste them. If prices are above costs of production, there 

is an incentive to conserve on the over-priced services and ineffi

ciently substitute other means of meeting the transactions and liquid

ity functions of money. The current practice of providing Federal 

Reserve services free to banks that bear the high fixed cost of mem

bership does not result in prices for payments services which reflect 

their actual cost of production. 

We support explicit pricing of Federal Reserve services as 

necessary to achieving an efficient allocation of resources in the 
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production of pay:nents services. Tcie Federal Reserve has tak2n an 

important step in this direction with the ?ubli~ation oi its ?ro

?OSed price list. As indicated in tha aarly ?art of this atata~ent, 

the American Bankers Association ias contract2d wi-:h .-UlT Associates 

of Cambridge, :1assachuse tts to analyze both the Federal Reser,e 

pricing proposal and the various ~eserve ~equi~ement ?roposals. 

Also as indic:ated, a Pricing Task Force ·.,as established by the Asso

ciation. ¼bile generally supporting the Federal Reserve's initial 

work on ?ricing, our Task Force has identifi2d several major problems 

that remain unresolved. These are descri1::ed in tcie attached letter 

from Task Force Chairman, Donald Buchanan. 

While the explicit ?ricing oi Federal ~eserve servicas i;; impor

tant, pricing alone ~ill not guarantee efficient allocation of resources 

in the production of :Ja:i:nent system services. The burden of maintain

ing large sterile balances at the Federal Reserve introduces another 

distortion in the pricing of these services. The high fixed cost of 

membership incurred in order to obtain Federal Reserve services is 

passed on at least in part in the form oi higher prices for 3ervices 

provided to c·Jstomers of member banks. Thus, explicit pricing without 

elimination of the excessive ~urden oi Federal Reserve membership will 

result in prices being set too high, prompting bank customers to use 

inefficient substitutes for money balances. 

In the long run, reductions ~n the coses ai operating the payments 

svstem come primarily from innovations and technological advances. 

Therefore, it is desirable that pricing should encourage such techno

logical advances. The incentives for technological advances ,ill be 

greatest when the private sector has full opportunity to compete with 

the Fed services. Any price list used by the Federal Reserve should not 

preempt competition from the private sector out should seek to maintain 

the active involvement of the private sector in the ;,ayments system. 

If this objective conflicts at times with the objective of setting prices 

to reflect the Federal Reserve's costs of production, such a conflict 
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should be resolved on the side of promoting competition and techno

logical progress in the private sector with a view that long-term 

benefits to the public will more than offset any short-term costs re

sulting from current price levels. 

Any proposal for changing the current structure of reserve 

requirements should also recognize that excessively burdensome 

mandatory requirements may, in the long run, be self-defeating. Im

posing burdensome reserve requirements on only a portion of financial 

institutions will tend to shift deposits to financial institutions 

that are free of such a burden -- e.g., non-member banks and thrift 

institutions. However, expanding the coverage of these burdensome 

reserve requirements would only provide an incentive for the develop

ment of new institutions and instruments outside the reach of existing 

reserve requirements. Thus, the only feasible solution lies in re

ducing the burden of reserve requirements imposed on member banks. 

Equity Among Financial Institutions 

It has been agreed that the excessive burden of reserve requirements on 

member banks relative to non-member institutions is inequitable. Such inequity 

can be eliminated in one of two ways. The burden on member banks can be relieved. 

Alternatively, a greater reserve burden can be placed on non-member institutions. 

The consensus position of the American Bankers Association takes the former 

approach, as does S. 35 3. S.85 opts for a combination of the two by imposing 

new reserve requirement burdens on large non-member banks, while the reserve 

burdens of member banks are reduced. For a large number of smaller institutions 

the reserve burden is eliminated entirely. Thus, a new form of discrimination 

is instituted based solely on the size of institutions. S. 85 does not eliminate 

inequity; it merely changes.it. Bankers--representing both small institutions and 

large-do not want this kind of a system and we ask that it not be imposed on them. 

If the average level of reserve requirements were fair over the course of an 

interest rate cycle, member banks would not complain when reserve requirements 

were raised temporarily for monetary policy purposes. However, the problem we 
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are addressing has arisen because the burden of reserve requirements has increased 

steadily with the secular rise in interest rates. Congress and the Federal 

Reserve have thus far chosen not to relieve this burden. Why should an additional 

burden be imposed on non-member banks, when the approach of relieving the burdens 

of member banks and thereby preserving the system of voluntary membership has not 

been tried? We have been told that maintaining voluntary membership by reducing 

reserve ratios on member banks is too expensive to the Treasury at a time when it 

is trying to reduce the budget deficit and stem inflation. Yet we are also told 

that the reason for solving the Fed's membership problem is so that it can adequately 

fight inflation. We heartily endorse the goals of maintaining a strong Fed and 

fighting inflation, but the burdens of achieving them should be spread throughout 

society and not merely on banks and their customers. A special tax on banks for 

the purpose of fighting inflation makes no sense from the standpoint of monetary 

policy, fiscal policy or simple standards of equity and fairness. The system of 

reserve requirements based on voluntary affiliation with the Federal Reserve has 

given banks a way of avoiding punitively high reserve requirements when the off

setting advantages of being in the Fed did not seem to warrant continued membership. 

For many years, the system worked well, and it should be continued. The inequities 

present in the current system could easily be corrected by the Fed under our pro

posal. All it would need is the will to do so. 

Our proposal calls for uniform reserve requirements to be imposed on member 

banks regardless of size. In past testimony, the Fed has justified the current 

graduated structure of reserve requirements by stating that the net membership 

burden on larger banks is less than that on smaller banks. The Fed's calculations 

indicate that, even though reserve requirements are greater for larger banks, 

these banks use a proportionately greater amotmt of Federal Reserve services. 
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We have some disagreements with the Fed's methodology which we have communicated 

to them. Perhaps it is more important to note, however, that the attempt to 

calculate net membership burden by size of bank hides more than it reveals. 

Chart 1 of our testimony shows the distribution of net membership burden by 

size of bank as presented by Chairman Miller in recent Congressional testimony. 

Chart 2 shows the distribution of net membership burden by 

size of bank in the sixth Federal Reserve district as calculated by Stuart 

Hoffman of the staff of the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank, using the Board's 

methodology. Net membership burden certainly does not seem to decline as bank 

size increases. Thus, even if the Board's methodology is correct, there is too 

much variation of the net burden within specified size classes for this to be an 

equitable way to distribute the reserve requirement burden. 

While many large banks use Fed services extensively, they are also compet

itors of the Fed in providing payments services to other institutions. The 

current system of graduated reserve requirements has put the Fed in the rather 

unique position of being able to impose a special tax on its competitors. This 

system does not enhance the efficiency of the payments system, and should be 

ended. 

Of course, disputes about the effect of free services on the net membership 

burden by size of banks are irrelevant under a regime where those services are 

priced fairly to all banks. The Federal Reserve has said that it would not 

price its services until its membership problem was solved. Otherwise, the 

problem would only be aggravated. We agree, and offer _our consensus proposal as 

the most promising way of allowing the Fed to effectively manage its membership 

problem under a system of voluntary membership and fair pricing of its services. 
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If equity is truly the crucial issue, we think it requires more searching 

consideration than it has thus far received. The most troublesome part of all 

this apparent concern with equity is that, as Chairman Hiller seated to our Banking 

Leadership Conference on February 14, 1979, "political considerations'' precluded 

action to include mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations, and 

credit unions in any plan for universal reserve requirements. Discussion at this 

conference made it abundantly clear that it would be virtually impossible to 

achieve a consensus in the banking industry on universal reserve requirements 

that_ did not impose the same reserve burdens on thrift institutions as are imposed 

on banks. Our Economic Adviaory Committee, after discussion with over one hundred 

knowledgeable economists on these issues, adopted a position that there was little 

need for reserve requirements on time and savings accounts. Thus, equity might 

be facilitated by relieving these burdens on banks instead of imposing them on 

thrifts. No logical arguments were made by anyone for distinguishing between 

the same kind of deposit at thrift institutions and banks for reserve requirement 

purposes. In any case, for reasons specified elsewhere in our testimony, we 

believe a voluntary approach is the best way to solve the Fed's membership 

problem. We believe the equity problem affecting commercial banks vis-~-vis 

thrift institutions and credit unions can be partially relieved by reducing 

required reserve ratios of member banks but would be worsened by imposing Federal 

Reserve reserve requirements on non-member banks unless the same requirements 

are imposed on thrifts and credit unions. 

Voluntary Membership 

Voluntary membership is one of the unique features of the structure of our 

nation's central bank. The reason for this unique feature is that we have a 

unique banking system. Ours is a decentralized banking system, in which more 

than 14,500 commercial banks serve the banking needs of the public from rural 
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areas and small towns to large complex metropolitan areas. This decencralization 

is the foundation on which our financial system has developed. It is a financial 

system uniquely suited to serving the diverse financial needs of a competitive 

enterprise economy. An attack on the concept of voluntary mecbership in the 

Federal Reserve is, in effect, an attack on the decentralized structure of the 

banking system, and to propose a centralized structure is to propose a structure 

that would be detrimental to the needs of the competitive enterprise structure 

of our economy. 

Public fear of concentration of control of credit and banking resources has 

been one of the most influential forces affecting the structure of our financial 

system. The decentralized structure of commercial banking had its origin in 

the early decades of our nation in the opposition of the states and general 

public to the concentration of political and financial control in the First and 

Second Banks of the United States,.. 

In 1913, the structuring of the Federal Reserve System, with its twelve 

district banks and voluntary membership, reflected that same fear. The Federal 

Reserve System was designed with a view that control of credit should not be 

centralized and that ~SP of central authority should be subject to checks and 

balances. That view is as relevant today, perhaps more so, as in the days of 

Jefferson, Jackson, and Wilson--Presidents whose views and actions shaped our 

decentralized banking system. 

Mandatory membership in the Federal Reserve or mandatory Fed reserve require

ments on all commercial banks portend further concentration of power at the Federal 

level in the control and regulation of banking. The balancing of Federal and 

state power, as articulated in the concept of the dual banking system, has 

facilitated innovation in the banking services and has contributed to the develop

ment of a competitive banking system. Extension of Fed reserve requirements to 
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non-member banks would shift the balance of power towards the Federal level and 

away from the states, thereby posing a threat to the viability of the dual 

banking concept. In supporting the maintenance of the dual banking concept, we 

are not just arguing the case of states rights for its own sake but are arguing 

for maintenance of a balancing of Federal and state power that has worked well 

for the public in the development of our nation's banking system. 

Extension of Federal power in the regulation of banking is currently a 

subject of much concern in the banking industry. The Community Reinvestment 

Act and the Financial Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate Control Act are 

imposing additional costs on commercial banks without commensurate benefit to 

the public. The problems being encountered with the two Acts stem not only from 

the Acts as such but also, and perhaps more so, from the regulations promulgated 

to implement them. If the climate in the banking industry seems especially hostile 

to s. 85 and similar proposals to extend Federal Reserve reserve requirements 

to non-member banks, it reflects a growing concern that Federal regulation is 

being extended too much simply to increase the scope of Federal control. 

The American Bankers Association has consistently supported the independence 

of the Federal Reserve. Voluntary membership is essential to the 

maintenance of that independence. The imposition of Federal Reserve reserve 

requirements on other than a voluntary membership basis would be tantamount to 

compulsory membership or would make membership an irrelevant concept. Without 

a viable concept of membership, resting on voluntarism, the Federal Reserve would 

be more vulnerable than it is today to politically inspired encroachments on its 

independence. 

Reflecting, we think, the benefits of voluntarism in protecting the Fed's 

independence, the membership problem facing the Federal Reserve today is happily 

not the result of political tampering or encroachment on the Federal Reserve's 
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independence. It is the result of a failure by the Federal Reserve to reduce 

in a timely way the financial burden of membership. As discussed in some detail 

earlier in this statement, we recognized more than 20 years ago that required 

reserve ratios on member banks should be reduced and made uniform among all 

classes of member banks. The Federal Reserve made progress towards these goals 

in the latter 1950's and early 1960's but relaxed its efforts too soon to 

forestall the emerging membership problem. 

The relatively high level of required reserve ratios today is not needed 

for efficient and effective implementation of monetary policy. Rather, our dis

cussion of the tools of monetary policy has pointed up the need for improvement 

in monetary policy through changes in the Federal Reserve's discount policy, 

through reduction of the "noise" complicating open-market operations (including 

elimination of graduated reserve requirements), and through more timely reporting 

of data needed for predicting changes in the monetary aggregates. We have also 

cited existing empirical evidence showing that the existence of non-member banks 

has not diluted the efficiency and effectiveness of Federal Reserve monetary 

policy. Indeed, the evidence suggests that non-member banks have contributed 

to stability in monetary policy. In addition, our statement has emphasized that 

relatively high reserve ratios are adverse to efficiency in the provision of 

payments services. Several conclusions are clear. The need for improvement in 

the efficiency and effectiveness of monetary policy lies in other directions 

than extension of Federal Reserve reserve requirements to non-member banks. 

The cause of efficiency in the payments system will be served by reduction in 

required reserve ratios on member banks and by the explicit pricing of Federal 

Reserve services. Resolution of the membership problem is within easy reach 

without casting aside the checks and balances provided by the voluntary concept 

of Federal Reserve membership. 
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The cornerstone of our economic as well as political system is freedom of 

choice. What is it today that tells us that the burden of Federal Reserve 

membership is inequitable? It is the fact that members are using their freedom 

of choice and leaving the Federal Reserve System. That is, the checks and balances 

are working. What is the remedy we find in some of the proposals before Congress? 

It is to eliminate freedom of choice. But eliminating freedom of choice does 

not eliminate inequity; what it does is suppress the problem by eliminating the 

ultimate mechanism by which inequitable treatment is remedied. 

The decline in membership has made clear to the Fed that the financial burden 

of membership must be reduced. Equity will be served by reducing required 

reserve ratios on member banks, as set forth in the ABA' s proposal. Extending 

reserve requirements to non-member banks does not serve the cause of equity. It 

is, indeed, contrary to the concept of equity, which rests on freedom of choice. 

The concept of voluntary membership is too important to the independence 

of the Federal Reserve to be cast aside. It may appear to the Fed that universal 

reserve requirements would resolve the membership problem. However, this is a 

short-run view reflecting understandable reaction to a difficult administrative 

problem. In the long run, maintenance of the Federal Reserve's independence 

will be best served through a voluntary system where the benefits of membership 

are commensurate with its costs. 

Treasury Revenue Problem 

Proposals to relieve the financial burden of Federal Reserve member banks 

while preserving the important concept of voluntary membership have been challenged 

as imposing too much revenue loss on the Treasury. The projected loss of Treasury 

revenues reflects several circumstances. The net earnings of the Federal Reserve 

after certain deductions, are paid into the Treasury. This source of Treasury 

revenue has grown rapidly as the Federal Reserve has accumulated an increasingly 

large portfolio of U. S. Government securities in the process of conducting 

open-market operations to support long-term growth in the currency-in-circulation, 
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net demand deposits, and saving and time deposits of commercial banks. Federal 

payments to the Treasury were only $75 million in 1947; they grew to $543 million 

by 1957, $1,907 million by 1967, and jumped to $5,939 million by 197i. 

Reduction of required reserve ratios would leave member banks with excess 

reserve balances as compared to the present situation. These excess reserves 

could become the basis for an inflationary expansion in the money supply (as 

explained in our discussion of the tools of monetary policy earlier in this 

statement). To prevent such an inflationary monetary expansion the Federal 

Reserve would presumably need to engage in open-market sales of securities to 

eliminate the excess reserves. As the Fed's portfolio of Government securities 

would thereby be reduced below what it would otherwise be, net earnings and 

payments to the Treasury would be correspondingly less. We would like to 

discuss this problem in two contexts. First, the Tr~asury revenue problem is 

:ar less consequential in the short run than it has been made to appear. Second, 

the long-term implications ·of the Federal Reserve being an important source of 

revenue for the Treasury are seriously adverse to the maintenance of the Fed's 

independence in the conduct of monetary policy. 

In his testimony of February 26, 1979 before this Committee, Chairman Miller 

indicated that the net cost of S. 85 to the Treasury would be approximately $60 

million. He also placed the net cost of the Fed's MOD-85 plan at $173 million. 

Using exactly the same method of calculation the cost of the AJ!A's plan would be 

$289 million under the following assumptions: (a) Initial required ratios of 10 

percent on demand deposits, 3 percent on savings deposits and NOW accounts, 6 

percent on short-term time depoists, and zero percent on long-term time deposits. 

(b) The yield on the ABA's proposed Earnings Participation Account would be one

half percent below the Federal Reserve's average portfolio rate, as provided in 

S. 353. The cost of the ABA's proposal would thus be $229 million greater than 

S. 85 and $126 million greater than MOD-85. 
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Chairman Miller emphasized the need for a phase-in period in order to 

reduce the cost to the Treasury. Throughout the discussions on this issue over 

the past year the American Bankers Association has also emphasized the need for 

a phase-in period for two reasons. First of all, again as pointed out by Chairman 

Miller, the cost estimates noted above are "static", i.e., comparisons are made 

assuming instantaneous adjustments. When ''dynamic'' factors are taken into 

account (especially growth in reservable deposits) the cost to the Treasury is much 

reduced. Indeed, analysis based on dynamic factors indicates any cost to the 

Treasury can be eliminated by lengthening the phase-in period. 

Our second reason for concern about the need for a phase-in period has 

been ignored by others, but we think it is very important. A relatively large 

reduction in required reserve balances in a short period of time is likely to 

have adverse effects on the costs of Treasury borrowing. S. 85 would involve 

a reduction of about $8.4 billion in required reserve balances at Federal Reserve 

Banks. If offsetting sales of $8.4 billion of Government securities had to be 

implemented by the Federal Open Market Committee over a short period of time, 

market rates of interest would tend to rise in the Government securities market. 

The Treausry would thus face increased costs on its new issues. It can be argued, 

of course, that the reduction in reserve requirements would free u~ the funds 

needed to purchase the securities sold by the FOMC. However, that argument 

implicitly assumes away the frictions and the dynamic processes of the real world. 

We think that a phase-in period is essential in order to avoid adverse effects 

on the costs of Treasury borrowing. 

The answer to the Treasury revenue problem clearly lies in the use of a 

phase-in period. Once we admit the possibility of a phase-in period, perhaps 

one that avoids any net reduction in the Fed's earnings portfolio, the Treasury 

revenue consideration drops out of the picture as a constraint on proposals to 

resolve the Federal Reser-re membership problem. 
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The ABA therefore believes that agreement should first be sought on the 

following points: (1) The membership problem will be resolved without imposing 

Fed reserve requirements on non-member banks. (2) The burden of membership will 

be reduced through reductions in reserve ratios to 10 percent or less on demand 

deposits, 3 percent or less on savings deposits, and 6 percent or less on short

term time dep__c,sits, and to O percent on long-term time deposits. (3) Uniform 

ratios will be established among member banks, and there will be no exemptions. 

(4) An earnings participation account for the first $10 million of reserves of 

each member bank will be established. With agreement on these points, alternative 

strategies can then be considered for minimizing adverse effects on the Treasury. 

We are confident that once the general dimensions of the change in reserves 

are defined strategies for dealing with the revenue problem can be more readily 

defined and more rationally considered than at present. 

We now wish to comment on the serious implications we find in the fact that 

the Federal Reserve has apparently become a source of significant revenue to 

the Treasury. 

The Treasury-Federal Reserve Accord of 1951 is widely regarded as a landmark 

event in the history of Federal Reserve monetary policy. The Accord released 

the Federal Reserve from any obligation to support the prices of Government 

securities to hold down the interest costs for the Treasury, as it had done 

since 1942. The so-called pegging policy of the 1942-1951 period had vitiated 

the Federal Reserve's ability to control the reserve base of the banking system. 

The Accord affirmed the independence of the Fed from the Treasury in 1951, and 

in the next few years the Fed re-established its flexibility in the conduct of 

monetary policy. 

The imposition of revenue requirements by the Treasury on the Fed is 

equivalent to the obligation imposed in 1942-1951 to hold down the Treasury 

borrowing costs by pegging the prices of Government securities. Whether the 

specific objective is to hold down costs or increase revenues, the net effect 
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is the same. The independence of the Federal Reserve to conduct an independent 

monetary policy is compromised. A Treasury revenue requirement on the Fed 

would clearly violate the spirit of the 1951 Accord. The problem is serious 

enough, we think, to warrant a new Treasury-Federal Reserve Accord making clear 

that the Fed is independent of the Treasury and can conduct its operations without 

regard to effects on Treasury borrowing costs or revenues. 

To what extent have the Federal Reserve's decisions on monetary policy in 

recent months or years been affected by Treasury revenue considerations? Has 

the Fed permitted faster growth in currency-in-circulation and member bank 

reserves in order to increase its holdings of Government securities and make 

larger revenue payments to the Treasury? As bad as it was, the pegging policy 

was at least conducted openly for all to see. A revenue r~uirement--whether 

expressed formally as such or informally as a target or expectation or "ball 

park" figure--is not so open and clear for all to see. Moreover, even good 

and earnest people dedicated to making the best decisions they can on monetary 

policy are not immune to the subtle, ·indirect, and pernicious influence that 

the mere existence of a Treasury expectation may have. 

The Treasury and the Federal Reserve should make full disclosure of corres-

pondence, internal memoranda, and conversations pertinent to Federal Reserve 

payments, past and expected, to the Treasury. An open, public record should be 

established. Evaluation can then be made as to whether the Federal Reserve's 

independence has been compromised or is threatened. Mere assertions that it 

has not been are not good enough. The issue is serious enough that full 

disclosure should be made so that a determination can be made as to whether or 

not the spirit of the 1951 Accord has, in fact, been violated. 

The emphasis placed on Treasury revenue considerations in discussions of 

the Federal Reserve's membership problem has served to alert the banking industry 
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to the longer term implications discussed above. As the short-tenn problem 

of minimizing any loss in Treasury revenues can be handled through a phase-in 

period for reductions in reserve requirements, we should proceed to a resolution 

of the membership problem without dealing here with the longer-term implications 

adversely affecting the Federal Reserve's independence. That is; the issue of 

longer-term implications should be addressed separately from the membership 

problem. There are means of cutting the revenue tie between the Federal 

Reserve and the Treasury, without loss of benefit to the Treasury. However, 

this would involve a basic change in the way in which currency is issued in 

this country. Searching inquiry should be conducted before any specific proposal 

is made. As the means of resolving the membership problem are at hand, we should 

proceed to do so. 
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Conclusions 

In concluding our statement, the American Bankers Association wishes to 

emphasize key points where there appears to be substantial agreement as well as 

essential points of disagreement. 

We think that the areas of substantial agreement are as follows: 

1. The time has come for action to halt the decline in the number 

of banks that voluntarily affiliate themselves with the 

Federal Reserve System. 

2. The financial burden of membership in the Federal Reserve System 

must be reduced. 

3. Reducing the financial burden of membership can be effected through 

reductions in the required reserve ratios of member banks, and as 

proposed by the Federal Reserve, by permitting member banks to 

participate in a portion of the portfolio earnings of the Federal 

Reserve Banks derived from investment of member bank reserve 

balances. 

4. Required reserve ratios on member banks can be reduced without 

impairing the efficiency and effectiveness of monetary policy. 

5. Explicit pricing of Fed services should be established. 

6. Additional reporting requirements should be imposed on all 

depository institutions to give the Federal Reserve data for 

predicting changes in the monetary aggregates. 

Our essential points of disagreement with S. 85 and the Federal Reserve 

are as follows: 

1. Contrary to Federal Reserve assertions based on a fa~lty theoretical 

model, empirical studies have shown that non-member banks have not 

been a source of consequential error, if any error at all, in 

Federal Reserve monetary policy. 
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2. The American Bankers Association firmly holds that the concept of 

,,oluntary membership is essential to maintenance of the Federal 

Reserve's independence in the conduct of monetary policy, whereas 

S. 85 would abrogate this concept. Moreover, the Association 

believes that voluntary membership is an essential aspect of the dual 

banking system, whereby appropriate checks and balances have been 

maintained on the concentration of power at the Federal level. 

3. ~eserve requirements for member banks should be made uniform 

by class and size of banks, and no group of member banks should 

be exempted. 

4. The Association recommends wider ranges than S. 85 for future 

changes in required reserve ratios in order to facilitate further 

downward revisions at the Federal Reserve's discretion. 

· 5. The Federal Reserve's flexibility in resolving the membership 

problem should not be constrained by Treasury revenue considera

tions, which encroach upon the Federal Reserve's independence in 

the same way as the discreuited "pegging policy" of 1942-1951. 

Moreover, the adverse short-term effects that a restructuring of 

reserve requirements implies for Treasury revenues can be 

minimized, and perhaps even eliminated, through a phase-in period. 

We think that our Association has taken a sensible, constructive position 

on this issue. Resolution of the membership problem can be readily effected 

without extending Federal Reserve reserve requirements to non-member banks. 

Maintaining the principle of voluntary _membership does not involve additional 

significant cost to the Treasury. There is no cogent rationale for extending 

Federal Reserve reserve requirements to non-member banks unless such action is 
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part of a total plan to extend such reserve requirements to all other tY]les of 

depository institutions. We think that at the present time the membership 

problem should be considered apart from the issues affecting competition between 

commercial banks and other types of depository institutions. As we have been 

advised that there is no reasonable prospect that truly universal reserve require

ments can be established at this time, we have no alternative but to maintain 

that the Federal Reserve membership problem be·resolved in a manner that preserves 

the optional nature of membership for commercial banks. 
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CHART I 

AGGREGATE BURDEN AS PERCENT OF 
ESTIMATED 1977 DOMESTIC PRE-TAX EARNINGS 
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CHART II 

MEMBERSHIP BURDEN AS A PERCENT OF 
1977 PRE-TAX EARNINGS FOR SIXTH 
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Attrition from the Federal Reserve System has stimulated several proposals by the Federal 
Reserve Board and counter-proposals by Congress which are aimed at solving the problem of Federal 
Reserve "membership burden." The stated objective of the Federal Reserve Board is to stop the 
decline of deposits on which reserves are required, on the grounds that further decline will reduce 
the ability of the Fed to control monetary policy. The Fed has also proposed that services, such as 
check collection, which are provided to Fed members at no cost, would in the future bear a price. if 
and when the membership burden problem is solved. 

The various proposals and bills introduced to date include some or all of five basic policy 
variables: 

I. Universal reserves. Most of the proposals would solve the membership burden by making 
reserves at the Fed mandatory, rather than based on Fed membership which presently is voluntary. 
Most proposals for universal reserves include an ·•exemption level," below which deposits do not 
bear a reserve requirement. Some proposals have included only banks, while others have included 
thrift institutions as well. Treatment of time and savings deposits has also varied among the pro
posals. 

2. Lower and uniform reserve requirements. Present reserve schedules require higher reserve 
ratios, the higher the deposit levels. All proposals to date would simplify these schedules. Reserve 
ratios would also be lowered by all proposals. Some bills have included lower and uniform require
ments without universality. These ··voluntary" plans lower reserve ratios to make membership more 
attractive. Others include both universal and lower, uniform reserves. 

3. Interest on reserves. Some proposals have included interest paid by the Fed on some por
tion of required reserves, as a means of reducing the burden of keeping reserves. Variations of this 
have included the concept of an "earnings participation" which would compensate banks at the 
earnings rate of the Fed portfolio, or slightly less. 

4. Pricing of Fed services. The Fed has declared its intention to price its services such as 
check collection once the membership problem is resolved. Pricing would therefore be an important 
ingredient of any future Federal Reserve policy. 

5. Universal access to Fed services. In those proposals which include a universal reserve 
requirement, Fed services now available only to members would become available to all financial 
institutions covered by reserve requirements. These services would. however, be priced. 

Not all of the proposals include all of these policy variables. However, all m·ust be considered 
in a thorough analysis of the Federal Reserve issue. To our knowledge. this study is the first to 
explicitly and quantitatively consider all of these critical variables as they interact to affect bank 
earnings and operations. 
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In August 1978, the ABA formed a special Task Force to study the implications of these 
proposals for all banks, and for the future structure of the banking industry. Abt Associates Inc. of 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, was selected to assist this Task Force on Fed Policy and Pricing in analyzing 
the probable impacts on banks of the various proposals. Arthur Andersen and Company was awarded 
a subcontract to examine the cost basis for Fed pricing. 

Since August, the Task Force has met three times with the Abt/ Arthur Andersen team. The 
Abt project director, Peter Merrill, and the Abt principal investigator, Paul Horvitz, have presented 
the results of their financial simulation model, and Task Force members have reviewed assumptions 
and suggested modifications to the model. This multiple revision process, which has subjected the 
model and its findings to broad scrutiny, has resulted in interim findings regarding impacts on the 
earnings of eight types of banks, caused by four specific Federal Reserve reform proposals. 

This report summarizes these interim findings of Abt Associates. The report is organized as 
follows. In Section 2.0, we provide an explanation of the model, together with a description of the 
eight types of banks and four proposals or "policy scenarios" on which the findings are based. Sec
tion 3 .0 provides a summary of major numerical results from the model. Section 4.0 examines the 
implications of these findings for two major issues of current concern: the impact of Federal Reserve 
reform on the correspondent banking system, and on the dual banking system. Section 5.0 provides 
other information of a broader nature which the results to date imply. 

2.0 The Federal Reserve Impact Simulation Model 

Abt Associates and Peter Merrill Associates have developed for the purpose of this analysis 
a computer-based simulation of the banking system designed to illustrate the effects of various legisla
tive "scenarios" on several types of banks. We will provide a brief explanation here of the selection of 
bank types, the scenarios examined, and basic operations of the model. · 

Bank Types 

The bank types were selected with the advice of the ABA pricing task force so as to focus on 
those types of banks that would be most affected by the reserve proposals. Since it appeared that the 
correspondent banking system would be significantly impacted, we included a composite of money 
market correspondent banks ("type I" in our simulation), and regional correspondents ("type 2"). 
The pattern of recent withdrawals from the Federal Reserve suggested that large retail-oriented mem
bers should be singled out ("type 3"). These three groups of banks account for about 50 percent of 
total commercial bank deposits in the U.S., though only about 200 of the 14,000 banks fall into 
these categories. 

Many of the proposals under consideration involve mandatory reserves for all banks above a 
specified size (roughly $80 million of deposits under the Proxmire bill and $100 million under the 
Reuss proposal). It was obviously important to analyze the impact on large non-member banks, 
those with deposits of over $200 million ("type 4"). We also included composites of member banks 
with deposits of about $ I 00 million ("type 5") and about $20 million ("type 7"). Non-member 
banks of comparable size were represented in "type 6" and "type 8". 1 We have examined the impact 
on reserves, cash assets, earnings assets and earnings of several alternative scenarios in each of these 
types of banks. The full results will be described in the body of our final report. 

It is recognized that a great many banks in the U.S. have deposits under this $20 million level. However, the im• 
pact of any of the scenarios considered has been found to be the same for banks at $ 20 million and below. There
fore, explicit consideration of smaller banks is not nec~-s~ary. 
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Table 1: The Eight Types of Banks Analyzed 

1. Large money market correspondent. 

2. Regional correspondent: Assets over S1 billion. 

3. Large retail member: Assets over $500 million. 

4. Large retail non-member. 

5. Community member: Assets over $100 million. 

6. Community consumer--oriented non-member. Assets over $100 million. 

7. Community member: Assets about $20 million. 

8. Community non-member. Assets about S20 million. 

Policy Scenarios 

In our work to date with the ABA Task Force, we have analyzed the impacts of many hypo
thetical scenarios, representing most combinations of the policy variables listed above. For the sum
mary report, however, we focused on four specific proposals under current consideration, three from 
the House and Senate Banking Committees, and one from the Fed. The latter, summarized in Chair
man Miller's January 12 letter to ABA President John Perkins, is a suggested amendment to either a 
Reuss or a Proxmire bill. 

The four proposals are summarized in Table 2. All of these proposals have some elements in 
common, but there are differences in approach and detail. All involve lower reserve requirements and 
pricing of Fed services. Three involve universal reserve requirements and an exemption level, to
gether with universal access to Fed services. 

Table 2: The Four Proposals Analyzed 

Reuss Proxmire Tower Fed 
MAJOR PROPOSALS BIii Bill Bill Proposal 

Universal Reserves Yes Yes No Yes 

Exemption: Demand $SOM S40M 0 $10M 

Exemption: Time $SOM $40M 0 $10M 

Reserve requirement: Demand 9.5% 13% 3-10% Reusa 

Reserve requirement: or 
savings deposits 3.0% 3.0% 

1-7% Proxmire 
short-term time 8.0% 6.0% 

long-term time 1.0% 1.0% 0 Schedule 

Earnings Credit No No 1/2% On 10-SODD 
below 10-SOT+S 
Fed Al Fed Rate 
Rate 

The Reuss and Proxmire proposals involve modest differences in the reserve requirements 
against various types of deposits and a difference in the level of exemption. It should be stressed 
that these modest differences produce very different impacts on individual banks. For some banks, 
the impact of the higher requirement on demand deposits in the Proxmire proposal is offset by the 
lower requirement on short-term time deposits. For a bank with a high proportion of demand de-

3 
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posits and a low proportion of short-term deposits, the Proxmire bill will prove to be much more 
costly. This is an illustration of the fact that results for our bank types will not be precisely applicable 
to any individual bank. Banks desiring more precise estimates can make use of the instructional 
material we have provided in a separate self-analysis guide. 

The Miller proposal can be applied to either the Reuss or Proxmire bills; in our analysis, it is 
based on the Reuss bill. It reduces the exemption level from $50 million against demand deposits 
and $50 million against time, to $IO million against each. The Federal Reserve would pay interest 
at the Fed portfolio earning rate (6-1/2% in our version) on those reserves required against deposits 
between the SI O million and $50 million exemption levels. 

The Tower proposal differs significantly in approach from the others. It retains the voluntary 
nature of Federal Reserve membership that exists under our present system. Tower would resolve 
the membership problem by reducing reserve requirements to the extent necessary to make member
ship attractive, or at least to discourage further attrition. Interest would be paid on required reserves, 
at 1 /1% below the Fed portfolio earning rate. Although it is not part of the Tower proposal, our 
analysis includes the effect of the pricing of Federal Reserve services, on the assumption that the Fed 
will price under any "membership solution" scenario. 

Operations of the Model 

The Federal Reserve Impact Simulation Model projects complete financial statements for 
each of the eight bank types, using the logic summarized in Figure I. 

Figure 1: Major Operations of the Model 

Cha-In --. 
Fnt -Ellect: 

Cha-in 
Earnings 1-------i 

·-,.e,_ .. 
on 
No. ...... -· 
Earninga 

As shown in Figure I, the model projects iwo "rounds" of impacts. In the first round, we 
generate the impact of the changed reserve requirements and ·the pricing of Federal Reserve services on 
each of the eight bank types. In a second round. the secondary impact of a universal reserve require
ment and universal access to Fed services with pricing (as contained in the Reuss, Proxmire and Miller 
proposals) is recognized. These features will result in an incentive to non-members to move check 
collection business and balances toward the Fed, and away from correspondent banks. (The major in-
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centives here are newly-required reserves at the Fed, resulting in redundant balances at the correspon• 
dent, together with access to Fed services at prices which are probably lower than correspondent prices.) 

The impact of this second-round reaction can be very significant, both for the non-member 
respondent banks and for the correspondent banks. It is very difficult to estimate precisely the 
magnitude of this reaction. Some evidence suggests it would be very large. The ratio of "due-froms" 
to total deposits for non-member banks is about twice that for member banks: a survey we made of 
about one hundred large non-member banks found that the majority expected to be able to reduce 
their balances with correspondents by over 50 percent. An evaluation of the burden of Federal 
Reserve membership by Board of Governors staff estimated that foreign banks gaining access to 
Federal Reserve services "could reduce their collected due-froms by as much as 50 percent." How• 
ever, our analysis of likely reactions to a loss in volume by correspondent banks and their price 
changes suggests that the impact on the volume of correspondent business will not be as large as some 
have feared. We do believe that a reduction in due-froms of non-member banks on the order of 20 
percent is likely. We conducted our analysis on the assumption of either a 20 percent reduction or a 
50 percent reduction. 

The "typical" financial statements introduced into the model as starting points are composites 
of actual banks in each of the eight types which were selected as representative of a class of bank, 
as described above. The December 3 I, 1977, income statement and the June 30, 1977, balance sheet 
were used. The June 1977 asset portfolios are considered optimal by the model: freed-up reserves 
are distributed over assets proportionately as of holdings on that date. 

3.0 Interim Findings from the Model 

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the impacts 1'n the net earnings before I-axes and securities trans• 
actions of the eight bank types. Only percentage changes in net income which amount to 5% or 
more are shown. Positive or negative changes of less than 5% are treated as non-significant, and are 
displayed as "gray areas" on the tables. In either table, the figure shown is the percent change from 
present (pre-reform) earnings to either post-first-round or post-second-round earnings. 

Table 3: First-Round Impacts: Percent Changes in Net Income 

~ RET RET 100M 100M 20M 20M 

• MMC RC MEM NM M NM M NM 

ReuN +8 +7 + ·20 +13 - +14 -
Fed +7 +5 + -23 +11 - +15 -
Pro:i:mire + + - ·25 +13 - +14 -
T- +21 +20 +21 - +16 - +15 -

First-Round Impacts 

The first-round effects of the Reuss, Proxmire and Miller proposals show similar results for 
our bank types. The money market correspondents show earnings gains of 3 to 8 percent as a net 
result of the reduction in reserve requirements and the increase in cost of Federal Reserve services. 
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The regional correspondents have a smaller gain since the reduction in reserve requirements under 
these proposals is smaller than for the largest banks (which now are subject to a 16-1/4 percent re
quirement against a significant fraction of their demand deposits). Earnings gains for the large retail 
member banks are still smaller, for similar reasons. In fact, under the Proxmire proposal, the large 
retail member banks suffer a reduction in earnings. That is, the cost of Federal Reserve services 
(which they are less able to offset by changes in techniques than the larger banks) outweighs the 
modest gain to them from lower reserve requirements. 

The smaller member banks ("types 5 and 7") enjoy the largest gains, 11 to 15 percent under 
each of the scenarios. These banks, because of the exemptions in the Reuss and Proxmire bills, are 
relieved from all requirements for reserves to be held with the Federal Reserve. To the extent that the 
SI00 million member banks are subject to reserve requirements, they can be met with vault cash. 
The Miller proposal produces similar effects on these banks, since the reserves they must hold with 
the Federal Reserve will draw interest at an interest rate only slightly below the market. 

The situation with respect to non-member banks is quite different. The smaller non-members 
($20 million and $ 100 million) show small declines in earnings, due to the impact of Fed pricing. 
It is the large non-member banks that are, of course, most significantly and adversely affected by 
each of these proposals; the negative impacts on the large retail non-members amount to between 20 
and 25 percent of pre-tax earnings. It should be noted that our composite large non-member bank 
has deposits of about $640 million; the impact of smaller non-members would be smaller and for 
larger non-members slightly greater. It is the fixed dollar exemption that plays the determining role 
here, so that a bank slightly larger than the exemption level suffers only a small loss in earnings. 
There are about 140 non-member banks with over $200 million of deposits, and they hold total 
deposits of about $48 billion. 

The Tower proposal has a different distribution of results. Since membership is voluntary, 
non-members are not directly affected, and presumably would join the Federal Reserve only if that 
were advantageous to them. The reduction in reverse requirements is particularly beneficial to the 
larger member banks and all benefit from the interest paid on reserve requirements. Large member 
banks would have about a 20 percent increase in pre-tax earnings while the small banks would have 
earnings gains of about 15 percent. Non-member banks would have slight earnings declines due to 
the impact of Federal Reserve pricing. 

Second-Round Impacts 

As we have indicated, it is likely that banks faced with this new operating environment will 
make adjustments in their portfolios and in their operations. We analyzed these same three scenarios 
under the assumption that non-member banks would decrease their due-from balances by either 20 
or SO percent. This change offsets some of the effects described above. In particular, this economiz
ing on cash balances allows the smaller non-member banks to show a small increase in earnings. 

The position of the large non-members is improved, but they still suffer a 12 to 15 percent 
decline in earnings with a 20 percent reduction in due-froms. The assumption of a decline in due-from 
balances of non-member banks does not have any significant effect on the retail member banks of any 
size, but it does impact on the operations of correspondent banks. Since non-member banks account 
for about 40 percent of total due-from balances, a decline of 20 percent in such deposits results in 
about an 8 percent decline in the due-tos of the correspondent banks. That loss of business reduces 
the earnings gains of the "first round." This reduces correspondent earnings gains in all cases to under 
5 percent, and, under the Proxmire bill, produces small earnings declines for both money market and 
regional correspondents. The small member banks maintain the large earnings gains reported in the 
first round results. 
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Table 4: Second-Round Impacts: Percent Changes in Net Earnings 

~ RET RET 100M 100M 20M 20M 

• MMC RC MEM NM M NM M NM 

Reuu + + + ·12 (0) +13 +13 +14 +13 

Fed + + + -15(-2) +11 +13 +15 +5 (+14) 

Proxmire - - - •16(-4) +13 ♦13 +14 +13 

Tower +21 +20 +21 - +16 - +15 -

Aggregate Impact on Banking Income 

Rough estimates can be made of the aggregate impact on U.S. bank income of the four pro
posals, after a second round impact which assumes a 20% reduction in due-froms by non-members. 
The proposals would increase the total income in the banking system by the following amounts: 
Miller and Proxmire, .8%; Reuss, 3.6%; and Tower, 13.7%. 

The banks which are generally negatively impacted by the bills include 142 larger non-mem
bers (earning 6% of total banking system income in 1977), 1383 medium-sized non-members (repre
senting 7. I% of total income), and 7514 smaller non-members (amounting to 6.0% of total income). 
Although under most proposals these non-members lose income (the largest loss to a class of bank 
is the $130 million that large non-members lose under Reuss) the medium-sized non-members end up 
after a second-round recovery with an increase of $20 million under Reuss and Proxmire, and smaller 
non-members do even better, gaining $60 million under all but Tower. 

The largest gains, of course, are by members. The 203 banks in the three bank types which 
include large Fed members represent (as of 1977) 55.5% of the total $11,790 million in bank earn
ings. These banks gain a maximum of $1,340 million under Tower, and $140 million under Reuss. 
They lose $160 million under Proxmire, however, due to the second-round reactions by non-mem
bers. Gains by the 1103 medium-sized members (with assets between $50 and 300 million) are 
similarly substantial (from a present $1,370 million to $1,540 million under Reuss, a gain of $170 
million). The smaller members ( 4167 have assets under $50 million) gain $130 million under Reuss, 
Miller, or Proxmire, from a current total of $970 million to a new total of $1,100. 

4,0 Structural Considerations 

The major source of future structural change in the banking system will be the response of 
the larger non-member banks to significant earnings declines caused by increases in reserve require• 
men ts. As we have stated above, the precise magnitude of the reaction by non-members cannot be 
predicted. However, based on numerous interviews conducted with banks across the country, we 
feel confident in expressing the following opinions as to the meaning of our financial projections 
for the future of two major areas of banking industry structure: correspondent banking, and the 
dual banking system which provides banks a choice between state and national charters. 

Correspondent Banking 

The quantitative analysis summarized above, together with many interviews with correspon
dent bankers and customers of correspondents, strongly suggest that any of the proposals which 
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include universal reserves, universal service access, and pricing will have a significant impact on cor
respondent banking. This is not to say that the impact will necessarily be negative, The combination 
of effects reviewed above will lead to a degree of technological and process change, possibly but not 
necessarily accompanied by efficiency gains, in the payments system. Decisions by relatively smaller 
banks to purchase sorting equipment may lead to under-utilization of equipment by the larger banks. 
It is distinctly possible that both the Fed and large correspondent banks will Jose check collection 
volume. In a possible "third round" of adjustments, further changes in pricing and organizational 
innovation by both the Fed and correspondents will determine the extent to which either might 
recover these losses. 

As shown in the second-round analysis, the correspondent bank can end up with improved 
earnings, even though correspondent balances have declined; lower reserve requirements can dominate 
the net effect. However, the more important and profitable the correspondent business to the bank, 
the more likely it is that proposals will have a negative impact, and therefore the more likely that 
the correspondent banks will modify relationships with the Fed. 

What final equilibrium may be reached is impossible to predict due to the uncertainty sur
rounding the future shape of Fed and correspondent actions. Particularly important is the question of 
whether the Fed will willingly suffer reductions in service volume. The Fed has previously stated 
that it would not change availability schedules nor act in a predatory manner in pricing its services. 
Because of the unique position of the Fed, it could probably prevail in any outright pricing competion. 

Dual Banking System 

Much discussion has been given to the impacts of Federal Reserve reform on the dual bank
ing system. We believe that the relationship between Fed policy and charter choice is less predictable 
than some presently claim. Under the present Federal Reserve system, the major determinants of 
charter choice appear to include preference for either state or national regulatory environment, a 
prestige factor, access to Fed services including the discount window, and relative levels of reserve 
requirements. Table 5 suggests how these incentives exist now, and how they would exist after the 
passage of a Reuss, Proxmire or Miller bill. 

Table 5: Positive Incentives for Choice of Charter 

With Unlvanal 
R-
Plu■ ACCNa 

ToStata 
Nonmembershlp 

1 Prefenad Regulator? 
2 
3LowerR--
4 

ToStata 
Membership 

1 PrelemKI Regulator? 
2 
3 
4 Accau to Fad 

To National 
Charter 

1 Pralerrad Regulator? 
2 Prntlge 
3 
4 Acceu lo Fad 

1 Prelemld Regulator? 1 Prelemld Regulator? 1 Preferred Regulator? 
2 2 2 Prntlge? 
3 3 3 
4 4 4 

What this comparison suggests is that it will be primarily a preference for either a state or a 
national regulatory environment which will ultimately determine which type of charter is preferred. 
Our interviews with non-member state-chartered banks indicate that in some states mandatory reserve 
requirements would be enough to "tip the balance" and cause some conversions to national charters. 
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In other states, we do not find this to be the case. Recognizing that a newly-gained access to the Fed 
may have some influence, it nevertheless appears that differences between state and national regula
tions governing lending and investment limits and other important facets of banking will have an 
even stronger influence. 

It is distinctly possible that Federal Reserve reform could lead to changes in state regulations. 
That is, state banking departments may, under a system of universal reserves, be induced to more 
closely examine their policies, when Fed membership ceases to be an important determinant of 
charter choice. 

S .0 Other Policy Considerations 

The problem of membership is sometimes put in terms of monetary policy needs and some
times in terms of equity among banks. While an evaluation of the alternative scenarios (in terms of 
which is "best for banks") is beyond the scope of this report, some objective results can be reported 
which may be useful to ABA policy formulation. 

The Issue of Monetary Policy 

Monetary policy is affected by the size of the monetary multiplier (roughly the relationship 
between the money supply and bank reserves) and, more importantly, by the variability or lack of 
predictability of the multiplier. All of the proposals involve an increase in the multiplier. This is 
least so for the Federal Reserve's universal reserve proposal of July 1978 and most so for the Tower 
proposal. The Reuss proposal involves a $12 billion reduction in reserves held with the Federal 
Reserve while the Proxmire bill results in an $8.4 billion reduction. The Miller proposal, like the 
previous Federal Reserve approach, opts for higher reserve requirements (thus reducing the multi
plier), while mitigating the adverse effect on bank earnings from the higher requirements by paying 
interest on the additional reserves required. 

The Federal Reserve has argued that the conduct of monetary policy is made more difficult 
by the slippage that can occur depending on whether deposits are held by member banks, subject to 
reserve requirements, or by non-member banks not subject to reserve requirements. This source of 
variability in the multiplier is eliminated by all but the Tower proposal since there would be no 
distinction between member and non-member banks. On the other hand, there is now a similar 
slippage that can occur depending on whether reserves are gained or lost by large member banks, 
subject to high reserve requirements, or by small member banks, subject to low reserve requirements. 
It appears that this difficulty would be exacerbated by the Reuss and Proxmire proposals, since the 
large majority of banks would be exempt from reserve requirements, while a small number would be 
subject to relatively high reserve requirements. The Miller proposal mitigates this by having a very low 
exemption, and the Tower mitigates it by having low reserve requirements. The recent ABA meet-
ing of economic advisors concluded that there was less support for the view that the distinction be
tween member and non-member banks poses a greater problem for monetary policy than does the 
difference between reserve requirements on large and small member banks. While this may be a 
point in favor of the Miller or Tower approach, it should be noted that those proposals use quite 
different means of resolving the problem: Miller involves mandatory reserves on all but the smallest 
banks; Tower involves low reserves and interest on reserves to make uniformity of results attractive. 
But this difference means a significant difference in the impact on Treasury revenues. 

Most of the advocates of a change in rules on reserve requirements express concern about the 
effect on Treasury revenue, though it is by no means a settled point that this is a relevant constraint. 
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In particular, it has been argued that if the problem is as serious as the Federal Reserve and some 
others believe, then a rigid limit on the use of Federal Reserve income to resolve it is unreasonable. 
We cannot resolve that issue which is, after all, more a political than an economic one, but we can 
describe the impact of the various proposals on Treasury revenue. The net impact on the Treasury 
comes from three sources: lowered interest income on the Federal Reserve's government securities 
portfolio; income froin new charges for Federal reserve services; and higher taxes from the higher 
earnings of the banking system. 

The Reuss, Proxmire and Miller proposals involve net Treasury revenue loss within the bounds 
that have been discussed as acceptable to the Treasury: $196 million under Proxmire; $272 million 
under Reuss; and $447 million under Miller. The Tower bill, however, would result in a loss, after 
income from pricing, of S719 million. It is important to consider the additional tax revenue to be 
gained on higher bank earnings since on a pre-tax basis the Reuss bill appears twice as costly to the 
Treasury as Proxmire. But the Proxmire proposal generates only a nominal $10 million increase in 
aggregate bank pre-tax earnings while Reuss results in a $490 million increase. 

The Issue of Equity 

The equity issue is equally complex. All of the proposals remove the distinction between 
member and non-member banks that some feel is inequitable under present law. They do this, how
ever, at the expense of creating an even greater distinction than now exists between large and small 
banks (except for the Tower approach). There are, of course, many preferences in existing law for 
small banks deriving in many cases from traditional American concerns with concentrations of eco
nomic power. There is a large body of opinion that holds that such preferences are appropriate and 
worthy of continuation. Others hold that small banks are able to compete on an equal basis and note 
that small banks' earnings are generally significantly better than those of large banks. They argue 
that there is no basis for setting into law a difference in reserve requirements that substantially af
fects the relative earnings of small and large banks. Under Reuss and Proxmire, only several hundred 
large banks would be required to hold reserves with the Federal Reserve. The Miller proposal imposes 
requirements on smaller banks, but they would receive interest on all or a large fraction of their re
serves. It is possible to disagree as to whether these proposals reduce or increase equity in terms 
of the treatment of large and small banks. 

All four scenarios were analyzed assuming the pricing of Federal Reserve services, even though 
such pricing is not mandatory under all the legislation. We believe that the pressures in that direc
tion are strong, in terms of legal issues concerning access to services, efficiency arguments, and the 
need for revenue to offset the loss of Federal Reserve income from other aspects of the proposals. 
The Federal Reserve is seeking to recover about $400 million of costs involved in providing such 
services. They have published a price list for check collection services which· account for about 60 
percent of the total costs involved. We have analyzed the proposed price list in terms of its cost 
justification and its implications for the role of the Federal Reserve in the payments system. 

Our analysis of the Federal Reserve prices, performed by Arthur Andersen and Company, 
concludes that the prices are reasonably in accord with available data on Federal Reserve costs and the 
adjustments for profit and cost of capital that the Federal Reserve has used. Criticism of the prices 
from the banking industry has generally focused on the inadequacy of some adjustments for private 
sector costs, and lead to the view that the prices are slightly lower than they should be. 

We believe that even with the Federal Reserve prices as announced, the Federal Reserve will 
lose a significant volume of check collection business. This conclusion is reflected in our simulations, 
where the impact of Federal Reserve pricing amounts to less than the 4 percent of pre-tax earnings 
that a $400 million income to the Federal Reserve implies. Many banks, particularly the larger cor-
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respondent banks, already have plans underway which will significantly reduce their reliance on the 
Federal Reserve for services. We estimate, in fact, that the Federal Reserve will be unable to generate 
much more than $300 million of income from services. To a considerable extent, this follows not 
from Federal Reserve inefficiency, but from the fact that the Federal Reserve must collect items 
of low value drawn on banks in remote areas. If we are to maintain a uniform value for checks circu
lating in the economy, the Federal Reserve will be providing some services at a loss. 

It should be noted that this view is not inconsistent with the conclusion that correspondent 
banks will also lose volume. Essentially, banks will do more themselves - we expect a significant 
increase in the activity of local clearing houses for example. Correspondent banks may retain volume 
if their prices are lowered, though with the adverse impact on their earnings generated by our simula
tion. 
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AMERICAN 
BANKERS 
ASSOCIATION 

MEMORANDUM 

ABT Simulation of ABA Proposal on Fed Membership 
Should be read in conjunction with the 

"Interim Summary Report" of ABT Associates, Inc . 

11 ZO Cor.necr,cur Avenue.NW. 

\i'l,1~h1nsron. DC 
20036 

.'\BT Associates has simulated the ABA proposal on Fed membership. The ABT 
model distinguishes between first and second round impacts. The first round 
impact indicates the effect of pricing, reductions in reserve requirements, and 
payment of interest on reserves, where applicable. The second round impact 
indicates the effect of changes in check collection patterns and correspondent 
banking relationships which would occur under the imposition of mandatory reserve 
requirements and the granting of access to Fed services to all banks. Since the 
Tower proposal and the ABA proposal maintain the idea of imposing reserve require
ments only on member banks and granting access to services only to member banks, 
the first and second round effects for these two proposals are the same. The 
following table shows the second round effects of various proposals: 

(TABLE 4 on Page 7 of ABT Interim Summary amended to include ABA proposal) 

i~ 

RET RET l00M 100M I 20 20M 
1-M: RC MEM NM M NM M NM 

Bl 

Reuss + + + -12(0) +13 +13 +14 +13 

Fed + + + -15(-2) +11 +13 +15 5 ( + 14) 

Proxmire - - - -16(-4) +13 +13 +14 +13 

Tower +21 +20 +21 - +16 - +15 -

ABA + 9 + 7 + 6 - +17 - +16 -

The ABA proposal is the one that is most beneficial to small member banks. 
It gives more membership burden relief to larger banks than the proposals 
for mandatory reserves, but less than the Tower proposal. Under both the 
Tower and ABA proposals, there is little significant change in the earnings 
position of non-member banks. The Reuss, Fed and Proxmire proposals all 
would entail significant earnings improvement for small non-member banks. This 
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is because the imposition of mandatory reserve requirements, and the granting 
of access to Fed services to all banks enables non-member banks to draw down 
correspondent balances and deal more directly with the Fed. Basically, the 
Af3A and Tower proposals give membership burden relief to all size classes of 
member banks, impose no significant burdens on non-member banks, and are not 
detrimental to the correspondent banking system. The Reuss, Fed and Proxmire 
proposals would entail significant earnings improvement for both member and 
non-member banks under $100 million in size, would impose significant earnings 
burdens on large non-member banks, and would be detrimental to the correspondent 
banking system. 

Reserve Requirement Assumptions Used in Sinrulations 

Reuss Proxmire Tower 

Demand 
Deposits 9.5 13 7 

Savings 
Deposits 3 3 4 

Short-term 
time deposits 8 6 4 

Long-term 
time deposits 1 0 Q 

MM::: 
RC 

Definitions 

money market correspondent 
regional correspondent 

RET MEM 
RET NM 
l00M 
l00NM 
20M 
20NM 

large retail merrber bank 
large retail non-member bank 
$100 million member bank 
$100 million non-member bank 
$20 million member bank 
$20 million non-member bank 

Fed ABA 

9.5 9.5 

3 3 

8 6 

1 0 

(%) 
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February 5, 1979 

The Honorable G. William Miller 
Oiainnan--Board of Governors 
Federal Reserve System 
Federal Reserve Building 
20th and Constitution Avenue, N.\i. 
Washington, D. C. 20551 

Dear Bill: 
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AMERICAN 
BANK£RS 
ASSOCIATION 

1120 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Wuhlngton, O.C. 
20036 

PUSIDlNT 
lohn H Perluns 

1"re11den1 

Cont1ne•u•I lllll'lolt. 
N11110,,..,1 811nk 11nd 

Tru"COfflp11ny 
Cl'll<.IIIJO. llhl'loo, 6069] 

The various areas of ABA are moving along with conferences and meetings and 
all the rest, aiming to1,ard our mid-February session. 

Meanwhile, I thought you might be interested in the attached infonnal report 
to me of the Pricing Task Force which was established last September. As 
noted in the report, our p~ple and ti1e consulta,its worked closely with your 
staff and this seems to have worked verv well. The consultants are still 
at work, particularly in the area of what the impact of the membership pro
posals and the pricing plans might be on different types of banks a..,d differ
ent areas of business. They have developed some very extensive models, and 
we think the results are going to help a lot in ans1,·ering the question of 
where these basic proposed changes may lead as we look a few years ahead. 

Obviously I recognize that this kind of thing--no matter how well done-
cannot give any answers but at least we hope it will help our bankers in 
a..,alyzing the issue. You will appreciate that these are comm1ttee views and 
not an official policy statement of the ABA. But they do indicate the consen
sus of one group of well informed bankers and the questions on their minds. 
I hope you will find them useful. 

Best wishes and looking forward to seeing you next week. 

Sincerely, 

John H. Perkins 

JHP:lo 
Enclosure 
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February 5, 1979 

~tr. John H. Perkins 
President 
. .\merican Bankers 
1120 Connecticut 
ll'ashington, D. C. 

Dear John: 

Association 
AYenue, \.ll'. 

20036 
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AMERJCAN 
BANK£RS 
ASSOCIATION 

I 120Con~cr1cur ~ ... e.,l,f!' \. ',\ 
\.\',-5,r,,-.gro., OC 
20030 

I am 1,Titing you in r:t\' capacity as chaiman of the Pricing Task Force 
established by the .-\nericar. Bankers Association last Septer:iber. The role cf 
the Pricing Task Force has been to provide an interface ben-een the .-\ssociation 
and the ABT Associates·.~rthur .~derson research team e~loyed to stud,· the 
effects of Federal Resen·e pricing of services. 

ABT Associates and Arthur .~derson i-ill present their findings, as inde· 
pendent consul tan ts, in an oral report to the Go\'ernr.ient Re lat ions Council 
on February 14, 1979, and in a 1,Titten report as soon thereafter as poss}ble. 
The Pricing Task Force does not plan to present a report, as it Kas established 
not to make policy recor.rnendations but to serve as a source of information and 
as a sounding board for the independent consul tan ts. · Hoi-e\·er, the members of 
the Task Force, at their last meeting, thought that it 1,ould be appropriate 
for me to supply you 1,ith sone comments on the Federal Reserve' s proposed price 
schedule. 

First of all, the Task Force members are appreciative of the cooperation 
and responsiveness of Federal Reserve staff in supplying infonnation to the 
ABT Associates-Arthur .~derson research team. The general feeling of the Task 
Force has been one of approbJ.tion for the professional 1,ay in 1,hich the Federal 
Reserve has proceeded in this very difficult assignment of de\·eloping a i,rice 
schedule for its ser\'ices. -~ ::i,· cor::-.ents ,,ill indicate, · .. e find sor.e deficien
cies in the proposed scheJule of charges, but our main area of conc~m i, not 
with the Fec!eral Resen·e's eE)rt at staff le\·el to deri\·e a price sc:-:eJule 
from available cost d.'.lta. Our main concern is that there is need for fuller 
articulation of principles t 11at 1,ill guide the Federal Resen·e in the future 
in the prevision and pricing of service;;. In short, it 3ppears to us that the 
Board of Governors should give future consideration to 1,hat might be called 
the philosophy of future pricing policy. 

Throughout the discuss ions of the past several months, the Task Force 
members have been in clear a:,;reemen t that exp 1 ic it pricing of Federal Rcs0rw 
SE:rvices is dcsir3ble. \l'e concur, al,o, in the vie,, that pricing of s0n·ic0, 
should not be initiated, h01,ever, until there is at least a c01r:.1en,urate 
reduction in the cost burden ~osed on meniber banks by the> current structure' 
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and level of reserve requirenents. In the absence of some reduction in the 
cost burden of reserve requirencnts, pricin;: of s~rvices 1,ould, of course, 
exacerbate the Federal Resen-c's "menbers!1ip proi1len." The Task Force qui:e 
deliberately refrains from corr:ent ing on the \·arious proposals that ha\·e been 
put fornard for re sol \"ing the "membership problen." \ie have, of cour;,e, con
sidered these various proposals in our discussions of the pricing issue, but 
all i;e are prepared to say, at this point, is that implementation of a pricing 
program by the Federal ReserYe should not be undertaken unless the cost burden 
of resen·e require1:1ents on nenber banks is reduced in at least a comensurate 
degree. 

The price schedule proposed by the Federal Resen-e in its statenent of 
:-;o\·er.ber 16, 1978, on "Systen Program for Pricing Federal Reserve Sen•ices" 
is incor:iplete in several res;iects. 

1. 

3. 

The proposed prices pertain to sen-ices accounting for onl,· 38; of 
Federal Reserve e:s--;iendi tures for sen-ices to be priced. 

Tne Federal Reserve has indicated that cifferer.tials i;i prices ra:: 
be established for Federal Reserve offices of areas •.,ithin Federal 
Resen·e districts. HOl<ever, the geo;raphical differentiation in 
the :-;o\·e::-ber 16, 1978 schedule did not proceed beyond Federal Resen-e 
districts. 

The definitions of types and levels of serrice need to be rnre 
detailed and specific. The Federal Resen·e has said, in its ne.::o-
randl.l!'.l of :-;ove::iber 16, 1978, on "Questions and .-ms1,ers on Pricin~" 
that it "feels the level of service no,, provided is appropriate and 
does not intend to change "·hen pricing is initially iqler.cented." 
Ho,,ever, the definitions included in the proposed schedule of prices 
are sufficiently terse that significant changes in sen·ice le\·els 
could be made before pricing is initiated. 

The degree of incor,pleteness in the Federal Resen-e' s propos:11 is so 
great thJ.t no bank can be certain about the effects that Fecieral Resen-e 
pricing h'ill ha\·e on co::;ts of operation. \\'e suspect that man;-- b3r.k5 h:1.\"e beE'n 
ahaiting further annoLL"Ce~,ents from t!:e Federal Re,en·e CJefore co:--r-.entin~ on 
the ~;ropo.-.::_•3. prici..J1::; ;1 ro_~:::i.1. T:1is \·.J..S ti1c po~ture of the T:1...:J'\ Force until 
its last ;·-2eting \\·~1en he deciCed th~t co:··~•:cnt, si:ould he :-c-nt to you e\·cn 
though future annOLJiccr--:·nts b)' the Federal Re,cn·e mi_;'1t require reco::sder:i~ion. 

Let me tum nm, to the ~ropo;ed price sches.:ule as such. Except for the 
proposed char cies on . .\utomated Clearing and Sett le□ent Services, the price 
schedule appears to be consistcmt i;i th Federal Resen·e costs as reflected in 
the PACS data. As with an:· cost accounting sptem, the reliability of the P . .\CS 
data can, of course, be questioned 1,ith respect to the appropriateness of 
assunptions and allocation procedures. As PACS "·as developed over a pcric,J 
of several years as part of a ;;eneral cost control s:·stcm for the Fedcr.1! Rc,cn-c 
before the pricing issue reached its current k•:el of contro\·ersy, the fJ,k 
Force members do not bclien:, thJ.t P.-\CS data reflect any intent ion:il hi:i, to 
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understate the costs of services. As I have said, the general feeling of the 
Task Force was that the Fed's staff had done a good job in a difficult assign
ment. At the same time, the Task Force found several reasons for suggesting 
that the Federal Reserve reconsider its proposed prices. 

Past capital budgeting decisions. Several irembers of the Task Force noted 
that in the past at least some Federal Reserve decisions in the acquisition of
plant and equipment have not been made in the standard format of capital budget
ing decisions in which a cost is assigned to internal capital. Also, such 
decisions have been made without regard to the tax consequences that would affect 
a private firm. Federal Reserve decisions may therefore have been biased in 
favor of purchasing plant and equipment, especially computer equipment, rather 
than leasing such facilities. To the extent that the proportion of purchased 
plant and equipment in the Federal Reserve is larger than in private firms 
engaged in the same service area, the Federal Reserve's costs, as estimated 
by conventional accounting procedures, would be lower. Consequently, depreci
ation charges, based on original costs, would influence the Federal Reserve's 
costs TIXlre than those of a private firm. That is, in a period pf rising 
prices for plant and equipment, the Federal Reserve's accounting-derived costs 
reflect underestimation of replacement costs to a greater extent than in private 
firms where capital budgeting procedures have resulted in relatively less reli
ance on purchased plant and equipment. The Federal Reserve should recognize 
that past practices in the purchase of plant and equipment have probably resulted 
in a downward bias in the current cost estimates and should inquire into the 
extent to which an adjustment may be needed to make its prices reflect costs 
more comparable to those of the private sector. 

Private sector adjustment. The private sector adjustment of 11 per cent 
is too low. The adjustment was derived by the Federal Reserve by assuming a 
50/50 debt-equity split, an income tax rate of 45 per cent, before-tax debt cost 
of 9 per cent, and after-tax return of 7 per cent on equity. We presume that 
the before-tax debt cost would be adjusted from time to time to reflect changing 
market conditions, and the Federal Reserve's assumption for the period in 
question seems appropriate. However, the amount of debt in relation to equity 
should not exceed one dollar of debt for every two dollars of equity, consistent 
with the regulatory restraint under which member banks operate. Also, the 
assumed after-tax return of 7 per cent on equity is clearly low when compared 
with the average of around 12 per cent on bank equity in recent years. If the 
Federal Reserve were to assume one dollar of debt for every two dollars of 
equity and after-tax return of 12 per cent on equity, the private sector adjust
ment would be 14.9 per cent instead of 11 per cent. We think that an adjust
ment of 14.9 per cem: is the minimum the Federal Reserve should consider. Some
thing Ill)re than 14.9 per cent could be justified, we think, by basing the adjust
ment on the actual ratio of long-term debt to equity in banks and by recognition 
that the bank equity market indicates that the average return on equity in 
recent years has been less than it should be. 

A private sector adjustment of 14. 9 per cent, instead of 11 per cent, would 
increase TIXlSt of the Federal Reserve' s proposed charges by between one-tenth 
and two-tenths of a cent. This may seem a relatively small amount. However, 
the Federal Reserve does differentiate its charges by amounts as small as 
one-tenth of a cent, and a change in the private sector adjustment should 
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therefore not be regarded as insubstantial. Also, the large volurr.es involved 
in the activities being priced make one-tenth of a cent a difference of some 
consequence. 

Consequence of marketin;;: pYogra..rn. It is to be expected that i.rnpler.i.entation 
of Federal Reserve pricing of services will include a marketing program for 
Federal Resenre services. It might be argued that a part of the current bank 
and public relations program of the Fed is a marketing program for sen.rices. 
In any event, there should be sor.:.e direct allocation of marketing expenditures 
to the cost of services, either on the basis of current or anticipated market
ing programs. The adjusment in proposed charges 1,;ould be relatively sr.iall, 
but it should not be overlooked . 

. --\utomated Clearing House and Settlement Senrices. The Task Force members 
are deeply concerned about the long tenn implications of the Federal Resen°e' s 
proposed prices for AGI services, and by the Fed's failure to specify whether 
these services will be prices to ,\.CHA I s or directly to user institutions. 
Both questions- -the 11How derived" and the 11To whom directed11 - - are likely to 
h,:\'e r:i.ajcr impact on the continued viability of automated clearing houses and 
on the motivations anJ ability of the private sector to develop cornpetini systems. 

Prior ABA nositions have ma<le clear the industrv' s finn conviction that 
ultimate AG-f prices should encourage the development' of private sector alter
n:1ti ves as a means of improving the overall efficiency of the payments system. 
The current Fed policy of providing a temporary subsidy for electronic items 
necessitates further elaboration on their part as to the intent of the subsidy 
both in tenns of its dur::ition and per item cost. Members of the Task Force 
!:.old the view that a Fed strategy to build electronic i tern volume by pennanently 
subsidizing the price for the exchange and settlement of those items at the 
Fed will seriously undermine the development of an efficient pay1nents system. 
The proposed Fed price for an AG-I item is one small component of the total cost 
to an originator of such an item. The corporate decision to utilize electronic 
debits, and/or credits is based on the overall benefits calculated by the origi
nator, \'ersus his total cost of utili:ing the present paper-based system. To 
the extent the marketplace is not driven by the Fed's price for the exchange 
and settlement of these i terns, Fed pricing will probably have a modest impact 
on building volume, but a major impact on preempting the development of private 
sector al tematives. 

TI1e Task Force is also concerned that, by pricing Automated Clearings and 
Settlement Services directly to user ins ti tut ions, the Federal Reserve will 
undennine the viability of the Automated Clearing House Associations. When 
added to certain current practices of the Federal Resenre, direct pricing seems 
part of a pattern of tactics to weaken the AG-IA' s. Currently, the Federal 
Reserve is processing certain collection items as cash items and is failing to 
provide proper warranty for items of institutions that are not members of an 
AO--L..\. In this regard, it should be noted that the Federal Reserve is not using 
the avJ.ilable originator status coder in processing AO-I i terns. Without the 
originator status co<le, a receiving bank c:mnot distinguish beti,'een AOiA-mernber 
items and non-member items; the result is that the bank does not know i~·hich 
items are subject to Alli4. 1~·arranty and 1.vhich are not. 3y not facilitating 
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this distinction, tl1e Federal Resen/e i1as imposed on Alli!\. members the costs 
of h·arranty of non-member items h'hereas the Federal Reserve itself should be 
responsible for assuring proper warranty of non-member items. 

The proposed charges for .--\utomclted Cle3.ring and Settlement Services o.nd 
the problems affecting AG{A 1 s are of significant concern in themselves. The 
Task Force members also find in these matters reason for considerable uneasiness 
about the direction of Federal Reserve pricirig policy in the future. The 
need for fuller articulation of principles, or guidelines, is thus Lmderscored. 

Pricing differentials. The Task Force generally agrees with the apparent 
rationale tor differentiating charges by Federal Reserve district and by type 
of sen'ices. We 1'iould note, hm,ever, that such differential pricing is at 
\·arii:mce with prevailing practice in the private sector. There is some belief 
that the private sector h"ill probably move to a differentiated schedule and 
that such a rr.ove 1.,mlld be a good thing. An opposing vie,.~· suggests th::t admini
strJ.tion of a differentiated schedule of prices may involve mre trouble and 
e>--pcnse than ~v·ould be justified bv additional revenues. It is possible that 
the private sector Ifill rove toh·ards J. schedule that is differentiated but less 
so than the Federal Reserve's. The ultimate outcome ,.,.;ill, of course, depend 
on competition, and at the present time that outcor..e cannot be predicted with 
:my degree of confidence. 

Federal Reserve fl cat. In its .'iovember 16, 1978 statement, the Federal 
Reserve observed that "the value of float is not included in the prices for 
check services. 11 On Januarv ..J., 1972, Q-iainnan ~tiller sent to Senator Pro:ooire 
answe-c·s to a set of questiofls h·here, in response to one question, a general 
reference was made to "alternative strategies" for dealing with the problem 
posed ½y Federal Resen'e float. We sunnise that "alternative strategies" 

include (a) adjustment of availability to reflect actual collection time, 
as the general practice in the priv::ite sector, (b) commitment of additional 
resources by the Federal Resenre to reduce collection times, and/or (c) regu
lati.ons aimed at reducing or segregating the presentation of items that cannot 
nornally be collected \~·ithin the times provided by the prevailing availability 
schedule. The simplest solution to the flo;:it problem 1\·ould appear to be the 
:idjustment of Federal Reserve availability to reflect actual collection time. 
Hm,'ever, the elimination of float would make the Federal ResenTe check-clearing 
services less attractive than they are today, and the Federal Resenre v.;ould 
incur some additional expense in matching t:le availability of a particular item 
to its collection time. The nee<l for commitment of additional resources to 
reduce Federal Resenre collection tires is not apparent, and Federal Resen·e 
costs would, of course, be increa..:.ed. The elimination of float through adjust
ment of availability to reflect collection time or through increased expen<li
turcs to reduce collection time may be a "no-win" situation in that the compe
titive nosition of the Federal Reserve rnav be adverselv affected in either case. 
1:ie are,· therefore, concerned that the Fe<ler:1 l Reserve, may seek to deal 1.:i th 
the float problem through restrictive re1:,rul.1tion. Such an 't>'□ulJ. 
JcnDnstrate that the Federal Reserve is unhilling to accept 
competition in the ~arket for d1eck-cle.:1ring services. 
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of interest, such as the 91-day Treasury bill rate or the Federal funds rate, 
the value of Federal Resenre float in recent vears would exceed the cost of 
Federal Reserve services. Pricing to include, the value of float \,;ould be a 
very complicated procedure, for the value of float would vary item to item. 
If, however, the senricing of items were priced to include the value of float, 
the average price per i tern would be at least two to three times the average 
iIT4Jlied by the price schedule proposed on November 16, 1978. 

The Federal Reserve I s allusion to 11al temati ve strategies11 to deal with 
the float problem is disquieting. Depending on what these strategies may 
prove to be, additional costs could be imposed on banks in a relative magni
tude of at least two or three tirres the costs that rr.ay be associated with 
the price schedule of :-Jovember 16, 1978. 

I would like to devote the rest of this letter to the basic area of 
concern to the Task Force. The foregoing cor:ments, es:-iecially on Automated 
Clearing and Settlement Senrices and on Federal Resen·e float, illustrate this 
basic area of concern, as to what might be called the philosophy of Federal 
Resenre pricing policy. 

What factors will influence Feder1l Reserve pricing decisions in the 
future? How will decisions be made about changing the levels of existing 
services? What considerations will affect decisions about the introduction 
of new services'? Will the Federal Resenre react to changes in competitive 
prices and changes in volume as a private sector finn would do? Or, will the 
Federal Reserve react as a lll1ique government bureacracy? Or, will reactions 
be based on the Federal Reserve playing some new role as a maximizer of 
Treasury revenues? 

The Federal Reserve has said (in its 0iovember 16, 1978 statements anJ 
elsewhere) that charging for services is part of a 11comprehensive plan to 
enhance competitive equity among depository iI1sti tut ions and encourage compe
tition to improve both the effecti vcness and cost of the payments mechanism. 11 

In further explanation, the Federal Reserve has said: "Service charges are 
expected to encourage m::ire efficient use of payments facilities and to provide 
incentives for innovations that reduce costs. For example, pricing of check 
collection services will provide incentives for banks to do rrore check pro
cessing themselves and to set up additional local clearing arrangements. 
Therefore, the opporttmities for the private sector to compete with and improve 
upon Federal Reserve services would be enhanced." .--\11 this sounds very encour
aging to the private sector, but then the Federal Reserve adds: "Ybreover, 
service charges will provide the System with additional revenues to minimize 
the impact of the meITbership plan on the Treasury." The underscoringoTtfie 
word 11minimi:e11 is the Federal Reserve' s and can be read as suggesting that 
there are limits, perhaps close limits. to the extent to '.-,-hich the Federal 
Reserve 1-:ill tolerate cornpeti tion from the private sector. :-\Jdi tionally, 
the federal Keserve has stateJ that it riis still considering the issue of how 
prices are to be administered." Reference is □a<le to ''Jue regard for competitive 
conditions" and nneed to maintain a basic level of payments services nationwide." 
Such allusions raise more questions th2.n they a.tswer. Will decisions on changes 
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in prices be Jelegate<l to the Federal ;.eserve bank level or retained at the 
Board level? roes "due regard for cornpeti ti \·e conditions" mean that prices 
may be pennitted to cii-:ers;e si~ificantly from Federal Reserve costs? ·what 
is a "basic level of payments ;;enrices natiom.;ide'?" 

If the Federal Reser.re operated as a private £inn, with the need to meet 
the tests of the marketplace for debt and equity issues, its behavior ¼'ould 
be fairly predictable. The fact is that the Federal Reserve is not a private 
£inn but is a very special type of government agency. Its behavior cannot 

Sheet '\io 7 

be predicted on the basis of economic or market forces, for it is subject to 
influence from the Congress, from its mm internal bureaucracy, from the views 
of its leadership as to the role and mission of the Federal ReseTTe in the 
payrnents system, from its history as a powerful regulatory agency, and from 
its power to create money an<l thereby command resources on a larger scale. 
am not criticizing these sources of influence. '.Vhat I 3Jll trying to do is 
make clear that the future pricing policy of the :Federal Reserve is affected 
by much greater tmcertainty than would be the case if the Federal Reserve were 
a private £inn. TI1is means that any private \'enture to compete with the 
Federal ReseTTe is subject to a greater Je6ree of risk than 11ould exist if all 
competitors were private firms. Put auite simnly, the Federal Reserve not 
only as a "deep pocket" to support 2.ny con:petitive posture it might wish to 
take take but also can change the rules of the game in ways that would disadvan
tage private competitors. 

In view of the Federal Reserve' s stated intent of facilitating more compe
tition in and from the private sector and of encouraging cost-reducing innova
tions, a fuller statement of criteria or guidelines for future pricing policy 
would help make such an intent credible, It is important that an additional 
effort be made to reduce the degree of tmcertainty now affecting future 
pricing policy. 

I hope that my coITDTients have been successful in distinguishing between 
our reaction to the proposed price schedule as such and our concern with the 
fundamental question of how future pricing policy h'ill be determined. As I 
have said, the To.sk Force members believe that explicit pricing of Federal 
Reserve services is desirable. \\'e wish to make clear that our position is 
based on the expectation that such pricing would take the fonn of charges to 
be paid in cash rather than analysis charges against balance credit. We hope 
that progress will be made toward irrplmentation of explicit pricing by the 
Federal Reserve. As our corrnrents indicate, we think that there is need for 
further constructive consideration and dialogue with the Federal Reserve not 
only on the proposed price schedule as such, Uut also, and more importantly, 
on issues that reach beyond the proposed schedule and affect the future develop
ments of a payments system. 

Sincerely, 

Donald D. Buchanan 
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MEM>RANDUM: The Fed's Error about Non-~er Banks and M:metary Policy 

FRll-1: Oiarles F. Ha~ 

Chairman Mi.Her has made frequent use of a chart purporting to show that 
the potential error in predicting grCMth rates in the M-1 m::,ney supply 
increases as the proporticn of total deposits in l!e!Der banks decreases. 
The Chairman's chart is based on a speculative !IDdel attributed to K. Kopecky, 
D. Parke, and R. Porter in a Fed "Office Correspondence" meiro of Noveni:>er 7, 
1978. For short, ,;;e will call it the KPP meiro or m:xlel. The m:xlel was 
discussed by Kopecky and Porter at the ABA conference of January 18, 1979, en 
the role of reserve requirEm!nts. Very few of the participants had studied 
the KPP mew. The general reacticn was that little ..eight should be attached 
to the IIDdel because empirical studies have sh= that non-nmber banks have not 
been a s=ce of error in m::,netary policy. 

The IIDSt thorough empirical study on this subject is by Dennis R. Starleaf, 
Professor of Eccnanics, Iowa State lhi.versity, in an article entitled 
"Nonmember Banks and Monetary Control," which appeared in the September 1975 
Jruma.l of Finance. Starleaf concludes his study in this way: ''Ncne of the 
tests reported in this paper supports the contention that FRS reserve requireIIE1.ts 
are needed en nam!llber banks for precision in l!Dnetary ccntrol. Indeed, all of 
the tests indicate that the nammber banks have been a m:xlerate source of 
stability for Federal Reserve ccntrol of the m::,ney stock -- without nonmember 
banks Federal Reserve control would have been slightly 11Dre mstable than it 
was in fact. Of course, the namenber bank data are of poor quality as CCl!lpared 
to melliler bank data. Better d,,.ta on nonner.ber bank activities might result 
in just the opposite conclusions, but, in the absence of t.'lis better data, 
there is no way of knowing." 

Starleaf hardly seeilB to be grinding any axe. In fact, his article is a m:xlel 
of scholarly, dispassionate, tedious analysis. The facts show that noo.-nent>er 
banks have not been a source of instability. If he had better data on non-meai,er 
banks, i.e., mre frequent reports on their volum of demand deposits and cash 
holdings , he might have different findings, but then again he might not. 
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In the I-larch 1978 Journal of Finance, we find an article by K. Kopecky (one 
of the developers of the KPP m:xlel), entitled ''NcmetIDer Banks and ~irical 
Measures of the Variability of Reserves and Money: A Theoretical Appraisal." 
Kopecky does not quarrel with Star leaf's eupirical findings ("This paper does 
not dispute the ~irical measures ... "). What Kopecky challenges is Starleaf' s 
suggestion that Federal Reserve policy might have been 11Dre unstable in the 
absence of ncmetIDer banks. A brief explanation will be facilitated by the 
use of two syobols. Let lln stand for the deposit llllltiplier for IIEIIDer !,anks, 
and Db the deposit aultiplier for all CamErcial banks. Starleaf found that 
lln was 11Dre unstable than Db, and he suggested that Db might becam as unstable 
as lln if there were no ncrmE11Der banks. Kopecky develops a theoretical 
arguoont to the effect that Db would becCl11:! DDre stable under a system of 
universal reserve requirem!!llts. Kopecky, however, falls victim to too auch 
manipulation of syubols without reco~ing that the paraIIEter values behind 
these syubols change fran one system of reserves to the other. 

Kopecky thinks that he has shown that Db would becCl11:! DDre stable under a system 
of universal reserve requireIEnts, but, in fact, his = mathematical expressions , 
when assigp.ed proper paranEter values , indicate that Db would becane as unstable 
as lln. Kopecky does dawnstrate, in a rare ncn-mathematical expositicn in one 
paragraph, that Im might becane l!Dre stable under a system of universal reserve 
requirements, but it cannot be sh= that lln under universal reserve requirements 
would be as stable as Db under the present system. In the end, it is to 
his credit that he says: "In ccnverting. to a URR regine the variation in the 
two ratios can change in a manner that cannot be un~vocalltll!redicted fran the 
current relati~ in the variabilm of the two ratios. I I s underscoring) 
I think that Star would concede ·s. It does_n't alter in any way Starleaf's 
illpressive eupirical findings that the IIEIIDer bank llllltiplier has been DDre 
unstable than the all bank llllltiplier and that "non--llE!IIDer banks have been a 
!lDderate source of stability for Federal Reserve control of the DDneY stock." 

Before !lDving on to the KPP Dll!IID, we would note that Kopecky' s Joumal of Finance 
article suggests that ~tion of SClle banks fran reserve requirerrents under a 
system of miversal reserve requirE!m!!nt (as in H. R. 7) could make the all bank 
!DJltiplier l!Xlre unstable than under the present system of reserves. He does 
not address this question directly, but one of his derivations indicates that 
instability in the all ballk llllltiplier is increased if there is variation in the 
reserve ratio for aie seFJll!llt of the banking system. With SCl11:! banks exenpted 
fran legal reserve requirerrents , variation in their actual reserve ratios over 
time would be likely. 

The KPP mem:, is caicemed with the possible effect of inter-bank deposit flows 
ai the predictability of M-1 growth rates. Are shifts of deposit fran meIIber 
banks to nonneiber banks , or vice versa, a source of unpredictable errors? They 
argue that such shifts are a source of unpredictable errors and that the ma!lllltude 
of the unpredictable errors will get larger as the proportion of deposits in 1IB1Der 
banks declines. Although the description of their analysis in the Ncvenber 7, 1978, 
Dll!IID is rather sketchy, it appears to be affected by at least three erroneous 
assuqitions. 
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First of all, however, let's get clearly in mind what the unpredictable part 
of all this is. The inter-bank deposit flc:Ms are taken to be the unpredictable 
variable. That is, inter-bank deposit flows are treated as a randan variable. 
\.hat happens after an inter-bank flow oc=s is ~dictable. The problem posed 
by deposit flows beo.een member and IlOlllll!l!ber b can be reduced through 
reporting requirEm!nts. With actual data on such deposit DOVe:tEnts , the range of 
erratic variation could be better defined and its significance assessed. 

In other words, the KPP cxxlel may or may not be a reasonable representaticri of 
randan variation in actual deposit flows between mem,er and ncmenber banks. 
We think that the mxlel overstates such randan variaticri in two ways. 

(1) The KPP tne11D assures that the probability that a given check is 
written on a meaber bank is equal to the ratio of ''aember bank 
private demand deposits to total private demand deposits," which 
they desigpate as k. The probability that it is written on a non
member bank is then (1-k). These ratios become key parameters in 
their IJX)del. Correct specification is therefore iIIportant. 
Unfortunately, the specificaticri is faulty. 

Leaving aside for the IIXXll!llt the questicn of "en-us" items, the 
=t of a check has four possible outcanes : (a) Written on a 
member bank, it can be deposited in a member bank. (b) Written 
on a member bank, it can be deposited in a non-nerber bank. (c) 
Written on a normiemer bank, it can be deposited in a member bank. 
(d) Written on·a ncnIEIII)er bank, it can be deposited in a ncnIEIII)er 
bank. The relevant probabilities are not just k and (1-k) as assured 
in the KPP IIBID. The probabilities are kk, k(l-k), (1-k)k, and (1-k) 
(1-k). Two of these probabilities -- k(l-k) and (1-k)k -- pertain to 
deposit flows beo.een meaber and nonmember banks. These two parameters, 
rather than k and (1-k), should have been used in the KPP lll!lX). 

The significance of the difference in specificaticn of these two 
parameters can easily be damnstrated. Assure that k, the ratio of 
meaber bank deposits to total bank deposits, is 0. 7 and that 1-k 
is 0. 3. We have t.ien the following matrix: 

Probabil~2ic°f Check being Written on: 
Meniler Ncii-Meiiber Bank 

Probability of 
Checks being 
Deposited in 0. 7 0. 3 TOTALS 

Meaber Bank 0.7 
Nora!Biber Bank 0.3 

TOrALS 

0.49 
0.21 

0.7 

0.21 
0.09 

0.3 

The variance of a binani.al distribution is found by nultiplying the 
mmier of events (such as tosses of a coin) by the probability of a 
favorable event (say, heads) nultiplied by the probability of an 
unfavorable event (tails) -- crom:,nly written as npq. 

0.7 
0.3 

1.0 
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The square root of npq is called the standard deviation, which is 
a maasure of dispersion or randcm variation in a distribution. 

AssUIIE: that 100 coins are bei..11.g tossed simlltaneously and that this 
exercise is repeated man7, tines. The average nU!Der of heads 
(asswring the coins are 'fair") would be 50 per 100 tosses. The 
variance ,_,,uld be 100 cures D.5, the probability of a head, tures 
0. 5, the probability of a fail, i.e. , npq would equal 25. The 
square root of 25 is 5. Assumi.."'l.g that th: 100 coins were tossed 
many cures, it '-<luld be found that =-c.'u.rds of the cure the number 
of heads card..ng up in each exercise wruld be between 45 and 55 -
the mean (50) plus or minus one standard deviatirn (5). Now back to 
KPP. 

They use 0. 7 and 0. 3 in their fonrul.a for the standard deviation. 
In our ccin-tossing explanation c.'ri.s wruld give a variance of 21 
and a standard deviation of 4.58. Hawever, if 70 coins are merner
bank coins and 30 coins ar~ nonm,nber coins , 21 of the rranber coins 
will fall in nor.merroer territory and 21 of t.'1e nomenber coins will 
fall in rrember territory. To get the variance under these conditions, 
we must use (70 cures O. 21 times O. 79) plus (30 cures O. 21 ci...-nes 
0. 79). The variance thus is 16. 59, and the standard deviation is 
4. 07. The approach of the KPP r:aro results, t.'1erefore, in a larger 
standard deviation, whic.'1 means that they overstate the magnitude 
of unpredictable deposit flows between rraroer and nonrnarrber banks. 

The fonwla for the standard deviation in the KPP = is scmawhat 
more canplicated than in our coin tossing example, because they 
factor in a rreasure of dispersion in the average size of checks , 
usi.-ig an unusual but not unacceptable distribution for the size of 
checks. This does not mitigate the error we believe is inherent in 
their probability specification. 

The KPP memo estimates that the standard deviation of rranber v. 
nonm,mber deposit flow reaches a maxinun of $641. 4 million when the 
ratio of rrember-bank deposits to total deposits is 50 percent. 
(Interestingly enough, it declines as the IOOIIDer-bank ratio rise 
above or falls below 50 percent). I have recalculated this KPP 
estimate, using my probability specification, and find it to be 
$555.5 million. The KPP thus overstates the standard deviation by 
about 15 percent. The percentage of overstaterrent declines as the 
irember-bank ratio rises above or falls below 50 percent. At the 
current ratio of about 70 percent for IOOIIDer-bank deposits, the 
relative degree of overstateo:ent is just under 14 percent. 

2. The KPP = ignores "on-us" checks. I rentioned this at the ABA's 
January 18, 1979 conference. The response was -- "we do not think 
that makes any difference". But "on-us" checks do make a difference 
if we are trying to approach reality in a speculative m:xlel. 
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The service areas of banks have a spatial dimension. We are hearing 
that examiners are insisting that it is a circle for O:mn.nity 
Reinvestment Act pui:pose. But whether it is a circle, a square, a 
rectangle, a trapezoid, or sare other fonn of polygc:n, it takes up 
space. The service area of each bank is 11Dre or less unique and may 
or may not overlap, in significant degree, the service area of another 
bank. If a bank's service area does not significantly overlap the 
service area of anot.11er bank, the volUile of "on-us" checks received 
by that bank will tend to be a large proportion of total checks 
received. In order to ignore "on-us" ,;,ie =uld need to assume, I 
think, that there is caiplete overlapping of service areas in each 
and every banking market. That wculd be an heroic assuq,tion, 
indeed. 

To illustrate the effect of "on-us" checks on the KPP calculation, 
we restate the probability matrix used above: 

ProbabiM2 of a Oieck being Written on: 
Member Non-Meaber Bank 

Probability of 
Oiecks being 
De~sited in 0. 7 "Ch-Us" 0.3 TOTALS 

Merrber Banks 
"Cb.-Us" 0.07 0.07 0.070 

Others 

NonMember Bank 
"Cb-Us" 

Others 

TOTALS 

0.63 

0.03 

0.27 

0.441 

0.189 

0.630 

0.03 

0.10 

0.189 

0.081 

0.027 

Assuning that 10 percent of the checks written nationally are "on-us" 
checks, the memer to normanber check-flow ratio is reduced fran 
0. 21 in the first matrix to 0 .189 above. The noamenber to lD=l!Der 
ratio is similarly reduced. Reductions in these ratios decrease the 
standard deviation in the KPP l!elXl. We have here then another source 
of overstatement of the magnitude of unpredictable interbank deposit 
flows. 

I have recalculated the KPP standard deviations, assuming various 
proportions of "en-us" ·checks. If "on-us" checks make up only 
10 percent of total check vol1JI1e nationally, the KPP standard 
deviation at its zenith of $641. 4 million is overstated by about 
20 percent; at 25 percent 'on-us" checks, the overstatema!Ot is close 
to 30 percent; at 50 percent "on-us" checks, the overstatema!Ot is 
slightly 11Dre than 50 percent. 

Thus far I have camented on two asSUJl)tions of the KPP m:xiel. I believe 
that their ch:>ice of probability m:xiel (which is an asSUJl)tion) results in 
an in~lete specification of the relevant probabilities. Their illplicit 
assuq,tion that "on-us" checks do not make any difference is sillply not 
caisistent with the real world they are trying to s:im.tl.ate. Both of 
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these assumptions result in overstaterrent of tl"e magnitude of unpredictable 
variaticns in deposit floos bet¼'een rrerrt:er and nor.rrer:iber banks. The degree 
of overstatement may be rather substantial, depending on the proportion of 
"on-us" checks natiooally. I t:hi.r.k that the KPP ITlE!ID overstates the percen
tage errors in predicting the H-1 growt..", rate by a wide margin. For example , 
at a IIEC"ber-ba:nk deposit cove.rage ratio of 70 percent, they estl..I!'Ete an 
M-1 gr=th-rate prediction error of 2.34 percent. ~ly recalculations place it 
in a range of 1. 69 percent to l. 86 percent if the proportion of "on-us" 
checks is less than 40 percent but rrore than 25 percent nationally. 

My basic objection to the KPP nero is more fundanental. I believe that they 
misstate the deposit II"...il.ti?lier for nonme:cber bar.ks. To ?oint up this error, 
it is .orth quoting at sore length frorr. the KPP trerro, 

''l."nder a total reserves operating target, the relevant reserve 
ratio for m:metary control purposes is that which ultimately connects 
a bank's deposit liabilities to the level of total bank reserves which 
the Federal Reserve predeter.:rl...7.es the short n:n. Member banks' required 
reserve ratios, of course, define tre connection be~en their deposit 
liabilities and total reserves. For norurenber ba:n;ks , ~ver, t'..:o 
steps are invol~d in linking t..1:.eir deposit liabilities to totaI"rese..'l'""\les. 
The first step is the nonrrerrber required reserve ratio. The second 
step depends on t1i.e relative am:runts of nonmember reserves held in the 
form of correspondent balances and goveIT!II'Elt securities. With respect 
to correspondent balances and go'\l'enmEnt securities. With respect to 
correspondent balances, the connection between norm:errbers 1 deposit 
liabilities and total reserves is determined essentially by 
multiplying the normEIDer required reserve ratio (which gives total 
ncrmember required reserves that are redeposited as correspondent 
balances at member banks) times the nenber required reserve ratio 
(which yields total rnanber required reserves held agair.st nonmerrber 
correspondent balances). For example, if member and nor=iber required 
reserves ratios are identical and equal, say, . 2, and if all nornrenber 
reserves were neld as correspondent balances, then $1 of dan:3r..d deposits 
in a normanber bank would be supported by 4(: (. 2 x . 2) of total reserves. 
an amount sig,iificantly smaller than the 20c of supper: given to $1 
deposited in a member b'"-".k. " 

''Nonmember holdings of governm2nt securities as reserve assets 
create an even rrore disparate set of interbank reserve requirerra1ts 
since such nonrranber reserve assets are not tied at all to either 
n:enber banks or the Federal Reserve. Hence, to t1.e e."ttent :::J.at nrn.
rrernber banks hold gcvemrrEnt securities as reserve assets , nonrrenber 
deposit liabilities bear a zero ccxmection to total reserves. Thus, 
what at first appears to be ~tical interbank reserve requirerrents 
(. 2 required reser\Te ratios) tun1s out to be a widely divergent set 
of reserve requireneits for rn:,netary control pu-~oses (. 2 for ue:nbers, 
. 04 for nonmerrber correspondent balances , and O for norm:anber govemrren:: 
securities). Given these differential interbank reserve requirerrents, 
an unexpected public reallocation of deposits between rrenber and non
namer banks can lead to a significant surge or contraction of the 
nx:iney stock in relation to its targeted path. n 
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It should be noted that his presentation at the ABA' s conference in 
January, Kopecky drew heavily fran these t...o paragraphs. The reason:lng 
is basic to the KPP m:xiel and is wrong. 

'The "t...o steps" linking normeroer deposits to meoberbank reserves have 
no functiooal. sigµificance. They are merely a way of explaining an 
irrelevant and uninteresting statistical artifact. The ~le described 
in the above passage fran the KPP IIBll:l ill;>lies that the deposit IILlltiplier 
for member banks is 5 -- 1/. 2 -- while the deposit IILlltiplier for non
member banks is 25 -- 1/ . 04. I.et' s ~rk through an example and see what 
we get. 

Assune t...o lll!llber banks, MA and I:[:, and one 11E11Der bank N. N receives 
a check for 100 dollars drm.n m MA and sends it to 1£, N's correspondent, 
for collecticn. M: collects the check; itsbalances at the Fed go up 100 
dollars and MA's balances go down 100 dollars. N's deposit at 1£ goes 
up 100 dollars. M::, if the required ratio is 20 percent (as assuned by 
KPP in the above passage), has 80 dollars of excess reserves; MA has a 
reserve deficit of 80 dollars. The IILlltiple expansion of member bank 
deposits ill;>lied by MC's excess reserves is offset by the IILlltiple contrac
tion :inplied by MA's deficit. That is, no change in the volune of 
deposits at meai:>er banks is ilq:,lied. 

N, if it also has a state reserve ratio of 20 percent, has 80 dollars of 
excess reserves in its correspondent balance at u::::. Assunin~all of 
this 80 dollars will remain in the normeri:>er segment of the · system, 
deposits at noiimember banks cruld be expanded by 400 dollars. That is , 
deposits at nonmeai:>er banks would rise by the amrunt of the original inter
bank flo;,,,, 100 dollars, plus 400 dollars of derivative deposits. The deposit 
IILlltiplier for nonmember banks is 5, that is, (100 plus 400) /100. It is 
not 25 as argued in the KPP 11B1D. 

To get a IILlltiplier of 25, ~ major assu:q:>ticns, as well as sane minor ones, 
are required. First, it IIIUSt be assuned that the increase in Fed reserve 
balances at l£ is used entirely, through the IILlltiple deposit expansion 
processs, to increase the corres!ardent reserve balances of nonmember banks . 
That is, the 111crease of 100 dol s 111 H:; 's reserves becanes the basis for 
creation of 500 dollars in norm!llber bank reserve balances. Second, it IIIJSt 
be assuned that deposit expansion at nonI!E!llber banks proceeds to 2,500 dollars 
without any leakages back to the member bank segment of the system. Both of 
these assuq,ticns are far-fetched. 

'The leakagesaffecting the deposit llllltiplier for nonmeai:>er banks are 
substantial. Using the parameter values of the KPP IIBID, I -would estimate 
the llllltiplier by sumting the follo;,,,ing ccnstraints on noamamier deposit 
expansicn: cash reserves for demand deposits, 0.073; cash reserves on 
derivative time deposits, 0.061; loss of cash reserves to member banks through 
purchase of securities for reserve purposes , 0. 044; flo;,,,-back of custaner 
deposits to member banks, 0. 7 which is the c=ent member bank deposit 
coverage ratio; and c=ency drain, 0.35. I include the currency drain as 
a leakage, because nonmeai:>er banks would have to give up correspondent 
balances to obtain c=ency for their custaners. "I.hi.le the Fed might 
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offset a loss of ne:iber-bank reserves, the correspondent would not replenish the 
reserves of the naimeniier banks. Adding these factors, we get 1.24, ~lying 
a deposit 111ll.tiplier of about 0. 8-- 1/ (1. 24). If ne:iber bank coverage fell 
as far as 10 percent, instead of the current 70 percent. the normertier mtltiplier 
would rise to about 1. 6. 

The several adjustmmts that I would nake in the KPP nxx!el substantially reduce 
the estimated percentage errors in the M-1 growth rate. For ex,mple, with 
"oo.-us" checks assumad to be 33 percent of the national total, and using my 
approach in calculating the nonm niler deposit llllltiplier. the percentage error 
estimate is reduced £ran 2. 34 to 1. 30 percent. The relative reductioo.s in the 
percentage errors get larger as the tnSIDer bank deposit coverage ratio decreases. 
I would reduce the 6. 3 percentage error shown for member bank coverage of 10 
percent of total deposits to cnly 1. 8 percent. In other words, as ne:iber bank 
coverage drops fran 70 percent to 10 percent, the error associated with unpredic
table shifts in deposits rises £ran 1. 3 percent to 1. 8 percent of the M-1 growth 
rate. 

~ther or not my adjustmmts to the KPP 11Ddel are correct, the fact remains 
that the I!Ddel is based on the erroneous argummt that eJ<Pansicn of deposits 
at normiember banks is directly linked, in a "two step" proces. to nenber 
bank reserves. Nonrreroer banks are linked only to reserve balances at 
correspondent banks. The ability of normenber banks to expand their deposits 
is governed mainly by the preference of the public to hold depoists at nonmember 
banks. A decline in the tnSIDer bank deposit coverage would increase the deposit 
expansion llllltiple for n0111JE11Der banks, but such a decline would have only a 
nxxlest effect increasing the error in 11Dnetary policy associated with unpredictable 
shifts of deposits between lill!!IDer and normertier banks. With better reporting 
requirements, the behavior of deposits at nOI1!llellDer banks would be highly predictable. 

What the KPP = actually daronstrates is the potential error associated with 
randan shifts of deposits aaxmg classes of 11E!!Der banks with differential reserve 
ratios. Namenber banks are treated in the I!Ddel as if they were a class of 
member banks with sanewhat 10\;'l!r reserve ratios than other member banks. The 
percentage errors estimated in the KPP = pertain, therefore. only to an 
hypothetical system of llll!!IDer banks with graduated reserve requirements as defined 
in the parameter values of the KPP 11Ddel. The KPP =del is irrelevant to the non
member bank issue. 
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The CHAIRMAN. I think you did a beautiful job, yes, indeed. We 
are very grateful for the fine job you did and the excellent state
ment that you have delivered here. 

Perhaps Mr. Renner would want to join you in response to my 
first question. 

In early February the Community Bankers Division of the ABA, 
which is composed of 12,500 ABA member banks under $100 mil
lion, made the following recommendation, and I quote: "Truly uni
versal and uniform reserve requirements for all depository institu
tions set by the Federal Reserve should be the basis of any at
tempted solution to the Fed's perceived membership problem." 

The ABA stand now is that there should be no universal reserve 
requirements, the voluntary system should be retained. 

How do you explain this position taken by the ABA when most 
of its membership, the 12,500 community banks, all the banks with 
less than $100 million in assets--

Mr. PERKINS. May I comment just briefly on one phase of it and I 
think it would be, as you suggest, Mr. Renner ought to cover that 
in more detail. 

On page 3 of my statement we have discussed universal reserves 
at considerable length and as we said in our testimony we believe 
that the voluntary system could do the job and could be structured 
within the limits set by the Congress. 

Having said that, we did say, as I said in my statement here, our 
bottom line position on the issue of competitive equality is that 
universal reserve requirements mean to us requirements that are 
applied uniformly to all types and all sizes of depository institu
tions. That is what is not in S. 85 because of the very large 
exemption for some banks and for all other depository institutions. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, of course, we have universal income tax
ation, unfortunately, as you know, in this country, and we have an 
exemption, however, that it exempts people with very low incomes. 

Mr. PERKINS. I understand that. 
The CHAIRMAN. And we follow that kind of procedure generally. 

Furthermore, I can't see any objective-anything that you really 
achieve by covering small banks. You don't need them for mone
tary policy. Why should you put them into a situation of burden 
where they have to sterilize a substantial amount of their re
sources, unable to lend it, when it doesn't achieve any national 
purpose except symmetry? 

Mr. PERKINS. I think if you will look at our broad statement, and 
I mention the issue of support for a strong and independent central 
bank under various political and economic conditions, it was our 
view that these bills which tend to separate the industry into a 
very small group of larger institutions for reserve requirement 
purposes and not subject the others to any reserve requirements 
and not involve them with the central bank, would gradually split 
the industry and split the support for the independence of the 
Federal Reserve System. This is a long theoretical argument. We 
believe it's true. 

Having said that, we did provide in our thinking, though, for the 
problems of the smaller banks through the use of the earnings 
participation account as opposed to the exemption, the net effect is 
about the same except that the small banks are involved in the 
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system. But I would like to ask Mr. Renner to comment on these 
issues. I think he has perhaps a better feel for it from that stand
point. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Renner, go right ahead. 
Mr. RENNER. Mr. Chairman, as I told Chairman Reuss, with 

respect to the statement of the Community Bankers Division of the 
ABA there's a part of it that is always left out. The Division 
initially said they did not believe there was a demonstrated need 
for universal reserves. They also said that they did not believe in 
exemptions. But they went on to say that if there was a demon
strated need for universal reserves, they would be willing to accept 
them for all depository institutions. 

The CHAIRMAN. So that the reason why you changed your posi
tion was because of the--

Mr. RENNER. We did not change our position. Again, as I stated, 
they said they did not believe there was a need, a demonstrated 
need for universal reserves, but if it was demonstrated there was a 
need, then they would be willing to accept them, if they were 
uniformly, universally applied to all depository institutions in like 
dollar deposit and like dollar reserve. 

The CHAIRMAN. That's what we're trying to do here. We are 
applying this to all depository institutions-S. & L.s, credit unions 
and so forth, if they are the same sizes in the same area. The 
exemptions, it seems to me, are consistent with that. We exempt 
all institutions that fit the size pattern. We don't discriminate. 
That's the difficulty now. We have some institutions that are re
quired with their membership in the Federal Reserve to have 
reserves, as you know, that are higher than other institutions of 
the same size or even larger that have less reserves. We want to 
treat everybody alike. That's the thrust of all the legislation, as I 
see it-certainly the thrust of S. 85. 

Mr. RENNER. Except there is a difference. We were not excluding 
savings deposits you see in that proposal. It was not on transaction 
accounts. It was all deposits, all institutions. 

Mr. PERKINS. I think it's fair to say most of the proposals we 
have seen when they talk universal as a practical matter, it's the 
same for the same sizes on a transaction or demand account; but it 
ends up with the commercial banks being subject to reserves on 
time and savings deposits and not the other types of depository 
institutions such as the S. & L.s and savings banks. 

The CHAIRMAN. Supposing we provided an exemption on savings 
and time deposits that are not transaction accounts? 

Mr. RENNER. Well, my reaction, the community bankers' reac
tion to that is, then this develops some inconsistency in the need 
for reserves because you look at savings deposits that are being 
counted in M+1 and M+1-plus, and so--

The CHAIRMAN. We would include only the transaction part of it. 
We wouldn't give an exemption for the accounts that are transac
tion accounts even though they bear interest. 

Mr. RENNER. Well, I think as a practical matter, Mr. Chairman, 
that we see in some of our small communities activity on accounts 
which wouldn't be labeled or wouldn't be caught under the transac
tion account situation, and so we would have an inequality in the 
competitive factors. 
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As an example of savings accounts being used for transaction 
purposes, by telephone means or someone coming in and the insti
tution writing a number of checks to pay bills on which there are 
no charges, and we can't quite comprehend how this would ever be 
caught under a transaction account or the definition of it. 

Mr. PERKINS. Let me just comment on that. If, in fact, we were 
talking about universal reserves-now we have a disagreement 
here as to how we go at the exemption versus the earnings partici
pation. But if in fact we are really talking about the same treat
ment of time and savings among all depository institutions, I can't 
speak for the ABA membership until we get together in a confer
ence in late April. The difference in the treatment of time and 
savings is important because it is true that time and savings depos
its in commercial banks are very large. The theory that commer
cial banks have demand deposits and the others have all savings 
deposits just doesn't wash when you look at the facts. 

The CHAIRMAN. That's a very, very helpful statement, Mr. Per
kins. I very much appreciate that and I think that moves us in the 
right direction. 

Given the vote in the House Banking Committee, it appears that 
we have a stalemate on the Fed membership issue. As you know, a 
majority voted against interest on reserve balances. At the same 
time, the universal reserve requirement approach failed by one 
vote. So if we accept this stalemate and do nothing, you run the 
risk of weakening the long-run ability of the Fed to control mone
tary policy on the assumption that the reserve requirements are 
necessary for it. 

Your organization has the influence to persuade the Congress to 
solve the problem this year if you were to support truly universal 
reserve requirements. Under these circumstances, is it possible 
that the ABA could consider reconsidering their position? You see, 
we have a stalemate now and I don't think that serves any pur
pose. I think all of us would like to give the Fed the kind of 
authority they should have and it appears that if nobody budges we 
are going to continue on with an unsatisfactory situation, losing 
membership in the Fed and a feebler control of monetary policy. 

Mr. PERKINS. Well, let me say this, as I said in my statement and 
we have said elsewhere, we agree this is an issue that we need to 
resolve. We think it's an important public policy issue for a lot of 
reasons which may or may not have to do with the place of re
serves in monetary policy. 

The ABA is not an organization directed by just a small group, 
but it's rather one with heavy participation from throughout the 
country. We believe that this issue requires such participation. We 
are always willing to look at new proposals and see where we are 
and reexamine our prior judgments. Beyond that, I think it would 
be improper for me as head of the association to make a statement 
as to what we would or wouldn't do because I don't know until our 
leadership conference meets next month. 

The CHAIRMAN. I have some more questions but I would yield at 
this time to Senator Stevenson. 

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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First, I welcome my distinguished constituent, a good friend of 
the committee, and I apologize to him for not getting here earlier. I 
will read your statement with interest. 

I was interested mostly in discussing with you, Mr. Perkins, the 
importance of the Fed control of reserves to its successful conduct 
of monetary policy that I gather you have already discussed and 
have indicated that in your opinion you don't think that that 
control of reserves is important to the Fed's conduct of monetary 
policy. 

Mr. PERKINS. Senator, may I ask Dr. Heebner to comment on 
that? Dr. Heebner is the head of our Economic Advisory Commit
tee. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say to Senator Stevenson that we did not 
discuss that in any detail before you came. I think it goes to the 
very heart of the problem and I'm delighted that you're raising the 
question. 

Mr. PERKINS. Dr. Heebner is the head of this advisory group. We 
spent a lot of time on that issue trying to focus on it from an 
academic standpoint. In January we had an all-day meeting of a 
group of 94 well-known economists from banking, from Capitol 
Hill, from the Fed, and from the academic circles and I would just 
like to have him talk to that issue. 

Mr. HEEBNER. I think we do not feel that reserve requirements 
are at the top of the list of the instruments of monetary policy that 
the Federal Reserve needs to employ. 

In fact, as you know, some economists will argue that you don't 
need reserve requirements at all and the chairman has already 
mentioned that, and that was a question we discussed. 

On balance, our committee felt that it would probably be better 
to have a properly structured system of reserve requirements than 
none at all, although recognizing some sympathy for the no-reserve 
requirements school. 

I think what is important, though, is that even if you were to 
conclude that reserve requirements are not needed, that you do not 
make the illogical step that any system of reserve requirements 
that you might happen to have doesn't matter. I mean, we felt 
that, for example, a graduated system of reserve requirements, 
particularly if you would make that graduated system universal
an exemption is a form of graduation-is a step in the wrong 
direction. 

So I would repeat we do not consider reserve requirements to be 
the linchpin of monetary policy. We think that a properly struc
tured system of reserve requirements-and by that I mean lower 
and uniform-can be of some help. 

Senator STEVENSON. Then if a structured system of reserve re
quirements can be of some help, can it be achieved outside of Fed 
membership on a broad basis? 

Mr. HEEBNER. We think that a significant lowering of reserve 
requirements on Federal Reserve members and making that level 
uniform would have a high probability of dealing with this mem
bership exodus problem and that the Fed could then operate effec
tively. That conclusion partly emanates from the fact that we do 
not feel that even with the present system of graduated reserve 
requirements that the some 28 percent coverage represented by the 
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nonmember banks that are not subject to reserve requirements has 
posed a serious problem for the conduct of monetary policy. 

We do not feel that the failures of monetary policy to hit those 
targets for the monetary aggregates that the chairman referred to 
are attributable in any significant way to the fact that 28 percent 
of the banks are not subject to reserve requirements. 

Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman, I'm trying to work my way 
around to a question which I believe you left hanging. I sense from 
what you're saying that you don't accept fully the chairman's 
assumption which was that Fed control of reserve requirements is 
very important to the conduct of monetary policy and that being 
so, it really wouldn't make much difference if we did leave the 
impasse as it is. 

The CHAIRMAN. May I say to Senator Stevenson, if he would 
yield, that this is like they say on "Meet The Press," you know, the 
questions you ask do not necessarily reflect your views. I'm not at 
all convinced that the reserve requirements are necessary for mon
etary policy. I think in fact a very weak case has been made that 
they are, and I think we could have an effective monetary policy 
very likely without any reserve requirements. They are rarely used 
and as you point out-I agree with you wholeheartedly-they are 
certainly not the linchpin and I'm not even sure I would go as far 
as you go that they are useful at all. I don't agree with Dr. 
Schechter who made the statement that he thought they could be 
essential at times, and I think you can make a pretty good case 
that they are getting to be obsolete. 

Mr. HEEBNER. Mr. Chairman, may I say we do not feel threat
ened by the possibility that reserve requirements would be elimi
nated altogether. 

The CHAIRMAN. I'm sure you don't. You would have to do it 
gradually. 

I beg your pardon, Senator Stevenson. 
Senator STEVENSON. One more question to Mr. Perkins. Has your 

bank analyzed the effect of pricing Fed services on itself, on bank 
income; and, if so, what is the effect? 

Mr. PERKINS. The question of pricing is a complicated question. I 
mention in my testimony that in the association we hired consul
tants; we had some field tests made; we had a rather well done 
academically sound analysis of that. I will also get to the question 
about my own bank. We tried to separate the types of banks and 
we said, OK, a certain type of bank or a particular bank loses "x" 
dollars or has its required reserves reduced "x" amount. On that 
reduction, then how much of that reduction-how much of the 
earnings of that reduced amount, since they could now put the 
money to work, would the bank keep or how much of that would go 
through to customers in the form of lower prices. In our pricing for 
services we allow for the cost of carrying those reserves. So, if 
those prices were reduced, our customers would expect-and I 
think the market would see that it happened-a reduction in some 
of those prices. 

In addition to that, there would be some shifts in deposits among 
different types of institutions because the question of pricing, of 
membership, of access to services, would change and that would 
change the balance of how business is done in certain areas. 
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Now when you weigh against that whatever you might keep in 
terms of earnings gained through this reduction process, versus the 
change in the cost of services and then versus the use of Federal 
Reserve activity and specific charges made for that activity under 
the Federal Reserve schedule that they published a few months 
ago, and balance those together, where the broad study comes out 
is that the large banks in the money centers and in the regional 
centers will tend to have about a wash. In other words, the two will 
about wash as far as the net on their P. & L. goes, give a little up 
or down. 

When you get to the smaller banks, the nonmember banks and 
the member banks, they will gain. 

Looking at the Continental Bank, my bank, our results on our 
independent analysis of this problem, trying to take all factors into 
account, came out in the same way, pretty much a wash as far as 
the net on our P. &. L goes. 

Senator STEVENSON. Does the wash for the large banks get re
flected in a wash for the bank's customers? 

Mr. PERKINS. I believe it would. I believe that there might be 
some leakage in that process. I believe that a large bank dealing 
with a large corporate community-the tendency would be for the 
competition to get those prices moving pretty fast, but I would 
think it would spread throughout the industry and that the bank 
customers, both individual and corporate, would benefit in terms of 
a lower implicit charge for services. 

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heinz. 
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Perkins, your statement seems to indicate that voluntary 

membership is essential to the independence of the Fed. Why is 
voluntary membership the touchstone here? 

Mr. PERKINS. We are concerned that if, as proposed in S. 85, we 
have a central bank with only a very small group of banks in
volved with the central bank in the reserve sense, that the broad 
support for the central bank and interest in it will tend to wane. 
From political and other standpoints broad support and concern 
about the independence of the central bank is a very real issue. 

Perhaps you would like to comment on that, Bob. 
Mr. RENNER. Well, I think another aspect of that, Senator, is 

that the voluntary approach concerns two other areas of banking. 
One is the dual banking system and the other one is the correspon
dent banking system. If we take an involurfary approach, we don't 
know at this point what the final results might be on those two 
segments of the industry. 

Senator HEINZ. As I listened to your answer, Mr. Perkins, about 
the difference between people being voluntarily or mandatorily 
made a member of the Federal Reserve, I'm not quite sure I under
stood how a mandatory approach would undercut the independence 
of the Fed. Is that to say in some sense those that would be forced 
to join would be against the independence of the Fed? It would 
s~em to be a devil's advocate position. I don't want to mislead 
anybody in this line of testimony. I'm not convinced we need Sena-
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tor Proxmire's bill, Senator Tower's bill, or any bill on this; but I 
would just like to get this straight. 

Mr. PERKINS. Let me just make a couple of comments on that, 
Senator. 

In the first place, the so-called voluntary systems or the separa
tion of powers is embedded in our Cconstitution-the separation of 
State from national powers and, in effect, a checks and balances 
system. We think to some extent this has a lot to recommend it. 
We have looked at some regulatory agencies that have covered 
entire industries-the classic one is railroads. In a sense, there's a 
loss of those kinds of checks and balances, but we think on the 
whole regulations of our industry has been healthy. We think the 
Federal Reserve would lose some of its unique posture in the 
structure of our Government if only 800 or 900 banks were cap
tive-with no options-and the Fed might be less able to resist 
temporary polital pressures which it was created to resist. 

Senator HEINZ. But the logical conclusion of what you say is that 
if either the small banks or the S. & L.'s or other financial institu
tions come in it will change the character of the Fed. They will put 
demands on the system that they may want to pursue through the 
political process or which they will not, which the political process 
may at certain times now demand that they will not resist, is what 
I interpret the bottom line to be. 

Mr. PERKINS. I would say in a number of the discussions this 
point kept coming up from various people who have given some 
very considerable thought to this issue. Also, the issue has been 
raised from time to time quite considerably, particularly in Mr. 
Renner's division, on the issue of quality of services in that sense. 
The quality of service being that if in fact everybody were involved 
with the Federal Reserve in certain ways, there might not be the 
availability of those services from other sources of the private 
market and we might lose some pressures for quality services 
which indeed, Bob, I think some of your people felt had been the 
case now. 

Mr. RENNER. That's very true, Senator. Besides the burden of the 
sterile reserves, some of the things that have come from the com
munity banks have been-I guess you would term them irritants to 
some extent-treasury tax and loan payments which are always 
having penalties applied to them if they are on a remittance basis, 
discount window operations, and a bank being forced out of agricul
tural banking right in the middle of agriculture season because 
there's been a certain period they have to get out and find sources 
somewhere else. I think another indicator of their dissatisfaction is 
that if a member bank is carrying reserves with the Fed and has 
that burden of sterile reserves that they will then turn to a corre
spondent bank to utilize their check-clearing services, which also 
creates an additional burden for them because they have to carry a 
balance with that correspondent bank and obviously the reason 
they do it is the service is not satisfactory with the Fed on that 
facet of their operation. 

Senator HEINZ. I'm sure this second line of questions has been 
touched upon, but I can't help but remark that on page 2 of your 
statement the sentence, "We do not see how reducing the number 
of banks subject to reserve requirements will improve the imple-
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mentation of monetary policy," is scarcely a ringing endorsement 
of the necessity of having a lot of reserves represented by volun
tary or otherwise prescribed member banks in the Fed. 

There has been a considerable amount of dispute over the extent 
to which the reserve requirements are really that necessary to 
conduct monetary policy. 

Let me ask you this: While there seems to be agreement that 
reserve requirements presently aren't as important in the conduct 
of monetary policy as are the open market operations of the Fed, is 
it not possible that that situation could reverse if, for example, the 
Nation were to run a budget surplus-everybody is keeping a 
straight face I see-run a budget surplus for several years? Might 
not reserve requirement adjustments supplant open market oper
ations as a major tool of monetary policy? 

Mr. PERKINS. Historically, one could argue from time to time 
they have been a significant factor, at least a significant tool to 
have. Perhaps I might call on Dr. Heebner who's head of our 
economic policy group to comment on that kind of an issue too. 

Mr. HEEBNER. I think, Senator Heinz, you mentioned or acknowl
edged smiles on the faces around the room. I think the Federal 
debt is so large, and so much is available to conduct open market 
operations that one has to go off the drawing board, the timetable 
drawing board, in order to envision a problem. Furthermore, of 
course, we recognize that the Federal Reserve conceivably could 
deal in the purchase or sale of any marketable asset. So I assume 
that if we ever got to the point where the supply of Treasury debt 
no longer existed that we would have little difficulty in conducting 
open market operations in other financial assets because anything 
the Federal Reserve buys or sells in the open market either pro
vides or extinguishes funds. 

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, Senator Tower would like me to 
ask one question on his behalf which I hope is not anachronistic to 
Mr. Perkins. 

Senator Tower wanted me to indicate that as he understands it 
you gave some figures about the number of banks affected by S. 85 
and H.R. 7. He was under the impression that the crucial factor in 
all this is the percentage of deposits covered by reserve require
ments rather than the number of banks. 

The question, therefore, is: Have you looked at H.R. 7 and S. 85 
with respect to the question of deposit coverage? 

Mr. PERKINS. I think we have looked at about everything. I'm 
trying to recall that question. He's got some charts here. Why don't 
you take a look at that? 

Mr. HEEBNER. We have, as President Perkins said, looked at 
almost everything that occurred to us to look at, including the 
deposit coverage as well as the number of banks, and I have two 
charts here, one showing the deposit coverage among commercial 
banks and then coverage among all institutions. 

With respect to the coverage among commercial banks, as you 
can see, there is little difference in the coverage that is affected. 
Now remember our position has been that the lack of coverage 
thus far, the existence of the nonmember banks who are not sub
ject to reserve requirements has not seriously impeded monetary 
policy. If the claim is made that it has, then S. 85 and the Fed 
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version of S. 85, as you can see, would not materially affect the 
deposit coverage. 

Now the other issue that's raised is that of competitive equity 
and to the extent that one is focusing on that question we think 
the coverage of all deposit institutions, including the thrift institu
tions, which is the second chart, is relevant; and, again, the pro
posed legislation does not significantly affect the current level of 
coverage and indeed S. 85 would leave 53.4 percent of deposits not 
subject to reserve requirements. So it would seem that not much of 
an inroad is made by that proposal on competitiveness. 

Senator HEINZ. Well, therefore, I suppose that you could draw a 
conclusion that were the Fed to reduce its reserve requirements 
that it could hold the line pretty much where it is and since the 
legislation that is being considered is not that much different than 
where we are, there would be, absent other compelling factors, no 
particular need to legislate. 

Mr. HEEBNER. I think that is the point. Since the proposed legis
lation doesn't significantly change the deposit coverage, which we 
don't think is the problem to start with from a monetary policy 
standpoint, you gain nothing and give up the feature of volunta
rism which we think is important for reasons Mr. Perkins has 
spoken to. 

Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think my time has 
expired. 

Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think my time is 
expired. 

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Stewart? 
Senator STEW ART. I've been sitting here listening to the conversa

tion. And I think I'm somewhat in the position of my colleague of 
trying to determine whether or not we need to do what is suggest
ed by any of these people. 

The only thing that concerns me about some of the conclusions, I 
don't think they should be made a public policy position. What 
would you say to that? 

Mr. PERKINS. It's been stated a number of times, Senator, that 
there are a number of banks standing by waiting to see what 
develops that might very well relieve the problems with the cur
rent system. Without any relief there might be something of a 
cumulative rush-out from the system, and that this might lead to 
some unfortunate development either legislatively or otherwise. 

To the extent that something is done, such as a reduction in 
reserves, which could be done either legislatively or by regulation 
under existing law, the Federal Reserve could retard this loss of 
members. 

Senator STEWART. You're talking about--
Mr. PERKINS. Actions could be taken by the Fed under existing 

law. 
Senator STEWART. OK. 
I don't have any other questions. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Stewart. 
Without objection, the charts that the ABA has provided to us 

will be permanent in the record. They are very helpful charts. 
Unfortunately we can't reproduce your different colors to make it 
especially attractive. 

[Reprints of the charts follow:] 
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The CHAIRMAN. But I think that the answer that the Fed would 
give is that they don't need any legislation provided there's no 
further deterioration, provided the Fed doesn't continue to lose 
membership. Their fear is that they will continue to lose member
ship--

Mr. PERKINS. Right. 
The CHAIRMAN [continuing.] And if that happens, then they may 

have some difficulty with monetary policy. 
Now S. 85 would arrest that by providing the kind of assurance 

of coverage of reserve requirements that we don't have in the 
present law. 

Mr. HEEBNER. I think our position would be that significant 
lowering of reserve requirements maintaining the voluntary basis 
has a good prospect of arresting the declining membership. 

The CHAIRMAN. The American Banker carried this story 2 weeks 
ago. 

"Up to 300 banks may be leaving if no bill is enacted this year." 
So that would be a reason why there's some degree of urgency. 
Dr. Heebner, it's my understanding at the ABA membership 

conference in February, the ABA's economic advisory committee 
endorsed a position similar to that of community bankers, that is 
that universal reserve requirements on transaction accounts for 
banks should be the basis for a solution to the membership prob
lem, is that correct? 

Dr. HEEBNER. Yes, it is. 
Let me elaborate, though, if I may. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, before you elaborate let me just say that 

when I heard about that conference, it was a very good one. You 
had some extremely able people there. You had something like 90 
economists and we'd like very much to get at whatever written 
reports you have, or a transcript of the oral--

Dr. HEEBNER. We have a transcript. 
The CHAIRMAN. I would like that. It would be very helpful to us. 
Dr. HEEBNER. And I would like to make this point: 
The report of the leadership conference that you just mentioned, 

our committee drew upon the January conference, the transcript of 
which you've just referred to, and our position was we are address
ing ourselves to the fundamentals. 

The CHAIRMAN. We understand. We want the written report. 
Dr. HEEBNER. Right (see p. 803). 
And our position was this: 
That the important thing, if there was to be a step in the 

direction toward improved reserve requirement arrangements it 
would be toward more uniformity. And if more uniformity with 
respect to transaction balances only, then from an economic stand
point the question of universality didn't seem to bother us so far as 
monetary policy is concerned. 

But I would put it in that context. We were looking at that part 
of the problem from the standpoint of the conduct of monetary 
policy. And, as Mr. Perkins said, I wouldn't presume to say what 
the reaction of the membership would be if we were indeed looking 
at completely uniform reserve requirements on transaction bal
ances only. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Now I'd like to get into something that might be 
rather interesting. Let's take a look at what you want. 

You want lower reserve requirements and interest on reserves 
both. I think the reserve requirement should be lower. S. 85 does 
that by $8.4 billion. Maybe that doesn't go as far as you'd like, but 
it's far superior to what we have now. 

Next you want interest on reserves. I have great trouble with 
that, as you know. That would cost the Treasury $1.5 to $2 billion 
in lost revenues in 1979 if interest rates stays where they are, and 
it would be a handout to the banks in my view. 

Take a look at this chart over here to your right. It shows what 
interest payments would be on reserves for the 20 largest banks 
based on 1977 deposits, reserves, and payment of interest at only a 
6.5 percent rate, which is far below current rates. On those as
sumptions, the Treasury would pay the largest 20 banks $684 mil
lion. Do you think that's justifiable to the public in a time of 
restraint and a time when we're trying to hold down Federal 
spending? 

Mr. PERKINS. I'm not sure, Senator. I always get somewhat con
fused when we get into these figures because there are so many to 
kick around and so much of it is a question of how implementation 
is done. 

I believe the figures you're using refer to some of the other 
legislation and not to the proposals that we made. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the assumption I'm making here is that 
once you start paying interest, you pay interest on all of your 
reserves and you pay it at close to the market rate. 

Now I realize that's not where you're starting at and you'd like 
to phase it in and so forth. I'm making the assumption that we do 
what would be in my judgment inevitable. It would be go ahead 
and say, after all, why treat reserves different than anything else? 
We ought to be fair about it and pay the market rate. 

Mr. PERKINS. Let me say, I believe our figures suggest that the 
interest of the type we propose, which is simply on the first 10 
million, and that was the offset to exemption for the small banks, 
would amount to only about 13 million for those top 20 banks. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the chart reflects something closer to Sena
tor Tower's proposal which calls for interest on all reserve balances 
at a market related rate, which is the one before us. 

Mr. PERKINS. I see. 
The CHAIRMAN. Your bank is on there, Continental Illinois? 
Mr. PERKINS. Yes, I saw it. 
The CHAIRMAN. You would get $30 million from the Treasury. 
Let me ask you this: 
Do you recall what Continental Illinois paid in taxes to the U.S. 

Treasury in 1977? 
Mr. PERKINS. I don't have the exact figure. 
The CHAIRMAN. I do, I think, and correct me if it's far off. 
It's indicated that Continental paid $25.2 million on an income of 

$143.1 million. 
So what you'd like us to do is refund all the taxes you paid and 

more, is that correct? 
Mr. PERKINS. No, sir. 
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But might I say, this arguing about how much taxes we've paid 
or did not pay, it seems to me is a basic question because the 
reason we did not pay taxes on all of our income is that a large 
share of it comes from the earnings on State and municipal bonds, 
housing authorities, and things of that type. Such income is exempt 
on a constitutional basis. As a result of that exemption, the States 
and municipalities are able to borrow money at a considerably 
lower rate and we earn a considerably lower rate than they would 
have to pay in the market if they were taxable. 

The CHAIRMAN. That's absolutely 100 percent true. I'm not argu
ing with one bit of that. 

Mr. PERKINS. Well, again--
The CHAIRMAN. If I were in your position I'd say the same thing. 

But the fact is that the taxes you paid to the Federal Government 
would be less than you would get back under the Tower bill. 

Mr. PERKINS. Well, if we were paying full taxes on those bonds, 
the States and municipalities would be paying quite a higher rate. 
And that's been in existence since the constitution started. And, 
you know, there's an offset there, the Federal versus State issue, 
perhaps. But there is also the investment tax credit which was 
designed by the Congress, passed by the Congress, to stimulate 
certain types of investments in the economy. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me proceed. 
Let's look at the effect of S. 85 on your bank. According to the 

data for year end 1977, Continental would receive a reduction in 
reserves of $86 million, and foregave interest at a rate of 6.5 
percent that would amount to an increase in income of $5.6 mil
lion. 

Now compare that with what your bank and stockholders would 
get if nothing is done, if we pass no bill. So it appears that you are 
willing to turn down $5.6 million in increased earnings capacity; 
you're willing to say that all member banks, especially the large 
ones, are willing to turn down sizeable amounts of additional 
income and have nothing at all done this year by the Congress. 

Mr. PERKINS. Senator, speaking for our stockholders, of which I 
am one, we welcome higher earnings. We also would welcome a 
higher price of our stock on the market too. 

But having said that, I'd like to go back to the comments we 
discussed earlier when we looked at the whole picture, not just the 
assumed earnings that we would get because of some assumed 
amount of reduced required reserves. And you look and you bal
ance the income against the expense, the change in the pricing 
that would develop, and all of those things, the cost of paying 
explicit prices on specific services, and we are a large user of Fed 
services. 

And when we come all through that, it's about a wash from our 
stockhoid.<>rs' standpoint. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I certainly wouldn't expect you to say 
anything else. But it seems to me that usually during the process 
of that wash, you would increase your profits. There wouldn't be 
any damage. And it would seem to me that on the basis of all of 
our experience when you reduce taxes on an institution they don't 
usually pass on all of that reduction to the customers; no matter 
how efficient the competition is or how vigorous it is, there is some, 
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maybe half, maybe two-thirds, maybe one-third, maybe 10 percent. 
But it just doesn't all fall through as if it's a seive and you're 
pouring water in it and there's nothing left. 

Mr. PERKINS. I did not say that. And the studies allow for that 
type of situation, and they allow a difference. I think a very large 
part would pass through in certain parts of the competitive part of 
the world probably very quickly. It would pass through-in other 
areas it might not be as quickly. It takes time. 

We have a study which I would like to submit as part of our 
record here. It is the summary report by the ABT Associates-This 
is a Boston consulting firm, well known and highly regarded-on 
this issue with all of the models and all. And I simply point out 
that when we talk about a large money center correspondent bank, 
our figures are of that same character. The figures are there and I 
think you'll find them quite interesting. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now in your prepared statement you say that 
voluntary membership is an important underpinning of the inde
pendence of the Federal Reserve. 

Mr. PERKINS. Right. 
The CHAIRMAN. And I think you've made a very good and inter

esting argument on that basis. But I'd like to know the reasoning 
behind that statement. 

We've heard other testimony that's just the opposite. The Feds 
position as an independent central bank would be strengthened 
through universal reserve requirements, the kind they have in 
every other country in the world, as far as we know, or at least 
every industrial development. 

Why do you think that Federal Reserve, which is now facing a 
threat that 300 banks will leave the system if nothing is done, 
would be in a more independent position with voluntary rather 
than mandatory reserves that would protect their position for the 
future? 

Mr. PERKINS. Well, I'd make just a couple of comments. 
First, the fact that reserves are structured a certain way in other 

countries who have a different system than we do with the Federal 
system I don't think is necessarily-I'm not sure that we necessar
ily should structure our system on the basis of what a different 
type of a system is structured with a different background and the 
rest. 

So having said that, we believe that the membership problem 
could be stemmed in several ways. Obviously the mandatory could 
do it, but we believe that has drawbacks of the types we've been 
discussing today. 

So we believe that the type of voluntary reduction phased in over 
time because of the deference to the budget problems which you 
spoke of so well, we believe that would do the job, and we believe 
that's worth trying within the context of our system, as opposed to 
the other. 

I recognize the different points of view on this issue. 
The CHAIRMAN. But the Fed apparently feels that universal re

serve requirements would provide them with independence and 
strength, and--

Mr. PERKINS. I suppose one might say that they have one point of 
view and we have another. We are concerned with how that might 
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develop over time along the lines that I mentioned, where there 
were not the checks and balances that we now have. 

The CHAIRMAN. Are you referring to the possibility that if the 
Fed is isolated, that if they don't have a constituency of banks, that 
they'd be in a weaker position to resist encroachment by the Con
gress or by the Executive, and the fact that they have a member
ship there to speak of in the business community and the public as 
a whole as a source of strength? Is that what you're thinking? 

Mr. PERKINS. I think you stated it well, and that is a matter of 
concern expressed in various ways along those lines by a large 
number of our people. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that's why I would think at least that you 
need to take some action this year, because if they lose 300 mem
bers as the American Banker would suggest, they would certainly 
be in a weaker position, wouldn't they? 

Mr. PERKINS. Well, we suggest that we believe this is an impor
tant issue that needs to be resolved. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now the ABA supports the pricing of Fed serv
ices, but your statement says that giving all depository institutions 
access to Fed services is unnecessary. These are your words now: 

"The smoothly functioning correspondent banking system has 
efficiently provided these services to nonmembers." 

Now that sounds like the correspondent banks were unwilling to 
compete with the Fed. You want the Fed to price-perhaps price 
themselves out of the market. But you don't want everyone to be 
able to buy Fed services, especially not the non-member customers 
of correspondent banks. 

Is that an accurate summary of progressive competitive ABA? 
Mr. PERKINS. I disagree that that means that we don't want to 

compete with the Fed. We're perfectly willing to compete-and I 
know our correspondent banking division has addressed this issue. 

I speak-perhaps I shouldn't speak to this issue because we are a 
major correspondent bank. We have competed over the years. We 
do business with member banks and with non-member banks. 
We're perfectly willing to compete in any way, as long as we have 
a competitive-realistic competitive playing field. 

We do compete, and I personally think that that's the right 
system. I think a balance in the system with the competitive as
pects to it is good for everyone and good for the consumer. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, then, what's wrong with open access? 
Mr. PERKINS. One of the reasons for membership is access to the 

Fed and to the clearing system. If it's open access, then we don't 
see why people would want to be involved in the membership issue. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me get your reaction to the alternative pro
posal that's been made by the Banking Committee staff. It's a little 
complicated and you may want to take a note or two as I go along. 
You already may be familiar with it. It would have universal 
reserve requirements applied to transaction accounts and large 
CD's. It would- not have any reserve requirements against savings 
and consumer less than $100,000 time deposits. 

There would be exemptions of $10 to $15 million on transaction 
accounts and another $10 to $15 million on large CD's. Since there 
would be no reserve requirements against consumer savings, that 
would amount to 100 percent exemption on those deposits. 
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Now to do this, the reserve requirement on transaction accounts 
would be about 10 to 12 percent, on large CD's, perhaps 6 to 8 
percent. The cost to the Treasury might be $100 to $140 million. It 
would be considerably less than some of the other proposals. 

What's your reaction to that? Maybe all three of you gentlemen 
might comment. 

Mr. PERKINS. What kind of ranges would you have in those 
figures? 

The CHAIRMAN. Ranges where, sir? 
Mr. PERKINS. In the reserve ratios. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we haven't established that. 
Mr. PERKINS. I suppose that the comment would really have to 

go back, since I'm speaking on behalf of the ABA here, the com
ment would have to go back to what I said earlier in the sense that 
when you get into this question of time and savings on some of 
these, this is a new dimension and one I think I should probably 
discuss with our membership on the issue. And I'd really like to 
come back to you on that, or at least have a chance to examine 
that and share it with some of my associates. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we're working as you are, to try to develop 
something that will fly, something that everybody can support or 
at least doesn't find obnoxious. 

Mr. PERKINS. Right. 
The CHAIRMAN. And any modifications of this that you'd like to 

make and any suggestions to improve it would be welcome. 
Mr. PERKINS. May we come back to you on that, Senator? 
The CHAIRMAN. Very good. 
Any of the other gentlemen want to comment? 
Mr. RENNER. Only one question, Mr. Chairman. 
Would the requirement of uniform reserves include membership 

in the Fed, or would it be just a case of keeping the reserves with 
the Fed? 

You see, we have--
The CHAIRMAN. No membership requirement. 
Mr. RENNER [continuing]. No membership. 
Mr. PERKINS. Would you have in mind, Senator, that the reserves 

would all be at the Fed, or that they could be kept in the present 
system that we have with the pass-through type of a situation, 
such as has been discussed? 

The CHAIRMAN. Let Mr. Roberts speak on that. 
Mr. ROBERTS. I think at this point we have only gone as far as 

substituting these reserve requirements into S. 85, which has a 
pass-through arrangement in it. 

Mr. PERKINS. OK. I just wanted to get that in mind in the 
analysis. 

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I want to thank you very, very 
much. You've been most responsive and cooperative and helpful. I 
hope that you understand that, as I said earlier, that the questions 
asked do not necessarily reflect the views of the inquisitor. 

Mr. PERKINS. Having inquisited with you before, Senator, I un-
derstand. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. 
Mr. PERKINS. Thank you very much on behalf of all of us. 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. 
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And this will end the hearings on the subject, at least for the 
time being. 

Let me say before we adjourn that Senator Garn has a closing 
statement to be put in the record; and there may be questions of 
you gentlemen and other witnesses that we'd like you to answer for 
the record at your convenience. 

Mr. PERKINS. Which we'd be delighted to do. 

CLOSING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GARN 

Senator GARN. During the past 3 days, the Banking Committee 
has heard a number of witnesses testify about the Fed membership 
problem and the legislative solutions which have been proposed. 
While the witnesses have provided the committee with much inter
esting oral testimony and written statements, I am concerned that 
we are still engaged in an exercise of futility, as the various bank
ing industry and bank regulatory groups continue to quarrel about 
the efficacy of the legislative solutions. As I mentioned during the 
first day of these hearings, it seems as though those who want to 
establish universal reserve requirements are intent on waging a 
struggle for their position based upon the principle of divide and 
conquer. 

Some banking industry groups have been vigorously supporting 
universal reserves legislation, but I wonder if they are not primar
ily concerned that the exemption levels in the Reuss and Proxmire 
bills be high enough so as to have a minimal impact on the finan
cial institutions within their particular group. Most of the adminis
trative and regulatory agencies interested in this matter have 
adopted positions in a manner similar to the industry groups, that 
is, the agencies have advocated solutions to the Fed membership 
problem which would not adversely affect their spheres of authori
ty and influence. 

Although universal reservers would increase the amount of de
posits subject to the Fed's reserve setting authority, I have not 
become convinced during these hearings that the current universal 
reserve legislative proposals would be the most effective or reason
able solution to the Federal Reserve's membership problem. In fact, 
universal reserves is a misnomer when used to describe the Reuss 
and Proxmire bills, since these bills would exempt thousands of 
banks from reserve requirements. In addition, the increase in the 
percentage of deposits subject to the Fed's reserve setting authority 
would only be a few percentage points under the universal reserve 
proposals, for example, under S. 85, from 71.8 percent to 74.6 
percent. 

Taking into account all of the problems raised with regard to 
these bills, from their adverse effect on the dual banking system to 
the minimal increase in reserveable deposits they provide, I believe 
that the committee should pursue the approach, suggested by Sena
tor Tower, of sanctioning interest payments on reserves and reduc
ing reserve requirements. The principal criticism raised against the 
Tower bill has been that it would create too large a revenue loss to 
Treasury. I think that this objection can be answered by placing a 
cap on the amount of interest that could be paid or on the amount 
of reserves eligible for the interest payment. This legislative ap
proach should stem the outward flow of Fed members and ensure 
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that the percentage of bank deposits subject to the Fed's reserve 
setting authority is at least as high as that estimated under the 
universal reserve proposals. 

In any event, if the committee is to pursue a solution to the 
Federal Reserve membership problem, I strongly believe that the 
Tower bill, modified as I suggested, can provide the basis for the 
most effective and equitable legislative solution. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. 
The meeting stands adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the meeting in the above-entitled 

matter was adjourned.] 
[Material received from the American Bankers Association and 

additional statements received for the record follows in the appen
dix which begins on p. 801:] 
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MONETARY POLICY IMPROVEMENT ACT OF 
1979 

MONDAY, MAY 14, 1979 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS, 

Washington, nc. 
The committee met at 10 a.m. in room 5302, Dirksen Senate 

Office Building, Senator William Proxmire (chairman of the com
mittee) presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE 

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. 
Today we are continuing our hearings on issues related to the 

continuing attrition of member banks from the Federal Reserve 
System. The principal reason that banks are dropping their mem
bership in the Federal Reserve is the reserve requirements that are 
imposed on them as members and that can be completely avoided 
as nonmember banks. 

The reserves that State banking authorities impose on non
member banks are very different from those imposed on members 
by the Fed. First, those reserves can be held in the form of earning 
assets whereas reserves of Fed members are in sterile form-they 
earn no explicit return. Second, the reserves on nonmembers are 
primarily for the purpose of increasing the safety and soundness of 
the banks and the State banking systems. Reserves set by the Fed 
are not for this purpose. Although at one time they might have 
been for safety and soundness; their purpose now is to provide a 
basis for the implementation of monetary policy. FDIC insurance 
fulfills the basic requirement for safety and soundness. Third, re
serve requirement ratios set by State banking authorities are very 
different from State to State, without much uniformity. The re
serves set by the Fed are much more uniform-they apply to all 
member banks, although there is still some differentiation by size. 
The important point is that they are known and fixed across all 
members. 

The question that I have asked each of our witnesses to focus 
their attention on relates to reserves set by the Federal Reserve 
and is as follows: "Are reserve requirements needed for the con
duct of monetary policy?" This is an issue that has not been given 
sufficient attention. Monetary policy is a very important part of 
our economic stabilization strategy, and perhaps the key element 
we have for getting inflation under control in the short run. So we 
must be able to judge the accuracy of the claims that the Federal 
Reserve Board has made that continued erosion of the membership, 
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and thus the reserve base, will make the conduct of monetary 
policy more uncertain and therefore a weaker policy tool against 
inflation. 

Our witnesses have been selected because they are knowledge
able academic economists who have devoted much of their profes
sional lives thinking about monetary economics. They are divided 
on the issue of reserve requirements. As I understand it, two of 
them support the argument that reserves are needed for the con
duct of monetary policy and two of them take issues with that idea. 
So we will have a little debate on the relevant issues involved. 

I would like to welcome each of you to the committee: Prof. 
Phillip Cagan from Columbia University; Prof. Stuart Greenbaum 
from Northwestern University; Prof. Almarin Phillips from the 
University of Pennsylvania; and Prof. Dennis Starleaf from Iowa 
State University. 

If each of you could summarize your arguments briefly in 10 
minutes, if possible, and we'll have a little light here that will go 
on green for 9 minutes and yellow for 1 minute and then the red 
light is the stop light. I'd like to ask each of you to stick to the 
narrow issue at hand-the need for reserve requirements for mone
tary control. Also, at the beginning of your statement, please indi
cate whether your position is in favor of or against the need for 
reserves. 

STATEMENT OF PROF. PHILLIP CAGAN, DEPARTMENT OF 
ECONOMICS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK 

Mr. CAGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

THE CASE FOR RESERVE REQUIREMENTS 

There is general agreement among nearly all financial experts 
that control over the growth of monetary aggregates is essential for 
the stabilization of aggregate expenditures and, especially in these 
times of rampant inflation, for ultimate control of the price level. 
This control is the domain of monetary policy, and it is useful to 
keep in mind the rationale for monetary policy in its simplest and 
most basic form: monetary policy rests on the proposition that 
there is a reasonably predictable relationship between aggregate 
expenditures and a controllable quantity of the most liquid assets 
in the economy-traditionally those used to conduct transactions 
and perhaps including their closest substitutes, and that this rela
tionship is more useful for policy purposes than is the relationship 
between aggregate expenditures and any other total of financial 
assets. It is unfortunately true that monetary theory has never 
been able to determine precisely the most appropriate definition of 
these liquid assets for policy purposes, but policy has been conduct
ed nevertheless on the presumption, supported by past evidence, 
that approximate definitions are satisfactory, and differences be
tween alternative definitions that merit consideration will not seri
ously impair the conduct of policy. 

I do not wish to defend this proposition and presumption here, 
since they are no longer controversial and are supported by the 
accumulated wisdom of monetary works and studies. I may note, 
however, that should this proposition be rejected it is hard to see 
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what the basis for monetary policy should be or, indeed, how we 
might proceed to control aggregate expenditures at all. When the 
policy options are surveyed, I believe that proper monetary con
trols are the centerpiece of a policy of containing and winding 
down inflation, and without it success in combating inflation will 
never be attained. 

The focus of these hearings, and our chief concern in recent 
years and for the immediate future, is to strengthen monetary 
controls over the monetary aggregates. Because of recent financial 
developments creating new kinds of transactions balances, the 
proper definition and measurement of the monetary aggregates to 
serve as indicators of monetary policy have become a problem. The 
most important of these developments is the automatic transfer 
services for savings deposits and repurchase agreements, but the 
development of transactions services on various kinds of financial 
assets-such as money market funds-is spreading with the devel
opment of the electronic transfer system and holds the potential 
for considerable growth. As has been widely discussed, these new 
transactions balances are displacing demand deposits at an un
known rate and are making it difficult if not impossible to inter
pret movements in M1 and M2 and their implications for aggre
gate expenditures. I cannot refrain from noting in passing that 
most of these developments appear to be a circumvention of the 
prohibition of the payment of interest on demand deposits and 
reflect the egregious error of failing to revoke that prohibition 
before it fostered these developments on a wide scale. 

I leave aside here the important question of how to redefine the 
monetary aggregates in the light of these new developments in 
order to focus on the question of reserve requirements. But, obvi
ously, the issues are interrelated, because if we maintain reserve 
requirements we must determine which balances will be subject to 
the requirements. I believe it is generally agreed that reserve 
requirements should be imposed on all transactions balances for 
consistency and equity and for another reason which I shall return 
to in a moment. 

There are basically two arguments for reserve requirements. 
First, they will help to stabilize the relationship between the quan
tity of monetary aggregates to which they apply and the monetary 
base of Federal funds and currency which is directly under the 
control of the Federal Reserve. And, second, they will help to 
stabilize the relationship between total transactions balances and 
aggregate expenditures. 

On the first argument, reserve requirements make the total of 
required and excess reserves held against deposit balances higher 
than it would be without requirements or with lower requirements. 
It is sometimes proposed that requirements could be zero, in which 
case total reserves would not be zero but would consist of excess 
reserves, though these tend to be and would be very small. The 
problem is that transactions balances are subject to unpredictable 
shifts among different institutional suppliers due to fluctuations in 
the flow of payments, and in the short run are accompanied by 
corresponding shifts of reserves. These movements cause changes 
in the total volume of such balances that can be supported by a 
given quantity of reserves if the ratio of reserves to total balances 
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varies throughout the system. Stability in the face of such shifts 
results if this ratio is constant throughout the system. Since excess 
reserve ratios will vary, the total ratio will more nearly remain 
constant under uniform and reasonably high required reserves, for 
the remaining variation in excess reserves held will be a smaller 
percentage of total reserves than if required reserves are zero or 
very low. 

This argument for uniform reserve requirements implies as a 
corollary that requirements for nontransactions balances or bal
ances not held by the public should be zero, since if we want to 
control the total of transactions balances held by the public, as I 
believe we do, shifts between these balances and other balances 
should not add to or diminish the amount of required reserves held 
behind transactions balances of the public. In this argument re
quired reserves have the sole function of controlling the total quan
tity of balances and are not intended to provide for their safety. 
Safety is provided by deposit insurance, regulation of depository 
institutions, an active Federal funds market, and the Federal Re
serve as lender of last resort-though I believe the latter is no 
longer needed. 

To be sure, if monetary policy is willing to disregard short-run 
fluctuations in total transactions balances, it can by trial and error 
eventually achieve the average level and average growth path that 
is deemed desirable. But, if total reserves comprise only excess 
reserves and are low, it will take longer to achieve the desired 
effect. As I have argued in a forthcoming paper, to be published in 
"Contemporary Economic Problems 1979," edited by William 
Fellner, American Enterprise Institute: 

The lag between a change in the monetary base through open market operations 
and the effect on aggregate balances will be lengthened by lower reserve ratios. At 
present the Federal Reserve produces an initial expansion in deposits of-let us 
say-$100 million by increasing the monetary base by $10 million. This is for a 
reserve ratio of 10 percent and ignores the subsequent further increases in the base 
to offset increased currency demand as the monetary expansion affects expendi
tures. Under a I-percent reserve ratio, the same initial expansion in deposits of $100 
million would require an initial increase in the base of only $1 million. The open 
market operation of $1 million would have an initial impact on financial markets of 
about one-tenth of the $10 million operation. The initial purchase spreads through 
individual financial institut,ons in the accounts of many individual households and 
businesses, in a process which lowers interest rates, increases the supply of credit, 
and expands the quantity of transactions balances. This process takes time. Given 
recent improvements in the efficiency and speed of cash management, the response 
of large businesses and financial institutions is becoming more rapid, but less so for 
other sectors. We do not know how much faster these adjustments will become, but 
in any event the process of redistributing $1 million of new monetary base through 
the financial system will take longer to build up to an increase in deposit balances 
of $100 million than an initial purchase of $10 million will. 

Given the usual long lag between changes in monetary growth and in aggregate 
expenditures of several quarters or more, a longer lag between changes in the base 
and in total balances would be undesirable, but the addition to the total lag in 
monetary policy might not be overly serious. However, it complicates the first 
problem of larger fluctuations in the reserve multiplier, because the time needed to 
identify and correct departures of monetary growth from the target rate would be 
lengthened. Quarterly growth targets would be harder to hit than now, though 
semiannual targets might still be readily attainable. 

The second primary purpose of reserve requirements is to stabi
lize the relationship between transactions balances and aggregate 
expenditures by reducing the substitutability between these bal-
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ances and close substitutes among financial instruments. As I 
argue in the paper cited above: 

Since reserves behind transactions balances are costly, the public has an incentive 
to hold these balances largely to conduct transactions or, if they are not needed for 
that purpose, to shift into other assets which have no transactions advantages but 
pay a higher rate of interest. Assets of an inbetween variety which offer less 
convenient transactions services and a somewhat higher rate of interest would, if 
subject to full reserve requirements, not remain in between; they would either 
become fully competitive in transactions services or, to avoid reserve requirements, 
would discontinue such services altogether. 

This argument contemplates imposing reserve requirements on 
balances any where in the economy which offer transactions serv
ices, an extension which goes beyond presently proposed legisla
tion. If legislation can be enacted imposing uniform reserve re
quirements on all transactions balances in depository institutions, 
that will be a good first step. But, given the direction of financial 
developments, at some future date it will be necessary to consider 
extending requirements beyond the confines of present depository 
institutions. 

It is true that the free payment of interest on demand deposits 
and on required reserves as has been proposed, both of which I 
favor, would increase the substitutability between demand deposits 
and other assets, because the rates of return would be similar. 
Nevertheless, the payment of interest is desirable to reduce the 
market's incentives to develop substitutes for demand deposits. It 
might prevent the growth of transactions balances outside deposi
tory institutions and make future extensions of reserve require
ments unnecessary. But we should recognize that payment of inter
est will make shifts between demand deposits and very close substi
tutes that remain outside the coverage of reserve requirements 
more likely to occur in response to variations in differential rates 
of return. These shifts cannot be entirely eliminated and could be 
sizable and troublesome for monetary policy. Reserve requirements 
should. be sufficiently comprehensive as a means of discouraging 
the provision of limited transactions services on investment-type 
financial assets in order to reduce their substitutability for transac
tions balances that fully offer such services and are subject to 
reserve requirements. 

The argument that might be raised against reserve requirements 
is that they are not needed because monetary policy can operate by 
setting targets via the monetary base or interest rates. Setting 
targets for the monetary base would be better than no target at all, 
but I believe we would not be satisfied with the results of such a 
procedure. The monetary base has not maintained as close a rela
tionship to GNP as the monetary aggregates have, and there are 
reasons to expect that shifts among transactions balances, some of 
which have reserve requirements and some of which do not, will in 
the future make the base increasingly unsatisfactory as an indica
tor. 

Interest-rate targets will continue to be used, but the new devel
opments are also affecting the interpretation of short-term rates. 
With the growth of new transactions balances, it is harder to 
predict how much the Federal funds or Treasury bill rate should 
rise or fall to produce a given amount of tightness or ease in the 
market. Certainly the relationship of changes in these rates to 
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changes in the demand for various financial assets and to changes 
in aggregate spending is not the same as it used to be now that we 
have new interest-bearing balances that can be used for transac
tions purposes. These new developments affect the relationships 
among short-term interest rates. To be sure, if the monetary au
thorities could know the proper level to achieve of those interest 
rates that most directly affect the rate of business and household 
investment expenditures, they could of course pursue targets for 
those interest rates, but this is not known with sufficient accuracy, 
and the conduct of monetary policy requires the use of reliable 
monetary aggregates to help guide its path. 

As a concluding point, I would emphasize that the control of 
what we call money has been a traditional and continuous respon
sibility of the Congress that was recognized in the Constitution. It 
is a vital public interest that this control continue to be exercised 
over new kinds of balances which provide the transactions services 
of money. The separate interests of the banking and financial 
community are secondary to this overriding public interest. Yet I 
am concerned that the public interest in this complex area is 
getting lost. The effectiveness of monetary policy which I believe is 
involved here should be decided as a prime public issue and not 
unnecessarily compromised for the convenience of financial mar
kets and institutions. This issue is more important than the mem
bership of the Federal Reserve System and should be viewed in a 
broad context. If we allow monetary controls to erode at a time 
when we need to strengthen them in the fight against inflation, we 
all stand to lose much, much more than the costs of restructuring 
some of our financial institutions. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Professor Cagan. 
Professor Greenbaum. 

STATEMENT OF PROF. STUART I. GREENBAUM, DIRECTOR, 
BANK RESEARCH CENTER, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGE
MENT, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL. 

Mr. GREENBAUM. Thank you for inviting me to discuss the rela
tionship between commercial bank legal reserve requirements and 
the implementation of monetary policy. My views on the reserve 
requirement question are detailed in a recent Banking Research 
Center working paper, coauthored with my colleague, Prof. George 
Kanatas, which was distributed in advance of today's hearing; and 
in my March 5, 1979, testimony before the Housing Banking Com
mittee. This latter statement was not distributed in advance of 
today's hearing, but I do have copies available. 

I will not attempt to describe both these documents in detail, 
however, I wish to emphasize that context is critical to understand
ing the debate over reserve requirements and monetary policy. 

[Documents referred to and additional material received from 
Mr. Greenbaum are reprinted as follows:] 
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Stuart I. Greenbaum 
Harold L. Stuart Professor 

of Banking and Finance 

& 

Director, Banking Research Center 
Kellogg Graduate School of ~!anagement 

Northwestern University 

Thank you for inviting me to discuss the relationship between commercial 

bank legal reserve requirements and the implementation of monetary policy. 

My views on the reserve requirement question are detailed in a recent Banking 

Research Center working paper, co-authored with my colleague Professor 

George Kanatas. The paper, entitled "Bank Reserve Requirements and Monetary 

Aggregates;' was distributed in advance of today's hearing. My views on 

the more general Fed membership question of which the reserve requirement 

question is a major part are found in my March 5, 1979 statement to the 

House Banking Connnittee. This latter statement was not distributed in ad

vance of today's hearing, but I do have copies available. 

I will not attempt to describe both of these documents in detail. 

However, I wish to emphasize that context is critical to understanding the 

debate over ~eserve requirements and monetary policy. Monetary policy is 

but one, albeit the most important one from the public's vantage point, 

among five distinct issues relating to bank reserve requirements and Fed 

membership. The other issues are (1) the distribution of seigniorage on 

deposit-money as between the Treasury and the private banking system; (2) the 

Federal Reserve's hegemony; (3) equity in the regulatory treatmant of coru

peting financial institutions; and (4) the pricing and production of financial 

services in the public sector -- often referred to as the fees-for-services 

question. 

High reserve requirements tend to shift earnings from the banks to the 

U.S. Treasury whereas low reserve requirements shift earnings to the com

mercial banking system. Since commercial banks compete with financial 

institutions that are not subject to reserve. requirements, they see these 

requirements as a regulatory shackle inhibiting their ability to compete 
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on even terms. The Congress, on the other hand, sees diminution of re-

serve requirements as an unwarranted raid on the Treasury. From its singular 

vantage point, the Federal Reserve sees universal positive reserve require

ments as a way of mandating Federal Reserve membership and thereby ensuring 

its constituency and traditional roles. 

These mundane but nevertheless compelling issues are often suffused in 

order to elevate the tone of debate. Thus, the discussion often proceeds 

in terms of the loftier questions of equity and whether reserve requirements 

promote efficiency in the conduct of monetary policy. The Federal Reserve 

has argued that universal reserve requirements that would eliminate the 

distinction between member and non-member banks wo~ld promote equity. 

Nevertheless most proposals that I have seen emanating from the Federal 

Reserve exempt smaller institutions. Moreover, to the extent that reserve 

requirements remain selective in their incidence, and it is difficult to 

imagine completely universal requirements, inequities will remain unless 

of course the reserve requirements are set at the zero level. 

Federal Reserve officials have also argued that universal positive 

reserve requirements enhance the predictability of monetary aggregates and 

thereby promote the efficient implementation of monetary policy. I view 

this argument as an insidious half-truth. Its validity is premised on ignoring 

the fact that reserve requirements induce the creation of deposit substitutes. 

When this innovation effect of reserve requirements is taken into account, 

the presumption that the predictability of monetary aggregates increases 

with reserve requirements vanishes. Indeed, Professor Kanatas and I find 

that it is equally plausible to expect that the predictability of the relevant 

augmented monetary aggregate will decline with increases in reserve requirements. 
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Although we have not proved that predictability will decline as reserve 

requirements rise, we have shown that the alleged presumption to the con

trary in clearly fallacious, Using our simple model of the financial 

sector, we show that the question of predictability turns on the magnitude 

of a number of behavioral parameters about which we and the Federal Reserve 

know very little. The bottom line is that neither we nor the Federal Reserve 

really know whether reserve requirements enhance or confound the predict

ability of monetary aggregates, However, my intuition tells me that the 

problem of making monetary policy is vastly complicated by the presence of 

reserve requirements, Recent discussions within and outside the Fed about 

the growing irrelevance of narrowly defined monetary aggregates is symptomatic. 

Most observers of monetary policy agree that the interpretation of the recent 

behavior of the monetary aggregates has been confounded by ATS, NOW accounts, 

repurchase agreements, fed funds transactions, money market mutual funds 

and Eurodollars. The dramatic growth in these deposit substitutes is in 

large measure attributable to reserve requirements -- deposit interest ceilings 

provide an important impetus, as well, 

Having examined the relationship between reserve requirements and the 

predictability of monetary aggregates, Professor Kanatas and I proceeded to 

investigate the relationship between the predictability of monetary aggregates 

and an interest rate offered for voluntarily held deposits at the Federal 

Reserve. We found that increasing the interest rates improves predictability. 

That is an interest rate on voluntarily held deposits has the effect 

reserve requirements are alleged, but cannot be demonstrated, to have. 

This leads us to recommend that reserve requirements be gradually abolished, 

If at zero reserve requirements the relevant monetary aggregates fail to 
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display the desired degree of predictability, the interest rate offered 

for voluntarily held deposits can be gradually increased until the desired 

degree of predictability is achieved. I should emphasize that it is not 

at all clear that interest payments will be necessary. The volatility of 

monetary aggregates under a regime of zero reserve requirements with zero 

interest payment is decidedly an open question. 

Zero reserve requirements will have the added advantages of rendering 

moot the membership question, improving equity in regulatory treatment 

and it will eliminate a major incentive the Federal Reserve presently has 

for producing financial services that could be produced as well or better 

in the private sector. Zero reserve requirements will also weaken the 

present incentives for shipping our banking business abroad. Zero reserve 

requirements would not of course resolve the seigniorage issue. If the 

Treasury's revenue loss resulting from reduced reserve requirements were 

judged to be unwarranted, various alternatives might be considered. For 

example, if the deposit insurance agencies discontinued rebating 1/2 to 

2/3 of deposit insurance premiums, five to six hundred million dollars might 

be recaptured annually. 

To summarize, reserve requirements as presently defined most probably 

impair our ability to conduct monetary policy. Because of the difficulty 

of controlling financial innovation and our inability to control foreign 

institutions, I am pessimistic about the prospects of recasting the require

ments in a more encompassing fashion. I believe that the conduct of monetary 

policy would be facilitated quite dramatically by the elimination of all 

reserve requirements. At the same time, I would counsel eliminating Reg, Q 

and interest rate ceilings on demand deposits and deposits voluntarily held 

at the Federal Reserve. In addition to facilitating monetary policy 
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by reducing financial innovation, elimination of reserve requirements 

would provide a variety of incidental benefits. Equity in regulatory 

treatment of competing financial institutions would be promoted. The 

Federal Reserve's incentive to produce financial services that are pro

ducible by the private sector would be reduced. The Fed membership issue 

would be rendered moot. These changes would permit the Federal Reserve 

to focus more single-mindedly on its major functions: acting as lender 

of last resort and pursuing open market operations. In addition, elimin

ation of reserve requirements would permit American financial institutions 

to compete more effectively with foreign banking institutions. 
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BANK RESERVE REQUIREMENTS AND MONETARY AGGREGATES 

Recent commercial bank departures from Federal Reserve membership, 

under the presumed impetus of high interest rates, have prompted a re

examination of voluntary membership arrangements. Commercial banks have 

been leaving the Federal Reserve System primarily to avoid the rising 

opportunity costs of maintaining non-interest bearing reserves in compli-

ance with the legal reserve requirements imposed by the Federal Re

serve. The so-called Fed membership question involves at least 

five separable albeit interrelated issues including: (1) the distribution 

of deposit seigniorage, (2) the pricing of financial services produced 

by the Federal Reserve System, (3) equity in the regulatory treatment 

of competing financial institutions, and (4) preservation of the 

Federal Reserve's traditional roles and constituency. 1 The fifth and 

widely thought to be transcendent issue relates to the importance of 

reserve requirements in facilitating the implementation of monetary policy. 

The Federal Reserve, as well as many more disinterested observers, maintain 

that effective reserve requirements enhance the predictability of mone

tary aggregates. 2 To be sure, others argue that reserve requirements 

are unnecessary for the implementation of monetary policy. 3 However, these 

divergent views are not qualitatively inconsistent. Rather they 

differ principally in their estimates of the variability of the mone-

tary aggregates in the absence of effective reserve requirements and per

haps also in the reduction in variability one might reasonably expect 

as reserve requirements are increased in the neighborhood of the voluntary 

reserve ratio. Thus, there seems to be wide agreement that reserve re-
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quirements reduce the variability of the monetary aggregates and thereby 

facilitate monetary control. What dispute there is seems to center on orders 

of magnitude, i.e., the necessity for reserve requirements and/or their po

tential usefulness. 

The burden of the present paper is to show that under plausible be-

havioral assumptions reserve requirements will increase the variance of 

monetary aggregates and thereby complicate the implementation of monetary 

policy. The basis for this unconventional result lies in our recognition 

of financial innovation induced by the reserve requirement. Earlier analy

ses focus exclusively on the variance of the reserve-constrained claim. 

With minor extensions, the standard fixed-coefficients model of the banking 

system can be used to show that as the reserve requirement rises toward 

unity, the deposit multiplier falls toward unity and the interest-elasticity 

and the variance of deposits fall toward zero. This well-known result is 

the foundation for the conventional view linking reserve requirements to 

efficiency of monetary policy. Also widely recognized, but almost never as 

an explicit part of the analysis of monetary variability, is the tendency 

for reserve requirements -- and interest rate ceilings, too -- to spawn 

and nurture new financial claims. Examples include repurchase agreements, 

federal funds, negotiable CDs, commercial paper and Eurodollars. 4 

But if reserve requirements induce the creation of close substitutes for 

the reserve-constrained claim, how useful is the observation that the vari

ance of the reserve-constrained claim declines with increases in the re-

serve requirement? Of course, the answer depends on which particular 

monetary aggregate is most stably related to aggregate demand, but 
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the Federal Reserve's recent difficulty in defining 11 appropriate 11 mone

tary aggregates is suggestive. 5 Moreover, since induced innovation is 

designed to circumvent the reserve requirement constraint, the design of 

new claims can be expected to be as similar to the reserve-constrained 

claim as possible without eliciting a regulatory response. 

In what follows, we develop a rudimentary stochastic model of the markets 

for deposits (reserve-constrained claims) and deposit-substitutes (in-

duced financial innovation) in which reserve requirements induce growth in 

the deposit-substitute market. We establish and interpret a sufficient 

condition for the variance of the augmented monetary aggregate (deposits 

plus deposit-substitutes) to increase with increasing reserve requirements 

and we also describe the conventional view as a special case. We find 

it not at all implausible that reserve requirements reduce the vari-

ance of deposits and simultaneously increase the variance of the augmented 

monetary aggregate. The outcome depends entirely on the levels of cross

partial derivatives (interpretable as household sector cross-elasticities of 

supply) and changes in own-partials (interpretable as changes in the banking 

sector's own-elasticities of demand) induced by the reserve requirement change. 

We proceed to show that if the reserve requirement is replaced by 

an interest rate offered on deposits voluntarily held at the Federal 

Reserve, the variance of the monetary aggregate can be fixed at any 

desired level by an appropriate choice of the interest rate. That is, 

the variance of the monetary aggregate declines monotonically with 

increases in the interest rate offered on deposits held at the 

l•'l'd(\ral RL•fH)rV('. The key dlff(.'rencl~ between a rl's(•rVl' rl'q11irl~mcnl and 

interest paid on Federal Rescr:ve deposits is that whereas the former 
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induces financial innovation,the latter does not. Our analysis strongly 

suggests that monetary policy would be better served by eliminating 

reserve requirements and substituting an interest rate on voluntarily 

held central bank deposits as an instrument for stabilizing the relation

ship between monetary aggregates and the monetary base. Under such 

a system, it is conceivable that an optimally chosen interest rate might 

be zero, but like most corner solutions it is not the most likely outcome, 

To be sure, the efficiency of monetary policy is not the sole issue 

relating to reserve requirements. In any case, our analysis shows that 

the conventional view that reserve requirements facilitate the implemen

tation of monetary policy by reducing the variance of monetary aggregates 

is patently incorrect. The conventional view is sustainable only if 

the financial innovation induced by reserve reqUirements is ignored. 

II. The Model 

The model describes the behavior of three classes of transactors: 

the central bank, the private banking system and the non-bank public 

(which we call households, for short). 

The central bank controls the stock of its liabilities (R), which 

are defined as reserves in the presence of a reserve requirement, by 

purchasing and selling government securities (G). Its balance sheet is 

given by6 

(1) G R. 

In addition to performing open market operations, the central bank has 
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one additional policy instrument. 

This instrument is either a legal reserve requirement (k1) against 

deposits, D, or a parameter (k2) determining the interest rate offered on 

deposits voluntarily held at the central bank. We define 

(2) 

with 1 ~ ki ~ O, i = 1,2 

where rg is the central bank's deposit offer rate and rD is the endo

genously determined interest rate on bank deposits. 

The rest of the model consists of demand and supply equations for 

deposits and deposit substitutes and market clearing equations. The 

banking system's demand equations are deterministic, but the public's 

supplies are viewed as stochastic. ln a regime of 1 e;sa l reserve Tl'

quirements, the banks' demand for deposits is taken to be interest 

elastic, except for the case of a 100% reserve requirement (k1 = 1) when 

it is equal to the exogenously determined level of reserves. Also, for 

a given interest rate paid on deposit substitutes, the higher the level 

of the reserve requirement, the greater the banks' demand for deposit

substitutes. The specific functional forms are given by 

(3) 

(4) D* b 

where Db are deposits demanded by the banking system and Dt are deposit

substitutes demanded by the banking system, and ai, i = 0, 1, 2 ... are 

non-negative parameters. Figures la and lb are representations of 

equations (3) and (4). In Figure la, d4R is the exogenously de-
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termined stock of bank reserves and also the banking syol(..'m' ~, 

demand curve for deposits when k 1 = 1. The line segments 

d3d)R, d2<lZR, and <l1diR are the shifted demand curves for progressively 

lower values of k 1 . Notice that the reserve requirement has two 

distinct effects on deposit demand, it reduces demand and reduces the 

elasticity of demand. In the limit, as k 1 approaches unity, deposit 

demand approaches R (the deposit multiplier approaches unity) and 

interest elasticity of deposit demand approaches zero. Thus, our 

deposit demand function embodies the key asymptotic properties in a 

highly simplified and therefore focused way. Figure lb, illustrates 

that increases in k 1 have two distinct and complementary (to Db) ef

fects on the banking system's demand for deposit-substitutes. That 

is, increases in k1 increase demand and elasticity of demand for deposit

substitutes. 

To summarize, when k 1 = 0 the banking system's demand for deposits 

is maximal and maximally elastic while the banking system's demand for 

deposit-substitutes is zero. As k 1 increases, the demand for deposits 

and the demand elasticity decline while the demand for deposit-substitutes 

along with the elasticity of demand for deposit-substitutes increases. As 

k1 approaches unity, the demand for deposits approaches Rand its elasticity ap

proaches zero. At the same time, the demand for deposit-substitutes approaches its 

maximal value as does the elasticity of demand for deposit-substitutP.s. 

The public's supplies of deposits and deposit-substitutes are 

as fol lowi:;: 
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Equations (5) and (6) include identical stochastic terms, E, with 

expected values of zero and constant finite variance. 

The model is closed with market-clearing equations for D and D*. 

Solution values for r 0 , rD*' D and D* -- in terms of the behavioral 

parameters ai, the disturbance in household supplies E, and the policy in

struments G and k1 -- are obtained in straightforward fashion. Using 

the equilibrium values for D and D~ we obtain the following expressions 

for the variances of D and (D + D*): 

(7) var (D) 

(8) var (D+D*) 

where 

(9) H 

Our principal interest is how (7) and (8) vary with changes in k1 . 

Hence 

(10) 

and 

a var (D) 
a k1 

-2a1 [a1 (1-k1)(a6+a8+a3k1 J 
3 (a6+a3+a3k1) 

H 

(a5a8-a6a9+a3a 5k1) + a 3a 6 (1-k1) 

(a5+a9+a1 (1-k1})} var (E) 
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2 [a1 (l-k1) (a6+a8+2a3k1) + a 3k1 (a5+a9)] 

H3 

2 2 {(l-k1) a1a 32(a6+a8+2a 3k1) 

+ (l-k1)2a1a 3k1 (a5+a9) 

2 2 
+ kla3al(a5+a9) + (a3a9-ala6-ala3) 

[(l-k1)a1 (a6+a8+2a3k1) 

+a3k1 (a5+a9)]} var (c). 

That is, the 

product of own-effects must exceed the product of cross-effects in the 

household equations. The negativity of (10) is the conventional result 

described earlier as the basis for the belief that reserve requirements 

facilitate the implementation of monetary policy. 

The sign of equation (11) is ambiguous; it will be positive 

if 

This sufficient, but not necessary, condition for (11) to be positive 

can be rewritten as follows: 

(13) 

Note the first term in (13) is the product of the household's cross-partial of 

deposit supply and the slope change in deposit demand induced by the change 

in k1 • The second term is the identical expression as applied to the 

deposit-substitute market. The final term is the product of the two 
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slope change terms appearing in the first two expressions. The total ex

pression contains only shift parameters of the supply functions and ro

tation parameters of the demand functions. 

Note that if a 1 = 0, (12) is unambiguously positive and increasing re-

serve requirements increases the variance of (D + D*). This describes the 

case where the deposit demand is zero elastic before the increase in k1 

and hence increases in k1 merely shift the vertical deposit demand curve 

to the left. But such shifts leave the variance of deposits unchanged at 

zero while increasing the volume and variance of D*. The opposite result 

is obtained if a 1 > O, but a 3 = 0. In that case, the demand for D* is zero 

elastic and increases in k1 will reduce the variance of (D + D*). If 

a 1 = a 3 = O, then the variance is unaffected by changes in k1 . 

Other special cases are suggestive. For example, if a 1 = a 3 > 0, 

dnd a 6 = a 9 , we have the case where reserve requirements have exactly off

setting effects on D and D* demand,and D and D* are symmetrically (not 

perfectly) substitutable from household's viewpoint. 7 In this case, 

equation (12) is negative and hence (11) may be positive or negative. 

Thus parametric symmetry leads to an indefinite outcome. The variance 

of the augmented monetary aggregate may rise or fall. 

Similarly, if a 9 = 0, implying a6 = 0, in which case deposits and deposit

substitutes are not substitutes from the household's viewpoint, our sufficient con

dition is not satisfied and again the variance of the augmented monetary 

aggregate may rise or fall with increases in the reserve requirement. 

At the other extreme, if a 6 = a 9 = 00 , deposits and deposit-substitutes 

are perfectly substitutable from the household's viewpoint. Then, r 0 
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would have to equal r 0* in which case the hanking system would demand zero 

deposits given an effective reserve requirement. In our model, this result 

is impossible since we have bounded D from below by R, setting a minimum de

posit multiplier of one. This has the effect of capturing the conventional 

asymptotic property without affecting results on the variances. The point 

is that D and D* must be minimally differentiated (with r 0* > r 0 ) if both 

are to be produced, given that Dis subject to an effective reserve re

quirement and D* is not. 

We cannot, of course, be sure whether (12) is satisfied or violated. 

Indeed even if (12) is violated, var(D + D*) may rise or fall with increases 

in k1 • Given our ignorance regarding the values of parameters, we can at 

most assert that var(D + D*) is more likely to rise with increases in k1 

the smaller is a1 relative to a 3, i.e., the smaller is the change in slope 

of the deposit demand curve relative to that of deposit-substitutes. At 

the current level of reserve requirements (k1 << 1), if we assume that 

interest rate changes on deposits and deposit-substitutes have approximately 

equal effects on hanks' demands for these financial instruments, then from 

equations (3) and (4) we see that a 1 < a 3 . While this result does not ensure 

(12) > 0, it suggests that our condition may be satisfied. Irrespective of 

the sign of (12), recognition of induced financial innovation clearly in

validates the conventional argument to the effect that variability of mone

tary aggregates and reserve requirements are inversely related. 

Now, let us consider the regime without legal reserve requirements but 

with interest offered by the Federal Reserve on any voluntarily held reserves. 

Without a legal reserve requirement, there is no inducement for banks to pro

duce deposit substitutes, so that D* = 0. Equation (3), with k2 replacing k1 , 

is taken to represent banks' demand for deposits. We assume that as the rate 

on central bank deposits approaches that on alternate risk-bearing assets (say 

the loan rate) banks will wish to hold only central bank deposits and other as-
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sets will fall toward zero. This yields the identical result in the deposit 

market to that obtained by a 100 percent reserve requirement. The careful 

reader will long ago have recognized that we have no loan rate in our model. 8 

However, we can think of the loan rate as being linked by a constant 

to r 0 and thus we link rg to r 0, instead of r1 . There is nothing critical 

or sacrosanct about bounding k2 from above by unity. It is merely con

venient and symmetrical with our treatment of k1 . The critical point is 

that at sufficiently high levels of k 2 , banks would choose to hold all their 

assets in the form of central bank deposits. Also critical is the as-

sumption that raising k2 does not induce financial innovation. 

The model consists of equations (1), (2), (3) and (5), with k2 

replacing k1 in (3). Using the equilibrium D, we obtain 

(14) 

and 

(15) 

var (D) 

var (D) 
k2 

Since all ai and ki are non-negative, (15) is negative,indicating that 

an interest rate on central bank deposits functions precisely in the way 

the Federal Reserve alleges that the reserve requirement functions in reducing 

the variance of the monetary aggregate. As interest rates on central bank 

deposits rise relative to market rates of interest, deposits at the central 

bank become attractive relative to other earning assets. In seeking to move 

from loans into the exogenously fixed central bank deposits, the banking system 

n,Juces its deposit 1 iahilities until in the limit the banking system 1 s deposits 

l'q11al l lw exogenously controlled central bank deposits. This is the polar case of 

a 1mitary money multiplier with zero interest elasticity and zero deposit 
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variance achieved with a 100 percent reserve requirement. 

III. Conclusion 

We have shown that the conventional arguments to the effect that the 

predictability of monetary aggregates is enhanced by legal reserve re

quirements is sustainable only by ignoring the financial innovation in-

duced by reserve requirements. If reserve requirements stimulate the de

velopment and growth of deposit-substitutes designed to circumvent the reserve 

requirement, then the link between reserve requirements and the variance of 

monetary aggregates becomes ambiguous, at best. Increasing reserve require

ments will still reduce the variance of the reserve-constrained claim, but 

the variance of the augmented monetary aggregate may well increase with re

serve requirements. The conditions sufficient to produce a positive relation

ship between monetary variance and reserve requirements -- restrictions on 

the elasticity of demands and supplies of deposits and deposit-substitutes 

are not at all implausible. 

We have shown that if an interest payment on deposits voluntarily 

held at the central bank is substituted for a legal reserve requirement, 

a negative relationship between monetary variance and the policy 

instrument is achieved. This finding provides the basis for sug-

gesting that the implementation of monetary policy might be better 

served by interest payments on central bank deposits rather than legal 

reserve requirements. To be sure, this is an incomplete argument. If 

the central bank is concerned about interest rate variability rather than 

variability of monetary aggregates, or perhaps both forms of variability, 

the presumption favoring the interest rate instrument will be weakened. 
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Too, we have not dealt with potential problems arising from the wider 

variance in individual bank reserve ratios that would presumably result 

from an interest rate instrument. In addition, we have not addressed 

the seigniorage, equity, Fed pricing and hegemony issues mentioned in 

our introduction. 

On the other hand, what we have shown is that the major monetary 

policy argument used by the Federal Reserve and others to defend the need 

for reserve requirements is fallacious. Further, we have demonstrated a 

reasonably strong presumption in favor of interest payments on voluntarily 

held central bank deposits in lieu of legal reserve requirements. Re

lated issues must await future research. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. A brief discussion of these issues is found in Greenbaum (1979). 

2. For example, see William Miller (1979), George Benston (1978), 

Arthur Burns (1977), Clark Warburton (1963). 

3. For example. see Dennis R. Starleaf (1975), Ross Robertson and Almarin 

Phillips (1974). 

4. Clearly, these deposit-substitutes are producible by institutions 

other than commercial banks. 

5. See Federal Reserve Bulletin (1979). 

6. For simplicity, we ignore currency and member bank borrowing from 

the Federal Reserve. 

7. If our conditions were in terms of elasticities rather than partial 

derivatives, symmetry would be assured. 

8. Recognizing the loan rate adds another market, massively complicating 

our analysis to no apparent purpose. However, if we assume r 0 = 0 

we can substitute a bank loan supply function for the bank's deposit 

demand function and endogenize rL in place of r 0 . With or without 

such a change,we can determine L with the use of a banking system 

balance sheet identity. 
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March 5, 1979 

TO: Committee on Banking, Currency and Housing, House of Representatives 

U.S. Congress 

FROM: Stuart I. Greenbaum, Harold L. Stuart Professor of Banking and 

Finance and Director, Banking Research Center, Graduate School 

of Management, Northwestern University 

RE: H. R. 7 and H. R. 2133, 96th Congress, 1st Session 

Thank you for inviting me to comment on this important pending legis

lation. My discussion will focus on the more general "Fed membership 

question." Since both bills under consideration are addressed to this 

problem, I will speak indirectly to the proposed legislation. 

The symptomatic roots of the Fed membership question are found in 

the persistent egress of commercial banks from the ranks of Fed member

ship. The departure rate has exceeded 50 banks per year over the past 

decade and departures seem to be accelerating, particularly among larger 

banks (in the 100 to 500 million dollar deposit size). Over the last 

decade, the proportion of total commercial bank deposits held by member 

banks declined from about 85 percent to less than 75 percent. These 

trends have understandably disquieted the Federal Reserve and others 

and have prompted legislative proposals that would apply uniform legal 

reserve requirements to all deposit-type financial institutions, typically 

with an exemption for smaller institutions. The proposals have been 

defended on two grounds: (1) reserve requirements are said to facilitate 

the conduct of monetary policy by enhancing the predictability 
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of monetary aggregates, and (2) equitable treatment of financial 

institutions competing in the same markets demands equal regulatory 

restrictions, i.e., uniform reserve requirements. However, at least 

three other issues are involved. First, the design of reserve re

quirements may affect the distribution of power among the regulatory 

agencies. Second, reserve requirements may affect the efficiency 

of our financial system, particularly the pricing and output of finan

cial services and the distribution of production between the public 

and private sectors. Finally, the level of reserve requirements af

fects the distribution of seigniorage derived from the production of 

deposit money between the government and the private banking system. 

I propose to briefly discuss each of these five issues and then con

clude by offering a modest if somewhat unorthodox proposal for solving 

the problem. 

Monetary Management 

The official and widely-held view that reserve requirements facilitate 

the conduct of monetary policy by enhancing the predictability of monetary 

aggregates emanates from the standard textbook theory of the money sup-

ply process. The volume, variance, and interest-elasticity of any reserve con

strained financial claim varies inversely with the reserve requirement, 

for any given level of total reserves. In the limit, as the reserve re

quirement approaches unity, both the interest-elasticity and the variance 

of the financial claim approach zero. Hence, as banks and deposits depart 

Fed membership the average effective reserve requirement declines and 

the variance of the money stock increases. The logic of this argument 
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is unassailable. However, it neglects an important implication of raising 

reserve requirements. 

Rising reserve requirements induce financial institutions to introduce 

new claims that are close substitutes for deposits whenever such substitutes 

have lower (often zero) reserve requirements. Examples abound! They in

clude money market mutual funds, credit union share drafts, NOW accounts, 

Eurodollars, and repurchase agreements. Moreover, these financial inno

vations are exceptionally difficult to control for they need not originate 

in domestic deposit-type financial institutions. In addition, whereas 

some of these innovations are simply devices to avoid reserve requirements, 

others have more positive welfare implications and it is virtually im

possible to distinguish between the two types of financial innovations. 

When we consider the variance of the augmented monetary aggregate, 

including both the reserve constrained claim and the reserve subverting 

money substitute, it is no longer clear that increasing reserve require

ments leads to improved predictability. Symptomatic of this difficulty 

is the Federal Reserve's recent frustration in defining an appropriate mone

tary aggregate. My colleague, Professor George Kanatas, and I show in a 

forthcoming paper that an increase in reserve requirements leads to an 

increase in the variability of an appropriately defined monetary ag

gregate, given fairly plausibe assumptions regarding demand and supply 

elasticities. Even if one questions our assumptions, it is clear that 

one cannot plausibly predict reduced variability of the monetary ag-

gregate as reserve requirements increase. We are inevitably led to 

reject the conventional view that reserve requirements facilitate the 

conduct of monetary policy. Indeed the contrary aeems more plausible. 
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In the aforementioned paper, Kanatas and I also show that in a 

setting without reserve requirements the Federal Reserve can achieve any 

desired degree of predictability of the monetary aggregate with an ap

propriate choice of an interest rate offered for deposits voluntarily 

held at the Federal Reserve. 

Equity 

Horizontal equity requires that equally situated institutions, i.e., 

institutions competing in the same markets, receive equal regulatory 

treatment. Any uniformly applied reserve requirement, positive or zero, 

would satisfy this criterion of equitable treatment. 

For more than 100 years, reserve requirements have been applied se

lectively in recognition of certain behavioral differences among financial 

institutions. These differences in reserve requirements have by and large 

provided favorable treatment to smaller financial institutions and can 

be interpreted as fostering a more sophisticated vertical equity. If 

reserve requirements are to be used toward this end, uniformity of reserve 

requirements must be compromised and at least some institutions necessarily 

will be subjected to positive requirements. The appropriateness 

of protecting smaller financial institutions will have to await examination 

at another time. However, given a commitment to smaller institutions, 

it seems fitting to ask whether the reserve requirement is a desirable 

vehicle for bestowing favor. The transcendent importance of monetary 

policy and the abundance of alternative means of subsidization would 

seem to speak against the current progressive reserve requirements and 

the proposed differential reserve requirements (wlth exemptlons). 
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Regulatory Hegemony 

It would be remarkable indeed if legislative proposals put forth 

by regulatory agencies did not reflect concern about the regulator's 

constituency. Uniform positive reserve requirements effectively mandate 

Fed membership and thereby extend the Fed's constituency, in extremis. 

Uniform zero reserve requirements practically moots the question of member

ship and could eventually narrow the scope of the Fed's activities to the 

most basic elements of monetary management. Some, including myself, see 

this as a distinct advantage of zero reserve requirements. With the issue 

of membership out of the way for the most part, the Federal Reserve 

could more single-mindedly devote itself to serving as lender of last 

resort and managing open market operations. The unavoidable proclivity 

of the Fed to view the membership problem in terms of a vanishing con

stituency perniciously diverts attention from their primary responsibility, 

stabilizing the economy. So much the worse, since the very notion of 

Fed membership is little more than a quaint historical artifact. 

Production of Financial Services 

We take it for granted that certain financial services are produced 

in the public sector, e.g., deposit insurance, whereas others are pro

duced in the private sector. Further, some prices are market determined 

whereas others are regulated. Efficiency requires that prices equal 

marginal costs and there is a presumption favoring private production 

in most cases. However, the existence of reserve requirements insidiously 

shifts production of financial services to the public sector and leads 

to underpricing. Over-consumption of these services results. Because 
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the Federal Reserve is concerned with loss of members, it seeks to com

pensate members indirectly by providing financial services at prices below 

their cost of production. The higher the inflation rate and nominal 

interest rates, the higher is the cost to members implied by any reserve 

requirement and the greater the inducement to depart membership. This 

concatenation induces the Fed to ever greater encroachment on private 

markets. The extension of ACHs, RCPCs and other improvements in services 

to member banks are understandable as efforts to deter the loss of members. 

An important advantage of zero reserve requirements is that the Fed's 

incentive to produce and sell below-cost financial services that are pro

ducible in the private sector would be materially weakened. I venture to 

guess that most of the clearing services now being produced by the Fed 

could and would be produced privately. One is again driven to ask to 

what extent we are presently over-producing financial services and to 

what extent this Fed activity diverts attention from their primary re

sponsibility? 

Seigniorage 

From time illllllemorial, sovereigns have reserved to themselves profits 

associated with the creation of money. Federal Reserve liabilities -- de

posits and currency -- are inexpensively produced and maintained, and finance 

the Fed's holdings of interest-bearing assets -- U.S. Government securities, 

bankers acceptances and loans to banks. Similarly, commercial bank deposits 

are virtually costless to create, inexpensive to maintain,and finance banks' 

holdings of earning assets. 

The reserve requirement uffocts the distribution of seigniorage as-
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sociated with the creation of conunercial bank deposits, With a 100 

percent reserve requirement, the government effectively appropriates to 

itself all deposit seigniorage. A zero reserve requirement shifts most 

deposit seigniorage to the private banking system -- the seigniorage is 

diminished to the extent that banks voluntarily hold cash assets. The 

common view of reserve requirements as a tax reflects the bankers' vantage 

point from which such seigniorage is properly appropriable by the private 

creators of deposits rather than the public whose guarantees enhance 

the "moneyness" of deposits, The concrete manifestation of this somewhat 

abstruse issue is found in Congress' concern about the Treasury's revenue 

loss associated with any reduction in reserve requirements. But this con

cern is probably short-sighted, The revenues involved are on the order 

of hundreds of millions as compared with tens of billions involved in ill

chosen stabilization policies. Moreover, the revenue losses could be 

readily offset by small adjustments to deposit insurance fees. Total de

posits in conunercial banks and thrift institutions currently run about 

1.5 trillion dollars. Thus, one basis point would generate about 150 

million dollars annually. The FDIC and FSLIC have statutory insurance 

fees of 1/12 of one percent, or 8-1/3 basis points, against an adjusted 

tott_l deposit base. But approximately half of the fee is conunonly re

ba-which means that the effective rate is 4 or S basis points. Elimin

ation of rebates would probably generate enough revenue to offset losses 

associated with a 25 percent decline in deposits held at the Federal 

Reserv~. It is difficult to imagine that the elimination of reserve 

req~irements would produce a much larger decline. Further, it is hard 

to imagine many banks or thrifts giving up deposit insurance as a result 
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of the elimination of rebates. 

Proposal 

On the basis of the foregoing considerations, I am led to recommend 

the gradual elimination of all legal reserve requirements. This change 

could be expected to reduce the variability of augmented monetary ag

gregates, such as M2 , M3 .•. , thereby facilitating monetary control. How

ever, the variability of M1 would probably increase somewhat. In 

this simpler less constrained setting, the Federal Reserve along 

with Congress, could reassess the variability of the monetary ag-

gregates. If the augmented money measure is still insufficiently pre

dictable, or excessively volatile, the Federal Reserve should progressively 

raise the int~rest rate offered on deposits held at the Fed until the de

sired predictability is attained. Of course, the payment of interest 

reduces the money multiplier along with its variance. Therefore interest 

rate increases will necessitate expansionary open market operations if 

the money stock is not to decline. 

The proposed reform promises to moot the membership question, satisfy 

the horizontal equity criterion, and contribute to the efficient pro

duction of financial services. It should also improve the conduct of 

monetary policy. However, the seigniorage question is unavoidable and may 

necessitate some changes in deposit insurance fees or bank taxation. 

The proposal has the added advantage (disadvantage?) of providing 

the Federal Reserve with an additional instrument for influencing the 

Eurodollar market which conceivably could be used to strengthen 
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the dollar's exchange rate. If the Federal Reserve is willing to 

accept dollar deposits from foreign branches of U.S. institutions and 

foreign banks, the interest rate offered can be expected to influence 

the Eurodollar multiplier as surely as it affects the domestic money 

multiplier. Higher interest rates should reduce dollar availability 

abroad and support the dollar in exchange markets. 

Thank you, again, for the opportunity to express my views. 
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NONMEMBER BANKS AND MONETARY CONTROL 

DENNIS R. STARLEAF* 

FoR MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS, the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System has periodically requested that the Congress pass 
legislation to require commercial banks which are not members of the 
Federal Reserve System (FRS) to meet the same reserve requirements 
which are set by the Board for member banks. This request has been 
supported by the several commissions and study groups--including the 
Commission on Money and Credit and the Hunt Commission-which, 
during the last twenty years or so, have examined the monetary and 
financial institutions of the U.S. economy. In recent years, the Board has 
made its request with somewhat more vigor than previously, pointing out 
that the nonmember bank portion of total commercial bank demand 
deposits has risen in the postwar period from approximately 14 per cent 
in 1946 to about 24 per cent in 1973. 

There are several different facets to the argument for the extension of 
FRS reserve requirements to nonmember banks, including issues of 
regulatory equity between member and nonmember banks, ability of the 
commercial banking system to withstand financial shocks, etc. However, 
the heart of the argument is that the Federal Reserve authorities need to 
be able to set reserve requirements on nonmember bank deposits in order 
to better control the money stock. 

The purpose of this paper is to present some evidence· which is ger
mane to the question of whether or not FRS reserve requirements on 
nonmember bank deposits are needed for greater precision in money 
stock control. Specifically, evidence is presented on the impact of 
nonmember banks upon the precision of Federal Reserve control over the 
money stock during the 1960's and early 1970's. Section I contains a 
discussion of the nonmember bank data problem (a problem which se
verely limited the scope of this study and which makes its findings less 
trustworthy than they might otherwise have been) and Section II presents 
the logic of the empirical inquiry. Section III contains the findings of the 
study, none of which supports the contention that the absence of FRS 

• Professor of Economics, Iowa State University, The author acknowledges helpful comments by 
Edward J. Kane. 
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reserve requirements on the deposits of nonmember banks has been a 
source of instability for Federal Reserve control of the money stock. 

I. THE NONMEMBER BANK DATA PROBLEM 

There is great disparity in the availability of data on member and 
nonmember bank activities. Member bai'lks supply daily deposit and 
reserve data to the Federal Reserve Banks on a weekly reporting 
schedule. In contrast, until relatively recently, the Federal Reserve 
authorities obtained nonmember bank balance-sheet data for only two 
days each year, the June 30 and Dec:ember 31 call-report dates. 1 The; 
situation is somewhat better at the present time in that since 1973 the 
Federal Reserve has been able to obtain nonmember bank balance-sheet 
data for two additional days each year, the "surprise" call-report dates, 
one of which occurs in the spring and the other in the fall. There is, 
however, a lag of from three to four months after the date of a call report 
before the aggregate nonmember bank data are available to the Federal 
Reserve authorities. It takes that. long to collect and process the indi
vidual bank reports. This together with the infrequent reports of the 
nonmember banks means that the Federal Reserve authorities must make 
policy decisions when they have only a rather vague notion of the actual 
magnitude of the money stock. 

It is easy to imagine an environment in which it would not matter in the 
least that monetary policy must be made while the authorities are par
tially in the dark about the current size of the money stock as well as its 
magnitude in the immediate past. But there is considerable evidence to 
the effect that the past influences the future in money stock determination 
as well as in other economic processes. 2 Thus, it seems very likely tha1 
the authorities could do a better job in controlling the money stock if they 
had better information on the current size of the nonmember bank con
tribution to the money stock. 

Imposing FRS reserve requirements on nonmember banks would 
undoubtedly eliminate the nonmember bank data problem, for non
member banks would then presumably have to supply data to the Federal 
Reserve Banks with the same frequency currently required of the 
member banks. However, in.principle, it is not necessary to impose FRS 
reserve requirements on the nonmember banks to remedy the data 
problem.3 For example, Congress could require periodic nonmember 

I. From these infrequent nonmember bank data observations, the staff of the Federal Reserve 
interpolates weekly nonmember-bank-data time series which are used along with member bank data 
in the construction of the weekly and monthly time series of the monetary aggregates. For a 
description of the Federal Reserve's interpolation procedure for nonmember bank data, see [6]. 

2. For example (and directly to the point at issue), it seems very likely that the current mix of 
deposits between member and nonmember banks would be a very good predictor of this mix in the 
immediate future. 

3. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation announced in June 1974 the beginning of a weekly 
data survey of nonmember bank assets and liabilities. If this survey is scientifically designed, it 
should go a long way towards eliminating the nonmember bank data problem. 
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bank balance-sheet reports to the Federal Reserve Banks without at the 
same time imposing reserve requirements on the nonmember banks. 

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether FRS reserve 
requirements as such are needed on nonmember bank deposits for 
greater precision in money stock control. Thus, throughout the remainder 
of the paper we ignore the benefits which would result indirectly, via more 
frequent and timely nonmember bank data, from the imposition of FRS 
reserve requirements on nonmember banks. Nevertheless, the relative 
paucity of available nonmember bank data severely limits empirical re
search on the problem at hand. 

II. THE LOGIC OF THE INQUIRY 

A. Reserve Ratios and Monetary Control 

The argument that FRS reserve requirements are needed on non
member bank deposits for precision in money stock control is based upon 
the notions that stable ratios of commercial bank reserve assets (i.e., 
vault cash plus reserve balances with the central bank) to commercial 
bank deposits are needed for money stock control and that there would 
be more stability in such ratios with FRS reserve requirements on 
nonmember bank deposits than without them. 4 

The idea is that the Federal Reserve authorities are capable of con
trolling some measure of reserve money, base money, or high powered 
money, and that this ability coupled with stable commercial bank reserve 
ratios will result in rather precise Federal Reserve control over the 
money stock. 5 However, relationships between measures of reserve 

4. Most nonmember banks face reserve requirement ratios which are of the same order of 
magnirude as those set by the Board for member banks. However, nonmember bank reserve 
requirements can almost always be satisfied in whole or in part with correspondent balances and with 
holdings of government securities, whereas member bank reserve requirements can only be met with 
holdings of vault cash and deposits at the Federal Reserve Banks. What is of interest here are ratios 
of commercial bank reserve assets to commercial bank deposits, where "reserve assets" are defined 
to include only items which are part of the stock of base money. Hence, for the purposes of this 
paper, "commercial bank reserve assets" consist of the sum of commercial bank vault cash and 
member bank deposits with the Federal Reserve Banks. 

5. The Federal Reserve Board has not released a detailed and rigorous argument as to why the 
imposition of FRS reserve requirements on nonmember bank deposits should result in greater 
precision in money stock control. The most detailed FRB statement on the matter is an address b)' 
Chairman Burns [4], during which he stated: 

In many States, percentage reserve requirements for nonmember banks are comparable to those 
for Federal Reserve members. However, the reserves required of nonmember banks usually can be 
carried as correspondent balances, or even in the form of Government securities. When reserves are 
held as correspondent balances at a member bank, that bank is of course required to support these 
balances with reserves that consist either of "ault cash or cash at the Federal Reserve. But in such a 
case the size of the cash reserve held by the member bank is quite small relative to the initial deposit 
at the nonmember bank. 

The consequence of these differential reserve requirements is that shifts of deposits between 
member and nonmember banks alter the quantity of deposits at all commercial banks that can be 
supported by a given volume of bank reserves. Thus, the links between bank reserves, on the one 
hand, and bank credit and the money supply, on the other, are loosened, and the Federal Reserve's 
control over the monetary aggregates becomes less precise than it can or should be. 
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money and measures of the money stock are actually fairly complicated 
and involve more than just commercial bank reserve ratios. This is 
illustrated below with the construction of two such relationships for the 
Ml concept (demand deposits plus currency) of the money stock.6 

At the present time, the Ml money stock is defined (and calculated) by 
the Federal Reserve according to the following equation: 

Ml = C + DDA + DDf + CIPmf - FLT + FORN (1) 

where 
C = currency component of Ml, i.e., currency outside the U.S. 

Treasury, Federal Reserve Banks, and the vaults of commercial 
banks; 

DDA = commercial bank demand deposits adjusted, i.e., total commercial 
bank demand deposits less cash items in the process of collection and 
demand deposits due to the U.S. government and domestic commer
cial banks; 

DDf = demand depos_it type balances at branches and agencies of foreign 
banks in New York City plus such balances at international invest
ment corporations in New York City; 7 

CIPmf = member bank cash items in the process of collection which are 
associated with foreign agency and branch transfers; 8 

FLT= Federal Reserve float; 

FORN = deposits at Federal Reserve Banks which are due to foreign official 
institutions. 

For simplicity at this stage of the argument, assume that there are no 
commercial bank reserve requirements on nondeposit items and that 
commercial banks hold no reserves against nondeposit items. Now let 

DD= DDA + DDf + CIPmf - FLT + FORN, demand deposit component 
of Ml; 

T = total commercial bank time and savings deposits, including large nego
tiable certificates of deposit; 

DG = U.S. government demand deposit balances at commercial banks; 

r1 = ratio of commercial bank reserve assets held against demand deposits 
to DDA + DG; 

r2 = ratio of commercial bank reserve assets held against tiine and savings 
deposits to T; 

R = r1(DDA + DG) + r2 T, commercial bank reserve assets, i.e., com-

6. Similar but not necessarily identical relationships between the money stock and measures of 
reserve money are commonly found in papers dealing with money stock determination. One of the 
earliest papers in which such a relationship is presented is by Brunner [2] and one of the most 
comprehensive works involving such relationships is by Burger [3]. 

7. The rationale for the inclusion of these items in the definition of Ml is presented in [7]. 
8. The rationalization for the inclusion of this item in the definition of Ml is contained in [7]. 
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mercial bank vault cash plus member bank reserve balances with 
the Federal Reserve Banks; 

B = R + C, stock of reserve money, base money, or high powered money; 

k= 5n; 
t = _I_. 

DD' 

g= gg; 
h - DDA -75o· 

Given the above, the following identities are readily derived: 

Ml= mb B 

where 

m- l+k . 
b - k + (h + g)r1 + t r/ 

and 

Ml= IDrR 

where 

I + k 
fir = -------

(h + g)r1 + t r2 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

It is clear from equations (2) and (4), that to control Ml by means of 
control over B or R, the respective money multiplier (mb or mr) must be 
stable or its movements must be reasonably predictable. The behavior of 
rob and mr does, of course, depend in part upon the behavior of r1 and r2, 
but it also depends upon the behavior of the k, t, g, and h-ratios and upon 
the interaction of all of the elements which comprise these multipliers. 

It is easy to see that 

(6) 

In order to simplify the notation, this ratio will henceforth be refen-ed to 
as the r-ratio. Then the multipliers can be written much more simply as 
such: 

I + k 
fib= k+f 

I + k m,=--. 
r 

(7) 

(8) 

If the absence of FRS reserve requirements on nonmember bank 
deposits creates a problem for monetary control, it must be because there 
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is more instability in the money multipliers without such reserve re
quirements than there would be with them. But this extra instability, if it 
exists, must come about via extra instability in the r-ratio, since it seems 
unlikely that the k-ratio would in any way be influenced by the presence 
or absence of FRS reserve requirements on nonmember bank deposits. 
Thus, the proposition that the absence of FRS reserve requirements on 
nonmember bank deposits has been detrimental for monetary control in 
the recent past can be tested by comparing the stability of the r-ratio with 
the stability of a similar ratio constructed as if there were no nonmember 
banks or as if all commercial banks had to meet FRS reserve require
ments. However, before such a test is conducted, the r-ratio needs to be 
adjusted to eliminate the sources of some of its movements, 

B. Adjustments to the Reserve Ratio 

The r-ratio can be rewritten as 

r = Rm+ Vn 
DD (9) 

where Rm is member bank reserves and Vn is nonmember bank vault 
cash. 

Member banks have always been required to hold reserves against 
their demand and time deposit liabilities, and since 1969 they have also 
been required to hold reserves against certain nondeposit liabilities. 9 

Hence, Rm consists of member bank excess reserves, required reserves 
against deposit liabilities, and (for the period after Iate-1969) required 
reserves against nondeposit liabilities. 

Two obvious sources of movement in the value of the r-ratio are (1) 
changes in effective member bank reserve requirement ratios for demand 
and time deposits and (2) changes in the amount of reserves which 
member banks must hold against their nondeposit liabilities. However, 
_movements in the value of the r-ratio which are due to these types of 
events are not properly aspects of instability in the r-ratio, because such 
events can be accurately forecasted by the Federal Reserve authorities. 

Changes in effective member bank reserve requirement ratios against 
demand and time deposits result from changes in the structure of FRS 
reserve requirements and from shifts in the distribution of demand and/or 
time deposits among member banks with different marginal reserve re
quirement ratios. Since the Federal Reserve authorities determine the 
structure of FRS reserve requirements (within statutory limits}, they can 
obviously predict changes in this structure with perfect accuracy. They 
can also predict with great accuracy, a few weeks in advance, changes in 
effective reserve requirement ratios which are due to shifts in the dis, 
tribution of member bank demand and/or time deposits. This is because 
the distribution of deposits among member banks of different marginal 

9. The nondeposit items against which member banks must hold reserves are (I) foreign borrow
ings (primarily Eurodollars) and tpe sale of assets to their foreign branches and (2) funds obtained 
through the issuance of commercial paper by their affiliates. 
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reserve classifications normally changes so smoothly that its own be
havior in the recent past is an excellent predictor of its near-term future 
behavior. 10 

The reason that the Federal Reserve authorities can predict changes in 
member bank required reserves against nondeposit items is that, for as 
long as there have been reserve requirements on nondeposit items, lagged 
reserve accounting has been in effect. Under this system of reseTve 
accounting, the required reserves of a member bank for a given week are 
computed on the basis of its liabilities of two weeks earlier. Since the 
magnitude of member bank nondeposit liabilities of two weeks ago is 
known within close tolerances by the authorities before the start of the 
current week and since the authorities set the required reserve ratios for 
nondeposit liabilities, they are capable of forecasting week-to-week 
changes in member bank required reserves against nondeposit liabilities 
with great accuracy. 

What we want to discover is the extent to which, if at all, the absence 
of FRS reserve requirements on nonmember bank deposits caused in
stability in the r-ratio during the 1960's and early 1970's, where "insta
bility" means movements in the r-ratio which could not have been ac
curately predicted by the monetary authorities. Thus, in order to measure 
the instability of the r-ratio, we need a technique for removing from it 
sources of change which were or could have been accurately predicted by 
the authorities. 

The technique which was f>elected to accomplish this task was to 
construct an artificial member bank reserve series, Rm*, which does not 
include member bank required reserves against nondeposit items and 
which has constant effective reserve requirement ratios for member bank 
demand and time deposits. For the period covered by the study in which 
contemporaneous reserve accounting was in effect (1961 to late-1968), 
Rm* series was calculated according to the following equation: 

Rm*1 = .147 NDDmt + .04 Tm1 + ERm: (IO) 

where 

NDDm = member bank net demand deposits, i.e., total member bank deposits 
less cash items in the process of collection and demand deposit 
balances due from domestic commercial banks; 

Tm = member bank portion of T; 

ERm = member bank excess reserves; 

10. In a study of the effects of different reserve requirement ratios for central reserve city, resetve 
city, and country member banks covering the period from early 1951 through mid-1%7, George J. 
Benston [I, p. 856] found" ... that changes in the distribution of deposits among classes of banks 
between successive reserve settlement periods is small and predictable" and concluded" ... that the 
imposition of different required resetve ratios on different classes of [member] banks has little 
deleterious effect on estimations of total [member bank] demand deposits." In an empirical study 
which involved the use of weekly average data from individual member banks over the period from 
October 1970 through November 1971, William Poole and Charles Lieberman [5, p. 304] concluded 
" ... that the specification of different [resetve] requirements for different sizes of deposits causes 
negligible difficulty [in monetary control]." 
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and the subscripts refer to individual reserve-settlement weeks. The 
quantities .147 and .04 are approximately the values of the effective 
reserve requirement ratios for NDDm and Tm, respectively, which 
prevailed during most of the period covered by this study .11 Hence, the 
Rm* series is an estimate of what member bank reserves would have 
been if the effective reserve requirement ratios for NDDm and Tm had 
been exactly .147 and .04, respectively, throughout the entire time span 
covered by this study and had there been no reserve requirements on 
nondeposit items. 

For the period after the imposition of lagged reserve accounting (after 
late-1968), Rm* was calculated as follows: 

Rm\= .147 NDDm1_ 2 + J)4 Tffit_2 + ERrr11, + (Vm; - Vm1-2) (11} 

where Vm is member bank vault cash and all the other symbols have the 
same meanings as before. The appearance of the term (V m1 - V m1_ 2) in 
the right hand side of equation (11) requires explanation. 

During the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting, member 
bank reserves were defined by the Federal Reserve as the sum of current 
member bank reserve balances with the Federal Reserve Banks, RBm, 
and current member bank holdings of vault cash: 

11. This amounts to adjusting the member bank required reserves (held against deposits) series to 
eliminate the effects of deviations in effective reserve requirement ratios from .147 and .04, while 
leaving the member bank excess reserves series unchanged. It would also be desirable to adjust the 
ERm series, but it is not obvious how one would satisfactorily adjust this series. Consider the case of 
an individual member bank under contempordlleous reserve accounting. The excess reserves re
corded on the books of this bank at the end of any particular day is the result of a random draw from 
a bell-shaped distribution of possible outcomes. Through its lending and investment policies, the 
bank can affect the mean of this distribution. Other things remaining the same, the firm will choose a 
smaller expected value of excess reserves the higher are reserve requirement ratios, because an 
increase in reserve requirement ratios will diminish the distnt>ution (i.e., decrease the variance) of 
possible outcomes. 

Now suppose that we observe aggregate member bank excess reserves when the effective reserve 
requirement ratios on NDDm and Tm are .152 and .042, respectively. If we want to adjust the excess 
reserves on that date to correspond to what they would be if excess reserves were .147 and .04, do 
we adjust excess reserves to make them larger or smaller? The answer to this question depends in 
part upon whether the realized level of excess reserves on that day was above or below the expected 
level of exc~ss reserves. Thus, even the direction that we need to adjust the values of the ERm series 
is a complicated and involved analytical problem, let alone coming up with quantitative adjustments. 

However, even if we were to come up with a satisfactory method of adjusting the ERm series, it 
would not affect the qualitative findings of this stu.dy. The reason is that any such adjustment to the 
ERm series would be so small as to have only a negligible effect upon the r" and r• -• ratios. This is 
because (I) the actual values of the effective reserve requirement ratios on NDDm and Tm through• 
out the period covered by this study were so close to .147 and .04, respectively, that adjustments to 
ERm which were as large as 10 percent would seem unlikely and (2) because the maximum value of 
ERm during the time period covered was 5 percent of Rm*, while ERm was more generally in the 
neighborhood of 2 percent of Rm*. 

Let's suppose that a particular value of ERm should be adjusted upward or downward by the 
factor. JO. Let's also suppose that the value of ERm is 4 percent of the corresponding value of Rm*. 
Thus, the adjustment to ERm would cause Rm* to change by the factor (.10 x .04) = .004. Typical 
values of r' are in the neighborhood of .2, so such an adjustment to ERm would cause r* lo change 
by (.004 x .2) = .0008. Notice that the plots of Ar' and Ar* _0 on Chart 2 are in units of .001. Thus, 
it is clear that adjustments to the ERm series would have only a very minor effect upon the plots of 
Ar' and Ar* -n. 
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Rm1 = RBm1 + Vm1• 12 

%3 

(12) 

However, when lagged reserve accounting was adopted by the Board of 
Governors, the definition of member bank reserves was changed to the 
sum of current member bank reserve balances with the Federal Reserve 
Banks and member bank vault cash holdings of two weeks earlier: 

(13) 

Therefore, under the regime of lagged reserve accounting, it is not actu• 
ally true that base money or high powered money equals the sum of 
member bank reserves, nonmember bank vault cash, and the currency 
component of the money stock. Rather, 

B1 = Rm1 + (Vm, - Vm1-2) + Vn1 + Ct, (14) 

and the portion of base money held by the member banks is not Rm, but 
Rm1 + (Vm1 - Vm1-2). 

The presence of the term (Vm1 - Vm1_ 2) .on the right hand side of 
equation (11) is to make the Rm* series for the period of lagged as well as 
the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting an estimate of what 
the sum of current RBm and current Vm would have been had effective 
reserve requirement ratios on deposits remained constant and had there 
been no reserve requirements on nondeposit items. However, all of the 
tests reported in Section III were also perfom1ed with an Rm* series 
calculated without the (Vm1 - Vm1_ 2) element in equation (11) for the 
period of lagged reserve accounting, and the findings were qualitatively 
unaffected. (See footnotes 17 through 20.) 

In Section III, instead of looking into the stability of the r-ratio, we 
examine the stability of the ratio 

r* =Rm*+ Vn 
DD . 

_This ratio logically appears in the identities: 

Ml = m*b (Rm* + Vn + C) 

where 

and 

where 

* _l+k. 
ffi b -fi?• 

Ml = m*r (Rm* + Vn) 

* _ 1 + k m r __ r_* __ 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

12. Vault cash did not actually begin to become counted as part of member bank reserves until 
late-1959. 
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Our implicit use of the relationships given by equations (16) and (18), 
should not be interpreted as an assumption that the Federal Reserve 
authorities might attempt to control Ml by controlling (Rm* + Vn + C) 
or (Rm* + Vn). These relationships are merely modifications of the 
primary relationships given by equations (2) and (4). We are still assum
ing that the authorities might attempt to control Ml by means of control 
over B or R and that they can predict the effects of certain events upon 
mi, and fir- But, for the purpose of the empirical investigation, we are 
analytically shifting the effects of. these predictable events from the 
multiplier concept to the base or reserve concept. 

C. Computation of the Reserve Ratio Excluding 
Nonmember Banks 

The r*-ratio can be rewritten as 

Rm*+ Vn (20) 
~ = DDAm + DDAn + DDf + CIPmf- FLT+ FORN 

where DDArn and DDAn are the member and nonmember bank portions, 
respectively, of DDA. 

The construction of a similar ratio, r* -n, which excludes nonmember 
banks requires a detailed explanation. To begin with, Vn is subtracted 
from the numerator and DDAn is subtracted from the denominator of the 
r*-ratio. This yields the ratio 

*' ~ Rm* (21) 
r -n - DDAm + DDf + CIPmf - FLT+ FORN . 

Now, for the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting, 

Rm*= .147 NDDm + .04 Tm+ ERm, (22) 

·so the r*'-u-ratio can be written as 

*' _ .147 NDDm + .04 Tm+ ERm 
r -n - DDAm + DDf + CIPmf - FLT+ FORN 

(23) 

Next, we need to look into the composition of NDDm and DDAm: 

NDDm = ODDm - CIPm + (DTmm + DTmn) 
- (DFmm + DFmn) + DGm 

DDArn = ODDm - CIPm 

where 

(24) 
(25) 

ODDm = other demand deposits at member banks, total demand deposits at 
member banks less those due to the U.S. government and domestic 
commercial banks; · 

CIPrn = member bank cash items in the process of collection; 

DTmrn = demand deposits at member banks due to member banks; 
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DTmn = demand deposits at member banks due to domestic nonmember 
commercial banks; 

DFmm = demand deposits of member banks due from member banks; 

DFmn = demand deposits of member banks due from domestic nonmember 
commercial banks; 

DGm = demand deposits at member banks due to the U.S. government 

Notice [equation (24)) that part of the demand deposits of member banks 
against which they must hold reserves are (DTmn -· DFmn), the net 
demand deposits of nonmember banks in member banks. If there were no 
nonmember banks, such net deposits would not exist. Thus, to complete 
the construction of the r* -n-ratio, .147 (DTmn - DFmn) should be 
subtracted from the numerator of tl1e r*' _0 -ratio. Unfortunately, DTmn 
and DFmn data are not available. The only member bank data on "de
posits due to banks" and "deposits due from banks" which are available 
are for (DTmm + DTmn) and (DFmm + DFmn), respectively. However, 
an adjustment to the r*' _0 -ratio is possible which is in the same spirit as 
subtracting .147 (DTmn - DFmn) from its numerator. This is to add 

NBDm = (DTmm + DTmn) - (DFmm + DFmn) (26) 

to the denominator of the r*' -n-ratio. 13 

If there were no nonmember banks, NDDm would exceed DDAm by 
the amount of (DTmm - DFmm + DGm). However, in principle DTmm 
is equal to DFmm, so without nonmember banks NDDm should exceed 
DDAm only by the amount of DGm. Now NDDm exceeds (DDAm + 
NBDm) · only by the amount of DGm, so NDDm exceeds (DDAm + 
NBDm) by the same amount that NDDm would in principle exceed 
DDAm if there were no nonmember banks. 14 Thus, in adding NBDm to 
the numerator of the r*' -n-ratio to obtain 

Rm* 
r*_n = DDAm + NBDm + DDf + CIPmf - FLT+ FORN (27) 

we are treating NBDm as if they were part of "other member bank 
demand deposits'' to counter the reserves which are held by member 
banks against (DTmn - DFmn): 

Of course, the construction of the r* -n-ratio has been explained only 
for the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting. But the expla-

13. Actually, one could just as well subtract .147 NBDm, (.147 NBDm1-2 for the period of lagged 
reserve accounting) from the numeralor of the r" _;-ratio. The choice between the two adjustment 
procedures is largely arbitrary. However, the addition of NBDm to the denominator results in a more 
stable r" _0 -ratio series than would subtraction of .147 NBDm from the numerator. 

14. The phrase "in principle,. is used here because, if fact, we would not expect DTmm to 
precisely equal DFmm on the average over the time span of, say, a week because of differences in 
the time of recording of interbank deposits on the books of creditor and debtor battles. However, 
there appears to be no really satisfactory and yet available adjustment procedure for removing the 
effects of net nonmember bank deposits in member banks from the r"' -n-ratio which does not require 
an implicit assumption that DTmm = DFmm. 
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nation for the period of lagged reserve accounting is so similar that it is 
unnecessary to go through it. For the period of lagged as well as con
temporaneous reserve accounting, the r"' -n ratio is obtained by adding 
current values of NBDm to the denominator of the r*'-n~ratio. 

Ill. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

A. Nonmember Banks and the Stability of the 
Reserve Ratio 

Values of the r*-ratio are plotted with plain lines on Chart 1 for the 
period from 1961 through 1973. The values of r* which are shown on t.he 
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VALUES OF r * AND • r -n. 1961-1973 

upper panel of the chart (labelled "June") were calculated with single
day nonmember bank data of Vn and DDAn from the June 30 call reports 
and with average daily (nonseasonally adjusted) data of Rm*, DDAm, 
DDf, CIPmf, FLT, 'and FORN from the statement weeks of each year in 
which June 30 fell. 15 The values of r* shown on the lower panel (labelled 
"December") were calculated with nonmember bank data from the 

15. All of the data used in this study were obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System in early-June 1974. 
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December 31 call reports and all other data from the statement weeks 
of each year which contained December 31. 

Also plotted on Chart 1 with dashed lines are the values of the r* -n

ratio-estimates of what the r-ration would have been for the weeks in 
question throughout the 1961-1973 period had there been no nonmember 
banks. 

From the plots of Chart 1, it is nearly impossible to form a judgment as 
to whether the r* or r* _0 -ratio is the most stable. Both series appear to 
follow roughly the same pattern of movements through time. Chart 2 
conveys more information with respect to the relative stability of the two 
ratios. This chart shows first differences (annual changes) of the r* and 
r* _0 -ratios for the period from 1962 through 1973. 

For stability, it is not important that the first-differences have non-zero 
values. If either ratio rose or fell by a constant amount each year, we 
would describe it as basically stable in that its movements would be 
highly predictable. What is important is the extent of variability in the 
first differences from year to year. In this regard, the r*-ratio (that for all 
commercial banks) appears to be slightly more stable than the r* _0 -ratio 
(that which excludes nonmember banks), for there appears to be 
somewhat less variability in .:ir* than in .:ir* -n• This impression can be 
quantified with second differences (first differences of the first differ
ences). The less variability in the first differences, the smaller will be the 
mean of the absolute values of the second differences. For the period 
from 1963 through 1973, the mean of the absolute second differences of 
the r*-ratio, l.:i2r*I, is .00332, while the mean of l.:i2r* .... 0 I is .00420.16 

These results suggest that the nonmember banks have not been a 
source of instability in the ratio of commercial bank reserve assets to the 
demand deposit component of the money supply. Indeed, they suggest 
that the nonmember banks have been a minor source of stability in the 
r*-rati~without the existence of the nonmember banks, the r*-ratio 
would have been more unstable than it was in fact during the recent 
past. 17 

B. Nonmember Banks and the Stability of the 
Money Multipliers 

Even though the r*-ratio appears to be somewhat more stable than the 
r* _0 -ratio, it doesn't necessarily follow that money multipliers con
structed with the use of r* will exhibit more stability than those con
structed with r* -n· For one thing, a given change in, say, r* will result in 
a smaller change in the money multiplier, the larger is r*. Since r* -n is 
consistently larger than r*, this means that for given variability in both 

16. In calculating the mean of the absolute second differences, all of the absolute second wf
ferences (those for both "June" and "December") were summed. 

17. Values of the r" and r" . 0 -ratio were also computed with an Rm• which was calculated without 
the use of the (Vm, - Vm,_,) term for the period of lagged reserve accounting. The behavior of these 
r• and r• . 0 -ratios relatively to one another was qualitatively much the same as that of the ratios 
shown on Charts 1 and 2. When calculated without the use of the (Vm, - Vm, .... ,) term, the mean of 
~'r"I was .00289 while the mean of lt.'r"----nl was .00384. 
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ratios, a multiplier constructed with r* -n will exhibit less variability than 
a multiplier constructed with r*. Then too, it is conceivable that, for one 
reason or another, movements in the r* -n-ratio might offset movements 
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in the k-ratio to a greater extent than do movements in the r*-ratio. It 
follows that an investigation of the impact of nonmember banks upon the 
stability of the money multipliers is warranted. 

The plain lines on Chart 3 show first differences of the values of the 
money multiplier 

* 1 + k 
m b =k+r* (28) 

for the period from 1962 through 1973. They were calculated with the 
r*-ratio data shown on Chart 1 and with k-ratio data computed from 
weekly nonseasonally adjusted FRS data. The dashed lines (labelled 
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Am*b.-n) show first differences of a multiplier calculated in the same way 
as m*b except that the values of the r* __ n-ratio were used in place of the 
r*-ratio data. 

Note that both Am*b and Am*b.-n exhibit considerable variability, and 
that Am*b.-n appears to be no less variable than Am*b• In fact, Am*b.-n is 
slightly more variable than Am*b• For the period from 1%3 through 1973, 
the mean of jA2m*b I is .02833, while the mean of jA2m*b,- 11 I is .03097 .18 

Values of the multipliers 

(29) 

and 

* l+k 
ffl r.-D = r* -D -- (30) 

were also calculated for the 1961-1973 period, although neither their plots 
nor the plots of their first differences are shown. These multipliers proved 
to be much more unstable than the m*b and m*b.-n multipliers, but the 
same pattern of relative stability was again in evidence. The mean of 
jA2m*,I was .16148 for the 1963-1973 period, while the mean of jA2m*r.-n[ 
was .16338.19 

These results are qualitatively similar to those reported above for the 
r*-ratio. They do not suggest that nonmember banks have been a source 
of instability in the relationships between measures of the stock of re
serve money and the Ml money stock. Indeed, they" suggest that the 
nonmember banks have been a mild source of stability in these rela
tionships. 

C. An Additional Test of the Impact of Nonmember 
Banks Upon the Stability of the Reserve Ratio 

It could be argued that the tests reported above do not take into 
account the full measure of the monetary authorities' ability to forecast 
events involving member banks which affect the value of the r-ratio and 
that these tests are, therefore, biased against a finding that nonmember 
banks have been a source of instability for money stock control. For 
example, part of the variability in Ar* and Ar* -n must be due to non
proportional growth in DDAm and Tm. Sirice member banks are required 
to hold sizable amounts of reserves against time and savings deposits, 
shifts in the mix of total member bank deposits between demand deposits 
and time deposits will cause changes in the values of the r* and r* -n
ratios. Although the Federal Reserve authorities cannot directly control 
the composition of total member bank deposits, they can probably pre-

18. When calculated without the use of the (Vm1 - Vm,_,) term during the period of lagged 
reserve accounting, the mean of IA'm*01 was .03055, while the mean of jA2m• •. -J was .03201. 

19. Without the use of the (Vm, - Vm,_,) term, the mean of IA'm*,I was .14315 and the mean of 
IA'm*,.-nl was .15489. 
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diet this composition in the short run with some degree of accuracy. This 
is because the monetary authorities and monetary economists in general 
are not totally ignorant of the factors which determine the public's de
sired holdings of time deposits relative to demand deposits and also 
because, like so many economic series, the current behavior of the ratio 
of member bank time deposits to demand dt;posits is a good predictor of 
its behavior in the near future. Furthermore, under the regime of lagged 
reserve accounting, the amount of reserves which member banks must 
hold against time deposits during the current week is based upon the 
magnitude of these deposits as of two weeks earlier, and this quantity is 
known to the Federal Reserve authorities within close tolerances bdore 
the start of the current week. To the extent that the monetary authorities 
can predict the amount of member bank reserves which must be held 
against time deposits during the current week, the plots shown on Charts 
I and 2 exaggerate the "instability" of the r-ratio, and the tests reported 
above are biased against a finding that nonmember banks are a source of 
instability in the r-ratio. 

Much the same remarks can be made with respect to U.S. government 
demand deposits in member banks. They are part of member bank net 
demand deposits (against which reserves must be held), so changes in the 
ratio of DGm to DDAm must account for some of the variability in M* 
and ..:lr* -n• However, the Federal Reserve authorities have some ability 
to predict future values of DGm, partly because the Treasury periodically 
supplies the Federal Reserve with projections of future U.S. government 
deposit balances in commercial banks. Then too, under lagged reserve 
accounting, the amount of reserves which member banks must hold 
against U.S. government deposits during any given statement week is 
based upon the quantity of these deposits two weeks earlier. Because the 
tests reported above do not take into account the ability of the monetary 
authorities to predict the amount of reserves which member banks must 
hold against DGm, they are biased against the proposition that the 
existence of nonmember banks has been detrimental for precision in 
money stock control. 

Of course, not all of the biases contained in the tests reported above 
are in the same direction. If the Federal Reserve authorities were able to 
obtain frequent and timely data on nonmember bank assets and liabilities, 
they would surely be able to predict some of the movements in the r-ratio 
which are due to changes in reserve ratios of nonmember banks and 
changes in the distribution of deposits between member and nonmember 
banks. The tests do not take into account this potential ability of the 
authorities to predict events involving nonmember banks which affect the 
r-ratio, and they are, therefore, biased in favor of the proposition that 
nonmember banks have been a source of instability in money stock 
control. The degree to which this bias in favor of the proposition offsets 
the biases against it is impossible to ascertain. 

However, it is possible to more than eliminate the biases against the 
proposition (so that the only remaining bias is in favor of the proposition) 
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by simply assuming that the authorities can predict without error the 
amount of reserves which member banks must hold against both time 
deposits and U.S. government demand deposits. Under these conditions 
the relevant adjusted r-ratio for all commercial banks would be 

Rm* - .147DGm - .04Tm + Vn 
r*-t.-o = DDAm + DDAn + DDf + CIPmf - FLT + FORN (31) 

where DGm and Tm are dated currently during the period of contem
poraneous reserve accounting and lagged two statement weeks during the 
period of lagged reserve accounting. 

First differences of the r* -i.-11-ratio are plotted with plain lines on Chart 
4 for the 1962-1973 period. Also plotted on this chart with dashed lines 
are first difference of the values of an r* -t.-g-type ratio constn.1ctcd 
with.out nonmember banks, i.e., first differences of the ratio 

* _ Rm* - .147DGm - .04Tm 
r -1.-e.-n - DDAm + NBDm + DDf + CIPmf - FLT + FORN. (JZ) 

Note that there is somewhat less year-to-year variability in .1.r* -t.-g than 
in .1.r* -t.-g,-n• The mean of IA.2r* -t.-11 1 is .00212, while the mean of 
j.:l2r* -t.-11.-nl is .00368.20 

These results indicate that nonmember banks were a minor source of 
stability in the r-ratio even when we assume somewhat unrealistically. 
that the monetary authorities were able to predict without error the 
amount of reserves which member banks must hold against time deposits 
and U.S. government demand deposits. Thus, even when the test is 
biased in favor of the proposition that nonmember banks have been a 
source of instability in the r-ratio, the proposition fails the test. 

D. Some Additional Empirical Findings 

The r* -t.-g,-n-ratio can be written as 

r*-t-g-n = .147(NDDm, - DGmJ + ERm1 ( 33) 
· · NDDm1 - DGm, + DDft + CIPmf1 - FLT,+ FORN1 .• 

for the period of contemporaneous reserve accounting and as 

r*-i.-a.-n = .147(NDDm1_ 2 - DGm1_ 2) + (Vm1 - Vm1_ 2) + E~ (34) 
NDDm1 - DGm1 + DDf1 + CIPmf1 - FLT, + FORN, 

for the period of lagged reserve accounting. Hence, it is clear that all of 
the variance in A r* -t.-g,-n must be due to three factors: (1) the presence 
of (DDf + CIPmf - FLT + FORN) in the denominator of the ratio, (2) 
the presence of ERm in the numerator, and (3), from late-1968 on, lagged 
reserve accounting. 

The plain lines on Chart 5 show first differences of the values of 

r* = Rm* - .147 DGm - .04 Tm 
m DDAm + NBDm 

(35) 

20. Without the use of the (Vm, - Vm,_,) term, the mean of ~•r" -,.-,I was .00183 and the mean of 
IA'r*-,.-,.-nl was .00312. 
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the r* -t.-g,-n-ratio with (DDf + DIPmf - FLT + FORN) removed from 
its denominator. The pattern of movements of A r*m is different from that 
of A r* -t,-g,-n (more so for the June weeks than the December weeks), 
Nevertheless, Ar* m is quite variable. The mean of JA2r* ml is .00274. 21 

This indicates that fluctuations in member bank excess reserves and 
lagged reserve accounting are sufficient to account for considerable. 
instability in the r-ratio. 

Also plotted on Chart 5 with dashed lines are first differences of 

21. Without the use of the (Vm, - Vm,_,) tenn, the mean of IAr"ml was .00241. 
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r* _ Rm* - .147 DGm - .04 Tm - ERm 
m,-er - DDAm + NBDm ' (36) 

the r*m-ratio with ERm removed from its numerator. As expected, 
11 r* m.-er has a constant value of zero up to late-1968 when lagged reserve 
accounting was put into effect. From then on, it fluctuates sharply from 
year to year. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

None of the tests reported in this paper supports the contention that 
FRS reserve requirements are needed on nonmember bank deposits for 
precision in monetary control. Indeed, all of the tests indicate that the 
nonmember banks have been a moderate source of stability for Federal 
Reserve control of the money stock-without nonmember banks Federal 
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Reserve control would have been slightly more unstable than it was in 
fact. Of course, the nonmember bank data are of -poor quality as 
compared with the member bank data. Better data on nonmember bank 
activities might result in just the opposite conclusions, but, in the absence 
of this better data, there is no way of knowing. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Professor Greenbaum. 
Professor Phillips. 

STATEMENT OF PROF. ALMARIN PHILLIPS, DEPARTMENT OF 
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADEL
PHIA, PA. 

Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you again. My 

remarks parallel quite closely to those of Professor Greenbaum's. I 
am opposed to the institution of uniform and mandatory require
ments on all third party payments. I believe, as I will indicate later 
and Professor Greenbaum has already shown, that they are likely 
to cause more harm in the long run than any short-term benefits 
that may result from them. 

I have given to the committee a prepared statement entitled 
"The Simple Economics of Interest on Bank Reserves," and I offer 
that for the record. 

The CHAIRMAN. We are happy to have that. That will be printed 
in full in the record. 

Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you, sir. 
[Complete statement follows:] 
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THE SIMPLE ECONOMICS OF INTEREST ON BANK RESERVES 

by 

Almarin Phillips 

I. Introduction 

Bank reserves and reserve requirements are the subjects of 

much current controversy. The issues are complex, involving compulsory 

Federal Reserve membership, uniformity inreserve requirements, policy 

toward "check-like" instruments issued by non-bank deposit institutions 

and by non-deposit institutions, the definition of money and, of course, 

interest on reserve balances. Through all of the discussion, the 

monetary policy implications of interest payments on reserve balances 

have been virtually ignored. 

II. A Simple Model 

Assume that there are no required reserves against the deposit 

liabilities of "banks". 1 The central bank, nonetheless, wishes to 

pursue monetary policy through the control of the quantity of money -

somehow defined - and through control over interests rates, with 

discretion over the mix of the quantitative and interest rate tools. 

While reserves are not required, the central bank is willing to hold 

among its liabilities deposits placed with it by the banks in the 

system. Interest is paid on such deposits at a rate set administratively 

by the central b.ank. The latter, by conventional methods, uses the 

1we do not define a "bank" here, but there is no intention to include 
only commercial banks. 
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deposits to offer a clearing service among the banks keeping deposits 

with it. 

The banks, for their part, are assUl!led to have three types of 

earning assets. One is the deposits kept with the central bank. 

The second is interbank deposits, which bear interest and which may 

also be used for clearing purposes. 2 The third type of earning asset 

is "other loans and investments" which for convenience will be taken 

to be a single class of loans to businesses and individuals. On the 

liability side, the banks offer an array of deposits which vary in the 

degree to which they may be used in making payments to the order of 

others and in the interest paid on balances. 

The banks have an asset portfolio choice in these arrangements. 

Deposit ( C) at the central bank are essentially risk free and can be 

used for clearing purposes. Interbank deposits (B) are nearly risk 

free and can be used for clearing also. Indeed, the B deposits can 

be used by a bank without C deposits for access to clearing through C 

accounts so long as B deposits are kept with banks that have C deposits. 

The other loans and investments ( L) are ITDre risky and significantly 

less liquid than the other assets. 

2 
Interbank deposits cancel out for purposes of measuring "money" 
in circulation, but require specific recognition for the present 
analysis:. Despite their cancelling, the volume of such deposits 
is an important variable. 
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Separating out the demand by banks for holding assets in the 

form of deposits with the central bank, we have: 

1) 

where 

2) 

C( C B . L C B L ) D i , i , i , q , q , q , Y 

DC the quantity of central bank deposits demanded 

iC the interest rate on central bank deposits 

iB the interest rate on interbank deposits 

i 1 the interest rate on loans 

C q the "quality" of central bank deposits or risk 
and qualitative aspects of their usefulness in 
clearing 

B 
q the same for interbank deposits 

q1 the risk quality of loans 

Y the level of aggregate payments, a proxy for 
the demand for clearing purposes. 

From standard arguments: 

C B 
3D /oi < 0 

C B ao /aq < o 
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The central bank ultimately controls the supply of its deposit 

liabilities, Sc, through its discretionary purchases and sales of 

assets. In asset purchases, the central bank issues a liability drawn 

on itself and, via clearing, this ends up as an increase in c. 3 In 

asset sales, the central bank receives liabilities of the banks which, 

through clearing, result in a decrease in c. 4 

central bank deposits is: 

3) f, 

-C where S is an administratively set parameter. 

Thus the supply of 

The dermnd by banks for the other types of earning assets can 

be expressed symetrically with equation (1), above. The demands, of 

course, are interdependent. The supplies of the other assets need not 

be specified, but they presumably are functionally related to the 

several interest rates. 

Figure 1 portrays equations (1) and (3) in general equilibrium. 

The Dr function is drawn with i 8 , iL, and Yin their respective 

C B L 
equilibria, with given values for q, q and q. That is, a simultaneous 

Jorains to currency in circulation are ignored. 

4It may also result in a decrease in B, interbank deposits. 
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equilibrium of the system is depicted, even though the conditions of 

the markets other than that for central bank deposits are not shown. 

A necessary condition for all the equilibria is that the quantity of 

central bank deposits demanded at the administratively established 

.c -c 
i 1 , is equal to s1 . 

Now suppose that the central bank elects to raise iC from ii to 

.c 
i 2, again shown in Figure 1. The initial effect will be that banks 

-C will wish to hold a amount of C deposits that is larger than the s1 

that they in fact hold. Reflecting this new portfolio decision, their 

demand for Band L assets falls or, the same thing, they reduce their 

B deposits and sell (or fail to renew) loans. Banks offering B deposits 

may respond by raising i 8 . In any case, i 1 rises, given the supply of 

L. There may or may not be any actual decrease in L, depending on its 

supply interest elasticity. Except for loans called or not renewed, 

sales of L assets by one bank represent purchases of L by other banks. 

As i 8 and i 1 rise, the demand for central bank deposits falls 

(i.e., shifts to the left) because of the relations given in (2). In 

a final and new general equilibrium, DC is at og, with banks voluntarily 

-C 
holding the amount of central bank deposits, s1 still, that the central 

bank. wishes them to hold. 

The administratively set ic obviously can be used to meet interest 

rate targeta of the central bank. Moreover, it can be used in conjunc

tion with. quantitative controls. Thus, suppose as shown in Figure 2 

-C -C 
that the central bank sells assets, resulting in S shifting from s1 

to S~. With. no change in iC from i~, the banks would again be holding 
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fewer central bank deposits than they wished, and the process described above 

would apply. There would tend to be increases in iB and i 1 as 

"m:mey" became "tighter", shifting DC to the left to restore equi-

libriwn. If the interest rate effects of lowering SC were to be 

mitigated, the central bank could simultaneously sell assets and lower 

ic. Mixes of interest rate and quantitative effects could be achieved 

for either expansionary of contractionary policy goals. 

III. A Digression on Required Reserves 

Figure 3 adds required reserves to the system. If the require

C 
rnents are set at R1 , they are redundant with an interest rate on 

.c 
central bank deposits of i 1 . The banks would wish voluntarily to 

hold the required amount of reserves. 
C .c 

If, however, i were set at 1 3 , 

(or at zero), required reserves would exceed those the banks wish to 

hold. Stated alternatively, the banks would want to hold more Band 

Land less C than the requirements dictate. 

If the central banks authority is strong enough to enforce the 

R~ requirement with i~ (or at zero), the system will stay at the 

equilibria dictated by the requirement. There will be a temptation 

on the part of the banks to "violate" the requirements, however. They 

will seek new deposit liabilities against which the reserves do not 

apply but which can, nonetheless, be used for payments purposes. If 

given an option, they will seek to dissassociate themselves from the 

central bank. using B deposits for clearing, even if the clearing 

service with these deposits is not as good ( or most costly ) than 
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clearing with C deposits. The gain from greater portfolio freedom is 

traded off against the effects of the reserve requirement. 4 

IV. Conclusion 

Interest payments on reserves held at the central bank obviate 

the need for reserve requirements. Used judiciously, such interest 

payments can keep the volume of deposits with the central bank equal 

to that the banks wish to hold. Non-redundant reserve requirements, 

on the other hand, encourage banks to develop new payments methods, 

including new methods of clearing outside the central bank system. 5 

The latter complicate monetary policy. The use of that policy, with

out interest payments on reserves, sets in motion the very forces it 

is designed to prevent. No monetary aggregate is controllable if the 

items that comprise it can be innovatively expanded any time the 

central bank exercises its powers. 

In a world where interest is paid on central bank deposits, 

reserve requirements are either redundant - not necessary - or work 

in what is a counterproductive fashion in the long-run. The easier 

it is to innovate substitutes for conventional means of payment, the 

more perverse are the effects of non-redundant required reserves. 

Today's world is one in which substitutes are easily found. 

4The same process :.s described in a different analytic framework in 
George Kanatas and Steward I. Guenbaum, "Bank Reserve Requirements 
and Monetary Aggregates," Working Paper No. 55, Graduate School of 
Management, Northwestern University (_April 10, 1979). 

5That is, qB will tend to increase, further reducing De. 
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Effective monetary policy depends not on mandatory membership, 

nor on uniform reserve requirements. Payment of interest on reserves 

along with freedom to pay interest on bank liabilities, would reduce 

the tendency for a proliferation of uncontrollable (and sometimes 

uninsured) liabilities as replacements for the traditional bank check. 

The payment of interest on reserves is essential to monetary policy 

and would make reserve requirements unnecessary. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Professor Phillips. 
Professor Starleaf. 

STATEMENT OF PROF. DENNIS STARLEAF, DEPARTMENT OF 
ECONOMICS, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Mr. STARLEAF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I too, appreciate the opportunity to speak before the committee. 

[Complete statement follows:] 
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The Role of Reserve Requirements in the 

Conduct of Monetary Policy 

by 

Dennis R Starleaf 

Iowa State University 

This paper explores the usefulness (and the lack thereof) of reserve 

requirementsfor the conduct of monetary policy. Section I discusses two 

possible monetary policy strategies. Section II contains a model of money 

stock determination and discusses the purpose of reserve requirements. 

Section III briefly discusses the findings of a recent empirical study of the 

effects of reserve requirements on the precision of Federal Reserve monetary 

control. Finally, Section IV contains an argument for uniform reserve 

requirements on all means-of-payment deposits. 

I. Monetary Policy Strategies 

The ultimate purpose of mon~tary policy is not to control the size of 

the money stock or the level of interest rates. It is to affect aggregate 

nominal demand for the output of the economy and, thereby, to affect such 

important economic variables as the rate of growth of real output, the 

unemployment rate, and the rate of inflation. The effect of monetary policy 

actions on the money stock and the level of interest rates are, thus, means 

to the end of affecting the ultimate goals of policy. 

Currently, there are two somewhat cohflicting strategies advocated for 

the Federal Reserve to employ in the conduct of monetary policy. These are 

the interest rate strategy and the money stock strategy. 
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The Interest Rate Strategy 

Advocates of the interest rate strategy argue that the Federal Reserve 

authorities should concentrate on controlling the level of interest rates. 

They should manipulate the level of interest rates over the course of time 

in such a manner as to stimulate aggregate demand when it appears to be too 

low and to depress aggregate demand when it appears to be too high. 

If the Federal Reserve employs an interest rate strategy, there really 

is no need for reserve requirements. (Although the existence of reserve 

requirements in no way inhibits the employment of an interest rate strategy.) 

This is because Federal Reserve officials can observe the level of market 

interest rates essentially continuously and without a time lag and also because 

they know full well how open market operations affect the level of interest 

rates. Hence, to employ the interest rate strategy, the monetary authorities 

need only keep an eye on the level of market interest rates and a hand on 

open-market operations, purchasing Federal government securities on the open 

market when market interest rates tend to rise above their desired level and 

selling securities when market interest rates tend to fall below their desired 

level. 

The Money Stock Strategy 

Advocates of the money stock strategy argue that the Federal Reserve 

authorities should concentrate on controlling the money stock. Some of the 

advocates of the money stock strategy argue that the Federal Reserve authorities 

should attempt to conduct a counter-cyclical monetary policy, causing the money 

stock to grow relatively rapidly during periods when the economy is depressed 

and relatively slowly during periods of prosperity. Others argue that the 

monetary authorities should simply pick a target rate of money stock growth 

which is consistent with the long-run desired rate of inflatio.n and should 
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attempt to achieve this target rate of money stock growth year after year, 

regardless of cyclical economic conditions. 

If the Federal Reserve employs a money stock strategy (whether the 

intention is to cause the rate of money stock growth to be constant or to 

fluctuate counter cyclically), there are two ways that the Federal Reserve 

might attempt to control the money stock: via control over short-term 

interest rates and via control over some measure of reserve money or base 

money. To attempt to control the money stock via control over short-term 

interest rates might be described as the interest rate tactic for conducting 

a money stock strategy. To attempt to control the money stock via control 

over some measure of reserve or base money might be described as the base 

money tactic for conducting a money stock strategy. 

The Interest Rate Tactic for Conducting a Money Stock Strategy. This 

tactic for controlling the money stock involves the use of quantitative 

estimates of the demand function for money. Over the last twenty years or 

so, there has been an enormous amount of empirical research conducted on the 

demand function for money. The outcome of this research effort is that the 

demand for money appears to be a fairly stable function of a small number of 

variables--notably, the price level, the rate of real aggregate output, and 

the level of short-term interest rates. Furthermore, the conventional wisdom 

is that changes in the level of short-term interest rates affect the price 

level and/or the rate of real output with a time lag of several months. 

To attempt to control the money stock with an interest rate tactic, the 

Federal Reserve authorities must employ quantitative estimates of the param

eters of the demand function for money together with forecasts of what the 

price level and the rate of real output will be in the near future. They 

then set the level of short-term interest rates (with open-market operations 
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much as they might control the level of interest rates with an interest rate 

strategy) so as to produce a demand for nominal money balances equal to the 

desired size of the money stock. Of course, the success of this method of 

attempting to control the money stock depends critically upon the accuracy of 

the estimates of the parameters of the demand function for money as well as 

the accuracy of the forecasts of the price level and real output. 

If the Federal Reserve authorities employ the interest rate tactic for 

controlling the money stock, they do not need reserve requirements. (However, 

the existence of reserve requirements in no way hinders the successful use of 

the interest rate tactic for controlling the money stock). They do need 

accurate estimates of the parameters of the demand function for money and an 

ability to make accurate short-term forecasts of the aggregate price level 

and of aggregate real output. 

The Base Money Tactic for Conducting a Money Stock Strategy. This tactic 

for controlling the money stock involves the control of some measure of 

reserve money or base money by the Federal Reserve authorities plus a pre

dictable or forecastable relationship between the size of the controlled base 

money measure and the size of the money stock. The existence of reserve 

requirements may make control of the money stock via the control of base 

money more precise than it would be otherwise. The next section of the paper 

explains how reserve requirements may enhance the Federal Reserve 1 s ability 

to control the money stock through control of the monetary base. 

II. A Model of Money Stock Determination and Control 

The model which is presented here is one which is generally accepted by 

monetary economists. Versions of this model can be found in virtually every 

elementary economics textbook as well as in more advanced textbooks concerned 

with money and banking. 
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The Concept of the Monetary Base 

We begin with the concept of the monetary base. From the standpoint of 

its uses, the monetary base (base money) consists of the sum of 

(1) the reserve deposit balances of the member banks with the Federal 

Reserve Banks; and 

(2) currency in circulation, i.e., all U.S. currency (and coin) in 

existence which is not in the possession of either the federal 

government or the Federal Reserve Banks. 

(The uses of the monetary base for the week ending December 27, 1978 are shown 

in Table 1.) The category "currency in circulation" consists of commercial 

bank vault cash plus the currency component of the money stock (i.e., currency 

held by the nonbank public). Hence, some of "currency in circulation" is used 

by cotmnercial banks to meet legal reserve requirements. 

The size of the monetary base can be controlled fairly accurately by the 

Federal Reserve authorities if they so desire. To see why this is the case, 

look now at Table 2 which shows the sources of the monetary base for the week 

ending December 27, 1978. Note first of all that during this week Federal 

Reserve Bank holdings of U.S. government and federal agency securities were a 

source of nearly 80 percent of the monetary base. This was not an unusual 

week. In recent years, Federal Reserve holdings of government securities have 

typically accounted for about 80 percent of the monetary base. Since the 

Federal Reserve authorities have direct control over the amount of their 

holdings of government securities, they obviously have direct control over 

about 80 percent of the source of the monetary base. 

We turn now to a brief discussion of the other items which enter into the 

determination of the size of the monetary base. 
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Table 1 

The Uses of the Monetary Base of the 
United States for the Week Ending December 27, 1978 

(in millions of dollars) 

Member Bank Reserve Balances with 
the Federal Reserve Banks 

Currency in Circulation 

Equals: Monetary Base 

31,018 

114,377 

145,395 

Data Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, February 1978, p. A4. 
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Table 2 

The Sources of the Monetary Base of the 
United States for the Week Ending December 27, 1978 

(in millions of dollars) 

Federal Reserve Credit 

U.S. Government and Federal 
Agency Securities held by 
the Federal Reserve Banks 

Member Bank Borrowings from 
the Federal Reserve Banks 

Federal Reserve Float 
Other Federal Reserve Assets 

Gold Stock and Special Drawing Rights 

Treasury Currency Outstanding 

Less: Treas~ry Cash Holdings 

Deposits Other than Member Banks with 
the Federal Reserve Banks 

Other Federal Reserve Liabilities and 
Capital 

Equals: Monetary Base 

116,047 

1,523 
9,264 
4,473 

131,307 

12,928 

11,844 

245 

5,892 

4,548 

145,395 

Data Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, February 1978, p. A4. 
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Member Bank Borrowings from the Federal Reserve Banks. The major 

explanatory factor for the level of member bank borrowings from the 

Federal Reserve Banks is the spread between the Federal Funds rate and 

the Federal Reserve discount rate. Increases (decreases) in the Federal 

Funds rate relative to the discount rate causes increases (decreases) in 

the level of member bank borrowings. Since the discount rate is controlled 

by the Federal Reserve authorities, they have considerable indirect control 

over the size of member bank borrowings. Indeed, most monetary economists 

believe that, if the Federal Reserve authorities were to merely set the 

discount rate at the level of the Federal Funds rate, most of the variation 

over time in member bank borrowings from the Federal Reserve Banks would 

disappear. 

Federal Reserve Float. This item is not under the direct control of the 

Federal Reserve authorities and its level sometimes changes by more than 

$1 billion from one week to the next. However, the average level of the 

float over the course of a week can be predicted with a fair degree of 

accuracy--sufficient accuracy that the Federal Reserve authorities can 

offset with open market operations most of the effect of week-to-week 

changes in the float on the size of the monetary base. 

Other Federal Reserve Assets, Other Federal Reserve Liabilities and C;ipital. 

The Federal Reserve authorities have no difficulty in offsetting with open 

market operations the effect of changes in the levels of these two items 

upon the monetary base. 

Gold Stock and Soecial Drawing Rights. These two sources of base money 

have been practically inactive since August 1971. 
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Treasury Currency Outstanding. Since the Federal Reserve authorities 

know the precise value of this item at all times, it is not a source of 

unpredictable movements in the monetary base. 

Treasury Cash Holdings. This item has not fluctuated greatly from week 

to week in the past and it is not likely to do so in the future. It is a 

trivial source of unpredictable movements in the stock of base money. 

Deposits Other than Member Banks with the Federal Reserve Banks. The 

precise value of this item is known to the Fed authorities with only a short 

time delay. Hence, the effect of changes in this item upon the monetary 

base can be easily sterilized with appropriate open market operations. 

The point of the above discussion is simply that for all practical purposes 

the size of the U.S. monetary base can be controlled by the Federal Reserve 

authorities. 

The Relationship Between the Monetary Base and the Money Stock 

The relationship between the magnitude of the monetary base and the magni

tude of the money stock is fairly complicated. This is illustrated below with 

the construction of such a relationship for the Ml concept (currency plus demand 

deposits) of the money stock. 

Let C = currency component of Ml, i.e., currency in circulation less vault 
cash held by conunercial banks; 

DD demand deposit component of Ml; 

T -total commercial bank savings and time deposits, including large 
negotiable certificates of deposit; 

R that portion of the monetary base held by corranercial banks as 
reserves, i.e., member bank reserve deposit balances with the 
Federal Reserve Banks plus commercial bank vault cash; 

r 1 = ratio of that portion of R which commercial banks hold against 
their demand deposit liabilities to DD; 
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ratio of that portion of R which commercial banks hold against 
their savings and time deposit liabilities to T; 

k 

Assuming for simplicity that cormnercial banks hold no base money reserves against 

nondeposit items, it is not difficult to derive the following identity: 

Ml 

where B (which equals C + R) is the monetary base. 

If k, t, r 1 and r 2 were all constants, the Federal Reserve authorities 

would be able to control the magnitude of Ml with the same degree of relative 

precision that they can control the monetary base. To the extent that k, t, r 1 

and r 2 are not const,ants and are not predictable, the precision of Federal 

Reserve control of Ml via control of the size of the monetary base is diminished. 

The Rationale for Reserve Requirements 

So far as money stock control is concerned, the sole purpose of reserve 

requirements is to make r 1 and r 2 more stable and/or more predictable than they 

might otherwise be. 

Suppose there were no conmercial bank reserve requirements. Under these 

circumstances, r 1 and r 2 would not be zero. Commercial banks would still plan 

to hold some amount of base money relative to their deposit liabilities. 

Fundamentally, this is because in order for a commercial bank to remai.n in 

business over time, it must maintain convertibility at par between its deposit 

liabilities and currency. 

The amount of base money reserves relative to deposits which a banker would 

plan to hold under a regime of no reserve requirements would presumably depend 

upon (1) the level of short-term interest rates since this is the opportunity 

44-240 0 - 79 - 50 
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cost to the bank of holding base money reserves, (2) the probability distribu

tion of net cash withdrawals, and (3) the penality cost to the bank of having 

its holdings of base money reserves exhausted through net cash withdrawals. 

It follows that over time the banker's planned level of base money reserves 

relative to deposits would change as short-term interest rates change and as 

the banker's perception of the probability distribution of net cash withdrawals 

changes. Such changes in the planned ratio of base money reserves to deposit 

liabilities may be difficult for the Federal Reserve to predict, thus diminish

ing the Fed's ability to control the money stock. 

Reserve requirements, which can only be satisfied with holdings of base 

money, may enhance the ability of the Federal Reserve authorities to control 

the money stock if the required reserve ratios are set at levels which are 

higher than what bankers would set for themselves under a regime of no reserve 

requirements. Bankers would then have an economic incentive to avoid as much 

as possible the holding of base money reserves in excess of the legal minimum. 

This in turn should result in more stable and/or predictable ratios of base 

money reserves to deposit liabilities than would be experienced under a regime 

of no reserve requirements. 

III. The Results of a Recent Study 

Nonmember banks in the United States must satisfy reserve requirements 

which are set by state bank regulatory authorities. In almost all of the 

states, these reserve requirements can be satisfied in whole or in part with 

the holding of assets--such as correspondent balances with other commercial 

banks and government securities--which are not part of the monetary base. So 

far as money stock control is concerned, such reserve requirements are worth

less. This is becaus~ they do nothing to enhance the stability or predictabil

ity of the r 1 and r 2 ratios. 
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Recently, I conducted an empirical investigation of the effect upon the 

Fed's ability to control the money stock (via control of the monetary base) 

which results from the absence of Federal Reserve System (FRS) base money 

reserve requirements on the deposits of nonmember banks.l/ The study involved 

comparing the stability of the ratio of base money reserves to deposits for 

all U.S. commercial banks with the stability of this same ratio for only the 

member banks. 

The results of the study were quite surprising. For the period under 

'investigation, 1961 to 1973, it was found that the ratio of base money reserves 

to deposits was more stable for all commercial banks than for the member banks 

alone. This implies that the absence of FRS base money reserve requirements 

on nonmember bank deposits did not serve to diminish the precision of Federal 

Reserve control over the money stock. Indeed, my test results indicated that 

the nonmember banks were a moderate source of stability for Federal Reserve 

control over the money stock--without the nonmember banks, Federal Reserve 

control would have been slightly more unstable than it was in fact. 

One is tempted to conciude from my study results that reserve requirements 

are not needed for money stock control--that the Federal Reserve authorities 

could control the money stock as accurately without reserve requirements as 

with them. However, at this time, I am unwilling to draw such a conclusion. 

My reasons are as follows. 

First, the data available on nonmember bank deposit liabilities and vault 

cash holdings are extremely limited. At the time I conducted my investigation, 

nonmember bank balance sheet data were available (to the Federal Reserve 

1/Dennis R. Starleaf, 11 Nonmember Banks and Monetary Control," Journal of 
Finance, Vol. XXX, No. 4, (September 1975), pp. 955-975. 
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authorities as well as to the public) for only two days each year, the 

regularly scheduled call report dates of June 30 and December 31. It was this 

meager nonmember bank data which I used in my study. 

It is entirely possible that the condition of the balance sheets of the 

nonmember banks on the regularly scheduled call report dates is not representa

tive of their condition on other dates of the year. If this is the case, the 

findings -of my study may be erroneous, a result of the selective nature of the 

nonmember bank data which I used in my study rather than the true state of 

reality. Given more frequent observations of the nonmember bank balance sheets, 

an investigation similar to the one I conducted might result in findings which 

are quite different from those I obtained. 

A second reason for my unwillingness to conclude that base money reserve 

requirements do not enhance the ability of the Federal Reserve authorities to 

control the money stock has to do with current Federal Reserve System reserve 

requirements. Since late-1968, FRS reserve requirements have incorporated 

lagged reserve accounting. Under lagged reserve accounting, the base money 

reserves which a member bank must hold this week are a function of its deposit 

liabilities of two weeks ago. 

So far as money stock control is concerned, lagged reserve accounting 

makes no sense. Indeed, it would.be difficult to conceive of a system of 

base money reserve requirements which is more poorly designed for money stock 

control than is the current system of lagged reserve accounting. 

To a large extent, the results of my study (which cast doubt on°the useful

ness of base money reserve requirements for the purpose of money stock control) 

are due to the existence of the Federal Reserve's system of lagged reserve 

accounting. Had the Fed never imposed lagged reserve accounting, I feel 

confident that the results of my study would have been consistent with the 
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proposition that base money reserve requirements enhance the ability of the 

monetary authorities to control the money stock. 

Just because the Federal Reserve'~ current system of lagged reserve 

accounting is poorly designed for monetary control, it does not follow that 

all systems of base money reserve requirements should be condemned as 

ineffectual. 

IV. A Case for Reserve Requirements 

As pointed out above, reserve requirements are not needed if the Federal 

Reserve employs an interest rate strategy in conducting monetary policy. Nor 

are they needed if the Fed employs a money stock strategy and then attempts to 

control the money stock through control over short-term interest rates. However, 

in neither of these cases does the existence of reserve requirements in any way 

hamper the conduct of monetary policy. 

It appears that reserve requirements are desirable if the Fed employs a 

money stock strategy and attempts to control the money stock through the control 

of base money or reserve money. Furthermore, it appears desirable to have 

uniform reserve requirements for all depository institutions which have deposit 

liabilities which are a means of payment. 

However, to my knowledge, there is no way of proving that reserve require

ments enhance the precision of money stock control via control of the monetary 

base. But it seems very unlikely that the existence of reserve requirements--

particularly, uniform reserve requirements for all depository institutions-

would make money stock control less precise than it would be in the absence of 

reserve requirements. 

The cost to the economy as a whole of having base money reserve requirements 

is nonexistent or tri·1ial. The economy as a whole has essentially nothing to 

lose from the impositlon of uniform reserve requirements on all means-of-payment 
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deposits. On the other hand, we know very little about the possible consequences 

to the economy of having a large portion of its means of payments free of base 

money reserve requirements. Hence, the prudent thing to do at this time is to 

impose uniform base money reserve requirements on all means-of-payment deposits. 

The Chairman. Well, thank you, gentlemen, very much. I think 
this is an excellent panel. Obviously, you are all extraordinarily 
conversant with this problem and have done a lot of good work on 
it and there's a sharp difference of opinion. 

As I understand it, Professor Greenbaum and Professor Phillips 
say that without required reserves monetary policy would work 
better and other benefits would accrue in addition; and Professors 
Cagan and Starleaf say without reserve requirements monetary 
policy would work but not as well, and the importance of an 
effective monetary policy overwhelms the other advantages that 
might occur. In fact, Professor Starleaf seems to indicate that the 
other advantages were not very significant. 

Let me ask Professor Cagan first, what's your answer to the 
charge Professor Greenbaum made that reserve requirements 
make predictability of monetary policy less, not more sure, based 
on a study, the model and so forth? How do you answer that? 

Mr. CAGAN. His proposition was that there's a danger if we 
continue to promote substitutes for the monetary aggregates that 
we're trying to control. I believe that that problem can be handled 
by paying interest on demand deposits. Innovations will occur, but 
they don't occur overnight. They take time, and it would be the 
responsibility of the monetary authorities to monitor the system 
and to bring such new developments under control. 

But for very short-run movements we will not have a sufficiently 
tight control over the total quantity of monetary aggregates with
out reserve requirements. I believe that overall we will be much 
better off with reserve requirements, despite the fact that they will 
tend to encourage some creation of substitutes. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me ask a little further along that line. I 
understand most observers claim that money substitutes have been 
developed as a way to get around the prohibition of interest on 
demand deposits and regulation Q rather than a method of avoid
ing reserve requirements. 

Do you agree that the prohibition on interest payment on 
demand deposits and interest rate limitations are the primary 
incentives for developing substitutes? 

Mr. CAGAN. Yes, I do. I believe they are much more important 
than the reserve requirements. The reserve requirements do in
crease the cost of these balances, and they will also encourage 
substitutes, but I believe that if we allowed interest on demand 
deposits and took off regulation Q we would not have the same 
competitive pressures for these developments that we have had 
over the years. Everyone that I know is very strongly in favor of 
removing the prohibition on interest. We can't be entirely sure 
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what the new situation will look like, but I think that's the first 
step to take, and then we can survey the results. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Greenbaum? 
Mr. GREENBAUM. Well, I have been trying to understand what 

the real differences in position are so that I could characterize 
them for you and understand them for my own benefit. I think it's 
a difference in viewing the facility with which the financial system 
innovates, and our ability to control innovation, and our ability to 
control certain institutions outside the United States that effective
ly compete with American financial institutions. I think the dis
agreement is not theoretical or conceptual. 

I think what we disagree about are orders of magnitude of cer
tain parameters of the system and how the system evolves through 
time. I believe that our ability to monitor and closely follow inno
vation-to slap reserve requirements on new innovations as they 
develop-is quite limited. I think that if you view recent history 
and the development of new financial instruments, there's little 
basis for optimism about the regulators' ability to deal with new 
institutions as they emerge and develop. Moreover, innovations 
may emerge across national boundaries where our jurisdiction is 
limited, at best. 

I'm rather pessimistic. I don't believe that we really know wheth
er reserve requirements are stabilizing or destabilizing, if you take 
into account augmented monetary aggregates which include money 
substitutes induced by the reserve requirements. You also ask 
whether it was regulation Q as opposed to regulation D that pro
motes innovation, and Professor Cagan indicated that he thought 
regulation Q and the limitation on demand deposit interest pay
ment were more important than reserve requirements. 

Well, that, again, is an empirical question. I think we all agree 
that reserve requirements as well as interest ceilings induce inno
vations. Which is more important is an open question, but the fact 
is that reserve requirements have the pernicious effect of produc
ing innovation and innovation tends to undermine monetary con
trol. The presumption that reserve requirements will enhance pre
dictability is simply incorrect. This is demonstrated in the Kawatas 
and Greenbaum paper and I would also suggest one footnote, if I 
may. I think that the alleged presumption favoring reserve require
ments is a reflection of a kind of conventional thinking. It reflects 
the widespread habit of thinking of the U.S. economy and the U.S. 
financial system as being fundamentally closed. That self-sufficien
cy, that closedness, is nothing more than an historical artifact. We 
now live in a much more integrated and open world and that 
changes the nature of our financial system and increases the im
portance of the arguments put forth by Professors Phillips, Kawa
tas, and Greenbaum. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Starleaf, I think you conceded to some extent 
and so did Professor Cagan that the present system doesn't give us 
a very accurate basis for determining or predicting the monetary 
policy. For the last year or so we have kept rather careful track of 
the Federal Reserve's targets and the ability to hit the targets. 

When I was a little boy, we used to have a saying that he 
couldn't hit the broad side of the barn door if he fell against it. 
That seems to apply to the Federal Reserve. They come in with an 
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M1 target that is so broad, between 4 and 7 percent, and they 
miss it, even now with reserve requirements. So you wonder really 
on the basis of the record why we shouldn't try just say for 1 year 
an experiment of no reserves and see how it would work. We have 
four eminent economists here who disagree whether it will work or 
not. What damage would it do if we tried this for 1 year in view of 
the fact that they are doing so very badly now? 

Mr. STARLEAF. First of all, I agree they are doing very badly now, 
but that isn't, in my opinion, due to the existence of reserve re
quirements. They are doing very badly now because they are not 
utilizing the tools that they have for controlling the money stock. 
They are out chasing interest rates. They are not really trying to 
control the money stock. That is my opinion. 

Now, unless you change the way the Federal Reserve operates, 
you can change the tools they have and it isn't going to make a lot 
of difference. 

The first thing that has to be done is they have got to decide that 
they really want to control the money stock. I don't think they 
really want to control the money stock. 

But the problem is, turning back to the idea of abolishing reserve 
requirements, we really don't know very much about the operation 
of a regime without the existence of reserve requirements. Now if 
you do it for 1 year, I don't think you're going to observe the full 
effects. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let's do it for 5 years. 
Mr. STARLEAF. All right. You're going to have to talk about 

something like 5 years at any rate. But the people who run finan
cial institutions in the United States really don't have much expe
rience with a regime without reserve requirements so it would take 
some years for the system to respond fully to the removal of 
reserve requirements. 

Now Professor Greenspan has pointed out and I think quite 
validly, that we keep--

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Greenbaum. Mr. Greenspan is some
body else. 

Mr. GREENBAUM. Thank you very much. 
Mr. STARLEAF. I'm sorry, I meant to say Professor Greenbaum. 

Professor Greenbaum has pointed out we get innovations in the 
forms of payment mechanisms but he must also recognize that we 
are likely to get innovations in the kind of assets that financial 
institutions hold to meet liquidity needs, to meet withdrawals and 
so what may very well happen with the passage of time is we may 
see effective base money reserve or deposit ratios dropping over 
time without reserve requirements. 

The CHAIRMAN. Here we have had an opportunity to observe how 
the banks behave with no reserve requirements inasmuch as a 
substantial portion of the banks in this country are not subject to 
Federal Reserve requirements. 

Mr. STARLEAF. That's right, but they tend to hold much of their 
assets which could be used to meet cash withdrawals in the form of 
deposits with other commercial banks, namely member banks, and 
we really don't have any experience nor much knowledge about 
what's likely to happen when all commercial banks or banks in the 
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system, where they are all essentially holding each other's quick 
assets and how vulnerable the system will be then to shocks. 

Mr. CAGAN. Mr. Chairman, could I quickly respond to your ques
tion? I disagree with the implication that the past experience of 
the Federal Reserve indicates that they cannot control the growth 
of the monetary aggregates. I don't believe it shows that at all. I 
believe it shows that that has not been their primary purpose. 

The CHAIRMAN. I didn't say control. I said they have been unable 
to have any substantial success with predictability. 

Mr. CAGAN. The reason is that, after they announce the targets, 
they subsequently change them. I think they could hit those tar
gets if they really wanted to. I don't think those targets have been 
their primary objective. 

Mr. STARLEAF. That's the point I tried to make at the beginning 
there. I don't think it's a matter that they don't have the tools at 
the present time to do much better than they are now doing. They 
are just going through the motions of trying to control the money 
stock. 

The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if there's not another element too. I 
think one of the elements is when they announce the targets they 
announce them as kind of a way of trying to massage the financial 
community and get them to assume that the Federal Reserve is 
going to be .a lot tougher, stronger, more determined to hold down 
inflation, and to control the supply of money than they really find 
they have the guts to do. At any rate, the record is quite discourag
ing any way you look at it. 

Professor Phillips, I'd like to ask you to start your comment on 
this and others might come in if they wish to do so. 

The Federal Reserve has made five arguments in support of the 
need for reserve requirements for monetary policy purposes. I'd 
like to hear your comments on each point and then I'm going to 
ask each of you to comment. Professor Phillips first. First, the 
reserve requirements ratio determines in large part the size of the 
multiplier between reserves and money stock. The reserve require
ment ratio is tlie link between Fed policy actions to alter the 
availability of reserves and the supply of bank deposits. 

Mr. GREENBAUM. That's still one you're talking about? 
The CHAIRMAN. There are more to come, but I'll ask you to 

comment on that. 
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think that it's quite correct that with required 

reserves and with money defined as currency plus demand depos
its, that there is a relationship between the total defined as re
serves and the total defined as money that way. The largest banks 
are still members of the system. That really doesn't get to the 
question however of whether or not that means that by controlling 
you might control the third party transactions balances and indeed 
one can argue that the more effective they are in controlling that, 
the greater the incentive you give to others to create substitutes 
for M1, so that the total of what are de facto transactions balances 
is likely to fluctuate more the more they try to control the money 
supply via the reserve method. 

The CHAIRMAN. Any disagreement with that? 
Mr. STARLEAF. Yes, I disagree. 
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Mr. CAGAN. Could I respond to that? The fact that is missing in 
this discussion is that monetary policy has to rely very greatly on 
monetary aggregates. The monetary authorities have to have a 
growth path of some total quantity of financial assets that they 
believe will help them control aggregate expenditures. I really 
don't believe we can get away from that. As much as looking at 
interest rates may help, we have got to rely on the growth of 
financial assets. 

Now we can't do that without identifying those financial assets 
and, consequently, I don't see that the growth of innovations 
changes this any. We have to specify what the monetary aggre
gates are that are influencing aggregate expenditures. Once we 
have done that, then the fact that there will be new innovations 
doesn't alter the purpose and technique of monetary policy. If we 
can't identify those innovations and if the total of third-party pay
ment assets is going to grow in a way that we have no control of 
and even don't know about, we are in serious trouble. I'm assuming 
that we're not in such serious trouble, that we can identify these 
assets, and that if we do so we can put reserve requirements on 
them. . 

Mr. PHILLIPS. I think Stuart would like to say something too, but 
I think that's precisely the situation that we are in. We cannot 
identify the kinds of liabilities spread through the economy that 
are currently being used for third-party payments and certainly we 
can't predict what's likely to occur in the future. 

I would note, Mr. Chairman, that simply in the last 16 months, 
talk about variability of things that are used as money, money 
market funds have grown from slightly over $4 billion to now over 
$20 billion. That is a fivefold growth in money market funds. 

You can say, let's control M1 if you want to, and we can do that 
through reserves-indeed you can, but in fact the growth in third 
party transactions--

The CHAIRMAN. Is that in response to regulation Q primarily? 
Mr. PHILLIPS. From the point of view of the person who's decid

ing where to deposit, yes. That's true. They are primarily a result 
of that. 

From the point of view of could the financial institutions supply 
a liability with a competitive rate of interest without themselves 
having interest on whatever reserve balances they have is another 
question. I think that the supply side of deposit financial institu
tions does depend on their ability to keep the bulk of their assets 
as earned assets as the other innovators do, and you look forward 
to the future and you say, let's put reserves on the money market 
fund liabilities side. That's fine. Then the credit card company 
says, look, why don't you keep a positive balance in your credit 
card account rather than a negative balance in your credit card 
account and instead of paying me interest I'll pay you interest; and 
suddenly that has become a new form of money and the things you 
c~n conjecture that will develop-I think you're going to end up 
with mandatory reserve requirements on virtually any kind of 
institution whose credit is generally acceptable, and I don't think 
we can go that route. 

Mr. GREENBAUM. Well, I think Professor Phillips has stated the 
argument very eloquently. I would just add that we can grant 
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Professor Cagan that there's a need to control monetary aggre
gates, but the point is that we cannot define the monetary aggre
gates ex cathedra. The point is that the monetary aggregate is an 
aggregate that bears some stable relationship with aggregate 
demand and what we're doing with reserve requirements is under
mining the stability of the relationship between some aggregate 
and aggregate demand and therefore undermining the integrity of 
the monetary aggregate. And the point is that none of this is 
necessary. This is all quite unnecessary. We can argue about how 
important this phenomenon is, but I don't think there's any dis
pute about the direction of change that we are talking about, the 
qualitative aspects of the argument. Simply eliminate the reserve 
requirements and if you wish banks to hold deposits at the central 
bank, base money deposits, do what any normal financial institu
tion would do-compensate them for it; and if you wish them to 
hold greater quantities of cash assets or base money or whatever 
you want to call it, pay more; and if you want to eliminate a 
fractional reserve banking system and achieve the ends of the late 
Professor Simon, all you have to do is offer 42 percent to banks to 
hold these balances at the central bank and you would have a 100-
percent reserve banking system.· 

So I think that there is no real argument here about directions 
of change and how this analysis works. I think the only dispute is 
the importance of these effects and it seems to me that we have a 
way to avoid a pernicious influence and we ought to all agree on 
that. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Professor Greenbaum, I'm not sure I follow 
that argument. It seems to me if you want to get deposits at the 
Federal Reserve, and you say you can do it by simply paying 
enough to get them, you pay more and more; doesn't that result in 
a greater and greater expenditure in effect by the Federal Govern
ment in a situation where you're going both ways at once? You're 
trying, on the one hand, to get more--

Mr. GREENBAUM. The stock of reserve assets is controlled by the 
central bank. The question is what the lending behavior of the 
banking system is going to be. OK, if you're worried about the 
seigniorage issue, I'm perfectly willing to discuss that. That's a 
different issue and the issue there is how shall we tax or subsidize 
banks and the activity of creating deposit money. But that's a 
separable issue. I don't think you can find the answer to the issue 
of reserve requirements without confronting it, but it's a separable 
question. 

The CHAIRMAN. How about a franchise tax instead; would that be 
better? 

Mr. GREENBAUM. Fine. I think the reserve requirements have 
been shown-at least if Professor Phillips and I are correct-to be 
a very inefficient kind of a tax because of the perverse incentives 
they create. If you want to raise the same amount of revenue from 
the commercial banking system, I would suggest exploring alterna
tives. One alternative that I have suggested is that we can reduce 
our rebates on deposit insurance premiums. The potential for gen
erating revenue there is on the order of $500 to $600 million 
annually, and that would be achieved without any change in the 
basic deposit insurance premium legislation which calls for one-
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twelfth of 1 percent of adjusted deposits. But I don't wish to-I 
simply suggest that as one possibility. There are others. We can 
auction off bank charters, which has been proposed by some. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Starleaf, let me move along to another point 
here. Some could argue that the problem is the lack of uniformity. 
That is, with some institutions being required to have reserves and 
others not being required to have reserves-that is, non-members 
not being required to have reserves. 

Now in that context, the precision of monetary policy can be 
reduced because of-that is, under present circumstance-the re
serves required, (a) shifts of deposits among small and large 
member banks; (b) shifts of deposits among member and non
member banks; (c) shifts of funds among different types of deposits; 
and (d) shifts of funds between bank and nonbank depository institu
tions. Because of these different types of shifts, there's greater 
uncertainty and therefore larger errors in predicting the relation
ship among deposit reserves and the money stock. What's your 
response to that? That seems to be something that goes along with 
requiring reserves as we do now for only part of the banking 
system. 

Mr. STARLEAF. Certainly there's no great problem so far as 
money stock control is concerned arising from the shifts of deposits 
among member banks of different size. 

The CHAIRMAN. Among member and nonmember banks. 
Mr. STARLEAF. Your first point was among members of different 

size. That's no problem. The people in the Federal Reserve are able 
to predict effective reserve ratios with a very high degree of accu
racy for 2 or 3 weeks down the road. There's no problem there. 

When it comes to member and nonmember, the evidence we 
have would support the argument that there's not a big problem 
here, but the evidence that we have is extremely scant. 

You know, again, we are down to-we are talking about four 
observations a year for the nonmember banks and using that kind 
of information. It appears that there's not much of a problem, but I 
wouldn't stake my life on four observations a year. There just are 
not that much data there. 

Now among the commercial banks and other depository institu
tions, I mean this is where we get into the financial innovations 
which have been brought up here, but it seems to me these innova
tions, the growth in NOW accounts and share drafts and things 
like that, can be observed taking place. Data can be gathered on 
them but I don't really know if these shifts over the short run are 
terribly predictable. I suspect they are quite predictable. There's a 
trend clearly in that direction and the trend it seems to me is 
predominantly the result of the prohibition of interest rate pay
ments on demand deposits. In a period when we have relatively 
high rates of inflation and consequently high nominal interest 
rates, the cost of holding funds in the form of demand deposits as 
opposed to a deposit on which interest is paid is really quite large 
and that's brought about that kind of innovation. 

I think if we had not prohibited interest payments on demand 
deposits that these kinds of innovations would not have occurred, 
or at least not as rapidly as they did occur, and clearly innovations 
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are going to occur anyway whether you have reserve requirements 
or not. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, would you have the same an~wer if you 
rule out the prospect of paying interest on reserves? 

Mr. STARLEAF. I'm sorry. I missed that. 
The CHAIRMAN. Would your answer differ if we just flatly rule 

out, as politically impractical, the possibility of paying interest on 
reserves? That's a very tough thing to do. From a practical stand
point, it's hard to convince Members of Congress that bankers 
today, at a time when we are reducing funds for the lame and the 
blind, that bankers should get interest on reserves when they have 
never gotten them before, and even Andy Mellon didn't ask for 
them. 

Mr. STARLEAF. I don't think that's critical, Senator. With the 
existing reserve requirements, the member banks can still pay a 
decent interest return on demand deposits. It's not going to be 5 or 
6 percent I wouldn't think. Of course, if you abolish regulation Q 
at the same time, it might be close to that. But I don't think that's 
the critical issue there. I don't see any particular reason, a strong 
reason, why you should pay interest on reserve balances, although 
I think it makes it somewhat more palatable for banks to stay with 
the system. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask this of Professor Cagan. If reserve 
requirements were not imposed, the amounts of reserve type assets 
that involve cash and clearing balances would be held would be 
determined by individual institutions and thus the averages for the 
system would likely be unstable and unpredictable. 

Mr. CAGAN. That was one of my main points. There will be short
run variations in payments which redistribute deposits around the 
system, and the reserves held against these will vary among differ
ent institutional suppliers. Now without required reserves, reserve 
ratios will be very low, and differences in ratios among suppliers 
will be quite large in percentage terms, and that will cause quite 
large percentage variations in the total multiplier as deposits are 
redistributed. That instability is the main argument for reserve 
requirements. 

The CHAIRMAN. What's your answer to that, Mr. Greenbaum? 
Mr. GREENBAUM. I think there will be considerable variance 

among individual banks and their proportions of cash assets. I 
don't think it's a serious problem-well, I think it's a manageable 
problem. As I indicated, if we find that the predictability at the 
zero reserve requirement level is not manageable, then the alterna
tive should be to commence payment of interest on voluntarily 
held deposits at the Federal Reserve, gradually increasing those 
until the desired level of stability is attained. 

The CHAIRMAN. Now let me ask Professor Phillips to comment 
on this statement. Even though the day-to-day operating guide for 
monetary policy is now the Federal funds rate, elimination of 
reserve requirements would: (a) Lock the Fed into using Federal 
funds target without the ability to switch to a reserve or monetary 
base target; and (b) make the day-to-day projection of reserve needs 
extremely uncertain. Do you want me to repeat that? 
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Mr. PHILLIPS. Let me try. That was zero requirements, the first 
part of it. That would prohibit us from using the quantitative tools 
to affect the aggregate of money. 

The CHAIRMAN. Using the monetary base. 
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think that's incorrect and as I hear all four 

panelists we would agree that that is incorrect. There's no reason 
with zero reserve requirements you can't continue to have quanti
tative tools. The question of the variability which Professor Cagan 
raises-but there's certainly, as far as I see, no disagreement 
among us that the Federal Reserve can certainly pursue open 
market operations with zero reserves. Do all of you agree with 
that? 

Mr. GREENBAUM. Could I just add one little note to the question 
of variability? 

The CHAIRMAN. I sense that's going to get some disagreement, 
but go ahead. 

Mr. GREENBAUM. The variability thing-I think there are two 
kinds of variability one wants to consider here. There's the vari
ability across banks in the ratio of deposits to cash assets and then 
there's the variability of the monetary aggregate to total cash 
assets in the system. 

Now those are not the same variances we're talking about. We 
could have, for example, quite considerable differences in the ratio 
of cash assets to deposit liabilities across banks and still have
which I would expect, incidentally-a very stable relationship be
tween the monetary aggregate and total cash assets in the system; 
and I think that distinction ought to be borne in mind. 

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Then, the last statement I would ask 
Professor Starleaf to comment on. Reserve requirement changes as 
a policy tool has been successful at times. They actually can com
plement open market operations. Such changes are now limited 
because of the membership problem. Would it be more useful and 
usable if the problem were solved? 

Mr. STARLEAF. I think changes in reserve requirements-any
thing that changes in reserve requirements can achieve can be 
done with open market operations. I see no purpose in changing 
reserve requirements as a device for conducting monetary policy. 
Open market policy is a far more powerful tool. 

The CHAIRMAN. I think that's interesting. Do you agree with 
that? 

Mr. CAGAN. Yes, I do. I have been concerned with the Federal 
Reserve changing reserve requirements differentially, and I want 
them to be uniform. 

The CHAIRMAN. You think changing or modifying reserve re
quirements up or down is an awkward, ineffective tool compared 
with the open market operations? 

Mr. CAGAN. Yes, I do. 
Mr. GREENBAUM. It's even awkward relative to changing the 

interest rate offered on deposits voluntarily held at the Federal 
Reserve banks, I might add. 

The CHAIRMAN. You would be in favor of a very narrow range if 
you had reserve requirements? 
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Mr. CAGAN. I wouldn't give them any choice. I think Congress 
ought to decide what the reserve requirement should be and write 
it into law, and that's where it should stay. 

The CHAIRMAN. And a figure? 
Mr. CAGAN. I'd recommend 10 percent. 
The CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't you have some exemption for smaller 

institutions? 
Mr. CAGAN. I think it's undesirable, but I understand there's a 

terrific political force for it. In any event, I would like to see the 
reserve requirement on the margin be the same, so that, when 
funds shift from one institution to another, the total reserves tied 
up do not change. 

Mr. PHILLIPS. The only comment I'd like to make is that if the 
notion uniformity has as one of its foundations that this produces 
an equal cost of non-interest-bearing reserves among financial in
stitutions, that clearly is wrong. Different banks, because of differ
ent forms of business, different areas of the country which they're 
in, have different needs for interbank deposits and other forms of 
liquid assets and their portfolios are designed in a way that reflects 
their own business needs and their own clearing operations; and to 
have a 10-percent requirement on a bank, the bulk of whose clear
ing goes through another bank through interbank deposits, and yet 
it must maintain an additional 10-percent reserve at the Federal 
Reserve, is hardly an equitable solution from the point of view of 
that bank. In other words, uniformity may be by law, but it will 
not be uniform by effect. 

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Starleaf, the Conference of State Bank 
Supervisors instituted your 1975 Journal of Finance article. In fact, 
in testimony before this committee in March, Mr. Dunn, the com
missioner of banking in Georgia, made the following comment 
about your article: "Starleaf rejected the contention that Federal 
Reserve requirements are needed on nonmember bank deposits for 
precision in monetary control." 

Now did Mr. Dunn accurately interpret and cite your research 
and, if he did, why do you now support the need for reserve 
requirements for purposes of monetary control? 

Mr. STARLEAF. Well, it's not true that I rejected the contention. 
The paper I published in the Journal of Finance was simply a test 
of the hypothesis that reserve requirements are needed on non
member bank deposits for greater precision in monetary control. 
The results of that study did not come out to be consistent with 
that hypothesis. But as I pointed out earlier today and at other 
times, I wouldn't take the results of my paper all that seriously. 
For one thing, the data are very bad. As I pointed out repeatedly, 
the data which I was forced to use was two daily observations a 
year. Now that's just not very robust data. Second, we have got the 
problem of lagged reserve accounting. But I think the paper I 
wrote is interesting. I think it suggests additional research that 
ought to be done. In particular, we need to get better data, but I 
would not go to the point of saying that my paper shows that 
reserve requirements should be abolished from member banks or 
that they should not be imposed on nonmember banks. I think we 
just know too little about what a banking system is likely to be like 
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under a regime of no reserve requirements and I think it's just too 
risky to go that route. 

Mr. GREENBAUM. That's why the recommendation is to go there 
gradually. 

Mr. PHILLIPS. Right. 
The CHAIRMAN. How gradually? How do you go there gradually? 
Mr. GREENBAUM. Reduce reserve requirements by 10 percent of 

their present level each year for the next 10 years perhaps, or 20 
percent for the next 5 years. 

Mr. PHILLIPS. Actually, the Federal Reserve has been gradually 
reducing them over the last decade in any case. They have been 
certainly compounding the complexity by different classifications of 
the process that bear different kind of rates. 

The CHAIRMAN. But if they uniformly reduce them, say, 10 per
cent a year for 10 years, you think that would give a degree of 
predictability and assurance? 

Mr. PHILLIPS. I would be very surprised if those kind of reduc
tions would in any way make the problems of monetary policy 
more difficult. I can't believe it would. 

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Greenbaum, in a recent comment 
George McKinney of Irving Trust Co. makes the following claim: 

The real issue is not where the money supply will be two months from now; the 
issue is whether the Fed can maintain control over credit expansion in the coming 
decades. Without any reserve requirements at all, the Fed just wouldn't have 
enough ammunition to counter inflationary developments. 

He also says that in a credit expansion the "customary reserve 
ratio would shift downward as bankers would become overconfident 
and reach a little to take on profitable assets." 

McKinney also says that the Fed would quickly run out of Gov
ernment securities through open market sales aimed at mopping 
up enough liquidity to contain credit expansion. 

What do you say to that? 
Mr. GREENBAUM. I simply disagree with that. As a matter of fact, 

I read the comment in the bank's newsletter. I don't believe any
body here has agreed with what McKinney is suggesting, that we 
need reserve requirements in order to control credit expansion over 
the long run. Some people believe that credit expansion control 
might be facilitated somewhat with reserve requirements, but I 
don't believe anybody has argued that we need--

The CHAIRMAN. How about the Eurodollar market? Isn't that an 
example? 

Mr. GREENBAUM. The Eurodollar is an example of why we need 
to eliminate reserve requirements. We have shipped employment 
to London with reserve requirements. There's an incentive to shift 
deposits from an American bank or a bank in the United States to 
a bank in London because there are no reserve requirements over 
there. That's precisely the point I made in my earlier testimony. 
Nobody seems to know exactly how to interpret Eurodollars. I have 
seen some suggestions that some fraction of them should be added 
to our measures of the monetary aggregate. What fraction, nobody 
knows. It ranges, of course, from zero to--

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just interrupt again. My point was that 
the lack of reserves with respect to the Eurodollar it might be 
argued is one reason why that seems to have just gone wild and 
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put us into a very unfortunate position with respect to the value of 
the dollar. 

Mr. GREENBAUM. I thought I was responding to that. The exist
ence of the reserve requirement is what has promoted the growth 
of the Eurodollar market. It's been very rapid. It's been very rapid 
because of the opportunity of holding cash balances abroad. One of 
the great advantages of our recommendation for paying interest on 
reserve balances voluntarily held is that you would gain a measure 
of control over the Eurodollar market that we do not now have. 
Reserve requirements of the type we now have, segment the bank
ing system. We control the part over here. The part in Europe is 
not controlled. By introducing the interest rate, that distinction 
disappears so long as the Federal Reserve is willing to accept 
deposits from banks based in London. As a matter of fact, there's 
an enticing aspect of this interest payment. You can use that 
interest rate to control the foreign exchange rate and strengthen 
the dollar. 

I only fear that giving the Federal Reserve one more instrument 
might simply lead to worse results. The focus of my suggestion is 
to simplify the roles of the Fed and get them to focus on one or 
two functions that are basic, but the fact of the matter is that 
payment of interest would give the Fed a measure of control over 
the Eurodollar market that we do not now have because we have 
reserve requirements. 

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Cagan, I'd like to give you a package 
here that the American Bankers Association has proposed and ask 
you to comment on it. You might want to make a note. 

The American Bankers Association recently endorsed a solution 
to the Fed membership problem that would include, first, the inter
est bearing transaction accounts for all federally insured financial 
institutions; second, uniform reserve requirements against all such 
accounts set by the Federal Reserve, no reserves against time and 
savings deposits; third, reserves for nonmembers to be held at 
commercial banks or in the form of pledged assets; fourth, reserves 
for members to be held at the Fed or a substantial proportion of 
required reserves permitted to be in the form of pledged assets; 
fifth, access to all services, including a discount window, for all 
institutions holding reserves against transaction accounts at im
plicit pricing possibly excluding float; and, finally, a 10-year pha
sein period. 

I'd like to have your comment on this package, particularly the 
uniform and universal reserve requirements against transaction 
accounts, no reserve requirements on time and savings deposits, 
and the holding of reserves to nonmembers to be held at commer
cial banks or in the form of pledged assets. 

Mr. CAGAN. I hadn't seen their statement. As far as I can see, 
that's exactly what I am proposing, except for reserves at commer
cial banks with pledged assets. Would there be Federal funds 
behind those on a dollar-for-dollar basis so they were effectively 
subject to the same uniform reserve requirements as the other 
assets? 

The CHAIRMAN. I understand the answer to that is no. 
Mr. CAGAN. Then I'm not in favor of that particular provision. It 

seems to me every deposit that serves as a transactions balance 
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held by the public in the system should be subject to the same 
percentage of Federal funds behind it, in the form of either curren
cy or deposits with the Federal Reserve. 

The CHAIRMAN. By Federal funds, you mean sterile without any 
interest? 

Mr. CAGAN. Yes. I want as much as possible to control and 
tighten the relationship between the monetary base and total 
transactions balances. In that respect, they depart from my propos
al. 

Also, I am opposed to phasing it in over 10 years. For heaven's 
sake, we've got a rampant inflation going on and the monetary 
aggregates are almost out of control. I don't think we have 10 years 
to wait. 

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Phillips, we don't live in a perfect 
world and our financial system certainly is in need of reform. 
Particularly the prohibition against interest payment on demand 
deposits and ceiling rates on deposits through regulation Q cause 
serious problems. They tend to foster innovative ways to avoid 
these constraints and Dr. Greenbaum and Dr. Phillips claim that 
you claim that reserve requirements cause the same type of inno
vative response-banks would try to beat the requirements. There
fore, they assert that reserve requirements can be counterproduc
tive as they tend to increase the uncertainty in the money supply 
and aggregate spending. I have several questions about this. 

First, would removal of the prohibition against interest on 
demand deposits and the removal of regulation Q serve to make 
reserve requirements more important than monetary policy imple
mentation? 

Mr. PHILLIPS. I think it would, Senator. If you remove the prohi
bition of interest on demand deposits and regulation Q so that in 
effect transactions balances deposits the banks use can bear some 
kind of interest rate, the tendency for people-from the demand 
side this is-to use money market funds and other sorts of third 
party payment mechanisms would certainly be diminished and in 
that sense it would improve the possibility. 

The CHAIRMAN. That would tend, you say, to make reserve re
quirements more important? 

Mr. PHILLIPS. It doesn't make reserve requirements, as require
ments, more important, but it does make it possible so that if the 
Federal Reserve decides to increase or decrease the monetary base 
that the effect will not be as perverse as it otherwise would be
perverse in the sense that people would immediately run to substi
tutes. But the prohibition of interest on demand deposits and regu
lation Q, if the Fed tries to constrict the money supply and interest 
rates rise, it's simply the green light that people can go to other 
kinds of mechanisms. If they are allowed to pay interest on those 
deposits, then the tendency for people to shop and offer substitutes 
would be decreased and the effect of money supply would be easier 
to control. It doesn't depend on requirement of reserves; it's a fact. 

The CHAIRMAN. If the Federal Reserve were granted broad au
thority to impose reserve requirements on all transactions accounts 
and we assume that they use their authority to close loopholes 
when they arise, would that add to the potency of monetary con
trol? 
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Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, it might in the short term put a crimp in 
some of the recent developments in the third-party payments, but I 
think the long-run effects of that would really be disastrous. 

To mandate non-interest-bearing balances at the Fed for every
body having third-party payments means that you will have to 
consecutively decide-you start off saying, well, the commercial 
bank deposits, mutual savings bank deposits, savings and loan 
deposits-what are we going to do about the credit unions? Then 
we have got the credit unions and what are we going to do about 
cash management requirements? If we add that to the pile, what 
are we going to do about the Eurodollar accounts and so on and so 
on. As you add one more to the group, it is a signal for other 
people to try to find something else which isn't in the group. That's 
how we've gotten within the banks the proliferation of different 
kinds of deposits. Over the years they have tried to find types of 
deposits that they can use for payments and yet don't bear the 
prohibition of interest. 

The CHAIRMAN. Then it's been asserted that interest payments 
on voluntary reserve type liabilities of the Fed can make reserve 
requirements productive for monetary policy rather than counter
productive as they are now. 

Mr. PHILLIPS. It makes them redundant. 
The CHAIRMAN. Does that mean reserve requirements are impor

tant to monetary policy but current arrangements reduce their 
usefulness? 

Mr. PHILLIPS. No. If you pay interest on balances except at the 
Fed and all the deposit institutions have access to the Fed for 
keeping such deposits, then the point that Professor Greenbaum 
and I are trying to make is that then the reserve requirements 
clearly become redundant because the financial institutions will be 
willing to hold deposits there. They become an earning asset and, 
in addition, they provide the clearing function. So you don't need 
the reserve requirement and you get stability in the system out of 
the interest rate you pay. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cagan, if there were no reserve require
ments or if the current system remains voluntary with only 
member banks covered by reserves, the Fed may have a problem in 
measuring and predicting reserves. Now, Dr. Starleaf makes that 
point in his statement. How crucial is that problem of measure
ment and prediction of the current level of reserves and what has 
been called base money? 

Mr. CAGAN. That seems to turn the problem around from my 
point of view. I think of policy as targeting monetary aggregate 
growth and then deciding the amount of reserves that are needed 
for that and putting them into the system. From the point of view 
that your question expresses, it sounds as though the authorities 
are trying to decide how much reserves are going to be produced in 
some way by developments in the. market. I don't believe they 
should operate that way. They should decide on the monetary 
growth that they want and then nudge the system in that direction 
by providing the reserves that would produce that particular 
growth. 
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The CHAIRMAN. Is it possible to get the Fed the timely data they 
might need on reserves to allow them to implement the policy 
without imposing reserve requirements? 

Mr. CAGAN. As I stated in my statement, I believe that it's going 
to be harder to implement policy without reserve requirements. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why should it be harder? 
Mr. CAGAN. Because there are going to be shifts in the system 

that they can't keep up with, so that as balances are redistributed 
through the system the effect on total balances will be greater 
without uniform reserve ratios. 

The CHAIRMAN. Why should it be any harder to keep up without 
reserves than it is with reserves? There are still shifts. 

Mr. CAGAN. Because the reserve ratios without requirements will 
be very low, and shifts will produce tremendously large percentage 
changes in these reserve ratios when they are one or a half of a 
percent of total balances. Suppliers are going to hold excess re
serves of a half to 1 percent, in any case, but if that's put on top of 
a reserve requirement of 10 percent, the shifts in reserves through
out the system have much less of a percentage effect on the aggre
gate reserve ratio. It's as simple as that. 

The CHAIRMAN. Would all of you gentlemen, especially Mr. Star
leaf and Mr. Cagan, agree that we don't need reserve requirements 
against time and savings deposits; we can settle for reserve require
ments for transactions accounts only? 

Mr. CAGAN. That's the conclusion that I have come to, yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree with that, Mr. Starleaf? 
Mr. STARLEAF. Provided that those savings deposits are not used 

as payment. 
The CHAIRMAN. I said transactions. Then they would be transac

tions. 
Mr. STARLEAF. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Professor Cagan, banks use managed liabilities

CD's, repurchase agreements, Eurodollar borrowing, Federal funds, 
and so forth-as a source of funds to finance lending as credit 
conditions tighten. Should the Fed be able to impose reserve re
quirements in those types of deposit claims? 

Mr. CAGAN. Some of them and not the others. What I want to do 
with reserve requirements is to drive out of business those instru
ments that are substituting for transactions balances, like repur
chase agreements, and to concentrate transactions services in 
demand deposits which would pay interest. In this way, it seems to 
me we can gain control over an aggregate which will allow mone
tary policy to be effective. 

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, gentlemen-I'm just about 
through-but I think this has been most helpful for me and I think 
you have made a fine record. I sympathize greatly, frankly, with 
the positions taken by Professors Greenbaum and Phillips. That's 
pretty much my position, but I'm troubled by the notion that we 
have been moving in the dark. We have had no experience with no 
reserve requirements. Is there any country-I know every country 
has the authority to impose reserve requirements in their central 
bank. Is there any country that has had reserve requirements for 
any significant time of zero or a very low level? 
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Mr. PHILLIPS. I'm not really intimately associated with it, but in 
our own country the State banks in Illinois do not have reserve 
requirements and there have been studies of that. 

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the reason I asked the question was with 
relationship to the capability of the country to carry on our mone
tary policy. 

Mr. PHILLIPS. The Bank of England does not have and never has 
had, to my knowledge, mandatory reserve requirements. But when 
you move to a different country like that you have to watch cus
toms very carefully, which gives me some hesitation. There are 
really only a small number of clearing banks in England. Presum
ably they have close relationships with the Bank of England and 
even though there's no statute requiring reserves they may in fact 
have a reserve. 

The CHAIRMAN. In England, isn't the discount rate more impor
tant for borrowing and might that become possible in this country? 

Mr. PHILLIPS. It could, yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. We discussed reserve requirements and open 

market operations, but the third tool, the discount rate, we have 
completely ignored. Is that a possible backup for open market 
operations? 

Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, this depends on the kind of regime which 
exists. If there were no required reserves and interest on balances 
kept at the Fed, then an individual bank that might under the 
present system go to the discount window for short-term borrowing 
has one alternative of selling its assets, not renewing loans and so 
forth, without violating reserve requirements because there aren't 
any. The other possibility that it has is of really the same thing, 
borrowing from another bank in the system. So you get multiple 
alternatives to the discount window. It also would be true with 
interest paid on reserves without required reserves that a bank 
would have a certain amount of money at the Fed and might be 
willing to lend that to another bank as an alternative to lending by 
the Federal Reserve bank. Now that doesn't mean that the Fed 
should not have the discount window, but I think it does imply that 
the interest rate that is available at the discount window has to be 
carefully pegged to the interest paid on reserves. The most obvious 
temptation would be for the discount window rate to be 3 percent 
and the rate paid on reserves is 6, and a bank could borrow from 
the Fed at 3 percent and then have the Fed pay it back at 6. But 
that's not likely to happen because they do have the two pegged 
together. 

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, thank you very, very much. I very 
much appreciate your excellent testimony. 

The committee will stand adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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APPENDIX 

March 30, 1979 

The Honorable William Proxmire 
Chairman 
Senate Conmd t tee on Banking, 

Housing and Urban Affairs 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

AMERICAN 
BANK£RS 
ASSOCIATION 

1120 Connecticut Avenue. N.W 

Washington, D.C 
20036 

fUlllAl ll<ilSlAJM 
COUNSU 
Chc1rle~ 0. Zuver 
202/467-4255 

Enclosed are the items which you requested at the conclusion of the 
March 28, 19 79 hearing on Federal Reserve membership: (1) the text 
of Dr. Hee.bner' s report to the ABA Banking Leadership Conference 
on February 14, 1979; and, (2) the transcript of the Conference on 
Reserve Requirements and the Role of the Federal Reserve System, held 
by ABA on January 18-19, 1979 and attended by approximately 100 
economists. 

We are also enclosing a copy of the minutes of the January 19-20, 
1979 meeting of our Economic Advisory Conmdttee. 

We request that these three items be added to the record of the 
hearing of March 28, 1979. 

Sincerely, 

Charles 0. Zuver 
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February 21, 1979 

TO: ABA ECONOMIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FROM: A. GILBERT HEEBNER 

AMEKICAN 
llANKrns 
ASSOCIATION 

lCONOM!C 
ADVISORY 
COMMITIH. 

1170 ( <.,nnett1tul Av,·nu,·. NW 
!.\'.1'>h11~:-:1on. DC 
2003() 

CHAIRMAN 

L,Nul1,·t· Vi(t' l'rt·s.1tk111,,r,,J L(<mon,i"I 

rci-l-37 
lhe Ph•l,t'\(·1phi,, N,,1,on,111,,,11k 
ro ~o• /(,lH 
f"l;,l,1drlp!11,1, rcnn~ylv,,no,1 1910 I 

Z 1 ', C,l9-3~0J 

OIRlCTOR 
r M,d,,,c! l,iub. PhD 
zoz 407-407.1 

ASSOCIATE DIRfCTOR 
(11,,:lt"~ f. Hoffrn.111. Ph l) 

zoz <1(,7-4014 

Attached is a copy of my remarks before the ABA Lea-:lership 
Conference last week. Mike Laub will be sending you a copy of 
the release setting forth the position taken by the ABA on the 
"Fed Issue," as well ~s a copy of the proceedings of our January 
conference. 

I hope that I have given an accurate picture of the com
mittee's viewpoints. The usual caveat that "responsibility for 
deficiencies rests solely with the writer" is understood. I will 
report to you on the Leadership Conference at our meeting on 
March 5-6. 
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THE FEDERAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP ISSUE AND MONETARY POLICY 

Report before the ABA Banking Leadership Conference 
February 14, 1979 

The loose leaf book with which you were provided for 

this conference bears the title, "Fed Issue." What is the Fed 

issue? What problem does it involve? 

As you know, member banks have been leaving the Federal 

Reserve system, and accordingly, the percentage of deposits subject 

to reserve requirements has declined. In 1947 member banks accounted 

for 85.0 percent of total deposits at commercial banks. Twenty years 

later that percentage had declined to 82.5 percent, and then it 

dropped more rapidly to 72.8 percent at the end of 1977 and to less 

than 72 percent at mid-1978. In the words of Chairman Miller to the 

House Banking Committee on January 24, "The attrition in deposits 

subject to reserve requirements set by the Federal Reserve weakens 

the linkage between member bank reserves and the monetary aggregates." 

Since inflation is regarded as the nation's number one economic 

problem and since monetary policy is a key tool for fighting inflation, 

a weakening in the effectiveness of monetary policy would be a 

serious problem. 

Since Miller's allegation is so crucial to the Fed issue, 

let me say it again in other words: the decline in deposits subject 

to reserve requirements makes the money multiplier less stable and 

predictable. The money multiplier is the ratio of the money supply, 

whether measured by M1 , M2 or some other M, to bank reserves or the 

monetary base, so-called "high-powered money." We all learned in 
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Money and Bc1nking_ 101 thc.1t, with required J:cserVes equul to a 

fract.ion of deposits, the ban}:ing ~:;ystcm cun incrcaf;.c deposits by a 

multiple of an increase in the volume of reserves. 

To help assess th_e val~dity of the claim that monetary 

policy is weakened by the decline in the number of member bunks 

and of deposits subject to reserve requirements, the Al3A Economic 

Advisory Committe;c last month convened a special conference of 

economists from banks, academe, the Federal Reserve, a'1d the 

Congressional banking committees. We drew upon the information and 

ideas put forth at this conference in arriving at our own conclusions 

on the issue. 

Before going on ·::o the central question ( it iG well to dispose 

of two spurious issues. First, "mombcrship 11 per se should not be a 

matter of concern. As Professor Benston of the University of 

Rochester aptly put it, membership is an "historical accident" that 

makes no sense today. Rather, the issue is the number of banks and 

p~rcentage of deposits covered by reserve requirements, as well as 

the structure of those requirements. 

Second, it should be recognized that required reserves do 

not provide l.iquic1ity or strength to the banking system. Rather, 

required reserves-are assets that are unu.vailable for liquidity, 

unless a bank is liquidated. 

Now to the-! basic issue. I would 5ubm.i t ·t:hut there i ~: no 

cvidenc,~ that the failures of monetary policy ··- f.::d lures to 

Uchicvc the growth of the monetary aggregates intended by the Federal 

Reserve -- have been attributable to the fact that some banks are 

not subject to rc}~crvc requirements impo::;cd by the Federal Reserve. 

If you listc11 closely, you will not even l1car the Federal Reserve 

- 2 -
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people making that claim. It appears that the reduction of deposit 

cqverage to the present 72 perce~t level has not thus far caused 

serious problems for the conduct of monetary policy. 

If there is a problem, it must lie in the future. It must 

be that a further decline in Federal Reserve membership and deposit 

coverage would loosen monetary control. That is where the Fed must 

rest its case. Before assessing their case, may I observe that there 

is a tendency to consider the current percentage to be the peril 

point -- i.e., a further shrinkage from the 72 percent of deposits 

now covered by reserve requirementswould take us into the territory 

where the effectiveness of monetary policy would be je?pardized. I 

suspect, however, that it looked that way when deposit coverage was 

down to 75 percent or 80 percent. 

Members of the Federal Reserve staff did present a paper 

at our conference that suggested that further membership attrition 

would weaken monetary policy. Specifically, they calculated that 

with the present percentage of deposits subject to reserve require

ments, the monthly error in M1 growth induced by random flows of 

funds between member and nonmember banks would be about 2.4 percent. 

They argued that this error would almost double when the deposit 

coverage dropped below 40 percent. 

Several rejoinders to i;his analysis are in order. 

1. The Federal Reserve economists specified that their 

calculations of the instability of the. money multiplier were based 

on the assumption that the Fed was operating with a reserves target 

that is, that Federal Reserve operations were targeted on controlling 

the volume of reserves in order to control the money supply. Many 

economists wish they would operate in this way. But the target 

•• 3 -
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actu,tlly w.H•d hj' l.hc-> l'ticl iB th<.• Ft.ic1eral funds ralc. \V.i.th lh:i!: 

O~"J\,.•r.tl i.119 t.anJc•t, it if~ not: clear that·. Uw error ln monct:ary polj cy 

wonlJ be incrc.:i.!;ccJ sign if ic,:mtly by fur th Pr mem}JC.~rnhi p at.tr j ti on, 

although the 1-'t:cl cco;10::1i.sts czpn~flSCd the opini~n that cvt:n with a 

Fcderr:.1 funds tu.rgct 11 c1 9row:i ny nonmcr.1ber bank sector may ultin1tttcly 

cur tnil the E'cdcral Rescirve I s abil i. ty to exercise firm cont col over 

the mo;1etary aggregates. 11 

2. '11he Fed analysis looked at only one.• nourcc ot monetary 

instc2bil.ity -- randrn:1 shifts of deposits and reserves between member 

antl nonm~mber banks. Other factors probably nccount for a grc.:ltcr 

variance in t!1e mon'ey multiplier, e.g., a) shifts among different 

t.:ypes of dcpositr; at a gi\1en bank; b) shiftr. among member banl~s 

subject to different (sraduatea) reserve rcquircm0nts; c) shifts in 

the public's dem;:1nd for currency vs. depos.i ts; d) foreign transactions. 

3. Fin4lly, if the. Federal Rcse~ve authorities were trying 

to control the growth of the money su].Jply in terms of a moving average 

over a span of sevc.:.·al quarters, which i,s what really matters, they 

would have more time to identify and correct for random movern~nts of 

dc~posits and re~~rvcs betHecn member and nonmember banks. Accordingly, 

such rnoveui.cnts wou) a not be a serious problem. 

Some econornlsts are of the opinion that the Federal Reserve-? 

docs not need reserve requirt'ments to conduc'-t monetcry policy. l-Jhi le 

thc-ro :is substuncc in this opinion, our 00:nmittec believes. thnt on 

bul.-=incc reserve rcq1.1irc1~1cnt·s cnn be of some- h0lp in managing the 

r,1onL•}:' supplJ1 , provided t.hey arp better structurctl than thC prcr:ent 

syst<:•m. Allow me to d0fcr for the moment our viewpoints on ct better 

structure. 
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Even if you clo conclude that reserve requirements arc 

unnecessary, however, it does not follow that the structure of 

whatever reserve requirements m-:Ly be in existence docs not matter-. 

That structure can itself contribute to monetary instability, 

especially if the structure is graduated by amount of deposits·. 

Where did the J~BA Economic Advisory Committee come out on 

the Ped issue? 1?e concluded that while there was little evidence of 

a real problem so far, 'an accelerated decline from the present 72 

percent deposit coverage, because of withdrawal of members, could 

po·~ a problem for monetary policy. 

Recognizing that risk, and recognizing that the ABA has 

to take a position on pendiJ'l,g legislation, our committee addressed 

tlJ.~i question of what structure of reserve requirements would be 

preferable to the present systl'!m from the standpoint of monetary 

policy, equity, and efficiency. Our conclusion is that a more 

desir~Lle structure would be one of significantly lower, uniform 

reserve requirements against transactionr:: balances at all depository 

institutions. If they were lower and uniform -- i.e., the silme 

perc(;::ni.:age for all deposits regardless of amount -- then we would 

be su.t.isfiecl to see them rnac1e universal.. But we would not want to 

G£"e 2. ~!radunted system. made universal. Since e:-::c:mptions of deposits 

belo\•1 a CC?:' ::c.d.n level nre a form of graduatJon, we prefer thut thcrC 

be no exr••11{1tion::.;. 

The com,111 tt.ce favo:r:s having no reserve rc.,quirernentn againfit 

time nw·t !';av.in~J!: dopoG.itf;. If .fn1ch rcqui.r<:~111cntn arc maintained, however, 

then they shonld aJ.,;o be impo,wd on thrift institutions. 

We arc not nympnthetic to giving the Feel wide! authority to 

chan(Je rcf;erv~ r0qni. rcments. It docs not nppcar t.hnt. the money 
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manag.ers have made effective use of this tool in the past. Moreover, 

with the highly-developed money market that exists in the United 

States, open-market operations are an adequate means of affecting 

reserves and, in turn, the money supply. The committee would favor 

allowing the Fed to change reserve requirements within a narrow 

range, say, one percent, in emergency situations. 

We do not regard the amount of revenues to the Federal 

Reserve and the Treasury as an economically valid criterion for setting 

the level of reserve requirements. The purpose of reserve require

ments should be to help conduct monetary policy, not to raise revenues. 

To be sure, loss of revenues is set forth by the lawmakers as a 

constraint on new banking legislation, but we at least want to 

register a dissent from the standpoint of good economics. 

Finally, our committee believes it should be recognized 

that reserve requirements are essentially a tax on banks and on 

users of bank services. Therefore, they impose competitive inequities 

between those banks that are so taxed and those that are not. By 

exempting a large number of banks, the Re·uss and Proxmire bills would 

continue a system of discriminatory taxes. Indeed, it is not clear 

that the discrimination under these bills would be less than undei 

the present system. The Fed version does not get away from the 

inequity problem since it cor.,pensates for the tax with the proposed 

Earnings Participation Account for reserves kept on deposits of smaller 

amounts (between $10 million and $50 million of transaction deposits 

and of other deposits, respectively). From the standpoint of monetary 

control,the Fed version would come closer to our preferences since 

it would increase the deposits subject to reserve requirements and 

thus would be more uniform. 'l'he Fed proposal, however, follows the 

- 6 -
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Reuss and Proxm~re bills in calling for reserves against time and 

savings deposits at commercial banks only, and we do not favor that. 

In summary, the Economic Advisory Committee concludes that 

the present system of reserve requirements ·can and should be improved 

and submits that a better system would be one characterized by lower, 

uniform reserve requirements against transaction balances only at 

all institutions offering transactions-type accounts. But I am not 

hens to advocate a particular structure of reserve requirements so 

much as to share with you our committee's exploration of the eoonomic 

fund'lffientals of the issue. I hope that this exploration has brought 

grist to your mills. 

- 7 -

A. Gilbert Heebner 
Chairman 
ABA Economic Advisory Committee 
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Minutes of the Economic Advisory Corrmittee Meeting 

Washington, D. C. 
January 18-19, 1979 

The meeting was called to order by Chainnan Heebner at 7: 00 p. m. on 
January 19, 1979. The following Corrmittees members were in attendance: 

A. Gilbert Heebner 
William 0. Anderson 
John J. Car:ter 
William Ford 
Arnold A. Dill 
Howard Craven 
Wesley H. Hillendahl 

In addition, the following also attended: 

John Perkins 

Willis Alexander 

Jerry Lowrie 

P. Michael Laub 

Charles Hoffman 

Gail Bolcar 

Brutawit Abdi 

Charles F. Haywood 

Vri.lton W. Hudson 
Jerry L. Jordan 
George W. McKinney, Jr. 
Edward R. Mc.Millan 
Richard S. Peterson 
Lamar Smi.th 
Alfred G. Smi.th, III 
Eugene Swearingen 

President, 
American Bankers Association 

American Bankers Association 
Staff 

American Bankers Association 
Staff 

American Bankers Association 
Staff 

American Bankers Association 
Staff 

American Bankers Association 
Staff 

American Bankers Association 
Staff 

Consultant to the American 
Bankers Association 
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Chairman Heebner opened by introducing John Perkins, Willis Alexander, and Jerry 
IDwrie. Perkins ccmrented on the inp:,rtance to public policy of the Federal 
ReS0rve issue. NcftJ that bills have been introduced in Congress, he urged tJ1e 
Conmittee to discuss and cc,re up with a cunsensus on the question of wheU1er 
reserves are really germane to nonel:al:y policy or not. 

This Corrmittee should use its expertise to answer questions such as: "What 
is the right thing to do, what is in the public interest, what is in the best 
interest of the full competitive environrrent, what makes an equal playing 
field ben-;een banks, and non-banks, etc." In other ;,:,rds the Committee should 
decide the policy and the issue and not try to come up with a political deal. 

Jerry IDwrie also reminded the Coi:mri-ttee to try and answer some basic questions 
on the issue for the benefit of the upcoming meetings. The first question is 
to find out if there is a problem and if it is a monetary ]X)licy question. In 
other wcrds, do reserves affect the conduct of monetary policy as projected by 
Reuss' bill. He also rre"ltioned how the issue is viewed by Partee as being an 
efficiency question rather than ·a nonetary policy issue and by Miller as an equity 
issue~ 

IDwrie infonred the Conmittee of the February 28ABA. testimony presentation before 
the House Corrmittee. He also mentioned the scheduled meeting of the Administra
tive Corrrnittee of the Gclvemment Relations Council and the Leadership Conference. 
Perkins m2J1tioned that Miller has been able to convince the banking Corrmittees 
of Congress that this is an urgent issue that should be addressed to avoid 
creating a 1921 Cerman style inflation. 

Heebner asked the Corrmittee to review tl-eir assessrrent of the Conference. The 
following are some of the thoughts that were expressed: 

-- Issues being ronsidered in the legislation are of critical irrportance. 

The intellectual and political arguments in favor of cuts in reserve 
requirements coincide. 

The abandonrrent of legal reserve requirements is not in the interest 
of the banking system nor the economy. 

So f=, the present reserve requircrrents system has not precipitated a 
crisis in the administration of rronetary policy. 

The ratio of non-rrermer banks to rrcmber banks is not a significant 
source of weakness in rronetary policy. 

Reserve requirC?Jrents should be extended to transuctions balances at all 
non-bank institutions. 

Reserve requirerrents should be unifonn with respect to size. 

The present structure of reserve rcquircrrents acts as a tax on banks. 

It wculd be politically unachievable to ilbolish reserve requirements ut 
the current time. 

'I1ie ability to chilll(Je reserve requirC?Jren ts is more inp:,rtant, for 
monetary policy purposes, than any specific level. 

44-240 0 - 79 - 52 
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Heebner tumed to the list of questions that were handed out at the Conference 
and addressed each one. First, what kind of reserve requirerrents are helpful 
for nonetary policy, and in what degree? 1-k:Kinney argued that uniform, low 
reserve requirerrents would be vastly better than the present system. 

On the question of reserve requirerrents on transaction balances and tirre deposits, 
opinions varied. Jerry Jordan, unlike Gil Heebner, felt that he had no argurrent 
for anything over 90 days to be subject to reserve requirements. Chuck Haywood 
said that there.should be a low uniform requirements right across the board 
extending on into the savings and tirre deposits of thrift institutions, or, no 
reserve requirerrents on tirre and savings deposits at all. He reminded the Corrmit
tee that ABA has fou,;ht for over twenty years for no reserve requirerrents against 
savings and tirre deposits. Hudson felt we srould strive for low universal reserve 
requirements all across the thrift spectrum as well. If the issue of reserve 
requirements on savings and tirre deposits is raised, it is i=elevant to the 
nonetary policy question. Such reserve requirerrents constitute a tax on savings. 
If competitive equity is used as a reason for limiting reserve requirements to 
transactions balances, m3.ybe sorrething can be gained. 

Heebner surmarised the Corrmittee's consensus as favoring low, uniform, and uni;,ersal 
reserve requirerrents against transactions balances· only at all depository institu
tions, with no deposit exenptions. 

It was mentioned that the question of granting the Fed the discretion to raise 
and lower the level of reserve requirements was discussed to a considerable extent 
in the August hearing of the Reuss Corrmittee. Discretionary changes in reserve 
requirements other than under errergency conditions are an important instnment 
of rronetary policy. Hayv,:xxl was against granting the Fed any authority to change 
the level of reserve requirements and his reasons were that the Fed had never 
used its power very much, and the few tirres its did, it made sorre drastic mis
takes. M::Kinney pointed out that the Fed has not used its power to reduce reserve 
requirerrents significantly. 

Based on these and other cornrrents, Heebner stated that the COmmittee's consensus 
was to grant the Fed, in an errergency situation only, the ability to raise or 
lower the requirerrents within a rather narrow range. 

Heebner posed the next question of whether the exerrption from reserve requirenentc; 
of banks that hold a large share of total deposits affected rronetary policy adver.,dy? 
He reminded the Comnittee that the legislation that is before Congress is being 
presented as a teal needed for rronetary control, stability, and fighting inflatbn. 
The answer given by Haywood was, "not at the present tirre." It has not been a 
problem in any period in the past. If the Fed is saying that 1:J'.e failure of rrone
tary policy is due to their not having control over the non-rnerrber banks, there is 
no supporting evidence of this. Heebner seconded Hayv.ood by saying that he also 
felt that from the point of view of the Fed people, monetary jX)licy has not been 
we<lkened that much. If we were to go to a reserve aggregate it could have a loosen
ing effect upon rronetary JX)licy. It could be said that it is not a problem bemuse 
the Fed follows a Fed funds target, but that it is a problem bemuse it clisallaws 
the Fed from having the flexibility to adopt a rronetary base target. 
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The final note on this particular point was that the Conmittee did not feel that 
the Fed's ineffectiveness in nonetary policy oould be blaITErl on limited ooverage 
of banks. Heebner said that the seriousness of the problem, as alluded by the 
Fed, was not denunstrated at the Conference. The Fed people said that it is 
potentially a problem unless the rrenrership attrition issue is solved. 

Heebner then introduced the next question. What is the eoonomically opt.uuui"n 
rreans for the Treasury to oollect a given revenue from the Fed? Perkins requested 
sorre nmdarrental eoonomic argumant that revenue to the Treasury does not have 
anything to do with the question of reserves kept at the Fed. 

It was also rrentioned that since the Treasury was getting $7B without levying 
personal, property or social security taxes, it just would not be willing to give 
this revenue up. Comnents were made that a terrp:,rary reduction of reserves would 
sharply reduce Fed earnings. However, over tirre it oould be offset. 

II. 

Heebner finally introduced the pricing of Fed services for discussion. Peterson 
surmarized the afternoon discussions. It was agrt.'ed that payrrent services should 
be provided by the Fed and that the Fed has the right to participate in the pro
vision of services, particularly currency and ooin. Jerry Jordan stated that the 
Fed has a natural rronopoly over currency and ooin. Explicit pricing was preferred. 
It was also the oonsensus of the group that all def()sitory institutions, particu
larly those providing payrrent services, should have access to Fed services. No 
discussion took place on the question of on what basis they should by paying for that 
access. Jim Brundy's comrrent that the Fed's proposals for pricing were based 
upon a fully allocated oost was rrentioned. 

Perkins reminded the group that the basic f()licy issues have not been enunciated 
at all by the Fed. Does the banking industry need the Fed to provide services 
and how effective is the private sector? Perkins reoomnended that the Cormri.ttee 
look into the question of regional price differentials. However, the issue was 
not adequately addressed by the Cormri.ttee to determine a true oonsensus. Haywood 
stated that the pricing task force is not going to make any reoorrrrendations. It 
is set up as an interface between ABA and the ABT Associates and Arthur Anderson, 
Inc. 

Haywood also f()inted out how lllµ)rtant it is for the Cormri.ttee to discuss =rent 
pricL,g schedules and the principles that should guide Fed policy since it is 
goin,; to behave as a private firm? 

Heebner summarized the Conmittee's views by saying that an agreement was reached 
on the overall goal of pricing based on fully allocated oosts as enunciated by 
the Fed. The problem is 6n the actual application of the principles bearing in 
mind some of the caveats, such as the effect a change in volume of services may 
have on pricing. 

The rrceting adjourned at 10:15 p.m. 
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The attached document is a record of the proceedings of a conference 
sponsored by the Economic Advisory Connnittee of the American Bankers Associa
tion on January 18--19, 1979. Its purpose was to facilitate open discussion 
among economists from the banking industry, the Government, and academe on 
policy issues regarding the role of reserve requirements in the conduct of 
monetary policy nad the provision and pricing of Federal Reserve payments 
services. These issues are currently being considered by policymakers in 
the Congress, the Administration, and the regulatory agencies. The American 
Bankers Association is intensively studying the issue and will soon formu
late its position. The authors of the papers found in the bibliography 
should be contacted directly to obtain copies. 
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Conference on Reserve Requirements and the Role of the Federal Reserve System 

Capital Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C. 
January 18--19, 1979 

Thursday, January 18, 1979 

5:00 p.m. 

6: 30 p.m. 

Upper Lobby 

Reception and dinner 
Federal Room 

Friday, January 19, 1979 

8: 30 a.m. 

9: 00 a.m. 

Continental Breakfast 
South American Room 

South American Room 

Agenda 

Registration desk opens 

Speaker: Senator John G. Tower (R--Texas) 

Overview: A. Gilbert Heebner 
Executive Vice President & Economist 
The Philadelphia National Bank 

The Role of Reserve Requirements as a Public 
Policy Tool --

M:>derator: George W. M:Kinney, Jr. 

Speakers: 

Senior Vice President 
Irving Trust Collq)any 

Richard D. Porter, Chief 
and 

Kenneth J. Kopecky, Economist 
Econometric and Computer Applications Section 
Division of Research and Statistics 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Peter Crawford, Vice President 
Economics Department, Citibank, N.A. 

Discussants: 

Alrnarin Phillips, Professor of Economics and Law 
University of Pennsylvania 

Steven Axilrod, Staff Director, or 
Edward C. Ettin, Deputy Staff Director 

Office of Staff Director of M:metary and 
Financial Policy 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
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Speaker: J. 01.arles Partee, !'-'tember 
Board of Governors of the Federal 

Reserve System 

The Membership Problem of the Federal Reserve 
and Its Relationship to the Provision and 
Pricing of Payments Services- -

Moderator: Richard S. Peterson 

Speakers: 

Senior Vice President & Economist 
Continental Illinois National Bank 

Steven M. Roberts, Qlief Economist 
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, 

and Urban Affairs 

James M. Brundy, Associate Research Division 
Officer, Board of Governors of the Federal 

Reserve System 

Paul M. Horvitz, Professor of Finance, 
University of Houston 

Discussants: 

Jerry L. Jordan, Senior Vice President& Economist 
Pittsburgh National Bank 

George Benston, Professor of Accotmting, Economics, 
an<l finance, lmiversity of Rochester 
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Issues To Be Addressed by Conference Participants 

I. TI-IE ROLE OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS AS A PUBLIC POLICY TOOL 

A. Purpose: 

To analyze the role of reserve requirements as a tool for monetary 
stabilization, and related issues. 

B. Suggested questions to be analyzed: 

1. Reserve requirements as a monetary policy tool. 

a. Could reserve requirements be set at zero without causing 
substantially greater instability in the money supply? 

b. If not, what percentage of deposits must be subject to the 
Federal Reserve's reserve requirements to achieve adequate 
monetary control? 

c. For adequate monetary control does the Federal Reserve need 
only a permanently set level of reserve requirements, or 
does it also need the ability to change the level of reserve 
requirements? 

d. Are reserve requirements needed only on transaction accounts 
or should they also be put on tine deposits and non-transac
tionable savings deposits? 

e. What is the effect on monetary control of having a different 
level of reserve requirements for demand deposits than for 
time and savings deposits? 

f. What is the effect on monetary control of having a graduated 
structure of reserve requirements? 

g. What is the effect on monetary control of having some banks 
and all thrift institutions not subject to the reserve require
irents of the Federal Reserve? 

2. Reserve requirements as a source of Treasury revenues. 

a. Given the premise that the Treasury will successfully insist 
that it receive x dollars of revenue from the Federal Reserve 
what would be the economically optimum means for the Federal 
Reserve to obtain that revenue? Reserve requirements? sale of 
services? other? 

b. Historical questions: 

(1) How important are reserve requirements as a device for 
raising Treasury revenues? 

(2) What is the history of the use of this device? 

(a) When did the Federal Reserve profits first become 
a significant source of Treasury revenues? 
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I. B. 2. (Reserve requirements as a source of Treasury revenues ,cont'd.) 

b. Historical questions 

(2) (b) Were these profits always tumed over to the 
Treasury? 

(c) What is the legal history behind these transfers? 

(3) Did the founders of the Federal Reserve System envision 
Federal Reserve profits as a significant source of 
Treasury revenues? 

3. Reserve requirements and the perfonnance of financial institutions. 

a. How are the customers of financial institutions affected by 
the differential treatment with respect to reserve require
ments of different kinds and sizes of institutions offering 
the same services? 

b. How is the over-all efficiency of financial markets affected 
by these different kinds of treatment? 

4. The concepts of voluntary membership. 

a. Does the concept of voluntary membership provide a more 
equitable or less equitable banking structure? 

b. Does it help to insure the independence of the Federal Reserve 
system by generating banker support for sound monetary policies? 

II. 1HE MEMBERSHIP PROBLEM OF 1HE FEDERAL RESERVE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO 
1HE PROVISION AND PRICING OF PAYMENTS SERVICES. 

A. Purpose: 

To analyze the way the Federal Reserve interfaces with banks with 
respect to reserve requirements and the provision and pricing of 
payments services. 

B. Suggested questions to be analyzed: 

1. Effects of the current pricing structure. 

a. If the earnings loss due to sterile reserves is viewed as an 
entry fee to gain access to Fed services, what are the effects 
of this pricing structure on the efficiency of the payments, 
system? 

(1) Are too much resources put into the provision of payments 
services or too little? 
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II. B. 1. (Effects of the current pricing structure, cont'd.) 

a. (2) What are the effects of the Federal Reserve trying to 
use the provision of services to its members as a 
way to deal with the membership problem? 

b. Effect on the correspodent banking business. 

(1) Is membership valuable for banks who want to conduct 
a correspondent business? 

(2) For those who don't? 

(3) To what extent does the current structure encourage or 
discourage the fonnation of correspondent relationships? 

2. The role of the Federal Reserve in the payments system. 

a. What payments services should be provided by the Federal 
Reserve? 

b. Are there any payments services which a central bank can 
provide more efficiently than the private sector? 

c. Are there services which, because of its lUlique ability to 
branch interstate, that the Fed can provide nore efficiently 
than the private sector? 

d. Should Federal Reserve services be explicitly priced? 

e. If so, what should be the pricing criteria used? 

(1) Fully allocated costs. 

(2) Costs of the private sector in providing the services. 

(3) Other? 

(4) Is there justification 1:or providing services below cost 
to particular geographic areas? 
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DINNER SESSION WITH SENA'IDR 'lOOER ] /] 8/79 

ARA's Economic Advisory Committee. And, as my boss would have 

me say, I am employed t--y the Philartelphia National B11nlt 0 

My only vi~ible Job on this orogram is to oive an 

overview of the conference tomorrow morninQ 0 But 

I made the unilateral decision not to let that deter me from 

s11yino a few thinos tonight. Moreover, there is 1omethino T 

really rlo want to say, 11nrt that is, welcome to this conference 

and thank you for comino. Your resoonse has been heartenino: 

almost 100 reoistered amonq the best minds that we coulrl 

assemhle on this subject, ~ome even came from Chic11qo; 

your resolve to come must have been strong. 

nur Committee has responsibility for advisinq the 

leadership of the American Rankers Associ11tion on the economic 

and monetarv effects of the banking legislation that has been 

introduced 11nd will be under consideration in this session of 

Conoress , and has responsibility for helping the ABA to reach its policy 

position in this matter. 

We didnot want to do this 11lonfe, b1Jt wanted to pick 

the brains of a blue•ribbon Qroup of economists from thfe 

public sector and the private sector 11nd from academe. I 

wou 1 d assume th at a by-product benefit would be 

-]-
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to nrove that economists from these three sectors can even 

communicate with each other. And ~owe look forwarrl to the 

communication that starts tonight and continues throunh 

t orno r rol-1. 

We will be heecii no into thf"Se rli fficul t 

,uestions together, questions reqardinn the effect of the 

str••cture of reserve reouirements on "'onetary pc,licv and thf' 

pr~visic,n and pricinn of Ferleral Reserve navment services. 

I <iuess there is a risk in All nf this, tlie 

risk that by the close of tomorrow we willt'e more ronfuseo than 

when we bPqan. Hut that is a ri !lk that we are nrep;Hpd to take, 

and furth.,.rmore, I woulrl assess that as a rather low risk, 

consirlerino the c111iber of this nroun. 

You should know thRt memhers of thf' nrf'ss 

-2-
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will he pre!lent. That should not, of coursP, inhibit ynur 

candor and intPllectual honesty. 

There is one thinq that this mpetinq has 

already done for me, at least, and that is, thankfully, 

undPrmined my belief in Murnhy 1 !1 law--that anythinq that can 

qn wrnnq,wi11. ~ith Conqress cnmino hack Monday of thi!I wePk, 

I feared that the State of the llnion messi,ge mioht r.ome 

tonight, of all nights, and, given the nccuoation of nur 

sneaker, that wnuld have created a conflict. 

that, nut fortunately, Murphy's law did not operate, anrl that 

did not happen. 

There are so many distinguished pponle in thp 

audiPncp toninht that if I recooni zpd them, you 

would not hear from whom vou came to hear, and you've already 

hl'arn enough from m... So l willintroduce Just one, Lamar 
Senior 

Smith, who isAVlce President and Fconomist of Texas CommercP 

bl'lnk in Hnustnn and a member nf our Committee. Lamar i!I 

uninuplv nualified to introduce our distinguished speakl'r 

tnniqht, for " reason that I hor,e he willshare with vou. 

So, l. amar, please com .. to the mikl'. Thi,nk vou. 

M~. SMTTH: Thank you, Gi 1 • Ynu anparentlv have 

1. adies and gentlemen, it i11 trulv a trt"mendous 

hnnnr for me to introduce our quest soeakt"r this t"Vl'ninn. 

-3-
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He's beC!il"lnin<, his fourth term 11s a IJnited 1'1tates Sen11tnr from 

mv home state of Texas, with a rlistlnquished record on issues 

vital tn nur nation's security Anrl its free er,terorise 

ecnl"'lomy • llur SPeAker is a firm advocate elf the free 

enterprise system, and has worked dlliqer,tly to assure th11t 

that svstem will cor,tinue to function freely And efficientlv 

fnr all Americans, with a minimum of Q011ernment interference. 

~e hAs consistently sunonrterl II sounrl mor,et11ry and 

fiscal policy, anrl has worked to reduce tax burdens in an 

effort to foster canital formation, increase nrnductivity and 

onnnrtunlties fnr meaninqful and nrnductive emplo11ment 0 

T minht also note that I tAke narticular prirle in 

the fact that our sneaker is a former emplover of mine whn is 

As the 

rankir,q member of the Senate ~anklnq r.ommittee 1 s financial 

Tnstitutior,s ~ubcommittee and the senior Renuhlican on thet 

Cnm..,itt,-e, he has supported lPqislation tn uorlate our nAtio"''" 

financi11l svstem anrl 11llow all rleno!!ltory ir,stitutinns to 

cnmoete on II free and eoual basis. 

At the same time, he hes nnonsed unnecessarv ano 

burrler,somP reoulatinn of rlennsitorv ;..,stltutions, and the 

nuhlic they serve. He has sponsored leaisletion to slmolifv 

the Truth•in•Lendlno Act end 1eois1Ation that will Allow 

electronic bA"'kino to move forwarrl without unnecessary anrl 

costlv reaulatorv restrictions. 

-4-
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He has supoorted the dual bankino system and 

ooposed leq;slation that would consolidate bank reaulatory 

authority in the hands of the few. 

Tn arldition to his leadershio on the Ranking 

Committee, he is the rank!no minority memher of the Armed 

Services rommittee, anrl Chairman of the Senate Republican 

Policy r.ommittee. Without further ado, it is a tremendous 

honor and privileoe for me to introduce to you the Honorable 

John G0 Tower. 

(APPLAllSF). 

~ENATOP TOWER: Thank vou, Lamar, for that Yerv 

kind introauetion, a very good introduction, eonsiderina the 

fact that I'm no lonqer resPons;ble for your livelihood. 

(LAIIGHTF:R) • 

Tt is a oreat Pleasure to be here tonioht and to 

v;sit with you on one important matter that is of 

soecifi~ concern to you, and to give us the opportunity to 

v;sit toqether after T have comoleted my ;nitial re~srks, on 

any matter that vou would like to raise a question nn 0 

Twill, of course, bea!n tonight by talkina about 

the orohlem of hank memhershlo in the Federal Reserve Svstem, 

one that is being treated st the moment with considerable 

urgency by Ri 11 ~,; 11 er, the Chairman of the Fed. And after 

have finished my rrepsred remarks, J hope that you will launch 

into auestions on any matter that concerns me, whether T talk 
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dbout it in the main course of my rf'marks or not. 

The issue nf Fed membership has been consirlererl Anrl 

debated for a number nf years. It was considered two years 

ano in connection with lenislation authorizinn natinnwirle N~~ 

account~ for all rlepository institutions. Anrl 1 ast yf'ar, 

towArrl the end of the 95th Congress, leoislation was 

consirlered by the Bankina Committf'e!I in both thf' Senate and 

the House on this same issue. 

At that time, attention was focuserl on prorosals 

whicn would hAvP reauirPd al 1 banks, nver a certain size, to 

holrl reserves with the Ferleral Peserve. Now, there wAS a 

qreat deal of cnntrovf'rsy surrounrlinq these pror,osals, Anrl 

time did not permit a final rf'solution of the issues involveo, 

which was probably fortunAte. 

However, the uan~inq Committees have mAde it a top 

prinritY issue in the 96th ronqress, anrl hearinas will he hf'lrl 

in the very near future on leaislation that is rlesianed to 

deal with the resprve•settinq authority of the Ferl. 

Now, the so•called Fed membership problem ig that 

the Percentaqe of u.s. hanks Anrl hank Oeposits within the 

federal Res,-rve System has been rlecllninq for a number of 

years. And while nearly thrpe•fourths nf all u.s. bank 

dpposits arp still held by hanks within the syst,-m, there is 

concern over the pffect that further attrition coulrl have o~ 

the conrluct of monPtary policv. Th~rP i.s also ornwino concf'rn 
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over the effect that reouired reserves have on the abilitv of 

member hanks, nonmember banks, and thrift institutions to 

comPete fairly. 

There are basically two approaches that could 

be taken to solve the Fed membership problem. 

mandatory aspect to it, and the other voluntary. I must tell 

you at the outset that J favor an approach that"would 

encouraoe rather than force banks to hold reserves within the 

Federal ~eserve. 

Now, since the Fed membership problem stems from 

the requirement that member banks hold reserves in the form of 

non•earning a~sets, the most straightforward solution would 

appear to be to allow member hanks to hold reserves in the 

form of earning assets, And this approach has been adopted 

once before by the Senate ~ankinq Committee, in connection 

with the NOW account leoislation 0 Tt deals with the problem 

directly and it avoids many of the concerns which have been 

raised over other approaches, in Particular, those that 

require nonmember banks to hold reserves at the Fed in the 

form of non•earnlng a~sets. 

There's particular concern over the aooroach 

that would reouire all banks, or even all banks over a certain 

size, to hold reserves at the rederal Reserve, whether they 

are presently members or not 0 And this approach represents a 

significant break with the oresent sy~tem of voluntarv 
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membership and, alonq with other Propnsals, should be reviewed 

very carefullv before being adonted 0 

There are, however, a number of important questinns 

that T feel neerl to be an1wered before an adequate and 

resPonsible solution can be made of the Fed membershin 

problem 0 Among them: Are universal reserves on all banks, on 

al 1 banks over 6 certain size, or on al 1 des:>ository 

institutions needed for monetarv oolicy purnoses? Wnul d 

eouity be served through a system of universal reserves or by 

allnwino reserves to be held in earning assets? What effect 

~nuld the various proposals have on the dual bankino system? 

And what would be the effect upon monetary s:>oliey of a 

requirement that only banks over a certain size hold reserves 

at the Fed? 

Now, the issue of whether or nnt universal reserve 

requirements or even reserve renuirements for all banks over a 

certain size are needed for monetary policy purposes apnears 

rather uncertain. The Fed is concerned that the continued 

attrition in membership will complicate its ability tn conduct 

monetary s:>olicy. But economists tell me that most of the 

studies conducted by academics and others have concluded that 

monetary policy has not been complicated by the ewistence of 

bank deoosits outside of the Federal Reserve ~ystem 0 

Manv of them point out that the Federal Peserve 

relies on open market oPerations rather than on changes in 
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They a1so Point nut 

that memher bank anrl nonmember hank deposits hehave in a 

rather simi1ar fashion, that there is a great dea1 of 

uncertainty over whet~er the Ferl focuses on the money supply 

or interest rates in conducting monetary oo1icy. 

Now, don't pretend to be an exPert in this area. 

As a matter of fact, J shou1d confess to you that when I came 

on the Rankinn Committee a few short years ago, my only 

know1edae of hankino was what my nverrlraft was at the Citv 

National Hank in Wichita Falls, Texas, anrl Y really wasn't tnn 

sure about that. 

Rut I recoanize that any time you oet four 

economists toPether you get five rlifterent opinions from them. 

Nevertheless 

tonight, because 

(LAUGHTFR). 

I really shouldn't knock the economists 

recognize there are a number of them here. 

Neverthe1ess, in a recent review of these studies, 

Professor George Renston of the University of Rochester 

concluded: "The studies which have been marle inrlicate that 

the federal Reserve's control over monetary angreoates was not 

marle more dlfficu1t because of nonmemher hanks.• And he went 

on to state: "The answer to the nonmember bank auestion rests 

on concerns other than monetary control." 

Now, to me this is an imnortant ooint, because the 

auestion of whether or not monetary policy is affecterl hy 

•9• 
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memher hank attrit;on, is certainly one of the factors that 

must he considered in deciding how to solve the Fed memhershln 

orohlem. 

There Is another Issue that r see arisina out of 

nronosals requir;ng all banks, or all banks over a certain 

size, to hold reserves at the Fed, and that Is the issue of 

equitv. Clearly, it is not equitable to require member banks 

to hold reserves in the form of sterile assets, while 

nonmember banks are not confronted by the same reauirement. 

Inoeerl, it's this very inequ;ty that has qiven rise to the Fed 

memhersh;p oroblem 0 And In an environment of inflation and 

hlq~ ;nterest rates, It's understandable that some hanks have 

looked to nonmembership status as a means of avoiding this 

;neouity. 

~eauirinq member banks to hold reserves in the fnrm 

of sterile assets results, in my view, in a tax on thnse 

banks: and that tax is dlscr;minatorv. It discriminates 

aoainst member hanks relative to nonmember banks. And 

reouirinq all banks over a certain size to hold reserves in 

the form of sterile assets, would discriminate against those 

laroer banks relative to smaller ones. And requiring all 

banks to hold reserves In the form of sterile assets, would 

discriminate against hanks relative to other private husiness 

entities in our economy, who of course do not have to bear the 

burden of such a tax. 
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Tf member banke were allowed to hold reserves in 

the form of earning assets, these ineouities would not apnear 

to arise, since member banks would then be able to do what 

would be sionificant costs to the Treasury involved in 

allowlno member banks to hold reserves in the form nf earning 

assets, and those costs need to be considered verv rarefullv. 

nn the other hand, if there are benefits tn societv 

in oeneral, from reouirino member banks to hold reserves at 

the Fed, then society in oeneral should be asked to bear some 

of the costs Involved. Hopefully, the question nf eouity 

will be addressed durino the course of these meetinos, because 

that will be of considerable interest to the members of 

Conoress. 

There's another concern that's been raised 

over any renuirement that all banks, or banks over a certain 

size, nold reserves at the Fed in the form of sterile assets, 

and that is that many of the nonmember banks that are affecte~ 

would become national banks. This would allow them to avnirl 

the problems associated with dual examinations, and in the 

process the banking departments of various states could Pe 

adversely affected. 

The concern Is that certain balances in our 

nation's dual banking system would be threatened• 

Conceotuallv, nonmember banks could decide to seek a national 

-11 -
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charter and therehy become a member of the Ferlera1 Peserve, if 

they coulrl hold reaerves in the form of earning assets. Rut 

the magniturle of such charter conversions may not be as laroe 

or as swift as they would be in the case of compulsorv reserve 

Finally, there are concerns over the conduct of 

monetary policy if reserve reoulrements were imposerl only on 

banks over a certain size. Right now changes in reserve 

requirements are made in the context of their effect nn banks 

of all si1es, larrie anrl small. That's not the only 

consideration, or even the primary consideration of the 

Federal Reserve in rleclding whether or not to change reserve 

reriu; re men t !I ■ Rut If reserves were required for only certain 

banks or hanks nver a certain size, then changes in reserve 

reouirement!I would he made in the cnnte•t of their effect on 

relatively large hanks. And there may be a loss of richness 

and dePth which can only come by considering the effects nf 

such chances nn a broad spectrum of the banking system anrl the 

nuhlic that it serves. 

Now, those participating in this cenference, 

hope, will consider these and other ouestions surrounrling the 

various proposals that have been put forwarrl. As I noted at 

the outset nf my remarks, I favor the voluntary enproach to 

solving the membership nrnblem., T intend to introduce 

legislation verY shnrtlv that would encomoass such en 

•I?• 
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The essential elements of this aooroach, it seems 

to me, would Involve allowing reserves to he held in the form 

of earnlno assets and a reduction and simplification nf 

reserve requirement ratios, to be aoolled uniformly. I 

helieve this is an approach whieh shoulrt he consirlererl rlurinq 

the uncomino hearlnos on this issue. And of course, this 

aoproach, along with all the others, should be subjected to a 

thorouqh review before beino adnoted. And T helieve that your 

consirteration of such matters at this time will be !'normously 

important in coming to a fair and Just resolution of th!' 

orohlem. 

May I say that I believe that in t!'rms of the 

current memhership of the Committee or I should sav the 

carry•over membership, hecause I'm not eertain who the new 

members of the Committee will be 

fair deoree of ooen•minderlness on the issue. Therefore, T 

believe that the consideration of these matters by you, and 

the conclusions which you arrive at, could have a verY 

signifieant impact on what the final decision will he, In 

terms of how we will couch this into lenislation anrl submit it 

to the Congress for consideration. 

Thank YOU very much. I would be glad at this time 

to try to res~ond to your questions on this aub]ect or on any 

others in broader contewt 0 

• I l• 
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T wo,Jln only bar c,rie tvpe of ~uestion, and that is 

one that might relate to th~ Private lives of members of 

ConQr~sA, which have hecome a matter of gre8t concern a~d 

sensitivity in Washinqton these days, That was a Jnke, 

(LAIIGHTE~), 

IINJOENTIFIFD SPOKfRI (TNAUntRLf), 

SENATOR TOWER! lt would permit thrift institutions 

and other forms of financial institutions to contrihute tn 

resl!rves or, in effect, maintain reseeves with the Ferl, thereby allowing 

broAder narticioation, Yes? 

IJNTDFNTIFIFD SPEAK~R: (JNAUl)IRLF), 

SENATOR TOWER: Which one? 

IINTDENTIFIEO SPEAKER! (INAUOIRLE), 

~ENATnP TO~ER: l 1 ve heaed of it, 

IINTDENTIFtrn SPEAKFRI (lNAUl'lIRLf), 

3ENATO~ TUWERI I would he less than honest wftn 

you if T said that we're likely to nass legislation that would 

bf' ~qui tahle •• (LAI/Gf.lTFR) •• as it ap1> 1 i es 

to hoth larqe banks and small banks, Obviously, the smaller 

bank s1 

business in•titutions ordinarilv qet a little more sympathetic 

consirleration than larg~r institutions do. But l ~ould hnp~ 

that wp would b@ ev~nhanded ;n this matter. 

Th~r~ has not a1wavs h@en thP. concern that what we 
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do im~act• equally on the large institutions and the 8mall 

ones, to the extent that very much of what we've done t~at has 

been aimed really at larger institutions of various kinds, he 

thev financial institutions or other business institutions. It 

usually ;~pacts very ~eevilv and more adversely on th~ sm811er 

institutions that can't afford to bear the burden of what the 

F~deral Governm~nt has ~one to them, 

So I would say that there is probably more of a 

tendency to bend over ~ackward to accommodate the smaller 

Institutions, So I could not assure you that it would ~e 

eouitable, But it should be, and J would assure you that 

would make every effort to make sure that it is eouitable, 

Y,u,, sir, Lamar, c:;10 ahear.t, 

I didn't olant this ouestion, by the way, I don't 

know what ;t 1 R ooinQ to h~. 
LAHAR SMITH:How do you respond to those people who argue that the voluntary 

approach to solving the membership problem will be inordinately expensive to 
the Tre8surv? 

, SENATOP TQWEPI Well, the cost to the Treasury 

wnuld he more under a voluntary than 8 mand&tory ep~rnaeh. 

Rut in th~ final analysis, what we should consider is what 

will he the costs to the economv, And I suh~it to vou that 

under the voluntary approach, what does not oo into 

the Treasury will go into the private sector, And r continue 

to heliev~, with my old, nineteenth c~ntury ideas, that the 

nr;vete sector ~;11 ;nvest, or soenrl the monev more wiselv 

than the nub1 ;c SP.-Ctor. 
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don't know whv don't we diseir,line ourselves to 

speno less monev unrler federal auspices. If it costs the 

Treasurv, so be it. Then why don't we in the Conoress 

Oisc;o1;ne ourselves to reduce federal eMoenditures to meet 

the reduction in federal revenues. 

I don't believe that we should continue this 

treadmill that we're on, channeling more and more monev 

;nto the r,uhlic sector for spending, as a few legislators or 

~ureaucrats determine how it should be spent. J helieve in 

the final analysis that the disoensation of the nation's 

resources shoulrl he determined more bv the orivate sector than 

the public. I know that's a terribly old•fashioned idea. 

Yes, si r 0 

llNTDFNTIFil"D SPEAKF.RI (!NAUl'IIRLf) 0 

SENATOR TOWER: l'lid vou sav should we, if we go to 

the mandatory approach? 

tJ~JTDENTIFlED SPEAl<F~I (YNAUDJRLF) • 

SENATOR TOWER: Well, you see, you're talkino to 

the wrong guv, hecause I believe in the volu~tary ar,proach. 

Now, when you talk about operations in the orivate sector, 

again, I favor the voluntary aoproaeh, and 1 don't know 

Just how vou woulrl treat institutions of that kind, if I 

un<1er!ltand vo11r ouestion correctly. 

IJNJDHIT IFIFD SPEAKER: 
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appro~ch th11t minimizPs compulsory Participation. 

hevP to reflpct on that for a hit. 

woulrl 

Tn fact, I hP.lieve that th" econnmy will bP 

hpalthier, th~ 1ess t~e qov~rnmflnt en~a~es in the bl1sin~sA of 

credit control, credit allocation, or d~termininq the 

dir.,ctinn that crrdit or caoital invest,nent should take. Nnw,there are 

those whObP.lieve that"'" Pf'rhans h11\/P. olac .. n a littlf' hit too 

Some Euro-

pean nations"""" !'XJ>and"d their mnnf'y supnlv at a cireat"r ri,tr 

th,tn htHI thP. ltnitf!'d States, and v~t h11ve sufff!rf!'d a 1P9S hi<"1h 

rat" of inflation, then I think wf' have to look at a great many factors to 

detP.rmine what thP real c~uses nf OlJr econo~ic malaisP is at 

~normou~lv iMDOrtant, if not critic81, role. W"' have to, 

impact of every asp,.ct that contributes to i~flation nr 

rflcP.ss;on. A,,cJ, it may be 

that the mnnPtarv su1>olv has exoanrlerlmore 
nations 

rapidly in some European than it has in the United ~t .. tes, 11nrl 

y,-t their rate of ;.,flation is lower th,,n ours at the momP.nt, 

But, we had better look at all factors tn see where our nrnbl ems 

•P• 
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Now, I know T'm talklna to some economists hf'rf', 

and I'm facing the prospect nt havlnq to answer 

fnr what r say. ~ut that's my curbstone Judgment at the 

~oment. Yes, sir. 

IIN![)fNTIFIFD SPOKFRI (TNAUr'llRLf). 

Sf~IATOR TOWl:fll Well, that's a very qood QUf'Stion. 

(LA'IGHTFR). Anrl rather tt,an trying to aet •fown into l!!verv 

saecifie nf what you've inquired about, let me sav this: 

I dnn't rl!!allv think that we should he rleallna with this issue 

inrler;,f'nrlentlv. I failed to say this at the outset. In 

fact, there is areat nressure on us right now to deal with thl!! 

orohlem of attrition of membershin in the Fed. And therefore 

we're dPalinq with this Piecemeal and aside from ott,er 

considerations. 

Tn my view, we sl,ould have some very comnrehensive 

financial institutions leaislation that would better enable us 

tn trv to treat every element of it with eouitv. 

What I did tonigt,t was talk to vou about a prohlem 

that T think we're ooina to have to deal with, and leoislate 

on in the immediate future. So tl,e trick is to try to avnirl 

inenuities, if not he equitable, to avoid too significant 

ineauities at the moment. 

But T firmly believe that we should nroceerl apace 

to consider comnrPhensive, far-reaching financial institutions 
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legislatinn that woulrl in the finAl analy!!ls oo further towarrl 

amelinrRtlnq any prnsnects of lnenuity than we can rlo in Just 

I aonroached this tonioht on a sinale•lssue 

hRsis, hecause that's how we'll deal with it. T think 

that 1 !'1 unfortunate. And T woulrl hone that at some ooint In 

the course of this Congress we would readrlress ourselves to 

the matter of trylna to Pass comprehensive financial 

lnstitt1tlons leolslatlnn. We did so in •7~ in the ~enate, 

oaserl on the Hunt Cnmmission renort. would not, althounh 

supported that lenlslation at the time, enrlorse the 

same leoislation that we nasserl then, hecause a great deal has 

changed since that time. Hut It anoeared to he the most 

sophisticated thing we coulrl rlo at the moment. So T think 

that what we neerl to rlo is address ourselves to the mvrlarl of 

prohlems that we have, end on a cnmorehenslve basis. 

T can't olve you a 

aue!'ltion. And none of 

satisfactory answl'r to your 
are 

usAnossessed of superior 

judome-nt or som!' kind of mystical facility for 

pronnostlcatinn. Sor•~ not sure that we can be entirely 

eouitable In rlealino ~Ith this nrnhlem nn an ad hoc hasis, 

~hlch is Precisely what we're dolna. 

That•~ prohahly not a very satisfactory answPr, hut 

; t I s about tl'>P hest one I c"'n qi VP vou "'t the momPnt • 

Is ,.,11 In the WAY of saylnq, It reinforces my argument that 

•IQ-
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the less oovernment does, the better off we are. 

A. Gilbert Heebner 

encouraoing tn hear you say 

It IS 

make Treasury revenue the overriding factor in 
that You wouldn'tA the legislation, 

I think that one does get the impression that there is in 

Conoress ~ind of a threshold that they don 1 t want tn oo 

beyond, in the sacrifice of the Treasury revenue. 

Now, could you oive us some idea of what you really 

think the thinkino is on that threshold? 

SENATOP TOWEP1 Well, to beoin with, I think the 

impact on the Treasury In the total scheme of thlnos would not 

be that significant. What are we talking about? Perhaps $500 

million? You know, •• how much are we reallv talkino 

about, in terms of the cost to the Treasury? And I think you 

have to look at it in those terms. 

I think that we should find way ■ to economize in 

government to make uo for what is necessary to do to 

accomnli1h other desirable objectives in the economy. So I 

don't think the effect on the Treasury would he that oreat. 

And I'm certain we could find ways to make up the difference. 

A• a matter of fact, we could reduce the reoulatory burden nn 

financial institutions, and the money we save in oaying the 

regulators mioht make up_•• 

(APE AK IN TAPE)• 

Yes, sir. 

UNTDFNTIFIFD SPEAKFRI (TNAUOIRLF) • 
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SENATOR TOWER: The Pr;c!no of Feder11l Rf!serve 

Sf!rvices wotJlrl, 1111 T see it, ex11cerhate the prohlf!m, hecaosf! 

;t woulrl ;mpose on thf! member institut;ons thf! eost of 

Sf!rv;ces th11t they have not to rlate had to pay for. 

no you w11nt mf! to exoand on th11t or•• that's about 

thf! w11y I see it rioht now. We h11ven't h11rl hearings on th;s 

;ssue, so can't really s11Y how everyhodv ff!els they'd be 

impacted t,y it. ~ut th11t's my opinion 11t the 

moment. That's what occurs to me. Yes, s; r. 

IINIDFNTJF"IFD SPEAl<f.1<: 

SE~1ATOR TOWE:R: Wait a minute. Run that bv on!' 

Now, f;rst, you tell me what the Fed woulrl rlo if 

there Wf!rf! no memhers? 

is orem;sf!d 

UNTOFNTIFJFD SPtAKFR: (!NALJnJRLF) 0 

SEMATOR TOWE"R: Well, the whole rliscuss;on tonight 

on the situation as it is, and what 

w~can rlo about it. Now, you 1 rf! talkino 11bout a very org11nlc 

change, an almost cat11clysmic chanoe, that is not likf!lv to bf! 

effected in this ronqress. 

Th11t sounds very qoorl. Rut whv rlon I t 

we he oractical and talk in terms of thf! 11rt of the POS!lihll'? 

And that's not ooino to hapnen, and you and I know that's not 

going to hanpen. And we 11re not structtJred the w11y the 

central b11nks of furooe are, anrl we are not l!kf!lY to bf!, over 

the near•ter'"• 

.;:, 1 -
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and that would mean a rather s;onificant reformation nf the 

whole system of financ;a1 institutions in this countrY. Aut 

you 1 rp talkino about a very organic change that is not ooinq 

to be achieved in this r.onqress. And so, what we're 

addressino ourselves to now, is what is likely to haonen, or 

what we can dn in the immediate future, 

I'm not deniorating your idea at 

all. It may have very oreat merit But it goes far bevond my 

mean ability to comprehend at the moment, because I focus on 

the present. 
Stuart Greenbaum: Have you considered the possibility that, 

counter to the Fed's position, reserve requiremenets might be destabilizing, 
creating increased volatility in the financial system? 

~ENATOR TOWER! Well, I think the nuest;nn of 

whether or not they're stabilizinQ or destabilizing depends on 

a number of things, r.1ven a relative degree nf lndepPndence 

bY thr Fed, they could be stabilizing in a situation In which_ 

you have a President and a Congresa that are subject to 

oooular whims of the moment or taken to fliohts of fancy. 

They could he destabilizing if indeed the leadershin in the 

Fed has taken leave of its senses, and the President and the 

members of Congress are on the rioht track, 

T think You have to consider history and what the 

historical role of the Fed has heen, Trad;tinnally, J think, 

day•in, day•out, they have perhaps heen more of a stahlli1lno 
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influence t~en a destabilizing Influence. We cannot predict 

what's golnQ to hapoen in the future. But the Fed hes heen 

one thing that's heen relativelv constant in a time of rather 

material Political change. 

Now, vou 1 re Projecting a question here that, quite 

frankly, I 1 m not Prepared to answer, and one that requires a 

great deal of thought, But if we want to get Into that 

situation, however much It mav ap0ear to he a de1tahilizing 

influence at the moment and that•• speculation•• over the 

long Dull, what would he the result, T rlon 1 t know. And there 

are many of you here that are much wi~er than I am. 

~ut one thing Is sure, and that Is over the veers 

we've been able to maintain a reasonahle degree of 

independence on the part of the Fed. And with the changing 

Presidents and (onoresses and oolltlcal climates, I think It's 

been reasonably constant, 

You want to add anything to that, or follow up on 

that in'any way? 

IINIOFNTIFIED SPEAl<ER1 (INAUF'lJRLE). 

SENATOR TOWERI T think their mihds are not closed, 

but they're not oPen that far. (LALJGMTFR). 

IJPHOENTIFlFD SPEAl<E"RI (TNAUOJRLE) • 

SENATOR TOWERI Well, you see, so far this I~ an 

Idea that has not been ru~hed before the Committee. And t 

invite you to present It to the Committee. 
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GREENBAUM: (JNAUOIBLF) 0 

SENATOR TOWEPI We'd be dellqhted to have you rlo 

so. Rut It's not one that really has been under serious 

consideration by the Committee. !t'a a new idea, and that 

doesn't mean It's bad. As a matter of fact, there are some 

new ideas that mav he good, but we 1 ve been afflicted with so 

many new ideas and innovations•• {LAUGHTER)•• over the last 

decade that have ootten us Into a hell nf a lot of trouhle, I 

think we're a little leery of them rioht now. 

Rut really, ! do invite you to advance that Idea 

seriously to the Committee, and I hope others will suoport you 

on It. And I for one would be dellohtert to listen. 

MR 0 HEFBNEP1 Senator, my apologies for hovering 

~eslde you here. But In charity to you and the lateness of 

the hour, may I just suogest one more question. I think nne 

George McKinney, you have had your· hand 

up for a lono time. 

UNIDE~TIFIFD SPEAKER: (lNAUOIRLF) 0 

SE~ATOP TQWERI Well, thank you, very much. 

aooreciate that ohservation. 

My own inclination Is to believe that our system 

should work easentially as it does. We continue to try to 

improve and refine on it. Rut T1 m certainly not closed to new 

suooestions, partle,11arly any suooestions that would make our 

-24-
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economy function more on the lines of a purely 

market•reoulated system, I believe in a minimum of government 

interference, Rut I think that you do have to have, in an 

economy as vast as ours, as diverse, 

central banking system that adapts itself to that particular 

economic situation, Tn a small and relatively homooeneous 

country like the United Kinodom, you coulrl have the kinrl of 

central banking system they have. Their main Problem is 

thev've had a socialist government for too long. But think 

our situati~n dictates a somewhat different system, and 

therefore I would no more recommend that we follow the nattern 

of the central hanlcino systems of Europe, than T would 

recommend that we adont the parliamentary eiecutive system to 

run this country. 

( APPUIJSE) • 

MR. HEfBNEP: Senator Tower, hv our applause I 

trust that vou know we thank vou very heartily for oettino our 

conference off to a good strong start. We know that an 

evening out in the busv life of a Senator is indeed a 

sacrifice, we aporeciate your time in comin~ here and sharino 

your thouohts with us. And ohviously, you can see that you 

stimulated a oreat deal of thouoht. 

Also, you might nray for us tomorrow. You can see 

that we will not easily, reach a consensus. But we 

do want to thrash out viewpoints. You have got us started on 

-25-
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that track, and we are deeolv indehted tn you for it 0 You 

ha11P our he!lt wishes for the viewpoints, spirit and attitude 

that 11ou have towar~ the hankinn system as you ~ontinue on the 

(nr,,mittee 0 

-26-
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P P n r f ~ n T ~ ~ q 

(<,HOO A.M.) 

THE IDLE OF RESERVE REQUIREMENTS AS A PUBLIC POLICY 'IOOL 

GIL HEEBNER: 

Tf vnu "ill lu!<!t comp in a"'d finrl vo"r "av tn votJr 

sP;its, it is mv r,1,.a,;ure to OPPn thi!! ~PCO"ri S"S!lion of nur AF•A 

rnnferenCP on RPSPrVP ~ .. qutrement9 anrl thp Pole of thP Ferleral 

T mpntion that title in the spirit of th,. nrofpssor 

on thP h rst rlav nf c 1 ass who Sl!y!l, "T f ynu are nnt reoi stPrPn 

i.ith ti,p 11.,;. Poriy_ Club 

l,Jrnnq rnom. 

So if vnu'rP 

or anythinq elsP, ynu are in thp 

I.et mp wPlcomp thosP who are joinino us this 

mnrnino tor the first tlmp, anrl al 1 of VOlJ for romir,q, ~ecause 

.,p are ; l"dPl"t Prl to yo,,• 

fnr t~at ~e are oratpful. 
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As VOil "'av I-lave notict"d, ti'll'rf' is a t.-.b1e bl!ck 

i" t ""' corn!'r fnr t I-le pres!I, anrl we are n1 Ad t,:, have t ht''" with 

us. 

J hor:,e that VOil have found your 

wav to thP tahll' at which vou Wf'rP as~erl to hP s"atPrl• 

don't "'ean to hp "'YlltPrious al-out that, but that wi11 hPln "" 

in summino un the hodv r,f oninior, ti-lat rlevelons hPre, and 

you willi'l,.11r "'"r" aholJt th11t fro"' vour '"nnerator. 

T hPr" is not reA11y much thl'lt I nPt"rl to say 

hv way of an overviPw of the ContP.rPr,ce. 

It is or.casior,erl hy the fact ti'IAt 

major nankir,q 1eois1atior, to deal witi'I th" so•cA11erl "Fed 

mpmhPrshin r,ron1,...,• wi11 he coni1irlererl l'arlv in the current 

sPssion of ti'lis CnnorPss, ar,rl the A"'l'rir,ar, RankPrs Associi,tion 

"""~" tn rleve1on a oositior, on this 11'ois1atinn. 

Yr,u are nC1t hP.rP to e•a,.,ine t,_e sr:,eci fies of /'Inv 

rart•cu1ar hi11, however. Tnrlef'd, th"t wou1d nrohahly nn1y 

pr,511rt" that the yi,luP. of our rli,cussinn tnrll!y was vPrY 

si'lort•livPd, hPCaUSP the h"nkir,n hi11s thi,t 6re now bf'!ir,q 

ir,trorlurprl coulrl ir,rlet"d take a r,umher of twists ar,d turr,s 

hPfnrp nassane, if inrlet"rl ti'ley l!rl' oallserl at ,.11. 

R11P,er, our j(')t, is to look 

11t th,. fur,damrr,ta1 ◄ ssut'S ;,, t('rms of ti-le ,mnact on mon.,tarv 

policy ar,rl Pconomic activity nf thP nresrnt structure of 

rPs~rve requir~~~nts, anrl possihlt' A)ternAtlve structures that 
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~iqht cnme alnnn -- one was already mentioned at our session 

last ninht. 

T h at is t hf' k i n r1 o f n tH• s ti on 

that economists are supoosf'd to have a comparative advantane 

As you i<now, m11nv of tl,f" issues In the so-called Fed 

~emhershin len1slation have to rlo with reserve renuirements, 

and thus in the morning session we will~e examinlnn the role of 

reserve renuirements in cnnductin11 monetary pnlicv. 

Since channe'! in the structure of resP.rve 

re111Jirements have reven11e imr,11catinn5 for the F'erl anrl the 

Treasury, the 011e!'ltion nf payment for Federal resl!"rve sr.rvices 

Thatis what "'ewillhP. t11rning to after lunch. 

To auirle your discus,lnn, vou received three 

oAQPS of nuPstir>ns from us, and you will hear sevPral 

prpsentations and resnnnsps from discussants. With all of 

these innuts, I'm surP that vour oumps will hp well primed for 

a lively exchanne of viPws. 

T don't nped ti" tell yOLJ to feel frep to dlsagrep 

~Ith Pach other, hut T would also ask that you not stifle thp 

urqe tn express cnncurrlnn opinions sl nee "'"' 

do want to discnver those Points on wt,i,:h we have a concens11s 0 

To kick off the mornlnn session and undertake 

the difficult Joh of ~e~pln11 it o~ trAck and ~uidinq it to as 
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much of a cnncluslon as i,i nossihle, T am pleasf'd tn intrndt1CI! 

$pn;or V1ce Presirlent of Trving 

1 rust C"mpany, ,inrl a mprnt,pr of n11r f'cnnomic Arlv; sorv 

Cammi ttpe. 

way OlJt. 

n,.::,v, anrl 

'·<f<, M[ IITN~tEV: Wpll, f QUPSS r.;l 

then leavPs it to the rPst of u,i to last all rlav. 

know whPrP hp P•PPCts to oo from here, hut 

T rlon 1 t 

no th!! rnutr nf the Plumopr T was rParlinq about recPntlv, 

Th;s quy •ll•s fi•ino a 'link in thP ho"'P of A r.011ple 

of newl ywprls The wife of the familv was not in when he 

first arrivPrl, so he was husy workino 

sin• firlrllino arounrl with his VArious plil'rs Anrl stuff, 

When th!' wife camf' hack ;n with t~e qroceriPs 

all shP saw was a Pair of 1Pos sticklno nut from 

unrlPr the slok, and she didn't knnw whn thpy helonof'rl to, Shp 

thouoht thev helooqpn to her hushAnrl. 

wh,it shP dirl nevt, 

Rut wh,itpver she aid, 

hannerl ~is hearl nn thP sink ahove him 

so hard that he oot A concuslon, 

to call an 11mhulanc,., 

thP r,l11mher 

Thi' amhulancP Arriverl to take him to the hosnital, 
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ana •hilp hP wa~ heinn carrierl rlown the stairs on the 

strPt~her, nnP nf the a~bulance men asked him what hanpenPd, 

so ~onvul5Prl with launhter that ne rlrnonerl the ,tretcher anrl 

thp nlumbPr tumhlPn dnwn the stairs and broke his lPas, 

The nlumher Is now in the hosnltal ann he's 

threateninq to 5UP, The husbanrl said that the incirlent sn 

unsPt his wifP that she will ha11P ahsoltJtPlv nothinn to on 

I hoop that that isn't the conclusion tn this 

particular nrnqra~ we'vp not, but it 5teuck mp as a rather 

interPstino incirlpnt, 

Wp're sunnoserl to rlo some work today, The 

Wpserve who are well nualtfied to talk in this area, he~ausr 

hnth nf them havp snent a lifPtimP of sturly, 

The lenoth of those lifPtimes find intPrPsting, 

hPcau~P the11 arP hoth virtually the same age, and thPY arr 

both thP ane nf my 11ounoest snn, r,t course, T havP nn111 nnp 

~nn, anrl he's m11 nlrlP~t kid, hut that put~ it in nersnectivP, 

Thpse nuvs have a rPmarkahle carepr behind them in 

a comnaratively short three ani a half rlecades, 

Richer'1 Porter 

University nf •·•isconsin, 

is a Ph,n, from thP 

Amonq hi5 other honnrs he ha5 that 

fancv Phi 

t11unht at 

K11pna Phi tnat nP. nuts ;n 
and 

wiscons;n, nnio,AAmerlcan 
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the Fe~eral Reserve Rnard since 1Q7t in varvinq capacities•• 

first, a$ a visit!nq professor, then as an economist, and now 

Chief of the Fconometric anrl Comouter Applications ~ection. 

He has a !ltrinq of out-licAtlons that oo alonq with that 

l;ACkQrOUl"lri ■ He will he ore'!entina 11 01101..r torlay that was 

~en has his rloctorate from Hrown, anrl he 

has tauoht at Clhio State, and George "'ason 1. 1niversity. 

been with the Fed slnre 19/~ as an econnmist with the Rnard of 

Governors, anrl has reAllv done a considerable deoree of 

research into the relationships between reserves anrl the 

thino!I that haonen once you have reserves. 

For the oresentation of nur first narer, Dr. 

KEN KOPECKY : 

(LAIJGHHR.) 

'-'R. "IC KH!~IEY: 

KEN KOPECKY: That's all rioht, George. 

MR, "IC KFHI~ Y: No, he sairl he was ooino to no it. 

iooell, I'll rlo it, KEN KOPECKY: 

'-'A, t•C K l'lNEY: nkav, so I oat it hackwards, 

KEN KOPECKY: 

Reserve reau!rements. 

which l am 

Just the wav thinos ~o with 

Wf!l 1, T 've oat aho,,t a t 1•rane paper 

qninq to read and comment uron as I an 

alonq, hut let me heoin hv nffertna the usuAl disclaimer: 
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that the views expressed are not necessarily those of the 

Hoarrl of Governors or any of it, staff, except of cnurse me, 

and hnnetully Dick. 

n;c, and I have heen workinq on this Qeneral topic 

nf the relaticn~hio between Reserve requirement8 anrl the 

We've also 

spent a consirlerahle amount of time workinq on the more narrow 

iss11e of thP relationship between nonmemher ban~s and monPtarv 

control• 

The conclusions wp have reached•· and I want to 

emphasize that these are nnly theoretical conrlusions 

~epenrl partlv on the ~av in which the Federal keserve 

of"erat P.R. 

More sPe~ifically, our resParch sungests that it 

the Federal qeserve adorts a reserves oneratino tarnet in 

which it sets the level of hank reserves at a predetermined 

<itJdntitv over the short run, then the structure of rpservP 

rPnuirements •• includinq those that annlv to nonmember Danks 

•· clay a vPry lmnortant role in influencinn hoth the levPl 

and the variability of the agoreoate8. 

rin the othPr hand, adol">tion nf a federal funds rate 

oneratinq taroet ~akes the relation~hlp between the rPSPrve 

ren,iirementq and the annreoates much more difficult to asseqs 

on~" apriori Tt turns out, nr it ~eem!I to us 

a~vway, that ;t depenrls on a wine variety of fa~tors. 
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Tf I may interiect •• anrl ••ill ewplain a little 

later 0" what this interjection is all about •• but if T mav 

about the strer,gth of these 

factors, it's our onir,ion that, on net, the structure of 

reserve r"quirements rloes influence the Federal Reserve's 

ahility to influence the aqnreqates, when the FPrlerel Reserve 

uRe!I a funds•rate oneratinn tarnet. 

An immediate implication of this oosition is that 

the continuinn attrition of banks from the Federal Reserve 

Svstem ~.-y imrair monetary control. Tn fact, as I nersonally 

•· T won't evPn sneak for "ick on this noint •• as T 

ner~onally look over the next 5 to 10 years, a neriod whi~h 

think will nrr,rl11ce rathPr r,rofounrl chanaes in the finanr.ial 

svstem, my concern over reserve rrQuirement~ and nnnmemher 

hanks deenens. 

Tn the rest nf mv talk, 1o101olrl like tn review thi,i 

research, hotl- to show vo11 th"' nath!I that Dick ar,rl T have 

taker,, anrl to elicit vour comments anrl sunoestions about 

alternative s10Pro.-chl's which we miaht P1Jr!llue in tacklinn this 

First y,., noinn to t,-11 "'few storie,., anrl then 

nraw same cnnclusions from those ,tories. 

T want tn f1rst start with an ewamnle, and c1esr.ribe 

tn yn11 thP <;a11rr.e of the "'Onetary control pro~lem that ar;ses 

~e thin~ there are two 
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ele,.,ents in defininq the structure of reserve requirements. 

First, the required reserve ratio1 and secnnrllv, 

the reserve assets which can be used to satisfy a bank's 

reserve obliqations. 

"emher bank reserve ,usets, 11s al 1 of vo11 kno.,, are 

cnmoosed entirely of liabilities of the Federal Reserve 

System. nn the other hand, depending on state•by•state 

requl11tions, nonmemher banks can satisfy their reserve 

obliqations .. ith •• and you can choose one of t~e following 

currency, correspondent balances, fl!df'r11l funds solrl, and 

vario11s snrts of oovern,.,ent securitiee. That's 

the structure of the world which exists right now. 

What about monetary control? Well, the reserve 

ratio which is imoortant for monetary control ie somethinn 

that nick and I call "the effective r,-serve ratio.• 

fnr a moment that we ignore excess reserves. 1 1 11 aet hack tn 

that later on. Tn see what the effective reserve ratio is, 

what we want to dn is take a dollar of rlenosits at a hank and 

find out how many cents of a Federal Peserve liability hack up 

that dol 111r• 

That ratio of the cents at the Fed.-.ral Resprve tn 

the dollar nf deposits defines what we call the "effective 

res,.rve ratio." Jn the case of member hanks, the effective 

reserve r11tio is identical to the required reserve ratio. For 

nonmember hanks, however, their effective reserve ratio is 
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consinerably smaller than their reserve ratio. 

For example, suppose a nonmember bank can satisfy 

its reserve obligations with corresPondent balances heln at a 

memher hank. These balances are of cnurse reservable by the 

member bank. Now suppose the required reserve ratio, are 

absolutely identical for both member ann nonmember banks, end 

say they equal .2. The effective reserve ratio for the memher 

bank is ther, .2. 

By assumptlor,, the r,nnmember bank must also hold 2n 

cer,ts of renuired reserves for each dollar of deposits at it, 

bank. Sir,ce these are held in the form of reservable balance, 

at a member bank, the member bank must hold 4 cents ir, its 

reserve account at the Federal Reserve. 

Thus, the effective reserve ratio linkinq a doller 

of deposits at a nonmember hank to a Federal Reserve liability 

Is only .04 in this case. The rlifference hetween the 

effective reserve ratios for member ann nonmember banks•• .2 

versus .04 •• is the source of the monetary control problem 

associated with nonmember banks. It Is, plain anrl simply, a 

case of widelv diverqent nlfferential reserve ratios. 

Notice, moreover, that when nonmember bank reserve 

assets are composed of, say, Treasury securities, the 

effective reserve ratio, irrespective of the nonmember bank'• 

required reserve ratio, is zero, Thus, when we discuss the 

relationshio between nonmember hank~ ann monetary control, we 
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are essentially talking about a rather ~evere ease of 

differential effeetive reserve ratios. Under what conditions 

noes this matter, for ~ederal Rt-st-r11e control over thf' 

aggreoates? 

Let mt- first discuss the reserve8 operating target, 

where it is well ,l<nown th!'oretieallv that rlifferential reservt-

ratios can create monetar11 control difficulties. Rut what is 

the empirical significance? That is the hasie part of the 

nonmember bank issue. 

To answer i t , n; e k , r, arr,. 1 Parke and 1 

Darrel is a statisticianin mv section -- tried to anorowi,.ate 

tt,e ind11ee<1 11ariahi litv in M•t arisinc from one tvoe of ranno"' 

shock: Unpredictable interbank flows of deposits betwef'n 

member and nonmember banks. 

nur nvera11 analv8is was eonducteu in terms nf the 

simple deposit '"U1tiolif'r model, but we did take ewnlicit 

account of the reserve a8set structure of nonmemher hank,. 

C•f course, direct ohservation~ on interhank flows between 

member and nonmemher bank8 do not exist. lacking tt,at data, 

we trien to use an indirect methorl. 

nur ao1ution was to rleve1on an ewo1icit modt-1 nf 

the checkwritinc behavior of the nublic. And that 

eheckwriting hehavior ;a ultimately tt,e source of flows 

hetween lftemher and nonmember banks. 

To Qf't a han~le on the nature~ and espeeiallv t~f' 
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variahilitv of the random interbank flows, we used an approach 

hased on probability theory which dealt with the orobabilitv 

of the follow;na events takina olace: 

First, the deposit of a aiven check in a member nr 

a nonmember bank. And seeonrlly, the writina of a cheek by a 

oartieular inrl;yidual, Two other assumntions were made 

coneernina the income distribution of the pooulat;on, and the 

relationshio between an ;ndividual's income and his averaae 

cheek si ;re, 

These assumptions, together w;th others reaardina 

minimum and maximum cheek size, enahled us to construct a 

prohabil;ty function descr1h;ng random interbank denosit 

flows, 

Tt turned nut that the variab;l;ty of this 

probability function depended on the propnrtion of dePO!litS at 

mt>mber banks to total deposits. 

0 72, one standard deviat;nn of the random monthly ;nterhank 

flow was about 16A7 million, 

available as of June !978, 

This estimate was based on data 

Tn our model •• this orohahility model •• the 

standard deviation neaks at $721 million oer month when the 

oroportion of member to total deposits eauals .~. 

How, given an estimate of the variability nf this 

type of shock•• ranaom deposit flows occurring between banks 

•• it was relat;velv easy to der;ve the induced variability in 
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"1•1 ar;sinq from th..,se tyi=ies ot flows. Our c11lculations shnw 

that, as continuing "'"''"her hank attrition occurs•• that ls, 

as the Droportinn of rlePosits at member b11nks to total 

rlepnsits falls•• the induced variability in monthlv "1•1 

growth rate rises, 

For example, at the present•rlay value of the 

proi=iortion nf member to total d"'pnsits, which is about 0 72, 

the monthly i=ierce.,taqe ~-t ornwth rate error induced by random 

flows h"'tween these member and nonm..,mher banks is 2 0 37 

oercent 0 

The stanrlard deviation almost rloubles when the 

nrnoortion begins to fall below 0 4. Thus, unrler a reserv"'s 

on..,ratinq t11roet, the wid..,ly diverg..,nt set of effectivP. 

reserves ratios between member 11nrl nonmember hanks can cr..,at"' 

a pntP.ntially serious monetary rontrol nroblem for th@ Ferleral 

ResPrve 0 

ThP. results also atrnnoly inrlicate that the 

deterioration in monetary control would b@come Progressivelv 

mor"' serious 11s member hanks continue to withdraw from th"' 

svstem, 

Anrl before discussino •• this is 

littlP. interJ@ction •• before discussing II ferleral funos rate 

oneratinq taroet, I'd like to comment on the nosition that 

r"'s"'rve requirements 11re "ot reelly necessary for monetary 

control, becauae in their absence banks would continue to hold 
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rl!servl!!lo 

Thi! fact that hanks would hold reservl!s in such an 

environment•• onl! where there wasn't any reserve 

reauireml!nts, per ae •• is undoubtedly true. And I guess 

these types of rl!servl!s would bl! held in clearing balances at the 

Fed and vault cash. 

The conclusion, however•• if there are no reserve 

requirements•• the conclusion that monetary control would not 

hi! hampf'rl!d is, I think, false, and I'm qoing to nffer two 

rl!asons why I think that conclusion is false. 

First, in the absence of reserve reciuirements, it 

is likely that hanks' desirl!d resl!rve ratios would he smaller 

than hanks' reauired reserve ratios. The reduction in hank 

dl!sired reserves ratios would tend to raise the money 

multiolier, and therehy contribute to a higher variabilitv in 

the agqreaates whenever shocks arise within thf' monetarv 

sector. 

Secondly, in the absence of e•ollclt reserve 

requirements, banks' desired reserve ratios wnuld be 

influenced hy a wide•ranqlna set of factors, some of which 

could not easily he predicted heforehanrl 0 The resultina 

unprerlictabilitv in the desired reserve ratios would, bv 

itself ind11cl! additional variahi 1 ity in the agqregates, 

thereby again worsening monetary control. 

t think, nn matter how you look at it, I think that 
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Dick and I woulrl agree, and most People would aQree, that 

reserve reQu;rements count under a reserves onerating tarQet. 

without them, Federal Reserve control over the eQQreQates 

woulo be seriously imnalred. 

Let me now turn to a diseusslon of the relationshin 

between deposits and reserve reouirements under the other 

oneratinQ taroet1 namelv, a federal funds rate operating target. 

There are two important features in the analysis which )ointlv 

deter,.ine the nature of the final conclusions. 

First, in such a world where the Fed uses a ferleral 

funds rate operatinQ target, deno1it1 are essentially 

Given the level of the funds rate and the 

implied term structure relationships for all other implicit 

and e•plicit interest rates, the pu~lic, and especially the 

cornorate sector, can choose the ouantlty of deposits It 

wishes to hold. Ry initiatino anv set of transactions with 

the banking svstem in some asset or liability, the public can 

quickly adjust its deposit holdlnQS to the desired level. 

For simplicity, you can think of demand•rlei,os it •demand as denendi no 

negativelv on the funrls rate, and positively on something 

called "the i'"Plicit rate on deoosits.• 

~ow this latter rate represents an attempt to 

escape Peaulatton W interest rate ceilings via the provision 

to depositors, especially to corporations, of many services at 

less than maroinal cost. Later on, I'm going to have a little 
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hit more to say ahout the implicit rate, but not for now. 

~nyway, the second important feature of the 

analysis rleals with the suooly of bank reserves. Under a 

funds•rate ooeratino tarqet, this supnlv is perfectly elastic 

Essentially, 

oiven the funds•rate ob]ective, the Federal Reserve 

accommodates anv shoe~ to banks demand for reserves by altering 

the suoply of reserves, 

underlvino the analysis 0 

Those are the two basic features 

Now, our research suoqests that, under a federal 

funrls•rate ooeratino tarqet, the answer to the reserve 

reoutrement-mnnetary control ouestion depenrls crucially on the 

assumption made about the short•run sneed of adlustment in the 

implicit rate on deoosits. 

My own ouess is that, in the past, it would have 

been nrettv reasonable to assume that the implicit rate on 

dennsits was constant over a relevant short•run Period•• say 

a month to three months. In this case•• that is to sav, if 

the implicit rate can reasonably he held constant it IS 

fairly easy to show that reserve reouirements, for the most 

part, plav a very small role in influencing both the level and 

the variability of denosits, 

For ewamole, consider en increase in the deposit 

required reserve ratio while simultaneously keeoinq the funds 

rate at its predetermined level. 
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reserve ratio ohviously creates a reserve deficiencv for the 

banking system as a whole. That reserve deficiency tends to 

put upward oresRure on the funds rate. 

Since, however, bv assumotion 

the Federal ~eserve is oeaqino the funds rate, the Federal 

NP.Serve must ourcha~e securities in order to expand bank 

reserves, thereby accommodating the increase in the banks' 

demand for reouired reserves, and ultimately removing the 

pressure from the tunrls market. 

~otice that, as a result of the increase in the 

required reserve ratio, all of the action occurs, so to sneak, 

within the bankino system. There is very little effect 

whatsoever on the Public's holdings of deposits. So one could 

draw the conclusion, es I stated at the very beoinning, that 

under a federal funds•rate operetino taroet, when the implicit 

rate on deposits can he treated as a constant, chances in 

reserve reouirements, per se, seem to have very little 

influence on the level end varlebilltv of deposits. 

Now althouoh these deposits may be only slightly 

influenced under a federal•funds rate onerating taroet, 

reserve reouirements do 

effect the day•by•day Implementation of monetary 

pol icv. 

IJnrler current Dr0ced1Jres, the federal funds rate ; s 

influenced, as I said before, by varyino the available sunply 
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of l"eSel"11es, l"el at i 11e to the demand for reserves. The more 

pl"edictah1e is the demand for reserves, the more certain are 

the effects of open•mal"ket opel"ations on the level of the 

funds l"ate, 

Without anv rindino reserve reouirements, 

pl"o)ections of banks desired ho1dinos of clearing 

balances at the federal Reserve or vault cash would be 

uncertain, and 

would thel"efol"e lead to a Ol"eater degree of imprecision in the 

Federal RrsPr11e 1 s ir,fluence over the federal funds rate, 

~o aoain, holdino the implicit rate on deposits 

constant, the level of required.,reserves probablv doesn't 

influence the level of variability of deposits, but it would 

probahly ma~e OPel"atinq procedures at the trarlinq desk more 

complic11ted, 

Refore going on with the analysis, I want to 

sidetrack a minute and comment on some of the empirical 

l"esearch that some oeople have done concel"nino the 

relationship betweer, nonmembel" hanks and monetal"V control, 

Tf you look at this reseal"ch, the bottom line on it 

suooests that thel"e is 11el"Y little need for the FPderal 

RPSPrve to concerr, itself with nonmembel" hanks, since aqain 

based on emoirical observation theil" net imPact on the 

val"iabilitv of the aooreoates anpears to be quite small, 

T'd like to offe,. an explanation, l"econcilinq these 
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empirical findings on nonmember banks with the results on 

interbank deposit flows which talked about a little earlier. 

Tnterbank flows of deposits between member and 

nonmember hanks change the volume of nonmember bank reserve 

assets. Sunoose that deposits flow from member to nonmember 

banks. If the Federal Reserve did not intervene in the funds 

market, the induced shock in nonmember bank deposits suoplv 

wnuld be allowed to run its full course. Interest rates, 

including the federal funds rate, would decline, leadinn to an 

induced increase in the aoqreoate quantitv nf deposits. 

The results r reoorted earlier approximate the net 

effect on deposits arisinn from these random inteebank flnws 0 

However, oiven the federal funds•rate onerating tarqet, and 

assumino the funds rate objectivt remains unchanged, the 

Federal Reserve would take a defensive open•market operation, 

a8 soon as downward pressure on the funds rate became 

apn11rent 0 

As a result of Federal Reserve intervention by 

peooing the funds rate, member bank reserves would be varied 

enounh 110 that eqoregate deposits would pretty much remain 

unchanged. 

Thus, oiven a federal funds•rate ooerating tarnet, 

the scenario I Just described is the one which oenerates the 

data used in empirical correlations of inteebank deposit flows 

an<1 aooreoate neoosit variabilitv. 
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On an a priori basis, that correlation shoulrl he 

small under a federal funds•rate operatinq target, and that's 

ewactly what most of the emr,irlcal work has found to he the 

case. However, these empirical findings do not Imply that 

nonmember hanks would cause only slight monetary control 

r,rohlP.ms, lrresl'lective of the Ferleral Reserve's choice of its 

or,eratinq tarqet. 

A switch to a reserves operating tarQet woulrl lead, 

on an a pr;ori hasis, tn a much higher emr,irlcal correlation 

between random interbank rler,oslt flows anrl agQregate deposit 

variahility 0 Anrl that switch, nr movement to a higher 

empirical correlation, 

theoreticalreRults baaed on the probahility theory that r 

reported about earlier. 

Whenever you're on a reserves operating target, a 

severe case of differential effective reserve requ;rements 

between member and nonmemher hanks is always QoinQ to Induce a 

nontrivial amount of deposit variabilitv. 

Okay, let me now return to the pr;ncipal topic at 

hand1 namely, reserve requirements under a federal funds•rate 

operating tarnet. Previously, we assumed the ;mplicit rate 

on denosits was constant. SuPpnse we now allow tha implicit 

rate on deposits to vary nver the relevant short•run oerind. 

Jn our opinion, such a case merits serious 

attention, especially if one Is discussing the agqregate 
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nn an a Priori basis, that correlation shoulrl he 

small undf!r a federal funds•rate operatlnq target, anti th11t•s 

exactly what most of the empirical work has found to he the 

case. However, these empirical flnrllngs no not Imply that 

nonmember hanks would cause only slight monetary control 

r,rohl ems, I rrespect Ive of tlle Ferleral Resf!rve's choice of its 

operatino taroet. 

A switch toe reserves operating teroet woulrl lead, 

on en a priori hesis, tn e much higher emPlrlce1 correlation 

between ranrlom interbank rleposlt flows and egoregate rleoosit 

vari ahi 1i ty. Ann that switch, or movement to a higher 

empirical correlation, 

theoretlcelresults based on the Probability theory that T 

reporterl about earlier, 

Whenever you're on a reserves operatlno target, a 

sever• case of rllfferentlal effective resf!rve requirements 

betw•en member anti nonm•mher hanks ls always oolno to Induce a 

nontrivial amount of rleoosit veriebllitv. 

nkay, let me now return to the principal topic at 

hand: namely, reserve reoulrements under a federal funds•rate 

operating t11roet. Previously, we assumed the implicit rate 

on denoslts was constant. SuoposP we now allow tlle Implicit 

ratP on deposits to vary over the relPvant short•run Period. 

In our opinion, such a case merits SPrlous 

attention, f!specially if one la dlscusslnq the egorf!gate 
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corporate demand for deposit~ 

by sliqhtlv alterinq 

comPensatlnq balance reoulrements, or bv Provldino cash 

manaqement services and RP transactions at less than marqinAl 

costs, banks can easily Pav a variable Implicit rate on 

aeposits to those sophisticated corporations interested In 

exerclslno careful cash management control. 

Jndeed, many banka now offer something celled en 

"earnings credit allowance" to compensate firms for the 

balances thev are reouired to hold at banks. The earnings 

credit rate Is Indexed to market Interest rates, anrl for some 

member banks It Is approximated bv the formula: t minus 

reserve requirements times a moving averaoe of recent yields 

on three•month Treasury bills. 

If, for examole, the Treasl•rv bi 11 rate <1oes ur,, 

the earnings credit allowance increases, and the bank is 

obliged to provide more services In kind to the cornoration, 

or lower lt1 compensating balance reouirements. 

In all likellhoorl, of course, the Implicit deptl ■ it 

rate doesn't varv on a dav•bv•dav basis. But given a dvnamlc, 

innovative hankina svstem, It seems hlghlv likely that, month 

by month, and perhaps even lntra•monthlv variations in the 

implicit rate on deoo111ts will occur, especla11v If one views 

the financial sector over the next five to ten veers. 

Well, what does it mean for reserve reouirementa? 
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AR I ind;cated hefore, the implicit rate should approximately 

eoual the funds rate multipl;ed bv I minus the deposit reserve 

ratio. In other words, the reserve ratio creates a wedoe 

between the impl;cit rate and the funds rate. 

If the Federal Reserve were to move the funds rate 

in order to influence deposits, there would be an inducPd 

change in the implicit rate which would partlv offset the 

desired effect of the funds rate on deposits. 

nn net, however, deposits would move ;n the 

intended direction, so that the Federal RPserve would he able 

to retain some control over deposits. 

Let me now apply that result to the ease of 

nonmember banks. Many of these hanks, as I said earlier, can 

use government securities to sat;sfv their reserve 

obligations. Since these securities pay market•determined 

;nterest rates, the existence of such holdings tends to remove 

the reserve ratio wedne between the implicit rate on deposits 

and the federal funds rate. 

As a result, a qiven change in the funds rate would 

produce an equal but offsett;ng change in the implic;t rate on 

deposits, thereby makino agoregate rleoosits, and esoecially 

corporate depositR, highlv insensitive to the funds rate. 

lllti~atelv, if there were no reserve reouirements, 

or if there were no member hanks, the Federal Reserve would 

find it verv diffic,ilt to influence deposits directly hv 
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changlno the funds rate. Short•run monetary control, usinq a 

funds•rate ooeratlno target, would he lost. 

Well, In conclusion, I hope I've given vou a flavor 

for some of the research that Dick anrl have been 

doing over the oast couole of veers. I'm certain that we 

haven't covered every conceivable situation•• the world Is 

dynamic and constantly changing, and as with anv theoretical 

examination, the analvsls that we've conducted wa~ done at a 

verv abstract level. We were only lr,oking to trv to 

explain the basic fundamentals. 

problem 

From our perspective, however, looking at this 

over the two•and•a•half years that nick and I have heen 

working on it, we think that reserve requirements count, 

regardless of the operating taroet of the Federal Reserve. 

And as a corrollarv to this oositlon, we think that 

a orowlno nonmember hank sector mav ultimately curtail the 

Federal Reserve'• ahl1itv to exercise firm control over the 

monetary aggregates. 

Thank vou. 
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(APPLAUSE), 

MR, MC KJNNEVs I agree with you, It 1ooks to me 

like you did a darn Qood Joh, even if I did get crossed un on 

which one was going to read the paper, Mv apologies 

to hoth of vou, 

nur newt SPeaker will present his Pener. '! I-ten 

we' 11 have the two critics up here, and tllen we' 11 open ur, the 

discussion to the entire grouP, And I'd 1ike to Point out 

thet the discussion of the entire qroup is real Iv, for once, 

tlle Piece de resistance, We're much more interested in the 

comments of evervhody, includino the r,eople ur, here, than we 

are only in the comments of the people up here, We like what 

they say, too, hut I want you to he thinking In terms of vour 

contribution to this dlscu;sion, because the suh)eet matter is 

awfully important, and you are here because it was felt ti-tat 

you could contribute to that discussion. 

nur newt speaker comes from one of the potential 

comPetltors of a central bank in a reserve requirements 

svstem without reserve requirements. From 

Citibank, Vice President Peter Crawford, who will take a 

sliohtlv different viewpoint of the same basic issues, 

Peter got his doctorate from Columbia. He also has 

a qood hit of teaching experience at St, Lawrence Universitv, 

He's been with Citibank since before it was Citibank, back in 

1Q~?, In his current Job, 1-te is in the area of money markets 
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and capital markets, business conditions, economic 

forecasting, and Is In charoe of the domestic section of the 

economics department. 

Alwavs a highly provocative individual and a deep 

thinker on the suh)ect up for discussion, Pete. 

~R. CRAWFORD: Thank you, Georoe. 

I have a feeling that vou•re setting us up for a 

dialectic between two adversaries or two advocates. And there 

is a lot in this discussion that's oone on In the past couple 

of years that smacks of an advocacy discussion, with the Fed 

on one aide and the banks on the other. 

Rut our purpose here today, I think, is more than 

that; it is to take a serious look at the nature of monetary policy, at the 

membership ouestion per 1e. Does it make a difference in 

monet11rv r:,ol icv? Do high versus low reserve requirements on an 

averaae basis in the country a1 a whole make a difference? 

variation ■ of com,::,lewltie1 In the structure of reserve 

Do 

re<1ui rements make a difference? Anrl there is another subject that I'd 

like to lead Into by Just ouoting a bit from a memo that was 

sent to us by one of the attorneys mannina the watchtowers 

here in Washington for us. 

He wrote us that the puroose of the ewerclse •• and 

he was speaking now of the Fed member1hlp problem, anrl of the 

hills being readied now both In the Hou1e and the Senate•• 

•The nurpose of the exercise seems to h11ve moved from one of a 
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Fed membership Problem to one of conducting monetary Policy, 

to one of trvino to ensure competitive eQuity and fairness in 

the financial institutions lndustry 0 " 

J have a feeling he's correct in this observation. 

I certainly hope he Is, becau1e I think that's a move in the 

right direction. And I do want to 1pend a portion of my time 

this mornlno, IPeaklno not Ju1t about the monetary control 

Question, but the Question of competitive efficiency and 

resource allocation in the financial services industry. 

nn the monetary control ouestlon, let me start out 

by euoqesttng to you a framework. We were reminded, with the 

release of the GNP fioures Yesterday, that there's a ~reat 

deal of ouarter•to•ouarter volatility in r.NP, nver the past 

nearlv four years of this business e•~•nslon, the average 

ouarter to ouarter fluctuation In nominal GNP has been 4 to 5 

percentage Points, o ~ercent to 14 percent beck to 0 percent, 

The average ouarter•to•ouarter fluctuation In real r.NP haa 

been J to 4 percentage oolnts. 

And vet, I don't think that the public as a whole, 

the peoole a ■ a wllole, r'eally ca,-e, nnlv tllose of 111 wllo make 

our It vino by trying to catcll the ne•t tick of tlle wetcll care. But 

what matter ■ to the public 11 a whole is oer1l1tent, perva ■ ive 

movements In r'eel GNP, especially a ■ reflected in 

movements in tlle GNP oap and tlle unemployment r'ate, and 

partlculerlv, persistent movements In the inflation rate, 
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What 0eo0le really care about, in effect, fs 

something like a J to 4 Quarter moving average in nominal and 

in real GNP and in orices. And monetary oolicy and indeerl, 

fiscal policy, too, have to be conducted in that kind of a 

framework. 

Now, what kind of oolicy Question, are 

Involved In ettemptino to influence or manage GNP growth over 

a 3• to 4•quarter period? Well, one of the fundameta1 oolnts 

want to make this morning is that J don't think that the 

questions of monetary management involved here Involve a oreat 

deal of focus on week•to•week or even month•to•month 

fluctuations in money supply, In bank reserves, or in the 

multiplier. 

We've learned over time that there's a great deal 

of distrihutive lag in the system, that 

changes in the money supply in a single Quarter have only a 

muted influence on GNP growth in that Quarter or fn the 

succeedino ouarter. 

Now, starting with the prooosition that the ourpose 

of manaoino the money supply, whether we're soeakino of M•l or 

M•2 or M•4, the ourpose of managing the nominal money supplv 

ia to influence or manage nominal GNP growth. And, going on 

then to the 0ropo1ition that we're trying to manage nominal 

GNP orowth, that any central bank tries to manage GNP growth 

over a 3• to 4•quarter period, that that's the kind of 
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framework that 11 meaningful to the public anrl to politicians. 

That lt 1 1 an average rate of orowth In M-1 or M•2 or M•4 or the 

monetary hase over a much longer period than week•to•week or 

month•to•month. 

A lot of the diseus1lon1, lneludino the 

Kopecky•Porter discussion this mornlno, including mnst nf the 

evidence clterl in George Renston 1 1 booklet that was 

distributed to vou vesterdav, involves verv short•term, some 

of it week•to•week, a lot of it month•to•month variation, even 

ouarter•to•ouarter. Ann what I'm sugoestino is that It's a 

moving average of J• to 4•ouarter orowth in 

money supply that seems to matter. 

Now, we found at Citibank, In Plaving with mnnetarv 

models over a numher of veers now, that there's a 111oht 

preference for M•2, and because the Fed itself 11 fncusino on 

M•2 these davs, especially In light of the difficulties with 

ATS, I'm oolnt.l to speak specifically this morning abo1Jt M•2 

and about the M•2 multloller and about M•2 velocity. 

But I don't think that makes anv verv critical 

difference in the nature of what I'm saving. I might notice, 

bv the by, that this lono•term framework-

•he 3• to 4•ouarter moving averaoe growth In M•2•1s 

fully incorporated, for examole, in the Reuss resolution and 

the way In which the Fed reports to Conoress, in terms of 

one•vear targets, fully incorporated Into the Humphrev•Hawklns 
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Act, which specifies vear•to•vear tarqets for growth In M•l 

a"d M•21 a"d that there 1eem1 to be de facto a pretty full 

aqreeme"t that ft 1 1 a long, moving everage that metter,, 

A,.d indeed, on thfs ba1i1, one mark of 1ucce11 ,,. 

Fed polfcv fn the last "early four veers of business exnanafon 

now fa that, though there has bee" an enormous amount of 

fluctuation '" GNP growth o" a ouarter•to•quarter baafs, nn a 

movi"q average basis It's bee" remarkably stable, generally 

fluctuating over a 3• to 4•quarter basis within the ranqe of 

about 10 to 1~ percent, In the last year, in the last four 

quarters It 1 1 gone up about 13 Dercent I but it is still stable or 

relatively stable when run on a movino average ha1f1, 

We found, In using M•2 m0del1 1 that when we 

can forecaat ~-2 accurately, or taking historical runs, that 

generally speakfnq an M•2 model can explain past moveme,.ts fn 

the 3• to 4•quarter movfnq average of GNP growth relatively 

accurately, normally within a margin of error of to 2 

percentage oofnts on that kind of a framework, We founrf 

that If we forecast accurately we can generally 

forecast GNP growth within about the same range of accuracy, 

~o that the reserve requirement ouestlon then 

resolves down to a question of whether, over a 3• to 4•quarter 

moving average basis, there are serious 

problems In forecasting movements in the multlplfer, the 

relationship between bank reserves anrf the monetary base, and 
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movements in, say, M•2, and in foreca1tino reserve orowth 

itself over a 3• to 4•ouarter periorl. 

The literature these days and the statements of the 

Fed these days see~ to indicate no remaining 1eriou1 ouestion 

that the Fed can control the volume of bank reserves ouite 

precisely on this kind of a framework. That•• and I'll u1e 

the St. Louis monetary ba1e, simply because it ha1 10 much 

currency•• that the monetary base is fairly clo1ely 

controlled by the Fed, ouite closely controlled by the Fed. 

And the real ouestion raiserl in the reserve requirement 

literature is then over the multipliers. 

Now, people seem to worry about the membership 

erosion in three sensrsl One,that a1 members slip awey 

the averaoe 

countrywide effective reserve requirement (the ratio of 

currency Plus reserves of the Fed to total de001it1) 

will qo down, because a static set 

of reserve reouirements applied to a rliminishino number of 

banks will represent a diminishino volume of bank re1erve1 

relative to the total deposit volume in the system 11 a whole. 

Secondly, that to counteract that membership 

erosion the Fed will tend to cut re1erve reoufrement1, at 

least for the smaller banks that are most su1ceotible to 

walking away. 

And thir~ that states, many 1tates ouite 
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ewplicitly, other states irnr,licitly, follow the Fed, Wher, the 

~ed cuts its re5erve rer,uirerner,ts over tfrne, so too dr, the 

states in qer,eral, So that all three forces work 

pror,ressively over time to lower the 11ver11oe reserve ratio ;,, 

the country as a whole, 

There is, ther, -- ar,rf the llooecky- Parke-Porter paper 

rer,re,;ents ar, ewcel 1 er,t ewamr,1 e of this ki r,rf r,f 1 f ter11ture 

there is a fairly e•ter,sive literature which T woulrl cite, Uf 

thn~e oieces,the most ger,eral says that stochastic 

variations ir, f11ctors affectir,o the rnultiolier -- say, the~-::> 

multiplier will have a greater effect the lower is the 

average reserve ratio: ar,rl that if prnqressfvely over time the 

averaoe reserve ratio qnes rlown, rar,rlnm or stochastic 

fluctuatinr,s ir, the rnultiolier will qo up. Thl'r,.fore rar,dnrn 

st o ch as t i c f 1 u ct u at i on s i n M- ::> w i 1 1 i n c re !Is e, and other things 

b@dr,q eou;il,there will be more volatility in GNP Anrl nutput, 

Now, I 'o sugoest that this 

conelusion is rell'var,t nr,ly if the Ferl car,r,ot either, A, 

r,rerlict over a~- or 4-ouarter oerind the averaoe value of, 

say, the M-::> "'UltiPlier, or B, react to unanticipated deviations 

hetwe,.n the actual multir,1ier ar,d the expected oath in the 

multio1ier, 

For exarnole, ir, M-2, the M•2 multiolier over the 

last 15 years or more has ter,ded to rise at l to 2 r,ercer>t a 

That is, M•2 h;is ter,derl to qo uo l to 2 oercer,taoe 
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points oer annum faster than the St, Louis monetary base, Rut 

over short neriods, especia11y when there is disintermediation, 

thP ~-~ multiplier can level off or even decline for sevPra1 

successive nuarters, Un the other hand, during periods when 

there is what is often ea11ed reintermediatlon, when people 

are walkinq out of the Treasury bill market or the aoeney oi11 

market and noino hack to the thrifts and the commercial ban~s 

or nolnn back tn time accounts, there tends to he an unusua11v 

raPid orowU, of I'-;> or of the M-2 multiplier, 

Anrl then on too of thi~ there are shorter 

variations, some nf which are entirely random, some of which 

are ranrlom but ought to correlate with it even on a 

nuarter-bv-ouarter hasis, 

Now, even the simp1est control theory would suogest 

that if the Fed collects only monthly or ~uarterly data it 

wi 11 ,it least w,ike IJP tn the fact that there had been 

deviations in the previous ouarter, Tt can then make a 

decision whether to renard those as purely stochastic 

deviations that are 1ikely to be offset by movements in the 

opposite direction in the neKt two or three nuarters or, If it 

wants to he a little more eleoant about it, it can ad)ust tn 

those deviations between the eKoeeted multiplier and the 

actua1 multiplier, say, in the previous ouarter, hy stenpino 

up nrowth of bank reserves or cuttino down nrowth of hank 

reserves in a comoensatorv way, so that it can offaet the 
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effects of unexoected movements in the multiplier in the 

previous quarter upon ~-2. 

hetween. 

Or it can o1ay any oame in 

Now, the fact is, of course, that the Ferl really 

knows a qood hit, on a weekly and monthly basis, aoout what's 

qoinq on during the quarter. So it can react durino the 

current quarter, if it wants to, to deviations that are 

occurrinq durlno the quarter, as well as to deviations that 

w,-re experienced rlurinq tlle preceding quarter, And over al• 

or ~-ouarter neriod, it should he ahle to manaqe orowth of M•2 

reasonably well, if it cares to. 

Now, there are other questions here, of course. 

lhere are ouestions as to whether the desired rate of growth 

of M.? or the expected M-~ velocity or the nesired rate of 

orowth of GNP may not change suhstantially over time. ~ut 

oiven the desired path in the growth of M•2, it seems to me 

that over a J• or 4•quarter frame the Fed should not have 

major difficulties In reactlnq to stochastic variations in the 

factors affecting the multiolier. 

T f we ha'1 to manage thf' "'Onev supply on a very close 

month•to•month hasis, that woulrl he different. But I feel a 

certain discomfort, a certain intimidation, even, at standing 

outside the Fed, as do as a commercial bank economist, as an 

out~ine economist, and talkino about manaoing monetarv oolicy. 

It's a little like an engineer who stands by the side of an 
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icy curve and watches the automobiles come alonq 

at different rates of speed, and some nf them at variable 

rates of speerl, and noticinq that some stay on the road and 

others qo off into the ditchJ and noticinq over time that some 

ways of steerino the car seem tn work better than others. 

The observation is not quite what one would qet if 

one were the driver of the car, or at least sitting in the car 

And the outside view is 

limited, T'm cheerfully willing to concede. Rut it does seem 

to me that the de~ate over monetary control has laroely oeen 

over issues that are not really the right issues from a 

monetary control standpointr that lowerinq reserve 

requirements does induce extra stochastic variation on a 

week•to•week, month•to•month basis, hut that doesn't really 

matter very much. 

Now, let me qo on from this to sugqest 1omething 

that's even more radical: perhaps the Fed doesn't have to 

worry about the multinlier. Since the Fed controls the 

monetary hase, is it possible that hase velocity fs stable 

enough•• that is, predictable enouoh •• so that the Fed can 

manaqe r.NP bv managfnq the ~ase alone. 

There's an e•tensive literature, as vou know, on 

the question of which monetary variable is best, In lftOSt of 

that literature that I am aware of on a lftovinq averaqe hasfs, 

the base as a monetary target fnr managinq GNP qrowth comes 
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out nP.arly as well as M•l and M•2• must say right at this 

noint in time, in early 1970, one has tn he especially 

sympathetic tn that conclusion In much of the literature, for 

it's evident that over the last year GNP orowth in the last 4 

ouarters has been 1, percent, M•2 orowth has heen about 8, anrl 

there's been a very s11rprisinri anrl troublesome!'\ r,ercentaoe 

point increase in the velocity of M•2, 

Now, we mioht expect something unto 2 percentage 

points at this stage of the business cycle in increase in M•2 

velocity, but ordinarily scarcely 5, Anrt if YOU lank at the 

level of M-~ velocity relative to trend over the last l!'i, IR 

years, it's evident that the level rioht now is Just 

astonishinoly high, very hard to account for, It's fortunate 

that the Fert eut hack,nr allowen if vo11 like, a rertuction in 

the M•2 growth over the Past five ouarters to only about q 

percent versus the 10 to 11 percent in the orecertinr, seven 

quartP.rs or S'l, 

Th at has •• at least at Citibank --

arousP.rt a certain Interest. Perhaps we would dn hettl"r 

under these circumstances to USP. the base as a forecaster, 

hP.cause bas,. ornwth has been avP.raginri in the neiohborhoort nf 

9 percent over this last year, anrt thP. rise in hase vP.lncitv 

of d PP.rcentaoe point~ is only ~hout I nercP.ntaoe point f~ster 

than one woulrl exnect, 
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monetary ha~e in the cour~e of a year. 

So that the hest prerlictor, the hest monetary 

aoqreoate predictor of r.NP in the past vear has heen the 

monetary hase, And indeed, if one fits a simole demand for 

money function, using, say, time to capture what's often 

callerl technoloqical chanqe, using interest rates and using 

income, we've found that the hest fit over the last 15 to 20 

years in a oeneral sense In that demand for money function is 

nrovirlerl hy monetary hase, It cantures the cyclical movements 

in the demanrl for monf'y m11ch hetter than M.t or M•2, 

However, we continue to find that when we turn the 

equation around and ask which is the hest prerlictor of GNP, 

and run morf' elaborate equations, that M.2 still wins over 

base in a qeneral sense: not hy a wide margin, hut it wins, 

Rut T would venture to say that if the Fed had 

simoly manaoed the monetary base, say, if they harl nursued a 

simnle rule on monetary base over the last 20 years, that 

undesirf'rl and unexpected fluctuations in GNP undoubtedlv would 

have been fairly mild, And aoain, if there are surorisino 

variations that seem systematic, that seem oersistent, in the 

behavior of monetarv hase philosophy, in 

movements of the ratio of GNP to monetary base, the Fed can 

arlj11st for thf'Se in a comoensatorv wav sinmly hy steopino up 

or slowino rlown orowth in the base, 

nkay, well, let me leave the monetary control 
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ouestion at that point, ewcept perhaps to say one further 

thinq. If the other side, if those who were concerned about a 

qradual reduction in reserve reouirements, either because of 

continued membership erosion or because of the 

bil1s that now Provide for a substantial reduction In reserve 

requirements•• If that concern is accurate and mv complacency 

is misgu;ded, then think we're ooino to find out about it 

That is, the bills in Conoress that I've seen, 

past and upeominq, all Provide for a nhasino in towards a new 

system of reserve requirements. And as they have the effect, 

in many eases, of lowerino the reserve reoulrements, if that 

proves harmful we can always stop the phase•in 

point. 

at any 

Rut In general I end up impressed by the casual 

observation of many international economists that it is 

difficult, ft is really impossible to atte ■ t that countries 

with low reserve requirements have more monetary instabilitv, 

more instability in their multipliers, than countries with 

hioh reserve requirements. And the low reserve requirement 

countries in oeneral include Canada, r.ermanv, France nowadavs, 

Great Rritain in much of its history. 

Sometimes it's diffieult tn make a Judgment, 

because some of these countries have secondary reserve 

requirements which are inaloqous to our state reserve 

reouirements, about 3n states in the 11.s. Ry the same token, 
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PPOPle who have looked into this tell me that therp 1 s no 

evidencP that banks in Tllinois, for examplP, where there are 

zern reserve reauirements, displav more instability in deno~it 

behavior than banks in Vermont, where reserve reauirements are 

what, 27 percent •• granted, that includes secondary reservPs 

•• or in other states in oeneral, 

The second area T want to turn to and the area that 

seems to me to be the proner focus of discussion, 

is the question of 

efficiencv in the financial services industry, There's a 

lnnostandina contention, as vou know, that reserve 

reouirements ca 11 for reserves ; n 

excess of the reserves that banks would otherwise hold, 

For example, in terms of Fed reouirements, reserve 

reouirements that call for idle reserves at the Fed in excess 

of the vault cash that banks would voluntarily 

hold, represent a tax on the bankino svstem: and indeed, in 

the repnrts of a recent address bv Governor Col dwel 1, I take 

it that the Fed has now embraced this notion that in many 

resnects reserve reouirements can sim~lv be looked upon as a 

tax unon banks, upon financial institutions. 

The tax isn't slioht. Reserve requirements at 

member banks are in the neiahborhood of $40 billion, of which 

about $30 billion is held at the Fed. Total deposits of member banks 

are in the neighborhood of $700 bi11ion, as I recall. ~o that 
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S30 billion of idle reserves renresent roughlv a 4 Percent 

ta)(• At a 10 Percent level of interest rate, that's about 40 

basis oolnts, which for many, if not most, Institutions i" 

equal to about half of their return on rleoosits or their net 

incnmr as a ratio to deposits, 

~ow, if the tax were aPPlied uniformly to all 

institutionA with nn exemotlons, with no rlifferentiation 

hetwern rlifferent kinrls of rleoosits, rxcent perhaps the 

variations thl'!t are ororortional to the f,ict that vnluntary 

reserve ratios will differ between different classes nf 

deposits anrl oerhaos between different kinds nf financial 

institutions•· if all in~titutlons were "uhject to a uniform 

t,ix, the tax would at least be nondiscriminAtory Ann wo11lrl not 

differentiallv rliscnuraoe some kinds of financial services 

relAtive to others, 

Such a tax wnuld affect resource al location, of 

Since the tax would raise the marqinal cost of funds 

to intermediaries, ,it would both increase interest rates on 

loans and redtJce thP. ratP.s naid explieitlv or i'"PlicitlY in 

the form nf services to deoositnrs. 

Mow, the burden woulrl be sharerl ultimately by 

depositors and hy crP.rlitors, since in a comoetltiYe system, 

oresumahlv, not much of the tax burden woulrl he borne by the 

The number of commercial banks, the volu'"e of 

capital, so to speak, in the com,.ereial bankinq industrv would 
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adjust to the ta•• lhe tax would restrict the volume of 

Jt would restrict the Income of 

the rlePosltors ~nrl would Increase the payments made bv 

creditors tn those depositors, end would drive a wedqe or 

enlaroe the wedoe between what creditors pay and what 

depositors reeelve, 

Rut It would at least he a nondiscriminatory ta•• 

Une effect would be a smaller volume of deposits then we've 

hao in a no•tax world and a smaller volume of deposits 

relative to GNP1 In other words, a hioher level of the 

velocity of money, 

And this effect then brings to mind, of course, the 

oronositinn that ~en Klein has suoqesterl, that nne of the 

reasons for the lone decline In money velocity In the last of the 

n i net eent h e.,d the early twentieth century was that banks were 

increaslnoly e•oeriencing lower and lnwer reserve 

reouirements, and were able to Pass those lower reserve 

requirements on to deoositors in part, In the form of higher 

interest on deposits, and conseouentlv the demand for mnney 

increased faster in the period nrloe to World War I than It 

would have otherwise. 

~ow, another effect In this ~ind of world of a 

uniform tax uoon all banks would be the development of new 

institutions and new instruments, There'd be financial 

innovation as instruments and Institutions rose un to evade 
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the taw. And while this mioht occur onlv slowlv nver time, it 

would in a sense•• in a sense that regulators often look at 

it, at anv rate•• reduce the control of the Federal ~eserve 

As mnre 

and more monev suhstitutes are rlevelonerl outside the taw 

svstem, the Fed's cnntrol, whatever "control" means, would he 

dimi,,isher1. 

Ir, the real world we live in we don't 

evperience, hnwever, a uniform nondiscriminatorv tav 0 In 

fact, hiqh cash reserve reouirements at commercial hanks 

relative to those at thrift institutions, verv hioh cash 

reserve requirements at member ha,,ks relative to those at 

nnr,memher banks, are eouivaler,t to a sharnlv oraduated taw 

that is discrlminatorv. And the same mlqht be said of 

demand deposit reserve reouirements nn memher 

bar,ks that varv radical lv from 

relativelv low reserve reouirements on small han~s 

reserve reoulremer,ts on laroe banks. 

to h; gt, 

All nf this nurelv strikes me as a hiqhlv 

rliscrimlnatorv and really capriciou1 taw svstem. It's hard 

for me to find anv rationale for the whole structure of 

reserve requirements, the whole structure of reserve taxation 

upon banks, ewceot nerhaos that obviously a Portion of it is 

rleliheratelv rlesioned to limit or slow the erosion of 

memhershir, 0 ~ut that makes sense, in the light of mv remarks 
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on monetary policy earlier, only to thr 

extent that ft retards the deQree to which one reoulatory body 

loses cloae association with the requlatees, It doe1n 1 t make 

any difference for monetary policy, 

worst of all, ft 1eem1 to me that the oresent 

structure of reaerve requirements is 

hfghlv dfscrimlnatorv, a hiohlv uneven tax sv ■ tem, which flies very 

much tn the face of the trend over the last 5 to 15 veara 

toward more end more competition between flnanctal 

intermediaries, a trend which moat of us helieve to be hiqhlv 

desirable, If anvthfnQ, ft ahould have gone on much more 

rapidly, 

If we really went a much more uniform, mueh more 

comoetltlve ftnanciel ■ vstem, ft makea no sense to Impose 

artificial, dlscrtminetorv taxes on some kinds of fnatitutfons 

and not on other ■, Instead, we ought to he working to make 

the tax burden, ff not eouel, at least much more equal for ell 

of these eomoetltors, all of the1e financial fntermedfariea, 

Let me just take e couole of example,, The fact 

that demend•deooait reserve reoufrements ere much higher than 

tfme•deoo ■ lt reserve reouirement, Is, of course, oretty much 

an historical accident, a byproduct of the mfd•nineteenth 

century fact of what seemed then to be a highly unstable 

bankinQ system, a hlqhlv unstable deposit and monetary syatem, 

both seasonally•• and nowaday1 we forget how much attention 
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wl!S focused in the nineteenth century on seasonal movements In 

deposits and reserves•• and also cyclically. So that from 

time to tlml! huae lncre11ses In the currency ratio during financial 

oanlcs would brlna activity to a halt; these increases 

aenerated recommendations fo~ 100 percent reserve 

rf!quirements, which wl're the ol'1•fashlonerl eneloaue of the 

contention today that the banks should not he allowed to 

e•perience anything so Pernicious aa low or even 1ero resl!rve 

requirements. People recoani1ed then that hiah resl!rve 

re~uirements did limit fluctuations In the multiplier. 

Now, the whole era of ninetel'nth century bl!nking 

The Instability has hel!n wiped out and the 

uncertainties have heen, if not wipf!d out, at least 

substantially reduced, by two things! nne, that 

the Ferland other ouhlic policymakers have sharply reduced 

cvcllcal fluctuRtlons in thl! economv1 and two, by the dl!posit 

insurance. So the original rationale for high reservf! 

reauirements at bla money Cl!nter institutions and lower 

And yet w .. 

continul! to havl' a structure of steeply•graded reservl! 

rf!qulrements, basf!d uoon hank size, 

There is no apparent reason-for the differentials today. 

Analoaous tn this Is thl! proposal in a numher of the hills 

that have bl!en suagl!sted for an e•emption of small banks, The 

leek of aoparent rationale for,. distinction, or at least much 
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of e rlistinction, between time end demand deposits supports 

the contention that zero reserve re~uirements would behest. 

Ano vet, the nropnnents of many bills today went to enPly zero 

reserve reQulrements all rlQht, but only on smeller banks 

o-,e of the most 

ohvlous difficulties Is that If smell banks really ere less 

efficient then mlddle•slzed or large hanks, we are nlving an 

artificial arlvantage to less efficient Institutions: In effect 

nuttlnq them hehlnd e kind of tariff wall. And the effecient 

financial institutions, larQe commercial hanks, then have 

their costs increased so much hy the reserve taw that thev 

create an umbrella, a shelter behind which smaller 

institutions will thrive. 

There's an Inefficiency of resource allocation 

here. The aim of a competitive svstem Is not to Protect 

comnetitors: it is to establl~h an eQuallty of treatment that 

1o1ill 11llow and encourage the most efficient firms to survlvft 

and flourish. 

Now, there are Just too many financial Institutions 

In the llnlted States for us to seriously toY with the notion 

that we have to in any sense protect competition. And the 

burqeoninQ geographic and functional ewoanslon of financial 

institutions In the last few veers simply re•emphaslzed the 
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fact that comPet;t;nn amonq financial institutions Is rapidly 

qrowing. Never at anv time, within this century at any rate, 

has there been less reason to protect small competitors. 

Now, many of the current leqislative prooosals have 

been PackaQed in a semantic wrapplnq of manrlatory and uniform 

reserve requirement1 0 And vet, many of those flylnq unrler 

that flaQ would apply anything but uniform reserve 

requirements. The Reuas bill, for examole •• I recognize that 

our aim is not to speak to specific bills, but it is a gnod 

representative of the larger Pie-- the Reuss bill Provines 

that, as against some 6,000 banks currently sublect to member 

bank requirements, that the number would he restricterl to onlv 

~500, and onlv 700 of these would actually hold reserves at 

the Fed. The other 800 would hold vault caah eoual to nr 

exceerling their reserve requirements. 

So in olace of a svstem where there are thousands 

of hanks now holdinq reserves at the Fed, the Reuss bill would 

narrow that number to 700 0 I've looked through the comouter 

outout that's behind the ataff work on the bill, anrl it's 

quite interesting. Most 

;nstitutions of over $1 million in deposits go from an average 

reserve requirement now on total deposits that runs from 4 to 

b percent, rlown a couple of percentage oolnts 0 In other 

worrls, Citibank, for example, which is about ~ now, wnuld go 

down to an average reserve requirement of 4. 
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tnterestlnoly enough, there's not much gradation by 

size within that over•ll million deposit category. And the 

banks of Jl billion and St•t/2 billion are frequently al10 

notna down from 5 or 6 to 3 or~, wherea1 most Institution, go 

dnwn to a tax of zero, In the form of 

zero renuired reserve• at the Fed. 

The comoetitive differences 

between lerae banks and small banks would be increaeed. Sure, 

each bank is subject to a smaller tax. But the tax 

differential between large banks end email hanke would he 

laraer than it ts today, et least among memher bank1 0 

Let me Just touch one other 

element, end touch It In the sense of arithmetic. We've been 

looking at the possibilities for reserve reaulrement changes, 

and looking at the arithmetic of alternative kinds of changes. 

I know flick Aspinwall he1 heen doing the eeme thing 

and has Just circulated a paper. Whet we find ts if we 

establish, for example, zero reserve reauirements for ell time 

accounts•• a fairly oooular auogestion •• 

tne average reserve reautrement 

on demand deposit• and transaction accounts at member 

and nonmember banks would have to be around 12 percent, If we 

presume about today's level ■ of Interest ratee end aloes of 

only $JOO -$400 million In revenue to the Treasury, which meny 
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peoPle !leem to reoard as a bullt•ln restraint, 

Keepino those same restraints In effect, If we cut 

the reserve requirement on rlemand accnunts ~Y imposinq, say, "' 

5 or 6 percent reserve renulrement on short•term time, time 

unrler six mnnths, the reserve requirement on rlemand can go 

rlnwn to 9 or 10 percent, Aut If we start lmposinn reserve 

req11irements on thrift institution!.!, nn time "'ccounts at 

thrift instltutior,s, ]u!lt because there are so many dollars 

here, the arithmetic shifts rather !lharoly, Anrl It would be 

pos!lihle, if we insist on havinn a tax on financial 

institutions, tr, at least have an eoual tax on financial 

institlJtinns of aro11nrl :> riercent reserve renulrements on all 

time anrl rlemanrl accounts, 

nr, if we wanted to create a slinht differential 

between rlemanrl anrl time, we cnuld ao it with somethir,q like 

prohahly :>•1/? on demand and 1•1/? nn time, Now, that to my 

mind, if we have to have a tax•• and I'm personally a 

orononent of zero reserve renulrement!I •• but if we have to 

have reserve renuirements, If we have to have this tax, then 

at least this would represent a relativelv lioht tax, a 

relatively linht hurden ur,on rleriositors and borrowers, 

recognizing that the stockholder!!, given a comoetitive 

system, are never going to see much after an adjustment oeriorl 

which mlqht last a year or two, regardles!I of the degree of 

rest>rve rt>Otd rement rec11Jct ion, 
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GEORGE MCKINNEY: I tolri you that hP. woulrl he 

both orovoc,.,tlve anri a ('!Ond deer, thinker on the s•ibJect 

You know this time of rlav Is when thP. 

folks b"'ck down in ~est VlrQini"' used to show uo for their 

church on Sunda~ My oranrlfather was II Methodist ministP.r 

rack in those hills, T remember his tP.llinq about one of thP. 

rleaeons in his church that lmpres,erl him very much. Thfs 

deacon woulrl "'lw,.,vs comP. In, In the mnrning, anrl st,.,nrl hy the 

donr "'nrl he was the eoitome of friP.nrlliness. HI' shnok hands 

with Pvervhodv, hP welcomed them hv n"'mP, sat them down. Anrl 

after everyhorly was in church, this olrl deacon came in and sat 

down in the heck row end oromotlv went to sleep. ~ell, 

oranrlrlarldv rlirln't like the lrlea, so one Sunday he thought that 

he woulrl fix the ouy. He was talking in"' very quiet tone, as 

he 11s•Jal ly did, anci he asked the congreoetion, "el 1 of vou who 

w"'nt to go to hP.aven when you die, woulrl vou nlease hold up 

ynur hands", and everyone did, excent for the deacon, and he 

was stil I sound asleeo. ThPn qrannrlad raised his vniee a 

cnur,le of hundred rleeihels, and he SAid, "Al 1 of you that want 

to no to hell, stAnrl 11rd" Well, thp old rleecon he stnorl •JP 

and looked around kind of sheeoish•like, Ann he says, •t don't 

know whet we are votinq on,oarson, hut me and you erP. sure in 

the minnritv, l'lr!'n 1 t '""'!" 

lo!~ 1 l , T suggest t ~at we should al 1 stand ur, for 

just a !IP.Cond, make it literal Iv I~ secnnrls, stl'lnrl up, tu,-n 
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Arounrl Anrl howdy with the Quy by you. It miQht heto a little 

h;t to hrace yourself fnr what ia cominn ne~t. 

nl(ay, let's see if we can find our WAY bAclc to our 

seats. After what must have heen the lonnest l~ second 

intf'rmission in tt-e history of the llniterl States•• J would 

l;ke to talk Just a couole of minutf's about the procerlures 

from here. .-e have two rliacussant s 

on the naoers that have hef'n oresented this morninq, anrl that 

enos the formal oart of our d;scussions. Then J woulrl like to 

ooen the rliscussion to the floor, with f;rst having you ladies 

and gentlemen ask soecific nuestions of the soecific oanelist. 

Then for the 

majority of the rest of the time, I would like to have you 

present your irleas and Join in the neneral rliscusslnn. For 
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the last 10 or lb '"inutes, we will he at nur individual tables 

answerino a series of ouestions that will be most helpful to 

those of 11s "'ho are tryint:1 to m11lce reco,.mendations to the ARA 

with respect to policy positions on these issues. 

The matl'rials that vo11 Picked us:, contain 

were intendpd as o•Jide1ine11 for vou 11nrl for us. 

They 

You might 

Qlance over those as the discussion goes on, to see that the 

issues that vou feel are important are heino discussed. 

is a 5eeond list of auestions for oiscussion, 

typerl in caoital11, 

that we would like to have vou 

There 

snecifically participate in the answers to, durino that last 

10 or l~ minutes. 

At the nresent time, we will go hack to our ranel 

di !'lcussant8 T want to make sure this time qPt strail'lht 

as to who is sunpose to qo on first, It is my unrlerstandino 

th at Al pt, i l l i ps 111 su~pose to take the first 
whom 

Oi<i,y, there is Al Phillir,s,Awe all Cnrrect Al? know, Maybe 

we haven't i,ll rearl his reading, but we h11vl' read his writing 

on this suhJeet. HP is one of thp hetter known, anrl 

better respected observPrs in the field of money and hankino. 

currently with the llnlversity of Pennsylvania, but he once was 

with a oood institution down in Charlotte11ville, thet I was 
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assnciaterl with on one oceasslon. ~1, ~e are qlad to have vou 

with us to comment on the earlier papers. 

AL PHILLJPS: Thank vou, Georqe. This would be II 

qood time to tell jokes, J suppose. Rut franlclv, I regarrl the 

stJhject rratter as 

much at'-t'.ltJt • 

one that is tno serious to Joke verv 

Without soeeiflcallv talklno 

ahotJt Ken anrl Diclc's oaper, or Peter's r-aeer, I would like to comment 

about the issues that are raised in both, and to raise some reservations, 

rf':lqu; "f!""ents 

find that the case for manrlatorv reserve 

fnr memt,erand nonmember commercial banks and for 

extending them to nther deposit financial institutions 

which offer third-party payments, is 

orns~lv overstated. In short, I do not find that 

there i~ evidence that there is anv sionlfieant eonneetlnn 

hetwepn the failures of monetarv nolicv and the fact that 

some t-,ank11 anrl thrift institutions rlo not hold reserve 

nalAnces with the fed. 

With respect to the p~per which Ken anrl nick 

provided there is a haekorour-d paper wh1rh is availahle out 

at the rlesk with an 11ooenrllx in it 

underlvinn mathematics. T woulrl like to raise Just a few 
and 

points with resr>.,.et to that paper,... then qn on tn riollr.v 

matters. 

First, we should know that their ,.nitlvsls 
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restricts possible variation between the monetary base and M-1 to just those 

variations that arise between member and nonmember banks. More specifically, there 

is nothing in the analysis which talks about variations and possible monetary policy 

difficulties which arise from the fact that within a given bank, or within member 

banks generally,there are shifts among different types of deposits. In the context 

of the extraordinarily complicated deposit classification system, which Peter 

mentioned and which George Benston describes, these shifts can be important. 

Currently, with facilitating mechanisms for those shifts they may be 

even more important than in the past. Second, there is nothing in the model that 

specifically takes account of possible variations in the public's demand for holding 

deposits versus holding currency. The critical ratio, which Ken and Dick discussed, 

does vary depending upon drains from deposits to currency, and currency to deposits, 

as you all know. 

Third, there is nothing in the model that discusses difficulties with 

respect to monetary policy which may arise because of treasury operations, either 

in collections from the public, or disbursements to the public. And again, the 

monetary base and demand deposits are affected by that. 

Fourth, there is nothing in the model that covers variations that are 

due to foreign transactions, payments to and payments from abroad. Finally, 

the model does not cover variations due to float factors. 

That is the nature of the underlying analytic model. This was acknowledged 

by Ken; it treats only one type of random variation, and that is the variance which 

arises when there is a shift in deposit holding from nonmember banks to member banks. 

My seat of the pants guess and I certainly agree that it is difficult 

with data currently available to do a test that would be conclusive, is that if 

one were to look at all of the sources that lead to variations in the multiplier one 

would find that the shifts they are talking about, shifts between member and nonmember 

banks, would turn out to be a vary small portion of the total variance in the multiplier 

ratio. -78-
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Beyond that, and it was acknowledged in the Benston paper and Ken and Dick noted 

it in their paper, it is not clear that the Fed is unilaterally and consistently 

pursuing a goal based only on a monetary aggregate. From time to time, they seem 

to pay particular attention to the federal funds rates, or to other rates, as well 

as to some monetary aggregate. They appear to make trade-offs bewteen interest 

goals and monetary aggregate goals. To the extent that that is true, plus the 
we 

other factors noted above,~would expect that the effect of any shifts between 

member and nonmember institutions is likely to be small. Ken and Dick seem to 

agree with this if we have a goal more complicated than the simple goal of 

maintaining an M-1 aggregate. 

Now, this raises the question that Peter addressed in his paper. 

What is the relevance for that old M-1 concept in the current market and technological 

context? It was mentioned last night by Stu Greenbaum, and it is stressed in some of 

the recent literature, that there are growing substitutes ~or M-1 as a means of 
were 

payment. It seems perfectly clear to me that if reserves~to be mandated for all of 

what we currently regard as deposit institutions offering third-party payment 

services, there would be a great stimulus, especially in periods of high interest 

rates, for the introduction of new money- like substitutes by these and other 

institutions. We have seen it in the past; NOW accounts,after all, came along that 

way. ATS is providing some substitues for M-1. We seem to ignore the developments 

of the past few years, and the rapid growth in just the past few months of money 

market funds which, both in the buying of funds, and in the selling of funds, are 

providing substitutes for commercial bank activities. 

There are lots of other ways that people can get into and out of 

interest bearing instrumerits of various kinds, and use their holdings of those 

instruments as substitutes for the holding of the liabilities of the traditional 

deposit institutions. Indeed, in the present and forseeable technological environment, 

it cannot be emphasized too strongly that any asset that any of us hold - whether 

business, individual, foreigner, or what not - that is card accessable can act as 
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a payments medium. And the types of assets which are card accessable, or 

accessable through some other means, are rapidly growing. 

This raises a question which neither of the papers addressed in 

detail, and which I do not intend to dwell on for long, that is an enormously 

important public policy question. How can we reach the goal of having some re

cognizable money aggregate that has a stable relationship with GNP? I agree with 

Peter that the relationship between the M-1 and the GNP is certainly a fuzzy 

one these days. But beyond that, we are failing to recognize that through the in

troduction of many of the substitutes there is a growing threat to the safety of the 

system and a growing possibility of general liquidity crisis. We have seen it in 

the past, when particular issuers of commercial paper have gotten into 

difficulty. And if the mandatory reserves, especially in the context of high 

interest rates, encourages the increasing use of the liabilities of institutions 

that are uninsured to be used as money, the failure of one or two principal 

issuers of such liabilities could cause such a liquidity crisis. It 

SPe~s tn me that ft is nuite imrortAnt n" that scorP, tn 

nes;nn r1 cnlir:y t~at r-ath~r than e,neour-aa;no thl!- 11 9 ,. of such 

si,n!llt;tut~s, 1o•011lrl t!l'neouraqP tl,111 ravmPnts mpchan;sm tn he 

,.~taine~ withtn the trarlitionAl rlPPOsit f~nancfal institution 

contrxt. 

H~ving t>een ve,.v critir.al, let ml! repeat some 

:~~c;:r!h~~= :~~gestions for alternative policies. Should we have legislation 

m,,n..,at; nq rfll'SP.r-vrq, makes the holding reserves attractive because 

interest is paid on reserve balances at the central bank? 
From 

The 

ahilitv tC' hold such OPoosits at the cf!lntr111l b1tnk shoulrl he 

oren ,~ anv finAn~i~1 institL1tinn that fpels that it wAnts tn 
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The rates paid on the depoists, rather than being 

constealnPd bv woeeies about thP Trpasuey, •houlrl bP 

market ratP.s, ;n thfl' 8ens~ tli.-.t they "Quate ti-le 

qt1antitv c,f resP.rves wh;c~ thP. financial ;nstitutions wish to 

hnlrl ~it~ t~e c~ntr~l hAnk with the auantitY of re8erVflS that 

t l'I e c fl n t r Pi I h An k , the 

kflr,t. That ;s, 

""onetary ,1utho,.;ty, wotJlrl 1 ;ke to have 

the interest on reserves should be a market 

Pnulllhe~ttna mpchanis~, rlirectPd through the policv ~, the 

ce-nt r;:,l hank. 

fo avoin the growing us@ of 

suhst;tutP.s, anrl to k.Pep ti"ie PavmP.nts mP.chardsms w;tt,d" the deposit 

institutions the !t'gls!atlr,n thRt we shoul-t ~e 

considering should include the express elimination of the prohibition 

of interest on demand deposits. Demand deposits, really, are no longer 

an easily identifiable kind of aggregate bank liability. In any case, 

all the interest prohibition does is complicate the mechanisms for 

transferring from interest bearing accounts to payment accounts, as the 

present automated transfer system indicates. 

We also have to get rid of the last vestiges of regulation Q. 

You worry about small banks Ed Kane and I worry about small savers - and 

getting rid of Regulation Q across the board to allow the financial 

institutions to buy funds in a way that is attractive to savers, large, small, 

personal, or corporate - seems to me to be an essential part of the policy 

directives which we must have if we are going to keep the payments mechanisms 

in the deposit institutions. Mandating reserves will not do it. Substitutes 

will grow more rapidly than you can possibly extend the regulations, even 

given the proclivities of the Fed to extend regulations. 

What we would be talking about then, and again Peter emphasized 

this, is to let the system change in an efficient way. It doesn't 

require that a bank maintain certain levels. of reserves. Or that an 
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•• whatever that mt1a11s-to the Federal Reserve 

extent that any institution wishes to use Fed balances as a 

clearino mt1ch1111lsm and totaiteadva11tac,e of other Fed services, the Fed 

should be there for them. This would let the system 

markets in 

an efficif'nt way. Inrleed, above all, it would allow the payments 

mechanism to change in a way which ia u11ff'ttererl hy what 

observe to bf' a vPrY bioh propensity 011 the part of our 

cPntrat bank over the last few years to attempt to Pxtend Its 

controls to everythino, 

T think that attemPts to mandate reserves will fail 

over a lo11ger oertorl of timf' for the same reasons that other 

reout atorv mechanisms are failing. 

Technology anrl market conrlitions ar" such that institutions 

find wavs to oo arounrl the reoulations., In the process, it 

will be not only the rlerosit financial Institutions that 

suffer, but conceivably the public as well. 

Pf'ter mentioner! In this context that he was 

somewhat reluctant as a11 enoineer along the side of the roan 

to look at 1111 thesP"rarefu1 rlrivers"ooinn around the corner, 

onlnq too fast and fallino Into the ditch. 

would observe, Peter, and I doubt that vou would disaoree that 

mvooic vi11ion is not restricted t" nutsldl'!rS. It is quite 

possihle that there are limits to the horizons as seen by 
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those on the Inside as well as those on the outside, 

Thank you very much. (APPLAUSE). 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: Why thank you, Al, A vary 

neovocatl~e and inteeesting sugoestion, and I e•pect we'll oet 

morl!' suqqt,st;nns from our ""xt critic pro temeore. Erl Etti,1 is 

ouite well oualifled to commert on these suhjects, He also 

has been thinking about them foe awhile and it's soet of a 

paet of his continulno Job, Ed is the denuty staff director 

in th" Office of the staff ol,,.ctor of ~onetaey andFinancial 

Policv at the Ro,.rd of 

Governoes at the Fed, He will conclude oue foema1 orogeam, 

ED Ettin: Thank you, l'en Kopecky beoan his 

comments by saylno that it was standaed procedure to indicate 

Federal Reseeve, ouess I should start off the same way, 

peel'la,:,s with "dding that J wish they weee, (LAllGHTFR), 

I've been increasil"'tgly il'tlp,-esaed as one of the technicians at 
the 

the Federal Reserveby the perceptions of the issues and problems thatl\central 

bank se.,s as opposed to 

the perception of those same nrob 1 ems by 

commercial hankers, acad,.mlcs and otl'ler misfit~ (LAU~HTER). 

W! a11 seem to lnok at the sflme neoble"6 but view them in 

dlffeeent ways, And inteeestinoly enouoh, those oeeceptions 

of the Peoblem seem to ~every much influenced by what we 

oeecelv" to be our·self inteeest, o• what we neeceive to be 
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our understanrlino of the orob1em 1 Now ft seems to me that's 

been very much reflecterl In the discussion so far this mornino, 

as ft was last nioht, If we 1 re all looking at different narts 

of the camel anrl describing it in different ways, it seema to 

me that we're not ooino to be able to have very much nf a 

discussion that focuses on the issues, And it !!leems to me 

that the issues are rlominated by the fact that the financial 

svstem has ]u!!lt gone through and will continue to go through a series 

of substantive changes. 

Thi" nolicv maker is olacerl in a position of living 

unner an oroanizational structure, a set of laws and statutes, 

that were designed for a time in the past, And indeed, one of 

m11 flashino insights from m11 period in ~ashinoton is that the 

institutional structures that have be!'n set up were 

reactions to an !'meroencv that existed at a specific time, 

~e then build marble institutions to attack those special 

problems, the special problems oo awav, but the marble 

institutions are still there, I think that's true for the 

comptroller, it 1 s true for the FO!C, it's true fnr t"e Federal 

Reserve, It's true for the Federal Home Loan Bank; but as 

these Institutions continue to exist with their particular 

focuses, thl"V begin to talk about different matters, So it 

is, I think, with the commercial hank!!!, The view of the large 

commercial banker is different than that of a small commercial 
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banker. The view of a commercial bank in a big branch state 

is different then one that's operating in a unit state, end 

this.all colors the views that we hearabout the pror,osals tn 

;mprove mnnetarv policy, or solve the Federal Reserve•, 

memhership Problem,or however you wish to view it. 

Rut the discussions todav have been focusing on how 

mnnetary policy should work, or what's wrono with 

mnnetary policy, or the myopia of the Board, or the myopia nf 

the academic, and I dnn 1 t think that that's going to help us 

understand thf! r,rnblem. The Federal Reserve is mandated by the 

Cnnoress to conduct monetarv Policy in the public interest. 

don't went to Qf!t ;nto a debate as to whether monetary nolicy 

has been onod or bad, or should have been done differentlv, 

but the Fed has a responsibility to conduct monetary policy. In_ 

order to conduct monetarv policv, the Conoress has oiven the Federal 

Reserve various powers, various tools, to use in the conduc,t of 

that pol icy. 

One can dlsaoree as to whether or not reservf! 

reoui rements should bf! used. One can clearly disagree as to the 

effectiveness of the usf! of ~serve reouirements In the 

conduct of monetary pollcv. I think that no representative of 

the Federal Reserve can stand up end sev that if there were 

not reserve reouirements, monetary pol;cy would not work, or 

that the remaining tools simply would not be sufficient. 

think the Feder~! Reserve has ever said that. 
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from thP. Point of view of comPetitive eouity, if that's one's 

focus, that rP.Serve reouirements should be applied 

to all depository institutions and maybe to all liabilities 

that have t~e same characteristics, but that's impossible. 

Tt 's impossi1'1e r>ol ltic:al ly. It's impossible 

indee~ economicallv, I think, to come in and on a one shot 

basis, nr even on a phased•in basis.to applv reserve 

requirements to all the deposit liabilftiP.s of thrift 

Institutions. That shock to their operations 

simply could not ~e absorbed. I think If the members of the 

Board had their druthers, they would like to see perfectly 

uniform reserve reouirements at all institutions, when 

they focus on the competitive eouity issuP., but understand, 

for the reasons t~at I 1 ve Just described, that's not 

exactly possible. 

If it's not possible, compromises have to be 

arranqed. And one of the institutional changes that have 

Played such a sionificant role and will continue to play such 

a siQnificant rnle is t~e development of transactions balances 

at non•bank thrift institutions. They're still a small 

amount. 

Tf one believes that reserve reouirements are 

important for the control of transactions balances, then now 

is the time tn apply them, and that's the proposal that the 

Federal Resi,rve has made. The cost impact, the burden impact 
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on these thrift institut;ons as t!,i1 rleve1op1 will he modest, 

It wi 11 be one to which, as time passes, they can more easily 

ad Just. 

Consider ti,e banlr:ing 1v1te1n, the 

commercia1 hankino systP.m, wit!, the distribution of member ftn~ 

nonmember banks. Fl"Offl a compp,titive eQuitv 

one should aop1y reserve 

recndrements to ell tl,e institutions. 

Why should a smal 1 hank bP! 

off the hook for costs that laroe banks h8vP. to carry. 

would aoree wit!, that. 1 th;nk ti,e Board would agree wit!, 

th et. 

However, a~ain, w;tn t""e art of the ~ossible, 

that•~ not likely to occur, given the way the Con~ress 

operates. Anrl from a Pol fey point of vtew, God must love small 

banks ;n the llnited States because he made so many of them, 

Rut t!,e proportion of banking system deposits 

wh;ch they eccount, and the vol~tf1ftv of those deposits 

re1AtivP to the total d~oosits is small. 

comr:tet it; ve sister central bank 1 the Citibank, as one institution 1 

foe 

prohehlv accounts for more of the proportion of the banking system than all 

instituti~ns, The volatility at Citibank and the level of 

d~nosfts at c;tfbAnk 1trP. sim~1y a lot more i~oortant from a 

Policv ~ofnt nf view, to the conduct of monetary oolicv, than 

the total of many smal 1 ;ristitut;ons, 
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So the combination of a Political realitv and the 

policv focus of the Federal Re1er11e 1uooe1t1 that, while 

it might be better to have reserve reoui rements on al 1 small banks, 

fhat that's probably not ooing to occur and it Probably 

doesn't hurt verv much. 

Now, regarrlle ■ s of vour view on equity in 

comPetitive balance, regardles1 of your view on whether or not 

reserve requirements are important for overall monetary Policy 

•• and my view is that they play a 1ioniflcant role and ara 

something that should not be ignored, and my view is that 

eouitv and competitive balance is indeed imoortant, to the 

degree that one can develop it there are, T think, two 

other factors that deal with the proposals that this meeting 

was called for, which I ask you to consider, with an 

mind. 

Given the existing institutional structure, qiven 

the existing statutory 1tructure, the Federal Reserve finrl1 

itself in the very uncomfortable position of not beino able to 

operate as a central bank in the true meaning of the word. It 

f[nds itself in a position where it is concerned about the 

fact, truly concerned about the fact, that the clearance 

mechanism is only made available to member bank1, that the 

discount window Is only truly directly available to member 

banks, and it would like to have it available more broadly. 

Rut vet, given that existing structure, if it rloe1 
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so, it eMacerbates the Problem it is alreadv facing of 

atirition, and the implications of what that means for 

comr,et it i ve eaui tv and 1o1hat the board perceives it to mean for 

monetary controli and it believes it can't act in that wav;~ 

It ean only e•tend the rliscount window and the clearance 

mechanism to the other commercial banks and to the other 

depositorv institutions on a fair, equitable and competitive 

basis, as our speakers will be discussing this afternoon, if 

the membership nroblem is solved. 

~01o1, that may strike you as narrow•minded from the 

point of view of the central bank. f1ut given the central bank's 

problems, as it perceives them, I don't think are that narrow. 

And it cannot operate in the wav that it would like to operate 

until that problem Is solved. !ndeed, if the problem is not 

solved and the nresent trends continue, 

we .,i 11 be returnlnq incrt"aslngly to 

the kind of Institutional structure that cave the great 

impetus for the creation of the Federal Rest"rve, our central 

bank, initially. That Is to sav, more and more of the 

clearing balances will become pyramided In my sister 'central 

banks" and other"eentral banks' in the United States. And while 

those larqe Institutions are certainly sound, as we all know, 

the potential risks of havinq a laroe portion of the clearing 

arranaements of the United States centered In fewer and fewer 
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private institutinns, who can never be as safe or as liquid as 

a central bank, makes me nervous. 

I ask vou to consider the risks associated with 

that. ~nd qiven the present Institutional structure, given 

the present statutorv structure, unless it Is changed, that 

trend will continue. 

Fina11v, would like to observe that in mv view a 

reasonably Independent central bank is a very important 

institutional part of our structure fnr the conduct of 

economic Policymaking, I'm not sugnestinq that the central 

bank should be comPletely outside of political pressures. T1 m 

I'm suogesting that a reasonably 

independent central bank is a verv lmoortant factor and should 

be a verv important factor in 

pol i cv•maki nci. 

economic 

If present trends continue so that the central bank 

becnmes a club made UP of onlv the largest commercial banks 

who find it advantaneous to use the clearino and oayments 

svstem of the central bank, I sugoe~t tn vou that our ahilitv 

to continue to operate as an ln~ePendent central bank will he 

greatly reduced. ~e wil 1 be Perceived of, under such 

circumstances, as the blo banks' friend, That's not a role we 

want, Tt's not a role we'd be comfortable with, And It's not 

a role that would permit us, in mv Judgment, to continue to 

ooerate as an independent central bank able to carrv out 
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policies in the public interest. 

t think until the institutional structures are 

changed, those trends will continue, and so thet in addition 

to the importance of monetary policy and competitive equity, J 

ask you also to consider in the questions that you discuss 

throughout today, the issues of safety and soundness of the 

financial system, the issues of how the central bank can 

continue to onerate in the puhlic interest with a minimum of 

political pressures of a herl kind: end ask you to hold off to 

the side in your discussion what I think are extraneous 

issues, extraneous issues ahout what we should do ahout 

interest rate ceiling•, extraneous issues about whether 

institutions should branch and who in•titutions are going to 

be competing with. 

The time has come, I believe, for reform of an 

important tvo~ in our institutional structures, and that's 

whet this hill addresses, and those are the kinds of 

questions that J think we ouqht to consider today. Thank you. 

END OF TAPE: 
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MR 0 MC KINNEY! Well, that clears up the formal 

part of our discussion, and l think that our entire group of 

panelists hin real Iv done a cracker Jack Job, and we do 

aPPreciate thr efforts that thev•ve taken individually anrl 

col lectivelv. 

Now I think there's one seoment that should he 

srparate from a general discussion session. •nd that Is, that 

vou folks out here ouoht to address now soeclfie ouestions on 

soecific thlnos that were brought up hy the soeakrrs for 

clarification purposea. Then, once we've finished with that, 

I think that the meat of the program gets opened up 

afterwards, which wi 11 be the questions and answers that you 

give among vourselves. 

want to aak you to move to onr 

of the microphones, or to speak very loudly•• preferably move 

to a microphone•• to ask your ouestlon, and tell us who vou 

are and who you're with 0 

Are there anv hurnino ouestions? What's the first 

burning ouestlon for the panelists? All the way In the back 

of the room. 

MR. SMITH: r.eoroe, T think you can hear me without 

a microphone. I'm Lamar Smith. l'm with Texas Commerce Bank 

In Houston. I'd like to ask Ed a ouestlon in relationship to 

what A 1 Phillips s a i d ■ 

You made a comment that reserves at a central hank 
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are desireb1e. I he1ieve you used the term "required 

reserves", Would you accept the proposition that reserves, es 

oppnsed to renuired reserves, would be he1pful in the sense 

that Al Phillips was talklnq ebnut, in l"&lcino it desirable nn 

the part of commercia1 1->anks to hold reserves through the payment 

nf interest on reserves? Wou1d that he equally helpful? 

ED ETTIN: Well, I guess it dePends, 

And let's start with the premise that if there were not a 

reouired reserve, that the amount 

of li~uid assets that an 

institutinn wou1d hnld to conduct its business to protect 

itself aQainst or not to protect itself, but to 1->e ahle to 

handle dePosit withdrawals and meet their credit demands,would 

vary with its per~eption of the future, with relative interest 

rates, and relative cost ■ of funds, 

Tf, then, you said! well, Just keep reserves as 

you think are ;n your self interest as a business, either with 

the central bank or in some other form, that would vary over 

time in ways that are partially predictahle and partially 

unpredictab1e. 

Tf an asset was made available to hold for 

liquid•asset purposes, to take care of deposit withdrawals and 

credit demands•• becauie that's what you're talkfnq about 

when you're not ti,llcing about required reserves--then ff that 
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the ► e,irral RPSPrve has tAkPn, anrl J ftSk vou to thfnk of tt in 

hroad tPrms, is that reserve requirPments are a tool that c3n 

hp lJSed and that tool hes VArious arlv~ntaae~ anrl 

Thf" Pvfd~nce that I have spel"I on tlie issue of 

~hpthpr or nnt rP.Servp renuirPmP.nts are important fnr the 

conduct of ~onetarv nol;cv ts as mist~cus~d •• no, that's not 

the rit1ht ~l"'lrrl •• is as amor~hous ~s mo~t research ~Y 

econom;sts that try to rlpmonstrate a Perti~ular ~ofnt. 

tconomics iq not ~ sciP.nce. T Am incre~s;nnlv im~rPsserl, 

howP.v~r, that thP evirlPnre suoae~ts that r PSPrve r-Pq1drements 

t,plr,. Havinq rP.St"t'VP. rpq11iremP,nts to corirluct mon,,.tnrv policy, 

,.d,@thPr the foc11s is t'H'I the shol"t•r11n O" thp loriq•run, is 

jnm~thina that will hpl~, Tt's nnt the hasic hulwark of th~ 

f;nancial svstem, ;t•s not the h~~;c hulwAr~ nf the w8Y the 

F"rlpr,-.1 kflserve ~nrks, l'-ut ;t w;11 helr, 

Now, last rdalit Senator TowPr ,in r .. sponsP to a 

que!IJt i 0"', said, I believe that he "anterl to arldrP!S himself tn 

of .-.nv 

mrm~er nf the IPoislature in our sy~tpm, The pro~l .. ms thfl 

F~rleral RPS~rve and its staff M~vP facerl in tryinQ to dPsig~ 

-..ihAt they tf'l ieve are r,ror,osals th.:tt flrjlll r,ece!llsarv in the 

puhl ic ;nter'°~t in order to have an effective and efficient monetary policy 

think 
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was madP availablP. from the central bank at an exPlicft rate 

of Interest, that rate of interest woulrl have to vary, very 

freouentlv, to keep ft fn touch with market ratP.s of Interest. 

That would mean that the Interest determination, 

daily, weekly, monthlv, whenever It's changed by the central 

bank, on those reserves would probahlv Play a sfgnfffcant role 

fn general interest rate determination. It would kind of be the way 

people Perceive Fed funds rates now, and while that may have 

some attractions, the inability of anvone, lncludfno 

the central bank, to nredict exactlv at any gfven interest 

rate that was set on those reserves what the demand for them 

would b~ would make our Job of control I Ina the agoregates more 

difficult. 

And I haven't even addressed the Issue 

of the political realities. 

As you know, thP Federal Reserve starterl off with the approach 

that you were sug~estfno, designing interest rates to remnvP 

the hurden nf membership, and that was not exactly oreeted 

with peals nf admiration by the Conoress. 

I am told, bv those in a better position to know, 

that that sfmnlv cannot be rlone. 1 1 11 have to accept that 

that ft can't be done st this time. I think ft has some 

desirable characteristics. The method that you propose of 

varying that rate freouentlv I think has some severe technical 

prohlP.ms associated wfth ft that T1 ve tried to note. 
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MR. ~c KINNEYI T think we In this particular 

conference mav be in the fortunate position of not having to 

wnrry about whether It can be done; we may be able to 

talk about whether It ought to he done. 

A ouestion here (INDICATJN~) and please do use 

the microphone. The purpose belno not of whether you can 

be heard or not, but whether the oentleman over here on my 

rloht can get you down on tape, not to hold it against you, 

hut in order to have a transcriot available tor this 

afternoon, 

MR. KANE: All right•• so nothing l say will he 

used aoainst me, is that true? 

MR. MC KINNEY! T didn't say that. (LAUGHTER,) 

MR, KANEr I'm Ed Kane from Ohio State 

I want to share a oerspectlve J have on the 

prooram, so tar, And that. Is, that I see three important 

Questions about the membership lsNue, about the Fed's approach 

to It, that haven't been addressed specifically, but are 

implicitly In the discussion, 

nne 1st Why does the Fed care about membershlo? 

And that was discussed to some extent and In part bv Ed Ettin 

Another isl why should the Fed care? And that 

was what nur main speakers were both talkino about, 
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If there was 11ome "'onetary control Issue, Anrl 

we're far fro"' aqreed that there is such a "'onetary control 

issue, the Ferl woulrl have to rlo so.,ethlnq 0 Ed Et tin ment; onl!d 

another point, that the red miqht care because, it belnn an 

equal ON>ortunity Cl!ntr11l b11n1t, it wants to give al 1 hankers 

and all financil'll institutions a fair shot at its services. 

And a third question•• and thi9 Is what I thought Al Phillips 

was discussino •• is: Why might the Fe1 care? 

You know, the first question of why does the Fed 

carP CAn only be answerl!d by an honPst and npen insider. I 

don't know how many there are at the Ferl, anrl if thl!re arl! Anv 

how lnno thpv can stAV •• 

"'R• KANE: The ouestlon of how might•• or why 

miqht the Fed CAre can he answered hy any outside observer 

will1nq to think hard about where the Fed's self•lnterest 

Ii es. Anrl I thinlt that does oet down verv much to the 

question of indepenrll!nce. 

ThP ~orts of things T see arP the bure11ucratlc 

hegemony: The rl!d wAnts to he a biq boy. Thev want tn have 

a lot of "'uscle, for various reAsons. nne ties closely to 

snmpthlnq Ed Ettin was sayino: that thl! Fed does represent a 

constituencv, not only Just on Wall Street hut In general the 

constituencv of speakino UP aoainst Inflation, and the kinds 

of choices th11t sometimes come up Ir, the political economy of 

the United ~tates, 
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Another Is budqetary autonomv, which can be aeen as 

either relnforclnQ the Fed's ability to s~eak for this 

constltuencv, or Just being convenient not to have to worry 

ahout the hudget so ynu can Qet nicer Quarters, build new 

buildinqs around the eountrY, or whatever. 

And there are variou~ Issues that are sort of 

accepted in all thi1 0 

First, why should we be collecting taxes throuqh 

our central bank? Why is this lmportent? Why does this shnw 

up on th! ■ di ■ cussion question about how we ■ hould do It 

ontimally? Why should we be doinQ thi1? 

•nd in anv case, if we should he doing it this way, 

it should surely be folded into how we no about collectinq 

taxea in other ways. And this Is why I think that 

the memher1hip ;ssue ha ■ been managed in a propaQanrla fashion, 

the concePt of it has been manaQed and misconeeived, becau ■ e 

the main adversaries in this•• the bank ■ versus the Fed•• 

have not wanted to Join the income tax queat;on in qeneral, 

and the reforms of income taxation of banks and reserve 

requirements. lt' ■ convenient for the banks to sayt Our 

e•~licit ta• burden may he low, but look at these awful 

reserve requirements we are carryinq 0 
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Rut to go on and 1ay1 Let•• aee what we're able to 

do as bankers with leaafno, and with being able to borrow, 

and deduct interest costs, and invest in tax•exem~t 

securities. It'• a special s:>rivilege, It is 

nice to s:,oint to special burden, to Juatffy 10ecfal 

Pl"ivflegea, and it could be very unfortunate 

from the point of view of atock price, in banka or profits in 

banks ff, when thia Issue is Joined, you happen to have a 

Congress that was unusually reform minded end Pusherl forward 

certain principles that would be uncomfortable for banks .. 

So I think that It really fa very much a political 

problem to try and get some answers as to what 

functions are truly 1erved by having membership as it exists 

today, having reserve reQulrement1,collecting 1ome taxJ what 

kinds of burdens are imposed by doino thi1, end to try to 

assess these In the political context whe~e a lot of the 

payoffs are political, anrl what Is really being resfsterl Isn't 

clear at all. 

T think that the monetary control issue is 

a false issue In the sen1e of why we have a 

membership problem, why we have a bill before Congress to do 
something about the membership oroblem. 

HR. MC KINNEY: Ed, did that ask for a comment? 

(LAUGHTER). 
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MR 0 KANE1 As I said, I wanted to share a 

per1pective 0 

MR. MC KINNEYI nkey. Okev, end I do think that 

this Is a highly appropriate thlnQ to do. It'• what I thl"k 

Is the main thing that we're here for, but let's defer the 

comme"ts u"tll after we've clea"ed up SPeeiflc Questions for 

the specific Panelists. 

Dave? Sure, grab a mlc, Here's one. 

MR 0 FAND: David Fand and I'm with thl'! 

Comptroller of the Currency this vear. 

I'd like to comment on a paper which wa1 not given 

this session, There should have been a 

third paper In this session, which I thl"k would deal with the 

problems left bv the first two, s"d I'd like to discuss that 

paper for a second. 

The fi rat paper hy Ken Kopecky and Dick Porter 

looked at re ■ erve requirements from the point of view of 

monetary control, and thev were arguing for unlver1el rl'! ■ erve 

requirement ■• J think vou could make a case of that kind, 

looking et reserve regulrements from the point of view of 

monetary control. 

Then came Peter Crawford, and he looked at re1erve 

requirements a ■ a tax on ~ank Intermediation, and argued that 

orobably there shouldn't be 

such a tax•• and I think manv of us would aoree •• but If 
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there's goino tn ~e such a tax, he thouqht it should he 

uniforms it sho11ld apply to everybody, and probably should ~e 

low. And I t~ink v~u coulrl make a very qoorl case fnr what 

he's savinq 0 

We are therefore left with two oood principles, and 

we need to reconcile them. Jn other words, we have reserve 

requirements. You can 1 ool< at them as a determinant of the 

money multiolier, and that mav lead you to a certain level of 

reserve requlreme~ts. 

You 111 so have re!lerve reoul rements that are a tax on 

intermediation and ooino throuqh all kinds of analysi!I, vou 

mav enn up with some notima1 level there. 

The question is: How do we reconcile these two 

principles which ~av lead to different levels of reserve 

reoui remer,t!I? 

I am assumino, of course, that Cnnqress in its 

wisdom wishes to tax rleoosits, 11nd that we can't rlo verv much 

a~out that. Soecificallv, sunpnsir,o r.orl came dowr, with hie 

blq MTT model and tnld us that, from the noint of view nf the 

money multinlier, a 5 percent reserve reouirement would be 

best. 

~unposino r.od also told us that, if we have to have 

this tax, the ideal tax on dePosits in the form of reserve 

reouirements should be~ nercent. 

How would we reconrile that? 
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MR 0 MC KJN~EY: Does anyhody want to answer thst 

ouestion? 

(Nn RESPONSE.) 

MR 0 MC KJNNEYI Well, ! think It's a goorl 

question, a onorl observation, and perhaos it Is the political 

center of what we're talkino about. 

Ss~? 

MR. CHASE: J 1 m Sam Chase 

Associates in Washinnton. 

Georoe, I think my question falls within your 

oround rules for the kinds to be askerl now, and I'd like to 

rlirect it to ~en, or "ick. They shared with us the results of 

their work for nver two years on this question of the 

imoortance of reserve reouirements for controllino monetary 

aooreoates. T haven't had the orlvlleqe to read this 

work, and look forward to it, and I am not certain about 

snmethinq that T1 d like to become certain about. 

J have said in the past, myaelf, that I ~now of no 

good evidence, emoirical evidence, thst the attrition of 

membership has harmed the Fed's ability to conduct monetary 

oolicy 0 Now Ken, when you talked, I wrote down a quote. I 

think It's verbatim, that you saidl "It can create a 

potentially serious orohlem.• And the ouestion I have is 
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whether your work show, that it "has• created a problem: 

or whether your work leads you to pred;ct, on the basis of 

evidence, that it •w;11• cause a prnblem? As opposed to the 

statement that J wrote rlown? 

Aecause I think that makes a lot of difference. 

There's a great deal of difference of ooinion, as you know, 

among people nn this Question. 

M~. ~C KINNEY: Ken? 

KEN KOPECKY: 

~R. ~C KINNEY: Just grab your microphone there and 

hold it. That mioht ~e the easy way to do it. 

KEN KOPECKY: what I was trying to sav waA 

that the evidence on the Question is created in II wav 

that rleoends upon the operations nf the Ferler11l Reserve. 

The first thing T talked a~out was an analYsis 

conducted on the assumption that the Federal Reserve 

peg1::1erl the level nf benk r'eserves ;,., the short rur1. nr, if 

you would like, pegged the level of the moneterv base. That 

leads, along w;th snme nther work on what random ir1terbank 

flows would look like, to a theoretical orediction 

as to what that correlation would look like between the random 

interbank flnwsand the variability in the agQreQates. 

Now tt.f' real world, of course, as I said, creates 

evidence and data that w; 1 I depend 

uoon what the Fed.-ral Reierve In fact does•• how it conducts 
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n,onetary policy. And if, over the tin,e period ofsaylOtolS 

years durln" which much of the empirical research has focused 

on, if rluring that tin,e Period the Federal Reserve has heen 

usino a federal funds rate operating taroet, then the random 

interhank flows occur. 

However, the effect of those random flows on 

rlenosit variahllity is short•circuiterl hy the way in which the 

Fed 00erates 0 That's the only comment l really wanted to make 

on empirical research! that empirically what people hava found 

is that, low and hehold, oiven the way in which the federal 

funds rate is emploverl in conrluctino monetary policv, that the 

random hank interhank flows, even thouoh they do occur, have 

no empirical effect rioht now on deposit variahilitv. 

However, if the Fed were to adopt II reserves 

operating taroet, that would create 11 different set of 

data. And the set of data that would be so created, 

presume, woulrl resemhle in some fashion the theoretical work 

that Oiek and I have done. 

So it's II methodological point, 

PETER CRAWFORD: 

that ouestion? 

MR. ~c KTNNEYI Sure. 

PETER CRAWFORD: 
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Ken, if the Fed rlid shift to a reserves terQet, this woulrl adrl 

ahout 2 nercentaqe points if the membership ratio fell to 

about 40 Percent from its present 7n or 75 percent•• add 

ahout 2 nercentaqe points to the averaQe month•to•mnnth 

volatility, or to the standard deviation in volatilitv on a 

month•tn•month basis. 

Now would that seriously impair the conduct of 

monetary Policy in terms of influencing 

GNP, in a way the people would feel? 

real 

KEN KOPECKY: nf course that's anain a 

theoretical prediction. 

neoo 1 e feel -- and you've expressed it, Peter 

variahility isn't terrihly important. 

know that somP 

that short-run 

"ly o..,n feeling, however, i11 that it can he tflrrlhly 

important undf!r certain conditions. In particular, the Fed 

acquires a oreat deal of information about .,hat hapoens in the 

real economy hy looking at .,hat happens to the monetary 

Now it going into any oiven time frame, the Fen 

could say to itself: Well, I expect tolerable channes in the 

anqrenates to create some deviations of say plus or minus 

percent, anrl then if it .,ere actually to no into a oiven time 

periorl and it would start to observe fluctuations say greater 

than t percent on either side, then the Fed would be able to 

say tn itself, "snmethinq's chanqinn that ..,,. were not aware 
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of," anrl this may rPflect some chanaes in unrlerlylno trenrls, 

and therefore it miaht hehoave us tn make a policv move•• if 

we were on a ferleral funds rate taroet, with the ferleral funds 

rate: reserves, with reserves, 

~o therefore, thP level nf short•run variahilitv 

noes influence the information that we ean acaulre at any 

aiven Period of time over what's hanpenlna in the aaqreoate 

economy, anrl that information gets nrncesserl into dPcision 

Suppose we had 

reserve reauirements set up in such a way that, a priori, now, 

theoreticians would prerllct expPcterl variability in the ranae 

of nlus or minus~ percent? Anrl then we were to start a 

necision•makinq periorl, and we were tn observe variabilitv nf, 

say, 4 nercent, 

Well, aiven that WP Pxnected olus nr minus~, that 

woulrl lie within the~ rercent ranqe, anrl sn we wouldn't rlo 

~ut Just surnose, for the sake of the arnument, 

that that 4 oercent variahility that we wPre nbservina 

occurren heea11sp of a chanqp in the undPrlyina trenrls? 

Tn that ease, our tolerance ranye would have been 

so wirle •• the short•run variability ranqe woulrl have been so 

wide, that we would not have rer.oanlzed chances In ,,nderlvina 

trenrls, and therPfore miqht not take thP aporopriatP reaction, 
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That's the only pnint I wanterl to make about short•run 

11ariahilitv. 

MR 0 MC KINNEY: 

l"'ick? 

M f; • ASPINWALL : Rich a r rl Aspinwall, the 

Chase Manhattan Bank. 

My questinn is for Ken and Dick, With his usual 

skill an,1 elootJence, r think Al Phillip~ manaoerl to strike to 

the heart of a critical Question here, P,at is, In th!' course 

of vour research•· at least in the results ynu repnrt •• ynu 

do not indicate the contribution to 11ariahility of the 

multiplier nriginatlnn frnm time depo~its, currency, foreign 

transactions, or no11ernment deposits. 

Anrl he raised this question, and I am anxious to 

hear vour response, so T ask this nuestlon fn order that vou 

(I.AIIGHTFR 0 ) 

"'R, MC KTN>.Jf..Y: As hriefly as nosslble, Please. 

KEN KOPECKY: As ~riefly •• okay. 

Well, first, we rlirln't lno~ at the~e other things 

because ~e weren't askerl to. Hnwe11er, rlo want to answer the 

question. I will answer the nul'stion1 I am not escapinn it. 

DICK ASPINWALL: Ther, VOii ear,not say 
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to what extent your PrnPosAls for reserve 

requirements ere either more or less important than reforms 

that would he Qenerated from other arrangements. 

KEN KOPECKY: No, no. 

He's qoinq to include it in his 

comment now, Dick, reoardle~s, so 

KEN KOPECKY: I'm ooing to try to include 

i t , 

~riefly. 

KEN KOPECKY: Verv ~rieflv. 

From a theoretical oersoective, what I tried to 

show was thAt the nature of nonmember bank reserve 

rer11oirements rrE'ates widely divercient differential reservP 

requirements. 

averacie systemwide effective reserve reouirement as Peter 

mentioned. 

Now, fro"' a theorf'tical r>oint of view, you can go 

back T OUPSS to Henry Simnns,and he will say that's a "no, 

no". I cannot, on thP other hand, nive you .-mr>i rical, 

data .,t-,out vari ahi 1 i ty or 

anythino like that, but all I can do is make a theoretical 

point that: Tf ynu'rf' under a reserves ooerating taroet anrl 

you want to cnntrol dpposits, or ~-1, you want high reserve 

reciuirements. Nonmemt-,er t-,anks tend to lower th.,t, and they 

also tend to create differentials. That•~ the source of the 
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prohlem. 

Frrd? 

MR 0 nf~l~G: I'm Frerl nemino from Chemical Bank. 

Mv nuPstinns are about the same as the others. And Dick, nnt 

tn let this sturly off the hook from some nf the soeeific 

nnints that Peter and Al raised, what's the variable that 

vou'rP trvina tn control? Which M aooreoatP Is It? How tinht 

is that varlahlP In vour mind to thP kinds of points that 

Peter is raislna? Reeause T aqree with his point, that pnlicv 

sho11lrl he fr,cusPd on trends, not on w,-elt•to•weelt, 

mnnth•tn•month, even ouarter•to•ouartpr variahilitv. 

Tf that rlisanrees with what vo11're sayino, then It 

trvinn to cnntrol? And suonose there Is a little slinoa~e In 

What would that mnnetarv 

consider to he of more 

imnnrtance •- G~P and unemployment, thlnns of that nature? 

Ynu stl 11 haven't answer,.d Aspinwall's question, 

Is the increased volatility or the lncreaseo 

stannard deviation that results from random sho~ks hack and 

forth from ~emner and nnnmemhers nf the same order nf 

maoniturle that th,. Ferl Is alrParly dealino with when there are 

ranrlom shnc~s hac~ anrl forth hetwPen ro•s anrl demand rleno~its, 

or ~et~een ot~er kind~ ~f trans~ctinns that are present1y in 

nl;ict"? A1 Phi 11 ins' l"Oint is that basically, in the order of 
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priorities, this one is relatively sma11, rather than 

re1atlve1v 1arqe. 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: Oltav. That's the last time 

<1uestion. no we Qet another answer? 

Ken Kopecky: Hnw 1nno rlo I have? 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: Rrief1v. If there's a 

If it's the same 

answer, vou rlnn•t. (LAllGHTFR 0 ) 

KEN KOPECKY: There were 1ots of different 

"'"''"'It ions. 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: Go ahead and take a crack at 

, t. 

KEN KOPECKY: Aoain, 1 don't mean to sav 

or to be misinternreted that ranrlom interhank f1ows are the 

onl v source of vari ab! 11 tv. The on1v thinq that T wo11ld 1ilte 

to SIIV is that mvse1f was oersona11v ~hocked when we 

actua11v din the numbers. And Peter wi 11 confess that we 

tried tn set it un in s11ch a wav which would oive •• which 

wou1d nnt overse11 the Fed's PO!ition. And we were kind nf 

shocken, Oick and I, when we actuallv came out with the 

n11mhers tnvnlverl. 

As I answererl with resnect to another nuestinn, 

these are thproretical nrerlietions, under the 8Ssumption that 

the Ferl uses a rpserves oneratinq taroet. 

observe in the real world, however, 
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created unrler the essumpt;on that the Ferl uses the 

federal funrls•rate nperatino target. 

FRED DEMING: Well whet's the dependent 

variahle? 

KEN KOPECKY: I'm tryinq to try 

to oo throuoh the seouence as best as I can. As I tried to 

make the ooint aoain, trends are nice, et cetera, 

et cetera, hut we only look at a trenrl after the far.ti 

t~e Fed conducts monetary policy without knowino what the 

trend is. Anrl in that eonteKt, short•run variability is 

important, because it tenrls to confuse the interpretetion of 

infnrmat;nn, anrl it makes monetary oolicy more d;fficult to 

cnnduct, whether it's big or small at any given time. 

You know, I don't ~ake policy. All I can tell ynu 

is the tvnes of prohlems that are of concern in actual 

implementation of FnMC decisions. 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: The staff memhers UP on the 

Hill don't write leoislation, and the staff members down at 

the Fed don't make ooliry. I've hearrl thet story before. 

Larrv? 

MR ■ KREIDER: George, I'm Larrv 

Kreider from the Conference of State Bank Supervisors. 

! 1 rl l;ke to address this question to either of the 

two oentlemen from the Fed. The Fed has endorsed in orincinle 
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hills would seem to Pernetuate A relatively hiqh tax burden on 

memher banks. Ts it the policy of the Fed to perPetuate that 

relatively hiqh tax burden on the hankinq system? 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: Wnuld eitl,er of tke two 

qentlemen •• three oentlemen frnm the Fed care to comment on 

that? 

ED ETTIN: There are two gentlemen 

here, but I'll answer it. (LAUl;HTER 0 l 

ED ETTIN: 

sit down and say: Let's raise the tax on the banking sYstem 

or lower the tax on the banking system. T1 ve heard the ~oard, 

every timf! it's discussed the use of the reserve 

rPqui rpments instrument as a tool of monetary pol icy, that in 

addition to its economic effects or potential economic 

effects, what will it do to the relative earnino situation nf 

memher banks versus nonmember banks, how will it contribute to 

or assist in the rirnble"'s of att.:riition of membership, and a 

rienuine understandi~g of how It affects earnings, the earnings 

of thp eomm,,.rcial banking system 

What the Fed tries to do, as I tried to note in my 

comments, is to conduct monetary policy In the public 

intPrl"st. reserve reouir,,.mi,nts 

are a u,- on thi, earni nris of the institutions is an 

unfortunate bvPro~uct. 

~ore snecifica11y as to your ouestion, while I 
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(LAU~HTEP) 0 •• it 

is my Judnment that it is the intention of tne Federal Peserve 

tn reform the reserve requirement ratio structure so as to at 

least reduce so~e of the hioher marninat reserve ratios. It 

has felt itself somewhat limited in the last year or two in 

anv basic reform of reserve requirements structures, while 

these issues are Dendinq before the Conoress. 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: 1/e ry QU i Ck' LA r ry. 

LARRY KREIDER: lo/f'l 1, if the Fed has that 

concern and has had that concern over the veers, whv hasn't it 

unilAterallv worked down the level of reserve requirements? 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: 

I'd love to hear the answer to that one. 

ED ETTIN: Well, among the factors that 

I think the Anard takes into consideration on that Issue is 

the notential Conoressionsl resnonse. And there are imoortant 

members of the Hill who get unset when the reserve 

requirements structure is reduced unilaterally, because of its 

cost to the Treasury. 

This is not the only reason. T want to underline 

this. This is not the only reason why the Aoard has not done 

that. That is a variable that has nlayed a role. You also 

must understand that the Aoard has heen seeking these kinds of 

reforms for several years, and during the course of time when 

it's been attemntinn to net these reforms, it has felt 
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constrained tn rlo unilateral chanoes in the reserve 

reouirement11 structure. 

ED ETTIN: A 1 so, t he st a ff an a 1 y !I i s of 

the re11erve requirements structure, as vou know, suoges ts 

that the hasic ~urden of that reserve requirements strur.ture 

has fallen on the smaller institution8, where statutorily our 

ahility to rerluce the reserve reouirement any further is 

impnssihle. We're at the lower limits already, 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: J e r r y? 

MR, JORD4N: Jerrv Jordan, Pittshurqh National 

T'm ooino to direct the ouestion, I ouess, to Ken 

Kooeckv, hecause it's a question that Professor Phillips askerl, 

anrl S;im Chase asked,and Fred askerl,and rlick asked, and I'm 

onino to aslc it aoain, And mavhe if T still rlon't 11nrlerstand 

the ariswer, we can qet Governor Ettin to answer it. 

(LAIIGHTfR), Peter Crawford made the statemerit that the lower the 

averaoe reserve reoui rements the greater the instabilitv. And Ken 

seemed to agree with that, and attributed it to Henry Simon. 
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th;nk. there's no evidfl'nce for that. Simon• s 

$tatement was, nr the efff'ct of it was, that If you takP two 

different uniform, universal reserve levels, the lower one will have a 

laroer multiplier and you cnuld h~ve 

oreAt~r variahi1itv. 

Wh11t yC'lu 1 rt! obse,.vina worlrhddja are the effects of 

If you take the short•run 

variAhility of ~-t, "4•2, ~-1 anrl so on tn f.r,gland, in Gl!rfflanv, and 

;n nther countrie8, yoll cannot discriminate hetween th" 

effects you're seeing of shifts In halal'lcesamongdifferent 

size classes nr tyPf'S of rleonslts,or cateoories subject tn 

different reserve ratios, versus the av,.rage level, You 

wnu1d1'1 1 t want tn col'lclude that hecaus" 4roentlna ha~ a ~b 

percent r~serve reQuire~ent, that thev have a more st8b1e 

,nonet3ry !IV!ltem. 

In the Kopecky pape-r, 

the r~fer@nc-e tn member versus non member is not 

r@lf!v8nt. 1,n,c1t you're, !laving is th,1111t where there are different institutions 

subJeet to rtl ffE>r~nt reserve rat Ins ,or rt; fferent tyr,es nf 

deooslts suh)Pct to different res@rve ratios, 

sh i ft s in balances among those size or type classes, will 

kave an P.ffpct nn t~e wp;qt,ted avPraQP ~eserv@ ratio,nr on thP 

multlr,1 ler. Anrt that'• equally 

true wt,ether ;t•s a rnemh,.r subject t('I a tiered structure of reserves 

whether 
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it•~ automatic transfer accounts or Nnw account!! In memher 

banks s11h]ect to al nercent re11erve ratio, a!I ~urr,.ntlv is 

the case--or amono members that have a 1 percent marginal 

rP~erve ratio or a lb•l/4 percent reserve ratio. 

You h11ve pres,.nterl no evirlence to 

say that the shift hetween what wP now call memher11 and 

nonm,.mbprs, 

; s 

morP of a s011rcP of instahility ;n the short•run multipliPr 

thanare shift11 amnno rlifferent size classes of memb,.rs or 

And there is 8 

lnt of other evinence that savs that the latter is the 

qrPatest source of i nstabi 11 ty. 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: I think we rulerl out askil'lq 

the sam" nuestion anai" and Just heard It asked. 

lt's my imnrPssion that vou soecifically did not 

address the 011estio1"1 as raised, the difference hetween shifts 

in diffPrinn classes, but instead, that you analvzerl shifts in 

one nair of elasses and e•tranolated the linP 

of reasonino to anolv in some unq11antifierl rleqree tn other 

shifts of the tvoe that Jerry and Dick anrl ~r,.d w,.re 

mel'ltioninn, correct? Am I right? 
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KEN KOPECKY: 

The nnlv thinq that I'm sav;ng is that the 

diffprentials between memhers and nonmembers, that e•lst, are 

a sevpre case of differPnt;al rPserve requirements, that thP 

same sorts of deposit sh;fts that might occ,1r between memher 

hanks, suhject to different reserve ratios, would also 

contribute to variahilitv. 

Rut what wP 1 ve observed, as T said before, is that 

;t lonks as though, with respect to the nonmember banks 

anvwav, it's a rather severe form of differential reserve 

requ;rements. 

calculated out, 

the induced variabil;tv 

I believe at some point I actuallv 

on the computer, what would have been 

if I altered the reserve assets 

structure of nonmember hanks, and I precluded nonmember banks 

from holdino correspondent balances and various forms of T 

bills. So T made all of their reserve assets claims against 

the Fed. And if T'm not mistaken, it fell from like ? 0 34 

oercent to somethino l;ke 0 05 percent, somethino very small. 

Now, if vou want, Twill actuallv qo hack and diq 

out that result fnr vnu, because I'm sure I have It somewhere, 

and sPnd it on to vou 0 

JERRY JORDAN:8kav, thank you. 

Fd? 
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ED ETTIN: I'd ),1st would like to 11111ke 

one observation, Jerrv, if I 111ioht. T think evervbodv's 

foroettlno sort of an assumntlon here, There was an 

assumption that if vou were on II reserves taroet, Just what 

would he the effect of having some institutions subject to 

reserve reouirements, and some institutions not subject to 

reserve rrau1re111rnts, And vour ouestlon vou're poslno now 

under a regime, under which we're not on a reserve ■ taroet, 

what are the imnlicatlons of shifts between high reserve ratio 

and low reserve ratio deposits within member hanks? Anrl It 

would seem, I would hope, because it seems so clear, that 

should the Federal Reserve ever adont a reserves target that 

the kind of existino reserves stucture, with steeolv oraduated 

reserve reouirements, for example, would not he in existence. 

Rut the Fed can't adopt a reserves taroet in a 

regime in which the coveraoe of reserves, the coverage of 

deposits subject to reserves Is declining, 

JERRY JORDAN: 1 1 11 nnly say to that, I 

don't aoree, that in fact it can, 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: I realize this Is 

an Important issue, but we have addressed it anrl there are 

other i!lsues, 

JERRY JORDAN: Ukav. Rut as far as the 

evidence goes, as·far as its· being severe or not to have a shift in 

balances between the 1 nercent reserve cateoorv ~nw accounts 
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at Citibank, versus demanrl deposits at to•l/4 at Citibank, do 

vou have anv evidence that it's more severe between the 

desired reserve balance held at a nnnmember currently and the 

16•!/4 at Citibank or the 10, at a smaller 

member i r,st hut ions? You should look at some of the work that Ed Kane 

has done regarding tne rJesi rt"d reserve 

ratio at nonmember banks. 

GEORGE MCKINi.EY: Olcav, nfl/wt i a George Renlton 

r.eoroe Aenston, llnlversity of 

Just one or two comments, and then a last thino nn 

th i !I• ! 1 11 kt"eO it short. One, on the taw issue, the 

ouestion of the reserves beino a taw on the banks. 

It's clear to me, at least, that this is not a taw on 

the banks, but a taw on the users of bank monl"VI not the banks 

tnemselves. Put it is, in fact, a taw on member banks 

vis•a•vis nonmember banks, and that's the important 

distinction, that one group nf nenPle who supply this 

particular commoditv, bank monev, are being taxed and throuon 

the competitive structur~ pass the taw on to their custnmers. 

Rut anotht"r oro11p, the nonmemher hanks, 

are in fact in the position of either beino able to 

Pocket the taw or to compete it awav. 4nd I think we're 
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seeino the sliPover of the system. So there is a very serious 

equitv question here. Rut it's not a tax on the banks as 

such. 

The question, thouqh, about monetary control I 

think is very interesting. ~Y own conclusion initially, in 

havinq done the work T did, was that one of the maJnr problems 

of the membership question was that the Fed, being concerned 

~ith the loss of membership, took actions that In fact were 

destabilizino with respect to monetary control: the qraduated 

reserves scheme, in order to keep the smaller banks in1 the 

lag reserve reouirements, to make life, presumably, easier for 

the smaller banks: a varietv of others. 

Riqht now, for example, the switches between time 

and demand deposits are screwino the thing up thoroughlv, and 

that's heino done because the Fed apparently hasn't got the 

puts to say we should repeal that aspect of the Banking Act of 

1933, the prohibition of interest payments to demand denosit1 0 

I applaud this way of destroyino that particular aspect of the 

Act: I prefer it were done more directly. 

Rut the ouestinn then after hearing the 

discussion this mnrninq, I think I may have to chanoe my mind. 

That Is, at first I wa1 concerned that the membership ouestion 

would make monetary control more difficult because the Fed ii 

always taking destabilizing actions in order to keep its 

members. Now I think I would change my mind, because the only 
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time I ean reeall the Fed ever heino eoncernerl with 

controlling monetary agoregates is when the rnemhership 

Question came UP, {LAIJGHTE.R), I mean, the Fed has nevP.r, to 

rny ~nowledge, taken any serious efforts to rlo this in the 

Past, nor even anv serious research efforts to rlo this. So 

perhaos it's oood to keep the memherahio ouestion alive, if 

only hecause we'll oet some peonle even looking at the 

question of controlling monetarv agoregates, anrl at least 

rnakino some gestures toward the fact that this indeed is what 

the ~ed should he doing, 

E.NO OF TAPE: 
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GEORGE MCKINNEY: 

hehind vou, 

MIi, r,11 BF.RT: T'm r.arv Gilhert with the Federal 

Deposit Insurance Cornorat;on, 

Kopeclcv and Ed Ettin 

A question for hoth Ken 

Tt has been aroued bv some that for ourooses of 

oredictino denosit flnws hetween member and nonmember banlcs, 

that al 1 the Federal Peserve real lv nl'erls ;s co,..plete df"pnsit 

data on nonme,..ber banks similar to that reoorterl ann eollecterl 

from member banks, ~hat is ynur reactinn tn that? 

ED ETT IN: l t i,; n k 9 lJ C h d at a , 11 CC U r a t e 

data on a timelv basis, would heln ouite a hit, 

Wiile ;t would help, I•m not convinced th11t 

;t wouln he a sufficient replacement for havinq more rl;rect 

controllat·dlitv nn the reliabilitv of tlieir rl'serves, 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: We are at the end or d11rn close 

to it, and t•n like to shift oears, with four Pf"onle in line. 

From here out let's make comments of our 

own anrl ask your nwn individual question~ of the oaneli~ts, 

Rut in 9pouence; Chuck 
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Haywood's next in line, 

GEORGE MCKINNEY It was a Question? 

CHUCJs. HAYWOOD: I was qo;nq to frame it any 

way you'd take it, r.eorne, 

(LAUr,HTER) • 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: He wants to say something, 

reqardless of what we call it. 

The microphone's right over there, Chuck, 

Ci,arles Haywood from the llniversity of Kentucky, 

And this i,alf•year, I'm with ti,e American Bankers 

Associetion, I have a co,,ple of either Questions or comments 

on the Porter•Kopecky paper, which r have had an opportunity 

to read, 

First. of all, you've emphasized that 

there's a severe effect here because of the big differential 

in reserve reouirements. And you get that lerge differential 

by mu1tip1yino the two fiQures, you know, the reserve 

renuire~ent acainst member hank deposits, 1 minus R, times the 

reserve reQuirements of nonmember banks, I minus lambda in 

your naper. It see~s to ~e, thouoh, that that 

multiplication is relevant only If you make a very restrictive 

assumption about what a memher eorresoondent bank does 

in reaction to the Interbank deposit flows. 

That is, the nonmember bank will hold Its reserves 
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in the form of, ultimately, a deposit with a member bank. And 

in order to oet that multiplicative relatfonshfo, 1 think you 

have to assume that that member correspondent uses all of that 

deposit flow to expand corresPondent helances, In order to oet 

Tf the member 

correspondent bank receives an interbank deposit flow as a result 

of a check belno deoosited in a nonmember bank let's say ft 

receives !100 of reserves, lt 1 s going to use those reserve• to 

Perhaps none of them 

would go to ewoansion of corresoondent balances, but rather, 

to ewoansion of nePosits to the public. And you don't oet a 

multiolicative effect in the ratios. 

Second, T think that you in the 

model assume that the probability of a check ooino Into a 

nonmember bank Is what, ,,s or somethfno like that, and of a 

think that's a very simplified, much 

too slmoliffed view of the distribution, I can think of at 

least sfw possible outcomes of any check that ia written, 

~ne is that a check written on a member bank will 

be redeposited In that member bank whfcl, YOU don't 

discuss in the Paoer. J t could be deposited in another member 

bank or ft could be deposited in a nonmember bank. And you 

have a similar distribution, three Possible outcomes, too, "n 

nonmember bank checks. And I suspect that would oet YOU Into 

-- well, I know it would oet You Into a mucl, more complicated 
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situatinn in terms of estimatino the variances. 

So I think there are snme technical ouestions that 

can hf! rai SPrl. lh,t mnst imnortantly, tht'! first ont'! I sairl is 

I dnn 1 t bf'lieve You can multinlv those two faetnrs unless ynu 

make a very restrictivf' assumption. 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: Thank YOV for raising the 

Questions, anrl T'm svre the gentlemt'!n will nav attention to 

them at a later time. 

Howard, vou harl a co.,ment, or was it a quest i on1 

Tf it was a ouestion, you can sit back rlown. 

(LAll(;HTFR) • 

[lkav, 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: GPne Swearingpn 

you had a cnmmpnt, 

1-'R, S"FARPJGFN: I'm ~uqpnp SwParinoen and I'm from 

the Hank of ~klahnma, which is II billion rlollar bank, 

Georoe Bi,ntson seemed to me leave th!' imr,ression 

that this tax was nnt really a tax nn banks, Let me say, 

; n academia, I used to say, wel 1, cnrporat ions 

always shift this on, Tn ten yi,ars as a chief exi,cutivi, 

offici,r, T haven't founrl a wav to rlo it, (LAUGHTER) The 

maqniturle of this is far,tastic, Ovr re,.ervl's in II hilllon 

dol 1 ar bar,k are about, average, $30 mi 11; nn, This l!le11ns it's 

costino us i3 million a year, and after tax $1•1/2 millior, 0 

4nrl I was struck by the fact that PPter Crawforrl ca"'e uo with 

40 basis "oints as the ro~t of this, anrl that•~ exactly what 
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ours is. Our rAte of return on assets this vear is going to 

be .a. It would have been 1.2 without the reouirement of the 

Fed membershin. 

T also think that fd made some 

excellent poirits. Rut 1 want to relielll! his worry th11t the 

F!!d miqht be known as a frienrl to the big banks. (1.AIIGHlEI<). 

With it costing us Cl•l/2 million after tAw to he1ong to the 

Fed, I need just four more friends like that and we wou1dn 1 t 

h11111e io,nv pr,.,fits at all. (LAIJGHTfR) • 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: Okav. We 

have ewactly three more comments. Stuart, vours was a 

question, so he can sit back down. Dave? This Dave. 

DAVID LINDSEY: It's A comment. 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: we 11 , put it on the tape• 

Give Your name, Dave. 

MR 0 LIMD~EY: t I m n av i d Li n d !Icy. T'm with the 

Federal Reserve board. This is rea11 y A comment not so much 

on the contributions of the panelists, hut rather on the 

series of Questions that came uo as to why ~en and niek hadn't 

examined the var;abilitY of the mu1tiolier arising frnm other 

sources than the ouestion of the ewistenee of nonmember banks. 

T thouoht the nurpose of this session torlaY was 

precisely to try to oet a hanrlle on the influence on monetary 

contro1 of the ewistenee nf nonmember banks arid differential 

reserve requirements. We know in the literature, some which 
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came out u"der ~rrv Jorden et the Federal Reserve Re"k i" St. 

Louis, epprowimetelv whet the evidence is of alippeoe between 

the monetary hese and the money stock. Al Rerger'• work 

sugoest8 that the present variability of M•t orowth over a 

month, oive" • oath of the monetary base, is on the order of 5 

to 6 percentaoe pol"ts o" • growth rate. 

Ke" end Dick have suogested that the veriahility of 

M•1 growth arising from shifts of deposits between members and 

"onmember8 Is on the order of 2 to 2•1/~ percentage poi"ts. 

n"e ca" slmoly divide o"e number by the other. 

(LAUr.HTE.R) • 

GEORGE MCKINNEY: Okay. Just a point of 

order. I think It is the broader base that we're ahootino et. 

The confere"ce Is o" reserve reouirements and the role of the 

Federal Reserve SystemJ and thi8 oarticuler session, on the 

role of reserve requirements as a public nolicy tool. 

David Walker, •nd then l think WP ought to c101e UP 

the questions. A"d we do appreciate your comment, nave. 

~R. WALKER1 David Walker, FnIC. 

nbviously, the 40 ha8is Points lns1 or apparent 

loss for membership Is "ot sio"lficent and is more than made 

up by other circumstances. Otherwise this bank would not be a member. 
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LUNCHD'.)N SESSION WITH CDV. J. CHARLES PARI'EE 

r,rL HEFBNE~: 

1/19/79 

Let mP. Just launch this 

luncheon session bv first of ell 

cnmnlimentinq vou for having the fortiturle tt,at J nrf'dlcte<i 

last nlqht that vou would have in working so hard this 

morninq 0 

llnderscorino the impnrtancP. thAt we attach tn this 

meP.t i nq, 

WP. rto have with us At this luncl-eon ses!lion, as he was for 

part of the mnrning session, thP. President of our Associatinn, 

Mr. John Perkin!!. He is not only a very busy man, but got 

hP.rP. frnm Chicaqo, 

Anrt I wonrtP.r if, John, vou would comP. UP enrt SAY a 

worrt to this oroup nf economists. 

(APPL.AIISF-) • 

WP.11, thank vou, Gil 0 At a t; roe 1 I Ice 

thi!I, and nerticularlv After listenino to 80me of the 

stimulatino pnints of viP.w in discussion this morning, thP.re's 

a c,reat tP.mntation to mekP. a SpP.ech ahout either one of two 

thin~s or noth, the snow in Chicano and/or the issuP. thAt's 
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he;nq oiscussed today. 

can't help but think back many years aQo. when T 

was younqer, J tauqht a course at niqht school at Northwestern 

called money and money markets, or somethino like that, 

focused on the money market. And ;t was ouite a number of 

years aoo, and there were two things that, looklno hack, T 

could reallv oropouno on, 1 was verv nos1t;ve I had the 

solutions. 

nne of them was what was or was not capital 

adeouate canltal In the bank: and the second Issue was whether 

or not reserves were necesserY in the system 0 I won't tell 

you which side I was on in that issue. (L AIIGHTER) • 

~Ince then I have Qone downhill, and do not have an 

answer to either nuestion. And would like to just sav that 

this is an enormously important issue fnr the banking ,vstem. 

This Is not, es you, some of your speakers, so well have 

mentioned•• this ;snot Just a question of mandatory 

This involves some maJor restructurinq of 

the system, looking down the road, very significant 

leoisletion. 

The Congress, as you know, is serious to do 

somPthinq. And wP're Just del;ohterl that all of you would 

come 11nd Join us to helr, us try to find, let'!I sey, snl11tions 

to these Problems that we can use to develoo an ARA position 

on this very !lionificant issue. ~o aoain, I look forward to 
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helno with vou this afternoon, and thank vou 1111 so much for 

heinq with us. 

(APPLAllSE) 

l"R. HffEHlf~: Than~ vou, Jnhn. 

We also have with us at this luncheon 11nd at 

our meeting~ today the Fxecutive Vice President of the 

/\merican Pankers Association, Willi~ Alexander. Willis, woulrl 

you take II how? (APPLAIISE)) 

The trarlitional • our 

; nt rorl•Jct ion• 

aurlience of 

think Is not ouite fair, since it deprive~ the 

hearing a fact nr two ahout he speaker who 

neerls no introduction. Moreover, it 111~0 deprives the 

introducer of havinc;1 somethino to say. 

nur speaker, J. Charles Partee, as vou do know, 

became a memher of the Roard of Governors several years 

aoo, In January of 1976. He is one of onlv two People to he 

elevated to the Board directly from the staff, which he joined 

In 19f.2 and moved un the lander to Maneginn Director 

for Research and fconomic Policv, before lie went 

lloa rd. 

on t lie 

ntoqino a little further Into his background, 

a tact that should esta~lish kinship with at least a 

siqnificant part of this audience, is that in the late l9~0•s 

anrl early 1Q60 1 s, he was a bank economi~t at the Northern 

Trust Company of rhicaqo. 
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heen able to claim him for our Committee. And the fact that 

he Includes this In his bloQraphlcal sketch sugQest ■ that he 

does not reQard It as a skeleton to be left In his closet. 

We are fortunate Indeed in having Governor 

Partee with us today to soeak about whatever he wishes, even 

should he wish to e•plain why M•1 wa1 down i2 0 8 billion last 

"'eelr and rev I sed up $1. 7, 

Presumably he wishes to address the subject nf this 

conference. Rut we shall aopreelate whatever grist he hrinqs 

tn our mills. 

It my oleasure to lntr~duce Governor Partee 

( APPUIJSE) 

GOV• P N.. TEE: Well, ladles and gentlemen, it's not 

necessarily that I feel that my time as a bank economist was 

sn qood, but T do oelieve In honesty 0 (LAUGHTER).) And so I 

admit that T did do that at one point in my career. Klnshlo, 

quess, is est 11b 1 i shed Part I cu 1 ar 1 y here with Bob Dederick who is 

the senior economist of Northern Trust, 

T'm nlavlng blind today, because I was unable to 

attend the morninQ session. So I don't know wh11t's 

heen covered and what hasn•t 0 T Qather It was a long one 0 

And In the ~av of economists, you're runnlnQ about a half hour 

late. 

discussed, 

T Imagine that all of the imoortant Issues were 

Put T do want to talk a little bit about what we 
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like to call the ~onetary improvement proQram. That has a 

better ring than "the membership campaign•, and ao we've 

anooted that as the new title. And one of the wavs this 

has developed over the last counle of years, one of the main 

f11atures of the pro<1ram, i ■ the move toward the concept, at 

leaat, of universal reserves. And T want you to know that T1 m 

not o newcomer to the subject of universal reserves, 

In getting material toqether for todav, looking 

through my files, I came accross a copy of one of my old speeches, 

annual convention of the American Rankers Association. The 

date was September 26th, 19117, 11nn the topic was "The Ca ■ e 

for Universal Hank Reserve Requirements.• Ann so J didn't 

have to write one for todey, (LAUGHTFR1. J Just have this, 

which I 1 11 pass on to the AAA staff, because I'm sure that their 

recorn•keepin<1 system is such that they couldn't oosslb!y have 

it in their file ■ after all these veer ■• 

Well, in considering the Question, I think that the 

issues haven't much changed over the l1•1/2 years since l made 

that soeech, I think now as then the arguments for universal reserves come 

down essentially to questions of equity and efficiency. 

The eQuity ca ■ e 1 ■ clear, I think, Tf we•re to 

hav, a moretary sv ■ tem hased on a fractional reserve setup, then 

it's improper•• and I use the word advisedly•• it's lmproner 

to have oarticination in that fractional reserve system based 
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on the voluntary decisions of those covered. I think that 

;t•s Just been an Improper thlnq all this time to 

have the klnrl of 8 svstem we've had, with the question nf 

whether or not vou out up reserves, based on whether or not 

vou're ~ member of the system. 

I might say that over the years, as I discovered from my previous 

speech, there have been efforts to make the fractional reserves system 

universal. The ED I C Act called for universal reserves in 1933. But implemen

tation was delayed for two years. In 1935 Congress again ad'opted universal 

reserves in concept, through they made an exemption for very samll institutions, 

if that sounds familiar to you. 

The new coverage was to take effect in 1939, but the war came along 

and so it was dropped and forgotten. But the principle of universal reserves 

really goes well back into the history of legislative considerations. 

I think, the efficiency arguemnt is also persuasive. But I seem 

to have great difficulty persuading my academic friends that this is so. Js a 

practical matter, we have to take into account the fact that we have an 

institutional environment consisting of some 14,000 banks. Often the analytic 

comparisons are made with countries that have only half a dozen or ten or 

twelve. But we have 14,000 banks, some of them national in character, some 

of them regional, and very many local. 
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Having required reserves for that kind of a very, very diverse system 

provides a known base against which the monetary authority can operate. Without 

that you would have an unpredictable looseness, I think,in the relationship. 

The fractional reserve system also carrte s with it an automatic 

reporting system that would be very hard to duplicate in any plain information 

retrieval system since it's a matter of money to the bank,and part of it is 

accounting discipline. The figures are apt to be current and accurate, which 

cannot be said for all statistical surveys that the Federal Reserve undertakes. 

The fractional reserve system also provides automatically for the 

clearing balances through which the intercity check system can operate. The 

fact is ignored much of the time. But the fact of the matter is that for many, 

many member banks, the variance in the deposit at the Federal Reserve is very 

great. It even sometimes goes into deficit. Aid, as you know, the requirement 

is only that you meet the required reserves on an average basis. 

Aid finally, it seems to me that the system that we have, and part of the 

reason for developing it, provides a safe haven for liquidity reserves, 

rather than risking what an improbable - though possible - problem that pyramiding 

could bring and has brought for the country in the past. 

So that it seems to me there are a lot of efficiency agruments here 

that are ignored in much of the literature; that need to take as a starting 

point the problem of dealing with a 14,000 bank system and knowing with some 

certainty where you are. 

Some say that reserves are not necessary for purposes of monetary 

control. Jnd I guess I would agree with that in a general way. I think 

you could operate in the open market, observe, see what happens, respond to 

it, and in that way approximate over time the kind of monetary results you 

wished. But I don't see any reason to introduce the looseness in the system 

that that kind of a setup would bring. 
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Ind incidentially, I think that looseness in the system would 

occur, whether or not you measure monetary operations in terms of a reserve 

to a deposit relationship - that is, the reserve multiplier, or whether you 

measure it in terms of an interest rate to deposit relationship. The 

seasonal and cyclical changes that would occur in 14,000 decision centers 

having to do with the actual reserve ratios they are prepared to accept, 

I think, would create great difficulty in using the federal funds rate or any 

other bank-related rate as an approximation of the short-term interest rate 

structure that I believe to be the principal causal factor (other than GNP) 

affecting the demand for money, and thus, money stock behavior over time. 

So I don't really think makes any difference whether you approach 

it on a multiplier basis, as many of you would prefer, or whether you 

approach it on an interest rate targeting basis, which the desk does as a 

matter of practice. In either case there would be looseness introduced that 

is unnecessary in the system, and it's no time to let something I like that 

develop. 

One thing I have noted over the years is that other developed 

countries when they are faced with urgent monetary control problems, often 

turn either to a system of supplemental cash reserves, or to direct credit 

allocation, as their means of controlling the expansion in the banking system. 

Even without taking into account the inefficiencies of direct credit allocation, 

it seems to me that in our country, with its regionalism in the banking system, 

it is far better to deal with the control problem rather than credit allocation. 

My speech 11 years ago certainly did not have any discernible impact 

on public acceptance of the universal reserve requirement approach. For 

that matter, neither did the fact that the Federal Reserve Board repeatedly 

proposed,in the legislative section of its annual report, ~ngressional 
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consideration of the universal reserves approach. Neither did he fact that 

every federal commission that looked at the question through the Hunt Cbmmission 

came to recommending some kind of a universal reserve system. 

Something obviously must have happened in that 11 years that makes 

the proposition more lively than it was before. I think what happened 

is that the evolution of the financial system over these years has put 

interest and urgency in the proposition that just did not exist in the 

abstract. h>.d one thing that you quickly learn in Washington is that nobody 

ever responds to the abstract, but only to needs that seem to have some 

urgency in this. 

Now, what are these developments? First, it seems to me that 

the continued uptrend in interest rates and the intensified effort to maximize 

bank earnings have had the effect of raising both banker perceptions and 

the effective cost of Federal Reserve membership. Is a result, the reserve 

requirement coverage of bank depoists has declined quite sharply over this 

11 years. From mid- 1 67 to mid-'78, the two datum points that I took, demand 

deposit coverage has dropped from 83 percent to 73 percent, and time deposit 

coverage has dropped from 81 to 69. Both are down on the order of 10 or 12 

percentage points over this 11-year period. 

Moreover, think that anyone who talks to many bankers would 

agree that there's a great deal of waiting in the wings right now to see 

what the outcome will be to the current legislative effort. If that outcome 

is unsatisfactory, I believe that we will see a rush of withdrawals from 

membership. Deposit coverage could drop another 5 or 10 more percentage 

points in the next year or two, so that the viability of the kind of 

fractional reserve monetary system that we have operated is now in doubt. 

It is a very slow-fuse crisis, but it is a critical matter nevertheless. 
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Secondly, one of the things that hashappened over the 11 years 

is that the spread of substitutes for demand deposits in the payments system 

has quickened, to the point where old distinctions between transactions and 

savings accounts, and between banks and thrift institutions are being blurred 

and blurred badly. 

I believe that we have not seen anything yet in terms of the 

spread of transactions type facilities that is going to occur, and that we 

are in danger, in effect, of adding what amounts to several thousand new 

non-member institutions to the group that is not effectively covered by the 

kind of a discipline that, for better or worse, fractional reserves 

represent for the United States monetary system. 

Third, the form of compensation for Federal Reserve members that 

we employ, that is, the provision of free services in clearing and in other 

service areas, is coming under increasing and legitimate challenge. It is 

sn anachronism in our modern economic system, I believe, to operate in our 

exclusive membership through clubs like the Federal Reserve. 

But in its current position, the Fed must continue to provide 

valuable services free to members. It is a necessity to us when the dues tha< 

are paid for membership - that it, the loss of earnings on reserves - are so 

very high. I think that this compensation system is going to come apart at 

the seams, as clearing needs and transactions accounts spread much more 

broadly through the society. We are not going to be able to maintain this 

tradeoff of costly reserves for free services very much longer - certaintly 

not indefinitely into the future. 
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,hd finally, one of the things that's happend over the years, 

I think, is that the rapid growth of the banking system makes the need for 

backup liquidity access much more pressing than it was earlier in the post

war period, for big banks as well as small ones. Ind yet, ready access 

to the lender of last resort through the discount window, because of the 

decline in membership, is falling away. 

I think that a 

before the Federal Reserve 

real risk is developing a kind that used to exist 

brought 
System wasAforward. That risk is growing and I 

think it is self-evident to all of you that it is a mistake to see the 

coverage of that liquidity insurance -- hard to price but invaluable when 

really needed - fading away. 

Well, in any event, those are some of the reasons that I think 

have accounted for the greater perception today than 11 years ago for the 

membership coverage problem. We have reached the point where the problem is 

getting serious legislative attention, both in the House and Senate Banking 

Committees. 

The Congressional initiatives before us today are not what the 

Federal Reserve originally proposed. They have shifted away from the concept 

of universal - but substantially less costly - reserve coverage. A-td they have 

not been what any of us would want, I think, if we were given the dictatorial 

power to modify our present system. But I do believe that these bills have 

some very desirable features, at least from my point of view and I hope from 

yours. 

First, they will substantially reduce the cost of membership for 

large banks as well as small. In the case of large banks, the demand deposit 

reserve ratios aw much lower than at present, particularly in the House bill. 

And, as you know, there is a provision for exemption for the first X amount 
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of deposits that would apply equally, but certainly would affect cost for the 

small banks for more than the large. 

Second, both bills introduce the concept of universal reserves, 

which I support, though with a large exemption. 1B you probably know, the 

Board urges that the effects of that exemption be neutralized, from a monetary 

efficiency point of view, but providing that most of the exempt class of 

deposits be covered by P~s in the Federal Reserve portfolio. That is, taking 

the House bill for example, the deposit area from $10 million to $50 million 

in transactions accounts, and from $10 million to $50 million in time and 

savings accounts would be, in effect, reserved, and then the income on the 

System's portfolio - on a proportionate basis - would be returned to the 

banks involved. 

Your would say, well, this may be called a PCbut it simply repre

sents interest on reserves, and I would agree. But it has some nice features. 

The interest paid will shift with the return on the portfolio, which would 

be very hard to guarantee otherwise. Aid since the concept of compensation 

applies only to reserves on deposit levels that would be exempted outright 

under the Reuss bill, that are alternative you can say doesn't cost the 

Treasury anythink. Ald it doesn't cost the banks very much, since the average 

return on our portfolio over a period of time will not be more than 30 

basis points or so less than the banks could expect through their own 

management of liquid assets. Aid we think, as I have said, that it improves 

the coverage of the system greatly and the monetary efficiency that we would 

expect to obtain. 

The third is important advantage is that both bills for the first 

time would include the transaction type accounts at thrift institutions 

within the fractional reserve system. This is a very important, I believe, 
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because it will bring in an area of the financial system likely to be 

issuing rapidly increasing amounts of transactions balances in the 

period to come. kid it brings them in before their transaction business 

grows so large that reserve requirement coverage would be strongly resisted 

from a cost point of view. 

Fourth, it seems to me that an advantage of both bills is that 

the reserve requirements structure is substantially simplified. There is a 

single requirement for all transactions accounts, and a very low one 

percent requirement for longer-term time deposits. ~!though we have a one 

percent reserve requirement on these long-term time deposits now, the 

effect is constrained by the 3 percent average statutory minimum on all time 

accounts. /bout 60 percent of the banks in the country cannot take full 

advantage of the lower requirement, and that would be consisted in the 

bills under consideration. 

The structure is not ideal, by any means. But it seems to me 

that it is a good deal better than we would be able to manage under our 

present authority. 

Fifth, under the proposed bills, all of the institutions issuing 

transactions type accounts will have regular access to the discount window. 

This will probably be quite a change for the discount officers of the Federal 

Reserve Banks, and I'm sure that we'll have to develop a variety of new 

procedures and guidelines for monitoring and administration. But I believe 

that universal access represents a major safeguard for the stability and 

liquidity of the financial system. 

Al.d finally, the basis for an unbundling of Federal Reserve 

costs and services is established by both bills, and pricing of services 

go forward once the bills, or a variant thereof, take effect. i)sain, I think 
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there are many operating problems, some of which you'll probably be dis

cussing this afternoon. There is a clear risk that the Reserve Banks may 

lose a sizeable share of their high-volume, low-cost clearings business, 

depending on the pricing decisions that are made. But I think that unbundling 

is the wave of the future, and I would like to see us get started on it 

as soon as possible. 

Well, I have one final series of comments to offer. Though 

I have not talked to many bankers about it, I am sure that many bankers 

are disappointed that the cost of reserves is not cut considerably more 

than proposed in these bills. Many also are upset, I imagine,that there is 

is such~ sharp distinction in reserve treatment on the basis of bank size. 

Aid I am sure that there is concern, probably by small as well as large 

bankers, about the differences proposed between banks and thrifts with 

respect to time and savings accounts, which are subject to reserves in the 

case of banks but excluded in the case of thrifts. 

I cannot defend these distinctions on any very rational, 

intellectual basis. But I think that I can explain the reasons for them to 

you, and that you ought to take them into account and be aware of the issues 

involved as you develop you position on the bills. 

First, as to the reduction in cost. There is a very strongly held 

view here in Washington that the give-up of Treasury revenue associated with 

the program cannot exceed some relatively low limit or, to put it more 

neutrally, should not be excessive. Senator Proxmire's bill postulates a 

net revenue loss for the Federal Reserve of $133 million, and Cbngressman 

Reuss bill would give up an estimated $384 million, both in 1976 prices, as 

I understand it. 
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Now, there is quite a difference between $133 and $384 million, 

and I do not know where in this range of possible give-ups our actual 

legislation would settle. But these figures show you something of the 

order of magnitude of revenue loss that the Cbngress and the Treasury 

are willing to concede in this area. 

There is only so much relief that can be provided. I do not 

know, as I say, exactly where the resistance point will wave to be. But 

I am sure that there is a level beyond which the Cbngress will not go, and 

even if they were willing to go, the Treasury would not tolerate • .hd 

it is important to keep in mind that what we are talking about is, if I may 

use an unglamorous term, a melon of that general size to be split in one 

way or another. That is just a political fact of life. 

On the second point, that is, the distinction between big and little, 

Congressional preference is a pretty well established in tax law, in the invest

ment tax credit, and a lot of other legislative initiatives. Here, too, it 

amounts to giving disproportionate aid to smaller businesses, in this 

case smaller banks. 

The exemption on the first $40 or $50 in deposits also narrows 

the imapct of univesal reserves to a relatively small number of non-member 

banks, which is desirable politically. But I tPink, what you have to do as 

you consider this proposal, is to recognize the fundamental Congressional 

preference for disproportionate assistance to smaller institutions. 

And third, on the question of the thrifts, there is almost no 

chance that the concept of universal reserves could be extended to the time 

and savings deposits of the thrifts. The size of the deposit base in too large, 

so that the political resistance would be overwhelming. I am quite con-

fident, it would kill the deal to try to extend the concept to the time and 

saving deposits base of the thrifts. 
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On the whole, the Board believes that these legislative proposals, despite 

their shortcomings, represent important and worthwhile reforms, and I agree 

with that position. I believe that you will come to that conclusion too if you 

look at this, as it is so improtant to do, in the light of the practical political 

possibilities that we have for changing in the moneeary and reserve system, 

rather than in terms of the ideal structure that you as economists would naturally 

prefer. 

JOHN PERKINS - Governor Partee, would you comment on the likelihood 

of legislative measures to solve the membership issue 

being linked to legislation to consolidate the bank 

regulatory agencies? 

GOV. PARTEE: Well, John, I haven't considered the reserve legislation 

and the question of banking agency consolidation as being closely related at all. 

There is a consolidation bill that is alive and well, at least on the Senate 

side, and is being strongly sponsored, as you know, by Senators Ribicoff and 

Proxmire. 

Just this past Monday, I had started to discuss the organization and 

work of the new Financial Institutions Examination Council. We are hopeful 

that we can demonstrate that the advantages in terms of common policy, standards 

and treatment of banks that would come from consolidation of the agencies 

can come also through the Examination Council, which the deficiencies -- that is, 

centralism and bureaucracy and perhaps loss of freedom for state bank innovation -

would not be lost. 

I might say -- and I happen, having dealt with this intensively 

over the past year or so -- that I think that the federal financial agencies 

are getting along very well these days. There have been many common policies 

and guidelines that we've been able to develop through the Inter-agency 

Coordinating Committee. Now, formation of the Federal Financial Institutions 

Examination Council should extend this common effort. 
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So my answer would be that I would hope that the Congress would 

give the brand-new system -- it doesn't actually take effect until March 10 

a chance to work before they consider a further agency integration. And I do 

not see that there is any degree of linkage between the two proposals, 

I think it is going to be an independent initiative. Steve Roberts 

from the Senate Banking Staff is here; you can ask him. But I am quite sure 

that it is going to get pushed on the Senate side this year, Steve, would 

you agree? 

MR. ROBERTS: Comment by Steve Roberts indicated agreement 

MR. HEEBNER: Another hand back there? 
Have you made any estimate of the number of banks that 

MR. HORVITZ: would convert to state charter if there were mandatory 
membership? 

GOV. PARTEE: Well, that is a difficult follow-up question, You 

know, we seem to have proceeded in the past year or so from the view that dual 

banking was good and inventive and advantageous because of the flexibility of 

state banking authorities to try new things, to the view suddenly that the 

state systems have to be protected because, other things equal, everybody would 

like to leave them and become national banks. 

I really do not think you can have it both ways. People who have 

given me particular examples of states where some conversions might be likely 

appear to be talking about individual state systems that have aspects 

that need to be changed. It may very well be that new reserve legislation, by 

making the terms of entry to national or to state charter more equal, would 

force such state commissions to become better and more modern regulatory 

bodies than they now are. 

I am giving you my personal reaction on this and it may not seem 

very diplomatic. It may be necessary to provide some kind of a barrier in 

order to protect state banking systems from the loss of memberships that would 
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otherwise occur. I do not know what kind of a protection we can develop 

but it might be necessary to think of the terms of it. 

GIL HEEBNER: One over there? 

PETER CRAWFORD: As you know, there is considerable interest in a 

program to phase in reserve requirements. In that light, would it be politically 

feasible to gradually phase in reserve requirements on savings deposits at 

thrifts, beginning at zero and increasing at say one tenth of one percentage 

point per year for ten years? 

GOV.PARTEE:! have to say to you that, having tested the waters in this area, 

this is exactly what they are fearful of happening. There is a flinch 

point with the thrifts, and it is not very far down the road. As you know, 

I do not want to be an apologist for the thrifts. 

If I had to do my way -- we were all talking about things that we 

would do -- I would apply reserve requirements to all the savings deposits 

of the thrifts at the same rate as for the commercial banks, because I consider 

savings deposits, with interest from day of deposit to day of withdrawal and 

instant access for withdrawals, really pretty close money substitutes. And 

I would drop all of the reserve requirements on time deposits of the commercial 

banks. 

But I do not have it my way. And you know, there is only so far 

we can go at one point. What I think you really need to do -- and as I 

understand it, this is one of a series of meetings that the ABA is sponsoring 

in order to try to develop a position on the matter -- is to consider what is 

achievable for you as an industry with a point of view and an interest - what 

is achievable in the context of what you will be able to achieve, rather than 

what you would seek ideally. 
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That is not really the question for John Perkins and his Associates. 

But that is the context, I think, in which the ABA needs to consider the 

matter. 

GIL HEEBNER: I think maybe, in the interest of Governor Partee's 

time, we better let him go. But we are indeed indebted to you for giving us 

a lot to chew on, and also for the positive title, Monetary Improvement Program. 

So thank you for that, and for taking us from the abstract of 1967 to the 

urgency of 1979. 

GIL HEEBNER: Our next session begins in the room that we were in 

this morning; and Dick Peterson from Continental Illinois will be chairing 

that session. 
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Aftemoon Sessicn - The Menbership Problem of the 

Federal Reserve and It's Relationship to the Provision 

and Pricing of PaytIE1ts Services 

MR. PETERSCN: This aftemoon we' 11 be addressing the second part of the 

naibership problem, related to the pricing and provision of pa)'IIE!lt services. 

Today we have five spe.akers, and going over the background of these people I 

find they have all done many things. In trying to save time, I 'm not 

going to go into the backgrounds very m.ich. It is interesting, however, that 

I thought we only had one naiber from the Fed on this Ccmnittee. I find that 

every one of the people on the panel this aftemoon had some role at some time 

in their lives in the Federal Reserve System. 

The first speaker today is going to address the problems of what the 

Congressicnal arena is looking for in the way of bank changes. Then we' 11 

have a current staff merdier of the Board of Govemors speaking on the area of 

pricing. Then a person looking at what the aspects are fran the point of view 

of the camercial banking system. And then t:wo ccmoontators before we get 

ccmoonts fran the audience in general. 

The first speaker is Steve Roberts, currently Chief Econanist of the 

Senate Banking Ccmnittee. Steve got his Ph.D. fran Purdue in 1970, and was 

with the Federal Reserve Board from 1970 to 1977, when he went on to the Senate 

Banking Ccmnittee. Steve will present an overview of the problem as 
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he sees it. 

Steve? 

MR. ROBERTS: Thank you. 

I feel like I ought to give two disclaimers. First, I'm 

going to speak for myself and not the members of the Banking Committee; 

second, I'm going to speak for myself and not my colleagues, that is, my 

former colleagues at the Federal Reserve Board. 

I do hold a unique position on the panel and I guess in the 

room. I'm the only one to have been associated at some time with both 

the Banking Committee of the Senate and with the Federal Reserve. 

The pricing issue has been studied for a long time by the 

Fed. It started when the Board first considered whether it should enter 

into the arena of electronic funds transfers. And at that time three ques

tions were raised: If the Board was to enter into the provision of elec

tronic transfers and especially automated clearinghouse services, who 

should its services be offered to, on what basis, and at what cost? 

In November of '76, Govenor Coldwell indicated that, indeed, 

the Federal Reserve Board was working on a pricing schedule, that would 

price checks and electronic clearings, that the prices would be set equally 

for all institutions, and that the schedule would indicate some means of 

offset for member banks in terms of either reduced reserve requirements or 

something else to reduce the burden on member banks. He also indicated 

that the structure that the Board wanted to set up would encourage effi

ciency by fostering more use of electronic facilities and less use of checks. 
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Well, here we are in 1979. The Board has issued its pricing 

schedule for comment. We also have a firm statement by the Board that 

those prices will not be instituted until something is done about the 

membership problem. 

The concern about membership attrition has made the basic 

issues involved in pricing more complicated than I think they really ought 

to be. Indeed, if membership was not a problem, the basic questions could 

be addressed in a straightforward manner. I think payment services would 

be offered by the Federal Reserve to any depository institution with third 

party payment powers. They would be offered on the basis of a pricing 

schedule reflecting fully allocated costs. And the prices would be the 

same for all institutions. The only remaining question that we would 

have to address would be what the specific prices were and how the prices 

were derived. 

But membership is an issue. That's why we're here. And in 

many ways the nature of the Federal Reserve System itself makes the member

ship issue and therefore the pricing issue complex. One set of issues is, 

of course, reserve requirements. Another set of issues involves the 

structure of the Federal Reserve System. Without going into the details, 

the myriad of details of the institutional structure of the system, it 

should be recognized that the Federal Reserve System is made up of two 

basic parts: the Federal Reserve Board and 12 regional Federal Reserve 

Banks and their branches. 

The 12 Federal Reserve Banks are individually incorporated 

and owned by member banks. The Board is an independent agency and owner-
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ship would accrue to the Federal Government. The Board is responsible 

mainly for the formulation and implementation of monetary policy and for 

regulatory policies that apply to members. The primary responsibilities 

of the reserve banks are the provision of various types of services to 

their individual members. Those services include check-clearing, wire 

transfer, automated clearing services, discounts and advances, supervision 

and examination, and several other things. I would also note that the 

presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks also have a role in monetary policy. 

The Board and the Reserve Banks have different constituencies, 

and each has its own special type of independence that it wants to protect. 

Given these differences, it's not surprising that the Board and the Reserve 

Banks could have different ideas on the appropriate solution to both the 

membership problem and the pricing of services. 

I'd like to look at the issues involved in pricing from an 

historical perspective for a moment. Prior to the establishment of the 

Federal Reserve in 1913, there was no central clearing facility in the 

United States. Checks were cleared locally and through a network of 

correspondent banks. One of the major responsibilities that the Congress 

gave to the Federal Reserve in 1913 was the establishment of a network for 

efficient collection of checks and development of a centralized payment 

system. We have that system today. I would note in passing that in early 

years, the Fed charged for check processing. Those charges were dropped 

at the time when the Fed's portfolio became large enough for the Fed to 

pay for the clearing itself. 

The Federal Reserve's monetary policy role was not really 

envisioned as part of its responsibilities in 1913. The Federal Open Market 
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Committee was not part of the Federal Reserve in 1913. That wasn't 

instituted until 1933. For the first 20 years of existence, the Federal 

Reserve was the basic clearing bank of this country and not a central 

bank. Under those arrangements, voluntary membership made sense. 

Not all banks needed to be associated with the Federal Reserve for the 

purpose of establishing a method for clearing checks. They could also 

use correspondents. For the purpose of clearing and the provision of 

services, voluntary membership in the Federal Reserve makes 

sense today. 

But today, the Fed does have a monetary policy responsibility, 

and it's an important responsibility and it's recognized by the Congress. 

While in the area of payments and clearings, a voluntary membership makes 

sense, I'm not sure that it makes sense in the area of monetary policy. 

When the staff of the Senate Banking Committee first started 

getting tooled up for the question of membership, universal reserve require-

and 
ments, payment of interest on reserves,A pricing of services, we examined 12 

foreign central banks to see how they were set up. This was done last 

summer by an intern and myself. We looked at 12 major industrial countries: 

Austria, Belgium, Italy, France, Mexico, Denmark, Greece and Japan. 

In all 12 countries, the central bank happens to have authority 

to set mandatory reserve requirements. The same is not true for the pay

ment mechanism and clearing functions in those 12 countries. Moreover, the 

payment of interest on reserves or balances held at the central bank is not 

a common feature. Only 3 countries -- Greece, Italy, Mexico -- pay interest 

directly on balances they hold. Some of the others allow a portion of 
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reserves to be invested in securities; but often those reserves are very 

similar to secondary reserves of banks or liquidity reserves of S&L's. 

Only one country -- Denmark -- pays interest on balances that are held 

for clearing. 

Now, I said not all the central banks provide basic clearing 

services. Where those services are not provided by the central banks, 

they're provided by the banking system and no apparent problems result. 

In some countries, they're provided by both the central clearing bank and 

the private sector. The single exception to this, of the list of services 

that are provided, is currency and coin. That is universally a service 

provided by the central bank in all of the 12 countries. 

With that history and a look at how things are organized in 

other countries, I'd like to address two questions connected with the 

pricing of Federal Reserve services: efficiency and competitive equity. 

I think it's important, even though I've said something about foreign central 

banks, to remember that in this country we do have 14,000-plus commercial 

banks. The efficiency of clearing and settlement is much more difficult in 

this type of system than it is in a country like Canada or Great Britain, 

where there are only a handful of banks. Because our banking system is 

more complex, the principle that should be used to judge the appropriateness 

of Federal Reserve participation in clearing, settlement and other services, 

is economic efficiency. 

The Fed should be active in the payments mechanism to the extent 

that it can be demonstrated· that competition among private firms would not 

work properly to assure an adequate supply of the basic services to the 

entire nation. 
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Very few would argue that on the basis of economic efficiency, 

that the Fed should not be the economic unit to provide currency and coin. 

It is not obvious, however, that the Fed must be involved in all other 

types of clearing arrangements. In fact, the Fed is not the only supplier 

of such services as check clearing, wire transfers and automated clearing

house transfers. It does have competitors. 

Under the current system, there are inefficiencies. For 

example, the existence of free checking at many banks encourages people to 

write many, many more checks than they would if they were charged 25 cents 

a clip. However, it is difficult under the current system for the Federal 

Reserve to encouarge banks and corporations to emphasize the use of automated 

clearinghouses and other types of EFT, as opposed to checks, when both checks 

and automated clearinghouse transfers are cleared free by the Fed. 

A further example of the inefficiencies that zero pricing may 

inflict on the payments mechanism is the practice of remote disbursement. 

Remote disbursement is the purposeful use, as I view it, to take advantage 

of Federal Reserve clearing and float. And this has greatly decreased the 

efficiency of the system. 

Inefficiencies in the payment system may also be induced by 

the combination of lack of pricing, non-interest-earning reserve balances, 

and voluntary membership. Member banks do get services, after all, in return 

for their reserve balances. The offering of services that might be provided 

by the private sector and aggressive marketing by the Federal Reserve 

System in an effort to enhance membership could very well lead to additional 

inefficiencies. I would note the well publicized case of a reserve bank 
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that made changes in its check-clearing schedules in order to enhance 

membership. In general, the Federal Reserve has probably not abused its 

monopoly power. However, there is the continuing danger that if the 

Federal Reserve's membership problem is not solved and its services are 

not priced, that in an effort to enhance membership, the Federal Reserve 

would actively engage in development of new services and in marketing of 

existing services in order to encourage membership. 

The absence of pricing also has effects on correspondent 

banking. The services offered without charge place no market test on the 

efficiency of the Federal Reserve. The Federal Reserve cannot gauge how 

effective and efficient it is. It has no basis of comparison. Often 

banks use the services of the Fed bacause they are trying to recoup their 

membership costs. 

Efficiency -- they might do it in other ways -- is a secondary 

issue to some banks. In some services area banks, that is, correspondent 

banks, cannot even try to compete with the Fed, because it's impossible 

for them to do so profitably. Thus, competition and innovation in payments 

is less than it otherwise might be, and therefore existing inefficiencies 

remain. 

Finally, the payments mechanism may be less efficient than it 

otherwise might be if the Federal Reserve System were to somehow price for 

its float. Some Federal Reserve float may be necessary to ensure a smoothly 

operating payments mechanism. However, the availability of unlimited and 

cost-free float from the Fed provides the banking system with the opportunity 

for interest-free loans. This encourages inefficiencies such as remote 

disbursement. 
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Because the linkage between Federal Reserve float and the 

system's earning capacity is not widely recognized by the public and by 

Congress, the provision of float may be a way for the Federal Reserve to 

provide its members with an additional subsidy. The availability of 

Federal Reserve float provides the banking system with interest-free 

loans of reserves. The existence of float reduces the size of the Federal 

Reserve's portfolio, and therefore reduces the earnings of the system and 

Treasury revenue. In 1978, float averaged over $5 billion per day. At 

the current £ederal funds rate of 10 percent, that's $500 million in 

earnings that the Treasury lost. I don't think the Treasury knows that 

it lost that much, and that it will continue to lose that much if something 

is not done about float. 

The Committee on Government Operations of the House of 

Representatives made a detailed study of Fed float. And I'd like to read 

you a couple of its findings. This is from their study: "The Federal 

Reserve System's reasons for not changing the schedules or taking other 

action to reduce float center on the contention that member banks would 

disapprove of such action, that the Federal Reserve could lose members, 

and that float will soon be reduced, even eliminated, through technology." 

Next: "Float also benefits banks on which the checks are 

drawn, because until they pay the check they can use the funds. By permit

ting the use of the float as reserves, the Federal Reserve in effect makes 

interest-free loans to member banks which clear checks through the System. 

No charge is made for the use of such funds, nor does the System measure 

the extent to which float benefits particular banks." 
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Third, "To the extent that time schedules reasonably depart 

from actual collection times, the legality is questionable. Raising 

minimum deferment to three days would eliminate about two-third of time 

schedule float and bring time schedules more reasonably in accord with 

collection times!' 

Finally, this was their recommendation. "The Board should 

develop records to keep readily calculable the proportionate use member 

banks make of float as reserves, and study the question of whether user 

charges should be assessed against banks in proportion to the benefits 

they derive from float." These findings by the House Committee on Govern

ment Affairs were issued in the report that was dated March 17th, 1966. 

Things have changed very little. The findings and recommendations that 

they made can and should be listened to today. 
competitive 

Let me now turn to the subject ofAequity. The banking system 

is concerned that the pricing of Federal Reserve services may have unknown 

and undesirable effects on correspondent banking. Indeed, the correspondent 

banks and the Federal Reserve Banks supply many similar services. The 

Reserve Banks serve as correspondent banks for their members. 

The pricing of Federal Reserve services and open access 

and that's important -- to those services would probably change some 

correspondent banking relationships. However, it's not clear exactly what 

those changes would be like. 

There are truly different opinions on this. We heard Governor 

Partee at lunch today. Both the Federal Reserve Board and the reserve banks 

feel that once they begin to price, they will lose a significant share 
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of the volume that they now have to correspondent banks. That type of 

bureaucratic fear is very understandable. 

Large correspondent banks, at the same time, fear that 

pricing and open access could lead to many banks turning to the Federal 

Reserve for services, rather than continued use of services they supply. 

However, I think that if we do have a competitive marketplace for services, 

and the marketplace is functioning adequately, that that would not happen. 

Finally, many small banks fear that explicit pricing, whether 

the services are offered by correspondents or by the Fed, would raise their 

costs of operation. I don't think that's likely, because the Fed and the 

correspondent banks will both be seeking not only to hold on to their 

current customers, but also to gain a larger share of the total action. 

I don't know what the actual distribution of services would 

be. I don't think anybody really does. But I think studies such as the 

one being done for the ABA by ABT Associates will provide some answers to 

the question of distribution. However, we live in a dynamic world. We're 

not going to reach equilibrium initially. We may not even reach equilibrium 

quickly. People will pick and choose their services at the point where 

they think they're least costly. 

Although no one can say for sure what effect pricing of Fed 

services and open access would have on correspondent banking, it is clear 

that the current system of zero pricing puts the Federal Reserve in a 

monopoly position. Generally, monopoly structure is less efficient than 

a competitive structure, therefore the Federal Reserve's presence in the 

payments mechanism should not be a reason for exclusion of the private 

sector. 
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I have also indicated my belief that pricing and open access 

should go hand in hand. Access to the Federal Reserve services is 

important, not only for member banks and nonmember banks, but also because 

of the innovations that are taking place in the payments mechanism for 

thrift institutions. NOW accounts, telephone transfers, bill-payer accounts, 

and possibly payment order accounts are indications that thrifts want to be 

fully franchised in the payments mechanism. 

In the case of automated clearinghouses, the Justice Depart

ment has already said that ACH's cannot preclude S&L's from membership. I 

think, if they were asked, that they would say the same thing about all 

other clearing services. 

Pricing allows a chance for the Federal Reserve to institute 

appropriate conditions for access for both banks and thrifts. That is, any 

depository institution with third party payment powers should have access 

for clearing and settlement on the basis of willingness to pay. 

Competitive equity also suggests that balances used in the 

clearing and settlement process, the balances themselves, be treated in 

the same manner regardless of where they're held. Currently, Federal Reserve 

members get an implicit return on their reserve balances, which serve as 

their clearing balances. They get free services. Correspondent banks offer 

their respondent banks and their corporate customers the same type of 

implicit return. In the banking world it's called an "earnings credit" 

because direct payment of interest is prohibited. 
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If the Ferteral Reserve i8 niven authnritv to pay 

interest on reserves which are helrl at Federal Reserve hank~ 

in anv amount or anv form, competitive enuity would sugnest 

that rnrresnondent hanks anrl other denositorv institutions 

shnuld Al"IO he Allo.,erl tn nay interest nn the clearinn 

ThAt is to say, if the tederAl Reserve is 

al lnwea to nav interest nn reserve ha lances, the Prohibition 

"""inst int"' rest nayaien t nn ciem anrl rlel"'n'I its shou 1 rl '-e repealed. 

Th.-re ArP qome unresolved <'!uestinns about nricinn 

First, the Federal 

keserve hAS nnt revealed how it rtoes intend tn handle float. 

It woul~ he difficult and cnstlv to establish a svstem wherebv 

Federal Reserve float wnula he ChAroerl directly tn those 

An alternative for the Federal Reserve 

woulrt he to use a comhination of thinns to reduce float: 

~odification of cleArinn scherluJ,.,., increases of staff 11nrl 

em,inmpnt if neeessary, anti adr!itinnal sttJrile!' to imr,rove the 

effit'.iPncy of the n<"ttJal tr11n~onrtntinn syste"', 

The 11drtition,.1 cost, if any, that mtnht he inrurren in 

r.,011cinn flont wn11l"1 he '""re thAn offset hy the increl!Sf' in 

system P~rninos. In adrlitinn, !lriv CO!'lt incurred to rP.rl11cP 

flnAt ~nuld be arlrlerl hac~ to thp cn~t of services anrl the 

rric1nn sch,.dllles arlj,,sted aceorrlinolv, 

hAvP co~nlainnd that thP nricirin schedtJle i"suerl ~v the ~en 
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!;ppms t("IO lC'lv·, incrPaSP.d resn•.•rrr. U!\ar,e and ewr,Pnrl; tur-P.s to 

rp;i11c,,. flnat "'O<Jlri hrinn thosP nricP,i un •1e,mewhat, 

~ .. condly, thp Ferieral Peservp has not inrlicateri how 

it will hanrllP thp nricino nf 

Sf'rv ice,; other than chPc~-c 1 e,iri no Dn,1 

i--ill thl\t was introrlureri la,;t yf"ar in the 5Pn1'tP 1'nrl al!Oo a 

"ill that WI\S introdurerl in the ~nuse listPri P SPPCific 

currPnrv anri cnin, 

che,rl. co11P.ct;o,,, 1,,,;,..P tr-Ar"l!=ifer, F.ltJtomaterl ("'l~arinqhousP, n,.t 

SPttlernPrit, Sf'CIJr;tv ~AfekP.PP1nn, anl"1 any nP11. spr-v;cP 

inclurlinq, but not limiter, to, ;,ny FFT facilitiPS th,.t ,..1,..,ht 

f, or, e f u 1 l v, p, P f p ,1 i ~ w or 1d n a n r, pr i c i no "f t h P s P 

othpr Sf"rvices ,,,.,,, will nnt foroet th"t they're cc-mr,etitors with 

some other institutions in those areas also. 

!IPttlpmpnt !!ervicPS "nulrJ t,p nffererl to oepositorv 

institution!! th"t dio not hl'vP re!'lervP 11ccounts at thP Ferler1'1 

J f vo"' re nni nq tn c 1 Par, yoL1 nPerl an account. 

CurrPnt arranopmpnts for nonmpmhpr~ ,inn othpr rlPpnsitnrv 

institutions rPnuirP that s~ttle~Pnt be effpctuatPd thrnunh 

the rf'serve accnunt of a member. But once pricing and open access 

nave hppn e,;t;,hlis~Pri, thnsP ~enositorv institution~ that do 

nnt hol~ reservPs nunht tc- he qiven the choicP nf settlin~ 
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setting up their own clearing account that's not a reserve account. The 

Federal Reserve should prepare for this, especially if there are to be 

large waivers of reserve requirements and very few reserve accounts at 

the Federal Reserve Banks. If I were the president of a member or non-member 

,.,- ~ depository institution, and wanted to clear through rhe Fed, but 

didn't want to hold reserves or didn't want any part of membership, I would 

want the ability to issue an account with the Fed to clear and settle 

through. 

Thank you. 

(APPLAUSE). 

MR. PETERSON: Thank you, Steven. I wonder who you are 

speaking for. 

The next speaker will be Jim Brundy, who is the Associate 

Research Division Officer at the Board of Governors. Jim has been in the 

Fed System since 1966, the first six years or so with the San Francisco 

Bank, and since then with the Board. He's been very instrumental in studies 

in the membership and pr icing areas, and he will speak to that issue 

today. Jim? 
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Thank vou. I'm nleasPrl to have the 

ooportunlty tn talk about a few matters rPlatlno to pricing 

ann mPmhprshlr torlav as Part nf your conference. 

T woulr' like tn heciln ry pointino nut that my 

re~arks are entirely my own views an~ shn,,lrln't bf' attributen 

to othpr memt-rrs of the staff or certainly to the Roarn or the 

'<eserve t1anks. 

The oolnts that StevP Poberts has Just marle nrovide 

actually II rather qoorl introduction to the issuPs that want 

tn brlno uP with you torlay. First T 1 rl li~e to noint out some 

of the features, some of the elPments nf the Ferleral Reserve 

~ank services that are nuasi-novernmental, thet are a public 

sf'rvlce, anrl that '""Y rAlse ouestinns ahot1t the efflc11cy of a 
and 

strainhtfnrw;ir~ or1cino system anrl create difficulties, snme ,, 
of the nrobl,.ms that we've had to deal with in the nroCPSS nf 

conslrlerin~ construction of a orlcin~ schf'riule. 

inrl then, secondly, so that there Is a general 

hackqrounrl, t •,1nul d 11 ke to <JO over thf' assumr-t ions that have 

been marlP ; n con st r1.1ct; "0 t~e nrl ces t h11t have been mad~ 

nublle in the "oara•s ~nvPmher 17th nregs release on the 
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nricinn of chPCk an~ AC~ scrvicPS ■ 

First T'ri 11f•e to talk aho11t tl,p cl,eck orol:'essinn 

It's worth nointinn out th,at thp Fer< 

is not a ~onor~lv. It's not clnsP to" mnnnnolv in check 

t l"!r)~e tr-at Ar(l- r-rf""lv; (iP(i bv t hP cor"'rr.sronc1flnt ri~nk; nn ~y!;,tPm. 

l"e ~ .. ~,.r,al Rpserve in pffert acts as a cnllection aqency that 

•ill take any item, nass credit for it nn a firm basis, and 

cn11ect fnr it frnm thp institution on which it's rJra"'n, 

rpo~rrllP~S of ~hrre it•s rlrnw~, withoLit thP rlrpn~itnr 

in~titution brinc1 awnrP of ~nv ~istin~tions nn that ~Asis. 

l~P f"Preci11 Vpsf'cvP ~andlps ,about ~n pP.rrent of nl 1 

cl,f'r-ks anrl wirlelv VArYi"'J pPrl".er,t11ClPS nt intrA•rHstcirt 

cherks, ranninq fro• PS lnw AS~ n~rcpnt in sn~e rlistrirts to 

cher¥s in some district~, ranoin~ down tn 3n rPrcpnt in 

ntnprs, arc hAnrllp~ entirPlv, in thpir initial rlero~it into 

thp clearinn nptwnrk, nv thp nrivAtP sector, is furt"er 

pvirlence of the i~portAnt rolP thAt the cnrresponr<ent ~anks 

hAVP in tl,e check cleArinn systP~. 

ThP rrivAtP clPArin~s which 1,anble such A large 

pronortion of the c~ecks are ablp to rrovirle that bPcause thev 

rrov,rlp hetter availarilit, ano other SPrvices that the 

orovirles a haste levpl of serv,ce, not A servicP which is 
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actt1<1l ly ro"'DPtitivP with tlie 'l<"rvices r,rovid!!'i by thP 

cor~rsr,nnrlent b~nks. 

nut thPre is ii Justification, ii rath.-r clear 

Ju~tificatinn, for a nnvernmental presencp in the check 

r:learinr, systPm, an-I that 111stification ties in both to the 

strtJcture of the ~merican bnnkina SY~tP,,,, tre fact that there 

arP so~P 14,r.no hAn~s, i1nrl to tlie qup~tion of the floAt on thr. 

fp,;prAl ~psprve check clearino onerntions, 

we all rPcrgni7e that in the nrivate market thP. 

cnst of cleilrino" chPck woulrl "" eouatPrl to thr. marginAI cost 

of t h P fun <1 s t h;, t a r p 1 o st rl u P t o ,1 .. 1 a y ; n co 11 Pc t i n a t I, at 

In other .,orns, the ,-•oi,ndi ture of re!lo11rc .. 'I wo11lrl he 

CilrriP'l just to the point, where it Poua11,.,1 the ti,.,,. valu!! of 

thn avprane check goino tn a nartic,,lar market, 

The "•renrliturP cr,1,lrl re carrip,j o,, th!' maroin to thP 

rnint wherP thP float was e•actly wipp,; nut on thPSP, ch .. cks, 

"ut thi~ ti~e value nf monpy, the float, i,o; not a 

social ln,o;s, It 1 '! not a lo,o;s t,., -society ,is a whole, Jt I !I 

onlv a loss tn tht- instit11tion which is attPmntin<i tn cnllect 

tt-e funds, In fact, It's iust a rerlistrihutlnn from the 

institution that i,o; ;itter,,ntino to collect t~e funrls to the 

So that any 

rPsnurc .. s cevnnrl a ~lnimnl level e•rended to collect checks 

,irr rpsnurces that are helno withrlrawn frnr,, other, more 

rrnr1ur.tivP. usPS c1nC1 ripvr,teo instei,,j to A socii,l overhParl 
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function nf runnin'J t~e transaction!! mechanls"' of the country, 

Jt can be arnued that such nrivate sector advantaoe 

accruino to indlvirluals from exoendino real resources that are 

actuallv a rerluction in the real resources of the snciety a~ a 

w~ole, are a rliuerQence hetween private cost anrl private 

arlvantaoe anrl social co~t and social arlvantaqe, 

w or rl s, th" s nc i et v as a -, 1, o 1 e inc tJ r !I a cost i n or rle r t n 

nrnvirle an 11dva,,taoe t0 the irirjivldual Institution• tnat can 

cnllect c~ecks more ~lowly or mnre nuicklv, rlepenrlino on which 

si1e of the qa"'e they're nl11ylna, 

Therefore, you can aroue t~at the clearinq time 

sho11lrl re sP.t so as to .,;ni,.dze the rpal resources thAt are 

nP.~nteri to the check•rr0cessirig oneratinn, takino intn 11ccount 

the neerl to ~aint11in a nationwlrle payments system that is 

relatively efficient, sn that checks will ne accertahle 

f,v tolerati.,o f1011t and bv settina a minimal, b"'sic lP.VP.1 of 

SP~vieP nationwirl~, it sets a limit on th~ ineentiv~ of the 

orivate sector to invE"st real resnurces iri thf" clearj,-q of 

Anrl the nrice thAt it navs for that, for setting that 

limit on the real resource 11se, is an increase In th,- transfer 

rayment made from the Treasury to tne banking system in the 

fnr"' of the Feoeral ~PSPrve float, 

The nrivate sector can't dn that, There's nn way 

that the priviote !lertor, oive" the in!ltltutional struct11re in 
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the 1tnited !HatPs, coulrl "et tooethPr anr! provirte a similar 

mPchanisrn for limitinn thP amount of real resnurcPs dPvoted tn 

the check cnllectior, function. 

a rrinri, an aruu~ent based on thP efficiPncy from thr entire 

sncietv's pnint of vipw of a oresence in thP navmPnts 

mechanism bv thp rerleral Peserve. 

The remote points that the fpderal PPsPrvp 9Prve, 

"'iriht nnt r,p servpa at Al 1, or it '!liq~t not bP Pcnnnmical 1 y 

f ";J ,-; 1 h 1 p for t hr rn t n he s er v" rt at a 1 1 , h y t he r, r i vat e s Pct or. 

That is the sPcnnH clear Justification for the rerteral Peserve 

tn nrovine a hasic level of service tr, thP country as a whole, 

ann inneer!, that wa~ r,art nf thp hi~torical Justificatinn of 

the ~ ec' s involvement in the payments mechanism. At one time it 

~as extrP."'elv oifficult tn co11!'ct a check at par on a reo,ote 

The rerl was 

ahl!', hy establishino a uniform svstem, to Pnsure that 

Cuthan~, ~ontAnA, recrive~ aonrnxim~tPlV the sa~e service 

that 1 q ~vailat--lP ;n lipnver. 

Turninn no~ to mnrP. mortern Payments faci11tirs that 

the FP~erA1 WP.~rrve provirtes, the automated clearinohnu~e~ arP 

~enerally concerlerl to hr a lower cost a1ternative mpchaoi~m of 

mak inn navment s, at lower cost than the check alternative. But 

the e~nnn~le~ that ~rr AVaila~le can only "e Achieved if 

vol1Jer, if \/pry su"qtantiAl vnlur,,e can 1-,e promoterl. Anrt 
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achievina suhstantial volume reoulres Provirllnq service to 

almnst all enrl l"Oints. 

corroration to 

It isn't Practical for a nationwide 

to take arlvantaae of ACH service for 

11 few end r,Oil"ts anrl to handle the rest of the tnro11gh check 

dishurs,.mPt1ts. Sn that there does need to he a basic 1,-vel of 

servire avallahle n11tionwloe even before an ArH, a l"atinnwirle 

~CH can redllv nroceerl. 

Fed involvement in this way mloht he ahle to 

the earlil!'r develop,,ent of an 1'111torr,atP.U 

elPctrol"lr tll!'arina svste~, and therehy reduce the real 

resources that the society, aoain, devotes to the oneration of 

the Pavrrel"tS mechanism, 

Anv .. av, I ••011lrl "ote par.,nthf'ticAlly tnat the r,ric" 

that the syst,.m pronoserl in Its Novemher 17th press rf'l,.ase on 

the suhJect ~ouln, hy the time suhstant i al, 

mature volume, was achieved s1,ffice to "'ore than 

rPc apt t.J l"'e, the <Jev .. lopn,ent costs of lntrooucinr:i the 

~CH svsterr, 

''ovlno on to other Sf'rvires, the Federal Reserve wire transfer 

provides is a wAy that ,iny 

hAnk, l'lnv memher hank, can have immedtatf' access to the 

ff'rlP.ral funrls "'l'lrket, 

Sf'rv1ce th~t only the 

I think that thAt 1s a 

"ntity ti-lat 

holrls the nation,dci• cl earl no bal11nces-- can realistically 

nrovirlP., at least nartlv hecAus• the nriv~tP. ~ector 1Acks the 
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a~ility to branch interstAte. 

Rut further, if the private sPctor were tn 

nrovirle such· e facility, it would be necesaerv for clearing 

hal11nces to h~ held in private sector clearing banks around the 

country_ You•v~ heara on 

SP.vf'r~1 occAs;ons alr~a~Y today the concern that trouhl~s some 

nf us A~out t~e o,:,ssibilitv that suhstantia1 clearing b~lanees 

~nulrl bP. held anrl concentraterl, pyrffmirl~d int~ a few hanks. 

~inallv, as to ~fscot1nt ~nrl er~dit an~ cnin and 

r.•Jrrencv, therP. s,-ems tt".' he general anr@e,,,ent t!,at thfll F"erleral 

thP.'" ;s one that ;s fl'IOot. nnf!' thini:, th111twould be interesting to 

oo;nt out is that th~ pricinq of coin and currency co11lri have 
e. 

thee ffpct of s•JbstAntiallv r4'oucinci th., nuelitv ,:,f the 

currf'ncv tt,At's availahle to th~ ouh1ic. That ;5 tt"! sav, the currency 

w()u1d becomP. more r-torn, d;rt;r,:r, and it w,:,ul d n,:,t be llP t,, 

sprvir.e at ~res~nt at zero ch~roe to memb~r b~nks. 

Fvi aP.nr.e of such determination exists in some of the areas of the 

HAwAii, where the alJality of th~ eurr~nry i~ notiee~bly lP.SS 

than it is ~l~@wh~re int~~ country. 
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TAPF 1121 

JIM BRUNDY: "'ov i nq nn, t hl!n, let's just go 

<1uick1v throuoh the pricinq principle!! and objectives that were 

pub1ishPd bv thP Roarrl on Novemher 17th. The staterl 

t" nrnmntl! competitivl! pquity amon<J a11 

c1assl!s of rleno~itory institutions•• that is to sav that a 

price schedule that the Ferlf!ral Resl!rve might implement, 

shoulrl the membPrshio problP.m bl! so1vprl, woulrl he dPsionerl to 

oromote comol!titive P.ouity amono a11 rleoositorv institutions; 

to encourane innovation anrl efficiP.ncy in thl! nr,,vision of 

payments mechanism serviCl!SI to promote private Sl!Ctor 

involvenent in the nayments mechanism: to avoin short•run 

aisruption; tn encouragl' lona•run efficient funr.tioning of 

the PAY~ents mechanism: and to l!nsure that a hasic 1eve1 nf 

servir.es is available in the 1onq run nationwioe. 

llnrler thesP assumntions, the r,ric@s wer@ proposerl 

to cover th@ costs of provirlinq th@ s@rvices in the lonq run 

and to r-over A nri vate sector arlj ,,stmf'nt • 

are basea on no knowll!doe of the real 

Rut these nrices 

"'arketo1 ace. Since w" h Ave n e v., r r, r i e e rl , we rlon 1 t know 

what the demand ~111 he uncter v11rious alternative price~. Anrl 

so, in "'anv wAYS this is All hlah1y conjectural and we're 

looking forwaro tn qettino thP benefit of the input fro~ thP 

ABT s t 1J rl v II n rl o tr• e r w"' r k t h at i s u n ct e r '"'a y , 11 !I we 1 1 a !I 

com.,pnts frnm intPresterl Partie~, to try to under!ltAnrl hettPr 
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Common 

,;pn,ie woulrl sunnest t.r,at It wi 11 he nPcessary in thP future to 

adjust the nrices tn reflect comoetitivP conrlltions and to 

nrovirle a hasic lPvel of service nationwtrle, if it should 

occur that ririces that •·ere dP.slgnerl unrler thnsP Princiriles 

lPrl tn a rlPnradinn nt t~e payments mechanism. 

The nricPs proposerl incluOP a nrlvate ,;ectnr 

adjustrrent, an aoJu,qt,,,ent which is intenrlPd to he arlrlP<' on to 

the costs tn the Ferlera1 Peserve nf nrovirlinq the SPrvices, in 

nrrlPr tn achiPVP comnarahilitv with the Private sector. As 

vnu orohahly vnnw, that rn;irk1.1n turns out to bP 11 nercentbased on 

thP onpratina assPts nriceo at hlgtorical costs. 

Jn derivinn that 11 oercent, wP. assu~e that half of 

t~nSP oneratinq assPts were financerl hy a dPht Instrument of 

some sort ana half hy an imnutation of what would be equity if 

the rPdPral Reserve werP a orlvate entity 0 The ratPs of 

return on that rleht anct emdty ••Pre arlj1Jsterl to takl' into 

accnunt tne stahi lity ann the unou,.stione<i 

financial statw~ of the fpci: th,. rates charged 

were tvnica1 of hiqh•oradP nuhlic ,;ti1itiPs. 

WP as,•111.-erl 11n aftpr•tax ratP of r,.turn r,n er1uitv nf 7 

nPrcent, anrl a rate of return on rleht of O nercPnt. 

\Jh,-n yr,u combine a 11 t h0 assumntions with an 

inc,,,,e tax ~ate r,f 4:5 pPrcent, VOIJ arrive at II markup for the 
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fpderal RPserve services of 11 nercent. 

com,.,ents from the private SPCtor which inrlicate tl,at 11 percent may 

he somewhat low nv comnaris"n with thp markups that certain 

private SPctor Pntities have to makP, but on thP other hand 

that t~e nrices thP"'Selves sepm to he 

reasonahle hallnark. 

~owever, we rlon't have any way of nredicting what 

will hannen to Ferleral Peserve volume once nrices are 

instnllen, anrl therefnre it's harrl to unaerstanrl what the 

Knowledoe11ble 

nersons bplieve that the rlemand for check•processino services 

is el<'lstic, anrl that nrices which attempt to mr,ve much above the 

cr>st of prorluction will result in dramatic volume shifts. 

Therefore, ferl services are not a promisino way of 

raising revenue for the Treasurv ahove the i4tO million cost 

of nrovinino the services. 

aoenoa-- whether the fed coulrl oi'-tAin rever,up from the sPrvices 

in nr~er to optimally nrouide it for the Treasury, 

--wr,uld not annear to he too nrnmisino. 

~nrl finallv, I think it's worth once more 

reiteratino that rricinq Anrl access are not possil--le without 

ewacerbatino the membership prol:-lem, i.e., unless the membership 

h11rdP.n is rernovP.d or some form of univers111 reserve system can 

Pernnval nt the burden 1--y payment of interest 

~nP.s not annear to he a qoarl solution, hecaus~ it ~nuld be far 
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too costly in the context nf open access. Lowering resPrve 

ratios tor me~oers alone to the point where the burrlen was in 

fact fullv removed in the context of open aeeess woulrl also he 

too enstlv. 

~nr as a res11lt, it woulrl 11poear that the only 

~irect solution fnr dealinq with the membership orohlem is 

some concPPt of universal reservei,. In the context of such 

a solution, nricinn of services anrl open access coulrl he 

favorably cnntemplaterl, anrl the Hoard has indicated that it 

wr,ul d <in !IO ■ J think that concludes wh11t I h11ve to say. 

(APPI_AIISF), 

DICK PETERSON: fhank you, very much, Jim, 

rt was a very excrllent revipw, 

nur next soeakrr is kind of a 11nique 

opr!':on evpn i r this room where there are a lot of different people 

., i t t, varierl careers, ~ince he graduated with his 

Ph.n, from ~rr, Paul Hnrvit7 has heen a memher of e11ch nf the 

thrPe regulatorv agenciesof the commercial han~ino svstem. He 

Joiner the Ferl in 1~5~, 

and the ~rrr in 1067, 

jotnerl the Comptroller in 10b?, 

Abr,ut a year aoo, Pa,,1 left for Houston to tPach, 

ann you've alreaay hearr a numher of references to the ABT 

sturly. He's tlie chief investiqator for ABT on this 

report that is hr.ina financed by the ~merican Rankers 

Association to rletermine the imnart of oricino on the 
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cnr-1l'l'prci~l ~'Hn1r:;r,n ~tr:Jrt,1,-p.• 

~'~I 1 ) '! 

~ t • , r t .,.. r r f! !I; ~ n t ri t ; n n 1 i t P t h ; ~ ,., ; t ~1 "t 1 t h ~ v , ~ a t n "'a V e a" y 

.-tisr-l~,,..,pr. ( l. f, I 1 (" ~, ff_ t; ) • 

] t I c; r,n l v 

in r,n inc;t;tut;f"',r"+ witl-- 11nllrrited rp~nltl"'~e$ 1 likP thp f-f'ITC or 

thP ~r,1-1, th;\t r\M ,,.cr,ri"'\l'l"';St r:,n ... v-1r"ulr"l t1P. Al"'le tn !'tPll the 

;rlPtt ot n r~sr-Dr-cti rirf"!JPrt tr"t invP~tin.i\tP. t"'f:I' 1111ality of 

ct: r r P n c v i r, ► 1 ..:'4 ,, ·"' ; ; • 

,1 ~ r ·Pr:. t- s ,, r, , 1 l ... , r, l ; c n t ; t"I ~ s • l h P .,, n I"! P t A r v no l i c y c\ ~ l'.1 Pc t s c' re 

cle,.._rly the ~f"tst i""'ril"lrtAnt, ,,r.r; ;+ m.onptc,lry r,nliev nePriq 

r.lP;:iir•·lv cict::tterl ("Inf" r•artruL-1r rn,r,rf'larh, v;rt11allv A11 nt lJ!i 

,1"11"'f"'P•l'lpnt p~ i r..te; """ t~p, ~Pf:,,~ cf ,r("\l"r.t Hl"'V nril ;cv. 

t k at ~ t h P rs, c; r- r;,". "',, t 1 1.1 ~ s , r"I" r· n rt ;1 n t ; ~ s I J e ~ war r Ant 

:-. 1 1 c •) 1 Pe; c; 1 ""'r' r, rt rt" t , q; s • 1 p e; i n r 1 , 1 ci P 1--- n l"'I k 

,n,, ;-t1Sf'\ ir-rl1. ,,.. ~•Jr-t, 11171·-1 ic;s11r-c; rt"i Cf""t~.netitiVP- e,,u;tv ;,nrl 
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fro~ rnrcPrn ~t-nl1t t~P i1nnlicat~ti0n nf rricin9 of Ferl~ral 

~·Ps~r,,r SPrvirP~ for t~P corrPs~on0Pnt h~nkin" ~y~tPrr. tt 

involvP~ Ar1Alvsis of thP rlir~ct i~p~ct nf ctanr,ps in rp~ervr 

rP011i rprt1pntq, charnPs tnr 1--Pn SPrvic-F-~ rlnri chr11noP.s in nccPss 

tn Fn~eral Rp~ervP RPrvices, hut alRo the 1n0irect pffect~, a~ 

M~nlt-s nrljust thp;r rt,rrrsnnnrtPnt ralancPs ;r, r~~ctinn tn thr~P 

1 he anjl 1Stl'1pnts nf nnP ~'r1nk npc,:,,ssur; l y i,..o.,,ct nn 

the ctPnn~its of onnth,-r, thrnuoh i=t r.of'rlOlP>' nn-"i 1"1,:,t thnrnu,,hly 

un(;rr~tnor-4 !=!flt r-.t rf!,1 Mt inn-;hirs. 

TmnrnvPment nl the c~PCk cnllection ~ystPm was one 

of tb~ nrioinAl c~JrctivPs nf th~ ~pr◄ prAl l(PSPl"'V~ Act, ~nrl thP 

FPrlPr..11 •~PSPrve hn~ t,,ppn t"lrnvi(1inc, r:hr-ck' rr,l lPctinn an(i otnPr 

Tt's becnrn" 

cn~M,,~r>l~cP fnr pronn~i~t~ t0 crit~C17P t~is ~r,nroarh tn thP 

nrov;~;nn ~n"'! ~1 ,.ir-1r,,...1 of ~,-rv;cr-c, ori t:'re:\t1it;ona1 pff;r.i~r,r-y 

nrounrls: T~e 7rrf"" ;-,arqinAl cnst to uc;er-s ()f Ferleral t>pc;prvr 

~II(._, ~~rv; CPS, .:,r,rt 11'!-Pir./~ to PYCP.sc;i VP U\l;r, of t hPSP ~ervi crs. 

tn\-1 ,::,rrl f"'.IC"rlic;t nr1c1nri. 

!"ii;n'."'l, t--nwf"vrr, ;n p~~~1nn j11on,,,rr"1t nn tt,,;q is~u,.. r;rst, 

('c:nnr,rr-;~ts c-~nn~t rP~,llv r"Mt tt--p~qclvPS C-f"! the- ~ar:k fr,r tt,,;~ 
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fconnmic pfficiency cnnsirlerations have playerl 

nn role in the current rleci~ion to ~ove tn exnlicit ~ricing. 

1ecisinn now have existed for b~ yeArs without nrnducino Any 

action. The ha~is certainlv lies 1n consideretions of 

Treasury revenue lo~ses associaterl with snlvino the memhershin 

Tt's accidental that efficiencv 

oenerAtes arlrlitinnal Trra~ury rrvPnue. 

~erond, it's not crrtain that the oresent nricinn 

sytem learls tn ex~essive use of Fe~erAI Reserve services. Tn 
of the hnerican Bankers Alsociation, 

an interestinn raner, Charles Hnffmao~argues that, unrler 

certain assumrtions, thr hioh averane cost of Frderal ~eserve 

services can 1ea1 to ton small a use of such servicrs. 

T nersonally hrlieve some of these assumntions are 

Rut he rlo,.s de.,,nn"ltrate that the nreseot 

pricinq svstem is more comrlex than zero ~aroinal cost 

Thirrl, even unrler rricino AS oronoserl, there will 

still hr some Inefficiencies in Fed services Anrl oricino. 

Costs may not oe hornr hw the rioht hanks. For example, 1 et I s 

look at .Jim HrlJndv 1 s r:o"'mpnt !'lhn11t the hanlc in rutb11ck, 

r1ont a"a. ~11nks in Mont11na issue chrcks which circulate 

throuoh the econo"'y an(i which cc,st II lot of money to ~ol lect. 

Tht- costs, thP 11c1rlitinn;,,l cnsts of col 1Pcti•v1 a r:her:k ora"'n on 

~ hank in ~ontana ore nnt norne bv thP ~ont11n11 hank or hy the 
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They're horne hy the 

reciPient of the check or by his hank or hy the Federal 

!~P.SP rvP. 

anrl in anv C'!!!e, woulrl not he changed unaer the ewplicit 

rricinq of Ferl services as nropnse~. 

Fn11rth, 'Ind '"Orf, important, th!' check navments 

system is srt in a lenal frame~nrk which nrnhiblts Interest on 

out, learls hA"k!'l to cnmr .. te for chec,kinl'.l Acr:011nt husiness by 

~rovirltnn pav~ent SPruices helnw r:ost, qenerallv free, to 

use ,..s. 1 ht 'I 1 ends 'iank custor,,ers t,:, usP r:hE"cks ewcPssi ve1 y. 

Tt's also 1--epn nninterl out that thP 1'11/ailahility of 

a oanpr check systP"' without exnlicit cnst lcAas consumers to 

hP uninteresten in t~e rleve1onment of electronic funrls 

tr;insfer svste"'s, which ma11 r.ro.,i!!P rPr:iuced sociAl ro!!ts. Thp 

resource misall,:,catinn implications of these forces are very 

1 ~,.ne. In rn,.oar,son, tnP fact that Fe~eral Pe!l!'rve costs arp 

nnt aoororrintelv reflecte0 jn nrlces is a ratner trivial 

;~sue. fhe federa1 Keserue costs that wl"'re talkinn about 

n~P., ~ft~r ~,,, a vPrv ~mA11 r.Art of t~~ to~a1 eo~t8 of the 

caner check cnllertion ~ystem, 

~ow, thrsl" cnns1rlerAtinn!I rlo not mean th~t we 

shoul-i oorose the mnvP to nrlce. Mut we shnuld keen the 

mn:,est "'aonltp,;r of its henpficial pffects in cc,ntewt, 

Priclnn will only t~ke rlace, as ~e•ve heen tnlrl hy F!"rleral 
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Reserve officials, if some step!! are taken to solve the 

memhershir nrnolem. 

memhershir nrnb1em woulo be worsenerl by nricing. Thus we must 

evaluate rricino alonn ~ith the rest of the reserve 

mo~ification rackaae, anrl shoulrl not allow the ~orlest 

efficiency imrrnvement resultina from oricinq tn rlominate 

consirleration of the rackaqe 0 

Of course, pricino can improve efficiencv only if 

the nricinq svstem is ~ased on the true social costs involven 0 

Hecause it's not a ornfit•seekina institution anrl becau~e it 

has not been rricinn its rrnducts, the Ferleral Peserve has harl 

little Incentive tn rlevelno sno~isticated cost accounting 

systems 0 Nevertheless, it aonears that on the basis nf the 

cost rlata availahle and by ma~lna comnarisons with banks 

r:,rnvirlinq similar SPrvices unrler comr,etiHve ronditions, it is 

nossihle to anree with ,Ji~ ~runnv's com~ent that the tentative 

r,rices l'.'1Jt forth hv the Fe,1Pra1 1,eserve are reasonably in 

accorrl with Fen costs. This is one of the findinns of nur 

PArt ot that ~turly that's neina rtone by the Arthur Anrlersnn 

This conclusion ;,lso receives SO"'e s11nnort from the 

fAct that the Federal Reserve has receiverl relatively little 

co~ment on the rrice sche~ule fro"' the hankino communltv. Tf 

the r,rice~ were •,uch ton hi<"h, Affected h11nks could be 

evnectcrl to proteqt. Jf the prices were mur.h too low, 
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corresponrlent nan~s could bP P•nected tn complain about unfair 

comr,etition. 

Hut thp ortcinn concept raisPs issues which 

oubl ication of a nrice list dof!s not co,,.o1etely rl'solve. 

rloat ,s one maJor unresolved prohlem, as we've hParn. lt 1 S A 

laroer issue, in fact, than prlrino, in that, say, ~j hillion 

of flo;,t at current interest rates amnunts to more inr.ome lost 

to the Ferleral Reserve than the entire oricinn of check 

cnllcctinn servicrs will vielrl 0 

~rn~th of float has reen of concern to the Federal 

;>esPrvt> frorr time to ,;.,e, ar>rl thp "Ystpm has from time tn 

timP marle effnrts to rerlure float. ~lo;,t can he rerlur.erl in 

Tt couln rP rPrlucerl hy slowinn the time scherlule by 

wouln mpan " loss of bu,;tness to corrpsoont1Pnt rank!I, ,.,hic-h 

CO u , rl <l i V p f l'I" t er AV a i l "r, i 1 i t V Of f 'I" rl s , "n rl lJ 1 t ; mate 1 y w Ou, d 

exacerr,ate the memt1ers~ir, oror1e~. 

Flnat co,1lrl re rPn1,cPn ov imr,rnvino the s,:,eerl and 

efflcier>cv of the Fr0 1 s check cnllection r,rocPss. nut therP 

(ir, not !;PPm tn t>e any ;,rnrorri atP i ncpnt; llf'!I for an ; n<1i vi aual 

~enPral hPSPrve Kar>k to sr,en~ real rlolli,r~ nn t~ansr,ortation, 

etiu;C"lmP,nt ('Ir 1rlr('.'I,. in nrdF>r tn r~d\tC.e tloAt. Jn fal".t, thp 

intern~! inc-e~tives on tne Fprlpral Pp!!erve ~y~tem, as Jim 

i~<iir~tr~, ~PP~rn tn ~ie tn rrrll1~P t~P ~-r itP~ co~t r~t~er 

thrln r~rllJCin1 t~P cnst ~f fl<i~t. 
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As to whetner there are s;qn;ficant opportunities 

to imnrove the sr-eerl nf collection, I miqht note that the 

statr.mPnt was made to me by the hearl of onerations for a larqe 

reqional corresrondent bani<, that his local Federal kl'serve 

>iank co1,lrl re,...,ice their float hv 30 oerr.r.nt ; t they simnlv 

(I AIIGHTF~) • 

~ell, that snnuln he taken with a grain of salt, hut only with 

ll Allf,HTl="f<) 0 

It's not unreasonahle for us to believe that the 

rrivate sector, with profit incentives, can come up with 

innenious way!'! to collect items quic1<ly 0 Actually, the 

corresoondent hanks aren't as ~ood In this rpoard as they 

heli eve. To some ewtent, thev rlo collect some Items faster 

than the Fed and t~ey mal<e some qain out of that. nn the 

other hand, ~hat enable5 them tn operate nrnfitably in nart is 

thdt the items they can't collect very ouicklv they can simnlv 

dU~P on the Fed and the Feo is saddled with those costs. 

This rai!'IP~ tne i~sue of the quality of service 

that's rrnvined hy the Fe,... Most hanks no not r.lP.ar the hulk 

That's true not Just of 

of nonn,pn,her hanks who rion I t !,ave ful 1 l'Cr.ess 

to Fed services, hut it's also true of the ~maller memher 

banks, an rl it ' s a 1 so t r l' e w i t h respect to t I, e poss i h 1 e use n f 

UCPr's hy nonmember hanks who no have access to ti,at service. 

fhe malority of hanks fr.pl that they qet bP.tter 
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" 11 Ptter" ,·,rty riran fa~tPI"', but 

t--,'='lnlt tc l'T'f'e,t ~r r:-1;,,,;,..At1,~n of sort;nr, rent1ir,-n·111nts 9 

f.(~;1in, t"'e FP.ri,..r_,,1 kpsrrvP. rr,~y not h~vP ;ncent;v 4 s 

,..,,.~n Af"'I inrrf•~c;p ,n 1"1011;,.,. cn~t~ Hitr, l"lr, c:~rrr.5r-on':"!ina 

~ e 1 ; ,,. v P t r-1 ~ t t h P fl' 1 p st ; n r, f'\ f ~Pr v i ,. ,,. q u rt l ; t y n as 

1 "'r· 1 i c- ;-1 t ; r, n-; for t r ~ , s «: lJ P ("\ f t hr- ~--11 r r1 Fl!,., n f f Pr! Pr .~ I µPc; Pr v t 

\,.. 1,1e;p•""i tr ort:it1e t I-int t 1-'lp h\1r~~rri o,f ,..,,.,..,~Pr~h; r, 

, Ft~ 1:1 t Ip t " t h P c r, ~ t n 1 ";_,,; n t a; r· i n ,_, ; _1 l e res Pr- v e ~ P )( c PP n i n n t h ~ 

r·'A(1P thp 1P:tst tJSA r,f th~ s~rvicPc;. 

rAtP~ ri~v~, nf r-011rs~, inr:-r~;,~prf t hP coc;t of ir-11~ r,a5pr\leq,. 

1·,ut A nur.-:t·P.r of ~hAr,npq ..,;:,vP t eikPn nl ar::~ in l"'er.Pf"lt 

v r, ~rs t, h ,1 t ~ 1.1 ri n P- ~ t c:; o ,., £' r pc f:'I n s 1 rl Pr .:.:it , ,., n of t n Pl t v i e "' • 

t i,,,,. v .~ l It r o f s Pr v ; cps l"'· r o v , ~ r .., r v t l.i P. F P n h A~ <1 Pc l i n P. n. Th; s 

; c:;, ..., u ; r"I 1 v ,, 1 .! ~ t ,... ; rr: n r,.,, " p .. ; P n t s ; r t r, ,.. ~ E~ r v ; c ~ ri r r:, v ; rl P c1 r: v 

c "'rr r-, P t i n,, c n r I" e !:if· n n ~4 P,, t l , A n k !-i • 

c,..,,~pt-prl for tu~ir~Pc;s, r~~;,r-,nMr--nt~ have ontten €' ►-.P.ttPr <•PRl• 

lt-.p Frrl r-fls nr'Jt ~~n0r c;t; 11 in t~ic; ArF'nrt, hl1t snn-,,,. 

nf t~p rt,AnnP~ thAt ~~vP ~ePn rr,A,iP ~i\VP r,articular Anrl 

r-: i rst-, t ~f! ,1r·rir: 1--c'-::: f"lrnr-At,l y rP~~r~sentPn An 
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svstem, hut it has tenrlea to increase the net hurrlen of 

mpmhershio, sinee it is available tn nonmp~hers. 

Another sionificant chanoe has been the nrogram 

which allows small membPr hanks to senrl items to thr Ferl 

reserve reouirements tn which small memher h~nks are suhject 

and which can be met in r>art or wholly hy vault cash for many 

r,f th""'• meAns that the h11rrien of mf'mt•ershir, for smal 1 ..,e,.,ber 

t>anks is relatively small. 

Aanks active in corresor,ndPnt hankino, on the nther 

hanrl, receivP positive henefits from membership, even at thP 

present level of reserve reouirements. 

is not rlue to anvthino the Ferleral Reserve has rlone, hut 

rather, tn state laws that reauire nonmember hanks' reserves 

tn be ~elrl, at least in nart, .iith •erleral Pe,;erve memh,.r 

011nks • 

Th" major hur~en of Ferleral ReservP memb,.rship nnw 

seems tn "'e tn fal I v,.ry he,.vi Iv on t,i,nks with deposits of 

over ,100 million w~o are not in the corrf'soonrlent hankin~ 

blJs;n~ss. This e•t~nrls ur to srme retail-orienter! hanks wit~ 

denosits nt .. ell rver a hi11inn or tw.., hillio,.. rlollars. 

Tn t"'is view, 

t'i!!nks i r ~ecent ye;irs ; ,; not A fl 11ke 

,;r,ecial clrcu,..stancP.s lii<e thP. a~owth of "0•' l'ICl".ounts, hut ts 
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a li•Plv harhir,ner nf th1nas to co~e if thp lPqal fra~P~Ork 

ne~, ev,stinn is viewerl AS per~a~~nt. 

T ,,., aorPP .,; th the c<"ml"ent that chuc• Partee marl,. 

at lunch, that thPrP ar.- a r,u.,.her of t11..,ks ,,altinn ir, the 

,inq,; n,at "'"'Jlrl rlroC" mPmhershi" if nr,thinn i!ll c<one to re<;olve 

thP sit1.idt;r,n. 

oi ffr.rer,t tvoes c:,f han~!<? 

rpcounl7e that thP roqt Ir, thP annrea;,te Is rather small. 

Mank Parnlnns In 197ij nrnb~hlv amnunterl tn sn•ethinn li~e a1P 

ri Ilion. The HOI'\ .. ; 11 ion nr so th;,t the F!'o lr,tenrls tr, 

cnl lect from <;ervice charaeq ;;,mo11nt"< to or,lv ;1b<:1ut ~ nercent 

n f i n r: o ·n e r, pf o,.. e t av P ~ ; or, put an n t hf" r w av , n n l v "ho 11 t ll 

,,1 ;=ti j nr i, P.m • 

cnst '" the,. nf thp FPri 1 ,; r,ririna "l<"hPrltilP, baSPrJ or, thP1r 

c IJ,. r E' n t v n I 1_1 m P n f i t ~"' s a r, rj -ls st!,,, i no t h ft t or, i t t'" m s r. n t to t h P 
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hi,v.- sev,-ral h111,k!'I ha,,dlir,q "'" it""' thi,t in fAct is 11,-r,t to 

the f,.d orilv nnc.-, And thAt cost will ~ .. hornp onlv nncP. 

qo•e lnroe nAnks ~ill he ahlP to Pcono•1z.-

!';uhstanti11llv on thl!1r >-ill frn~ thp Ferl. 

t h " t ., i 1 I b Pc nm I!' P r <:> f i t Ab l e on c "' t h f' F e d begins chi,roinq. 

r>np recii r,ni, I C<"rrPSP<H".r/pr,t t,,,,,1, est i milterl th At on 

thr n;isls nf t~pir nrPsrnt vnlu"'e, thrir .,.,,,.,thlv hill fro"' thP 

ft•rthpr i,nalvsis ,.,,., sn"'e arlcdtional ch;ir10Ps r.oulrl r!'rluce that 

tr, ~100,(JOO, thnuc,h that woulrl not f,e ;i nP.t si,vinns sinc:e 

thpre ~,nulr, ~P ~c~e a~rlitional ~ost~ nf 5~rti~G anrl shtorin~ 

thi,t woulrl he involvPrl. 

1· 1e Ci'n evr-tact tn ~P.P A r-ps11rr"";encP r-f locnl 

clei,rinotiou«e!!, somp c,f whic:h clisAnr1>ArPrt .. tth th"" Arlvent of 

we can alsc- exioect tn ser i,;n""e r,resstJre nn the ;,rpr: 

throtJon adnitional sortinr, hy rAn•s. 

ite~s that thf"V nn~ ~re senrlinn to thr P(PC, if thev run 

throuqh one sort nf thos~ items ~"d rick out thp l"ioht or tPn 

n~nks In thr PCPL or, which thpy hevP thp h1Qhpst volume, thpy 
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cAn acccurt fnr ahout ~n "Prcent rt tt-eir Rr~r volume. 

i t e "' s "'; 1 1 h P en rl • ,-, n; n t s r, rt ~ r<, ,; P n t t n t he F e d, An rl t h" ,:: o ~ t 

tn thpm of that wil 1 ~e Ar~•o~i"'AtPlv .A rent,; an itPm instPArl 

nf 1 .5 ('Ir' 1.7, rlener,-Hnn l"\r, .,.1-ierP t~ev ~r~. 

The Fer< wil 1 enn un wit~ thiq ltP"'• 

i-,,,t t t-p amour,t cf rPv.,nue t hev 

:1Athrr fro"' it ,.;11 hr ,;uhst11ntiAllv lrss than thP nricP 

srhPdule ir,r<irates. 

it tne nther ""rl nf the 

sca1P, It annPArs that t~r 5mall noom.,~hpr han~, wi11 escApP 

e·uch of the "'"'"'' c>\arqes, thnuon th;,t ',; "'Ore a rPf1ection of 

Tt-at is, the 

the cost nf Feneral WeservP charnPs ann ~111 raise thP 

rP•111i rer< ral ance. 

Rut l'lince the gm;,] l hank ,s i,l rea,,v, nn Avf'r11ge, 

"'l!intainino "'nre than the ne~ r.,nulrerl halance, the smal 1 bank 

,,; 1 l "ot fa,::p the ful 1 pffprt of thP Fe--! r,rlce incr .. a!!e, .~nrl 

the cnrresr:,nnrlent hanks ..,; 11 l'nrl un ahs,.,rrinr; tt-at rost. 

~1 0 ~, ~~~t rl~ t~eq~ cnns~~eratinns ~Pan f"r Fea 
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Hf'nr.e, 

t~i~ suaqp,o;ts that thP Ferl will not rP ahlP tn cover thPir 

cnsts. 

Tt thP• raisP nrlcPS tn rnuer their rosts, this 

will Make t•e situation ~nr~e, In the srn~e that they'll lo~e 

i1PnrP, T cor,clu'"P that t~P rerl wt 11 nnt t,p 1H>le 

tn fully criver lt,o; cost~. ~JC h' t 

;c; to nP ,-,c:r,Pt'::tPo, ;,s lt"nr1 as tne- Frd h;,s tn mtt;ritr.dn snrr;p 

ul"lrH"r.fitat-·lP servic,Qs. 

/--as tn he nrf'narf'r to rnllect on 1',,ull0 !'nd r,nint!!, sn,,,,. nf 

Thi~ is an111onous tn thP 

~'ost f1ff1("e Rur-;,1 FrPP t1 P.1;vP.rv ~,.,.,hlPm. 

tho~e checkq nf "nnt;ana "S1nH; c i rcuL,t i ,v, ;,t rar, ; n effert, 

th..,t's;, ,o;ocial :iPclsion ,onrl thP Fe"' he,,rs that cnst, 

Tf thp fpn i~ forced tn trv to rai~e prires to 

rpcour, tr- fullv r"ver ro-;t'l, 1n PffPct the f.,.d 11"/lv P.n'1 un 11s 

sort nf a clearPr nf la~t resnrt, ann hnvinn relativP.ly littlP 

v<"l11rnp (")r, j11st th,- h;nh-cr,st ("'itJ+ly;l"I~ r-,nints. 

F- pd Pr"' i (".; r,r1• 
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"or11e.,,her rarks, tho1J<1h thpy .ar.cnunt fnr onl11 ahnut 

;,;7 prr-c('nt nf tntnl t"'~nk rlenosit~ 1n thP 11.~., ~wn nvrr 4n 

r~rr.i=,rit of trir r-lp,....dM'1 ofl!'nn~:dt,~ ~1JP fn:tn(jl'.")rrl'stic brtnk!i. Tt,,-y 

TAintHir ♦ hPSP ba1ancp~ in "art tn ~ePt statf? rPsPr,,e 

!"'P'lUil"'P"'"P-"t~ ;iin,,i, rr, 1 1c ► · """.'>re irrt)r"lrtant, t0 obtrtir serv;c:Ps from 

Tf "'"" 1,-qisliJtinn rPri11ires thp"' tn "'aintain 

r,..sr-rvr~ w1 th the FP.rlPrAl ~·PsP.rve ar~.i qrants tliPm accPss to 

~r,·: s~rv1rP~, thrv will rP~ssrs~ thrir npeH f~r cnrres~nnrlent 

i'AlArtCP~. ',ome ('Pti11ctl~r, in halAnCP.S ic:; in,:,.v;tAhle. His 

l' p,:,r.s ri 1 n~~ nf r'rrn9; ts t n the c("lrrr~r,nnrlent ti;,n\t's and, 

rl ~ s u"' ; r,,., c- n r r P s r-i n r, ri ~rt ~- u '.t; i n e ~ ~ i c; n r n t i t a, h 1 P, 1?1 l o s s of 

Jn fact, s1ncP thprp 

sc~l~ in corr~snonn,-nt h~nkinn q~rviCPS •• l~rqp fi•erl 

tr<l~srcrtation ~ostR, fnr ~~~mvlp -- th~ ~hort•ru~ rtrop 1n 

,,r('fit ;s likPlv to hP ~1Jl-st~ntinl. 

0 art cf nur nrr".'lj~ct for thP A1~A involvPS An 

f.! st i t':'· n t P rd t h P. ; ~~;;,ct r f var ; nu 5 r r 5 P r v e a r"I n v r i c i n a 

Tt t11rns 01,t that u,-,,der ~OITIP. sirnrdistic 1-,ut r,ot 

tJnrPasnnnt-lP c11s~un,pt1t")n!i:: rc'l~r-1inri thp ~r; 1 itv ,-,f nnn""e'"bP.r 
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hAn~~ t~ rp~u~e t~eir ~ue•fro~•~ u~>on n~tAininq acc~~q to 

Fpner11l RPSPrve SPrvices, ann aqsumrtinns rP011rrlina the 

nrnfitalcility of corrpsrnnnent h11n~ina, ~" finn that the hill 

prorn'led t,y i•r. Reuo;<; 11>S t "'O"t"' woul rl rler:rP.a'<P the p11rni nqq 

nf c-orrpsrnn,;pnt hanl<,!;, "lPSrite the t11ct t~"t thev wo11lrl he 

<1<1t•l1>ct ,,.. n,,,, 11n" sut,st,,ntia1 lv lower reo;erv,. re<'.luirPments. 

Tf the larne nnn,.,emher r11n~s ~hn wnuln he hit with 

;i s11tstar>tii,l incre11se in their resPrve,; arP 11r,le to 

,-ffpc:tivelv rer1.ic .. thpir r-al;,nces with corr.,.sronoents, the 

~P·,~tivP i~nAct on t~~~ mAy hP PliminAt~rt n~ ~~v h~ v~rv 

s ff, i' l 1 • 

Thp fact that cnrrPsrnonent hnoks "'av lose mnney as 

a re'lult nf thpse chanaes nnesn't ~e11n that such ch11noes are 

leaislatirn or the hankinn o;ystrm ~re r11ther ro~clic:aterl. 

~-ir'lt ; ... r,rp'lsions nf th,- "'""nit11•JP "'"" 1>ven the dirPctinn of 

i~r11c:t are not 111~avs val in, 11orl 11nv rrnrnsl'l should he 

~•Jr-jef"'.t tr, Cfllr~ful r1nnlvsis r)pfr,rP it nPcnmPS l;:1w. 

thi'I se'!sion is a ste" in that 11nalvtic11l oroc-e~s. 

( APPi AIISF l. 

Tl-.anl< vnu, P1111l. 

p,,.,-,k ynu. 

~e will now st;irt 

with the two form;,! nisruss,,.nts, ~~fore ~P no on to those in 

T t, P f i r s t n n,. t h i s ;, f t e r non n w I 1 1 he (; P n r c:, e 
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thP Univprsitv ~f RnchestPr. ~nri of course, Ge,:,r,ie's naper ii; 

r,e,;nq circul~ten. T rlnn't me;in an overall naner, but a 

a;tir,,,.,Arv r,f ; t. 

<~er- rnP? 

P1-·,r~F-,F 5<;1.,r~ f•F. ,, Sl!_)ll: T 1 11 ,.,e.., "'Y ccmmpnt!l ,;c.,n tn 

the t "" mi nut es rerrne~tprJ hy our rh,.; rm;in, "'" t ~at t nPrP 1"' 

tiil,f" 'or vo11r o•,..rr, co•,P,,P.nts anrl ,~1scusq;,.,n~. 

~houlr.J start out th11t "'Y rr,,,,.r,s si-,ould not he 

;attrU••1tat·]r to ,,,,oole rf lrs<;pr intell;o,.nre, nf splf-servino 

;r,ter,-sts iJl"r1 of low rle,.,P;,nnr, but l"nly tn the intpllin,.nt 

'· /':'I\,,'' 

t holH'.Jtit WAS a 

rrnhlem with thp naners -- T likerl tnem, oenerallv soea~inu 

,:asp,,. nue"tion c-f fln,.t, ;,nrl i,ctui,lly, ,Tim Prun<iy arlrtre!ISPd 

thAt very well In his naPPr, in oointinn nut nuite correctlv 

-- ,.,,,1 T'rl li•e tr ""'"h;isi,e it i,nain •- that float -- the 

a""""' nf flo;1t ;n the rcnnor"Y, of •erl float, is tot1111v 

,.,,.,;,.,, nrtArt insofar 11,. the tot Al soci11l cor,teYt i!'I rcncPrnerl. 

Th" J:"e.., can rT-c1k-P. t hp i,,("'!nfl'y s,,r.,r,1 v wh~tjllllv..,r it 
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r,11r.r 1 V • 

Tr-P~S\lrV in S!"l!"1 r ~€1"'\SP C"lthpr- thAn tt--At ; f y~u il"'lcre~sP tr'tr,i, 

4,,.,011nt ~+ -- re-c•ure t "'P a"'ount of fl OAt aricl inc rF!ASP thP 

a >"I ('1 1 J n t n f .,., n n,. v t ~ f' v net •~;Jc k t "'e i r t A ,c: I o s ~ i n t n f'! i n f l at ; n n 

'io ; t ;) 11 r-.o"'E~,; nut t hP c;'='""P. • ohat 1 !< re,illv 

;""'r'nrt"",...t ;~ tr,p r-Pr11 rf'snurcPS thrtt t"r~ lJ!,Pn ln r~rlur.inu t"-e 

,lr"nt1r"1t ,-.f f 1 ortt, thP nCtlJ:\ l 1,-iork,=.rs r1I--O~P. t; nip ; s sr,ent 1 n 

·in ; n r·1 t ► i s 5 n ,. t ("I ./- t h i n n • 

Ac:t11,~llv 115p·1 tn p,l'f1r"ll"V n h~lir-""ptpr to fly stuff i=1rot1nd to 

TtiP ;r:•n0rt~nt t11inr, t~;\t tir,eq hpAr Analys;5 is i,,.hat 

,s thp nnti~al nrlcin" sc~Prlule sn as tn rerlure the real 

l"'P5nurcr 1 ise f'f tliP t>r\ri~lnn svst,.m ir-- effpctinc, s;"·r-lv thP. 

1·,(1v,-r•·,pnt ,-.f cherk'.~, nivPn t~-€- t~ct tl'-;\t \of"t1 dllant tr, f;nrl nut 

••·h(?th,.r Sf:'!l'fr:-brii1v hf\s ("li\1~r vc\1 .=\ t-u~ r:t-i~c-k or n('t. 

• "r ., h" t a r" t he ,_, i st r I hut i or, ,1 1 Pf f e ,- t 'I "t 

There is thr socinl 

c,,-.p 1.-iants tri ~t1P'"•sir1;7p rpnr,lp 1,,"'0 li\l,.. ;n S""all rPmntP town~ 

n 11 Pc; t i (if'"' '"' P ~ h n t 1 1 r~ u t i fl Ast 1 o o k at • 
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nrcPssary fnr t~i<; Pntire ray,.,rnts ~Pchanis~, the thinµ that 

'"t('>vp !snoPrts oro11nht olit, rln \>JP ~err1 vnl\1ntary m~rni"-~rsf,ir"I for 

the r-=1yrrpnt:s rr-echAn;~rr, t)11t r~prt,rtr,s ir,vnl1Jntary l"r!~'TlhP.,.sliin nf 

With rrsnect tn th;,t, 

T n r Art " c 1,J 1 n r, the q, 1 P. Rt ; on i ~ ! 

rlistnr,callv, ,,., ••a<; nointerl nut, the fact 

Tt wa~n•t ta~en nvPr until the last mn~ent 

,-.ffpctivelv ,JS;,_ flOVPrnrrent~l oroAnizrit1on. Tt .,as s11rroqPrl 

t h;,t 's whv ; t n;ic the v;,ri ,:,115 S!"IPt"; f; c make11n nf t hf' hoar et c,f 

,,rectors, stnck an~ the whnle hit, a~ a nrivate nrnani1atinn 

tn pffe,:-t thP o,r,vr,rpnt rd r,heckq <1r<"11nrJ hf'tWPPn b11nk,s that 

~'1t°'l~Crit--r tn tM" sP.rv;c,:ii,. 

'O•'• ti' ,shat ext<'nt o;nnuln this hi' a <10VPrn,.,Pnt 

PlJt i.JhPrP IIJl"'P th~ 

,..)lt,..rnalities, \.JhPr~ rtrr thp, t'lJ~lic qno'1s ;,., t"°'~ r,avmpr,ts 

Tt ,,.;,1 Iv rrlateo;, "" ~tPve noir,terl nut in his 

~•~J)Pr, i,.•ri tten nar>Pr that t-:P sent 1nP, think r11,ite cnrrectly, 

tn t,"',, tt,;n,.,s: 
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(APPi AIISF) 

DICK PETERSON: That '""" ten ... ;nutps, b1Jt it 

''ur 1 a-.t ,1; scuc;s11nt, fr,r,,.al -ii ,;c11sc;11nt, T shnul o 

s~v, i~ JPrry Jnrci~n, SPr1ior Vic~ Prp~i~rnt ~nrl Economi~t dt 

I' ; t t s h u r n f. '' ll t ; n n " 1 fi" n k i, n rl , o f c o II r s e , ., ; t h t k e S t • L o u ; s 

f P.<l • 

tht' f-r,1, to nr, 11lnno with thP fact that all of "'Y pnnf'l 

J 1m 001nq tn ~e eve~ ~riefer. T think 

~tPVP kr,herts ~io a vPrv nnnn jnh of st11tinn what the 

111,f~~t;ons arr- in this t("'lp;c, Anrl PaL1l Hnrvitz, of cou,.SP, <lic1 

,, SIIC"Prl- ioh nf answerinq ;il 1 those q1,est ions. 

T'vP heen hN,efitinq from Pa11l's tkouqhts nn thi<; 

ABA's '"sk tnrce on tliP suf jPct. Anrl so, 

<'.l".'l"'t ,.,;q;torf~P 1~ith rr,ucf-. of it. 

<;o what T ,.,,.nt to address just two issues. The first is 

t 1 n11t il'lll; n. 

Either I don't understand what Steve had to say on that, 

nr <inn I t a<"!r"e ·,i th it. And it's an 
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infnr~atinn from PVPrynne. 

the nnnr,,~,...hrr hAnk's ni:,,w, Anri co11lrl havf" qnttP.r'I tl"lr.'m y~ars Bt'.10 

!tll ;t h.,q(J tn rlr, "'r1S ac;k fnr it. A nrl n,- t ti nn 

that •• t~Pv',,e known that fnr R lona ti~P. 

::-1pridrd thev 11Rnt1-d t),,,~t i,itorrr;ttion. 

ThPy j11st h;,ven' t 

~nript;,ry cnntrol v•P r-1;~c~1sc;e-i th;s mnrl"\inq. S11frty 

r-ar,~s, ;icror"inn to studiPs, nt least, that I'vP r-art;c;p,.tPci 

T n r r P. ci u 1 at i ,.., n s 'I tri;iin, t~f! rrqult1torv ~trurt11r,os 

;)rP nll avni1Ar_i1e f'lspwl-,~re, nnri inf"leP(1, r1ll nt tMi~ malt-e!; thP 

~ P ,1 ,, o ; t s I oh " 1 , t t 1 n rn,:, r P rl, f f i c 11 1 t 1 y, ., h ; r h ; s rl o; "n 

,,-11, as far AS 

c;,n sPe, it ■ nu1d r-e nice if thP Furl n;,v,- ur- thr hi~tnric?l 

,1ccirtpnt in ,,hich it har,rpn~ to finrl it,;elf, n11.,ely that 1-anks 

Thif:I rnir,lit fTitaan o;v;r,q ur, 

"ut it ,.,; oht c;iu,;e th,. FPd to Pmnhasi ZP 

morP whRt arr it~ ~qspntial AMri verv im"ortAnt function~ in 

t+•i~ ,:,,cnr,nrnv, anc that ;s rnnrif'!tr,ry rinlicy irt ;t!II va,.inu~ 

as~-;pcts. 

(APPi t,ilfF). 
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ef fPct i vel y rt CPnt ral hani,. 

ThPn why hr1vP. ,.,.e,..t)Pr"~? ~ .. 11, T can't think nf any 

<.1 i V '!' I Jr> i t 5 C' C f"'I qt ; t U f!' f"'I CV • 

MA i nr rP.t1Son. l 1 11 

sure if were still -,orkinn with the..,, 1 1 <1 f,-el thP ,sa"'e w,iy 

-- t h.=-t YOU (lf'ln' t WAnt to ~l; VP. UP vnur" ,npmt)Prq -:IS Stich, 

t°'PCal.ise thp\t;e, arr. ynur verv v;1l11abltt const;tupne.y. 

~,s h11s hP.en s11i d hPrP anrl 11s think is very 

ot--vio11s, thp ""a)or re!'snn fnr PXf>Fl'l"tinq the sm;,11 t,;inks Is 

t·ecausP. thev havp r,n] it ical ocwPr. 

ronnrps~mpn than the larner bani,s. 

T~ev unrlo,,t,terll v rent '11nrP 

•lnn't think YC'U C!'lri own 

thin!, you c11n c,nly r1Jy them for A !l'T'All 1enqth 

So th11t, aivPn that ~ltuAtinn, it's nuite obvlnus 

in t~p nolltical ecnnn,ry whv thPy might an this. B11t from n,J r 

no;nt of v;,aw, think, as Pcnnomists ,., lonkino at it, it 

rlnesn't mAkP rtnv ~ense At ;,ll tn have mpmhers in thf' Ferl. 

[ertAif"'lly, to h~vP rP~Prv~ rr~uirP~~nts may ~akP ~o~~ SPnqe in 

thP SPnse of rrPdictino the varin~ility of thP moripv !lunoly, 

assuminn thAt they ••art tn rln t"'at. 

!t also ~ioht ,,,,.i,,. sPnSP., cP.rtAinlv make!! sense, to 

nrpn 11p all of thP Ferl "'Pc'iani sms to l'!nvonP. who wl'!nts to r,av 

for them Anrl fol ln-.s t"" rules. 

ThP nthpr ArnumP.nt, infnr~AtioM •• the Ferl can gpt 
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The secnnd reason that banks stay In the system, I 

suspect, is simoly because of the Power of the Fed in terms of 

the holding comoanies operation. Mr. Burns and other Fed 

spokesmen now and in the Past have mane it ouite clear that 

thev think that a bank that is not a member of the Fed Is an 

unsafe hank and an unsafe possibility, because it doesn't have 

access to the discount window. 

ronseqtJf'ntly, one nf the "'aJor rf'asons fnr t"lf'nying 

holrlinq cnmoany ooerations is the bank would nnt be otherwise 

a safe operation. I think anY hankf'r that rloesn•t •• who is 

large and who is In a holrlino comPany situation, who rlof'sn•t 

take coonizance of the fact that leavino the system•• T 1 m 

assumino vou 1 re a laroe bank now, and you leave the sYstem, 

therehy possibly "'aking it easif'r for others to leave the 

system, would not be In somf' danqer of heino considered an 

unsafe oneration whose holdino companv application shnuld be 

oiven extre"'e scrutinv enrl oossible rejection. 

All rioht 0 >Jell, !et•11 <1et on to onp last point, 

and that is, why have mf'mhers in thf' Fed at all? ~hy should 

the Fed he a "'embership orqanization? You know, why should it 

he a club? Historically, it's al,,.ost an accident. Jt only 

occurred that way becatJse it was set up privately Initially, 

and then it was t~ken over oovernmentally bY President Wilson 

and Sen~tor Glass and a few others, In terms of makino It 
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memhershio in the fPd, anrl as a consenuenee that is why they 

stay in. 

J think, as T trierl to analy1e in thP naner •• and 

orohahlv because J worked in correspondent hankinq onee •• T 

can't see that anv tyne of operation in which you have as many 

enmnetltors •• a studv nf Knioht savs the averane bank has not 

rounhly 30 corresponaents that it's ~orking with. 

have that manv competitors, it's imoossihle to have a 

situatinn where there are s11per•oroflts oeina "'"de or, in the 

You woulrl exoect an 

orrlinarv rate of return on the invest~ent involverl: that "nv 

arlvantaoe from heino a Ferl member•• that is, from the free 

services•· woula simply he comoeteri away to the responrlents, 

and the net henefits of all of this come out to be the 

nonmember banks, at least a lot of them, and their 

stockholrlers anrl sometimes their customers. 

So the cnrresponrlent banks b"slcally stay in the 

svste"' not ber.aus" thPv're makino super•n,,rmal rrofits or, in 

the er.ono~ic sense, profits~, all, hut becau~e if they leave 

thev now woulrl he denierl acr.ess to a service that is 

otheri,ise, in " S!'nsf', <1uot!'Sr 11r,nuntP.S, "fre!'", anrl thf"y 

wouln lnse their r.aoital investmerit in eorresronrlf'nt hankinn, 

which cannot he solrl, That is, all the traininq of the pf"ool"' 

over th!' vears, the personal relationships, the df'velopment of 

systems. It can't he solrl to anothf'r ~ank es somf' other asset 
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ThP.re's no waY for them to take the ult;mate losses and 

eventually stra;qhten n11t their act bPcauge if thpy oon't 

Governments rlon 1 t ao bankrupt. 

Fven thP rity of ClPvelanrl is unlikely to qo hankrunt enough 

tn net them to stra;ahten out their act. Ano those of us who 

livP in or near ~ew York City know what hapnens there. 

~o that you need some kind of mechanism to kPer 

the~ froM the oroinarv sloppiness that human heinos are prone 

to. Anrl here one ~ould like -- while the Fed has snme role tn 

olay, one wnuln like what I t~ink is rleveloninn anywav, a 

nrivate mechant~m side hy sirlP anrl thP Ferl ~eina renu;rPo to 

pricP. such that thP.v can't simoly fnrce P.Very(')nl" Plse out of 

eiistPnCP. nv suhsirli1ino the thine sufficiP.ntly. 

"""' '"ould not like a P"st rlffice situation, ••herP 

hv law you cannot un Into cnmnetition with them P.Ven if ynu'rr 

willino to have an unsuhsioizl"d ooerati(')n 0 Ano of course, 

that is nnt what ;s hPino nronoserl, and I think that's a very 

•11 rinht, let me aet to the one l8st Point hefore 

An~ that is thp whelp ouestlon th8t 

Well, twnnolnts 0 

non 1 t think it's minor•• 

that T've hPArd here anrl elsP.~herP., ann that is the ouestion 

that corresoonrlent han•inn is a suoer•profitahle oper8tion, 

That is, thAt thP. cnrrP.~nnnrlent han~s henefit from thP.ir 
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wnulrl hp nn,;, hia sunnliPr any1,av hpcausP. of the pnormnus 

Pronn~iPs of sc~lP. 

l..ip,11, think it's fairly nbvinus that in aPnera1 

ke do see, a'I has 

r·pen nnintprl out, Alternative mP.ans of nrnvirlino oav~Pnt 

5Pevices th"t e•i~t ev,.n ,dth zero P•nlicit price schf"Oule. 

thP.rP orp so.,.e, and J t ► ink that thr, nr,;,rlnminant ,;,xtPrnalitv 

is that that 7;.,, <'Ointerl n,Jt, ni'!111elv that th"" floi'!t act•iallv 

is not rc>rlur.erl, if not to zpro, which it i..•oulrln't bP, t,,Jt tn a 

srn;iller .S'"Ount than wnuld t,,- socially <1,;,sirable 0 

th.at real r,-snurcP.s may nnt hp usprl in pffectinn sornpthin~ 

whi~h i~ not nf any imr,~rtanc~. 

~o there is ~hPr• th"" Pxtprnality Is, anrl thPrP is 

therPforP, r suspPct, "rnle fnr thP FPrlerAl Pe~ervP in this 

~ut then, if therp is a role for the 

FPrl in that, thp navmpnts schedulP that the ff"d has pronoserl 

•• thp other sirle of p]lo~inn thp novernrn,;,nt tn rln this 

And the 

r•Pnol,. in qnvPrn:nF>nt ArP wnrsP ;,, sr,me ~ens~ th~n othPr 

OP.Or"! 1 P. • f]parlv, all of us at nnP time or annther worked for 

novernm~nt, and wP '.o,/ereri 1 t worsr.. Anrl T work for a nonnrofit 

ornAnization, ann clPP.rly I'm nnt worse. 

Tt's hasicallv t~.at lhrrP is nn hotto.,, !inf'. 
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rlon't think ;t sho1Jlrl 

t,., 11n i '"Pnrt;ant issue, hut a,r,Pare"t 1 y ; t is. 

ThP '"OnPtary hASP, if YOU want tn USP that tPrm, or 

use Tn~in 1 s rPf<>r<>nce tn rlemnnct debt of the qnvprn'"Pnt sectnr, 

or Friprlman's hiah-nowererl money, or ~erm11nv's central hank 

~nnPy, whatPYPr ynu w11nt to CAil it, is the non-intPrPst-he11ring 

monetary liAhilities of the oovernmpnt SPctor. 

~lo11t is A qnurce comronent 

Tt's an histnric11l accirlPnt, in A way, th11t th<> 

~ Pr1 1 s i nc-"me 11nrl PX npn SPS a re not treated as part of the 

nnvPrn~ent ~ertnr, ~ecause it wasn't, as ~e~rae SAY~, 

crPAtP~ nr vipwen as A novernment an<>ncv oriainAlly. 

Trp;isurv nivf'S A rlnl l;ir of inter1>st 

"hen th!" 

th F! r f!'C:, as income, 

ari p,cr,1:'MSP r,f the Trp~st1rv. 

that counts and st11ys forPYPr as 

Thp Ferl nives it h,ick to the 

snm<>lhina npt of Ahout 17 hillion that thP Ferl receivPn and 

t 11 r n e ,.f a r o u n ,1 an rl r:i av P b a c 1c , you n v Pr st II t"' i n t he n" t i on a 1 

i ncomp 11cco11nt s, the amount of government expenditures and government 

rPC"iots. fnrl this wholr thinn about loss of r,.v..,nue and all 

that T finrl vPry my~tifyina. 

-hAt ts rel~~~nt i~ th~t every dollar sn..,nt hy the 

f,.,., is a oovern,.rnt Px0Pnr'it11re, t\J'lt likP evl'rY rlol lar snent 
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Tf ynu'rP concPrned 

;ihnut lns5 of ;ncnrie r,r revl'nue nr someth;nn to the Tre11sur11, 

If the Fer! saPnrls less nn do;ng somPthino, that is a 

"1Paninqfu1 r,-rluct;on of 11 lost TrPasury rPvenu~',or taltOllYl'r'< 1 

rev,.nue,nr whatever you wAnt to call ;t. Nothlno e1sP ;s. 

l rfo"'t seP that the oth,-r i 'ISUe'I 

ahout fnrPqon" interPst on the float or anythina is 

interesting or corrPct. 

The second issue is thequeS t ioof pff;c;Pncy.: Jim enunciatl'rl some 

nrlnc;oles nn thP rolr of thr Ferleral RPsPrve in thP na11"1Pnt 

sys t e"'. 8ut he rlinn't an,.wrr the contPl'ltions that the nrPSf>nt 

vol•ime of check!: is a function nf the w11v the Fed h11s t1Ph1111ed 

invnlven in a nifferent can11cit11 in the FPrf, th11t th,-re wPrP 

t-,;q aro11ments at,nut Fhether there is a cost of capital to the Fed. People 

sPrio11sl11 s11irf thpr,a .,a!'ln 1 t anv cnst nf c"nitAI tn thP rert. 

t,nd even """'" ~sprve t:11nks, he •daht rPc11l 1, went nut 11nrl 

nl'liri ra"t. fnr cn.,r,uters, nn the pl'lncir,1e that they didn't havp 

r,,-;v11te SP.ct or since there was no cost of capital. 

Anrf thp r•;stencr, as others h1111e ~entionerl, of 

rpml"ltP. rll shur!'e"'P"t, and the scale of nperAtion 

the f' e d c" r,. e" t 1 v h A s--including all of the computers, all of the 

rparle,--s,.,,.t,.,.!!:, all of thp r,e,.,plP., i'111 thp micrnfilm;nq 
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~achines, all the warehnuse SPBce, Bil those master li9ts that 

th.-v kt,PP --is a f1Jnction tlf th,- f1>ct thet they haven't nric.-<1 

in the nast, anrl th~t t~e incentive system in the ~ed is to 

~;n;P1;zp nverAOP un;t costs. 

T" start fro'" thet roi nt, from where "'" Are 

tnrlay, and saY vou're qnino to fully allocate costs, whatevrr 

; t ; s t hat t h PY I r P already spending, you' re going to do a markup like 

t "" pr; vatP. srctor, is not necessarily going to produce an efficient outcome. 

If V<"U st Art from that hASf! ,inrl 

accept where wear,. torlaY--that Helena. 

Anri '·"~ ~n"leles each have a whole 

h1Incl"I nf /',1-riocltct rP.edPr•!iiorteri:1 and sr, on --

~nrl w~•re q~ina tn cn~t that nut Anrl allocate it nut, 

starts frnm a v"rY barl noint Ol'S far ~s nettin"I towards" more 

eft;c;ent p~y~~nt~ svst~m. 

think a lot of thjnqq will haooen, inclurling that 

,n onp sense the Ferl will net less volume, in that it 

w;11 r,et items r,r,-st-nterl to it "'UCh more in hAten~s, !'lO ;t'11 

ne rloinn a lot less fin.- qortin"I, ann therefore a lnt nf its 

c11rr,•"t e•r-enrli tures cottl ci he reducf'C1, ; t thev 1 et thllt 

that that'll mOl'an a 

rP.tilJCP•1 rtAV~l"'llle. 

Tf t~P.Y h.,ve on'!! prire on items thi,t are presented to 
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It alrearlv fine•snrterl in hatc~es,ano anothPr price that is 

f" r i terns t hat t h Py t, a" e to f I r,,.. sort , an rl i f t "e pr i vat e 

SPctor ran fire•srrt, c~eaner than thP Fprl, then 

the Fed willfinrl otJt that it doe,;n't ne!'rl so rranv 

should ,,o rlc-•'n, but ; ts revPnue wi 11 no rln"""", also., __ , 
"'; 11 the 

h r ~ n c h '"" n an,. r ; n L n s A n q p l e s an rl ll pt r o i t an rj I<,. 1 P n A a 1 1 

services at less thAn the cost •· any service that it offers 

•· at lPss than t ►,. cost nf the private S!'ctor in provirlinq 

th;,t servic,., i,nrJ ,1lsn, 1n fac-t, is A 1Ps!! P.fficiPnt r:>rncH1cP.r 

of that service, thpn the arlnitional 

resources Prrnloverl ~v thp Fprl to 

r•r(wirlp a sprvice ,cn,,.-narerl to the r,rivate SPctor to provirle 

the SA"'" SP.rvicP, represent the 

0nnnrttJni tv rostof the Fed operations. 
That's what I 
,.,,,. t:itJnht in "'Y first prlncinlPs of ecnnnMics class-- it is the 

hi•ih.,st•11Al1JPrl AltPrnativP forenone that is the real cost of the Fed 

ri PI n" I n v n 1 v" rl i n the .n 11 v.,, en t s vs t !'"' • Un 1 ,. s s the Fed has a true 
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mnnnpnlv advAntaqe, oris ~ore efficient t,ec11us@ of 

Pr-onoi,,ips of SCA le or som,a,thinn, the real cost is the orphanages, and the 

nnsritilrs, anrl the rapin trans ft svstems that ~e dnn't have, 

~ecause the Fed jq soenrling all those hunrlreds of millinns nf 

,jcl 1,,rs wnrth of reso•trres nn clP.arino csecks one d;,y o•iie•"r, 

Th;,nk vou. 

(A<'PIAIISf) 

DICK PETERSON: Thank you, Jerry, T 'rl 1; ~e 

tn than~ eAch one of the speakers todev fnr not onlv, I think, 

aivinn PxrellPnt tRlks with a lot of interestinn Points to he 

r1isCl.'SSP.(i1 rut also coinq ;t ;n a rfl'l111tiv~lv ,.,.ort r,,e,r;r,o cf 

tin>e, resoitr. thp fart that we CJ"t this ~ession under way 20 

m;n11t~s late, wr. sti 11 ..,avf' over sn hnur -for r.ommfl'nts from tt,,-

floor, Anrl ~hiln I ~nuld like to suaoP~t that, while 

<HH~stions wr,u1rl nc-,t hp nut rd orrjP.r, T th;nk comm""rits are m11c"" 

think most of the nuestinns 

in rPqarrls tn thr 

snlrit th"t Gil Heehnpe set 11p this morninq, 11 romment Also 

can"" concurring, to oPt some idea of what the feeling of the 

arour· ; s. 

"';<::ilit ;.,cirl, thouc,l"I, if III C0"'"1ent aPriP.ars to be 

horrler;na on A nu~sti~n or R retort, at l~a~t tn A co~ment 

""Ade, I w;11 rert;dnlv o;ve a"'Y merr-1>-Pr rd tt-le r,an~l, inr.luo;nn 

the n;~cussAnts, A ch~nce tn re~pnnrl. 

So ao~;n, let m~ only r~~~nrl vnu that for ourpns~s 
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of recordinn, despite the fact that you may have a loud voice, 

dn Please go to the microphone. 

too? 

"'r • Et tin? 

(LAIIGHTFR) • 

~inht as well make it six In a row from 

µR, ~TTIN: As one who mioht he rlenvinn an ornhanaqe 

DICK PETERSON: would you give your namP, 

MR , ETTIN: E rl Et tin, F e rl e r a 1 Res e r v e J.1 o a r rl , 

one r.nmment and one question. 

T have 

The observation ts, T hearrl here today and l'vl' 

neard whenever T've attenrlerl anv meettnos, T think whenever 

more than two bankers qet tooether anrl the Federal Reserve 

comes un, this issue comes up, that somehow there is a Federal 

Reserve System consniracy centered in ~ashington, that if a 

bank rloesn't rlo exactly what the Poarrl wants, thev hetter not 

come to the ~oard aoplylnn tor so~e sort of merner or branch, 

et cetera, 

I haven't attended every slnole Roarrl meeting 

rlealino with these sorts of thlnos, but I have attended lots, 

some where they were rlenied, and some where thev were 

aooroverl, Anrl T1 ve bepn also in the rllscussions th11t don't 

take olace in the Roard room, and thev're sometimes more 

candlrl, And T've never heard this issue come up, except when 

two or three hankers net tooether In a meetlno like this, 
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"-1ow, j11st rlon 1t helit'VP. it, ,ion't think I am 

hav.,n 1 t fr,unrl 

If ,;omeonP has 

so..,,. Pvi,1Pnr:e, T'rl likP to hPAr ahout it, ann T1r1 likr to also 

rnint the~ in the rlirPctinn of thP Ju~ticr nenartment. 

Thp nuPstion I hAVP nf Profe~sor ~pn~ton dpals with 

his ohsPrvation,; at->out thp nrofitabilitv nf cnrrespnnrlent 

businPss: th~t is, hoth in his naner anrl in his ohservation 

tn(iAV• &no that is, thp u;,.,., that thr nrofitahilitv of 

cnrres,:onrlent t,usi nf>SS is ahout as l"rof I t11bl P. as anv other 

kinr< of t->usinps,;, where therP.'s a lot of romretition, 

am told hv 

mv collt-anurs tnat it anP,.;irs as if in anv renional area or 

local ;,re;,, .,;th the nosslhlP ,.•c:Potinn of ''"w Ynrk Citv, th,it 

corre~nnnr.ent t,t1sinPSS tP.nrl~ to hP rlone only hy onP. or t .. n 

hanks in that arPa, that thPrP is such a hioh nPareP of fixPd 

costs, anc-;,rently, that it's not one th;,t there's a lot of 

comnetition for, 

T was talkino to so~P hankPr~ frnm California, fnr 

P.~amrle, anrl therP arP ,;ome vpry larap onPs out there that 

havP. rlei:-irlerl r,ot to Go into thP correiiponrler,t husinPss, 

nrcauqe there simnlv is nn wav thPy can mAtCh the Price~ of 

thP onp or twn other corr,-~oondents that are in that Area. 

~rntessor Renston, cnulrl vnu arlrlress yoursP.lf to 
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that ('llJP.Stinr,? I start from innorance nn it. Your view seems 

•·el 1, T woul rl !laV there 

u11rlnuhtenly are oeoole in this ronm who ca11, hefnn ;., the 

h11sin,-ss •· ;t 1 <1 i-PPn a lnnn t;.,,. sincp I've hePn •• can soealt 

to that hetter tha11 I. 

cnnclusion. 

I can t ,. 1 1 v o u ,, o on ., hat T I- as e rev 

nu ,n her n f hanks that have corr e "'n n n rl en t r,. 1 at i n n sh i n s. Nnw, 

Kut any tim.-, in 

all th!' work that I'm fAmiliar in econo.,ics, n;artic11l11rly ;., 

banki11q, wh,-re T've dnne a survey of _,J.,ost all the emoiricol 

wnrk a few years aon, ~hen vou have as "'any as three 

con•net i tors, vou have a verv CO"'Pet it i ve "'arket • Anrl it 

rloesn't take verv "'anv corresnonrlents, .-ven in notential, to 

have a comp.-titiv.- market, either her.- nr in anv nther mar~et 

situatinn that r•~ aware nf. 

The secnnrl thinq, nf cnurse, is what you rlescriherl, 

that there can he efficient comnetitors, whn are such that 

thev are ahle tn co.,rete awav •• nrovirle a service that others 

can't match, hut as snon as thev raise their nrices the ot~er~ 

You knnw, it's not •• you rlon't need very 

sneciAlized resources to co~e intn a mar~.-t, that a bAnk 

rlnes"'t alrearly have this in th,. corresnondent husine9s, as 
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co,.,oarerl to, sav, steel ororluction or s"methir,g• 

Rut I think hankers here•• when 1 was workir,g on 

corresonnrlP.nt banking at First l!aticr,al flank cf Atlanta, T can 

tell vou that there WP.re nnly two hanks in itlanta at the ti"'"' 

orovirlinq anv kinrl nf service, and there was hardly anythinn 

we woulrln't rlo for a hank and ~irln't. 

DICK PETERSON: Paul ~orvitz wants to 

comment here, and I've not one more back there on the sa"'e 

nuestion, I think. 

PAUL HORV1TZ: ~e rli1 some investiaatinn of 

this anrl collecterl so"'e rlata on the profitability of 

corresoonrlent bankina, hecause it clearly relates to the 

imoact of these reserve schemes on thP correspor,rient hankinn 

I think corresnondent hankers almost unanimously 

would aaree with ~eorne's view, that it's not a vPrv 

nrofitahlP husiness. 

Put T hearrl hankers say thpy lnse "'oney on the 

thev rlon 1 t make any monpy nn the rorresoondent hankina 

n11siness, thev lose money on th .. ; r trust rlenartments, lose 

money on their safe oerosit oneratinns, lose "'oney on retail 

hankinq 0 And snmPhow they Pnd up makina a respectahle orofit. 

(lAIJGHTFR). 

The concprn whicfl thPy express al:-011t possihly 

losinq co~resPonrlent hankinn husiness suqaests that the~e 

real lv "'U!llt be some Profit thP.rP 0 
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for thinkinq there are. Qespondent banks maintain halances 

with correspondent banks, in nart because they need some 

1 ;qui dity. They have to meet reserve requirements. 

services. Correspondent hanks compete to provirle those 

services, and there may he enouoh competitors to make oerfect 

comoetition in some sense. 

Rut even if there are, we 

have a limitation on their ability to pay interest on those 

oalances, and hence there may he excess profits invnlverl. In 

any case, as the data comes out, the nrofits are not 

oarticularly excessive as comnared to other businesses. They 

ha1'1kS nn average 

That is, banks, the corresoondl'1'1t 

a great deal of variation reqlo1'1ally anrl 

indlvlduallv. nn averaoe, T would Fay that correspondent bank 

earninqs on their cnrresonnrlent husin!'SS before taxes are 

ahout 1 percent of the denosit volume. And that's r,retty muci, 

in l1ne with ~hat those banks earn or, averane on their total 

assi-ts. 

DICK PETERSON: John? 

JOHN PERKINS: I'd like to comment on that, 

corresponrlent buslnes!II in the country. 1 think it's an 

enormouslv comoetltlve husine!lls, anrl there's no use to trv to 

documi-nt that here. It taki-s a lnt of time. Hut I th;nk it 

is. It's ;,h(')1Jt a,i CO"'PetitivP AS it is, C:O'"PPtinr.i for r.eneral 
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Motors and the rest. 

Recondly, it is a Profitable business in and of 

itself, and it also ties in -- anrl this varies, as you said, 

Paul, this variPs enormously amono banks. flut a well•run 

corresponrlent hank that knows its costs, T think, does have a 

profitable business. It also ties into other business 

closely, because your unit costs oo dnwn if ynu have a hinh 

volump, anrl correspnnrlent bankinq is part of volume, and that 

qets Into ynur corPnrate business, anrl those arP other thinns. 

My final point wnulrl he, thouqh, you did not say 

it, Ed, and t anpreciete that, hut I rlo have kinrl of a 

of ring a bell when there Is the implication that it's a 

business that the banks really don't want, it's ni:,t 

k i nrl 

orof I tat·d e. Well, J qee Georoe Mitchell isn't here. Over the 

years I had many arquments with GPorqe ~itchell, because for a 

lonn time I think there was a feelinq among some of the peonle 

at the Fed, such as George, that you start with a presumption 

that that isn't a particularly desirable business from the 

hanks' standpoint, anrl therefore the hank, aren't reallv 

concerned if they're, in effect, not able to compete in t~at 

husiness because of somethlno of this type. 

I'm not sayinn that's the view at the Fen At all. 

J'm saylno, though, that it ts a profitBble business, with A 

lnt of People mayhe losino some money on a loss leader, like 

any other business. 
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DICK PETERSON': Erl, rlo you want to make a 

quick Cl"mment? 

ED ETTTN: Y PS• 

DICK PETERSON: And Stu, woulrl you Qet up 

now and aet near the mi~e. 

STU Greenbaum: 

view, and that was that it's every profitahle husiness, from 

everythlnn T coulrl aether. 

JOHN PERKINS: J wouldn't say very 

profitahle; profitahle. 

GEORGE BENSTON: T'11 say it verv hrieflv. 

The distinction should he made hetweer, what the businessman or 

11ccountant calls a Profit and t!,e economl,;t cells e profit. 

DICK PETERSON: Your name? 

Stuart Greer,haum, ~•orthwestern llni versi ty. 

First, I'o like to thank and commend the ARA for 

sponsorlnn this collonuium. know 

here, and I can't help feelina that this tyne of session has 

to nromnte a areater understandinn, and perhaos even a "!h11rner 

definition of self-interest tor various aroup,; involved in 

this collectil"n of nuestions. 

~ow, reaardinq this rricinn thinn -- well, let me 

s11y in aeneral, 1 think that the focus of tl,e discussion on 

prielnq is damaoerl hy not seeinn the prohlem in tl,e much 
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hrni,dpr contpwt of th,. npncral ,,,.,,..,, .. rship quf'stlon 0 ~Y 

fpplina i~ that the qrpatpst contrihutinn that coulrl he mi,df' 

tn a ratinni,l nr,cing svster,,, and a rational nroduction of 

f;n,,ncial srrvic-es hy the centr11l bAn~ .,oulrl hf' the 

l~at wnuld eli,.,inatf' thP v"'rv ~uhstantial incpntivP 

the cpntrAl hAn~ has to encroach on what woulrl orrlinarilv L• 

An,J that isn't to S"Y that with thf' 

elimination nf re~ervp renuirempnts and th,. mnotina of the 

011estiori nf "'"'"'hershin, that thP Ferl wotJld al 1 "' or,ce lel'IV" 

the tiP1n. J don't hPlieve that to~ .. the case. 

PtJt thin• it wn11ld tP very i"'nortar,t tn ,.i; •. ;n;,tP 

the nn0nir,q ,ncPntivn t ► at the Cf'r,tra1 hank has tn Pnter 

~nd th"t ~oula, ! thir,k, ]pad to an 

en,J 1m with, in the lnnn run, ,,1nulri t·P II nronuctinn of cert,nn 

sPlPcterl servicps in which thPrP werr Qf'nuine ewtf'rnalitiPs of 

a suhstantiAl or~f'r: anrl it ~iqht !Pave to thp oriv,.te 

fiMAncial svstpm th~ r,rnnuctinn of nt~ar servic~s th~t mi~ht 

h,. ,.,nre efficiently or An<o.ntJAtely or de!!irahlv, iri a "'UCn mnrP 

qpneral, hrn~rler cnntPxt, nrnrlucerl iri t~e nrivate SPctor. 

As a matter nf fact, one of thp m,.Jor •• there are 

il """'her nf arlventa,,es to tfle- f'1iminatinn of reservp 
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hnwever, 11re that we ••oulrl l'lh,inate a very kt"en incentive for 

the svste"' to perpetually ;nnov11te anrl ;ntroduce new 

instruments to c,rcumvent the effects of the reserve 

re •1 u ; re"' en t o,., t he n n p ha n c:t i an rl on t he o t h Pr, i t w nu 1 ,; 

el;m;nate this nernicious ;ncentive that the central hank has 

to r.ontinuo11sly encro!'lch or, tt-e rrivc1tP. m11rket, ar,o to rrnoucP 

SPrvir.P!I thi,t ,.,ouln havP hePn 011ite arlP'HJlltelv f'rOrllJCP.d in thp 

r,r;vate st-ctor. 

Tt seems tn me that thp ;s~uP. nf oricing, whpn 

evtr11cterl an~ lonkerl 11t hv itself, it see~s to me tt 1 s almo~t 

-:ienrr;,l r:c,11,-ction !"If 1uestions rrlatinn to the evist.-nce of a 

1 eq;,l resf'rvp req,,; re..-pnt, the ahsel"c,. of 1,i,ymel"t of ; nterest 

on reserves hplrl, dec,.,s;ts helrl at the central hank, that it's 

h11r~ to even ma~e sen~e of it: unlf'~S you see it in thAt far 

brn;H1er Cl"ntevt. 

Anrl T fullv accent all of thP caveat, anrl nuest1nnq 

th;it rhuck Partee inc:ticate<l ai-01Jt 1 imit;itions a!'I to what cal'I 

te rlnne. Hut I rlc,n't think we q.-rve a very u~eful rurnnse 1-y 

RCCPrtinq at the l"Uts,.t al 1 c,f these constraints. T think 

that the imnortant thinn to nn is tn AtArt with A definition 

nf whAt looks like a sensible order or !'ltrueture for fir,anctal 

institutic,ns, anrl then if ~e•re fnreed to cc,mnrnmise at lf"ast 

we know what we're eomnrom,sinq awav frnm, rath"r t~an Atart 

with"' set ()f artificial constr11ints, ano the,-, rtisc11ss th" 
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orohlem in thP conte•t nf those constraints, 

T'rf like to arlrl one very S1";,ll no;nt, Anrl thAt is 

there seems to he a very consioerAhle concern exnressed bv the 

rommittees, Senate anrl ~ouse rommittePs, about loss of revenue 

rPS'Jltinu fro~ rav~ent of interest on reserves nr from the 

eliminat;nn of reserve renuirements, 

T woulrl sunnest that there anain there's An element 

of th,- !'ltr,,ct1JrP nf the entire sv!!tPm that's 1-ePn ioonrro, 

thAt seel!'s tn me to nr very important in consinPrino the 

collPction nf instit,1tional arrAnQe,,,ents, Anrl that ;s tnat 

one couln, if the concern ~AS for revenue loss, one cnulo 

increase tne tax on hAn~s thrnunh the rlennsit insurance fee, 

~s a matter of fact, AS of the moment I believe aooroximately 

h11lf of thp nr,min11l staten fee is r<'hated to the hanks, 

"nw, I •'oul d argue that if we wanted to tax hanks, 

there are manY ways to rlo it, Put in my orrlerino of taxes 

from most <1esir11hle to lei,st rlesirahle, J ,.,,-,uld certainly i"'t 

a t11x or rlenos1ts f11r ahove a tAx on rleno~its throunh a 

reserve renuirement, for a variety of reasons which I won't un 

into, hPcause I've nrob~hlv e~hauste~ mnre ti~e than ~ost of 

the Peorle officiAlly on thP nrnoram, 

DICK PETERSON: "ell, sine~ you didn't sav 

anythinn i,bnut l"ricino rlirec:tly, that's interl!'sting, 

1,,,1~,,..P. rf:la11v t;oht this mornin<;h heC"rofl' •. 

I q,,e,,.s 

Chuck f 1aywnorl here, ovE'r there, anri thPn Bi 11 • 
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CHUCK HAYWOOD: 

a ciParl t--orsp on thi"! corrpsr,ond.-nt t,ankinn thino, b•1t somp 

yPars aoo I rJid what 11011 P!'iaht call sc-rt nf a fPasihility 

sturlv as to whethpr a holrlinn comPany in thP Porky Mo11ntain 

area which was arowinn should c,Pt into the corrPsPondPnt 

bankino businpss, Anrl I sav "sort cf" hecausp it was a \/f'!rv 

rliffin1lt thina tn rlo, 

And there is•• in lookino at thP corresnondPnt 

<111stPm, yn11 (ion 1t ha11" just one svstem, 

S11 11011 have cn,,,r,etitive you I-lave 

markets at various levels, anrl T think that in most narts of 

the country it is a rather competitivP husine~s, Also, therr. 

is alwavs the alt,-,rnative which ,inrl of constrains thP Pxtent 

to which a mononolv would rlevelnr,, of nirPct send hv 

rpsnonrlpnt banks, 

limitation, 

Tt incrP.ASf'S their costs, but that OOSPS A 

Rut thp whelp thinn nf cnrrespr,ndent banking is 

difficult to analyzp from the feasibility point of vie~, if 

you're thinkinq ahout entry, hecause vou have not onlv thP 

cost associatPd with thP sPrvicina of accounts anrl thf'! 

rev,-,nues that miaht be derived from investmPnt of balances, 

hut vou've not thP ouPstion of participations, parninos from 

that: you have thp OUPstion of whPther the hank's going to he, 

the correspnnrlent 1 s aoinn to he a larae unrlerwritPr of stat,-, 

and local governr,,pnt issuPs, anrl whpther thl" system would bP 
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,1sefu1 in that, ;n ma•im;zino that. inrl it qoes on and on anrl 

on. 

Tt alsn compl;cates the orohlem of transfer pricino 

;n any hank, so that whether it's mnre or less orofitable, 

it's reallv a mosaic. ind think the thino we reallv ouant 

to look at mare ;s the Ferl sirle of it, than the corresoonrlent 

bank ,iirle. 

DICK PETERSON: 

My name ; s Kal fohen. T'm a Professor at 

the D•ike 11niversity 1,usiness ~chool. 

Let me fir~t e!ahorate on one of the comments that 

Paul Horvitz marle ;n rassina, ~ecause I th;nk it's a very 

important one. Ana that ;s, when you consirler the e•tent to 

which some hanks will clear check~ throuqh correspondents 

rather than throuoh the Fed, the exolicit price per item is 

prohahlv not the mogt imonrtart con~irleration, hut rather the 

cutoff t;mes, when vou can oet the- hest availahilitv of funris, 

T th;nk, is extremely ;mportant. 

Fven thouqh ~any han~s which are memhers of the Ferl 

can process and clear their checks throuah the- Fed w;th no 

e•rlicit charoes rin~t now, they rlo a sizeahle amount of 

clearina throuqh corresnonrl1>nts, hecause the 1>arninas that 

thev net on the faster ~vailabil;ty of funds more than navs 

for thP substantial costs of rl; rect senrls, keepino halances 

w;t~ thP.SP corresoo~d1>nts and the like. 
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~l01,1, this le'ldS tlJ a ntJestinn ,,hich T'rl like to 11s1< 

J;., brunciv, hPcause in 1->i,; rliscus~inn, anrl all that I'v" re;,a 

sn tar in the rPlPases hv the FPd in terms IJf their pronoserl 

nricinq schPdtJlp +or naympnt servic,.s, I've nPver SPen anv 

statPments ahnut wh•ther the Avatlahility of funds, or thp 

r:ould vou tf"ll ll!! wh!'ther this 

has nPen rli~cusserl anrl what your thnunhts are? 

The nress rel!'ase, T rlo beliPve, savs 

that thf' Syste~ does not cnntemnlate 11t the time that nrices 

are lntrorlucerl any sinnificant chanoes In servicP levels 

aric.1/or In the r,ual i ty of srrvl ce. 

inrlicatP th;,t t~ere isn't any lmmprllatp •• there 1,1on 1 t he any 

ch;,noes in cutoff schPdtiles orerliraterl nn th!' introrluction nf 

t':lr-;c;nn alone. 

1;nwever, shou1,1 •· the Svste"' has nvPr time ch,innerl 

c11tnff sch,.dules i,nrl nualitv of sPrvlre fnr rea11ons relateo to 

thP pfficiencv of pay,,.ents mechanism, ann one wnuld aSSllfflf' 

that wnulrl no on as necessary. 

Pl'f1FFS~f)P rrn .. t.~1: Tn tl'•;,t renarcj, 1,1oulrl chances in 

the share of market of the Ferl in these transactions services 

lhis 

anain relates tn nne nf the cnmments PatJl marle, bf"Cause on the 

basis of ;nitlal volume anrl mix, vou kno.,, th,. Ferl c:otJlrl 

project to receivP A certain amount of revenues from their 

P,wl Is quite correct in saving that 
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the commercial hankino system is ooino to arlapt to thosP 

announced schedul .. s, make a lot of chanoes •• more rlirect 

senrls, more fine sorts anrl the like. 

The total revenues receiver! hy the FPd wi 11 he much 

they thouoht, too. 

prices anrl availahilities in reaction to these ~ompetitive 

changes, loss of market share, would he oart of what you call 

improving the ouality of the Payments system. 

JIM BRUNDY: As one nf my mentors in the 

Federal Reserve System who is sittinq at the tarle ovPr there 

has said many tim .. s, rior Eisenmenger roints out that 

any change of this maonitude renuires a major institutional 

1:1rlaPt at ion• Anrl pven enterino this process with thP 

principles that the System has•· that the Poarrl has stated 

that it favors, it also is the case th1:1t it is not in•• 

prohahlv in the public interest for the System to find itself 

with enormous amounts of over•capacity. me11n, you could 

easily make an aroument for the reason why thPre mioht 

actuallv he e~cess social costs from that, that there would be 

resources heino snent in one area that were bPinq ouplicaterl 

in another. 

And so, the System has always said•• the ~oard's 

releases on this mattPr have alwavs staterl that there would b~ 

an attempt mede to evoirl rli~ruption of th~ ~ayments mPchanism. 
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hnn that ~eans an orderly, conservative, cautious anproech to 

phasinq down or otherwise arlaptinn to the chanoPs that thP 

rritina miqht introduce. 

Put in fact, the rrincin1es that the Aoard has 

statrrt are intennPd to allow for the nossibility thPre would 

t-e;, rt,•crrasr, thp likelihoon, in f;;ict, that thPrP wotJlri he a 

decrease in the ~ederal Mpserve mar~et share, or at lea~t a 

rernutina, as ynu say, to nirPct senrls anrl fine sorts. 

DICK PETERSON: Steve ~oherts wants tn make 

thin~. 

t'R, Pr,r,fl{f<;: 

first one'" nn the issue of loss nf Treasury reven111, 0 

Thf' 

It ' s 

teen sain hY Stu and hy somf' other neorle that thf' ronoress is 

cnnrernPo ahout the loss nf revpnue to thf' Trea!lury, The 

1 reasqry is concerned ahout the l ns,oi of rP11Pnl•e tn the 

The PrPsinpnt is workinn verv hard to co~e in wjth 

;~ hu,1qet deficit below $30 billion. 

[ ven ~tnn mill inn looks hia to the neople at n~R anrl the 

Treasury in that tyne of circumstance, 

ftnrl 1 woqlrl fjnrl jt har~ to helieve that the 

FeaPrAl WPserve, which we all knnw rlnPs its best to rPstrain 

inflatinn >!hen it can, 1,,01,lrl asv thp President to increase 

that rleficit very much ~ore than he wants to in thi~ 

inflationary time, 

~erond1y, with rPaarrl to float, T woulrl nrPfPr not 
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to o;penrl any adrlitional rrsnurcrs to rerluce float. If it 

t,r benf'ficial. Jf it takes an announcement that re~ote 

riishursrmf'nt is not only possibly an unsafe and unsnunn 

ti;inkinq practice, hut that it is an uns;if,. anrJ unso,11,rl hanid!"o 

nractlcr, then that miqht reduce float a lot. 

T rlon't think that decision has heen "'ade vet, out 

the ff'd ;o; workin".l In tt->at direction, and I think it's 

i"'nortant. tnrl I think that, since every time float noes uo 

thr open market desk has to sell securities, because it's supplying 

reserveo; from float ard needs to a~sorb the"' through sales, 

that float noes have 11n effrct 1'.ln ~f'd reven11eo; 0 

DICK PETERSON: Ri 11 Anderson and thf'n Roh. 

vp 0 ANl'l[P.5f11': 

Cornorati<1n. 

tn view of the etticiencv of the Federal Prserve 

service'!, the neprl for Prlcino, anrl thP anparrnt alternative 

of oninn to cnrrespnnrlrnts, do vou 1ee any reason why prrhans 

snme of thpo;e costs ~ioht not ne passed on to the consu~er? 

DICK PETERSON: I~ thAt directed to anyhorly 

in rarticuli'lr? 

"R• A1,nt RSnt,: Yes, I' 11 rli rect it to Paul Horvit "• 

"~. HUPVIT7: Well, rP.mrmber we're talkin9 herr 

cost in terms of the Frrl rrlces of ~Avhe "" Averaoe of a pennv 
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and a half an item. Tt is a rathPr small part of the tntal 

cost of handlino a chPck. 

T woulrl hore it woulrl he Part of a move that we 

would see explicit pricinn thro1J9hout the system, not onlv hy 

the Ferl to hanks or by hanks to banks, hut also from hanks to 

cnnsume,-s. The ouestion of who ultimately hears the cost is 

somewhat different. T'm not sure that I would say that shoulrl 

bP th<" that efficiency calls for that heino the consumer. 

T think it would be desirahle, thouoh, if we had 

evnlicit rricino that would facilitate competition. I would 

hore this would he a sten towards it. Rut I really see this 

as really hPino kinrl nf d<" m;nimis. The amount of monev 

involved is really rathPr small. 

So then you couldn't take it out nf 

,.hat you nive back to the TreastJrY? 

J didn't oet that. 

1 sav vou ceuldn 1 t take it out of 

what YOtJ oive back to the Trt>asury •· (Inaurlihle). 

>1P • HOPV T T7: Tht>re wi 11 be an additional cost to 

the t,anlcing system, which will rerluce •• ,,nich will mean 

additional revenue to the Fed, which will bl" l'HISSf'd on to the 

TreasurY. 

DICK PETERSON: 

that? Rob F:ise"!Ilenger 

Is there some comment on 

Hi< 0 FIStN,'IENGER: f!oh Eisenmenger, federal Re9f'rve 
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t',~nlc. of 11t,stor,. 

Tf 1t ;sr, 1 t, why wnulo 

thev chnose those ri,ther thari imolicit iritereqt cnrreRponrlent 

l"alances at nrivate ranks? 

The other nuestinr,, T'rl 1ike to net a little oit of 

R rlehate noinn hPtween Jerry Jorrlan anrl Steve Moherts. 

thntJ,1ht St.;,,,e knl"erts sAirl in his first co.,,,.,erit that we cnulo 

rrnhnhlv have areat.;,r snclal efficienrv if the Ferleral Deserve 

Svstem woulrl snenrl more mnney tn oet the rhecks there faster, 

to rer<ure float, an-! that wn,,1n increase !'IOCial eft;ciencv. 

Jerry Jorrlan Rort nf rirliculerl t~e olanes ooinn arounrl the 

country, the co~t tn the Ferleral 0 eserve System: if we'r< soenrl 

\PSS ~onnv anrl have more flnat, we'rl ;ncrease sncia1 

f<ne nf the"' hA~ to be wrr,no. ruur,tHF.R). 

DICK PETERSON: Steve? 

As I j11st sairl, T 1ri r,rPfer tn rerluce 

flnAt thrnunh other means, than to srenrl r,,ore mnnPy anrl have 

IT'lnrP nl anr-~ af"lri- rr,r,rp comn1ite-rs, if th~t 's r'OSS; h 1 e. T 1 "' not A 

rlnn 1 t know whether that's pnss;h1e. 

'' o • F T ~ t \I MENGER: How ahout the ;mp1icit ;ntere<it at 
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nrohihitinn of interest navment on rlemand deposits, and that 

al 1 clearina halances, wherever thev are, earn interest. 

DICK PETERSON: Jerry? 

rliscu~sina loss of TrPasurv revenue, that the Treasurv wa~ 

c n n c: er n e rJ 1 as t F r ; day when t he F p rl !Io 1 d " T - b; 1 1 s" out of ; t s 

own port fnlio, l'lnrl theret,y is giving up that reserve. 

s11aae<1terl to (;eoroe that if tne FPd 1,nuld huy up al 1 nf the 

oov.,rnment hnnrls, then it would qet i!ll that revenue to givP 

hl'ICk to the Treasury, anrl we 1 rl oet rirl of that rleflcit in a 

hur!"'v. Ana he rlirln 1 t seem to tnink tnat was what was implied. 

Patman was riqht. I f yo IJ h urn t he r, on rl s , you get 

rirl of this fiction of "'hat we're talkinq aho11t. It "'akes a 

difference whether the Fed buys a "T-bill" or a tynewri tPr. The 

texthooks arP wronq. It Is 

exnenrlitures of the Fed on real resources, nn senrHno Its 

rlirPctors of research tn conference~ in •asnington •· 

(LAIIGf<TFR) •• or huvino cnninuters or rel'ldPr•sorters or hostino 

hanker husinessmen luncheons anrl rlinner" anrl so on, that are 

Treasurv e•nenditures. Anrl If you want to rPdUCP the Ferl 1 s 

hurrlen nn the t,ixraver, you r!'duct> those e•penrlitures, periorl 0 
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DICK PETERSON: GPorge? 

GEORGE BENSTON: Steve SA;rl SOll'ethlno th11t 

T'd like to pmphas;7e morP if cnuld: narticularly, hecause 

there are a numher nf bankers hpre. There Are two reAsons, 

bAsically, T think, that thlnos non't QPt chang,-d. One is thp 

fact ttiat r,eoPle knnw wt>at•s In their self•lnterest, l'lnrl usl!, 

ohvlously, ouhlic Interest arouments to cloak tt>at: becAuse 

you don't qPt very far hy saylno that you're rloino this 

hl!cause you pprsonally will prof;t, and ynu ~o it bPCRuse the 

PtJbl;c w;ll bl!neflt 0 

any evil In it. T think it's norll'al. 

nothing ,-v;l in the snow In Rochester. 

J rlon't think there's 

Just likP there's 

You'ct Just rlo bPtter 

to unrlerstand that ;t•s oo;nq to come ctown, an~ you're oolno 

tn oet cold uP therP. 

The other ASPect is, peonlP sometimes do things out 

of iqnoranc ... ThRt is to SAY, ;t•s not ;n the;r self•intl"rPst 

to continue to do Snll'ethlnq, hut thPy 1 re Almost prisoners of 

Previous mistakes or orl"vlous beliPfs 0 And herl" it ; s 

spnsihle for us as researchers anrl l"ducAtnrs to attemnt to no 

sompth;ng: hecause whllP we're not ooino to convince somehorly 

to hurt themselves, we mloht be able to convince thl"m to help 

T th;nk the navment of interest, explicit oayment 

of Interest on hankers' balances, as they used to be called, 
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the correspondent balances, and on checkinq accounts, is 

somethinq that hankers have unfnrtunately oPPoserl, to their 

Anrl it's we hy now have sufficient 

information to know that this was a mistake, anrl it is 

screwina up the bankina svstem anrl causino the use nf real 

resources ;n the way some of the speakers mentioned, I can't 

rememher who mentionerl the fact trat neople overuse checks 

because thev're not charqed for them, 

Fect's services in that sense, 

The hanks overuse the 

The corresonndent hankina system is forced to rlo 

thinas that oer~aos even the bankers rlon•t want, I mean, 

there's a limit tn how ~anv hall aame tickets and tn what ynu 

can consume, You miaht prefer to have interest to nive to 

vour shareholders, rather than some sort of barter system to 

nay for these thinos, 

Rut evervone hy now knows that there's nn such 

thina as a free depnsit or a free lunch: vou know, that one 

wav or the nther there is comoetition for these thinas, and 

it's naid tor. And the continuino ohlection ot the ban~ers 

and the ARA oerhans T don't really know what the A~A•s 

oosition is, if it has one -- on the oayment of interest on 

all cteoosit accounts is something that's rletrimental to all of 

us, and I can't see anyone who's ~enefiting, except thO$e verv 

fe~ hanks, if there are anv, that are in mononsonistic 

on$ltions with resrect to the qatherino of rlepo~its. 
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DICK PETERSON: 

STEVE ROBERTS: 

cnmmPr,t •• 

DICK PETERSON: 

STEVE ROBERTS: 

Steve? 

I'd like to make one more 

And then out there eqain. 

-- to Hot, t.' senmenger on the 

issue of interest oayments on balances, For ~yself, as an 

economist, T woulrl say If we re~ove the prohi~itinn of 

interest rayments on rlemand deposits, then we shoulrl oav 

interest on c1earin" balances at the Fed. 

I also would say, T rlon't know what rart nf 

re"uirerl reserves are clearino balances and what nart are for 

reserve requirements and what oart is a comrensatino halance 

riqht now, J'm not smart enough to separate all those th!nos. 

uut I think that seoaration would he helpful in this 

discussion. ~hat oart is a clearino balance anrl what part is 

needed for monetary nnlicv? 

DICK PETERSON: A oue~tion or a comment out 

here? 

~Hi• GAMBS: Yes, Car 1 Gambs, Kans as Cit v Fed. 

T1 rl like to comment on Steve's sugoestion that we 

lenathen the availability schedule to cut down on float, 

rather than usinq the airrlanes. The Problem with that is, if 

we, say, extend the availabilitv schedule bv a dav on 

everythinq, we'rl rerluce tloat, and then we rould send our 

check~ hy Uniterl nr Greyhound or so~ethinn. Rut wh11t would 
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happen is that the hanks would turn around &nrl savl rlkey, J 

cAn Qet two days if I do it myself or throuoh a correspondent. 

And they'd 11se- th!! resources. 

I think If he wants more revenue for the Trl!As11rv, 

hi! should teke ~tu's aonroach or some other approach, and 

forget about float. 

are other ways to ta~ it away. 

E~IO OF TAPE• 
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TAPF 114: 

~o comments out there? ~e•ve got 

olP.ntv of t;ml'. ral? 

"R• COHEN: Cal Cohen, Duk" l!r,iversity 0 

T think '"'h11t Carl Just said is ouite rioht, that If 

the Fed itsP.lf inereased its availability schedule, ;n other 

'"'ords lPnqthenerl thP time until you QPt qood funds when you 

clear throuoh the Fed, the private hankinq system would use UP 

m11ny more resources. 

Rut T ►•onder if 11nvbody evPr would SPriously 

consider ,ome sort of IPqislatinn that would mandate a 

dPfinitP two•,.,eek 1110 in th,- clParinq of checks, for example. 

If vou do sompthing like that, you'll find a lot of the•e real 

rPsourcese saved. 

I'm not so surp that the cnmPensatlno problem of 

not knowing for two '"'eeks '"'hether you've oot a hum check or 

not is all that serious, compared to the real resources snent 

on motorcvcle messengers, private airplanes and all that. 

f•R. PfTERSnN: 

~R. HffHNEP: 

Gil? 

Gil HeP.bner, Philarlelpl•,ia ~latinnal 

l ask this question with aoolooy, because Tam 

sure that the pan,.! feel !I it has answered it several times. 

Flut T think ft 

woulq be helpful to rearl into the recorrl the ~ost clear and 
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elooupnt 

.=.ns1o1Pr to th;s statement and question: 

It sPer,,s that it ;s 1--eiria sairl th;it 

r~servp pr1rinQ S('hPrlt:lP iu~t r:Jneo; not "'IAttPr, ju~t ;!I; not 

A.,rl ~hat h~nkers Are qoirq t" ask 

as the v 

1 on k "It the Fed's price schedule is: Are these prices too 

lnw VPr~US thp rriCPS that WP chArOP? AM~ thl"Y wil~av, 

tMP.re ist'°'At flnat out thPl"P an--f it's t)~ina innnrl'"rt, .=.nrl if 

th.ait wPr"(" inclu:1p,-j th.- r,ricl"s wn1Jlri t;P MinhPr ,1rrl the competition we 

f;iicin'1 would be more fair. 

•.1q• PE_TfR.Sf1~d F'r11u1, Ho votJ 1oo1.:tnt to start thAt off? 

Mi.; µ!JPVTT7; T 1 '1 like tn --

~~. PFTtRSr1 ;~: ~~'rl he 1~tPrP.sterl in Anvhorlv's 

Cf'l"''?lf'nt~ hpre, thr,qnh. f-:itClJSP ""I"" • 

..,.,, H{lr:'VT17: T 1 rl like to !ltrlV A word with rP~ppct 

to thp n1;r5tinn of thp flnat ~Pinn frrel~v;,int h~c~use it 
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rloesn't ;,,.posf> env !loc;al cost. 

Just a rrattl'r of rlistrihution. 

l think that's tru,,.: ;t•s 

Hut wl" mioht 8S wf.'11 sav that, 

lf>t 's supoose that al 1 •• that thl' Fer!,,.ral Reserve ~ystPrr anrl 

the commerc;al hanks for thP. month of rl'bruarv skip payino 

thP.ir e"'Plovees. It rlo,,.sn•t involvf" anv !loc;a1 cost. T t Is 

just a transfpr from th,,. pmployees to the hanks. 

This is•• the float is thP sa"'e kinrl of th;ng, ;n 

the Sl'nse that thl'r"' ar,,. no social costs lnvolvPd, The 

orohlpm ;sour Present system doesn't allncatf> it 

aoorooriately, or thpre are ouest;ons as to who bt'nefits from 

it, anrl it may or may not he worth ~ome resourcl'S in orrler to 

qt't the appropriate allocation of float. 

After all, monev •• ther,,. is a tlm,,. valu,,. to monpy 

to l'ach nl'rson ind;virlually, To say socially ;t do,,.sn't 

mattpr skips that que!ltion of who gPts thP henef;t. Anrl 

hl'nce, th;nk the oupstlon In terms of the rl'd 1 s orlcing and 

the work of the cnrresponrlent banks, the nuestion of 

availabil;ty anrl float is relPvant to the solutlor. 

not he worth spenrllnq an unlimited amount of money. 

somp lirrit as to how much it's wort~ to reduce float, 

It may 

ThPre's 

Rut T 

rlon't think it's reasonable to sav that float is Irrelevant, 

IINTDFNTIFIFO SPEAKFR: I just want to enrlorse whAt 

Paul has sa;rl, I thQuoht the rest of the conversation 

cn~Pletely ignorerl that Pnint, Anrl it really may have 

pfflciencv implications. That is, if peorle no have rlifferent 
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tim,. valu,.s of money in different locations and are getting 

different allocations of float, that can he -- that can be an 

i"'r>!'lrtant rioint as ..,ell. 

"'R. PtTfDSn~: Jim, rlirl YOU have something to sav? 

"'R, RRlltHlY: The Ql1est ion that was rai serl ahl'.'ut whv 

shoulrln't snme n,.rinrl of time like two weeks he nickerl as the 

time after which checks will he r,airl is -- that's reallv the 

relevant ouestin!'I, anrl it ties in with what has heen said 

ahout who benefits and whr: aains frnm the use of flnat, 

T"e ~ed ha,,. estahished historically, more or less 

as a lii!lltnrical arci-ient, a onP.-day, twn-rlay defermPnt 

sche,1ul e. The choice of that has been marle mnr,. or less as a 

historical choice, that tkis was th" level nf rPsources that 

the society wanterl to r'lllt into the clParinq of r:hecks, 

Tf there ~ere a nrlvate sector effort to clear 

checks, some nth,.r numherina, nnt that, would ~e Chl'.'sen, lf 

the clierks, all the checks, were cleared hy the private 

sector, there woulrl he some other numher, nnt one-day, 

two-day, that In fact would be the time in which checks 

clearPd, 

T tried to innicate that there is an economic way 

nf rletermininn what that would he. It woulrln't b,. unifcr"' 

across the nation as a ~hnle, and it would he -- it woula 

rro~ably involve ~ub~tantiallv nreater exrienoiturPs on the 

clearino function than now are ma~e. The choice of ~ny 
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part;cular t;me that ;s shorter than what the Federal Reserve 

uses involves the use of more real regources, wh;ch coula oe 

;s relatively effect;ve for ensurina that there is an 

efficient payments mechanism, then that's a perfectly arle~uate 

choice anrl anv other cho;ce that is shorter would have•• 

would be more eMpens;ve. 

MA. PETERSnN; Steve Roberts, and then Jerrv. 

MR 0 PORERTS: T think that one•dav, two•davs is 

oerfectlv arbitrary. think also that to say that the cost 

of reducina float would ;nvolve substantial sums is not a real 

answer, because I don't know what "substantial" means in this 

Tt may mean a m;llion dollar~, it mav mean several 

mill;on dollars. 

Certainly it would mean less than the foreaone 

;nterest that results everv time the open market ~e~k has to 

sell securities to cover float. 

MR. PETERS0Y: Jerrv? 

MR. JOPOANf Jerry Jordan. 

In 1972 the Fed made a chanae 

in kea J 

to wine out a bill;nn dollars or so of float, with the stroke 

of a nen. Anrl at that t;me ;t left ;,, I think, at arounrl ~2.3 
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hi 11; nn • Anrl it's grown now tn •• 

the last couple of months it'• averaoen snm~thinq in the i1 tn 

~R hillion range, I think, 

ThP. faet that it has orown gives us •ome 

informatinn that •avs that the comhin~tion of the fP.d's 

pr;e;no of ;t~ servicPS at zero,;n combinfft;on with the 

rP.sources that it isdpvotinn to cleertf"'!o, and the level of 

;nter~st rates, and thp oractices ;n t~~ nrfvBt~ hank;no 

com~unity, th~t thereis an inconsistent~ 

tlie Ffl!c1 shoulrln't corn,,dt to irnmediate,one•t1&y, and two-day availability, 

as is current l V the schedule, with this level of resources, or it ought to 

incre~s~ th~ level of resources,or it shoulrl have donP some 

other thinos all the way alono, like pricing. 

To ~tart frnm where w~ arfl!, qiv~n all of t~;s, 

an-1 make a chanqe in 

the avai1ahility sehedulP.,or somethino 

fl! l sf!, you only 

cause ;t to sw;tc~ from b~ing FP.d flo~t to cash ;tems f1oat, 

(commercial ~ank. flo1tt). But then you could make some statement about 

t~e r~lat;v~ P.ffte;~ney of th~ r,rivAte 9eetor in el~ar;ng 

\IP.rsus the Ferler"'l A'e!ller\l~, and the sneial cost is thP 

11rldttional re;:i,l resnurees that the Ferl uses to rlo tt-ie 9amf!' !oh 

in clearinq. 

Rut you can't ••Y t ~i,t the $8 billion of 

suhsidy to 
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the bank;no svste"', provirlerl by the Fed. 

$R h;llion nf float represents. 

That•~ not what that 

GEORGE BENSTON: Ju S t a r, o i n t o f ; " f n r"' at ; o" • 

So"'P nf the ola hanrls here may ~nnw "'ore about that than T rlo. 

Rut when T was w;th the Fed ;n rhicaqn, r11mmaoin<1 arounrl in 

the library, which is what People like me tend to dn, fountl 

a report c,n how they hanppnea to net to that oarticular 

sche,1ule 0 

here knows. 

can't remember the author of it. Maybe somebodv 

rut ;t was an internal renort, and it was coucherl 

entirelv in terms of what the Fen had tn rlo to keep peonle 

from leavin<i the system. 

And that's where it came from: i.lh11t do vo11 have tn 

do to keen oeorle from leavino CO"'Pared to the correspondents? 

Now, Steve, the one point I think that ouqht to be made clear, 

that Jerry tried to make clear, and let me trv again, and that 

is, if the•• if the Fed wants to increase the amount of 

earninqs of the Treasurv, it's very simole. Tt slmr,lv noes 

out there and buys uo all the•• all the honds 0 'low, it 

happens that increases the monev supply and we'd have 

inflation. 

normal Iv. 

nut in fact, that's in fact what the Ferl rloes 

That's why we have inflation, hecause it's another 

Tt 1 s not an accident. 

Rut the amount of float is simnly effective!v ~ 

reduction in the reserves which you would otherwise hold. If the 

Fed ~ants not to have this, it ~;~ply aoes out anrl conducts 
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open markPt oneratinn~ anrl offspts It entlrelv. It's verv 

easy. 

'1R. PfH.<ISnN: 

t-<Q • Rf.lf'ERT~: 

QtJestinn to answer, Gil. 

'-'R. HEEf!"lf P: 

StP.ve, rHrl vou 

T rlon•t know if vou 1 re qiv;no "'ea 

Are you? 

•fo, T think Paul 

part I a 1111 Answert"rl it by saying that 

it is Just a rlistrihutional r,roble'", but not irrelevant. And I gather from 

that th11t if T '"' "r. ~ankt"r fro<" whPrt"v"'r, T would say that schedule 

of the F"ed is unoercuttinn us. 

MR• PFTER[HlN: Stu? iJl-i, snrrv. 

IINTOFNTIFJFD SPf.~KFR: rlne thinq ..,., haven't he11rrl 

mpntioned ;~that•• 

I think we still •• I'd like to get 

ynue voic"' on the record, or on stereo or somethlnq, 

nthPrwise we don't net you eecoened, Stu, and wp'ee noino tn 

hold it aQainst you, as GeorQP said this morninn. 

STUART GREENBAUll: Une thing that hasn't been 

mr.ntioned is the imnlications for float renarrling th"' 

nrerlictabilitv nf monPtarv disturhancp pmanatlno frnm the fPd. 

No~, T think that can hr. viPwed as a co~t. 

to sav, vou kr"O••, flol'lt has an exnecten 11Al11e and vou plun 

that into eeseeves and then you make reserves whatever vou 

went the~ tn he. h11t, ;,s KPn exolainPd this mornlno, theee's 

alway~ A littlP. ersilon at the enrl nf thp e~uation, and t~at 
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eosllon has somethinq to rlo with float, too. And Cf!rtalnly in 

a social cost Sf!n!le, that has to have snme relevanc"• 

I just -- I want to keen this gninq. 

I nirl want to just remind you that WP. are QPttinq nf!al' thP pnrl 

of nur time, hut also rl"minrl vo11 that there w!'rf' Pa!lsPd o,,t tn 

vnu <"PJP.Stions for ~P.d oollcv on the afternoon Sf!SSinn, anrl If 

vou did havf! anv commpnts reletinq SPPcifically tn thosP 

nuestions, which arl! in som.- sensP ves nr no nuPstions -- btJt 

if anvbndv had comments on that -• 

Rut we'n alsn like to rlo a" we did this mornlnn, 

anrl havP at each table some view of what th.- answf!l'A to tho~e 

nuest ions would hf", si nee thev arl' i mr,ortant for nur ool i ey. 

Steve? 

.. R. RIIRERT~: nne final comment on float • 

said -- and mayh!' he said hf"cause hf! infprrPd it or I implirn 

it by mv remarks -- that hanks hpnP.fit from Fed float. That 

may not nf!cl'ssarily bP. the case. As a mattPr nf fact, hank~ 

orohahlv don't henefit that much from the float. 

ornhahlv thpir cu~tomprs who henefit more. 

T t I !I 

Thi' ooint Is, T don't know w~o bf!nefits frnm float 

anrl I think that ther.- is adnitional -- a distributional 

problem hl'rl', and it ouoht to ba adrlrf!sserl. 

(I t,.ll(;HTFR) • 

MR. ~FNSTnN: T'rl li~P to ask a nuP.stion of vou hankl'rSI Whv 
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'1o vou !ltav in the FP'1? Gene said f'arlier ahout hnw much 

it's co!ltino his hank. 1 think it was r.ene. Why dn YOU stay? 

llon 1 t you care about your stockholdl'rs? That was mpant tn net 

a rise, hut an answer, oerhaps. 

ran someone tel 1 "'" whv a 1-ank stavs in tt-,e F"erleral 

~es!'r11e Svste'" when tt-,at ta• is ; .. cosed on it that wo11lrl not 

bP imooserl If it were a nonmemb!'r? I think I havf' some 

reasons·, hut r wo,ilrl like to heAr it frn"' PPOPle who arP 

actu.illy on that firino lin""• 

DICK PETERSON: I suooose one of thP 

nrohlems, G!"oroe, ;, that most of the bank renresentatives 

here arP not rankPrs, we Just work for our hank (LAIIG ►lffl0.1 

DICK PETERSON: WerP YOU ooi no to ans>•er 

that, .l!"rrv? 

cnmnanv, limiter! to continquous counties. Now, with the new 

c;nvernnr,Anrl nncP the Philarlelohia hanks stnp fightino it, 

~e•re hooino to have statewide han~ino nn some ha~is-- maybe a 

multi•bank holdlnn cnmran11. We have to go to the Ferl tn net 

annrova1. r f we rlrop out of the Ferl anrl hecnme· a mutual 

savinns bank in Penns11lvaniA and have all of the advantayPs 

thPv rlo, we orohahlv wo11lrl not be constrained. 

There's ouite a nit of looic to somp 
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of those answers. 

I thouoht Fd Ettin was no;no to say someth;nq 

further, 1-,ut •• (LAIIGHTFR) • 

"1R, PETE.RSnN: Wes, who's l'IOt a member •• 1,;s hank, 

I should say, is not a member of the Ferleral Reserve ~ystem. 

WES HIU.ENDAHL: w es Hillendahl with the 

flank of Hawa;;. 

Ts t~is on? Is th;s function;ng? 

"'R• PETfRSnN: J think we can hear you, ves. 

tfNJr>PHIFTFO SP!:~KFR: (InaucHble.) 

WES HILLENDAHL: Okay. T'm ooina to take a 

stat', at why we're not a member, if that'll help you. 

MR 0 PETERSnN: He called you a dirty money guy. 

(LAIIGHTFR).1 

WES HILLENDAHL: I don't kl'low whether my boss 

;s aoina to have a nink sheet for me when I get bac~ or not. 

Kut we d;scusserl this question a little bit 11'1 reference to 

the fact that we're one of the largest t-,anks that are not 

mem!',ers, anrl ;t tur"s out that some of the reasonlna is very 

soec;f;c, and that is that our r.orresoondent relatinnships 

have some sidebar bel'lefits that qo heyond this ouestio" of 

sterile reserves, and that is that we are able to qenerate 

consort;um f;nancino and oarticipatlons throuah our 

corresoondents, which put is ;n a verv strona positiol'I ;n our 

community, which Is a cash•• or rather, is a crerlit•short or 
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a caplt11l•short area. And we can do II much more effect;ve Joh 

;n our community that way than having the reserves sterilized 

at the Fed. 

There are a number of services wh;ch are availaole 

to us on a rlay•to•day basis throunh the correspondent 

relationsh;n, which ;s a very great helo to us on an aov;ce 

bas;s and on a soecif;c transact;on basis. So that there is 

an nverwhelmina numher of th;ngs of that nature which have 

kept us on the state s;de of the ledger. And th;nk that the 

same th;nq has induced our d;rect cnmoetitor, who was a 

national hank for a number of years, to move ;nto the state 

hank;nq reaime some several years aao, in addition to the 

broader reserve•• smaller reserve nooortunities •• or 

necessities, I should say. 

~•~. P~ TE:RSfli',: think it's aettina toward the end 

of the afternoon. T would Just like to prevail uoon the 

audience here to aaain, aR we did this morninn, before we lnse 

you to at le11st fill out yourself c,r talk w;th the memher 

of the fcnnomic Arlvisorv rommittee about some of the specific 

,uestions we ask here. These are all designed to he yes or no 

questions. But we wo11lrl very much find those useful to get 

some idea of the spirit. 

~efore that, I'd Just like to very much, aaain, 

thank the members of th~ nanel. I I d 1 i ke 

to have peopl "think! chr,se this oanel by myself and ciot them. 
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r wasn't responsible for it, but I would have 

liken t('I have been very much. Not nnly wf!rf! thf!Y verv 

informativer T think they did leave plenty of time for 

discussion, and I tt-ink oc,ened up manv orovoc11tivf! quP.stions. 

pane 1, 

r would likP. vou to qive a hand to the afternoon 

(APPLAUSE). 

"IP. PETf PSflNS And if vou woulrl, just take a few 

minutes on those OUP.Stionnaires, and 

just likP. to sav a few worns himself. 

think ~il Heebner would 

Thank vou. 

MR. l"EfBNEP: I Just would want to unoerscore what 

ofck said ahout thankino not only the panel ann the speakers 

thr<'lJOhout the ,-lav, hllt al I of vou who participated, T think 

that vou c,roduceo somethinq of real value for us to consider 

and to enter into the dialoque and decision•makino nrocess of 

the AAA. we ac,oreciate that. 

For the mf!mbers of thf! 

committee, in Ca!le VOLi don't reeall, 

wf! are ooino to reassemhle 

t<' sift over these results 11nd these 

ideas, ,ind seP what we can conclude from them. 

Thank you, again, very much. 

FNO flF TAPE. 
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STATEMENT OF THE U.S. LEAGUE OF SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS 

TO THE SENATE BANKING, HOUSING, & URBAN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 

ON S. 85 

March 28, 1979 

The United States League of Savings Associatio~s*appreciates 

this opportunity to offer our comments on S. 85, the proposed 

Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 1979. 

We commend you, Chairman Proxmire, and others 

on the Committee for your efforts to find ways to improve the 

implementation of monetary policy, especially in light of the 

last decade of monetary instability, rising inflation and 

international e~onomic turmoil. The United States is again 

confronted with the problems of double-digit inflation, a weak 

U. S. dollar in the international markets and near-record high 

interest rates. It is, therefore, timely to review the whole 

issue of how best to improve the mechanisms used by the 

Federal Reserve System to implement a stable and non-inflationary 

monetary policy for the future. 

In reviewing S. 85, we realize the significant and 

comprehensive nature of this legislation. Although the savings 

and loan business is the second largest of our nation's 

*The united States League of Savings Associations (formerly the 
United States Savings and Loan League) has a membership of 
4,400 savings and loan associations representing 99-2/3% of 
the assets of the $510 billion savings and loan business. League 
membership includes all types of associations -- Federal and 
state-chartered, insured and uninsured, stock and mutual. The 
principal officers are: Joseph Benedict, President, Worcester, Mass.; 
Ed Brooks, Vice President, Richmond, Va.; Lloyd Bowles, Legislative 
Chairman, Dallas, Tex.; Norman Strunk, Executive Vice President, 
Chicago, Ill.; Arthur Edgeworth, Director-Washington Operations; 
and Glen Troop, Legisla~ive Director. League headquarters are at 
111 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60601; and the Washington Office 
is located at 1709 New York Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006; 
Telephone: ( 202) 637-8900. 
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financial institutions, we recognize that many of the 

recommendations incorporated into S. 85 currently do not impact 

the day-to-day operations of savings and loan associations. 

These include: (1) the impact on the conduct of monetary 

policy; (2) the impact with respect to the requirement for 

any depository institution to provide reports on liabilities 

and assets to the Federal Reserve Board; (3) the impact on 

the operations of savings and loans resulting from the 

imposition of reserve requirements on transaction accounts; 
(4) the impact with respect to the opening of the Federal Reserve 

discount window to all institutions offering transaction 

accounts; (5) the impact with respect to the provision of funds 

transfer services from the Federal Reserve Board to all 

institutions maintaining reserves and the pricing of these 

services; and (6) the revenue impact on the U. S. Treasury. 

Conduct of Monetary Policy 

The primary "economic" claim incorporated in S. 85 and 

strongly urged by the Federal Reserve Board in defense of this 

proposal generally is that it would improve the implementation 

of monetary policy. Over the last decade the Federal Reserve 

has been concerned about its declining membership and the 

fact that many national banks which are required to hold 

reserves with the System are changing t,heir charter from 

national to state. 

It has been stated that as a result of these shifts from 

member to non-member banks, the Federal Reserve has experienced 

difficulty in controlling the rate of growth of the money supply 

and other monetary aggregates. As a result, the concept of 

universal reserve requirements and more uniform reserve require

ments has been promoted as the means to insure more predictable 
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control over the rate of growth of the monetary aggregates 

over the short run. This proposition is based on the premise 

that the linkage between reserves and the money supply, the 

so-called "money multiplier," will be more predictable if 

more financial institutions are required to hold reserves. 

Obviously, it is very difficult for those of us in the 

savings and loan business to criticize, or even question for 

that matter, the rationale behind these assertions. After 

all, there is no business that suffers more from rampant 

inflation created by excessive monetary growth than the savings 

and loan business. 

Unfortunately, the case in defense of this basic proposition 

has not been persuasive. The Federal Reserve itself, for 

example, has claimed on the one hand, that universal reserve 

requirements will enhance their ability to control the money 

supply while, on the other hand, has frequently conceded that 

their primary monetary control tool is to "peg" interest rates 

by controlling the Federal funds rate from day to day and 

week to week. As most monetary economists will concede, 

putting the primary stress of monetary policy on the controlling 

of interest rates will inevitably lead to random and sharp 

short-run fluctuations in the money supply. 

Of greatest concern, however, is the fact that in the 

ongoing dialogue concerning the necessity of universal and 

uniform reserve requirements, no research has been offered 

or promises made that the implementation of these proposals 

will reduce in any meaningful way the frequency or length of 

period of long-term excessive monetary growth. Rather, what 

research we have seen merely indicates that the Board of 
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Governors of the Federal Reserve might be able to marginally 

increase its ability to predict short-term, week-to-week or 

month-to-month changes in th_e money supply. 

Even conceding the Federal Reserve's claim that short

term money supply predictions could be improved, it is really 

a moot point as long as Federal Reserve spokesmen t~emselves 

adhere to the premise that controlling or targeting interest 

rates is the appropriate mechanism for the implementation of 

monetary policy. Moreover, and clearly of greatest importance, 

is the fact that our real problem in the monetary area is not 

the volatility in week-to-week or month-to-month growth rates 

in the monetary aggregates but long-term periods of excessive 

increases in money growth. S. 85 and the Federal Reserve's 

"Mod 7/85" do not address this problem. 

We have reviewed a number of studies which suggest that 

the absence of universal and uniform reserve requirements is 

just cne of a large number of factors that potentially could 

impede the Federal Reserve's ability to accurately project 

short-term changes in money supply growth. Other factors 

include: the impact of the volatility of Treasury deposits 

and the existence of reserve requirements on those deposits; 

the impact of our system of "lagged" reserve requirements; 

the volatility created by the setting of discount rates that 

do not always conform to money market interest rates; and 

complexities dealing with seasonal factors. Some of these 
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elements could be corrected without legislation. 

Adding to confusion are some observers who question the 

necessity of reserves at all in the conduct of monetary policy. 

Dean Carson, in an article in the Journal of Finance entitled 

"Is the Federal Reserve System Really Necessary?" q-uestioned 

the necessity of reserve requirements. George J. Bengston, 

in a more recent study entitled "Federal Reserve Membership: 

Consequences, Costs, Benefits and Alternatives," writes: 

"Zero reserve requirements are not ridiculous as the Federal 

Reserve implies. The money supply can be controlled by the 

Fed through open market operations that affect the public's 

and the bank's currency holdings as well as with government 

securities." 

The importance of open market operations, and its dominance 

in the implementation of monetary policy, is also evidenced by 

the fact that since the beginning of 1975, reserve requirements 

have only been adjusted by the Federal Reserve on five occasions. 

Even these adjustments have normally required off-setting open 

market operations near the effective date of these changes. 

In summary, the basic economic arguments offered by those 

who support uniform and universal reserve requirements have 

not been persuasive to this point. 

Data Reporting Requirements 

Another important section of S. 85 calls for any depository 

institution to report on its assets and liabilities on a basis 

prescribed by the Federal Reserve Board. We recognize that the 
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changes in the powers of our country's various financial 

institutions and rapid changes in the funds transfer technology 

have increasingly blurred the lines between the various classi

fications of deposits making up the monetary aggregates. We 

can understand, therefore, the desirability for mar~ 

comprehensive and timely data collection for the Federal Reserve 

Board. Savings and loan associations, for example, provide 

monthly reports to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board which could 

probably be easily modified to handle these reporting 

requirements. 

We would suggest, therefore, that because of the importance 

of this recommendation, it might be worthwhile to first implement 

this recommendation and then take time to review and evaluate 

the improvements in monetary policy conduct that may occur as 

a result of more comprehensive reporting. We may find that 

many of the Federal Reserve's concerns in the conduct of 

monetary policy could be solved merely be extending reporting 

to thrift institutions. 

Reserves on Thrift Institution Transaction Accounts 

S. 85 establishes the framework for required reserve 

balances in the Federal Reserve System for transaction accounts 

of thrift institutions. In this respect, we want to commend 

the sponsors for recognizing the potential costs that this 

would have on savings and loan associations and ultimately on 

their customers if reserve requirements were imposed on thrift 

institutions on the same basis as commercial banks. 
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We therefore, concur in the wisdom of providing a $40 

millin or higher exemption before reserve requirements are 

applied to thrift institution transaction accounts and also 

the exemption for time and savings deposits. I am sure 

that these exemptions were reflections of the concern that 

higher reserve requirements could add to the cost of thrift 

institution operations and, ultimately, the cost of mortgage 

credit. It is generally acknowledged that zero-earning reserve 

requirements are nothing more than a "tax" on the institutions 

holding them and, therefore, represent a cost of doing business 

that must ultimately be borne by the borrowers and savers of the 

financial institution. 

With respect to this general issue, we have a number of 

more specific concerns. The first of these deals with savings 

and loan liquidity. At the present time, savings and loan 

associations are required (by statute) to hold liquid assets 

at specified levels and with specified maturities to meet 

requirements of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. Even if 

reserves held in the Federal Reserve System (or passed through 

dollar-for-dollar from the Federal Home Loan Bank System) against 

transaction accounts would satisfy the liquidity requirements 

of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, we wonder whether or not 

such "sterile" reserves would in fact weaken the liquidity 

position of the savings and loan business. Liquidity of 

associations today is held in highly marketable short-term 

money market instruments, usually government and agency 

securities. If some of this liquidity had to be put in non

earning reserves held with the Federal Reserve Board, it is 
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possible that the overall liquidity position of the business 

would be marginally jeopardized. 

Although we question the necessity for reserve requirements 

for thrift institution transaction accounts, we want to applaud 

the sponsors of S. 85 for not advocating the imposi-.tion of 

reserve requirements on savings deposits of thrift institutions. 

We are sure that this Committee is aware of the serious 

impact that such a proposal could have on the mortgage and 

savings markets and the continued specialized identity of 

the savings and loan business, its regulator, the Federal 

Home Loan Bank Board, and its borrowing facility, the FHLBank 

System. We were greatly disturbed when the "Community Bankers 

Division" of the American Bankers Association -- in a position 

since abandoned by the parent organization -- advocated 

universal reserve requirem~nts extending even to the savings 

and certificate deposits of thrift institutions. Frankly, 

this is a door the savings and loan business would like to 

leave closed. 

The U. S. League is also cognizant that the reserve ratio 

ranges attached to different categories of demand, savings and 

time deposits at commercial banks could affect significantly 

the competition for deposits with savings and loan associations. 

The elimination or lowering of required reserve levels for 

commercial banks will obviously reduce the costs of offering 

savings and time deposits to the public -- and could accentuate 

the already impressive competitive advantages possessed by 

commercial banking, with its full range of banking services 

and its three-to-one edge in convenience locations. Furthermore, 
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a high reserve ratio for transaction accounts and mandatory 

coverage of thrift institutions (above specified exemption 

levels) could erect new barriers to the willingness of savings 

associations to offer new depositor services to their customers. 

We would also like to remind the Committee that the 

Congress has not examined the statutory reserves r~uirements 

of Federally-insured savings and loan associations in many 

years. Our institutions have had a 5%-of-total savings Federal 

Insurance Reserve requirement in the National Housing Act 

since 1933; there is nothing comparable for FDIC-insured 

institutions. This requirement, which we know as our "net 

worth" requirement, differs from "reserves" in the parlance 

of commercial bankers -- since it appears on the liabilities 

side of our balance sheet, rather than as an asset item. 

However, the 5% FIR accumulation does tie up substantial funds 

which otherwise might be available as undivided profits. The 

percentage-of-savings figure was adopted in the midst of the 

Great Depression when Congress could reasonably anticipate 

high loan losses and foreclosures at our emerging home .finance 

institutions and wished to protect S&L savers (and the FSLIC) 

from such losses. The "risks" in our business have changed 

in intervening decades. Now our risks are those of rapid change 

in market interest rates induced by inflation in the general 

economy. 

We would therefore ask that the Committee consider a 

thorough reexamination of the required reserves foundation 

of the savings and loan business in the year ahead. 
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Access to the Discount Window 

1079 

S. 85 also permits access to the Fed discount window 

and other services by all depository institutions required 

to hold reserves at the Fed or which, because of size, do 

not hold reserves but are certified solvent by the FDIC. 

As this Committee is well aware, the savings and loan 

business, and the mutual savings banks already have access 

to the Federal Home Loan Banks for their liquidity and credit 

needs. We question, therefore, why we should duplicate the 

Federal Home Loan Bank's "advances" program with access to 

the Federal Reserve' s "discount window". 

This proposal, we feel, deserves serious further considera

tion. One concern we have relates to the potential instability 

that could be created by developing a system of competing 

borrowing windows from which thrift institutions could draw. 

It is possible, for example, that thrift institutions would 

"play" one source :;.gainst the other, creating potential 

arbitrage problems and generating even greater monetary 

instability. 

This Committee is aware that the primary borrowing needs 

of thrift institutions specialized as they are in long-term 

mortgage loans -- tend·to be much longer than the overnight 

or day-to-day borrowing that occurs at the Federal Reserve's 

discount window. We wonder, therefore, whether the Federal 

Reserve is contemplating opening up the discount window to 

longer-term borrowing by both thrifts and commercial banks? 

We would suggest that before such a proposal is implemented, 

the Federal Reserve should be asked to conduct a study relating 
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to the overall implications that such a duplication of borrowing 

facilities might have. It is also possible that such duplication 

could complicate the conduct of monetary policy. 

Access and Pricing of Federal Reserve Services 

Savings and loan associations are currently not direct 

~sers of Federal Reserve services, with some very minor 

exceptions. We do recognize the potential importance of ensuring 

that Federal Reserve services be available to the broad cross

section of financial institutions. If the Fed is to charge 

explicitly for its services, it will introduce fees for items 

presented to it for collection; thus, the increased costs to 

savings and loan associations, if any, would derive from checks 

deposited with the S&L's commercial bank. (Third party payment 

services of S&Ls, such as NOW accounts, are affected only to 

the extent that they increase the number of items deposited 

with the bank.) 
The U. S. League has always indicated that our 

institutions are more than willing to pay their fair share 

when utilizing automated clearing house (ACH) facilities 

under development in conjunction with the Federal Reserve 

System. Under explicit pricing proposals for ACHs, it is still 

not certain who will bear the fees when implemented the 

ACH itself or the financial institution. This is important 

since it seems likely that the fees charged by a local ACH 

would be increased by the amount of any fee assessed by the 

·Fed System. 
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One important aspect of this proposal relates to the 

pricing of Federal Reserve sercies as a possible offset for 

the revenue loss created by the general lowering of the 

reserve requirements suggested by S. 85. In this respect, we 

think it is important that uncertain pricing schedules not be 

used as a visible offset to the revenue loss created by lower 

reserve requirements. 

Impact on the Budget 

During this period of essential budgetary austerity, the 

revenue impact of S. 85 must be carefully evaluated. Quoting 

the Treasury's estimate, the first-year tax loss to the 

Treasury would amount to $172 million. While this is certainly 

a modest amount given the size of the Federal Budget, we feel 

it may be worthwhile to carefully consider whether this minimum 

Treasury loss can be sustained without inflationary consequences. 

Mr. Chairman, we want',to thank you for the opportunity 

to present our views on S. 85, the proposed Monetary Policy 

Improvement Act of 1979. We would be happy to answer any 

questions or to provide any additional information on this 

important legislation. 
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Investment Company Institute 
1775 K STREET N W., WASHINGTON, D C 20006 

(202) 293·7700 

April 12, 1979 
DAVID SILVER 

The Honorable William Proxmire, Chairman 
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Re: S. 85 

Dear Senator Proxmire: 

The Investment Company Institute'~ appreciates this opportu
nity to comment on S. 85, the "Monetary Policy Improvement Act of 
1979". While the bill is primarily designed to extend reserve 
requirements to demand and time deposits of non-member commercial 
banks and to transaction activities of other deposit institutions, 
our comments are restricted to Section 7, the section that would 
require the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System to 
establish a study committee to assess the need for reserve require
ments against money market funds and other liquid assets. 

The proposed expansion in the coverage of reserve requirements 
and the creation of a study committee are presumably based on the 
theory that the Federal Reserve is losing its ability to effectively 
conduct monetary policy. This is implied in the testimony of 
Federal Reserve Board Chairman, G. William Miller, before the Senate 
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs February 26, 1979: 

"The attrition in deposits subject to reserve 
requirements set by the Federal Reserve weakens the 
linkage between member bank reserves and the mo1 etary 
aggregates, as a larger and larger fraction of deposits 
at banks become subject to the diverse reserve require
ments set by the fifty states rather than the Federal 
Reserve, and as more transaction balances reside at 

* The Investment Company Institute is the national association 
of the American mutual fund industry. Its membership includes 
476 open-end investment companies ("mutual funds"), their 
investment advisers and principal underwriters. Its mutual 
fund members account for over 90% of industry assets and have 
over six and one-half million shareholders. 
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thrift-institutions the relationship between 
the money supply and reserves controlled by the 
Federal Reserve will become less and less 
predictable, and the instruments of monetary 
policy will become less precise in their applica
tion." 

If the decline in commercial bank deposits subject to reserve 
requirements and the development of transactions type deposits at 
nonbank deposit institutions were, in fact, undermining monetary 
policy there would at least be some colorable justification for 
the Bill's provisions, particularly when the nation is struggling 
to combat inflation. There is, however, a sizable body of expert 
opinion that rejects this proposition. 

First, the linkage between changes in the reserve base and the 
money supply is fuzzy at best. Unpredictable shifts of funds be
tween member banks with different reserve requirements, shifts of 
ftmds between types of deposits with different reserve ratios, and 
variations in the public's demand for currency and other financial 
assets, are among a number of factors that may produce instability 
between the reserve base and the money supply. There is no evidence 
at all that one of these factors -- the potential shift of funds 
from member to nonmember banks -- is the primary source of insta
bility in the money supply. 

Second, the federal fund rate is the Federal Reserve's primary 
financial target, not the money supply. The use of this target 
recognizes that the impact of monetary policy is transmitted through 
the economic and financial sectors via changes in interest rates, 
asset values, and avenues other than the money supply. Flows of 
savings into and out of savings and loan associations and mutual 
savings banks, for example, are strongly influenced by variations 
in interest rates. When yields on open-market instruments are high 
relative to returns on savings deposits, the net flow of money into 
these institutions slows down or becomes negative, thereby restraining 
their ability to lend and invest. The reverse occurs when returns 
on open-market instruments fall. Thus, monetary policy is already 
capable of strongly influencing the behavior of the thrift institu
tions without the proposed extension of reserve requirements to 
their transactions activities. 

To repeat, neither the case for mandatory reserve requirements 
for commercial banks nor the extension of reserve requirements to 
thrift institutions is persuasive. For that reason, the proposal 
to establish a committee to study the need for reserve requirements 
on money market funds and other money substitutes would be largely 
unproductive. There are, in any event, inherent problems in the 
application of reserve requirements to securities as opposed to 
deposits. 
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There are probably hundreds of billions of dollars of money 
substitutes outstanding, If reserve requirements were to be 
applied to securities, what would be the maturity cut-off: 30-days, 
3-months, 6-months, under a year, or what? Would the reserve re
quirement apply only to the holdings of financial institutions and 
not to the holdings of households and businesses? And what about 
duplication of reserve requirements if they are placed on money 
substitutes as well as commercial banks? 

Money market mutual funds, for example, are financial inter
mediaries who gather the public's savings dollars and invest in 
short-term securities such as: commercial bank certificates of 
deposit, commercial paper, and treasury bills. Money market funds 
do not lend money directly and they certainly do not have the 
"credit-creation" capabilities of commercial banks. Money market 
funds do increase liquidity and the velocity of the money stock 
(demand deposits and currency). Their impact on the money supply, 
however, is secondary and limited. 

The Federal Reserve can effectively control the growth of the 
money supply and commercial bank loans and investments through the 
use of traditional techniques: open-market operations and changes 
in the discount rate and reserve requirements on demand and time 
deposits at commercial banks. The contribution of a second set of 
reserve requirements on, say, the transactions activities of money 
market funds would be a new equivalent of double taxation and would 
yield virtually nothing in the way of improved control over the 
money supply. While there is no absolute figure on the transactions 
activities of money market funds, i.e., funds redeemed by check, a 
subjective guess would place it at about $5 billion in 1978. This 
sum is lost in the total of debits to commercial bank deposits 
which amounted to about $40 trillion last year. 

Part of the reason why redemptions by check are likely to 
account for only a modest share of total redemptions is that a 
significant percentage of total money market fund assets represent the 
holdings of institutions such as trusts and business corporation£ who 
redeem in other ways. According to a survey recently completed by 
the Institute, 54 percent or $5.8 billion of the $10.8 billion of 
total money market assets outstanding on December 31, 1978, were 
owned by institutions. Of the remaining $5.0 billion owned by 
individuals, more than half were in funds sponsored by brokerage 
firms. Undoubtedly, most of the dollars invested in these latter 
funds are owned by the customers of brokerage firms who sold stocks 
and bonds and are using money market funds as a "safe harbor" while 
awaiting improvements in the securities market. 

To a large extent, the growth in transaction activities at 
thrift institutions and the expansion of money substitutes creates 
statistical and conceptual problems for the Federal Reserve Banks 
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rather than regulatory problems. As such, they may be dealt with 
by refinements in concepts and by timely and detailed data collec
tions, particularly in the area of transactions activities. If 
such an 1mdertaking is pursued, we will be happy to cooperate by 
providing data and expertise on the activities of money market 
mutual f1mds. 

S~r. el~y \)J 
/jJ[LU-' J ~--✓ -

David Silve 
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RESERVE REQUIREMENTS, FEDERAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP, AND MONETARY CONTROL 

by Clark Warburton 

Reserve requirements and monetary control 

For many centuries c~mtrol over the conditions of issue of money (defined 

as circulating medium or generally accepted means of payment) has been recognized 

as a vital government function. Such control has included, directly or indi

rectly, limitation of the total quantity of circulating medium, for the purpose 

of providing as much stability as possible in the value, or purchasing power, 

of money. 

In the United States, as in most other countries, issue of hand-to-hand 

currency (coins or paper) has long been restricted to the government itself. In 

view of the constitutional power of the Federal governement to issue money and 

regulate its value, provision by banks of deposit accounts serving as money may 

be regarded as a government function delegated to them (and recently to some 

other financial institutions). In fact, the whole complex of legislation governing 

the chartering and operations of banks has been developed priniarily to assure the 

satisfactory execution of this function and collateral activities. 

A vital element in the satisfactory functioning of banks is a limitation on 

the aggregate amount of circulating medium they provide. This is necessary 

because banks have an inherent tendency to expand toward the limits imposed on 

them, resulting from the fact that their own obligations serve as an acceptable 

means of payment and therefore (as a group, because of interbank relationships} 

they can acquire and pay for additional earning assets without parting with other 

earning assets. During the nineteenth century two components of banking legisla

tion became the limiting force on the amount of bank obligations used as means 
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of payment, and hence on the total quantity of the circulating medium. These 

were: (a) maintenance of convertibility of circulating banknotes and deposits 

into metallic or other lawful money; and (b) maintenance of "fractional" or per

centage reserves against deposit liabilities, to be held in metallic or other 

lawful money, or certificates of deposit for gold or lawful money in the United 

States Treasury. 1 

In the legislation regarding reserves some banks were permitted to hold part 

of their prescribed "reserves" as deposits in other banks. This was a recognition 

of the fact that through interbank relations some banks would in effect hold metal

lic or ~ther lawful money reserves for other bank~. However, reserves in the 

form of interbank obligations (deposits in other banks) are not an effective tool 

of quantitative monetary control, since they can be created by the banks themselves 

by transfers of assets. Thus, during the last three decades of the nineteenth 

century and the first decade and a half of the twentieth it was not the total 

percentage reserve requirements for national banks, and such requirements for 

State-chartered banks, but the requirements in specie or other lawful money that 

effectively limited the total stock of money or circulating medium. 

With establishment of the Federal Reserve System a large part of the 

"lawful money" _reserves held by commercial banks was shifted in gold and gold 

certificates to the Federal Reserve banks in payment for capital stock or reserve 

accounts in those banks. When the required reserves of national banks, and of 

State-chartered banks admitted to the Federal Reserve System, were concentrated 

1Lawful money included, in addition to gold and silver coins and certificates, 
Treasury issued circulating notes ("greenbacks" and Treasury notes of 1890). 
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(in 1917) in the Federal Reserve banks, the Federal Reserve authorities came into 

de facto power to dominantly influence the size of the nation's money stock 

(circulating medium). This power was the concomitant of the scale of operations 

of the Federal Reserve banks, i.e., the volume of assets acquired and relinquished 

by those banks, and was transmitted to commercial banks through the impact of 

those operations on Federal Reserve member bank reserve balances and the inherent 

tendency of those and other commercial banks to expand (or contract if necessary) 

their own operations to the limit of their reserve position. 

Zero reserve requirements 

The question has been asked: Could reserve requirements at Federal Reserve 

banks be set at zero without causing greater instability in the money supply? 

The answer to this, paradoxically, appears to be both "yes" and "n~". 

A "yes" answer seem3 to be supported by the historical experience of the 

past sixty years. During this period we have had (in the late 1920's and early 

1930's) the most severe monetary contraction and sequential business depression 

in the nation's history, and also (in recent years) the highest rate of monetary 

expansion and consequent pr~ce inflation (other than during major wars). That 

is to say, we should nOt expect zero reserve requirements to cause greater insta-

bllity than the actual experience of the past. But a careful look at the causal 

nature of the two episodes indicates that this is not an appropriate conclusion 

regarding the effect of removal of reserve requirements. Those episodes were 

not due to erratic behavior of commercial banks relative to their reserves, but 
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rather to excessive variability in the aggregate amount of reserves provided to 

member banks by the operations of the Federal Reserve banks and authorities. 2 

The pertinent answer to the question regarding zero reserve requirements is 

"no." The argument that required reserves of commercial banks, or of Fe4eral 

Reserve member banks, could be set at zero without producing monetary instability 

is based (implicitly if not explicitly) on two assumptions: (1) that in the 

future Federal Reserve banks will not "misbehave" as in the past, that is, that 

they will maintain a stable monetary base, presumably with an appropriate growth 

rate; and (2) that this will be sufficient to induce the commercial banks to 

maintain a corresponding degree of stability and growth rate, that is, that com

mercial banks, without reserve requirements, will maintain a stable ratio between 

their deposit liabilities and the monetary base resulting from the operations of 

the Federal Reserve banks. The second of these assumptions cannot be accepted, 

for two reasons: the inherent tendency of banks to expand; and the vast amount of 

evidence from the historical record that without the restraint of a reserve re

quirement they will do this at an inflationary but irregular rate. 

2From the first quarter of 1928 to the first quarter of 1932 the aggregate 
amount of effective member bank reserves (i.e., adjusted for shifts in deposits 
subject to different percentage requirements) was reduced, relative to 3½ percent 
growth per year, by 20 percent. The stock of money, measured by either Mi or Mz, 
contracted by about the same percentage. From December 1966 to December 1978 tne 
effective amount of member bank reserves increased by 66 percent relative to 3½ 
percent per year growth. The stock on money, measured by M2 , increased by 82 per
cent relative to 3½ percent annual growth, and by 36 percent if measured by Ml. 
The larger growth rate for Mz than for the effective amount of member bank reserves 
is due primarily to a faster growth rate of deposits in nonmember banks than in 
member banks. The figure for M1 substantially understates the de facto growth of 
bank deposits serving as money {means of payment) because of increased use of 
devices for using interest-bearing deposits for transaction purposes. 
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Institutional coverage of required reserves at Federal Reserve banks 

The question has also been asked: What percentage of deposits must be sub

ject to reserve requirements at Federal Reserve banks to achieve adequate monetary 

control? To this question a precise answer cannot be given. It seems evident 

that a very small percentage (say, no more than a tenth of all deposits, or of 

demand deposits) would be insufficient. However, I am not convinced that the 

decline in Federal Reserve membership in recent years has seriously impaired, 

though it has hampered, the ability of the Federal Reserve authorities to provide 

adequate monetary control. 

But.this is not the appropriate question to ask regarding Federal Reserve 

membership. A more important question is whether central bank relations with 

some commercial banks should differ from those for other banks or other institu

tions issuing money (i.e., with obligations serving as a generally acceptable 

means of payment). In a paper published more than fifteen years ago I stated: 

"The basic central bank privileges--exchange of assets for currency and borrowing 

in case of need--should be available without discrimination to all banks with 

obligations serving as circulating medium; and it is reasonable and equitable that 

the necessary cost of quantitative control measures should be distributed among 

all banks with obligations serving that function." 3 

Adherence to this principle requires extension of reserve requirements at 

Federal Reserve banks to all nonmember money-issuing institutions, and also pre

cludes the exemption of some deposits from the requirement. Proposed legislation 

3"Nonmember Banks and the Effectiveness of Monetary Policy," in Monetary 
Management, pages 317-59 (quotation from page 351), published for the Commission 
on Money and Credit, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963. 
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now under consideration (e.g., R.R. 7 and S. 85, 96th Congress) exempts from re

serves at Federal Reserve banks a specified amount of deposits in each bank. 

These exemptions are large enough to result in zero requirements for a very large 

majority (estimated at about 85 percent) of all banks. This is undesirable not 

only on the ground of inequity, but also because it would undoubtedly interfere 

with adequate monetary control. 

Coverage of reserve requirements by type of account 

In regard to the level of required reserves, I do not know of any good reason 

for difference by size of bank or type of institution against accounts serving 

as circulating medium. I therefore support the proposed uniform percentage ·against 

all accounts coming within the term "transaction accounts" used in recent Federal 

Reserve documents. 4 

With regard to whether required reserves are needed on time deposits and non

transactional savings deposits, there is a difference between a theoretical answer 

and an answer that takes into consideration the transactions potentiality of such 

deposits, that is, the degree to which they are held primarily as cash reserves 

ready for instant (or nearly instant) use. The theoretical answer, "no, '1 vould 

be appropriate if such deposits were held only by concerns (banks or other in.sti

tutions) completely separated from those providing transaction accoun~s, so that 

withdrawal would be in currency or a draft or check on an existing transactions 

account in another concern. The same answer might reasonably be applied to such 

4E.g., Federal Reserve Bulletin, July 1978, pp. 605 and 607, and the proposed 
redefinition of M1 , Federal Reserve Bulletin, January 1979, p. 17. 
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an account in a bank also holding transactions accounts, provided the dominant 

motive for holding the non-transactional account is as an investment rather than 

a form of cash reserve. Such a clear distinction is difficult if not impossible, 

and therefore my view is that the present practice of requiring reserves against 

time deposits and non-transactional savings accounts is appropriate and reasonable. 

Further, it seems to me ·reasonable and appropriate to continue the practice 

of a lower percentage requirement on the longer-term higher-interest certificates 

of deposit than on regular (non-transactionaij savings deposits, since the latter 

are de facto, and for the most part in law also, demand deposits. However, nego

tiable time certificates of deposit, including those in large denominations and 

regardless of length of term, might well be treated the same as regular savings 

accounts with respect to reserve requirements. When they came into use in the 

early 1960's, the contemporary changes in the aggregate amount of demand and other 

time deposits suggested that they were substitutes for demand deposits, rather 

than for non-negotiable time certificates of deposit or nonbank money market 

instruments such as Treasury bills and certificates. This probability is supported 

both by their negotiability and the ability to "tailor" maturities to conform with 

expected cash flows by corporation financial managers. 5 

Size of required percentage reserves 

A desirable feature of the structure of percentage reserve requirements is 

simplicity of computation. I would suggest the following percentages to be held 

at a Federal Reserve bank or in vault cash. 

(a) 10 percent on all net demand deposits and transaction accounts in banks 

and other financial institutions. 

5For the same reason, the large negotiable certificates of deposit, which are 
now excluded from both the N1 and M2 money supply measures, might appropriately 
be included in M1 , and certainly should be included in M2 • 
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(b) 3 percent on savings accounts (other than transactional) in banks, and 

on time deposits in banks with initial maturities of less than 180 days, including 

all negotiable certificates of deposit regardless of time to maturity. 

(c) 1 percent on time deposits in banks with initial maturities of 180 days 

or more (excluding negotiable certificates of deposit). 

The estimated effect of ·these requirements (as of December 31, 1977) on total 

required reserves, and the portions held in vault cash and at Federal Reserve 

banks, are shown below~ 6 The estimates do not cover transaction accounts at finan

cial institutions other than banks. Also, the figures shown for nonmember banks 

do not represent the change that would actually occur in their required reserves, 

because present requirements under State law would undoubtedly be modified. 

Millions of,ldoHars 
All Member Nonmember 
~ Banks Banks 

Required reserves: 
On total net demand deposits, at 10% 25,705 18,715· 6,990 
On savings deposits (non-transactional) at 3% 8,812 4,501 4,311 
On short-term deposits, at 3% 4,287 2,865 1,422 
On long-term time· deposits, at 1% ~ 1,464 1,011 

Total at these percentages 41,279 27,545 13,734 
Portion held in vault cash 13,525 9,531 3,994 
Portion held at Federal Reserve banks 27,754 18,014 9,740 

Change in required reserves held at Federal 
Reserve banks (i.e., difference from 
current figure of $27,338 million by 
member banks) 416 -9,324 9,740 

Logical consistency would also suggest that time deposits and non-trans

actional savings deposits in nonbank institutions with transactional accounts 

6Based on data in the pamphlet, Summary of the Monetary Improvement Act of 
1979, Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, United States Senate, 
January 9, 1979. The amounts shown here for time deposits at 3% may be under
estimated, and those at 1% underestimated, because a portion of negotiable certi
ficates of deposit may have initial maturities of 180 days or more and would be 
subject to the 3% reserve requirement. 
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should also be subject to reserve requirements at Federal Reserve·banks. This 

may eventually be needed for adequate monetary control. I would not recommend 

it now. 

Federal Reserve membership 

With extension of required reserves at Federal Reserve banks, and the pri

vileges of Federal Reserve membership, to all institutions providing circulating 

medium (transactions accounts), formal Federal Reserve membership might well be 

abolished. It would be appropriate to accompany this with retirement of the 

capital stock now held by member banks, which could be done at one time or over 

a period of a few years. 7 Extension of the privilege of voting for Federal 

Reserve bank directors could appropriately be extended to all institutions holding 

required reserves at Federal Reserve banks. 8 

Interest on required reserves held at Federal Reserve banks 

There is no inherent objection of which I am aware to the proposal to pay 

interest on required reserve balances at Federal Reserve banks. On the other 

hand, I do not see any basic need for such payments. However, in my opinion it 

would be reasonable and appropriate to do so as an accompaniment to extending 

reserve requirements to all banks and other institutions providing circulating 

medium. From the point of view of adequate monetary control this would be far 

preferable to exemption from reserve requirements of a portion of each bank's 

7The capital stock of the Federal Reserve banks is a little over $1 billion, 
and the surplus account about the same size. The portion of the annual earnings 
of the Federal Reserve banks now paid to the Treasury as "interest on Federal 
Reserve notes" is about $6 billion. 

8some additional collateral effects of abolition of formal Federal Reserve 
membership are discussed in the paper mentioned in note 3 above. 
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deposits (for banks under a specified size, all deposits) as is proposed in such 

bills as H.R. 7 and S. 85. 

The loss of earnings incurred by commercial banks in holding reserves at 

the Federal Reserve banks, adjusted for expenses of the Federal Reserve banks 

in providing services to the commercial banks,.can appropriately be regarded as 

a "fee" charged banks for the privilege of exercising a governmental function 

(issue of circulating medium) delegated to them. To estimate the size of this 

"fee," it is necessary to "allocate,.. the earnings and expenses of the Federal 

Reserve banks between their two basic monetary functions: (1) direct issue of 

a portion of the nation's circulating medium, hand-to-hand or pocket currency 

in the form of Federal Reserve notes, and dissemination to the public of hand-to

hand currency (coins) issued by the Treasury; and (2) provision of services, 

such as check clearing, that assist the commercial banks in maintaining the quality 

(ready acceptability) of the circulating medium they provide. If it is assumed 

(arbitrarily) that one-half of the net operating expenses of the Federal Reserve 

banks relates to each of these functions, a rough estimate can be obtained of 

$818 million as the aggregate amount of this "fee" in 1977. 9 

9My computation is as follows: 

Earnings of Federal Reserve banks on U.S. Government securities 
Less portion attributable to provision of Federal Reserve notes 

(estimated from proportion of such securities held at beginning 
and end of year as collateral for Federal Reserve notes) 

Balance of earnings on U.S. Government securities 
Add earnings on loans and acceptances 
Earnings attributable to services to commercial banks 
Less one-half of net current expenses of Federal Reserve banks 
Balance: net earnings from holding member bank reserve balances 

$6,820 million 

s, 729 
1,091 

39 
1,130 

312 
818 
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This amount is 3.1 percent of the member bank reserve balances at Federal 

Reserve banks (average of amount at beginning and end of the year). It suggests 

that payment of interest at 3 percent on reserve balances held at Federal Re

serve banks might represent a situation with neither a "fee" from conunercial 

banks for the privilege of providing circulating medium to the people of the 

nation, nor a subsidy to them for doing so. 

Charges for Federal Reserve bank services 

Charges for one type of Federal Reserve bank services, i.e., interest on 

discounts and other loans to member banks have always been made, and in the 1920's 

comprised the major part of the earnings of the Federal Reserve banks. There is 

no inherent objection of which I am aware to charges for other services by Federal 

Reserve bank~ nor any compelling reason to impose such charges. 

One of the objectives of the founders of the Federal Reserve system was to 

provide an efficient check clearing and collection system, with the costs in

volved in making payments by check to any part of the country absorbed by the 

banking system (including the Federal Reserve banks). It was hoped that domestic 

"exchange" charges (previously prevalent) would be eliminated, with a universal 

"par clearance" system. Though this has been substantially achieved, the clear

ance system would be improved by extension of required reserves at Federal 

Reserve banks to all institutions providing transactions accounts, since those 

balances are available for clearing purposes. 

The simplest method of handling the expenses of Federal Reserve banks incur

red in check clearing and other services for commercial banks and other institu

tions providing transactions accounts is to continue the practice of no specific 

charge; and, if interest is paid on reserve balances, allowance for such costs in 

setting the rate to be paid. 
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However, the question should be asked: if Federal Reserve bank privileges 

and services are extended to all institutions providing circulating medium 

(transactions accounts), might there be enough difference in the services, 

other than loans, provided directly or indirectly to the individual banks (or 

other institutions) to warrant the additional expense involved in computing and 

allocating those costs to each of the banks. I have no information on this 

question .. 

Treasury revenue from Federal Reserve bank operations 

Federal Reserve bank operations are essentially a government function, and 

it is therefore appropriate that an excess of earnings over expenses, inc1=uding 

in the latter provision for capital funds of the Reserve banks, be paid to the 

Treasury. In the original Federal Reserve Act this payment was in the form of 

a "franchise tax," with the amount through the 1920 1 s ranging from 49 percent 

to less than 1 percent of current earnings of the Federal Reserve banks.• In 

recent years it has been described as interest on Federal Reserve notes, and has 

ranged from 85 percent to 90 percent of net current earnings. 

The appropriateness of continuing this procedure is supported by the very 

high proportion of the earnings of the Federal Reserve banks derived from its 

own money-issuing function. For 1977, the net earnings of the Federal Reserve 

banks associated with issue of Federal Reserve notes, with allowance for expenses 

incurred in handling Treasury issued currency and general overall management of 
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monetary policy may be estimated, roughly, at about $5,071 million. 10 This may 

be compared with $5,937 million paid to the United States Treasury in that 

year as interest on Federal Reserve notes. 

lOMy computation is as follows: 

Earnings of Federal Reserve banks on U.S. Government securities 
held as collateral for Federal Reserve notes 

Plus earnings from foreign currencies 
Less one-half of net current expenses of Federal Reserve banks 
--,.- losses on U.S. securities and foreign exchange 

11 Board of Governors' expenses 
" dividends on capital of Federal Reserve banks 
" transferred to surplus of Federal Reserve banks 

Balance: net earnings from Federal Reserve note issue and 
monetary policy management 

McLean, Virginia 
March 27, 1979 

$5,729 million 
3 

312. 
196 

47 
60 

~ 

$5,071 
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[Memorandum-Mar. 20, 1979] 

To: Senator William Proxmire, Chairman, Senator Jacob Garn, Ranking Minority 
Member, Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. 

From: Albert Gailord Hart, Professor Emeritus of Economics, Columbia University. 
Subject: Legislative Standards for Membership in the Federal Reserve System. 

In relation to legislative proposals before your Committee which bear upon the 
problem of membership in the Federal Reserve System, my position may be 
summed up as follows: 

A. A legislative solution to the "membership problem" is indeed urgent, but; 
B. This problem must be seen in the context of effective control over the quantity 

of money, and can best be dealt with not in isolation but as part of a legislative 
program which takes in the reserve-requirement structure and, one must hope, the 
mandate of the Federal Reserve. 

To compress my argument, I state it below as a "sentence-outline". 
1. The membership problem requires solution because it stands in the way of 

restoring effective control over the quantity of money. 
(a) Though member banks still hold some three-quarters of adjusted demand 

deposits (still our chief form of money), their share is declining. 
(b) The rapid relative growth of new forms of money is likely to reduce rapidly 

the share of member-bank demand deposits in the stock of money (transactions 
balances); though it should be noted that unregulated forms of money issued by 
member banks are among those rapidly expanding. 

(c) The F.R. authorities see attrition of membership as a major threat, requiring 
continuous efforts to abate the "burdens" of membership by encouraging changes 
that build up the competitive power of member banks as against non-member banks 
and other financial institutions. 

i. Members of the Board of Governors stated last year that many member 
banks "have indicated intentions to withdraw unless the burden of membership 
is relieved." (Federal Reserve Bulletin, August 1978, p. 646; see also page 636.) 

ii. It is an interesting straw-in-the-wind that among National Banks (the only 
group required to be members), the word "National" has been disappearing 
from corporate mastheads, so that a shift to state charters could be made with 
no disturbance of the corporate image. 

(d) The effort to improve the competitive position of member banks is presumably 
the main explanation of the remarkable permissiveness of the F.R. authorities in 
recent years toward innovations that introduce and expand new and uncontrolled 
forms of effective money (transactions balances). 

[I refer in particular to so-called "repurchase agreements", other "nonreservable 
borrowings", and checking/savings (ATS) accounts. Besides, there is a threat that 
shortly we may have "free-trade-zone" banking, enabling banks to carry on banking 
operations within U.S.A. (in offices deemed to be abroad) without reserve require
ments and other regulations.] 

(e) Apparently we cannot expect the F.R. authorities to stop the proinflationary 
policy of encouraging the proliferation of new forms of effective money, without 
legislative safeguards against banks opting out of the System and thus out of 
monetary controls. 

2. Suggested solutions within the voluntary system by making membership more 
attractive seem inadequate and unsatisfactory. 

(a) F.R. proposals to reduce the burden of membership by payment of interest on 
reserve balance at least as presented in 1978-offer so little in interest as to be 
derisory from the member-bank standpoint. 

(b) If attractions were made substantial by pushing the rate of interest on reserve 
balances up to market-interest levels, the Treasury would lose a significant and 
appropriate source of revenue. 

i. The excess of FRB income over expenses (because expenses do not include 
interest), now transferred to the Treasury, would evaporate. 

ii. This revenue is widely and correctly construed as a "tax" on the holding of 
demand deposits. 

iii. Such a tax is economically warranted because the holding of liquid funds 
has adverse externalities: the more readily-available funds other people have, 
the greater is inflation-exposure for each of us. 

iv. Equitability of the tax will of course gain if it is extended to transactions 
balances other than demand deposits with member banks-as would be done 
under universal reserve requirements. 

(c) Avoidance of interest on reserve balances has significant advantages for mone
tary policy. 
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i. To prevent monetary control from becoming hopelessly flabby, it is impor
tant to have a controllable quantity of money-and to avoid situations where 
nonmonetary assets are virtually as liquid as money. 

ii. We seem to be committed to have a substantial proportion of money 
(transactions balances) on an interest-bearing footing, as the result of a series of 
accepted financial innovations (capped by the ATS arrangement) which must be 
taken at least for purposes of argument as irreversible. 

iii. To preserve a situation where nonmonetary liabilities of banks and other 
financial institutions are not fully as liquid as money requires at least a 
significant interest-differential against money. 

iv. A requirement to hold non-interest-bearing reserves against transactions 
balances seems the only instrument available to generate such a differential 

d. It should be observed that if access to F.R. clearing facilities becomes a service 
available at cost to all comers rather than as hitherto a privilege of F.R. members
a change which seems both desirable and likely-the net advantages of membership 
will largely evaporate whatever may be done about interest on reserve balances. 

3. If the membership problem is to be dealt with in isolation, it calls for making 
F.R. membership compulsory for a much expanded range of institutions. 

(a) Membership could in principle be made compulsory for all institutions having 
liabilities which serve as transactions balances. 

(b) A good working approximation might be managed by requiring membership as 
a condition of deposit insurance-and perhaps requiring deposit insurance. 

i. Note however that mutual market mutual funds seem to live happily 
without insurance, and other types of institutions might well do so. [Note 
acceptability of Eurodollars, and of certificates of deposit far above insurance 
limits.] 

ii. Besides, savings institutions which choose not to go the route of NOW 
accounts and the like would not seem to be appropriate F.R. members. 

4. Much more reasonable, however, is a policy of universal reserve requirements, 
irrespective of membership. 

(a) Aspects of membership other than subjection to reserve requirements and 
other monetary controls (and access to clearing facilities) have largely lost meaning. 

(b) Reserve requirements etc. should apply to an institution because its operations 
are of monetary significance, not because of membership. 

(c) Given universal requirements, motives for attrition of membership evaporate
and if banks give up membership it will no longer matter. 

A comment on legislative strategy 
It may be taken as obvious that a comprehensive monetary reform to bring the 

structure and policy-mandate of monetary policy abreast of changes in private
sector institutions and practices is long overdue. In US history, such reforms have 
taken place in 1791, 1816, 1863, and 1913, with fairly substantial overhavling in 
1935. The pace of financial innovation and of structural change in the US and world 
economy has probably been at its most rapid in recent decades. Accumulated 
obsolescence is a major problem; and forms of transactions balances outside the 
domain of present monetary controls are greatly outgrowing those which are subject 
to control. 

Advocates of comprehensive reform have been discouraged by a number of fiascos 
since World War II. Furthermore, the effects of electronic data transfer are just 
beginning to be felt, and its impact on financial institutions and practices is suffi
ciently unpredictable so that an attempt now to reshape the monetary-policy struc
ture and strategy for the coming generation might entail serious errors. Yet it is at 
least equally riskly to let major monetary changes be made as a series of tactical 
moves without considering where they will lead us. One of the major tasks of the 
congressional committees dealing with monetary policy is surely to bring public
interest considerations and enlightened public opinion to bear, and take each legis
lative proposal in a context broad enough to avoid widening the gap between control 
measures and economic reality. 

It is disquieting to observe a marked tendency for national legislative responsibil
ities to be preempted by state authorities (as in the case of the launching of the 
Now-account movement), and by quasi-legislative moves of the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System. The FR authorities have taken it upon themselves to 
move toward repeal of the statutory rule against pa?,ing interest on demand depos
tits. Their treatment of "non-reservable borrowings ' has in effect enable banks to 
pay interest C and to evade the Federal Reserve's own system of reserve require
ments) by helping corporations to disguise transactions balances as "repurchase 
agreements" and by helping local governments and non-bank financial institutions 
to disguise transactions balances as federal-funds claims. Their approval in 1978 of 
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automatic-transfer arrangements will enable individuals on an increasing scale to 
disguise transactions balances as "savings." If the proposed arrangements for "free
port banking" are approved, this will open vast opprotunities for disguising US 
banking operations as overseas transactions. Such changes, which amount of a 
revolution in the composition of transactions balances, have been presented to the 
public as comparatively minor technical changes; their relation to the growth in the 
stock of transactions balances has been disregarded, and the public interest in 
limiting that growth has not been brought to bear on the policy decisions.• While 
some fairly candid discussion may be found in such places as the minutes of the 
November 1978 meeting of the Open Market Committee and the Federal Reserve 
staff report on Improving the Monetary Aggregates, the financially-literate public 
has not been briefed on the monetary effects of ATS, RP's etc., and financial 
journalists treat such matters as things to be settled by the technicians. 

Insofar as the Federal Reserve does come forward with legislative proposals, 
furthermore, their approach seems to be designed to distract informed public opin
ion rather than mobilize it for constructive proposals. Like legislation-by-regulation, 
their proposals for congressional action are put forward in a very narrow context, 
depriving commentators of a "handle" for treating proposed measures in terms of 
their effect on the size and controllability of the stock of transactions balances. A 
notable example is that the 1978 proposal for universal reserve requirements was 
put forward not as a mechanism for bringing under control the stock of transactions 
balances, but as a technical device (alternative to the proposal for paying interest on 
reserve balances) for reducing the "burdens of membership". 

Both the Federal Reserve and the congressional committees, I would urge, have 
an educational responsibility in the monetary field. There is an enormous constitu
ency of victims of inflation which could be moblized for setting limits to the growth 
of a meaningfully-measured aggregate of transactions balances. But this mobiliza
tion depends on understanding of the realities of the new monetary structure, and 
hence on looking at monetary legislation in terms of substantive policy rather than 
of arid technical provisions. 

NEW YORK CLEARING HOUSE, 
New York, N. Y., March 30,1979. 

Hon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE, 
Chairman, Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE: The members of the New York Clearing House Asso
ciation have a deep interest in legislation intended to deal with declining member
ship in the Federal Reserve System, and we commend the House and Senate 
Banking Committees for their work in this area and particularly the Committee 
Chairmen for their initiatives. 

Our comments relate to the level of required reserves; universality of reserves 
and pricing of Federal Reserve services. 

Level of required reserves. -Fundamentally, we believe reserve requirements 
should be set at lower levels and that doing so will not affect the ability of the 
Federal Reserve to discharge its monetary responsibilities. 

Federal reserve requirements act like a tax collected only from banks belonging 
to the Federal Reserve System, but the tax is effectively shared with bank custom
ers, particularly individual and smaller corporate customers who lack access to 
alternative credit markets. 

The Association believes that reserves on time and savings deposits, in addition to 
imposing higher credit costs on borrowers, serve no useful purpose in monetary 
policy. Virtually every major study of the banking system in recent years supports 
that conclusion, and the Association strongly urges the Committees initially to: 

Lower reserves on short-term time deposits to the same levels applicable to long
term time and savings deposits; and 

Set the range for reserves in all three time and savings categories at 0-3 percent; 
and 

Phase out time and savings reserve requirements entirely, over time, except for 
stand-by emergency reserves. 

Universal reserves.-We believe that for many years the voluntary nature of 
Federal Reserve membership served the country and the financial system well. 
However, the prsent condition of high reserve requirements and high interest rates 

1 The announcement of the ATS approval (Federal Reserve Bulletin, May 1978) mentioned 
only one public-interest consideration-namely, the saving of work entailed in processing checks 
which "bounce". Newspaper stories on the ATS centered also on "no-bounce checking". 
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creates for member banks a strong incentive for them to take advantage of volunta
rism and to leave the system. Our first choice for resolution of this problem would 
be to phase in a substantial reduction of reserve requirements to levels at which 
voluntarism could again succeed. 

If, however, Congress finds it impossible to reduce reserve requirements enough to 
make membership attractive to the broad spectrum of depository institutions, the 
burden of providing the Federal Reserve with adequate monetary controls should 
not be limited to a few large institutions but should be shared by all institutions 
offering transaction accounts. In this respect, the bills introduced by the Committee 
Chairmen represent progress toward a more equitable sharing of the reserve burden 
by extending it insofar as transaction accounts are concerned to mutual savings 
banks, savings and loan associations and credit unions with deposits that exceed the 
exemption level. 

However, under the Chairmen's bills the entire burden of supporting the central 
bank through reserve balances required to be maintained with the Federal Reserve 
would be borne by approximately 800-1000 of the nation's more than 36,000 deposi
tory institutions. The base of the nation's central banking operation must be broad
er than that. 

If the Committees deem it necessary to mandate reserve requirements we urge 
that a much greater portion of the nation's depository institutions share in the 
burden of maintaining reserves with the central bank. Extending the reserve 
burden should be combined with the ability to earn a market rate of return on a 
portion of the mandatory reserves in order to minimize their impact-particularly 
on smaller institutions. Another way to minimize the impact of mandatory reserve 
legislation would be to free all time and savings deposits from reserve requirements. 
This approach would be particularly suitable in equalizing the reserve burden 
between smaller commercial banks and thrift institutions. Also, as we have noted, 
those reserves serve no useful purpose in monetary policy. If Congress considered it 
necessary to minimize the revenue loss resulting from such a step, the program 
could be phased in over a period of time. The earnings that will accrue to the 
Federal Reserve from increased holdings of government obligations attributable to 
the normal growth in currency during the phase-in period would offset the effect of 
lower reserve requirements, and prevent any outright declines in Federal Reserve 
payments to the Treasury. 

Pricing.-The Association supports the requirement that the Federal Reserve 
price its services on an explicit and competitive basis so as to reflect all direct and 
indirect costs incurred. In order to avoid incrasing the already significant burden of 
Federal Reserve membership, explicit pricing of Federal Reserve services must, we 
believe, be accompanied by reduced reserve requirements. 

We wish to note the deep concern of our members that the preliminary pricing 
structure proposed by the Federal Reserve on December 1 is unrealistically low and 
does not reflect all costs, including importantly, the costs of capital and float, Float 
in the Federal Reserve System averaged $5.6 billion per day during 1978. Translated 
into cost of money at the 90 day Treasury bill rate, that' meant that the Federal 
Reserve System lost $414 million during 1978. 

Unless the proposed pricing structure is substantially revised so as to reflect all 
costs, private sector institutions will be unable to compete in the market for corre
spondent banking services. We do not believe this is what Congress intends, and we 
urge that the Committee provide appropriate external monitoring procedures to 
assure that private institutions will not be forced out of this market. 

We believe the legislative changes being discussed are likely to have a significant 
impact on the banking system for years to come. Several of my Clearing House 
colleagues and I would like to meet with you as soon as possible to exchange views 
on this issue. Such a meeting should have constructive benefits. I shall telephone in 
a few days to seek a mutually convenient time. 

Sincerely, 
WALTER H. PAGE, 

Chairman of the Clearing House Committee. 
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STATEMENT OF JEREMIAH P. SHEA, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
BANK OF DELAWARE, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

TO: SENATE COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS 
THE HONORABLE WILLIAM PROXMIRE, CHAIRMAN 

MARCH 30, 1979 

This testimony is offered by Jeremiah P. Shea, President and 

Chief Executive Officer of Bank of Delaware, Wilmington, Delawar~. 

The statements made herein are made on behalf of the member banks 
. I 

of the Delaware Bankers Association, and particularly those institu-

tions that represent more than 90% of the banking resources of our 

small State. 

Delaware is a small State--a population of only 600,000 people, 

served by 17 commercial banks. Of those 17 banks, the four largest 

represent 

92% of all bank assets 

91% of all bank deposits 

80% of all bank capital. 

In asset size, the four banks range from $430 million to $1.3 billion 

and total assets of the four are about $3 billion. 

Located outside the money centers, these are local banks emphasing 

retail services in a competitive environment, vying for the business 

of those 600 thousand citizens. None of these banks are members of 

the Federal Reserve System because there is no present advantage to 

membership. Two of the four were members but found the cost more 

than could be justified by services rendered, prestige, or business 

potential. They are, in brief, four of the approximately 200 banks 

that S.85 is designed to capture. 

The collective capital-to-assets ratio of the four banks is 

6.1%--somewhat below the ratio of banks in their size range. One 

of their continuing concerns is the improvement of this ratio through 

a) earnings, and b) earnings retention. Compulsory sterile reserves 

will severely hamper this objective. 
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These banks share a number of concerns: 

1. We need a strong central bank. 

2. We believe that the Federal Reserve System can obtain 

the support it needs and the reserves it seeks to control, 

through policies that respect the earnings requirements 

and capital requirements of member and nonmember banks. 

3. We believe tha~ voluntary support is most desirable and 

that it is available in direct relationship .to the 

cost of that support. 

4. We have found, and suggest to the Federal Reserve, 

that effective administration is enhanced by simplicity 

and clarity of regulation. 

a) Establish uniform reserve requirements on all 

demand deposits, except for the smallest banks 

(which are already protected by Fed's recognition 

of vault cash as a part of their reserve). 

b) Establish uniform reserve requirements for all 

savings deposits, including NOW accounts and 

other non-demand transaction accounts which may 

be c~assed as savings deposits. 

c) Extend these uniform reserve requirements to all 

banking institutions, savings banks, savings 

associations and credit unions. 

* * * * * * * 

Our main thesis, in presenting this testimony, is to stress 

the severe, if unintended, impact that S.85 will have on Delaware 

banking and on the Delaware economy. 

In appraising S.85's impact on banking, the four largest Delaware 

banks, alluded to earlier, supplied the writer with estimates of the 

reserves that would be immobilized by the proposed legislation based 

on their year-end 1978 operating results. Based on that figure, it 

is possible to calculate the e~timated impact on earnings and 

indirectly on capital formation. 
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The following analysis of the impact of S.85 on Delaware's 

four largest banks is based on certain reasonable/conservative 

assumptions: 

1. All four banks would use Federal Reserve for the 

bulk of their check-processing. 

2. All four banks would reduce correspondent balances by 25%. 

3. Earnings on balances are calculated at 7.5% 

(current rates - 9.5-10%). 

Wilmington Bank of Delaware Farmers 
Trust Delaware Trust ~ 

(In thousands) 
.!il& 

1978 Earnings $10,788 $ 5,695 $ 1,860 $ 5,600 $ 29,943 

Sterile Reserves* 45,080 21,425 13,361 40,840 120,706 

Impact (after taxes) 
On Earnings 14.7% 11.8% 25.1% 27. 9% 

1,581 672 467 1,567 

*Reflects deduction 
of cash balances 

One hundre~ twenty-one million dollars of sterile reserves 

equals 5.25% of all bank deposits and 4.0% of all bank assets in 

the State of Delaware. 

17.9% 
4,287 

$4,287,000 equals 17.9% of all after-tax earnings--witb a range 

of 11.5% to 27.9% in individual banks. The greatest impact will be 

incurred by t.he bank with the greatest need! That institution re·ports 

that compliance with the substantial reserves required by S.85 would 

force the sale of part of its loan portfolio! The lending activities 

of all of the banks would be impaired. 

* * * * * * * 
Setting aside our parochial concerns, we offer the following: 

From the Treasury/fiscal point of view, the ''bottom line'' is the 

annual transfer of Federal Reserve earnings to the Treasury. Regard

less of the merits of this transfer, it would make sense to adopt 

a system that 
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a) includes all commercial banks and savings 

institutions on the same basis, 

b) establishes uniform reserve requirements 

for each class of deposits, 

c) directs the calculation of required reserves so as 

to achieve approximately the same "bottom line,'' 

i.e., FRB transfer to the Treasury, as now exists, 

d) views earnings on reserve balances and charges for 

services as offsetting. If it is the intent of 

Congress to see that interest paid on reserves is 

to be offset by charges for service, then it is 

probably not worth the effort to design elaborate 

calculations intended to maintain the status quo. 

All banks, as witness the recent Community Bankers statement, 

are willing to support the Federal Reserve. If they did, under the 

terms of (a), (b), and (c) above, the burden would be eveniy spread 

across the industry. This would 

a) assure the continuity of Treasury income 

at present levels, 

b) give the Fed control of essentially!.!.!. banking 

and savings deposits, 

c) relieve the disproportionate cost contemplated 

under S.85, that would severely impact 200 com-

munity and regional retail banks. In other words, 

with more participants, the individual burden 

would be lighter, allowing for more acceptable 

ranges and levels of reserve requirements. 

Delaware, with no substantial Federal Reserve representation, 

and with no major population base, will suffer disproportionately 

unless a broad-based approach such as this is adopted, The present 

intention to exclude 12,900 of the nation's banks and the entire 

savings industry from reserve requirement is simply not reasonable. 
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Delaware banks are willing to shoulder their share of the 

contribution needed to maintain the influence of the Federal 

Reserve System, but must object to So85 as now written. To move 

almost $121 million--5.2% of our State's bank deposits--to the 

vaults of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia would be an 

unreasonable price to pay in terms of industrial growth, job 

development, and bank capital formation. 

Our final plea: 

1. Identify all deposits that constitute "money supply." 

2. Apply reserve requirements evenly across those 

institutions that hold the money supply. 

3. Allow sufficient time for the phasing in of these 

requirements so that no institution or group of 

institutions is impacted beyond its ability to 

adjust or react. 

0 
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